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Columbia Bicycle, Model 30.
The blue-rimmed prize winner appears this year

as Columbia Model 30, and

Has jumped at once to the top notch of popularity.

Weight 30 lbs.

Built upon the lines of the Columbia Kacer, on which were made in
192 the world's records from

one-quarter to five miles, the Columbia Model 30 has shown itself to be the fastest road wheel on the

market, as proved, not by talk, but by facts. It is fitted with Columbia Pneumatic Tires, is regularly

equipped with the elliptical sprocket wheel and finished in black enamel, including rims. Careful

construction, good workmanship, finest material, and elegant finish make the Model 30 worthy of the

position it has taken as the leading light road wheel among all cycles.

DO YOU RIDE J± COLUMBIA.

BOSTON.
POPE MANT'G CO.,
NEW YORK. . OHICAOO. HARTFORD.

UNION CYCLES.

" There's something in an iron horse,

And something in a huge balloon."

(Wordsworth.)

We wonder if old Wordsworth's proph-
etic eye saw the coming of ;the bicycle,

shod with Pneumatic Tires. To such a
lover of nature what a source of pleasure

the possession of a Union P. D. Q. would
have been. It is the most perfect cycle

for touring ever made. The tires are the

simplest and easiest to repair of any. The
wheel is built for active service, and is the

strongest '93 model. You should examine
and try one bei'ore purchasing.

P. S.—A certain Sporting Journal ob-

jects to our style of advertising; we would
like to have the opinions of the cycling

public. U. C. MFG. CO.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO., highlandville, mass.
BRANCHES : BOSTON, Mass.

;

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.

;

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. ;
CHICAGO, 111.



MAKE FRIENDS. • HOW?
-By Recommending and .Riding the-

"WARWICK "
S1MPLY GRAND -

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Thorsen & Cassady Company, Chicago—Special Agents. MENTION THE REFEREE.

He Speaks by the Card.
Milwaukee, April 24, 1893.

Mr. Jas. E. Reiter, Mgr. Stokes Mfg Co. , Milwaukee, Wis
Dear Sir.—The Sterling I purchased from you three weeks ago is giving entire satisfaction, and I believe it to be the best wheel on the

market. As you guarantee all parts I gave it some of the severest tests along rough roads at your expense, but it came out all right, not showing

a scratch. My wheel with road tyres and road saddle weighs but 30 pounds, while I at presen weigh 192 1-2 pounds and I think it would carry

250 pounds just as well. It possesses miraculous strength for its weight, and in finish and style it cannot be excelled, besides having all the latest

and best improvements. I thank you for the successful effort you made in selling me the Sterling. Don't think I would have been satisfied with

any other. My friends all want Sterlings. I will send them to you. Respectfully,
s A. C. RUNKEL.

STERLINGS
CAN BE RELIED ON. NOT FEATHERWEIGHT, BUT

LIGHT, STRONG and DURABLE.

RIDE THE STERLING.

STOKES MFG. COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SALESROOM—293 WABASH AVE
FACTORY—236-240 CARROLL AVE.,

• *
Don't forget to order your Sundries of us.

*

~: } Chicago, BRANCHES
^ MILWAUKEE.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

B 19—"GIRDER" RACE SADDLE.
Our New "Geared Ordinary" Saddle

surpasses all others.

FOR CORRECT MECHANICAL PRIN-
CIPLE, CAREFUL ATTENTION TO DE-
TAIL, LIGHTNESS, WITH DURABILITY
AND STERLING EXCELLENCE OF
QUALITY— EXCEL ALL OTHERS.

- Brooks Saddles -:-
(American Patents Granted and Pending.)

B 90, Roadster. B 91, Semi-Racer. B 02, Light, Scorcher.

SEE THAI TOU GET A GENUINE BSOOKS.-
Eraudulent Imitations Abroad.

I B. BROOKS & CO, Birmingham, Eng.

American Representative, MR. SAMUEL SNELL, Toledo, Ohio

B 17—"SPEEDWELL" Race Saddle
Our New " Geared Ordinary" Sad

die surpasses all others.

DO NOT PLACE YOUR CONTRACTS
TILL YOU HAVE SEEN OUR LATEST
PRODUCTIONS. THEY ARE WORTH
THE ATTENTION OF ALL FIRST-CLASS
FIRMS.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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THi REMINGTON!
Three patterns for '93:

Light Roadster, actual weight

32 lbs.; Roadster, 44 lbs.;

Ladies' Wheel, 42 lbs.

Prices, - - $140.00.

Material, best obtainable.

Workmanship unsurpassed.

• Mannesmann tubing.

Warwick hollow rims, and

a variety of the best pnumatic

tires to select from.

Send for Catalog.

REMINGTON ARMS CO.,
Works at Ilion,

N. Y. MENTION THE REFEREE.315 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
THORSEN & CASSADY CO., 60 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Agents for Illinois and Wisconsin.

1893..

MODEL NEW MAIL TENTH
YEAR.

-WEIGHT 65 POUNDS.

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 Washington Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
ALBERT W. MOORE, Western Representative, MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

M. & W. Style Pneu-
matic Tires $125 00.

11-2 Inch Cushion
Tires 100.00.

Both Men's and Ladies'

Patterns.

DESCRIPTION: Credenda
Tubing, Long 10-inch Ball

Head, Single Butt Ended
Spokes, laced and strongly-

tied at intersections; Lapped
Rim, vpry stiff; New Mail
Low Handle Bars, Cork
Randles,3-8 inch Best Chain,
6 1-2 Round Steel Forged
Cranks, Dust Proof Ball

Pedals with square rubbers,

Garford Saddle, Tools Com-
plete, Weight (stripped) 35
pounds. fiO-inch Gear, 28-

inch Rear and 30-inch front

Wheel.

A Superb Light Roadster.
Heavy orders already
booked. Applications for

Agencies must be entered
NOW.

HIGHEST GRADE.

Also—THE BEST LINE
OF CHEAPWHEELS in the

market, from $15 to $100.

Don't order your cheap
wheels till seeing our samples
and receiving our prices.

NEW MAILS are to have a
Great Year in '93. Look out
for your Agency.
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No Terror Now! ™ SILVERTOWN

English Patent A'<>. IO IS, Jan., '91

Am. Pat, No. 4i>2,S76, May V6, '91

ttCLOSURE" ..tyre..

REPAIRS ITSELF-
3S~o Solntionmg. ]N"o Stitching. IN"o Trouble.

no REP^iRiisra outfits.
ISTo Long- Delays. 3STo Weary Tramps.

USTo Railway Journeys.

SO PERFECT, fET SO SIMPLE!
IMPORTANT ! See that every tire is stamped Silvertown " Closure" with date of patent.

For Descriptive Pamphlet and Full Particulars Apply to

The India Rubber, Gutta Percba and Telegraph Works Company, Limited,

Works : Silvertown, London, E., and Persan Beaumont, France.

Head Offices : 106 Cannon Street, London, E. C.

Cable Address : Graysilver, London.MENTION THE REFEREE.

Geo. W. Stomp,

78 Washington Street,

Buffalo, N. Y.

shamp SauDLE, NO. 1. Weight, 21 oz. Liberal Discounts to the

Trade.

SHAMP Sr-tCIAL VOUCHER, NO. 2.
Weieht. 16 oz.

Get Our Prices

Before Placing

Your Orders.

1893 MODELS.
Clipper Scorcher, $135.00
Clipper l,adies, $125.00

SAFETIES Clipper Roadster, $125.00

Applications for Agencies and Jobbing Territory Now Received

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Mfrs.,
Send for Catalog. GKRAND RAPIDS, Mich.

ELYRH is 26 miles
west of Cleveland on
the Lake Shore& Michi-
gan Southern Railway.
Passengers traveling
this route will notice
our new factory a short
distance east of the de-

pot on the north side of
the tracks, and seeing
it, will not be surprised
at our claiming to be the

Largest Saddle Makers
in the World.

By the way, if it be convenient, stop over a train. We are always pleased to show
our new plant, and our visitors so far have enjoyed seeing the building of saddles re-

duced to a science.

THE GARFORD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Elyria, Ohio.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. mention the refehee.

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF— WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. Send for DliMtrated
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THE BEARINGS
IN-

-TELEGRAM - CYCLES-
Are more perfect than in any other Safety ever made.

WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST TRF RATTQ

WHEN YOU CAN GET THEM

FOR THE ASKING ?

Remember, We Baek 'Em Up.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Are specially made at large additional cost and then gauged and
assorted on our famous

BALL-TESTING MACHINE.
(THE ONLY ONE IN EXISTENCE.)

Our Catalogue Explains.

THE BUCKEYE CYCLE CO., Manufacturers, Jobbers, Importers.
Branches:—Chicago, Davenport, Bloomington, Atlanta, Los Angeles.

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Cincinnati, O., March 10th 1893.
Sercombe-Bolte Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen:—The Light Roadsters with Telegram (quick repair) Pneumatic Tires have
taken the town by storm. We are having a thousand inquiries a day for circulars, and it

looks as though we were not going to sell anything bat Telegram wheels this season. Ex-
press at once advance circulars and send us catalogues at the earliest possible moment.

Very truly yours, THE BUCKEYE CYCLE CO.

SERCOMBE-BOLTE MFG. CO., Milwaukee,Wis.
Distributing depots for Telegram (quick repair! Pneumatic Tires. CHAS. E. VAN VLECK 310 Broadway,

New York City. THORSEN & CASSADY CO , 60-02 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CLOSED.

The Kalamazoo
Parcel Carrier

Will fit any kind of a bicycle.
Carries either in front or behind „
the handle har; folds up when -Nps. 4, 5 and C PARCEL CARRIERS
not to use. Price. $2.00. Do not fold but wlll carry either in front

or behind the handle bar.

No. 4—6x13 inches, 7-32 Steel Spring Wire, Price, $1.00
No. 5—7 1-2x13 " 1-4 • •' " " 81.25
No. 6—7 1-2x15 " 5-16 " " " " $1.50

Kalamazo > Child's Seat, Baby Carrier and Parcel Carrier Combination. Price, $5.00.

Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Send for Catalogue describing the

Reading Flyer, Reading Road Racer,

Reading Racer, Ladies' Reading

and Junior Flyer.

The very best line of Medium Grade Wheels ever

offered. All the latest improvements.

Yours truly,

W. H. Wilhelm & Co.
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Cutting Priees
-DOES NOT-

Create a Demand,
NEITHER DOES IT TEND TO

Improve the Quality.
CATALOGUE OF "CENTRAL" AND "BEN-HUR" FREE.

CENTRAL.

Our prices and discounts are consistent with the

quality of our Bicycles, and our

GUARANTEE ABSOLUTE.

- "*-£*&,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
BEN-HUR.

The Latest and Best Goods are not found on a

BARGAIN COUNTER.

Catalogue of "Central" and "Ben-Hur" Free.

Prices Guaranteed.

CENTRAL CYCLE MAN'F'G. CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

IVEL CYCLES,
Highest Grade.

R. H. DANA CO.,
15-25 Whitehall St., New York,

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

The Ivel Wheels are of the Highest-
Grade English make, and superior to any-

thing on the market.
We want GOOD AGENTS for this wheel, and will give liberal dis-

counts and territory to reliable parties.

IVEL LADIES' WHEEL, WEIGHT 35 Lbs., PRICE $160.

We carry a full stock of all parts and
can promptly furnish a duplicate of any
part of the Machine.

Ivel Full Roadster, wt. 39 lbs., price $160.

Ivel Racer, wt. 23 lbs., price $160.

R. H. Dana Co.,
15-25 WHITEHALL ST., N. Y.

A Light Machine of exceptional merit; it has been
thoroughly rested and proved to be remarkably fast, and
although so light, perfectly rigid and reliable.

MENTION THE REFEREE. IVEL SCORCHER, WEIGHT 30 Lbs. PRICE $160.
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SEDDONKTYRES
^p if <»^ wf ^w ^w wrw — w — ^m w
NO SLIPPING NO CREEPING.

EASILY REPAIRED.

* PERFECT IN EVERY WAY. +
CAN - BE - EXPOSED - TO - HEAT - OF - SON - WITHOUT - DANGER.

Western and Southern agents will know what this

means. Last year the agents of the old tyre ex-

plained all defects by saying, exposure to sun had

caused the old pattern to explode.

Ito Seddon Stands All Climates.
There has been published lately as having been made an enormous deal in Tyre Patents,

but the following

EXTRAORDINARY
AN» EXTENSIVE DEAL

Is unknown in the history of cycling. Seddon's Pneumatic Tire Patents for United States and Canada

have been purchased, and in future will be worked by the AMERICAN SEDDON'S TYRE
COMPANY, with a capital of

$300,OOOAOO.
Catalogue Free.

AMERICAN SEDDON'S TYRE Company,

65 READ STREET NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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Road Racer.

$125oo
The "Relay" is Unequalled.

Roadster, 40 lbs., $110.

STATE AGENTS :

J. T. 3ailey & Co., Phila., Pa.—Penna., Delaware, So. N..T.

Schulenburg- Cycle Co., Detroit, Mich.—Mich, and Ind,

H. B. Whilden, Charleston, S. C —South Carolina.

The H. H. Kiffe Co., 473 Broadway, N. Y. City—New York
City and Long Island.

E. Alsdorf & Co., Newark. N. J.—Northern New Jersey.

Solon A. Adams, Jacksonville, Fla.—Florida.

Campbell & Co., Providence, E. I.—Rhode Island.

E. H. Polhill, Columbus, Ga.—Georgia.

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

Relay Manfg. Co., Reading, Pa.

THE ECLIPSE
Is certainly in the front rank this season, and everything

indicates that it means to stay there. It is

right in every respect.

LIGHT, STRONG I EASY RUNNING.
It has developed wonderful hill-climbing powers, and it is becoming cele-

brated as a Coaster. If you want a wheel that will give you the lead, carry you safely and run easily over

any kind of a road, try the '93 ECLIPSE.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
Factory—Beaver Falls, Pa. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THOS. SMITH & CO.,
1 Wharf St., ASTON, Birmingham.

•<3

«3

<b

ft

3
E5

Go
:s-

OS

a

steel sT^MPnsras.
telephone 2525

.

NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READY. Telegrams, " Hector."
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ESTABLISHED IN 1840.
To that vast army of cyclists reaching throughout America we cerdially extend our greetings for the year; and with confidence and pride in our

latest achievements we present to them, as models of speed, strength and lightness, the Lovell Diamond Cycles for 1893.

Our Line:

Model 10 Light Road
ster or Road Racer,
Pneumatic Tires, weight
31 lbs

; price $115.00

Model 11. Full Road-
ster, weight, all on, 37
lbs., stripped, 33 lbs.

(this wheel is on the same
lines as our Model 10.)... 115.00

Model 11. In 1 0-10 In.

Cushion Tires 105.00

Model 13. Ladies',Pneu.
Tires, weight, 35 lbs... . 115.00

Model 14. Fame as
Model 13, with 1 9-16 in.

Cushion Tires 105.00

Model 15, Convertible,
Pneumatic Tires, weight,
35 1 a lbs 115.00

Model 10. Same as
Model 15, with 1 9-16 in.

Cushion Tires 105.00

Model 3.
came as 1892

model, with Pneumatic
Tires 100.00

Model 3. With Cushion
Tires 90.00

Model 1. The same as
1--91 model, with Pneu-
matic '1 ir<rs 85.00

Model 1. With Cushion
Tires 75.00

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO., manufacturers, Boston, Mass,
Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. Catalogue Free. MENTION THE REFEREE.

NOT SOLD OUT.
Our entire output for 1893 is not sold, and we are not declining to accept orders, but are taking all we can

get, and still have a few blank pages in our order book.

There are numberless machines on the market, but the Hickory is sufficiently popular to compel us to run
our factory night and day to supply the demand.

Everything desirable in a Safety Bicycle is found in the Hickory. Send for a Catalogue.

SMo^MSC Newton,

Mass.

" What fools these mortals be " in fact,

Unless they ride a Cataract.

TATAPAPTQ ^re ^e Finest of all imported wheels. They are superior in quality of material,

vlii 1 xilliiVJ 1 beauty of design, excellence of finish, ease of running and general attractiveness.

We ean interest Jobbers, Agents and [Riders.

THE C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE, - South Bend Ind., and Chicago.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

' All mail to Chicago, Cor. Congress St. and Wabash Ave.

You should have our Catalogue of Wheels from $50 up.
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THE EADIE MFG. COMPANY,

Hunt End. Near Redditch, ENGLAND.

Cable Address: CYCLES, Crabbs Cross.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Racing Season is Fairly Open.
THE GREAT COMBINATION

Zimmerman, Raleigh and Ideal Tires
Open the season by taking first place in two races at Savannah, Ga., April 8. You are dead slow if you

don't have your wheel fitted with

IDEAL PNEUMATIC TIRES.

PHELPS & DINGLE MFG. CO., passaic. new jersey.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Crawford No. 1; t Crawford No. 2; t Crawford No. 3.

IF
you want a medium-priced wheel that will stand hard use, see our line before making
a selection. Our Crawford No. S has and will stand the weight of 1 ,000 pounds. What

do you think of that for a Boy's wheel? We make the best sellers of any medium-grade
wheels manufactured, Because They Are Durable. Write for catalogue,

THE CRAWFORD MANUFACTURING CO.

HAGERSTOWN, MD. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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P^ueihh Cycle Co-im
AMERICAN FACTORY & OFFTCE

Kank StGre-envuich Streets.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

INFERIOR BICYCLES
ARE SOLD TO THOSE OF POOR JUDGMENT AND LIMITED EXPERIENCE.

MONARCH
Agents are those of good judgment, and in most instances, long experience.

THE FOLLOWING ARE OUR REPRESENTATIVES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES:

"W. W. StaU, Boston, Mass.

Osborn & Alexander, San Francisco, Cal.

Fred T. Merrill, Portland, Ore.

Speedwell Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.

Geo. Hilsendegen, Detroit, Mich.

H. H. Kiffe Co., New York and Brooklyn.

Haradon & Son, Springfield, Mass.

M. DoU, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bindley Hardware Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Hutchinson & Phillips, Sioux City, la.

Parlin, Orendorff & Martin Co., Omaha, Neb.

Hedley Salmon, Denver, Colo.

Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky.

Hanauer & Bro., Cincinnati, O.

We have opened the finest Cycle Salesroom in the west, at 280 Wabash Ave., cor. Van Buren street,

where we shall carry in stock a full line of Monarch Cycles and accessories, and shall be pleased to have all

interested in the wheel trade drop in and look us over. Get our 24-page Catalogue.

MONARCH CYCLE CO., CHICAGO.
Factory—42 to 52 N. Halsted Street MENTION THE REFEREE. Retail Store—280 Wabash Ave.
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Ouf Sales Keep Increasing.
And

Still

30 Pounds,

'Dauntless'

30 Pounds.

30 Pounds

'Dauntless'

30 Pounds.

THE REASON WHY IS THIS:
Buy a popular wheel, one that will sell and make you a Living. We have not got an Art

Catalogue, we spend our surplus in the wheel.

TOLEDO BICYCLE CO.,
TOLEDO, O. MENTION THE REFEREE.

Simple,

Light,

Strong,

Bicycle.
Paul Groseh, Passaie, A. C.

And His IS lb. Racer.

LAP BRAZING AND WOOD RIMS—A SPECIAL FEATURE.
The Highest Modern Touch and a New Learned Simplicity."

M'KEE & HARRINGTON 173-175 Grand Street, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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1

'. CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE AND AMERICA

.

ARE RIDING THE

V V

MENTION THE REFEREE.

AGTEJSTTS.
ARNEXT & RIVEKS—San Francisco Agents. W. _D. ALIjTEN & CO.—Chicago Agents. W. B. H. PECK CO Cleveland Agents.

M. A. KIJffSET & CO Cincinnati Agents. It. M. POPMAM—Philadelphia Agent.

NEW YORK BELTINGS PACKING CO., Ltd., 15 Park Row, Nei York.

Zimmerman on Dunlops—-
AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE CO.

Dear Sirs : I used your tires while abroad and won the English

championships on them, and also broke records on them.

Signed. A. A. Zimmerman.

Wheeler on Dunlops—
Quarter mile, open,

One mile lap, -

Two miles, handicap,

Savannah, Ga., April 8th, 1893.

Wheeler 1st, Zimmerman 2nd.

Wheeler 1st, Zimmerman 2nd.

Wheeler 1st, scratch; Zimmerman 2nd, scratch.

Dunlops Cost a Little More, but—

The American Dunlop Tire Company,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, MENTION THE REFEREE-
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MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES

Are fully described in a very interesting catalogue which is now being sent broadcast throughout the land. You have not read one? That's your

fault! You can have one for the asking. SEND FOR ONE. Between the covers are chapters descriptive of India rubber which alone is worth

the little trouble of sending for the book. A chapter of facts will interest you. Then there are complete descriptions of all designs of the Morgan

& Wright Tires, half-tone illustrations of methods of repair, a chapter on fabrics from the finest of which the Morgan & Wright Tire is made;

another instructive chapter on the care of Pneumatic Tira3, a list never equaled, of meritorious performances of last season on road and path by

riders of Morgan & Wright Tires. That which will interest the riders is the list of

PHIZES FOR 1893.
For greateast mileage made on one set Morgan & Wright Tires during 1893. Rider to make his own repairs. 1st prize, cost value, $100.00

?d prize, overcoat, |45.00. 3d prize. 1 set M. & W. tires.

For most meritorious single ride. Distance, weather and character of roads to count: 1st prize, cost value, $50.00. 2d prize, cost value,

$25.00. 3d prize, 1 set M. & W. tires.

For fastest mile made in competition: Prize, cost value, $50.00.

For best time made in road race; distance 10 mile: Prize, co=t value, $25.00.

Best time made in road race; distance, 25 miles: Prize, cost value, $25.00.

These prizes will be competed for under the rules of the L. A. W., and prizes to be such as will be acceptable to the Racing Board. All

trials for prizes must be made with Morgan & Wright Tires. Ootests closes December 25, 1893, and prizes will be awarded as soon thereafter as

the judges may decide.

The Judges, N. H. Van Sicklen, L. J. Berger and C. P. Root.

When ordering your '93 mount be sure it is fitted with genuine Morgan & Wright Tires, all of which have the firm name in raised letters

molded on the casing. Look for this in buying a Morgan & Wright Pneumatic. Don't buy an imitation; rest assured that the skill and experience

which have brought the Morgan & Wright Ti/es to their present perfection will be exercised in keeping them ahead of mere copyists.

If you enter the above contests, send your address, age, weight, name and weight of wheel. We will enter those names and ever take a
kindly interest in the rider's welfare.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,
331-339 W. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Now able to Execute Promptly Orders for

OUR WHIPPET
(.PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

Made with an End/ess or Continuous Air Chamber,
That there may be avoided the coming season troubles which were so frequently experienced by cyclists

last season who rode on butted end air chambers.

The Outer Cover
is made with four laced pockets, each ten inches in length, formed with flaps fold-

ing over the laces, to prevent rim-cement working through the lace holes, damaging
the air chamber, and protecting the laces from the rim-cement, contact with which
always stiffens them and renders them unfit for use after repairing a puncture.

Our Road Whippet is as light as any tire of equal strength of the class which is

cemented in the rim. We guarantee it will not burst on the road under the rider.

.mmil»
AGENTS.

AS.NEIT <£ BirEMS—San Francisco Agents.

W. T>. AEIEN & CO Chicago Agents

W. S. B. PECK CO Cleveland Agents.

E. A. KIXSEY Jt CO.—Cincinnati Agents.

Jt . M. POPH^jV-Philadelphia Agent.

NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING CO., Ltd.,
15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers of all Classes of Rubber Goods. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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THE WINTON IS A WINNER.
Highest Grade

Throughout.

No Agency Complete without

this Distinctive and Thoroughly

First Class Maehine.

Winton Roadster, all on,

40 lbs,, $150.

Winton Light Roadster,

stripped, 30 lbs., $150.

Winton Ladies, improved

design, 38 lbs. $150.

Winton Racer, nothing like

it, 20 lbs., $160.

WINTON LIGHT ROADSTER.

EASIEST RUNNING BEARINGS IN THE WORLD.
True Double Diamond Frame—Winton Perfect Pneumatic Tires.

If there is no Agent in your place, know all about us by asking for a Catalogue.

THE WINTON BICYCLE COMPANY,
106 PERKINS AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

UDELL WOODEN WARE CO., St. Louis—Distributing agents in Texas and Missouri, except Kansas City. MENTION THE REFEREE.

Harry Casswell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.,

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc,

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

No. 405 No. 327

"Scorcher" Hammock.
Average weight, 1 lb. 12 oz.

Lamplugh & Co.,

Ladies' Saddle.
Average weight, 1 lb. 14 oz,

134 and 135

Great Colmore St.

is
No. 255

Race Saddle. Pneumatic Buffer Saddle
Weight, 1 lb.

, Birmingham,
REPRESENTATIVE IN AMERICA: mr. thos. saundmrs,

Imperial Hotel, New York. ENGLAND.

(patented.)

As shown on No. 405

pattern.

WEIGHT, 2 LBS.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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G. & J, Pneumatic
Road and Racing Tires.

Corrugated to prevent side slipping.

Smooth surface, if you prefer it.

Sizes, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch.

Easiest of all tires to repair.

Weights, not including rim, 2% 3, 33 and 3J pounds each for road tires, and ig

and i| pounds each for racing tires.

CAN BE FITTED TO ANY WHEEL. MOST MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE
BICYCLES SUPPLY THEM WHEN REQUESTED. ANY REPAIRER

WILL CHANGE YOUR TIRES AND FIT THE " G. & J."

GormuIIy & Jeffery Mfg, Co., 221-29 and 222-28 N. Franklin Street,

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.

Model " H," Just what the ladies want.
JilT'Send for Catalogue.

Ames & Frost Company,

«<

B
I
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Y
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E

S

99

TC&WlUWLOl i»roi WKW.

302-4 Wabash Ave., Chicago
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The Highest Salaried Man
IN THE BUSINESS.

ALL COMPETITION IN THIS LINE

DISTANCED.

WHEREAS, for nearly two years I have served the Revere Rubber
Company, of Boston, to the best of my ability,

And Whereas

THE FAMOUS ANGLO-AMERICAN

COMPANY

OF 213 PEARL STREET, NEW YORK,

The Leaders in Tubing and Manufacturers' Sup-

plies, has contracted with me to sell its entire output of the

famous PROJECTILE TUBING, used exclusively by the U.

S. Government

—

I W^ILL, on May 15, commence active operations among my num-

erous friends and acquaintances in the cycle trade, and will

be prepared to sell them the BEST OF EVERYTHING
for making Bicycles.

It will pay you to wait for my coming and PRICES.

STILLMAN GLORIOUS WHITTAKER,

Care REFEREE OFFICE, NEW YORK.

P. S.— I am a Professional.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

\
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TIM DANDY, $40,
HUSTLER, $65.

Above with Morgan & Wright Pneumatic Tires.

HULBBRT BROS. & CO.
} 26 West 23rd St.,

ISTEW YORK.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE. MENTION THE REFEREE

ABE LINCOLN
Was a great man in his day, but

see what he missed in not riding a

MODEL "B" FLIER

Weight, all on, 32 lbs.

Stripped, 30 1-2 lbs.

We want a few more agents.

ILLINOIS CYCLE WKS., 665-669 Carroll Ave., Chicago.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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HUMBERSand rovers
DISCOUNTSTrom 10 to 40 Per Cent.

WRITE OR CALL

FOR PARTICULARS OF

Installment Plan

ALSO AGENT FOR

Steam 's Celebrated

Bicycles.

HORACE BELL, Agent,
285 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

THOS. WARWICK & SONS, DBS
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

WARWICK, "The Him Makers."

WARWICK, "The Fork Makers."

The Snell Cycle Fittings Company are Sole Agents for America, and hold

large stock of Hollow Rims and Weldless Forks.

PRICES WAY DOWN.":
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

THE SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS COMPANY, - - Toledo, Ohio.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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mmmmmmwmmmmmtm
What are Bieyele Records

Worth, when considering the selection of a bicycle for road work ?

ONLY THIS—They show which bicycle makers are short of real

improvements and are playing wind as their best card.

When a bicycle maker makes a bicycle so well, and with such im-

provements that it is adapted to forge its way into favor by its merits, he

doesn't spend his thousands hiring professional riders to claim that they

are amateurs for the purpose of making records to give him something

to advertise.

You can't ride a bicycle record, and you must know that these hired

men (who pretend that they are not hired), are riding special wheels

totally different from the wheels their masters offer to the public, and

the attempt to make advertising capital out of their work, is a clear

swindle on the public.

This sort of thing is only accounted for by the fact that the makers

who hire these men are offering featureless bicycles, and are obliged to

depend on such stuff to help them work off their product on innocent

riders who haven't cut their eye teeth.

If these makers would spend their money on the road bicycles they

make and offer to the public, instead Of hiring young men to practice

deception, they would improve their chances of doing a permanent

business with best riders.

Bicycle records come high, but high grade bicycles come higher.

Buy your bicycle of makers who spend their money on bicycle im-

provements, and not on hiring men to ride them.

Riders pay for the privilege of riding Victors—why—because they

are the best, because they contain more real improvements than any

other, and because the Victor Pneumatic Tire is the only one which can

be handled without paste and profanity.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,
Boston. Washington. Denver. San Franeiseo.

Makers of one thing only—Highest Grade Bicycles

—

called Victors.

"*Ua444U444i44444i44ii4444444U4444U4i4U4ia444t^
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LATE NEWS OF THE WEEK.

BOSTON'S QUESTIONABLE METHOD OF

OVERCOMING REFUSAL OF SANCTION.

Tricky Evasions of the Racing Rules—Novice

and Handicap Championship Races to

Be Held— Prize Limit Raised.

A Row Brewing.

Boston, May 2.—Despite the fact that Mr.

Miller, of the national racing board, declined

to sanction the Waltham meet, it will be held.

He has done his duty according to the dicta-

tions of his own conscience, all that any man
can be asked to do. The chairman of the na-

tional racing board, however, stepped in and

gave Boston an opportunity of holding races

other than championship events.

MR. RAYMOND HELPED THEM.

Upon receipt of Mr. Miller's ultimatum

Chairman Robinson, of the division racing

board, and President J. S. Dean, of the A. C.

C, went to Hartford. There they saw Presi-

dent Burdett, who told them the only thing he

could do in the matter was to remove Mr. Mil-

ler as a member of the racing board, which he

had no desire to do. However, he advised

them to proceed to New York and interview

Chairman Raymond. They did so, and secured

permission to hold two invitation races, which

is every bit as good as an open sanction.

So it was with feelings of great joy that the

executive committee of the Associated Cycling

Clubs met at Vercelli's last evening. As state

championship events cannot be held by other

than league clubs, the division stepped in and

took charge of the matter, requesting the As-

sociated Cycling Clubs to assist the division.

The association acquiesced, and so the races at

Waltham Memorial day will be state champion-

ships held by the division, with the assistance

of the A. C. C.

RESORTING TO SUBTERFUGES.

As the racing rules do not stipulate what are

championship events, the committee thoughtit

would take the bull by the horns and establish

precedents. This it did with a vengeance.

Among the events it proposes to establish as

championships are novice, handicap and team
races. Whoever heard of a novice champion-

ship? How can a man who has won a race

pose as a champion of novices? It is a question

which will prove a poser. But that is not all,

the committee goes further and establishes

handicap championships. The question now is

what will the racing board say?

OVERCOMING THE PRIZE LIMIT.

The granting of the privilege of holding two

EVOLUTION OF THE RACING WHEEL.

invitation races is virtually a sanction to hold

an open race. One uf these two races has prac-

tically been made three distinct and separate

races, as valuable prizes are offered to the lead-

ers in ( ach heat.

When the matter of prizes came up, the rac-

ing rules were consulted. They provide that

the trophies for national championships shall

be medals, to cost in no case more than $50 per

set of three; but the rules make no reference

whatever to prizes for division championships.

So tl.e committee raised the limit, and of-

fered prizes far more valuable than medals.

The first prize in the team race is a piano. It

will not cost over $150, although it will cer-

tainly be more valuable than $150. So long as

the piano does not cost over $150 it can be

offered as a prize, so Mr. Raymond says.

For the last heat of the one-mile invitation

race there are but three prizes, aggregating in

value $300, while four and five prizes are of-

fered in handicaps.

BERGER HAS RESIGNED.

Joins "Cycling Life's" Staff—Barrett Likely

to Succeed Him.

The Chicago cycling public was treated to a

little surprise late in the week in the announce-

ment that Louis J. Berger had resigned the

editorship of the Bearings and would, about

June 3, join the staff of Cycling Life. Mr.

Berger verified the rumor. He said he dis-

liked to give up his present berth, but a tempt-

ing offer had been made and he felt he would

be doing himself an injustice in refusing to ac-

cept it. It is rumored that George K. Barrett,

one of the founders and first editor of the Bear-

ings, will succeed Mr. Berger—in other words,

assume his old position on the paper he helped

to start. Rumor also has it that Neumann, for-

merly of the Wheel, is to shortly come to Chi-

cago and assume charge of the advertising de-

partment of Cycling Life. Mr. Berger states

that the previous stories regarding his leaving

the Bearings have been wholly wrong, as it is

only a few days since Mr. Wardrop's offer

came to him.

THE BOSTON-CHICAGO RELAY.

Riders Fifteen Hours Behind and Struggling

Through a Sea of Mud.

The Boston-New York-Chicago relay was

started on Saturday last, at least a month

too early. The riders reached New York on

time, but have since, owing to the seas of mud,

fallen steadily behind. Rochester was reached

about eleven hours late and at Buffalo the

message was fourteen and three-quarter hours

behind. Cleveland was reached at 11:08 p. m.

Wednesday. The message will probably reach

Chicago Thursday night or Friday morniog.

73404
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FIVE YEARS OLD TO-DAY.

To-day, with a befitting sensa of satisfaction

the Referee celebrates its fifth birthday.

Five years ago, with an abundance of energy

as our principal asset we started in to make a

fortune.

Beside the energy we had a page ad. from
Gormully & Jeffery, at contract from the Pope
company, a two-dollar subscription from a man
who, happily, is still our friend, and a little—

a

very little money. Credit was nit—very nil.

Our paper was purchased in lots of such mag-
nitude that the editor's and office boy's com-

bined efforts were required to carry it from the

paper house to the press room; indeed, when, a

week or two later, one person assumed these

two responsible positions it required two trips.

It was "pay as you go" at the press room or

you don't "go." Inside of six weeks the staff

comprising the mechanical department con-

sisted of one man, usually inebriated, and the

"editor."

But why live over again those awful times?

At this late day the humorous side stands re-

vealed and we regard it all as an excellent

joke, but at the time stern reality made neces-

sary such a struggle as few of the papers of

to-day— none of the cycling papers— ever

passed through.

How do we find things to-day ? A little less

worry perhaps and a little more money. A
little better credit and a little larger staff. A
few more enemies and a great many more
friends.

We are pleased to think that the Referee
has made full five years progress since then.

We are pleased to believe that it furnishes an
example to many a man in the early struggles

of business life of what persistence and a de-

termination not to be beaten, may accomplish.

We find the Referee on this, our fifth birth-

day, we will not say "on top," but certainly in

the front rank of cycling journalism in this or

any other country, and possessing the right to

claim that it has accomplished some little good
in the cycling world.

Far be it from us to forget or underestimate

the services of the friends and patrons who
stood by us and by whose assistance we are

able to say to-day, "we have succeeded." We
realize to the full the inestimable blessing of

'a friend in need," and to such—they will re-

cognize themselves, possibly—are our most
earnest thanks extended.

The future seems bright, and not only hap-

pily for the Referee, but for its little army of

contemporaries. We have little to promise ex-

cept that this paper will continue, as best its

management knows how, to promote the

growth and success of cycling. We have aimed

at all times to speak as we felt, sometimes bene-

fiting by criticism, and always eschewing

favoiit'sm. On those lines we expect to

continue. When, five years hence, we
pass the tenth milestone of our career may
we in common with each reader, each contem-

porary and every cycler, everywhere, have

cause to feel that the intervening period has

been as profitably and successfully spent as

were the first five years of our history.

A SALARIED PRESIDENT.

It is usually noticeable that when ambition

prompts a man to seek to attain a position of

authority, he is very certain of his ability to

spare the requisite time from his business to do

justice to the duties of the office. Having se-

cured the position he carries out the pro-

gramme very well indeed for a very little while

—works a little at nights, perhaps, gives up
other engagements, etc., but soon—well, it is

the old story; the bristles begin to wear and

the old broom doesn't do the work like it did

when it was new.

The league's officers have not furnished many
exceptions to the rule. There is one, however

—a. notable one, by name Dr. G. Carleton

Brown. When Colon°l Burdett rose one step,

from vice to president, all sorts of pleasant

things were premised, among them a "presi-

dent's column." We were all to be taken into

the affairs of the league. Our president would

tell us all about it from week to week—that is,

he would tell it to ''Grandma" Bulletin, and
she would tell it to us. And, of course, we
felt pleased to think we were to be entrusted

with the information. But the president's col-

umn appeared just one consecutive week, and
ever since then the league has been trying to

find out "where it is at," anyway.

Instead of taking us info his confidence, the

president takes a keen delight in stowing away
as much information as possible. Now, this

isn't fair. The league member who pays his

dollar per, Las the right to know what the

president is doing. He has also a right to

know what the president isn't doing, and that,

perhaps, would make quite a story in itself.

But, perhaps the colonel and the men who
preceeded him are not so much to blame as

would appear at first glance. The system may
have something to do with it. Colonel Bur-

dett is a busy man. He is a member of an
important firm which needs his attention. The
league, on the other hand, furnishes ample
work to keep an energetic man busy during all

the working hours of the day. Something
must be neglected and that something, natur-

ally enough, must be the league.

Now, what is to be done about it? We main-
tain that it is too much to expect of any man,
to properly conduct the office without remu-
neration. Therefore we believe that a salary

should be attached to the position large enough
to pay for the services of a capable person. If

the secretary-editor and the roads bureau edi-

tor are to be paid large sums, why must the

president, on whom the greater responsibility

rests, render his services gratuitously?

It is an important matter which will bear

careful thought by the league.

CONTRACT LABOR ON ROADS.

A Chance for the League, Colonel Pope and

the Labor Agitator.

"I have just been to Washington. A strong

feeling is exhibited by congressmen in favor of

employing convict labor on the public roads,"

said W. E. Hicks, the newspaper man
recently. "Yes," continued the perpetual agita-

tor for flying start races, "I believe the sub-

ject will make great headway if properly pre-

sented and to that end a systematic agitation

should be kept up. The Referee was one of

the first cycling journals to present this most
feasable plan to the attention of the cycling

public, and if a concerted attack was made
along the line there is little doubt that congress

would give the movement a hearty support.

We have in our penal institutions men who
are dying for want of healthy exercise, and we
have others who are competing with skilled

labor, much to the detriment of legitimate

labor, which cannot compete with the state.

They invade many of the leading occupations,

to the ruin, in some cases, of honest labor. This

is not denied by the labor agitators who might
profitably direct more attention to convict

labor and less to that of incoming emigrants

and legitimate corporations. It is a subject

worthy of the League of American Wheelmen
and Colonel Albert A. Pope, who has done

such noble work for the cause of good roads.

It would give those young men who graduate

at our technological institutions scope for

their ability as directors of bands of men who
have transgressed the laws, and no fitter

punishment could be meted out to such men
than helping their country by working for the

advancement of civilization in building up the

roads. They would at least be breathing pure

air if not the air of freedom as they had been

accustomed to, and their general health and
state of mind would be all the healthier for it.

The subject is one of feasability and woithy of

every serious consideration."

Three Stolen Bicycles Recovered.

Two bicycles were stolen from A. W. Gump
& Co., Dayton, Ohio, one a Columbia and one

an American Scorcher. The thief took them
to Cincinnati and tried to dispose of them to the

Buckeye Cycle Company, which, thinking some-

thing wrong, telegraphed the Pope Company
to ascertain to whom the Columbia was sold.

The Pope company telegraphed the wheel was
sold to A. W. Gump & Co., who, upon being

notified, immediately sent one of their men to

Cincinnati and the two wheels and the thief

were secured. In the meantime A. W. Gump
& Co. ascertained that a Telegram bicycle was
stolen from the Cincinnati firm, and succeeded

in finding the bicycle, and, curious as it may
seem, it was originally stolen by the same
thief.

Carlton Converted.

Says young Carlton (who has been a chief

offender in matter of nakedness) in the Brook-

lyn Citizen:

"A celebrated divine c.':lls Sunday cyclists

'half-naked Sabbath breakers.' It is presumed
he means the full-length tight and sweater

fiend. Come, boys, if any of you wear this

costume discard it. Don't bring the condemna-
tion of the pulpit down on your devoted heads."

It is pleasing to note that the young man
with mutton-chop whiskers is once again

clothed properly in the body. Now for the

right mind and th9 conversion will be com-

plete.
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SOUTHERN COMMENTARIES.

Stolen Thunder and Its Origin — The Macon
Track—Johnson, the Record Man.

Doesn't it look a little strange to see a paper
like the Sporting Life, which is so desperately-

bidding for southern patronage by representing

itself as having such an excellent corps of spe-

cial correspondents, take bodily from southern

papers articles on cycling and fail to credit

same, leaving the impression that its own cor-

respondent wrote them? It certainly is, and if

this were the first time I would be tempted to ex-

cuse it on the ground that it was an oversight;

but when it is "the same thing over again" it is

bound to attract notice, especially when one

happens to write the article himself.

The most recent case appeared in the issue

of April 22 and was dated at Macon, Ga. The
gist of the article was an interview with City

Clerk Bridges Smith, and a descriptive article

on Mayor Price's first ride. This identical arti-

cle appeared in the Macon Telegraph one week
previous, and had been read by every one in

that section.

Why it is that

IF A MAN STEALS ONE DOLLAR

he will be tried and convicted of larceny, while

anotherwho steals an article which perhaps cost

the editor several times that much, is unnoticed?

I cannot say, but certainly it will soon reach

the point where every writer will have to copy-

right his sheet to protect his articles. No
newspaper objects to having its articles copied,

as it is a sure sign of superiority, but it does

say that it is entitled to at least the con-

sideration of having its name attached to it.

NO PARTICULAR FAVORITE.

While speaking of this sheet I wonder how

much it got for saying that in Savannah, out

of 500 wheels, 400 are of one make ? There is

one thing I know, and that is, that it is a mis-

take. As a matter of fact there are nearer 750

riders in Savannah than 500, and while the

wheel mentioned has a good representation in

that city, "I Watchem" is decidedly wrong
when he says that four-fifths of the total num-
ber of wheels are of that make. I suppose, were

I to estimate, I should say that the Rambler
was in the majority but not to any great ex-

tent.

can't fence the track.

Macon, Ga., is falling in line now in the

matter of building bicycle tracks and parks.

A grant has recently been issued allowing a

track to be built on Tatmall Square, a beauti-

ful flat near the Mercer University, the finest

male college in the south, and committees have

now been appointed to raise $5,000 to build a

three-lap track. The only objection I have

to offer with reference to the above is

that in granting the privilege to the boys

several provisos were tacked on that may make
it very disagreeable in time to come. I under-

stand one is that the track shall be abandoned

when the city sees fit to call for the ground.

Now this is a bit unusal. Suppose when the

track has been laid and a great deal of money
has been expended the city should receive an

offer for the land. Of course cities have to

live, and if this one sees a chance to benefit

itself by accepting

THE BOYS WOULD HAVE TO GO,

and perhaps their $5,000 would only be the

rental for two or three years. Then I notice

they will not allow the park fenced in. What
is the use of a park and track that cannot be

fenced in? Of course, the riders want fun and

will pay for it, but it seems a littlt) hard that

they should go to the expense of building a
track and inducing riders from different sec-

tions to come down at a great expense and not
be able to charge for admission to help defray
the expenses.

HOW SAVANNAH WAS ADVERTISED.

Macon should profit by the success of the

cement track in Savannah and notice what it

has done for the city. Since that track has

been built the eyes of the whole country have
been centered on her. She is the first southern

city to entertain the champion of the world as

her guest for several months. She has been
advertised until now there are few lovers of

the wheel among the many, many thousands

that do not know of it, and there is scarcely a
week that some promim nt wheelmen does not

pay her a visit simply to inspect her track. Her
meets are among the most prominent in the

country, and the fact that Zimmerman and
Wheeler joioed the ranks of the Savannah
Wheelmen, and will hereafter ride under their

colors, first becoming interested through her

track, is sufficient proof that she is well adver-

tised.

TOMEC AND YON YONSON.

Modest John Johnson, the gentleman who
smashes records as easily as he does goose eggs,

with that prince of encyclopedias, Tom Bck, is

in the south training for the summer races.

Johnson says when the cat is away the mice

will play, and he purposes to electrify the

world by a repetition of some of his wonderful

1 :56 records while Zim is over the pond. He is

very modest and does not claim that he can

beat everybody, but the two champions had
better hold their scalps tight. G. W. Id

.
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Worcester vs. Boston.

I am in receipt of a letter from my good^

friend Abbot Bassett in which he intimates

that I am in error in stating that twenty-one

out of the twenty-three Massachusetts delegates

are Bostonians. This information came to me
through one of the delegates. Mr. Bassett ac-

cuses me of refering to the Boston "gang." I

happened to be out of town when Charley

Young of the Boston Globe called last week.

Perhaps the secretary and treasurer of the Mas-

sachusetts division could have given me some
further pointers on how completely Boston ma-
nipulates the division political machine. There

seems to be no doubt now that the Worcester

sauce is too strong for Boston beans. On turn-

ing to the pamphlet labeled "Racing Rules as

A.—What kind of an umbrella is that ?

B.—Me own patent, portable wheel.

prepared by the racing board," I find in gen-

eral rules, clause B:
" Promoters of race meets must, in all cases,

apply to the member of the national racing

board in charge of the district [that's Mr.

Miller] in which the event or events are to be

run, for official sanction. If it shall appear

that there will be a confliction of dates and in-

terests, the first application under this rule

shall have precedence, to be decided by said

member of the board."

Boston politicians cannot plead ignorance of

this rule, yet they tried to bluff Worcester,

whose application was first, out of the meet
They did not, with their nice interpretation of

the propriety of things cycling, remember
this rule when they appealed to the executive

committee to have Mr. Miller's official head cut

off.

Can the executive committee candidly say

that there will be "no confliction of dates and
interests" between Worcester and their Jacob-

like brothers of Beantown who would rob

Worcester of its rightful heritage?

Can the executive committee, in the name of

common sense, say why it disregards its own
rules and regulations to please a few cj cling

politicians of Boston?

Can the executive committee enlighten the

L. A. W. as to the usefulness of the rules in

its books while it takes the first liberties

with them? Racing rules are wantonly evaded

by racing men; but why by the executive com-

mittee?

Rip up such rules; tear them from the dis-

honored pages, and next election elect men
who will abide by rules as they are laid down.

*# *

Choice Collection of "Pures."

The eastern representative of the Referee
has a choice collection of pure amateurs of all

ages and speed in hand, and is ready to negoti-

ate wi.h responsible manufacturers for and in

the name of the speedy ones of class A. Cor-

respondence must be strictly confidential—pri-

vate interviews preferred. The representative is

doing this out of charity for many young men
who have not yet been "engaged" by manu-

facturers and others.

Two Good Ones Gone.

"Vio" Place dead! Freeman Lillibridge

dead ! Two good ones, I'll declare ! I met

Freeman first at Rockford, III., in 1883. He
gave me one of his new saddles, and we toured

around a bit together. He was a hard road

rider and introduced me to some who are now
old-timers, including E. H. Wilcox, of Chicago.

He was affable and kind, and looked as if many
years of gladness and usefulness were before

him. The Lillibridge saddle was the only active

competitor for the Dur?ea, of cross-strapped

feature of that day. Then came the Kirk-

patrick, and hundreds since.

Vic Place I heard of first at Buffalo in 1882.

I met him the same year at the old Manhattan
Field on Eighth avenue, New York. It was in

a fifty-mile race. Sanford and "Billy" Smith,

of Bristol, were his chief competitors on the

eight-lap track, while Pitman, Egan, Jenkins,

Oliver, Tom Eck and others yelled and cheered

at the competititors who used forty to fifty

pound racers, of the ordinary type of course.

Vic. won rather easily.

The next place I met him was away out west.

He had some mining property, and in 1884 bet

his mine on Blaine against Grover, got left,

and was said to have "gone broke." If he did

he soon recuperated, for the next time I met
him (five years later) he was worth over half a

million, made out of mines.

He was a clever, generous young man, and

once wanted me to go to his mines and "work
for him." "The fact is," he said, "I want a little

company. We get lonesome, as all we have to

do is to play poker, and life is rather monoton-

ous." He was said to be a splendid judge of

mining property and possessed an excellent

education.

Peace to the ashes of my departed friends.

May their next life be even brighter than those

they have left.

The English Trade Changes.

English trade circles have received a few

surprises of late. The greatest perhaps is the

announcement that the old professional Walter

Phillips left the Rudge company on April !12

after a service of thirteen years (an unlucky

number) of supposedly faithful service.

There is something behind this separation, to

a certainity. A Birmingham correspondent

writes me that Walter Phillips, it is reported,

has been ordered off, never to appear at the

works again.

Phillips grew up with the Rudge company,

and, in fact, started the company, for when

Off you g.>.

Dan Rudge died Walter Phillips, with the

money of Rudge and Coventry capitalists,

started the career of the big Coventry firm.

He was always close to Dan Rudge. He left

professional racing when at the height of his

popularity, and probably was the fastest man
in all Edgland. His contemporaries were

Waller, Stanton, Keen, Cooper, and a few

more, and in a few years Phillips was consid-

ered well off. He enjoyed the confidence of

the late George Woodcock, who controlled the

Rudge firm, and in his death Phillips lost his

best friend.

The latter was never a popular manager.

He was cordially disliked by many, including

racing men and employes, who resented his

overbearing manner. Still, he attended to

business and was successful, as the dividends

of the company for many years prove.

Phillips is reported to have no definite plans

in view.

* *

Editors to Race.

A race that will create more than ordinary

interest will shortly take place in New York
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The Rudge American Branch Factory,
ESTABLISHED AT PEORIA, ILL., IN 1892. -

The accompanying cut represents the factory in which

RUDGE CYCLES
Are now being turned out regularly

for the American trade from

The Invincible Ball Bearings,

the Best Steel Forqings and
Weldless Steel Tubing, etc.,

that money can purchase.
These parts come to us direct from the

parent Rudge factory, and after a most careful

inspection by experts, are assembled, and the

final finish applied in the best manner that

mechanical skill and best materials can produce.

Critical Judges pronounee them Beauties.

They are light weight, rigid and give satisfaction. We would like you to investigate, Catalogue free.

Favorable terms to dealers and agents in all unoccupied territory.

ROUSE-HAZARD & CO., 89 G, St., Peoria, III.,

F. I, Douglas Cycle Co. Chicago agent, 284-286 Wabash Ave. "MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS.

between members of the editorial fraternity.

Epr some time there has been much rivalry be-

tween John Mandigo, sporting editor of the

Sun; James E. Sullivan, of Sporting Times;

William North, of the World, and W. W. Stil-

well of the Peck & Snyder store, while William

Roberts, sporting editor of the Brooklyn
Citizen, has commenced to feel his editorial

oats in cycle racing. Colonel Sullivan makes
no secret of his desire to "do" his editorial

bretheren on the path and authorizes the

Referee to say so, in order to bring the others

to the scratch. The Referee has offered a

good sized medal as prize, to be designated

the New York editorial cycling champion-
ship medal, and with proper appreciation

of pure amateurism will make one of the condi-

tions governingthe competition, that the medal,

like Saltenstall's cup, must be for perpetual

competition, so that if one grows old in defend-

ing it against all editorial comers, he can train

up his boy to take his place and thereby keep
it in the family. Colonel Sullivan's boy is now
out west with his mamma, and the suggestion

suits the handsome racing editor of the Times
immensely. The gentlemen will shortly "agree

on a referee ani the place of meeting. We
would suggest the children's play-ground in

Central Park as the dirt is softer there than any
other place we know of. The racers, with the

exception of Mandigo and Roberts, weigh
over 200 pounds, so that it would be in reality

a fat mens' race. This, however, the once
champion athlete Sullivan, denies.

The Winona (Minn.) B. C.'s newly-elected

officials are J. I. Wilson, president; A. J. Van-
Dusen, vice-president; Frank D. Burroughs,

secretary; J. A. Wychgram, treasurer; H. J.

Grabow, captain.

"CHAMPION OVERMAN."

A Cruel Joke Played on the Great Chicopee Falls

Bicycle Maker.

Stillman G. Whittaker and A. Kennedy Child

once put up a nice job on the president

of the Overman Wheel Company. It was at

Clarksville, Mo., in 1886, when the great road

race was won by Neilson. Overman had Neil-

son, Rhodes and others in training; Whittaker

and others represented Gormully & Jeffery,

while A. Kennedy Child had a Columbia ama-
teur outfit on hand. As Mr. Overman was ex-

pected in Clarksville the day before the race, a

local reporter of the Neivs- Argus called at the

hotel where the cyclists were located, to see him.

"Whit" and Child took him in hand, and
loaded him with "information." One of the

items was that Whit, had decided to use a new
invention in the shape of a sail, which could be

easily rigged up on the level and up-hill, and
w hich would enable the rider to attain a speed

of forty miles an hour providing the wind was
right. But the greatest and most startling in-

formation to Mr. Overman was the part in

which it was said "there will arrive in Clarks-

ville to-morrow the best known all-around

rider in America, A. H. Overman, of Massa-

chusetts, who is in the pink of condition, and
who will be a favorite in the betting to a cer-

tainity. He will ride a sixty-inch Champion
bicycle, fitted with ball-bearing handle-bars

geared up to seventy inches. Mr. Overman is

a young man of splendid build, standing six

feet and weighing 200 pounds."

When Mr. Overman registered at the hotel

the proprietor immediately made it known
that the father of Champion Overman had ar-

rived, and the Victor man was the star of the

place. It was not recorded what Mr. Overman

said when he read a marked copy of the

paper the morning after his arrival, or what he
thought of the quality of the humor displayed

by those who had turned him out a champion
for G. & J. in short order.

Row in The Press C. C.

Buffalo, May 1.—The Press Cycling Club is

in a row over an advertising privilege granted

by the out-goin* officers to ex-Treasurer Kit-

tinger ere the close of their term of office. The
club history was to be published and the club

to receive 10 per cent, of the gross receipts. In

view of the fact that the June meet is to be

held soon, and advertisements for official pro-

gramme are needed, the two projects came into

conflict. The new board of governors rescinded

the action and Mr. Kittinger was out of pocket.

A vigorous protest on his part resulted in ex-

pulsion, in defiance of the constitution, by the

board.
» »

America Was Ahead

The^Irish Phonographic Bulletin, Belfast, has

started a corner for shorthand cyclists. It is

the first phonographic paper in the world to de-

vote space to the interests of its cycling readers.

—Cyclist. Wrong. The Phonograph World,

of Broadway, New York, started a cyclists' de-

partment long ago under the editorship of F.

A. Wadewin. Cyclist please copy.
1 i

Business Must Be Good.

Says the Baltimore Herald: "Bicycles, bi-

cycles everywhere ! Turn and twist as you may
you find a cycle speeding swiftly along. The

streets are full of them. They come and go.

Now you see them and now yon don't. The

town is cycle mad and maddest of all the mad
are the pedestrians."
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MR. MILLER STANDS FIRM.

REFUSES SANCTION TO BOSTON DESPITE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE'S RESOLUTION.

Special Meeting of the Massachusetts Division

Called— Want Miller Removed— Con-

ferring with President

Burdett.

Boston, May 1.—From this time forth look

out for squalls in the direction of Massachu-

setts. They -will surely come, and when they

do it will be with a vengeance. If ever things

looked interesting here they do at this time,

and the storm has by no means reached its

centre. It is rapidly concentrating around the

vicinity of Hartford and Meriden, and more

than one bombshell will soon explode. The

tempest has been gathering for weeks past,

and its first outburst has been caused by Mr.

Miller's ultimatum on the sanction question.

He has declined to rescind his previous decision

in relation to the granting of an open sanction

to Waltham. Consequently the Boston wheel-

men are down in the mouth, while those of

Worcester have cause to do a dance of jollifi-

cation.

In a letter, published below, to Chief Consul

Perkins, Mr. Miller declines to do what the

Boston people want him, and as a result a spe-

cial meeting of the board of officers of the di-

vision has been called to take some action upon

the matter, and see in what way the desires of

4,500 wheelmen in this state can be satisfied.

Nothing but the granting of the sanction or

the

REMOVAL OF ME. MILLER'S OFFICIAL HEAD

will satisfy the leading officers of the division.

They consider that the division, its members
and officers have all been insulted by the stand

which Mr. Miller has taken upon this matter,

and are now looking for vengeance.

But to begin at the beginning. The Bay
State Club, of Worcester, was awarded sanc-

tion to hold a race meet on Decoration day,

and when the division requested that it be

granted one it was refused on the ground that

it would cause a confliction with Worcester.

Mr. Millar refused to change his position on
the matter, and so the division racing board

forwarded the following appeal and protest to

the executive committee of the league:

WHAT BOSTON MEN ASKED.

Boston, April 5.—To the Executive Committee, L. A.

W. : We\ the undersigned members of the racing board

of the Massachusetts division, L. A. W., respectfully sub-

mit the following facts for your consideration:

The Massachusetts division has held its annual spring

meets on Decoration day for several years.

In 1888 the meet was held on Decoration day at River-

side. In 1-89 the division yielded Decoration day to the

Providence Bicycle Club and attended in large numbers
the meet of that club at Providence. The spring meet of

this year was held June 17 at Squantam. In 1890 the di-

vision located its meet in Worcester, and held the meeting

there in the year 1891 and in 1892 as well.

The Worcester club held no meeting on Decoration day
before 1890. All the Decoration day meets at Worcester
have been officially called meetings of the Massachusetts
division, L. A. W., under the control of that division, the

detail work being done by the Worcester club and all

financial proceeds going to that club.

We submit that the Massachusetts division has estab-

lished a claim to Decoration day as a date for its spring

meet and we claim that this right should not be taken

from us by any club of the division.

We submit that the special committee on meets of the

Massachusetts division, at its meeting held in Boston Dec.

31, 1892, voted to hold the annual spring meet in Boston

on Decoration day, and a report of this meeting appeared

in the daily press of the subsequent day.

We submit for your inspection the following clause

from the division by-laws

:

"Article 13, section 3. At the time and place of these

meets there may be held racing events, including such di-

vision championships as the racing board may assign to

the meets, and such other races as the board may ap-

prove. All races at these meets shall be arranged for and

conducted by the division racing board unless said board

shall transfer the management to the local club to be

held under the supervision of and with the approval of

details of the racioe board."

The division racing board has voted to place the con-

duct of the race meet on Decoration day with the Asso-

ciated Cycling Clubs of Boston.

The Associated Cycling Clubs is a corporation com-

posed of all cycling clubs located in Boston and within

ten miles of the city, and represents 1,400 individual mem-
bers. Under section 3 every detail of the race meeting

must be supervised and approved by the division racing

board.

The permit to conduct the race meeting was given upon
condition that league members shall be admitted to the

races at half price and shall have other special privi-

leges.

We submit that the Associated Cycling Clubs applied

for sanction at as early a date as possible after the award

of the conduct

We submit that the request for sanction, though made
in the name of the Associated Cycling Clubs, is in effect a

request from the undersigned, who are the racing board

of the division, for the proper conduct of the race meet-

ing in question, and this fact was stated in the application

for sanction.

We submit that the division has made arrangements

with the capitalist to build a race track of the best kind,

regardless of expense.

We submit that this track will be built under the super-

vision of the officers of the Massachusetts division and

will be controlled by those officers after it has been com-

pleted.

We submit that we look forward to great benefits

which will inure to the cause of cycling and to the Massa-

chusetts division by the building of this track.

We submit that all work is at a standstill and that there

is a strong probability that the track will not be con-

structed unless we get this sanction.

We submit that the failure to grant sanction will work
an irreparable injury to the Massachusetts division.

We submit that it has been the policy of the racing

board in the past to grant sanction to any and all meets
held on important holidays.

Nowcomes Mr. L. A. Miller, of the racing board, and
in response to our request for a sanction, refuses to give

the same.

We understand that his refusal to sanction the race

meeting is based upon the following clause of rule B of

the racing rules:

" If it shall appear that there will be a confliction of

dates and interests, the first application under this rule

shall have pre :edence, to be decided by said member of

the board."

We submit that the construction of the rule is more
narrow and technical than is justified by circumstances.

Under such a construction a small and irresponsible club,

or, in fact, any individual may lay claim to all the impor-

tant holidays and shut out all other clubs from holding

meets on those days. We believe that such a construc-

tion of the rule is foreign to its spirit and purposes.

We appeal to you who are made the interpreters of all

league rules to so construe the rules that the Massachu-

setts division may be granted sanction for its races

May 30. H. W. Robinson,

Abbot Bassett,

Arthur. W. Robinson.

The above has been submitted to us, we have considered

the same and concur in all that it contains.

George A. Perkins, chief consul,

Charles A. Howard, secretary-treasurer.

AUTHORIZES A BREACH OF RULES.

It took the committee a couple of weeks to

dispose of this matter, and then this resolution

was passed in executive committee April 21,

1893:

Resolved, That the action of Mr. Miller, of the racing

board, in interpreting rule B as mandatory on him to

grant sanction to the first applicant, when in his judg-

ment and opinion a conflict of dates and interests has
been shown as between applicants for sanction for race

meets on the same date, was correct.

In view of the fact, however, that a precedent had been
established in over-riding the rule in cases where a divis-

ion was one of the applicants, and not the first, that Mr.

Miller will be authorized to rescind his decision and grant

sanction to the Massachusetts division for a race meet on

May 30.

MILLER CONSIDERS AWHILE.

In answer to a letter from Chief Consul Per-

kins Mr. Miller wrote:
Meriden, Conn., April 26.—Mr. George A. Perkins

Boston, Mass.—Dear Sir:—Your favor of the 24th inst. re-

ceived. I have only just received the resolve passed by
the executive committee and have not hr.d time to fully

consider same. I will advise you within a day or two in

regard to what you ask, which I trust will be satisfactory.

Yours truly, Lewis A. Miller.

POSITIVELY REFUSES SANCTION.

Then came the ultimatum:
Meriden, Conn., April 28.—Mr. George A. Perkins,

Boston, Mass.—Dear Sir:—If I conform to the racing rules

of the L. A. W., I cannot see why my decision should be
changed. I was appointed, I understand, to enforce the
racing rules as near as possible according to my best
judgment. I must therefore decline to* furthur re-con-

sider this matter, and although it perhaps may be the
cause of ill feeling among a great many, I cannot do
otherwise than observe the rules that govern my action.

Yours truly, Lewis A. Miller.

HOT SHOT FOR MILLER.

Thus it is really seen why the division offi-

cers are mad clean through and why they

thirst for vengence. Mr. Miller's excuse about
a confliction of dates cannot count, as he would
have it, for the very good reason that he has
since sanctioned no less than three race meets
to be held on one and the same day in this

state. The resolution passed by the executive

committee is considered, as are all of the papers
issued from that body, as a most peculiar

document.

The committee shifts the entire matter from
off its shoulders by giving Mr. Miller authority

to rescind his decision. If it believed, as it evi-

dently does, that the division should have its

sanction, why did it not say so in asmany words,

instead of beating about the bush? Many per-

sons were of the opinion that after Mr. Miller

had taken the stand which he did, he would
rather give up his position than recede. But
what of the Boston men's plans ? Are they to

count for naught? Not if the court knows her-

self. About next Friday evening

A THUNDERBOLT IS SCHEDULED TO STRIKE

somewhere around Boston. That is the date

set for the special meeting of the division

board of officers, called to take action upon this

matter. The plan of action as mapped out is

to demand that a special meeting of the na-

tional assembly be held and that President

Burdett be asked to carry out his threat and
depose Mr. Miller from longer handling the

reins of the racing board over the New Eng-
land states. It will be a warm meeting and no
mistake.

THE RACING BOARD STEPS IN.

In the meantime the A. C. C. will disappear

in the matter, and the division racing board,

will ascend to the throne of management. The
same committees which have so long been
working for the good of the race meet will be
invited to continue their work, and everything
will go on as though nothing had happened
with the exception, of course, that the races to

be held will be only state championships. But
here comes a nice piece of work.

A TRICKY MOVE THREATENED.
The racing rules provide that medals shall

be the prizes offered in championships, and
such being the case the racing board has
searched hard and diligently to find if any rule

will prevent the awarding of merchandise
prizes to the winners of the trial heats, and
medals to the final. The board can find no rule

prohibiting this, and will in all probability offer

such prizes in addition to the medals. This
will surely bring the cracks of the state to
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A Worcester Man's Argument against the Boston

Meet.

Referring to the disturbed conditions in Wor-
cester and Boston racing circles, a Worcester
correspondent writes [us as follows: "The
Boston people are going ahead and going to

hold state championship races and to offer

prizes to the extent of $3,000, etc. Now, as a
matter of fact, the rules say distinctly that di-

vision meets and state championships shall not

be awarded to any club except it be a league

club. The clubs composing the joint cycling

association of Boston, which has been awarded
the spring meet and division championships,

are not all league clubs. At a meeting of their

committee on Friday they appointed a man to

solicit the fast riders to attend their meet at

Waltham. The man, I understand, is already

on the road; I don't know what kind of induce-

ments he is offering, or if he is offering any,

but it is a matter of fact that there is a specific

Waltham on Decoration day, and all, save one,
Willie Windle, have promised to ride there, so
it can readily be seen that the non-arrival of
the sanction will not be so disastrous as"it

might be.

But there is yet hope for the vanquished.
Chairman H. W. Robinson, of the division

racing board, and President J. S. Dean, of the
Associated Cycling Clubs, have gone to Hart-
ford to hold a confab with the great and
mighty head of the league. They will secure
his advise and perhaps act accordingly.

KOAD BUREAU MATTERS.

In calling the special meeting of the board
of officers of the division Chief Consul Perkins
did not forget that famous resolution which
was passed regarding the conditions of the good
roads bureau, for in his call he has to take ac-

tion on that resolution. It is known that an
expert accountant has been at work on the
books of that bureau for the past three weeks,
and yet nothing has since been heard of it.

Secretary-Treasurer Charles S. Howard was re-

cently in New York and while there had a
most interesting conversation with Vice-Presi-

dent Brown, but just what it was is known
only to those gentlemen. Perhaps the divi-

sion officers will be enlightened at the Fri-

day evening meeting. It is whispered, how-
ever, that the books were found in a most de-

plorable condition, and that one or two sur-

prises are in store for the members at large.

LITTLE ITEMS OF ALL SORTS.

The Press Club has declined to accept the

team challenge of the Maiden Bicycle Club. It,

however, suggests that perhaps a team race

can be gotten up between the organizations

some time in July. This does not suit Maiden
a little bit, as two important races are to occur
between now and then, and the chances are

that the superiority of one team over another
will be settled in the A. C. C. races.

Just keep your eye on Massachusetts, and es-

pecially on Boston, for there you will find con-

siderable to amuse you the coming season.

The anniversary run and photograph of the

Boston Bicycle Club, the oldest cycling organi-

zation in America, was held this afternoon,

only about ten of the veterans turning out for

the ride. Among them were Captain W. G.

Kendall, Papa Frank W. Weston, C. W. Four-
drinier, J. S. Dean, H. W. Robinson, J. W.
Cartwright, and E. A. Woodward. Messrs.

Robinson and Dean left for Hartford on the 11

p. m. train.
-X-

* *

NOT ALL LEAGUE CLUBS.

- -^(A^. _

duty he has been asked to perform. Kerrisoo,

of the Boston Herald, was in Worcester yester-

day.

"Now, we are seriously handicapped from the

fact that we cannot buck against the entire

Boston press. We feel that we have some
justice on our side and the only way we can re-

ply to them is through the cycling press."

Reception to Osmond.

Saturday evening last an informal reception

was tendered Osmond by the Chicago Cycling

Club. Henry Mayer, the Referee artist, gave

an interesting "chalk talk" which embraced
many humorous illustrations, a good bit of

mimicry and a few stories. Will Bush, the

monologuist, entertained the guests for an

hour or more and then a substantial lunch

was served. Osmond enjoyed himself and be-

came well acquainted with the C. C. C.

members. —1 1

—

The Bicycle the Last Straw.

Says the Brooklyn Sag^e: "Mrs. Rebecca Ash,

of No. 124 Lynch street, has lately found it very

hard, after all her bills were paid, to get along

with $9 a week. This is what her husband

earns as a shirt folder in a wholesale house, at

No. 13 White street, New York. The couple

have been married seven years, and have a girl

five years of age. Formerly it cost Ash $3 dol-

lars a month for assessments in various lodges.

The rent of the couple was $11 a month, and

every day Mrs. Ash would give her husband

5 cents for ferriage and 10 cents for lunch. In

six months Mrs. Ash was able to save $4. She

went to the Lee Avenue Court to-day with

those $4 and asked for a separation from her

husband.
" 'I've stood it about as long as any woman

can,' said the woman to Clerk Otto Schnupp-

haus. 'Here are §4 (producing the money), and

just give me a separation for life from my hus-

band. Why, the idea of that man treating me
as he has. Just listen. He gets $9 a week, and

everything went along well. Last week when
he told me he would l?ke to go to the Fishing

Banks every Sunday, I told him ic would be

hard pulling, but I thought I might be able to

scarpe the amount he needed together. Well,

to make a long story short he nearly paralyzed

me yesterday by telling me he wanted to join

a bicycle club. That took my breath away. Its

no use putting up with such conduct any more.

I must have a separation.'

"Mrs. Ash was referred to a lawyer. She left

court looking very unhappy."

The Doughty Captain's Record.

Nashville, Tenn., April 25.—Mr. C. E.

Johnson, supposed to be connected with the

Courier-Journal, comes out in that paper with

what he thinks a flight roast on my article

on "the color line," which recently appeared in

the Referee. After describing the battle, a la

Watts, with himself in the background, he pro-

ceeds to give the public my pedigree in a style

that would lead one to suppi se I had sprung

from some unknown place since the battle. I

do not claim to be the hero of the L A. W.,
with strings tied to every member of my divi-

sion, but because I haven't my hand on the

crank of some bicycle organ or newspaper I

am regarded by Johnson as a man that never

was heard of. If he desires to go further, it

might be well for him to consult Secretary Bas-

sett as to how many applications my signature

is attached to; then proceed to my division and

get a few facts. The color line is safely drawn
in the Tennessee division, but that does not

have any effect on the national meets and
racing circuits. I have never s.ated my in-

tention to secede from the L. A. W. until the

next national assembly meets, but made it pla n

that I would use my every effort to assist in

drawing the "color line." If Mr. Johnson de-

sires me to reduce this explanation still further

within reach of his mental capacity I shall

take pleasure in so doing. W. F. Anderson,

Captain Capital City C. C.

At a firemen's picnic at Belton, Tex., last

week Walter Lee won a two-mile bicycle race.
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The Preston Davies' Tyre & Valve Co.

Some of the Advantages Claimed for the PRESTON DAVIES' TYRES:

Using a shallow rim, a greater depth of air

space is obtained than by any other tyre on

the market, consequently increase of speed

and eass of running.

Owing to the construction of the webbing in-

side the outer case, the tyre is by far the most

resilient and lightest of any yet introduced.

It is impossible for it to burst, even with ex-

cessive pressure.

In case of puncture from external substances

or for the purpose of examination, the air

tube can be exposed without trouble in a few

minutes. It can be removed from the rim,

without unsolutioning, with valve attached,

and inflated to test for puncture. The air

tube can then be as easily replaced, or a new
one substituted, on the rim, and the covering

refixed.

M Bavie,

The construction of the outer covering renders

it impossible for any wet or grit to get inside

the tire and so damage or chafe the inner

tube.

The repairing outfit is so small that it can be

easily carried in the waist-coat pocket.

The valve used is the smallest, lightest and
simplest on the market, and can be removed
from the tube by simply cutting the waxed
thread which holds it in position.

Above all, No Sewing, Solutioning, or

Special Rims Required.

To take out and replace the inner tube

when you are unable to locate puncture.

Unhook one side of the outer jacket C, commencing at

the ends of the wires D; turn back C and unflap the rubber A
(which is not sewn or solutioned, but simply flapped over), when

you have your inner tube exposed for repair, which can be taken

out in a ring without unsolutioning, with valve attached, ready

to test for puncture. Having found the puncture, and repaired

i
it in the usual way by solutioning a piece of sheet rubber on to

the inner tube, you replace B, placing the valve through the

hole in the rim, flap the rubber A over the inner tube B; turn

back your outer jacket C, and hook on, starting in centre

of wires, and working each way to DD. Inflate your tire

and you are ready to start.

Showing the Tire open ready for repair.—A.-Sheepskin or rubber; B.-Inner tube; C.-Jacket; D.-Ends of wire

TO REPAIR AN ORDINARY PUNCTURE.
When you have found the position of the puncture, unhook the outer jacket C about 6 inches each

sitle, then place your hand in and draw out the inner tube B, which you repair in the usual way; replace B,

tucking in the rubber A; hook on and replace your tyre. This repair taking but two or three minutes.

Head Office and Works : Town Mead Works, Fulham, S. W.
London Show Rooms : Coventry Machine Co., Ltd., 15 and 16 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

Coventry Depot : 21 Warwick Lane, Coventry.

Agents for Birmingham : Thos. Smith & Sons, of Saltley, Ltd.

Agents for Scotland ; New " **owe H Machine Company, Ltd., Glasgow; MENTION THE REFEREt
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BUFFALO RACE TALK.

Thinks Chicago Wants Too Much—Programme
Arranged—A Road Race Held.

Bcffalo, May 1.—The proposed Chicago-

Buffalo team race is sharirjg with the Martin

road race, this city's attention, but it looks to

the Buffalo wheelmen as if Chicago wants a
good deal more than she is entitled to. Detroit

is fair fighting ground, and each city should

be willing to send a team half way and bear

expenses of same. The proposed change of

date from June 3 to June 10 is an impossibility

as the state circuit meet is held on that date.

The Conert road race, from Lockport to 01-

cott, twelve miles, was held Saturday and was
won by A. W. Bigelow who had eight minutes,

the limit. A T. Crooks captured second place

and the time prize. The race was started at 1

o'clock by A. S. Cooke. The men finished in

the following order:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

A. W. Bigelow 8 niio 50:30

A. T. Crooks....'; Ser -<4:53

j. Penseyres 3min.. .49:55

F. Gould 8 min 53: 4

F. A. Foell 2 min 51:35

L. Noeller 2 min 51:43

G. Southern 5 min 51 :55

F. W. Korff Scr 47:43

M. Green 3 min 53:40

J. W. Linneman Scr 46:17

T. Tothill 4 min 53

E. M. Bunee 4 min 53:15

B. Cleveland Scr 49:15

J.Steele 8 min 51: 5

Burt Green Scr 55:25

The committees of the New York circuit

meet of June 10 ;are hard at work and have

nrranged the following programme of events:

One-mile, novice; half-mile, scratch; two-mile

team race (three men to constitute a team);

one-mile, handicap; two-mile tandem, scratch;

one-mile, L. A. W. state championship; two-

mile, scratch; one-mile, 3:50 class; one mile,

city championship; five-mile, handicap.

# * *

WILL BANQUET OSMOND.

The A. C. C. to Formally Welcome the Britisher

—Other Business Done.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, at its meeting

Thursday night, decided to formally welcome
F. J. Osmond to Chicago, and will tender the

distinguished Englishman a banquetthis week.

The prize committee reported that already

ten bicycles and numerous smaller articles had

been donated for prizes for the Pullman road

race and that many dealers had promised sub-

stantial gifts.

President^ Garden reported that the associ

ation might be compelled to change the course

of the Pullman because car tracks were to be

laid on Stony Island avenue south of 'Five

Forks." No action was necessary, as the com-

mittee on rules has power to change the

course. It is more than likely that if the course

is changed it will be continued down South Chi-

cago avenue to South Chicago, thence hack to

Stony Island avenue on Ninety-third street.

This will make the route some two miles longer.

It has been decided to construct a grand
stand capable of seating 1,200 people, while for

the contestants a tent will be set up.

The challenge of the Buffalo wheelmen for

a team road race was turned over to the A. C.

C, inasmuch as it was a Chicago affair. The
association named as a committee to arrange
for the event, the captains of the clubs be-

longing to the association, witli diaries P.

Root as chairman.
* * *

BINNER'S DONKEY.

The Cute Little Animal Given as the Booby
Prize in the Milwaukee Road Race.

It is safe to predict that among all the prizes

that have and will be contributed to the Mil-

waukee road race, none will attract the atten-

tion or produce half as much fun as will the

grand booby prize, offered to the wheelman who
last pushes his wheel over tbetape. Thisunique
contribution bears the sobriquet of the Binner
donkey, and his highness is pictured herewith

to give participants an opportunity of knowing
what is in store for them. The animal, Mr.

BINNER'S DONKF.Y.

Binner assures the public, is of a very quiet

disposition, and can be handled with perfect

safety by ladies and children. Since the live

donkey has Lecome identified with the race the

interest has begun to bubble on all sides, and

almost every wheelman of any note has signi-

fied his intention of entering. Henry Andrae,

who was awarded the ham last year for being

the last man in, is perfectly delighted. Harry

Seward, who did not finish the course until a

quarter before 8, when everybody had deserted

the finishing place, is also a prime favorite as a

winner of the donkey. Other aspirants are O.

Binner, donor of the prize, Tommy Andrews,

sporting editor of the Wisconsin. A. W. Freize

and F. J. Schroeder.

* # *

GENERAL RACE GOSSIP.

Events Past, Present and Future—Race Track

Notes.

Mecredy will leave Queenstown for the

United States on July 13.

The Alabama division meet will be held at

Birmingham June 13, 14 and 15.

Arrangements are being made to hold a big

meet at Council Bluffs, Iowa, during the

summer.

Rademaker, the champion of Holland, is

now in Paris, where he is training at the Buf-

falo track.

Tne Atlanta (Ga.) Consolidated Street Rail-

road Company, together with the Piedmont

Exposition Company, will probably build a

track at the Piedmont Park inside the present

race track. A survey of the track will be made
next week with that object in view.

The Toledo League Wheelmen have decided
to hold a ten-mile road race on Decoration day
over the Maumee road.

Sunday the Capital City Wheelmen, of Sacra-
mento and the Oak Leaf club, of Stockton, held a
relay race between the two cities.

The Nicholasville (Ky.) wheelmen will give
a one-day meet immediately following that of

the division meet at Harrodsburg.

Political clubs are widening their fields of

work. The Tippecanoe Republican Club, of
Lafayette, Ind., will give a bicycle tournament
May 13.

Great preparations are being made for the
June 17 race meet to be held on the Waltham
(Mass. ) track. The committees have been named
and are it work.

Fenton S. Fox, of Milwaukee, wrote that
Sanger, Culver and Sercombe will be in New
York May 1 (Monday last), the former two to

sail for England on the 3d.

Toronto's three principal clubs have organized
the Cyclists' Park Association and will build a
three-lap board tiMck on the old ball-grounds.

The capital stock will be $10,000 in shares of

$10.

A short time since a race from Yokohama to

Shmagaira, a distance of about thirty-five

miles, was held. The winner covered the dis-

tance in 2 hrs. 12 min. , which was good time
considering the condition of the roads.

The first race this year among the members
of the JEolus Cycling Club, of Chicago, for the

possession of the Keats cup will be run about
May 20. Greggs won the race last season and
must win it once more to be the owner thereof.

G. P. Mills is to attempt to lower his own
tricycle record from Land's End to John
o'Groat's, which stands at 5 days, 10 hrs. The
little man has been training faithfully of late

and hopes to be able to make the ride in June.

Waltham, near Boston, will have a hard
time getting its new track ready for May 30,

but the associated clubs hope that it will be

ready and as safe and fast "as a new track,

built in a hurry, can be. The prizes amount
to $3,000, being donated principally by the

trade.

Riders of Fowler wheels will be well cared

for during and after the Pullman race. The
Hill company will have attendants at th start

to take charge of the clothing, etc. , of t 1 ' rid-

ers of its machines, while at the finish hey
will be cared for either at a room, at the hote

or in a tent erected for the purpose. The
move, we believe, is an original one.

The Hampden Park track, at Springfield,

was opened for the season's practice and racing

last week, when Sanger, Nelson and Tyler

tried the famous old surface. Sandy Sinclair,

the old track-master, is again in charge this

season, which is a guarantee that the going

will be tirst-rate. Tyler is fat and it is said

will do little racing until next August.

On May 21 the opening of the new track at

Brussels will take place. There will be good

racing on the two inauguration days. The
papers from abroad express the hope that

Zimmerman will participate; also Schofield,

Harris, and Shcrland from London, Dubois,

Cassignard, Stephane, Fournier and Medinger

from France. The Frenchmen here men-
tioned, with the addition of Hutzelstein an d

Cone, will ride on May 7 at the third annual
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Rambler
Bicycles

Are
Easily

Recognized.

There is a certain air of distinction about Rambler riders— per-

haps you have noticed it.

People give them credit for being able to judge a bicycle—for know-

ing a Good Thing when they see it.

An air of confidence is clearly marked in the graceful bearing of

Rambler riders. They know the wheel they ride, have utmost con-

fidence in it.

Knowing that Ramblers are high grade, and are sold at list price

only, people do not look upon Rambler riders as frequenters of

"bargain shops."

U
All Ramblers have G. & J. Pneumatics."

Catalogue Free at, anv Rambler A^eney.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY Mfg. Co.
Chicago. Boston. Washington.

New York. Coventry, Eng.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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race from Bordeaux to Paria. Stephane was
the winner of this race last year.

Worcester is making every preparation for

the big meet May 29 and 30, and having se-

cured the two stars, Johnson and Windle, is

much elated. The "Worcester track will be put

in grand shape, and the club parade (open to

all Massachusetts clubs) for the piano and
organ, will be a feature of the first day which
will not in any way conflict with Boston. The
coming tournament promises to be the best

Worcester ever held.

The racing committee of the Diamond Wheel-
men, of Detroit, has made arrangements for

a race to be held in Highland Park on Memorial

day. The following events will take place:

One mile novice, open; quarter-mile scratch,

club; half-mile handicap, club; one-mile handi-

cap, open; two-mile handicap, club; half-mile

scratch, club; one-mile handicap, club; two and
one-half mile relay, club; five-mile handicap,

club.

The failure to obtain a suitable piece of

ground in Buffalo, on which to build a track,

is due to the enormously increased value of

land in every part of the queen city. A de-

putation of cyclists recently waited on Thorne
& Angell, real estate agents, and succeeded in

interesting them in the scheme to provide a
first-class track for Buffalo. With the assist-

ance of this firm something may yet be done

in the way of providing the much-needed
track.

# * #

Denver's Big Annual Race.

The annual twenty-five-mile road race of the

Denver Cyclists' Union, which is held on Dec-

oration day, starts from the commencement of

the Ramblers' five-mile course on the Brighton

road and winds up three miles beyond Fort

Lupton, on the Union Pacific road, the entire

course being in full view from the train, a

special being run on that day, starting after

the last man is off and arriving in time for the

finish. Next to the Pullman, this is probably

the largest road race in the country, the entry

sheet containing some two hundred names.

The prizes are not to be overlooked by any
means, the first man across the tape receiving

a $1,000 Everett piano. In addition to this are

seven high-grade wheels, distributed in order,

of course. One dealer gives a $60 watch to the

man making the fastest time on one of his

wheels. There are also the numerous other

small prizes which go to make up the list in an

event of this kind.

Worden Wot Training.

G. M. Worden is quietly training for the path this sea-

son, and should he race he will no doubt be in the hunt

with the best of them.

The above "par" originated with the New
York World, went over to Brooklyn, came
back to the New York Recorder with all its im
perfections, and is still going the rounds. G.

Minturn Worden is not quietly training; he is

fatter than a Christmas porker, and busy dic-

tating to three handsome stenographers. Wor-
den will not race much if any this year.

* * *

English Racing Men and their Licenses.

May 1 is the date fixed by the N. C. U.

when the new licensing scheme comes into

operation, and there is a general opinion that

by the time the applications of the majority of

the best riders have been dealt with there will

bi very few first-class men left to ccmpete

among amateurs unless the special licensing

committee can be persuaded to mix a little

mercy with justice by granting licenses to men
who, though in the employ of makers, are not

allowed to devote their time and attention ex-

clusively to racing and whose expenses are

borne by themselves. There are several such

men in England and it would indeed be a pity

to see them barred from amateur races, more
especially in the face of the threatened inva-

sion of the country by foreign cracks.

* # *

Welcome to Zimmerman.

At a recent meeting of Liverpool Racing C.

C.,of which the right honorable the earl of

Lathorn is president, it was unanimously re-

solved to entertain Zimmerman at dinner on
his arrival in Liverpool. A committee consist-

ing of Messrs. J. J. Currie, editor of the Athle-

tic and Dramatic News, H. A. Dunne,
the Raleigh Cycle Company's agent, J.

Doyle, treasurer Racing C. C. and J. Bibby,

was formed to make the necessary arrange-

ments for the dinner and meet Zimmy
on his arrival and welcome him again to Eng-
land. Zimmy was recently elected a patron of

the Liverpool Racing C. O, and is very popu-

lar amongst the boys in Liverpool. He will be

asked to compete in a mile invitation scratch

race to be run off at one of the race meetings

of the club during his stay in England.

* * -K-

Alabama's Annual Meet.

Birmingham, Ala. , April 30.—Prom present

indications the division meet, which is to be

held here June 13, 14 and 15, will be a big

success. There will be two days of racing; the

the third day will be for business and pleasure.

The most interesting feature of the programme
will be the four state championship races—the

quarter, half, one and two miles. These will

probably be run in heats, owing to the large

number of contestants.

Birmingham, for training quarters, is unex-

celled, having all the necessities that could pos-

sibly be desired, such as good roads, excel-

lent quarter and mile tracks, a fully equipped

gymnasium, with instructor, a fine lake for

swimming and rowing and a steady climate.

H. C. F.

* * *

• An "Amateur" in Trouble.

There is a tall row brewing between a bicycle

manufacturer and a tire firm on one hand, and

a prominent racing man on the other, and this

is the cause of the row : The amateur contracted

to ride the manufacturer's bicycle for the

season and also contracted to use a certain

famous tire. At the latter the bicycle man,

who evidently is receiving help towards the

amateur"s salary from a tire firm, kicked

mightily. Having received money from both

firms Mr. Amateur is in sore trouble, as each

firm declares it will make him carry out his

contract to the letter. He can't use both tires

at onces, and it looks as if somebody had

blundered in the haste of too much contracting

for the "pure" thing. Wonder who it is?

* * *

May Week At Savannah.

The May week tournament of the Savannah

(Ga.) Wheelmen occurs next week Tuesday

and Thursday. The programme has been ar-

ranged as follows: Frst day—mile, novice;

quarter-mile, division championship; mile,

open; half-mile, open; mile, division cham-

pionship; half-mile, handicap; quarter-mile,

open; mile, 2:45 class; mile, handicap. Second

day—Two-wile, division championship: half-

mile, boys; two-mile, handicap; half-mile, di-

vision championship; half-mile, open; half-

mile, boys; quarter-mile, open; half-mile, ob-

struction; mile, handicap.

* # #

Pure Amateur Wants Expenses'.

Carl Hess is now a resident of Newark and
working for Howard A. Smith, which is suffi-

cient evidence that he can work, as Smith only

employs such. Carl says working hours of 8

a. m. till 9 p. m. is more than his M. A. O.

constitution calls for, and is open for bids from
those who want a pure amateur for racing pur-

poses, where the work is light and expenses

sure. Carl will miss the M. A. C. sorely before

the '93 racing season is over. So will others of

last year's team.
* * *

Another Wants Expenses.

Taxis is rapidly getting into condition and can
be engaged for any tournament by the the pay-

ment of expenses.

* * *

Female "Pros" to Race.

Beginning Tuesday, May 16, a female bicycle

race will be held at the Second Regiment Ar-

mory on Michigan avenue, for six days, eight

hours a day. There are now seven entries in-

cluding Louise Armaindo, Helen Baldwin,

Agnes Harnley, Georgie Laporte, Lillie Wil-

liams and two (at present) amateurs who have
been industriously training in the hope of

giving the old hands a hard race. Manager
Murphy says the track will be a good one and
that $1,000 in cash will actually be put up for

prizes.
* * *

No 1:50 This Year.

Plenty of people think that with favorable conditions,

and with the assistance of good, clever pacemakers, Zim-

merman can go a mile inside of 1:50. In fact the speed

that lies in Zimmerman, Windle and Taylor is unknown.

—Sporting Life.

The New York Recorder also contained the

above paragraph. The legic of it is not ap-

parent. Windle and Zimmerman showed
their speed limit pretty conclusively in actual

racing and record trials at Springfield last fall.

There will be no 1 :50, this year.

# # #

Rockford's Road Race.

The first road race of the Rockford (111.)

Cycling Club was held Friday of last week

over a seven-mile course. A heavy wind pre-

vailed and good time was out of the question.

The result was as follows:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

Burr 3:30 25:42

Cross 2:30 25.29 1 -2

Anderson 2:30 f,5:45

Armitage Scr 25:05

Anglemeyer Scr 25:07

Leased a New Home.

The Telegram Cycling Cub, of Milwaukee,

has leased the handsome Blair residence ea

Broadway for a term of five years, and will

take possession of the new home May 15. Of

the ideal locations for a club house this pro-

perty is certainly the favorite. The rooms are

large and especially adapted for the purpose.

Some slight alterations will be made on the

exterior.
i » »

Princess Lobanow Will Ride a Bicycle.

A letcer from Yokohama, Japan, brings the

information that the Princess Lobanow has

a pneumatic-tired ladies' Rambler. Inasmuch

as the princess leads the fashon in Japan, a large

sale of Ramblers is anticipated in that country.
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the " Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Wi itworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,

the largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style

of the whole being solid and plain. The extibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Koadster, weight 39 lbs.

;

the Whitworth No 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs.; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth Mo. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs.; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in weight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the

whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm. Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races

won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth. The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Ilnformation on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

Temporary Office, 114 5th Ave., NEW YORK. P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

Head Office and Factories, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—26 in. wheels, speeded to 55 in.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp-holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and

oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 IS in. ivired cushion tires, -

Price, with pneumatic, tires, as illustrated, - - - 155

Average weight, as illustrated, less saddle and pedals, 33 lbs.

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan
& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each of

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents. Send for our catalogue.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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(by M. L. W.)

IN
the central part of Alabama stands a

quaint little village, noted for miles and
miles around for its hospitality, and here

on high (lays and holidays the country folk

gather and celebrate the day, whatever it may
be, ai'd a jully good time they always have,

too. It is not a great place for style; they pre-

fnr comfort and a good time, and there is

always plenty of both.

It was in this little place that Josie Stanley

lived—Jo, that pretty girl with such lovely

black hair and such a roguish face; but, oh!

such a tomboy, who did the most outrageous

things "just for a little fun," that she most

drove the two maiden aunts with whom she

lived raving crazy. Yet every one loved and

admired Jo, they couldn't help it, and when-

ever she did anything very dreadful she was

excused because "it's Jo, you know."
' One day, while out for a ramble, she saw a

cyclist who had fallen and broken his wheel

.-indhurt himself pretty badly, and after sym-

pathizing considerably with him, she invited

him to her aunt's house until he recovered.

Although the fall had only resulted in a badly

sprained arm, he consented, glad of the chance

to be with such a pretty girl. Love works

winders, they say, and before very many days

Jo had promised to marry Al Williams, and in

a very few more had run away and done so.

It was just what they expected, the aunts said,

SHE SAW A CYCLIST WHO HAD FALLEN.

she always did .something out of the common;
then Jo was born for luck, and they guessed

it would turn out all right in the end—her

escapades generally did. And so it did.

Jo lovtdher husband dearly and wanted him

with her all the time.

She hated most of all to

see him go out riding

with the boys Sunday
afternoon, but she could-

n't go, and she would

not deprive him of that

pleasure; it was too self-

is.h.

In that part of the

world the tandem and
drop frame were as yet

unknown, or she would

not have been left; so a

bright thought struck

her. Alhad an old bicycle

\ suit; it would just fit her;

_/-\< vv I 1^ I* she would steal out in

the back of the garden,

while he was reading

at night, and master

the wheel; then they could at least have

some moon-light rides together. If she wore
the suit who would know her? Besides, since

her marriage she had had a fever which had

robbed her of her luxurious tress°s, and now
in their place were the cutest little black ring-

lets imaginable, and that was so much the

better for her bicycle riding; her long hair

would have been in the way of her close-fitting

little cap. So she put her scheme into opera-

tion that very nuht, and after twenty minutes'

practice could stand on the step and guide the

machine all the way down the path without

getting off, but it was a little more difficult to

get into the saddle; she either jumped too hard

and s^nt the machine over sideways, or else

the spring was too gentle to give the wheel

momentum enough to keep it upright; un-

til, finally, she was able to mount and ride

very nicely for one who had had no tutor.

Jo was very proud of having learned to

ride by herself, and anticipated much p'eas

ure from it, too, and when her husband was

told of her accomplishment he too thought

more than ever that she was a great girl,

and l>eing in for any fun promised her many
evening rides, and a brand new bicyc'e suit

all her own if she wanted it.

It was drawing toward Christmas and the

villagers were wild with preparations for

every sort of entertainment for a jolly

time. Of course early Christmas mo ning

the folks would be occupied at home exchang ng

presents and wishing each other a "Merry

Christmas;" and then would come church;

everyone, young and old would be there. After

that, dinner, best of the year. All the societies

in the place would hold receptions in the after-

noon, and there would be a round of calls,

ending up with the Sunday school Christmas

tree for the children, with a real livt Santa

Claus.

But the little bicycle club—what was the

matter with that? Wouldn't it contribute any-

tlrng towards the entertainment of the day?

This was the question asked by some callers at

the club's quaint rooms one evening shortly

before the holidays. "The Club" as it was

called, for it was the only one in the vicinity,

boasted of twenty-three active members, and

it was in a very flourishing condition. Most of

the boys had money and those who had not

had fathers who had, so it amounted to pretty

much the same thing. Each one took a

special interest in it and worked hard and hon-

estly, and why should it not be all that it was?
• Well, what fun can we give them?" asked

Dave Dorsey, the president. "They will have

a big dance Christmas eve at our house and

will keep it up until broad daylight. We
don't want to repeat it; can't we give them
something out of the ordinary?—we've given so

many card parties and dances this fall."

"I have it."

" Have what?" asked Dave.
" An idea."

"That's unusual; let's have it, by all means."

"You might be a little more complimentary,

Dorsey; still I'll forgive you and help you if

I can. Why not have a bicycle race?"

"We've got no track."

"Where would we have it?"

"Who would race?"

"We couldn't; the day's programme is en-

tirely filled up, and whatever we have will

have to be a night entertai"—""t."

All these objection?

came thick and fast:

those who couldn't them-

selves suggest a plan

could easily object to another's.

"Now," said the man with Lit.

idea, "one at a time. In the first

place, we don't need a track; we
have a bit of the finest kind of

road, smooth as can be. That

running from the village south

has not a hill till you strike

town, five miles below here. Make
itaroad race, by allmeans; five miles, anuhuve
the finish at Farmer Browne's barn, just out-

side the village."

" That's very good," said Dorsey, "and we
might find our racers ; but we can't get it in

during the day, and I haven't enough political

pull yet to have daylight extended beyond the

usual time."

"Well, I have," came from a quiet member
over in the corner, from whom nothing had
been heard as yet, and who, by the way, had
great political aspirations.

A howl greeted this announcement, and a

loud hurrah for the presidential candidate

from Alabama was heard.
" That is," continued the quiet member, " I

mean, we don't need any. The moon rises

early on Christmas night, and what could be

JO DID A SKIRT DANCE AROUND THE ROOM.

finer than a moonlight race? I am sure yon

are all fond enough of a ride on a moonlight

night, and I think a race would be great."

" Done! A moonlight five-mile road race it
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And Profit by Your Reading.
While spending your good round dollars, it may interest you to know where you can

obtain the most popular goods used in the Cycle trade to-day. How did we discover which

were the most popular and best made goods? By close attention to the demands of the

trade. How are we able to furnish these goods in quantities and at the most advantageous

prices ? Because we have had for the past few months our representative in Europe, who
has secured the control and exclusive sale of the products of some of the most reliable and

world-renowned manufacturers of Cycle specialties.

AS A STARTER,
Have you heard of the new BUTLER WEB JOINTED SAFETY FRAME? It weighs only

8\ lbs , combining the maximum of strength with the minimum of weight, and is built on

what may be termed the Cantilever principle. This principle is too well known to need

description, as it is used in the construction of most bridges—notably that of the Forth

Bridge, and as a bicycle frame is only another form of a bridge, the adaptability seems

most happy. In fact we can offer a very desirable assortment of Cycle Fittings under this

name, for which we are the sole agents for the United States and Canada.

Our stock of PERRY'S Fittings is now more complete than ever. Every part manu-

factured by this well known firm adds to the beauty, strength and durability of a wheel.

The superiority of their chains needs no mention. All are designed for high grade

machines. Having their exclusive agency for the United States and Canada we are re-

ceiving regular shipments of all their latest goods, details of which we shall be pleased to

furnish on application.

SADDLES! SADDLES! SADDLES!
All sizes, and they don't make you tired Brooks' Celebrated Saddles are receiving

great praise this summer, and the fact that we are the sole representatives for the United

States and Canada of these Saddles should be sufficient guarantee that we aie prepared to

quote you very satisfactory prices on large quantities, and execute your orders promptly.

We may further mention that we have added to our list and control the sale of a great

variety of special fittings from Thomas Smith & Co. of Birmingham, as well as W. A.

Lloyd & Co.'s products (Clyde Woiks), who have a reputation for building a most at-

tractive frame. We have sold several lots of ioo each, which proves conclusively that they

are " pleasers."

In conclusion we beg to call your attention to the fact that if you have not been able to

discover just what you are looking for from the above almost unlimited variety of Cycle

Fittings, that we still keep a complete line of the "old reliable " Bown's specialties, and as

our vice president has during his sojourn in Europe appointed a resident purchasing agent,

we can say with confidence that we shall always be in receipt of all the new inventions and
latest novelties, and we most cordially invite every one who is interested in the manufacture

of wheels to give us a call. All applications by letter for prices and details will receive our

prompt attention. Yours fraternally,

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.,
Cycle Material Specialists, 213 Pearl St., New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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shall be, on Christmas night," came from all

sides.

"Now get to work and get the men," said

David. " Who is here who will race for the

good of the club?—we want six fellows."

" Al Williams 1 " sung out the boys in a

chorus, and Al, after a slight effort to refuse,

was compelled to say he would race. After a

little canvassing around four more promises

were gotten, but they stuck on the sixth.

" By the way, Williams," said Dorsey,

"what's the matter with your friend—can't we
get him !

"

"What friend?" asked Al, in all innocense,
" I know no riders but you boys."

"Yes you do; come off! He rides with you
often enough; you introduced him to me one

night when I met you over by the graveyard.

I think you said his name was the same as

yours—Williams."
" Y-ye-yes—oh, yes, I remember; but I don't

think sh—I mean he, would race."

"But you'll ask him, and persuade him if

you can to help us out ?

"Oh, yes; I'll do my best." And some way
or another Al had immediate business down
the road. He fairly flew home on his wheel,

and burst into his wife's room with, "Jo, what
on earth do you think!—the club is going to

have a race Christmas night, and they want
you to race."

" Want me to race I Oh, Al, what did you
tell on me for? Now you've spoilt all my
fun."

" I didn't; they don't know it's you, but they

want the friend who rides with me so much to

race. I told them I knew you would not, but

they made roe promise to persuade you. Ha,

ha, ha! Isn't it a good joke ?
"

" Yes, it is; but I know a better one. I will

go in the race."

"Oh, Jo !_"

"Yes, certainly; it will be a lot of fun. It

will be dark and no one will recognize me. I

can ride as well as any of the boys, and if I

should win!" And here Jo did a fancy skirt

dance around the room and ended up with the

club yell.

"Well, Jo, you're a great girl, sure. It would
be fun. Will you do it, honestly ?

"

"Surely."

So, next night, when Al went to the club,

he told them his friend would race, and there

were three cheers for Williams' friend.

* * *

Christmas day dawned clear, bright and
warm. "Merry Christmas" had been said

many times; big, little, old and young had
been to church, prayers had been said, the

sermon had been heax-
d, and the carols had

been sung as they were never sung before,

and after a few pleasant words spoken as they

were disappearing, each went home to pay his

respects to the turkey and plum-pudding.

The afternoon was spent in calling and pleas-

ant chats, ending with the childi'en's festival

at the church.

It was scarcely 7:30 when the people began
to assemble at Farmer Browne's barn to see the

race. It was not to start till 8, but it was a
pleasant night and they wanted to be in good
time. The good-natured old farmer had gotten

together some lumber and put up seats for the

spectators, and fixed up one corner of the barn
as a small reception room, where all were wel-

come to a share of his big barrel of cider and
the cake provided by old black Nan, who was
down there, too, to wait on the ladies.

It was two minutts of 8. four men were on

the scratch, but where was Williams, and his

friend ?

" Ah, here they come," and two wheelmen
were seen climbing the hill, at the top of which
the boys were waiting for them. They were
just in time, but how long had Jo and her

husband waited down behind that old shed,

counting the minutes until five minutes of 8,

afraid to arrive on the scene too soon for fear

of detection ? And when Jo started up that

hill she was so nervous she could hardly see,

but she would stick it out to the last; nerves

shouldn't get the best of her, and they didn't.

"At last! We thought you weren't com-
ing."

"We are on time," said Al.

"Just; are you ready to start, or will you
rest first ?"

"We're rested all right enough."

"Well, get ready, boys," came the order,

and the boys with their wheels sauntered out

to the line.

Going along one whispered to Jo: "Wouldn't
you like to have some before you start, just for

HE HAD FAINTED.

luck ?" at the same time pushing a flask under

her arm.

"No, thanks, don't drink," muttered Jo,

somewhat taken back, as it was the first time

any one had ever offered her a drink in just

that way. Still she wouldn't let a little thing

like a flask bother her, so she went along and

mounted her wheel, ready for work when the

word to start was given.

"All ready?"
" Yes."

"We're all right."

"Let her go, boys," came from along the

line.

" Are you ready ? Go!"

And away they did go, keeping quite close

together for some little distance. Then two

riders shot ahead, keeping close together until

they were way out of sight.

At the other end all was excitement; at a

quarter of 8 a messenger was sent ahead to say

the boys would start at 8 sharp, although up

to the time he left the start Williams and his

friend had not arrived, but they were expect-

ing them every minute.

Conversation went on; some thought one

would win, some another.

Who was the strange man? Was he fast?

Well, if he . was he couldn't beat Al Wil-

liams, that was certain.

"Here they come." "Here they come."

And sure enough, way down the roadtwodark
objects were seen flying along, one slightly in

advance of the other, the distance very gradu-

ally increasing as they drew nearer; and then

a few seconds later more objects appeared in

sight, butstiung out considerably.

"Hurrah! Williams has won."
"No, he hasn't, it's Dorsey. "

But it was neither—it was the stranger.
" What's his name? Who is he?"
"Mr. Williams. Al's friend."

And then the rest of the racers came ovey

the tape in time to see the winner make a turn

a few yards up the road, and fall from his

wheel. They rushed to the spot.

"What's the matter, boys?"
"He has fainted; quick, get some water. "

and at that minute the light from a lantern

flashed on Jo's white face. Dorsey was help-

ing to carry her into his mother's house, at

whose gate the accident happened; the others

had run around the house for water.

"By George it's Jo—your wife.

"

" Hush, she's coming to. Keep mum.

"

"Sure." And he did. Dorsey congratulated

Jo on her spunky race and promised never to

tell a soul.

He met the boys at the door bringing the

water, and explained that the young man was
better new and that Al had taken him upstairs

until he felt all right.

None of the spectators saw the accident, and
thought nothing strange of the racers disap-

pearing into the cottage, as it was understood

they would go in upon finishing for a rub

down. So Jo was safe, and after the crowd
had dispersed she and her husband made their

way home unobserved.

Some little time after this, a package was
left at the Williams cottage, in care of Al, to

be presented by him to the winner of the race.

He opened it and found a handsome silver cup,

on one side were the figures of six men racing,

with a full moon overhead, and on the other

was—

Will Join the League.

At the last meeting of the Capital Cycle

Club, Atlanta, Ga., an interesting discussion

was held as to whether or not the club should

join the L. A. W. Such a course was advo-

cated by E. L. Cooney and J. H. Johnson, Jr.

The opposition was led by Paul Carey and H.

L. Williams. The motion to join the L. A. W.
was carried, providing it is agreeable to a ma-

jority of the members who were not present.

It will be put to a mail vote.

Where They Met.

Winkers: "Yes, I'm married. Some years

ago I started out to select a bicycle—wanted

the best of course—and Mary, whom I had

never seen, started out about the same time to

select a typewriter. We met and got married."

Friend: "Did you meet at the store?"

Winkers: "No, at the lunatic asylum."

—

New York Weekly.
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CANINES LIKE BICYCLES.

THEY ENJOY CLUB RUNS AND BANQUETS
AND EVEN CENTURIES.

The Buffalo Ramblers' Dog Likes to Run a

Hundred Miles Now and Then. — A
Knowing Chicago Beast.—Miss

Cycle of New Orleans.

intended by this

to believe that a

seems strange, yet it is

true, that dogs take to a
bicycle about as readily as

do human beings—not in

the manner of the big

country dog that once

chased you a mile or two,

all the time snapping at

your ankles. Nor is it

statement to lead one

canine hankers after a

wheel for the purpose of riding the same.

Dogs have been known as the pets of firemen

and others who inhabit vehicles, and just so is

it as regards wheelmen. The Buffalo Ram-
blers club has a dog (we've forgotten it's name)
which takes as much delight in a club run as

any of the members, and even makes a cen-

tury when he has good pace makers. The
Kenwood Cycling Club (now a part and parcel

of the Chicago C. C.) owned a club dog during

the summer of 1889—or rather the dog forced

his way into the club ranks. He was a tramp

once, but after attending a club run he was
duly installed as an occupant of the one room
the organization supported.

That dog was ever on deck; never missed a
club run, and never had his "leg pulled," as

wheelmen express it. He was the pace-maker,

and usually kept a wheel's length in advance

of the first man. No one could run over him;

he kept out of the way too well. He was
always ready for a scorch, and was never

known to be beaten—he was always first in.

This brings to mind the story of a New Or-

leans dog, known as Miss Cycle, or sometimes

plain Cycle. A New Orleans paper tells the

following story about the animal:

"Every wheelman in New Orleans knows
' Cycle.'

" In fact, Cycle, although of the gentler sex,

is the patron saint of the bicycle boys—their

daughter of the regiment, as it were, their

vivandiere.

"Any bright Sunday morning, when a squad
of wheelmen maj be seen toiling up the ave-

nue on their way to the lake or to meet for a

race, anyone may notice galloping along at

their sides a middle-s'zed black dog, of whom
it can be said that she is just plain dog and of

no breed whatever. She lurches along at a
rattling gait, the picture of awkwardness, but

possessing the invaluable quality of getting

there just the same. Her honest b ack face

will be on a broad grin. Now and then she

yawps ecstatically.

"This is Cycle.

" A year or two ago ; t happened one morn-
ing that the bicyclists were collecting at the

corner of Washington and St. Charles streets

for a run to West End, when there walked into

the crowd a rather dingy little black dog, who
wagged her rather inconsequential tail in a
concilitory fashion and apparently doing her

politest to make herself welcome. She re-

garded the wheels with special interest,

smelled at them, walked all around each and
manifested such human sympathy that the

boys all asked whose dog it was. But the pup
didn't seem to be anybody's dog.

" When the cyclists started she ran ahead of

them and seemed to take a feminine delight in

barking at any passing horse, exhibiting such

manifest disapproval over the merits of horse

locomotion as compared with wheel locomo-

tion that the bicycle boys were delighted. She
stayed with them all day, came to town with

them and then mysteriously disappeared.
" A few days later there was to be a wheel

outing to the bay and the bicyclists met at 7 at

the Louisville & Nashville station. There on

the platform was the black dog, grinning with

delight and barking like mad.

"No one could understand how she had in-

formed herself of the meet, but there she was
all ready for the trip. Well, she went along

on the cars, and seemed as happy as a lark.

Somehow at the bay she got mislaid, and as

she did not show up at dinner time the boys

thought they had lost her. But when they

went to the station at train time there sat

the little black lady anxiously looking out for

her adopted crowd. From that moment the

young men adopted her. They named her

'Psycho,' after an English make of bicycle, but

this has been corrupted into 'Cycle.'

"Cycle speedily became one of the most
noted and devoted members of the cycle club.

"She seems to know by instinct the morning
appointed for a run, and on those days she is

as sure as fate to be seen trotting along the

asphalt to the place of meeting, at the corner

of St. Charles avenue and Washington street.

"Cycle developed a remarkable knowledge
of wheeling. She is always ready to chal-

lenge a cyclist to a race, starts fair and can
beat any wheel on the road in a run. She has

been repeatedly used by the racers to set the

pace while they are training. She runs

straight as a string, and undoubledly knows
what she is doing.

"On one oc asion, when the boys were
going to Mandeville, Cycle followed all the

way to Milneburg, and as the boys went on the

boat she jumped aboard and refused to get off.

At Mandeville she wont off for a stroll, and

the boys again thought Cycle was lost. But
she was at the end of the wharf waiting for

the crowd to come down and take the boat for

home. She had no notion of being left.

" On the occasion of the annual dinner given

by the L. C. O, Miss cycle followed them to

Vonderbank's and sat in a chair placed for her

by the president, and behaved beautifully

during the entire feast. It was aftermards de-

clared that she went home the only sober dog
in the crowd, but that has not been proven.

" When the boys are out for an evening run
Miss Cycle stays out until the last wheelman
gets home, and she follows him, whoever lie

may be, and is sure to find shelter and a loving

welcome in his house.

" Recently Miss Cycle was temporarily pre-

vented from filling her novel duties as a bi-

cycle dog. She kept up, however, until the

last minute, and then was sjmpathically taken

to the beautiful home of Mr. R. W. Abbott,

where she soon presented the cycle club and

her friends with nine handsome puppies. A
few were drowned, and the rest found willing

owners among Cycle's friends.

"Cycle has become a hand-ome and stuidy

piece of dog flesh. Her honest little face beams

with intelligence and her muscles stand out

firm and hard, no doubt from her phenomenal

running. She often runs fifteen miles on a

stretch. She goes everywhere her boys go.

She loves anything connected with a wheel,

and every day she visits in turn the three bi-

cycle shops in the city, dividing her time be-

tween them.

"The boys use her to guard their wheels.

They lay their bicycles down and Cycle sits on

them faithfully till the owners come back, and

woe betide anyone who should attempt to

touch Cycle's charge.

" A brave little dog—the bicycle boys of New
Orieans are a3 proud as they are fond of- her,

and with them all it is a clear case of 'love us

love our dog.'"

Thanks to the Newspapers.

Stanley B. Huber, chairman of the Michigan

division road committee has addressed a letter

to the newspapers of Michigan thanking them
for the support given the movement for the

betterment of roadways in the state. * * *

The Detroit Wheelmen have arranged to hold

a race meeting on July 3 and 4.

A Record for the Coast.

On April 23 the Acme Wheelmen, of Oak-

land, Gal., held a race meeting for the pur-

pose of selecting ten men for the relay be-

tween this club and the Bay City. On May
7. Samson, the winner, made a new coast

record of ten miles in 31 min. 45 sec.
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TU-BE OR NOT TU-BE!"

Helical versus Weldless.

Wheeler versus Zimmerman.
1892. Wheeler on Weldless:—Zimmeaman leads.

1893. Wheeler on Helical:—Wheeler wins !

Three straight victories over Zimmerman at Savannah, April 8th.

Don't carry useless weight—Premier Roadsters, 32 lbs.; Road Racers, 27 lbs.; Ladies' 27 lbs.; Racer, 19

lbs.; are guaranteed stronger and stifferthan any others. Send two 2-cent stamps for photogravure catalogue.

Premier Cycle Company,
844 and 846 Eighth Ave.,

NEW YORK.
591 W. Madison Street,

CHICAGO.
WORLD'S FAIR EXHIBIT—TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

ft

Home, Sweet Home,'
However, you will never have to Walk to your " Home, Sweet Home," if you

ride one of the Cleveland .Bicycles, fitted with the

CLEVELAND THREAD PNEUMATIC TIRE,
Used in connection with the CLEVELAND RIM, the most perfect and yet the

simplest device ever invented for fastening the Tire in the Rim.

In case of Picture the outer shoe can be removed in four seconds, and com-
plete repairs made in less than Ave minutes. Can you say this about any other
wheel? And then, when you consider the Extreme Lightness, Resiliency and

Swiftness of the CLEVELAND THREAD TIRE, you will readily understand why the clevulasd bicycles are in such great demand. Coasts farther than any other.

Burwell Dust Proof Bearings. Running qualities unexcelled. Guarantee furnished with each and every wheel sold.

DETACHABLE GUARDS. ROILED THREAD SFOKES. Send for Catalogue.

H. A. LOZ1ER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GEO. E. I/I/OYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SMALLEY -EASY - RUNNING.
MOST RIGID FRAME ON THE MARKET.

GOOD BEARINGS. GRACEFUL LINES. ELEGAXT FINISH.

FOUR. STYLES: Light Roadster, Road Racer, Track Racer (new style handle bars), and Ladies' wheel.

Mud Guards and Brake Detachable from Light Roadster, leaving no sign of having been on. Aluminum finish if desired.

Some of Oar Agents:
Racine Hardware Mfg. Co., Racine Wis. E. Werner, Philadelphia, Pa. L. C. Jandorf & Co., New York.
J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. G. Schack. Buffalo, N. Y. Chas. Ege, Detroit, Mich.
Camden and Philadelphia Soap Co., Camden, N. J.

Geo. L. Cady & Sons, Lowell, Mass.
F. D. Hoham, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Peabody-Whitney Company, Boston, Mass.

Write for Catalogue. Our Retail Store, 271 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, 11,1,. Good Agents Wanted in every town in the U. S.

MARBLE CYCLE MANUFACTTRING CO., Plymouth, m.
P. S.-We are Illinois Agents for the RALEIGH. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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ROCHESTER CYCLE MAN'FG. CO.

A Progressive, Pains-taking Concern Which
Makes a Good Wheel and Has Prospered.

Among the high-grade bicycles that have at-

tained prominence are the wheels built at the

factory of the Rochester Cycle Manufacturing

Company. They have within a few years

forged a path to the good graces of riders. The
factory occupies a central location on South

St. Paul street, overlooking the Genesee river,

on one of the main thoroughfares. The com-

pany has, this year, increased its quarters,

occupying now five large floors covering an

area of 15,000 square feet. The enlargement

was made necessary by the large and rapid in-

crease of business, which at this date may
fairly be said to be booming. Every train that

leaves the city carries with it large numbers of

Rochester bicycles. The number of machines

delivered up to this date^ registers more than

double the number of any previous season for

the same period. This is certainly a big record

considering the reports of a late season. With
their largely increased facilities they are meet-

ing with few, if any, of the annoying delays in

shipping promptly, that was their experience

at this time last year. All of the leading

agents who pushed the sale of the Rochester in

1892 are again on the list for 1893 with a large

number of additions to their ranks. They have

learned by past experience that Rochester

wheeis are built to stand up, that it takes very

little trouble to sell them, and that they give

very little trouble under the guarantee after

they are sold.

The men who are to a large extent responsi-

ble for the success of the company, form a

combination of experienced riders, mechanical

and inventive ingenuity and business tact. W.
W. Kenfield, president and manager of agen-

cies, is a member of the Genesee Bicycle Club

and the pioneer bicycle man of the city. F. F.

Wells, treasurer and general manager of the

factory, is also a member of the Genesee Bi-

cycle Club. A. E. Benjamin, secretary and

manager of the office, is a member of the R. A.

C. Wheelmen's Club. The aim of these gentle-

men is to meet the demands of the times in

every way that does not detract from quality.

While catering to the cry foi light wheels,

they have not gone too far. It the mat' er of

fittings, they this year approach very near to

making machinss up to order at wholesale,

supplying any number of varieties in different

saddles, pneumatic tires, and Eipecial trimmings

called for to meet the different ideas of patrons,

regardless of the way the machine is described

in the catalogue, invariably heeding the wishes

of an agent at any time on the subject of mak-

ing almost any reasonable change.

They have adopted an endless inner air tube

tire which can be reached, if necessary to re-

pair it, without the inner tube being removed,

by the aid of four pockets or laced sections.

In addition to this they offer a selection of de-

tachable tires, the Telegram, G. & J. and Dun-
lop styles; in saddles the choice of either the

Rich & Sager, Solid Comfort, Garford or Berg-

fels. The line of wheels consists of eight differ-

ent styles, ranging in prices from $110 to $170.

The catalogue gives a very complete descrip-

tion of the details. The manufacturers of

Rochester wheels, while they are giving a lib-

eral profit to the agent, are not catering to the

deluded dealer who is looking for a so-called

high-grade machine, to retail at $150 with 50

per cent trade discount, nor to the army of

would-be agents and economical riders who
want an agency for the time being to avoid

paying the profit that belongs to the regular

dealer. But they solicit correspondence from

responsible parties and first-class agents every-

where, with a view to fair profits and the ele-

vation of cycling, by increasing the demand
for the highest grade bicycles.

A ROCHESTER DEALER TALKS.

CURTIS THE PEDAL MAN.

Worked on the First Wheels Made By the

Overman Company.

The firm of Reed & Curtis, and the active

partner of the concern, A. B. Curtis, are well

known to the cycle trade. Mr. Curtis is jolly

and courteous, and an encyclopedia of things

A. B. CURTIS.

pertaining to mechanics. He wrote as follows

in a reply to the query where he was born:

"In answer to yours asking for my pedigree,

will say that I was born in Brandon, Vt., in

1855. That's what makes me so green, you

know. Moved to Brattlehoro, Vt., when
twelve years old, and learned the machinist's

trade with my father, who was the inventor

of the first automatic screw machine built in

the world. At the age of 26 went to work for

the Ames Manufacturing Company of Chi-

copee, Mass., worked on the first bicycles that

Overman had Duilt, and made the first vEolus

ball bearings that were made in this country.

Was with the Ames company several years,

until I went to Springfield and into business

for myself. Was in Springfield in business

about three years, and then came to Worces-

ter and formed a co-partnership with Colonel

S. E. Winslow. I was with him four years, and

then F. E. Reed, the lathe maker of this city,

bought out Mr. Winslow's interest."

Everyone knows who has built up the firm's

business to its present proportions—A. B.

Curtis. Reed & Curtis own one of the finest

factories in Worcester, as well as the ground

upon which it stands.

i Business Reported Good — Wants Second-Hand

Wheel Business Abolished.

Rochester, May 1,—A day or two since the

local representative of the Referee had a chat

with L. Eichman, of the Novelty Carriage

Works. What he had to say is substan-

tially in accord with the opinions of the other

cycle dealers here. Being asked how trade has

been this year, he replied: " It couldn't have
been better. Since we opened our new store,

34 Exchange street, we have had most gratify-

ing results. We carry a larger and better line

than ever before, the Liberty, Smalley and
Rudge being our leaders. Libertys are leading

in sales. Our sales on medium and cheap

wheels are falling off, while our sales on high

grades are increasing. We are not pushing

cheap machines and do not intend to. Gener-

ally they are unsatisfactory, and anyway there

seems to be no great demand for them in this

city. High-grade machines, weighing from 25

to 32 pounds are about what prospective buy-

ers want.

"Do we ever cut prizes? No, sir; you can be

assured that we do not. No wheel that

leaves this store is sold for anything less

than the list price. Competion forces us to do
some trading in second-hand wheels, but we
have been more fortunate than our neighbors

in disposing of old wheels. We have been in

this business four years, but have never allowed
them to accumulate. In the second-hand line

we have nothing except a few good safeties.

" We hope that in the near future the trad-

ng of wheels will be abandoned. It will be

for the good of the trade to discontinue this

practice before much more time elapses. Trad-

ing requires a large capital and every agent

does not have the ' requisite ' to tide him over.

' "I haven't given the proposed dealers' associa-

tion matter much consideration, and can't

really say whether I would favor it or not. In

Chicago, Buffalo and other cities such associa-

tions have been formed, and they seem to

work successfully. If the rest of the dealers

should unite in such a scheme I would not hold

back. Such an association might have a ten-

dency to promote the interests of cycle dealers.

I can not see where any harm could result,

even if it did no good."

The Fowler is now being made in three

sizes.

BUFFALO TRADE ACTIVE.

Dealers and Manufacturers Report This Season

Far Ahead of Last.

Buffalo, May 1.—The bicycle trade is Buf-

falo remains exceedingly active—fai ahead of

last season at this time of the year. All the

dealers and makers report business in a very

flourishing state. The Fairbanks company,

which handles the Columbia here, his placed

the up-town agency for that wheel with W. G.

Schack. Schack carries a very large line of

machines this year and is doing a good busi-

ness with his round dozen of high-grade

makes.

I. W. Ostrander is a recent addition to the

retail trade. He occupies the front part of the

store of E. N. Bowen, who makes the Buffalo

cycle stands and trainers, and handles the

Ariel, with which he is doing very well. He
also carries the Clipper, Titania, Remington

and Gendron lines.

Sweet & Johonnot report a heavy business in

Victors this season, and their assertions are

clearly substantiated by the large number of

Victor Flyers seen on the streets. They have

just completed some interior improvements in
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Mechanically attached; absolute control of the diameter of wires; ovei coming all existing

disadvantages in wired tires due to variation in rim diameter and wire stretching; does not

depend upon air pressure to hold fast to rim; no side slipping or rolling in rim; creeping
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Two metal conical seats with ground surfaces; no springs or rubber; an absolute certainty

in valves; the greatest air holder on earth.

Write for Descriptive Circular on this Boon to Wheelmen.

WILSON, MYERS & CO.,
Makers oi Liberty Cycles.

55 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

Retail Department: 1786 Broadway, NEW YORK.

TAYLOR CYCLE CO., 270-272 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. General Jobbng Representatives West of Pennsylvania.
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their store by lighting the side walls and erect-

ing ra sed platforms for the display of goods.

The Liberty Cycle Company is making a
specialty of the Liberty Scorcher, and the 29-

pounders take well with the Buffalo public.

The new tire recently put out by the Liberty

people is also meeting with favor here.

At H. C. Martin & Co.'s there is no let-up to

the heavy business being done, and as both the

Main and Chippewa street stores are crowded
at all times, the sales are large. H. C. M. is

happy but would be happier if he could get all

the G. & J. tires he wants for Buffalos.

The Queen City Cycle Company is making
things lively for its competitors with the Cleve-

land line, and the No. 4. is selling largely. A
number of prominent local riders have pur-

chased the Erie, the new wheel made by the

Queen City people, which is of exceptionally

fine design and workmanship.

The Bison continues to hold the affections of

a large percentage of the city's cyclists. The
Gibson & Prentiss Company is heavily pur.hed

with orders, which, owing to its crowded manu-
facturing facilities, it finds almost impossible

to fill.

Buffalo makers are well satisfied with the

condition of trade and the factories are all

working hard to fill orders.

TRADE IN KANSAS CITY.

Reports of Heavy Price Cutting, But Business

Said to be Good.

Kansas City, April 29.—Just at present it

must be admitted that the trade in Kansas City

is in a rather peculiar condition. While there

are a great many wheels sold and new agents

and agencies springing up daily, it is a question

whether the trade is in a really healthy condi-

tion, and whether the dealers are benefitting

themselves much by their method of doing

business. The competition is, of course, very

keen and mo$t of the dealers seem to be willing

to do anything to sell a wheel. Let some
members merely mention, at a club house, the

name of a prospective rider or buyer, and from
that time forth the intending purchaser is liter-

ally besieged by salesmen, inducers, commis-

sion men, etc., each of whom, besides filling

him with the "talking points" of his wheel, and
roasting unmercifully every other make of

cycle, offers the buyer everything from a bottle

of oil to a 30 per cent, discount as an induce-

ment to purchase from him. No wonder the

poor purchaser is confused, and in despair he

goes to his club friend asking his aid in the se-

lection. This the friend promptly gives, and
incidentally gets 10 per cent, from the dealer

whose wheel he recommends.

Aside from the hardware and implement
houses, however, there is very little actual cut-

ting of prices on high grades, the inducements

offered being mostly in the shape of big prices

for old wheels, long time payments, sundries

included with wheels, etc. However, the

public can stand it if the dealers can, and they

seem to be getting along very well.

The following named firms handle high grade

wheels in the city: Interstate Bicycle Com-
pany, Cleveland, Warwick, Victor; Midland

Cycle Company, Fowler, Sterling; W. D. Wo-
mack, Imperial, Telegram, James, Dauntless;

Kansas City Bicycle Company, Quinton

Scorcher; American Bicycle Company, Pre-

mier; Rebenschied & Son, King of Scorchers,

Road King, Kingman; Schmeltzer & Son, Co-

lumbia, Raleigh, Raglan, Rambler, Phoenix;

Western Sporting Goods Company, Victor;

Richards & Oonover (wholesale), Stearns, Keat-

ing; Schultz & Walker (wholesale). Ariel; King-

man & Co. (wholesale), King of Scorchers,

Kingman, Koad King.

CHICAGO TRADE BRIEF.

Retailers Report Business Good—Movements of

Travelers.

Frank N. White, of the Bidwell company,
was in town last week.

W. G. Grinyer, of the Coventry Machinists'

Company, Coventry is on his way to America.

Manager A. J. Marrett, of the Coventry Ma-
chinists' Company returned Monday from the

east.

The Coventry Machinists' Company last

week sold three pneumatic tired Marlboro Club
tricycles.

The recent auction sales, held at the Ran-
dolph street auction rooms, did not prove very

successful.

P. J. G. Calrow, a well known local cyclist,

has been appointed agent for Phoenix safeties

at Winnetka.

The Bishop & Babcock Company, Cleve-

land, Chicagoand New York, is placing a pump
on the market.

Some of the directors of the Century Cycle

Company, of Indianapolis, were in the city

Monday and Tuesday.

The George E. Lloyd Company, Chicago, is

having a splendid trade in Clevelands. Mr.
Brandenburg remarked that the wheel sells

itself.

Mrs. Hughes, wife of Manager Hughes of the

Quadrant Cycle Company, left Tuesday for

Alexandria, Minn., where she will spend the

summer.

The Two-Speed Bicycle Company, Chicago,

was incorporated last week by Franklin P.

Burnham, Frank M. Goodhue and James E.

Goodhue.

Columbias and Ramblers will be handled at

South Chicago by Larsen & Githens. C. H.

Larsen and Herbert A. Githens, the well known
racing man.

A. C. Miller, 354 Canal street, reports the

loss of his Credenda, No. 11,387, fitted with

Goodrich tires. It was stolen April 12 from 12

York street.

Warman & Hazlewood are doing an enorm-

ous trade this spring. As fast as wheels are

received through the customs they are shipped

to waiting customers.

Mr. J. Brooks, of J. & H. Brooks, the fam-

ous saddle makers, is in Chicago visiting the

James company and making acquaintances

among the bicycle people.

Mason & Mason, the west-side dealers, have

done an enormous trade since January. For

the first three months of the year the sales ex-

ceeded slightly the total business for last year.

The Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company has

donated a special wheel to the Minneapolis

Track Association, to be raffled off and pro-

ceeds to be used in building a track. This ma-
chine will be very handsomely finished.

The C. H. Schub Cycle House, now doing a

thriving business in its newly opened store at

Congress street and Wabash avenue, has the

United States as territory for Cataract safeties.

Three traveling men are now on the road.

G. F. Jordan, better known as "Jordan of

Attica," has taken charge of the Bidwell com-

pany's affairs in Chicago, and will soonhave an
office opened. At present anything pertaining

to tires, etc. , may be addressed to him care of

this office. Mr. Jordan was, during the winter,

on the road for Luthy & Co., is a good business

man and a popular cyclist. He can already

talk Bidwell tires most successfully.

E. H. Wilcox, who recently resigned the vice

presidency of the Stover company to become
the Ariel company's manager, left for Goshen,
Ind., Wednesday night. He will at once re-

move his family to his new place of business.

A. W. Moore, the western ag;ent for the New
Mail, has been very successfuly in placing

agencies in his territory. He is now in Chica-

go, where he will stay for some time. He says

he will be happy if the factory will only deliver

promptly.

The Monarch Cycle Company bids fair to

have the finest cycle store on Wabash avenue.

The windows are gay in silver and gold, the

Monarch trade mark blazing forth from each.

Gold trimmings throughout the store make a
novel effect.

MISCELLANEOUS TRADE TALK.

New Organizations—Doings of the Traveling

People.

A. Rudolph, manager of the Detroit store of

W. H. Dodds, writes that "the James is selling

like hot cakes," and that the only trouble is he

cannot get enough to supply the demand.

With E. W. Ballard and Burke, the Los An-
geles rider and Pacific Coast champion, on
Rudge safeties, these popular wheels should

capture all the Pacific Coast championships.

Mr. Chapin, of the American Bicycle Com-
pany, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has constructed

for himself a safety with 40-inch wheels. It

creates considerable curiosity, but is said to run

splendidly.

It is said that plenty of business can be ob-

tained in the south, especially in Texas, but

the dealers want the manufacturers to carry

their business on three months' time and ex-

tend this time in all cases of long-time sales.

Root & Co. have filed articles of incorpora-

tion with the secretary of state of Indiana.

They have a capital stock of $10,000 and wi 1

manufacture buggies, harness and bicycles.

The directors of the new company are Owen L.

Parry, Daniel T. Root pnd Irene E. Root.

Fred T. Merrill is doing a big business in

Portland, Ore., judging from reports. He has

engaged some burlesque artists who are enter-

taining his patrons free in the fine exposition

building on Washington street, and the place

is crowded. Fred always was original and
very re°curceful.

Cushman & Denison have just placed on

the market a new model of their Perfect

pocket oiler. The improvements include an

extra long thread where the tip screws on and

a catch which locks the cap firmly to the body

of the oiler. With these improvements the

Perfect will be found to be even better than the

old style, which has so long been a favorite

with wheelmen.

The Union Cycle Manufacturing Company
is ever branching out. Having recently opened

a branch at Springfield, with satisfactory re-

sults, it has now taken over the business car-

ried on by the Kirk Brown Company, of Phila-

delphia. Oscar N. Temple, who has been

appointed to manage the new branch, has for

two years been one of the company's most

valued and energetic travelers.

A correspondent at Beaver Falls, Pa., where

the Eclipse is made, says that the '93 wheel is
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becoming very popular, and on the fine stretch

of brick pavement connecting several of the

small towns of that neighborhood, many of

them are seen mounted by the best riders of

that section. The ladies' wheel just coming
out is evidently destined to be a great favorite

with the ladies of the valley. If it is good in

Beaver Valley it must be good all over the

country, and letters receved by the company
indicate that this is so.

The Acme luggage carrier, marketed by the

Hall Manufacturing Company, 120 Broadwav,
New York, is having a good run, so Lewis M.
Thompson the president of the concern, says.

The Wyoming Luggage Carrier Company,
of Broadway, New York, is placing on the

market, what looks like a useful carrier, on che

lines of the Acme, and reports sales brisk.

The Lyndhurst Factory.

One day last week, by invitation of W. H.
Kirkpatrick, traveler for McKee & Harrington,

a Referee representavive journeyed to

Lyndhurst, N. J., to inspect the factory where
the now well known Lyndhurst is built.

Alighting at the depot at Lyndhurst, a pretty

country place with excellent roads was seen,

and a short walk up the track brought us to

the two large buildings where McKee & Har-
rington make their baby carriages and bicycles.

On the way up Kirkpatrick pointed to a fine

growth of trees in a swamp. These trees, he

said, grew out of the swamp where the water

was of an oily nature, which made the trees

water-proof. It is here they get their wooden
rims ; so also does Sterling Elliott. Mr. Har-

rington, a pleasant-mannered, energetic man,
was fitting on a removable rear mud guard, of

wood, to a wheel. The guard he has just had
patented. It covers only the rear part of the

wheel, where the mud throw is the worst. He
placed a Lyndhurst at the disposal of the Ref-
eree man for a spin to try it, and the results

were very pleasing, the Lyndhurst Scorcher

proving itself speedy and rigid. The factory

itself can be improved upon, viewing it from
the standpoint of others, and the machinery

can be grouped to better advantage—a scatter-

ing of the working force in various parts with-

out a combination of action, was observed.

The works are roomy and great care is taken

in the manufacture and finish of the wheels.

Mr. Harrington explained that the putting of

new machinery and changing things around at

an inopportune time was responsible for the

apparent confusion, which would be remedied

as soon as the press of turning out the Lynd-
hursts was over. The place is large enough to

build 20,000 wheels a year, and if more room is

needed an almost now and unoccupied factory,

within a stone's throw, and owned by the firm,

can be used.

The making of wooden rims has become
quite a feature of the firm's business. It is

wonderful how much strain they will stand.

Mr. Harrington twisted one into every possible

shape to try and break it, without avail. Lynd-
hurst owes its growth to the McKee & Har-
rington works, and the firm owns much of the

property there.

Milwaukee's Many Dealers.

Milwaukee, May 1.—It is very gratifying, in

looking over the bicycle trade in Milwaukee at

the beginning of the present season, to note

the wonderful advancement in this important

line. A few years ago Milwaukee was far be-

hind a great many other cities of equal size

and importance in this particular branch of

trade, but it is safe to predict that few can now

show up a more reliable line of houses in the

trade than the cream city. Among the princi-

pal dealers are Parker H. Sercombe, who has

the exclusive agency for the Telegram cycles,

Sanger racers, Lovell Diamonds, Remingtons
and the Western Wheel Works' line; Julius

Andrae, who has the agency for the Victor,

Columbia, Raleigh, Credenda, Majestic, Ben
Hur and Western Wheel Works; the Frieze

Boat and Cycle Company, agent for the Eagle

and a full line of cheap wheels; Stokes Manu-
facturing Company, agent for the Union,

Sterling and cheaper lines; T. L. Paine & Co.,

the Arrow and desirable cheap weeels; Roth-

Kasten Cycle Company, agent for the Kiog of

Scorchers, Stearns, Rudge, Phoenix, Imperial;

Reitzner-Prichard Cycle Company, agent for

the James, Smalley, Dauntless, B. & A., South

Roads, Reitzner roadster and the Mercury
Flyer; Columbia Carriage Company, Swift,

Excelsiors and a number of other high grade

wheels.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W; E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,

D. C:
495,927. Elevated bicycle railroad; George F. Brott,

Washington, D. C. ; assignor to the Brott Electric Rapid
Transit Bicycle Railway Company, ot Virginia; filed May
20, 1892.

495,982. Wheel for velocipedes; Edouard Michelin, Cler-

mont-Ferrand, France; assignor to Michelin & Co., same
place: Dec. 29, 1892.

496,007. Bicycle; Erastus W. Scott, Danielsonville,

Conn.; Feb. 23, 1892.

496,073 Bicycle canopy; William L. Thompson, Port

Huron, Mich.; Aug. 26, 1892.

496,093. Bicycle; Joseph B. Oakey, Indianapolis; as-

signor of one-half te James C. Hassey, same place; Oct.

11, 1892.

496,132. Crank-shaft bracket for bicycles; Robert Pjr-

klns, Roekaway, N. J.; Feb. 7, 1893.

496,266. Attachment for bicycles: William F. Lutz and
Theodore Kopp, Philadelphia; Nov. 10, 1892.

496,321. Mandrel for pneumatic tires; Fred W. Morgan
and Rufus Wright, Chicago; Dec. 24, 1892.

496,336. Pneumatic tire: William S. Callaghan, Balti-

more; assignor of one-half to Charles T. Holloway, same
place; Dec. 5, 1892.

496,359. Means for repairing cycle tires; Frank M.
Hamman, Goshen, Ind. ; assignor to the Ariel Cycle Man-
ufacturing Company, same place: Nov. 30, 1892.

496,361. Elastic tire; Andrew Hunter, Chicago; assign-

or of one-half to John Ward, Pottsville, Iowa; Oct. 8, 1891.

496.974. Pneumatic tire; Rudolph W. Huss, Chicago;

assignor to Henry A. Lozier, trustee, Cleveland ; Aug. 8,

1892.

495.975. Pneumatic tire; Rudolph W. Huss, Chicago;

assignor to Henry A. Lozier, trustee for the Cleveland

Tire Company, Cleveland; Oct. 11, 1892.

President Kenfield Married.

W. W. Kenfield, the well-known Rochester

manufacturer, is married. This event occurred

on April 26 at Rochester, which is also the

home of the bride. Mrs. Kenfield is noted in

Rochester in religious and charitable circles

for her good works.

It is generally known in Rochesher that

when Mr. Kenfield claimed his trunk at the

first stopping place a crowd was examining a

large placard which bore the p'easing informa-

tion to the beholders, "just married." It was
ornanented with white streamers, cotton bows,

etc., a pair of slippers being carefully tacked to

the trunk. The name of the bride was Ell 1 M.

Wilson.

A Bit of Whittaker's History.

Whittaker, Prat & Walker was a well-

known firm in Boston in the sixties. They
were tube and boiler makers, and the Whit-

taker of the firm was the father of the popular

S. G. Whittaker, who will in future, "at the

largest salary of any man in the business," sell

projectile tubing and parts for the Anglo-

American company of New York. Whittaker
doubles his salary by going to New York, and
his extensive knowledge of the trade and wide
acquaintance will now stand him in good
stead. Many think that "Whit's" sole ambi-
tion is to have fun, but that is only "skin deep"

with the ex-rubber man, whose business

talents are of the "steel trap" order, so sharp

and vigorous are they when he wants to talk

business. His father was killed in battle at

Ganges Mill, Va., when, as captain of the Mas-

sachusetts heavy artillery, he was leading an
attack. He had served one term in the ranks,

but again went in the place of a man who was
either too busy or too afraid. So Whittaker
comes of a fighting stock, and his gameness in

a race was never questioned. Once he took

the best field of professionals, comprising the

best American and English racers, along at a

twenty-mile an hour clip, making every foot

of pace, while suffering at the time wi*-h a
broken collar bone. This was during the days

of high, solid tired machines.

Quaker City Trade Notes.

Frank Dampman and Abe Powell (the Globe
Steam Heater Company) pooh-pooh the light-

wheel craze, and insist that a medium-weight
wheel is the "proper caper" and incidentally

refer intending buyers to the Rudge and Sylph.

The Biddle Hardware Company, 509 Com-
merce street, has been appointed wholesale

agent for the New Mail.

The Philadelphia Cycle Company is con-

gratulating itself on its success with the Keat-

ing and Fowler.

William Trafford, of Twelfth and Oxford
streets, one of the pioneers in the cycling trade

in this city, places the Imperial, Unique and
Nassau wheels before the public and reports a

steady demand.
Hill & Gilbert have received quite a number

of orders for the 19-pound Premier and ascribe

this boom to the fact that Wheeler rode this

wheel when he defeated Zimmie down south

this spring.

Oscar N. Temple is to manage the new Phila-

delphia branch recently established by the

Union Cycle Manufacturing Company.
Billy Perrett was at the Century minstrel

show the other night and looked the picture of

health. He reports astounding sales.

Will Do the Sunny South.

W. H. Powell will succeed A. T. Valiant as

southern traveler for the Gendron Wheel Com-
pany, while the latter will take the New Eng-
land states for the present. Mr. Powell was
formerly with a New York concern, is a capa-

ble man and should do well with the Gendron
in the south. The Toledo firm is now ready to

ship wheels by the thousand. Mr. Powell's head-

quarters will be Philadelphia, an 1 Mr. Val-

iant's, Boston.

He Mixed 'Em Up.

A New York dealer recently received an ap-

plication for an agency from a man wli >s«

trade specialties are "Cherry-stone clams,

terrapins, crab j
, turtles and bicycles."

WHERE OSMOND LIVES.

The Speedy Britisher Now Located On Bowen
Avenue.

F. J. Osmond has forsaken hotel life and is

now boarding with W. A. Shockley in a pri-

vate residence on Bowen avenue, near Cottage

Grove.
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WHAT DO WE CLAIM
FOR THE

Nomad Cycle?

We claim that it is theequal of any machine on

the market in construction, and the

PEER OF ANY AT THE PRICE.

We give with every machine a guarantee that

means something.

MODEL OF 1893, OUR NEW WHEEL, $100.

We have a limited number of our model of 1892 that we are offering at

$75.00.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HOUGHTON & DUTTON,
MENTION THE REFEREE. BOSTON, MASS.

THE PROGRESSIVE SOUTH.

The Growth of Cycling as Noted By a Resi-

dent—The Negro Question.

Horace Greely is remembered by a great

many simply because of bis advice to the

young men to "go west." At the time this

advice was given the south had not attained

its present standard of sports and commerce,

and now our best citizens have substituted

south for west in advising the young men to

seek homes of their own. Henry Grady, the

silver-tongued southern orator and journalist,

wrote and spoke of the south in such glowing

terms that it attracted the attention of some of

the best and most influential men, and when
Chauncy Depew advised young men to go

south it attracted the attention of every one

of them. To-day the south is one of the most

prolific fields. The new comers soon saw what

a glorious climate this is and as Iheiv minds

wandered back to their old homes, where their

wheels lay boxed for more than half the season,

they could not help congratulating themselves

on the change. Thus we see that the enthusi-

ast, fresh from the bicycle country, soon took

advantage of this natural bicycle mecca, and,

as usual, when it was once started the sport

spread with rapidity, and now this field is

looked upon by competent judges as the most

promising in the country.

It is true that wheeling has kept pace with

every other industry in the south, but the past

is only a faint criterion of what the future

will be. The climate allows the wheelmen
eleven months' pleasant outing out of the

twelve, and the roads are, comparatively

speaking, good. The legislatures of several

«tates will soon decide to use convict labor in

improving the roads, and when that is done

the south will indeed lead the world.

"While there are many good causes for the

growth of cycling there is none better than

the fact that the south is in a financially pros-

perous condition, and realizing that the wheel

is no longer a plaything, but a legitimate

means of locomotion, its use has been ex-

tended to the small towns until it is now a

common thing to see a merchant use his bi-

cycle exclusively as a means of locomotion

save on very disagreeable days, which are in-

deed seldom.

A writer in one of the scientific papers very

justly claims that the introduction and use of

the bicycle is one of the direct causes of the

decrease in the street railway revenue. I will

cite a direct case that comes under my notice.

a suburban electric line was built in one of the

southern cities just prior to the introduction of

the wheel into that city. According to the

statistics the passengers each day averaged 273

persons per car at fifty cents each or a gross

income of $136.50 per car a day. The following

year, which noted the advent of the wheel,

showed a decrease of 43 per cent.

The south, considering its age, has made the

greatest strides in wheeling comfort of any

section of the United States. It has the only

cement track io thi-i country; it has more fine

bicycle parks in its small cities than any other

section; it has more members to its clubs, ac-

cording to the census of riders, than any other

section, and more wheels are being sold than

anywhere else.

All these important facts will have to be con-

sidered at the next meeting of the L. A. W.,
and if the officers want to make that organiza-

tion the strongest in the south, it will do well

to look carefully to the interest of the southern

members, 'who, though at present in the

minority, will soon be equal if not exceeding

their northern brothers.

THE NEGRO QUESTION

is one that must be argued by those who are in

a position to know the standing of the negro,

and must command the attention and thought

of every one who is true to the league. It will

never do for a member from some remote sec-

tion where the negro is an unknown quantity to

denounce southern members because the latter

knows wliereof he speaks, while the other party

does not. There is a vast difference between
the southern and northern negro. The former
realizps the everlasting barrier between himself

and the whites, and does not attempt to break

it down, while he of the north, being less

numerous, imposes on the liberty accorded him.

There is an old test that might well be brought

into trial. Would any member of the L. A. W.
invite and receive a negro member at his home
as a club mate? I dare say when the naked
truth is forced upon the people it changes its

aspect, and they turn from it with disgust, but

that is the best test that can be offered.

All these must be considered when this sub-

ject again comes before the assembly, and it

will be best for the members to get the facts

before they decide.

It would be a serious blow to the L. A. W. to

have the south withdraw, as it is now the most
progressive field.

The southern wheelmen are in earnest, and
while they realize that it is best for all should

they remain, they think, and quite rightly, too,

that their claims should be recognized. They
are strong, growing stronger and determined

not to furnish their quota of members to be

ignored on so momentous a question.

George Wilpmer Hines.
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'.Bailey Manufacturing Co.*.

This is a cut from a photograph

of our 1893 wheel. For style it

is unexcelled. In finish it is

second to none. For ease of

running it is the ideal. For

strength and rigidity we will cheer-

fully pit it against anything made.

We are advertising just what

we have on hand— not what we

expect to have at some hoped-for

day in the future.

WEIGHT, 31 h LBS. PRICE, $150.

Bailey Manufacturing Co.,

2o7 S. CANAL STREET, MENTION THE REFEREE. CHICAGO.

SEE THAT NAME?

It stands for all that is

Great,

Good
and Glorious

In the history of the Cycle T~H~
New Catalogue is ready.

Send for it, you dealers,

And keep posted.

Coventry
Machinists'
Company, Ltd.

Chicago.

Boston.

San Francisco.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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SPORT AND TRADE ABROAD.

THENEW TRACK AT HERNE HILL THROWN
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

Harris Proves the Victor in Several Good

Races—Philpot and Radford Join the

Rudge Force— Golder Sails

for the States.

London, April 22.—Since my last it has been
practically settled that R. L. Philpot and W.
Radford, the seceders from the New Howe
Machine Company, will, within the next few
weeks, take up important positions with the

Rudge Cycle Company at Coventry. The
former will, as at Glasgow, be general manager,
while Radford will act as manager of works.

With two such good men at the head of affairs

the Rudge company is bound to go ahead. Its

resources are as large as can be desired; the

factory is almost a model one and the 700

hands employed in it include some of the best

and most expert workmen in the trade.

In the meantime the New Howe Machine
Company is pulling itself together and the new
managers are determined to do their best in

coping with the demands made on their ener-

gies by the large number of crders in hand.

To-day Stephen Golder is leaving Liverpool in

the Campania, bound on another journey to

the states in New Howe interests.

THE NEW TRACK IN USE.

Early this week the new track at Heme Hill

was thrown open for practice and quite a
number of men availed themselves of its ad-

vantages. One and all declare the new sur-

face to be very lively or fast, and a heavy rain

storm on Thursday evening proved that it

must be considered safe even in wet weather.

A sheep straying across the track one evening

caused a spill in which four men were con-

cerned. Two machines were quite smashed
up and one man suffered severe cuts and
bruises on his face and limbs, but the cuts were
very clean, and there were no broken bones

such as would probably have resulted had the

accident occurred on cement.

YOUNGSTERS SHOWING UP.

A half-mile invitation race at Kensal Rise,

where the inside half of the track has been

covered with cement, produced some good rac-

ing and fast time. The racing took place just

after a rain storm, but the cement, which i3

neither so rough as that at Putney nor so

smooth as last year's surface at the much
quoted Velodrome Buffalo, Paris, was not at

all slippery and no accident of any sort occur-

red. The competitors included Lewis Stroud

and U. L. Lambley. The former was beaten

in his heat and Lambley, who reached the

final, only finished second to P. W. Brown,
a member of the Polytechnic C. C, third place

being occupied by J. Camp of the same club.

Last year neither of these two showed any-

thing better than ordinary handicap form. The

measure of time improvement is proved by the

fact that the last quarter was ridden in 31 3 4

sec, which equals Zimmerman's record.

TRADE AMATEURS NOT APPLYING.

The N. C. U. licensing committee held its

first meeting last night. The proceedings of

this committee being strictly private, none of

the particulars are at present obtainable. I

Manager for Bieyele Faetory.
A company now manufacturing one of the

leading high-grade bicycles of the country de-
sire to negotiate with a man competent to take
entire charge of their business under the super-
vision of the Board of Directors. Must have
thorough experience in bicycle manufacturing
and furnish good reference as to character,
habits and ability. All applications will be
considered confidential. Address >• Bicycle,"
care Norris Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.

ATTENTION !

BICYCLE BEARINGS OF TOOL STEEL.
Cones and Bearings made of best tool steel

insure smooth running and little wear. We
make Bicycle Hubs, Cones, Cups, Ball Bearings,
Axles, Nuts, Steps, Nipples, Crank Key Pins,
and Oil Cups. \lso, Bicycle Roller Chain
with case-hardened roll; Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, Special Washers and all kinds fo
machine screws, etc. Send sample or accurate
drawings of parts for estimates. We solicit

your business and have the best facilities for
doing your work. The New Britain Hard-
ware Manufg. Co. , New Britain, Conn. 9-eow

" According to Hoyle
i)

Have your Bicycle Repaired and Thoroughly Over-
hauled by the Veteran Repairer.

Over twenty years factory and repair shop experience
with makers c t Rudge, Rover, Rival Rapid, Rambler,
Premier, Humber, Singer, Swift, &c, &c. Highest
testimonials from American and English flyers of the
path.

NICKEL-PLATING, PAINTING,

ENAMELLING, ETC.

Be sure you see HOYLE, 5-7 Madison-st. E.,

Bet. Michigan and Wabash-aves., Chicago.

The Perfection

Stand.
Every dealer, agent

and wheelman should
have one. Price, full

nickeled, $2.00 ; nickeled
and enameled $1-50. A
liberal discount to the
trade. Write for illus-

trated sheet. The bicy-
cle is released instantly
from the stand by push-
ing lever down with
foot. Manufactured by
H. T. Hearset & Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

MR. SYDNEY LEE,
Valuer and Expert to the Trade

Business matters of all kinds attended to with Privacy
and Dispatch; Machines and Sundries purchased at
Lowest Market Prices.

9 Furnival St., London, Eng,

ESTABLISHED 13 YEARS.

References: Pope Mfg. Co., 221 Columbus Ave.. Boston;
Frank Belden, Secretary Colt Arms Co., Hartford.

hear, however, that so far very few of the pro-

minent trade, amateurs have applied for licen-

ses. Possibly they have been waiting to see

how their fellows fared before risking the

chances of a refusal.

HARRIS WINS EVERYTHING.

To-day the Surrey Bicycle Club held its

spring race meeting at Kennington oval. The

weather was brilliantly fine, the entries were

numerous, and the attendance was larger than

it has ever been. There could not possibly

have been fewer than 20,000 people present;

every seat an<? every inch of space round the

vast enclosure was occupied, and a large

number of would-be spectators were turned

away because there was no room for them.

The two scratch races were both won by Harris

of Leicester. The mile fell to him very easily,

[ .AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS

Are the Best in

the market.

Sold by all Dealers.

Price,

No. J, $1.00;
No. 4, $1.3B.

No. 4 double (for 2

separate packages)

$1.50. No. 5, leather

covered, especially

for tourists, $3.50.

Send for Carrier

Circulars to

O. H. LAMSON,
203 Middle St., - Portland, Me.

WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unek-
pected success that will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found on the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on $75.00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in pur
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so
easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that
arise? from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succeql grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty
of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already -em-
ployed, but nave a few spare moments, and wiBh
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive
full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO 7 5ox No. 40O, Augusta, Me.

GO TO THE

Lineoln Bieyele

Exchange,
857 N. Clark St.,

NORTH SIDE AGENT FOR THE
COLUMBIA, SWIFT,
HARTFORD, VICTOR,
MARCH, BLACK HAWK,
ROAD KING, ROAD QUEEN,
HICKORY,

OR ANY OTHER MA1TF, ON THE MARKET.

Renting by the Hour, Day or Week.

Repairing, Re-Nickeling and Enameling.

I have added Billiard and Pool Rooms for the winter

months, also keep a good line of Cigars.

JN0. H. THIELE, Manager.

BICYCLE

STANDS
Simple, Strong, Practical, Popular.

I^o. 1. Supports securely any wheel from center of
handle-bar. Price $1.00. -

3 So. 2. SuppnrtH securely any wheel Dy spring grip
I _, on fron l fork, or rear frame, either 1 ide ( see cut)
I 5* Price $100. The Spring Grip is covered by my

patents now pending.
1. 5. Shown in cnt. Combines No. 1 and 2, and is

most complete and convenient. Does not mar
the finest finish. Just the stand for EIDERS.
Price si. '25. No. 2ia the favorite with dealers.

Sold by all dealers or any Stand sent
prepaid to any addreFs in U. S. on receipt
|of $1.25. Accept no other. Liberal diB-
count to trade only. Write for Catalogue.

C. W. MUNSON,
jfflention this Paper. *~ Toledo,'^.
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Admirers of the

McCUNE
GREETING

!

Haven't much to say to you this time, gentlemen. Business brisk; old orders

keep us hustling every minute of the day. Don't write us about '93

McCune's; no use; output sold long ago, and wires for "more wheels' coming

in right along.

While we can't talk business to you .this year, would be glad to see you any

time. If you're taking a Boston flier, don't forget that we're at 47 Franklin
St. Drop in and look over our new quarters; hit the bag for awhile, take a

spin around our riding hall, and tell us what you think of the McCune.

- - - McCUNE CYCLE CO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recognized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material.

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

We might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall MICH.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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GOOD JUDGES RIDE
AND-

GOOD MECHANICS BUILD

QUADRANTS
QUADRANT

!

New Patterns.

QUADRANT!!
QUADRANT!!!

New Wheels in Stock.

QUADRANT CYCLE COMPANY,
249 Columbus Avenue,

BOSTON.
309 Wabash Avenue.

CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

as going away in the last lap he at once took a
big lead and held his own without any diffi-

culty right up to the finish. Lambley was
second, with Bradbury, whose chain went at

the last corner, third. The time was slow,

being 3:04 3-5. In the ten miles Harris had a
more difficult task. The road men, with "Bob"
Ilsley and H. J. Howard, made the pace very

fast from the start, and when it came to the

last mile only seven out of thirty starters were
left in. All through the last lap M. B. Fowler
led at a big bat and it was only at the very
finish that Harris managed to get alongside

and win by a few inches. Even then he might
not have won had not J. McLaren, the Scotch-

man, who was coming through very fast,

fallen ten yards from the tape. The time was
29:03 2-5. The four front diivers in the race

were quite out of it. Harris, as usual, r. de a

Beeston Humber safety.

ONLY A KUMOE.
It was rumored on the ground that A. Gas-

tall, the New Howe's new manager, had re-

signed his position.

Against the Wheelman.

The test case of E. A. Savage, of the Milwau-
kee Wheelmen, against the Northwestern Life

Insurance Company, to secure damages from
the company for removing his wheel from its

building, has been decided in favor of the com-
pany. It was the opinion of the judge that

property owners have a right to exclude bi-

cycles from their premises if they so desire,

Wheelmen should remember this and save

themselves trouble*

The Wisconsin division is trying to double
its membership before the annnal meet at

Ripon, Aug. 16. It now has 600 members.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

New Methods of Repairing Tires—Combined

Front and Rear Driver.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford s'reet, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from March 22, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition. 1

COMBINED FRONT AND REAR DRIVER.

Ifo. 18,817, S. Waterman, C. H. Luther, Jr., and E.

Lee's " Improvements in velocipedes. 11 Oct. 15, 1892.

—

This invention refers to improvements in speed-changing

devices and two methods are described. One has a com-

pound gearing on the crank axle, which may be operated

„ . by the foot or by levers

and rods on the handbar.

Normally the gear runs

dead; that is, without inter-

nal movement, at the high

speed. The second method
is shown in the accompa
nying illustration ;, 45 indi-

' cates the the front steering

wheel of a bicycle and 46 is the rear wheel thereof. The
axle of the front wheel is carried in bearings and on the

ends of the fork (47) and is provided with cranks and pedals

(48). The upper end of the fork works in the socket (49) to

which the rear part of the frame is secured. The handle-

bar (50) is formed with telescoping sections, which allow

the handles to be extended towards the rear or shortened
according to the position of the saddle. The upper back-
bone (56) consists of two horizontal tubes. At suitable

distances apart on this backbone are secured stops (60

and 61) and the spring latching devices (63 and 63). In the

normal condition the bicycle would be operated with the
saddle in the rear position, as shown in full lines, the pedals

(59) being used and the rear wheel.being driven by means
of the chain at a greater speed than that at which the

pedals are moved. But when the rider desires to increase

the power for the purpose of ascending a hill or other-

wise the handle (70) is pulled and the rods (67 and 69)

thereby operated ; these rods disengage the bolt of the

latching device (62) and allow the saddle and rider to

move forward until the stop (61) is reached, when the

saddle support will be engaged by the bolt of the latching

device (63) and the saddle held against movement in the

position shown by dotted lines; the telesc pic handles are

shortened to convenient lengths and the rider drives the

machine by the pedals and cranks (48), which, moving at

the same speed as the wrheel, gives increased power. It is

further stated that when it is desired to use the bicycle as

a tandem an additional saddle may be secured to the

backbone and each rider will work one pair of pedals.

IMPROVED PNEUMATIC TIRE REPAIRER.

So. 12,4<i2, A S. Cartwright and A. Blaekwell's

"Xew or improved means |for repairing pneumatic or in-

flated tires, and the like." July 6, 1892.—In the case of an
ordinary puncture the material around the incision is cut

away with a hollow tool so ns to leave a circular hole.

The edges of the hole and the inner surface for some dis-

tance around the hold are coated with solution (f, f2) the

hole is then filled and repaired

by the special plug (d), con-

sisting of a patch or disc eni |^J cl

(d2), a hollow stem and a solid

lower end (d4). The tubular

construction of the stem is for

the purpose of 'introducing

within it a ram for pushing
the patch part of the plug through the hole; then on the
same being pushed inwardly to such an extent that the
edges of the disc are clear of the inside edgrs of the hole,

the disc opens out flat, when by pulling back the patch by
the stem, the disc is brought against the inner side of the
wall of the tire as shown in the figure. The solution (f, f2)

holds the plug in position. The hollow stem is then made
solid by introducing a solutioned plug (g). The plug is

then cut off flush with the outer surface of the tire and a
patch solutioned over the cut off end. In double tube
tires the hole in the air tube is repaired by its damaged
portion coming in contact with the under surface of the
disc (d2) which has been previously cemented all over for

the purpose. In the case of-a rent, a series of continuous
holes are pierced and a series of plug patches placed
within them with the patch parts overlapping and with a
continuous patch or a series of outside patches applied to
the outside plug. The ram or carrier employed for insert-

ing the plug is preferably, of smaller diameter than the
internal diameter of the stem of the plug so that the parts
may contract when being forced through the hole.

NEW CENTAUR BRACKET.

So. 16,15B, C. B. Townsend and G, Gilbert's "Im-
provements in ball bearings of cycle craak wheels. 1'
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Perry's High - Class Hubs.
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Sole manufacturers of Southard's Patent

Cranks.

Ferry's Frames.
Mechanical Accuracy, Lightness,

Reliability andSplendid Finish.

Perry & Co., Ltd., Birmingham,
ENGLAND.

AGENTS, Anglo-American Iron and Metal Co., 213 Pearl at., N.Y.

The finest finish chain in the world and used by Humbers, Whit-
wonhs and Kaleighs un all their machines.

PERRY'S"SPECIAlT
RACING
CHAIN.

N? 9

PERRY & C°^
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

AS A SUPPLEMENT
To former advertisement, we desire to state that the increase in demand for our Cement

has been geometrical. In 1890 we sold 97,000 lbs. In 1892, more than 250,000 lbs. left

our factory, and has been consumed in the United States.

FOR LARGE LOTS ADDRESS
D. P. CAYWOOD & CO., Clementon, N. J.

CHAS. F. STOKES & CO., Chicago.

H. C. MARTIN & CO., Buffalo.

A. G. SPALDING & Co., New York, Chicago, Phila.

And Jobbers Generally Throughout the United States.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

....NIAGARA....
There is no Wheel made to-day Superior in Scientific

Construction or Quality of Materials used. It is dis-

tinguished for High Class finish and Lightness of

Running. The Niagara on the Race Track and
on the Road Lowered many Records. There is

not a Single Casting used in the Niagara. Send
for Catalogue. WgFAgents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

Buffalo Wheel Co.,

BUFFALO, 1ST. Y..

MAKERS OF TflJS NIAGARA.
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A Gold Medal for Superiority.

The Massachusetts Mechanic Association, through their sub-committee,

have awarded us the Gold Medal of Honor for superiority in Seamless

and Weldless Tubing.

Hadn't you better send for prices and samples of the "Best Tubing

on Earth ?"

Yes, its made right here under the " Star Spangjed Banner."

The Ellwood Ivins Tube Works,
Works: 528 N. 10th St

,

Philadelphia. 32 Howard St, New York.

Manufacturers of Seamless and Weldless Cold-Drawn Steel Tubing.

AlsolTubing in Brass, Aluminum, Copper, German Silver, and all other

commercial metals, in all sizes, from large down as small in diameter as

a human hair. 'Hollow wire.

BERRY BROTHERS'

— B'CYCLE ENAMEL
Will restore the faded finish on your Wheel to its

original brilliancy.

it is the only perfect article of its kind in the market.

Easily applied. Ready for use. Dries quickly

with a lustrous finish. one packagers enough to

refinish a Bicycle."'

Made in the following colors-Black, White. Maroon,

Russet, Wine. Fawn, Lemon and other shades of

Yellow, and all. shades of Blue and Green.

Ask your dealer for it. It will please you.

PRICE, 50c. A PACJCACE.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited.
VARNISH MFRS.

New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS, CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM. ENG.

FACTORY-Detrolt.
Sar» Francisco

Sept. 9, 1892.—The object of this invention is to prevent

any side pul! or twist in the crank ax!e bearing of a rear

driving safety bicycle and consists in bringing one row of

balls immediately into the centre of the wheel and under

the chain. In carrying out the invention the chain wheel

(A) is provided in the centre with a recess (aO in which

m aharder-ed steel cup is fitted; the recess

and cup are sufficiently deep to allow of

the balls (FT) being placed in the central

vertical plane of the chain

wheel. The balls are re-

tained in position by the

cone (£), which is formed
upon the bottom bracket

(F) ; the^cup is shrunk into

the recess (al), is shaped

to recieve the balls (H) and

has a hole (bl) for the spindle (K) to pass

through. The adjustment of the bearings

is effected through the spindle (K) from

the other side of the bracket in the usual manner.

Paralyzing Parades.

The land and water pageants in New York
last week knocked trade sky high, and some
of the bicycle firms will have many cuss words

charged up against them. Not the least among
them will be " Lindsey" Ooleman. Said R. L.

to the Referee: "It beats the devil; stacks of

wheels want shipping, butno hands to pack nor

express companies to haul them away. I tell

you it is !

Two Atlanta (Ga.) riders came across a nice

strawberry patch while out in the country re-

cently. They left their wheels by the roadside

and helped themselves to berries. When they

went back to the wheels they found one of

those sou+hern farmers guarding them with a

shot gun—and they paid for the berries.

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

A Record - Breaker's Delay — Germany's Most

Popular Cyclists— Coming Events.

A French cycling paper tells of the adven-

tures of a Russian cyclist who went for a long-

distance record. He started early in the morn-
ing, getting on very well for several hours, till

after a time no more was heard or seen of him.

The timers, who awaited his arrival in vain,

went to dinner, the judges started a game of

billiards, and the impatient spectators dis-

persed. Suddenly the forgotten record man
arrived. There was general confusion. It

seems that when he went through a village he

was arrested and kept for nearly a half day in

the communale prison. Then the magistrate

was willing to release him on condition that he

explainjthe mechanism of and how to mount a

bicycle. He began with the latter and before

the honorable patriarchs had recovered from
their astonishment he was out of their reach.

That was his first, and probably last trip

through that cultivated village.

In the following cities are the first German
races this season: May 7, Mannheim, Karls-

ruhe, Hannover, Dresden, Berlin and Dort-

mund (the two latter are international). Mann-
heim has a so called "Landsturm" race on the

programme, open only to married men, thirty

years or over. The races from May 11 to 16

areatBochum, Leipzig, Strassburg, and inter-

national events at Breslau and Pilsen.

The official German bicycle paper, Deutscher

Radfahrer Bund, which has been receiving a

vote on the twelve most prominent and men
torious members of the federation, now pub-

lishes the result as follows: Carl Hindenburg,

Magdeburg, president of the Bund; Louis Stein,

Magdeburg, first editor of the paper; August

Lehr, Frankfurt, the German champion; Carl

Bierman, Magdeburg, paymaster of the Bund
H. Kleyer, Frankfurt, the well-known bicycle

manufacturer; Alvin Vater, Frankfurt; W.
Tischbein, Halle; Paul Nagel, Dresden; R.

Vogel, Koenigsberg;GustavBarneman, Magde-

burg; Ernst Louis, Berlin; Otto Koch, Magde-

burg.

The grand international races in Austria

are on May 7 and 11 at Trieste, on May 14 at Vi-

enna, and on May 21 and 22 at Gratz. To
gether there are thirteen championships, with

prizes to the value of $1,000 or more.

Meintjes, the champion of Africa, has left

Capetown for England. He will take part in

the championship races of England and will

then visit America to try his luck.

A new club, called the Press Cycle Club, will

be founded at Brussels. Only cycling journal-

ists will be admitted to membership.

Will Smoke a Pipe Wow.

Willis B. Troy is out $800 and will have to

smoke a pipe instead of cigars. It happened

that Willis B. had that amount of furniture in

a storehouse and was to move it into a cosy

cottage May 1. Mrs. Troy had reminded her

husband to pay storage last Thursday. Friday

the warehouse burned, and neither warehouse

nor Troy's furniture was insured.
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Fabric.
You have heard the word "Fabric" in connection with Pneumatic

Tires, without, perhaps, appreciating its value or meaning.

FABEIC

In a Pneumatic Tire is its life, health, strength, comfort and confidence,

or, contra, its weakness and annoyance.

The BidweH'93 Tire

has a special patented Fabric of wonderful strength and resiliency, of

peculiar construction, of such powerful contracting qualities that it

not only makes it a "Clincher" Tire, but it "holds to the rim"

without the nuisance of mechanical attachments which either rot out,

rust out or misfit.

Send for Circulars.

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Co. f
306-310 W. 59th St., NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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ADAH \\JHFPI 1S frequently blamed when all trouble could have been avoided by oiling itL>f\U- VVIILLL properly with a "PERFECT" POCKET OILER. Regulates the supply
of oil to a nicety. Thoroughly tight. Neatest, cleanest and best oil can in the world. Price, 25 Cents each.

One half
Actual
Size.

Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., — NEW YORK.

Better

Than

Tool Bags.

*° We make holders in two sizes—one for the
^ above oiler and also a larger size to carry
*" your Pneumatic Pump. Easily attached to
*~ any wheel. No rattling. Handsomely
"" nickeled. Price, 25 Cents for either size.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NIXTB A.TE., NEW YORK

JULIUS

S "ANDRAE."
Light Roadste^ 34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

ANDRAE CYCLE WORKS,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

"Winner of over 400
» » « Prizes in 1892.

The most correctly designed cycle to ensure speed

and lightness, combined with strength.

Shrewd agents cannot afford to miss the Triumph

agency. Apply promptlyfor territory, catalogue and

discounts.

SCHULENBURG CYCLE CO.,

Importers and Jobbers of Bicycles and Sundries,

188 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Triumph, Quinton Scorcher, Derby, New Howe, Swift, Relay, Wynnewood and Medium Grade Wheels.

TRIUMPH

WANTED.
An experienced man, fully competent in all respects, to

take charge of a well equipped factory for the manu-
facture of High Grade JBicyclt s. Correspondence de-
sired with first class men only. Permanent situation with
A-l house. Address with full particulars as to experience,
qual neations and salary asked.

MECHANIC, Referee Office, Chicago. tf.

CLIMAX
Luggage Carrier,

(Patented.)

PRICE, $1.33.

Put on or taken off in a
second.

WAIT. & BOYER,
1714 N. B'r'd St., Phila., Pa.
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SQUARE TELESCOPE."'

We can

supply our own

or Special Designs—

in any quantity.

We are headquarters on

BICYCLE SADDLES.
Principal Features:

STRENGTH-
EASE and COMFORT-

Estimates furnished on large quantities,

or on Special Designs or Quality.

Correspondence solicited.

G. & J. SCORCHER.'Bicycle Tool Bags.
GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

222-228 North Franklin Street, CHICAGO. HART" 2 SIZES.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

NICKEL
ZUCKER $c LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.

Wa ks, FLUSHING, L. I.

HERCULES DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
FOR LIGHT AND POWER. .

AMERICAN CIANT DYNAMO
FOR ELECTROPLATING

AND ELECTROTYPING. PLATING
Offices,

10, 12 & 14 Grand St.

Bet. Varick'and Sullivan Sts.\

New York, U.S.A.

For a silvery
white deposit of

nickel, use our Pure

Anodes and Salts,

French, American,
Plain Spanish, Felt

Wheels, or in

Sheets. Muslin
Puffs, WalruR
1 eather in wheels

or hides, Oak
tanned Leather
covered wheels.
C. P. Cyanide of

Potassium Fus d

Cyanide of Potas-

sium . Roughes
Composition s.

Tripoli Compo-i-

t i o n s . Buffing

Lathes.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

NICKEL & ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING MATERIALS OUTFITS. Co

CO

CO

MENTION THE REFEREE.

iipamericanWak

"We commenced on Jan. 1st. '93.

1

1 In our New England factory, to '

make a newly patented AMER-

ispect. We will refund '

I money without qnestlon to
II any dissatisfied purchaser. Wo are
I making an average of a WATCH
EVERY MINUTE—1440 per day—
432,000 for this "World's Fair year.

II Our trade mark is on every dial
/and a guarantee with every watch.

IT IS MADE ON HONORS
,
DESCRIPTION:—The movement 13

_ AMERICAN PATENT LEVER; Lan-
"
tern Pinion; Patent Escapement and

' Regulator; Patent Pinion (or stem)
Wind and Set, requiring no key: Stums
winds for 3C hours ; Patent PUST-1'RUOF

tlase heavllv Plated with GOLD Substitute, guaranteed to

;ear a year;Vetght of watch 4 1-2 oz ; Cut exactly represents

It. Every watch tested and regulated before leaving our hands

and will NOT >ARY A SUNL^B IN 80DAY8. Price P°Btpal£

«1.50each; 3for$4.00 ;
lilfm- $K,.OObyexpres* Mention

paper and wo will Include a handsome COLD PLATED
riIRR CHAIN with Columbus Medal Charm. ACENTS
and STORE-KEEPERS sent, - - once for sample and
terms. Catalogue of 1,000 necessary i-.-chsfree. Wo refer to

to any prominent Pabllsher or New York firm. Do not order

O.O.D: a useleso expense ae we warrant every watch.

UOBT. & 1KGEKSOLL A BUO.. 85 Cortlandt St., K. Y. CITY.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE MIDGET.

The Midget is the scorcher's friend, and the
only vest pocket kit that meets the requirements
of all pneumatics.

PRICE BY MAIL 35 CENTS.

PRINCE WELLS.
626 Fourth Avenue, - - LOUISVILLE, KY.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Polishing Lathes.

/~)UR polishing heads can be fitted with spindles, with

single, tight and loose or cone pulleys, and to run

two or four wheels.

Special Grinding and Polishing Machinery FOR BI-

CYCLE WORK.

Write for Catalogue.

Diamond Machine Co.,

Chicago, III. Providence, R. L
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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For Sale—Tricycle.
A genuine Humber Clipper Front Steering Tricycle,

suitable for lady or gent. Light and strong, 36 inches
wide over all. In excellent condition. Very cheap.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
Andover, Mass.

The Aldrieh Bieyele Cape,
PATENTED.

When you go out to ride some day,

A shower comes up, you are far away;
You have your storm cape with you, don't you see,

Then you'll come home as dry as dry can be.

Liberal discount to the trade. For further particulars

address

A. T. ALDRICH,
342 PLEASANT ST., WORCESTER, MASS.

Send For Priees
AND TRADE DISCOUNTS OF

RANKIN'S
PAT. TOE CLIP.
Sample Pair by Mail, 50c.

MVNROE'S
ANTI-FRICTION

Compound for Cycle Chains.

Sample Tube by Mail, 25c.

We will send you cuts of the

above for '93 catalogues.

W. G. RANKIN <£ CO.,
23 Custom House St.,

PROVIDENCE, - E. I.

Fletcher"
is the only man who sells every cycling paper, periodical
hand book, road book and books on training", published
in the U. S., Canada and Europe; who retails the very
best of Cycle Sundries; Perfection Trousers Guards,
enameled 15c.; who offers the best cycle day storage
in the city at 43 JE. Van Huren St. Cycles stored,
cleaned, oiled; tires inflated, etc.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign Count-
ries. Trade-marks, desig

- ~

label, and copyrights.

r you can obtain a pat-

description with model, photograph or sketch, and
I will let you know whether you cai *

ent . All information free.
W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,

McGill Bldg.908, 24 "G" Street Washington, D. C

Cyclists, Oarsmen,
Ballplayers and
Athletes gen-

erally use

Anti-Stiff,

To Strengthen the

Muscle3.

It has a particularly-
Warming, Comforting
and Stimulating effect
on all Weak or Stiff
Muscles; quick in ac-
tion, clean and pleasant
in use.

For sale by Drug-
gists and Dealers
in Sporting Goods.

E. Fougera & Co.,

Sole Agents.

26-30 N.•William st.

New York.

REAI RICTCIE UNIFORMS.
Be sure to send for free samples

'and measure blanks. Club Uni-
forms a specialty. L. A. W. Coats,
$8. Knee Breeches, $4. Punnett's
celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee
Breeches, only $4 a pair. Bicycle
Caps, Hose, Pins, Monagrams, etc.,

R.~A. PUNNETT, Tailor and Athletic Outfitter, 98 & 100
West Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

All strictly first-class work at moderate prices.
U. S. representative of "Kaufman " who is coming soon.

0uluth(3^-°-

1INNEAP0U3

lsic?Aur-

Drop
USA

> BtSSEMW

ABBOTSFOPD

.STEVENS POINT

VJ

ENASMA

^.OSHtfOSrl

LINE. Woir«iV NBll» Ut

AND RECEIVE IM RETURN
FULLlriFORMATION REOARDIM&

• THE FINEST fl5HIN0R£5ORTS in

THE N0RTrtW55T

gJas-G Pond
cfuoAeo . Ill

Gen'l pasisTKt AST.

WISCONSIN CENmUNGS .

OlICAGO

lSILVIR LAM
\ AHTIOCH
\UK( VILLA

^jJJP^^T^^ Sold through
'4mBr ^flll^ *ne trade only.

/jfBJF ^PlSlk This cut illus-

JjjKmf ^lliik trates the
/||||lf

'.'.% "Konnektikut"

/iBi' iBlk trouser guard,
t|||f|| made in two

\ styles, enam-
sN e 1 e d and cov-
Ijjj ered with cloth.

111111 Wtm Dealers will find

tUn j^M it to their inter-

\1111& KU es* *° receive

\ \ Muj Quotations be-
fmttV fore ordering

\% - Mmm elsewhere.
^BBk JBf Send for trade
^fc^ J§HI? prices on these

guards also on
the upright oil

can and nolder
combined. All

kinds of model and precision work done. Cycle
sundries and hardware specialties made und r
contract. The Cosnectictjt Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

BUTLER & WARD,
Manufacturers of

BICYCLE SADDLE SEATS.
All Sizes and Shapes. Send samples for estimates.

396-238 Halsey St., Newark, N. J. 22-4

IMPROVED 4% INCH

ACME STEELWRENCH
For Pocket and Bicycle Use.

The Strongest and Best. Made of Best Quality Steel.

(Weight 6 1-2 oz.) Every Wrench is Thoroughly
Hardened. Awarded First Prize Medal at

the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and
Bright

Finished

Every

WRENCH
Warranted.

TBJS ACME COMBINATION WRENCH AND
SPOEIE^GRIF Nickeled and bright finished.

ALL CAST STEEL

Bicycle Screw Driver !

(Patent No. 466678.)
Length over all, 4 1-2 inches. - Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFG. CO.,

125 to 1 a? Rppb St., Chicaoo, III.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

ALLEN'S DIGEST
OF

UNITED STATES PATENTS

—FOR

—

Cyeles or Veloeipedes

with Attachments— 1879-1891, two Vols., 1,503

pages, and Cycle monthly of the CURRENT
issues of patents can be seen and examined at

the offices of

THE REFEREE,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

—AND—
21 Park Row, NEW YORK.

CYCLE STORAGE
AT WORLD'S FAIR.

The " Woosier
'

'

Cycle Checking Station,

Three minutes' walk from World's Fair Grounds. Wheels
checked, cleaned and repaired. Separate apartment for
each wheel. Commodious toilet rooms, with attendants.
Correspondence solicited. Capacity, 1,000 wheels. Hotel
and cafe in connection. Special rates to clubs.

THE "WOOSTER,"
292 55th Street, - CHICAGO.

EDW. B. PARKER.
H. G. HAMILTON, manager.
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IF YOU DO LOSE YOUR WIND
USE THE.

G. & J. PNEUMATIC PUMP,
For Shop, Store, Club House or Home. Price $5.00. With Pressure Gauge, $10.00.

TEADE SUPPLIED.

CHICAGO.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Co.,
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

W. French & Sons, Balham, England,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Celebrated ^SOUTH ROAD"
QPFPTT^Tr A TTHNQ • Wheels 28 in., Warwick hollow
>J1 J-iOll JLL/ii 1 1U1>0 . rims, Steel hubs, Tangent spokes,
Guaranteed all Steel stampings, Balls to all parts, adjustable seat post
and handle bar.

Weights: Track Racer zi lbs., Road Racer 26 lbs., Full Roadster 30 lbs.

GOOD RIDERS can secure dealers' discount where
we are not represented. Sole agents for U. S. America.

334 Dearborn St., Chicago.SOUTH ROAD CYCLE IMPORTING COMPANY,
||

9°° <£$£££&

He Likes to Sell Hartfords.
Frederick C. Gilbert & Co., of Elizabeth, N. J.,

one of the progressive business houses of that city, sell

Hartfords and know how to sell them. They are successful because they don't know huw not to be, and
because Hartfords are easy to sell. Their letter reads well because it is true.

Elizabeth, N. J., April 30, 1893.
Hartford Cycle Co.

—"We think the liberal treatment we have experienced at your hands and the splendid records your wheels have made,
demand a suitable expression of satisfaction from us. It is a pleasure for us to sell Hartfords, as every wheel sold makes a permanent customer
and a friend of our business. The '93 line is the best value we have seen for the price, and we can sell thpni with a cleaner conscience than we
could many of the so-called high-grade safeties in the market to-day. Yours truly, Fred'k C. Gilbert & Co.

HARTFORD CYCLE CO., hartford, conn
NTION THE REFEREE.
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EXCELSIOR
MANUFACTURED BY

BAYLISS, THOMAS & CO., COVENTRY.

CYCLES
AGENTS WANTED

Howard A. Smith & Co., Newark, H. J.,

Sole Importers for the East.

John Hoyle, Chicago,

5 and 7 E. Madison St, Chicago and Western Agent.

APPLY AT ONCE.

J. Malpas, Cleveland,

53 Sheriff Street, Agent for Ohio.

George C. Cribb, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, S. Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

"NEW DEPARTURE" ALARM BELLS
Have Made Their Reputation.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Foe Circular Apply to Either

The New Departure Bell Co.,

BRISTOL, CONN.

John H. Graham & Co , Gen. Agts.,

113 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK.

Here is something you must have

THE NOVELTY CYCLOMETER

Price, $5.00. *«*£%£&?""
Every rider will buy it, as it is simple, accurate

and complete.
It runs to one hundred miles and repeats.
Can be set at zero at the commencement of each

trip.

Easily fastened to the front fork in a moment by
any one.

A water-proof record book and full directions
with each one.

Made and Sold by the

Recording -

- Instrument Co.,

21 Chapman PI., Boston, Mass. (opposite city mm.)

WOULD NOT BR WITHOUT IT."
That's what all the night riders say about

The Red Star Solid Illnmlnant
(Patent applied for)

FOR BICYCLE LAMPS.
^T ^^L It is absolutely the only thing to use in a lamp if you wish to

avoid spilling, shaking out of the light and the very many petty
annoyances the fluid oils cause. Price, 50 CTS.

^~ THE MED STAIR CHAIN LUBRICANT is put up in stick form and is not
a gkease, therefore will not attract the dust. Price, 25 CTS.

^^ THE MED STAIR LUBRICATING OIL is made especially for ball bear
ings. Put up in a handy can, with oiler attachment. Price, 25 CTS.

Insist on having the "RED STAR 1
' brand. All dealers. Samples on receipt o

price.

RED STAR MFG. CO.,
58 Front Street — — NEW YORK. — — P. O. Box, 1092.

F. W. Robinson, London. E. Hermet, Paris.

Franz Sander, Hamburg.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The Original

Kaufman,
The World's Greatest Trick Rider,

Coming soon, after seven years European tour. Open for limited num-

ber of engagements. Address

R. A. PUNNETT,
MENTION THE REFEREE. Rochester, N. Y.

SAFETIES
of any weight or

dimensions to or-

der.

We have a special

lf>H
High-Grade

0ri*w* - Wheel for

Write for

Catalogue.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Sundries.
Dealers, send for a wholesale price list of all

the leading Cycle sundries.

We carry a large stock and guarantee prompt

deliveries and Bottom Prices.

BELCHER & LOOMIS,
89-91 WJEYXOSSET ST., PROVIDENCE, JR. I.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

STYLE M, TOP NO. 4. STYLE V, TOP NO. 15.

Our I mi- of goods will be used on all flrst-elass cyles of the

season of 1893. We have 33 styles of Saddles; 15 style of Tool

Bags; also Pedals, Toe Clips, etc. Write for prices as we can

give bottom every time. Asb for these goods when purchasing

your wheels. Licensed to manufacture under Garford patents.

HUNT MFG. CO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

WESTBOEO, MASS.

MILLER'S

"LITO" LAMP.

EXPERIENCE, as a rule,

18 paid for too dearly;
sometimes it is paid for

in the form of money, which
impoverishes us; sometimes
in the form of study, per-
severance, or overwork,
which tends to worry us and
make us look old and hag-
gard. Yet, alas ! in how
many of these cases could
this experience have been
bought at a much less sacri-
fice if we had only sought
the counsel of others. Not
more than thirty per cent,
of the readers of this journal
will trouble to read this ad
vertisement, and we expect
no more than ten per cent,
of these will take the trouble
to send us a post card; yet
we can send you on receipt
of same our "'catalogue"
giving the experience of ex-
perts in cycle accessories.

Lists Free, From

H. Miller & Co.,

Miller Street,

Birmingham, Eng.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

BAY STATE BICYCLE CLUB
(Incorported.)

Fifth Annua/ Tournament,

Agricultural Grounds Traek, Worcester, Mass.

May 29 and 30, 1893.

$3,000 for Race Prizes.

$550 for Parade Prizes.

Entries Close May 22.

For further particulars apply to

HARRY C. YOUNG, Secretary,

P. O. Box 49, WORCESTER, MASS.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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NEW YORK BICYCLE.
PRICE, $100.00.

The only High

Grade Pneumatic

Wheel in the

Market for the

Price.

Correspondence so-

licited. Live agents

wanted in unoccu-

pied territory.

ADDRESS—

NEW YORK CYCLE CO., 17 East Fourteenth St.,
NEW YORK CITY. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE PERFECT CRANK.
8k"th r ovr

EVE.RY ONE. GUARANTEED.

THE HAMMER
OV&BT NOT to be used in getting a
crank off, and the ordinary method of fix-

ing cranks on with a "key " or cotter, is a
disgrace to the cycle trade, and riders are
getting sick of their wheels being knocked
about by repairers in getting the crank off.

All this hammering, tinkering and cotter

spoiling is dispensed with by using the
"PERFECT" Cranks. Thousands of
pairs are being sold in England. We are
well laid out for the 1893 trade in the
states.

Sole Manufacturers, W. A. LLOYD & CO., Birmingham, England.

Agents.—THE ANGLO AMERICAN IRON & METAL CO., 213 Pearl street, Now York. MENTION THE REFEREE.

WULFRUNA CYCLES.
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR MOUNTS ON THE MARKET.

»Y*he Wulfrunas have earned a splendid reputation through-

out England and the continent, and also in America. . .

There is No Better Cycle Made.

For Agency, address

JOHN BARRETT, Manufacturer,
^I5?

--' 3
i= Wolverhampton, England.

W. G. SCHACK, Buffalo, N. Y.
MENt'.ON THi RErfrtct
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Almost any Mechanic
Of a certain kind, and it will seem to answer the require-
ments, if thoy be not very severe. But each vear finds the
demand for delicacy and quality of construction becoming
more exacting, till to-day you discover every intelligent

rider demanding a machine for road use which must scale
under 28 lbs. or he will Dot ride it. In addition to this

he must have perfect rigidity, good proportion, properly
tempered bearings, brazing which will never let go of the
metal; cranks light, stiff and tough; narrow tread, hollow
rims, and, above all, good sound evidence that all these
qualities have been possessed and a satisfactory record made
by at least a year's riding in all parts of the country. It is

only fair to say that

THE JAMES
has proved that it possessed in 1893 all these qualities, and
that the 1893 machine is superior to that of last season in a
number of details.

Catalogue free—the best essay on cycle construction
ever written.

Track Racer, 22 lbs., up.
Road Racer, 25 lbs., up.

Ladies' Roadster, 30 lbs.
Full Roadster, 31 lbs.

m Metai work p an Build a Bicycle

"JAMES" EOAD EACEE.

JAMES CYCLE IMPORTING CO.,
250-252 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.MENTION THE REFEREE.

^TSS HUSTLER.
HONESTLY BUILT.

GOOD DISCOUNTS TO LIVE AGENTS.

The Shaw Cycle Co.,

324 N. Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md.

New Buckingham & Adams Cycle Co.,

Birmingham, England, Manufacturers of the

B. & A. Champion Racer.

Specifications 2fl-in. wheels, genuine Warwick
rims, tangent spokes, tool steel

hubs, weldless steel tube of the very best, adjustable seat post
and handle bar. ball bearings.
Good Riders can secure dealer's discount where we

are not represented.

CHAMPIONSHIPS, ETC., FOR 1892.

100 miles Championship of Wales; Championship of Kent
and Sussex; the Surrey Challenge Cup; Championship
of the Catford club; Torquay 60 guinea Challenge cup;
Crystal Palace 50 guinea Challenge cup and many other
events.

1893 MODEL.
J

Track Racer, 2t lbs.

Road Racer, 27 lbs.

Road Racer, 32 lbs.

B. <£ A. ROAB RACER, 27 JOBS.

B. & A. CYCLE IMPORTING CO.,

900 Caxton Building.

EP~ SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S., AMERICA.

334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Use BROOKES
HELD ALL THE WORLD'S RECORDS

FOR NEARLY TWO YEARS.
" The Brookes light roadster, which I had from

you last summer, I have thoroughly tested and
am delighted with its running qualities. .The
tires fitted to this wheel I consider a perfect suc-
cess. The Brookes cycles are undoubtedly strictly
high grade, and are certainly excelled by no other
wheel; in fact, I consider the Brookes to be par
excellence, and shall certainly recommend it to
my friends. GEORGE F. Taylor.

Manufactured by J. & H. Brookes,

GAPE CYCLE WORKS,
North Birmingham, Eng.

London, Eng , Offices and Show Rooms,
55 Great Eastern.

Manchester, Eng., Offices and Show Rooms,
Bank Buildings, Cannon St.

American Headquarters

—

Boston, Offices and Show Rooms,
176 and 178 Portland.

Messrs. J. and H. Brookes have in stock at their
headquarters in Boston, a full supply of all the
parts which enter into the construction of their
wheel.

ZIGHT ROADSTMJt, SO. 18.

Agents Wanted.

Sole Representative in United States and Canada,

GEO. A. DRYSDALE, Boston, Mass.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

WILLIAM BOWN.
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE SALE OF

™i "£0LUS"
SAFETY BICYCLE FOR 1893.

The Celebrated "yEOLUS" Adjustable Ball Bearings, Pedals, Brackets.
Heads, etc. , and all accessories. Enquiries are solicited.

WORKS: SUMMER LANE,
Birmingham, England.

Agents for Chicago—The Mollis Cycle Imp. Co., Room 527 Garden City Block, cor. Randolph St. and Fifth Ave.

213 Pearl street, New York, and theA complete assortment of these goods carried in stock by the Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co,
Whitten-Godding Cycle Co., 118, 120, 122 and 124 South Main street, Providence, R. I. MENTION THE REFEREE.

STEEL BALLS For All Anti-

Friction Purposes

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.
The Most Complete Plant in the U. S.

Sole Owners of the RICHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also the N. SAWYER
Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000 Per Month. Large Additions Now Being Made.
We claim to make the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against damage
caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

GRANT ANTI-FRICTION BALI CO, Fitchburg, Mass.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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THE COVENTRY HERALD SAYS
" During the last year or two Coventry has lost its name and supremacy. The

name of Coventry has little charm; indeed, it has the reputation of being a little

behind the times, because here the latest fads have not been adopted."

New Howes A]RE not made iilst cqyextby.
They are built in the Largest Factory in the World, and embody all that is latest and best

in Cycle Construction, and in short are always up to date.

GET CATALOGUE.-
Amos Shirley, 978 Eighth avenue, New York City. Agent for New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,

Washington (D. C), Pennsylvania (outside Philadelphia), and New England States.

H. P. Davies Co. (Ltd.), Yonge street, Toronto. Canadian agents.

Schulenburg Cycle Co., Detroit. Agents for Michigan and Ohio.

Rolle, Weigle & Co., 128 Whitehall street, Atlanta. Agents for State of Georgia.

Century Cycle Mfg. Go., 295 Wabash avenue, Chicago. Illinois and Indiana state agents.

William Taylor, Topeka, Kansas. Kansas state agent.

Lloyd & Co. (A. G. Powell, manager), 825 Filbert street. Philadelphia agents.

NEW HOWE MACHINE COMPANY, -

LARGEST CYCLE FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

Glasgow.

MENTION THE REFEREE

grVERY BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY.
We also make

FleetwingandEnvoy
BICYCLES,

and the celebrated GEM TRICYCLE.

First-Class in Every Respect.

Li ]4l Q ij E Send for Catalogue.

BUFFALO TRICYCLE CO., 640 Linwood Avenue, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

imtmmmtm CYCLISTS' EYE PROTECTOR.
flfiG-aitt - fla sizes »5Tytgs]

IC/CLES W9PR\CKb.'

mmmmmmEMm

No Glass, but Mica—Safe;
cannot break. Indispensable
when riding on dusty roads.
Just the thing for sleighing,
skating or toboggaing. May be
had clear or in colors. Price,
in neatpocket case, by mail, 50c.

LINCOLN HOLLAND, S. Framingham, Mass.
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Some of Our Specialties.

E " STYLE. Hard Round Cranks do not require Case Hardening.

U. S. Agents for Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co.;

Union Drop Forge Co.; C J. Smith & Sons Co.

General Western Agents for Garford Manufactur-
ing Co. ;Hartford Rubber Wks. Co.; Sweets Mfg. Co.

PARKHURST & WILKINSON, 148-164 E. KINZIE ST., CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

YOU ARE GETTING LEFT, ARE YOU?
WELL, WE PITY YOU. YOU SAY YOU CANNOT GO THEIR PACE, AND WE CAN EASILY
UNDERSTAND YOU, FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THAT YOU DO NOT RIDE A FAST
MACHINE. NOW RIDE A

—PEREGRINE—
and your only fear will be that the machine may run clean away with you.

THE MAKERS OF THIS GRAND MOUNT ARE

THE LEICESTER CYCLE CO., "ESS*™
U. S. A. Agents, VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, New York, U. S. A.

Have You Seen the '93 Ariels ?

Now is the time to write for agency.

Catalogues ready for delivery.

ARIEL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., GOSHEN, ind.
CHICAGO STORE, 277 WABASH AVENUE.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

HUDSON & CO.,
Excelsior Works

Sellv Oak and Boiarnbrook,

BIRMINGHAM, - - - ENG.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBES.
Also Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of Hudson's

World Renowned

Patent Thickened Bottom Hollow Rims.

For Cycles and other road vehicles

^-Sole American Agents: The SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., TOLEDO, OHIO.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LIMITED.
Forwarding, Commission and Insurance Ags., 162 Aldersgate St., LONDON, B. C. (Eng i

and at

LIVERPOOL, PARIS, EMMERICH, WESEL, ROSARIO,
14 South John St. 14 Rue Tavart. Germany. Germany. Argentine Republic.

THE LARGEST

Forwarders of Bieyeles and Aeeessories in the World.

Low Through Rates from any part of Europe. Correspondence invited.

CABLE ADDRESS:—
"Vanoppen," London, Liverpool, Paris, Emmerich & Wesel.

ROY BICYCLE OILER, Handsomely nickel plated. For Bicycles, Typewriters,
Sewing Machines, e~c. it will not leak, therefore no tool bag soaked with oil, no soiled

clothes or hands, always ready for use. The neatest, cleanest oiler ever placed on the

market. The pressure on the steel pin releases whatever quantity of oil is required.
This pin is intended to remove the dirt from all holes that require oiling, an important
feature. Write for trade prices. Price, 25 Cents, Postage Paid,

ROY OILER MANUFACTURING CO., 77 Warren St., New Yorh.
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Greatest Sensation of the Season.
IS IT NOT PLAIN TO YOU THAT

'4* * EVERY CYCLE SHOULD HAVE

BACKWARD AND FORWARDQ
ADJUSTABLE HANDLE GRIPS i 'I* *

"Gendron Cycles" Have Them.

Agencies now QENDRON IRON WHEEL COMPANY.
Belnff Placed. TOLEDO. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS.

Ladies' Wheel.

Ideal Pneumatic Tire,

$150 00

ALL, ON, 36 Lbs.

Gent's Lt. Roadster

Ideal Pneumatic Tire,

$150.00.

ALL ON", 36 Lbs.

$135.00 HIGH GRADE
4

$150.00.

O. J.

Write For Terms.

FAXON & COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS,
3 Appleton Street, Boston, Massachusetts. MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Snell Cycle Fittings Company, - - Toledo, Ohio,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Bells, Saddles, Forks, Frames, etc.

Lamps.

Makers of

—

The Pilot

The Rival

The Guide
The Reliance

The King of Trumps
The Tom Thumb
The Clipper. . .

Large stock kept of

Warwick's Hollow

-Brooks' 12-oz. Saddle-
And Three Other Good Selling Patterns.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Rims, and Weldless Forks and Ball Pedals. l

( Promptly Filled.

THE
Have you noticed
the way they are
" catching on."

We have made6k*¥k
the hit for '93.

G-et Your Nane Down at Once SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

PHILADELPHIA,

Penn.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

1&0.
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IN EVERY RACE
REFEREES' DECISIONS ARE FINAL.

ARE WINNERS

!

IN BEAUTY AND UTILITY OF DES'GN (AS WELL AS IN WEIGH L')

We give DARTS to the ladies, same weight as gentlemen. Actual 25, 27, 29, 35, 40 and 45 lbs. No other firm does this. No other line of
wheels has this feature. WE LEAD THE TRADE OF THE WORLD on this score. Have this season eclipsed all records in featherweights.
Our special Ladies' Featherweight was brought down to 25 lbs. to celebrate our 25th year in the business, schooled in practical experience for
QUARTER OF A CENTURY tells a tale and shows itself in DARTS. Send for lists. A few Good Representative Agents wanted in the West.

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO., 921 h St., n. w., Washington, d. c.

OFFICE AND FACTORY : 46 to 52 W. 67th street, NEW YORK. MENTION THE REFEREE.

"Finest Quality Produced in the ^World."

TBJ.UM « CREDENDA. " max*.

The CREDENDA Seamless Steel Tube Company, Limited.

W. C. STIFF,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

Birmingham, England.
TEZ.MGnA.MS:

"Credenda," Birmingham.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

TRIANGLE
HIGH-GRADE L,IGHT ROADSTER, 33 POUNDS. Price, $150.00.

Only Frame Made that is Mechanically Correct, Securing Light-

ness Without Sacrifice of Strength.

Observe the Beautiful Lines. No other wheel so Symmetrical, so Graceful. '--— ---''

The Very Best Material Throughout. They talk for themselves and sell strictly on their merits.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO. MENTION THE REFEREE.

Agents

Wanted

World's Records One Mile and Under
WERE
MADE ON

THE ELLIPTIC.
1 Mile, Flying Start, 1.56 3-5

1-2 " " " .55 1-2

1-4 " " " .26 1-5

1 Mile, Standing Start, 2.04 3-5

1-2 " " " .58 3-5

1-4 " " " .30

The Elliptic represents the highest inventive skill and mech-

anical ingenuity, combining speed with durability, while its uni-

form success on track and road has fully demonstrated its

superiority.

FREEPORT BICYCLE M'F'G CO,

FREEPORT, ILL.
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BARTON & LOUDON,
HAVING appointed Messrs. Sam'l Buckley & Co.

their agents for the United States, wish buyers to

address all enquiries to their representative as under,

who will be pleased to quote for RIMS, MUD-
GUARDS, and other goods of their manufacture.

MR. WILFRED BUCKLEY,
Care the Gorham Manufacturing Co.,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE

Trade Your Old Wheel
FOE A^ NEW

Columbia Relay, 29 pounds, or a Thistle 23 or 32 pounds.
Century, 35 pounds, or Stearns, 20 to 38 pounds.
Rambler, 28 to 37 pounds.

By making a deal now you can get a bigger price on
your old wheel and get your new one in good time.

AVOID DELAY. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND SECOND-HAND LIST.

Great Bargains in Seeond-hand Wheels.
We want bicycle riders for our agents for the Thistle. Apply at

once. Correspondence solicited.

MASON & MASON,
5gg West Madison St., CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

B. & G. SHORTHOUSE,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

..."PARAGON"...
Cold Drawn SEAMLESS STEEL TUBES

For Cycles, Boilers and Engineering purposes generally.

Cycling Tubing a Specialty.
Also Manufacturers of Rolled Brass, Brass and Copper Sheets, Wire and Tubep,

Cartridge and other Metals. Brass Solder for Cycle work.
CABLE ADDRESS

:

SHORTHOUSE, Birmingham, Eng.
Spring Hill Mills. - - Established 1851.

PNEUMATIC TIRE AIR PUMPS.

COPPER AND STEEL

:- AIR RECEIVERS.-:-
Pressure Valves and Air Gauges.

We make the BE^T Pump in the market. A
full line always on hand.

Write for prices before purchasing elsewhere.

ROBERT OWENS, fi

WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.

BLOOMER
Bicycle Suits.

BL STRUaisrELI^
310 BROADWAY, near Duane St., NEW YORK,

(UP STAIRS.)

Outfitter for all the Leading
Bicycle Clubs.

TRADE MARK.

Sweater Racing Suits, Jersey Suits, Full Tights,

etc. Everything furnished from Cap to the Shoes.

Track Robes to Order.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

H. Matthew's

Tyre Cement.

Output one ton per day.

Largest sale in the world.

Best quality, lowest price.

WHOLESALE BUYERS WANTED TO REPRESENT.

Snow Hill, Birmingham, England.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Safety

Bicycles

AND

Pneumatic

SULKY WHEELS,
We make nothing but Wheels, and can make you just

what you want cheaper than you can do it yourself.

I. A. WESTON & CO.,
Jamesville (Near Syracuse), N. Y.MENTION THE REFEREE.

No Castings, No Coil Springs,
No Hammock,
No Humbug,

SAGER'S SCORCHER.

JiUT—A. Strong, Comfortable
Saddle that stands up.

Strictly high grade, and the very best
up to date. Drop forgings, steel tub-
ing, sheet steel cantles, and the very best of everything enter into the manufacture of
these saddles. Rouse, Hazard & Co., of Peoria, HI., and A. O. Very Cycle Co., of Boston,
Mass., are our appointed agents, and can quote you bottom prices; or write direct to the
Rich & Sager Co., Rochester, N. Y. BSJp- Our Beauty Child's Seat is the only safe and
practical thing of the bind. It is attached to the strongest part of the wheel, the saddle
post. Beware of anything that puts undue strain upon the weakest part of the ma-
chine, the steering head or nandle bars; besides your wheel will not handle right. The
Beauty is all right. Ask the thousands who are using them. We also make the Handy
Parcel Carrier. mention the referee.

RICH & SAGER COMPANY, ROCHESTER. N. r,
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Vf — gjl Clasp it around the wheel
I C5i and frame, and it will stay

there. You will find your machine
just where you left it, for the Lemont
Lock will paralyze the cycle thief.

Dealers, we make a good discount
on a good article. Would be p?eased
to hear from you.

Weight of lock, 2 oz.

Sent by mail, $1.00.

"NEEDHA
Toe Clip.

The Scorchers' Joe Clip

Lightest and strongest; fits any rat-
trap pedal. By mail, 10 cents.

Lemont &
Whittemore
Cycle Co.,

545 Main St., - WORCESTER, MASS

The KNYi or Dog Exterminator.

A few drops of diluted Aqua A m-
monia from the nozzle of our Ki-
Yi will teach the bicycle chasing
dog a lesson he will not likely soon
forget. It works like magic As
a rider puts it, *'S ou could hear
him howl ten squares. 1

,

\V hat
tourist has not wished for on** of
these;1

'I he most successful thing
of the kiod ever invented. Ask
your dealers for them, or sent by
mail, parked in a neat Oox, with
fulMuistructioiis.

PRICE EACH, 50 CENTS.

Send for CATALOGUE of NEW GOODS,
Manufactured by

A. U. BETTS & CO.,
MENTION THE REFEREE. TOLEDO, OHIO.

STANDARD BICYCLE OILER.
GUARANTEED NOT TO LEAK.

This oiler is far superior to any now in use among bicyclists. The act

of pressing protruding wire pluuger against object to be oiled, releases

one drop of oil at a time. Handsomely nickel-plated and is guarantred
to he free from waste, coagulation and leakage.
Sample sent on receipt of 25 cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Co.,

P. O. Box 1760, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

LOUIS JORDAN,
.Manufacturer of the— \

JORDAN
SPECIAL BICYCLE
Roadsttr & Light Roadster.

Weights, 33 and 25 lbs.

-AGENTS FOR-

Telegram Cycles and Sanger Racer.

Finest Repair Shop in Chicago. Also Cheap Wheels.

LOUIS JORDAN, 71-73 Randolph St., CHICAGO.

The "Chicago."
This Floor Pomp, designed and built by us, is both powerful

and durable, and will inflate a tire in a few Btrokes. The toe rest is

movable, allowing the operator to adjust pump to any angle in using,
and can be folded to side of pump when not in use. We furnish
hose and union connection with each pump.

The ^ery low price of our pump places it within the reach of

every user of Pneumatic Tires.

PRICE $2.00.
Liberal discount to the trade.

A.sk your dealer for the pump, and if he cannot supply you we
will on receipt of $2.00, send you one prepaid.

Columbia Machine WorkS, H-17 S. Jefferson st., Chicago.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Combination Pedal?

•*.V*WSM. «i V#\

Either Rubber or

Rat Trap.

The Best Pedal in

the Market. Abso-
lutely Dust Pirtof.

PRICE, $7.00
We call the attention of

bicycle riders and dealers
to the fact that we can
furnish them with a rat
trap plate that can be put
into the same pedals as the
rubbers are used in. Price
$2 per set of four, postpaid

REED & CURTIS MACHINE S0REW CO,,

MENTION THE REFEREE. WORCESTER, MASS.

TrunkR-

Palace Sleeping

-Dining Car Line

TO

Eastern and Canadian Points

In connection with the GREAT WESTERN
D.VISION of the GRAND TKUNK RAIL-
WAY, it is the FAVORITE ROUTE to

Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands,
and Rapids of the^St. Lawrance. and to the Seaside and Mountain Resorts

in the East.

CT7MTMI7D THTTDTCTC Should send their address to E.H.Hughes.
O U IVI IVI £, I\ 1UU JTvlo 1 O General Western Passen-er Agent, Chicago &
Grand Trunk Railway, 103 South Clark Street, Chicago, 111., and ask for particu'ars re-

garding Summer Tours. Chicago to Niagara Falls, the Thousand Islands, the Adiron-
dacbs, the White Mountains, and the summer resorts of the coast of Maine, which will

be sent to all applicants free of charge. SALE OF SUMMER TOURIST TICKETS BEGINS

Magnificent New Pullman Sleepers

DAILY BETWEEN

CHICAGO AND DETROIT.

CHICAGO AND SAGINAW VALLEY.

CHICAGO AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.

CHICAGO AND BOSTON.

{""nnarlia n Racrcracf Passengers for Canada cm now have their Baggage.
v^ailctuicti 1 L>d^^d^c. examined and passed customs and checked to destina-
tion at our depot in Cnicago, thereby avoiding annoyance and delay at the Canadian
frontier.

For Tickets at Lowest Hates, apply at TicUet Offices in the west, or to

E. H. HUGHES,
General Western Passenger Agent, - 103 South Clark Street, CHICAGO.

W. J. SPICffR. General Manager.
GEO. p. REEVE, Traffic Manager.
W. E. DAVIS, Gen. Pass'r and Tkt. Agt.

CHICAGO & GRAND TRITNK R T.

L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

WM. EDGAR, General Passenger Agent.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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- ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. - Telegrams: GOODBY, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Largest Cycle Makers in Wolverhampton. StsXS
Send for cmr New List for 1893—FREE !

This Block represents our Patent Gearing for gearing

up Safeties and Ordinaries. We Supply the Trade at

Sensible Prices. Cheapest (combined with the very best

quality and workmanship) makers in the world.

Don't Forget an Old and "Well-Tried Firm.
PETIT STREET,

Wolverhampton, Eng.S. GOODBY & SON, Reliance Cycle Works,

UPERIORITY

OLID
HIPMENTS

OUPLED WITH

OMEORT
AREFULLY and

ATISFACTION

ADDLES
WIFTLY MADE.

BRETZ & CURTIS MFG. CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NOT THE LARGEST BUT THE BEST MAKERS OF BICYCLE SADDLES. MENTION THE REFEREE.

Hillard Cyclometer Co ,

The Hilliard Cyclometer
For 1893.

Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, Can be seen
from the saddle, Positively no rattle.

The only accurate Cyclometer. Send
for circular and be convinced.

ELECTROTYPES ON APPLICATION.

AGENTS WANTED —PRICE, $3 50.

1220 Filbert St , Philadelphia, Pa.

BTCTCLE CLUBS-

BARBER,
The celebrated Trick Bicyclist, can be en-

gaged to produce his Wonderful
Wheel Act by addressing

9 MERRIMA \ ST.,

^ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Pneumatics Applied

For $20.00

TAKE out your wheels, crate securely
and ship to us by express prepaid.

We will apply Standard Make Pneumatic
Tires, either single or double tube, in A 1

steel rims for $20 per pair; frame spread-
ing and general repairing done at propor
tionate prices; these are Snow-On-The-
Ground prices, but our name is guarantee
of work and material offered. W. W.
STALL, £04 Tremontstreet Boston. 11-tf

icushion Tires; scorkjasdiesj Hoyt's Rim Roller and Spreader.

Ball Pedals, Spokes, Adhesive Tape,
Oils, Patch Cloth. Pedal Rub-

bers. <Src, &c. Mould Work
Solicited.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts,

Elastic Tip Co.,
eir men do in 20 minutes with this machii

PRICE, $50.00

For spreading
solid and hol-
low rims for
cushion and
pneumatic tires
without remov
in? spokes, nip-
ples or sleeve
nuts, and will
straighten bent
or crooked
rims. Will roll

rims from the
raw me t a 1

.

Every machine
guaranteed.
E. AlPdorf &

Co , the New-
ark, N. J., bi-
cycle agents,

! a day.

370 atlantic ave.

;

Boston, Mass,

154 Lake St.,

Chicago, III.

14 Fremont St ,

San Francisco. Cal.

THE LATEST.

Pneumatic

Pump

with one connection to fit any valve. N > further need of a separate
connection for every tire.

Double-Ball Valve, 12x1 1 2 inch harrel, handsomelv nickeled; at
retail, $3 00; by post, prepaid, .$3 25. Liberal terms to dealer?.

Jobbers in Western Wheel Works, Ariels, Stovers, Majesties and Wintons in North.
western territory tributary to Minneapolis. Agents wanted in all important towns.

HEATH CYCLE CO.,
703-705 NICOLLET AVE-, MINNEAPOLIS.

A. B. Hoyt & Co.

Sole United States and Canada Agents.

2 1 Park Row, New York

W« are now
ready to supply
the Handsomest

Bloomer

Suit
on the marke'.

Write ns for Sam-
ples. P. ices and

Discounts.

A Dozen Different
Styles.

Clerr.enti

& Barr,

SSOirnbashAr.,

CHICAGO.

We refer to the following well known houses who are u=ing our gcods:
Ames& Frost, C. H. Siee Mfg. Co.. Horton, Gilmore & McWilliams.
Mason & Mason, Jno. Wilkinson Co., Taylor Cycle Co., Gorranlly &
Jeffery Mfg. Co.
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PECK & SNYDER'S NEW "NASSAU."
5,000 Active Agents Wanted.

Special inducements and territory assigned to

those who write quick.

PMCK & SNYDER,
High Grade, $120. Pneumatic Tire 120 and 130 NASSAU STREET,

-1790 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

NO. 444.

NO. 424.

NO. 476.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

MASON'S - Saddles.
D. MASON & SONS, Birmingham, Eng.

AGENTS FOR UNITED STATES,

James Cycle Importing Co.,

250-252 WABASH AVE.,

CHICAGO.

NO. 436.

NO. 474.

OUR LINE of Boys' Wheels

Tsthfi 1 inp For Yon

"

28x28
'
Diam°nd Frame

<
Ban Bearings an over, $70 QQ

26x28, Diamond Frame, Ball Bearings all over, j2 fik ^ 50
LANTERNS:"SOLE EASTEJtX AGENTS FOlt EUCAS * SONS' JttOZOPHOTES, ETC.

V. S. •' " POWEEZ <£- HAMMEK.

We want Good Agents for 1893. HUMBER CYCLES, GALES CYCLES, Etc.

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, -:- 302 Broadway, and 84 Duane Street, New York.
CATALOGUE NOW REAE-Y. mention the referee.

The Wilcox & Howe Co.,
iwn^ conn., DROP FORGINGS.

Solicit orders for ail or any of the Forgings required in the manufacture of Bicycles. ESTIMATES PROMPTLY FURNISHED
on receipt of samples, or drawings to scale.

Please Note the Following Testimonial:
THE WILCOX & HOWE CO., Birmingham, Conn. Torhing-ton. Conn., Dec. 23, '91.

Gentlemen:—The balance of the forgings have been received, and we wish to say that we are exceedingly well pleased with the work you have done for us: both for the
prompt manner in which it has been executed, and the excellent quality of the forgings themselves. You may be sure that vou come in for a large proportion of our future work
mention the referee. Yours truly, THE EAGLE BICYCLE MEG. CO. L. B. Gaylor, Supt.

-

Largest Sundry House in the United States.

RIMS, CORKS, CARRIERS, HORNS, LAMPS, Etc.

SEND STAMP FOR A COPY OF "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CYCLERS' WANTS."

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., - NEWARK, N. J.
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WHY NOT HAVE THE

BEST WHEELS ?
They are Cheapest in the end.

Rochester-
-Bicycles

Bring pleasure to the riders and profit

to the dealer.

Buffalo Agents-SWEET & J0H0NN0T,
611 MAIN STREET.

Correspondence solicited from First Class Agents.

Rochester Cycle Manufacturing Co,

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PITTSBURG SAFETY BICYCLE STAND.
Simplest, Cheapest, Newest, Best, for Holding

. . Bicycle in Salesroom, Club Room or Dwelling Hm^r.

SINCE Safety Bicycles were invented (and more
so since they have become almost universally

used), there has been a constant inquiry and de-
mand by dealers for a Safety Stand that will hold
a bicycle erect without being: easily upset, which
has been the tendency of all bicvele stands pre-
viously put on the market. This has all been
overcome in the PIT I RBURU SAFETY STAND
It is simple, light, ornamental, and easily ad-
justed to any size wheel; does not have to be
screwed to the floor; do not have to remove it

from the wheel when lifting around salesroom or
dwelling1

. It is unexcelled for club hou-e pur-
poses, as each man can have his own name on
stand, put in wheel-house, run his wheel in, ad-
just it in an instant, and go away satisfied his
wheel will not be damaged by being knocked over.
Forsalebyall leading bicycle dealers. Price,

$1.00 each. Liberal discount to the trade.

JAMES W. GROVE, Pittsburg, Pa.,
SOLE
AGENT
U S. A.

CORK HANDLES

Of the Finest Spanish Corkwood. With Special Mounts.

American Agents Wanted in the Eastern and

Western States.

JOHN ASHWORTH,
CRESCENT WORKS, DUKINFIELD, ENGLAND.

Heartley Machine, Variety Iron and Tool Works.

003-905 Water Street, Toledo, Ohio. Established 1876. Manufacturer of Special
Patented Tools for the manufacture of Wire and Metal Wheels, Power and Hand Punch-
ing and Shearing Machinery. Punches and Dies and Drop Forging Dies, etc. The New
Ideal Self-Oiling Adjustable Punch Chuck. Designer and Builder of Machines and Tools
for Patented specialties. ^^"Famous Roller Power Welding and Forming Machine, for
Welding Tires on Irregular shaped Work; forms Mud Guards and drawing Brace Ends,
etc. 'I ire Rollers and Truing Machines. Tire Sizing and Truing Tables. Tire Punches,
special for Puuching Tires. Press to Force Sprocket Wheel on Pedal Crank Shaft,
special. Power Automatic Wheel Rivitiog Machine. Wheel Vices and special tools.

Beaver Valley Gas Furnace for heating to Weld and Braze, etc. Spoke Heading
Machines, Spoke Threading Machines. mention the referee.

THE NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

RAT-TRAP PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY RAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS-
BEARING CASES. BALL BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Our good* in use from
Saa Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE BUFFALO CYCLE STANDS!
Eight years on the market and still ahead.

Several styles—for all kinds of tires.

I also make the Buffalo Home
Trainer. For prices and circulars,

address

E- N. BOWEN,
879 Main Street, - Buffalo, N. Y.

FOLEY & WEBB,
Manufacturers of all Kinds oj

Cycle Saddles, Accoutrements, and Ml

Leather

Accessories

Appertaining

to the Cycle

Trade.
A. GO. Hammock Saddle.

Works:—20 Lower Hurst-st , East Birmingham, Eng.

S0{v\t^I^Warman & Bazlevood, ltd.
,s»™ ST

Âgo

THE SALSBDRY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied for

Reg. 201051 -20105:!.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2—Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle.

3 -Burner secured by Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesta Holder for quick lighting.

4— ( dl Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move-
ment. f>— Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.
7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONPON:-Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.

U. S. AMERICAt-SAivlUEL BUCKLEY & CO., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.
CABLE ADDRESS:—" BUCKLEY, BIRMIN.GAAM."
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PROPOSED GRAND STANDS AND GROUNDS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CYCLING TOURNAMENT.

BICYCLES AT THE FAIR.

EXHIBITORS VERY SLOW IN GETTING

THEIR WARES IN SHAPE.

Only a Few Booths Entirely Completed—An-

other Week Will Fix Things — Fine

Exhibits by American, British

and German Makers.

Both the British and American bicycle ex-

hibits at the world's fair are in a state of chaos;

but a few booths are in complete order, while

some are as vacant as air. Exhibitors com-

plain that it is the fault of the exposition man-

agement, inasmuch as it is impossible to get

the railings, etc., put up. The two German
exhibits on the ground floor are in good shape

and attract much attention. Most of those in

charge of exhibits say they will be in good

shape by Saturday of this week, or Monday of

next at the latest. The chances are, however,

that a week will elapse before much of a show-

ing will be made.
* * *

IN THE AMERICAN SECTION.

NO WHEELS ON HAND.

Several of the exhibitors have their stands

ready, but as yet no wheels have arrived. That

of Rouse, Hazard & Co., and the Rouse-Duryea

Cycle Company, Peoria, is draped in yellow

and trimmed with sundries and parts, but no

wheels have put in ah appearance. The

Simonds Rolling Machine Company has a case

ready to show all sizes of balls, but the goods

are absent. The H. B, Smith Machine Com-
pany and the Central Cycle Manufacturing

Company have done nothing at all to fix up

their stands. The Yost booth will be ready

to day, but no wheels are here. The Imperial

stand is ready for the wheels, which will arrive

at the grounds to-morrow.

KENWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHICAGO.

The Kenwood company's space is under the

same roof as that of Lozier, but is yet unfin-

ished. Two ladies' specials, in black and

white, path and road racers and full roadsters

will be shown'. A dozen wheels will be on the

floor and in good shape by Monday.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., CLEVELAND.

F. W. Ensworth and two assistants have the

Lozier booths finished. Three large oak cases,

with eliding glass doors, contain as many
wheels, while thirteen other machines are on

the floor. The space is tastefully fitted with

tables, chairs, rugs, etc. , and is under a cloth

canopy. The following wheels, all finely'made,

beautifully finished and fitted with Cleveland
tires, are shown : Racer, No. 6, 21 pounds, full

nickeled; ladies', 34 pounds, in white, with red
silk dress guards and gold trimmings; No. 4,

34 pounds, in black; several other Nos. 4 and 5

in various colors. Four wheels are made to re-

volve by means of a motor. All in all, the ex-

hibit is very attractive.

DERBY CYCLE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

The Derby company shows five wheels, all

on high stands, and a showcase filled with fin-

ished and unfinished parts. Three light road-

stt-rs, in copper, black and red, and two full

roadsters, in green and black, are shown.

POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY", BOSTON.

The Columbia exhibit is in about the same
shape it was on the opening day. The corru-

gated brass roof for the booth is expected to-

day, and until that is in place no wheels will

be uncrated. Tom Stevens' old Expert, W. A.

Rowe's racer (on which he made 2:29 4-5 in

1886), the first modern bicycle ridden in Boston

(imported by W. D. Chandler in 1877), and a

copy of the original dandy horse, are on exhi-

bition. A nickel-plated Jumbo is also shown,

as well as a case of tires made at the Pope fac-

tory. Three 19-pound racers will be shown.

They are on the lines of the model 30 and du-

plicates of the one now in the Pope store on

Wabash avenue.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS, CHICAGO.

From a display point of view the Western

Wheel Works exhibit is not likely to be sur-

passed. It is all complete and tastefully ar-

ranged. The large space contains the office,

handsomely furnished, all grades of wheels and

baby carriages and a boaid of parts. Across

the aisle, on the raised portion, is a handsome

full-nickeled Blackhawk and a ladies' machine.

Here, too, are cheaper wheels and baby car-

riages. Between the posts is a lattice-like work
of wheels, which sets off the exhibit to great

advantage.

HICKORY' WHEEL COMPANY', NEWTON, MASS.

Sterling Elliott himself has had off his coat

arranginging his exhibit, and as a result he had
it practically completed Monday. The space,

which is opposite that of the Pope company
. and adjoining the Hartford, is not large, but
sufficiently so to show to advantage six wheels,

an old bone-shaker, ^made with a hatchet,

saw and pair of pincers; and seven wheels ar-

ranged in the form of a star and fixed so they

may be revolved, a la pinwheel. Just over the

stand hangs the Hickory trade-mai-k. Two
wheels are finished in the natural color wood,
while the other four are gold, red, white and
blue, all handsomely striped and finished. The
Hickory is fitted with elliptical gear and either

hollow or solid handle-bars. Mr. Elliott's bone-

shaker is a curiosity, likewise the tools with
which it was made, which are also shown. It

does not seem possible that any person could

have dared to mount such a crude-looking,

tumbled-down affair.

ARIEL CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, GO-

SHEN, IND.

The Ariel's oak booth is finished, six wheels

are on hand, and all that remains to be done is

to unpack and set them up. Two ladies' wheels

and two patterns of the gentlemen's styles will

be shown. When completed, the Ariel exhibit

will be very attractive.

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY", NEW YORK.

Work on the Remington decorations has just

been started, and, of course, the exhibit is in

no shape. The wheels to be shown are un-

packed, however. They include five full road-

sters, a ladies' and two light roadsters, finished

in black, nickel and colors.

DONNELLY & EDWARDS, CHICAGO.

This firm at present has but one wheel on

the floor; in fact it makes but one model. It

is finished in nickel and the weights are given

at from 35 to 40 pounds. The feature of the

wheel is the driving gear, the crank axle,

cranks and pedal pins being in one piece. The

frame is of the double diamond design and has

the appearance of being very strong.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

The American company's stand is not yet

finished, but will likely be in shape by Satur-

day. Seven Worth spring frame machines,

and the covered four-wheeler are shown in a

variety of colors. Some of the machines are

fitted with the tandem attachments.

MONARCH CYCLE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

The Monarch company shows eight wheels,

all very handsomely finished, three of them be-

ing on the same lines as last year's wheel. Two
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ladies' wheels, one in aluminum and the other

in nickel, all set upon the raised portion, set

oil' the exhibit to good advantage. The three

wheels on last season's lines are finished in blue,

gold and silver, while two 1893 light roadsters

are in nickel and black. The wheels are fitted

with Greyhound tires.

IIAKTFORD CYCLE COMPANY, HARTFORD, CONN.

The Hartford stand, opposite that of the Pope
company and adjoining the Hickory booth,

contains two roadsters, two ladies' wheels, and
a light roadster, all finished in black. On the
raised portion and in the front of a black back-
ground is a ladies' wheel in black and a road-

ster, also in black. Above these wheels six

wheels are arranged in the form of a cross. A
large picture of the Hartford factory graces one
corner of the booth, while in the other is a large

case of parts, finished and unfinished, with the

word Hartford tastily arranged in the center.

west side of the aisle, and in this the Victor
and Oredenda parts will be shown. The wheels

to be shown have arrived but are as yet un-
packed.

WHEELS HERE BUT IN CRATES.

William Read & Sons have thirteen wheels
in crates and the decorations are being fin-

ished; Gormully & Jeffery have only a few
wheels on hand, the stand being in an unfin-

ished state; several cases from the Gendron
company are on the floor, but have not been
unpacked; the Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing
Company has, in crates, several Sanger racers,

Telegram racers and road wheels; four Halli-

day-Temple Scorchers are still in crates, and
eight Royals are in the same condition.

BRITISH SECTION.

WHITWORTH WORKS CYCLE COMPANY, BIR-

MINGHAM.

Fred J. Osmond has been busy all week put-
ting the Whitworth exhibit in shape and as a
result twenty-five machines are now shown,
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M'INTOSH-HUNTINGTON COMPANY, CLEVELAND.

The Mcintosh-Huntington Companj 's stand
is the firstone reached after ascending the stairs

leading from the golden arch and; is exactly in
the center of the east side of the building. Two
ladies' Sunols, four gentlemens', ^a Crypto
geared ordinary and a front driver are shown.
On the railing of the well ladies' and gentle-
men's wheels have been arranged to keep
them running at all times. The wheels are
finely finished in nickel, white, copper and
black and make a handsome display. Gear
cases are fitted to some of the machines.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY AND A. G. SPALD-

ING & BROS.

The joint stand of Overman and Spalding is

requiring a deal of work in fitting, but when
finished it will be something magnificent. Mr.
Klipstein, who is in charge, says it will be ready
in a day or so. A long case extends along the

A. FEATHERSTONE & CO. , CHICAGO.

Road Kings, Road Queens aud the rest of
the royal family will be shown under a huge

booth of pine in the natural color. It is taste-

fully designed and will aid in making a hand-
some exhibit.

while five special racers (the No. 8), weighing
from 19 to 22 pounds, are yet to arrive. The
exhibit consists of two full roadsters, weigh-
ing 42 pounds; three light roadsters, 37 pounds;
ten road racers, in various weights, averaging
29 pounds, with and without mud guards and
gear cases; five ladies' wheels, weighing 33
pounds, some with gear cases; five No. 4
racers, with single-tube tires, weighing 25

pounds. Both the Dunlop and Seddon tires

are fitted to the Whitworths, while for the
racers the '92 Dunlops are used.

WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD, COVENTRY AND CHI-

CAGO.

Late last week and during the opening clay

J. I. Warman and his son were busily at work
arranging their booth, and through their efforts

they were able to have the first complete bi-

cycle exhibit in either the American or British

side. In the center of their space is a square
enclosure, which is used as an office, and
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around which are arranged show cases, wherein
are all the parts used in Coventry Cross cycles,

including finished and unfinished forgings,

chains, pedals, etc. Over the office is a mas-
sive sign, black, with the firm's name in gold
lettering. The whole is surrounded by a nick-
eled rail. In all twenty machines are shown,
including two front drivers, 37 pounds each,
wiih Crypto gear; four 37-pound, straight

framed ladies' machines; four racers, weighing
19 1-2, 22 and 25 pounds with the 1892 Dunlop
racing tires; and a dozen No. 15 light roadsters.

The ladies' wheels and the roadsters are fitted

with the 1893 Dunlop tires. One roadster is

fitted with a roller brake and another with
Hall's brake. It is a very neat exhibit and al-

ready lias attracted considerable attention.

The 19 1-2 and 22-pound racers are of excep-
tionally handsome dt sign and certainly have a
very speedy look. The spokes are extremely
small, but are substantial. The racers have

include a frame, bottom bracket and connect-
ing rods, brake lever, handle-bar, etc. On
one side of the case is a circle of tubing on a
plush background, in the centre of which is

the company's name worked with the smallest

gauge of tubing, while various lengths and
sizes of tubing branch out from the circle. It

is a small but very neat display and is located

on the east side of the west aisle, immediately
opposite the Whitworth exhibit.

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY, COVENTRY.
"W. B. Case is in charge of tne Premier ex-

hibit, which consists of twenty-nine wheels, in-

cluding three 18-pound racers, one 34-pound
front driver, three pneumatic and one cushion-
tired tricycles, five ladies' machines, four
youths' wheels, six 32-pound roadsters and six

26-pound road racers. Some of the wheels are
fitted wiih gear cases, while both weldless and
helical tubing is used. The 18-pound helical

tube racer, a duplicate of the ,~ne used by

Opel and the two exhibitors extend greetings

to one another every now and then. A case

of parts, finished and unfinished, shows what
excellent material is used in the Kleyer ma-
chines. The racer, finished in brown, weigh-
ing 19 pounds, is a most excellent machine in

design and finish and a 26-pound racing tri-

cycle seems to be perfection itself. Four road-

sters, weight 40 pounds each; a roadster with a
band brake, and four 36-pound ladies' wheels
are also shown. A 31-pound tandem racer

finishes the exhibit.

ADAM OPEL, FRANKFORT.
Mr. Opel, a young man, by the way, is in

charge of his exhibit, which is a most complete
one and which will rank ahead of many of the

home affairs. It is located on the ground floor

of the Transportation building, near the south

door, and is tastefully laid out. Mr. Opel shows
a variety of machines, including an excellent-

ly built tandem racer, weighing but thirty-one
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about an eight-inch head and just about an

average wheel base. Mr. Warman, Jr;, will

have charge of the exhibit a greater part' of the

time.

;
SPARKBROOK CYCLE COMPANY, COVENTRY.

The Sparkbrook Cycle Company shows an
even dozen wheels, in colors, and fitted with

the 1893 Dunlop and Seddon tires. The racer

is a neat 24-pound machine of handsome design

and finish; the No. 7 is the 1892 pattern and
weighs thirty-five pounds,- all on; the No. 8 is a

roadster of cheaper grade and the No. 9 is a

new 37-pound wheel of excellent quality at a

moderate price.

METALLIC TUBE & FLASK COMPANY, BIR-

MINGHAM.

In a walnut case about nine feet in height,

eight feet long and three feet wide, the Metalic

Tube & Flask Company of Birmingham has

samples of all gauges of its tubing and such

parts of a bicycle as are made of tubes. These

Wheeler, is certainly a beautiful wheel and so

stiff that a twelve-stone man standing on the

bracket did not move it.

The Quadrant exhibit, up to Thursday, had
not been touched.

GOOLD BICYCLE COMPANY, BRANTFORD, CAN.

This young concern shows eight handsome
wheels, all in nickel finish except a 23-pound

racer, which is in black. The spokes are gold

plated and G. & J. tires are used. Three road-

sters, 38 pounds; one combination, 38 pounds,

and three T-shaped frame wheels are in the

exhibit.
*

THE GERMAN SECTION.

HEINRICH KLEYER, FRANKFORT.

Like those of Opel the machines made by
Heinrich Kleyer are splendid samples of what
the German mechanic can do. Kleyer's stand

is directly across the main aisle from that of

pounds and a 20-pound Dunlop pneumatic-

tired ordinary. A 38 inch geared ordinary,

weighing 37 pounds and geared to 60 inches, is a
handsome machine. Four splendid-looking and
staunch racers, weighing from 18 to 20 pounds,

fitted with Dunlop 1892 racing|tires, also attract

attention. A combination wheel weighs, with

Michelin tires, 36 pounds, and a full nickeled

roadster 39 pounds. A semi-roadster, with

Michelin tires and guards, weighed but 31

pounds. It must be said for these wheels that

they are excellently finished throughout, are of

the latest design and are as up to date as any
wheels seen on themarket. Opel uses extreme-

ly small spokes, a swivel on either end being

screwed into the rim or hub for adjustment.

The smallest spoke he uses is strong enough to

hold a 500-pound weight, so Mr. Opel says.

Lehr, the German champion, has used Opel's

machines for the past four years with the
greatest success. A full-size picture of Lehr
graces Opel's exhibit; which is handsomely
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draped with German and American colors, and

richly carpeted throughout, being in keeping

^TFfl' I?

with the other German exhibits, which are

among the best in the fair.

Racing Items from Kansas City.

Instead of a race meet, as first announced,

a ten-mile road race will be arranged for Dec-

oration day. The course will be on Frost ave-

nue, five miles out and return. * * * The

five-mile stretch from Kansas City to Waldo
Park was ridden recently by C. Rebenschied

in 16 min. 30 sec, beating C. Kindervatter's

record made, last October, by 35 sec. Kinder-

vatter wt-nt at the new record the next day,

and lowered the time to 16 min. 5 sec. * * *

C. Kindervatter, Nelson Haynes and Fred

Campbell will represent the Kansas City

Cyclists at the Forest Park road race.

Progressing Among the Mormons.

The Social Wheel Club, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, starts out with thirty-five members.

The membership of the division has reached

seventy-five. * * * The Rapid Transit Com-
pany will probably build a track at the base ball

park in the near future. * * * There will

be races on Decoration day and in June. * * *

The state meet will occur next September.
* # * There are about fifty lady riders in

town.

A New Quarter-Mile Track.

Messrs. Hayden & Norton, owners of the half-

mile track at the fair grounds, Jackson, Mich.

,

have offered to assist the local club in promot-

ing a race meet this summer on the quarter-

mile track to be built especially for the pur-

pose. The club has appointed a committee to

take what steps are necessary in the matter.

Cleveland May Have a Track.

It is reported that the Cleveland (Ohio)

Driving Park Company, contemplates building

a bicycle track inside of its track at Glenville.

The track, if built, will be a half mile in cir-

cumference. Over 5300 worth of prizes vriU re

gi\ en for the road race of the Cleveland Wheel
Club on Decoration day.

Letter Carriers Who Ride Wheels.

The employes of the Detroit postoffice have
formed a bicycle club, of which F. Fairburn is

secretary.

1893 FIXTURES.

7—Pike county tour at Louisiana, Mo.

8—Fifty-mile road race at Clarkville, Mo.
9-10—Savannali Wheelmen's Track Association's races,

Savannah, Ga.

9-11—Savannah (Ga.), Wheelmen's meet.

30

—

Pullman Road Mace, Chicago.

30—New Haven (Conn.) B. C.'s annual meet.

30—Massachusetts division meet, Worcester.

30—Martin road race, Buffalo.

30—Irvington-Milburn road race.

30—Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers' meet.
30—"Southern Wheelman's" 10-mile road race, Louis-

ville, Ky.
30—Winona (Minn.) C. C. race meet.

30—Cleveland (O.) Wheel Club's second annual road race.

3)—Alameda B. C. meet, San Francisco.

30—Diamond Wheelmen's meet, Detroit; ten events.

30—Denver Cyclists' Union 25-mile road race.

30—Hanauer's annual road race, at Cincinnati.

30—Warner A. C. ten-mile road race, Wilmington, Del.

JUNE.

3—Press C. C. meet, Buffalo.

3—Buffalo. (New York circuit.)

4—Inter-state De Soto run.

16-17—Syracuse. (New York circuit.)

17—English championships on Heme Hill track.

17—Alpha Wheel Club's 10-mile road race, South Nor-
walk, Conn.

24—Prince Wells' second annual 10-mile road race, Louis
ville.

27-28—Kentucky division meet, Harrodsburg.

JULY.

1-3-4—California division meet, San Francisco.

2-3 4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

2-4—Ohio division meet, Sandusky,

3-4—Columbia C. C. meet, Hartford, Conn.
3-4—Iowa division meet at Vinton.

4—Susquehanna Wheelmen's electric race meet it
llarrisburg, Pa.

4—Colorado division meet.
4—Milwaukee-Wackesha road race.

4—Tonawanda Ramblers joint tournament, Tona-
wanda (N. Y.)

4—Watertown (N. Y.) Cyclers' meet.

4—Fourth annual Poorman road race, at Cincinnati.

4—Second annual road race, Erie (Pa.) Wanderers B. C.

4— California division meet.

4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

4-5—Seventh annual meet Kansas division at Fort Scott
Address Henry E. Harris.

4-5—Rockford, (111.) C. C. meet.

15—Atalanta Wheelmen's (of Newark, N. J.) 100-mile road
race.

21-22—Cuca Cocoa cup race, Heme Hill, London.

25-26—Indiana division meet, Fort Wayne.

AUGUST. (WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-12

—

Illinois Division, National I. A.. W. and
International meets, Chicago.

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

16-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

19—Minneapolis C. C. meet.

19—Inter club road race, Buffalo.

22—Evansville C. C. meet.

24—Ziz-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet.

23-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. meet.

30-31—Cleveland W. C. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

4-5—Hartford, Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A. C. eighth annual meet.

7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

9—Boston, Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden City Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

12-13—Springfield, Mass., Springfield B. C.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C's annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

18—New Jersey (place not named).
20-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.
2G-27-.8— Inter-state Fair Association meet, Trenton, N. J.

2—Capital City Wheelmen [meet, Sacramento, Cal.

5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

Stands by the Black Man.

Recently some Newark, N. J., cyclists in-

vited the Post Office Cyclists, a body of young

men employed in the post office, to join them

in a club run, but objected to one of their

number on account of his color, he bein<r a

negro, but a very refined, intelligent young

man. The slight to their fellow members was

resented by the Post Office Cyclists, and at a

recent election they elected him president as a

rebuke to those who objected to his company.

Our eastern representative wrote to the newly

made president congratulating both himself

and his fellows for the stand they had taken

in the matter, and has been elected a member
of the club.

About the Nebraska Meet.

The Hastings Bicycle Club has been organ-

ized with over fifty members. Rolin Kirby is

secretary. The club will make an effort to

have the next state meeting held in that city

on July 3, 4 and 5.

Ill

Ah, bejabers thim fellers they respect the law even it

they do have their lights a little high up.

The light.
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WESTERN WHEEL WORKS

CRESCENT NO. 2, $100.00. - High Grade Roadster.

1893 STYLES WITH PNEUMATIC TIKES.

BLACKHAWK LIGHT ROADSTER.
$185.00.

28-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

CRESCENT NO. 2.

$100.00.

30-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

ESCORT NO. 2.

$100.00.

30-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

ALL MADE FEOM SEAMLESS STEEL TTTBHSTQ

JUNO NO. 2.

—$90.00.—

28-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

ROB ROY NO. 4.

—$85.00.—

28-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

COMBINATION JUNIOR NO 4.

—$60.00.—

26-inch Wheels— Pneumatic Tires

AINTL STEEL DROP EOJRGrl^TGrS.

ROB ROY NO. 2.

—$65.00.—

26- inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

COMB. JUNIOR NO. 2.

—$50.00 —
24-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

CINCH NO. 2.

—$50.00.—
24-inch Wheels—Pneumatic Tires.

Office and Factory Wells, Schiller and Sigel Sts., and North Park Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
ISASTEJty AGESTS-Jt. X. COLESAtf COMPANY, 35 Barclay St., XJ2W YORK. MENTION THE REFEREEL



ROAD KINGS
and

ROAD QUEENS
Are Honest Wheels and are sold at Honest Prices.

They represent the full value of every dollar asked for them.

'93 ROAD KING.

They are not Medium Grade Bicycles listed at High Grade prices, to enable

the manufacturers to give large discounts and dazzle the purchaser with the idea

that he is getting a High Grade wheel at an inside price.

They are the Best Money ean Buy.

: AGENTS :
=

Kingman & Co., Peoria, III., St. Louis, Mo., Kansas City, Mo., Omaha, Neb , and Des
Moines, la.—Territory: N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Iowa, Illinois (except Cook County),
Central and Western Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida and all west thereof.

James W. Grove, Pittsburg, Pa.—Territory: Western Pennsylvania.
Lindsay Bros , Milwaukee, Wis.—Territory: Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Wright <C Ditson, Boston. Mass.—Territorv: New England States.

jPecfc & Snyder, New York City—Territory: Eastern New York, Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware, District of Columbia and Maryland east of
Washington Co.

Chas. Hanauer & Bros., Cincinnati, O.—Territory: Southern Ohio and Northern
Kentucky.

A. FEATHERSTONE & CO.,
16th. and Clark Sts., and Armour Ave.

Retail Trade Supplied at 282 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO.
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THE LATEST INFORMATION.

WORCESTER WITHDRAWS ITS PROTEST

AND RAYMOND HIS SPECIAL SANCTION.

Results of the Savannah Races—'Frisco's New

Track — A Cyclists' Political Club —
'Frisco Tourists Coming East

—

The International Track.

Boston, May 8.—The great calamity threat-

ening this division is averted. Worcester has

at last withdrawn its protest to the awarding

of sanction for the holding of an open race

meet at Waltham on Decoration day, and

everything is now indicative of a smooth and

pleasant condition of things between the two

leading cities of this state. Chairman Robin-

son of the division racing board visited New
York Friday evening at the special meeting of

the board of officers, and the next day held a

meeting with President Knight. The result

was that the Bay State Bicycle Club of its own
free will and volition withdrew its protest.

Consequently the Boston men have now no

reason to resort to subterfuges to hold their

meet, which they had certainly previously

done in establishing those unusual champion-

ship races.

At the meeting of the executive committee

of the A. C. C, held last evening, the division

racing board turned over to it the manage-

ment of the affair, and the committee immedi-

ately knocked out the word championship

from all events. It made the one-third mile

invitation an open race, and did the same

with what was the final heat of the one-mile

invitation. The other two heats of this race

they made one mile for 2:30 and 3 minute

class, respectively.

A lot of valuable time has been lost. It will

not be before the end of the week that the

printing can be gotten out, and then the A. C.

C. will not have more than three weeks to

work upon the matter. But this means that

the committee will have to hustle from now
until after Decoration day.

Some further details of the unexpected truce

between Boston and Worcester have been

gleaned from other sources.

Mr. Raymond had much to do with it. On
April 15 and 18 and again as late as May 2, that

gentleman urged the Worcester people, for

the sake of harmony and the good of the divi-

sion, to withdraw their protest. They refused

to do so at the time, but according to a Wor-

cester paper, we find the condition of affairs to

have been as follows:

Late last night Mr. Knight telephoned Mr. Raymond
and Mr. Miller that in case the former would withdraw
the permission given the A. A. C. to give two invitation

races, the Bay State club would withdraw its protest

against a sanction for an open meet being granted to

Waltham. Mr. Raymond had given the A. C. C. a foot,

and it had taken an ell. He had given the organization

permission to hold two races, and by a good free con-

struction it had advertised four races, splitting up the

two and calling two races "heats." The A. C. C. has

also advertised lists of merchandise prizes for which it

was sure of a call-down when the lists were submitted.

Mr. Raymond responded post-haste to Mr. Knight's

message. Mr. Robinson came up, realizing, probably,

that the division was on its marrow-bones. The confer-

ence was spirited and the entire matter was reviewed.

Mr. Knight held the keys of the position. He stated that

the club was willing to withdraw the protest, but made
the withdrawal conditional. First the permission given

Waltham was to be withdrawn, and it was withdrawn.

Then Mr. Knight submitted that the piano offered by
the A. C. C. was advertised under value. Mr. Raymond
said that if the A. C. C. bought the piano for the amount
advertised as its value, and the amount was within the

limit set by the rules of the league, it was allowable.

Mr. Knight said that was all right, if the Bay State club

was allowed to put in a piano in the same way. The per-

mission was given.

The third consideration was that the A. C. C. should

not be allowed to make an overture to secure the wheel-

men who have signified their intention of starting in the

Worcester races. The agreement was drawn up and
signed by Mr. Robinson, and given into the keeping of

Mr. Raymond. It gave a list of the men who intended

to start here. The list includes Windle, Johnson, Tyler,

the Nelsons, Williamson, Hess, Banker, Taxis and
Wheeler, most of the principal racing men of the

country.
' i

RACING IN SAVANNAH.

Johnson and Wheeler Divide the Honors the

First Day.

Savannah, Ga., May 9.—[Special]—The tour-

nament commencing to-day on Savannah's far-

famed cement track was opened auspiciously.

The attendance was large and the weather fine,

though windy. The local club has been for-

tunate in securing famous riders and to-day

Johnson made his appearance. He is short of

work but divided the honors with Wheeler,

who rode splendidly. The second day's racing

occurs on Thursday. Results:

One-mile, novice—J. E. Doughty, Charleston, 1; W. C.

O'Byrne, Savannah, 2; R. E. Burke, Savannah, 3; time,

2:56.

Quarter-mile, state championship—D. G. Farmer, Sa-

vannah, 1; R. V. Connerat, Savannah, 2; M. V. Williams,

Savannah, 3; time, 38 2-5 sec.

One-mile, open— Wheeler, 1; Johnson, 2; Saunders,

Jacksonville, 3: time, 2:45.

One-mile, state championship—D. G. Farmer, 1; R. V.

Connerat, 2; J. B. Connelly, Savannah, 3; time, 2:54.

Half-mile, handicap—Johnson, scratch, 1 ; D. Turbeday,

Savannah, 70 yds.. 2; Wheeler, scratch, 3; time, 1:08.

Quarter-mile, open—Johnson, 1; Wheeler, 2; Welch,

Savannah, 3; time, 37 sec.

One-mile, 2:45 class—Saunders, Jacksonville, 1; R. V.

Connerat, 2; D. Osborne, 3; time, 2:30.

One-mile, handicap - Wheeler, scratch, 1; Johnson,

scratch, 2; Charles Williams, 80 yds., 3. Wheeler won by
six inches and made a southern record. Time, 2:29.

Changed the Size.

The track to be ussed for the international

races will be a half instead of a third mile, as

first planned. The Bedouins who are to use

the grounds this summer thought the enclo-

sure would be too small, so the ball people

proposed to the international committee to

make the track a half-mile and to bear all the

extra expense. Besides this they will build a

grand stand which would have cost the com-

mittee some $1,200 or $1,500.

Later.—The proposed change has been aban-

doned because of a lack of time.

New Track at San Francisco.

San Mateo, Cal.—A twenty-mile race be-

tween amateurs will take place on the 13th

from the city hall, San Francisco, to this city.

The prize is a handsome trophy, offered by the

proprietor of the Hotel Mateo. * * * On
May 12 the construction of the bicycle track at

Century Park, San Francisco, will be com-

menced. It will cost $1,000. The plans were

drawn by F. D. Ellwell, a veteran racing man.

The track will be five laps to a mile and thirty

feet wide.

Wheelmen as Politicians.

Portland, Ore.—The Eleventh Ward Bicycle

Club has been organized for the purpose of for-

warding street, boulevard and sidewalk im-

provement and to mantain an independent po-

litical organization to protect the interest of

the ward. It was decided not to support any

candidate who was not sufficiently interested

to attend the club meetings.

To New York on Bicycles.

Monterey, Cal.—Frank J. Kessell and Frank

Pierce of this city have started east on their

wheels bound for New York. They will follow

the railroad tracks as nearly as possible and ex-

pect to make the trip in about sixty-five days.

Newspaper Finds for Relay Riders.

Houston, Texas.—The Houston Post has

offered to arrange all details and provide prizes

for the road race from San Antonia to Houston

in relays of ten miles. Thirty riders are re-

quired for the trip.

Two Stores May Be Closed.

A report reaches us that two stores not a

thousand miles from Chicago will be closed

shortly and business conducted in snitiUer quar-

ters. Names are withheld pending verification

of the rumor,
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The Names Should Be Given.

The Sporting Goods Dealer recently con-

tained the following:

I heard of a most remarkable piece of villainy and rank

infidelity while in New York the other day, and the prin-

cipal actors therein were connected with the cycle trade.

A prominent cycle building concern determined to locate

one or more retail stores in the city, and placed one of

these stores in charge of a man whom it imagined it

could trust, or at least whom it thought possessed his

full share of decency and business honor. It seems,

however, that this individual was possessed of neither, to

the smallest extent. Within a month he has surrounded

himself with a coterie of cohorts as devoid of honor as

himself, and while drawing salaries from the firm they

had agreed to honestly serve, the nest of young ingrates

deliberately conspired to rob their employers. When a

customer came in to purchase a wheel, they would dis-

satisfy him with the goods they showed. Then, when
they had worked him up to the pi'oper point, they would
express their regret that their wheels were not what
he wanted, and would pilot him to any one of two or

three other salesrooms in the neighborhood, and draw
from the rival concern which sold the wheels their com-
mission. When a stranger did come into their store de-

termined to buy their company's wheel, and equally

determined to have no other, they sold it to him, and
then induced some outside conspirator to file a bogus

claim for a commission, which commission was divided

between the delectable lot that was rapidly ruining the

uptown trade of their concern. An accident put the

company in possession of the above facts, and that the

young reprobates escaped criminal prosecution was due
to the leniency of their employers, and not because they

did not deserve jailing. It is needless to say that at

present none of the "gang" can be found around their

old haunts.

The above, if true, should be fortified by the

names of the conspirators, and the paper
should consider it its duty to name the men
branded as villains. I think the story was
told by the successor to the "gang," who is

manager of the Liberty cycle store on West
Broadway. I have tried to see the latter per-

son without avail. A. B. Rich was the former
manager, and on being asked if be had read
the article said that he had not, and as to the

truth of it, so far as he was concerned, he
emphatically denied it. "But," he added,
"there were others then with me, and if any-
thing of the sort was going on it was without
my knowledge."

Rufus Robinson was one of the managers,
but I failed to find him last week. In justice

to the rest of the New York cycle trade, and,
in fact, of the trade everywhere, either the
Sporting Goods Dealer, which evidently pos-
sesses the names of the ex-employes, or else

the concern which has been robbed, should
give the names to the cycling public.

* * *

League Representatives' Disgrace.

Massachusetts representatives of the league,

Messrs. Perkins and Peck, have set their stamp
of approval on Sunday racing by being the
representatives of the Boston to Chicago re'ay
race, started and managed at Boston by them
Sunday, April 30. It was altogether a new
spectacle for church goers at the Hub to see
men in racing attire tear through the old Puri-

U i town, and from what can be judged from

the remarks said to have been made by the

church and Sunday-school element, the race

was not viewed with anything but emphatic

disapprova'. Starting as it did from the busi-

est thoroughfare of Boston at "church time,"

it appeared more offensive than it would other-

wise have been.

Has cycling climbed or descended a notch

in public esteem by the Boston Sunday

road racing? It is to be more condemned for

its more public exhibition than track racing,

being paraded more offensively before the

eyes of the people. What was the end sought

bj the promoters of the Sunday race? Was it

to again prove to the American people that

the roads are bad and need fixing, or was it

an advertisement for all concerned? The spec-

tacle was a deplorable one, and the winds and

floods which made it a dismal failure seemed a

just retribution for the wanton disregard for

the public feeling of a great portion of Boston's

citizens. The spectacle was altogether a de-

plorable one, unworthy of the men who took

part in it, nut it goes to show to what end peo-

ple will resort to gain notoriety.

***

Mr. Boardman's Wild Assertions.

Morgan is finding the southern country pretty

profitable, if his frequent trips are any indica-

tion. He has taken another jaunt to the land

of flowers and cotton to assist at the Savannah
tournament next week. How about that, Chair-

man Raymond? Can a professional act as an

official at an L. A. W. meet? If he can run one

he ought to bi able to ride in one.—N. Y. Re-

corder.

There is as much of the cold untruth about

the above as usual iu the titterings of the "pure

amateur" trade-note editor of the very enterpris-

ing metropolitan daily. In the first place, only

one trip previous to the one this week has been

taken by the Referee's representative, which
paper by the way, was the only one w ith suf-

ficient enterprise to organize a party and attend

the first great southern meet at Savannah and
distribute a large number of Referees among
southern cyclists and the people generally.

As regard the representative of this paper

acting as referee at the tournament, the honor
was unsought. Chief Consul Whiteside was
down as referee, but at his suggestion the

"professional" was installed, after he had in-

formed the committee that he would rather not

act in such a position, as it did not coincide

with his opinions in the matter of anybody
connected with the trade acting in such a ca-

pacity. Now the president writes that his as-

sociation cannot get along without the same
again and the writer has assured them that

the position can be filled to better advantage by
some "prominent" citizen or amateur. As re-

gards the trip being pretty profitable, the

Referee finds it profitable enough and knows
its own business best. Outside of the interests

of the paper and the returns from a legitimate

source there have been and will be no profit.

Proffers of remuneration were, and will be, de-

clined by the writer, who has some few sparks

of true sporismanship left.

*

Amateurs Liable to Suspension.

According to the rules (those much abused
rules of the L. A. W.) all who competed at

Savannah are in danger of suspension or rep-

rimand, for they say the referee must be an
amateur in good standing. The writer has
not been an amateur for twelve long years, and
never will be, for that matter. He is more self-

respecting as a cold weldless "pro."

MORE " BI. WORLD " TROUBLES.

Scorched by Fire as Well as Critics—Another

Technicality.

Boston, May 8.—Secretary Bassett is all

broken up. The Bi World people have taken

advantage of a clause in their contract which

says that the paper shall be sent to members
only, and have refused to send out the paper to

applicants.

It has been the custom to send the paper to

an applicant, beginning with the date on

which his name is published. This gives a

chance for the applicant to correct any mis-

takes in bis name or address, and in these days

of poor writing mistakes will abound in pro-

fusion. The secretary notifies every applicant

that he will received the paper, with his name
on the list. Failure to secure the paper has

caused no end of trouble in the secretary's of-

fice. He is taking in about 700 new members
a week and every man of them is writing him

to know why he does not get a paper. Add
these letters to a mail rising 500 pieces a day

and the extra work thrown upon the officer

can be imagined. The applicant should hive

the first paper if he gets no other. Mr. Bassett

condemns the action of the World in very

strong language. The money saved to the

paper is very small indeed, and should never

have influenced the publishers.

When your correspondent called upon the

editor of the Bicycling World this morning to

see what he had to say in regard to the matter

he found the office turned upside down, and
the greatest of confusion reigning. A'l this

was caused by a fire which took possession of

the office and plant last Sunday evening.

While standing in the midst of the dismantled

office Mr. Fourdrinier, the manager, said in

reply to questions propounded to him:

"Our contracts say we shall send the paper

to league members. A man is not a member
until his name has been posted two weeks.

Just so long as we could handle the names and
get them on our list we have always sent them
to applicants. Now that the application list is

running up to 500 or 800 a week, it is an im-

possibility to get the list out the same week, so

we have refused to send the paper to appli-

cants. The list is no >v one-third larger than it

was this time last vear. It is not because we
don't want to send the paper, it is because we
can not do it. For instance, we get the list

Monday and they expect us to set it up in the

mailing list in a couple of days, which we can

not do. Yes, we shall issue our paper this

week. It will contain sixteen pages, but will

be a little late in getting out."

Osmond's First Ride.

Osmond took his first ride on American
roads Sunday last, in company with Messrs.

Wardrop, W. C. Thorne, Barrett, Shockley

and others. They went over the south side

boulevards, of which F. J. O. spoke words of

praise; then along Western avenue, the like of

which for its poorness the Englishman had
never seen, and returned home by way of the

Pullman course. Osmond couldn't believe a

race was ever run over such a road ; and they

say he didn't navigate it very well, either.

Sheriff Sale of Tires.

Wednesday of last week the sheriff of Cook
county sold over four hundred pairs of Heale

tires, the property of Tower & Lyon, New
York, who received them from the Humber-
Rover company. The sale realized $130, or a

little over 30 cents a pair.
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RAILWAYS AND HIGHWAYS.

THE FORMER FEEL THE NECESSITY OF

IMPROVED ROADS.

How Railroad Earnings are Diminished and

Securities Lowered—Remedies

Within Reach—President

Ives Has a Plan.

To no class in the community is the necessity

of better country roads more apparent than to

the presidents of the great transportation lines

and their opinions on this subject are therefore

worthy of careful consideration. They speak

from personal knowledge and wide experience

more than from a theoretical standpoint. The
operators of railroads appreciate the value of

proper and healthy production of every kind

and are, as a rule, in friendly accord with the

producers, and it has well been said that if

these two great classes of our most thrifty and
reliable people can unite on a policy for road

improvement the thing will go.

RAILROAD MEN ARE FAVORABLE.

Colonel Albert A. Pope, who is taking so lively

an interest in and so vigorously pushing forward

the matter of highway improvement, has in his

possession a valuable collection of letters from
the leading railroad men of the United States.

He has in various letters impre-sed on the presi-

dents of railways and transportation companies

the fact that wagon roads are the natural feed-

ers of railroads and that the continued welfare

of the latter must in a great measure depend

upon the proper construction and care of the

former.

MONEY WASTED AND ACCIDENTS NUMEROUS.

Throughout the country the condition of the

common country roads is the index to ihe pros-

perity of railroads. When highways are im-

passable freight and passenger earning are

necessarily diminished and the price of rail-

road securities' lowered when the roads become
passable. Merchandise is accumulated at the

depots and various termini and in moving it

trains are delayed and accidents become more
numerous. A uniformly good condition of the

highways would enable the transportation lines

to handle freight more expeditiously.

There is ancther reason why we should look

to this source for material aid in advancing the

interests of this movement. The railroad com-

panies of this country, representing millions of

employes and billions of capital, and controlled

and directed by men of great intelligence, have

a commanding influence in every legislative

hall in the United States.

RAILROADS CAN HELP THEMSELVES.

The executive offices of railroad corporations

can instruct representatives in congress on the

importance of better highways so that favor

able legislation may be secured. More than

this, as these corporations are so thoroughly or-

ganized, working like a piece uf machinery,

they can accomplish much by instructing their

officers, agents and employes to do all in their

power to create a right sentiment in regard to

the improvement of highways in their respec-

tive neighborhoods.

All along the various lines depot masters and
freight agents could report to the road depart-

ment—established by the company—the condi-

tion of the roads and what is being done to im-

prove them. Through them, official pamphlets
and valuable information on the construction

and maintenance of roads could be distributed

to the persons doing business with the com-
pany and thus teach them how to build better-

roads and impress upon them the fact that

good roads would cause a great saving in trans-

portation, and that that saving would benefit

them more than they at present realize.

WOULD GIVE FREE TRANSPORTATION.

These suggestions have met with almost uni-

versal approval and there was a strong con-

census of opinion confirming the statement

that the railroads must depend upon the com-
mon country roads for feeder?. In many cases

the presidents of the corporations seem to be

willing to do all in their power to help matters.

The writer is of the opinion that if the point was
well urged all railroads would give either free

or cheap transportation of material and ma-
chinery to be used in the construction and care

of modern railways.

While there is a wide interest being taken in

this reform, and the subject is freely agitated

by the press, there seems to be lacking some
plan for the building of these highways, as the

receipts from taxation will not pay for the con-

struction of perfect roads throughout the

country. We all feel that some legislation is

necessary, but as to just what step should be

taken there is a diversity of opinion.

A RAILROAD PRESIDENT'S PLAN.

President Ives, of the Burlingion, Cedar

Rapids & Northern Railway suggests that

measures be passed authorizing counties to

borrow money especially for this purpose, and

that they appropriate a portion of the road tax,

which is now collected in each county, for the

payment of interest on this fund, thus placing

money at the disposal of proper officers to im-

mediately construct such sections of road as

may be deemed necessary. In this way the

bugbear of additional taxation would be re-

moved and without such inducement the

farmer would wallow in mud all the days of

his life rather than pay for good roads. Ac
cording to President Ives' plan these road bonds

need not necessarily be paid, but retired from

time to time and replaced by a new issue.

LET OUR CHILDREN'S CHILDREN PAY.

Some modification of this plan will probably

be adopted if this reform is purshed to a suc-

cessful issue, because it would be absolutely

impossible for the present generation to pay

for all the highways that are needed, nor would

it be just for us to do so. If our children's

children are to reap the greater benefit of these

improvements, why should they not stand at

least a portion of the expense.

Build roads for all time, for the generations

that are coming and let each generation pay

something for the great inheritance.

ARTIFICIAL GRANITE IS A SUCCESS.

Our consul general at St. Gall, Switzerland,

seems to have become aroused by the possibil-

ity of making good roads in Iowa at a very

moderate expense. His idea is to take off the

top loam, the width of a wagon road, and down
to the clay, a depth of about 2 1-2 or 3 feet. He
would then plaster the clay bed over with two

or three inches of a new granite substance. Of

course there should be a drain on each side.

It is thought that the Iowa loam can be used

for making the artificial granite. If so the

work could be done by the roadside, thus sav-

ing all expense of transportation. The consul

assures us that by the mechanical process used

in making the artificial stone referred to, he
has seen saw-dust turned into a substance of a
consistency as hard as stone.

We can see no reason why it would be nec-

essary to dig down to a stratum of clay before

plastering on the preparation which hardens
into an artificial stone. If the principles of

the macadam road hold good a id the loam sur-

face were properly drained, this type of road
could be built on the surface of the ground. It

will be remembered that McAdam built roads
across marshlands without using any founda-
tion save the broken stone which coalesces so

perfectly that his roadways never showed any
signs of sinking. The result of Major Byers'

experiment will be watched with a great deal of

interest. Kuklos.
1 » i

Anti-Negro Advocates at War.

Louisville, Ky., May 7.—Editor Referee:
When I penned a modest little comment on
the threatened dissolution of the L. A. W., as

a result of the revolution t > be led by W. F.

Anderson, "Captain Capital City C. C," I had
no idea I would bring down such a load of sar-

casm on my head as was contained in that

gentleman's card in your issue of May 5. In

a previous letter, Mr. Anderson used these

words: "I shall redouble my efforts to crush the

L. A. W. and its interests in the south, or in

other words, organize a southern league." The
gentleman was discussing the color line, and
used this language to show what he would do
if this line is not drawn by the next assembly.

In my comment I merely asked where this

modern Moses was last February, when his

fiery enthusiasm and leadership might have
been of service at Philadelphia. In fact, I went
so far as to ask where was Tennessee in that

trying time? I knew that the votes of Tennes-

see had been written for more than once, and I

knew that these letters had been ignored.

After the "white" fight had been made most
gallantly by Mr. Watts, and lost, simply be-

cause Tennessee and two or three other divis-

ions did not take enough interest to send

proxies even, men like this Anderson bob up
and make threats of dire things they propose to

do. I mentioned this, and added that it made
me tired, and I reiterate that statement. Mr.

Anderson refers glowingly to his work for the

league in Tennessee, and refers me for refer-

ences as to his character to the members of his

division. I desire no references as to his char-

acter, and did I write for them I have no as-

surance that my letters would not go the way
of those sent reque-ting Tennessee proxies, last

January. I have no interest in Mr. Anderson,

but I would like to give him one bit of friendly

advice: go buy, borrow, or steal a grammar,
my boy, and study it as you rest under the

shady trees of your grand old state.

G. E. Johnson.

Will Soon Organize.

There is every possibility of an association

of cycling clubs being formed in Milwaukee in

the near future. There is a constant and

growing need for such an organization, which

would have been formed months ago had not

the obstinacy of one club been a stumbling-

block.

Postponed to May 30.

The confederated union run of the Milwau-

kee wheelmen, which was to have taken place

Sunday, has been postponed on account of the

weather until Memorial day. Last year the

run was largely attended, 500 wheelmen par-

ticipating.
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TOO MUCH SOUTHERN BOOM.
When wheeiuien undertake to boom a thing

they generally succeed in making themselves

known. Just now, what with the negro ques-

tion, the Savannah track and the rush of

northern traveling men to the south, some-

thing about that portion of the country is

pushed under the nose of the reader of the

cycling press, and a great many of the dailies

as well, every time he takes up a paper. The
impression which this state of affairs is calcu-

lated to create is that the southern states offer

extraordinary opportunities to the trade for

the disposition of wheels; indeed correspond-

ents lose no opportunity of assuring us that in

no other part of the United States are sales so

numerous or prospects so bright.

While admitting many of the claims ad-

vanced by our southern friends, we think per-

haps it may be wise for readers—members of the

trade at least—to make haste slowly to credit:

some others. The experience of representa-

tives of some Chicago houses who have re-

cently visited southern states has not been as

pleasing as the boomers would have us be-

lieve. They report that many southern cities

promise well, but are years behind places of

equal size in the north; that they are, in fact,

in about the same condition as were northern

cities five or six years* ago. Agents are not

numerous, and many of those already estab-

lished require sales to be made on a long-time

basis—virtually requiring wheels on consign-

ment.

There is probably a brilliant future for the

south, but we fear that to expect as much of it

as the boomers would have us, at present,

would be to court disappointment.

THE BOSTON-WORCESTER QUARREL.
Thanks to the weaknesss in the executive

committee, the suggestions and interferences of

President Burdett, the acquiescence of Chair-

man Raymond and the unscrupulous actions

of Messrs. Perkins and Dean and the other

representatives of the Massachusetts division,

the league has become entangled in an imbro-
glio which, when it is all over, will appear as

one of the darkest blots in its history. We
care nothing about the merits of the Boston-

Worcester quarrel; both sides are right, in

some respects, and both wrong. Let us look

at the case as league members.

Messrs. Burdett, Sheridan, Brown, Bassett,

Perkins, Dean, Hcward and Raymond have
all been elected or appointed to protect, pro-

mote and enforce the rules of the league. In-

stead of doing so they have spent their time
and energy lately in discovering loop-holes

for ^their evasion. The trouble came be-

fore the executive committee on an appeal

from Mr. Miller's refusal to grant sanction for

the Boston meet. The committee's duty was
plain. It should have given its opinion, with-

out equivocation, whether Mr. Miller's inter-

pretation of the rule was correct or not. But
it didn't. It evaded the question and passed it

on to Mr. Miller, seemingly with a recommen-
dation that he made the rules, but really so

worded as to leave a loop-hole through which
to crawl, in case of criticism. But Mr. Miller

heeded not. He still refused sanction. It was
then that President Burdett blundered still

further. With him it was anything to concil-

iate the Boston men without offending Mr.

Miller, for both seem to exercise a certain

terror for the colonel just now. From a letter

written by Mr. Raymond to Mr. Miller on May
3 we quote this:

"I should not myself have gone out of my
way to figure out how the Boston people could

get anything in addition to what they already

had, but Burdett did, and sent them to me
with his instructions."

So, it seems, that having failed to change

Mr. Miller's opinion, the colonel found a way
of evading the rules he was elected to enforce,

and recommended that Boston apply to Mr.

Raymond for permission to hold "special"

events. Mr. Raymond, in his turn, erred also.

From the correspondence which passed be-

tween this gentleman and the Worcester

people, we feel assured that in his opinion

Boston was on the right side of the dispute,

but we can not think he was justified in as-

sisting in the evasion of the rules.

Perhaps it is not to be wondered at that,

encouraged by the example set them by these

officers and given the cue by the president

that such things were possible, Boston looked

for opportunities to still further strengthen

its position. Thus it comes about that we
find, in this week's Bulletin, an announce-

ment that among the division championships

to be run will be two handicaps, a class race

and a novice race.

What possible influence can men, or an as-

sociation which permits this sort of juggling

with its rules, expect to wield? There can be

no question that the influence of the league

has been impaired and its power lessened. If

the league officers were to be judged by these

transactions alone, they would appear to be

about the weakest set of men ever imposed on
the credulity of the league, not excepting even

the administration of 1891.

The president appears in the light of an
apologist, anxious to make peace with the

enemies he has created by past actions. It is

no secret that many people ascribe Mr. Miller's

refusal to sanction the Boston races to a deter-

mination to worry the administration, backed
by David Post. The latter's grievances against

the president have already been aired and he
shows no sign of relenting. The president has

been quoted as saying in Boston that unless

Mr. Miller granted the sanction his head would
go off, and despite assertions to the contrary,

there is little doubt that he did say so. But
that was in Boston. When the president

reached Hartford his attitude changed from

the aggressive to the propitiative. He found
he couldn't afford to slap Mr. Miller. But h s

friends in Boston, as also his enemies, wera
clamorous, and the president considered it

better policy to over-ride—or rather to shelter

himself and cause some one else to over-ride

—

the rules, than to take the risk of incurr ng
still further the wrath of the Massachusetts

members.

In considering Mr. Miller's action it is diffi-

cult to determine whether to commend or

condemn. There is something to commend in

the stick-to-itiveness he displayed when his

decision was once given, but as to the merits

of the case, perhaps he was wrong. We have
heard the question argued considerably, and
perhaps the best idea advanced is that there

can be no conflict of interests between the

state itself and the citizens thereof; that if the

citizens, through their representatives, de-

clared in favor of a certain thing, as, for in-

stance, the holding of a meet at Waltham, it

can not be detrimental to the interests of the

community should that meet accidentally

clash with another.

The matter has been settled and it has been

shown that the league's rules are second to

state interests in the minds of some, and to

personal interests in the minds of others. But
we are convinced that this has not been ac-

complished without giving offence to some
who now appear, through force of circum-

stances, acquiescent, and that there is trouble

underneath the surface which, sooner or later,

will come to the top.

Mr. Raymond sent out eleven hundred copies

of the racing rules to local consuls last week,

hoping, by this means, to give the entire

wheeling public an intimate knowledge of

them. The energetic chairman realizes, no

doubt, that heretofore too little opportunity

has been given racing men to become familiar

with the rules. Many a man has, doubtless,

forfeited his right to compete as an amateur
solely through ignorance. No effort should be

spared to educate league members and others

in the racing rules. This is one of the direc-

tions in which an up-to-date organ could be

made useful.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT EVENTS.

Relay rides may be, and doubtless are, very

excellent things when properly conducted.

They are calculated, when run under proper

regulations, to impress the people of the rural

districts with some idea of the utility of the bi-

cycle as a means of locomotion in times of

peace or war and all that sort of thing. The
management of the late—very late—Boston-

New York-Chicago exhibition, however, has

little to congratulate itself on, a remark which
also applies to those misguided men and boys

who permitted themselves to be made part and
parcel of an advertising scheme for the pur-

pose, as it seems, of obtaining a little notoriety

for themselves. Small thanks they will get

and small glory accrue to the sport and the

trade from their wobbly procession through

seas of mud and slush. The trouble about this

particular relay was that it was an advertising

scheme and nothing else. Had it been con-

ducted, as most relays are, for the purpose of

demonstrating the superiority of the cycle, as

a means of locomotion, over every other known
independent conveyance, the management
would probably have profited by the experi-

ence of last year and waited until the roads
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were in rideable shape. The late farce un-

doubtedly nullified some of the good which
had previously been done. If it is to be shown
that bicycle riders can out-do horses in a long

lide of this kind it, is absolutely certain that

good roads must be provided for the purpose.

It is therefore assinine to ask men to trundle

their machines through mud knee-deep. The
people are able to form a fairly accurate idea

of the time which could be made by relays of

horses and horsemen. They will compare
their estimates with the time made by the bi-

cyclists and find the latter somewhere near

forty hours behind—a state of affairs directly

opposite to that which relay riders were sup-

posed to demonstrate.

* # #

The claim has been made that, though the

relay was a failure, good has been accom-

plished because the wheelmen have shown the

roads to be unridable. The claim is nonsensi-

cal. Every man knows that, in such

weather as we have had lately, the

roads of America are a disgrace to the nation.

But everyone does not know that to a bicycle

many places are impassable which might be

struggled through by a team and wagon. The

ride was calculated rather to point out the

weak side of cycling than its advantages. The

newspapers did,not enthuse over this ride as

they did over that of last year and yet, accord-

ing to one of them, "the wheelmen have shown
themselves possessed of greater pluck than any

other body of young men." Possessed of fid-

dlesticks. The rides made on this occasion re-

quired no greater pluck than is displayed every

day in the season on club scorches, while hardly

a man who took part needed a greater share of

it than does the average centurion. Cyclists,

no doubt, compare favorably with any other

class, but claims which go beyond that are sen-

timental drivel dished up for the edification of

a morbid, sensation-loving public.

As with the ultimate result of the ride, so

with both ends of it. Both were failures. The

sight of a number of half-clothed men scurry-

ing through the streets of Boston—a city

which for Sabbath observance leads all the

rest of America—on a Sunday evening, is not

likely to prove beneficial in any way. The

starting of the event on that day was an inex-

cusable blunder. As to the finish, one "cour-

ier" broke down and the other arrived at his

destination looking, as an onlooker declared,

"as much like a chunk of undesirable real

estate as a rational human being," and more

like a candidate for a lunatic asylum than

either.
* * *

The connection of the Chicago Herald with

this farce has doubtless recalled to the minds

of some the equally ridiculous engagement

into which it once entered with Tom Roe, "the

hero of the Mojave," to traverse the distance

between San Francisco and Chicago. And the

recollection of the disastrous close of that in-

glorious episode will lead some to wonder

further, whether bad luck or bad management,

is the secret of the Herald's failure in connec-

tion with cycling events. Tom will shortly

start from New York to ride to San Francisco.

He is somewhat more sensible in his selection

of dates than was the management of the re-

lay, and assures the world that he will this

time wipe away the stigma which has at-

tached to his record as a distance rider ever

since he experienced those blood- curdling ad-

ventures aboard the Mojave desert freight

cars, and refused to budge an inch by train,

wheel or otherwise until Jack Robbins "came
up" more handsomely with the "expenses."

Those were awful hours in the Herald office.

Telegram after telegram went to the paper's rep-

resentative. "Must get him here on time," train

or no train, were unvarying instructions. He
"got here," but not on time. Tom emerged from
his shell of freight cars and cabs a3 soon as the

boulevard came in sight, and then, then was
the time that Le, the hero, amid the glare of

fireworks and the blare of a German band,

rode down Michigan avenue, applauded for

his wondrous feat by an enthusiastic, but sadly

deluded public. But his trials and troubles

did not end with his ride, for weeks there

were efforts observable to pour oil on troubled

waters. The Herald did not publish the facts,

and, so far as it was concerned, Roe remained
a hero; but there were rumors of an "article"

on the ride (written by a man who knew all

about if) being offered to the Herald for so

much per line, and accompanied by an intima-

tion that if refused it would be offered to an-

other paper! The article never saw the light,

else the public may have been placed in posses-

sion of some information which would have
been "gossipy," to say the least.

* * *

This time Tom means to ride his wheel. He
calls on his friends and enemies alike to check

him, watch him, follow him, all of which
they will probably leave their beds and their

business to do. For the sake of his own repu-

tation and that of the sport, it is to be hoped
he will carry out his good intention. Should

he succeed in covering the distance in the

scheduled time he will have done what no
man, given one horse or a hundred, could do,

and will have demonstrated, to better advant-

age, the capabilities of the bicycle than have all

the relays yet attempted.

* * *

Were it not for the fact that the cycling

press of Pennsylvania is, even when pa-

raded at its best, an insignificant institution

the gentlemen who compose the hotel com-

mittee, und, indeed, the members of all other

committees connected with the world's fair

cycling tournament, would have reason to feel

worried over the apparently wilful misrepre-

sentations made by the editors thereof. The
wheelmen and wheel-dealers of Chicago have

undertaken to do a big thing. They have

raised funds to the tune of $25,000 for the pur-

pose of entertaining the world of cycling with-

out any possibility of gain. In other words, if

the August meet is a financial success the

league takes the profits; if a loss, Chicago foots

the bills, an undertaking entirely foreign to

the understanding of some of the alleged friends

of the league, whose design, evidently, is to de-

prive the meet of all the glory they can—'which,
happily, isn't much. Chicago's clubs and com-

mittees will, under no circumstances, benefit

to the extent of a single dollar in any way,

shape or form by the meet. The Associated

Cycling Clubs has no connection in any way
with the financial affairs, but lends all the as-

sistance in its power to entertain visitors—in-

cluding those misguided individuals whose esti-

mates of Chicago's intentions are so far from

the truth.

It is not to be wondered at that many per-

sons connected with the meet regard the on-

slaughts of the Sporting Life as deliberate

blackmail or that they regard the course pur-

sued by that paper in this instance as part and

parcel of a policy founded on the "advertise-or-

get-roasted" principle. I am extremely loath

to believe it possible that any paper connected
with cycling can have adopted a policy so con-

temptible, but it is a fact that the paper in

question applied to at least two Chicago con-

cerns for advertising, and, on it being refused,

commenced what has since proved a course of

systematic abuse. Happily this will have little

or no effect on that class of wheelmen which
Chicago on behalf of the league, deserves to en-

tertain. The paper is one which, like every

other conducted on the same miserable princi-

ples, has little influence either for good or for

evil. While it is to be presumed that every

cycling journal is published, primarily, for the

betterment of its proprietors' financial condi-

tion, it is generally supposed that most of them
have some little unselfish interest in the sport

and trade. Not so in this case, however.

There was a time when the Sporting Life's

cycling department was conducted honestly, at

least (although by a meddlesome old woman,
who is far better suited in her present sphere as

housemaid in Grandma Bulletin's family) and
when it might have exerted a good influence.

But under the present editorial management it

has lost every vestige of prestege. It has passed

from shabby gentility into absolute vagabond-

age and its contemptible policy, already a

stench in the none too sensitive nostrils of the

cycling sport and trade, will lower it, if con-

tinued, to the uttermost depths of obloquy and
decreptitude. And the sooner it dies the

better.
* # *

If there is one man in American cycling

journalism whose personality is stamped

plainly on his work, and whose peculiarities

permeate his every article, that man is Louis J.

Berger. His finger-marks are observable on
every page to which his copy extends. Eng-

land has given us George Lacy Hillier, critic,

crank, skeptic, whose work is as easily recog-

nized by those to whom he has directed his caus-

tic remarks as the sun at noon. Ireland furnishes

Mecredy, witty, volatile and, some will say,

egotistical, while other countries have supplied

writers of more or less renown. But nowhere

do we find a man combining more unusual

characteristics than does the said Berger. He
is at once able and acrimonious, r.n insatiate

enemy, yet vulnerable in the extreme to

the shafts of his assailants and sen-

sitive to a remarkable degree. Hardly a week
has passed during the past two years, without

public attention having been drawn to some

extraordinary outburst on the part of the edi-

torial spit-fire of the Bearings. The first to

claim his attention was the editor of the Ref-

eree, and since that time he has gone along the

line until there is hardly a man in the cycling

journalistic ranks whom the public would be

likely to select as Berger's friend. In conse-

quence of this some of the persons assailed,

possibly with a desire to remove him from a

position which gave him the power to write as

he felt concerning them, have offered gratu-

itous advice to his employer; have tried to

show that he was harming the paper he repre-

sented. But was he? Not a bit of it. If I

were asked for an opinion I should reply that

of the credit due for the progress of the Bear-

ings, seventy-five per cent is attributable to

Berger.
* # *

The announcement contained in the cycling

journals last week that Berger would, in June,

cease to edit the Bearings and assume a posi-

tion on Cycling Life was no doubt a surprise to

most readers, but if I am correctly informed

the resignation portion of it, at least, had been
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contemplated for some little time. It was re-

ported to me on excellent authority three

weeks ago that George K. Barrett, one of the

first editors of the paper, would reestablish his

connection with it in the near future, and

when, next week, the journal appeared minus

the customary list of editors, business manag-

ers, advertising solicitors, printers, stenog-

raphers and office boys at the mast-head, it

had become tolerably certain that something

was "going to drop." Since the announce-

ment of Berger's resignation was made an

effort has been made to create an impression

that an advantageous offer from Cycling Life

was responsible. This is plausable enough to

people who don't care to inquire further, but I

am told that it is a fact, nevertheless, that

Berger had decided to resign before any en-

gagement had been offered him by the new
journal.

* * #

What w ill the harvest be? The Bearings,

without Berger, will undoubtedly undergo a

change. Those who remember it when Barrett

was at the helm do not recollect that it

possessed any extraordinary merit. The gen-

eral impression is, I am sure that, when Berger

stepped in the paper advanced. Now, the

question comes, what will happen when Berger

steps out? Time alone can answer that and in

the meantime we will proceed to enquire what
are the opinions entertained, of each other, by

the co-workers of the future, Messrs. Wardrop,

editoi -in-chief, and Berger, , what?

Nobody knows yet.

# * *

A printed interview is not always pleasant

or entirely satisfactory. Beside that I have had

no opportunity to consult either of the gentle-

men as to their views, so the best and most reli-

able method of obtaining their respective senti-

ments will undoubtedly be to quote their own
writings. These I find to be of so lovable a
nature that the editor will, I doubt not, grant

my request that they may be placed side by
side, as it is fitting that two loving souls should

be, on this, the eve of their nuptials.

Here they are:

Cycling Life, Feb. 24th:

A conspicuous dunce has

become our first critic.

He's the hardy chap who
once undertook to amend
the text of ancient history

by making "the sword of

Damascus" do duty for the

sword of Damocles 1 He's

the subtle genius who,
when he would chasten a

sentence with a classic

similie, dips his bucket

head into the dictionary,

and, going to hades for his

Ixion, seats him on a pneu-

matic safely and bids us

know we are deciples of

that infernal old black-

guard! This prodigy of

culture, this arbiter o f

style, this designer of our

destiny, has bis awful eye

on Cycling Life and failed

to find therein either the

evidence of brevity or lu-

cidity.

Observe how nicely na-

ture adjusts a man's estate

to his qualifications. As
the editor of a good thick

paper she gives our re-

viewer a good thick head,

and exacts nothing from
him that she would not de-

mand of a boy just broke
from school. She requires

Bearings, March 3rd:
There was a man. That
is, a male. Cold, sarcas-
tic; a long Saturnine face;
lengthy nose, with a pecu-
liar droop, denoting sel-

fishness; mouth easily
curled to scorn ; eyes nar-
row, color steely gray;
forehead long— jealousy;
head small-backed— love-
less; skin hotly red—irasci-
ble; a slow walk, thetnove-
ment like that which a
long-legged, hoofed Satyr
might have; benevolence?
No signs of it. Add a tri-

dent, a tail and a little red
fire to the picture and you
have a striking simile.

This person concluded
to edit a cycling paper.
His preliminary verbal an-

nouncements offensive'y

belittled future contempo-
raries, lie caused the al-

leged fact that he was edu-
cated to be nauseatingly

advertised. What more
likely than that surh a na-

ture should fiercely rcr^am
because, in a friendly par-

agraph commenting upon
the first number of his pa-

per, oce unfavorable re-

mark was make. After
having personal asked

and received an expla-
nation of the friendly pur-

pose of the paragraph, he

offered assurances of good-

will, suggested avoidance

of controversy, waited two
weeks and—administered
an ugly stab in the back.

It is perfectly easy to dis-

tinguish between opinions

actuated by frankness and
retorts having nothing to

back them but a transpar-

ently low spirit of revenge.

A certain class of readers

may acquire a morbid in-

terest it the latter system;

the use of foul language,

unmistakably indicative of

foul thoughts, may win in-

dulgence from that class;

but I have faith enough in

the prevalence of common
decency to hope not. This

is dedicated to a person

who argues himself igno-

rant of that manhood
which may even be found

in the souls of dunces.

I deplore the necessity

for this analysis of that

which I consider an un-

worthy antagonist. T o

those who would relish a
controversy, I say

,
go to

blazes, and my compli-

ments be with you.

him to read and write and
be game enough to tackle

syntax and prosody. This

is the full extent of the lib-

erty she permits him, and
this how he uses it

:

Cycling Life, the new
Chicago weekly, ushers
itself into the crowded
arena with small advertis-
ing patronage but large
hopes. It has the Scotch
gift of gab in a much
greater degree than the
gifts of brevity and lucid-

ity, if we except its charm-
ing salutory, which prom-
ises much. Some say, with
truth, that Chicago cannot
yet afford there cycling pa-
pers, and an old-established
contemporary opposed the
birth of the new-comer.
We softly laugh and wish
it well.—(From the authen-
tic writings of Louis Janu-
ary Berger.)

Hear Towzer growl I

Listen to him snarl over his

bone ! He would fain per-

suade us he is laughing

softly as he munches. No
dog can do that. When
Towzer is merriest h i s

teeth are disclosed. He is

an ungenerous brute and
that is why we pelt him.

It is easy to seem wise.

Cicero remarked to Piso—
the dunce will please un-

derstand that neither of

these good people are liv-

ing—when the latter was
asked if he approved of

cruelty, that the reply was
made by arching one eye-

brow to the forehead and
curving the other to the

chin. The dunce will note

that Piso was simply wise

by signs. It is a common
way of counterfeiting
knowledge.

Did the dunce ever hear

tell of Bottumthe weaver?

He, too, had the head of an

ass and was dead stuck on

himself.

Taking it for granted that neither of the

gentlemen whose writings are quoted above

would be guilty of misrepresentation, we re-

spectfully suggest to the unknown proprietor,

backer or "Co,"—anything you please to call

him, or them—of Cycling Life, the advisabil-

ity of placing orders at once for cages for

the accommodation of the zoological collection

of which he will find himself possessed on and
after June 2. It might also be well, for the

accommodation of visiters, to provide a cata-

logue of the contents of the menagerie. What
a happy family it will be and what a group
for a display of intellect by a dime-museum
lecturer. There will be the dog, Towser, a
growler from "way-back"; the chattering ape;

the only specimen of the Satyr now existing,

the bestial half doubtless strongly developed

;

the patient, plodding ass, beside male brutes

and female brutes of various sorts and descrip-

tions too varied to enumerate. And, doubtless,

the lion will lie down with the lamb, and in

the course of a month the dunce will have be-

come transformed into a prodigy of intelli-

gence.

What does all this go to prove? That every

man has his price? That editorial opinions

change with the wind and the supply of cash?

It would seem so. And, doubtless, we art all

tarred with the same bush. Kenningtov.

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

Some Big Races On—A Belgian's New Track

Surface.

The inauguration of the new track at Brus-

sels is now fixed for May 21, and races will

take place on the 21st and 22nd. The papers

from abroad express the hope that Zimmer-
man will participate, also Schofield, Harris,

Shorland, Cassignard, Stephane, Fournier and
Medinger.

The above-na,med Frenchmen, in addition to

Cottereau, Corre and Hutzelstein, will start in

the third annual Bordeaux-Paris race on May
27. The mention of these names is a guaran-

tee that this will be one of the hardest and
most interesting races ever held. Stephane

was the winner in last year's race and it is sure

that he will do his best and make all efforts not

to be ranged back on a second or third place.

Fournier's and Medinger's fame do not need

mention; Cottereau and Cassignard are tenace

competitors; Corre has shown his ability in the

match with Terront; Dubois, who is holder of

the one and twelve-hour records, established

on the Buffalo track last year, is said to be in

very good condition. It is difficult to imagine

the result; the best trainrd and best conditioned

man will probably have the best chance.

Rademaker, the champion of Holland, is in

Paris, where he is training at the Buffalo track.

He has intentions to go for some Belgic and
English championships.

The Buffalo track has in the last month sev-

eral times been the scene of some battles of

honor between French cyclists. The first

prizes in the different races were taken by An-
tony, Bonhomme, Medinger, Farman, Stella,

Fouque, Barras, Arland and Piquet.

At a meet in Moskow a few weeks ago a
ladies' race was on the programme. The win-

ner rode the 1,000 metres (1,087 yards) in

1:45 1-2, rather good time for a woman.
The Russian government causfs great diffi-

culties to the cyclist. The governor of Mos-

kow prohibits cyclists from riding otherwise

than in long pants. In spite of all this the

sport increases and they count now twenty-

eight clubs in Russia. The club in Odessa has

an offer from a Belgic firm to supply a new
track plaster. The Belgic inventor calls it

Litolignit, which seems to be a mixture of

ground stone and wood, or perhaps only wood,

pressed in the form of slabs.

The Rider Will Mount.

An English maker publishes in his advertise-

ment the cut herewith and the following in-

To Banquet Osmond Saturday.

The banquet to be tendered F. J. Osmond by
the Associated Cycling Clubs at the Wtdling-

ton, will be held Saturday night. It will be an
informal affair, and "Pop" Brewster will offi-

ciate as toastmaster.

structions: "To make him do so [mount], place

the edge of a small card between the hind wheel
and the cyclist, and rest the tip of your nose

on the other edge of card. Hold card so that

no shadow falls on either side."

Try it.
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THAT MASSACHUSETTS MEETING.

An Inflated Resolution Which Harms Nobody

—

No Blood Spilled.

Boston, May 8.—It was rather a warni

specialmeeting, that held by the board of officers

of the division last Friday evening. As pro-

vided for in the call, one of the subjects under

consideration was the action of Mr. Miller, of

the national racing board, in refusing sanction

for the Waltham races. After reading the call

for the special meeting, Chief Consul Perkins

reviewed the history of this famous contro-

versy, and in conclusion expressed himself of

the opinion that there should be no rule which

would so limit race meetings as does the one

regarding sanctions, which is now in force. In

answer to questions, Chairman Robinson, of

the division racing board stated that the rea-

son the Waltham races were not sanctioned

was because the Bay State club had filed a pro-

test. J. Fred Adams, of Haverhill, then of-

fered

THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTIONS

:

Whereas, the League of American Wheelmen is de-

clared by its constitution to be a confederation composed

of states having 300 or more members to be called divis-

ions; and
Whereas, the state of Massachusetts is the largest di-

vision in said league and is one of its component parts,

and is entitled to the respect and consideration of the offi-

cers of said league; and
Whereas, the said division , in endeavoring to promote

the interest and welfare of the league and of itself, had

determined to hold a race meeting in connection with its

annual spring meet; and

Whereas, the Associated Cycling Clubs of Boston and

vicinity, a corporation duly established by law, had un-

dertaken to carry out said proposed races in connection

with said division meet at the request and with the con-

sent, approval and encouragement of said division, which

facts were well known to the members of the executive

committe of said league, and said racing board of said

league; and

Whereas, this association applied to said racing board

for sanction to hold said races, in accordance with the

rules of said league, and the offteers of said division re-

quested and urged that said sanction be granted; and

Whereas, the racing board, contrary to the best inter-

ests of the league, refused said sanction, and has com-

pelled said division to adopt the subterfuge of establish-

ing championships, and has compelled said division to

abandon or to assume, contrary to precedent, the care

and management of said races; and

Whereas, the Massachusetts division had transferred

the management of the races to the said Associated

Cycling Clubs, to be run in connection with the said spring

meet in accordance with the custom heretofore estab-

lished at Worcester and Springfield ; and

Whereas, the refusal of said sanction by said racing

board has placed said division in an embarrassing and

humiliating position ; and
Whereas, the enforcement of this rule seems to us

prejudicial to the best interests of cycling and of said di-

vision; and

Whereas, similar actions in other cases in this state di-

vision equally prejudicial have been taken, now therefore

be it

Resolved, by the board of officers of the Massachusetts

division, at a meeting duly called and held at Boston on

the 5th day of May, 1893, that the decision of this racing

board in refusing said sanction is detrimental to the best

interest of the league and to the Massachusetts division,

and in the opinion of this board the rules of the national

racing board should be so changed that sanction for race

meets shall be freely granted, and that in all cases of di-

vision meets sanction shall be granted when applied for.

A DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.

Then began the most interesting part of the

entire meeting, which at times was most amus-

ing and instructive. J. S. Keeler expressed

himself as decidedly opposed to the passage of

the resolutions, as he thought the board should

abide by the action of Mr. Miller, who acted

under the rule as laid down by the national

body. He was informed by J. S. Dean that

that particular rule was formulated by the rac-

ing board and not by the national body. Mr.

Dean thought the action was contrary to all

precedent of racing boards, and promised that

the races would be held at Waltham on Dec-

oration day. Then Mr. Schevree, whom jt

must honestly be admitted

HAS THE COURAGE OF HIS CONVICTIONS,

and who evidently believes in the stand lie

took, commenced to pour hot shot directly into

Abbot Bassett. Mr. Schevree said through the

courtesy of Mr. Bassett his club had been de-

nied admission to the meeting, and as its rep-

resentatives were not present he desired to say

what he could. For some reason unknown to

the speaker Mr. Bassett had ruled that the Bay
State club was not a league organization. The
speaker claimed that it was. In substantiation

of this claim he showed an affidavit to that

effect, which had been forwarded to Mr. Bas-

sett. The speaker said his club had never filed

a protest against the awarding of a sanction

for May 30, but was free to admit that it had

filed a protest against sanctions for May 29

and 30.

HAS WORCESTER A LEAGUE CLUB?

Mr. Bassett said despite the affidavit he did

not consider the Bay State club a league or-

ganization. It had been disbanded, and when
the first claim of its possessing membership in

the league was made to him he asked for a

copy of that special vote. Instead of that he

was given the affidavit. He knew one member
of that club who had not been a member of the

L. A. W. for two years, and produced a letter

from the secretary of the Bay State club bear-

ing out his statement. In conclusion he said

if the club would give him the information de-

sired he would then settle the question, and if

he himself could not do that he would refer it
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to the national rights and privileges committee.

Mr. Dean thought it was not a question of

veracity between the gentlemen, and called for

the qu stion, and the resolution and preamble

were adopted without a dissenting voice, and
' ordered sent to the national racing board.

Mr. Perkins then read a list of the attrac-

tions set forth for league members for Decora-

tion day, which have already been published.

THANKS TO CHAIRMAN RAYMOND.

It was voted to hold the races at Waltham
on Decoration day, that the work of the di-

vision racing board be approved, and this vote

of thanks was extended to Chairman Ray-
mond, of the national racing board:

Resolved, That the thanks of the Massachusetts board

of officers be voted to Chairman H. E. Raymond, chair-

man of the national racing board, for his special sanction

for the running of the invitation races at Waltham on

Memorial day, as well as for his efforts to secure the

granting of the sanction for the division championships at

that time and place.

A QUESTION OP VERACITY.

Mr. Schevree arose and talked at some
length upon the rule regarding sanction, and
among other things said Mr. Miller had shown
him a letter from Mr. Crowther in which he
once protested against the holding of a race

meet in Boston on the same day there was to

be one held in Philadelphia. As he sat down,
nervous, impetuous "Ariel" arose, and digging

into his inside coat pocket brought forth a

legal looking document, and opening it with

feverish haste, he said: "In reply to the gentle-

man's remarks, I desire to read two letters, one

addressed by me to Mr. Miller and the other

the answer." He read his letter, which con-

tained practically the same information as

that presented bv Mr. Schevree, and then the

answer from Mr. Miller, The latter gentle-

man absolutely denied having shown Mr.

Crowther's letters to Mr. Schevree or anyone

else.

THE STATEMENT IS COMING.

The Good Roads resolutions were then dis-

cussed, and Mr. Bassett informed the gentle-

men that the answer to the resolutions adopted

at the last board meeting would be found in

next week's official organ.

EVILS OF THE SANCTION RULE.

During the discussion over the resolutions an
evidence of the harm which the enforcement

of this sanction rule may do the division in the

future was shown by the fact that the builder

of the Waltham track had been refused sanc-

tion for Labor day because a small athletic

club had received sanction to hold bicycle

races at its picnic at Waltham on that day;

and where, if it felt so inclined, the Press club

could prevent the awarding of a sanction to

the city of Boston for its annual bicycle races.

The Pike County Tour.

St. Louis, May 8.—When the steamer Gem
City left the wharf Saturday evening she had
on board nearly seventy-five local wheelmen,

bound for Louisiana on the annual Pike County
tour. Had it not been for the cold, rainy

weather in St. Louis, the attendance would
doubtless have been doubled. The south side

contingent dwindled down a good deal, and
the St. Louis Cycling Club sent up only one-

third the number expected. The Pastimes

were the only ones that were not kept away by
the threatening weather.

Harding, Laing and Tivy, of the Cycling

club, went for the Missouri 100-mile record on
the C'arksville belt. Harding finished in eight

hours, or six and a half hours actual riding

time; a remarkable performance, when the

high wind is considered. Laing and Tivy took

things a little more leisurely, but managed to

finish inside of ten hours. Most of the wheel-

men spent the day on the famous Belt road,

others going to Bowling Green and neighbor-

ing places. The return was made by special

train, St. Louis being reached at midnight.

Garden and Gerould's Fright.

E. D. Garden and F. W. Gerould, of the in-

ternational track committee, had a bad scare

one day this week, and itis doubtful if they can

again be persuaded to visit the new track.

They were at the grounds the other day look-

ing things over. The Bedouins who are en-

camped there thought to have some sport with

the visitors. Little by little they surrounded

the two men, closed in on them and began a
record-breaking war dance. All sorts of death-

dealing instruments were brandished about
their heads, and such howling and screeching

Garden and Gerould hope never to hear again.

When the foreigners saw that the two men
were thoroughly frightened they burst out

laughing and left their victims.

To Entertain Three Thousand Riders.

Greeley, Colo., May 8. — The Colonial

Wheel Club, assisted by the Greeley Driving

Park Association, is making great preparations

for the state meet, to be held July 3 and 4.

The local club has 200 members and expects to

entertain 3,000 riders from Colorado, Wyoming
and Nebraska. Improvements are now being

made at the driving park, and the half-mile

track is expected to be made one of the finest

in the west. D. L. McConaughy and J. A.

Rankin are the principal workers.
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THE KANSAS STATE MEET.

Fort Scott Wheelmen Have the Track in Good
Shape -Arrangements Now Complete.

Fort Scott, Kan., May 5.—The state meet to
occur here the 4th and 5th of July is the sole
topic of conversation among local wheelmen.
Arrangements are nearly completed, and the
prog' amme and prize list will be out in about a
week. The former will be a handsome volume
of forty or fifty pages. For prizes useful ar-
ticles have in every case been selected, includ-
ing a fine stop watch and handsome diamond
stud. The racing men who attended our Octo-
ber meet last year will bear witness to the fact
that the prizes they won were as represented.
Naturally the most important point with rac-

ing men who desire to come here from a dis-

tance is to ascertain whether the track is in
good condition. It is even more than that, be-
ing perfectly smooth and hard, and splendidly
drained. A competent man is in charge this

year, and he has worked and rolled it until, in
the opinion of good judges, it is good for a mile
in 2:20. A number of traveling salesmen who
have lately seen it pronounce it by far the best
and fastest track they have seen, while its lines

have more than once been compared with those
of the famous track at Baltimore.

All our riders who have aspirations for rac-

ing honors are now in traioing. This year Fort
Scott will be represented in western events by
a quartette of racing men, and it is hoped they
will be able to keep the state championships at
home. W. C. Hahn, Laurenz E. Harris, D.
F. Myers, and Chief Consul Harris are the men
we depend on, and the friendly rivalry between
them is expected to bring out their racing abil-

ities. The latter has announced his determina-
tion of going for the state ten-mile record in

about four weeks. If any western racing men
desire a fast track to train on before the open-
ing of the season, with pleasant company and
good treatment thrown in, I advise them to

come to Fort Scot'. Kiw,
* * -*

A GOOD MAN AND HANDICAPPER.

Henry Goodman is the Person Referred to and
New England .His Territory.

A rare object, indeed, is a good handicapper
—a man capable of correctly gauging men's
performances; proof alike against persuasion,

threat or prejudice and able, at a moment's
notice, to properly estimate the abilities of at

least all the leading men—an honest man,
withal, to whom favoritism to rider, wheel or

employer is an unknown failing. Wherever
such a man may be discovered, write him
down an angel. The possessor of at least as

many of these qualifications as any man in

America is Henry Goodman, handicapper for

a number of years past for the New England
states. He' is to the manor born just what
his brother Joe is to the financial end of the

racing path. He is one of the great necessities.
A striking example of the close watch kept on
ths racing men by Goodman was once related
to the writer by Chairman Raymond, of the
racing board. That gentleman, when he as-
sumed office, wrote the New England handi-
capper for a list of the records of the leading
riders. To his surprise Goodman at once sent
him a list of between seven and eight hundred
numes, with their records set opposite them.
We venture the prediction that no other man in
America could have duplicated this.

The only evil thing ever charged against
Goodman is that he is "in the trade." So he is,

but no man has ever been able to show that he
has been prejudiced thereby. The one thing
to be regretted about his trade connection is

that it has taken him on the road and may.
therefore, rob New England of a valuable
official.

Henry's photograph appeared in the Ref-
eree two weeks ago, but owing to an over-

sight lhe matter which was to have accompa-
nied it was omitted. It is therefore repro-

duced herewith.

* * *

QUAKERTOWN RACE TALK.

Trouble About the Championships—Men Getting

into Condition.

Philadelphia, May 8.—The recent applica-

tion of the Newcastle Bicycle club to the stale

board for the assignment of a division cham-
pionship, to be run off at the coming race meet
of that club, recalls the foolish rule which pro-

hibits the assignment of a division champion-
ship to any but a league club. When it is re-

membered that there are but three league clubs

in Pennsylvania, and that they rank among
the smallest, the^fallacy of this rule—in its ap-

plication to this state, at least—is apparent.

When this rule was adopted the league officials

evidently imagined that the clubs not already

members of the league would tumble over one
another in their frantic efforts to come into the

fold. But they have stood aloof, and the pros-

pect of a division championship or two does not

appear to be a sufficient bait. And no wonder!

Race meets nowadays, as Mr. Bunnell aptly re-

marked at the Century dinner, are run for the

purpose of making monoy, and after the meet
the first question asked its promoters is, "How
much did you make?" or "How deep are you in

the hole?" Would the running off of a couple

of division championships swell the gate re-

ceipts to the extent of $100, or even $50? It is

not to be wondered at then that the more prom-
nent clnbs of this state are not anxious to be-

come league organizations? The league will

have to raise its bid if it wishes tocorral the Lig
ones; and as to the racing element, they prefer
to ride for something more substantial than
a medal and the honor of representing their
state at the national meet.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen's race meet,

which was scheduled for Decoration day, lias
been prostponed until Saturday, Juue 17, that
it may not conflict with the Irvington-Milburn
road race. A special feature of this meet will
be a match game of association football be-
tween the senior and junior association foot-
ball champions of Pennsylvania, the object be-
ing to demonstrate the advisabi ity of cyliDg
clubs substituting this game for the rough in-
ter- collegiate game.
The Wilmington-South End twenty-five-mile

road race is booked for May 27.

The work of putting the Tioga track in shape
for the season is being actively pushed. The
corners will be banked higher and the home
stretch will be widened several feet.

Wash Seeds, the noted Wilmington road
racer, is in active training for the Irvington-
Milburn.

Taxis, although slightly off his feed, reeled
off a practice mile in 2:27.

The Oxford Wheelmen have entered Joe
Donnelly, Louis Wagner and Walter Hunt in
the Irvington-Milburn.

* * *

Race Meet Programmes.

The following are the programmes arranged
for some of the near-by race meets:

Kings County Wheelmen's second annual meet, East-
ern Park, Brooklyn, July 5—One-mile novice, one mile
handicap, one-mile scratch, two mile handicap, half-mile
scratch, five-mile handicap.

l.os Anjeles (Cal.) A. C, Athletic Park, May 30—One-
mile, maiden; one-mile, novice; one-mile, 2:35 class; one-
mile, open.

Ansoriia (Conn.) Wheel Club, June 3—One-mile, novice,
open; one-'mile, club championship; half-mile, open; one-
mile handicap, opeu to Ansonia, Derby, Shelton and
Seymour; one-mile, open; old men's race, open to five

towns; two-mile handicap, open; one-mile championship,
five towns; one-mile, 2:35 class, open; one-mile, club
handicap.

Cohoes (N. Y.) Wheelmen, May 27—One-mile novice,
open; one-mile novice, Cohoes Wheelmen: one mile
handicap, open; half-mile, open; one-mile handicap,
Cohoes Wheelmen; one-mile championship, Albany,
Rensselaer and Saratoga Counties; five-mile, open; two-
mile team, open; half-mile, men fifty years or over; con-
solation.

Asbury Park (N. J.). Wheelmen, May 30—One-mile,
novice; one-mile, handicap; third-mile, novice, A. P. W.;
two mile, handicap ;J_one-mile, 3:;:o class; one-mile, open;
one-mile, Monmouth County championship.
Harvard University Cycling Association, spring meet,

Holmes Field, Cambridge, Mass., June 10—Half-mile, 2:F0

class; half-mile, handicap, open; one-mile, open; one-
mile, handicap, open; one-mile special, handicap, open,
100 yards limit; invitation team race; one-mile scratch,

interscholastic.
* * *

Racing Booming South.

Birmingham, Ala., May 8.—Everyting in

Birmingham is racing. The boys are all hard
at work making arrangements for the coming
meet, and from what we can learn it will no
doubt be a great success. Chief Consul W. C.

Harris has appointed his racing board, which
consists of J. M. Pickens, chairman, Birming-
ham; C. H. Caldwell, Birmingham; T. M.
Westcott, Montgomery. Some of the best men
in the i-tate are expected. In every race two
medals will be given. There will be ten races

each day. It will pay some of the northern

fast men to come 10 Birmingham ana take part

in these races. The races will be run under
the auspices of the Birmingham Cycling Club.

Among some of the noted southern riders

who will be present at these races are:

Messrs. Reynold and Stewart Montgomery,
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Some of the Advantages Claimed for the PRESTON DAVIES' TYRES:

Using a shallow rim, a greater depth of air

space is obtained than by any other tyre on

the market, consequently increase of speed

and eass of running.

Owing to the construction of the webbing in-

side the outer case, the tyre is by far the most

resilient and lightest of any yet introduced.

It is impossible for it to burst, even with ex-

cessive pressure.

In case of puncture from external substances

or for the purpose of examination, the air

tube can be exposed without trouble in a few

minutes. It can be removed from the rim,

without unsolutioning, with valve attached,

and inflated to test for puncture. The air

tube can then be as easily replaced, or a new
one substituted, on the rim, and the covering

refixed.

Vfi°restori

The construction of the outer covering renders

it impossible for any wet or grit to get inside

the tire and so damage or chafe the inner

tube.

The repairing outfit is so small that it can be

easily carried in the waist-coat pocket.

The valve used is the smallest, lightest and
simplest on the market, and can be removed
from the tube by simply cutting the waxed
thread which holds it in position.

Above all. No Sewing, Solutioning, or

Special Rims Required.

rflADE Wtf"

To take out and replace the inner tube

when you are unable to locate puncture.

Unhook one side of the outer jacket C, commencing at

the ends of the wires D; turn back C and unflap the rubber A
(which is not sewn or solutioned, but simply flapped over), when

you have your inner tube exposed for repair, which can be taken

out in a ring without unsolutioning, with valve attached, ready

to test for puncture. Having found the puncture, and repaired

I
it in the usual way by solutioning a piece of sheet rubber on to

the inner tube, you replace B, placing the valve through the

hole in the rim, flap the rubber A over the inner tube B; turn

back your outer jacket C, and hook on, starting in centre

of wires, and working each way to DD. Inflate your tire

and you are ready to start.

Showing the Tire open ready for repair.—A.-Sheepskin or rubber; B.-Inner tube; C.-Jacket; D.-Ends of wire

TO REPAIR AN ORDINARY PUNCTURE.
When you have found the position of the puncture, unhook the outer jacket C about 6 inches each

side, then place your hand in and draw out the inner tube B, which you repair in the usual way; replace B,

tucking in the rubber A; hook on and replace your tyre. This repair taking but two or three minutes.

Head Office and Works : Town Mead Works, Fulham, S. W.
London Show Rooms : Coventry Machine Co., Ltd., 15 and 16 Holborn Viaduct, E. C
Coventry Depot : 21 Warwick Lane, Coventry.

Agents for Birmingham : Thos. Smith & Sons, of Saltley, Ltd.

Agents for Scotland : New " Howe " Machine Company, Ltd., Glasgow. MENT10N THE „ EFEHEE .
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Charles Abbott, Tuscaloosa; Coiney, Atlanta;

Anner, New Orleans. Selma, Huntsville,

Mobile and Eufaula have promised representa-

tives.

W. Giold, of Louisville, has located in this

city. He is one of the speediest riders from
that city.

Frank Williams and Charles Burney rode a
century last Sunday in seven hours, the time
being the fastest in this section of the country.

The Birmingham Cvcling Club regrets the

loss of the former captain, J. R. Horgan, Jr.,

who has left this city for Chicago, to locate

there permanently. The club that secures

him as a member will indeed be lucky, as he is

a capital fellow.

Chief Consul Harris has been appointed to

the National L. A. W. committee of rules and
and regulations.

B. B. Marshall of the B. C. C. is considered

the speediest rider in Alabama. He has never

met with defeat.

Moore, Moore & Handley are meeting with

great success in the sale of Keatings. The
Birmingham Arms Company is having no
trouble in disposing of Blue Rims and Victors.

It is a hard matter to decide which is the most
popular wheel.

* * *

Arranging for the Pullman.

There seems to be less interest laken in the

Pullman race this year than ever before, at

least among local men. The course at present

is in poor condition and few are using it for

training grounds. At this time of writing few
entries are in, but by Saturday, of course, the

list will be large. Bets have been made that

there will not be over 200 names on the list

—

others think there will be 400 or more. There

are a large number of outside entries and Mil-

waukee promises to send down a dozen picked

men.
The Associated Cycling Clubs is making

final preparations for the big event. At the

meeting Tuesday the prize committee reported

favorable progress. Contestants will be re-

quired to attire themselves in shirts having at

least quarter sleeves so the numbers may be

pinned on the upper part of the same. The
Pullman Cycling Club has arranged to build a

grand-stand at the finish, which will be

divided into five sections, with 240 seatsin each.

Seats in the centre section—opposite the tape

—will be sold at 75 cents, and those in the

others at 50 cents each.

* * *

A Race That Wasn't a Race.

E. M. Durant and Watler Howard, two At-

lanta, Ga.. newspaper men, arrived in Chicago

Tuesday, having ridden the 829 miles in 14

days 12 min. The men represent rival news-

papers. It was supposed to be a race for $150

—$100 to the winner and $50 to the loser—but

as a matter of fact the men wanted a vacation,

and were successful in hoodwinking their pa-

pers. Anyhow they slept in the same farm

house the first night and journeyed along to-

gether, each sending his own paper graphic

dispatches telling how he beat the other fellow

to this or that plac-1
.

* * *

Prizes for Buffalo Racers.

Among the prizes offered for the Martin

road race on May 30 are two Buffalo racers,

Warwick, Union, Envoy, and Martin Special

bicycles, a gold watch, two sewing machines,

beside the usual list of tires and sundries. The
distance is twenty-five miles, and Batchelder

allots the starts.

THE LITTLE SPEED MERCHANT.

Julian "Pye" Bliss and the Various Difficulties

He has to Overcome.

It is doubtful if a more popular racing man
and a more probable winner for Pullman time

honors can be found than Julian "Pye" Bliss,

of the Chicago C. C. Bliss is small in stature

but big-hearted. At a race meet where he is a

contestant, he is always "kicking;" he kicks

whether he has anything to kick about or not;

but it is that harmless kind of kicking to which

no attention is paid. Bliss had the honor of

carrying the "precious packet" into Chicago in

the late relay ride, his partner, Van Sicklen,

having met with an accident. When Bliss

plodded up Michigan boulevard everybody

laughed at him. They didn't know he was a

relay rider and thought he was simply one of

those cranks who delight in mud plugging.

When he reached Washington street he had to

ask a policeman where the Herald office was.

Bliss didn't know, but he got there eventually.

A Chicago paper told how the little man
"dashed up Washington street." "Yes," said

Bliss, when he saw the paragraph, "I must

J. P. BLISS.

have ridden up that street as fast as four miles

an hour."

Bliss is in the employ of the Bearings and as

that paper is to have a "lounging room" in its

new quarters, Bliss says he will have to make a
strong bid for the management of that room.

He has had a hard time of it at the Bearings

office, for his employer is everlastingly playing

jokes on him. The worst of it is Bliss never

seems to get even. Bliss can be set down as

the little speed merchant, and will prove it,

too, later in the season.

» * *

Events for Decoration Day.

Asbury Park will give a small meet Decora-

tion day, as will Rahway, N. J. The Irving-

ton-Milburn road race will attract most of the

cracks. Jack Hazleton is fancied for the latter

event. The indications are that the event will

be the biggest yet. Chairman Saltonstall re-

ports the crop of entries as being fine and

large.
* * *

St. Louis' Big Event.

St. Louis, May 8.—The third annual Forest

Park road race promises to eclipse all records.

The numerous outside entries will make the race

a hot one, as the St. Louis riders are determined

to keep the prizes at home, if hard work will

do it. At present the course is not in good

shape for training, as the roads are very muddy
and rough and mostly covered with fresh

gravel. This will make the road all the better

by the day of the race, as the new road bed

will have two weeks to get worn down thor-

oughly. Nigger Hill, which has so long proved

a terror to outside riders, will keep up its

reputation this year. At present it is as much
as the best local riders can do to climb it and
none can spurt up. Harding is the favorite

here for the time medal, and he stands a good
show for it if he can only keep in his present

shape for two weeks more.

* * *

Little Training Can be Done.

Kansas City, May 8.—Kansas City is under-

going a seige of humidity. For three weeks we
have not seen a fine day, little riding has been

done, and few wheels sold during that period.

Our racing men have been seriously hampered
in their training for the Forest Park and Deco-

ration day road races. The track is unrideable

and Troost avenue, the scorcher's favorite

stamping ground, is not in good condition for

fast work.
* * *

The Martin Road Race.

The arrangements for Buffalo's Decoration

day road event are well-nigh completed. The
course over which it will be run has been defi-

nitely settled to be the same as last year, and
the start and finish will be at the Parade house.

The turning point at Corfu will be somewhat
extended, so that in finishing the Parade

meadow need be encircled but once, and last

year's mix-up will be avoided. Ano' her im-

provement will be the marking off of the

course with ropes where the men enter the

meadow at the junction of Walden and Fill-

more avenues. The aggregate value of the

prize list will probably exceed $2,000. D. H.

Lewis will referee the race and A. G. Batchel-

der will do the handicapping.
* * *

Germans Have It Badly.

The long-distance craze is raging mightily

in Berlin, we should think from the following.

Berlin, April 30.—More than one hundred and fifty

entries have been made for the bicycle race between this

city and Vienna. Trade clubs alone have subscribed

9,000 marks toward the expenses of the contest, and the

bicycle makers of Germany have offered several valu-

able prizes. The government is manifesting great inter-

est in the race, which is expected to be a test of the

availability of bicycles for long-distance courier service

in war times.
* * • *

The Buffalo-Chicago Affair.

At present the prospects for a race between

teams from Buffalo and Chicago are decidedly

slim. D H. Lewis says, in reply to the last

letter sent him, that unless Chicago cares to

accept the challenge the way it was made
there will be no race. Chicago simply de-

manded (as it had a right to do, being the

challenged party) that the race be held in Chi-

cago, or, if held at Detroit, the losing team pay

expenses. This is as fair for one as the other,

particularly so inasmuch as Buffalo "knows

of nothing easier than a race with Chicago."

Chicago did not demand, it suggested that the

teams con-ist of but ten or fifteen men; like-

wise the matter of date.

* * #

Negroes May Ride.

Milwaukee, May 8.—At the regular meet-

ing of the Milwaukee WheelmenMonday even-

ing the members instructed the chairman of

the racing board to " accept all entries of per-

sons in good amateur standing." This lets in

the negro. What effect this will have on the

race remains tobeseen. Five high-grade wheels

have so far been donated as prizes. The latest

acquisition to the prize list is a $100 diamond
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When a wheel
Is shown you and you are told that it is the /v.s/

1— what do

you do ; take the agent's word for it and spend your hard-earned

dollars without a question? We think not— not if you are wise.

You want to know something of its good points— points that are

better than other makers have. It is one thing to claim the best

and another to have it, and be able to prove it, too.

The ©/Tmi$3\X0iw has several points— several, we said— that

are good in fact, better than any corresponding point

shown on any other bicycle made in the world. You might not

think that the head damp in a bicycle amounted to much ; and it

don't until— you begin to have trouble with it— then you wish it

head clamps are as dis-didn't amount to so much. @/Vm&J\X

tinctive as ©)Yf^£3\XCo^ Wheels. They are a machine in them-

Kit. MfcW,

TCfiWIUUBk IRMSL WiMW.

selves, ser ving as they do for handle bar clamp, ad-

justing cone and clamp, dust proof caps, and

tend to strengthen one of the weakest points

in most bicycles—the neck. No material lost

— no lock nuts that will not lock— perfect ad-

justment of bearings, simplicity itself. Ask the

nearest (j^ttVfNjTuQ^A Agent to show it to you

e 11 do \ it -or write us for catalogue

"See that h-ead?
There is no reason why you should not have THE BEST. Investigate for yourself.

Ames & Frost Company, flakers,

302 & 304 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

@@@@@@@@@@@m®mmm@@@@@@cm
7* ^ wr T»
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medal, donoted by the Evening Wisconsin, to

be given to the first man to cross the tape who
has never won a race of any kind.

# -X- -X-

Willie and Asa are Friends.

Willie Windle was in Springfield last Friday,

accompanied by Asa Windle, who will train

the Milbury flyer this year. Willie had

his new Humber racer with him, and will

train at Hampden Park track, as his own, at

Milbury, is a little off color at present.

J. S. Johnson writes that he will go direct to

Springfield from Savannah to train for Wor-

cester, and will be on Hampden Park track

May 14.

* * *

Races at Fort Worth, Texas.

On Monday, May 1, the Panther City Cyclers,

of Fort Worth, Tex., held their first annual

meet at the old track near that city. The re-

sult:

Half-mile, novice—Howard Covey, Dallas, 1 ; O. H. Van

Rennsaler, Fort Worth. 2; time, 1:25.

Quarter-mile, open—W. B. Tackalierry, Fort Worth, 1;

W. E Roaok, Piano, 2; time, :35.

One mile, open—Tackaberry, 1; Covey, 2; time, 3:24.

Half-mile, open—R. E. Patterson, Gainsville, 1; Covey,

2; time, 1:29.

Five rjiles, open—Tackaberry, 1; Covey, 2; Patterson,

3; time, 17:38.

After the races the club entertained the -visit-

ing wheelmen at Ye Arlington, where the prizes

were distributed.

* * #

Racing Notes.

Races will be held at Ann Arbor, Mich. , May
20.

The Zig Zag C. C, of Indianapolis, is arrang-

ing a number of races for July 4.

Bliss, Githens, Davis and Van Sicklen will

attend Ohio's division meet July 4.

The fourth race meet of the New York state

circuit will take place at Ilion June 19.

Areola, 111., is to have a Decoration day road

race, with three time and three place prizes.

The Quaker City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,

will give one of their usual meetings in Slow-

town May 20.

It is said that Sanger will ride the first

American wheel ever ridden in an English

championship.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club holds a

handicap road race Saturday over the San

Mateo course.

The newly organized jEolus C. C. of Mar-

shall, Mich., intends giving a road race May 30

and a large meet in Au«u t.

The Riverside Wheelmen, a very bright and
energetic lot of young men, will give a race

meet in New York July 16.

A. Joe Henley, the champion of Kansas, has

sent his application for membership to the Tel-

egram Cycling Club, Milwaukee.

The Cleveland Wheel Club offers over $700

worth of prizes for its Decoration day road

race, exclusive of the three time prizes, which
are worth $115.

The 100-mile relay race between the Bay City

club of San Francisco and the Acme Bicycle

Club of Oakland took place Sunday. The Acme
club won; time 5 hrs. 48 min. 51 3-4 sec.

Hanauer's annual team road race takes

place May 30 at Cincinnati, over the Chester

Park-Glendale course and return, a distance of

seventeen miles. Three valuable prizes will be

given.

At New Orleans on May 13, 20 and 27 will oc-

cur the Prial road races. William Grimshaw,
president of the Pelican Cycling Club, has
offered a handsome silver cup for the winner

of the first race. The first three riders in will

receive a prize. Last Saturday the Tulane

Athletic Club gave its annual spring games, in

which were two bicycle races. The one-mile

safety was won by M. Huey in 3 min. The
one-mile ordinary was also won by Huey in

3:10.

The preliminary pri*.e list of the fifth annual

Irvington-Milburn road race contains ten bi-

cycles and thirteen other prizes. All who fin-

ish inside of 1 hr, 28 min. receive bronze

medals.

W. C. Marmon, who won the two-mile

championship of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology A. C. last week, is from- Indiana-

polis, and has the making of a most excellent

racing man.
A New York daily paper says the N. C. A.

will give a twenty-four-hour professional race

on Decoration day. General Manager W. B.

Troy tells the Referee that he is not posted as

to the fact as yet.

Charlie Kluge, the old time racer, is now an

alderman of Jersey City, N. J., and the propri-

etor of an extensive interior decorating house

of that city. He is training for the I.viogton-

Milburn road race.

And now it appears that Munger's arms were

not broken in the collision with the beer wagon
at Hammond, Ind., during the relay ride. But

they were badly sprained and it is possible he

will be prevented from riding this season.

The first road race of the newly organized

Toledo League Wheelmen will be held on

Memorial day. The course is al<mg the

Maumee river, commencing at Bellevue Park

and extending up the river five miles and

back. Many valuable prizes are offered.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen will give a tour-

nament at National Park July 8. The events

will consist of a one-mile novice; half-mile,

flying start; one-mile, three-minute class; two
mile handicap; one mile, open; one mile, ordin-

ary; five mile, handicap; one mile 2:30 class.

George Banker is training vigorously at

Princeton for the inter-collegiate meetings this

year, and will doubtless carry the colors of the

"Tigers" to victory many times. "George

will be bigger, stronger and speedier

than ever this year," writes a friend of his to

the Referee.

A movement is on foot to reorganize the Chi-

cago Cricket Club and to put the track and

grounds at Parkside in good shape. At present

it is in a sad condition and a new top dressing

will have to be put on to make it at all useful.

If the reorganization takes place new fences

and grandstands will be built.

The sixth annual tournament of the South

End Wheelmen of Philadelphia will be held

Saturday, June 24, on the grounds of the Tioga

Athletic Association, following right in the

line of the New York state circuit, which begins

at Buffalo, June 10, and ends with the River-

side Wheelmen's meet at New York, July 8.

At the race meet of the Kings County Wheel-

men, to be held at Eastern Park on July 1, the

following events will be decided: One-mile

handicap, one-mile novice, one mile scratch,

two-mile handicap, half-mile scratch and five-

mile handicap. Captain Hawley or W. F.

Murply will be pleased to hear from racing

An Erroneous Report Corrected.

A correspondent at Savannah, Ga., sends us

the following:

"The Premier people are sending a lot of

telegrams to the south giving a number of

new records made by Wheeler on the Savan-

nah track April 8, and states that he beat

Zimmerman in the one-mile open, two-mile

handicap and quarter-mile sprint. Now, the

makers of the Premier have a machine that

they may well feel proud of, but the gentle-

men are mistaken when they make that asser-

tion. Before me lies the Savannah Morning
Ncios of April 9, and I copy:

One-mile open, contested by Zimmerman, Wheeler and
Connenot; times, 2:40, 2:43 and 2:43 1-2, respectively.

Two-mile handicap, Zimmerman G:31. 2-5 Wheeler
0:31 3 5. Quarter-mile spurt, won by Zimmerman in 36

sec.

This does not show that Wheeler beat Zim-
merman three races from the scratch, as is

stated by the makers of the Premier. Such
reports are unfair."

We are glad of this opportunity to explain

away a misunderstanding. After the Savan-

nah races very contradictory reports were
wired. One reported that Zimmerman had
won three races, the other that Wheeler had
won three, but neither s'ated that both men
had won some events. Reports to the Chicago

pipers said that Zim had won, and m inti-

mation to the contrary reached them until a
request was received from the Premier com-
pany to insert a reading notice similar to that

complained of by our correspondent. This, of

course, the papers did not use, and some had

feeling between one of them and the Premier

people has been the result. All the troublo

has been caused by a misunderstanding of the

facts.

Kansas City Trade.

The jobbers are busy filling country orders,

but the retail trade is quiet. The interest in

cycling, however, is universal and still grow-

ing, and a few days of sunshine will bring re-

newed activity to the trade. Stuts & Walker,

jobbers of the Ariel and the S. & W. brand of

med.um grades, report business satisfactory.

They have sold a large number of their S. &
W. ladies' wheels in the country, though com-
paratively few ladies ride in this city.

The Kansas City Bicycle Company, the old-

est bicycle house in this vicinity, has the

agency for the Quinton Scorcher. The Excel-

sior has been added to W. D. Womack's list.

He is having a big run on Imperials and Tele-

grams.

C. H. Rebensheid & Sons are retail agents

for the King of Scorchers, Kingman and Road
King. The King of Scorchers, 28-pound pat-

tern, has been put to a severe test for general

road work with perfectly satisfactory results.

Some of our hardest riders have used this

wheel all last season and up to this time with-

out any mishap.

Recent Publications Received.

The Referee has received the following

catalogues:

Kenyon Bicycle Manufacturing Company, Des Moines

la.—Shows the Pacemaker in four models, roadster,

light roadster, ladies' and racer, weighing, respec-

tively, 38, 35, 30 and 25 pounds.

Quadrant Cycle Company, Boston and Chicago—Shows
the roadster (No. 22), 34 1-2 pounds; road racer, 27

pounds; ladies', 39 pounds; tricycle.

League Cycle Company, Hartford, Conn.— Shows the

League Chainless safety; weight 38 pounds all on and
30 pounds stripped.

W. G. Schack, Buffalo.—Shows the Schack safety in five

designs; the Wulfruna in four styles; the Excelsior,

New Mail, Columbia, James, Smalley, Imperial and
Quinton Scorcher.

Coventry Machinists' Compauy, Chicago and Boston.

—

Shows Holbein Swift, 37 pounds all on, 34 to 32 pounds
stripped; model E, 40 pounds; Club, 36 pounds; model

D, 45 pounds; racer, 22 pounds; ladies', 30 pounds, and
geared ordinary.
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Fabric,
You have heard the word "Fabric" in connection with Pneumatic

Tires, without, perhaps, appreciating its value or meaning.

FABEIC

In a Pneumatic Tire is its life, health, strength, comfort and confidence,

or, contra, its weakness and annoyance.

The Bidwell '93 Tire

has a special patented Fabric of wonderful strength and resiliency, of

peculiar construction, of such powerful contracting qualities that it

not only makes it a "Clincher" Tire, but it "holds to the rim"

without the nuisance of mechanical attachments which either rot out,

rust out or misfit.

Send, for Circulars.

f Geo. R. Bidwell Cyele Co.

306-310 W. 59th St., NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.



SUPPLEMENT.

BOARD TRACK BUILDING.

E. M. NEWMAN, CYCLER AND ARCHITECT,

GIVES HIS VIEWS.

Why Boards Will Make a Good Track Surface

—How the Turns Should Be Banked—

Cast from $8,000 to

$10,000.

We arc living in an age of improvement;

an age wherein we see inventions brought out,

see them improved upon; we watch the evolu-

tion of them until we see an almost perfect ar-

ticle of its kind. Such has been the history of

the bicycle—skill, science, mechanics and en-

gineering have been drawn upo:i until thee
Ke<"iis but little possibility for further improve-

The writer believes that a wood surface

track, properly laid, would be not only an ideal

and almost perfect surface, but one upon
which greater speed could be attained than

upon any other surface with which we are ac-

quainted—one that would always be in perfect

condition regardless of what the weather

might be; one that would not need to be

scraped, rolled and resurfaced after heavy

storms and before and during each race meet.

If the reader will take the trouble to inquire

into the expense account of our numerous race

meets he will find the item of track repairs to

he one of the largrst, outside of the prize list

accounts.

Dirt surfaces are treacherous, and the least

rain will put them in an undesirable condition

Clay, in its natuial state, or when mixed with

sand and loam, will work into a good, smooth

surface, but will wash and become rutty be-

yond repair. It also lias the disadvantage of

becom'ng very slippery and sticky during

showers, and remaining so for several hours

and should run diagonal to and intersect the

chord at the pole. The banking should rise as

indicated by the figures on the plan. The rise

and width of the tracu increases in ratio with

the centrifugal force attained by the rider, and
will give ample room at the point where it is

most difficult to control the wheel. The de-

scent from the end of the turn should be on
the same incline as the approach to the curves.

The foundation for the track should be of

brick or s'one, and the footings should reach

below the frost line. All footings should ter-

minate at the grade line, and the banking

should be constructed of timiiers. The
straight should be laid of 2x6 scantling, set on

edge and securely spiked into the next timber

at every twelve inches. All joints should b s

beveled and lap over each succeeding timber.

All the timbers should be coated with asphalt

on the under side before laying.

The timber for the curves should he 2x8, laid

in the direction as indicated upon the plan.

After laying, the entire surface should )v»

/Tan /of /7??<?e/b£
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cross-planed and brought to an even surface,

after which all the joints should be filled with

asphalt and the entire surface covered with a

thin coating of coal tar and asphalt as a pre-

servative. The object of laying the timbers at

the angle shown on the turns is to give grain

to the track and assist the rider to hold the

pole when the tendency of the machine would

be to run up the bank. Safety platforms,

eight or ten feet wide, should be run level with

the upper edge of the bankings to prevent

wheelmen from falling over tha bank when,

from various causes, they approach too near

the edge.

All handicap marks and quarter, half and

three-quarter-mile starting points should be

painted upon a piank secured to and sunk

below the level of the pole. At the finish the

tape should be indicated by a line of paint

across the track. All the necessary dressing

and wheel rooms could be placed beneath the

graDd stand.

The amount of lumber required to construct

ment. Such has not been the case with cycling

race tracks.

Since it is possible to attain such great speed

upon fairly good tracks, it has been found

necessary to scientifically bank the ends, or

turns, to suchan extent as to overcome the cen-

trifugal force and prevent side slipping owing

to the change in the centre of gravity, and it

remains but a matter of mathematical calcula-

tion to figure out the amount of banking, the

increase in the rise of the bank and the proper

approach and terminal of same as they blend

into the straights. But we are not able, by the

use of figures, to calculate other than the cost

of a track surface. It matters not how perfect

a track may be, scientifically; it is noc possible

to attain great speed without a perfect surface,

and it is this one question that has been the

subject of so much discussion during the past

few weeks by the international race commit-

tee, which has charge of the track at Chicago,

upon which it is the intention to run the na-

tional and international races this summer.

afterward. Macadam has not proved to be a

very desirable suiface material, as will be seen

by the sample of the Parkside track. Asphalt

would make a splendid surface, but changes in

the temperature cause it to creep, crack and

become wavy on the surface. But in wood

we have a material which, if properly laid,

would change very little, and one that the ele-

ments would not effect.

White pine being a material easy to get and

subject to least atmospheric change, should be

used as the surface material. By referring to

the drawing one will see the dimensions re-

quired for a three-lap track. The straights

are shortened to give more radius to the

turns. The pole should be kept level and, the

outside of the straights should rise half an inch

in each ten feet from the pole to the outside of

the course, thus clearing the surface from

water.

The banking of the approach to the curves

should begin on the outside a distance of sixty

feet from the chord or spring line of the turn,
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the track, exclusive of buildings, would be

490,000 feet, and if properly constructed would

$8,000 to $10,001 But in such a track

the first cost would be the final cost, a< repairs,

resurfacing, rolling, scaping and the work

required to keep gravel or clay surfaces in

condition would be avoided.

The cost could be reduced to two-thirds of

the above figure by using lighter timbers—and

by planting tin' supporting posts in place of

I nick or stone foundations. The cost could lie

kept between $4,000 and $5,000.

It has been demonstrated that a board track

is fast—the times made on the six-lap track that

was constructed in the old exposition building-

are alone proof. Taking into consideration the

short turns and the narrow width of such a

track, the times made up jn it were remarkable,

and the surface wai rough and the ends but

fairly well banked, too.

The St. Louis track and the old Cheltenham

track, though not of the best construction,

were always ready for use regardless of the

weather. Since cycle racing has come to stay

it would be wise in our track builders to give

the subject of board tracks more than a passing

glance and study the art and science of track

building with this three-fold object in view

—

speed, permanency and perfection of surface.

CYCLE DOINGS ABROAD.

Brief Chicago Notes.

Fifteen C C. C. men went to Evanston Sun-

day, while a dozen of the Lincoln club were at

Riverside.

The Ravenswood club gave its opening re-

ception on Thursday night of last week, some
300 people being present.

Henry Zink, publisher of the Southern

Wheelman, whose office was entirely destroyed

by fire last week, was in Chicago this week
purchasing a new printing plant.

A. T. Merrick of New York, formerly of

Chicago, was in town this week. He re-

turned with Mrs. Merrick, who was, up to a

day or so ago, Miss Isara Tripp.

Chicago C. C. Not Embarrassed.

Ugly rumors were about last week regarding

ing the financial condition of the Chicago
Cycling Club, occasioned, no doubt, by a cir-

cular sent to members requesting them to pay
their dues. These rumors were entirely un-

founded; the club is in a most prosperous con-

dition and to day numbers over 300 members.
The club now owns a lot worth from $8,000 to

$10,000 (on which less than $4,000 is owed); has

prizes, for its forth coming raffle, valued at

some $600; has some $200 or $300 in cash: has a

valuable lot of furniture and a nicely decorated

club house, to say nothing of the dues out-

standing. At the Saturday night meeting a
dozen new members were admitted and several

expelled for non-payment of dues. The club

will likely give a race meet July 1 or July 4 for

the benefit of the racing team. It is safe to say a
good bit of money will be made and that the

three C's will be in the front as usual.

SCHOFIELD'S AMATEUR STANDING BEING

INVESTIGATED.

Meintjes, the African Crack, in England After

Championship Honors — Working the

Rath Tire—Johnny Adams to

Wed—Sanders Coming.

Following in line with the foremost clubs of

Milwaukee, the Mercury Cycling Club has
leased new and very desirable quarters at the

corner of National and First avenues. The
new home is complete, with all the essentials

and many of the luxuries which are now
deemed necessary to make the club life of a
wheelman happy. A banquet and house-

warming will shortly be given.

Birmingham, April 29. —The talk this week

has all been of the results of the Surry spring

race meeting, briefly recorded in my last letter,

the changes at the New Howe factory and the

working of the licensing scheme With regard

to the first it is generally agreed that Harris

was distinctly the best man on the ground and

it is conceded by most who saw the ten miles

race that had he not underestimated Fowler's

abilities he would have won by more than the

bare six inches or so by which he managed to

obtain the victory. In my opinion a great deal

more will yet be heard of the Scotchman, Mc-

Laren, who, when he fell twenty yards from

the post, was riding third and had plenty left

in him. He rides with very little ankle action

and sits rather farther forward than the ma-

jority of our men and so makes the most of a

long reach. He is big-limbed and muscular,

but at present has a very poor idea of tactics.

This was proved by the fact that he was con-

tent to ride behind the leader with Harris on

the outside until he reached the short finishing

straight. After making an unsuccessful at-

tempt to get through on the inside, he tried to

go outside, and it was in doing this that he

touched Harris' back wheel and came over.

McLaren will be heard of again.

SCHOFIELD ON THE RACK."

Here in Birmingham a good deal of excite-

ment was provided this week owing to the fact

that the N. C. U. centre, acting under instruc-

tions from the general committee, had called

on J. W. Schofield to state his position'and ex-

plain how it was that he was able to spend

practically the whole of last summer in racing.

The matter came up for hearing on Thursday

night and Schofield appeared inperson to answer

any questions that might be put to him. He
stated that the whole of his racing last year cost

him under £40; that he paid all his own ex-

penses, that he was apprenticed to the Whit-

worth Works Cycle Company to learn the trade

of cycle making, md that he was not bound by

any agreement whatever either to race or when
doing so to ride any particular make of ma-
chine or tyre. After submitting Schofield to a

rigorous cross-examination the centre decided

to forward a statement of the evidence to the

general committee, and there for the present

the matter rests.

MEINTJES IN ENGLAND.

In the rooms of the Speedwell Bicycle Club

yesterday I had the pleasure of meeting L. S.

Meintjes, the amateur champion of South

Africa, who has arrived in England with

a view to indulging in a season's racing tour.

He is a rather tall and strong-looking young fel-

low and his long, loosely-strung limbs and easy

slouch remind one very much of A. A. Zim-
merman. He has a wonderful record. Pre-

vious to February, 1891, he had never been on

a bicycle; in May of the same year he began

racing and since then he has taken part in

thirty-four races and won twenty-seven prizes,

of which nineteen have been first. Meintjes,

who is an electrical engineer at Johannesburg,

is taking a holiday in England, and, like all

other would be champions, will train at Heme
Hill.

TO WORK THE RATH TIRE.

Some few weeks ago I mentioned that there

was a likelihood of a company being formed to

work the Kath tire, the invention of A. J. Rath,

late of the firm of Waddington, Rath & Co.. of

Hyde, near Manchester, at present connected

with the Northern Rubber Company, of Ret-

ford, Notts. This has been done and it is antici-

pated that prospectuses will be issued, on Mon-

day, of the company which will purchase the

patent rights and establish a factory at Coven-

try for the manufacture of tire and rubber

goods. Many of the leading Coventry cycle-

making firms are taking shares in the new
company, of which, if it is floated, Mr. Rath

will be the general manager. During the last

few weeks he has been by no means idle, he

has made several important improvements in

the details of the tire, which is now one of the

best things of the kind on the market.

PHILLIPS TO GO INTO BUSINESS.

Monday, too, will probably see it definitely

decided whether or not Walter Phillips, the late

man ager of the Rudge Cycle Company, starts

in the cycle trade as the principal of a firm to

be known as Walter Phillips & Co. There are

numerous promises of capital, and the plans

of the concern are so matured that, should it be

decided to start, a beginning can be made at

once. This evening Phillips is to be entertained

at a smoking concert, at which he is to be pre-

sented with an address and purse of gold, sub-

scribed for by the Rudge works people and
other friends. At first it was arranged that

the affair should take place at the King's Head
Hotel, Coventry, but the subscribers became
so numerous that it has now been decided to

hold it in the Corn Exchange. It is estimated

that something like 600 people have subscribed

up to the present and it is probable that the

number attending the presentation will be con-

siderably in advance of this.

JOHNNY ADAMS TO MARRY.

While Osmond is in America his old friend

and stable companion, J. H. Adams, is prepar-

ing to settle down to the dignities and duties

which fall to the lot of a married man. The
cermony takes place during the next few
weeks.

SANDERS COMING OYER.

Mr. Tom Sanders, late of W. Bown's, has

now begun work-as a member of the firm of

Parker & Sanders, lamp and sundries salesmen,

of Birmingham. He sails about the third week
in May on the Campania on a business trip to

the states.

Duryea's New Tire.

The Rouse-Duryea Cycle Company, of Peoria,

has lately received a patent on Duryea's new
tire. The feature worthy of attention in this

invention is the fabric, which differs from all

other fabrics in that there are no longitudinal

or diagonal threads. The threads directly en-

circle the air-tube, lying parallel to each other,

but, unlike most other fabrics, where they

touch each other they are positively knotted to-

gether. This combination arrangement, ac-

cording to the inventor, gives the greatest

possible flexibility to the fabric and yet reduces

the friction of the threads ; against each other

to a minimum, while permitting a very light

shoe to be used. He predicts it will prove un-

usually fast on the track, as it is unusually

easy on the road.
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TRADE IN ATLANTA, GA.

Many Dealers and All Doing a Good Business

—

No Price-Cutting Down There.

Atlanta, Ga., May 6.—A visit to the vari-

ous bicycle dealers here finds them all busy

and prosperous. Trade with them is better

than ever before. The talk occasioned by the

Durant-Howard Chicago race has had the

effect of causing more wheels to be sold. That

the race is a good advertisement for those

wheels which the racers'are using there can be

no doubt, as the demand for them has become

very brisk Durant is riding a Columbia,

model 30, and has not had the slightest trouble

with it so far, though the country has been

very rough. Howard is riding a Liberty, and
his trainer, Foote, is mounted on a 24-pound

Keating.

While^ business is good with all, there are

enough of them to amply take cire of all the

business there is here. J. H. Minnally has

been in the business longer than any one else.

Columbias are his specialty, and he can

scarcely get them fast enough to supply the

demand. He also has the Western Wheel
Works' line.

The Beck & Gregg H .rdwaro Company was

the first hardware house here to take hold of

bicycles. It has the Victor, of which it sold

over a hundred in four months last season.

This was really ihe first wheel which was
pushed here and is, therefore, a popular one.

This concern also has the New Mail, Raleigh

and Rover.

The Lowry Hardware Company sold a few

wheels during the latter part of '92, but did

not give the business much attention until

Jan. 1. At that time it opened a bicycle store

and repair shop, with E. P. Chalfant as man-
ager. Since then its business has been almost

phenomenal. It handles the Eagle, Humber,
Keating, Derby, Clipper, Falcon and Lovell

Diamond. The repair department seems to be

HARTFORD CYCLE COMPANY.
World's Fair Exhibit.

a paying feature of the business, as is also the

renting department.

The Standard Wagon Company has a large

stock of last year's models of different makes.

As a large part of the stock is cushion tired,

for which it demands full price, it is likely to

have the same large stock a year from now.

Bain & Kirkpatrick Hardware Company has

the state on Ramblers and is putting out a

large number of them. It also sells the Phoe-

nix and Tourist.

The Atlanta Bicycle Company hps the Lib-

erty and Warwick, and reports trade good. J.

W. Lawes is manager for this house, and made
a hit for the Liberty by getting Howard to

ride one to Chicago.

The Rolle-Weigle Company is agent for the

New Howe and Coventry Cross. The com-
pany is composed of two young men recently

located here from Chicago. They both seem
to understand the business, and are clever gen-

tlemen. The number of Coventry Cross

machines seen on the streets testifies to their

success.

The Southern Bicycle Company is the latest

bicycle house to open doors. The general

manager of the company is W. D. Alexander,

formerly with Beck & Gregg Hardware Com-
pany. He is a well-posted wheelman and
salesman. Unions, Imperials and some cheap
wheels constitute the line. It will also build

wheels on a small scale. This, I believe, com-
pletes the list of dealers here, as the Southern
company bought out the Clark Hardware
Company's bicycle department.

We read about cut prices in high grade
wheels in other places, but such a thing as

buying a high grade wheel here for less than

$150 is unheard of—at least that is the writer's

experience in buying a wheel. Some of the

dealers will not trade for old wheels, and,

while that may be good business policy those

M'INTOSH-HONTINGTON COMPANY.
World's Fair Exhibit.

who do trade are doing much more business

than those who do not. Wintire.

THE LIBERTY WORKS.

Several Large Buildings Used—How the Ma-
chines are Made.

"When you can find time come down and
see us; will try and interest you," wrote Robert

Perkins, general manager of Wilson, Myers &
Co.'s Liberty works at Rockaway, N. J., re-

cently. So one night, when the air of New
York was rather murky and undesirable, the

Referee man boarded a D., L. & W. train

and, accompanied by S. G. Whittaker, set sail

for Rockaway. A drive to the Perkins resi-

dence was made, also an inspection of five

equines and a ramble through the house,

where a choice collection of stuffed birds and
animals was admired, Perkins being quite an
etymologist. By moonlight we walked to the

Liberty works, our steps being guided by
sweet music from the Liberty band, which
was practicing in the dining hall at the works.

We made a tour of the works, which were
running until 10 o'clock by part of the foi'ce of

512 men. To say that the Referee represent-

ative was surprised at the completeness of this

young giant in the manufacturing trade would

be putting it mildly. Two large buildings

—

400x250 and 300x400 feet—with large dining

hall building, over which is a store-room, con-

stitute the works. In the store room were

twenty elegantly gotten up Liberties especially

for the world's fair, but as the world's fair

people wanted to dictate too much the exhibit

was withdrawn.

"You can look through the plant to-night by
gas-light and again in the morning, when our

entire force is at work," said Mr. Perkins.

"This will give you a better idea of our meth-

ods in producing the Liberty." So a complete

tour over the vast premises was made. Com-
mencing with the forge room we went through

L III. <

HICKORY CYCLE COMPANY.
World's Fair Exhibit.

the tool shop, brazing rooms, enameling, nick-

eling, filing, burnishing rooms, and to the

shipping room, which is connected by two
switches from the Jersey Central and D., L. &
W. railroads. One thing noticeable was the

inspection room, where every piece of work is

looked over and gauged by inspectors. From
the time the hub is cut from a solid bar of steel

two and a half inches in diameter, it is sent to

the inspecting room fourteen times through its

varied progress of manufacture, so that if any
defect is proven, the number of the employe

is checked with the fault, as each man carries

checks to correspond with his mark. The
same thing occurs with the frame-building and

all the parts which go through many hands.

Robert Perkins is a graduate of the South

Kensington School of Engineering, and is crit-

ical in the extreme as to the quality of work
and its accuracy turned out by the employes.

Five hundred and twelve men intent at

their work in the morning and with almost

military order and discipline was the sight

that greeted us. In one placu there were 200

at frame work under the ey e of Enoch Stych

—

one of the first New York repairers, whom the

writer knew when he served Schuyler &
Duane, on Broadway, and who since then has

worked in the Starley and Chelsmore works,

of Coventry. Every department has its fore-

man, and without over-praising Mr. Perkins,

the writer, who has seen them all, must pro-

nounce the Liberty works not only the young
giant of the young manufactories, but the

most complete and best organized of any he

has visited. Mr. Perkins is respected by his

employes—a kind word, a suggestion in a

friendly tone, a reproof in a quiet and kindly

manner, has cemented that helpful quality and

condition of things—mutual help and respect

—

between employer and employed. Mr. Per-

kins and Wilson, Myers & Co., his co-work-

ers, are doing everything to improve the con-

dition of their employes. A block of houses

within a stone's throw of the works has just

been built and is the property of Mr. Perkins.

These are rented at nominal renls to some of
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Whitworths
At Chicago

Extract from the " Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Wl itworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit of cycleR in the fair. The stand is fitted up wilh mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style
of the whole being solid and plain. The exhibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs.; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth INo. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs.; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in weight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will b* the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31
seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth. The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitivorlhs bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Iinformation on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

Temporary Office, 114 5th Ave., NEW YORK. P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

Head Office and Factories, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—26 in. wheels, speeded to 55 in.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp-holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and
oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 1-8 in. wired cushion tires, ... $ijfl

Price, with pneumatic tires, as illustrated, ... JS5

Average iveight, as illustrated, less saddle and pedals, 33 lbs.

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan
& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each of

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents. Send for our Catalogue

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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the employed, and now a co-operative society,

to furnish all needful household goods, is

under way. The idea works well at other

places, and the profits of the store are divided

among the stockholders, the working men.

Mr. Perkins, with the help of the employes

and citizens, is now building a five-lap track

and recreation grounds right alonaside the

factory. A base ball nine has already been or-

ganized. The grourds will be fenced in, a

H. A. LOZIER & CO
World's Fair Exhibit.

grand stand erected, and cricket, foot ball and

all other out-door games will be played.

This is only a glimpse at the Liberty works

and a man who landed in New York eight

years ago with forty cents in his pocket. But
what is better than money, Robert Perkins pos-

sessed ability and energy, and these two attri-

butes count to-day just as they did a hundred

years ago.

PROGRESS AT THE FAIR.

Exhibits Still Incomplete —Attendance of Wheel-

men Small.

The cycle exhibit has not yet assumed all its

grandeur and wheelmen are wisely keeping

away. The Victor stand is finished and wheels

being arranged. Pope's stand is still minus
the roof. The Featherstone stand is complete

and decidedly handsome. The Mcintosh,

Hartford and Hickory are also complete.

Among the exhibitors yet to be heard from are

Boyle & Calleton, Grand Rapids; the Bradshaw
Manufacturing Company, Boston; A. H. Clark

Company, Chicago, and Merrill-Stevens Manu-
facturing Company, Niles, Mich., all new
names.

Mr. Fisher is in town preparing the Gendron
exhibit. He will stay until it is finished.

The show is not burdened with many
"freaks." Only two or three are shown so far.

English exhibitors are backward. Nothing

has been seen of the Coventry, Disc Wheel
Company, Guest & Barrow, New Howe, Sed-

dons, or Zimmer displays. The others are,

generally, ready.

Down stairs, the German firms have covered

their machines, in disgust on account of dirt

and dust falling from above.

ENGLISH TRADE MATTERS.

Changes in the Trade Cause Excitement—Sed-

don Tires in France.

London, April 26. — Considerable interest

and surprise has been excited of late by the

succession of changes in the management of

the New Howe company. First we heard

that R. L. Philpot had resigned his positiun of

general manager, because of certain changes

about to be introduced into the Glasgow fac-

tory, of which he disapproved. Just prior to

this Mr. Radford, the successful designer of

the New Howes, had retired from the firm.

Then we were informed that Arthur Gastall,

of Manchester, had been transferred to Glas-

gow in the place of Mr. Philpot, and P. C
Wilson called from his position in the London
depot to take the seat of Mr. Radford, S. F.

Edge being installed in London. So matters

stood until last Saturday, when Mr. Wilson

returned to London, and the news reached us

that Mr. Gastall had resigned from his new
position. Mr. Philpot was at the Surrey meet-

ing at the Oval and announced that he had

accepted the position of general manager to

the Rudge Cycle Company, in the place of

Walter Phillips, lately resigned, and that Mr.

Radford was appointed works manager to the

company. On Sunday both Philpot and Gas-

tall visited Ditton, where they met many
friends. There is no doubt that the New
Howe enjoys the highest reputation at the

present time, and its phenomenal success in

the London district has been largely due to

the confidence felt in R. L. Philpot. In a little

over a year that gentleman has accomplished

more than probably any other man could have

done in tie time, in spite of the penalty he

started under, owing to the evil name of the

original Howe machines. That he has kept

his faith and his promise, and placed on the

market a machine second to none in quality,

is admitted on all hands. If no fresh changes

occur I shall expect Mr. Philpot to make his

presence felt early in 1894, when new patterns

are being arranged by the Rudge company.

SEDDON TIRES IN PRANCE.

On the 12th inst. the French Seddon Com-
pany saw the light of day, with a share capital

World's Fair Exhibit.

of £50,000, of which £25,000 was issued. The
Financial Times of the 17th inst., in a long

leader on "Pneumatic Tires," after speaking

in terms of high approval of the position and

prospects of the Pneumatic Tire Company,

passes some severe strictures on the parent

Seddon company, and this latest offshoot,

which has been formed for the purpose of

competing with the Dunlop in France. It

says: "The parent Seddon company, though

formed in May, 1892, has never yet paid a div-

idend. The capital of the company is the

same as that of the Pneumatic, namely,

£50,000. In the Seddon shares there has been

a palpable rig. A few months ago they were

rushed up as high as 13, though for no appar-

ent reason. They now stand at 7 on the

Dublin Stock Exchange, and, in our opinion,

even at half that price they would be much
too dear. Those who have been 'rigging'

them must not forget that a royalty of two
shillings per tire has to be paid by this com-

pany to the Pneumatic. When this is done

the prefits will be considerably diminished."

The article continues in the same strain,

throwing doubt on the possibility of the

French Seddon proving successful, as it is

assumed that at least 70 per cent of the trade

is already in the hands of the Pneumatic com-

pany. In conclusion the financial Times is

glad to believe that few if the new shares will

be allotted to the ordinary public, and warns
its readers not to buy them.

A COMPANY TO BE FLOATED.

The Preston Davies Tire Company is about to

be floated as a limited liability company. I

called at the works last week and found the

staff busily engaged in making the well-known
tires. Preston Davies is a most prolific inven-

tor, and has quite a batch of excellent things,

all of which will find their way on the market
in due course. The American and continental

patent rights of the Preston Davies tire are

for sale. The tire may be seen in large num-
bers on the machines of experienced London
riders. Its great strength, combined with

lightness and resilience, makes it a favorite

with the fast division. The outer rubber

jackets used, even for the stoutest tires, are

comparatively thin. The unique method of

lining the jacket, in combination with the

hooks and wired edge . of the jacket, give the

tire its enormous durability, rendering it suit-

able in its respective patterns for the lightest

path work or the heaviest road use—as on
tandems. Many front driving tires have been

sold.

MAKING STEADY HEADWAY.

The Cooke Detachable Tire Company is

making steady headway at its Grays Inn
Road premises, and I believe that next year

will see an adoption of this efficient and simple

detachable pneumatic by many firms.

AN ENTERPRISING CONCERN.

I recently visited Jelly & Co., of the Malva
Road, Wandsworth, S. W., the makers of the

Sovereign cycles. This firm was among the

first to take up making front drivers with en-

thusiasm. On my visit I found an extension

of their works in progress, which will double

their space and output. On enquiring I found

that the Sovereign front drivers were increas-

ing in popularity rather than otherwise, and
that already more than 50 per cent of the busi-

ness done was in these machines. Jelly &
Co. believe in 22 inch or 20 inch back wheels.

Their road racers weigh 29 pounds, and their

roadsters 34 pounds. Humber fork crowns are

fitted back and front, while the cups and ball

races at the steering socket are made detach-

able. The Sovereigns are, of course, Crypto

geared, and finished in an elegant manner,
with careful attention to all minor details. I

have been promised a trial of a new changeable

ball gearing, a 30 inch wheel geared double,

just patented by the firm. The net price of the

driver is $83. The firm also makes a chain

safety, fitted with any pneumatic tire, to

World's Fair Exhibit.

order; price $61 net, which is remarkable

value.

STILL AGAINST FRONT DRIVERS.

As a pendant to the foregoing allusion to a

prosperous front driver firm, whose enthusi-

asm foi the new tire has met with a ready re-
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THE EADIE MFG. COMPANY,

Hunt End, Ner Redditch. ENGLAND.

Cable Address: CYCLES, Crabbs Cross.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

And Now Comes the Time"
When this familiar scene will oft times greet the eye—perhaps you have been a leading
character and know well the part. Make it a study, we make bold to suggest, and learn what
Pneumatics are "carried" or "pushed" home. We guarantee you will not find

G. &. J, Pneumatic Tires
among the number. The "Three Parallel Line " imprint remains unbroken—no need, with
the " G. & J.," to substitute the foot prints of a long weary " walk in." Riding is good enough,
and " G. & J." Pneumatic riders ride always. Punctures repaired in a jiffy, no rags—no
GLUE—NO WIRES—NO BOLTS NO STRINGS NO EXTRA TIRES—NO BUNGLING COMPLICATIONS.

ANY MAKER OR DEALER WILL FURNISH THEM-INSIST UPON IT.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,
CHICAGO. BOSTOM. "WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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spouse by the public, I may be allowed to

quote from a letter recently received from J.

K. Starley, who still clings to his gloomy view
regarding the front driver. He says: "We
are in no wise prejudiced against it, but after

a good trial, and looking at it from all points

of view, we are decidedly of the opinion that

it is not so good as the Rover, and until there

is at least 25 per cent of the trade to be done
in this class of bicycle, which we think is

very unlikely to ever happen, we shall not be

inclined to make it."

• •!•

CHEAP POPULAR WHEELS.

J. Rickard, of Westminister Works, Ken-
nington, has lately been turning out several

tandem safeties for ladies and gentlemen. The
fair rider sits in front, but the gentleman
steers, the handle being connected by an in-

genious system of rods and ball joints, quite

out of the riders' way. With double gear-

cases these fast machines weigh 50 pounds.

Rickard is sure they will supersede tandem
tricycles. The Westminster popular safety is

a copy of the Humber and, with Silvertown

tires, sell at $58.50 net.

The Premier Cycle Company has come into

line with J. K. Starley by placing on the

market its A4 safety, with Dunlop tires, at the

same price for cash as the New Popular Rover,

$73. Stanley.

MISCELLANEOUS TRADE TALK.

New Organizations—Doings of the Traveling

People.

John Palmer will shortly depart for Europe
to introduce his tire abroad.

A number of wholesale houses and manufac-
turers are calling in their travelers.

Isaac Baird, the southern champion, and his

brother, have ordered 22-pound Raleighs.

Henry Zink, publisher of the Southern Wheel-

man, lost $7,000 by the recent Louisville fire.

The Coventry Machinists' Company has re-

ceived an order fora Holbein Swift with 24-inch

wheels.

It is rumored that ihe Seddon Tire Company
has decided to pa/ an ad interim dividend of

15 per cent.

—

Irish Cyclist.

The Mcintosh-Huntington Company, Cleve-

land, reports a big demand for its medium-
grade wheels, Hercules and Stella.

The Raleigh company is now fitting a new
gear case on its models G and E. The case is

detachable and may be taken off in a moment.
Ac-horn & Co. have opened a new bicycle

store at Lynn, Mass. They have a fine repair

shop and handle the Victor and cheaper grades.

A Wabash avenue dealer expresses the opin-

ion that the branch si ores in various pans of

the city are sapping the life out of Cycle Row
trade.

In the recent relay ride Van Wagoner made
as good, if not a better record than any other

rider. He rode a model B Warwick, 30

pounds.

Louis Masi, who was well known in Chi-

cago, is now at the head of the sales depart-

ment of Clement's large cycling establishment

in Paris.

W. G. Grinyer, representing the Coventry

Machinists' Company, will arrive in New York
Saturday. Mr. Marrett left Chicago Wednes-

day, to meet him.

Trade is very lively in South Bend, Ind. The

three principal dealers, O. H. Collmer, Victors

and Eclipses; amper & Stedman, Columbias

and Westminsters, and Monroe & Keltner,

Premiers and Clevelands, are all doing well.

Each firm has sold about thirty wheels and an-

ticipates a large trade for some time yet.

The National Cycle Company, of Bay City,

Mich, has turned out its first wheel, which is

pronounced a success in every way. Wheels
for the trade are now being made.
The Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing

Company reports that it has been compelled to

issue the third edition of its 1893 catalogue,

bringing the entire number up to 180,000.

The North Pacific Cycle Company, of Port-

land, Ore., has, opened a branch in Tacoma,
which will be managed by one of the best-

known cyclists on the coast, W. E. Newton.
F. H. Harrey, of Baltimore, who recently

covered 186 miles in twenty-iour hours on the

road, was mounted on a Victor Flyer. Not-

withstanding bad r<~ads, the wheel went
through without a mishap.

On April 29 a shipment of twenty-five Ram-
blers left the factory of the Gormully & Jeffery

Manufacturing Company bound for Yoko-
hama, Japan. The Japanese Rambler agency
(H. McArthur & Co.) reports a rushing busi

ness.

The Gormully & Jeffery Manufactuiing

Company has sent the Referee a neatly

framed picture, primed from a half-tone plate,

entitled "A Roadside Repair." It illustrates a

rider mending a G. & J. tire, and is a splendid

piece of work at the hands of A. T. Merrick.

James Woodhead and W. S. Davis, of the

Raleigh Cycle Company, will have charge of

the Raleigh exhibit at the World's Fair sand
No. 1, in British section, 28x38 feet space. The
exhibit compiises thirty wheels, including the

first the company made, which has covered

30,000 miles.

Edward Mullen, of the old-time Boston

riders, and a contemporary of Pittman, is in

charge of the advertising aud bicycle depart-

ment of the mammoth concern of Houghton &
Dutton, Boston, who are selling a lot of wheels.

The firm next year, Mullen informs us, will

branch out extensively in the business, and at

present keeps a factory (the Beacon, of West-

boro) very busy making wheels. A light, dia-

mond-frame wheel is their leader.

The Trade in Chicago.

P. M. Baumgardner is now in the employ of

Hi race Bell, agent.

Will Squire.-, of Pittsburg, is to build a fac-

tory in Chicago or Pittsburg.

All the Wabash avenue stores did a good

business last week, according to report.

The American Bicycle Company is moving
its works from Jackson boulevard to Aurora,

111.

Ten wagon-loads of Rovers left the store-

house of Horace Bell, agent, Monday for ship-

ment to various parts of the country.

J. Hoyle, the agent for Bayliss, Thomas &
Co., Madison street, has been confined to the

house for two weeks with sickness.

One of the most enterprising and flourishing

cycle houses in Chicago will, in a few days,

move to larger quarters on Wabash avenue.

Manager Caswell, of Featherstone's Wabash
avenue place, reports a good demand for Rood

Kings and Queens; also for cheaper grade

wheels.

Worth & Connoy have opened a cycle store

at 2807 Cottage Grove avenue. They will

handle the Derby, Raleigh, Smalley, Rambler,

and Union.

The James Cycle Importing Company says

its business is very satisfactory aud its circle

growing larger daily. When its a matter of

light wheels the James company claims every-

thing in sight.

Harry Cassady, of the Thorsen & Cassady

Company' says trade in high grades is not par-

ticularly brisk, but that the demand for me-
dium grades is good.

Rich & Sager Company Reorganized.

Rochkster, May 7.—Last week the Rich &
Sager Company, manufacturer of the Sager

saddle, Beauty baby seat and parcel carrier,

was reorganized with the following officers:

President, Z. P. Taylor; vice-president, T. A.

Gormly; secretary, Marcus Hirshfield; treas-

urer, F. W. Zoller; directors, J. H. Sager, J.

H. Taylor and George C. Sager in addition to

the above officers. The capital stock has been

increased and the extensive plant on Elm
street will be immediately enlarged two-thirds

of its present capacity, employing upward of

eighty-five men.

Thus far this season business has extended
far beyond the brightest expectations of the

directors, and still more encouraging is the

bright outlook for the remainder of the season.

A racing saddle with all the adjustments of

the Sager roadster saddle is an innovation.

The Sager racing saddle may be tilted at any
angle to suit the rider, an I is furnished with
adjustment for taking up the stretch of the

leather. It is, moreover, as strong as any sad-

dle the Rich & Snger Company makes, and will

not turn on the saddle post.

The Ladies' Sunol.

The accompanying cut represents the ladies'

Sunol, made by the Mcintosh -Huntington
Company, of Cleveland, and now on exhibition

at the world's fair. It is fitted with gear case,

"SfiSsft^^^: " . -

„

L.VDIES' SUNOL.

interchangeable sprockets, etc., and is exceed-

ingly light, but strong. On this point the

makers have this to say: "The great strength

of the machine is the result of a series of good
points in its make-up, principally, however,

skilled workmanship, great care in the selec-

tion of material and the design of the frame,

which has been built with a special view to

strength, as will be made apparent by an ex-

amination of the accompanying illustration."

The League Chainless Safety.

The League Cycling Company of Hartford is

now in its new and commodious building op-

posite the railroad depot, 30 Union place.

There the Referee representative found A. H.

Parker, the courteous and energetic manager

of a new concern that is likely to command at-

tention in the near future. Mr. Parker prom-

ises a full description of the mechanism of the
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What are Bicycle Records
Worth, when considering the selection of a bicycle for road work? asks a wee

piping voice, whose souice lies suspiciously near to the " doglet in the manger."

Perhaps in our humble way, we can enlighten the "bow wow."

A bicycle which can bring out the latent speed capabilities in man—and

that's what record-breaking means—the producing of greater speed than had

previously been drawn from muscle and steel—is one which candidates (amateur)

for record honors will select (without inducement), simply because it is fast.

Pardon the interruption. Tivo telegrams just received, inform us " First and third places in everg race at Fresno, Cal.>

April30, wonouJljLMIiLF.lt RACERS."
Both scratch events on Alameda, Cal., track won by Jules T, Hancock, on RAMBLER RACER April 30.

As we were saying, a manufacturer who can and does make record-breaking

Racers, is at least capable of turning out a creditable road machine. There may
exist some semblance of a doubt as to the other fellow.

The road machine which is capable of moving at record speed has qualities to

be desired by even the every day bicycle rider. Why ? To go at such speed a

bicycle must run easily—bearings and tires do much to cause " that easy feeling "

—

and that is a " consideration in the selection of a comfortable road wheel "

Another message, just received, says:
" Monte Scott, April 20 Broke World's Record in competition in Rankin Road Roce, at Providence, R. 1., doing 20 miles

and tvinning time prise in 1 hour, 19 minutes and S seconds. Mis mount was a JVo. 4 RAMBLER.*'

Furthermore a road machine on which a record can be broken, and which

will "stand the racket " of such a lide, must certainly have meritorious features in

its construction. Perhaps it's the lap-brazed hollow joints connecting the old

reliable Climax steel tubing. Rigidity, strength and trustworthiness certainly are

desirable features, even in a " bicycle for road use only."

Still another message. This must be a Rambler year.
11 Austin Crooks took time prize in Covert Road Race, Lockport, N~. Y. Starting from scratch, rode 12 miles against a stiff

breeze, in 44 minutes and 53 seconds. Me rode a RAMBLER RACER." (A racer in the road race, and it came through
without a scratch.j

The records above cited do not make

Rambler Bicycles One Whit Better,

But the fact that Ramblers do, can and will break records, discloses reasons

why the best racers (amateur) select them. Should we simply say that " Rambler

Bicycles are best and fastest," there are those unkind enough to think we are

prejudiced.

" Sometimes the strongest way to say a thing is to HINT at it."

"RAMBLER RECORDS ARE BROAD HINTS—Do you take HINTS?"

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.,
Chicago. Boston. Washington. New York. Coventry, England.

OLDEST EXCLUSIVE BICYCLE FACTORY IN AMERICA."

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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Admirers of the

McCUNE
GREETING

Haven't much to say to you this time, gentlemen. Business brisk; old orders

keep us hustling every minute of the day. Don't write us about '93

McCune's; no use; output sold long ago, and wires for ''more wheels " coming
in right along.

While we can't talk business to you this year, would be glad to see you any
time. If you're taking a Boston flier, don't forget that we're at 47 Franklin
St. Drop in and look over our new quarters; hit the bag for awhile, take a

spin around our riding hall, and tell us what you think of the McCune.

- - - McCUNE CYCLE CO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

chainless safety. The company in its printed

mattter does not argue against chains, but rather
throws the argument on the other side of the

line—in favor of bevel gears. In ordinary ma-
chinery bevel gears are not new, but as applied

to bicycles they are. The League Chainless is

geared to 63 inches, but the company claims

that no more power is lequired to run it than
a chain wheel geared to 56 inches. Another
claim made is as follows: "As for the wear-

ing of our gears, we claim that the teeth will

not break, and will out-wear the rest of the

machine, nor is there a possibility of their get-

ting out of alignment with the same proper

usage as an ordinary "chain and sprocket"

wheel; in fact, in case of an accident, a side

thrust against the vital part of the machine
would meet with more resistance, owing to its

coming in contact, not only with the rear tub-

ing of frame, but also with the connecting

shaft concealed therein, and should such acci-

dent occur, which fact would ordinarily crip-

ple a machine for use and cause a long walk
home, with our machine the force of contact,

meeting with resistance as noted above, though
springing out of alignment, for any reasonable

amount of space, would still enable the rider

to proceed on his way rejoicing."

Leading Agencies of Kansas City.

Kansas City, Mo., May 8.—Rain, almost

without intermission, for the past two weeks,

has caused a lull in the retail trade. The job-

bing trade, however, continues active.

J. F. Schmelzer & Sons occupy two large

stores and carry a heavy stock of bicycles, sun-

dries and sporting goods of every description.

Their high-grade line comprises the Columbia,
Rambler,, Raleigh, Raglan, Stover and Lovell.

4.11 patterns of the Western Wheel Works

goods are also kept in stock. Mr. Schmelzer

reports trade good, especially in high-grade

wheels.

The Midland Cycle Company handles the

Fowler, Sterling, Majestic and Featherstone's

medium grades. The Fowler was introduced

very early in the season by Captain H. R. War-
ren, with gratifying success. The company
has a repair shop and a riding school for ladies

and children.

The large jobbing house of Richards & Con-

over Hardware Company is selling bicycles

this season for the first time. The Stearns,

Keating and Queen City cycles comprise its

line. As the agents of this concern cover an

immense territory a large country business

will no doubt be done; but the company badly

needs a live man, who knows something about

bicycles to look afcer the city trade.

Trade Chat From Winona.

Winona easily ranks first as the leading bi-

cycle town in the northwest.

The Wmona Cycle Company, which jobs the

Elliptic, claims to have sold three carloads this

spring and over a hundred at retail.

Gregory & Co. are the leading dealers and
sell the Victor, Columbia, Raleigh, Union,

Sanspariel, Credenda and the Western Wheel
Works wheels. They carry a full stock, and
have one of the finest cycle stores in the west.

Landon & Roberts handle the Sterling and
Westminster. They believe in handling one

high-grade wheel and pushing it, and are hav-

ing great success. The Sterling has jumped
into popular favor here. Otto Neuman, one of

the fastest riders in the west, has just purchased

one and it will be near the front in a good
many races. This enterprising firm believes in

educating thp prospective buyer, and so a copy

of the Referee is always to be found on the

front show case.

E. W. Foster has been selling Clevelands at a
great rate and has disposed of about forty this

spring. He is one of the select few who have
made a number of century runs, and is one of

the most popular wheelmen in Winona. He is

akio a noted rider on the geared ordinary.

Philadelphia Trade Notes.

Philadelphia, May 8.—One of the pec [liar

features of the trade in this city at the present

time is the demand for cushion-tired wheels,

the trade in these wheels during the past

month having been something phenomenal.

Of course the purchasers of these wheels are

novices, every man Jack of them, the veterans

being too "crafty" to ride anything weighing
over 30 pounds. Spalding Brothers have been
particularly pushed in this line, their 39-cents-

a-day scheme having proved a veritable bo-

nanza. Indeed it is rumored that their entire

stock of Credenda cushions having been
cleaned out, they have had to turn prospective

purchasers away, and that the Credenda peo-

ple are working night and day turning out

—

cushions! Verily, this is the age of crinolines

and cushion-tired wheels.

V. J. Kelly, representing Charles Scott &
Co. , arrived from his Southern trip last week.

He was very successful, and loud in his praises

of the sunny south.

Messrs. Powell and Dampman (the Globe

Steam Heater Company) are making quite a
hit with their Hickory wheel, the Penn.

Johnny Wells, manager for Charles S.

Smith & Co., says: "The number of G. & J.

tires on new wheels of other makes is an indi-

cation that we have a good thing and that we
are not the only ones that know it."
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HOW IT OPERATES.

How the Tire Operates.
Each edge of the outer casing has inserted in it an endless wire hoop, which is

of exactly the same diameter as the shoulder or groove inside of the rim (C D), but

considerably smaller than the outside edge of the liin (E F) The pressure of the air

confined in the tube tends to foice the edge of the outer casing over the rim, which,

however, it cannot do, the cover being smaller in diameter than the outside edge of

the rim, as explained. The action is precisely like a ho< p being forced on a barrel;

the harder youpush it, the harder it grips. To remove the casing, one edge is forced

into the rottora of the rim (as at A). The opposite edge will then excend over the rim

at B (the diameter of the wire loop, A B, it will be noticed, is the same as it was

at C D). By slipping the fingers under the cover at B the cover can be gradually

brought over the rim until the edge is at H, when the opposite side will pass the rim

at G, and the inner tube can then be withdrawn.

The simplicity of the

Dunlop Tire is the

admiration and wonder

of everyone. Might as

well try to put your head

through a hey-hole as to

take the Dunlop off when

it is inflated. When it is

deflated it is as easy as

taking off your hat.

The American Dunlop Tire Company,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. MENTION IHE REFEREE.

.; CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE AND AMERICA .'.

=ARE RIDING THE

V V

MENTION THE REFEREE.
AGENTS.

ARNETT & RIVERS—San Francisco Agents. W. X>. AZZEK & CO Chicago Agents. W. II. II. PECK CO Cleveland Agents.
E. A. KINSEY S; CO—Cincinnati Agents. R. M. POPHAM—Philadelphia Agent.

NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING CO., Ltd., 15 Park Row, New York.
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THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recognized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material.

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

We might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, m.ch
MENTION THE REFEREE.

SOUTHERN COMMENTARIES.

Will a Southern League be Formed?— Chances

Against It—Too Much Like a Monopoly.

That will be an important meeting at Cum-
berland Island, near Brunswick, Ga., the last

three days of this month. At this meet ng
action will be taken on the suggestion of Mr.

Johnson, editor of Wheeling, and other cycli ts

as to the expediency of organizing a southern

league and withdrawing from the L. A. W.,
owing to the admission of the negro into the.

latter association. This will be the most im-

portant meeting that has yet been held, and
its outcome will be watched with unusual in-

terest, not alone by the southern wheelmen
but by those of the north as well. It is to be

hoped this move will not be taken hastily; but

if it is not taken hastily it will not be taken

at all.

Those who are advocating this measure can-

not have the interest of wheelmen at heart,

for if they will only give the matter a little

consideration they will immediately see the

falacy of the move. Let Mr. Johnson, Mr.

Watts and all interested in the matter read the

history of the L. A. W., and they will note

that it did not spring up as a mushroom, but

that it took hard and persistent labor to place

it on the present high plane, and if it has

taken so many years of hard labor to build up
a league, with all the wealth of the northern

riders and manufacturers behind it, what will

it take to put a southern league on a paying

basis?

Never was there a truer sajing than " T
n

unity there is strength," and now that the

south is just coming out in wheeling and has

the advantages of a league that is organized

and doing untold good, it would be the worst

possible move to withdraw from that body and
organize independency. We are not strong

enough yet, and if we want to effect legisla-

tion for the south there is a far better way
than withdrawing from the L. A. W. I esti-

mate that in the state of Georgia there are

probably 2,000 riders, possibly more, yet out of

that large number there are not enough mem-
bers of the L. A. W. to effect a state organi-

zation. Isn't this a terrible showing?

How can the south expect to have favorable

legislation effected so long as she remains

timid on so important a subject? My advice

Jo all the southern wheelmen who are dissatis-

fied with the present rules of the L. A. W. is

to come into it in large numbers, and at the

next convention cast y>. ur note in favor of any
special things that interest you; make that vote

so large that it will show the strength of the

south, and my word for it we will carry our

point. It is not natural that the L. A. W.
should pay any great amount of attention to

the south when there are so few members in

this section.

don't worship the golden calf.

"Savannah has recently butt a track and had some

races, but here, too, they fell down and worshipped the

golden calf by bringing down a number of northern

cracks," says Casper Whitney.

Nay, nay, Casper, it is not necessary that

Savannah should "fall down and worship the

golden calf" by bringing down northern

cracks, for they come without it. When the

cracks of the north want a good track they

look for it elsewhere, and the most natural

place in the world for them to look for it is in

the south, which has the best of everything.

The track in Savannah has received the high-

est commendation from every one (including

the northern cracks) who has ridden upcn it,

and here I might add, too, that this is no

"poor maker's" scheme. As Zimmerman said,

"the south is bound to become the training

ground of all the northern riders, as it is here

that he can train in midwinter, as well as in

the heart of summer further north, and it en-

ables one to put in one or two more months'

practice." Add to this the finest track in the

United States, a climate that rivals that of

Italy, and a people that is hospitality itself
;

and what more can be asked. No, Casper can

rest easy that we do not "worship" any one

down this way; it is not our nature, but we
welcome them all and give them the best that

is in our shop.

too much like a monopoly.

Wheeling says Egan's salary is £500 and

asks if anyone can now .say that he has been

making a fool of himself, to which Egan re-

plies that he thinks there are some fools who
think so, as there are all classes of fools here.

I will not say that Egan made a fool of himself

by accepting the office, but I am inclined to

think that the N. C. A. was foolish to appoint

him to office and accept his paper as the " offi-

cial" organ. It smacks too much of monopoly

and monarchy to have the president, secretary

and editor all of one r aper. We Americans

believe in having a free and independent press,

and it is impossible for one to criticise the ac-

tions of an officer of an association, especially

when that officer is the employer of the secre-

tary-editor and is also vice-president of the

"official" organ. I think that is the biggest-

mistake the N. C. A. has made, and should the

president deserve severe criticism at any time

and it is not forthcoming from the "official"

organ (which is not natural) it will force upon

it a volley of criticisms that will contain a lot
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INFERIOR BICYCLES
ARE SOLD TO THOSE OF POOR JUDGMENT AND LIMITED EXPERIENCE.

MONARCH
Agents are those of good judgment, and in most instances, long experience.

THE FOLLOWING ARE OUR REPRESENTATIVES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES:

W. W. Stall, Boston, Mass.

Osborn & Alexander, San Francisco, Cal.

Fred T. Merrill, Portland, Ore.

Speedwell Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
Geo. Hilsendegen, Detroit, Mich.

H. H. Kiffe Co., New York and Brooklyn.

Haradon & Son, Springfield, Mass.

M.Doll, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bindley Hardware Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Hutchinson & Phillips, Sioux City, la.

Parlin, Orendorff & Martin Co., Omaha, Neb.

Hedley Salmon, Denver, Colo.

Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky.
Hanauer & Bro., Cincinnati, O.

We have opened the finest Cycle Salesroom in the west, at 280 Wabash Ave., cor. Van Buren street,

where we shall carry in stock a full line of Monarch Cycles and accessories, and shall be pleased to have all

interested in the wheel trade drop in and look us over. Get our 24-page Catalogue.

MONARCH CYCLE CO., ch.cago.
Factory—42 to 52 N. Halsted Street MENTION THE REFEREE. Retail Store—280 Wabash Ave.
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No use Crying over Spilt Milk,
but next time buy a Bicycle that has a Standard Price, a Standard

Value and a Good Pneumatic Tire. We present here a picture of

such a wheel.

I €

PACER.

CREDENDA BICYCLES
Have all Improvements,

ARE GOOD AS GOLD AND SELL FOR $115.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.

of truths. For the same reason that the sug-

gestion of an administration organ is hooted at

by the American public, so will such an arrange-
ment be looked upon as monarcbistic by tbose

who love to see fair play and who like just and
deserved criticism. I think Mr. Egan is a
bright writer and I think he will make an ex-

cellent officer for the N. C. A. , either as editor

or secretary, but when the office of secretary,

editor and president are consolidated into one
family, so to speak, it is bound to detract from
the benefit of the association.

WHEELER. AND BAIRD.

It is exceedingly likely that Wheelor and
Baird will meet at Savannah this month, and
if they do meet there is little doubt that they

will test each other's ability. How it will end
no one can say, but as Wheeler made such an
excellent show against Zimmie at the recent

Savannah races, it shows that he is in excellent

trim and can hold his own against any, while

the Celtic champion is in the best of trim and
his friends promise that he will be there and
astonish those who now doubt his prowess.

WHY SOUTHERN LADIES DON'T RIDE.

A great number of the northern writers are

trying to explain why the ladies of the south

do not take more readily to the wheel, and
some of the reasons offered are indeed wonder-

ful for their silliness. One writer is so cruel

as to say that it is because the ladies of the

north rode first and those of the south would
not deign to " imitate " them. Nothing could

be more foolish, and those who do not live in

the south can not tell why the ladies do not ride.

There is certain peculiar modesty about the

southern lady that revolts against establishing

a new custom, and this deters them. They
have no objection to riding the wheel, but they

do not like to establish the custom. It has

been the case in numerous southern cities that

one of their northern sisters would break the

ice and it invariably follows that in a short

time there is a large following. The ladies of

the south do not grasp a new fashion easily. It

must be established, but once introduced they

accept it as easily as anyone. It would be in-

teresting to know how many of the ladies of

the south have wheels and only use them at

night and in secluded spots. To my certain

knowledge there are in one city twenty-five

lady riders that are not known to possess tLj

faintest knowledge of wheeling, but it is on.y

a question of a short while when they will be

only too proud to admit they are riders, and
when that time comes cycling will take on a

boom that will surprise the most sangu ine.

G. V7. H.

Dealer—Here's a machine that lias never been i .a en.
Customer—What, never been ridden? Why, i« is

covered with mud and is all smashed up.
Dealer—Well, it was this way: You see, the fellow

that had it couldn't ride.

Queer Requests Sent to Makers.

"You talk about queer letters and requests

received by the average manufacturer; how is

this for a pair," said Manager Schofield, of the

New York Cycle Company, recently. "Dear
Sir," wrote a western man: "I am a poor boy,

but energetic and honest, and want to see the

world's fair, but can't afford to buy a bicycle.

If you will send me one, I'll ride it both ways
and distribute cards and advertise it all along

the road, and it will be a big advertisement for

you."

Mr. Schofield said that was only one of

many such on the same subject. But the

woman who sent a telegram (sixty cents, col-

lect) for an instruction circular regarding New
York cycled, which is sent for two cents, post

paid, knocked Manager Schofield completely

out.

A New York agent the other day showed a
Referee man a poem by a Kansas woman,
who described in graphic language a prairie

fire from which she was saved by her sis-

ter's speedy wheel. At the bottom of the poem
she made the modest request for a bicycle in

exchange for the poem. The agent was not

up on the value of exciting prairie-fire poems,

so declined the exchange.

Leaves the "American Wheelman."

Bichard F. Kelsey, who for the past year

has been connected with the American Wheel-

man as associate editor, will sever his connec-

tion with that journal to accept the position as

editor and general manager of the new weekly
trade journal, the American Builder and Fur-
nisher, the first number of which will appear

about June 1.
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Sole manufacturers of Southard's Patent

Cranks.

Ferry's Frames.
Mechanical Accuracy, Lightness,

Reliability andSplendid Finish.

Perry & Co., Ltd., Birmingham,

ENGLAND.
AGENTS. Anglo-American Iron and Metal Co., 213 Pearl st , N.Y.

The finest finish chain in the world and used by Humbers, Whit-
worths and|Raleighs*on all their machines.

PERR%"SPECIAl7

RACIN-©, v

CHAINrV^

N? 9

PERRY & C?
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

AS A SUPPLEMENT
To former advertisement, we desire to state that the increase in demand for our Cement

has been geometrical. In 1890 we sold 97,000 lbs. In 1892, more than 250,000 lbs. left

our factory, and has been consumed in the United States.

FOR LARGE LOTS ADDRESS
D. P. CAYWOOD & CO., Clementon, N. J.

CHAS F. STOKES & CO., Chicago.

H. C. MARTIN & CO., Buffalo.

A. G. SPALDING & Co., New York, Chicago, Phila.

And Jobbers Generally Throughout the United States.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

....NIAGARA....
There ia no Wheel made to-day Superior in Scientific

Construction or Quality of Materials used. It is dis-

tinguished for High Class finish and I,ightness of

Running. The Niagara on the Race Track and
on the Koad lowered many Records. There is

not a Single Casting used in the Niagara. Send
for Catalogue. f!&~Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

Buffalo Wheel Co,
BUFFALO, N. Y.,

MAKERS OF THE NIAGARA.
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LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A Spring Tire Fastening—The Lock Tire—An

Adjustable Toe-Clip.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford s reet, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from March 22, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

A SPRING TIRE FASTENING.

A'o. 5,924, F. S. Willoughby's "Improvements relat-

ing to rubber tires for wheels." March 26, 1893.—This in-

vention relates to an improved method of securing rubber

til es or the outer covers of pneumatic tires to the rims,

and consists in the application of one or more flexible

metal coils to that portion of the rubber which comes
nearer the rim. These coils may
be either continuous circles of coil

or they may be lengths of coil al-

ternated with one or more lengths

of uncoiled rod or wire, in some
cases the coil portion being com-

paratively short but still sufficient-

ly long to provide a slight elongat-

ing elasticity enabling the rubber

and coil to be sprung into the rim.

The coils are preferably made
f f oji metal of somewhat of oblong section, coiled on its

side so that it will not flatten but will be flexible enough

to bend round a wheel rim. The coils may be passed

through longitudinal holes in solid rubber tires and in the

c\se of pneumatics may be formed into little circles and

enfoldad in a strip of canvas which lines the outer casting,

as shown in the illustration, the canvas and casing being

permanently solutioned together and enveloping the coil

so that no part of it is exposed ; the coil in this application

occupies a similar position to that occupied by the wires

in the Seddon and new Dunlop tires. In the case of the

Clincher tire the coils are run through or molded in the

tire towards the edges of the outer cover and TJ-shaped

depressions are preferably formed in the rim for the

better imbedment of the coil. A special feature of the in-

vention is that the coils are so constructed that they will

not easily stretch but once in their places on the the rim,

a deliberate effort will have to be made, in some cases

with special levering tools, to enable them to be sprung

off again. The coils may be imbedded in the rubber in

the course of manufacture so that the rubber cannot

creep along the coil nor the coil creep throug the rubber.

THE LOCK TIRE.

No. 1,458. C. Lock's "Improvement in pneumatic
tires." Jan. 2-3, 1S93.—The object in this invention is to

reduce the liability of the air tube being punctured; and
it consists in forming a protuberance extending entirely

around the tire and constituting the tread thereof, the

said protuberance being hol-

low and adapted to be inflated

or to be filled with some suit-

able soft, yielding substance.

In the accompanying illustra-

tion a represents the rim of the

wheel, b is the tire, and c is the

protuberance forming the
tread. The tire is represented

as being attached to the rim by
means of wires (d, d) inserted

in the tubular edges of the out-

er cover, but it may be fixed

by any other convenient
me-ins. The ho'low space may
contain a series of short separ-

ate air bags (e^. The jacket is

divided at f so that it may be
opened out to introduce the air bags or filling material
and the division is closed by cementing a piece of canvas
or other material over the joint. By this arrangement
the possibility of the air tube (g) being punctured is re-

duced and if the protuberance (c) is punctured, it will, if

filled with wool, tow, or the like have no effect thereon,
while if filled with air bags, as shown, it will only necessi
Lite the removal and replacement of the particular bag
punctured. To afford additional security against punc-
ture a ribbon of steel or other suitable metal (h) is intro-

duced between the air tube and the outer cover.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of the
under mentioned application may at any time within two
months from March 29, 1893, give notice in the prescribed
form of such opposition.]

AN ADJUSTABLE TOE-CLIP.

No. 8,804. A. Trueman's "Detachable steel wiie toe
clip for cycle pedals." May 10, 1892.—The object of this

invention is to provide a toe-clip which shall be adjust-

"According to Hoyle"
Have your Bicycle Repaired and Thoroughly Over-

hauled by the Veteran Repairer.

Over twenty years factory .and repair shop experience
with makers c t Rudge, Rover, Rival Rapid, Rambler,
Premier, Humber, yingef Swift, &c, &c. Highest
testimonials from American and English flyers of the
path.

NICKEL-PLATING, PAINTING.

ENAMELLING, E3C.

Be sure you see HOYLE, W Madison-st. tfl

tW,. MicliiirH." and Wabash-aves.. Chic-uro

The Perfection

Stand.
Every dealer, agent

and wheelman should
have one. I 'rice, full
nickeled, 82.C0; nickeled
and enameled $1.5u. A
lib ral discount to the
trade Write for illus-

trated sheet. The bicv-
cle is released iustantly
from the stand by push-
ing lever down with
foot. Manufactured by
H. T. Hearsey & Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

100,000 daily users testify to the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustratei catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,
185 LaSalle Street.

WANTED.
An experienced man, fully compptent in all respect-*, to

take charge of a well equipped factory for the manu-
facture of High Grade Bicychs. correspondence de-
sired with first class men only. Permanent situation with
A-l house. Address with full particulars as to experience,
qual.fications and salary asked.

MECHANIC, Referee Office. Chicago. tf.

able to suit the length of the user's foot. The toe-clip is

formed of a piece of wire bent so as to form the hook-

shaped loop (a) over the rider's

toes and the base (b) under
the same and resting upon the

usual cross-bar (c) of the rat-

trap pedal. The ends part

(dl, d2) of the wire are bent at

right angles to the base (b) and
inclinedJEdownwardly.* Each
end£is" formed'iuto an eye

(e1, e*2) which are brought to-

gether as shown~and fixed by
solder or otherwise to one end

of the screw (f), the other end of the scr^w pointing to-

wards the front of the toe-clip. The screw (f) is inserted

in the usual hole in the middle of the cross-bar (c) and
has two nuts (gl, g2), one on each side of the crossbar
(c). By screwing these nuts the screw, and with it the
clip, is carried furiher away from or nearer to the centre

of the.pedal in which manner it may be adjusted to suit

Annua/ Race Meet

COHOES -:- WHEELMEN.

Elegant Prizes; Fast Track;

Fast Men.

RENSSELAER
PARK . . .

MAY 27.

A. D. WAIT, Cha'rman Racing Committee.

[^AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS

Are the Best in

the market.

Sold by all Dealers.

l'rice,

No. 1, $1.00;
Xo. 4, $1.2S.

No. 4 double (for 2

separate packages)

$1.50. No. 5, leather

covered, especially

for tourists, 83.50.

Send for Carrier

_ Circulars to

C. H. LAMSON,
203 Middle St., - Portland, Me.

WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-
pected success that will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found on the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on $75.00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to
hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for
us than you have any idea of. The business is so
easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,
that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that
arise? from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and "handsomely yields.

All beginners succeql grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty
of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, but have a few spare moments, and wish
to nse them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive
full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO "Sox No. 400, Augusta, Me.

GO TO THE

Lincoln Bicycle

Exchange,
857 N. Clark St.,

NORTH SIDE AGENT FOR THE
COLUMBIA, SWIFT,
HARTFORD, VICTOR,
MARCH, BLACK HAWK,
ROAD KING, ROAD QUEEN,
HICKORY,

OR ANT OTHER MAKE ON THE MARKET.

Renting by the Hour, Day or Week.

Repairing, Re-Nickeling aad Enameling.

I have added Billiard and Pool Rooms for the winter

months, also keep a g jd line of Cigars.

JN0. H. THIELE, Manager.
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Prefering a lasting and merited reputation for High Class Work, with

smaller present profits, to unmerited and fleeting success with ones, we are

making quality the first consideration.

Light, Easy Running, Strong, Finish Superb.

m~ SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
PRICE, S15Q.OO.

Bailey Manufacturing Co., 20? s. canai st.; chieag0 .

P. S. Have you seen our change of speed device ? It is the simplest out.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

" O Wad some power the Giftie gie us

To see Oursels as ithers see us."

Does not apply to the Stearns Cyeles.

Every part of these

Standard Bicycles
is open for the Closest Inspection.

Steel Tube, Steel Bearings, Steel

Drop Forgings, Steel Swaged
Spokes, every piece tested

for its particular work.

MODEL A..

The most Famous and Expensive Tires. High-Grade in every particular.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

E. C. Stearns & Company,
MENTION THE REFEREE.

SYRACUSE, N. Y,
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the length of the riders foot. "When the wire is bent to

form a single loop over the rider's toes it is preferably

strengthed by the thin metal plate (il soldered to the wire

but this is not required when the wire is bent to form a

double loop as shown in another figure of the drawings.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,

D. C:
496,888, velocipede; James W. Adams, Chicago; filed

June 30, 1892.

496,418, vehicle tire; Woodburn Langmuir, Toronto,

Canada; filed Aug. 5, 1892.

496.527, self-healing pneumatic tire; James E. Morris,

Passaic, N. J., assignor to the New York Belting & Pack-

ing Company, Ltd., of England; filed Oct. 15, 1892.

496.528, self-healing pneumatic tire; James E. Morris,

Passaic, N. J., assignor to the New York Belting & Pack-

ing Company, Ltd., of England; filed Oct. 15, 1892.

496,530, stand attachment for bicycles, John B. Mc-

Curdy, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor of one-half to Martin

Eichhorn, same place; filed April 12, 1892.

496,571, pneumatic tire; Georges V. G. Lapsolu, Paris,

France; filed Dec. 27, 1892.

496,616, bicycle; Calvin S. Page, Pontiac, HI.; filed Oct.

19, 1892.

496,642, pneumatic tire; Frank Douglas, Chicago, 111.;

filed June 7, 1892.

496.664, bicycle saddle; Charles J. Moore and George A.

Burwell, Toledo, O., assignors to the Lozier Manufactur-

ing Company, same place; filed Sept. 9, 1892.

496.665, bicycle saddle: Charles J. Moore and George A.

Burwell, Toledo, O., assignors to the Lozier Manufactur-

ing Company, same place; filed Sept. 9, 1892.

496,6(1, wheel tire; Frederick G. Taylor, Cranston, E. I.;

filed Nov. 25, 1892.

498,681, attaching sprocket wheels to crank shafts of bi-

cycles; Frank D. Cable, Toledo, O., assignor to the Yost

Manufacturing Company, same place; filed Jan. 5, 1893.

496,789, pneumatic tire; Fred W. Morgan and Eufus

Wright, Chicago, HI.; filed Oct. 26, 1892.

496,800, velocipede; John G. Stamp, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signor of two-thirds to Charles J. J. Seaman and Harry
Townsend Davis, same place; filed June 10, 1892.

496,803, bicycle; Eeinhard T. Torkelson, Worcester,

Mass., assignor of one-half to John C. Speirs, same place;

filed Feb. 23, 1892.

496,834, bicycle handle; William J. Landis, Columbus,

O , filed Dee. 27, 1892.

TRADE MARKS.

22,960, bicycles; the Eagle Bicycle Manufacturing Com-
pany, Torrington, Conn.; filed April 8, 1893. Essential

feature the word "Altair."

A. 0. Very Cycle Co.

The A. O. Very Cycle Co., 245 Columbus avenue, Bos-
ton, write that they anticipate '93 trade to eclipse that of
previous seasons, and that they are making preparations
to be ready for a large number of orders. They are hust-
ling for trade with E. P. J. Morton traveling in the south-
ern section of New England, and H. L. Coe in the northern
section.
Their sales are largely in the N. E. States, as they con-

trol a large line for that territory. They are also market-
ing the Sager saddle in the East, and jobbing medium
grade wheels everywhere.
Wholesale trade opens much earlier this seeson, and

many orders are now coming in. They invite correspond-
ence from New England dealers in regard to agency for
their wheels, a brief description of which we give below.

THE '93 WARWICK.

Model A—Diamond frame; 28-inch wheels, 2 inch rear
and 1 3-4-inch front, Warwick pneumatic tires, fitted

with rat-trap pedals and Sager Scorcher saddle; weight
30 lbs.

Model B—Diamond frame, with greater saddle post
adjustment than Model A. Fitted as above, weight 31

lbs. Fitted with brake and guards and rubber pedals,
weight 36 lbs.

Ladies' Priscella—Rear wheel 26 inch, front 28 inch;
3-4-inch pneumatic tires, full dress and mud guards,

brake, special pedals and coasters; weight 35 lbs.

Warwick Ghost—High diamond double lower frame; 28-

inch wheels, 1 3-4 inch pneumatic tires, rat-trap pedals
and racing saddle; weight 28 lbs.

Pilgrim, '92 model—Diamond frame; 28-inch wheels; 2-

inch rear 1 3-4 inch front pneumatic tires; dropped bars.
Fitted complete; mud guards and brake.
Warwick racer—We will be ready to supply a limited

number of these wheels during the season; weight about
20 lbs.

These machines are built of wrought steel throughout,
save the spoke nipples, which are cut from hard brass to
prevent rust; are fitted with the Warwick pneumatic tire,

which is guaranteed as fully as any other part of the
wheel. They are grand in design, perfect in mechanical
detail, and elegant in finish and appearance.

THE '93 LIBERTY.

Eoad scorcher—30 inch and 28 inch wheels fitted with
Ideal or Greyhound tires. Furnished only without brake
and mud guards. Weight, fitted with rat trap pedals
and racing saddle, 31 pounds.
Bogie Man Track Eacer—Built of 30 andI23 fgauge tub-

TViq Tianfaat ,J TJoTpQOTCirl See our new model with extra long thread where the tip screws on.

lilt) 1 CllCLiL L Cl IcOlCU.. Also a catch which locks the cap firmly to the body of the oiler. The
" Perfect " Pocket Oiler is not only thoroughly tight but is always ready for immediate use. Best and neatest oiler in

the world.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.
One-half
Actual
Size. Cushman & Denison,

172 NINTH AVE., NEW YOEK.

SAVE TIME

By having your oiler or pump in one

of our holders. Always ready for use.

No delay in opening tool bag.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

These holders are made in two sizes.

Smaller size to carry "Perfect" Pocket

Oiler. Larger size to carry a pneumatic
pump. Easily attached to any wheel.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., - - NEW YOEK.

5° "ANDRAE."
Light Roadster

}
34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

JULIUS ANDRAE CYCLE WORKS,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

TRIUMPH "Winner of over 400
9 ^

' m Prizes in 1892.
The most correctly designed cycle to ensure speed

and lightness, combined with strength.

Shrewd agents cannot afford to miss the Triumph

agency. Apply promptlyfor territory, catalogue and

discounts.

SCHULENBURG CYCLE CO.,

Importers and Jobbers of Bicycles and Sundries,

188 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich,

Triumph, Qjuinton Scorcher, Derby, New Howe, Swift, Belay, Wynnewood and Medium Grade Wheels.
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The League Chainless Safety

High Grade in every respect, and

guaranteed.

Price S150.00.
Will be ready for market in May.

No din.y chain to soil the clothing.

For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.

Every advantage over chain and sprocket.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

The League Cycle Co.,

30 Union Place,

HARTFORD, CONN.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

ing, specially light wheels and racing tires. Weight
-J; 1- ! pounds.
Liberty Light Roadster—Specifications similar to the

Road Scorcher; fitted with road saddle, mud guards,
brake and rubber pedals. Weight 37 lbs. Can be sLripped
to 32.

Liberty Light Roadster—Built for hard use on rough
roads and of heavier tnbiog. Fitted with mud guards,
brak*, etc. Weight 40 lbs.

Ladies' Liberties, double tube, drop frame, 30 and 28
inch wheels. Fitted with dress and mud guards and
brake. Weight 37 lbs.

These wheels are built of the finest material obtain-
able, and the most skilled workmanship.

ROYAL LIMITED.

A scorching wheel, furnished only without brake and
mud guards. Weight, fitted with Morgan & Wright
tires, 31 lbs.; fitted with hidwell tires. ^'9 lbs.

The price of all wheels described above is $150, with
the exception of the special racing machine, the price of
which will be announced later.

THE ECLIPSE.

Koad Scorcher- Price $135; a splendid built wheel for
the money. Model on the most approved and modern
lines; 11 inch head. Weight, fitted for scorching, without
brake, mud guards, etc., with racing saddle and rat trap
pedals, 34 lbs. Everyth ng od, weight 38 lbs.

THE CENTRAL.

Price $138; double tube frame, built specially strong.
Weight, all on, 38 lbs ; can be stripped to 34 lbs.

For medium grade and juvenile wheels we are hand-
ling, as general agents, the line manufactured by the
Buffalo Tricycle Company. Correspondence invited
from all sections of the country. Space will only allow
the giving of the sizes and prices, but the reader can be
assured that they are beauties in design and finish.

Envoy—Diamond frame, three sizes, fitted with pneu-
matic tires, 24 inch wheels, $60; 28 inch wheels, $95; 30
inch wheels, $ CO.

Unique — Double tuue, diamond frame, fitted with
pneumatic tires; 26 inch wheels, $70; 28 inch wheels, $95:
30 inch wheels, $100.

Fleetwing—Ladies' wheel, fitted with pneumatic tires;
24 inch wheels, $40; 25 inch wheels, $70; 28 inch wheels,
$95; 30 inch wheels, $100.

THE REINDEER.

A low priced line of cushion tire machines, convertible
for either boy or girl, lady or gentleman, according to
the size: 24 inch wheels, $40; 26 inch wheels, $50; 28 inch
wheels, $65.
The discount on these wheels, to dealers, is stated to be

liberal. This company has built up an enviable reputa-
tion for fair dealings with its customers, and confidence
in its statements is not likely to be misplaced.

Cleveland's Decoration Day Programme.

The Cleveland Wheel Club has laid out an
interesting programme in connection with the

Decoration day road race: Monday—Recep-
tion to visitiDg wheelmen; runs to Garfield's

monument, Mode Park, Lake View cemetery,

Gordon Park and Rocky river; Dayton min-
strels at Lyceum theatre 7:45 p. m. Tuesday

—

Road race, 9 a.m.; minstrels, 1:45 and 7:45 p.

m. ; distribution of prizes. Wednesday— For-

mal opening of club house; dedication of

house; reception to visiting clubs and wheel-

men; grand ball.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW

HOW TO SELL BICYCLES
ON THE -

INSTALLMENT PLAN
Without - Tying - Up - Your - Own - Capital ?

THEN WRITE US FOR OUR

.'.Easy Payment Circular.'.

THORSEN & CASSADY CO.,
60 "Wabash. Ave.

Sole Agents
WARWICK, REMINGTON, LOVELL DIAMOND

AND

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS' CYCLES,

BERRY BROTHERS' ,

^BICYCLE ENAMEL
Will restore the faded finish on your Wheel to its

original brilliancy. ,'/,..' '

...it is the only perfect article of. its kind in the market.
' !' ' Easily applied. Ready .'for: use'.. Dries quickly

'.
. with a lustrous. finish,.; one packagers enough to

'
' refinish a Bicycle. '• :.'.;.

, :

:

.'_•

-m_ade'in the following colors—black', white, maroon,
.'.' Russet, Wine: Fawn, Lemon and other shades of

YelHow. and all shades of Blue and Green
Ask your' dealer for it: It will please you

PRICE, SOc A P'ACKACE

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited

FACTORY-Detrolt.

VARNISH MFRS.

San Francisco.
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PROMINENT AUSTRALIAN HERE.

H. H. Lambton, Racer and Meet Manager, in

This Country.

Melbourne, April 17. [By cable to Sydney,

N. S. W., and steamer to San Francisco.]—By
the steamer Monowai H. H. Lambton sails for

Chicago, on business, I believe, connected with

your new cash prize association. He will pro-

bably manage the meetings. On Wednesday
night the Melbourne Bicycle Club presented

him with a handsome framed group picture,

of the officials of the last Austral meeting,

which he managed. In Mr. Lambton the as-

sociation has one who is thoroughly capable of

conducting such meetings and under his

leadership the business of the association

should flourish.

San Francisco, May 13.—Among the ar-

rivals on the steamer Monowai was H. H.

Lambton,- the champion cyclist of New South

Wales, who is on the way to Chicago, where

he will take part in the wheeling events which

are shortly to occur there. Lambton is one of

the most famous wheelmen Melbourne has

had. He won the two greatest races held in

Melbourne and comes hither as the chief

consul of the Melbourne Bicycle Club. Lamb-
ton will remain in Chicago until after the big

races and will then proceed eastward to Eng-

land, which he proposes touring.

BALDWIN AND WILLIAMS LEAD.

Female Professionals in a Six-Day Contest at

Battery D.

The six-day, eight-hours-per-day, female bi-

cycle race began in Battery D at 8 o'clock

Tuesday evening. There are five contestants,

who are riding for a total of $800. So far there

has been a poor attendance, but Manager
Murphy looks for good crowds toward the end
of the week. At the close of the first five

hours Baldwin had a lead of four miles over

Williams, who was five miles ahead of Armain-

do, with Stanley and Harvey following. At
the end of Wednesday night the score stood

:

Baldwin, 159 miles; Williams, 158; Armaindo,

125; Stanley, 100; Harvey, 88. The contest

closes Sunday night, or rather at 1 o'clock

Monday morning.

A GOOD AUSTRALIAN RECORD.

Scharp Wins a Six-Day Race, Covering 231

Miles in Twelve Hours.

Melbourne, April 17. [By cable to Sydney,

N. S. W., and steamer to San Francisco.]—The
six-day (twelve hours a day) bicycle contest

was concluded at the Melbourne exibition oval

Saturday, April 15, at 10 o'clock at night, and
was won by L. B. Scharp, who rode 231 3-4

miles in the twelve hours. Gallan was second

and Charleston third, each one lap behind.

There were thirteen competitors. Scharp rode

splendidly and broke the five-mile and other

Australian records.

Chief Consul Strong of California.

George H. Strong, chief consul of the Cali-

fornia division of the league, is represented in

the accompanying picture. He is a man, ac-

cording to all accounts, well adapted to the

position he holds. Mr. Strong is deeply inter-

ested in road improvement work and recently

GEORGE H. STRONG.

issued to the members of his division a circu-

lar on the new road law of his state, which

provides, in effect, that the supervisors shall

divide their respective counties into suitable

road districts and that each supervisor shall

be ex-officio road commissioner of the several

road districts in his supervisor district, and

shall see that all contracts made with and all

orders of the board of supervisors pertaining

to the roads and bridges in his district are

properly executed.

The bill then provides for various duties cal-

culated to create reforms. Mr. Strong con-

siders the bill a step in the right direction of

reform, wliich must be exceedingly gratifying

to every citizen to whom the condition of the

public highways is a matter of concern.

BICYCLES VS. PONIES.

A Race of 500 Miles Between Cowboys and
Wheelmen Proposed.

In order to show what two cowboys,
mounted on ponies, can do in the way of long

distance riding, Buffalo Bill, otherwise Hon.
William F. Cody, proposes to start two men from
Chadron, Neb., on a trip to the world's fair

grounds. Of course there will be a little ad-

vertising in the scheme for the wild west show.

There is to be no changing of horses—the same
men and the same animals must go the entire

500 miles. Some Nebraska wheelmen, when
they heard of the scheme, made up their minds
to start at the same time and, if possible, get to

the fair first. It is likely the horsemen would
lead for the first half day or so, but after that

time the wheelmen would easily keep well in

front. Bad roads will bother the horses about

as much as they will the wheelmen, for where

the latter have to walk, a horse, laden with

150 pounds of humanity, will make little

better progress. Then, again, the wheelmen
can in many places take to the railroad tracks,

which are usually dry. Three to one that the

wheelmen will be in Chicago first; two to one

that they are a day ahead at the finish.

The Central Company to Build.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 17.—The Central

Cycle Manufacturing Company expects to

build a large factory the coming summer. It

will give facilities for employing about 500

hands. The increase in business is the cause

of this change. When completed it will be

one of the most substantial manufacturing

plants in the city.

Relay Race at Jacksonville.

Jacksonville, 111., May 17.—A relay ride

from this place to Winchester and return, dis-

tance thirty-five miles, was held here to-day by

eight wheelmen. The roads were bad and a

strong wind prevailed, but the distance was

covered in 2 hrs. 24 min., considerably less

than the scheduled time.

A Wheelman Drowned.

Medina, N. Y., May 15.—Edward Horan, of

this place, was drowned in the Erie canal last

Friday morning. He was riding on the tow-

path and fell in.

Won by Gregg.

Crawfordsviile, Ind., May 17.—At the an-

nual field day exercises of Wabash college to-

day Giegg won the quarter-mile bicycle event

in 40 sec.
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THE PULLMAN ENTRY LIST.

OVER THRBE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MEN

SEND IN THEIR NAMES.

The Columbia Wheelmen Heads the List With

Forty-Two—Chicago C. C. Next—Some

Some of the Men Who Are Out

For Time Honors.

From the present outlook the Pullman road

race of 1893 will surpass all previous ones in

point of number of starters. The raising of

the entry fee caused a less number by thirty-

five or so than there was last year, but it is

figured that most of those entered will start.

It will be a mighty struggle, for there are

dark horses without number and several are

about evenly matched for time honors. The

report that Bliss had gone stale was current

during the week, but it was unfounded.

It is now positively settled that the new
course (via South Chicago) will have to be

used, for Stony Island avenue south of Five

Points is all torn up by the railroad builders.

Ninety-third street for a stretch of a quarter

of a mile is unridable, but the A. C. C. intends

putting a gang of men at work making nec-

essary repairs. Some walking will be indulged

in just before reaching the sand hill and also

just before the good road in Pullman is

reached.

The Columbia Wheelmen hea'd the list of

entries with forty-one and the Chicago C. C.

conies in next with thirty-two, while several

are close to the thirty mark. The completed

list, by clubs, is as follows:

Chicago Cycling Club (32)—W. B. Hennesy, H. J. Cas-

sady, F. B. Smith, A. E. Lumsden, R. B. Abbott, C. J. El-

dredge, H. L. Dodson, G. A. Phillips, H. A. Githens, C.

W. Davis, E. M. Barwise, G. A. Thorne, C. H. Parker, H.

K. Bolton, F. P. Shrock, J. D. Adams, F. S. Dickinson, J.

I. Brandenburg, G. C. Gustafson, J. P. Bliss, Theodore
Smith. George O. Gordon, Allen F. Gordon, F. B. Wake-
field, F. C. Sahr, J. A. Pallister, G. K. Barrett, L. D. Hun-
ger, Frank Waller, C. P. Root, M. J. Budlong, D. A.

Reed.

Columbia Wheelmen (41)—A. R. March, O. F. Erickson,

G. S. Olson, Arthur Gardnier, Bert Sanborn, Carl Proeb-

sting, Carl Hoest, J. S. Schmitz, L. Tagholm, M. W.
Christiansen, R. W. Butterfield, Joseph Faust, J. C. Bar-

tholdi, ,T. Rhode, Adam Bald, E. J. Consoer, Ernest

Erickson, W. J. McMalion, H. W. Horn, W. J. Doyle, G.

Paulsen, Louis Martinsen, O. E. Olsen, H. L. Nelson, Ed-
ward Martinson, H. A. F. Shroeder, B. Eddy, S. K. Piet-

rowitz, H. Paulson, A. Prince, F. A. Weage, W. Christian-

sen, J S. Schneider, W. C. Geist, George Lindsay, Harry
Brandt, C. Blum, Martin Nessel, Henry Raap, J. P.

Hoech, M. Nelson.

Cook County Wheelmen (i>9)-C. D. Cutting, W. P.

Boxley, F. B. Cross, Frank Schmitt, J. I. Foster, O. R.

Barnett, H. Waldman, F. A. Werner, W. A. Thompson,
H. A. Klein, James Levy, C. G. Sinsabaugh, P. B. Marks,
W. Montross. C. F. Fish, W. Blair, L. Mitchell, C. R.
Colby, E. Furner, A. G. Moore, E. Spike, W. B. Neyeneseb,
George Dunning, G. E. Bicker, Thomas Byrne, J. Ander-
son, F. H. Brown, John Cudahy, Jr., O. E. Franken-
thal.*

Illinois Cycling Club (39)—E. D. Bamberger, E. Cbis-

holm, R. Reutor, William Dominick, L. O. Wik-oxson, F.

W. Newland, George W . Patterson, Rome O'Counell, T.

L. Sloan, A. D. Kennedy, Jr., E. P. Richardson, C. T.

Knisely, A. D. Herriman, F Pearson, Jr., Alexander Yeo-
man, W. F. Peironnet, J. I. Oakley, W. F. Knott, O. C.

Maas, H. E. Gunn, W. D. Castor, W. A. Rhodes, W. Mink,

J. D Wilson, J. E. Scheller, C. W. Gray, B. W. Fick, G.

A. Smith, C. Hagmann.
Lake View Cycling Club (26 >—John M. Arens, C. F. J.

Swain, H. A. Stacy, F. S. Hollands, C. A. Wescott, A.
Helmich, Jr., J. E. Hudson, William Wassman, E. A. See-

be :k, Gus Steele, W. F. West, W. Schifferstein, W. H.
Gross, Charles E. Parkes, H. L. Judd, M. H. Mayer, H.
W. Harland, K. Barnard, John Wegman, J. W. McElroy,

M. L. Smith, C. A. Woodard, W. F. Corey, George F.

Meyer, C. A. Fox, C. E. Garnet.

Lincoln Cycling Cluu (22)—P. P. Lobig, R. W. Slusser,

J. E. Parker, A. H. Radell, W. R. Walpole, R. W. Lloyd,

F. E. Spooner, F. H. White, A. T. Heywood J. F. Gun-

ther, W. S. Kaehler, Roy Keator, A. P. Peck, H. M. Tay-

lor. C. R. Curtis, H. C. Wilson, Fred Tilt, J. W. Adams,
A. R. Gormully, A. V. Jackson, J. F. Stillwell, D. S. Barr.

Minnette Cycle Corps (17)—L. W. Campbell, H. E.

Edwards, G. L. Turnbull, W. E. Waugh, C. S. Salisbury,

B. A. Frediok, R. Carson, F. L. Podristron, F. D. Me-
(Juire, J. J. Mundy, W. J. Anderson, A. F. Harner, Peter

Grant, A. L. Buchanan, J. B. Wollas, L. L. Quinn, W. F.

Heumann.*
Englewood Cycling Club (15)—J. A. La Court, D. E.

Holmes, A. H. Gere, G. W. Denison, C. H. Peck, W. S.

Watrous, O. V. Mueller, H. C. Heisler, C. L. Reed, C. H.

t larke, H. T. Pyle, G. L. Emerson, J. M. Edson, Jr., H.

M. Otto, W. E. Barnum.
Plzen Cycling Club (.16)—A. Shrubar, J. Kastner, F.

Babka, J. Hrach, J. Hart, A. Jamsky, J. Kilberger, B.

Kunik, James Jordan, J. Pudil, J. Bizenek, J. Waiser, F.

M Prencil. J. Siman, J. Hlava Joseph Simau.

.Eolus Cycling Club (12)-C. Mittelsteadt, W. J. Bray,

Madison Road Club—G. S. Scovel and H. P. McKay.
Manhattan Bicycle Club, New York—G. W. Cushman.

Janesville (Wis.) Bicycle Club—S. D. Tallman.

Rockford (HI.) Cycling Club—E. A. Cambie.

Kalamazoo Young Men's Christian Association Cycling

Club—Jollie Allen.

Cedar Rapids (Iowa) Cycling Club—C. J. Bell.

Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Club, Detroit—A. Rudolph.

Kankakee Ramblers—H. Gibbs.

Kentucky Cyclers, Louisville—Dr. Y. H. Hobson.

Mount Vernon Wheelmen, Philadelphia—C. V. Dasey
Capital City Cycling Club, Nashville, Tenn.—J. B.

Farmer.

Kazoo Bicycle Club, Ottawa—Frank Wing.

Sheridan Cycling Club, Evanston—F. McElwain.

Aurora Cycling Club (2)- F. L. King, A. T. Webb.
Winona (Minn.) Bicycle Club—F. D. Burroughs.

Des Moines Cyclists—A. B. Edmonds.
Waterloo (Iowa) Bicycle Club—J. R. Cheasbro.

Elgin Cycling Club (2)—C. Swrxison, G. S. Adams.
Press Cycling Club, Boston—D. W. Caswell.

Grand Crossing Cycling Club (4)—W.W. Ridenow, F.W.
Wain-wright, H. F. Brandenberg, I. J. Wightman.
Pullman Cycling Club (5)—R. Wilson, R. K. Taft, C. V.

AT Trie /?*»<}"_'

MR, OSMOND IN CHICAGO.

F. Bodach, W. Bodach, F. P. Gregg, Eugene Schmidt, F.

Wodrich, P. Teutsch, Julius Neumann, F. M. Gannon,

George Frantzen, L. Bodach.

Chicago Racing Wheelmen (9)—W. Callan, W. L, Holz-

baur, F. Nessel, W. L. Clark, E. Ulbricht, J. Clark, C. H.
Stephens, J. W. Conroyd, O. C. Green.

Calumet Cycling Club (5)—V. V. Snook, C. F. Klagstad,

A. L. Leonhardt, G. L. Hermann, F. Ternand.

North Chicago Wheelmen (5)—A. G. Seeger, W. H.

Friedly, E. Tesch, J. Fullen, A. Miller.

Viking Cycling Club (4)—C. Biornstadt, O. Peterson, M.

J. Bolstad, Albert Johnson.

Wicker Park Cycling Club (4)—H. Silverson, E. B.

Noyes, L. Karpen, A. Knockemus.
Oaks Cycling Club (2) V. E. Rice, W. H. Shafer.

Ashland Cycling Club—Frank T. Fowler.

Maywood Cycling Club (2)—A. R. Parrish, A. A. Coup-
land.

South Bend Cycling Club (5)—J. M. Singler, Jr., C. H.

Bemenderfer, W. S. Daniels, H. S. Rough, S. L. Frye.

Ravenswood Cycling Club (2)—C. E. Salter, K. F.

Peterson.

Young Men's Christian Association of Ravenswood—T.

E. Tilley.

Kenwood Road Club—F. Hovey.

Andprson, G. W. Lorenz, H. Halbrecht.

Pastime Athletic Club, St. Louis—R. Leacoek.

Washington Heights Wheelmen (2)—M. E. Griswold,

W. J. Hubbard.
Blue Island Bicycle Club (3)—P. H. Schmitt, G. M.

O'Connell, Thomas Clark.

Mercury Cycling Club, Milwaukee (5)—M. J. Klevenow,

C. A. Hermann, W. Prichard, W. A. Herrman, H. Zerbel.

Milwaukee Wheelmen (3)—T. Nendzinski, J. C. Schmidt-

bauer, W. G. Nicholson.

Telegram Cycling Club, Milwaukee—P. H. Sercombe.

North Side Cycling Club, Milwaukee (7)—J. W. Warn-
ken, M. Stark, A. C. Runkel, C. Haisch, L. Pierron, J. B.

Bowen, H. Jansen.

Wabash Cycling Club, Terre Haute—E. B. Parker.

M. & W. Cycling Club—Ernst Ulbricht, C. P. Kelly.

Featherstone Cycling Club—F. W. Tjhon, H. G. Baine.

Glencoe Wheelmen (4)—H. E. Nutt, W. E. Starr, W. B.

Hassard, W. H. Green.

Ariel Bicycle Club, Goshen, Ind.—D. H. Grant.

Ramblers Cycling Club (2)—O. Cullmann, E. F. Urban.

Overland Cycling Club (3)—H. C. Bauer, H. W. Hei-
dorn, A. H. Dinse.
Rogers Park Cycling Club—H. H. Wylie.

* Entry rejected.
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SOUTHERN COMMENTARIES.

A Mistake Corrected—The Negro Question Will

Not Down—Other Comments.

In a recent article in the Referee I men-
tioned the fact that a certain firm had sent out

a number of telegrams announcing that Harry
Wheeler had, on one of its wheels, defeeted

Arthur Augustus in three races at Savannah,

April 8. I commented on the same and, using

the Savannah Morning News as my authority,

refuttd the claim. I now find that Harry

Teally did defeat the "imincible" aud am only

tco willing to correct the misstatement. Harry
is one of the coming men, without a doubt,

and if he does not surprise some of his best

friends on the path this season, then he will

surprise me. His training on the Savannah

track has put him in the best condition aud

the way he held his own against "the wonder-

ful'' in the same city on May 9 is a faint straw

in the wind.

WILL NOT DROP THE NEGRO QUESTION.

The ever vascillating Cycling Life grows

pathetic in its appeals to the wheelmen of the

south to drop the subject of the negro

in the league, claiming that it will

settle itself and that it is of minor

importance. The writer goes on to

say that he always did sympathize with the

riders of the south, and for that reason has

never said anything on the subject. My sym-

pathies are always out to anyone that has

made a mistake and does not know how to cor-

rect it, and for that reason I cannot help but

sympathise with the poor editor who, seeing

he has made a greivous mistake, finds it im-

possible to correct it without milking a big

blunder and then "in all sincerity" advises the

southerner to drop it, claiming it is of minor

importance anyway. Evidently the gentle-

man is, in the vernacular, "talking through

his hat," for the negro question is, at this time,

the most important measure that the L. A. W.
is considering, and it is that question that de-

termines the future connection of the southern

wheelmen and the league. The south now
realizes, since the recent action of its western

brothers in refusing admittance to the dusky

comrades to ride in the representative race, the

Pullman, that those whose eloquence con-

vinced the last delegate that to refuse admit-

tance to the negro would cause the bodies of

Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses S. Grant to turn

in their graves, was nothing more than a hol-

low mockery; a delusion and a snare. The
southern wheelmen are doing good work for

the league now, and when the next conven-

tion is called to order they will be found pre-

sent with a record for the past year that wiU^
be an honor to any section. The south will

then present its case and expect the considera-

tion of the members, but if it is not forth-

coming, then it will be the fault of the L. A.

W. if it is driven out of the ranks for justice.

No, the negro question will not settle itself,

and the paper which thinks it is not going to

command any consideration at the next meet-

ing will find itself badly mistaken.

TAKE NOTE, EGAN.

The "official" editor-secretary with the Erin-

go-Braugh name grows monotonously dry and
prosaic attempting to prove that the Ameri-
can people are too dull to appreciate a bit of

humor when it tends to attract the at-

tention to an ad. of a firm that does not ad-

vertise in its columns. At first the point was
not apparent and we had to wait until the

firm in question exploded some of the methods

employed by the editor in q testion before we
could fully appreciate the point, and then it

forced itself upon us in its full meaning.

Evidently trade must be very dull when the

official editor has to resort to such means to

attract it, and then to prove his statement re-

peats wierd and sad story of a poor little coon

who, when he was dying, asked a visitor who
happened to be present if there were any
wheels in heaven, and when assured that there

were, died peacefully. A little more of that

kind of reading and it will drive one crazy,

and then there is no telling what one may do

—perhaps join the N. C. A.

CONVICT LABOR ON ROADS.

How long, O Lord, how long will we have

to submit to the present system of roadways in

the south? It is passing strange that the

county commissioners can find it profitable to

hire their convicts to the different contractors

at $4 to $6 a month, and then tax people at

the rate they are doing to make an attempt at

keeping the roads in repair. A correspondent

in one of the eastern papers calls on wheelmen
to profit by their example in working for good
roads, and not to work convict labor, but

rather honest labor, thus gaining the votes of

*' You ought to get one of our 1 it( st makes."
"Naw, I guess not; just put in one of them cultivators."

the workingmen. I do not know at what
wage the "honest" labor can be secured, but,

if I may use a southern comparison, I should

say that it will never do to work the honest

laborer on the public roads of the south to

complete the same, as it will take more money
than the state can afford to expend to put

them in the condition desired. It will cost the

county at least $40 per month for each work-

man, if we were to accept the advice of the

eastern correspondent, while as it now is the

commissioners rent their convicts out at $4 a

month, and they can do the work as well as

any one. No taxpayer would object to the

using of convict labor if by doing so it would

decrease the cost, which it will do, as the most

vital point is to economise in the taxation of

the laborer. The Referee was the first to

agitate the employment of such labor, and

where it has been tested it has proven success-

ful. It will only be a short while before it

will be universally employed, as the south is

only just awakening to the realization of the

necessity of good roadways.

COMING RACE MEETS.

The meeting of southern wheelmen called for

May 39-31 at Cumberland Island, near Bruns-

wick, Ga., promises to be one of the most im-

portant in the annals of the south. The races

will comprise, the first day: Quarter-mile,

open; one-mile, open; half-mile, state cham-

pionship; two-mile, handicap. Second day:

One-mile, scratch; two-mile, handicap; one-

mile, 2:50 class; one-mile, southern champion-

ship; five-mile, scratch. Third day: Half-mile,

open (three heats); one-mile, handicap; quarter-

mile, open; two-mile, 5:40 class; ten -mile,

scratch. This programme is the result of Ar-

thur Augustus' labors, and will make a beauti-

ful series. The entries will comprise some of

the best riders in the south, and perhaps some

of the northern riders, including Wheeler and

Yon Yonson, with Tomec thrown in.

The next important race meet in the south

will be that at Columbia, S. C, on May 18,

which promises to be as successful as the rest

of the southern meets. It will be an inter-

state affair and large delegations will be in at-

tendance from the adjoining states.

PUNCTURES.

The much-talked-of and exciting race be-

tween Howard and Durant, the two Atlanta

newspaper men who were to race to Chicago

from Atlanta, came to an end this week in a

beautiful fiasco. After having been out four-

teen days with daily bulletins from the

"heroic" contestants, showing them to be

working with might and main, they man-

aged to set the pace for each other until they

got to the outskirts of Chicago, when they sud-

denly discovered that their Damon and Pythias

proclivities were so strong that they fain would

not win the race from each other and took the

train into the city together.

The next feat that will be attempted by a

southern man will be that of riding to the fair

with a little one occupying a child's seat before

him. This will be attempted by W. F. Moss,

the popular southern bicycle agent. Mr. Moss

is confident he can do it, and will make the at-

tempt on a Rambler, which he represents in

the south.

Editor Sam Whitmire, of the Brunswick

Times, is running an " On and Off the Wheel"
column in his paper in honor of the meet that

is to be held near his city. The trouble with

Sam seems to be that he has more " offs" than
'

' ons " in his column. NIBS.

New Minnesota Club.

Austin, Minn.—Last Thursday evening the

leading wheelmen of Austin organized a club,

which starts with a membership of twenty

untfer the name of the Austin Cycle Club.

The officers elected were: Captain, Hub Ed-

manson; first lieutenant, Jacob Nicholson;

second lieutenant, John F. Robinson; secre-

tary, A. B. Henkins.

Hub Edmanson is disposing of a goodly

number of wheels this spring, his leaders being

the Liberty, Rambler and March.

The roads have been in an abominable con-

dition the last few weeks, but are now assum-

ing their usually even surface, and the cyclists

are happy.
1 »

Welcome to all Comers.

Toledo, O., May 15.—The membership of

the Toledo Cycling Club has now reached 280.

The club has a finely-equipped house on On-

tario street, where all visiting wheelmen are

made welcome. * * * Rigby and Bernhart

will follow the western circuit. * * * The
Sunday Commercial recently published a sup-

plement consisting of half-tone photos of the

members of the local club.
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WHEELS IN BAGGAGE CARS.
With all the talk that has been going on re-

garding the charge for carrying bicycles in

baggage cars, not one word have we heard of

the league's officers, the transportation com-
mittee, chief consuls or anybody else taking

up the matter on behalf of the wheelmen. It

seems quite evident that the men who sbould

do something to counteract the proposed hard-

ship to wheelmen are willing to let matters

pass and cause no end of expense and trouble

to the great body of cyclists. Hardly a doubt

exists that the proposed rules could at least be

greatly modified if the chief consuls and the

transportation committee would but make
some move in that direction. It is a serious

question and one which the officials of every

cycling organization should not hesitate to

take up. Many of the leading railroads now
refuse to cany wheels except on certain trains

,

and then charge is made for the service. The
western roads propose to make the charge the

same as that for excess baggage; the Baltimore

& Ohio, always the friend of the wheelman,
proposes to haul bicycles free of charge. We
venture the opinion that this popular road will

come pretty near to having all the cyclists'

trade from east to west and from west to

east.

English cyclists are burdened with a heavy
charge for carrying cycles on trains, the mini-

mum being two shillings. The Frenchman is

better off, the railroads there making only a
nominal charge. As a result wheelmen are

disposed to go to the country by train and ride

back, or vice-versa.

The Illinois division officers had a splendid

opportunity to arrange the question in a most
satisfactory way, but, unfortunately for the

wheelmen, its officers did not bestir them-
selves. A meeting of the general baggage
agents was recently held at the Auditorium
hotel, Chicago; it would have been an easy

matter to have had matters arranged, suitable

to railroads and wheelmen. But nothing was
done.

In spite of the inactivity of the league's offi-

cers in the matter, it is hinted that the scheme
to charge for carrying wheels will never suc-

ceed. The Western Traffic Association has de-

creed that a charge shall be made; the Central

Traffic Association has refused to pass a simi-

lar order, and the result is that the Western
will have to recind its action. According to

Mr. Donald, chairman of the Central associa-

tion, there are too many roads which will

refuse to stand by the order, because they

want the patronage of wheelmen, and as a

result the whole thing will go to smash. No
thanks to the league officers, however.

ENTRIES FOR THE PULLMAN.
For the first time in the history of the Pull-

man road race there is a falling off in the

number of entries, a fact attributable, beyond

do,ubt, to the raising of the entry fee from one

to two dollars. To some, particularly men
who expect to be placed behind the three-

minute mark this condition of affairs appears

very desirable, inasmuch as the smaller the

entry the better their chances of getting

through, for, be it understood, the knack of

working one's way through the crowd of long-

mark men is about as desirable an accomplish-

ment as the ability to outride them. But we
have always maintained that any move which
will reduce the entries will detract from pub-

lic interest and thus defeat, in some measure,

the intention of the original promoter.

The Pullman road race should not be re-

garded as a racing men's event. It is in-

tended more to stimulate public interest in

cycling and to furnish an opportunity to the

novices and greenhorns to secure a prize. It is

true that every man who enters is entitled to

an equal chance of winning, but it is doubtful

whether, to suit a few, the interests of the

many should be sacrificed. It should be, as it

always has been until this year, a race for the

masses, by means of which public enthusiasm

may be aroused, and a means of making riders

of hundreds who never before considered

cycling worth attention.

The fact that between three and four hun-

dred persons were willing to pay an entry fee

of two dollars apiece shows the tremendous

hold the .event has on the affections of the

cycling public. It may, perhaps, be consid-

ered certain that nearly all these men entered

with the full intention of starting, so that,

after all, the actual competitors may out-

number those of previous years. That this

may be the case is to be desired, for by no

other attraction can the public be induced to

display as much interest as by means of a

giant turnout for the Pullman.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT EVENTS.

It is a safe assertion to make that no other

subject connecteJ with sport of any descrip-

tion has been so thoroughly and so often dis-

cussed or has aroused such general interest as

the subject of handicapping. If any veteran

will think back to the time when he was a

novice and try to remember what newspaper
correspondents were then writing about, he will

find that handicapping was on top. Turn up the

Cyclist or the Athletic World of twelve years

ago and there you will find it. From that day
to this the topic has been discussed—how the

work should be done, who should do it, and so

so forth, but at this moment we are probably

as far from satisfying every one as the rulers

of things cycling and athletic were then.

It is generally conceded that the handicap-

per's task, in any important event, is a thank-

less one. Few people realize the difficulties

which that oft-abused official has to contend

•with, and how the most conscientious efforts

exerted are sometimes' entirely upset by some
mischance. A year ago, as related by one of

the speakers at Saturday night's banquet, a

Chicago genius suggested a race in which

every man shou'd fix his own mark. Perhaps

such an event could not produce a more un-

satisfactory finish than some of the events we
have seen, but the man who expects to secure

good results by trusting to the racing man's

honesty will assuredly be surprised at the lack

of that quality displayed. I have seen men,
standing well in public opinion, after they had
been passsd by the clerk of the cour e, move
stealthily up anywhere from five to twenty-

five yards. I have seen men pushed off before

the signal, thereby gaining many yards, and I

have seen men, by starting from the top of a

steep banking, get a send-off which defied all

the efforts of other riders to overcome. All

these things, and many more, tend to upset

the handicapper's calculations and ruin his

work. Hence, when some competitor thus

dishonestly obtains an advantage and deliber-

ately robs the race promoter and fellow com-

petitors, the handicapper must shoulder the

blame. The only satisfaction allowed him is

his determination to take good care of the

offender thereafter, which, it may generally be

relied upon, he will be sure to do.

Perhaps in no racing event ever held has the

handicapper so hopeless a chance of securing a

good finish as in the Pullman road race. We
are on the eve of the sixth occurrence of that

event, and, as a result we find every man of

the three hundred and fifty entries, as well as

the club mates, relatives and friends of each,

using every possible means of concealing any
scrap of information which may be valuable.

The promoters of the race provide an entry-

blank. This blank asks for certain informa-

tion. Does the competitor supply it? Not a bit

of it. That portion of the blank which calls

for "additional information which may assist

the handicapper" usually contains only such

information as is likely to benefit the rider.

All facts of an opposite tendency are carefully

suppressed.

As an example of the difficulties encountered

by the handicapper the case of a young man
who entered the Pullman of '91 may be cited.

The handicapper learned that, on a solid-tired

ordinary, on the road, the young man had, ac-

cording to his own confession, ridden a mile

in 2:33! He was placed on the 2:30 mark, a

liberal allowance, surely, for a man of that

speed. But he wasn't satisfied. He wanted

to know the whys and wherefores.

"Isn't it true," said the handicapper, "that

you recently rode a mile in 2:33?"

"Oh, yes," he replied, "but then I can't do
that every day!"

He was right in the latter statement. If he

has ever been able to beat three minutes since,

nobody has ever discovered the fact.
* * *

A number of letters which appeared re-

cently in the cycling journals as to the firtt

American handicapper set me wondering

where handicapping originated and who al

loted the starts. It is certain that handicaps

have taken place for the pass thirty years in

England, and that handicap races were to be

found on the programmes of the earliest bi-

cycle events. In this country handicapping

commenced almost with the introduction of

the sport. It is generally supposed that Abbot

Bassett was the first official. But, however

desirable it may be to claim the honor for

some member of the L. A. W., it is tolerably

certain that it cannot be done with justi"e. I

d^n't pretend to know who the first handicap-

per was, but I know that William McEwen, of
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the Manhattan Athletic Club, was "on the job"
before Bassett. McEwen came west some six

or seven years ago and, I believe, settled at

Pullman, but his whereabouts at present are

unknown.
* * *

At a guess, I should say that Mr. Herbert,
athletic editor of Land and Water, is the
oldest handicapper now living who has been
continuously in the harness. Programmes in

my possession show that he was on duty as early

as 1878, and he has just taken out a renewal of

his license from the N. C. U. The amount of

work an English handicapper is sometimes
called upon to do is appaling. On Easter and
Whit Mondays, and on the first Monday in

August, England holds anywhere from a
dozen to fifty or sixty meetings, averaging,
perhaps, three handicaps to each. Great Brit-

ain is a hotbed of racing men, and every event
has a good entry. The papers contained de-

tails, a year or two ago, of one handicapper's

efforts, who, starting early Saturday evening,
worked continuously until Monday morning,
and in that time handicapped some 1,500

entries!

# * #

The most wonderful production to be found
at the world's fair exhibit is, possibly, the alu-

minum cycle constructed by the Pope Manu-
facturing Company. It weighs eight and one-
half pounds. For a dozen years, at least,

victims of the light-wheel craze have looked
forward to the day when an aluminum ma-
chine could be constructed. The first man in

America to covet one- was Victor Place, re-

cently deceased, at one time, possibly, the best

racing man in America. A dozen years ago
he was a resident of a little town in New
Jersey—Greenville, I believe. Every scrap of

information concerning racing celebrities was
seized on then with as great avidity as now,
and the cycling jpapers—there were only two
of them then—printed a lot of stuff about
Place's aluminum wheel. But it never mate-
rialized. From that day to this riders have
anticipated the feat at last accomplished by
the Pope company. And now their dream has
been realized, what do they find? Simply this:

That for the manufacture of cycles the feather-

weight metal is absolutely useless. That is

exactly what has been demonstrated. Alumi-
num, unlike most metals, is absolutely devoid
of life. It bends easily. Though I have no
proof of it, I am inclined to think that the
weight of an ordinary man placed upon the
precious exhibit at the Pope stand would undo
in a twinkling the work of months. The task

of making this machine was a most difficult

one. The bending of the tubes and parts to

the correct shape required exquisite care and
trial after trial before success was finally

attained. And now this precious gewgaw is

exhibited as a worthless curiosity to mock at

the longings of the light wheel advocates.

* * #

"Little things please little minds." Small
actions are to be expected of small people. A
man who does a wrong action and not only re-

fuses to acknowledge it but heaps abuse on the

person wronged, is ihe smallest of men. It is

to be expected, therefore, that small actions

will continue to characterize the actions of the

Boston clique which is running the league
organ for private gain while posing as philan-

thropists and much-abused friends of the

league. Every action of the Wheelman Com-
pany indicates that it is tired of the contract it

made with the league to supply the official

organ. It is tired of the contract, not because
it couldn't be made profitable, but because of a
lack of managerial and editorial ability in the

"staff" to make it so. The company's latest

action is in line with its refusal to allow Qood
Roads to finish a serial story. Last week this

friend of the league, whose defense by league

officials against the just criticisms of members
and the press is still fresh in the memory of all,

took another step toward the closing of its offi-

cial career by refusing to mail the Bulletin to

applicants for membership on the ground that

the contract provides that the paper shall be
sent only to members. There is mourning in

the secretary's office in consequence, that offi-

cial being called upon to answer numberless
letters through the company's action. Per-

haps the secretary will now publish another
official editorial and tell league members what
he has learned lately about the "league's ene-

mies," and whether he doesn't think that his

previous effort was a mistake.

Fully in keeping with the narrow-minded-
ness which caused this action is the paltry ex-

cuse offered. Applications are coming in at

the rate of about 700 per week and the com-
pany claims that the impossibility of placing

these names on the mailing list in time is the

reason for its action. The statement is child-

ish. At an outlay of a dollar or si, the whole
700 could be addressed by hand. It would be a
very slow worker who could not get through
the task in a day. The fact is the W heelman
Company finds itself, through stupidity and
mismanagement, running to seed. There has

recently been a large addition to the mailing

list by reason of new applications, while the

time has not yet arrived when those who fail

to renew may be dropped. It is only one step

nearer the end. It is generally conceded that

the Wheelman Compan, 's lease of life is rap-

idly nearing a close, and no one would be sur-

prised should the collapse occur before the

close of the present administration's term.

Truly the members of the national assembly

who defended this hypocritical, clique have rea-

son to feel proud of the way they were bluffed,

cajoled and led by the nose at the meeting at

Philadelphia last February.

It is hard to determine who is the greater

sinner, the tempter or the tempted. Most
people will agree that when Adam made ex-

cuses and tried to hide his shortcomings be-

hind his tempter's petticoats—the petticoats are

offered for the purpose of a simile only; they

had no existence in fact—he did what most
people of to-day would be ashamed to do, if

there were any possibility of being found out.

Now, the average racing man needs very little

tempting. Like the iniquitous voter and the

obsequious waiter, he invariably has one eye

open for an opportunity to enrich himself.

But after he has done so is he any worse mor-

ally than the man who pays him? Is it not

equally as wrong to pay as to be paid for per-

forming some cycling feat? I think there will

be no doubt about the verdict. Why, then,

does not the league go to the root of the evil,

if it be an evilr Why not say, "Mr. Maker,

you mustn't pay riders; if you do we shall fire

you from the league." If the racing board

should try it it might have the effect of bring-

ing the everlasting makers' amateur question

to an end. That it would be justice no one

can deny. Nor is it reasonable to suppose that

the powers that be have not given the matter

thought. The only conclusion we can arrive

at is that the league can not afford to offend

the gentlemen of the trade. Then why make
a distinction? If the league can afford to

allow makers to pay, it can afford to allow

riders to be paid. It is unreasonable to allow

one member to perform an action which is

forbidden to another. ' Kenninoton.

How It's Done In the South.

Birmingham, Ala., May 15.—It may interest

the readers of this journal to know just how
well up a ladder of success the Birmingham
Cycling Club is. The club was incorporated

Feb. 3, 1893, with twenty-five members.
The same month it was admitted to the league.

By hard work and good management it has
increased its membership to 125. The officers

are: John A. Snyder, president; B. B. Mar-
shal'., vice-president; J. M. Pickens, Jr., secre-

tary and treasurer; C. L. Leadbetter, cap-

tain.

The club quarters are very conveniently

located at 121 Eighteenth street. The interior

is handsomely draped and hung with pictures,

and for solid comfort takes first prize. The
quarters are only temporary, as the club con-

templates building by fall.

Every month this club issues a card with a
schedule of runs. These are governed by a
set of rules which make all runs delightful and
harmonious. The rules are:

Rule 1. No treating will be allowed.

2. Riders not members of the club may attend runs by
invitation, but their place shall be in the rear of the club,

and they shall be subject to all club rules and captain's

orders.

3. No scorching will be allowed.

4. In absence of the captain the officer next in rank
present will take charge.

5. In coasting a distance of 200 yards must be main-
tained between each rider during the entire coast.

6. The pacemaker shall set pace for and lead all the

runs, and no rider will be allowed to pass him without

consent of officers in charge.

7. No riding hands-off will be allowed.

The uniform is navy blue, short pants and
box coat, very handsomely bound with black

silk braid.

John A. Snyder, president, is well known in

Alabama. He stands second to none as a
hustler in the interests of cycling. A great

part of the club's success is due to his careful

management. B. B. Marshall, vice-president,

like Mr. Snyder, is well-known throughout the

state and south. Mr. Marshall is king of the

club when it comes to speed. He is a capital

fellow and well liked. J. M. Pickens, secre-

tary and treasurer, is one of the best business

men in the city. C. L. Leadbetter, captain,

had gained a wide reputation, selecting good
runs and keeping the pace to suit all.

The club is always open to visitors, and will

be pleased to have any cyclist who visits Birm-
ingham call and make his headquarters there.

May 31 is Cyclists' Day.

After all the council of administration has

decided to give the wheelmen a day at the fair

and has overruled the protest of the Columbia
Rolling Chair Company. This company
claimed that to let the bicycles in even for a day
would be trespassing upon its rights and even

objected to the admission of President Higin-

botham's tally-ho coach to the grounds for the

same reason. The council of administration

heard the objection, decided that it was
unreasonable, and decided to set apart May 31

for the Chicago cyclists. Colonel Gulp, secre-

tary of the committee on ceremonies, was in-

structed to enter that day on the list of specia

days.
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SOUTHERN TOPICS.

"Speck" Does Wot Think There Has Been Too

Much Boom There.

In last week's issue of the Eeferee I read

an article entitled "Too Much Southern Boom."
The writer stated that the correspondence of

southern writers tended to give manufacturers

and the trade generally the idea that there was
an unlimited field in the south, also that the

"boomers" in their enthusiastiveness [?] con-

veyed a wrong impression, with the result that

cycle travelers are rushed down to do the

south and return entirely disappointed.

Now I have, to a certain extent, endeavored
to draw the attention of the general public to

the south as a cycling field, and therefore feel

called upon to write a few lines in regard to

that section of this country, in defense of my-
self in particular, and southern correspondents
in general. First of all, in writing of the

south I have tried to show the rider of the

north that nowhere can be found a country
that offers to the cyclist such an opportunity
to enjoy himself (or herself) with so large a
variety of interesting places and things, to-

gether with roads in some sections that are
simply grand, as the "sunny south" particu-

larly in the winter when the cold weather, bad
roads, and abundance of snow render cycling
impossible in the northern states.

It is with this object in view that I have
written, and not as a "boomer" of trade inter-

est. I will admit that many manufacturers
have taken hold of the idea that they have
only to send their representative south in
order to sell their entire output, and as a
matter of course have been sadly disappointed.
Why? Because they went there last fall and
before that time, when cycling was almost un-

known. It seems almost incredulous, perhaps,

to say that in towns where sis months ago,

there were no wheels in use, there are to-day

anywhere from fifty to 300, but such is the

case.

Last fall I made a trip through the entire

south and found trade dull compared with that

in the northern and eastern states. I returned

with only a fair opinion of the south from a

trade point of view. Last February I went
down to Savannah to attend the track opening

and it was while there that I noticed from the

state papers that cycfing had suddenly jumped
into public favor, that clubs were being or-

ganized all over and that arrangements were
being made to put down tracks in the larger

cities. I think any cycle salesman who made
the southern trip last fall, and again this

spring, will agree with me that the growth of

cycling during that period has been marvelous.

Of course there is a limit to everything, and
taking into consideration the number of in-

habitants and the agencies now placed, I be-

lieve that the limit has been reached. There

will, without doubt, be a number of wheels

sold in the future, but the bulk has been sup-

plied by those who were first in the field, and
if a traveler goes there now without having

an established trade, don't let him be surprised

if he finds business poor and every town well

supplied, as he surely will, but let him remem-
ber the old saw "The early bird gets the

worm."
The foregoing is an honest estimate from a

trade point, but as a rider I nor. anybody else

can ever say too much in favor of the south,

in any view, for the hospitality of the southern

people, the charming climate, the quaintness

of the towns and cities can never be surpassed

or in my estimation equalled. I fully recog-

nize the fact that I am a very small mite of

humanity in this world, but I can safely say

that any cyclist who ever takes a trip down
there will never regret having done so.

Speck.

Jimmy—"Say, Swipesy, wot's de diff between a bicycle
and a tricycle ?"

Swipesy—"Don't show yer ignorance I W'y, w'en yer
buy 'em right off they're bicycles, an' w'en yer take 'em
home to try 'em they're tricycles."

A Policeman in Trouble.

Patrolman Crawford of the Des Plaines

street station is in trouble, and must stand

trial before tl.e police board, and all because

he was inclined to ride a bicycle. The foolish

man borrowed a wheel, and while on duty
took nice spins up and down the west side

boulevards. It was easy for him to get to his

box to report at the proper hour, but a watch-

ful sergeant caught him in the act and re-

ported him.
1 i

—

Quite So.

A woman on a bicycle looks as well as a

woman on horseback. There is more immod-
esty at a full-dress party than in a whole cav-

alcade of female bicyclers.

—

Utica Press.
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SHOTS BY A FREE LANCE.

MEN AND EVENTS OF THE DAY ABLY
DISCUSSED.

England's Sportsmanship — Berger and Ward-

rop's Loving Cup—The Club Leech

—

Cheap Wheels at Cheap Prices

—An Editor's Pickle.

England has a great reputation for being a

country of sportsmen. Ireland is not far be-

hind her in this respect, though of course the

difference in the conditions under which the

people of each country live has much to do

with this, as with most other questions of na-

t onal interest. This being the case it is pe-

culiarly noteworthy that up to this date neither

of the countries named has been able to get to-

gether sufficient money to send a team to com-

pete in our international championships.

The National Cyclists' Union should feel

ashamed of itself in this matter. Our interna-

tional race3 have been scheduled for months;

we are now upon the threshold of our summer
racing season, and yet England's great bicycle

organization, which a few years ago thought

it could teach the League of American Wheel-

men how to run its own affairs, actually is not

generous or sportsmanlike enough to raise suffi-

cient money to send its team to compete

against the other cycling nations of the world

in the greatest series of races ever held.

Ireland is just as bad, though with much
more excuse.

This is a great chance for American cyclists

to show how philanthropic they are. They
should open a subscription for the benefit of

the N. C. U. No doubt in a very few weeks
enough would be subscribed to pay for the pas-

sage of the English team to this country. Of
course, the team might have to come in the

steerage, but then, beggars should not be

choosers.

Seriously, a comparison between American
and English sportsmanship would not put us to

shame. We are young, but we're progressive

and patriotic, and these qualities cover a mul-

titude of sins.

*^ *

Berger and Wardrop.

When you come to think of it, consistency

is a jewel, and one that 'cannot be bought. It

is possessed by few and unfortunately cannot

be sold by those who are lucky enough to have
a good-sized stock on hand. If this were not

so, Messrs. Berger and Wardrop would be able

to appear less ridiculous in the eyes of the

cycling public.

Never in the history of cycling journalism

have two men abused each other with such
frankness of expression or with such a varied

assortment of up-to-date Billingsgate as have
these same Berger and Wardrop. For weeks
at a time their respective papers have teemed
with personalities of the most abusive char-

acter. Each has vied with the other in saying
things that even in this age of personal jour-

nalism would not be tolerated by one paper in

a hundred. Each has done his best to show his

utter contempt for the other, though it must
be admitted that the bright little ex-editor of

Bearings by far had the better of the argu-

ment. He knew what he was talking about,

while the other simply tooted his horn and
made a lot of noise in order to show how much
he didn't know about cycling.

Messrs. Berger and Wardrop are now roost-

ing in the same coop. But while they are

cackling in the same key and trying to make
us believe that they always did think highly of

each other, we cannot help remembering the

time when they threw insulting epithets and
disgraceful personalities around in such pro-

fusion that we thought with good reason that

there could never be a reconciliation between
them.

Some people may attribute this latest phase

in the editorial situation to the charity that

lieth in the heart of man. I call it ridiculous

inconsistency.
*

* *

The Club Leech.

The position in which it is reported a large

cycling club has been placed by the failure of

Ai iel Cycle Co.—World's Fair Exhibit.

its members to promptly meet their obligations

to the club is but one instance of a hundred

where the club leech has done his deadly

work.

There is no more despicable creature on

earth than the man who lives on the good

things of life that have been furnished by oth-

ers, while at the same time he is not doing the

share of work he is obligated to perform. The
club leech belongs to this class. He exists in

all kinds of clubs, from the little social club on

the corner over a saloon to the magnificent or-

ganizations with palaces for homes and for-

tunes for bank accounts.

The club leech is perfectly willing to join

some organization whose deluded members
imagine him to be a man of honor, of suffi-

cient self-respect to pay his debts. The leech

is generally a sociable fellow. He finds that

under the guise of sociability he is able to

work the members in the most approved style.

If he is a good card player he is not loth to sit

down and win a few dollars from his fellow

club members, providing card playing is

allowed by the club. If it isn't, you will

always find that this is the sort of shyster who
does the most grumbling. The members do

not find him out until after a few months,
when it is seen that he does not bother about
such an insignificant matter as his dues, and is

also careless about paying the other incidental

expenses of club life. A large number of these

people is enougli to financially embarrass any
club. And when the club does get in trouble,

the cowardly curs refuse to respond to the call

for money, and are either thrown out by dis-

gusted and indignant members, or the club is

American Bicycle Cc.—World's Fair Exhibit.

obliged to disorganize and the loyal and dis-

loyal members are alike obliged to look for

pastures new.

It would be a good thing for American club

life if a black list were established; clubs would
then be spared much trouble. The trouble is

that sometimes the leech is one of those

smooth-tongued rascals who
Vows with so much passion, swears with so much grace,

That 'tis a kind of heaven to be deluded by him.

But I, for one, am not anxious to be wheed-

led out of what belongs to me by any sneak-

thief, even if he does vow with passion or

swear with grace. And this is the way that

most decent wheelmen feel.

So here's to the club leech. May he always

be found out, then thrown out, and finally not

allowed to get in at all.

Cheap "Full-sized" Machines.

Cycle dealers are becoming generous or else

bicycles can be turned out very cheaply nowa-

days. If you don't believe this statement you

just read the following announcement from a

New York Sunday paper:

We have just purchased the remaining stock of one

of the largest manufacturers of full-sized bicycles

and shall sell a cushion-tired, ball-bearing, guaranteed

bicycle for $ 9.50.

Surely no man need now go through life

without the luxury of a "full-sized, cushioned-

tired, ball-bearing, guaranteed" machine. This

wheel, by the way, is advertised by a respon-

sible firm. If this were not so, I would im-

mediately put down the whole thing as a case

of "full-sized" fake instead of full-sized wheel.

Sensible firm that, to advertise the machine

as "full-sized." Otherwise the reader would
imagine that the machine is as shrunken in

size as it seems in price.

Something Wrong With the Colleges.

What's the matter with the colleges this

year?

In past years the managers of college athletic

meetings have seen the advisability of includ-

ing cycling in their list of sports. I have at-

tended dozens of college tournaments during
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CONUNDRUMS

:

The answers to which will admit of only one

meaning.

Who were the manufacturers of the first

Rear Chain Driving Safety ever built?

Rudge Cyele Co., Ltd.

COVENTRY, - - - ENGLAND.

What cycles held all the important world's
records for a number of years 1

The RUDGE.
What cycles have received the largest

number of medals for excellency of work-
manship and design?

The RUDGE.
What cycles have been introduced in more

countries, or are better known throughout
tne world than any other one make ?

The RUDGE.
We are manufacturing Rudge Cycles in a Rudge American branch factory in this city

bearings, forgings, etc., direct from the parent Rudge factory.

They are ' Up to Date"—Absolutely Reliable.

Would it not be to your advantage to handle these World Famous Cycles ?

Favorable terms to dealers and agents in all unoccupied territory. Catalogue Free.

Rudge Scorcher No. 1,

28 pounds.

from finished

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 89 G ST., peoria, ill.
F. L. DOUGLAS CYCLE CO.. Chicago agents for Rudge, 284-286 Wabash Ave. MENTION THE REFEREE.

the past few years, and can honestly state that

no event on the programme has ever received

more applause or been bet.er contested than

the bicycle races. For this reason alone it

would seem that the various universities should

not ignore a sport that in the past has done so

much to make their meetings enjoyable and
often memorable.

Thus far this year cycling has been almost

entirely ignored by the colleges. At the Yale-

Harvard game last Saturday there was but

one bicycle race—a two-mile run—on the pro-

gramme. On the same day the Princeton

games took place. Strange as it may seem,

there was not a single bicycle race on the pro-

gramme. In fact, at both sets of games run-

ning seemed to monopolize the attention of

the athletes to the exclusion of almost every-

thing else.

Themanagement of these games would do well
to use more foresight in making programmes.
Running contests are always enjoyable

and exciting, but they do not furnish sufficient

excitement for the average man who journeys

to an athletic meeting for the purpose of see-

ing all the exciting sport he possibly can. This

certainly is not furnished by pole vaulters, or

shot putters, or high jumpers. Running races

and bicycle races are the two bright, particu-

larly bright, spots in every programme. We
should have more of them.

***

Concerning Road Racing.

Some cycle writers are trying to make them-
selves and their readers believe that road rac-

ing is becoming unpopular and that it will

very shortly become a thing of the past. With-
out arguing for or against road racing, I affirm

that all the present indications are that that

branch of cycling will continue to grow in

popularity and become a recognized sporting

fixture.

What better evidence of this than the inter-

est in the coming Milburn road race? Never
before in its history have cyclers and trade

taken such an interest in it. Ten bicycles have
already been donated as prizes by the cycle

trade. This is an increase of almost one thou-

sand per cent over previous years. There could

be no better proof of the hold the sport has

taken on cyclers. You can depend upon it

that the wily cycle tradesmen is not donating

wheels unless he thinks the event worthy the

donation.

Ther J are many unpleasant things connected

with road racing. But they are not sufficiently

important to make us believe that the sport is

in a state of decadence almost before it has

left the cradle.

He Grows Playful.

Here is a bright clipping from the New York
Recorder:

The National Cycling Association is negotiating for a
track at Canton, Ohio.—Cycling Life. The National

Cycling Association is not aware that there is such a

place as Canton, Ohio.

Brother Boardman is getting real witty,

isn't he? Instead of getting angry at being ac-

cused of lying by the N. C. A. , he grows play-

ful and with this little whip, which by the

way, gives forth an occasional swish but never

stings, he amuses himself in his childlike

fashion and does no one any harm.
I wonder what reply Boardman will make

to Willis B. Troy ? It must be very unpleasant

to be called a cur and a liar in the same breath.

And strangely enough, it is the man who de-

serves them most who generally grows the

most angry.

Perhaps the Recorder advertising agent likes

these little pet names. Perhaps aho the

fact that "familiarity breeds contempt" has

something to do with the case. Bukke.—•

—

Preached Against Sunday Runs.

Rev. Nehemiah Boynton, pastor of the Union
Congregational Church, of Boston, has de-

clared himself against the bicycle clubs, or,

rather, against Sunday runs. A week ago he

made theso remarks to his congregation: "The
bicycle is one of the greatest modern menaces
to the proper observance of the Sabbath. The
bicycle club represents an organized effort to

desecrate the Sabbath, and as such, ought to be

opposed by all right-thinking men and women
who have tLe good of the community at heart.

The scenes on the Beacon street boulevard

every Sunday ought to convince us of the bad
influences exerted by these organized Sunday
gatherings." The reverend gentleman ex-

plained that it is not against the bicycle as a
means of innocent recreation he spoke, but

against the bicycle clubs and their Sunday

Touring in Missouri.

The second annual Jackson County tour was
made Sunday by the Kansas City Cyclists.

Twenty-five men were in line. The route lies

through Independence, Lees Summit and Ray-

town, and is a wildly picturesque one, extend-

ing for over fifty miles up and down* long,

winding hills, through deep ravines and
bridgeless creeks, with an occasional strip of

five or six miles of smooth macadam. Recent

rains had made the roads very poor in some
parts.
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FASHIONS IN BICYCLES.

THE CYCLING PUBLIC DECIDES THEM AND
THE WISE MAKER FOLLOWS.

The person who commences to ride in 181)3,

and who has never paid much attention to the

appearance of bicycles previous to his purchase

of one, will never be able to form an idea of

the thousand and one monstrosities which had

been put out as specimens of the art of bicycle

building previous to the adoption of the Plum-

ber pattern frame. If he were shown a cata-

logue of the various forms assumed by the

safety bicycle since its inception, and the inli-

nite variety of the deviations from these stand-

ard forms, representing the ideas of the differ-

ent designers and makers, he would probably

fail to find words to express his amazement.

IT'S EASY WHEN YOU KNOW HOW.

It is very easy to do a Gimple thing after

some one has shown us how to do it, and the

diamond frame of to-day is so simple and yet

so perfect, so strong and beautiful, and yet so

easy to build, that the wonder is that we wan-

dered so long in the darkness before finding a

Moses to lead us into better paths.

It can, of course, be set down as an assured

fact that the makers made and the designers

designed the very best wheels they could, ac-

cording to their lights; yet when we see their

productions we can but wonder what they

were thinking about when they put forth such

wheels. The more we think about it the less

inclined are we to believe that the riding pub-

lic is fickle and willing to drop what is tried

and approved for some new fad that may be

good for nothing. This is the generally-

accepted theory, and few are so bold as to dis-

sent therefrom. That there is some truth in

the allegation I am willing to admit, but very

little, and it was the riders, seeking the perfect

frame and perfect wheel, who compelled the

makers to build the wheel they should have

had foresight enough to adopt years before.

THE PUBLIC IS GENERALLY EIGHT.

The riding public has always been eager for

change, and the stocks of the best makers have
thereby depreciated and caused these makers
much loss; in consequence, builders have
always maintained that the bicycle business is

not a stable one, and averred that it was im-

possible for the most discerning to see far

ahead. Granted that this is the case; is the

riding public to blame? Has it run after false

gods and worshipped models that were weak
and mechanically incorrect? Has it ever left a

good model to take up with a bad one? No;
on the contrary, its every step has been in the

right direction, and it is the makers who have
always been but too ready to clap on the brake

and cry "Danger ahead!" when there was no
danger;

LED UP TO THE DIAMOND FRAME.

From the time when the popularity of the

cross-frame safety began to wane, every

. change, almost without exception, has been

for the better. The cross-frame, with stays

Wheels of Yesterday and To-Day—American

Makers Have Sought Distinctive

Features, But Riders Demand

Changes.

from the saddle post socket to the head and
the crank-hanger, was the first striver after a
diamond frame; and when the diamond frame
had practically driven out all rivals it was di-

vided into two classes. The Referee pattern
frame, at one time considered quite the cor-

rect thing, was the leader; we have witnessed
its decline and fall—nay, utter annihilation; do
we have any regrets for its decease? Was not
the head too short, the frame too low? Wasn't
the mass of metal divided into the saddle post
socket, and above that the saddle post itself,

ugly and mechanically weak, and did it not
have many breakages?

WHEN NEARLY EVERYBODY GOES WRONG
there must be pome reason for it, good or
otherwise, and it is well worth trying to as-

certain what that reason is in this case. The
fact that the American makers were the most
persistent opponents of the diamond frame,
some of the frame itself, and others of the
Humber pattern diamond frame, may furnish
us a clue to this reason. The English makers
long ago learned by bitter experience that they
must cater to and get all the trade there was
to be had, and in consequence individuality

was at a discount, and to cater to the public

check, and riders will insist on having the bi-

cycle improved, and permit no let up. It was
the riders who demanded (and got) diamond
frames, ball heads, light wheels, pneumatic
tires and a hundred other improvements. They
did not get them the first time they asked for

them, nor the second; it was only constant
iteration and reiteration that secured these in-

estimable benefits.

As it is not pleasant for any man to have his

pet corn trod on, neither is it pleasant for the

cycle manufacturer to have his favorite wheels
supplanted by someone's else design. Then
comes the idea to adopt part of the new model,
but not all of it, and to see if the new version

is not superior to the rivals. A monstrosity is

usually the result, which is better than the

old style, but in which the remnants of the

ancient order of things attract attention by
the way they do not blend with the remaindei

of the design.

BUT THE PUBLIC FOOLS HIM.

Many a maker has adopted the Humber pat-

tern frame in sheer desperation, faying that he
will give the public what it wants and make
it sick of it. The result surprises him, and
he finds that the public thrives on the new

:i^:;^^^--
View of the World's Fair track ou May 15, the day uu Wuiuh, ucajrdiug to outract, it was to be entirely completed.

taste, as viewed by the maker, was the object

most aimed at.

In America it was very different; the three

oldest and largest firms had a good and con-

stantly increasing trade; in fact, they could

just about sell all the whee's they could make,

and that without any particular effort. One
of the strongest characteristics of all these

firms was individuality; each strove to make
every part of his wheel distinctive, so that a

well informed person could tell at a glance not

only the make of wheel but of pedals, saddle,

handle bars, tires, and nearly every part of the

bicycle. This being the case they were not

chary of accepting changes made by other

firms, and in particular English firms, but of

making them themselves. Their wheels were

good, gave perfect satisfaction and sold on

sight. What more did they want, and why
make changes that might not be improve-

ments?

HOW CHANGES WERE BROUGHT ABOUT.

Thus the thing has gone on for years, and

probably will continue to do so for an indefi-

nite period. Makers will be conservative, and

continually disclaim against the radical riders

who want to go too fast and must be held in

diet, and if he is wise he takes the lesson to

heart and gives them plenty of the medicine.

Half way measures are useless; time and time

again has a maker placed what the riders

want alongside of what he wants them to

want, and has seen them take the former. A cer-

tain firm formerly pushed a spring device ex-

clusively; several years ago it began to give

the choice of spring or rigid, and now the

former has been almost driven out by the

latter. Two firms are this year offering a rigid

frame wheel in competition with their spring

frame. I do not know what success one of

them is having, but the other is selling rigid

frames almost exclusively. Occasionally an

innovation turns out to be an improvement.

The light wheel of one firm is a very model of

beauty in the rear, where there is variation

from the regular Humber pattern, but the

front is marred by too short a head.

The wrecks of those who thought they knew
better what the riders wanted than the latter

did themselves strew the cycling pathway.

Other wrecks have been avoided only by an

entire change of base and a desertion of the

paths started upon. It has been proved that

the cycling public is a safe guide; the sure

way, therefore, is to follow its guidance and to
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y allowing of instantaneous change
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adopt its ideas in toto. Distrust ideas of your
own when they are at variance with those of

others which have proved successful. Give
the riders what they want, and you can't go
wrong. S. Wallis Merrihevv.

BICYCLE AGAINST DROMEDARY.

A Novel Race Arranged to Take Place in July

—Will Be a Handicap.

Abbass Sahr, one of the Bedouin chiefs of

the Society Hamidie that is to give exhibitions

of life in the desert upon the soil where Wil-

mot, Ryan and Dungan chased flies for Anson
last year, stood in the sun yesterday afternoon,

his silken colors waving in the wind, while he

gazed admiringly with his shining black eyes

upon one of his camels.

The great, gaunt caravel of the desert was
chewing some oats from the ho'y land and was
looking steadily at something on the Mediter-

ranean coast.

Abbass was disturbed in his reverie by a re-

porter for the Record, who sought to question

him on the speed he could get out of one of his

dromedaries. A proposition was advanced

that one of the camels be matched against Chi-

cago's best bicyclist. Abbass had not the ac-

quaintance of either Bliss or Oithens or Lums-
den, and hence was unfamiliar with Githens'

delightful "racking" motion, but he was as-

sured that there were several bicycle riders in

Chicago who could give his Damascus drome-

dary a hard tussle for a mile or two. The noble

sheik did not at first get the- force of the chal-

lenge, but when the interpreter advised him in

Arabic he had a fit of derisive laughter. The
ludicrousness of a man on a bicycle being able

to beat his p'-'t dromedary—the beast whose
name was " Ten" or " Twelve" or " Fifteen,"

according as he was able to go a corresponding

number of miles farther than a horse in a day
—was too much for Abbass, and grew upon
him until he had to call up his fellow chiefs,

Salim, Chaweeeh, Emir Hamzi and Makmoud
Oukawi and hold a laughing concert.

"Aw, naw," said Abbass and Makmoud to-

gether, "dromedary"—and here Abbass made
a sweeping circular motion with one hand and
held the other in a fixed position to show how
the dromedary would go around the bicycle

track and leave the cyclist "standing still."

He said that his fleetest animal would go a

mile in a trifle under three minutes, and re-

ceived a severe pride-wound by being told that

his pet would have to be given a handicap of

fifty yards. The prospect of winning, how-
ever, got the better of him, and he signed arti-

cles of agreement for a mile race by electric

light some evening in July.—Chicago Record.

Nothing New Under the Sun.

It is supposed that bicycles, or wheels, as

they are commonly called, are modern inven-

tions, but after a perusal of the following quo-

tat on one is led to believe that there is noth-

ing new under the sun:

Ezeikel, 23:24.—And they shall come against thee -with

chariots, wagons and wheels, and with an assembly of

people, which shall set against thee buckler and shield

and helmet round about: and I will set judgment before

them, and they shall judge thee according to their judg-

ments.
1

Given Three Years.

Harry O'Dell, the young man who stole a

Century Columbia belonging to C. G. Sinsa-

baugh, of the Cook County Wheelmen, has
been sentenced to three years in the peniten-

tiary.

BUFFALO RACE TALK.

Preparations for the Martin Road Race Being

Made—Big Entry List Expected.

Buffalo, May 15. — The beautiful park
meadow, with its splendid macadam roadway
and its magnificent verdure glorious in new
spring apparel, is the Mecca of the Buffalo cy-

clists these days. Much preparatory work is

being indulged in at all times of the day and
night at this point by the contestants in the

coming Martin road race. Every wheeling

club in the city wi 1 be strongly represented.

The Ramblers seem to be especially strong

this year in riding material, and have beside

the Buse brothers, W. D. Banker, Weinig,

Cleveland, Fuhrman, and a number of new
men who are developing wonderful speed.

This club secured second and third places in

the Martin last year.

The good work of perfecting arrangements

for the opening of the New York state circuit

at Buffalo, June 10, goes merrily on, and the

Press C. C. hopes to realize handsomely. The
half-mile track at the driving park is being put

in excellent condition and a grand stand

(capacity 10,000) is being constructed. The
airay of prizes, which is large and valuable,

will bring out good fields of starters. The in-

ternal dissentions of the Pressites have acted

somewhat as a drawback to them, but there is

outward harmony at present, at least. Dorntge

will ride under Press colors this year, but

John Penseyres, one of its most promising

riders, and brother of W. H. Penseyres, has

resigned.

The principal topic of conversation in club

circle s is, of course, the Martin road race, and
everybody is trying to pick the winner of the

time prize. The adherents of Crooks and Van
Wagoner are about evenly divided, with W. F.

Buse, Linneman and C. H. Callahan following

in the order named.
# # *

New York's May 30 Programme.

Rochester, May 8.—Rochester boys intend

to bring some prizes home with them from
Rome on Decoration day, when the Rome
Cyclers will hold a meet. Ben Betner, George
McTaggert, William M. Oonolly and several

other local wheelmen contemplate riding. The
following is the programme: A twenty-mile

handicap road race, ten minutes limit, will be

started at 12:30 o'clock and the following track

events will be begun at 2 o'clock in the after-

noon: One-mile, novice, open; one mile, open;

one-mile, open; half-mile, central New York
championship, closed; 100-yards dash, open;

one-mile, 3:00 class, open; fancy riding; one-

mile, central New York championship, closed;

440-yards dash, open; club race; one mile

handicap, open; one-mile, 2:40 class, open; one-

mile tandem, open; one-mile, central New
York team race, closed; half-mile, open; three-

mile, open ; one-mile, horse against bicycle.

The Ramblers Bicycle Club will conduct a
thirteen-mile handicap to Charlotte and returr

on Decoration day. Valuable prizes will

contested for. John M. Kelly and C. H. Gras
hof have the entry blanks, and there is no
doubt that many will be filled.

* * *

Just a Little Inconsistent.

Mr. Lewis, of Buffalo, is just a trifle incon-
sistent, inasmuch as he "knows of nothing
easier" than a race with Chicago. Read
what he says about expenses in regard to

team races.

In behalf of the wheel- There is still some Chi-
m-n of Buffalo, I hereby cago-Buffalo team race
challenge the wheelmen of talk going on in the
Detroit to a team road world's fair city, and a
race, the distance to be representative of a sport-

twenty-five miles; six men ing paper of that city says
to constitute a team; the that on a recent visit to

race to take place in De- Buffalo several of the local

troit or Buffalo Saturday wheelmen predicted cer-

afternoon, June 3; the los- tain defeat for the Bisons

ing team to pay expenses if the race was ever held,

and the value of the tro- There is no use of lieing

phy, which shall not be about things in this way.
less than $100.— Dispatch Buffalo wheelmen made no
to Inter Ocean. such statement. We are

ready to ride Chicago,

but, as before stated, our
clubs are not wealthy
enough to stand the ex-

penses of the winners,

should we be defeated, but
we are willing to take our
chances and pay our own
expenses and meet Chicago
half way. — American
Wheelman, May 13.

Mr. Lewis is quite sure Buffalo can beat De-
troit and, of course, wants the lcsing team to

pay expenses; he "knows of nothing easier

than a race with Chicago," yet is—afraid to

risk so much.
* * *

Savannah's Second Day.

Savannah, May 11.—The second day of the

Savannah tournament was Johnson's ;day»

Wheeler fai'ed to secure a first, but scored

seconds, doing -two miles in 5:00 1-5 from
scratch, and the mile in the splendid time of

2:22, pacing the last three laps himself. Johnson

did not start in the two-mile handicap, and
Wheeler had a hard time of it. Williams of

Charleston had been dealt with too generously

by the man who alloted starts, getting 20Q

yards. The results were:

Two-mile, division championship—R. V. Connerot, Sa-
vannah, 1; D. Osborne, Savannah, 2; M. E. Wilson, SavaD'

nah, 3; time, 5:32 1-5.

Half-mile, boys—L. L. Machall, 1; C. H. Leopold, 2
George Brown, 3; time, 1:26 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—C. J. Williams, Charleston, 200

yds., 1; Harry Wheeler, New York, scr., 2; L. H. Mercer,

Savannah, 245 yds., 3; time, 5:01 1-5.

Half-mile, division championship—J. B. Connolly, Sa-

vannah, 1 ; Dan Tuberdy, Savannah, 2; D. Osborne, Savan-
nah, 3; time, 1:18.

Half-mile, open—John St. Johnson, 1; H. C. Wheeler, 2;

time, 1:17.

Half-mile, boys—C. H. Leopold, 1 ; J. H. Osborne, 2; W.
C. McDonough, 3; time, 1:39.

Half-mile, obstruction race—M. E. Wilson, 1; C. A. Saw-
yer, 2; L. H. Mercer, 3; time, 13 min.

One-mile, handicap—C. L. Williams, 95 yds., 1;H. C.

Wheeler, scr., 2; J. B. Connelly, 115 yds., 3.

* * #

Philadelphia Racing Notes.

Philadelphia, May 15.— W. D. Osgood's

performance last Saturday at the University

of Pennsylvania open sports, when he rode

two miles from scratch in the remarkably

good time of 5:28, lowering the intercollegiate

record nine seconds, stamps him as one of the

"comers." When it is lemembered that this

track is not adapted for cycle racing, b:ing
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A CONUNDRUM
WHEN IS A BICYCLE NOT A TOURIST?

^WT-TTT.T^ it breaks down.

WTTl<iTvr a cone wears out.

"WTTTnT^ the chain rides the sprocket.

WT-T~F]~N~ the wheels don't track.

"W"FTTH1ST the tires leak.

W"T—TTHT^" you cant ride further and longer and with less fatigue

than upon any other Bicycle.

"\\rT-TTr]"N" it is not finished better than any other Bicycle you

meet.

"WrjETIC^N" y°u have any cause for complaint whatever.

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Co.

308-310 W. 59th St., NEW YORK.

FACTORY, Colt's West Armory, Hartford, Conn.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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but about ten feet wide at the turns, and very

little more in the stretch, the corners being

perfectly flat, the performance is certainly

praiseworthy.

The Clover Wheelmen will hold a five-mile

road race over the Haverford-Bala course on
May 27.

Howard Wunder, the Columbia Cyclers'

dark horse, is training faithfully, and will be

"deeply in it" at the coming race meets.

Donnelly and mate, of the Oxford Wheel-
men, have given up the idea of lowering the

twenty-five mile tandem road record over the

Irvington-Milburn course on Decoration day,

claiming that they will lose over a minute at

the turns. They will shortly make an attempt

to lower the record on the Lancaster pike.

Kelly and the two Bilyeus of the Park Ave-
nue 'Wheelmen have been entered in the Irv-

ington-Milburn.

John Mead, of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
who broke his arm at the Wilmington race

meet last fall, is again in training. He is

among the fastest in the city for a short dis-

tance.
* * *

Casse Won Again.

New Orleans, May 14.—Saturday the first

race for the Prial cup was run, the start being

made from the corner of Canal and Claiborne

streets and the finish at the lake (West End).

The distance was five miles and the race was
started at 5 o'clock promptly. The finish re-

sulted as follows:

Name. H'd"p. Time.
Peter Casse :30 16:41

A. C. Abbott ser 17:01

L. Trouard :50 18:81

L. Huey 1:10 19:01

E. C. Stoddard 1:10

It will be rsmembered that Casse distin-

guished hinself at the fair grounds last Sunday
by riding a mile in 2:50. The winner of yester-

day's race is a youth of fifteen and weighs
135 pounds. Casse has been a junior rider

until Sunday. He is a good rider considering

his age. Considerable talk is being indulged in

about matching him against some of our local

riders. His riding in the next two races will

be watched with great interest. After the race

yesterday the Pelican Cycling Club gave a
smoker at the corner of General Taylor and
Baronne streets. The apartments were dec-

orated and ample provision had been made for

hunger and thirst. An odd programme had
been prepared and was enjoyed by all who
were there.

* * «

One of Murphy's Jokes.

Some joker (presumably W. F. Murphy)
sent John Backus, Zimmerman's mascot, from
Brooklyn to New York to arrange with the

Eeperee representative for his passage to Eng-
land on a steamer "that was going to give
athletic sports all the way over." Backus
wanted a job as trainer, and Murphy assured
him that all he had to do was to apply at the
Referee office. "When he found that no
athletic tournament boat was going John
wished to announce to the British public that
an important engagement in Brooklyn, with
the K. C. W., alone prevented his being on
hand at Heme Hill with Zimmerman.

* * *

Toledo's New Track.

Work has been commenced on the new bi-

cycle track at the Toledo^'exposition grounds.
According to a Toledo paper, the sub-soil of

the track will be clay, with a covering of four

inches of brick dust. The track, when com-

pleted, will cost something in the neighbor-

hood of $2,000. The contract calls for the com-
pletion of the circle by the 10th of June. The
track will be three laps to the mile. It will be

25 feet on the back stretch and 30 on the home
stretch. Between the half-mile and third-mile

tracks trees will be planted. This will also be

done on either side cf the board walk leading

from th9 entrance to the grand stand.

* * *

A Western Medal Winner.

A. H. Christopher, captain of the Capital

City Wheelmen of Olympia, will leave there

about the 25th on a bicycle trip to Chicago,

and expects to cover that distance within forty

days. He will go via Spokane, Helena and

A. H. CHRISTOPHER.

south of the Dakota bad lands, and visit

Yellowstone-Park. He will carry a complete

photographing outfit.

Christopher is an enthusiastic bicyclist and

knows what he is undertaking when he starts

on this trip, as he rode over 5,000 miles last

year throughout Washington, Oregon, Idaho

and Western Montana, and carries his share of

medals he won at races last year.

* * *

Races at Lafayette, Ind.

Lafayette, Ind., May 13.—A number of in-

teresting bicycle races were held at the fair

grounds here to-day, though the times were

slow, occasioned by a heavy track. The win-

ners were as follows: One mile, boys, W. S.

Case, time 2:45; one mile open, N. B. Combs
of Mulberry, time 3:22; half-mile handicap,

George Martz, Mulberry, time, 1:27 1-4; one-

mile handicap, Frank Mitten, time, 3:13 1-2;

five mile handicap, Albert Miller time,

20:12 3-4.
* * *

Michigan's Tandem Teams.

Detroit, May 11.—Editor Referee:—For a

couple of years several tandem teams in Mich-

igan have been laying claim to state champ-

ionship, etc. The following challenge will un-

doubtedly decide who has the right to the

title: In behalf of W. C. R*nds and F. H.

Wherry I hereby challenge any tandem team
in Michigan to race for the amateur champion-

ship of the state, and for a prize or prizes not

less than $100 in value, nor more than $200.

If preferable to either party, George McKay
may be substituted in the place of Mr. Wheriy.
Challenge open thirty days. H. J. Gute

* * *

Racing Notes.

Munger says he will ride in the Pullman,

"He will Zimmerise them" is an English ex-

pression.

The Toledo C. C. has decided to give a tw o

days' race meet, July 6 and 7.

The Skowhegan (Mich.) Wheel Club gives a
half and a one-mile race July 4.

Spokane (Wash.) Wheei Club gives a ten-

mile road race on Decoration day.

It is announced that the N. C. A. will pub-

lish its schedule of races this week.

The meet of the New Jersey division will be

held at Trenton on June 30 and July 1.

The St. Paul C. C. will hold a ten-mile club

championship race, and several minor events,

on June 17.

The Winona (Minn.) Cycle Track Associa-

tion is put' ing its track in good shape for its

meet on May 30.

The third annual Perkins & Richmond
twenty-mile road race takes place at Grand
Rapids, Mich. , Decoration day.

In a quarter-mile match race at Greeley,

Colo., last week Tuesday, George W. House de-

feated Ralph N. Foster; time, 38 1-2 sec.

A programme of six events has been ar-

ranged by the Florida Cycling Association for

the first meet, to be held this week, Thursday

at St. Augustine.

Van Wagoner has reduced the sevenand three-

quarter-mile record from Holyoke to Spring-

field, Mass., to 19 min. 40 sec. The previous

record was 21 min. 30 sec.

The JEolus Cycle Club of Marshall, Mich.,

will have its first road race May 30. The
course will be from the corner of State and
Gordon streets to Ceresco and return.

The Montauk Wheelmen of Brooklyn will

have a twenty-five-mile road race the latter

part of June. There will be about thirty

entries, and it will be over the Irvington-Mil-

burn course.

The East Orange Wheelmen will have a

fifteen-mile scratch race on May 27. A hand-

some prize will be given to the member mak-
ing the largest number of miles on the road

during this month.

A team of six of the Riverside Wheelmen
has challenged the Harlem Wheelmen to a

road race. It is proposed to hold the race on

May 20 or 27 over the Elizabeth-Cranford or

Hanison-Rye course.

Koster & Co., of Erie, Pa., have the enter-

prise in this, their first season in the cycle

trade, to organize the Koster road race. This

event takes place Saturday. Ten prizes, val-

ued at $115, will be awarded.

Duke S. Hill of Louisville, has gained some
reputation because of his storv that he rode

144 miles in 10 1-2 hours, though he never did

any training and has been riding a wheel but

two months. Now, Duke, you're joking aren't

you?

At the annual games of the University of

Pennsylvania, held Saturday at Philadelphia,

W. D. Osgood won the two-mile bicycle event

in 5:28, breaking the intercollegiate record by

nine seconds. At the spring meet of the Cor-
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nell A. 0., at Ithica, N. Y., the two-mile bi-

cycle race was won by Hinds in 5:48.

Lumsden, Bliss, Keator, Githens, Barrett,

Boot, Hunger and Waller of the Chicago

Cycling Club are entered in the Forest Park

road race, St. Louis, which takes place Satur-

day afternoon. At least four out of the eight

will ride.

The Peoria Bicycle Club will decide its sixth

annual ten-mile handicap road race on Thurs-

day, May 25, at 4:30 p. m., over the Knoxville

avenue course. The entries close on Tuesday,

and are open to all amateur wheelmen of

Pecria and vicinity.

The second road race of the Rockford (III.)

C. C. for the Buker medal took place Monday
evening over a ten-and-a-half-mile course. An-
derson, scratch, won the time medal in 34 min.

54 sec and Keys, who had the limit, won the

race in 35 min. 25 sec.

Work has been commenced on a new track

at Akron, Ohio, which is to be ready by May
30. It is being constructed by the Lake Side

Park Company on its grounds near Summit
Lake, the track lying south of and projecting

into the ball grounds at the park.

On Wednesday, June 21, the New York state

circuit races will be held at the Ridgefield

grounds, Albany. There will be ten events,

including several state championship races.

The following day the racing men will move
on to Poughkeepsie for the i aces June 23.

The South End-Wilmington race is probably

off. The Ptiiladelphians refuse to race before

Decoration day on account of the danger of

having their handicaps reduced in the Irving-

ton-Milburn race, while the latter state they

cannot get their team together alter that date.

The Ansonia (Conn.) Wheel Club's pro-

gramme for June 3 is as follows: Mile novice,

open; mile, championship, five towns; half-

mile, open; mile handicap, five towns; mile,

open; mile, old men; two-mile handicap, open;

mile, club; mile, 2:35 class; mile handicap,

club.

The Wheelmen of Minnesota.

Winona, Minn., May 15.—The Winona Bi

cycle Club has fitted up club rooms in the

Second National Bank building. A storage

room will be included. At the next meeting

action will be taken on a challenge recently re-

ceived from the Elliptic Bicycle (_ lub for a race
' of six nights, one hour each night, for the

championship of the northwest.

Tevling, the fastest long-distance man in

this part of the country, has just received a
21-pound racer. It is believed that he is the

fastest long-distance rider in the world. He
will leave Tracy, his present home, for Wi-
nona.

There are ideal roads around Tracy and
Worthington. During the summer they are

as hard and smooth as a floor, but just now
the clay is deep, and they are impassable for

any kind of vehicle. It is expected that John-

son will be in Winona to again win the north

western championship and incidentally rake in

half a dozen bicycles. Peterson, his partner

in the bicycle business, will be on the track

again this season.

George N. Jordan is now the western repre-

sentative for the popular Bidwell pneumatic
tires, with an office at 289 Wabash avenue
(room 2), Chicago, where all communications
regarding tires, catalogues, price lists, etc.,

should be addressed.

—

Adv.

PERRY & CO., BIRMINGHAM.

The Famous Pen House and its Trade in Cycle

Parts.

In this week's issue we are able to give an ex-

cellent view of the above firm's factory and also

n photograph of Mr. Tcale, the manager of the

MR. TEALE.

bicycle parts department. Perry & Co. havo

a world-wide reputation as< manufacturers of

steel pens, and since entering the business as

manufacturers of parts for bicycles have done

THOMAS SANDERS.

an immense trade. This branch was first

taken in hand by Mr. Eadie, now manager of

the Eadie Manufacturing Company. Last year

Mr. Teale succeeded him and has been a suc-

cessful manager. Perry's chains, hubs, frames,

cranks, etc. , have a market all over the world

and in this country the trade in these goods

has grown to be a very large one. It has in-

creased beyond expectation. This is partly

due to the efforts of their American representa-

tive, Thomas Sanders, a cut of whom appears

here. Mr. Sanders sails on the 20th of this

month by the Steamer Campania and will make
his headquarters at the Imperial, New York.

He is one of the most reliable and successful

salesmen Englandhas sent to this country. He is

also thoroughly posted on American trade and
everybody knows him.

Philadelphia Trade Notes.

Philadelphia, May 15.—L. A. Howell, rep-

resenting the Stokes Manufacturing Compii y,

Chicago, ho.ored this city with a visit last

week. Rich & Son, Eighth and Grand avenue,

are the Philadelphia agents for the Stokes

company's Sterling, and are making a big bid

for local trade.

Charlie Measure, son of the president of the

Union Cycle Manufacturing Company, who is

as.-ociated with O. W. Temple in the manage-
ment of the Union company's branch at 1406

South Penn Square, has joined the Century
Wheelmen.

C. Walter Heath, who represents Howard
A. Smith & Co., was in town last week. He
is heading south.

Uhler & Musselman, 9 North Thirteenth

street, have in the ' U. & M. Bicycle Lamp
Lighter," a money maker. This ingenious de-

vice enables a rider, whose lamp has been ex-

tinguished, to relight it without dismounting,

merely by turning a small key. The amount
of profanity indulged in by wheelmen gener-

ally is likely to be greatly lessened by the use

of this contrivance, and a movement is said to

be on foot to have the various religious de-

nominations in this city advocate its general

adoption.

Trade Good in Milwaukee.

Milwaukee, May 15.—A stroll among the

manufacturers and dealers in Milwaukee im-

presses one with the idea that in this city, at

least, the bicycle business is highly prosperous.

It is a fact that the volume of business done
this season is far in advance of all previous

years. The fact that dealers can supply cus-

tomers promptly has facilitated matters mate-

rially and placed the business on a more pleas-

ant footing. It is a well recognized fact that

when a person gets the cycling mania in an
aggravated form the peace of the dealer is

sadly jeapordized if he can not instantly pro-

duce the coveted mount. Dealers in Milwau-
kee are looking for customers with this form
of disease, with a broad smile, for they are

prepared to make them happy.

The latest product of the inventive genius of

F. H. Bolte, of the Sercombe-Bolte Manufac-

turing Company, is a buggy mounted on the

company's pneumatic wheels. It is a very

small affair, and has attracted a great deal of

attention in Milwaukee.

an idea of the many practical uses bicycle

wheels can be put to, we illustrate the turnout

in this issue.

Atwater Files His Answer.

J. L. Aiwater has filed an answer to the bill

of Harry D. Squires and David Hutchinson
concerning the affairs of the American Cyclo

Company. He admits having been president

of the company and having control over all

its stock. He says Squires and Hutchinson
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Whitworths
At Chicago

Extract from the " Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Wl itworth Works Cycle Cooipany, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit o f cycles in the fair. Tbe stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style
of the whole being solid and plain. The exhibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes
—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs,; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth No. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs. ; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs. ; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in w» ight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built one3 intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,
of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31
seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists
who use the Whitworth. The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

hitworihs bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Iinformation on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

Temporary Office, 114 5th Ate., NEW YORK. P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

Head Office and Factories, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

INGER CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—28 in. wheels, speeded to 55 in.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer,

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp-holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and
oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 1-S in. wired cushion tires, ... $ijfi

Price, with pneumatic, tires, as illustrated, - - - 155

Average weight, as illustrated, less saddle and pedals, 33 lbs.

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan
& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each of

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents. Send for our Catalogue.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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came to him Dec. 20, 1892, to purchase the

stock and property of the company. The deal

was consummated, the complainants agreeing

to pay defendant $100,000 for the property.

Mr. Atwater denies having represented that

the company owned the premises at 250 and
260 Jackson boulevard or that its plant was
worth $60,000. He says he clearly gave to the

complainants inventories of the assets of the

corporation, together with the total liabilities.

Buffalo's Leading Dealer.

Hiram Cornell Martin was born in Lewiston,

Niagara County, N. Y., in 1848, and until he

was twenty-one resided on a farm. His first

move was to Buffalo, where he secured a situa-

tion as salesman for a confectionery house. At
the end of the first year he took to the sewing
machine trade. This did not suit him, and he

was offered and accepted a situation as traveler

for 0. B. Baker & Co., dealers in sewing ma-
chine specialties and cutlery. His territory

was from Maine to California. He became one

of the most valuable salesmen and remained

with this house eighteen years. In January,

'90, he decided to go into the bicycle trade and

Buffalo was the city which struck him as the

most advantageous. A stock company was
formed with H. C. Martin as president, C.

F. Thomas, secretary and treasurer, under the

name of the Standard Cycle Company. In

February, '91, he severed his connection with

C. B. Baker & Co. and togetherwith R. Stevens

bought out the Standard company and carried

on the business under the name of Martin &
Stevens. The latter gentleman died in the fall

of the same year, since which time Mr. Martin

has carried on the business alone. He has been

very successful in both jobbing and retailing,

and there is no man more respected in the

trade. In Buffalo he is very popular. The
Martin road race is one of his pet schemes, and
it gains in popularity and importance yearly.

Southerners Who Sell Cycles.

Birmingham, Ala., May 15.—A. Towers,

formerly of the Towers Hardware Company,
will, by the first of next month, open up a bi-

cycle store. He informs us that he will carry

the Warwick.
Harry Jones, of Moore, Moore & Handley,

deserves much credit for selling more wheels

than any other firm in the city. The Keating

has without doubt taken first place in the

hearts of the people here.

The Warner & Wilkerson Bicycle Company
has a triplet in stock. It has created a great

deal of excitement in town.

Mr. Baugh, of the Birmingham Arms Com-
pany, informs us that trade is very brisk.

The Birmingham Arms Company has opened

a repair department for bicycles under the

supervision of C. L. Loosely. The shop is

well equipped and the best of workman are em-
ployed. Mr. Loosely is an official L. A. W.
repairer and thoroughly understands his busi-

ness. This is something which the south has

long needed.

Chief Consul Harris, is out of town, stir-

ring up the interests of the coming meet.

The programme and list of prizes will be

ready for publication by next issue.

Keatt.

Will Locate in Toledo.

Edward Salisbury, formerly with the Peer-

less Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,

has located in Toledo. Mr. Salisbury is the de-

signer of the Triangle, and an attempt will be

made to organize a company for the manufac-

ture of this wheel. Mr. Salisbury's position in

Cleveland will be filled by Harry Chapman,
late of the Leicester Cycle Company.

A Rockford Man's Idea.

M. R. Walcott, a Rockford (111.) jeweler, has

patented a wheel which he thinks will do
away with pneumatic tires and almost every-

thing else now in use in connection with the

wheels of bicycles. According to the inventor

it consists of a hub to which are fastened

spokes that extend a short distance toward the

rim. Fastened to the rim is a similar number
of spokes. Part of each rim spoke is con-

structed like a hollow tube. Inside this tube

fits the spoke that comes from the hub. A
spiral spring arrangement in the tube gives a

gard to the effect of the resignatons of Messrs.

Philpot and Rrdford Golder simply stated that

their places are filled by good men, but that

personally he is sorry that the change took

place. Mr. Philpot, he states, had not made up
his mind as to the future at the time of his

(Golder's) sailing.

The Trade in Chicago.

G. N. Jordan, the western tire representa-

tive of the Bidwell company, has secured an
office in room 2, No. 289 Wabash avenue.

Manager Lennie of the Stover company, has
made several changes in the arrangements of

his office and has added a room to be used for

training quarters.

The Stokes Manufacturing Company has the

i ',

aaifcr^i^/

H. C. MARTIN

certain amount of play. Thus when a bump
is gone over the spoke that springs from the

hub is forced down into the tube on the rim-

spoke as far as the strength of the spring will

allow it to go. By an ingenious arrangement

the spring works equally well from the top as

as the bottom, so when the lower spoke is

forced up by contact of the bump, the upper

spoke is forced down. The cranks are not all

sent yet.

Brother Stephen's Third Visit.

Stephen Golder is again with us looking

better than ever, and full of hope and energy

for the New Howe company. Through the

withdrawal of the New Howe exhibit he will

not be in any hurry to visit Chicago, but will

settle up some -eastern business first. In re-

agency for the Banki r supporter, a neat and
well-made affa r. Zimmerman, it is said, took

no less than a dozen abroad.

The Kenwood Manufacturing Company has

reopened its store at 255 Fifty-seventh street,

South Park, and Mr. Chubbuck, recently of

Philadelphia, is in charge. The store is in a
new brick building on the site of the old struct-

ure. A full line of Kenwoods and cheap

wheels will be carried and a general repair and
renting business will be carried on.

The James Cycle Importing Company has

just received two 26-pound James ladies'

wheels. They are enameled in gray, hand-

somely striped and are of very neat design,

with plenty of room between the handles and
saddle. The wheels would strip to about 22
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The Dunlop

At Home.
WHEELER—Savannah, Ga., May 9. 1893.

MILE, OPEN—WHEELER FIRST,

Johnson second.

MILE, H'C'P—WHEELER (scratch),

Johnson (scratch)

(in 2:29, world's record for quarter-mile track.)

The Dunlop

Abroad
VOGT—London, Eng., May 9, 1893.

At Heme Hill track, Vogt broke all world's

records from two to ten miles, doing the

latter distance in the remarkable time of

. 24 minutes, 34 seconds. .

The Dunlop holds more records than all other tires put together.

Here is a little lesson in grammar, my son: Positive—Fast, Comparative—Faster, Superlative

—

Dunlop.

The American Dunlop Tire Company,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. MENTION THE REFEREE.

.'. CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE AND AMERICA:.
=ARE RIDING THE

V

V V
S;l

MENTION THE REFEREE.
AGENTS.

ARNETI & RIVERS—San Francisco Agents. W. li. AZJOEN <£• CO.—Chicago Agents. W. B. M. PECK CO.—Cleveland Agents.
E. A. KINSET & CO—Cincinnati Agents. R. W. POPMAM—Philadelphia Agent.

NEW YORK BELTM & PACKING CJ„ Ltd., 15 Park Row, New York.
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pounds when fitted with racing tires, yet they

are well braced and stiff, being of the double

tube design.

The Monarch's New Store.

The new store of the Monarch Cycle Com-
pany, at the corner of Wabash avenue and Van
Buren street, is probably as handsome as any

salesroom in this country. It has taken the

concern some time to fit up the place, but now
that it is ready it is unsurpassed. On each of

the large p!ate glass windows is the company's
trade-mark, the lion's head, in gold, as well as

the word Monarch. On raised platforms in

fn nt of each window are wheels, each finished

in a different color. On a similar platform, on
the opposite side of the store are a dozen or

more wheels, and on an intermediate floor is

another group. At the back end of the room is a
large oak case of sundries, the office furniture

and a show case, while immediately above are

two cosy dressing rooms. The windows, and
the store are beautifully illuminated with in-

candescent lights and at night present a fine

view.

The store is in charge of C. C. Meade, who
has been extremely successful with Monarchs
on the road, and will, no doubt, make the

same good showing in the new store.

Within the last four weeks the Monarch
company has taken orders for over 900 of its

machines. F. W. Colson of this company, i< -

turned last week from a successful trip througli

California and Texas. In the cotton state

several large contracts were made and the

California agency was given to Osborn &
Alexander of San Francisco. We might here
add that the Monarcli company has leased the

main floor and basement of Nos. 48 and 50

North Halstead. The floors over these numbers
have been in use by the company for some
time. In the new addition Mr. Richardson
has had fitted up splendid offices for his use.

Trade Notes.

According to the 1893 edition of the Spring-

field (Mass.) bicycle directory, there are 40 per
cent more Victors in use in that city than any
other make.
Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, write that they

received orders and shipped 1,500 bicycles dur-

ing the last week in April and the first week in

May, notwithstanding it rained nearly every

day during that period.

The Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing Oom-
ny recently received a postal card from a
cycling firm in Sweden asking for a sample of

its tire and a catalogue. The writer stated

that he read the ad. in the Referee.
The Lozier factory now employs between

300 and 400 men, or one-third more than last

season. This force -will be increased largely

when the new building in course of erection is

finished, which will be about July 1.

C, A. Seehan, well known among New
York wheelmen, has been appointed general
advertising agent for the West Shore Railroad
by C. E. Lambert, now general passenger
agent, and who formerly represented that road
in Chicago.

The main building of the Snell Cycle Fitting

Company's factory at Yost Station, near To-
ledo, is 50x100 feet, two stories high, and de-

voted ' entirely to the manufacture of parts.

Other smaller buildings are used, all of which
cost the concern $10,000.

An Evansville, Ind., paper says that under
the management of A. J. Nicolet, of Chicago,
during Will C. Paine's illness, the business of

that well-known firm has taken a step to the

front and it is now away ahead of Evansville

and up with Indianapolis dealers.

One of the prosperous young concerns is the

Central Cycle Manufacturing Company, of

Indianapolis. It was established nearly two
years ago with a capital of $25,000, and the

sales last year, it is stated, reached nearly

$100,000, and will increase in 1893 from 30 to

40 per cent. The wheels manufactured are of

medium grade. Mr. Wainwright has no
difficulty in selling them. An increase in the

size i f the factory is contemplated. Harry
Hearsey, the well-known Indiana dealer, and
A. D. Johnson, formerly of the Indiana Bi-

cycle Company, are interestrd in the concern.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Chicopee, Mass., assignor to (lie Warwick Cycle Manu-
facturing Company, same place; filed July Mil, 18112;

497,038, tricycle; Augustus Leininger anil Edward M.
Shreiner, Canton, O.; filed Nov. 20, 1892.

•197,008, umbrella attachment for cycles; George H. Cof-
fin, Minneapolis, Minn.; filed, Oct. 20, 1893.

497,116, wire or bicycle spoke straighteuer; William 0.
Brown, Danville, Pa.; filed June 17, 1892.

497,222, vehicle tire rivet; Ellsworth Turney, Fairfield,

la. ; filed July 19, 1892.

497,227, tire tongs; Thomas L. Weakly, Kenney, ill
;

filed March 3, 1892.

487,290, velocipede sled; Leonhard Thanner, Boerwang,
Germany; assignor of two-fifths to Emil Christiansen,

Leavenworth, Kan.: filed April 4, 1892. Patented in Ger-
many May 1, 1890.

Reissue: 11,331, pedal motor; Charles Phillips, Roches-
ter, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Henry S. Durand, same
place; filed Feb. 16, 1893. Original No., 457,290; dated
Aug. 4, 1891.

1 » i

Recent Club Elections.

Covington (Ky.) Century Cycling Club—M.
Karte, president; Mathews, secretary; dating,
treasurer and captain.

Winnipeg (Manitoba) Bicycle Club—Honor-
ary president, G. F. Carruthers; president, F.

W. Armitage; vice-president, A. F. Lawson;
secretary-treasurer, T. Pitblado; captain, W.
J. K. Osborne.

Mansfield (O.) Wheelmen—President, Joe
Tischler; secretary, Ed Mickley; captain, J.

Newton.

Eau Claire (Wis.) Cycling Club—President,
Robert B. Clark; vice-president, Jesse R.
Sharp; secretary and treasurer, H. Watson.
Amity Wheelmen, Brooklyn—President, G.

C. Sowden; vice-president, T. S. K. Hawx-
hurst; secretary, Frederick L. Giselin; treas-

urer, W. E. Patten; captain. Oscar Chambers.
Kankauna (Wi.) Bicycle Club—Dr. Turner,

A"±

PERRY & COMPANY S WORKS.-BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,

D. C:
496,8£0, velocipede saddle ; Thomas B. Jeffery, Chicago,

111. ; filed March 23, 1891.

496,909, cover for pneumatic tires; Orey D. Shank, Cin-

cinnati, O.; filed Oct. 10, 1892.

496,937, velocipede wheel; Arthur C. Hide, London,

Eng. ; filed Oct. 25, 189* Patented in England Jan. 11,

1892.

496,949, flexible tire; Alfred Normanton and Herbert

Normanton, Manchester, England; filed Jan. 7, 1893. Pat-

ented in England July 17, 1891.

496,971, rim for bicycle wheels; Albert C. Fairbanks,

Somerville, and Peter J. Berlo, BostOD, assignors, by di-

rect and mesne assignments, to Emma T. Fairbanks, Bos-

ton, Mass. ; filed Aug. 22, 1892.

497,279, sprocket wheel for velocipedes; Jarvis P. Kelly,

president; F. G. Passino, vice-president; G.

Resse, secretary and treasurer; J. N. N. E.

Trout, captain.

Century Cycle Club, Cincinnati—President,

W. C. Munro; secretary, David Sp.intz; treas-

urer, Dr. Aheles; captain, S. C. Littlepage.

Central City Cycle Club, Peoria—President,

I Charles Crusius; vice-president, Otto Hach;
secretary, Fred Wilson; corresponding secre-

tary, Frank Osborn; treasurer, Ed Petefish;

captain, William Herwig.

St. Paul Cycling Club—President, Elmer
Carrier, vice-president, F. M. Smith; secretary,
O. M. Hokanson; treasurer, D. Wallblem; cap-
tain, Tom L. Bird.
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No Terror Now! 1 silvertown

CLOSURE" ..tyre..
English Patent No. 1015, Jan., >91

A m. fat, No. 452,876, May 96, '91

64

REPAIRS ITSELF-
lS"o Solutionme:. !N~o Stitching. No Trouble.

NO REPA.IRIIsra OUTFITS.
No L0112: Delays. No "Weary Tramps.

No Railway JoLirneys.

SO PERFECT, rET SO SIMPLE!
IMPORTANT ! See that every tire is stamped Silvertown " Closure" with date of patent.

For Descriptive Pamphlet and Full Particulars Apply to

The India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Company, Limited,

Works: Silvertown, London, E., and Persan Beaumont, France.

Head Offices : 106 Cannon Street, London, E. C.

Cable Address : Graysilver, London.MENTION THE REFEREE.

Geo. I. Shamp,

78 Washington Street,

Buffalo, N. Y.

SH^MP SaoDLE, NO. I. Weight, 21 oz. Liberal Discounts to the

Trade.

SHAMP SPECIAL &COKCHER, NO. 2.
Weight, 16 oz.

Get Our Prices

Before Placing

Your Orders.

1893 MODELS.
Clipper Scorcher, $133.00
Clipper Ladies, $125.00

SAFETIES Clipper Roadster, $125.00

LlPEia

Applications for Agencies and Jobbing Territory Now Iteceleed

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Mfrs.,
Send for Catalog. GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.

ELYRIA is 26 miles
west of Cleveland on
the Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern Railway.
Passengers traveling
this route will notice
our new factory a short
distance east of the de-
pot on the north side of
the tracks, and seeing
it, will not be surprised
at our claiming to be the

Largest Saddle Makers
in the World.

By the way, if it be convenient, stop over a train. We are always pleased to show
our new plant, and our visitors so far have enjoyed seeing the building of saddles re-

duced to a science.

THE GARFORD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Elyria, Ohio.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. mention the referee.

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OP — WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. Send for Illustrated
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The League Chainte Safety

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

No Chains and Sprockets to drag and soil

the clothing.

Our Bevel Gears are accurately adjusted

and run in oil, encased in neat Dust-proof

Aluminum Caps.

As our output for this season is limited,

prospective buyers will do well to hook their

orders at once to ensure early delivery.

The League Cyele Co.,

30 Union Place,

HARTFORD, CONN.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

RELAY RIDE COMMENTS.

What Some of the Papers in the Country Think

Of It. *

Blundering Management. — If the men
who are managing the relay bicycle rides from

Massachusetts to Illinois planned to give a

vivid illustration of the horrible condition of

the country roads in the spring they have suc-

ceeded admirably, but beyond this the enter-

prise is worthless from a practical point of

view, and spiritless as an exhibition. The

House, Hazard & Co.—World's Fair Exhibit,

bicycles have been placed at the worst pos-

sible disadvantage, the riders have lost ground
steadily from the start, and public interest in

the affair has been confined chiefly to the

wonder why a number of athletic young men
should care to engage in an undertaking so

foolish and so dangerous.

The bicycle is not designed -for ploughing

through the mud, or jumping precipices, or

sailing the canal. It is intended for use on

smooth roads. A relay ride later in the season,

when the thoroughfares are in good condition

would give a valuable demonstration of the

possibilities of the machine, but at this time of

the year, when the roads are reasonably sure to

be in semi-impassable condition, it is worse

than useless to send the gallant riders on such

an expedition.

—

Rochester Chronicle.

The bicycle relay race has demonstrat d one

thing. It will be absolutely necessary to build

a nice asphalt road across the country if the

next one is to be successful.

—

Buffalo Express.

Fresh Foreign Facts.

A Belgique bicycle paper, Le Cycliste Beige

lllustre, says: "The manufacturers of soap

and patent medicine have the reputation for

being the most inventive advertising people,

but they would be surpassed if it is a fact that

an . American bicycle manufacturer has of-

fered a big sum to the government if the new
stamps were printed with Columbus sitting i_.n

a bicycie of that firm. The idea is quite new
and it would be very amusing to see circula-

ting in the new and old world the likeness of

the bold genius from Genoa, sitting on a

safety."

Cotteran, one of the French champions, in-

tends to make a 40-kilometre match (about

twenty-five miles) with a horse. In case of an

accident he may change wheels; on the other

hand, the horse may, in case of any break on

the carriage, be used as a saddle horse.

The French champion, Medinger, soon

leaves Rochet, the manufacturer, to go with

the first French cycle firm, Clement & Co.

He takes the position which the late De Civry

had. He will take part in a few races this

year and then will take care of the firm's in-

terests, especially in the capacity of a trainer.

The Parisian lady cyclists get more and

more free. In the BoiB de Boulogne many
were recently seen who had discarded the ^kirt

for gentlemen's trousers. The costume is com-

pleted by a Russian silk blouse in red, pink or

moss green.

The well-known German bicycle manufac-

turer, Adam Opel, Ruesselsheim, has received

the "Grand diplome ahonneur" and "Croix

a'honneur" at the international sport exhibi-

tiod at Monaco.

The Italian private and military cyclists are

gaining the spirit of comradship. At a race

in San Remo, the cycling militiamen from

Specia were present . as spectators. At the

great international races at Turin, which

lasted for five days, they, had a special 2000-

meters race open only to cyclists of the King's

army and navy, who had to ride the same
wheels they use in service. Last month there

was a 70-kilometere road race between cor-

porals of the army.

Banquet to Osmond.

The banquet to F. J. Osmond, the English

champion, tendered by the Associated Cycling

Clubs, was held at the "Wellington Saturday

night, forty-two wheelmen being present. It

was an informal affair and thoroughly enjoy-

H. Kleyer, Germany.—World's Fair Exhibit.

able. Mr. Osmond was down for the toast,

"The English Racing Man." He said he could

hardly realize he was away fiom home, so

pleasant had been his visit thus far. If he

could get fit he would race; otherwise he

should not. "Pop" Brewster was the toast-

master and graced the head of the table with

President Garden, Mr. Osmond and the speak-

ers. The toasts were as follows, Mr. Garden

making the address of welcome:

"The L. A. W.," Thomas F. Sheridan; "The
Official Handicapper," S. A. Miles; "The Rac-

ing Board," J. M. Erwin; "The English Racing

Man," F. J. Osmond; "The Starter," L. W.
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Sole manufacturers of Southard's Patent

Cranks.

Perry's Frames.
Mechanical Accuracy, Lightness,

Reliability andSplendid Finish.

Perry & CO., Ltd., Birmingham,

ENGLAND.
AGENTS. Anglo-American Iron and Metal Co., 213 Pearl st , N.Y.

The finest finish chain in the world and used by Humbers, Whlt-
worlhs and, Raleighs^on all their machines.

Perry's High. - Class Hubs.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

AS A SUPPLEMENT
To former advertisement, we desire to state that the increase in demand for our Cement

has been geometrical. In 1890 we sold 97,000 lbs. In 1892, more than 250,000 lbs. left

our factory, and has been consumed in the United States.

FOR LARGE LOTS ADDRESS
D. P. CAYWOOD & CO., Clementon, N. J.

CHAS. F. STOKES & CO., Chicago.

H. C. MARTIN & CO., Buffalo.

A. G. SPALDING & Co., New York, Chicago, Phila.

And Jobbers Generally Throughout the United States.
MENTION THE FtEFIHEI.

....NIAGARA....
There is no Wheel made to-day Superior in Scientific

Construction or Quality of Materials used. It iB dis-

tinguished for High Class finish and Lightness of

Running. The Niagara on the Race Track and
on the Road Lowered many Records. There is

not a Single Casting used in the Niagara. Send
Jor Catalogue. %&~Agents wanted in unoccupied
territory.

Buffalo Wheel Co,
BUFFALO. N. Y.,

MAKERS OF THE NIAGARA.
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Conkling; "The Chicago Clubs," T. L. Sloan;

"The International Race Meet," F. W. Ger-

ould. Mr. Gerould was absent and Mr. Sloan

had to be excused from speaking on account

illness. Those present were Messrs. Atkins,

Dorr, Stimpson, Winn, Berger, Wagner,
Shoculey, Cassady, Sercombe, Conkling, Gar-

den, Blake, Walsh, Spooner, Lennie, Schultz,

Brown, Erickson, Lumsden, Newman, Barrett,

Rouse, Sloan, Sheridan, Erwin, Newman,
Cameron, Fairchild, Slusser, Herrick, Fan-

ning, Lane, Hosford, Wardrop, Gerould,

Block, Brewster, Miles, Root.

Maltby as a Costumer.

W. S. Maltby is endeavoring to make his

mark as a dressmaker. His act as a ballet

girl has "put him on" to many of the little

peculiarities of female attire, and he writes as

follows: "My new riding suit will be known
as "Maltbv's Lady of Chautauqua cycling cos-

tume." It is of blue serge, four yards wide,

and comes just to the shoe tops. The waist is

tailor made and it will be used with full rques-

trian tights and leggins to the knee, which

W. S. MALTBY.

will avoid the necessity of wearing under

kirts, which impede so much the free action of

the pedals and also the danger of the skirts

winding up on cranks or pedals. The dress

has been tried and approved of by several of

my pupils already."

A well-known rider told a Referee man re-

cently that Maltby's costume is the correct

thing and that she had already ordered one.

The Truth Will Prevail.

Boardman, of the New York Recorder, is

distinguishing himself these days by making
statements the lack of veracity of which is

enough to make Satan smile approvingly.

These statements, as follows, can not be

proven:

That Dai Lewis demanded $250 as his share

if he handled the Buffalo-Cleveland portion of

the relay.

That Roland Hennesy in any "manner or

form asked his (Boardman's) assistance in get-

ting up the cycle exhibit of the New York
Press Club.

That he (Boardman) had been approached

and offered a salary of $30 per week to push

the New York end of the cash prize league.

All three of these statements have been

characterized as plain, every-day lies by the

parties referred to as being applicants for

THE ALDRICH

Bicycle Cape
For tbe Rider that gets

caught in the storm.

01 hj

00

ASK l'OUlt DEALER FOlt THEM.
Questions answered. Send posfal for circular. Easily

cirri *.l when not in use. Liberal discount to ibe trade.
Fur further particulars address

A. T. ALDRICH,
342 PLEASANT ST., WORCESTER, MASS.

AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS

Are the Best in

the murket.

Sold by all Dealers.

Price,

\o. 1, $I.OO;
Xn. 4, $1.2.-,.

No. 4 double (for a

seoarate packages)

$1.50. No.Meather
covered, especially

for tourists, 83 50.

Send for Carrier

Circulars to

LAMiriON",
Portland, Me.

C. M.
203 Middle St.,

WILLIAM HOEFLER

TRICK : RIDER.
PERMANENT ADDRESS,

GENEVA, N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE. 3 12

charity and Boardman's assistance. If Board-

man would preserve his standing in New York
and escape an inevitable fall that his present

course will lead to, he must respect truth more
and steer clear of statements without foun-

dation. —» <

—

Here's Some Fine Ruling.

"Chairman Raymond states that the League

of American Wheelmen will take no notice of

road racing whatever, except when money
prizes are raced for or when an amateur com-

petes with a professional. The hundred and
fifty dollar limit will not apply, and suspen-

sion from the track will not carry with it sus-

pension from the road."—Extract from daily

paper.

So on the road the racers may ride for

houses and lots and pianos. This is a decided

encouragement also to road racing and a disre-

gard for the laws which govern speed limit by
vehicles on the road. The L. A. W. has by
this ruling set its stamp of approval on what
will become the greatest nuisance and most
dangerous phase of the sport of cycling. The
amateur can ride any kind of "fake" race on

the road and s-till be pure on the track! What
next?

Annua/ Race Meet,

COHOES -:- WHEELMEN.

Elegant Prizes; Fast Track;

Fast Men.

RENSSELAER
PARK . . .

A. I). WAIT, Cha'rman Racing dmmittee.

MAY 27.

For Sale.
A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would sell

complete or parts.

MIDWINTER.
CUMBERLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

3- ft

WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-
pected success that will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found on the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on 875-00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so
easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that

arise? from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
.houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succerjl grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty
of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, but have a few spare moments, and wish
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive
full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO Sox No. 40^, Augusta, Me.

ATTENTION !

BICYCLE BEARINGS OF TOOL STEEL.
Cones and Bearings made of best tool steel

insure smooth running and little wear. We
make Bicycle Hubs, Cones, Cups, Ball Bearings,
Axles, Nuts, Steps, Nipples, Crank Key Pins,
and Oil Cups. Also, Bicycle Roller Chain
with case-hardened roll; Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, Special Washers and all kinds of
machine screws, etc. Send sample or accurate
drawings of parts for estimates. We solicit

your business and have the best facilities for
doing your work. The New Britain Hard-
ware Manufg. Co.. New Britain, Conn. 9-eow

HAiNDY
BICYCLE

STANDS

p
%

No 5

Simple, Strong, Practical, Popular,
So. 1. Supports securely any wheel from center of

handle-bar. Price Si .00.
No. 2. Supprrts securely any wheel oy spring grip

on front fork, or rear frame, either 1 ide (see cut)
5* Price $1.00. The Spring Grip is covered by my

patents now pendinp.
Vo. 5. Shown In cut. Combines No. 1 and 2, and is

most complete and convenient. Does not mar
the finest finish. Just the stand for RIDERS.
Price Si. 25. No. 2 ia the favorite with aealcrs.

Sold by all dealers or any Stand sent
prepaid to any address in TJ. S. on receipt
of $1.25. Accept no other. Liberal dis-
count to trade only. Write for Catalogue.

* C. W. MUNSON,
Mention this Paper. *" Toledo, i*.
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THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recognized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material.

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

Wc might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, m.ch.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

WE DON'T CLAIM

It's Worth $150.00
But we do claim we furnish $115.00 in Value

WITH A CREDENDA.
Many manufacturers try to deceive you by placing a

high price on their wheels.

BUT THE VALUE IS NOT ALWAYS THERE.

When we placed the price of the CREDENDA atFJLCEB.

$1 15.00, we knew its Value.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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Here is something you must have

THE NOVELTY CYCLOMETER

Priee, $5.00.
Made/Z£haize*

Every rider will buy it, as it is simple, accurate
and complete.

It runs to one hundred miles and repeats.
Can be set at zero at the commencement of each

trip.

Easily fastened to the front fork in a moment by
any one.

A water-proof record book and full directions
with each one.

Made and Sold by the

Reeording -

- Instrument Co.,

21 Chapman PI., Boston, Mass. (opposite atyHaii.)

Machinery and Complete Plants o£ Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Sis"*^

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS, CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.
SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,

eow BIRMINGHAM. ENff.Established 50 Years.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A New Pump—An Extended Lubricator and a

Pneumatic Pedal.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford s'reet, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from March 29, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.l

A SCOTTISH TIKE PUMP.

So, 10,463. A. Donaldson's " Improved inflator for

pneumatic tires and other purposes.' 1 June 1, 1892.—This

invention relates to an inproved inflator for pneumatic

tires of cycles and other inflated articles and has for its

object to enable the inflator to be operated more conven-

iently and with greater power without increasing its size

or length. Referring to the drawing, A is a cylinder of

brass or other material, within which works a cup leather

plunger or piston (C), the said plunger or piston is at-

tached to the front end of the actuating rod CD), the rear

T
*~J» «Wt

end of which is provided with a hollow handle piece (B)

capable of passing over the end of the cylinder (A;. The
said cylinder is provided with an inlet aperature at a at

its rear end, the said nozzle being provided with a one-

way acting valve contained in the screwed portion (al) to

which is attached the rubber tube (a2) with screwed con-

nection (a3) for attachment to the valve of the tire. As a
modification, the handle piece (B) may be mounted over

the front end of the cylinder (A). In this case the
plunger rod is made hollow and the one-way acting valve

is placed within the cup leather plunger and the air inlet

aperture is formed in the front end of the cylinder.

AN EXTENDED LUBRICATOR.

JSo. 21,474. R. W. Hearnden ,

s "Improved lubrica-

tor or oil duct for conveying oil or liquid lubricant to the
bearings of bicycles and other spoked wheels." Nov. 24,

1892.—This invention consists of a doubly-curved metal
tube (C) of suitable bore and of

sufficient size or projection to

reach from the usual hole or inlet

in the centre of the hub up to or

near to the spokes on one side of

the wheel. A strip of metal (A A)
is fastened to the upper part of

the tube (C) for the purpose of se-

curing the tube in position, the strip being clasped or bent

round two or more of the spokes. The metal nozzle (B) is

coned or tapered so that it will fit different sizes of holes

or inlets in the hub centre. The upper end of the tube is

provided with a cap (D) of the usual form.

[All persons interested in opposing the .grant of the
under mentioned application may at any time within two
months from April 5, 1893, give notice in the prescribed
form of such opposition.]

A PNEUMATIC PEDAL.

No, 53. S. Cook and W. Cook's " Improvements in the

pedals of velocipedes." Jan. 2, 1893.—The pedal frame
(a) is contracted of four strips or plates of metal, prefer-

Uncle JosL (giving h.s nephew from town a ride behind his fast trotter)— ' How is this for speed ?

"

Nephew Jack (an out-and-out scorcher—" Oh, pretty good, I suppose; but to me it seems rather slow,

uncle, I have ridden a wheel now for two seasons and this kind of pace Is not in it !

"

You see,

ably aluminium, joined together to form a rectangular

frame. One of the rat-trap bars is

made detachable by making a re-

cessed notch in one of the side plates

and an aperture in the other, iut( <£-

which the ends of the long pedal plate

are fitted in any convenient manner.

On each side of the spindle (c) and parallel thereto is

placed a bar or rod of aluminum or other metal, the ends

of which fit into the side plates. The air cushion consists

of an outer casting or cover of india rubber moulded to

the size and shape of the pedal and preferably projects

slightly above and below the edges of its plates. The in-

terior is lined with linen, solutioned there to;the

casing being made air-tight, a valve (v) is fitted in one

end. The casing is molded with a division (x) commenc-
ing at one side and passing almost to the other side, thus

nearly dividing it into two parts. This is done in order

that the air cushion may be passed over the spindle and

the intervening rods of the pedal, the detachable plate

being first removed. The divided parts of the cushion

are secured together by means of a metal clip which is

secured to the rubber along the division and envelopes

the barrel of the pedal spindle and any intervening rods

or bars of the frame. The cushion is secured to the

frame of the pedal by means of studs (d) projecting from

the sides and also projecting from the outer edges of the

clip and passing through corresponding openings formed

in the pedal plates. The studs which project from the

clip are preferably placed in pairs, one from each of the

edges of the clip, and fitted into the same hole in pairs so

as to keep the clip closed, ss well as to secure the cushion

to the pedal plates. Additional security is provided by

moulding two grooves in the cushion into which the pedal

plates fit. Two or three rows of short, sharp spikes are
fixed in the treads of the cushion with their fiat bases
embedded in its rubber walls and with their points ur-
ward. Further, the treads are corrugated to a suitable

pattern and bevelled pieces of rubber shaped to the
shoe of the rider are fixed along the ends of the treads.

The casing may be provided with a separate bladder atd
the outer casing made with a movable flap for inserting

the bladder therein.

Roe's Trip Postponed.

Because of bad roads throughout the coun-

try, Tom Roe did not start Sunday on his

Boston-San Francisco trip. He will likely

start June 1, or the first Sunday in that month.

It is likely that N. H. Van Sicklen will manage
the trip instead of L. 0. Boardman, who, it is

alleged, has not made certain arrangements

which he undertook to fix before Roe's start.

A Shot at " Cycling."

Our esteemed contemporary from the bor-

ough of Bolton, the Wheeler, hurls this little

boomerang at a contemporary, probably

Cycb'ng

:

Cycling Editor—"The circulation is going down; we
have given colored plates, life insurances and novels

away, rm hanged if I know what to try next."

Assistant—"Try news."
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Now Thoroughly Organized.

The Telegram Cycling Club of Milwaukee
was on last Monday evening organized on a

permanent basis, and will hereafter be reckoned

as one of the leading hustling clubs of Milwau-

kee. The officers elected for the ensuing year

are: O. Z. Bartlett, president; W. H. Mom-
sen, first vice-president; Harry Seward, Kjcre-

tary; II.*J. Paine, treasurer. About seventy-

live prominent wheelmen s-igned the constitu-

tion and became charter member's. The club

will move into its new home on Broadway
about May 15.

A Good Lithograph.

The first really good lithographed poster,

representing a bicycle race, was brought <-ut

this week by the Bearings Publishing Com-
pany. Previous efforts in this direction by

lithographers have been failures. The hanger

has a good picture of a race finishing on the

Washington Park track, the work of C A.

Cox -

Formed a Military Corps.

The Eu h Guards, of Milwaukee, organized a

cycle corps of fifteen members and will shortly

in re.ise the number to twenty five. The corps

will carry a complete equipment and will use

Telegram cycle-'.

" So far, our exhibit is ready, but where in thunder are
the visitors?"

A New Illinois Club.

The Calumet Bicycle Club of Belleville, 111.,

has been organized with J. Deibold as presi-

dent and captain and L. J. Winkler as secre-

tary and treasurer.

Its Name is Mud.

"How is real estate out your way?" "Oh,"

said the moist and weary man, "its name is

mud at present."—Chicago Post.

Items of Interest.

The iEolus Cycling Club was organized at

Marshall, Mich., last week, with F. A. Stew-

art, president; J. H. Cronin, vice-president; M.

C. Watson, secretary and treasurer; C. E.

Lewis, captain. The club has forty-five mem-
bers and has already secured a home.

The Mt. Vernon (O.) Cycling Club has

elected the following officers for the year:

President, John Brunner; vice-president, F. T.

Oakley; secretary, L. D. Henshaw; treasurer,

J. Branny; captain, H. C. Streeter; first lieu-

tenant, J. C. Whitesides; second lieutenant, U.

G. Townsend; directors, J. C, Whitesides and
TJ, G, Townsend,

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER, Improved Pattern.

"PERFECT" POCKETfJOILER FULL SIZE.

Our new model has extra long thread tor the tip, also a catch which locks the cap securely to the body of the oiler.

« supply of oil to a nicety. No leakage. Tightest, neatfst and best oil can in the world. Price 25c. each

;

Regulate!
handsomely nickeled CUSHMAIf & l>EMSO,V, 172 Oth Ave , N. T.

"Perfect" Pocket Oiler Holder

Best and most convenient device for rarry-
ing an oil can on a bicycle. Thoroughly ad-
justable and can he easily attached to any
part of the machine. No rattling. Hand-
somely n'ckel plated For sale everywhere.
Price, 35 cents each.

CITSUMAN *t- DENISON, 172 9thave. f

New York.

" Perfect " Pneumatic, Pump Holder.

Similar to Oiler Holder but slightly larger.
The pump is always convenient, and vexa-
tions delays are thus avoided. Handsomely
nickel plated. For sale everywhere. Pnce,
25 cents each.

CUSHiUAN &DENISON, 172 9th ave.,

New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

JULIUS

^ "ANDRAE."
Light Roadster

}
34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

ANDRAE CYCLE WORKS,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSTN.

TRIUMPH "Winner of over 40

O

etc T*rizes in 1892.
The most correctly designed cycle to ensure speed

and lightness, combined with strength.

Shrewd agents cannot afford to miss the Triumph

agency. Apply promptlyfor territory, catalogue and

discounts.

SCHULENBURG CYCLE CO.,

Importers and Jobbers of Bicycles and Sundries,

188 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Triumph, Quinton Scorcher, Derby, New Howe, Swift, Relay, Wynnewood and Medium Grade Wheels.
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GOOD ROADS STATEMENT.

One of the Seven Wonders—It Shows a Loss

Bather Than a Gain.

Boston, May 22.—One of the present

"Seven Wonders of the World" is the monu-

mental assurance shown by the executive com-

mittee of the League of American Wheelmen
in presenting the financial report of the

Road Improvement Bureau which appeared

in the last issue of the official organ. It is a

very simple thing to dissect this statement and

show that the claim made that Good Roads is

a self-sustaining magazine is without the

slightest foundation. The legitimate income

of Good Roads has been a little over $18,000

during the period of its foundation, to March

31, 1893. Why the executive committee incorpor-

ated among the cash receipts, as legitimate in-

come, such items as $6,000, appropriated by

the league; $5,055.29 as loaned by the league,

and $4,689.32 as received from contributors, is

beyond comprehension of what is legitimate.

In these three sums we have a total of nearly

$16,000 and it is fair to presume that the

sources,from which this extra income has been

received will be cut off. It is doubtful if tl e

league will consent to another appropriation

of $6,000, and it is quite certain the league « ill

not consent to loaning Good Roads any more

money. It is furthermore positive that the

guarantors and contributors will refuse to

further support the magazine. Ergo, these

three sources of revenue being cut off, the

Good Roads bureau will have to make up

during the next year's business the deficit of

nearly $16,000. Can it do it? And on the face of it

to what extent does the claim that Good Roads

is a paying investment hold water? It is a mere

sieve.

As for the expenditure?, they speak for

themselves. Among them I would especially

call attention to that item of $6,666.62 for the

salary of the manager. If this statement does

not raise a rumpus then I miss my guess.

There is a further point in this exhibit. It

will be observed that there is $5,200 due from

advertisers and others. From liabilities it is

noticed that the sum loaned by the League of

American Wheelmen has been entirely omit-

ted. Why should they omit this? For certainly

it is a lien against Good Roads. If this item

were in its proper place it would be found that

the Good Roads bureau to-day owes over $3,200

more than is due it from its creditors.

This is the second time that the league has

gone into the publishing business and sunk

money. In the first place it tried to publish

its own organ years ago and got in a hole to

the tune of a great many thousand dollars.

We now find that after a little over a year's

experience with Good Roads bureau it has

cost the leigue over $11,000, and it will be in-

teresting to notice the comments coming from
other sources more conversant with the ins

and cuts of financiering than your correspon-

dent. It is not a happy financial statement,

and it will not cast credit on the people who are

responsible for this condition of affairs.

H. H. LAMBTON HERE.

The Austral Winner on a Business and Plea-

sure Trip.

The dispatches last week told of the arrival

at San Francisco of H. H. Lambton, almost

as well known to the cycling world as Tom
Busst, the Australian champion. Mr. Lambton

reached Chicago Saturday, strolled into the

Chicago Cycling Club house Sunday and soon

became acquainted. Mr. Lambton is now
spending the $1,000 (and more, too, probably)

he received by winning the 1892 Austral wheel

race, two miles, from the 200-yard mark. He
would be taken for an Englishman—talks like

one; walks like Osmond; and in some points

reminds one of Golder.

Mr. Lambton is here chiefly on pleasure

bent, but may have something to do with cash

prizes. He told of the color system used in

Australia (described in detail in the Referee

recently) and said cash prizes were far better

than anything else. Busst, he said, would be

all right if the big fellow would only think so;

he is scared and really believes he is sick,

though he has the appearance of a perfectly

well man,

GARDEN WILL LEAVE CHICAGO.

He Has Accepted a Position at the Columbia

Factory— His Successor.

There is no other man among Chicago

cyclists who enjoys as great popularity and is

as generally esteemed by his associates as Mr.

Garden. Six years ago, on the demise of his

predecessor, he came to Chicago rather with a

view to closing up the business of the branch

than of building up trade in Chicago. A few
weeks' trial, however, convinced him that in

this great city were possibilities hitherto un-

suspected by the company he represented, and
a few months only elapsed before his judg-

ment was confirmed. Of his career since that

time it is necessary only to say that he built

up a business which has never been equalled

—

we may even say approached—by any other in

Chicago. His popularity among riders has

increased, and his ability as a aleadermong bus-

iness men become more generally recognized

as the period of his residence in Chicago

lengthened, and it is probably no secret to a

great many that his prolonged stay with the

Pope Manufacturing Company is due far more

to the loyalty which is part of his nature than

to a lack of opportunities to change his posi-

tion.

That same loyalty is responsible for Mr.

Garden's decision to remove from Chicago

He will remain with the Pope company, but

in a position far more desirable in every way.

He will, in short, take full charge of the office

at the factory at Hartford. His decision was
not reached in a hurry. Naturally, after a six

years' residence in Chicago, he hesitated some-

what about removing so far from the scene of

his success, but, urged by eastern friends, as

well as by business considerations, he finally

accepted the offer.

Mr. Garden's management of the Chicago

branch virtually ended on Monday. He will

not leave Chicago, however, until November,

but will spend his time principally at the fair

with occasional visits to the store. The latter

institution will be in charge of Mr. Jackson,

whose acquaintance with Chicago wheelmen,

though but recently commenced, is rapidly

spreading. There is every indication that he

will worthily fill the position vacated by Mr.

Garden.

It may be here stated that the latter will not

be permitted to leave Chicago until the local

wheelmen have testified in no unmistakable
manner to the high esteem in which he is

held.
1 »

Roe Starts June 5.

Tom Roe starts from New York on his trans-

continental trip June 5. C. G. Sinsabaugh, of

the Bearings, will accompany him as press

representative.
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THE FOWLER FRAME AND WHEEL.

This "Ad 99

IS ONLY MEANT FOR

LONG SHORT
LEGGED and LEGGED
RIDERS. RIDERS.

Why not Ride a Wheel that Ats you?

*

We make Long & Short Frames Without Extra Charge
A Wheel that fits pleases better, lasts longer, is stronger and faster.

THE FOWLER
IS BUILT TO RIDE AND TO GIVE SATISFACTION.

GET CATALOGUE, THEY ABE HONEST.

HILL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,
142-44-46-48 Washington St, - - - - - CHICAGO.

AN ALPINE COAST.

Ten Miles Down the Mountains into the City

of Geneva.

Those whose cycling lot is cast in this land,

where good roads are the exception instead of

the rule, can scarcely imagine the delights of a

tour over the perfect roads of France and
Switzerland, and especially through the rugged

Jura mountains and their larger and wilder

brothers, the Alps. The excellent roads that

prevail in all localities, the savage mountain
scenery, the music of the dashing torrents, the

piney odor of the dark forests and the fra-

grance of the woodland rose, make the trip a

most delightful one; while the grand delights

of those long mountain coasts, with their dips

and turns and changing scenes, must be ex-

perienced to be appreciated.

One morning in July our little company that

had been flitting about from one point of inter-

est to another in " Yurep," left Moretz, a little

French village situated in ;i wild and pictur-

esque part of the Jura mountains, in a narrow
valley between two towering ranges, where
the shadows of evening fell early and the peo-

ple were lulled to sleep by the mournful music
of the mountain stream. We pointed our

wheels skyward, so it seemed, and began an
ascent that did not abate till we had reached

an altitude of something over five thousand
feet. Up, up we went, that cold, damp morn-
ing, the clouds enveloping us in their chilly

folds and obscuring the landscape, except oc-

casionally, when a breeze would make an
opening through which we caught a glimpse

of the green valley lying far below us.

Some rode, more of us walked, but all joined

in the hope that the road would tip the other

way for a change and give us a resting spell;

but just as we were beginning to lose patience

at the long grade, a dip down and around a

corner of rock brought us face to face with a

wonderful change, and a panorama of beauti-

ful Swiss scenery burst upon our vision.

The clouds had parted and were drifting

away on either hand, while in front of us the

mountain dropped away and extended in

wooded knolls and rocky cliffs to the beautiful

valley below. The transformation was so sud-

den and complete that our breath was almost

taken away, and the prosaic fact that we were
hungry and dinner an hour late did not pre-

vent us from feasting our eyes upon the scene

and making dinner another hour late. From a

mountain a mile high we looked over a broad,

green valley marked by little farms and cot-

tages and rows of trees and hedges. A dozen

miles away lay the blue lake of Geneva, gleam-

ing like a mirror in the sunlight. Little vil-

lages were visible here and there, almost hid-

den, however, by the groves of tall trees.

Beyond this there arose like a wall the Alps in

all their grandeur, their snow-clad peaks al-

most blending with the color of the distant

sky. A stillness, broken only by the song of

birds, the tinkling bells of mountain goats or

the music of falling water, made the whole
seem more like a grand painting than the

reality, but no work of art can ever equal that

scene, for no artist has learned to mix and
blend the colors that nature held up to us

there.

Down into this valley from the great height

wound the smooth, hard road like the sinuous

trail of some huge serpent, visible in its numer-
ous turns until it was lost in the vanishing dis-

tance. Making sure that our bicycles were in

good order we started down the long "coasl,"

and that ride will linger in memory long

hence.

Our speed increased with every turn and
grade, and we dashed down the smooth road

past cottages and groups of haymakers who
had scarcely time to glance at us ere we were
out of sight. Swifter and swifter went our
wheels, until our progress can better be de-

scribed as flying, so seemingly did we have
wings. Five miles we went—sometimes the

road went through a ravine, sometimes it was
a shelf on the face of a high cliff—then five

more we went at a swifter pace and the warm
blood leaped through our veins in the excite-

ment of the ride. Ten miles of as wild riding

as was ever done on bicycles; ten miles with
our feet on the rests; a "coast" that filled us

with a wild delight, and every one of us

wanted to walk back that ten-mile hill just to

ride down it again. Though there is much of

such riding in Switzerland, that wonderful

land of mountains and of lakes, one can
scarcely find a grander coast than from the top

of the Jura mountains down to the city of

Geneva. Rastds.

Says the Lamp Ordinance is Void.

Oakland, Cal.—Supervisor Plunkett re-

cently appeared in the police court to argue

the case of F. U. Colville, in which the validity

of the bicycle ordinance is disputed, in so far

as it requires wheelmen to display a light after

night fall. Mr. Plunkett argued that a bicycle

was, in the eye of the law, a vehicle, and as

such cannot be made amenable to any regula-

tions not applying to all classes of vehicles. In

effect he argues that this is special legislation,

and therefore void.
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AUTHORITY ON GOOD ROADS

INFORMATION FURNISHED BY PRACTICAL

MEN OF OTHER DAYS.

MacAdam and Telford—The Roman Roads

—

A Useful Code of Questions—The Width

of Wagon Tires—Improvements

Being Made in Indiana.

While the present century has been marked
by phenomenal advancement in the science

and by wonderful growth in the skill and di-

versity of manufacturers, we are to-day look-

ing backward for practical information bear-

ing on the construction and maintenance of

good highways.

The modern books on this important subject

are of excellent quality, and it must be con-

fessed that progress has been made in the de-

tailed treatment of some phases of the ques-

tion; yet as a rule we get our fundamental

principles from the works of such men as Mac-
Adam and Telford, who in turn drew from the

practical experience of Rome and the earlier

nations of the east.

To ascertain in what respect an old road is

complete or defective, we could probably do

no better than to follow out the old English

code of questions, or at all events make them
the foundation for our modern examination of

highways. It is advisable to know the follow-

ing points:

What is the breadth of the road?

Is it everywhere exactly the same?
Is it defined by side-channels having along them curb-

stones or borders of grass-sods?

Are the channels on each side of the road on the same
level?

Is the convexity of the surface uniformly the same in

every part along the whole lengrh of the road?

Is there a foot path?

What is the height of it above the side of the road?

What is its breadth?

Of what material is it composed?
Is there any waste land between the road and the

fences of the road?

In what state is it?

Is the surface of the road higher than that of the adja-

cent fields?

Of what materials does the crust of the road consist?

What is the depth of them in the centre of the road, at

a distance of five feet on each side of the centre, and at

the sides?

Are there sufficient drains for carrying off all rain and
other water?

Are the fences low?

Are they raised on ground of the same level on both
sides of the road?

Are they of the same height on both sides, and parallel

to each other?

The answers to these questions would give

an expert engineer a pretty thorough under-

standing of the difficulties to be encountered
in putting our country [roads into a proper

condition. It would be well to know also what
available road material could be had near by,

or in case of need what would be the approxi-

mate expense of getting stone, etc., from neigh-

boring regions. As this system of road ex-

amining is the outgrowth of practical experi-

ence the inquiries given above can be recom-
mended for the use of state commissions
and road inspectors.

THE WIDTH OF WAGON TIEES.

The old subject of the shape of cart and
wagon wheels is coming to the front in

some localities. There is no doubt that broad
tires should be required on wagons carrying

heavy loads, but to compel an immediate

change would be an injustice to many. If the

breadth of tires is to be regulated by law, the

act should be so framed that it will come into

operation gradually so that the old carts as

they become worn out or disabled will be re-

placed by vehicles having regulation wheels

and felloes.

The Boston Teamsters' Association strongly

opposes the proposed new law requiring all

teamsters in Massachusetts to use tires from
3 to 3 1-2 inches in width according to the

weight of the wagon. The trucks in Boston

are usually built with axles 3 inches in front

and 3 1-2 inches behind, and the wheels are

equipped with tires about 2 1-2 inches in

width. The weight of such wagons varies

from 4,200 to 4,500 pounds. It is claimed that

with 3 and 3 1-2-inch tires it will be necessary

to make a heavier build throughout and that

the expense of these changes to the teamsters

would be a burden which many in the busi-

ness c uld scarcely stand.

There is certainly an element of truth in this

claim, but it is not at all probable that a law

could be passed which would call for an imme-
diate change in wagon construction, and with

ample time given the measu- e would doubtless

lose its objectionable side.

HOW IT IS DONE ABROAD.

In the matter of tires we can be guided by
some of the English legislations and avoid the

difficulties which are encountered there. One
of the general turnpike acts reads:

"All carts or wagoDS with wheels of less

breadth than 4 1-2 inches are to pay one half

more toll than carts or wagons with wheels of

six inches, etc." The intention of this legisla-

tion was to equalize the toll. Of course a

greater load was allowed on broad than on

narrow tires, but the value of this law was
made of no effect because the people began to

use tires with curved surfaces, and they were

of course injurious to the roads.

Whenever we pass legislation acts regulat-

ing these matters there are two points which
ought to be very clearly stated. The tires on
wagons must have a flat surface for their en-

tire width, and if we desire to obtain the great-

est good from them as road rollers, the hind

wheels should be arranged so as to track out-

side the front ones. Kuklos.

Fixing Indiana Roads.

There is no question about the sentiment of

the state being in favor of better roads. The
wheelmen do not fail to seek opportunities for

impressing upon the people, the farmers espe-

cially, the desirability of having better roads.

Indeed, it is surprising how much public senti-

ment has changed in the past year or two on
this subject. In Green county there is under

construction one road of ten miles in length

and another of seventeen miles, which are the

first really good roads in the county. In the

adjoining counties of Daviess,. Martin and
Lawrence great improvements have been

planned for this summer. The present miser-

able roads are a disgrace to any civilized com-
munity. Compare the roads in these counties

with those in Tippecanoe, Hamilton and Boone
counties, and ihe contrast is object lesson

enough for any one. Then go to the last

census and see that the counties possessing

good roads are superior in eveiy way to those

without them. It is such considerations as

these that talk. Now, if the fanners could

only disabuse their minds of the suspicion that

the wheelmen are trying to /'work" 'them,

there would be little difficulty in accomplish-

ing something.—Indianapolis Sentinel.

Fixing Roads for Wheelmen.

Brighton, Colo.—At a meeting of the town
council a statement was made as coming from
the Denver Wheel Club that it was proposed

to make the road from Denver to Brighton the

official state road of the clubs, and have it

measured and marked. The county commis-
sioners have agreed to place the road in the

best possible condition for wheel
|
purposes.

The'council arranged a special police force to

keep back the crowd on the day of the race

and give the contestants a clear track through
town. Arrangements will also be made to

open the town hall for the use of the clubs on
their Sunday visits.

* * *

Farmers Show Their Appreciation.

South Kingston, R. I., has over twenty-fivo

miles of good macadam roads, put in three

years ago, and to show that even the farmers

recognize their value, a vote was passed May
16 in taxpayers town meeting appropriating

$5,000 and placing the same in the hands of a
road commission of three to keep these roads

in the best of condition for the ensuing year.

* * * In 1888 there was but one bicycle in this

town. Twenty-five miles of macadam road
were put in and now there are over 200 wheels

in use, and the coming season will see more
bought than ever before.

The Beauties of a Club Run.

One who has never been out on a club run
given by some large club can little imagine

the high time which the average run affords,

says the Scorcher. Say a twenty-mile run is

called. The cyclist who, as everybody knows,

needs sleep, is obliged to wake at 6 o'clock

sharp so as not to miss the start. After bound-
ing into his clothes he hurries down to the

club house, there to wait till nearly 10 for the

captain and the rest of the boys; that is, if

there is no rain, which is unusually the case, in

which event, of course, the run does not come
off. But the clear day is sure to come, and
with it comes the run. They start, scorch for

about ten miles, dismount and get a drink (of

water), mount, and scorch again until their

destination is reached. This is a great treat

for the racing men, but how about the aver-

age riders? Dinner at the end of the route, an
hour to get the dust out of your eyes and ears

and the mud off your clothes, and another

scorch home. Probably two or three punc-

tures and a bad fall break the monotony of the

homeward trip, and about 8 o'clock you find

yourself once again in your native town, all

broke up. You find by consulting the papers

next day that you missed two big fires and a

box of cigars which some individual with

more money than he could take care of had
passed around during your absence. Then you
bathe in liniment for a week and get ready for

the next run.

Beat an Express Train.

A veteran French cyclist, M. H. Mauroi,

forty-five years of age, recently won a race

with an express train from the depot of Join-

ville to the Bastille, Paris. He rode the dis-

tance, almost seven miles, in 17 min., arriving

amid applause one minute earlier than the

train.
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THE GOOD ROADS STATEMENT.
It has appeared at last, that long-promised,

eagerly-sought statement of the financial

standing of Good Roads, and with it another

edition of the "president's column." Both
will doubtless bring about some interesting

discussions. The financial report is signed by
the "executive and finance committee, by

Charles ;L. Burdett, president." This would
indicate that those gentlemen who comprie
that committee were cognizant of the con-

tents as well as the remarks which accom-

panied it before it was forwarded to the

Bulletin for publication, but we cannot and do
not believe this to have been the case, for a
report so absolutely ridiculous could never

have passed their inspection. One of two
things is certain—that the writer of the report

is so ignorant of business methods as to be ab-

solutely incompetent to fill any position where
financial transactions have to be carried on, or

a deliberate attempt has been made to deceive

the members of the league. We can hardly

consider the latter possible, inasmuch as any
school boy could have seen through the decep-

tion.

The report shows the entire financial work-
ings of the bureau from the commencement
and shows a loss of upward of $13,000 for

fifteen months' work. Despite this fact, the

person who compiled it claims a net profit of

over nineper cent. This he does by the extra-

ordinary method of figuring the amounts ad-

vanced by the league, guarantors, etc.—the

capital stock, we may call it— as a part of the

earnings of the bureau.

Here is the state of affairs as shown in the

report;

Money received from advertisers, L. A.

W., guarantors and all other

sources $33,823.36

Money due from advertisers, etc 5,257.79

39,081.15

Expenditures of all descriptions 35,249.38

Amount owing 2,037.03

37,286.41

Balance in favor of bureau 1, 794.74

Then follows this remarkable statement:

"From the above statement it appears that

on March 31, 1893, the affairs of the Road Im-
provement Bureau show a net earning of

$1,794.74, on the investment of $18,330, a little

over nine per cent on the investment in the

fifteen months in which the business has been

carried on."

The utter absurdity of the claim is shown by

the following statement, taken from the

report:

Total advertising paid $15,493.71

" " unpaid 4,619.85

Total subscriptions, sundries and sale

of electros 3,223.98

Total earnings $23,336.54

Total expenses paid 35,249.5)8

Total expenses unpaid 2,037.03

37,280.41

Net loss on 15 months' business... $13,949.87

One more statement will make the showing

complete. It shows where the money came
from to make good the deficit, and which has

been included by the "executive and finance

committee" among the earnings of the bureau:

Amount invested by L. A. W $6,000.00

Amount loaned by " 5,055 29

Amount due guarantors 4,689.32

$15,744.61

Amount due bureau as shown above... 1,794.74

Net amount of liabilities $13,949.87

No argument, surely, is needed to show that

the report is a complete refutation of thn rep-

resentations made by the pre-idcnt to the na-

tional assembly that the bureau was on a pay-

ing basis and showed a net gain for the year.

But, lest there be any possible doubt remain-

ing, we present the following:

The largest month's earnings in the history

of the bureau was that of 4pril, the amount
being, $2,301.41.

The average expenses of the bureau for fif-

teen months weie $2,485.76.

In January, the month immediately preced-

ing the meeting of the assembly, the advertis-

ing amounted to $1,874.61, so that in that

month the bureau ran some $600 behind.

Despite these facts, the president assured

the meeting that the bureau was, at that

moment, self-supporting, and that the books

showed a profit. No stronger argument than

this can be advanced in favor of such a com-
mittee as the Massachusetts men wanted, to

inspect the accounts of the league. They, in

common with the whole league, will be justi-

fied in demanding an immediate explanation

of the president and executive committee.

THE CHICAGO TRACK.

On Monday the big men of the league

visited the track on which the international

and other championships are to be run in

August. That evening their praise wps un-

stinted. Had they paid the grounds a second

visit on Tuesday, however, their enthusiasm

might have been lessened. Rain fell on Mon-
day evening and there could be but one re-

sult. Gutters were formed in profusion on the

banking, as has always been the case and
always will be the case on tracks so con-

structed. An attache of the firm which built

the track explained to a party of visitors, its

advantages and disadvantages. The gutters, he

said, could not possibly be avoided. It will be

necessary, as in the case of the base ball dia-

mond, to have men constantly at work with

hand-rollers and clay and the track must be

sprinkled daily.

The new track is, of coarse, one of the finest.

It would hardly have been possible to spend

upward of $7,000 upon it without getting

something pretty fine. It will, no doubt, prove

fast. We shall see grand racing and fast time

made upon it. But what Chicago wanted was

the best obtainable at any price and in that

she will be disappointed. As has been shown
over and over again in the Referee a better

track could have been built for less money—

a

track which would require no rollers, no clay,

no water and no laborers after it had been

completed.

However, it is our duty, no doubt, to be

thankful for that which we have. It requires

no stretching of truth to say that the new
track is the best Chicago has ever had. We
are thankful for that. It is probably the best

that could be laid—of the kind. We are

thankful for that. And when, in the future,

someone constructs a board track under the

noses of the wise-acres and proves to them
what has already been proved at Kingston,

Ont., and at Heme Hill, London—that wood
forms the fastest, the most enduring, the least

troublesome and the least dangerous surface

yet discovered—why, we'll be thankful for that,

too. In the meantime the racing men will try

to provide first-class sport with such facilities

as are afforded them.

Lively at Spokane.

According to the Spokane (Wash.) Review,

things cycling are pretty lively on the coast.

We quote: " Wheels, wheels everywhere. On
the business streets, on the boulevards about

the city, on the roads leading to every small

hamlet within twenty miles, could be heard

the ring of the warning bell yesterday. It was

the first really good day the bicycle enthusiast

has had. and he was not slow in taking advan-

tage of it.

"There is no city in the northwest that has

as many advantages in the matter of cycling

as Spokane. Every road leads to some delight-

ful bit of scenery, past farms where the first

tender green shoots of wheat are coming up;

across a creek whose rippling waters are sug-

gestive of trout in their depth; through a bit

"f woodland, with the trees affording a wel-

come shade to the heated scorcher.

"Just now the bicycle rider is like the popu-

list, 'keeping in the middle of the road,' but

later on there will be no drive or ride where a

buggy can go that the sinuous track of the

silent steed may not be seen."

That French Cycle Tax.

All the efforts of the French cyclists for a

reduction of taxes have been in vain. The
senate which some time ago voted for a 5-franc

tax on each wheel, now accepts the resolution

of the chamber of deputies and fixes the tax

at 10 francs ($2.) The proposal was made that

there should be at least an exception with

wheels used only for industrial, agricultural or

commercial purposes, but even this was re-

jected, so that, for instance, a workman, who
lives at a distance from his place of emploj^-

ment, who sees a hygienic, rapid and practical

expedient in a wheel and buys a second-hand

one for some fifty francs, must pay a yearly

tax of 10 francs, whilst a proprietor of a fine

coach has only to pay 5 francs. The bill was
made a law with the motive that the cyclists

themselves claimed the establishment of a tax

for having recognition of the legal rights on

public roads. But the proposer of this nice

sentence forgot to say that the cyclists would

be satisfied with a tax of 5 francs.

C. C. C. Raffle Postponed.

Because of other attractions the Chicago C.

C. raffle, set for May 20, was postponed to

Saturday night, June 3.
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MEMORIAL DAY EVENTS.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE PULLMAN ALL

COMPLETE—THE HANDICAPS.

Transportation Facilities Complete in All De-

tails—The Prize List—The Irvington

Milburn and Martin Races

—

Other Programmes.

Arrangements for the great Pullman road

race are now complete; the handicaps are out

and the entrants need have no fear of the

handicapper, his work is done—how well re-

mains to be seen. The associated cycling clubs

has met for the last time, and the trials and

tribulations of that body and its various com-

mittees are at an end, at least for another year.

Only two things now remain to make the 1893

Pullman the greatest race on record—good

roads and good weather. It was the intention

of the A. C. C. to secure either the Second

Regiment armory or Battery D to be used as a

dressing room for the starters, but as both

buildings are in use, the stores of the Pope
Manufacturing Company, Century Cycle

Manufacturing Company and the F. L. Doug-
las Cycle Company will be used instead. Num-
bers will be given out at these places, and
ample provision will be made for the accom-

modation of all contestants.

THE COURSE AND ITS CONDITION.

It has, as before stated, been positively de-

cided to run the race over the new course (i. e.

to South Chicago and back to Stony Island

avenue by way of Ninety-third street), which
is, according to Surveyor Fox, just two miles

1,761.5 feet longer than the old one. That

portion of the old course—on Stony Island

avenue—from the intersection of South Chi-

cago and Stony Island avenue to the intersec-

tion of Ninety-third street and Stony Island

avenue, is one mile and 4,146 feet long; the

new portion of the course—southeasterly on
South Chicago avenue from Stony Island ave-

nue to Exchange avenue, thence southwest-

erly to Ninety-third street, thence west on
Ninety-third street to Stony Island avenue—is

four miles and 627.5 feet long, making the

added distance two miles and 1,761.5 feet

long, or the total length of the Pullman course,

Western Wheel « orks.- World's Fair Exhibit.

seventeen miles and 286.1 feet. To this must
be added 1,275 feet, inasmuch as the finish-

ing point on One Hundred and Eleventh street

is further east than heretofore. Sunday the

road was in fair shape, but (he rain of Monday

night has done it little good. A gang will be
put to work so as to make it ridable in the bad
places. It has been claimed that the new
course has been ridden in 57 ruin., while others

have been unable to get under the hour.

FINAL ARRANGEMENTS

The Associated Cycling. Clubs met Tuesday
night and completed all arrangements for the

race. It was decided to release the Pullman
Cycling Club from the obligation of paying the

association 25 per cent of the gross receipts of

the grand stand, provided the club provide a
tent at the finish for the contestants. It was
also decided to put several men at work fixing

Ninety-third street and other points at present

almost unridable. The club captains are re-

quested to issue, to those who are to take care

of their men at the finish, tickets which will

admit them to the tent at Pullman. This action

was taken in order to keep out the crowd that

usually forces itself into the dressing quarters.

The numbers will be given out at the Doug-
las Cycle Company's store and dressing quarters

will be in the stores of the Pope Manufactur-
ing Company, Stover Bicycle Manufacturing
Company and the Century Cycle Manufactur-

Preruier Cycle Co.—World's Fair Exhibit.

ing Company. Arrangements have been made
so that dinner may be had in the Arcade if the

Hotel Florence is too crowded. The grand

stand was begun on Wednesday and will be

entirely completed by Saturday night.

THE PRIZE LIST.

The number of place prizes will probably

reach fifty, thirty-five having already been re-

ceived, while there are several to hear from.

Two more bicycles are expected, as well as

many articles of less value. The list to date

follows:
BICYCLES.

Fowler, by Hill Cycle Company $150.00

Arrow, Century Cycle Mfg. Co 150 00

Smalley, Marble Cycle Mfg. Co 150.00

Safety, Taylor Cycle Company 150.00

Rambler, Gormully Jeffery Mfg. Co 150.00

Imperial, Ames & Frost Company 150.00

Victor, A. G. Spalding & Bros 150.00

Quadrant, Quadrant Cycle Company 150.00

Columbia, Pope Mfg. Co 150.00

Union, Stokes Mfg. Co 150.00

Kenwood racer, Douglas Cycle Company 165.00

Columbia (second hand) Mason & Mason
Blackhawk, Western Wheel Works 135.00

SUNDRIES.

Crayon of winners of Pullman road race, to win-

ning club, the Referee 100.00

Gold Watch, "Bearings" 50.00

Merchandise (tires) Morgan & Wright 25.00
"

(special prize) " 25.00
"

(tires) Palmer Tire Company 25.00

Bamboo rod, "Cycling Life" 25.00

iuzi ivlt'g. Co.—World's Fair Exhibit.

Cue, Brunswick-Balke Company 15.00

Picture, Brewster Art Company r. 15.00

Merchandise, Paul Brauer '

10.00

Bicycle Suit, Clementi & Barr 12.00

Merchandise, March-Davis Cycle Company 10.00

Cord wood, Superior Coal Company 8.00

Cigars, J. H. Thiele 8.00

Shoes, Wiswall & Co 7.00

Pedals, .Eolus Cycle Importing Company 7.00

10 world's fair tickets, Coventry Mch. Co 5.00

Cigars, C. B. Olds 5.00

Box soap, B. V. H. Schultz 5.00

Shoes, J. A. Erickson

S. & W. revolver, Louis Jordan

Book, "Gentleman Tramp," H. H. Wylie 2.50

Subscription to cycling paper, W. A. Fletcher

& Co

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES.

That the transportation facilities will be
ample for all who desire to go to Pullman is

shown by the following letter from General

Passenger Agent Hanson of the Illinois Cen-

tral road to President Garden of the Associ-

ated Cycling Clubs:

Keferring to your recent conference in relation to busi-

ness incident to the Pullman road race, which occurs on
Tuesday, 3Cth inst., beg to advise that our general super-

intendent will perfect arrangements for moving this bus-

iness between Van Buren street station and Pullman as
follows: Four special trains of ten world's fair cars

each will be provided for moving the business south-

bound. These trains will be loaded from the west
world's fair platform on east side of the A7an Buren street

viaduct. Trains will leave the platform as follows: 8:40

a. m., 8:50 a. m. 8:55 a. m. and 9:05 a. m. Ample facili-

ties will be provided at the ticket booths for ticketing

this business promptly and expeditiously.

Arrangements will be made for moving the business re-

turning as follows: Our regular suburban time card

shows suburban trains leaving Pullman for Chicago at

10:47 a. m., 11:29 a. m., 12:15 p. m. ; and in addition to

these trains a special train will leave Pullman at 11 a. m.
All of these trains will be composed of our regular su-

burban coaches and will stop at all intermediate stations,
,

it being my understanding that a large proportion of

these passengers will drop off at Sixtieth street returning

for the purpose of visiting the world's fair.

In order that our special trains south bound mp,y reach

Pullman in time for the passengers to witness the finish

of the road race, it will be necegsary for them to leave

the Van Buren street platform promptly on scheduled

time as given above. To accomplish this end, I would
like to have you so advertise the arrangement as to result

in having a large proportion of the passeegers reach the

platform in time to take the first trains. The announce-

ments of the arrangements should also make it clearly

understood that these trains will leave from our west

world's fair platform so that passengers will cross the

viaduct in order to reach them, rather than to go to our

regular suburban station located on the surface of the

Lake Park, west of our right of way, as no provisions

whatever will be made for handling this business south

bound on our regular suburban trains.

The rate for this occasion will be fifty cents for the

round trip, and as stated above, tickets will be on sale at

the ticket office on west world's fair platform, and will

be obtainable at that point any time after 8 a. m.
These arrangements will provide for the transportation
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of' approximately 4,000 people, which is the maximum
estimate given by you, and I understand will be ample to

provide for all of the business which offers.

Will you kindly give the matter as much puulicity as

possible in such quarters as you know will reach the

greatest number of those who will be interested in the

event, advising me promptly if the entire arrangement

as outlined above is entirely satisfactory to you and
oblige.

THE STARTER'S INSTRUCTIONS.

Starter Conkling has issued the following in-

structions to contestants:

Dear Sib: There will be about three hundred starters

in the Pullman race this year. To handle so many men
successfully in so short a time, requires friendly co-opera-

tion and consideration on the part of all; also a thorough

familiarity with and carrying out of the rules. To this

end you are instructed as follows, and every detail must
be implicitly followed:

All contestants will report at 284 Wabash avenue, be-

tween 7:30 and 8:30 o'clock the morning of the race, and
be checked in and receive their numbers to be worn dur-

ing the race.

No person failing to report and be checked in as above
will be permitted under any circumstances to ride in the

race.

Numbers 1 to 150 will dress and adjust their numbers
at 391 Wabash avenue; numbers 151 to 250 will dress and
adjust their numbers at 287 Wabash avenue; numbers 251

to 351 will dress and adjust their numbers at 295 Wabash
avenue.

All contestants will promptly take up position on

Michigan avenue north of the starting line, in groups as

per their respective handicaps, and opposite signs

which will be placed there bearing their handicap, and
will there report to an assistant starter and be checked

by him.

For their own good, contestants will from this point on

pay attention only to the starter, so that his instructions

may be clearly heard and understood.

It is particularly requested that, to as far as possible

avoid confusion, everyone refrain from loud calling and
talking, and will also move about as little as possible.

Your number is —
;
you take position opposite card

marked " men here"; you will be started at —
o'clock.

With the earnest request that you assist me as far as

possible by a prompt and full compliance with the above,

I remain, fraternally, L. W. Conkling, Starter.

Official map of the course will be found on reverse side

of this sheet.

THE HANDICAPS.

While the limit is the same as last year, the

course is two and a third miles longer, which
in reality means a cutting down of the limit.

Last year the first man away was T. L. O'Neil

of the Chicago club, who had nine mniutes,

and who left at 10:15. This year the first man
to leave will probably be a nine-minute man,
for it is hardly likely that any above that mark
will ride. The scratch men will be sent away
at 9 o'clock sharp, and then a rush will be

made for the trains, The handicaps follow:

1 A. E. Lumsden
2 L. D. Munger

5 Geo. A. Thome
6 Frank Waller

7 Fred Nessel

10 Otto C. Maas
11 Geo. K. Barrett

13 H. S. Rough
14 W. J. Bray
15 F. Bodach
16 E. E. Ulbricht

17 Gus Steele

18 W. F West.

24 C. P. Root
25 Jas. Rohde
26 C. Mittelstead

27 H. W. Harland

28 L. T. Tagholm

34 G. S. Olsen

35 O. E. Olson

36 G. Paulson

40 Ole Peterson

SCRATCH.

3 H. A. Githens

4 W. A. Rhodes
1 MIN. 30 SEC.

8 das. T. Knisley

9 J. P. Bliss

2 MINUTES.

12 C. W. Davis

2 MIN. 30 SEC.

19 O. C. Green
20 J. F. Stillwell

21 R. Keator

22 J. B. Woollas

23 H. Brown

3 MINUTES.

29 F. Schmitt

30 F. E. Spooner

31 A. T. Ileywood

32 W. J. McMahon
33 L. Karpen

3 MIN. 15 SEC.

37 E. A. Werner
33 C. A. Wescott

39 C. E. Parkes

3 MIN. 30 SEC.

48 H. G. Baine

3 MIN. 30 SEC—CONTINUE!).

41 N. H. Mayer
48 C. W. Gray
43 W. J. Doyle

44 M. Nessel

45 A. Prince

46 A. L. Leonhardt

47 J. A. Pallister

56 J.

57 C.

58 A.

59 W,

63 W.
64 E.

65 C.

C6 E.

67 W
68 H.

69 G.

W. Adams
A. Fox
Helmich, Jr.

F. Peironnet

. A. Thompson
A. Camlin

F. J. Swain
D. Bamberger
F. Knott

L. Nelson

W. Denison

7G W. Neverman

78 Wm. Bodach
79 C. J. Bell

80 A. F. Harner
81 A. D. Kennedy, Jr.

82 W. D. Castro

83 C. V. Dasey

49 A. L. Buchanan
50 J. E. Hudson
51 W. rallan »

52 J. J. Mundy
53 R. M. Barwise
54 C. D. Cutting

55 G. L. EmersoJ

3 MIN. 45 SEC.

60 Theo. Smith
61 J. R. Cheasboro

62 O. R. Bamett

4 MINUTES.

70 C. H. Peck
71 H. H. Wylie
72 J. Schneider

73 L. Bodach
74 F. H. White
75 J. B. Farmer

4 MIN. 15 SEC.

77 C. H. Bernerderfer

4 MIN. 30 SEC.

84 Wm. Blair

85 C. A. Stephens

86 W. F. Corey
87 D. W. Caswell

88 R. W. Slusser.

89 J. E. Scheller

90 Thos. Byrne
91 E. Furner
92 A. R. March
93 Jas. Hrach
91 J. I. Oakley

95 H. L. Dodson
96 V. E. Rico

104 Alex. Yeoman
105 L. O. Wilcoxon

106 T. E. Tillery

107 W. J. Hubbard
108 M. E. Griswold

109 D. H. Grant
110 J. Fullon

111 Al. Miller

4 MIN. 45 SEC

97 W. H. Friedly

98 W. E. Starr

99 W. H. Green
100 O. Cullermann
101 A. H. Dinse

102 S. D. Tallman

103 C. Probstine

5 MINUTES.

124 H. Solveson

125 J. Bizenek

126 A. B. Edmonds
127 C. G. Sinsabaugh

128 J. E. Parker

129 H. Halbrecht

130 W. H. Schafer

131 C. H. Parker
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5 MINUTES.

112 E. Teseh

113 A, G. Seeder

114 H. E. Nutt

115 G. M. O'Connell

CONTINUED.

132 John Clark

133 H. Waldnmn
134 W. A. Mink
135 F. Wodrick

..ki.r. M'. . .anuit.

116 P. H. Schmitt

117 F. Hovey
118 E.F. Urban
119 H. W. Heidorn

120,H. C. Bauer

121 C. Biornstadt

122 A. Johnson

123 R. W. Butterfield

144 W. E. Waugh
145 H. Janssen

146 W. L. Holzbaur

147 F. W. Newland
148 W. Schieferstein

149 M. L. Smith

150 F. S. Hollands

151 L. L. Frye

152 Jos. Kastner

153 G. S. Adams
154 M. J. Budlong

155 D. A. Eeed
156 G. A. Phillips

157 H. K. Bolton

158 F. P. Shrock

159 G. C. Gustafson

160 B. Smith

161 Geo. Frantzen

162 F. M. Gannon
163 J. Neumann
1C4 E. Schmidt

165 E. B. Noyes

188 J. Waiser

189 W. H. Gross

190 F. D. Burroughs

191 A. G. Moore
192 F. S. Salve

193 A. D Herriman
194 R. W. Lloyd

195 H. A. Stacy

196 F. McElwain

£06 E. A. Seebeck

207 G. E. Bicker

136 A. H. Radell

137 Bert Eddy
138 Carl Halst

.139 M. Stark

140 J. I. Brandenburg

141 W. S. Daniels

142 J. C. Schmitbauer

143 H. Euinett

210 E. B. Parker

211 Jos. Siman
212 H. F. Brandenberg

213 P. H. Sercombe
214 A. Rudolph

215 G. F. Meyer
216 Jos. Schmitz

21? C. Blum
218 J. P. Holch

219 M. Nelson

220 W, Christiansen

221 A. G. Bald

222 W. B. Neyenesch

5 MIN.* 15 SEC.

166 I. J. Wieghtman
16/ Ernst Ulbricht

108 W. S. Watrous
109 H. C. Heisler

170 J. M. Edson
171 H. M. Otto

172 W. E. Barnum
173 J. A. LaCourt

1T4 F. Ternand
175 J. W. Conroyd
176 H. Gibbs

177 F. W. Wainright

178 H. E. Edwards
179 W. L. Clark

180 C. T. Klagstad

181 V. V. Snook
182 D. S. Barr

183 A. R. Gormully
184 W. R. Walpole

185 P. P. Lobig

186 W. W. Ridenow
187 C. A. Hermann

5 min. 30 SEC

197 H. A. Klein

198 B.Kunik
199 J. D. Wilson

200 F. Wing
201 M. G. Klevenow
202 B. Sanborn
203 L. Pierron

204 W. H. Hermann
205 C. Swanson

5 min. 45 SEC.

208 J. D. Adams
209 W. J. Anderson

6 MINUTES

223 C. F. Fish

224 W. Montrose

225 C. J. Eldredge

2i6 G. W. Cushman
227 W. B. Hassard
224 J. Jordan

229 C. V. Anderson
230 L. L. Quinn
231 H. A. F. Schroeder

232 A. V. Jackson

233 C. P. Kelly

234 Dr. V. H. Hobson

235 F. S. Dickinson

236 E. J. Consoer

238 J. M. Singler, Jr.

239 D. E. Holmes
240 Wm. Dominick
241 Jos. Pudie

6 MIN. 15 SEC.

237 L. W. Campbell

6 min. 30 sec

247 F. P. Gregg
248 F. L. King
249 W. Prichard

250 A. H. Gere

P MIN. 30 SEC.-

242 J. W. Warnken
243 A. Schrubar

244 J. W. McElroy
245 A. Gardiner

246 Otto V. Muller

-CONTINUED.

251 E. Spike

252 Geo. Dunning
253 F. B. Cress

254 J. F. Foster

255 F. T. Fowler

2J6

257

259

260

261

201

£63

264

£65

260

207

2C8

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

295

296

A. Knockennaus
W. G. Boxley

A. T. Webb
H. T. Pyle

F. A. Weage
Hy. Raap
L. Martinson

H. Paulson

Jos. Faust

H. W. Horn
Ed. Chisholm .

O, E. Frankenthal

H. Brandt

S. R. Pietrowiz

John Cudahy, Jr.

C. L. Reed
F. B. Wakefield

H. J. Cassady
J. Siman
H. P. McKey

E. P. Richardson

B. W. Fick

6 MIN. 45 SEC

258 L. Mitchell

7 MINUTES.

277 A. A. Coupland

278 G. A. Smith

279 R. Barnard

180 H. L. Judd
281 J. C. Bartholdy

282 F. D. McGuire
283 C. Haisch

284 F. Pearson, Jr.

285 R. Reuter

286 C. H. Clarke

287 W. Wassman
288 C. A. Woodard
289 J. M. Arens

290 J. Anderson
291 P. B. Marks
292 C. R. Colby

293 J. Allen

294 R. J. Leacock

7 MIN. 15 SEC

297 C. Hagmann

' min 30 SEC.

298 A. R. Parrish

299 H. E. Green

310 A. Jansky

311 John Hurt

300 J. R. Bowen
301 M. J. Bolstad

302 E. Martinson

303 P. Grant

304 W. C. Gust

305 N. W. Christiansen

306 B. A. Tredick

307 C. E. Salter

308 G. L. Turbull

309 C. S. Salesbury

321 Jas. Levy

323 T. Tendzinski

324 W. G. Nicholson

325 W. B. Hennessy

326 IT. 0. Soderstrom

327 R. B. Abbott

328 G. W. Patterson

3C9 R. OTonnell
330 K. F. Peterson

331 J. Hlava

f

341 G. S. Scovel

I

313 P. Teutsch

344 C. E. Garnet

347 R. Carson

348 J. Kilberger

350 T. L. Sloan

312 F.

313 F.

314 R.

315 A.

316 R.

317 G.

318 J.

319 A.

320 F.

MIN. 45 SEC.

Babka
Tilt

K. Taft

F. Gordon
Willson

W. Lorenz

Wegman
C. Runkel

W. Thorn

322 G. L. Hermann

8 MINUTES.

332 F. M. Preucil

333 J. F. Gunther

334 C. R. Curtis

335 H. C. Wilson

336 H. M. Taylor

337 A. P. Peck
338 W. S. Kaehler

339 H. Zerbel

340 O. F. Erickson

! MIN. 15 SEC

342 Thos. Clark

i MIN. 30 SEC.

345 Geo. O Gordon
346 C. A. Erickson

9 MINUTES.

349 G. Lindsay

OTHER DECORATION DAY RACES.

12 MINUTES.

Road Races and Track Events In All Parts of

the Country.

Path and road races are scheduled for Dec-

oration day in all parts of the country. The
Cleveland Wheel Club holds its second annual

twenty-five mile road race, and, judging from
the prize list, it will be a bitv affair, with prob-

ably a hundred entries. The Hanauer road

race at Cincinnati, and the Southern. Wheel-

man's ten-mile road race will attract many
local flyers. Denver also has a big road race

on May 30, for which a good list of prizes is

offered, a $750 piano being the first on the .'ist.

At Kansas City a ten-mile road race will be

held at Waldo Park, and a large entry list has

been secured. The prize list is headed by an

Imperial wheel.

The Irvington-Milburn race entries foot up to

140, and include such riders as Munger and
Waller, of the Chicago C. C; Dampman,
Marrott, Bilyeu, Geyler Gracey, of Philadel-

phia; Merrihew and McDaniels, of Washing-
ton; Judge Steeves (last year's winner) Hess,

Hoyland Smith, W. F. and C. M. Murphy, and
other well known easterners. The time winner
will likely be found in Munger, Waller, Hoy-
land Smith, the Murphys, or Dampman.
Buffalo, May 21.—Martin road race topics

continue to be the all-absorbing topics of Buf-

falo cycling circles, and this city will be repre-

rented by over seventy-five competitors in the

event. The Ramblers have entered 18 of their

picked men; Press C. C, 15; Columbias, 10;

Comrades, 5; Mohawks, 5; Buffalo A. C, 6;

Iroquois A. C, 6, and a large number of unat-

tached riders will swell the list heavily. The
Canadian contingent will number eighteen

or twenty, and will represent the flower of the

dominion's riders. William Van Wagoner
will arrive here on Wednesday and do some
preparatory work on the course, which has

been carefully surveyed, so that there will be

no question as to the validity of a record if one

is established. W. C. Rands, of Detroit, and

P. J. McDuffee, of West Everett, Mass., will

also ride in the race, and when pitted against

Penseyres, Dorntge, Callahan and probably

Linneman on scratch, the field will be a heavy

one and a killing race the outcome. The prize

list numbers thirty-three valuable trophies.

TRACK EVENTS.

Besides the several road races about the

country are a number of track events. Inter-

Metallic Tube and Flask Co.—World's Fair Exhibit.

est will center in the Massachusetts division

meet at Waltham and the Worcester cluh's
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Overland

Roadster

No. 1.

BOOMING!
Yes, Our Business is Booming.

Rudges, Sylphs, Overlands

Wheel Works,

and Western

PRICE, 8125
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Also our large line of Special Bargain Cvcles, Sundries and Ac-
cessories. All are in great demand. 1,500 Cycles shipped on
orders the last week in April and the first week in May.

GOODS AND PRICES MUST BE ALL RIGHT.

If your present liaes are not satisfactory—going slow—or are incomplete, we
will be g'ad to hear from you, as ours is the largest and most attractive line in

America, and embodies everything that any dealer or wheelman desires. We
have exceptional facilities for taking care of your trade. Agents wanted.
Catalogue Free.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,
89 G ST., PEORIA, ILL., Manufacturers, Importers, Jobbers.

Easy Riding and Easy Running!
These features are more noticeable in Sylph Cycles than in other makes, at least riders of

Sylphs say so. Business men like them; ladies prefer them; all round riders want them;
everybody who investigates thoroughly, pleased with them. Post yourself thoroughly on
Rigid Frames and then note the advantages to be gained in

Sylph Spring Frame Safeties.

"Sylph Cycles run easy" and ride easiest; cost no more than hignest
grade rigid frames, yet the pleasure and comfort they give their riders
make them far superior for general riding. They are strong, durable,
hnmlsomely finished and reliable. Ride one once you will v. ant no other.
We make a 30 -pound Rigid Sylph for Scorchers, the Strongest Cycle

of its weight on the market.
ttalogue Free, giving full particulars. Agents wanted in all un-

occupied territory.

Ronse-Duryea Cyele Co., 89 G st , Peoria, ill.

1ENTION THE REFEREE. F. L. DOUGLAS CYCLE CO.. Chicago agents for Rudge, 284-286 Wabash Ave.

annual meet, over which there has been so

much talk. Both cities have been making
strong bids for the cracks.

The Alameda Bicycle Club of San Francisco

will hold several races on May 30. Many
prominent riders have entered for the contests,

and some very interesting results are expected.

E. v/. Ballard, of the Chicago C. C, will be a

contestant, and Foster, Faulkner, Bell and
Sperry will have to look closely to their

laurels.

Many fine prizes have been offered for the

meet to be held at Winona, Minn. Wheelmen
from St. Paul, Minneapolis, La Crosse and
Rochester have signified their intention of

being present. The events wi 1 include a
handicap road race to Minnesota City and re-

turn, novice race, half-mile, open; mile, three-

minute class; half-mile, 2:40 class; mile, 3:20

class; mile, 2:40 class; five-mile, open.

Texarkana, Tex.; Rome, N. Y. ; Spokane,
Wash., and other places have races set for

Memorial day.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 22.—The Zig Zag
programme for Decoration day, in connection
with the third five-mile road race at Green-
field, includes four track races at the county
fair grounds, and a dance at the hotel after

supper. The usual enjoyable time is antici-

pated. About twenty of the Zig Zags are train-

ing lor the events.

Ei 1 1 teen thousand six hundred and seventy

-

twe miles is the record of an 1889 Columbia
wheel that lias been ridden constantly by F. E.

Ferry of Wakefield, R. I., from Sept., 1889,

to May 1, 189:5. Mr. Ferry is a member of the

Rhode Island division board, L. A. W., and
is well known through the state as a hard road
rider.

SANGER HAS BEGUN.

He Wins Two Races at Brussels and Breaks a

Record.

The prediction of many of Walter C. San-

ger's frionds, that he would show fine form
and score many victories abroad, has been

verified, as the following despatches to the

daily press show:

Milwaukee, Wis., May 22.—(Special.)—A private dis-

patch from Brussels says that Walter C. Sanger of Mil-

waukee won the one-mile international bicycle race

to-day. The time is not given. He also won the three-

mile open race. He made the last quarter of the three-

mile race in 23 3-5 sec, beating the quarter-mile record of

Europe.

Brussels, May 22.—The international bicycle tourna-

ment was opened here to-day. The American, Sanger,

won the king's prize, the principal prize to be given

during the meeting.

WAS ZIMMERMAN BEATEN?

It is as yet unknown whether Zimmerman
competed in the races at Brus-els. A Milwau-
kee paper says Sanger " left England for Brus-

sels with the intention of meeting Arthur Zim-
merman, the New Jersey flyer, but the latter

failed to enter and the Wisconsin lad was left

alone to compete against the foreigners. He
not only won the one-mile international race

and the three-mile open event, but he made
the last quarter of the three-mile event in

28 3-5 seconds, thereby breaking the quarter-

mile record for Europe. * * * Sanger's

many Milwaukee friends will no doubt be

greatly pleased to learn of his victory. He
traveled 3,000 miles to a strange land to meet
the best men of half a dozen countries. Mr.

Sercombe, when he heard of Walter's over-

whelming success was the happiest man in

town and cried out: ' Did I not tell you our

boy would sweep everything before him ? Now

wait until he meets Zimmerman and you can

print a repetition of his performance at Brus-

sels.'
"

A dispatch from the Raleigh Cycle company
to the Referee says: "Zimmerman won two

firsts Monday at Brussels on Raleigh."

Inducements Were Not Offered.

Boston, May 22 —The latest news in rela-

tion to the sanction is that H. W. Robinson,

while recently in Worcester, signed a paper

making several concessions to the Bay State

club. This news comes through the last

week's edition of the Referee. When seen by
your correspondent Mr. Robinson declined to

discuss the matter. It is proven, however,

through an authorative source, that Mr. Rob-

inson never signed a paper agreeing that no

inducement should be made to secure the at-

tention of certain cracks at the Waltham meet,

for the simple reason that he had no occasion

so to do, as no inducements whatever have

been offered racing men to come to Waltham
on Decoration day.

Judging from the following communica-
tion, recently received by Secretary How-
ards from the chairman of the racing

board, the whereases adopted at the recent

meeting of the division board of officers did

not amount to much:
Dear Sir:— I beg to acknowledge receipt of the copy of

the resolutions passed by your division at its recent meet-

ing, and the same shall receive due consideration at the

hands of my committee. Before receiving this resolu-

tion, or before you had passed same, the matter of state

divisions receiving its sanction had been under advise-
ment, and as far as that part of your resolution goes. I

can say that it will be taken care of.

As regards the changing of our rules so as to permit of

the award of sanctions freely. I can only say that there
must be an intimation on > our part that >ou uesiretJ.e
sanction rule to be eliminated entirely, and I can give
you no assurance that any such alteration wdl be made.
Yours truly, H. E. Raymond.
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HARDING WON THE TIME.

Three Chicago Men Break Down in the 'Forest

Park Road Race.

The third annual Forest Park (St. Louis)

road race was held Saturday, and at least 5,000

people saw the start and finish. Through the

generosity of the handicapper, a ten-minute

man, C. F. Mulkey of the North St. Louis C. C.

won first place. It must be said the handi-

capping was poor. Dickinson of the Chicago
(

'. C. was put on scratch, when rive minutes

would have been of little use. Cox, of St.

Louis, was also on that mark, but so far as

known he has never been prominent in any

event, though he gained some notoriety by

getting away from Harding on several

scorches. There was a field of a half-hundred

starters, the limit men getting away at 4:30 in

the afternoon. The scratch men did not hurt

themselves by fast riding, and came near los-

ing the time. Waller set most of the pace,

Munger, Bliss and Harding taking turns now
and then. They made beautiful spurts down
hills and past the crowd at the tape, but im-

mediately slowed up on the north road. On
the second lap Barrett dropped back; on the

fourth Bliss and Waller went together and

fell, neither being hurt, though the latter's

wheel was wrecked; Keator's tire burst, so that

after Cox had fallen back only Harding,

Munger and Kindervatter were left to fight

for the time prizes—and they finished in the

order named, Harding only inches in front of

Munger, who said he did sot see the tape until

he was almost on ic, thinking it was farther

north.

With the exception of that part of the

course known as the Clayton road, the surface

was in fine shape, Nigger hill being smooth

and hard and easily ridden. There was no ex-

cuse for the scratch men not lowering the re-

cord several minutesbut they loafed too much.

Notwithstanding that the road at the finish

was roped off, several thousand people crowded

in and blocked the street. If all six scratch

men had come to the finishing point together

and had made a fight for first, as they would

have done, there would have been a wholesale

spill. There was poor police service and the

finishers had to take chances. The first five

men finished in the following order:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

C. F. Mulkey 10 Min 1:02:04

Gus Loeflel Smin 1:00:37

H. W. Upmeyer 6 min 1 :00:37

A. L. Jordan 6 min 1:00:38

W. P. Laing 5:30 min 1:00:20

Then came Tivy, Walz^ndorf , Lodge, Meyer,

Wicke, Harding, Munger, Kindervatter. Every-

body supposed Harding had won the time medal;

then it was given out that Laing was the man,
with Jordan second. Nobody knew how it

could be figured this way. When the prizes

were given out in the evening it was an-

nounced that there was a mistake in the times

and the time medals would not be awarded.
Sunday the officials went over the figures

again. It was found that after Meyer crossed

the tape one of the timers was asked for the

time. He said, "36," and 5:36 was recorded

for 5:31:36. Every man finishing after the

ninth therefore had five minutes taken from his

correct time. When corrected it was found
that Harding's time was 57:10, Munger's
57:10 1-5 and Kindervatter's 57:10 2-5, so the

scratch men won the medals and broke the re-

cord for the course by nearly four minutes.

* * *

Harry Condit Wheeler.

Harry Condit Wheeler, of Orange, New
Jersey, is one of the racing stars of this year,

and if his early form continues to improve he
is liable to bother the men who aspire to

world's championships. Wheeler was born in

New Orleans twenty-two years ago, and when
a year old was taken to Orange, N. J., where
he has since resided with his parents. In 1886

he joined the U. S. training squadron and
served Uncle Sam on the deep for three years,,

when his father bought him off. The tatoo

HARRY C. WHEELER.

marks on his arms and legs bear evidence that

he has associated with the jolly tars a good

deal. The first race he 1 ede (a mile, open) was

inRaLway in Oct., '91, and he took first place.

Last year he displayed splendid form and had

always to be taken into consideration in handi-

cap and scratch races. He won three out of

the four Jersey state championships and the

half-mile national championship at Washing-

ton, D. C. This year he commenced by de-

feating Zimmerman at Savannah in three races

—all scratch events—and last week bowled

over Johnson in good style, much to the sur-

prise of everybody. He is in grand condition

and looks as if all the spring races would be at

his mercy. He is riding fresh and strong, using

a Premier racer fitted with Dunlop racing tires.

# * *

25-MILE RECORD BROKEN.

E. A. McDuffee Does the Distance on the Road

in 1 hr. 13 min. 55 2-5 sec.

Boston, May 22.—Eddie McDuffee made a

splendid record over the Linscott twenty-five-

mile course to-day, doing the distance in 1 hr.

13 min. 55 2-5 sec. and thereby breaking Hoy-

land Smith'? record of 1 hr. 17 min, 11 sec.

The course has recently been surveyed and
found a foot over twenty-five miles. The
timers were C. W. Dorntge, Major Billy At-
well, Warren Dow and J. C. Kerrison, and
there was no such " bull'' over the timing as

there was a week ago. He started off on his

trial against time at 3:08 as if shot out of a
catapult. He had no difficulty in passing his

first pacemaker. The following two he treated

in a similar manner and completed the first

five miles of the course in 12 min. flat. He
was then going like the wind and tried to catch

his fourth pacemaker, Earnest Merrill, but
without success, for he carried him along for a
couple of miles at the same phenomenal pace.

Then Gary took a turn at donkey work, and
for another couple of miles the two traveled

along at a rattling clip. The next man to pace
was Dodge, of Maiden. He carried Eddie
along until Peter McDuffee appeared, and took

him past the turn in exactly 39 min. The
homeward trip was with the wind, and the

riders did not fail to improve the opportunity

of doing good work. On the frame if McDuf-
fee's machine was a stop watch ticking the

same time as those held by the timers. Seeing

he had plenty of time to do the remaining dis-

tance within record he slowed up, but only to

start again in a moment, and he did not let up
until the finish. As he we.it up the hill and
was opposite the twenty-mile mark, the

watches showed that 1 hr. 1 min. 20 sec. had
elapsed since the start. He had a clear down-
hill course for home. He went the last five

miles at a rattling pace and finished the twenty-

five miles in the record-breaking time of 1 hr.

13 min. 55 2-5 sec, which breaks Hoyland
Smith's record of 1 hr. 17 min. 11 sec, and
comes very near that disputed world's record

made on the North Road (Eng.) last year.

Without waiting for the congratulation?:,

Eddie immediately retired to the dressing

room and for ten minutes or more sat and per-

spired. He said: "I thought I could do it, and
I'm satisfied. The rest of the boys can go to

Buffalo; I race at Waltham on Decoration

day."
*- # #

A HARD-FOUGHT RACE.

The Run Over of the Linscott Road Race Won
By Porter.

Boston, May 22.—The special twenty-five

mile road race for those men who were believed

to have broken the record in the Linscott road

race was held last Friday, and it proved a

battle royal from start to finish. There were
thirteen starters, including Guy Gary, G. W.
French, E. H. Snow, E. J., J., and J. P.

Clark of the Press club; P. J. McDuffee, Ernest

Merrill arid Dick Mugridge,of the Maiden club;

A. W. Porter, of Waltham; F. H. Pratt, Lin-

den, and V\ isner from Salem. French did the

the majority of the donkey work, riding like a

fiend, carrying the men out to the turning

point in 39 min. From there home he made
most of the pace, although Jim Clark did a

little pacemaking on his own hook. The men
had not gone a mile before Merrill met with

an accident that resulted in his withdrawal.

E. J. Clark punctured his tire on the fourth

mile, but by changing wheels three times

managed to stay with the riders to the turning

point, when he also withdrew. Mugridge was

also with the leaders at this place, but broke

down. From here until five miles from home
it was a waiting race, French setting the pace.

Gary jumped up from the rear, and before his

antagonists were awpre of the fact, had cap-

tured leading position. Over four miles of the
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SOUR GRAPES------
IN FOUR CHAPTERS.

CHATTER I.

Once upon a time, and so the ttory runs, there roamed a wily, sneakiDg, tricky fox, who was particularly
fond of grapes. One day, utterly discouraged at not beiog able to procure his favorite fruit, he chanced
upon a thrifty vine hung with the most lucious hunches. Now, it happened that Mr. Fox did not travel with
people who can reach to that height, and so, after wearying himself with many attempts to get, by any
means, what others obtained so easily, he took a last lick at his chops', sat down upon his haunches and de-
clared that the GRAPES were SOUR.

'What are Bicycle Records Worth?"

CHAPTER II.

"FIRST PREMIUM, SILVER MEDAL, for the best bicycle exhibit at the Mechanics' Pavilion Fair,

San Francisco, was awarded to Thos. H. B. Varuey, whose exhibit consisted of Rambler Bicycles, and
nothing but Ramblers. The judges unanimously decided to award the the medal to Ramblers, after carefully

weighing the merits of all the different wheels represented, which included those of the principal large

makers of the country." (Adv. of O. & J. Mfg. Co.)

CHAPTER III.

" When the judges made their award originally, we were given first premium on, not only Pneumatic
Tire, but for the best bicycle exhibit as well. One competitor who had strained every nerve (poor nerves),

to do up ths , made such a vigorous and continuous "kick" that the "judges put their heads to-

gether and changed the award." " Makers who lie in their advertisements about premium awards, will bear

watching." (Adv. of Blank Wlieel Co.)

Right you are, and riders will keep their eyes on makers who lie.

to the judges —for shame

!

That was a "low down " compliment

CHAPTER IV.

" We the undersigned awarded the FIRST PREMIUM, a Silver Medal, to Thos. H. B. Varney for the best display of Bicycles at the

Mechanics' Pavilion, in January and February, 1893, We consider that Thos. H. B. Varney was entitled to this medal, and that no other ex.

luhitor was entitled to same. This was the only silver medal given for a bicycle display, and no other exhibitor was awarded a premium for the

lies-t display of bicycles.

Signed this 28ih day of April, 1893. A. C. Schindler.

H. E. Holmes.

" We the undersigned Judges of awards on Bicycles, at the Mechanics' Pavilion in 1893, here state that Thos. H. B. Varney never made any
"kick" to us, and never spoke to us about our awards and medals given for exhibits, at any time during the exhibition. Further than this, we
were rot influenced by any outside party in making our awards, and we 'did not put our heads together' and change our award to suit any
exhibitor."

Signed this 29th day of April, 1893,

A. C. Schindler.

H. E. Holmes.

" Who will Bear Watching Now ?
"

RAMBLER BICYCLES are now and always WERE ON TOP.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.,

MAKERS OF RECORD BREAKING AND PREMIUM TAKING BICYCLES.
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course he carried them in this manner, Porter

fighting for second place. As they turned

into the home stretch Gary collided with

Berlo, who was standing on the road, and
thus lost position and possibly the race.

Without waiting he grabbed Berlo's wheel,

but it was too late. The field was far ahead,

with Porter in the lead and French boxed by
Quinn and Snow. He managed to get out,

however, and started for Porter, all but catch-

ing him as he crossed the tape. Porter won in

1 hr. 18 min. 40 sec, with French two-fifths of

a second later, while Quinn finished third, J.

Clark fourth, F. H. Pratt fifth, Gary sixth and
Wisner last. The time of the last man was
1 hr. 19 min 40 sec, so it can readily be seen

what a race it was. The wind was blowing a

hurricane and the riders had to contend

against it half the way.

* * #

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME.

THIRD DAY.

Arrangements Made for the Six Days of Racing

In August.

The committee in charge of the international

races to be held in Chicago in August has

decided upon the following programme,
which includes division, national and interna-

tional championships, and many open events:

FIRST DAY.
One-mile, novice.

Half-mile, division championship.

Two-mile, 5:50 class.

Half-mile, handicap.

Two-mile, Illinois division championship.

Third-mile, open.

Five-mile, handicap, 500 yards limit.

One-mite, open.
SECOND DAY.

Two-third mile, handicap.

One-mile, Illinois division championship.

One-mile, three minute class.

Two-mile team race, three men each.

Quarter-mile, open.

Five-mile, Illinois division championship.

Orie-inile, handicap.

Two-mile lap race.

One-mile, novice.

One-mile, handicap.

Quarter-mile, national championship.

One-mile, 2:40 class.

Five-mile, national championship.

Third-mile, scratch.

One-mile, ordinary, national championship.

.Two-mile, handicap.

FOURTH DAY.

Half-mile, national championship.

One mile, scratch, open.

Two-mile, national championship.

Quarter-mile. open.

One-mile, tandem, national championship.

Quarter-mile, open.

One-mile, tandem, national championship.

Half-mile, 1:20 class.

FIFTH DAY.
One-mile, novice.

Half-mile, handicap.

One-mile, 2:30 class.

Sis-mile, international championship.

Half-mile, open.

Three-mile, handicap, limit 400 yards.

Third-mile, open.

Two-mile, international championship.

SIXTH DAY.

Sixty miles, international championship.

One-mile, handicap.

Quarter-mile, open.

Two-thirds-mile, handicap.

One-mile, international championship.

Two-thirds-mile, open.

One-mile, invitation.

One-mile, consolation.

The members of the committee visited the

track, and expressed themselves as well

pleased with it in every respect. Mr. Sheri-

dan was authorized to pay the contractors

$3,000 on account.

To Open the New Elkhart Track.

The wheelmen of Elkhart, Ind , will hold a
meet on the morning of July 4, at the grounds
of the Elkhart Driving Pars and Fair Associ-

ation. The events will be: Five-mile, handi-

cap; two-mile, handicap; one-mile, scratch;

one-mile, scratch, for the championship of

Elkhart County; quarter-mile, scratch, local

dash.

Elkhart is an enthusiastic bicycle town, and
this will be the first meet of any importance
held in that city, as it had no place heretofore

suitable for races. The completion of the

track and grand-stand of the above mentioned
association furnishes a fine place for a succes-

ful meet. The prize list will be large and
entry blanks will be furnished upon applica-

tion.
* * *

A Speedy Brooklynite.

R. W. Steeves of the Kings County Wheel-
men, winner of last year's Irvington-Milburn

road race, was brought outby L. B. Whymper,
who took particular pains to have his charge

obey the rules of training as laid down by the

K. C. W. for road scorchers. Steeves is a

short, but well-built youth and does not look

the flyer he really is. This year he will do a

good deal of path racing and will make the

best of his Brooklyn men hustle.

* * *

What Sanger Will Do.

Thanks to the Milwaukee Journal, we know what to

expect. According to that organ of light—western light,

that is—and learning, Walter C. Sanger has been training

under Professor Culver for about five weeks, and has

brought himself to a condition bordering on physical

perfection. His chest expansion has increased two

inches, and the rest of his body has undergone similar

development. If "the rest of his body" includes his

tongue, the next thing we shall hear of will be—Zimmer-
man having refused to ride Walter C. Sanger, the great

American cyclist, to a match—that the latter has chal-

lenged the sun to race a mile for $1,000,OCO.—British

Sport.

Mr. Thomas Edge has, at all times, cast

some reflection upcn the American racing man
who has visited, or was about to visit Eng-

land. He is the gentleman who said Zimmer-

man was a failure; he is the gentleman who
turned up his nose at Spooner and Waller, and

now he takes a whack at Sanger. We will

admit that Sanger talks a little now and then

—and he rides a little now and then, too.

Sanger will, when he becomes acclimat?d, be

just good enough to defeat any Englishman,

Irishman or Scotchman that British Sport can

trot out. Mr. Edge howled failure last year,

but the failure was on the other side of the

house. And the dose will be repeated this

year— only it will be a double dose. You hear
us, Tommy?

* * *

Milwaukee's Racing Teams.

Milwaukee will have a better representation
on the path this season than ever before, as all

the clubs will have teams and one or two will

have trainers. While the personnel of all the
clubs is not complete, the following list is up
to date: The Telegram Cycling Club will have
C. R. Culver for trainer, and among the team
are Walter C. Sanger, Phil Nickel, George
Becker, E. A. Vogel, Rex Reinertson, Will
Sanger, P. H. Sercombe and Fred Bar-

tel, while others who will ride under the

club's colors are Joe Henley, champion of Kan-
sas; Charles W. Price, New York, and William
J. Grandon, Jr., Princeton, N. J. The Milwau-
kee Wheelmen will be represented by a team
composed of Terry Andrae, John S.hmidt
bauer, Fred Schultz, E. A. Roth and George
Kensell. The Mercury Cycling Club has a
large field of good riders to select from, among
whom are John Reitzner, Wells Prichard, Mat-
tie Martin, William and Charles Herman,
Tommy Scott, Charles Wilson, Charles Wors-
ter and Henry Zerbel. The North Side Wheel-
men have every reason to be proud of their

team, prominent among whom are J. R.

Bowen, Mattie Stark, A. C. Runkle, Karl Zabel

and Bartell. The teams of the several clubs

aie all training, and the spirit of competition

waxes warm. National Park track is being

put in excellent condition, and for the present,

and, in fact, until better offers are made, will

be the battle-field on which this season's races

will be contested. The large racing teams of

the several club this season fittingly demon-
strate the old aphorism, "Competition is the

life of trade " A year or so ago, when one

club denominated everything, racing men were

as hard to find as hen's teeth. Under the pol-

icy of progression, which seems to be the

watchword of to-day, the city is filled with

clubs, and fast men are continually coming to

the front for public consideration.

* * *

Abbott Defeats Casse.

New Orleans, May 21.—The second race

for the Prial cup was run to-day with the fol-

lowing results:

Name. Hdcp. Time.

A.L.Abbott ..Scr. 15 04

Peter Casse 1 min. 15 06

L.H. Huey 1 " 17-191-5

E.C.Stoddard 1 " < 9 08 3-5

J.B.Sherwood 3 " 20 5:2 2-6

L. Trouard 1 " 20 08

L. Dakin 2 " 21 08 1-5

The race was a very close one between Casse

and Abbott from the start to the finish. Casse

led a hot pace to within a half-mile from the fin-

ish. Here Abbott caught up with him, but had

hard work to keep with his young rival. Abb itt

won the race by two seconds. The record for

the course was broken. Great interest is

being taken in the next race, as Casse and

Abbott have each won a race.

* * *

A One Day Southern Meet.

Columbia, S. C, May 19.—The Columbia

Wheelmen gave a day's tournament to-day in

connection with the three days' carnival in this

city. The races were held on the quarter-mile

oval inside the half-mile trotting track at the

fair grounds. The rough cinders and loose-

ness of the surface made fast time impossible.

John C. Woods, of Washington, D. C, trav-

eler for Gormully & Jeffery, had a Rambler
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THE PRIAL CUP!
The first of a series of road races for the Prial Cup at New Orleans, won by

Peter Casse, a youth of 14 years, on an

m>i
52 Miles. Time, 16:41§.
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racer on hand and succeeded in landing five

out of seven firsts, and two seconds. W.
M. Perrett, with a Quinton Scorcher, had a

winning man up for the other two firsts. The
boys of Columbia showed good form, for new
men at the game, and the refusal of the local

committee to accept the entries of Baird and

Johnson, of Charleston, who were late in enter-

ing, gave the local riders a chance. Baird and

Johnson were present. C. L. Williams, a good

rider of Charleston, was evidently out of form

as he did not show any of his Savannah form,

and was beaten by novices. The track, no

doubt, had something to do with it. Following

are the results of the day's sport:

One-mile novice—Rufus Roach, Columbia, S. C, 1; A.

M. Ross, Hot Springs, N. C, 2; time, 3:20.

Quarter-mile, open, best two out of three heats—J. C.

Wood, Washington, D. C, 1; Hazell Gibbes, Columbia, S.

C, 2; Charles L. Williams, Charleston, S. C, 3; time, :41.

One-mile, club—Rufus Roach, 1; F. G. Swaffleld, 2;

time, 3:35 1-2.

One-mile, open—F. G. Swaffleld 1; C. L. Williams, 2;

Rufus Roach, 3: time,3:3J.

Half-mile, boys—A. T. Gibbes, 1; Athoe Miller, 2.

Half mile, elub-Rufus Roach, 1 ; F. G. Swaffleld, 2;

time, 1:30.

Quarter-mile, slow race—Charles L. Williams, 1 ; A. M.
Meetze, 2; time, 12 min.

Two-miles, open—Fred G. Swaffleld, 1; Charles L. Wil-

liams, 2; Rufus Roach, 3; time, 8:53.

Half-mile, ride and run—F. G. Swaffleld, 1: Charles L.

Williams, 2.

* * *

Preparing for the New York Circuit.

Buffalo May 22.—The Press Cycling

Club's preparations for the opening of

the New York state circuit here on

June 10 have assumed large propoitions,

and on the evening preceding, Friday, June 9,

a big lantern parade, embracing all the city

clubs and invited guests and visiting wheel-

men, will be held. It is estimated that over

1,600 cyclists will participate. For the races

on the following day at the driving park the

entries promise to embrace the best talent and
the track is being put in good shape, as well as

ample accommodations being provided for the

spectators.

Dorntge and Penseyres will not ride tandem
this season, but the former will pair with M.

Dirnberger on that machine. Dirnberger ac-

quired some prominence last year as a flyer,

and ought to make a speedy companion for

Charlie. The Buses will ride together aga'n

this year for the Ramblers and are having a

special Bison tandem built for them by the

Gibson & Prentiss Cycle Company, which will

weigh about forty-three pounds.

* * *

Tom Eck's Pair.

Tom Eck writes the Referee as follows

from Springfield, Mass., under date of May
20: "I arrived here this week from Savannah,

Ga. , with Johnson. He is in good health and
weighs 160 pounds. He will be going fast in

another month. I have also taken charge of

F. Howard Tuttle, the Chicago giant, and I

expect to have him in such shape by the time
we reach Chicago that he will surprise his old-

time friends. He and Johnson will train to-

gether and will be the western representatives

in the east this spring. They will race at Co-

hoes, N. Y., May 27; Worcester, Mass , May
29 and 30."

* * *

Milwaukee's Big Event.

"It is almost certain now that the Waukesha-
Milwaukee road race this year will be the

greatest event of its kind in the history of the

United States or Canada, and there is little

doubt that it will eclipse the famous Pullman

road raca," says an enthusastic Milwaukee
daily. May be so, but wait and see. At any
rate the Waukesha-Milwaukee race will be a

big affair, even if most of Chicago's good men
will be at Sandusky, Cincinnati and Rockford.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen this year offer two
gold time medals, the first one worth $100 and
the second one worth $50. The three time

priz.es in the Pullman will cost $400. The
Evening Wisconsin offers to the rider, who
has never taken part in a bicycle race, making
the best time in the race a gold medal worth

$100. It will be called the "Novice Time
Prize." Then there is Binner's donkey for the

booby prize. Surely this is an assortment.

# * *

Dinner on Decoration Day.

White and Elliott, who are managing the

cafe in connection with the National Colum-
bian Wheelmen's Association, have offered

fine table d'hote dinners on Decoration day be-

tween the hours of 12 and 3 to the three time

winners and the first five place winners in the

Pullman road race. The names of the winners

will be telephoned to the club house and they

will find a special table reserved for them on
their return from Pullman. The club house of

this association is national headquarters for the

league, and with its provision for wheel stor-

age, cycle renting, baths and barber shop, is

bound to be the popular rendezvous for wheel-

men riding to the fair on their wheels or visit-

ing that section of the city.

# * *

"Beauty" Baldwin the Winner.

The six-day, eight hours a day, female bi-

cycle race at the Second regiment armory
ended at 1 o'clock Monday morning, Helen
Baldwin being the winner by nearly five miles.

She maintained a lead all through the race,

though Williams was at one time within a mile

of her. The score stood as follows:

Miles. Laps.

Baldwin 4C7 3

Williams 262 9

Armaindo 412 13

Stanley 263

Harvey 233

The management lost money on the event,

the attendance being very poor.

* * *

June 3 at Knoxville, Tenn.

The Queen City Cycle Club, of Knoxville,

Tenn., has set June 3 as its annual road-racing

day, and will hold its first annual road race

then. There will be five, three, one and quar-

ter-mile races; and a five-mile race to begin on

Broad street and finish at Fountain City.

Other races will take place at the park at

Fountain City, where a general picnic will be

held. The club will be banqueted in the even-

ing at Neibert Springs.

* * *

Modest Yon Yonson.

Here is the way John S. Johnson, " Modtst

Johnny," puts it in a letter to a friend: " I can

tell you, that so far as form and condition is

concerned, I shall be in shape in a week or two

now to make the greatest, races of my life. If

confidence is anything, 1 am just as confident

that I shall be able to lower my last year's

records as I am that there is a pen in my hand
now.
"Within a week I intend to go against the

half-mile record Zimmerman made here for

the quarter-mile track of 1:07 1-5. That is the

fastest time recorded in the world for a track of

this size, but I am pretty sure I can lower it, as

I have come within a few seconds of it in my

previous trials made here for my own satisfac-

tion of knowing that if I do not carry the

prizes this year it will not be for want of train-

ing. I was never in such shape in my life as 1

am now."
* * *

Philadelphia Race Notes.

An attempt is being made to have the two
University of Pennsylvania cracks, Osgood
and Coates, meet in a two-mile scratch race at

the P. A. W. meet at Tioga on June 17.

Kelly and Draper, of the P. A. W., will ride

tandem at the international race meet at Chi-

cago.

The North End Wheelmen will hold their

s cond annual century run from Harrisburg to

Philadelphia on Decoration day.

There have been received over fifty entries

from club members for tne West Philadelphia

Cyclers' five-mile road race on June 3.

The Eclipse Wheelmen's relay race from

Reading to Philadelphia last Fourth of July

was such a success that another has been de-

cided on for next Independence day.

The new quarter-mile track at Neshaminy
Falls will be opened on Decoration day. There

will be diamonds galore offered as prizes, and

a large delegation of Philadelphia riders has

entered and will endeavor to capture some of

the brilliants.
* # #

College Boys Race.

Indianapalois, Ind., May 22.—At the Butler

University field day contests Saturday Harry
Griffith won the quarter-mile safety race in

34 1-2 sec. ; Amos Hine3 second. A fall at the

start made a run-over necessary when the re-

sult was the same, time 36 sec. The one-mile

safety was won by Hines in 2:48; Griffith

second. The contests took place on the state

fair grounds mile track.

* * *

Racing in Florida.

St. Augustine, Fla., May 19.—The people of

Florida saw some interesting bicycle races here

yesterday. It was a well-managed meet and

was attended by several thousand people. The
results follow:

Half-mite, open—L. C. Menager, Jacksonville, 1 ; G. N.

Adams, 2; time, 1:2T 2-5.

One-mile, novice—E. J. Lloyd, 1 ; T. D. Sprague, 2; F.

Allen, 3; time, 3:11.

One-mile, open—H. Meiswinkle, 1; Harry Snow, 2; time,

3:33.

Half-mile, open, boys—W. Gerow, 1; F. Snow, 2; time,

1:321-2.

Three-mile, division championship—George Adams, 1

;

L. C. Menager, 2; time, 10:06.

Quarter mile, open—L. C. Menager, 1; Meiswinkle, 2;

time, 37 2-5.
* * #

Racing Notes.

The Dallas (Tex.) Wheel Club holds a meet
Decoration day.

A new quarter-mile track was opened at

Texarkana, Tex., Tuesday.

The Dacotah C. C. will, in connection with

the North Dakota State Fair Association, hold

several races during fair week.

It is stated that S. Wallis Merrihew of Wil-

mington, Del., has been named as the official

N. C. A. handicapper and that he has accepted.

The ten-mile road race of the Warren Ath-

letic Club, held Saturday afternoon at Wil-

mington, Del., was won by W. C. Seeds in 30

min. 30 sec.

A road race from Wabash, Ind., to Legro

was held Monday of this week. The six miles

were covered by the winner, Summerland, in

17 min. 32 sec, with Harry Bennett second in
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Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

Gentlemen:—In reply to yours of the 8th would say, after careful comparative e
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were 90 per cent, within one ten-thousandth of an inch of size, as against only 70 to 80

We have no reason to regret our decision and think your balls, together with our gr

Respectfully,
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A THIRD GREAT TEST

Proven the

BALLS
BE:
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Chicago, 111., May i8, 1893.

(filiation and tests of samples from all the principal manufacturers of balls, we placed our

vere round, as against only 70 to 80 per cent, of the other makes. 2nd. Your samples

• cent, in other makes. 3rd. The temper was found to be uniform and hard,

id tool steel ball races, make the best running bearing constructed.

;rby Cycle Co. C. F. Pease, Superintendent,
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Yes, We Will Trade in Your Old Wheel

ON A NEW ONE.
In order to introduce our AMERICAN TELEPHONE we have decided to trade in a limited

number of second band wheels as part pay on new machines.

There is no excuse now for your riding a solid or cushion tire machine when you can trade in your old mount as part

pay and get a new wheel fitted with pneumatic tires.

We will only keep this offer open for 30 Days,

and if you want to trade you must talk quick, as only a limited number will be taken in exchange.

In writing state make of wheel you want to trade in, and kind of tite and when built; also state condition of bearings

and finish.

Every American Telephone is Guaranteed for one year from date of sale.

DESCRIPTION".
Frame—Humber frame, 10 in. ball-sockefc stearing head Th^ entire frame is made of Credenda Steel Tubing and Drop Forcings.

Forks—The forks are hollow and nicel.v tapered; they are very light and strong.

Wheels—Both wheels are 28 in. in diameter and are built very strong and durable.

Spokes—The spokes are trua tangent. They are headed at one end and a nipple connects them at the other to the rim. The nipples are made of
bronze and will not rust.

Rims—The rims are crescent and will carry twice the strain ever put on them.

Hubs—The 1 ubs are made of gun metal turned*down from a solid piece; the front hub is 4 in. wide and the rear hub 5 in.

Cranks—The cranks are made of steel drop forgings and have a throw of 6 in. ; they are detachable.

Fedals— Dust proof ball pedals are fitted to all our machines.

Hearings—Ball bearings are fitted to every working part of our wheels; they are dust proof and very easily adjusted.

Chain—We us^ the roller chain on our machines, it gives very good results and never gets out of repair.

Seat-Post—The seat-post is 7-8 in in diameter and is hollow.

Handle-Bars—Gracefully curved and finely polished; they are 7-8 in in diameter,

J.amp Bracket—The lamp bracket is made of 3 8 in. steel wire and fast to the handle bar adjusting clamp.
Sprocket Wheels—Both sprockets are made of steel drop forgings and are detachable.

Gear—63 in. is what we call a good gear for a 33 pound wheel.

Tires-We fit all our wheels with Morgan & Wright Pneumatic Tires; they are too well a id favorably known for any comment on our part.

Saddles—We fit the Solid Comfort Saddle or the English three spring to all our wheels.

Finish—Jet black enamel with usual bright parts nickeled on copper.

There is no better wheel built than the AMERICAN TELEPHONE, and if you

want to get a new wheel and trade in your old mount as part pay, now is your chance.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

F. H. HBNNING CYCLE CO.,
418 G Street, PEORIA, ILL.
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18 min. 7 sec, and William Summers third in

18 min. 9 sec.

According to a Chicago daily the Chicago

Racing "Wheelmen have accepted the challenge

of the Kings County Wheelmen of New York
fcr a team race, but they haven't.

The wheelmen of Watertown, N. D., have

organized a racing club. Races are to be run

on the 15th and 30th of each month over the

boulevard to Lake Kampeska and return.

Dubois, the Frenchman, has recently cut

Huzelstein's hundred-mile record of 4 hrs. 49

min. to 4 hrs. 47 min. 16 sec. In six hours he

rode 134 miles, 450 yards, and did over twenty-

two miles the first hour.

The Hastings (Neb.) Bicycle Club held a road

race Friday. There were six competitors, who
finished in this order: Landis, Kirby, Hansen,

Wilson, Leach, Iddols. The winner's time for

the two and three-quarters miles was 8:20

The Youngstown (O.) Cyclers will hold a

road race on Decoration day. The course will

be from the Tod House and out Market street

to Boardman, then to Poland, over the East

Federal street bridge, and finish at the Y. M.

C. A. building.

Last Sunday morning wheelmen to the num-
ber of 200 gathered on the White Fish Bay
road, Milwaukee, to witness a race from the

toll house to Isenrings and return, a distance

of six miles, between William Wegner and

Joe Langtry. The former gave the latter

three minutes' handicap. Langtry won in 19

min. 54 sec. Wegner's best time over the

course is 17 min.

The directors of the Minneapolis Cycle Track

Association have accepted the contract with

the Carnival Association for track privileges

on its grounds. A committee was appointed

to prepare a programme of races, with prizes

and estimated cost of all, including cost of en-

tertainment of visitors for the Carnival Associ-

ation, which has agreed to shoulder the ex-

penses of the meet.

For the sixth annual tournament of the

South End Wheelmen, to be held on the Tioga

track, Philadelphia, Saturday, June 24, the

committee has arranged a short programme.
Four of the six events are open. The list is as

follows: One-mile, novice; one-mile, open: one-

mile, handicap: one-mile, open, 2:50 class;

third-mile, open; half-mile, handicap. The
meet falls in the line of the New York circuit,

and the prizes will be of sufficient value to at-

tract the best riders.

The Indianapolis Driving Association has

made arrangements with the Zig-Zag club to

have a series of bicycle races during the July
meet of the association. The programme has

not been arranged, but July 4 will be the day.

In the morning racing will occupy the time,

and in the afternoon and each afternoon dur-

ing the meeting they will be sandwiched be-

tween the horse races. Prizes amounting to

$800 have been offered. Munger will ride a
mile against the pacer Pat Murphy (2:20).

The Memphis Cycle Club's meet has been

postponed to June 14, for which the following

events have been arranged: One-mile, novice;

half-mile, handicap; one-mile division cham-
pionship; half-niile, boys; half-mile, cham-
pionship of Memphis; quarter-mile, handicap;

half-mile, open; one-mile, Memphis champion-
ship; two-mile, division championship; one-

mile, handicap; quarter-mile, open. The ten-

mile handicap road race on the 14th will be at

4:30 o'clock, on the Raleigh road from Manas-
sas street.

PLAIN TALK BY BURKE.

SOMETHING ABOUT THE "FRESH" CYCLER

—A CASE IN THE EAST.

Long -Distance Record Riding in England and

America—Is there a Combine of Sport-

ing Editors on the Daily

Press ?

Your "fresh" young man is to be found in

every walk of life. He seems to think that it

is incumbent upon him to let the world know
that he is "fresh" with that freshness which
knows no seasoning and which will heed no re-

buke.

We all know the " fresh " cycler. While he

does not run cycling, thank heaven, he is suffi-

ciently a part of cycling life to be decidedly

disagreeable and at times very annoyiog.

The "fresh" cycler is particularly at home in

large gatherings of wheelmen. Whether at a

dinner, a reception or club gathering of any
sort, "freshie" is on hand. He is generally one

of the first to arrive. He greets each new-

comer as if he were an old friend. Cold looks

or sarcastic replies have no effect upon him.

He flits about from place to place with a per-

sistency that is quite refreshing. He tries to

tell funny stories and crack jokes at the ex-

pense of some of those present. He is not at

all loath to join any little excursion to the re-

freshment department without an invitation.

In fact, inthis particular little manoeuvre he is

seen at his best. After he has succeeded in

getting himself disliked by everybody in the

place and has convinced everyone that he is a

perfect type of the ignorant, unbearable, hypo-

critical cad, he takei his departure only to re-

turn when the first opportunity offers.

I met this young man at a recent cyclers'

dinner in New York. He came without an in-

vitation. He started in by patting everybody

on the back and telling everyone who would

listen to him what he had done for cycling.

He made an idiot of himself by forming him-

self into a committee of one, appointing him-

self toast master and calling upon himself to

make a speech, which he did, much to the dis-

gust of the invited guests and the entire as-

semblage.

He was frowned upon. This only had the

effect of making him go to the head waiter,

demand a half-dozen bottles of champagne,

and presenting them to the company with

the compliments of the landlord. He after-

wards promised to pay for the wine. As is

usual with his kind, he has not kept his

promise.

I may add that this young man hails from
Brooklyn and is the possessor of a beautiful

pair of mutton-chops which he thinks are

lady-killers. It's a pity they're not fool-killers.

If they were, there might be one less fool in

the world.

I suppose we shall have to endure the

"fresh" young man with the other evils of

life. But it's a shame that he can't be muzzled

and kept in a cage with the other monkeys.

The Value of Long Distance Riding.

The announcement that G. P. Mills, the

long distance rider, is to take another trip

from Land's End to John o' Groats, brings to

mind the fact that English riders are much
more fond of long distance riding than are

their American cousins.

And after all, what is there in this long dis-

tance riding? It accomplishes no great good

for rider or sport. It is little more than a

private trial of endurance. It occasions no en-

thusiasm an 1 excites little keen interest out-

side of a few enthusiastic cyclers who know
how great a task it is.

In America we have had but little long dis-

tance riding; or I should say, little long dis-

tance record riding. Hundreds of people an-

nually take tours awheel, but these of course

do not come under the same head with the

Land's End-John o' Groats ride.

And, by the way, what has become of that

Tom Roe-i?ecorder ride across the country? It

looks now as if Tom were at his old tricks

again. And the funny part of it is that Board -

man has been his side partner in this case. I

wonder how the Recorder's cycler editor feels

over the situation.

Cycling and the Daily Papers.

It would seem that the sporting editors of

the New York papers have entered into a com-

bine for the suppression of cycling news. I

have carefully gone over last Sunday papers,

and am utterly amazed at the small amount of

cycling news or wheeling matter of any kind

to be found in them.

There is not a daily paper in New York city

that is not straining every effort to induce the

cycle trade to advertise in its columns. Dur-

ing the spring months there is not a line of

business that is more generous in its advertis-

ing than the cycle trade. But while the pa-

pers are perfectly willing to get advertising

contracts at big rates, they are not always

willing to give the sport the attention to which
its prominence entitles it and which the trade

expects as part return for its patronage.

In some of the papers not a line of cycling

news could I find. Even in the Sunday
America, which makes a specialty of sporting

matters, could I find anything about wheel-

ing. I consider this especially strange, as at

its head is George H. Dickinson, who was the

best sporting editor that the World ever had.

The Recorder had three columns of reading

notices, a half column of news, and perhaps

two columns of—heaven only knows what.

The Sun, World, Herald, in fact all the other

prominent daily papers, almost entirely ig-

nored wheeling.

There is hope for us, however. In a few
weeks the meets will be here, and then the

sport will stand a fair chance with yachting,

tennis and various other sports that do not at-

tract half the interest that is centered in

cycliDg.

An Embezzling Salesman.

Buffalo, May 21.—Quite a sensation was
aroused in wheeling circles yesterday by the

announcement that Frank W. Hess, who for

the past year has been employed by James F.

Broadbent, the Liberty agent here, had skipped

with about $300 and a $75 diamond ring be-

longing to his employer. It was discovered

that Hess had taken flight to Jackson, Mich.,

in company with a lively young woman, and a

telegram from the chief of police here to the

police department there resulted in his arrest

for grand larceny last night. The arrest was a

quick one and very creditable to the police

management. Hess is but twenty years old

and very well known locally.
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A CONUNDRUM
WHEN IS A BICYCLE NOT A TOURIST?

WHEN^ it breaks down.

~\\T~Fir~Kl"N" a cone wears out.

"W^TTT^~N~ the chain rides the sprocket.

^W^TTTTll^ the wheels don't track.

WHEN the tires leak.

W"T~TITIT^ you can't ride further and longer and with less fatigue

than upon any other Bicycle.

"WTT^THlSr it is not finished better than any other Bicycle you

meet.

"V\r"Fir~pn7s^" you have any cause for complaint whatever.

I Geo. R. Bidwell Cyele Co.

308-310 W. 59th St., NEW YORK.

FACTORY, Colt's West Armory, Hartford, Conn.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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BRITISH RACE MATTERS.

THE NEW HERNE HILL TRACK ALREADY

PROVED VERY FAST.

Sanger Makes a Trial on the New Surface -

—The Licensing Committee Bringing

Crack Riders to Time—McDer-

mott Soliciting Ads.

London, May 13.—The fastness of the new
wood surface on the Heine Hill track has

already been proved. At the Catford meeting

tliereon, C. F. Barden, a man hitherco almost

unknown, beat the nine-mile record, and on
Monday R. A. Vogt, the Scotland champion,

with a somewhat strong wind blowing, low-

ered all the safety records from two miles to

ten. Bard en's performance was accomplished

in a ten-mile scratch race, ridden with pace-

makers, in which he lapped all the other com-
petitors, and after falling and changing on to

another machine, won by half a lap. Except
that they allowed Barden to get away from
the field the arrangements for pacemaking
were far from a success, as there was no one

good enough to lead the men whom he had
left up to him again. But in spite of the com-
parative failure of the experiment, it is likely

that quite a number of first-class scratch races

in London this year will be ridden with pace-

makers. This method, although it will never

put an end to waiting, certainly prevents loaf-

ing, and gives the spectators plenty of fun for

their money.

m'dermott as an advertising agent.

Among the spectators on the ground was
Zimmerman, who was accompanied by his

faithful henchman, Jo McDermott, of the

sweet, ingratiating smile. This week the little

man has been away in the Midlands endeavor-

ing t ) obtain advertisements for Zim's well-

boomed book on cycling. He has returned

looking years older. He doesn't think much of

advertisement canvassing as a profession,

plaintively asserts that he isn't used to that

sort of thing at home, and would give any-

thing to find a respectable agent to whom he

could turn over the whole business. Zimmy
has been putting in his daily practice at Heme
Hill. He declares the surface to be fast, but

complains each time he comes off his wheel of

saddle-soreness, which he attributes to vibra-

tion caused by the spaces between the boards

not being filled up. This is a fault which will

remedy itself in time. He is also far from sat-

isfied with the Dunlop detachable tire as a

speed tire, and it is probable that he will go
back to the old pattern Dunlops. His Raleigh

racer is now geared to 68 inches, which on the

new track is equal to 64 inches on any other.

Sanger arrived oft Wednesday, and he also

made an early visit to Heme Hill, and was a

spectator of the London County members'
races on Thursday evening.

THE N. C. U. LICENSING COMMITTEE

is already getting well to work and it seems

that it will certainly not be the fault of the

members of this committee if the licensing

scheme does not get a fair trial. Some very

pertinent questions are being put to trade men
who apply to them for licenses and what is

better still no respect is being paid to persons,

but all are being treated alike. Don Lacaille,

the Scotchman who recently came from Glas-

gow to London to enter the employ of the

Crypto Cycle Company, and since seems to

have done nothing else but train, was asked to

disclose the terms of his agreement with his

employers. He declined and his license was
promptly refused until such time as he should

satisfy the committee as to his bona fides. This

quickly brought him to his senses and he has

now offered to show his agreement to three

members of the committee. A number of

other men have been treated in exactly the

same way and there is altogether a consider-

able stir in the ranks of the makers' amateurs.

The weak part of the scheme seems to be that

the applications of men not avowedly con-

nected with the trade are dealt with by the

centre committees, by which means it appears

probable that owing to local influences and
club interests several doubtful men may be

allowed to slip through without the care and
enquiry which surrounding circumstances

would warrant. Several men with whose cir-

cumstances the tongue of rumor has freely

wagged and for whose own sakes the fullest

enquiry would seem desirable, have already

been passed by their centre committees and al-

lowed a place within the fold of licensed ama-
teurs.

CLOSE OF A FAMOUS CASE.

On Thursday in the court of Queen's Bench,

Mr Thomas Warwick received the sum of £175

as a solation to his wounded feelings and com-
pensation for damage to his character, alleged

to have been caused by a libelous statement

published in Wheeling some twelve months
ago. His companion in misfortune and sharer

in his Australian exploits, W. G. Turner,

was awarded a similar sum. Both these gentle-

men have further actions of a like kind against

the proprietors of Bicycling News and the

Cyclist. It will be interesting to watch the

result.

From Coventry comes the news that P. L.

Renouf has ceased to be manager of Humber
& Co.'s works there and that Walter Phillips,

late of the Rudge firm, has been chosen to fill

the vacancy.

Amateur Frauds in Cycling.

Had professionals been guilty of some of the

"indiscretions" recently charged to amateurs,

they would never have heard the last of it. Be-

ing "amateurs," however, little notice is taken

of their imposition on the public. The story

of how one Wylie (not he of "dead broke"

fame) rode in a wagon during the late relay, is

still fresh in the minds of wheelmen. The ex-

ploit of two southern journalists fur.iishes

equally nasty reading. They gulled the public

into the belief that they were engaged in a

race from Atlanta to Chicago and then wheeled

in together on a pleasure trip. Neither had
any right to take any advantage of the articles

of agreement, as it compromised men who
would not countenance a "fake;" besides it did

not give the winner's friends a chance for their

money. The plea that they did not "lay any
claim to professionalism" was not well taken,

and cannot and will not excuse them from the

agreement they made, presumably in good
faith, and ruthlessly broke at the end of their

journey. They can, however, lay claim to a
dishonorable fake. Here is a copy of the arti-

cles of agreement:

Atlanta, Ga., April 24, 1893.— We, the undersigned,

hereby agree to leave Atlanta on our bicycles on Tuesday,

April 26—Mr. Howard at 3 o'clock p. m., and Mr. Durant
two hours later—for Chicago, the start to be made at

Brishine Park, and the signal to be given by the umpire
of the game of ball to be played that afternoon.

We solemnly and faithfully pledge our honor to the ob-

servance of the following rules to govern the contest:

1. That neither of us will use in any manner whatso-
ever any means or manner of conveyance other than our
bicycles, and that, the movement of our bicycles shall he
entirely unaided by any other force than our own, pro-
vided, however, that this shall not prevent either of us
from walking when deemed advisable.

3. We agree to telegraph to Atlanta for daily publica-
tion our whereabouts, unless it be that in the course of
any day's travel we shall not be within reach of telegraph
facilities, provided, however, that each of us shall tele-

graph at intervals of not longer than forty-eight hours of

his location.

3. Each of us agrees to receive from the telegraph
operator at all stops where messages concerning our loca-

tion are sent certificates giving the time and date of our
arrival.

4. We agree to report, on our arrival at Chicago, at

the Columbia Hotel, corner Thirty-first and State streets,

and receive from the person in charge certificates of our
arrival.

5. The winner of this contest to receive $100, the loser

.$50.

6. Each of the contestants obligates himself to use
no other wheel during the journey than that on which he
leaves Atlanta.

7. Each contestant will make affidavit of his arrival in

Chicago that none of the provisions of the above agree-

ment have been violated in any manner whatsoever.
(Signed in duplicate.) Walter Howard,

E. M. Durant.

As both men jogged into Chicago together,

Atlanta bettors are now at a loss to know who
won the race. There should be no mystery
about this, as Howard had two hours' start and
Durant was credited with that allowance, so

that Howard should have reached the object-

ive or finishing point two hours before Durant,

and the latter, therefore, really won. Durant's

explanation of the fake in the C constitution,

his own paper, is a confession that the articles,

as far as the race went, were a farce and the

race declared off by the riders before the finish,

without the consent or knowledge of thtir

friends. The close of his story is really pa-

thetic. This is the way he tells it:

When I finally overhauled him [Howard] at Kensing-
ton, two and a half miles inside the corporate limits of

the city, he was what wheelmen call thoroughly "done
up," but kept trying to make headway. When I dis-

mounted he was entering an eating house. I followed in-

side, and then we were not long in agreeing that it would
be useless torture to both to continue the ride to the heart
of the city. Our object had been accomplished, the race
well run. Besides, we felt that we would both feel better

if we could eliminate any "sporting" character which the
contest might have made possible, and so agreed to shake
hands on the spot and void any bets that might have
been made at home by taking cars for the hotel.

We are both satisfied. If we had attempted to make
such a race as to-day's when we started out, both would
have succumbed long before we reached the blue grass

fields of Tennessee. In Chicago a great deal of interest

has been manifested in the contest and all the evening
we have been the recipients of attention at the Columbia,
where we are the guests of Captain Timberlake, a well-

known Georgian. E. M. Durant.

New Club at Oakland, Cal.

Members of the Y. M. C. A. of Oakland, Cal.,

have formed the Y. M. C. A. Cycling Club.

It starts with over thirty members and is next

to the largest cycling club in Oakland. The
following are the officers: J. Lancaster, presi-

dent; R. Edgren, vice-president; E. C. Brown,
secretary; C. H. Kopf, treasurer; W. H.
Seaver, captain.

The club contains some of the fastest riders

in Oakland, who will be seen on the track this

season. The captain held several Pacific Coast

road records about two years ago, among
which was the 50 and 100-mile, as well as sev-

eral shorter ones. He is one of the most popu-
lar wheelmen on the coast. The club has fine

quarters in the Y. M. C. A. building and a
tine bicycle track is to be built in its athletic

park in East Oakland.
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TRADE NOTES FROM ABROAD.

Probability of Only One Show Yearly—Makers
and Dealers Busy.

London, May 10.—It seems a somewhat un-

seasonable period at which to write about show
matters, but the subject is one of such impor-

tance to the English trade that I must not hesi-

tate to deal with certain recent happenings.

Although the general public hears little about

it. show business absorbs the attention all

the year round of those concerned in it. Your
readers will recall my reference some months
ago to the meetings held at the Crystal Palace

during the National show week last January,

when both the National and Stanley com-
mittees called together their respective sup-

porters in the trade, and roughly considered

their future policy. It will be remenbered

that the Stanley club was requested to send a

small deputation to wait upon the National

committee to arrange, if possible, for the hold-

ing of a united exhibition. Owing to various

circumstances, it was not until the latter part

of last month that Messrs. Robert Todd, Swan
and Dring traveled down to Coventry and ex-

plained to a full meeting of the makers' asso-

ciation the views of the Stanley club on the

subject of an amalgamated show. The depu-

tation was cordially received, and after it had
retired the makers carefully considered the

lines of amalgamation proposed. These were,

mainly, that the trade should be free to fix the

place and time of a joint show
,
provided one

show were held each year; the Stanley club

being of opinion, as I venture to think, very

rightly, that any cessation of an official show
for one year would assuredly result in the pro-

motion of one or more private enterprises,

likely to confuse the public and injure the bulk

of the trade. Unfortunately the makers' asso-

ciation, although generally favorable to a join-

ing of forces with the Stanley, would not con-

sent to the arbitrary condition of an annual

exhibition. Several of the big firms are join-

ing for an interval of at least one whole year

without a show. There is little doubt that a

proposal of three shows during the next five

years would form an acceptable compromise to

the trade. Upon the point of holding an an-

nual show, however, the Stanley club is very

firm. At the time of writing, although nego-

tiations between the makers' association and
the Stanley have not been broken off, there

would appear to be but small likelihood of an
agreement being arrived at. What the trade

will ultimately decide to do I have no means of

hazarding an opinion, but one thing is practi-

cally certain—that there will be at least one
big show in London at the end of this year.

HUMBER & CO. BUSY.

Humber & Co. are very busy just now at

their Viaduct depot. The company has shown
excellent discrimination in placing R. L. Ede
and Ernest Leitch in charge of its sales depart-

ment in London, both men being popular and
widely known, whilst possessed of that experi-

ence, tact and courtesy which the public ex-

pects from representatives of a great firm. R.

L. Ede recently showed me a beautiful Hum-
ber tricycle weighing only 3G pounds, built to

the order of a well known Londoner with a

fondness and leisure for touring. The ordinary

roadster pattern tricycle weighs 49 pounds,

whilst the path racer is made inside 20 pounds.

Ede himself is at present training in his leisure

on a grand little No. 3 racer safety, geared to

68 inches. This famous mount was known as

the French Humber last year, and scales 21

pounds. Ede finds no difficulty in sprinting

laps on it in 45 sec. round the three-lap ce-

mented path at Kensal Rise, where he trains.

NEW HOWES BREAKING RECORDS.

The New Howe machines continue to eell

furiously, and great activity prevails at the

once sleepy London depot. This week R. Vogt,

the Scottish champion, has secured the first

batch of records on the new board surface at

Heme Hill, on a New Howe racer. Vogt's re-

cords range from two to ten miles. The former

distance he covered in 4:47 2-5 and the latter in

24:34. Osmond and Fowler shared the beaten

times, the former's record for ten miles stand-

ing at 24:50 1-5. There will be great joy in the

Glasgew factory, although, given a calirv night,

Vogt's times will be sure to suffer reduction

very soon. The New Howe No. 10 safety is .»

very taking, popular pattern, selling with
pneumatic tires at $73.

THE AIR WHEELS.

The other day I looked up the Air Wheel
Company, registered on the 20th ult. under its

new title, the Pneumatic Wheel Company,
limited, and now installed at 33 Barbicon, E.

C. , under the control of W. G. Hall. I found
that considerable progress had been made since

the shows. I saw several safeties, a front-

driver and a tricycle all fitted with the small

cheese-shaped air-castors. The company is

not relying on a special frame, like that of the

Raven bicycle, to which to fit its 14-inch

wheels, but has pract'cally an open diamond
of the prevailing fashion. The lower back

tubes of the frame are carried upwards some-

what, in order to keep the pedals from contact

with the ground. The wheels are remarkably

light, although strongly made and the tires

practically unpuncturable owing to the solid

tread which encircles them. Mr. Hall was,

unfortunately, out on the occasion of my visit,

and I could get no explanation of the fact that

the driving wheels on the safeties appeared to

only three times theirtiameter (i. e. 42 inches),

which would render speed work impossible.

The back wheel only of the front driver was
an air-wheel. Mr. Boothroyd has tried these

wheels and speaks very highly of them for

f . d. back wheels. It is expected that they

will shortly be applied to hansom cabs. The
weight-carrying capacity of an air-wheel is as-

tonishing. I hope in an early letter to be able

to give some practical experience of their run-

ning upon the road.

DISC WHEELS MAKE A GOOD SHOWING.

Little has been heard of late concerning the

operators of the Disc Wheel Company, whose
works are at 60 Defoe road, Looting, and the

following information, therefore, may be of

interest. Although no attempt is being made
just at present to boom the Disc wheels, orders

for them are coming in steadily from all parts

of the united kingdom, as well as from the con-

tinent. The company is also receiving splen-

did testimonials from persons who have ridden

and severely tested the wheels. None who
has had the wheels has expressed disappoint-

ment, nor has a single repair been sent back to

the company. When a sufficient number of

testimonials has accumulated from riders who
have used the wheels for over twenty months,

the company intends publishing them. The
Disc wheels are being used in both France and
Germany, and are expected to serve shortly in

some of the long-distance rides. I have been

promised a I rial of a front driver fitted with

these wheels, so that I shall soon be able to

offer a practical opinion on their merits.

NEW SWIFT PATTERNS.

The Coventry Machinists' Company has fol-

lowed the example of other firms and is now
selling a model D Swift, fitted with either new
Dunlop or 1893 Clincher tires, and a comfort-

able B 25 hammock saddle, at $73. The com-

pany's Swift racer, which scales 21 pi.unds,

all on, has recently been adopted by J. W
Weatherley. During a visit this week to the

London depot I inspected the firm's front

driver, which has 36 and 24 inch wheels,

comfortably arranged handles and Crypto

gear. I also saw a remarkably light 'Marlboro

Club' road-racing tricycle, fitted with light
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the " Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Wliitworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,

the largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glaBS mirrors, the style

of the whole being solid and plain. The exhibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No. 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs,; the Wliitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. AmoDg the racers are the Whitworth ISo. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs.; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in w. ieht

from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built one-t intended for actual use, the

whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races

won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Information on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

Temporary Office, 114 5th Aye., NEW YORK. P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

Head Office and Factories, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—26 in. wheels, speeded to 55 in.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp-holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and

oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 1-8 in. wired cushion tires, ... $Vfi

Price., with pneumatic tires, as illustrated, ... 155

Average weight, as illustrated, less saddle and pedals, 33 lbs.

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan
& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each of

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents. Send for our Catalogue.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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Dunlops, with Edwards' corrugated covers,

and scaling only 33 pounds. This fine mount
has been built for F. T. Bidlake. Surely with

all these good things the business of the old

established company should show a marked
improvement for this season.

AMONG THE TIRE COMPANIES.

Speculation in tire company shares shows no

sign of decline on this side. The French Sed-

don company I referred to in my last letter.

Since then the Seddon Pneumatic Tire Com-
pany, ltd., has seen the light. The share list

closes to-day, and the capital, it is stated, has

already been subscribed. France will, of

course, be excluded from the company's field

of operations, but in Germany great business

would appear to be anticipated. A good deal

of mystery and many strange rumors surround

the Sydney Pneumatic Cycle Company, floated

last week. I know nothing concerning the

Sydney tire. Another company born in Dub-

lin is the Robertson Tire Company, formed to

purchase from J. B. Robertson a patented in-

vention. The death of the vendor is an-

nounced in to-day's Cyclist. The last and most

promising of the quartette of tire companies

launched during the past ten days, is the

Puncture-Proof Pneumatic Tire Company.
The lord mayor of Dublin is associated with

this company, which Sydney Lee has been

very active in promoting. The inventions

combined [in the puncture proof tira consist

of a self-closing lining to the air tube and a

puncture-proof pad fitting inside the outer

cover. Considerable attention is being di-

rected to the novelty by the trade. The list

opened yesterday and closes to-day.

Stanley.

SHELBY STEEL TUBE COMPANY.

The First Institution of Its Kind in America—
Progress of Two Years.

Until about two years ago all the tubing

used in high grade bicycles made in this coun-

try was imported from England. The tubing

industry was established there by the Credenda

Seamless Steel Tube Company, and so secretly

was the manufacture of tubing conducted that

this concern virtually held a monopoly of the

business for years. On July 24, 1891, however,

the Shelby Steel Tube Company commenced to

manufacture at Shelby, Ohio. At first doubts

were expressed as to the ability of the new
concern to produce tubing equal to that sent

us from England, and, naturally enough, a few

months were spent in getting things into run-

ning order. The fact that the company has no

trouble in selling its product a great deal

faster than the works can supply it would
seem to dispel all doubt as to its quality.

The principal holders of stock are Colonel

Pope, H. A. Lozier and D. L. Cockley. The
latter is president of the concern and is repre-

sented in the accompanying photograph. Ever

since the commencement of operations the

company has continually extended its works,

so that at this time its operations are carried

on in nine distinct buildings, ranging from
20x35 to 100x200 feet. The offices are 40x40,

two stories high. With this company has

been consolidated the Shelby Cycle Manufac-

turing Company, whose buildings are also nine

in number, three of them two stories high.

The whole plant is lighted by the Thompson-
Houston arc light system.

The employes of this institution number 250

and the capacity is 400,000 feet of tubing per

month. This means nearly five million feet

per annum, provided the factory were run at

its full capacity, or enough to manufacture a

quarter of a million bicycles! Thus it will be

seen that the cycle industry is only one of

many in which this product is used. A large

quantity of tubing has been supplied to the U.

S. Navy Department for torpedo boats. Ex-

haustive tests have been made, the result of

which, in detail, we lire unable to give. The
engineer reported, however, that they were

quite satisfactory.

Tubing is manufactured from imported

Swedish steel, the tariff on which is 1 6-10

cents per pound in the raw state, while on the

manufactured article it is only 2 1-2 cents per

pound. Nevertheless the prices are about the

same as for the imported article.

To illustrate the progresi of the industry it

may be stated that the Shelby company's Eng-

lish instructor stated that tubing could not be

made smaller than 3-8 inch nor larger than

1 3-4inch, a statement which has been dis-

proved by 1-8 iuch and 2 1-4 inch productions.

Captain D. L. Cockley, the president of the

company, has been actively engaged as a mer-

CAPT. D. L. COCKLEY.

chant and manufacturer of hardware and its

kindred branches ever since the close of the

war. He is now in his forty-ninth year.

MISCELLANEOUS TRADE TALK.

New Ideas and New Organizations— Notes of

Trade People.

Andrew Cahill is now doing the west in the

interests of the Buffalo Wheel Company.

George W. Shamp of Buffalo has just built a

machine for bending handle bars. It is sim-

ple, inexpensive and rapid.

The Sunol factory is running night and day

to keep up with orders, according to the Mc-

intosh-Huntington Company.

Fenton S. Fox of the Sercombe-Bolte Manu-
facturing Company started Monday for a two-

months' trip. He intends covering western

territory.

Messrs. Yost and Dewey, of Toledo, visited

Chicago and the fair last week. A batch of

new machinery was purchased and shipped to

the Falcon factory.

The A. L. Withers Cycle Company has been

incorporated in New Jersey, and will db a

manufacturing and sale business in Paterson,

Newark, Jersey City and Philadelphia, with

the principal office in the former city. The
capital stock is fixed at $10,000, of which $4,500

is paid in. The stockholders are Addison L.

Withers, George E. Beckwith, Louis O. Laff-

ray and Charles Frost, all of Paterson.

According to the Herald of Newburyport.
Mass., out of thirty-six bicycle riders who re-

cently stopped at Wolfe Tavern in that city,

thirty-one were mounted on Victors.

A letter from England dated April 7 says:

"The weather here is grand for the trade.

Agents and manufacturers have been able to

get rid of old stock to an extent that has saved

the trade from disaster."

C. H. Ludlow, of Dunkirk, N. Y., offers $50

reward for the recovery of his Century Colum-
bia (No. 8,703), stolen last Friday. It was
without brake and mudguards, had Kirkpat-

rick saddle, black L seat post, rear tire new.

—

Adv.

Samuel Snell has returned from England,

and brings with him contracts for a term of

years to handle exclusively the goods of

Thomas Warwick & Sons and Hudson &
Co. Large store houses will be erected in

Toledo at once.

The Bicycle Canopy Company of Detroit has

made several improvements to its canopy, the

patents for which have already been applied

for. From the number of orders and inquiries

it has had from advertising the canopy, it ex-

pects to do a large business.

A gold-plated bicycle made for actual

use ' is now on exhibition in the show win-

dow of the Bundy & Upmeyer Jewelry

Company, Milwaukee. The bicycle was man-
ufactured by the Sercombe-Bolte Manufactur-

ing Company for A. Cressy Morrison.

Messrs. Hudson and Warwick, the former of

Hudson & Co., tube manufacturers, and the

latter of Warwick& Sons, rim makers, Birming-
ham, will arrive in America Aug. 1, and with

Mr. S. Snell, Toledo, will make a personal visit to

all the manufacturers in this country.

E. W. Ballard, of Chicago, is now represent-

ing the Kenwood Manufacturing Company, and
starts shortly on an extended tour through the

west. He will work eastward, and hopes to

be in Chicago shortly. At present he is in San
Francisco, and will take part in the Decora-

tion day races of the Alameda club.

William C. Howard will in a few days ar-

rive in Chicago. He is in this country for the

purpose of pushing Whitworths. The New
York address of the Whitworth Works Cycle

Company is 544 Broadway. Mr. Howard
should, owing to the popularity of the wheel

he represents, meet with a hearty reception.

The Michigan Wheel Company, of Lansing,

has had phenomenal success in the manufac-

ture of wheels for sulkies, and its extensive

works have been put to their utmost capacity

to fill orders with any degree of promptness.

The company intended to extensively manu-
facture bicycles, but this decision coming late

in the season, only a few were made. This

fall, however, it will commence early and will

be heard of throughout the country.

Will Be at the Fair.

I have not seen Mr. Cooper's hydro-cycle,

but I have seen a water cycle manufactured

by Beach and Harris, of Kentish Town, Lon-

don, N., and next week will give sketches; of it

and full description, says a writer in British

Sport. Beach and Harris' apparatus can be

fixed to any safety bicycle in a few minutes;

when not in use it can be folded up and car-

ried as luggage, being specially constructed to

fold up easily and quickly. Eight miles an
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List at the Selling Price and SELL at the List Price.

AGENTS
Don't have to cut the price in order to sell them.

THEY CATCH
The Buyer's eye and "make per force their merits known."

To See is to Desire.

THE C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS,
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hour was attained at the first trial, a speed

that since has been vastly improved. The
whole affair adds but 20 pounds to the weight

of a safety. The patentee is a French gentle-

man, and he intends to send one to the Chi-

cago exhibition. I trust to have a trial trip

during the week and probably will have some
interesting experiences to relate.

Philadelphia Trade Notes.

E. C. Bode, representing the Hill Cycle Man-
ufacturing Company, of Chicago, was in Phil-

adelphia last week.

V. J. Kelly is out of a job as a consequence

of the Elliott-Hickory Cycle Company's suc-

cessful suit against Charles Scott & Co., of

Philadelphia, for infringement of pneumatic

tired sulky patents.

Charles Thorp will handle the Telegram at

his new store at Broad street and Ridge

avenue.

John Williams, representing Morgan &
"Wright, of Chicago, spent several days in this

city last week, and reports having done an ex-

cellent business while here.

The latest addition to the trade in this city

is the Drover Bicycle Manufacturing Com-
pany, of 3404 Germantown avenue.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,
D. C:

497,453, pneumatic tire; Edouard Michelin, Clermont
Ferrand, France, assignor to Michelin & Co., same place;

filed Aug. 5, 1892; patented in France Sept. 11, 1891, and
in England Sept. 11, 1891.

497,404, apparatus for manufacturing pneumatic tires;

Ohaiies K. Welch, Coventry, Eng., assignor to the pneu-

matic tire and Booth's Cycle Agency, ltd., Dublin, Ire-

land; filed Jan. 7, 1893.

496,519, handle for bicycle steering cars; George E.

Goddard, Brockton, Mass. ; filed Sept. 15, 1892.

497,449, bicycle support; Charles M. Rider, Newark, O.;

filed May 4, 1892.

497,575, pneumatic tire; Leopold Holt, London, Eng.;

filed Aug. 22, 1892; patented in England Aug. 1, 1891.

497,034, method of repairing pneumatic tires; Robert
Cowen, Cambridge, Mass.; filed Sept. 1, 1892.

Diamond Machine Company Burned Out.

Sunday evening the Diamond Machine Com-
pany's factory at Providence was entirely de-

stroyed by fire. Nearly all the patterns of the

regular grinding and polishing machinery
were saved, however. The company has al-

ready made arrangements (temporary) by
which it will be able to ship the majority of its

regular machines in from two to three weeks.
It will start immediately to erect a fire-proof

brick factory, which when completed will be

equipppd with the latest and most improved
machinery, and of more than double the for-

mer capacity.

Philadelphia to Hold Another Show.

Although $400 "in the hole" as a result of

this year's venture, the Associated Cycling
Clubs of Philadelphia last week decided to

hold another show in 1894. A committee con-

sisting of Messrs. Perkinpine, McOwen,
Dimon, Collins and Artman was appointed to

perfect arrangements for holding a race meet
at Tioga on Sept. 23.

Coming to the Fair Awheel.

From all parts of the country we hear of

cyclists who contemplate a trip to the world's

fair awheel. Twenty-five members of the

Alamo Wheelmen of San Antonio, Tex., will

start June 1 and will be in charge of George
Walter, secretary and treasurer. A large party

..THE EMPIRE SEMI-RACER .-.

Fitted with Pneumatic

Tyres cannot be

excelled.

Mr. J. D. Lumsden, mounted on
an Empire Safety, won the 48-hour
championship and belt at Glasgow,
Jan. 29, 1893, to Feb 4, 1893.

Send for 1893 List.

PERRY RICHARDS & CO,,

EMPIRE CYCLE WORKS,
MENTION THE REFEREE. WOLVERHAMPTON.

FOR SALE.

Victor Model D, '92 Cushion; A 1 condition.

Best cash offer takes it.

W. A. TERRILI,,
20 N. Sacramento Ave.

,

CHICAGO.

will soon start from Iowa, another from the

neighborhood of Indianapolis and still another

from Minnesota. Two or three parties are ex-

pected from Pennsylvania; a number of the

members of the Century C. C. of Pittsburg

having decided to start July 1.

Michigan will send a large delegation to

participate in the parade on wheelmen's day.

After the Perkins & Richmond road race at

Grand Rapids, on May 30, the wheelmen will

give a lantern parade through the city to the

depot, where the train will be taken for Grand
Haven, connecting with the Chicago boat. The
contingent in the parade will be headed by the

winner of the road race decked in badges and

carrying the colors of the Grand Rapids club.

The club will expect to turn out a hundred

strong and carry off first honor among visiting

clubs.

Captain Charles H. Luscomb of the second

battalion Thirteenth Regiment N. Y. N. G. , is

organizing a company of wheelmen in the

regiment to make a trip to the fair about

Jul/ 1.

Newark-Philadelphia Century Run.

The sixth annual century run from Newark
to Philadelphia is now an assured success, no
less than 350 riders in Philadelphia alone hav-

ing signified their intention of participating.

With the Jersey and New York contingents

added, it is expected that at least 600 will re-

spond to the bugle call "to wheel" at 4 a. m.

on the morning of June 10 in front of the Con-

tinental Hotel, Newark. Magnificent silk ban-

ners will be awarded to three clubs having the

greatest number of survivors, with a proviso

that one of them must go to the club outside

of Philadelphia. A special cup will be com-

peted for by clubs having not less than six nor

more than fifteen starters; the club having the

greatest percentage of survivors will be

awarded this prize. The run will be held rain

or shine, aud the route has been so altered that

the distance is 101 miles. First prize is con

ceded to the Century Wheelmen, with a close

fight for second place between the Park Ave-
nue, Alpha, Atalanta and Elizabeth.

The Aldrieh

Bieyele Cape.
For the rider who gets caught

in the rain.
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A.SK TOTJJt DEALER FOX TBJEM.
Questions answered. Send postal for circular. Easily

carried when not incise. Liberal discount to the trade.
For further particuU> s address

A. T. ALDRICTT,
342 Pleasant St., - - Worcester, Mass.

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

100,000 daily users testify to the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,
185 I,aSalle Street.

SOMETHING NEW.

Every Bicycle rider should try a box of EUREKA
BICYCLE POLISH. Makes enamel and nickel look like

new. Ask your dealer for it, or send 30 cents to

A. L. THOMA'S CYCLE EXCHANGE,
PIQUA, CHIO.
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THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recoo-nized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material.

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

We might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, mich.
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A RECORD.
During the present season we have not been called upon to make good a

single defective part in either the Credenda "Pacer" or "Consort."
Verify this by making inquiries among the riders in your vicinity.

Verily, Credendas are Good as Gold.

ALL TUBE, ALL STEEL. ALL RIGHT.

PRICE, 9B115.00.

PACJEJt.
Send, for Catalogue.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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A Revolution in Bicycles.
*?

ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR AMD WOODEN GETTER CO..

Manufacturers of Bicycles.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Incorporated 1873. Capital stock, $500,000 00.

The last in the field to manufacture, we leap to the front in one hound. Having discovered a process for making aluminum, stronger and more
elastic than steel, we will, in the course of the next 00 days, offer to the public our

LU Ml NUM
high grade bicycles. There will be no brazed joints to give out. They will never tarnish and the frame will last a life time. Watch this space for further
particulars and secure agencies.
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BEAUTIFUL ALABAMA.

Like the Play of That Name, the State Is

Something Grand.

Of the great many persons who have seen the

play "Alabama," how many can say that it is

not the prettiest piece that has been put on the

boards, and have not wished that they could

see that section of this country after which the

play is named ? Very few, indeed ; and they

will not be disappointed, those who do take a

trip through old "Aiabam."

I must plead guilty to never having visited

Mobile, which is undoubtedly the largest city

in the state, but there are many other places

that are well worth a visit. Birmingham ranks

next to Mobile, and is a handsome city of 40,-

000 inhabitants. The principal streets are well

paved with stone blocks, and although it would

be rather rough riding on a solid or cushion-

tired wheel, the pnenmatic renders the jolting

almost imperceptible. There are three fine

hotels in the city, where any individual can

find splendid accommodation to suit any size

of pocketbook. The stores are all large and
carry a splendid class of goods in their various

lines, so that a tourist can always obtain any
article he may need without loading himself

upon leaving home.

The streets running through the residence

portion of the ciiy are of gravel, red clay and
macadam, well kept, and afford a splendid

ride around the town.

There is a number of roads leading out of

the city to many places of interest, the better

ones being to Pratt mines and to Bessemer,

the latter place being a thriving little mining
town about sixteen miles from Birmingham.

The cyclist can reach Bessemer by taking a

circuit of thirty-six miles, which will land him
back in Birmingham after having ridden over

one of the finest gravel roads in this country,

which 8 also extremely pretty.

To one who has never been in a mining town
or seen mines in operation, a visit to the Bes-

semer and Pratt mines will be found interest-

ing, as will also the Alice furnace, about two
miles out.

There are a great many wheelmen in the

city, and one good, active club. It is not an
uncommon sight to see tbirty-five or forty

members start from the club room on a

Sunday afternoon on a run of twenty-five or

thirty miles. I have taken a few rides with

the Birmingham Oycle Club, and can honestly

say that I have thoroughly enjoyed them, be-

cause they did not turn out to be " scorches,"

but the party always kept together, and the

new riders were not discouraged by seeing the

old-timers disappear from view in front.

There is some good racing material in Birm-

ingham, and with a little opportunity they will

give a good account of themselves at the close

of the season. Amongst them are Ben Mar-
shall, Charles Berney, Fred Koeretkeand John
Snyder, all good men, who will hold up the

club this year.

The club has two neat, cozy rooms on
Eighteenth street, and the members are always

pleased to have visiting wheelmen call on
them.

The trade is well represented, and in addi-

tion to those mentioned in your Birmingham
correspondent's letter of last week, are Lyman
& Stone, who handle Imperials and a line of

cheaper wheels, and Fred Koretke, who looks

after the interests of the Sterling.

Montgomery is the next largest city in the

state and is the capital. It is prettily laid out,

has some splendid stores, but it is honestly

hoped that another hotel may soon be

erected there. The view from the top of

the capitol building is grand, and you look

down upon one of the prettiest cities in the

south, presented in panoramic form.

Until recently there was only one club in the

city, Ihe Capitol Cycling Club; now there are

two, the latest addition being the Imperial

Cycling Club, of Montgomery. There is

a membership roll of about thirty,

among whom are the most influential business

men of the town. At the organization ten

days ago the following officers were elected:

M. F. Bonham, president; A. L. Morris, vice-

president; A. Amende, secretary-treasurer, and
E. T. Bonham, captain. J. Jay Ross, the

Ames & Frost Company's little representative,

who has made many friends in the city, was
elected a charter member of the club. Ross is

also a member of the Birmingham Cycle Club.

The new club will have a number of men on
the track this year. The president and captain

are both active wheelmen, and it takes a Zim-

merman or a Windle to get past the popular

captain. Three other good fast men are Mose
Stewart, Al Reynolds and George Todd.
The trade is taken care of by the Jackson &

O'Connell Hardware Company, with the Im-
perial, Liberty and medium grades, and, the

Montgomery Arms Company, which repre-

sents Columbias, Victors, Clevelands, Keatings
and the Western Wheel Works' line. Mont-
gomery has a population of 35,000 inhabitants,

and is situated in the southern part of the

state. Speck.—• <

Rudge & Co. Banquet Terront.

Rudge & Co., London, gave, on April 30, at

Paris, a splendid banquet in honor of the fam-
uus French champion, Terront. The banquet
was opened with the Marseillaise by an excel-

lent band, The champagne produced, one
toast after the other was given in French and
English. Terront drank to the health of the

cyclists in particular and all the world in gene-

ral. The menu card was printed in golden let-

ters, and on the foot of the card was an excel-

lent illustration showing the arrival of Terront

at the Palais des Machines after his 1,000-kilo-

metre match. For the benefit of the Chicago

"rag-shop push," we give the menu in its

original composition:

POTAGES.

Bisque (a la maniere de Corre) et Saint Germain (aller

sans retour).

HORS D'OEUVRE.

Crevettes cintrees, Beurre en tube, Hareugs, Olives en
forme de billes.

RELEVE.

Sale Marguery Pechees a Brest.

ENTREES.

Selle hamac de Gre Sale aux morilles.

Canetons sauce rouennaise.

ROT.

Dindonneaux truffes pneumatiquement.

Salade.

LEGUMES.

Asperges tangentes sauce mousseline.

Ecrevisses marinieres emaillees au four.

ENTREMENTS.
Bombe glacee au Palais des Machines.

Gaufres, Fromage, Fruits, Desert.

VINS.

Bordeaux, Medoc, Graves vieux, Saint Julien superieur,

Corton 1881, Champagne frappe, Cafe, Liqueurs.

Stolen, Niagara, No. 907, from F. C. Mc-
Donald, Chicago.
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The League Chainte Safety

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

No Chains and Sprockets to drag and soil

tlie clothing.

Our Bevel Gears are accurately adjusted

and run in oil, encased in neat Dust-proof

Aluminum Caps.

As our output for this season is limited,

prospective buyers will do well to book their

orders at once to ensure early delivery.

The League Cycle Co.,

30 Union Place,

HARTFORD, CONN.
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LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A Pneumatic Hub, a Bicycle Stand and a New
French Tire.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

10 Hertford s reet, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from April 12, 1893, give no-

tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.l

A PNEUMATIC HUB.

A'o 7,7S/*. R. W. Thomas 1 "Improvements in and

relating to velocipedes." April 25, 1892.—This invention

relates to an improved construction of wheel, and con-

sists ia making the huh in two parts and interposiug an

air-inflated cushion or chamber between the said parts.

The drawing gives an end view,

the lower half being in section.

On an axle fA) of the ordinary

type is mounted a hub (B). Out-

side this hub is a second hub (C)

carrying flanges (c c) to which the

spokes of the wheel are attached.

The space between the two hubs

(B and C) is filled with a cushion

or chamber (D) adapted to be inflated with air or gas

under pressure, to which end the said cushion or cham-

ber is provided with a suitable valve, shown at the top of

the drawing. Onto the sides of the inner hub (B) are

fixed plates (Bl Bl) having two or more holes (b) drilled

or formed therein, which holes are adapted to engage

with studs or projections (CI) carried by the outer hub

(C). The holes (b) in the plates (Bl Bl) are of a larger

diameter than the studs or projections (Cl) carried by

the hub (C) so as to allow of the movement of the one

hub with respect to the other in all directions, and yet

permit of the driving power imparted to the inner hub

being communicated to the outer hub. Both the inner

hub (B) and the outer hub (C) are corrugated or have

recesses or projections formed in them, as shown by the

accompanying drawing, to enable the inflated cushion or

chamber to get a good grip on both. Small loose plates

may be used to cover the holes (b) in the plates (Bl) to

prevent the air cushion or chamber (D) from protrud-

ing therethrough. When the hub is intended for a driv-

ing wheel the part B is extended on one side to carry the

driving chain wheel, and when it is intended on one side

to carry the driving chaiu wheel, and when it is intended

for a non-driving wheel, the holes (b) in the plates (Bl)

and the studs or projections (Cl) oa the part (C) may be

dispensed with.

A FRENCH PNEUMATIC.

No. 15,436. H. Roussefs ''Improvement in and con-

nected with pneumatic tires." Jan. 2, 1892.—The air

chamber (A.) is enclosed in or covered with sheet india

rubber. The difference in the widths of the strips makes
the protective covering (B) taper off to the edges, which
are about level with the edges of the rim, and the cover-

ing (B) itself is attached to the canvas lining (C) of the

jacket (D). Through the edges or the canvas lining (C)

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW

How to sell

Bicycles
ON THE

Installment

Plan

<0

WITHOUT TYING UP YOUR
OWN CAPITAL ? Then write

us for our Easy-Payment Circular.

THORSEN & CASSADY COMPANY,
60 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Sole Agents

' Warwick
Remington
Lovell Diamond \- BICYCLES
and
Western Wh< el Works..
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For Sale.

A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would sell

complete or parts.

MIDWINTER.
CUMBERLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

WILLIAM HOEFLER

TRICK : RIDER.
PERMANENT ADDRESS,

GENEVA, TST. Y.
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are threaded two cords (F), the bights of which pass

through an aperture in the rim (E). The tubular edges
of the lining (C) lie in a channel in the bottom of the

rim, the cords being drawn tight by the tension device

shown in the drawing, which is mounted in a short tube
or box on the back of the rim enclosing an aperture

through which the bights of the cords are passed. The
device referred to consists of the tube or box which is

slotted at opposite sides to form bearings for the jour-

nals of a spindle provided at the centre with a small

hook, upon which are hitched the bights of the two tight-

ening cords (F) which pass out of the tubular edges of

the lining. One end of the shank has a squared head to

receive a spanner for the purpose of rotating the spindle

of the winch and coiling the cords (F) thereon, whereby
they are drawn tight in the groove of the rim, and thus

firmly secure the whole tire in position therein. The
opposite end of the shank is screw threaded to receive a
nut, which on being tightened up bears against the ex-

terior of the socket, which is gripped between the nut

and flanged head of the spindle, whereby the spindle is

firmly retained in the position to which it is turned when
the cords are tightened up. The socket is closed by a
screw cap to prevent entrance of dirt.

THE KIRKCALDY STAND.

No. S f 683. D. R. Robertson's "Improvement in bicycle

stands, May 7, 1892.—The object of this invention is to

provide a stand that will automatically adjust itself to

the size of the wheel which it is intended *o hold. A base

plate (A) of a light but strong open design are prefer-

ably provided with four supports

or feet (a), is made from iron or

other material, and of sufficient

width to steady the wheel (b) and

the machine. Upon the top side

of the frame are erected two
hinged levers (C CO ot an open V-shape when viewed

from the ends. The said levers are pivoted horizontally

at c to lugs (D), which may be formed on or attached to

the machine frame (A). "When the stand is unoccupied

the longer ends (cl) of the levers fall to the ground, and
the shorter ones (c3) rise up. "When the machine to be

supported is placed on the stand, the short ends of the

levers go down and the long ends rise up until they come
in contact with the tire. The levers (C Cl) are prefer-

ably constructed of metal having a round section, or at

least round at the "V-shaped ends (Cl C2) so as not to

grase or injure the wheels or tires when gripping them.

The V-shaped end parts, which may in some cases be of

a slightly U-shape, will accommodate various sized sec-

tions of tires.
1 + ,

Billingsley's Relays Start To-day.

The relay ride from Springfield, 111., to the

capitals of the states bordering upon Illinois,

starts at 9 o'clock this (Friday) morning The
Kentucky and Indiana message enters the

former state near Dana; Vermillion County,

and will be handled by the Zig Zag club of

Indianapolis for a distance of 110 miles. Every

preparation has been made for carrying the

messages through in short time, providing, of

course, that the roads are in good condition.

Reports say that for the most part tbey are in

excellent shape, and good time ought to be

made.
* » *

Perkins Wasn't There.

Boston, May 22.—What a dignified spectacle

it . xmld make to see the chief consul of this

>, not only by his presence, but also by his

official connection, sanctioning a Sunday road

race, one which it is said was started in the

old puritanical city of Boston, while its religi-

ous inhabitants were on their way to attend

divine service. But, thanks to Chief Consul

Perkins, this statement that he did so, published

in last -v eek's paper, is entirely incorrect. In

the first place he was not an officer of the race,

in the sec od he was at Newton Lower Falls,

THE NEATEST, CLEANEST AND TIGHTEST OIL CAN IN THE WOULD is the

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER.

FULL SIZE.

Regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. Does not leak. Our new pattern has extra thread for the tip; also catch,
which locks the cap firmly to the body of the oiler. This oiler is, as its name implies. "Perfect." Price, 2Kc. each.
Handsomely nickeled. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

HOLDERS.

To carry above oiler on a bicycle. No rattling;

easily attached to any wheel.

Price, 25 Cents Each.

Handsomely nickel plated. Larger size holder to

carry a pneumatic pump, same figure (25 cents).

Cashman & Denison,
172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

™»"ANDRAE."
Light Roadster, 34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

JULIUS ANDRAE CYCLE WORKS,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

TRIUMPH "Winner of over 40

O

# # 9 [Prizes in 1892.
The most correctly designed cycle to ensure speed

and lightness, combined with strength.

Shrewd agents cannot afford to miss the Triumph

agency. Apply promptlyfor territory, catalogue and

discounts.

SCHULENBURG CYCLE CO.,

Importers and Jobbers of Bicycles and Sundries,

188 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Triumph, Quintal Scorcher, Derby, New Howe, Swift, Relay, Wynnewood and Medium Grade"^Wheels.
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A S A SUPPLEMENT =
To former advertisement, we desire to state that the increase in demand for our Cement

has been geometrical. In 1890 we sold 97,000 lbs. In 1892, more than 250,000 lbs. left

our factory, and has been consumed in the United States.

FOR LARGE LOTS ADDRESS
D. P. CAYWOOD & CO., Clementon, N. J.

CHAS. F. STOKES & CO., Chicago.

H. C. MARTIN & CO., Buffalo.

A. G. SPALDING & Co., New York, Chicago, Phila.

And Jobbers Generally Throughout the United States.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Do Not Fail
To consider the merits of our very complete line of Bicycles, led by the

"KING OF SCOECHERS."

KINGMAN & CO.,
PEORIA, 111. ST. LOUIS, Mo. KANSAS CITY, Mo. OMAHA, Neb. DES MOINES, la

ten miles away from the starting point, when
the relay men were sent off; and last, the race

was started at 5 o*clock p. m , an hour when
puritanical Bostonians are considering their

bodily instead of their spiritual wants. Mr.

Perkins neither lent by his presence nor work

any assistance whatsoever to the relay ride

from Boston to Chicago, and statements

to the conti ary do him great injustice. The
wheelmen of this city respect the Sabbath s tf-

ficiently not to hold road races on that day if

nolhing more. Vice Consul Peck did, how-

ever, act as a starter.

Chicago C. C. Non-Residents.

Because of its proximity to the world's fair gates out-

of-town cyclists are finding a membership in the Chicago

Cycling Club very desirable. Five non-resident mem-
bers were admitted at the club's last meeting.—Ex-
change.

Such is the case, and many wheelmen are

availing themselves of the opportunity of

joining the club, for they appreciate the fact

that storage accommodation alone is worth $5

for the six months the fair is open. The Chi-

cago club will, without doubt, be pleased to

admit desirable wheelmen as non-resident

members.

News Notes.

Elgin, II'., has a ladies' cycling club, with

Miss Huff president, Mrs. Fred E. McEwen
captain and Miss Minnie Smith secretary and
treasurer.

Lost, '92 pattern Liberty, Bidwell tires,

number on handle bar 436, frame 4731. A lib-

eral reward for recovery or address wanted of

Lloyd Rogers, a light-haiied young man who
represents himself to be a repairer. Address
Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky.

CLOSED.

The Kalamazoo
Pareel Carrier

Will fit any kind of a bicycle.
Carries either in front or behind
the handle bar; folds up when
not in use. Price, $2.00.

Nos. 4, 5 and 6 Parcel Carriers
Do not fold, but will carry either in front
or behind the handle bar.

No. 4—6x13 inches, 7-32 Steel Spring Wire, Price, $1.00
No. 5—7 1-2x13 " \-\ " " " " 81.25
No. 6—7 1-2x15 " 5-16 " " " " ,81.50

Kalamazoo Child's Seat, Baby Carrier and Parcel Carrier Combination. Price, $5.00.

KalamazOO Cycle Co., Kalaraazoo, Mieh.
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ZIMMERMAN AFTER RECORDS.

Owing to Poor Pacing He Fails to Score

—

He Wins a Race.

A cablegram from Paris, dated May 30

says: "Zimmerman, the amateur champion bi-

cyclist of America, failed to break the French

record for one mile to-day, but the attempt

showed he would have been succeesful under

more favorable circumstances, and failure was
due to the inability of the French riders to

pace for him. In spite of rain during the day
an enthusiastic but moderate-sized crowd
gathered at the Velodrome Buffalo at 5 o'clock

to watch Zimmerman, ride for the one-mile re-

cord, held by Fournier, professional, whose
time was 2:15. The asphalt track dried quickly

and well, but there was considerable wind
when Zimmerman started. The prevailing

French ardor for bicyciing is wonderful, and
the American got the full benefit.

"The track is five laps to the mile and the first

two Zimmerman went well. Then one man,
who was to have made pace for him, broke his

tire and the next two, Andre and Hemmit,
failed to keep ahead of him. Despite this he

finished in 2:16, only one second behind the

record, beating the amateur record, which is

2:23.

"Afterwards Zimmerman said: 'I am sure I

could have beaten the record if they had not

failed in the pacemaking. I should have pro-

bably won, but for the rule which prevents

professionals from making pace for amateurs.

The best riders here being professionals, I don't

think I shall be able to try for this record this

year.'

"Echallie, the best French rider who was
present to-day, and Vogt, the Scotch cham-
pion, agreed that Zimmerman would have

won but for the reason given.

"The last event was a farewell race of 5,000

meters, arranged for Zimmerman's benefit, in

which he won a handsome prize in the shape

of a bronze statue."

TAXIS ON THE RACK.

Must Answer Questions as to His Amateur

Standing.

Philadelphia, June 1.—[Special to the Ref-

eree]—W. W. Taxis has received papers from
the racing board concerning his expenses, al-

leged to have been received from the Warwick
company. He must answer under oath or suf-

fer suspension from the path. The Park Ave-

nue Wheelmen, of which he is a member, and
the Warwick company have received papers

bearing similar papers,

WANT AN INVESTIGATION.

MASSACHUSETTS AND CONNECTICUT WILL

ASK FOR A SPECIAL MEETING.

To Look Into the Affairs of the Road Bureau

—

What Boston Men Think—Looks as if

an Effort is Being Made to Hide

the Truth.

Boston, May 28.—I have it on the best of

authority that Connecticut has invited Massa-

chusetts to second a call for a meeting of the

national assembly, which is shortly to be issued

by the former division.

It is a well-known fact that Massachusetts

has, for a month or so, been contemplating the

issuance of such a call, but has done nothing

in the matter beyond the contemplation. Now
Connecticut, the home or the president of the

league, comes forward and asks her to assist it

in issuing such a call.

Will Massachusetts do what she is requested?

Most certainly she will. The moment the call

is sent out Massachusetts will arise and sec-

ond it.

But for what purpose is the call to be issued ?

The gentleman from whom I obtained the

above information replied that he could not

say anything about it at the present time, but

left the impression that it had something to do

with the report of the Good Roads bureau.

Talking of that report reminds me of the

fact that when I spoke of it to Chief Con-

sul Perkins the other day, he said that it

showed what he and the division expected it

would— a great loss to the league. He could

not see how, according to report, the bureau

was making money, as a little figuring on the

part of anyone, immediately showed a great

loss. Mr. Perkins said he was thinking seri-

ously of replying to the report, but as yet has

not done so.

Secretary-Treasurer Abbot Bassett declines

to discuss the matter for publication, but it is

very apparent that he does not look upon the

the bureau in the same light as does the

league's executive committee. The report it-

self is one that seemingly aims at hiding the

true condition of things.

Harvard College Races.

At Bayonne, N. J., 30th: Two-mile, handi-

cap—L. L. Clarke, 160 yards, 5:35 4-5. Two-

mile, handicap, Hudson county—L. Hunter,

60 yards, 5:46 1-5,

CALL FOR A MEETING.

A Request is Being circulated for Signature?

of Assemblymen.

A request is being forwarded to members of

the national assembly of the L. A. W., asking

for i,heir signatures to a request for a special

meeting of the assembly. The letter is signed

by David J. Post. The object of the meeting
is to discuss the past and present conduct of

the roads bureau.

It is the opinion of several members of the

assembly who have been seen that, should a
meeting occur, it will certainly result in the

resignation of the entire executive committee.

"There now remains no doubt," said a pro-

minent member on Thursday, "that at the

meeting in Philadelphia the president delibera-

tely deceived us as to the affairs of the bureau.

He played his last card when he spoke against

the cycling press. Had the meeting failed to

sustain him, in Lis position, that further in-

vestigation would be an insult to the executive

committee, he would have been downed com-
pletely. The committee must certainly resign

and then comes the qutstion, who will assume

the responsible ties of office ?"

RESCINDED THE ORDER.

Western Railroads Will Carry Bicycles Free

in the Future.

The Western Traffic Association, at its meet-

ing Monday, rescinding the order relating to

the charge for carrying bicycles and baby car-

riages in baggage cars. The order went into

effect May 15 and provided that bicycles should

be taxed as excess baggage, the estimated

weight of a wheel being 100 pounds. The

Central association will take up the bicycle

carrying question next week.

A Prosperous South Dakota Firm.

One of the prosperous cycling houses in the

trade, and one of the most energetic of all, is

that of the W. J. Healey Cycle Company, of

Mitchell, S. D., composed of J. O. Walrath,

A. C. Pollard and W. J. Healey. The com-

pany is incorporated under the laws of South

Dakota with $10,000 capital stock. One of the

members is presidont of a large milling con-

cern, another director in the First National

Bank, and the third has been chief clerk in the

government l°nd office for over five years.

The business is being boomed by the company

to the utmost in South Dakota. The com-

pany's line is a popular one, comprising the

Victor, Waverly and Western Wheel Works.—t <» »

Macon, CJa , is to have a corps of military

cyclists.
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THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recoo-nized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
" PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material.

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

We might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, m.gh.
RALPH TEMPLE, 158 22nd St., Chicago Representative.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

SPEAKING OF TIRES!
Have you noticed that every manufacturer of Bicycles,

good, bad or indifferent, save one. uses Inner Tube
Pneumatics? The question is, who is right, the majority

or the one manufacturer.

FACER.

If you want the latest, up-to-date machine, with Inner Tube Pneumatics, and
all improvements, look at the

CREDENDA,
Good as Gold and sells for $115. Send for Catalogue.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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TEST OF A GEARED ORDINARY.

A Winter's Riding and the Conclusions Ar-

rived at by an Expert.

Coventry, May 20.—For six months past I

have been riding a bicycle of the kind known
as geared ordinaries. In October last year I

made up my mind to thoroughly test this class

of machines in an attempt to discover whether

there was "anything in it." Those who had
hitherto hymned the praises of the g. o.

seemed to be unanimous in the opinion that it

was a grand machine for winter work, so I

determined that I would devote a winter to

trying it.

I began my experiment under most favor-

able conditions. Instead of going direct from
a safety to the new mount as many before me
had done, I made a start when I had not been

on a machine of any kind for a month; I had
been enjoying a lazy holiday at the seaside and
endeavoring to forget for a while that I knew
anything of cycles and cycle journalism. On
my return there was offered to me for trial a

bicycle fitted with a 46-inch Crypto-geared

front wheel 1 1-2 inch pneumatic tires, and

7-inch cranks which had been built by Messrs.

Starley Bros, for J. M. Starley, a member of

the firm. There was my opportunity and I

took it- My first ride of any length was taken

on a Saturday afternoon when the roads were
rutty and muddy. My companions were three

men with whom I had ridden more or less

throughout the whole summer, whose powers

compared witri my own I knew to a nicety.

The first thing I discovered when I had be-

come used to the steering was that over greasy

patches, where 'my friends on rear-driven

safeties were slipping about, I was able to ride

quite steadily. A little further on when the

road surface improved I tried the machine for

pace up a slight incline. To my surprise I

went up quite fast and held my own with ease.

The same thing happened every time we re-

peated the experiment and I reached home
after a thirty miles spin, feeling pleasantly,

healthfully tired. There was not the slightest

tendency to any sensation of headache which
one often experiences after riding a safety over

bad roads, and on the other hand my shoul-

ders and arms felt open and strong as if I had
been doing some hard work and had benefitted

thereby. There was a roll and spring about

the machine which reminded me of the days

long ago when I had been accustomed to ride

an ordinary. Altogether I was so pleased with

the machine that I determined to own it, or

one like it, and on the Monday following I was
able to arrange to purchase it. The makers
undertook to fit it with leather mud-guards,

depending from the saddle flaps, and a few
days later it was added to my stud of ma-
chines.

From that time —it was mid-October—until

the end of March I rode the "G. O." con-

stantly, sometimes when the roads were inches

deep in mud and snow, sometimes when they

were frost-bound and hard as iron. As I be-

came more used to it I discovered good points

in it which I had at first allowed to pass unno-

ticed; but on the other hand I also found sev-

eral serious defects. Among these latter was
the fact that unless one sprinted up hill or

kept slogging at it from bottom to top, it was
almost impossible to climb a steep or long in-

cline. Another point was that in case of slip-

ping one came in for a heavy fall right over

the handles, and there was no opportunity

afforded of reaching the ground sideways as

from a safety. On the other hand I found

that the more I became accustomed to the

swaying action of the pedals the faster I could

make the machine go, and on the muddiest
days I returned from a ride comparatively

clean and with dry feet. I could always hold

my own against men who were no better than
myself when we were all on safeties, and the

swing and spring of the machine seemed to

add enjoyment to a ride and allowed me to

admire sights and views which were hidden
from the riders of the lowlier rear-driver.

As spring approached I began looking for-

ward to trying what the machine could do on
good roads. The first experiments were re-

assuring. On the level or slightly down bill,

in fact when the machine was running freely,

the results were as good as ever; up a moder-

ate incline or even a short, sharp hill which I

could rush I was still able to hold my own; but

when it came to plugging up a long hill or

riding against the wind at a big pace, then I

became aware of its disadvantages. I had this

forcibly brought home to me when I turned

out in the early dawn of an April morning to

pace a man who was going for record from
Birmingham to London and back. I met him
when he had just done seventeen rides, which

had occupied a little less than an hour. For a

few miles I managed to lead him, but at the

end of them I was glad to go behind and

"hang on," and ultimately dropped right

away. I felt that I might have done sixteen

miles an hour, but that I could not do seven-

teen.

The same evening I had a proof of the cor-

rectness of this surmise. I turned out once

more to meet the record-breaker on his return

journey, and on the same machine I accompa-

nied him the last fifteen miles. These fifteen

miles occupied just under an hour. Yet I was
able to go the pace quite comfortably, even to

the sprint ahead whenever it was necessary to

do so to clear the traffic. And when he had

finished I rode back again the same distance in

the same time. Then came a club run in

which men whom I had beaten in the winter

easily turned the tables on me. After that I

arrived at the conclusion that if I wanted

speed alone I must return to the safety. Be-

fore I did so I tried two other front-drivers,

one with 36-inch front wheel and the other

with 30-inch. But they had all the defects of

the G. O. without some of its advantages.

They were dead and inclined to drag up hill,

and the life and swing were gone. So I have

come to what all my acquaintances who had

never experimented as I had declared was the

inevitable — I have ordered a light Rover
safety.

But I am going back to the geared ordinary
for winter work. It exercises the muscles of

the back and chest as no safety can, and it

allows one to ride without getting muddy
from top to toe. But there is one point about
it which must be borne in mind. It wants
careful learning, and if the rider be not an
old ordinaryist to whom the motion returns,

two months is not too short a time to take in

learning the peculiarities of the machine and
gaining a prop;r appreciation of the advan-

tages. Ernest Godbold.

COLOR QUESTION CAUSES TROUBLE.

Louisiana Division May Disband Because Ne-

groes are Admitted to the L. A. W.

A petition is being circulated among the L.

A. W. members for a special meeting to dis-

pose of surplus of funds before, the final dis-

solution of the Louisiana division. This is

due to the league deciding that negroes are

eligible to membership. It is suggested that

the funds be invested in a handsome prize for

a series of road races. * * * The next race for

the Prial Cup will be run Saturday. Abbott

and Casse have trained hard this week and a

good race is expected from them. * * * The
Pelican Cycling Club has set aside Monday of

each week for the ladies. * * * The follow-

ing are the entries and handicaps for Satur-

day's race:

A. C. Abbott, P. Casse and G. Alciatore,

scratch.

L. Trouard, 1 min. 10 sec.

V. McEnany, 1 min. 30 sec.

L. Huey, 1 min 50 sec.

E. C. Stoddard, 2 min.

A. Dakin, 2 min. 50 sec.

J. R. Sherwood, 3 min. 30 sec.

J. B. Feret, 4 min.

The course is in good condition and the re-

cord is expected to be broken. Rambler.
1 «

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,

D. C:
497,786, tire-fastener; Edward J. Griffiths and Junius G.

Miller, Nekimi. Wis. ; filed Jan. 31, 1893.

497,798, bicyele-suwport; William Klages, Akron, Ohio;

filed Nov. 14, 1892.

497,330, tire for cycles; Louis K. Siagons, Philadelphia,

filed Aug. 3, 1892. .

497,831, pDeumatic tire for wheels; tEnoch Siltberg,

York, England; filed Oct. 31, 1892. Patented in England
April 26, 1892.

497,875, tire-heater; John W. Higgason, Belleville, Kas;

filed June 22, 1692.

497, 965, tire for bicycles; Herbert S. Owen, Washing-
ton, D. C; filed Oct. 18, 1892.

497,966, wheel for bicycles; Herbert S. Owen, Washing-
ton, D. C. ; filed Jan. 10, 1893.

497,971, pneumatic tire; Pardon W. Tillinghasfc, Prov:-

dence, R. I.; filed Sept. 2, 1892.

497,995, Wheel-tire; Frank W. Tucker. Winthrop, as-

signor of one-half to Ferdinand F. French, Winchester,

Mass; filed Feb. 27, 1893.

498,015, Basket carrier for bicycles; Charles M. Lueb-

ben, Baltimore, Md.; filed Sept. 1, 1892.

498,047, trousers guard; John W. Cooper, Salem, Ini;

filed Mar. 3, 1893.

498,051, bicycle tool; Edwin C. Fisher, Claremont, N.

H.; filed Feb. 15, 1893.

498,136, bicycle saddle; Hugh McDonald, Williams-

port, Pa.; filed Dec. 5, 1892.

498,172, bicycle; George W. Kortright and Charles M.
Craven, Wayne, Neb. ;flled Nov. 26, 1892.

Trade-marks; 23.108, bicycles; Gibson & Prentiss, Buf-

falo, F. Y. ; filed April 12, 1893. Essential feature the

word "Bison."

24,109, velocipedes, bicycles, and parts thereof, Luburg
Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia; filed Mar, 28,

1893. Essential feature the word "Kelay."
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WORLD'S FAIR MATTERS.
Malicious representation is about the most

suitable description applicable to statements

which have been made by scores of newspaper

correspondents concerning the world's fair and

the attitude of Chicagoans toward visitors.

Prompted by envy, probably, these people

have sought to make it appear that robbery

and extortion are rampant. Such statements

are malicious, unqualified lies. It is not re-

markable under the circumstances that wheel-

men are somewhat alarmed and are asking for

reliable information.

Last week three eastern representatives of

theL. A. W. visited Chicago. They traveled,

of course, at the expense of the league and

may not for that reason have been quite as

particular as those people will be who come
for pleasure and pay their own bills. But they

went away entirely satisfied that they had
been called upon to pay nothing unreasonable

and that nowhere were prices higher at this

time than they are in New York all the year

round. As to the fair itself, nothing they

could say in its favor seemed too forcible.

Last week also, editors representing the lead-

ing newspapers of the United States assembled

in the world's fair city, and by the passage of

a resolution condemned the unjust methods
pursued by the correspondents. One gentle-

man—the one who introduced the resolution-

spoke in no uncertain tone of the misrepre-

sentations of his own writers and artists. It

is probable that the action of these gentlemen

will have the effect of silencing the defamers.

As to the facilities offered wheelmen, we
find that lodgings can be obtained at from two
dollars per day up; that the use of several

first-class club houses may be bad for five

dollars for the season; that wheels may be

checked for twenty-five cents, this fee also in-

cluding the use of a club house for an entire

day; that wheels can be rented at reasonable

rates in any part of the city; and that meals

may be obtained at the resorts usually patron-

ized by wheelmen at rates which all wheelmen
can readily afford to pay. The expense of a

week's stay in Chicago will hardly be greater

than that of a similar indulgence at the sea-

shore. As to the fair itself, the fee of fifty

cents includes admission to the entire exhibi-

tion. Luxuries, such as theatres, and a hundred

and one side shows, cost extra. They are not_

a part of the fair proper.

Wheelmen may dismiss from their minds the

idea that they will be robbed, and may visi

Chicago assured that their treatment will be

such as will admit of no complaint when it is

all over.

NO CAUSE FOR ALARM.
A few people who are not familiar with the

facts have been very much excited for a few
days over an alleged "cut in prices" of the

wheels made by an eastern concern. There is

no cause for alarm. Other manufacturers do

not anticipate any serious results, because it is

known among them that as soon as the stock

of old machines now on hand is cleared out,

the old prices will prevail. They are certain

of this because it is well known among them
that the particular machine now causing all

the trouble is, by reason of methods used in its

construction, one of the most expensive to

manufacture.

The causes which led up to the cut in prices

seem to be various, all due, however, to the

inexperience and consequent mismanagement
of an official. Report has it that defects have

been found which have interferred seriously

with sales, and that these defects are such as

would, even if the machines could be mark-

eted as high grade, injure the good name of

the maker. This, coupled with the accumula-

tion of stock and the need of ready money,

led to a reorganization, the election of a new
president, and the determination to clear off

the stock on hand at a low price. This stock

is stated to consist of 3,000 machines.

To cut a long story short, the company has

discovered that this particular batch of ma-
chines is not up to the usual standard, and has

decided to sell them off at a low price. So far

as we know the company has acted entirely

within its rights. We are not informed that

it will announce these wheels as high grade,

or that it will lead the public to believe that it

is its intention lo make high grade bicycles at

low grade prices. When it does these things

there will, no doubt, arise a very justifiable

complaint of misrepresentation.

Meanwhile there is no reason to contemplate

a cut in prices of high grade bicycles. Every

man of experience in cycling knows that the

figures at w hich the wheels are being offered

are "slaughter prices," at which it would be

absolutely impossible to make good macliines.

There may, in due course, be slight reductions,

as there have been in the past, but any con-

siderable reduction means a lowering of qual-

ity, and the introduction of more machines of

the "cheap and nasty" order, of which there

are too many already. High grade bicycles

will always command high grade prices.

Lower grades in proportion.

The first real siga of secession on account of

the admission of negroes to the L. A. W.
comes from Louisiana where a petition is in

circulation for the winding up of the division

and the expenditure of the money in the trea-

sury for a trophy for a road race. The gentle-

men from New Orleans are too precipitate. If

they are bound to have a trophy to compete for

it surely could be obtained in some other way.

The man who, when invited to participate

in the entertainment to be furnished the league

in August, declines to go unless the committee
tells him beforehand what it will give him
for dinner, is not badly wanted in Chicago.

There are a number of fine samples of his kind

at the stock yards.

IS PROBABLY IMAGINARY.

Another Southern Racing Tour Planned —
Durant and Howard Rebuked.

Atlanta, Ga., May 29.—Special dispatches

to the daily press here from Chicago state that

immediately at the close of the world's fair

race meeting all the fast riders of England
and America propose to make a tour of the

south, racing in each city where they stop.

Among the men said to be in the scheme are

Zimmerman, Windle, Taylor, Johnson, San-

ger, Osmond, Schofield and others. The
southern tour is to begin in Atlanta with a

series of races at the Piedmont Park, if no

other track is built before that time. The
Atlanta riders are naturally jubilant over the

prospect of seeing so many famous riders at

one time pitted against each other. As one

rider says, "it seems almost too good to be

true."

The city council passed a lamp ordinance

some weeks ago, but as the dealers had very

few lamps on hand at that time the police

have been very lenient until now. Now you
can see the "coppers" chasing the wheelmen
almost every night. It's great sport running
from a policeman, if you don't get caught.

The final act of the Durant-Howard Chicago

race farce has been played, and the public is

more thoroughly disgusted with the affair

than ever. Both the Constitution and the

Journal have renounced the race and de-

nounced the racers, and now the Constitution

has refused to pay Durant's salary or expenses,

all of which has made Mr. Durant sad and his

opponent glad. Tliere can be po doubt about

it, Mr. Durant and Mr. Howard made a sad

mistake by ending the race as they did. Per-

sonally both men are clever and popular, but

they have brought much censure upon them-

selves by their course in this matter.

Hot weather is here but not in sufficient

force to dampen the ardor of our wheelmen.
Club runs must be started earlier than hereto-

fore to avoid the heat. The Capital Cycle

Club had a century run to Macon, 107 miles,

about two weeks ago. There were eleven

starters and every man got through, thanks to

the energetic work of Captain Hook and R. L.

Cooney. The following made the Macon run:

Captain Hook, Lieutenant Thompson, and
Messrs. Chalfant, Cooney, Johnson, Lively,

Lewis, Byrd, Bolles, Boone and Smith. Cap-

tain Hook is now trying to get a crowd to-

gether to ride to Augusta, a distance of 171

miles, in one day, but is not meeting with much
encouragement, as the boys are a little shy of

so great a distance.

Several Atlanta riders are going to run in

the Cumberland races. Among them is C. L.

Foote, who recently rode to Chicago from here

with Howard, the newspaper man. Having
beaten both Durant and Howard, Mr. Foote

has the distinction of having won a race with-

out having entered it. He rode a 24-pound

Keating wheel and carried it through in such

good shape that the Keating company made
him a present of the machine.

Editor Johnson, of Wheeling, has worked
hard to make the Cumberland meet a success,

and it is to be hoped that he will succeed,

though the dates are unfortunate. Bookkeep-

ers and others cannot leave their business at

the last and first of the month. The middle of

a mouth would have been a better time to hold

the meeting, but it is too late to correct that

mistake now.

There is a matter upon which the Referee
might enlighten its readers, viz.: The cost of
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day storagejof wheels at, in or near the world's

fair grounds. Many i-iders who will visit Chi-

cago would like to cany their wheels with

them and others would purchase wheels upon
their arrival in Chicago, if the charges for

storage are reasonable. Newspaper corres-

pondents advise the people that they will be

"skinned" at every turn while in Chicago and
that makes riders hesitate about taking their

wheels with them lest they should find they

had an elephant on their hands. Will the

Referee let us know something definite on

this subject? Wintire.

[Storage facilities abound in the neighbor-

of the fair. The usual charge is twenty-five

cents per day, which includes cleaning. See

article on world's fair charges elsewhere. Re-

ports of extortion are absolutely false.

—

Ed.]

The Racing Man's Friend.

They met on the row, did several well-

known Chicago speed merchants, and one re-

lated an instance which recently happened

and which was, of course, of great interest to

all. The youug man told the story in about this

language: "I-was returning from a short trip

a month or so ago and on the train met a man
who was deeply interested in the doings of the

party of cyclists of which I was a member.
'Do you know so and so,' he inquired. Yes, I

knew him. 'And Mr. ?' Yes, I knew him,

too. 'Well,' said the stranger—to me, at least
—'I know those boys pretty well; I have sold a
great many bicycles for them. I usually get

1100 for such and such a wheel; sometimes I

get $125. Other wheels manage to bring from

$95 to $90.'

" 'Well,' I said to him, 'do you mean to say

you sell bicycles belonging to thoss men?' Yes,

that was what he meant, and more, too. They
were bicycles won at races. Of course I

wanted to find out more, so I led the man on

by saying: 'Now, you're just the man I'm look-

ing for; I may want to do a little business with

you sometime this summer. You see, I'm

a racing man and of course manage to catch a

bicycle now and then. Well, you know.' Yes,

he knew and he gave me his card and told me
he would like to see me any time.

"Say, boys, I know now just where every

bicycle went last year, that is, those won by

this gentleman's clients. But he's all right,

he's mum."
Not one said, "Is it I?"' Not one asked for

the gentleman's address. Foxy, those racing

men.

SOUTHERN COMMENTARIES.

New Club in Wisconsin.

Thirty enthusiastic wheelmen of West Su-

perior, Wis., met on Thursday evening, May
18, and organized the Superior Cycle Club,

with the following officers: Honorary Presi-

dent, W. H. Slack; president, W. Kirby Y.

Macaulay; vice-president, W. E. Hardy; secre-

tary-treasurer, A. L. Jones; captain, C. Flor-

ence.

A committee was appointed to complete ar-

rangements for a road race from the West
Superior Hotel to the Euclid Hotel at Old Su-

perior, and return, about eight miles. The date

set is May 30 and the race promises to be a

good one. Five prizes will be given, including

a magnificent solid "cold" watch about four

inches in diameter, and valued at one hundred

and fifty cents. This was donated by J. Jay

Ross, the Imperial representative, and will be

awarded to the last man in.

A Tramp Abroad.

The Week's Surprise— Southern Prospects—A

New Track—Southern Championships.

Among the "surprises" of the last week was
an article which appeared in the N. C. A.

organ, clipped from a southern paper. Per-

haps you can not see anything surprising in

that, but the surprise was in the fact that due
credit was given the paper from which it was
copied. Brer Egan is doing better as the

summer progresses; perhaps in a few centuries

he will tell the truth about the L. A. W.,
though it is almost too much to expect.

So the Frenchman who presides over Grand-
ma Bulletin finds his circulation increasing

so rapidly that he does not have time to send

the paper to applicants until they are elected?

That, combined with the fact that the ad-

dresses are not published is making the offi-

cial organ prominent in this section on account

of it3 inaccuracy. In the last number I notice

No. 687, Georgia subdivision, the^apphcant is

Ferguson, Savannah. There happen to be

some ten or twenty gentlemen by that name
in that city, and all have christian names,
though this gentleman does not seem to pos-

sess such a thing, according to the Bulletin.

Suppose one did want to protest an applica-

tion, under the rules of the official organ they

would never know who they were protesting.

Another very pretty case is that of No.

62,436. I dare say Mr. Bevins of Macon would
not know his own name as 't is given in the

application, and if any one wanted to protest

Mr. Bivins they would never protest Mr.

Bivious. These, with numerous other casis,

show the absolute necessity of publishing the

addresses and sending the paper to the appli-

cants. If Mr. Brown applies and it is given as

Mr. Boone, what is the use in giving it at all?

It is certainly doing no good, as the person

who knows Mr. Browne would not know Mr.

Boone. Let us hope that when the Bulletin

arises, Phoenix-like, that these small matters

that mean so much will be adjusted, and that

we will have an organ that we may look on

with pride, as we can not the present one.

I came across a new kind of a crank re-

cently. He was a jeweler in one of our large

cities, and when approached to assist in a

matter that was of interest to the wheelmen
of this city, of which he was one, refused

to assist on the plea that he did not

want to see cycling prosper, as it was killing

his own business. Said he: "Men and boys

who previously purchased watches, chains and

jewelry from me are now selling the same and
buying wheels, and others are buying them in

preference to such things." All of which goes

to show that cycling is popular and getting

more so in the south.

The Bearings suggests tl at the southern

members who love not the colored brother will

be interested in the opinion of the editor of

the Afro-American Journal of New York, and

then quotes that dusky gentleman's opinion,

which is to the effect that southerners are

cranks on the color question arid should organ-

ize a league of their own, whether they want

to or not. Unfortunately foi the editor of the

brunette sheet the league don't see it that way.

The south is not "cranky" on the subject; they

only do not want to have for club-mates those

that we can not feel like introducing to our

friends, and we will never be able to do that

with the "cullud" gentleman until we are deaf

and blind. It is two to one that the editor of

the journal does not know the difference be-

tween the northern and southern negro, and he
will never know until he lives among them. The
Afro-American may rest assured that less than
a dozen "aces of spades" will not keep a dozen
thousand of men out of the league, and they
will find it out at the next meeting.

Jack Prince is winning the "dough" in the

wild and wooly Texas, and if his latest fad

pans out he will win a lot of professionals out

of amateurs. Jack, with his proverbial glib-

ness, has convinced the amateur riders of

Houston that glory awaits them if they will

run him a relay race across the state. Of
course the poor innocent "am." does not real-

ize that a sharp claw rests beneath the velvety

affair of the "gee-gee" racer, and it is more
than likely that he will succeed in inducing a

sufficient number to make the race. It is a

pity that Jack doesn't have a nurse to follow

him about and keep him out of mischief, for

the benefit derived from his visits to the differ-

ent cities and the interest he creates by his

races is offset by the harm he does in inducing

a lot of young riders, who know nothing of

the existing laws, to race him, thus giving the

impression that cycling is only for those who
desire to make money, and not a legitimate

amateur sport.

Is there too much southern boom ? I think

not. As a matter of fact, in every city I have

visited I found the dealers all happy and sell-

ing as many wheels as they are able to carry.

In one of the largest cities of the south a dealer

told me that in May, 1892, there were possibly

twenty-five wheels in the city, while in May,
1893, the number was 850 to 1,000. Another
city where they have just commenced to sell

them, shows an increase of 100 wheels each

month for the past three months, and now it is

accepted by the mayor, clerk, chief of police

and a majority of the aldermen, showing that

it is now being patronized by men of influence

and means, and is not a fad. I will admit that

a majority of the cities in the south are behind

those of the north, but we must remember that

those of the north are among the manufactur-

ers, and they are backed by the most influen-

tial men in that section; that they are in the

heart of the cycling section with everything to

boom it, while the south is, comparatively

speaking, isolated. The dealers and makers

are not slow 1.0 appreciate the field, and those

that have standard goods cannot complain and

are very sanguine; but those who have tried

to foist on the southern riders a low-grade

wheel at the standard price have failed to real-

ize the trade they desired, and they will not at-

tempt to effect such a sale again. No, the

trade in the south is prosperous and will con-

tinue to be so. It is not spasmodic, but has a

paying gait and everything goes to show it will

keep it up.

* *

There seems to be a general interest taken in

the necessity of bicycle tracks in the south,

and the wheelmen of the different cities haye

gone to work to get them. Macon, Ga., will

soon have a track completed onTatnall Square,,

one of the prettiest in the city, and which,

when completed, will be one of the prettiest in

the state. Atlanta is now organizing a com-

pany to build a three-lap track of Georgia clay
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Has Past Experience Demonstrated

That many "so-ealled" Highest Grade

Safeties are Failures ?

If bo, would it not be better to sell a line

of cycles that have a reputation for beine

reliable—that are reliable?

To control the sale of a line of w heels of

merit is the chief source of profit in a cycle

business. The live dealer or agent—the

first in the field

—

Gets the Profit— The other fellow

gets— " Left."

Rudge Scorcher No. 1,

Weight 28 pounds.

Rudge Cycles
are not only well known by name, but have a reputation for being Reliable—Giving Entire Satisfaction.

They are made in Peoria, under our own supervision from finished bearings, forgings, etc , direct from the

parent Rudge factory. We have i 1 styles for ladies and gentlemen.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE GIVING PARTICULARS. AGENTS WANTED.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 89 G st., peoria, ifeu
MENTION THE REFEREE. F. L. DOUGLAS CYCLE CO., Chicago agents for Rudge, 284 286 Wabash Ave.

and cinder, which, when completed, will make
an excellent surface. Charleston, S. C, has

raised the necessary amount to build a track

similar to that of Savannah, while St. Augus-
tine, Fla., Columbia, S. C, Birmingham, Ala.

and other southern cities will have tracks before
the sea .on progresses much further. When
this is done cycling will experience a boom
that will convince the most chronic calamity

howler that cycling has come to stay.

I recently heard a remark from a young lady

that shows a woman's true nature and must
affect all who read this. A small boy hobbled

past us on crutches and osked for alms. She
gave him a dollar and turned to me with the

remark: "Puor little fellow. He will never

know the pleasure of riding a bicycle."

State and southern championships are as

numerous as office seekers at Washington, and
like the seekers, too, the cry is, "still they

come." Every week adds a new record to the

south, and they do not seem to mind the fact

that the championship has been won no less

than a dozen times this season, which I think

should be sufficient. Nibs.

THE RIDERS COULDN'T SWIM.

A Worcester (Mass.) paper tells of another

crank: "E. L. Cjle made a trial of his improve-

ment to the safety bicycle on Saturday. The in-

vention is an arrangement set in the wheels

which throws the centre around. Mr. Cole has

been working on the invention for some time.

Considering it was the first trial it worked very

well. Some prominent riders tried it, among
whom were F. N. Davis, of Worcester, JohnE.
Hobbs and C. H. Brown, of Brookfield."

And So Billingsley's Relays Are Postponed—

Will Try It Again.

Springfield, 111., May 27.—Somebody said

that "it is always the unexpected that hap-

pens." And surely the storm of rain that

passed over the country on Thursday night

V
% "^.

A. A. BILLINGSLEY.

was " the unexpected." All that could be

done to make the Springfield relay rides suc-

cessful Lad been done. Nothing had been

neglected; every detail had been arranged.

The reports from all the districts were gratify-

ing, and the enthusiasm of the wheelmen was
high. The :oads were unusually good, and

fast time was expected to be made. During

the afternoon of Thursday, however, reports

began to come in from Pekin and Peoria that

it had been raining there all day. Still as

there had been only a sprinkling at about noon

at Mason City, Springfield and Decatur, and

no rain at Danville on further east, and as the

weather bureau officials insisted that there

could be nothing but a local shower, arrange-

ments for the relay went on all along the roads.

But about 6 o'clock it began to rain very hard

at Springfield, and an hour later at Illiopolis

and a little later at Decatur and Danville.

Vail, of Peoria, telegraphed that it had been

raining there all day and that it would be im-

possible to make schedule time. Tom B. Smith,

of Pekin, said that his men were " willing to

walk but could not ride." Under these cir-

cumstances it appeared to be folly to start the

relays, and at 9 p. m I very reluctantly tele-

graphed to all of the managers of districts that

the relay would have to be postponed on ac-

count of the storm. From the fact that in

Sangamon County the rainfall was upwards of

four inches, some idea may be formed of the

quantity of water that fell in twelve hours.

As soon as the roads are in a passable condi-

tion, however, another, and I hope a successful

attempt will be made to start the relays, and

due notice will be given.

A. A. BILLINGSLEY,

Vice-Consul.

"Wheelman's Day" Fizzled Out.

At the last moment, owing to lack of inter-

est, "wheelman's day," which was to have

been celebrated Wednesday, was declared off.

No application for any concession had been

made by the associated clubs, nor were its

officers notified of the intention to hold the

event. Whether any application will be made

for a later date is uncertain.
viz.

:
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RACINGMENATWORCESTER

THE BAY STATE TOURNAMENT DRAWS
THE CRACK RACERS.

Windle and Johnson Win Races—Many Out of

Form— Several Youngsters to the Front

— Complete Summary of the

Two Days' Racing

Worcester, Mass., May 29.—The fifth an-

nual tournament of the Bay State Bicycle

Club at Worcester, even at this time of writ-

ing can be put down as a grand success. Sun-
day's trains brought crowds of riders to the

fair New England city, and clubs on wheels
trooped into town from distant points. Rid-

ers from every corner of New England are

here, and from other places east. Sunday did

not promise well, and President Knight, ever

hopeful, hoped for brighter weather on the

morrow, and it came with a seeming reluc-

tance, but by noon to-day the sun shone and
nature seemed to put on her best behavior.

The club room was open all day Sunday, and
the clever club mandolin orchestra played
selections, and refreshments galore were
served to all who came to partake. The
strangers and visitors were welcomed at the

Union dcpct by members of the reception

committee, consisting of: A. O. Knight, H.
Scherve, A. C. Copeland, B. A. Lemont, L. M.
Alexander, G. N. Morse.. G. R. Davit, Mrs. J.

R. Burgess, Mrs. W. W. Windle, Mrs. A. O.
Knight, Mrs. G. N. Morse, Edward Moulton,
B. A. Barber, R. M. Spiers, L. C. Havener, L.

A. Whittmore, H. J. Hestor, Miss C. L. Mat-
thews, Miss J. B. Matthews, Miss L. E. Wright
and Miss F. Killam.

The track seemed to be in splendid condition

—a trifle damp, perhaps, but smooth and well
cared for, and the corners are curbed out by a
wooden curb three feet high in order to make
the half-mile, in case of records being made.
All the cracks are here, and among those
whom I have already seen are John S. John-
son, W. W. Windle, Harry Wheeler, W. W.
Taxis, George Banker, Harry Tyler, George
Smith, Edward Nelson, Howard Tuttle and
others of more or less fame. Y/indle looked
well and fit; so did Johnson. Banker is slightly

heavy, Wheeler looks pale and Tyler not in

condition. Howard Tuttle looks as hearty as

ever and quite as boisterous. He earned
many laurels at Cohoes Saturday. The Good-
mans, Joe and Henry, are here. So is Presi-

dent Kenfield of the Rochester Cycle Com-
pany and his bride—and of course Stillman G.
"Whittaker. "Papa" Zimmerman and M:s. Joe
McDermott are expected for the second day's

meet, having promised the Referee man who
called on them Sunday at Manasquan to come
if possible. Among the noted trainers present

are T. W. Eck, Asa Windle, or as he now pro-

claims, the Pope sporting advertiser. Asa will

handle Willie Windle and George Smith from
this on.

John S. Johnson lost two races to-day,

through disobedience of orders, Eck and others

say, and John lookea sorry when Windle beat

him on the tape. Willie Windle will undoubt-
edly hold his own if his early work is any cri-

terion to go by. The rest of the cracks, out-

side of Wheeler, Johnson and Nelson, are

short of work.

The parade this morning was a success. The
Narragansett club of Providence captured the

prize for the largest number in line (thirty-si &)

of any out-of-town club. The Bay State club

had forty men in line. The Providence club also

captured the parlor organ for best appearance.

Some 300 riders weic in line. The counter at-

tractions at Boston no doubt kept many away.

a grand ball is taking place this evening, and
to moi row an excursion on the lake and other

pleasures will be provided for the crowd.

the first days' races.

The crowd at ihe track this afternoon was
not as large as last year's by any means, but

the quality of the competitors was far ahead,

and to-morrow the crowd no doubt will be

larger, some 3,000 being present to-day. Sum-
marie-:

One-mile, novice—E. 6. Bullard, Worcester, 1; M. D.

Tuttlf, R. B. C., Wallingford 2; Rudolph Funkel, Hoxbury,

3; tim^, 2:42 2-5. Last year Williams of Holyoke captured

the "maiden" race in 2:36, but the field was a much
larger oue and the pacing better. The novices to-day

took things comparatively easy, the winner coming away
the last quarter and won somewhat easily by ten yards.

Halt-mile, open—Ed. A. Nelson, S. B. C, SpriDgfield, 1;

J.' S. Johnson, Minneapolis, 2; W. W. Windle, 3; time,

1:08 2-5. Nelson stole the race. Johnson allowed "Eddie"
to make the pace. Wijdle, with his usual tactics dogged
Johnson's little wheel like a weasel on a rabbit's trail

Windle was watching Johnson, and Nelson got out of the

bunch and before the others woke up was under full sail.

Johnson coming strong took second place with comfort.

Mile, 3:00 class—First heat—H. E. Caldwell, Manches-
ter, 1 ; J. Casey, Worcester, 2; John Paulson, Worces-
ter, 3; time, 2:30. A pretty and fast heat, the winner
winning, all out in dashing style by ten yards.

Second heat—H. A. Adams, Worcester, 1 ; George Hugo,
New Haven, 2; G. E. Elwell, Springfield, 3; time, 2:43.

Adams, like his English namesake, is a well-built fellow,

and had the race well in hand all through, winning com-
fortably by two wheels lengths.

Final heat—H. A. Adams, 1; George Hugo, 2; H. G.

Caldwell, 3; time, 2:53 3-5. No attempt at fast work in

the final. Adams allowed his field to pace, aud coming
away with a rattle on the last 300 yards he caught the

judges eye several yards ahead of Hugo, who beat Cald-

well by a yard.

Mile, open—W. W. Windle, 1; J. S. Johnson, 2; George

C. Smith, New-York, 3; time 2:27 4-5. A buzz of excite-

ment went through the stands as the neatly-clad figure in

grey—Johnson—stepped on the track, followed by a
splendid field, including Wheeler, Taxis, Nelson, Tyler,

Banker, Tuttle, Berlo and others. Wheeler was using

short cranks and was uncertain as to his chances. Tyler

vomited freely before starting, the result of his effort in

the open half Banker on a Cleveland looked big and
unfit for sprinting, but will be heard from later. Specu-

lation was rife, but only two figured in it seriously

—

Willie and Johnson. "Are you ready?" And away they

went. Banker set a merry pace, and Johnson followed

Tuttle, shifted quarters to Wheeler, moved up to Berlo,

and was joined by Taxis. Windle followed Johnson
through these varied moves on the track chess board,

and the race was getting interesting. T. L. Connolly, of

Boston, was first at the three-quarter pole, and here an
animated scramble took place, out of which Johnson's

grey suit was seen to dart with Windle anchored behind.

"Johnson made his effort too soon," said Whittaker, who

had a pair of Held glasses on the pair. On they flew,

Johnson coming for the wire like an arrow—but he
faltered fifty yards from home and sturdy and tricky

little Windle grappled with him. Inch by inch his Hum-
ber crept up aud at twenty-five yards ^o go the two
were locked neck and neck. Johnson was dying game
and Windle with set teeth was riding a blinding finish.

Slowly his tire went by Johnson and by six inches he won
the race.

One-mile, Massachusetts and Connecticut riders only

—

Eddie Nelson, 1; E. A. McDuffee, Maiden, 2; D. Connelly,

Boston, 3. A very fine race. Nelson was clearly the
favorite and held his field well in hand—some twelve

McDuffee and Connelly were his most dangerous oppo
nents. but w hen the last effort came Eddie came in with-

out much effort and won by three yards.

One-mile, tandem, open—A. B. Rich and H. Wheeler, 1

;

A. W. Warren and McDuffee, 2; time, 2:35. A very soft

thing for Rich and Wheeler, of New York, winning by
twenty yards.

One-mile, Worcester County championship — H. A.
Adams, 1; Burk R. Livermore, 2; John Paulson, 3; time,

2:40 2-5. This race was run by Worcester boys and was
very interesting to the local peaple who cheered their fa-

vorites. Won by Adams by five yards.

One-mile, handicap—This race was run in three heats.

Windle refused to accept, Johnson being the only scratch

man.
First heat—George Hugo, 175 yds., 1; W. W. Taxis, 25

yds, 2; E. A. McDuffee, 35 yds., 3; time, 2:21. Hugo rode
well and cut out a slashing pace. Taxis tried hard to

overhaul him to no purpose.

Second heat—A. B. Rich, 70 yds., 1 ; E. A. Nelson, 50

yds., 2; George Banker, 25 yds., 3; time, 2:23 4-5. Seventy
yards is too much start for the old war horse, Rich, when
fit, and he would not be caught with a bullet if he was in

anything like shape. He won the heat pretty comfort-

ably.

Final heat- George Hugo, 175 yds., 1; John Paulson, 2;

W. W. Taxis, 3; time, 2:21 3-5. The first five in each heat
qualified* for the final, and Paulson rather surprised those

of the three first positions by his showing in the final.

Hugo will make a splendid rider, as he is practically a
green one at the game, but he rode like a veteran. Taxis
rode with excellent judgment and deserved second place,

which he got by inches. Hugo won by two yards.

This finished the first day's card. The offi-

cials are: Referee, Louis A. Tracy, president

Hartford Wheel Club. Judges, George Pope,

Hartford; A. C. Copeland, Worcester; G. A.

Saunders, New Haven. Timers, Edward
Moulton, Worcester; Arthur Weixler, Worces-
ter; B. A. Barber, Worcester. Starter, H. Scher-

vee. Announcer, E. Roscoe McAfee. Official

Handicapper, Henry Goodman, Hartford.

Clerk of course, J. W. Murphy. Assistants, R.

M Spiers, L. A. Whittemore. Scorers, Harry
A. Adams, Worcester; Ralph H. Allen, Fitch-

burg; Charles H. Banister, Worcester.
*

* #
Second Day at Worcester.

(Special telegram to the Referee.)

Worcester, May 30.—The second day's races

of the Bay State club were held to-day in pres-

ence of about 4,000 people. Windle did not

appear in the open events. The results follow:

One-mile, 2:40 class—A. W. Warren, 1 ; F. H. Tuttle, 2;

C. Nelson, 3; time, 2:36 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap — First heat—George Smith, 15

yards, 1; E. Williamson, 30 yards, 2; Davey, 50 yards, 3;

time, 1:07 4-5.

Second heat—Snow, 70 yards, 1; F. H. Warren, 35

yards, 2; H. E. Caldwell, 55 yards, 3; time, 1:073-5.

Third heat—H. C. Wheeler, 10 yards, 1 ; George Banker,

15 yards, 2; Spencer, 70 yards, ""; time, 1:07 3-5.

Final heat—George Banker, 15 yards, 1 ; H. C. Wheeler,

10 yards, 2; F. H. Warren, 35 yards, 3; time, 1:07 1-5.

Half mile, boys—A. O. Hol-len, 1; Bliss, 2; Knibbs, 3;

time, 1:23 1 5.

One-mile, Massachusetts riders—W. w. Windle, 1 ; E.

Williamson, 2; Livermore, 3; time, :37 1-5.

Half-mile, tandem—Wheeler and Rich, 1 ; Warren and
Harding, 2; time. 1:27 1-5.

Two-mile, team, relay—Hartford, 1; Worcester, 2;

time, 5:15.

Two-mile, handicap, A. B. Rich, 120 yards, 1 ; E. Wil-

liamson, 130 yards, 2; A. H. Davey, 200 yards, 3; time,

5:18 1-5.

One-mile, open—J. S. Johnson, 1; G. C. Smith, 2; W. W.
Taxis, 3; time, 2:4). A time limit of 2:40 had been placed

on the race, which was declared off. On running over

A. H. Davey won in 2:48, which was allowed to stand.

One-mile, consolation—F. B. Stowe, Conway, 1; time,

3:05.
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GOV. TILLMAN ON ROAES.

South Carolina's Executive Heartily in Favor

of Contract Labor on Them.

While in Columbia, S. C, recently, a Ref-

eree representative called on Governor Ben-

jamin Tillman. "Ben" Tillman is a noted

character. He is the South Carolinan, who,

according to a New York paper, when running

for governor last year, earned a fine brace of

pistols, which he always calmly laid in a con-

venient place ready for action in case any of

the opposing faction disputed his word or tried

to get "the drop" on him. I was told the gov-

ernor was a ferocious man and hard to ap-

proach on any subject, and if the cordial ex-

pression of hatred for him by the citizens of

Charleston and Columbia goes for anything,

"Ben" will have a hard t'me in his next race

for the gubenatorial stakes. I wanted to talk

to the noted fire-eater about good roads and

got his opinion on both that and the advisa-

bility of employing convict labor on the public

highways. Taking John G. Woods of Wash-
ington, W. M. Perrett of Philadelphia, and S.

H. Welsh of Charleston, as a body guard, the

Referee representative sought and found the

noted governor in the government ,"dispen-

sary," where, after July 1, the state will dis-

pense whiskey and other cordials to the people,

who have, by a special act, taken the liquor

interests out of the hands of the saloon men
with a \iew of bettering the morals of the

people. This is the first experiment of the

kind ever made in the history of the union.

The governor was once a farmer, and is the

Farmer's Alliance man, He is charged with

legislating too much in favor of "the horny-

handed sons of toil." Walking into the gov-

ernment "dispensary" I enquired for Governor

Tillman, and just at that moment Governor

"Ben" appeared. I handed him a Referee
card and "sized" him up. The governor looks

like a well-to-do farmer—broad shoulders,

plainly dressed and having only one good eye,

having lost the other in a duel.

"What is it you want me to say," the gov-

ernor pleasantly queried.

"Governor Tillman, the cyclists of America
would like to know if you are in favor of good

roads, and if your state is making any special

effort to better the highways," the Referee
man asked.

"You can put me down as being heartily in

favor of road improvement and with the

limited appropriations at our disposal, South

Carolina is doing as much as any state in that

direction. We hope to push the good work
forward more than ever from now on. I re-

cognize that the prosperity of the farmer and
the citizen generally depends very much on
the state of our road-*. There is no doubt that

the important question has been neglected

much in the past. Our finances, of course,

since the war has been at a low ebb, but we
are recovering and the Palmetto state is de-

veloping and expanding in an encouraging

way."

The general stood looking with his good eye

at the Referee representative, and empha-
sized his remarks by placing one hand on his

shoulder.

"Now, governor, what is your opinion as to

the advisability of employing convict labor on

the roads of the state?"

"Oh, that is a most important question, and
we must grapple with that before long. I am
in favor of employing all shcrt-term prisoners

for that purpose, but as to the employment of

murderers arid life termers, I haye serious

objections, as they would probably try to

escape, and if they did, it would entail much
expense and danger in trying to capture them.

The expense of guarding them would be
great."

"But, governor," suggested the Referee
man, "I notice that the convicts you lease to

private individuals and corporations are

guarded with a rifle in the hands of about one

guard to twenty prisoners; do you call that

expensive control, considering the amount of

good work they would do?"

"Yes, it would prove expensive, considering

we have 800 convicts to look after and provide

for. Then the employment of competent en-

gineers to superintend the work would be

great; but there is no doubt they would do

much good—much more good than they do
now making hose in the penitentiary and other

employment which of course brings them into

competition with skilled labor."

The governor is evidently of the opinion that

a trial on the roads would be a good thing,

and from further casual talk it wouldn't sur-

prise me if one of his alliance men were to in-

troduce a measure into the assembly looking

to that end. It might be well to say here that

the convicts in South C jlumbia are leased at

the present time to individuals and private

corporations at twenty cents a day, and are

employed in quarries, building private roads,

clearing grounds, etc. While in Savannah the
Referee representative drove to the suburbs
of the city and saw a gang of convicts work-
ing on the roads of the city, and while in

Charleston another gang was encountered
leveling building space for a private corpora-
tion. In the state penitentiary at Columbus
fully 200 convicts were seen at work making
stockings and cheap clothing. All were able-

bodied men who could, do great work building
good roads. W. J. M.
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WALTHAM'S GREAT MEET.

AN IMMENSE TURNOUT OF CLUBS AND

UNATTACHED RIDERS.

Tyler, Tayler, McDuffee and Others Capture

Prizes—The Track in Fairly Good

Shape Considering its Age

—

Results in Detail.

Boston, May 28.—All is now in readiness

for the holding of the spring meet of the divi-

sion in this city. The committees have every

detail arranged and feel confident that the

programme is better than any heretofore of-

fered at a cycling meet. The parade Tuesday

morning promises to eclipse any that has ever

been held. To-day several of the local clubs

are welcoming visiting organizations. The
Press Cycling Club wheeled out of town about

twelve miles to receive the Newburyport and
Haverhill clubs, which are its special guests

for the next three days. The place of meeting

was Maplewood, from whence the visitors were

escorted to the Clarendon hotel, and ban-

queted. To-morrow the visitors will be taken

for a run through Boston's beautiful suburbs

and on Tuesday they will participate in the

festivities of the meet.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club went to

Medfield to receive the members of the Rhode
Island Wheelmen who are traveling to Boston

over the roads. It will meet them at Med-
field, escorting them back to the club house on

Batavia street. Monday these two clubs enjoy

their annual joint run through the suburbs to

Arnold Arboretum, the Newtons and Echo
Bridge, enjoying dinner at the Woodland Park

hotel, Auburndale. In the evening they will

attend the cyclers' performance at the Bowdoin
Square theatre, and then participate in the

events of the following day.

Early Tuesday morning the Mount Washing-
ton Club wheels out of town to meet the Taun-

ton Cycle Club, which organization it is to en-

tertain. Both clubs will breakfast with the

Mattapan Road Club, and then the three or-

ganizations will start for Boston reaching here

in time for the parade.

The Union Cycle Club goes outside the city

limits to meet the Lowell club, returning in

time for the festivities. All the local clubs

will keep open house throughout the day and
evening, and once again Boston, will be the

Mecca of wheelmen.

The morning runs through the Back Bay
Park to the reservoir will be followed by the

grand parade. Then comes the races, and last

but not least, the grand ball in Mechanics' hall,

the largest hall in this city. Every possible

arrangement has been made for receiving the

visitors at the hall during the day. Provision

enough to feed a small and active army have

been secured for that day, and arrangements

made for the checking of over 3,000 wheels.

As for the races, they give indications of being

the best seen in these parts for years.

While speaking of the coming events on
Memorial day, the two days' race meet at Wor-
cester ought not to be lost sight of . They will

undoubtedly prove highly interesting, as many
of the leading cracks of the country are to

contend, one against another. The Roxbury
Bicycle Club is the unly Boston organization

which is to participate in the meet. The
members started for Worcester to-day by road,

and will participate in the parade and witness

the first day's racing, returning to Boston in

time to keep open house Monday evening.

Results of the Racing.

(Special telegram to the Referee.)

Waltham, Mass., May 30.—The day selected

for the races proved a brilliant one both in

point of weather and attendance. The grand
stand was crowded almost to inconvenience,

not only by the uniformed wheelmen but also

by the general public, which these latter days
is being introduced to and inducted into the

secret of the true merits of the cycling sport.

On every hand could b? seen the colors of

the various organizations and the several club

cries made a perfect babal.

All the clubs were out in force. The Press

Cycling Club, 200 strong, with its guests from
Haverhill and Newburyport were seated

directly opposite the tape. Whenever any of

its members were in the lead, the famous cry

of the organization went up with vim en-

couraging their endeavors. Cambridgeport
was not in the least backward in inspiring its

men with its peculiar cry. The Maiden and
Press clubs seemed to be vieing with each

other in yelling their respective cries.

Massachusetts, stately and digni6edas usual,

imitating the example of the commonwealth
whose name it bears, took great interest in the

several events, but naade no general or great

outcry. In fact the Massachusetts and Rhode
Island wheelmen, while not the less enjoying

the victories, seldom gave vent to their pent

up feelings

But what a difference in the home stretch.

The noisy Chelsea Ramblers, mounted on a

famous tally-ho, equipped with trumpets,

horns and other instruments of musical tor-

ture, and floating their once famous club

colors made up in noise what they lacked in

practice.

The Roxbury club which never makes a

noise was out with its fastest local cracks,

especially Jim Keltie, was cheered again and

again.

The scene presented was truly inspiring to

the enthusiastic wheelmen. The new track

stood out in bold relief against a background

of humanity, its sombreness being relieved by

the airy and beautiful spring costumes of the-

gentler sex, who displayed the colors of their

favorite clubs. Everything and everyone was
animated. There was nothing dead or lifeless,

spirit and buoyancy pervaded not flnly the

racers, but the onlookers and their friends.

It is estimated that there were ten thousand

spectators present. Most of the races were

close and exciting. Owing to the limited time

given the contractors to finish the track it was

not in as fine condition as could have been de-

sired, but fast time was made, nevertheless.

The parade this morning drew an enormous
crowd both of particepants and spectators. The
prize for the best appearance was won by the

Massachusetts B.C., and that for the best at-

tendance by the Press C. C. A ball under the

auspice of the division is in progress this

evening.

Summary of races:

One-mile, novice—Frank Mayo, Chelsea, 1; A. C.

Dodge, Maiden, 2; W. G. French, Boston, 3; time,

2:46 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—H. W. Robinson, Waltham, 100

yards, 1: James Clark, Dorchester, 2; J. E. Wellmau,

Maiden, 3; time, 2:35.

One-third mile, open—E. A. Nelson, Springfield, 1 ; G.

F. Taylor, Waltham, 2.; H, C. Tyler, Springfield, 3; time,

4a 4-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—E. A. McDuffee, Maiden, 1 ; James
Clark, Dorchester, 2; E. A. Nelson, Springfield, 3: time,
2:42 1-5.

Two-mile team—Maiden Club, 99 points, 1 ; Press Cycle
Club, 95 points, 2; Suffolk C. C, 69 points, 8. Places were
won by G. L. Garry, Press C. ft, 1; E. A. McDuffee, Mai-
den, 2; E. P. Burnham, Press C. C. 3; time, 5:25 3-5.

One^mile, 3:00 Class—H. A. Adams, Worcester, 1; C. G.
Williams, Waltham, 2; A. C. Dodge, Maiden, 3; time, 2:42.

One-mile, open—G. L. Geary, Chelsea, 1 ; H. C. Tyler,
Springfield, 2: G. F. Taylor, Waltham, 3; time. 2:40.

Two-mile, handicap—H. W. Robinson, Waltham, 200

yards, 1 ; Dan Connolly, Maiden, 2; James Clark, Dor-
chester, 3; J. P. Clark, Boston, 4; A. F. Wisner, Natick,
5; time, 5:6 3-5

Louisville Race Declared Off.

Louisville, May 30.—The Southern Wheel-
man ten-mile handicap road race, which was
to have been run to-day, was declared off by
Publisher Henry Zink. When Mr. Zink's plant

was destroyed in the Power building fire, three

weeks ago, all his papers, entry blanks, etc.,

went up in smoke. He has been so busy since

preparing for the publication of his paper that

he was unable to devote time or attention to

his race, and did not get enough entries to jus-

tify running it. He had about $300 worth of

prizes already donated, and these will be given

in two two-mile handicap races, to be run as

extras at the Kentucky division meet, Har-
rodsburg, June 27 and 28.

For Illinois Racing Men.

H. S. Burpee and M. Hodgson, of Rockford,

were in Chicago last week looking up entries,

etc. , for the Rockford races on July 4. Those

riders who attended the division meet two
years ago need no assurance that a visit to

Rockford means a highly enjoyable holiday.

Two years ago Bob Lennie was booming the

Rockford races. Now he is booming another

meet in opposition to Rockford! Thus do

trade interests assert themselves.

Mortimer Reed, formerly of Springfield, 111.,

is booming the South Bend races of July 28,

and was in Chicago Tuesday for that pur-

pose.
< i

Milwaukee's Fast Track.

Perhaps the fastest bicycle track in the

northwest has just been completed at Athletic

Park, Milwaukee. It was constructed by
Harry Quinn, proprietor of the park, for the

National Cyclists' Association. The track is

three laps to the mile, and has been con-

structed of the very best material and accord-

ing to the very latest plans of track building.

Mr. Quinn has decided to issue season tickets

to wheelmen at the rate of $10, which entitles

the holder to all privileges of the track at all

times except during race meets.

A Race in the Mud.

Lexington, Ky., May 30.—A race between

this city and Winchester, sixteen miles, run

this afternoon, was won by John Giltner, of

Hutchinson, Ky. The time prize went to S.

B. Hodges, of Tyrone. He went the distance

in 1 hr. 2 min. 15 sec. Giltner's time was 1

hr. 7 min. 30 sec. C. Moore was third and

Newland fourth. Seventeen out of nineteen

starters finished. The road was deep in mud.

Races at Notre Dame, Ind.

At Notre Dame, Ind., J. N. McGuire won a

three-mile race in 12:37, while J. O'Mara won
a two-mile, and L. Baldorf a mile race, A
five-mile event was captured by F. Donahue

in 17:21, with W. Covart second.
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LOOK OUT

FOR
Niagara Racer* Niagara Blaid of the Mist.

NIAGARAS

NIAGARA SCOBCHER-28 LBS.

There is no wheel made to-day superior in scientific construction or

quality of materials used. It is distinguished for High Class finish and

Lightness of Running. The Niagara on the race track and on the

road Lowered many Records. There is not a Single Casting used

in the Niagara. Send for Catalogue. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

BUFFALO WHEEL COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE NIAGARA. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Niagara Full Roadster,

Mr. H. H. Lambton of Australia, the winner of the

great Austral wheel races in 1887 and 1892, says:

The Niagara is the finest wheel I have seen in

America. It is made on scientific lines and should

prove a favorite with racing men. The high frame
has come to stay.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

JSlagara Fatent Sub.
,
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THE LATE JAMES J. WARREN.

Successful Career of a Busy Business Man
Suddenly Terminated.

The death is reported, at Worcester, Mass.,

of James J. Warren, president of the J. J.

Warren Company, the well-known manufac-

turer of leather specialties. A week's illness

ended in death from heart disease. Mr. War-
ren had been in the leather business virtually

all his life. "He began his business career,"

says the Worcester Telegram, "in 1833 as clerk

in a New York leather house. Three years

later he was clerk for P. Warren & Sons in the

Brimfield factory, after which he started in

business with his brother Charles in a whole-

sale and retail boot and shoe store in Peters-

burg, Va. Less than a year of southern life

contented him, and he disposed of his interest

and returned to Brimfield. There he soon es-

tablished himself in the tanning and manufac-

ture of card leather under the name of J. J.

Warren. This industry he carried on success-

fully for a number of years.

Upon coming to Worcester, Mr. Warren
went into partnership with O. H. Weston, who
then carried on a produce business, and the two

industries were conducted together for a dozen

years. Perceiving the advantages of a loca-

tion near the projected union station, Mr. War-
ren in the early 70's purchased property on

Washington square and erected the Warren
building, a handsome granite structure over-

looking the square. He moved his leather

business into it, dissolving the partnership with

Mr. Weston, and has since continued there.

After locating in the Warren building he

purchased the business of the Harrell Manu-
facturing Company, of Boston, and changed

the name to the J. J. Warren Company, of

which he became president, and his son, John

M. Warren, treasurer, moving the business and

consolidating it with his in 1887. For three

years before he carried on the business in Bos-

ton, going down each day. When the Boston

property was purchased, a corporation was

formed with a capital stock of $20,000,

and the business has since been carried on by

the J. J. Warren Company. The concern has

built up a comparatively new industry in this

country in the manufacture of the leather

goods of all descriptions, which promises to be

permanent, the business having already out-

stripped that of J. J. Warren & Son, which

firm is still in existence, though the business is

conducted by the J. J. Warren Company. The

company uses many varieties of leather, and

makes all sorts of articles into which this ma-

terial enters.

Mr. Warren always refused public office.

The only exception he made was when he ac-

cepted the trusteeship of the Hitchcock free

high school in his native town. He was a

trustee up to the time of his death.

Mr. Warren was married October 26, 1844,

to Miss Mary Emmons, of Hinsdale, who sur-

vives him. There are three daughters, Misses

F. E., E. E. and M. W., and a son, John M.

Warren.
« » >

Recent Club Elections.

Kankauna (Wis.) B. C—President, Dr. H.

B. Tanner; vice-president, F. G. Passino; sec-

retary and treasurer, George Reese; captain,

J. N. E. Trout.

Fargo (N. D.) C. C—President, E. D. Hos-

kins; secretary and treasurer, J. W. Dudley;

captain, Frank Moorhouse.

Fergus Falls (N. D.) C. C—President, H. M.

Whaelock; captain, Harry Svensgard; treas-

urer, Dr. Taft; secretary, J. Heard; first lieu-

tenant, J. Lightfoot.

City College B. C, Baltimore—President,
William Bispham; secretary, John C. French;

captain, C. C. Carroll.

Johnstown (Pa.) Cycle Club—President, W.
E. Beacy; vice-president, Frank D. Roberts;

director, Harry Hyde.

Boulder (Colo.) Wheel Club, Jr.—President,
Dwight Babcock; vice-president, Omer Day;
secretary and treasurer, Howard Babcock;

captain, Russel Pitzer.

Archibald (O.) Cycling Club—President, J.

W. Gotshall; vice-president, J. A. Myers;

treasurer, C. M. McLaughlin; secretary,

George F. Huit; captain, J. W. Gotshall; direc-

tors, J. A. Myers, G. F. Huit, E. B. Britshart,

A. J. Vernier, J. B. Theobold and C. Feasel.

Springfield (O.) Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen-
President, Forrest Wolfe; vice-president, E.

H. Lowman; secretary and treasurer, C. E.

Crain; captain, A. G. Dey.

Chippewa Falls (Wis.) B. C—President,

Robert Clark; vice-president, J. Young; secre-

tary and treasurer, Frank Watson.

Another Southern Road Race.

Huntsville, Ala., May 28. —The Spring

City Cycling Club of this city had a meeting
on the 25th, which resulted in fixing the date

of its meet and road race for June 19 and 20.

Already the value of the prizes offered has as-

sumed large proportions, and though a small

town, of ten thousand population, can not hope

to secure as large and valuable a list as those

of the north, where the support has secured a

strong hold on the public, still we shall have

prizes which will attract the flyers from near

by. The programme will consist of a twenty-

mile road race on the afternoon of the 19th,

and of track races on the afternoon of the

20th. We have an excellent half-mile track,

which will be perfectly safe and fairly fast,

with a grand stand seating 3,000. The road

on which the race will be held will be the

Whitesburg Pike, an excellent macadam pike

ten miles long, without a turn, and with but

light hills. The affair is to be made an annual

one, and we hope to secure for Huntsville in

the south what the Milburn, Poorman and

Pullman races are to the north. The prizes

will consist of bicycles, watches -no shaves,

soda tickets or dress suits. Devlin.

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

Doings of the Cyclists on the Continent—Inter-
esting German Races.

The examination necessary to become a mili-

tary cyclist in Holland consists in making 25
kilometres (15 1-2 miles) by foot, pushing the
wheel, and 50 kilometres on the wheel in less

than twelve hours. This examination is easy
to pass, as has been demonstrated by two
cyclists who covered the distance in 5 hrs. 53
min., a fact which has not remained unob-
served by the military authorities.

The winners in the principal races at Berlin

on May 7 were: On the safety, 5,000 metres, A.
Heimann, Berlin; tricycle, 3,000 metres, P.
Nagel, Dresden; ordinary, 5,000 metres, A.
Spitzig, Berlin. Nagel is the oldest of all Ger-
man racing men. He celebrates his tenth an-

niversary of path work this year, and his pres-

ent condition is proof that racing in a sensible

way is not injurious to health. Spitzig is the

oldest on the path. His victory in the ordinary

race over Brambor on the ordinary, created

great enthusiasm. Heimann was first in the

principal safety race in which Nagel had to be
satisfied with second place. The races at

Hanover attracted great attention, and it was
specially noticed that many officers of cavalry

and infantry were present. They showed
great interest, especially in the 1,000-metre

record race, in which Tischbein was first in

1:44 3-5; Gehrig second in 1:44 4-5, and Under-
borg third in 1 :45.

V Echo, Paris, has arranged for June 3 a
bicycle race between dramatic artists of both
sexes. All the artists whos enames were to

be seen on the theatrical programmes of Paris

during the season 1892-'93 are admitted.

A London paper recently published statistics

of the accidents happening to football players

since 1890. Seventy-seven died, 31 broke
the arm, 121 hurt the legs, 54 the cavicles, and
158 were injured in various other ways. In
the last year twenty-six players have died.

The Dutch cyclists in London have estab-

lished the Holland club. There being many
Dutchmen in London, the club has a good
chance to succeed.

Cycling is one of the greatest pleasures of
the Sultan of Morocco. Last year he rode
often on the track, which was specially estab-

lished in his garden for his and his adjutant's

use. But not finding it comfortable to

pedal himself, he uses a machine which slaves

have to push while he sits on a throne in the
center of this big affair called a bicycle, with
crossed legs, his body being protected from the
sun's rays by a parasol.

A Cyclers' Pavilion.

The wheelmen of Toledo have on foot a
scheme to secure a pavilion in Riverside Park.
The idea is to get the park commissioners to

erect a structure thirty feet in diameter and
two stories high, with a path leading to it

from the roadway. On the ground floor is to

be a place to lock wheels, so that they may be
left with safety when the riders are strolling

about the park or are boating.

Slow Time at Champaign, 111.

Champaign, 111., May 30.—The road race

from Homer to Champaign, twenty-two miles

over country roads, was won by Lansaw of

Urbana, with a 10-minute handicap, in 1 hr.

46 min. Sperry, a Scotchman of Charr.paign,

took the second and also the time prize, in 1

hr. 37 min.
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The Seventh Annual

PULLMAN ROAD RACE
:AND=

SECOND TIME PRIZE,
Were Won by Marinus Nelson on a

MARCH, WEIGHING 24 POUNDS,

FINISHING WITH WHEEL IN PERFECT CONDITION.

^° Responsible Agents T^anted Everywhere.

The Mareh-Davis Cycle Co.,

ioo N. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.
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WAS THE COLUMBIA'S DAY.

WINNERS OF THE PLACE AND TIME

PRIZES IN THE PULLMAN.

The Cycling Derby Won and Lost Through a

Misunderstanding—History of the Race

— List of the Winners—The

Fast Brigade.

The Pullman race of 1893 must be accredited

the most successful of any yet held. Tuesday

last proved a model day. The weather was
clear and bright and the wind favored the rid-

ers on all but about a mile of the course. The
number of starters was nearly a hundred ahead

of any race previously held in any part of the

world. The start was effected without a hitch

or as much as a tumble, and the time made
was, considering the abominable condition of

a portion of the course, remarkable. On ac-

count of the expected rush to the world's fair

the start was made one hour earlier than

usual. This accounted, in a great measure,

for the decrease in tbe number of spectators

at the start. Another thing which affected

the crowd was that holiday-makers were anx-

ious to take advantage of the entire day at the

fair. Still, Michigan avenue, as far down
as Sixteenth street, was well lined, while near

the Leland the crowd was scarcely less dense

than in former years.

The arrangements for the start were per-

fect. The boulevard police did good service,

and there was far less crowding than in

former years. Opposite Van Buren street

stood a man bearing aloft a placard reading:

"Nine-minute men group here," and so on

down the line to the scratch men. The only

fault to be found was with the numbers.

They w( re about one-half the correct size, and
pinned to the shoulders where they soon be-

came doubled up and in some cases unrecogniz-

able, instead of on the lower part of the tides,

in the neighborhood of the fifth rib!

The limit man was to have s'arted at 8:48,

but in his absence no one moved until 8:51.

Three men were on this mark, among them

Kilberger, a man whom many declared would
win easily. At intervals of from fifteen sec-

onds to a minute the men were sent away
until, according to the official returns, 271 of

them were racing for Pullman.

The usual rush for the train followed, and
seven minutes after the last man started, two
long trains, bearing about 3,000 people, com-

menced a pursuit of the three specials which

had preceded them.

The crowd on the train caught the first

glimpse of the riders at Grand Crossing. Here

the train slowed up and Githens, dismounting,

picked up his wheel and ran across the track

ahead of it Lumsden was less fortunate and

MARTIN NESSEL.

was delayed about thirty seconds, as were a

few men of less importance. From this time

occasional glimpses of the riders were ob-

tained, but the train reached Pullman nearly

fifteen minutes ahead of the winners, so that,

for once, the railroad company was as good as

its word.
* * *

THE SCENE AT THE FINISH.

An Immense Crowd Witnesses the End of the

Race—Little Excitement.

To the Pullman Athletic Club, and particu-

larly to Mr. Anderson, the promoters of the

Pullman road race have much to be thankful

for. The arrangements at the finish were as

near perfect as it would have been possible, in

the presence of such a vast crowd, to make

them. The grand stand was finished Saturday,

and in front of it was provided ample space for

the officials to perform, their various tasks, a

state of affairs for which all, and particularly

those who have had any previous experience,

were devoutly thankful.

Within fifty yards, to the south, tents to the

number of a dozen or more had been erected

for the accommodation of competitors. This

provision was, indeed, a welcome one to the

unfortunates who, year after year, have been

compelled to dress in dingy, five-by-nine apart-

ments at the hutel.

Pullman, as in former years, turned out

75 per cent of its population to witness the

event. Hundreds who have learned by experi-

ence that an effort to see the men cross the line

is liable to be attended by unpleasant results in

the line of club-thrusts and squeezed corns,

walked half a mile or so up the road toward

Grand Crossing and there enjoyed an uninter-

rupted view of the men. As usual, every posi-

tion from which the race could be seen to

advantage was occupied at an early hour and

the anxious crowd whiled away the time in

speculating as to the chances of various favor-

ites. Shortly before 10 o'clock the Illinois

Central commenced to empty its special trains

from the city, and people kept coming until

the last half-mile of the course was lined four

and five deep. No reasonably correct estimate

of the number of spectators could well be

formed, for, while in previous years the people

have been gathered in a circle near the hotel,

this year they were spread out so that no one

could tell where they commenced and ended.

The grand stand was well kept. The man-
agement of the race had wisely taken care to

have a number of officials at the finish in case

the Illinois Central should again prove unequal

to the task of competing w ith the riders. But

it didn't. All the officers were on hand in

plenty of time so that by the time the usual

"Here they come!" rent the air all were in

readiness to perform their respective duties.

To attempt to describe, with any degree of

accuracy, the finish of a Pullman road race, is

out of the question. In this particular instance

the men piled in so rapidly thac it was a task

which none but the most expert judges could

master to jot them down.

The first man to turn the corner was Gun-

ther, of the Lincolns, closely pursued by Nel-
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bo", a Columbia Wheelman representative.

Gunther was far enough ahead at this point to

have won easily, but, either from the unusual

The Big Dressing Tent.

excitement, or because of a misunderstanding

as to the finishing line, he stopped a few yards

from the finish. Nor did he realize his mistake

until Nelson had rushed by and placed the race

to his credit. Gunther finished on foot, and, to

his credit be it said, had no complaint to make
over his hard luck. By this time the road was
alive with riders. They came fast and furious

amid the encouraging shouts of club-mates and
friends. Surprises there were, in plenty.

Near the head of the procession came the

sturdy Sercombe, of Milwaukee, minus a crank

but pushing his wheel almost as fast with one

leg as some of the others did with two. Spike,

who finished third, must have ridden wonder-

fully. He is about as thick as a red herring

but finished strongly. The surprise of the day

was Martin Nessel, who filled the twentieth

position and secured the time prize. It took

lots of figuring to find out all about it, and in

the meantime the people gambled on Knisely,

Wescott and Emerson. Nessel was never even

thought of. Knisely, Fred Nessel and Bliss

were together all the way. The latter had

been regarded as a certainty for first or second

time, but had not enough strength left to re-

spond to the final effort of the Illinois and Co-

lumbia representatives. There were anxious

inquiries for the scratch men but none of them
showed prominently. Rhodes punctured a tire,

Lumsden was shut off by the train at Grand
Grossing and Githens—well, he didn't ride fast

enough. All the back-mark men seem to have

imagined that the time prize was a gift to one

of them and to have taken things easier in the

early part of the race than they were war-

ranted in doing.

THE ORDER OF FINISH.

Pos'n. S'd Hill. Name. H'd'p. Time.

1 5 M. Nelson, Columbia 6:00 55:44

2 1 J. F. Gunther, Lincoln 8:00 57:46

3 6 E. Spike, C. C. W 6:15 57:30

4 3 H. Zerbel, Milwaukee 8:00 59:52

5 4 F. M. Preueil, Plzen 8:00 58:18

6 7 W. S. Kaehler, Lincoln 8:00 58:46

7 10 A. Gardiner, Columbia 6:15 57:20

8 2 P. H. Sercombe, Milwaukee. . . .6:00 56:54

9 A. P. Peck, Lincoln 8:00 59:00

10 12 B. W. Fick, Illinois 7:15 68:19

11 — H. T. Pyle, Englewood 7:00 58:14

12 16 J. M. Singler, Jr., So. Bend.... 6:15 57:46

13 15 F. Wing, Ottawa 5:30 56:47

14 — R. O'Connell, Illinois 8:00 59:21

15 8 A. C. Runkel, Milwaukee 7:30 58:62

16 20 John Cudahy, Jr., Cook Co. . . .7:00 58:23

17 19 J. Hlava, Plzen 8:00 59:28

18 21 C. H. Clarke, Englewood 7:00 68:29

19 24 W. E. Waugh, Minnette 5:15 56:63

20 20 M. Nessel, Columbia 3:30 55:17

21 22 P. Grant, Minnette 7:30 59:22

23 18 G. W. Patterson, Illinois 8:00 59:54

23 23 A. T. Webb, Aurora 7:00 59:03

24 31 G. E. Bicker, Cook Co 5:45 57:59

25 28 W. J. Anderson, Minnette 5:45 58:00

26 ',— C. Swanson, Elgin 5:30 57:45

27 35 G. L. Emerson, Englewood 3:30. . .

.

55:48

28 — Ole Peterson, Viking 3:30 55:54

29 25 J. M. Arens, Lake View 7:00 56:24

30 40 A. L. Leonhardt, Calumet 3:30 56:09

31 34 Ernst Ulbricht, M. &. W 5:15 57:57

32 — A. B. Edmonds, Des Moines 5:00 57:46

33 37 C. V. Dasey, Mt. Vernon 4:30 57:18

34 E. J. Consoer, Columbia 6:1) 59:20

35 33 J. Kilberger, Plzen 9:00 62:09

36 51 C. A. Wescott, Lake View 3:15 56:20

37 50 H. L. Dodson, Chicago 4:45 57:58

38 45. J. D. Adams, Chicago 5:45 59:05

39 43 D. E. Holmes, Englewood 0:15 59:51

40 36 E. P. Richardson, Illinois 7:15 60:39

41 47 H. M. Taylor, Lincoln 8:00 01:25

42 52 C. A. Hermann, Mercury 5:15 58:41

43 44 R. W. Lloyd, Lincoln 5:30 58:58

44 48 L. Martinson, Columbia 7:00 60:28

45 14 A. V. Jackson, Lincoln 6:00 59:29

46 49 J. Wegman, Lake View 7:30 61 :00

47 63 CD. Cutting, Cook County.... 3:30 57:14

48 55' C. Haish, Milwaukee 7:00 60:46

49 — F. Schmitt, Cook Co 3:00 56:47

50 70 O C, Green, Ch. Rac'g W 2:30 56:17

51 59 H.C.Wilson, Lincoln 8:'0 61:54

52 56 G. A. Smith, Illinois 7:00 6:55

See j in the Stand.

H.K.Bolton, Chicago 5:15 59:10

W. A. Thompson, Cook Co 4:00 58:03

James Hrack, Plzen 4:45 58:49

F. D. Borroughs, Winona 5:30 59:35

F.S.Dickinson, Chicago 6:15 60:25

Thomas Byrne, Cook Co 4:45 58:59

C. R. Colby, Cook Co 7:00 61:16

J. E. Parker, Lincoln 5 : 00 59 : 25

M. G. Klevenow, Mercury 5:30 60:03

O.V.Muller, Englewood 6:15 61:05

J. I. Brandenburg, Chicago 5:00 59:88

Thomas Clark, Blue Island 8:15 62:54

H. F. Brandenburg, G. Cross'g.6:00 60:40

L. Tagholm, Columbia 3:00 57:41

W. J. McMahon, Columbia 3:00 57:41 1-5

C. T. Knisely, Itlintis 1:30 56:112 5

F. Nessel, Ch. Rac'g W 1:30 £6:113-5

J. P. Bliss, Chicago 1:30 56.123-5

H. Paulsen, Columbia 7:00 61:43

A. Jansky, Plzen 7:30 62:13

F. B. Wakefield, Chicago 7:00 61:44

W. J. Bray, ^Eo'us 2:30 57:15

G. F. Meyer, Lake View 6:00 60:47

F. W. Newland, Illinois 6:15 61:03

N. W. Christiansen, Columbia. .7:30 62:19

G. S. Scovell, Madison Road. . . .8:15 63:05

F. McElwain, Sheriden 5:30 60:21

C. Mittlesteadt, -Ealus 3:00 57:52

J.I. Oakley, Illinois 4:45 59:38

N. H. Mayer, Lake View 3:30 58:24

W. J. Hubbard, Wash. Hts 5:00 59:57

F. S. Hollands, Lake View 5:15 60:12

G. A. Philips, Chicago...' 5:15 60:17

G. Paulsen Columbia 3:15 58:18

W. W. Ridenow, G. Cross'g 5:15 60:19

A A. Coupland, Maywood 7:00 62:05

W. B. Hassard, Glencoe 6:00 61:07

C. A. Fox, Lake View 3:45 58:54

F. Babka, Plzen 7:30 62:40

53 58

54 —
55 67

56 —
57 56

58 —
59 59

60 74

61 80

62 —
63 30

64 05

65 —
66 52

67 96

68 106

69 107

70 108

71 78

72 69

73 63

74 99

75 89

70 94

77 79

78 73

79 91

80 —
81 95

82 92

83 103

84 101

85 00

86 —
87 —
88 85

89 _
90 _
91 67

92

93

94

9'i

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

103

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121
'

122

123

124

125

126

108

82

107

106

W. J. Poj le, Columbia 3:30 5S:43

W. F. Peironett, Illinois 3:45 5S:5'

J. R. Cheasboro, Waterloo, la. .3:45 58:5'.)

J. aizenek, Plzen 5:00 i; :!5

F. Hovey, Kenwood Road 5:00 12:16

H. Brandt, Columbia 7:00 62:17

M. L. Smith, Lake View 5: 15 60:37

J. Newmann, .^Eolus 5:15 60:39

W. Dominick, Illinois 6:15 62:08

A. T. Hej wood, Lincoln 3:00 58:40

H. H. Wylie, Lincoln 4:00 59:40

F. Pearson, Jr., Illinois .7:00 62:4)

F. D. McGuire, Miaette .7:00 62:42

F. Bodach, JEolu* 2: 10 58: 13

J. Schneider. Columbia .4:00 59:43

A.Miller, No. Chicago 5:00 60:48

A Johnson, ViKing : 5:00 60:52

Emil Ulbricht, Ch. Rac'g W. . . .2:30 58:22

A. R. March, Columbia 4:45 60:39

J. F. Stillwell, Lincoln 2:30 58:25

G. W. Cushman, Manhattan 6:00 61:57

A. F. Gordon. Chicago 7:30 03:3

1

W. H. Gross. Lake View. ...... .5:30 61:33

H. E. Gunn, Illinois 7:-i0 63:40

W. Christiansen, Cjlumbia 6:00 62:14

A. Rudolph, Detroit 6.00 0i:23

M. Stark, Milwaukee 5:00 01 :-'4

J. Rhode, Columbia 3:00 59:85

W. H. Friedly, No. Chgo. W. . . .4:45 01:11

G. A. Thorne, Chicago 1:3 i 5:57

A. Helmich, Lake View 3:45 60:13

H. A. Githens, Chicago scr. 56:30

J. W. Warnken, Milwaukee 6:15 63:02

W. Wassman, Lake View 7:00 6*:32

A. E. Lumsden, Chicago scr. 58:11

FIRST TWENTY-FIVE IN TIME.

Name. Club.

M. Nessel Columbia W.
M. Nelson Columbia W.
G. L. Emerson Englewood
Ole Peterson Viking

A . L. Leonhardt Calumet

C. T. Knisely Illinois

F. Nessel C. Racing W.
8 J. P. Bliss Chicago

^9 O. C. Green C. Racing W.
10 C. A. Wescott Lake View
11 H. A. Githens Chicago

12 F. Wing Ottawa
13 F. Schmitt Cook County
14 W. E.Waugh Minnetie

15

16

17

18

P. H. Sercombe Milwaukee

C. D. Cutting Cook County
W. J. Bray -Eolus

C. V. Dasey Mt. Vernon
19 A. Gardiner Columbia
20 E. Spike Cook County

L T. Tagholm Columbia

W.J. McMahon Columbia

C. Swanson Elgin

J; F. Gunther Lincoln

J. M. Singler South Bend

* * *

AT THE SAND HILL.

Time.

55:17

f5:44

55:48

55:54

56:09

56:11 2-5

56:11 3-5

56:12 3-5

£6:17

50:26

56:30

56:47

56:47

56:53

56:54

57:14

57: 15

57:18

57:20

57:30

67:41

57:41 1-5

57:4"j

5, :46

57:46

A Small Crowd and Little Excitement — Order

of the Men.

There was only a small crowd at the s:md

Zerbel Hits a Policeman.

hill compared with previous years, and it was

not a very enthusiastic one, either. Two or
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three groups of wheelmen and wheelwomen
had selected desirable spots at about 9

o'clock, and then others began to arrive. Sev
eral carriages were drawn up alongside the

1^4

7b34ftC

I l.-li el to (lie Tent.

path in order that a good view of the riders

might be had. From 9 to 9:30 hundreds of

dust-covered riders passed over the hill on their

way to Pullman, The Cook County tally-ho

reached the hill a few moments before the first

of the racing men and started for Pullman.

Seeing he could not make it in time, the driver

pulled out to the side of the road and the

crowd on the coach saw the race to good ad
vantage. The Lincoln coach, with a score of

members aboard, was on hand as usual, and it

was a jolly crowd. Boye were perched in the

treei, friends waited with lemons and suspi-

cious-looking bottles, and many had wheels in

readiness in case of a break-down. At 9:25 a red

cap could be seen to the northeast, just leaving

the hedge, and in a few moments the Lincoln's

dark horse, J. F. Gunther, went up the path
across the sand hill. A hundred yards behind
came Sercombe, who had started at six min-
utes, and was rapidly overtaking Gunther,
who was not, apparently, as fresh as the Mil-

waukeean. Then came No. 2. Strangers

thought Munger had ridden from scratch to

third place and would be the winner. But it

appears that Zerbel had on No. 2 for No. 339.

Following closely came Preucil, Nelson (the

8:30 at PuIlmaE.

winner), Spike, Kaehler, Runkel, Peck, Gar-
diner, O'Connell, Fick and Bowen. The
fast men had n, t put in an appearance, but at

9:45:30 Knisely, Bliss and Fred Nessel showed

up. They were in the order named and were
taking things easy. Fifty-seven seconds later

George Thorne showed up, having lost the 57

sec. on the boulevard. Githens was 1 min.

23 sec. behind Knisely and Bliss, having made
up 6 1-2 sec. He had bent his forks and was
riding a broken saddle, but did not stop to

change wheels. Lumsden was 37 sec. after

Githens, having buckled his wheel three times

and been stopped by a train at Grand Crossing.

Barrett, on a broken wheel with a flat tire,

went by at 9:50:50. Inasmuch as his tire went
down at Sixteenth street, he must have ridden

well in order to keep within even five minutes

of Bliss et al.

Several harmless collisions occurred as the

men began to climb the grade and three or

four riders went against the trees that are in

the way. In the table of finishers will be

found the position of most of the men at the

sand hill.
# * #

THE COURSE.

Many Wheels Go Down Over the Rough
Roads.

Opinions seem to vary on the condition of

the course; some think it was good, others say

bunches, but could not. Knisely, Bliss, Davis,

Emerson, Lumsden and others said they had
to play along for blocks at a time before they

could get through. On Ninety-third street the

car tracks played hob again. That portion

which could be ridden was in good shape, all

the stones having been removed the day be-

fore by a gang of men, and all holes having
been filled up. The places where it was neces-

sarp to cross the tracks were fixed as well as

they could be. The clay patch was a little

rough but hard, and the road from the sand
hill to Pullman was in good condition. The
numerous break-downs occurred, generally, at

the railroad crossings, but not a few tumbles
were taken on the turns. On Monday it

looked like rain and a greasy road, but, hap-

pily, the weather clerk sent the clouds across

the lake, and the course remained dry and
dusty.

From the gates at Pullman to the tape near
the end of One hundred and Eleventh street

the road was roped in, and eighty officers

under Lieutenant Bassett did splendid work in

keeping the crowd back. In fact no attempt
was made to break over the lines. The riders

had a wide, clear course to the finish, and
save for a collision between Barrett and Bu-

NEI SON AND fiUNTIIER FINISHING.

they would never ride another race over it.

It must be admitted that the course is fearfully

cut up by the railroad tracks, otherwise it

would be good, for the surf ice, except in a
few places, is hard and firm. No complaint
could be made of the course until Sixty-third

street is passed. At this point the road be
comes heavy, and South Chicago avenue, until

Cottage Grove avenue is reached, is badly cut

up and sandy. From Cottage Grove avenue
to South Chicago the street is in good shape,

except for occasional short stretches, but the

car tracks are high and it is almost impossible

to ride over them at a fairly good speed. For
this reason the back-mark men found the

greatest difficulty in passing the riders when
they were caught. Githens says he dis-

mounted and tried to run around the big

chanan and a policeman being knocked down
by Zerbel, no accidents happened on this part

of the course.

THE MEN WHO WON.

A Short History of Those Who Secured the

Honors of the Day.

The winner of the race, Marinus Nelson, is a

drug clerk in the employ of C. M. Warhaned,
736 West Division street. He was born nine-

teen years ago at Grand Island, Neb., weighs
about 155 pounds, and is 5 feet 10 1-2 inches

tall. He used to ride an ordinary, but took to

the safety last year. In the 1892 Pullman he
had seven minutes allowed him and rode into

sixtieth plaie after having had several acci-
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dents. This year he got through all right from

the six-minute mark and covered the course in

55 min. 44 sec, thereby winning second time

prize. It is said Nelson was too late to start

with the six-minute men and got away fu.ly

thirty seconds after them.

Martin Nessel, the first time winner, is in

neighborhood of twenty-one years of age and

in a brother to Fred Nessel, who started with

the 1:30 men and who last year won the tim i

prize in the Waukesha-Milwaukee road race.

Martin has never been considered, by himself

or his friends, anything of a racing man and

has never before made any remarkable per-

formances. The fact that he rode the course

in 55:17 is evidence of his ability to ride.

George L. Emerson, third time winner, is a

young and well put up man. Last year he did

some good riding at Washington Park and has

been known as a splendid scorcher. He rode a

wheel geared to 80 inches. Fortunately for

him the wind blew from the north, else he

might not have made so good a showing. Eni-

A. Featherstone & Co., Road King 150

Ariel Cycle Co., Ariel 150

Western Wheel Works, Blackhawk 185

Thorsen-Cassady Co., Lovell Diamond 115

Mason & Mason, second-hand 55-pound Col. Light

Roadster

Referee Pub. Co., Crayon portrait of Pullman

winners to winning club 100

The "Bearings," gold watch 50

Morgan & Wright, three pairs M. &. W. tires 45

Morgan & Wright, merchandise 25

Morgan & Wright, merchandise to rider making best

time on M. & G. tires 25

Henry Sears Co., carving set (in case) 25

"Cycling Life,*' split bamboo fishing rod 25

George M. Pullman, prize value 25

To-Kalon Wine Co., case champagne 25

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Co., pair Palmer tires,

road or racing £0

The Brewster Art Co., picture 20

The Bi'unswiek-Balke Col. Co., championship cue.

.

15

Clementi & Barr, bicycle suit 15

Louis Jordan, Smith & Wesson revolver 15

Van Sicklen Printing Co., 12 vol. ed. Dickens' works, 40

P. Nacey & Co., pair opera glasses 15

Paul Bauer, merchandise 10

The March-Davis Cycle Co., merchandise 10

Superior Coal Co., one cord wood 10

START OF THE 1:30 MEN.

erson is a popular member of the Englewood
club and is, of course, pleased over his victory

over the cracks.

J. F. Gunther, the actual winner of the race,

lives at Webster and Sheffield avenues and is

employed at the millinery house of D. B. Fisk

& Co. He is twenty-three years old and has

been riding for two years.

A LIST OF THE PRIZES.

Seventeen bicycles, fourteen of them listing

at $150 or over, appear on the prize list, which,

minus the time prizes, on which $400 will be
expended, is as follows:

Hill Cycle Mfg. Co., Fowler safety $ 150

Century Cycle Mfg. Co., Arrow 150

Marble Cycle Mfg. Co., Smalley 150

Taylor Cycle Co, Psycho, Tourist or Liberty 150

Gormully & , Jeffery Mfg. Co., Rambler 150

Ames & Frost Co., Imperial 150

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Victor. 150

The Quadrant Cycle Co., No. S3 Quadrant 150

Pope Mfg. Co., Columbia 150

Stokes Mfg. Co., Union P. D. Q 150

F. L. Douglas Cycle Co., Kenwood path racer 165

John H. Thiele, box cigars 10

Jiolus Cycle Imp. Co., pair Bown's best rubber ped-

als 10

C. B. Olds, box cigars 10

B. V. H. Schultz, box Star soap 10

H. H. Wylie, edition de luxe "A Gentleman Tramp," 10

Fletcher, cycle news dealer, one year's subscription

to any English and United States cycling paper.

.

10

Eerrick the Hatter, silk hat 10

Gunther, box bon bons 10

Plows, box bon bons 10

C. E. Wiswall & Co., pair shoes 5

Coventry Machinists' Co., ten souvenir world's fair

tickets 5

J. A. Erickson, pair shoes '. 5

J. E. Perryman, three white shirts 5

Adon Butler, box cigars ! 5

W. H. Fauber, bicycle pump 5

The Wilkinson Co., L. A. W. pin 5

M. Lavezz'rio, basket of fruit 5

J. R. Mills, box cigars 5

Total $3,01

6

* * *

The Wheels They Rode.

Nelson, the winner of first place and second

time, was mounted on a 34-pound March,

fitted with Morgan & Wright tires on wood
rims. The wheel was made by the March-

Davis Cycle Company, Chicago. Nessel, the

first time winner, rode a Fowler (stock wheel)

R. D. GARDEN.

and had been on it but a few days. Emerson,

third time winner, rode a 22 pound Jamts racer

fitted with Morgan & Wright racing tires.

Gunther, who was second in place, and

really won the race, rode a Quadrant.

-» * *

Haps and Mishaps

Barrett rode a flat tire from the boulevard to

the finish.

Two hundred and seventy-one out of the 350

entrants started.

Reed of the Chicagos was in a smash up at

Sixty-fourth street and retired.

Lumsden broke down after leaving the sand

hill and finished on a borrowed wheel.

Rice of the Oaks Bicycle Club broke down
while crossing the tracks at the sand hill.

Wilcoxon of the Illinois was in tenth place

at South Chicago, when his tire punctured.

Rhodes picked up a large nail on Michigan

avenue, about Eighteenth street and had to

quit.

Every Chicago man seen on the row
Wednesdaj had a piece of crape pinned to his

coat sleeve.

Barrett was not in condition and only rode

to pace Bliss and Davis down the boulevard.

WM. HERRICK—Chairman Prize Committee.

He had to be bribed to start, however, the

bribe being a bottle of champagne.

The Illinois Central road handled the crowd

going to Pullman in a most satisfactory man-
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ner. The four specials had a clear track all

the way and reached Pullman in good time.

Githens' saddle broke on Ninety-third street

9:10 at Pullman.

and as a result he had to stand on the pedals

for several miles.

Blum of the Oolumbias broke his handle-bar

at Ninety-third street and Stony Island avenue
and quit at the sand hill.

Seventy-six, of the 127 whose times were
taken, finished within the hour; four were
under 56 min., eleven under 57 min. and
eleven under 58 min.

The Illinois boys were jubilant when it was
announced that Knisely had won time; wben
it was found that Nessel was the man, their

spirits went down somewhat.
Emerson said he could have ridden much

faster on South Chicago avenue, but could not

get through the V-shaped lines. Githens was
troubled in the same manner.
Davis was with Knisley, Bliss and Nessel

until his tire went down, on South Chicago

avenue just east of Stony Island. He said he
was so rattled that he tried to inflate the tire by
blowing into it.

Knisley, Bliss and F. Nessel reached the sand

At the Stone Gate

hill at 9:45:30 (and arrived at the finish, re-

spectively, 9 min. 10 3-5 sec, 9 min. 10 4-5 sec.

and 9 min. 11 4-5 sec. later), Thome at 9:47:12,

Githens at 9:46:53, Lumsden at 9:47:30, Barrett
at 9:50:50.

By some mistake Zerbel had No. 2 on his

back and considerable excitement was the re-

sult, for word was passed along the line that
Munger (who was in New York) had ridden
from scratch to second place by the time South
Chicago was reached.

Sercombe was second at the sand hill, close

to Gunther. In turning at the potatoe patch
he fell and his pedal was so badly bent it

would not pass the crank. He rode into eighth

place with one crank. He would surely have
won the race had he had no accident.

There are four reasons why the back-mark
men did not win time: 1. They took it for

granted that the time would fall to them and
at places positively loafed; 2, They could not
get through the crowd on the bad roads; 3.

Nessel and other long-mark men had a clear

of such an event was suggested to Mr. Garden
by a hare-and-hounds run of the Chicago B. C.

in the preceding November. How many
changes there have been—how many good old-

timers have

GONE COMPLETELY OUT OF DATE,
and how many improvements there have been
since that score or so of frozen riders, mounted
on from fifty to seventy-five-pound ordinaries,

chased three alleged "hares" over the boule-
vards and finally ran them to earth at Jackson
Park! There were no encouraging crowds in

those times—no $150 pneumatics and no dia-

mond-studded medals or sets of parlor furni-

ture to the winner of the time prize. It was a
case of ride for the ride's sake and then hustle

home with a ravenous appetite :o do full jus-

tice to the Thanksgiving turkey.

But Garden builded better than he knew,
and though, in these days, a race with such a

A VIEW OF THE GRAND STAND.

road ; 4. They rode as fast as they possibly

could.

Lumsden was unfortunate. Before he

reached the sand hill he had buckled his wheel

three times, but got it in shape. After leaving

the sand hill it buckled again and went
down breaking the frame. At Grand Crossing

he was delayed by a train, while Githens took

desperate chances and got across. Lumsden
finished on a borrowed wheel.

* # -X-

HISTORY OF THE PULLMAN RACE

The Story of the Event as Told by the Ref-

eree in Days Gone By.

Six years ago on Tuesday the forerunner of

what has since been the most popular annual

racing event in American cycling history was

run under the management of E. D. Garden.

Cycling was then, by comparison with to-day,

an infant in swaddling clothes, and in was
largely for the purpose of interesting the pub-

lic in what was then considered a pastime for

dudes, that the race was run. The promotion

number of entries would seem a puny, insig-

nificant affair, at that time it was an unquali-

fied success, and all hands rejoiced with

exceeding great joy when it was announced,

WITH A FLOURISH OF TRUMPETS,

that forty-one men had sent in their names.

The fact is that Garden, though a new comer,

had attained enviable popularity in a remark-

ably short space of time, so that, directly the

subject of a road race was mentioned by him,

he found all hands ready to assist him in the

project. It. is very doubtful whether, at that

time, he had any idea that the event would,

within twelve months, be regarded as the

greatest affair of the kind in America. Yet so

it is, as easily proven by the results of sub-

sequent years' races.

Having once decided that a road race should

be held, Mr. Garden v.-ent to work with a will

to make She event popular among local club

men. He decided that none but members of

local clubs should be eligible to compete, and

fixed the entry fee at $1. Local firms

donated no less than twenty prizes, among
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SETTLED BEYOND A DOUBT.

Has Again

SIMOND
TO

"THE BEST IN

Read the Foil

Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

Gentlemen:-Iii reply to yours of the 8th would say, after careful comparative ex;

order for the season's supply with you for the following reasons: ist. Your samples

were 90 per cent, within one ten-thousandth of an inch of size, as against only 70 to 80 p.

We have no reason to regret our decision and think your balls, together with our groi

Respectfully, EMENTION THE REFEREE.
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t

A THIRD GREAT TEST

roven the

BALLS
3&

THE WORLD"
wing Letter:

Chicago, 111., May 18, 1893.

ination and tests of samples from all the principal manufacturers of balls, we placed our

ere round, as against only 70 to 80 per cent, of the other makes. 2nd. Your samples

:ent. in other makes. 3rd. The temper was found to be uniform and hard.

. tool steel ball races, make the best running bearing constructed.

by Cycle Co. C. F. Pease, Superintendent.
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them being no less than half a dozen wheels.

THERE WEKE THIRTY-FIVE ACTUAL STARTERS,

whose handicaps ranged from one to fifteen

minutes, Van Sicklen being at scratch. The
nearest man to him on the programme was
Ehlert, who declined to accept a start, and rode

from scratch also. The result proved that H.

R. Winship, who was allowed 8 min. 30 sec.

start, had been greatly underestimated, for he

not only won the race, but carried off the

medal for the best time, also. Ehlert finished

twentieth in 1 hr. 8 min. 30 sec. Van Sicklen

did not finish. The race was voted a magnifi-

cent success.

Great as it was, however, it was doomed to

be completely overshadowed by the race of

1888. This time the prize list was about the

same, but the entries and starters were more
than doubled. When the eastern papers heard

that eighty-six men had entered, they smiled

pityingly on our ignorance and told us it was
not possible to start such a crowd successfully.

But they were mistaken.

come to be looked upon as a matter of course,

so that no one was particularly surprised when
the list for 1890 was found to contain 180

names. Up to this time the handicapping had

been done by a committee of one or more mem-
bers from each important c'ub represented in

the race. This, for obvious reasons, was not

found a success. At a mass meeting of riders

it was decided to have the handicapping done

by one man, and the choice fell on S. A.

Miles, of the Referee. The limit remained at

twelve minutes.

AGAIN A "DARK HORSE" WON,

and it is estimated that 7,000 people saw Char-

ley Knisely, of the Illinois, roll into Pullman

nearly a minute ahead of his nearest competi-

tor. His start was ten minutes, and his time

1 hr. 1 min. 26 sec. Seventy-five men were

timed, and of these Lumsden again took the

time prize, in 57:38. George Thome's time

was exactly one minute slower, and Bert

Myers, Peoria's 2:13 phenomenon, iv.de i.i

THE LIMIT MEN AWAY.

SEVENTY-ONE MEN CAME TO THE MARK,

and all got away without a mishap of any con-

sequence, and when all had gone, Rhodes, then

a professional, started to beat the best time

made by the amateurs. Again the handicap-

pers were fooled, this time by Lumsden, who
afterward proved the fastest man in the west.

The time medal was again won by Winship,

who beat Van Sicklen's time but a few seconds.

The following year, 1889, brought about an-

other tremendous increase, the number reach-

ing 123. The avenue, too, was thronged by a

greater crowd than ever before, . despite the

fact that the weather was at its worst. Sixty-

seven riders braved the elements, Lumsden,
Van Sicklen and Andrae being at scratch. As
usual, the winner turned up in a "dark horse"

—a north-sider this time—Frank Bodack, of

the ^olus, who was given eleven minutes and
won easily.

LUMSDEN WON THE TIME PRIZE.

By this time a large jump in the entries had

59:30. Thirty-one prizes were offered this

year.

This brings us down to the race of 1891. The
list this time bore 223 names. Again an un-

known man won—indeed, the majority of

prize winners were men who, up to that time,

had done nothing by which their abilities

could be gauged—proving conclusively that

with the limit placed at twelve minutes, and
men behind proportioned accordingly, it is

SIMPLY IMPOSSIBLE TO DO JUSTICE

to the faster men. Nothing could show this

more conclusively than the fact that the first

of the scratch men, though he made the fast-

est time on record over the course, could get

no better than seventieth place. The race was
won by R. M. Barwise, of the Chicagos, in 56

min., while Van Sicklen made the best time,

50:17, Merrill being one-fifth of a second be-

hind him.

The race of 1892 is still fresh in the memory
of many riders. For the first time in its his-

tory the race was won by a man behind the

8:00 mark, J. B. Woolas, with 6 min., being

the lucky man. The entry showed a large in-

STARTER C'ONKLING.

crease over that of '91, for 10 less than 387

names were tumed.over to the handicapper.

Though the limit was, nominally, the same as

before, it was really reduced, inasmuch as

only one man—and a certain absentee— fig-

ured above nine minutes. For the second

time the Illinois Central road deposited its

thousands cf passengers at Pullman a few
moments after the winner had crossed the

tape. In every other respect, however, the

race was a complete success. Tens of thou-

sands of spectators blocked the roadway for

many blocks. The time prize fell, for the

third time, to H. R. Winship, winner of the

first race, and a most popular win it was, al-

though assisted, doubtless, by the numerous
mishaps which befel other riders,

-x -x- *

WINNERS OF THE RACE.

Men Who Have Captured First Position and

the Time Prize.

To H. R. Winship belongs notonly the honor

of having won the first Pullman, but of hav-

ing thrice captured the time prize, a feat

which, perhaps, entitles him to the title we
once heard bestowed upon him, "King of the

Pullman." "Win," as his associates call him,

was, at the time of his first success, a member
of the Owls, afterward the Fort Dearborns,

now part and parcel of the Chicagos. The de-

monstration of his ability at that time has

been repeated so often since that he is known

A. E. LUMSDEN.

in all parts of the country as a speedy rider.

Of late yearsVWinship has been allied to the
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THE CROWD 'AT THE START.

THE SCRATCH MEM.
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Englewood club, under whose colors he won

the time prize last year. This year he did not

enter, finding the task of supplying refresh-

r. H. WIN: HIP, "Kiugol the Pullman."

meuts to world's fair visitors sufficient to oc

cupy all his waking moments.

Next tf Wiuship came Lumsden, in 1888 a

"gieen" hand, to-day, one of America's best.

It took eleven minutes start to enable him to

win, but the following season, and the one

after that also, he walked off with the time

prize. Lumsden represented the Fort Dear-

borns, and was one of Garden's "discoveries.','

The eleven-minute row also furnished the '8!)

winner in Frank Bodach, of the iEolus club.

Frank has never been speedy enough to cap

ture the time prize, but he has, nevertheless,

ridden many good races, on road and path

since. Charley Knisley came next. He, as-

sisted by one or two "knowing" club-mates,

secured ten minutes' start and won almost as

he pleased. Knisley is a man with lots of

ability but lackirjg opportunity or energy

—

perhaps both—to develop it. He has repeat-

edly proved himself possessed of speed and en
:

durance, but in only one instance has he cap-

tured an important event since.

The Chicago C. C. furnished the winner in

'91 in R. M. Barwise, a ten-minute man of un-

suspected ability. He has raced a little, but

without much success, since, preferring to de-

vote his time and attention to business. The

same remark applies to last year's winner, J.

B. Woollas, of the Lake Views. He was a six-

minute man, this being the shortest mark by

2 min. 30 sec. from which the race has ever

been won. Woollas is now a resident of Peoria

and has few opportunities to get into the con-

dition le paired for a long race.

K. II. BARWISE.

In 1891 the time prize was won by Van
Sicklen in the fastest time on record in a race.

The times made heretofore must not be com-

pared with that of this year, on account of the

added distance of about two and one third

miles.

The following table shows the

WINNERS OF THE RACE:

Name. Club. H-d'p. Time.

1887 H. R. Winship Owl C. C 8:30 1:03:55

1888 A. E. Lumsden Ft. Dearborn 11:00 54:47

1889 F. Bodach .Eolus 11:00 1:00:13

1890 C. T. Knisely Illinois 10:00 1:01:86

1891 R. M. Barwise Chicago 10:00 C6:00

1892 J. B. Woolas Lake View 5:00 53:40

1893 M. Nelson Columbia 6:00 55:14

WINNERS OF THE TIME PRIZE:

1887 H. R. Winship Owl C. C 1:02:55

1888 H. R. Winship Ft. Dearborn 53:20

1889 A. E Lumsden Chicago 56:45

1890 A. E. Lumsden Chicago 50:38

1891 N. H. Van Sicklen Chicago 50:17

1893 H. R. Winship Englewood 51:28

1893 M. Nessel Columbia 55:17

Some Glaring Inaccuracies.

Four protests have been filed with the ref-

eree and will be decided this (Friday) evening.

A. D. Herriman, of the Illinois club, says he
finished between the twenty-fifth and thirtieth

man, and not forty-two as the judges say.

Salesbury, of the Minnettes, claims a place

under the fiftieth man, but is not credited with

having finished at all. Starr, of the Glencoes,

says he finished in the seventies. J. I. Bran-

denburg, of the Chicagos, is credited with
sixty-third place. At South Chicago he was
No. 32, at the sand hill No. 30 (as reported by
two number-takers stationed a hundred feet

apart), a hundred feet from the tape he was
twenty-nintli according to several friends, and
Mr. Randall, one of the judges, says he called

No. 140 (his number) for twenty -eighth place.

The other ju.lges gave No. 40 twenty-eighth

place and Randall gave in. H. F. Branden-
burg, who is given sixty-fifth place, remem-
bers when his brother passed him on South
Chicago avenue, so that he could not have
been as far back as No. 65. It is quite certain

that Branderburg is entitled to twenty-eighth

or twenty-ninth place.

A. V. Jackson was fourteenth at the sand
hill, but only forty-fifth at the finish. Not
having a break-down it does not seem probable

that thirty men could pass him in that dis-

tance.

Where the Prizes Went.

Table showing entri?s made and prizes won
by leading clubs :

—

.
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Club. 87

11

HH

29

S'.l

31

an

44

91

40

92

67

93

29

o
H

251

87

li

88

6

89

6

90

9

91

6

92

2

93

6

O

Illinois 44

Chicago 13 9 29 40 38 44 32 205 3 3 8 5 3 3 25

Lincoln 18 18 51 29 35 o j 173 5 4 4 5 3 8 29

Columbia. . . . 17 45 41 1 8 5 14

.Eolus u in 10 i; 20 12 64 2 2 1 1 1 7

Cook County. 19 29 29 77 3 7 6 16

Englewood .

.

1 5 9 111 17 13 57 2 2 2 4 10

Lake View . - 2 in
1 t 26 51 1 1 4 8 9

Harding Punctured a Tire.

Kansas City, Mo. May 30.—On the Waldo
Park road, a perfectly smooth and straight

piece of macadam running south of the city

for five miles, the Kansas City Cyclists held

their first annual ten-mile handicap road race

on Decoration day. A liberal prize list, headed

by an Imperial wheel for first place and gold

medal for time prize, brought out twenty-nine

entries, including Bert Harding, R. M. B. Tidd,

G. E. Tivy and W. P. Grasper of St. Louis, H.

E. Harris of Fort Scott, O. S. Townsend and
W. Connors of Topeka and C. Kindervatter,

the local champion.

The race was a desperate one from start to

finish and the time considering the hills, very

good. W. P. Grasper, of St. Louis, started

from the two-minute mark, with G. E. Tivy

and N. T. Haynes. Grasper soon broke away
from them and rapidly overhauled the men
ahead, winning the race in 30 min. 30 sec. H.

Wood, 4 min. 30 sec. start, captured second

place, a few seconds ahead of Brunner, Hall

and Rebenschied, who came across the tape in

the order named, very close together.

The chief interest in the race centered in the

struggle between Bert Harding and Charles

Kindervatter for time prize. The two men
rode close together for eight miles, when
Harding's tire punctured. He mounted an-

other wheel, but the time lost put him out of

the race. Kindervatter finished tenth in the

excellent time of 30 min. 21 sec. Below is

given the handicap and time of the first ten:

Position. Name. Start. Time.

1 W. P. Grasper, St. Louis 2:00 30:30

2 H.Wopd.K. C 4:30 33:01

3 A. L. Brunner, K. C 3:30 32:10

4 E.S.Hall,K. C 3:30 32:12

5 C. Rebencheid, K. C 3:30 32:16

6 E. P. Moriarlty, K. C 4:30 34:12

7 B. C. Howard, K. C 3:30 33:19

8 V. T. Haynes, K. C 2:00 31:51

J. B. WOOLAS.

9 C. Henderson, K. C 7:00 31:47

10 C. Kindervatter, K. C Scratch 30:21

The Fargo (N. D.) Wheelmen have just

elected a minister, Rev. A. L. Van Horn, presi-

dent of the organization.
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IRVINGTON-MILBURN RACE.

Won by Carl Von Lengerke—Charley Murphy
Winner of the Time Prize.

(Special telegram to the Referee.)

New York, May 30.—Six thousand people

witnessed the fifth annual race over the Irving-

ton-Milburn course to-day. The course was in

perfect condition for racing, the result being a

gran I turn out of starters and fast time. One
hundred and thirty-three men competed, and

of these C. H. Coffin, W. F. and C. M. Murphy,

E. L. Blauvelt, H, Hall, Jr., F. J. Titus, D.

McLean, A. Johnson, John Bensinger, Fred

Hawley, W. H. Wells and Frank Waller rode

inside of Hoyland Smith's record of 1 hr. 17

min. 11 sec.

The race was remarkably free from acci-

dents, but a smash-up toward the end of the

race prevented Smith from showing promin-

ently. He finished in thirty-second place

in 1 hr. 17 min. 30 sec.

Charley Murphy was the hero of the day,

covering the distance in 1 hr. 15 min. 10 sec,

only two-fifths of a second ahead of Hall and
three-fifths ahead of his brother, W. F.

Waller and Wells both rode grandly but

Munger and Kluge, of whom great things

were expected were a disappointment.

Following is the order of the finish with the

net times:

" Name. H'd'p. Time.

1 Carl Von Lengerke, Newark. 7:00 1:18:31 1-2

2 C.H.Coffin, Newark... 3:30 1:16:37

3 F. N. Mosler, New York 6:00 1:18:55

4 E. F. Miller, Vineland, N. J., 6:00 1:18:55

5 A. H. Barnett, Elizabeth, N.J......7:00 1:19:57

6 A. Sturtzman, Brooklyn 5:00 1:18:15

C. M. Murphy, Brooklyn 2:00 1:15:10

8 E. L. Blauvelt, Newark 3:30 1:16:45

9 H. J. Hall, Jr., Philadelphia 2:00 1:15:10 2-5

10 W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn 2:00 1:15:10 3-5

' Chewing the Rag. 1

11 F. J. Titus, New York 3:30 1:17:05

12 D. McLean, Brooklyn 3:00 1:16:35

13 A. Johnson, Bridgeport 3:30 1:17:05

E. J. Willis, Elizabeth 6:00 1

J. Bensinger, Brooklyn 2:00 1

H. D. Bryan, New York 8:00 1

F. Hawley, Brooklyn 2:00 1

T. M. Davidson, New York 8:00 1

T. L. Walsh, Norwalk, Ct 4:00 1

F. J. McMahon, New York 8:00 1

L. Hoppee, Brooklyn 5:00 1

W. H. Wells, Brooklyn 1:00 1

F. Waller, Chicago 1:00 1

A. N. Laggren, Elizabeth 8:00 1

L. Geyler, Philadelphia 3:00 1

55

55

25

:00

:10

:20

35

35

35

35 :

45

45

GREAT IS VAN WAGONER.

The Veteran Makes a Record in the Martin Road

Race—The Winners.

Buffalo, May 30.—The clearest of blue

skies, a course in the pink of condition, but a

trifle dusty, and marred only by the strong

head winds on the return stretch, were the

conditions confronting the large field of com-
petitors to-day in the second annual Martin

twenty-five mile handicap road race. Great

is Van Wagoner! Not only did he finish

ninth in a field of 100 starters, but smashed the

world's competition road record for twenty-

five miles to smithereens on a carefully sur-

veyed course by riding the distance in 1:14:10.

Although Crooks did not secure a place he

captured the second time prize.

The heaviest scoring was made by the

Ramblers B. C. who hold the proud honor of

having their men second, third and fifth in

the race, and winning eight of the prizes out

of sixteen of their entries.

Thirty-three prizes and two time prizes were

given, and the interest awakened by the event

drew a crowd of 18,000 to 20,000 to the parade

grounds to see the start and finish. Promptly

a 3 o'clock the limit men started, and twelve

minutes later the scratch men, Van Wagoner,
Crooks and Dorntge, followed. The pace was
a hot one throughout, and the only serious

delay was encountered by the six and seven

minute men, who were stopped a few minutes

by a long freight train at a crossing.

Excitement ran high at the finish. The first

rider to make his appearance was W. R.

Blake of the Rovers B. C. of Tonawanda, a

nine-minute man, who was followed by Adolph
Goehler of the Ramblers of this city, with an

8:15Jhandicap, A. E Weinig of the same club

succeeding him, with a 10-minute mark.

The following is the order of finish and
actual times made of the thirty-three winners

of prizes.

Name. H'd'p. Time.

1 W. R. Blake, Rovers B. C, Tonawanda, 9:00 1:19:30

2 Adolph B. Goehler, Ramblers B. C... 8:15 1:19:00

3 A. E. Weinig, Ramblers B. C 10:00 1:21:15

4 John MeFarland, Buffalo A. C 6:00 1:19:10

5 W. F. Buse, Ramblers B. C 5:00 1:18:10 1-4

After the Race is Over.

6 John Penseyres, Columbia B. C 10:00 1:23:32

7 Ed F. Leonhardt, Columbia B. C 8:00 1:21:41

8 H. P. Tasler, Fredonia A. C 9:00 1:22:47

9 W. Van Wagoner, SpringBeld B. C Scr. 1:14:10

10 L. A. Callahan, Prese C. C 7:00 1:21:19

11 F. A. Foell, Press C. C 7:00 1:21:19

12 J. F. Deeks, Toronto, W. B. C 5:00 1:21:19

13 W. A. Lutz, Columbia B. C 7:10 1:21:19

14 C. A. Slikeo, Comrades B. C 8:15 1:22:35

15 W. O. Stark, Ramblers B. C 9:00 1:23:38

16 E. A. Weller, Ramblers B. C 8:15 1:22:54

17 L. A. Noeller, Press C. C 10:00 1:24:40

18 W. L. Steimal, Ramblers B. C 7:30 1:22:20

19 Paul Nelson, Pittsburg, Pa 8:15 1:23:15

20 Carl Fuhrman, Ramblers B. C 11:00 1:26:10

21 E. R. Davis, Buffalo A. C: 8:15 1 :23:27

22 L. D. Roberts, A. C. C, Toronto 4:00 1:19:14

23 B.Cleveland, R. B. C, Tonawanda 6:00 1:21:15

24 C. Rings, Mohawk A. C 10:00 1:25:50

25 C. Laas, Comrades C. C 11:00 1:27:05

26 G. J. Schmidt, Comrades C. C 8:15 1:29:20

27 A. Cleveland, R. B. C. Tonawanda 8:00 1:24:15

28 T. Frietag, Comrades C. C 8:15 1:24:45

29 G. F. Englehart, Comrades C. C 7:00 1:24:00

•30 G. G. Buse, Ramblers B. C 7:00 1:24:08

31 Gus Nowka, 74th Reg't. A. A 11:00 1:24:08

32 C. H. Callahan, Press C. C 1:00 1:18:10

33 W. Hyslop, Toronto B. C 1:15 1:18:48

Austin T. Crooks, who won second time

prize in 1:18:05, finished in 39th place. About
seventy-five finished out of 100 starters. C. W.
Dorntge punctured his tire after riding a mile.

CLEVELAND ROAD RACE.

Record for the Course Broken—Merrills Wins
First Place.

Cleveland, O., May 31.—The annual road

race of the Cleveland Wheel Club to Wickliffe

and return was held yesterday. The number
of contestants was larger than in any race that

has been held in Cleveland, and the time was
the best in the past three years. There were

104 entries. The limit men were started at 8:45

and the scratch men at 9 o'clock. Collings

won the prize for the fastest ride to Wickliffe

as well as the first time prize, and in addition

to that he got a place among the first twenty-

five. Collings' time to Wickliffe was 42 min. 5

sec. Winton rode the same distance in 42:45

and French in 52:50. The following table shows

the result:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

1 C. G. Merrills, C. W. C 14 min. 1:16:35 3-4

2 D. Folson, Jr., C. W. C 15 " 1:18:20 3-4

3 J. A. Haas, Dayton 16 1:20:00

4 W. I. Crocker, W. B. C 17 " 1:2:30

«5 F. C. Chrndler, C. W. C 15 " 1:20:00
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F. H. Penniman, " 16 "
1:21:35

W.J.Miller, " 11
" 1:10:55

\V. F. Merryfleld, L. C. C 18
" 1:23:56

George W. Phyers, C. W. C 10 " 1:21:58

P. H. Spicer, Akron 15
•'

1:21:00

W. C. Barnhart, Canton 14
"

1:28:00 1-4

B. A. Groch, Sandusky 14
"

1:20:09 1-4

W. F. Kirn, Akron 14 " 1:20:34

A. B. Ellis, Oberlin 1G " 1:22:25

M. R. Wood, Elyria 11
" 1:17:27

D. J. Robinson, C. W. C 18
"

1:24:32

A. Gregg, Oberlin 15
'

1:21:37

George D. Comstook 14 " 1:20:44

L. C. JohDson, L. C. C 8
"

1:14:45

T. C. Collings, C. W. C 6
"

1:12:46

G. H. Ellithorpe, Catawba 10
" 1:16:48

Burt Brigden, C. W. C 10
"

1:16:51

Burt Cuddelbdch, Elyria 10
"

1:17:

R. Lidmueller, C. W. C 11
"

1:18:28

C. B. Brown, C. W. C 17 " 1:24:30

A SURPRISE IN DENVER.

1-2

An Unknown Wins the Time—Successful Race

—158 Starters.

[Special telegram to the Referee.]

Denver, Colo., May 30.— The Denver

Cyclists' Union conducted a twenty-five-mile

road race to-day. The event was favored by a

clear day, but the riders had to contend with a

strong head wind. The course was in good

condition. Of the 170 entries no less than 153

started. The special train, from which a great

portion of the race could be seen, was crowded

to the roof with spectators and the D. C. W.
cleared a handsome sum. The first prize was

a piano valued at $750.

The handicapping was good. Result:

1 H R. Renshaw, Denver 12:00

2 U. M. Turk, Denver 10:30

3 W. S. Daniels, Laramie 4: i5

4 W. W. Hamilton, Pueblo 1:00

5 Albert Banks, Denver 8:30

6 C. W. DeKay, l.aramie 4:45

7 J. B. Park, Denver 5:00

8 O. E. Boles, Denver Scratch

9 J. H. Armstrong, Denver 9:30

10 Austin Banks, Denver 3: 15

11 G. M. Welsh, Denver 7:45

12 H. Salmoo, Denver 8:00

13 James Collier, Denver Scratch

14 E. R. Pynchon, Denver 1:30

15 C. M. Cable, Denver 12:15

The winner's time was 1 hr. 30 min. 50 sec.

The winner of the time prize was VV. W. Ham-
ilton, Laramie, Wyo. , who covered the course

in tl.e excellent time of 1 hr. 21 min. 35 sec.

He was parctically unknown, and his defeat of

such men as Boles, Gerwing and Collier was a

great surprise. Boles' time was 1 hr. 23 min.

54 sec, the second-best in the race. Renshaw
rod'1 a Sterling.

* * *

ALL STA TE RECORDS BROKEN.

Good Racing and Fast Times Before an Im-

mense Attendance at Winona.

(Special telegram to the Referee.)

Winona, Minn., May 30.—The race held

to-day on the grounds of the Cycle Track As-

sociation were run in glorious weather and
before an immense crowd of enthusiastic

people. The grand stand was packed and the

oval lined with fashionable turn-outs of every

description.

The honors fell to Otto Neuman, a member
of the local club, and B. B. Bird, of St. Paul.

The track, although five laps to a mile, is

very fast, and a mile has been made on it in

2 min. 20 sec. In a handicap event run last

fall upon it, Johnson made a mile in 2 min. 36

sec.

All the state records were broken to-day.

The annual road race from Winona to Min-
nesota City and return was won by H. Hatch,

of St. Paul in 36 min. 30 sec. The track races

resulted as follows:

One-mile novice—H. P. Davidson, St. Paul, 1 ; N. Slef-

fers, Winona, 2; time. 3:00

Half-mile, 2:40 class.—Otto Neuman, Winona, 1; B.

Bird, St. Paul. 2; time, 1:12 1-f

.

One-mile, 3:00 class—B. Bird, St. Paul, 1; T. Bird, St.

Paul, 2; time, 2:35 2-5.

Half-mile, 2:40 class—second heat—Neuman 1; A. W.
Harrison, St. Paul, 2; time, 1:13 5-5.

One-mile, 3:20 class—J. A. Blaurock, Winona, 1; M.
Bender, Winona, 2; timp, 2:47 1-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—O. Neuman, 1; A. W. Harrison, 2;

time 2:43.

Five-miles, open—B. Bird, 1 ; A. W. HarKson, 2; time,

14:14.
* * *

DIMON'S DARLINGS DEFEATED.

Wilmington Wins the Team Race— Clover

Cyclers on a Scorch—Notes.

Philadelphia, May 29.—The team road

race between the Wilmington Wheel Club and
the South End Wheelmen came off Saturday,

over a course nineteen miles long, from Wil-

mington, Del., to Darby, Pa. This event was
the outcome of an attempt made to get on a

race between All-Philadelphia and All-Wil-

mington. This having fallen through Captain
Dimon, of the South Euds, thought that his

boys could do the trick themselves, and accord-

ingly challenged the Wilmingtonians to a race

between teams of five men. "Dimon's Dar-

lings" weren't ill it. The Wilmington boys

drew away from the South Ends from the

start and finished easy winners, four of iheir

five men crossing the tape abreast in 1 hr. G

min. The teams were sent off at 3:33, and
finished as follows, the score by points being

thi.ty-eight to seventeen in the Wilmington's
favor:

WILMINGTON WHEEL CLUB.

Name. Finished at Points.

1 Merrihew - 4:39:24 10

£ Elliott 4:39:24 9

3 Booth... ,4:39:24 8

4 Pyle 4:39:24 7

7 Wenzell 4:44:00 4

Total :«

SOUTH END WHEELMEN.
' Name. Finished at P.ints.

5 Marriott 4: V :C0

6 Courtney 4:42:22 5

S Dampman 4:44:35 3

9 Paradise 4:15:42 2

10 Wilson 4:4t':14 1

Total 17

CLOVER CYCLERS' FIVE-MILE ROAD RACE.

The five-mile road race of the Clover Cyclers

was run off last Saturday afternoon over the

Bryn Mawr-Bala course. M. E. Welch (scratch)

won—time, 15:33. A. Rau (2 min.) was second;

I. R. Davis (scratch) third; A. G. Funston
(scratch) fourth; F. R. Phillips (25 sec.) fifth.

* * *

ANOTHER HERRICK IN THE FIELD.

He Wins the Detriot Road Race and Beats a

Record.

Detriot, Mich., May 27.—F. H. Herrick is a
hero among wheelmen. To-diy, riding from
scratch in the Detriot Wheelmen's twenty-five

mile road race, he lowered the record. He did

not win the race, being called on to give starts

up to eight minutes, but he beat the sup-
posedly invincible Hurlburt nearly half a mile.

The latter, however, rode a good race and a
mishap to his wheel aided to defeat him.
Thousands of people saw the race. Rands

was entered but ('id not start. The race was
won by Fred Werner, an eight-minute handi-

cap man, the first twelve men finishing as

shown below:

Position. Name. H'c'p. Time.
1 Fred Werner 8:00 1:10:41

2 W.J. Helson 7:00 1:18:04

3 John Sehaeffer 6:30 1:17:>'6

4 Theo.Osius 5:30 1:16:44

5 John Fry 3:00 1:16:43

6 W. H. Mahs 2:30 1:16:23

7 C.W.Olson 2:30 1-16:29

8 F. H. Herrick Scratch 1:14

9 C. S. Mosier 1:30 1:15: '3

10 T.A.Taylor.; 4:00 1:18:10

11 E. C. Bloeden 2:30 1:16:42

12 Charles Hoff 6:30 1:20:47

The prizes were numerous ant? included a

diamond medal, four bicycles and about twenty

minor articles.

The Poorman Road Race.

After the Pullman the attention of road

racers turns to the Poorman road race at Cin-

cinnati. The course is from Hamilton to Ches-

ter Park, Cincinnati, about eighteen miles long,

over a good turnpike, with very few hills.

This is the fourth year of holding the race, and
a large list of entries is expected. The prize

list is unusually large. The time medal, a cut

of which we give, is elegant in design and set

with diamonds. It weighs 2 3-4 ounces and
cost $157. Last year W. C. Rands of Detroit

made the remarkably fast time of 51:32. The
two preceding year? N. H. Van Sicklen of

Chicago carried off the time medal. Entry
blanks of J. E Poorman, Cincinnati, O. Six

bicycles as well as a number of minor prizes

are offered.
* -X *

Their Final Contest.

New Orleans, May 27.—The third and final

race for the Prial cup was run to-day, with the

following results:

J. M. Sherwood, 3 min., 1, time, 18:28; Peter Casse,

scratch, 2, time, 15:28 2-5; L. Trouard, 1:10, 3, time 16:52;

A. Dakin, 2:30, 4, no time taken.

The three other entries failed t^ start. The
time was good for the condition of the road.

Rambler.
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The Manchester Cycle Manufacturing Co., Ltd., England,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

BMLSIZM AND IRWMLL BICYCLES.
The Beautiful

Be/size Bicycle

Model B— 1893 Pattern.

Specification: Patent cold-drawn,

weldless steel tube frame, of special

light gauge; our patent wheels, 28

and 30-inch; ball bearing throughout,

including pedals; enameled black,

and bright parts plated. Dunlop De-

tachable '93 Tires.

Road Raeer, Roadster,
Weight, 27 1-2 lbs. Weight, 30 lbs.

PRICE, with Dunlop 1893 De-

: tachable Pneumatic Tires, $150.

Send for Catalogue.

SOLE U. S. AGENT, MASONIC TEMPLE,
CHICAGO ILL.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
Albert W. Moore,
Tudor Must Be a Wonder.

Cincinnati, May 30.—Owing to the bad
condition of the pike between Chester Park
and Carthage, the course of the Hanauer road

race had to be changed, and was run to-day

from Carthage to Springdale and return,

twelve and one-half miles. The road was
heavy, owing to recent rains.

The following club teams started: E. L.

Mattingly, G. B. Miles and E. H. Adams of

the Comet Wheel Club, Cincinnati; Charles

E. Tudor. Charles H. Roth and H. E. Ander-

son, of the Crescent Wheelmen, Cincinnati;

William Robertson, Charles W. Paver and
William A. Smith, of the North Side Club,

Cincinnati; E. H. Croninger, J. B. Newton
and Thomas M. Walsh, of the Kenton Wheel
Club, Covington.

Only the following riders finished, the others

dropping out from various causes, principally

the result of the bad roads: Tudor, Crescents,

first, 42:19 3-5; Roth, Crescents, second, 42:21;

Smith, North Side, third, 43:45; H. E. Ander-
son, Crescents, fourth, 44:15; Robertson, North

Side, fifth, 50:00.

The Crescent Wheelmen therefore win the

team trophy, which is to be contested for an-

nually on Decoration day, while Tudor and
Roth get the first and second prizes, respect-

ively. Tudor was formerly a Chicago rider

and has raced in that city.

Didn't Break Record.

Detroit, Mich., May 30.—In the races of the

Diamond Wheelmen, at the Highland Park
track, E. C. Johnson, of Cleveland, won the

half-mile handicap event. He was the only

scratch man and made the half mile in 1:10.

Then he tried to break the quarter-mile record

of 31 1 5 sec , but his time was 32 2-5 sec. He
took part in only one contest. Thomas Mc-

Cooper and Walter Strubel, Detroit, each won
three races and were tied for the club's dia-

mond championship medal. They ran an ex-

tra quarter mile to decide the matter, and
Strubel won. Time, 34 3-5 sec.

The Asbury Park Meet.

Asbury Park, N. J., May 30.—There was a

good attendance at the Asbury Park Wheel-
men's spring meet. The weather was good

and the track in splendid condition. The re-

sults were as follows:

One mile, novice—M. P. Haviland, R. B.C., 1;M. H.

Foster, A. P. W., 2; H. E. Barber, Philadelphia, 3; time,

2:56 3-4.

One-mile, handicap—H. A. Allen, 50 yards, 1; G. B.

Waters, K. C. W., 30 yards, 2; H. B. Martin, A. P. W„ 30

yards, 3; time, 2:26 5 5.

Two-mile, handicap—H. A. Allen, Point Pieasant, 80

yards, 1; F. Freck, R. B. C, 40 yards, 2; A. R. White, F.

C, 120 yards, 3; time, 5:28 2-5.

One-mile, open—G. B. Waters. K. C. W., 1; F. Freck, 2;

B. S. Bedle, A. B. C, 3; time, 2:46 1-5.

One-mile, open—H. P. Martin, A. P. W., 1; M. P. Havi

land, 2; L. Cubberly, 3; time, 2:52.

One-mile, consolation—L. Cubberly, 1 ; A. Steinbach, 2;

D. H. McFarland, 3; time, 2:52 2-5.

At Brunswick, Ga.

Brunswick, Ga., May 30.—The races at

Cumberland Island were attended by hundreds

of people and much interest was manifested.

The quarter-mile, open, was run in four heats,

Cook winning in 35 1-2 sec. Adams won the

mile open in 3:07 and also the two-mile handi-

cap; time, 6:20.

Small Decoration Day Meets.

Independence, Mich. — The championship

for the upper peninsula one-mile was won by

William Wills. In a five-mile race against a

broncho Wills failed to score, as his friends

had hoped.

Clinton, la.—There were ten starters in the

twenty-mile road race from De Witt to Clin-

ton. S. Lowell won the race in 1 hr. 26 min ,

and five others finished inside 1 hr. 45 min.

The road was rough and dangerous.

Neenah, Wis.—The Oshkosh-Nebraska road

race, fourteen miles, was won by Charles Bar-

rett in 54 min. 50 sec. ; E. Eldridge second, in

55 min. 15 sec, and A. W. Anderson third, in

56 min. 48 sec.

Youngstown, O.— A fourteen-mile road

race at Youngstown had thirty -one starters.

Ray Chamberlain was first, Victor Rees

second, George Phelps (colored) third. Cham-
berlain's time was 50 min.

Newburg (Cleveland), O.—A number of in-

teresting bicycle events took place Tuesday on

the new track of the Newbury Athletic Com-
pany. The results follow:

One-mile, novice—George Meyers, 1 ; William Day, 2

time, 2:57.

Halt-mile, boys—Charles Thompson, 1 , Charles Day, 2

John Osgill, 3; time, 1:25.

One-mile, handicap—Charles Thompscn, 75 yards, 1

Charles Day, 150 yards, 2; Edward James, 200 yards, 3.

Alabama Division Meet.

Birmingham, Ala., May 27.—The Alabama
wheelmen are much interested in the bicycle

and athletic tournament to take place in this

city at the fair grounds June 13 and 14 next.

Well they might be; the list of prizes is as long

as a man's arm, and some are very handsome.

The meet of the Alabama division will take

place June 12 at the rooms of the Birmingham
Cycle Club. On the same day at 4 p. m. there

will be an open road race of fifteen miles. The
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A CONUNDRUM
WHEN IS A BICYCLE NOT A TOURIST?

"WTTEI^" it breaks down.

~^V"T—TT0~N" a cone wears out.

^yV"HI1j!N~ t^le cna in rides the sprocket.

WTTTTnT^ the wheels don't track.

"WT-TTnTsJ" the tires leak.

W"T-TTHj^^ you can't ride further and longer and with less fatigue

than upon any other Bicycle.

"\\r"PTTrilSJ" it is not finished better than any other Bicycle you

meet.

~V^7" T-TTH ~N~ you have any cause for complaint whatever.

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Co.

308-3 10W. 59th St., - NEW YORK.

FACTORY, Colt's West Armory, Hartford, Conn.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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programme includes the following bicycle

events: Mile, novice; quarter-mile, division

championship; half-mile, boys'; two-mile, divi-

sion championship; five-mile, open; half-mile,

division championship; two-mile, team race;

one-mile, club championship; mile, boys; two-

mile open ; mile, division members of a month's

standing; five mile, division championship;

mile, open; half-mile, club championship; con-

solation race.

NOTES OF ALL KINDS.

Apropos of the recent Wilmington-South

End team race, O. S. Bunnell, president of the

Park Avenue Wheelmen, who was referee,

stated that although the Wilmington men
were almost invincible on the road, he felt

certain that P. A. W. could put a team of five

on the track which could ride the socks off

any quintet that the Wilmingtonians could

select, and, to show that he meant business,

offered to hang up five handsome prizes for a
team race on Tioga track on the occasion of

the P. A. W. race meet on June 17.

The Century "Wheelmen are going to Newark
on June 9 on a special train of vestibule sleep-

ing cars, and will sleep on the train in prefer-

ence to going to any of the hotels for which
Newark is (ira)famous.

The P. A. W. has such a plethora of prizes

for its race meet on June 17 that a couple of

races have been added to the already lengthy

programme, in order to dispose of the plunder.

If not too great a strain on the finances of

the club. Billy Taxis will ride for the Park
Avenue Wheelmen this season.

The disqualification of W. D. Osgood at the

intercollegiate games last Saturday undoubt-
edly deprived the University of Pennsylvania
of a sure first in the two-mile bicycle race, as

he is at least twenty seconds better than any of

the entries of the other colleges.

The oft-quoted Bunnell, whose prediction at

the Century's banquet in 1892 of a mile in 2:10

was pooh-poohed, has again spoken. This time it

is 2:05 3-5 in competition and 1:55 2-5 in time
trial. Notice is hereby given to all the cracks

to turn in and help "Bunny" uphold his reputa-

tion as a prognosticator even to the fraction of

a second.

A Self-Explanatory Letter.

Chicago, May 29.—F. W. Gerould, Chief

Consul 111. Div., L. A. W.—Dear Sir:—In the

case of George H. Beckerman, No. 46,041, I

beg leave to report that on complaint of Beck-
erman I caused the arrest of James Grimes, a
driver for city water department, wagon No. 3

which ran down Beckerman while riding on
West Division street, this city, and on the 23rd

inst. secured the conviction of Grimes for

assault and battery before Justice E. T. Glen-

non, who fined him $25 and costs. Respect-

fully yours, Chas. R. Francis,

Division Attorney.

Relay Ride In Wisconsin.

Fond du Lac, Wis., May 30.—At 12:43 p. m.
a message per bicycle relay reached this city

from Green Bay. It had been 4 hours and 43

minutes on the road, and was directed to

Mayor Maylam by Major Elmore. The dis-

tance is seventy-three miles.

The Winnebago Wheelmen took the pouch
at a point five miles north of Vandyne, and
the distance to Vandyne was covered by W.
C. Reinig and O. J. Kremer in 1

sixteen min-
utes. From Vandyne to Carberry's Corners
five miles were covered by Carl Wagner and

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved DrawbencJi for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS, CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.
SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - Nile Foundry,
Established 60 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENQ.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW

How to sell

Bicycles
ON THE

Installment

Plan

O

WITHOUT TYING UP YOUR
OWN CAPITAL? Then write

us for our Easy-Payment Circular.

THORSEN & CASSADY COMPANY,
6o WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

f Warwick

.

I Remington.
Sole Agents -j Lovell Diamond

and.
Western Wh< el Works.

.

. BICYCLES
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For Sale.

A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would sell

complete or parts.

MIDWINTER,
CUMBERLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
34t

WILLIAM HOEFLER

TRICK : RIDER.
PERMANENT ADDRESS,

GENEVA, 1ST. Y.

MENTION THE REFEREE. 3 13
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Ramblers Have Scored in Most
Important Road Races This Year.

-TIME-PRIZES-
IN THE A. A. C. 25-MILE ROAD RACE

At San Leandro, Cal., February 22.

THE COVERT 12-MILE ROAD RACE
At Lockport, New York, April 29.

THE RANKIN 25-MILE ROAD RACE
At Providence, R. I., April 29.

Also three out of the ten first firizes in the

FOREST PARK ROAD RACE
At St. Louis, Mo., May 20.

(Taking Second, Fifth and Tenth places, one Rambler rider doing the distance under record time.)

THE W. A. C. 10-MILE ROAD RACE
At Wilmington, Del., May 20 (First and Second Time Prizes.)

DETROIT WHEELMEN'S 25-MILE ROAD RACE
At Detroit, Mich., May 27, breaking World's Record in Competition.

THE GRAND RAPIDS 18-MILE ROAD RACE
At Grand Rapids, Mich., May 30; also First and Second Place Piizes.

THE ROME, N. Y., 20-MILE ROAD RACE
May 30, First Place and Time Prizes.

And at Alameda, Cal., May 30,

THE TWO MILE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
(First and Second Prizes), First Prize in both the One Mile scratch and One Mile handicap races, the

latter run in three heats, in which the One Mile Pacific Coast Record was twice broken.

Were Won on Ramblers.
ALSO THE W. A. C. io-MILE ROAD RACE

At Wilmington, Del., May 20.

THE ONE MILE OPEN EVENT
At St. Thomas, Ont, May 24.

AND THE LINSCOTT 25-MILE ROAD RACE TIME PRIZE
At Maiden, Mass., May 15, was won on G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES.

m~WHEN YOU RIDE WHY NOT RIDE A WINNER?

GORMULLY & JMFFBRY MFG, CO.,
Chieago. Boston. Washington. New York, Coventry, Enff.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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Harry Casswell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc.

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Louis Tusk in seventeen minutes, and from
that point to this city, a distance or five miles,

the pouch was brought by Louis Beyer, the

fast rider of Calumet Harbor, in sixteen min-

utes.

The message from Green Bay to Mayor
Maylam contained a friendly greeting, and
stated that the relay riders had demonstrated

the value and utility of the bicycle in the

transmission of messages when supplemented

with young American bone, muscle and grit.

» «

Seventeen Started at Grand Rapids.

Grand Rapids, Mich., May 30.—Seventeen
riders took part in the road race to Plainfield

and return today. The distance is about six-

teen miles. They finished in the following

order and times:

The order of the finish was as follows:

Name. "H"dp. Time.

1 Letts, Grand Rapids 4 min. 56:03

2 F. Richmond, Grand Rapids 3 " 55:10

3 Bellby, Detroit 5 " 57:20

4 Peltier, Ft. Wayne 3 " 56:12

5 Hulburt, Detroit 3 " 54:30

6 Casterline, Battle Creek 3 " 5':32

7
' Jones, Battle Creek 3 57:>5

8 Quinman, Saginaw 3 " 57:33

9 T. Richmond, Grand Rapids 3 " 58:12

10 Ikes, GraDd Rapids 6 " 61:14

1 .

More Riders for the Fair.

Ada, O., May 29.—Plans for an extended
trip to the world's fair are being made by the

wheelmen of this place, in connection with

those of the county and all who may wish to

join. It is expected to take about three days
and to start in the middle of August. * * *

A race for the championship of the town is to

take place soon. It is rumored that it will be

between the Victor and Cleveland riders.
* *

Racing Notes.

The Rochester (Minn.) C. C. is arranging a
meet for June 16.

The Wanderers club of Erie will give a road
race July 4, and has already secured a number
of good prizes.

B. J. Mather of Indianola, Neb., is endeav-
oring to arrange races in each judicial district

in that state. He is also trying to interest

Governor Furnas in the scheme.

Bicycle races will be held July 4 on the kite

track at Meadville, Pa. The chief event will

be the mile championship for northwestern
Pennsylvania. The counties open to enter

contestants are Erie, Crawford, Mercer, Ve-
rango and Warren.
The Orange County Wheelmen of Goshen,

Ind,, have arranged the following programme

for June 22: Half-mile, 1:30 class, Orange

County; mile, 3:10 class, Orange County, mile,

flying start; mile, Orange County; two-mile,

handicap, open; mile, Orange County champ-
ionship; two-mile, handicap, Orange County;

two-mile, lap, open.

The Texas division meet will be held July 3

and 4 at Waco, for which the following pro-

gramme has been arranged: Mile, novice;

half-mile, open; slow race, thirty yards; mile,

divis :on championship; half-mile, 1:30 class;

two-mile, handicap- half mile, novice; quarter-

mile, division championship; mile, 3:10 class;

mile, open; half-mile, division championship;

boys' race; five-mile, invitation; mile, consola-

tion.

The Louisvilie C. C. of Cleveland has de-

cided upon the following progrnmme for its

meet of June 17: One-mile, novice; quarter-

mile, open; half-mile, 1:20 class; half-mile,

open; eighth-mile, slow; one-mile-mile, L. C.

C. championship; one-mile, handicap; one-

mile, open; half-mile, ordinary; two-mile,

handicap; one-mile, 3:00 class; three-mile, lap.

A team race may also be put on the pro-

gramme. —. •

—

Zim Has Not Been Defeated.

The Raleigh Cycle Company writes that

Zimmerman has not been defeated since he left

for Europe, but has won a number of races.

On May 28, at Paris, within three hours after

landing from London, he won 5.000-metre and
1. 000-metre races at the Buffalo Velodrome,
defeating Vogt, who recently made new rec-

ords from two to ten miles at Heme Hill, Du-
Cros and Devril, the latter champion of

France.

Wanted,

An active business

partner to take half inter-

est in a Fine Bicycle

Manufacturing plant, with

established trade.

Splendid chance for

right man.

Don't write unless you

mean business and have

got the cash to back it up.

Address, A-i

Care the " Referee,"
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• • • The Great World • • -

Conquerors
were

NAPOLEON i

£Afft£#Q#.

EmpeMs.

In all events in which

they were entered in 1892,

the (Stttoio^ took first

laurels.

THE

"HIMRffllL'

The world's record for

fast trotting was made by

j Nancy Hanks in a sulky

The MAJORITY of

records in 1892 were made
y>

on
remit™ 1 wKit wmwv

Send for a catalogue.

AMES & FROST COJTPANY,
302 & 304 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

wheels
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The League Chainless Safety

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

No Chains and Sprockets to drag and soil

the clothing.

Our Bevel Gears are accurately adjusted

and run in oil, encased in neat Dust-proof

Aluminum Caps.

As our output for this season is limited,

prospective buyers will do well to book their

orders at once to ensure early delivery.

The League Cycle Co.,

30 Union Place,

HARTFORD, CONN.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

TUBE MAKING EXTRAORDINARY.

Some of the Accomplishments of Ellwood Ivins

Described and Illustrated.

In a recent issue ws described the Shelby

Steel Tubing Company, the first maker of steel

tubing in America. This week we present a

photograph of Mr. Ellwood Ivins, a gentleman

who was recently presented with the "Gold

Medal of Honor" by the Massachusetts Me-
chanics' Association for his "wonderful

achievement in tube making."

The Elwood Ivins Tube Works, of which

Mr. Ivins is the head, makes tubing in all

metals and all sizes, from a diameter of two
inches down as small as the finest human hair.

The steel tubing is used largely for bicycles

and other purposes where great strength and
lightness are needed for boiler tubes, and ma-
chinists use it to great advantage; in brass,

copper and German silver for myriad of pur-

poses; aluminum tubing for chemical and all

purposes where great lightness is a considera-

tion; aluminum bronze for strength and non-

corrodibility and beauty of finish; gold, silver

and platinum for jewelers and kindred trades.

If there is one feature more marvellous than

another in this product it is the extreme accu-

SOMETHING NEW.

Every Bicycle rider should try a bos of EUREKA
BICYCLE POLISH. Makes enamel and nickel look like

new. Ask your dealer for it, or send 30 cents to

A. L. THOMA'S CYCLE EXCHANGE,
PIQUA, OHIO.

racy of the tubing. Mr. Ivins has, among
other specimens, a tube one and two hundred
and fifty-one and one-half one thousandths,

outside diameter, and having an internal diam-

eter of four hundred and eighty-three and
one-half one thousandths. When it is consid-

ered that the human eye can scarcely see the

one thousandth part of an inch, the remark-

able accuracy of the tubing is more appreci-

ated and understood. Even the little tubes, or

possibly we had better call them hollow wires,

are wonderfully accurate. The scope and
wonder of this achievement is augmented
when we consider that even the most opposite

of metals are worked into this wonderful tub-

THE ALDRICH

Bicycle Cape
For the Rider that gets

caught in the storm.

01 hd

y? i-t

-^

do
*

h^^i^^s *

A.SK YOUR DEA.ZJER FOR THEM.
Questions answered. Send postal for circular. Easily-

carried when not in use. Liberal discount to the trade.
For further particulars address

A. T. AL,DRICH,

342 PLEASANT ST., WORCESTER, MASS.

J\ F\lirric&r\e

is not "in it
11 when a cyclist uses

^. .Excelsior Cycle Oil.

It will not GUM. "Removes rust from Nickel, Enamel and
Steel Excellent for cleaning parts. Thousands of bot-

tles sold. Sample sent upon receipt of 15c. Kg^For sale

everywhere. Address

—

JEXCELSIOlt CHEMICAZ CO ,

'

Sandusky, Ohi>>.

THE OILINGR—Illustrated, humorous monthly. 50c
#

per annum. Sample copy free.

h;m/BICYCLE

'stands
*pS5

\ i hi lliiiiiiin

rf°5

Simple, Strong, Practical, Popular.
No. 1. Supports securely any wheel from center of

handle-bar. Price SI.00. —
So. 2. Supports securely any wheel oy spring grip

on front fork, or rear frame, either ^deCseacaO
«* PriceSl.00. The Spring Grip is covered by my

patents now pending.
No. 5. Shown in cot. Combines No. 1 and 2, and is

most complete and convenient. Does not mar
the finest finish. Just the stand for RIDERS.
Price SI. 25. No. 2 is the favorite with dealers.

Sold by all dealers or any Stand sent
prepaid to any address in U. S. on receipt
of $1.25. Accept no other. Lfberal dis-
count to trade only. Write for Catalogue.
m C. W. MUNSON,

Mention this Paper. ** Toledo, Z, r
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J. F. GUNTHER, THE WINNER, ON A

QUADRANT.

"M. Nelson receives first prize in the Pullman Road Race, but both

he and his friends will admit willingly that J. F. Gunther should bear

the honors. Nelson won on a fluke.

—

Sporting Oazette.

Gunther Rides a "QUADRANT."

"The race was in reality won by J. F. Gunther of the Lincoln Cycling

Club, an 8 minute man.. He lost by a fluke.

" About one hundred feet from where the finish tape was stretched is

a railroad track. There Stackpole, his trainer, stood, and as Gunther

came down the course leading Nelson by several lengths, the trainer

waived his hands and shouted. Gunther, supposing he had crossed the

tape, and that his trainer wanted him, dismounted. Before he realized

that the l'ace was not won Nelson passedhim. Then, without mounting,

he ran across the tape finishing second.

—

Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Gunther Sides a "QUADRANT."
" J. F. Gunther of the Lincoln Cycling Club should have been the

winner, as he was leading by fifty feet, but became confused and dis-

mounted before he crossed the tape. He endeavored to correct his mis-

take, but Nelson saw the chance and dashed across the line first."

—

Chicago Record.

Gunther Hides a "QUADRANT."
" How Gunther lost the race is the subject of a curious story. At the

Sand Hill, one and a half miles from Pullman, he was leading, and the

only man from whom he apprehended any danger was Sercombe, the

Milwaukee wheel manufacturer. Sercombe bent his pedal and Gunther

apparently had everything his own way. He was fifty yards in the lead

of Nelson when in sight of the tape, when he mistook the glistening

tracks of the railroad, which intersected the street on which the finish

was made, for the tape and slowed up and dismounted. From a

thousand throats came the cry to mount and speed on. It was too late,

however. The pause was fatal."—Chicago Tribune.

Gunther Rides a "QUADRANT."
" A stand had been erected opposite the finish, the west end of which

was about twenty yards from the tape. A crowd had collected at the

corner and among them was the trainer of the Lincoln club in a black

and yellow jersey. Gunther came rushing along and crossed the rail-

way tracks, the Lincoln men shouted, and Gunther, seeing his trainer,

mistook the signal and ran his wheel right into the crowd, thinking it

was the winning post."

—

Chicago Herald.

Gunther Rides a "QUADRANT."

"M. Nelson receives first prize in the Pullman road race, but both he

and his friends will admit willingly that J. F. Gunther should bear the

honors. Nelson won on a fluke. Gunther came down the stretch an

easy winner."

GUNTHER RIDES A "QUADRANT."
Every "Quadrant" entered finished in good shape and without accident.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Quadrant Cycle Company,
309 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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ing. The soft pure aluminum is worked as

readily as the highest carbon steel. That the

process, which, by the way, is strictly guarded,

is a new and most wonderful one, the tubing

shown, so adverse to all known methods of

making or duplicating in any way, is clearly

conclusive to mechanics and scientific men.
Mr. Ivins was born of American parents on

the 18th day of May, 1859. He is therefore

only about thirty-four years of age. From
early boyhood he was an ardent lover of me-
chanical arts; indeed, when he was but eigh-

teen years of age he took out his first patent,

since which time his patents are numbered by
three figures. This admiration for mechanism
rapidly ripened into a desire for the sciences

and higher arts, of which he is to-day well

learned. As he recently- said to the writer:

"One cannot, in my opinion, be a thorough

mechanic, or, indeed, anything else, with

success, till he has learned the whys and
wherefores; till he has, in a word, added sci-

ence to his arts." That Mr. Ivins has mastered

the art of tube making needs but a glance at

a few of his products to prove. If one had not

really seen these tubes it would be considered

an impossibility to produce them. Here's a

few of them:

Figure 1 shows a round tube made of steel,

perfectly cylindrical inside and outside, and
true and accurate from end to end to the one-

thousandth of an inch.

Figure 2 is a perfectly square hole, while

outside it is accurately round.

Figure 3 is a modification of figure 2 with a

diamond-shaped hole in place of a square one.

Figure 4 shows a corrugated outside with

smooth inside.

Figure 5 is the reproduction of the marvel-

lous corrugated inside and smooth outside.

Figure 6 is a square tube outside and round
hole.

Figure 7 is a flat tube.

Some time ago in order to prove beyond
doubt that his processes were not those used

by other tube

manufacturers,

but purely char-

acteristic and
original with
him, Mr. Ivins

produced a per-

f ectly-made
seamless tube, not only tapered from one end

,

but tapered from both ends. In other words
the tuoe was 1 inch in diameter at the centre

and gradually tapered down to 1-64 of an inch

at both ends The thickness of the metal at the

centre of the tube was No. 18 gauge, and at the

ends No. 38 gauge. Thus it will be seen that

the tube was tapered both from the inside as

well as outside This was conclusive evidence

that the tube could not have been made by the

ordinary methods of ball or mandrel drawing.

For if a ball or mandril bad been used, it could

never have been removed from the tube. In

figure 9 we show a small specimen of this tube.

It is necessarily reduced, in length to reproduce

it here. In figure 8 we have a small tube

made of high carbon steel of the extreme dia-

meter of 1-1000 of an inch, about the size of a

human hair. It is in a continuous length of

ARAH \/»/HFFI is frequently blamed when all trouble could have been avoided by oiling it

„.,*-*'»»-' VVI I L L L properly with a "PERFECT" ROCKET OII.ER. Regulates the supply
of oil to a nicety. Thoroughly tight. Neatest, cleanest and best oil can in the world

One-half
Actual
Size.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

Better

Than

Tool Bags.

Eg- We make holders in two sizes— one for the
1^* abxyve oiler and also a larger size to carry

K9™ your Pneumatic Pump. Easily attached to

E9~any wheel. No rattling. Handsomely
KIT" nickeled. Price, 25 Cents for either size.

Cushman & Denison,
173 NINTH ATE., NEW YORK.

The
it

ANDRAE."

JULIUS

Light Roadster^ 34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

ANDRAE CYCLE WORKS,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

HANDY
Luggage Carrier

Price, 81.00.

Handy, light, carry any
size package.

WALL & BOYERi\ T14 N. Broad St.; Philadelphia.

ATTENTION !

BICYCLE BEARINGS OF TOOL STEEL.
Cones and Bearings made of best tool steel

insure smooth running and little wear. We
make Bicycle Hubs, Cones, Cups, Ball Bearings,
Axles, Nuts, Steps, Nipples, Crank Key Pins,
and Oil Cups. \lso, Bicycle Roller Chain
with case-hardened roll; Coasters, Lamp
Biackets, Special Washers and all kinds of
machine screws, etc. Send sample or accurate
drawings of parts for estimates. We solicit

your business and have the best facilities for
doing your work. The New Britain Hard-
ware Manufg. Co. . New Britain. Conn. 9-eow
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And What do You Think of it Now?

THE FOWLER.
Time prizes in the greatest Road Races of the world won on Fowler Road

Wheel.

MARTIN NESSEL, a 19-year-old Novice,

wins the FIRST TIME PRIZE in the

Great Pullman Road Race,
on a Fowler Road Machine.

277 Starters. Defeating all the cracks of our western country—Githens, Lumsden, Bliss, Rhodes,

Barrett, Davis and a host of others, in the fastest time ever made over the course.

We have been advised

MR. CHAS. M. MURPHY, on a Road Wheel,

won Best Time in the Celebrated

Irvington-Milburn Road Race
Defeating the greatest riders of the east. |3^" J UST THINK.—Both East and West ! j|3g!? THE

FASTEST BICYCLES EVER BUILT.

By the way—Some more wins on THE FOWLER :—George Adams, of Jacksonville, Fla., won the

quarter-mile, open, and one-mile, open, at Brunswick, and also the three-mile state championship of Florida,

on a Fowler—Road Machine.

W. B. Savage, of Tabor, la., won the mile, open, at Tabor, on a Fowler Road Wheel.

We substantiate our claim to the FASTEST BICYCLE BUILT. You should ride one to be in it.

HILL CYCLE MFG. CO., - • CHICAGO, ILL.
MENTION THE REFEREE. 142, 144, 146 and 148 W. WASHINGTON ST.
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A Revolution in Bicycles.^.

ST. LODIS REFRIGERATOR AND WOODEN GDTTER CO,

Manufacturers of Bicycles.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Incorporated 1873. Capital stock, $500,000 00.

The last in the field to manufacture, we leap to the front in one bound. Having discovered a process for making aluminum, stronger and more
elastic than steel, we will, in the course of the next 60 days, offer to the public our

LU Ml NUM
high grade bicycles. There will be no brazed joints to give out. They will never tarnish and the frame will last a life time. Watch this space for further

particulars and secure agencies.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

175 feet, with a hole through its entire length.

This tube, like all others, is made -without

solder or weld; indeed it would be impossible to

do either soldering or welding on so small a

tube.

In recognition of the value of his successful

achievement, Mr. Ivins has four of the highest

medals of honor from scientific bodies and

mechanical associations, and as many more

diplomas, added to which is the gold medal of

honor from Boston.

The Ellwood Ivins Tube Works are located

in Philadelphia. The concern was formerly

the Spring Garden Metal Works, and has

offices in Chicago, Boston and New York.

WARWICK REDUCES PRICES.

A Small Sensation and the Cause— No Reason

for Alarm.

Springfield, Mass., May 30.—The announce-
ment is made that the Warwick company has

determined to dispose of its stock of wheels,

said to number 3,000, at prices ranging from

$85 to $95. There is considerable excitement

over the matter and trade men are unanimous
in denouncing the action.

It has also been learned that Mr. Rooid has

retired from the presidency and that new di-

rectors, assisted by Kennedy-Child, will carry

on the business.

The Warwick company will clear out its en-

tire stock before going back to a higher price.

The fact of having heavy obligations to meet
and the tightness of the money market are

given as the reason of the cut. Another reason

given is that defects have been discovered, par-

ticularly in the tires, which is doubtless near

the real cause.

No anxiety whatever is felt among Chicago

makers, who look upon the matter as they do

upon most auction sales—as a clearance of old

or inferior stock for the purpose of raising

needed cash. They regard the prices at which
the wheels are offered as remarkably low, but

say the prices of others will not be affected.

The Thorsen & Cassady Company is the

largest jobbers of Warwicks in America, and
controlls the entire west. Mr. Thorsen ac-

knowledged that the change in management
had resulted in prices being reduced to $90 and

$100 dollars f*.r the!* model A, their leading '93

wheel. He was surprised to think this news
had received so much publicity, and when
asked to give his opinion as to the effect on
other weeels, declined. He had no right, he

said, to blame the new management for the

move. They had a large stock of '93 wheels on
hand and their intention is to realize at once.

When asked if he thought that, when this

stock was cleared off, prices would go back to

the original he said decidedly, no. A wheel

reduced 33 or even 25 per cent could not be

placed on the market again at the former price.

. • » t

An Energetic Representative.

The accompanying picture is considered a

very good one of Mr. J. Friedenstein, vice-

president of the Anglo-Amenean Iron & Metal

Company, of New York, a concern which has

worked its way to the front in a very short

space of time. Mr. Friederstein is well known
to the trade in this country and to manufac-

turers in England, several of whom his firm

represents. The Anglo-American company is

the sole United States agent for Perry & Co.'s

goods and carries none but the best English

and American parts, stampings, etc., and its

ability to supply large as well as small bicycle

manufactories has been tested frequently. Mr.

Friedenstein is popular, energetic and enter-

prising, and his efforts are ably seconded by
Mr. Brown, his partner.

Philadelphia Trade Notes.

The Ariel Manufacturing Company's repre-

sentative, E. H. Wilcox, was in town last

week.

J. T. Bailey & Co. have disposed of more
Raleighs and Relays than their original con-
tract with the makers called for during the
entire year.

Wanamaker's, in addition jo developing a
brisk trade in Atlantas, has established a repu-
tation for cycling sundries second to no other
firm in the city.

The Union Cycle Manufacturing Company
has maae quite a change dnring the past

week. Mr. Temple, who has been its Phila-

delphia manager since the Kirk Brown Com-
pany was bought out will go on the road
again, and W. J. Greer, who until recently

has been connected with John T. Bailey &
Company, will take his place. Assisted by
Charlie Measure, he will undoubtedly make
things lively around South Penn square, his

abilities as manager being fully appreciated bv
his host of friends in this city.

» i

Miscellaneous Trade Talk.

The Taylor Cycle Company's business in

Washington has been sold to a Mr. Smith.

Prince Wells, of Louisville, saw the Pull-

man, as did Mr. Poorman of Cincinnati. In-

cidentally they boomed their respective races.

The Shaw Cycle Company, of Baltimore,

has failed, with liabilities of $4,000. Charles

H. Hayden, 200 Lexington street, is the re-

ceiver; bonds $500! The failure was not much
of a surprise.

The Schulenberg Cycle Company, of Detroit,

is selliDg Dark Horses as fast it can get them
from the manufacturers. The wheel has be-

come very popular. It is made by the Derby
Cycle Company, of Chicago.

W. J. Grinyer, of the Coventry Machinists'

Company, Coventry, England, arrived in Chi-

cago Wednesday, too late to see the Pullman
race. A year ago he had that pleasure. In

conversation Mr. Grinyer stated that

the tfrade in England, up to the time of his

starting for America, had been excellent, and
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the "Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The WMtworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style
of the whole being solid and plain. The extibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes
—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the WMtworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the WMtworth No. 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs.; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the "Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth No. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs. ; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in weight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,
of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31
seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists
who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week. •

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Iinformation on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

Temporary Office, 114 5th Ave., NEW YORK. P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK.

Head Office and Factories, ' BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—26 in. wheels, speeded to 55 in.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and

oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 1-S in. wired cushion tires, - $1Jfl

Price, with pneumatic tires, as illustrated, ... 155

Average weight, as illuxtrated, less saddle and pedalx, 33 lbs.

(j?--""

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan

& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each of

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents. Send for our Catalogue.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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CAUSE » EFFECT
Is easily traceable, where success has been fully

established.

The great popularity of

PERM'S PEN STEEL BUSH CHAINS

Is due to genuine merit. Superiority of

quality, absolute accuracy and elegance of

finish. The effect is indisputable. There is

to-day no high grade machine built without a

PERRY CHAIN on it.

Southcrds Patent Twisted Cranks
Are the Lightest, Strongest and Most Reliable in the world. Rather a broad claim, but fully susceptible

of proof.

PERRY & CO., Ltd.,
SOLE LICENSEES AND MANUFACTURERS.

Perry's Hubs, Frames, Brackets, Heads and parts are the recognized standards.

PERRY & CO., Ltd., Birmingham, Eng.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

ANGLO-AMFRICAN IRON & METAL CO., 213 Pearl St.. New York,

that factories were carrying very little finished

stock of this or last year. He was non-com-
municative when asked as to their American
factory.

The March-Davis Tycle Company was parti-

cularly fortunate in the Pullman race, Nelson

coming in first and taking second time prize

on its wheel, which weighed twenty-four

pounds, and was fitted with Morgan and
Wright ti r es.

The Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company's
managers are exceedingly happy over the re-

sults of Tuesday's events, its wheel, the

Fowler, taking the time prze in both the Pull-

man and Irvington-Milburn road races, the

two greatest events of the year.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, 111., are sup-

plying juvenile cycles promptly, notwithstand-

ing tnere is a scarcity of these machines in the

market. Their 26-inch high grade, all ball

bearing, Nopareils are exceptionally desirable

wheels for boys' and light-weight gentlemen's

use, and are offered at very low prices.

In our issue of the 19th we stated that the

Monarch Cycle Company had leased the main
floor and basement of Nos. 48 and 50 North

Halsted. We should have said that the Mon-
arch company owned these buildings and had
requested the tenants to vacate, having need of

the entire floor room for their largely increased

trade.

In the advertisement of the G. & J. company
the reader will notice that the Eambler suc-

ceeded in securing its share of the events of the

30th, as follows: At Grand Rapids, the first

and second place prizes in the annual eighteen-

mile road race; Rome, N. Y., first place and
time prize in the twenty-mile road race; and at

Alameda, Cal., the two-mile state champion-

ship, first and second prizes: first in both the

one-mile scratch and one-mile handicap races,

the latter run in three heats, in which the one-

mile Pacific coast record was twice broken.

The American correspondent of Sidney

Lee's paper, the Cycle Trade Journal, seeks

to convey the impression that the G. & J.

tire is Dot particularly popular in America.

Our English friends should accept the state-

ment with the proverbial grain of salt. The

three parallel lines are familiar all over the

United States.

The chain lubricant made by the Red Star

Manufacturing Company is especially adapted

to us;e on dusty roads. Not being a grease it

does not cause the chain and sprocket wheel to

become greasy and sticky, but creates a smooth

,

glossy surface on which the dust cannot re-

main. It is put up in stick form and is very

handy and convenient.

1893 FIXTURES.

juke.

3—Press C. C. meet, Buffalo.

3—Buffalo. (New York circuit.)

4—Inter state De Soto run.

16-17—Syracuse. (Mew York circuit.)

17—English championships on Heme Hill track.

17—Alpha Wheel Club's 10-mile road race. South Nor-
walk, Conn.

10—Fourth New York state circuit meet, llion.

84—Prince Wells' second annual 10-mile road race, Louis-
ville.

27-28—Kentucky division meet, Harrodsburg.

1-3- ALnual race meet of the C W. A. (championships;
at Chicago.

1-3-4—California division meet, Fan Fraucisco.

2-3 4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

2-4—Ohio division meet, Sandusky.

3-4—Columbia C. C. meet, Hartford, Conn.

3-1—Iowa division meet at Vinton,

•1—Susquehanna Wheelmen's electric race meet at
Harrisburg, Pa.

4—Colorado division meet.

4—Milwaukee-Wackesha road race.

4 - Tonawanda Ramblers joint tournament, Tona-
wauda (N Y.)

4—Watertown (N. Y.) Cyclers' meet.

4—Fourth annual Poorman road race, at Cincinnati.

4—Second annual road race, Erie (Pa.) Wanderers B. C.

4— California division meet.

4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

i—Skowhegan, (Me.) Wheel Club races.

4 5—Seventh annual meet Kansas division at Fort Scott
Address Henry E. Harris.

4-5—Eockford, (III.) C. C. meet.

15—Atalanta Wheelmen's (of Newark, N. J.) 100-mile road
race.

21-22—Cuca Cocoa cup race, Heme Hill, London.

25-26—Indiana division meet, Fort Wayne.

AUGUST. (WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-12

—

Illinois Division, national I. A.. 7F. and
International meets, Vhicaffo.

r
2—5th annual lournament and 25-mile handicap road

race of Waiantha bicycie club, Richfield Springs,

N. Y. (L. A. VV. sanction.)

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

16-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

19—Minneapolis C. C. meet.

19—Inter club road race. Buffalo.

22—Evansville C. C. meet.

?4—Ziz-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet.

23-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. meet.

30-31—Cleveland W. C. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

4-5—Hartford. Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A. C. eighth annual meet.

7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

9—Boston, Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden City Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

12-13—Springfield, Mass.. Springfield B. C.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C.'s annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

18—New Jersey (place not named).

20-31—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.

26-27-28—Inter-state Fair Association meet, Trenton, N. J.
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Hello! What'sThis?

WHY, CUTS OF THE

FALCON
WHEELS.

Have you seen them? If not, why
not ? Take our advice and you

will not buy a wheel until you have.

We know from experience that

purchasers want value received

when they pay their cash.
FALCON NO. 1, GENTLEMEN'S.

Full Value is Put Into Our Wheels.
We do not claim the earth,

nor the denizens thereof; neither

do we pretend to have the

lightest or the best, but we give

you what you want, a good style

wheel, durable and well fitted up,

at a moderate price. If you

have any doubts about this cast

your eye over these prices:

Fa/con No. 1, Gent's, $115.

Falconess, for Ladies, $100.

Falcon, Jr., Combination, for Boys

and Girls, $50.

FALCONESS, FUR LADIES.

All Fitted with Pneumatic Tires.

We have no special hobby to ride or advertise,

but we give you solid comfort in good riding

wheels. If you are a rider you will appreciate

their lines. If not, buy and ride one and you

will then understand that the FALCONS are

what we claim for them.

See our exhibit in the Transportation building

at the World's Fair.

The Yost Mfg. Co.,
Yost Station, Toledo, 0., Manufacturers.

THE W. BINGHAM COMPANY,
!>7 Superior St., Cleveland, O., Manufacturers' Agents.

FALCON. JR., COMBINATION, FOR BOYS AND

N. B. A word to Agents.—The FALCONS are good sellers because they are made well,

give satisfaction, both as to quality and prices. Don't forget this. FAW'KN.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

GIRLS.

look well and
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WAS IT MISMANAGEMENT?

HINTS THAT THE WARWICK TROUBLES

WERE CAUSED BY TRICKERY.

The Ex-President Severely Handled — Course

the Company Will Pursue— Effect of

the Cut — Confidence in the

Directors.

For the purpose of investigating the War-
\vick cut, a Referee representative journeyed

to Springfield last Thursday and at the War-
wick factory met Kennedy Child, George D.

Chamberlain, Nathan D. Bills and Joel H.
Hendricks, three of whom are directors in the

concern.

The cut in prices of the Warwick is from
$130 to figuies ranging from $80 to $100, in

various cities, according, apparently, to the

dealer's whim.
In Boston the agent is ge ting from $85 to

$95, extras furnished. George Hendee sold

Over 400 in Springfield in a week at $85, accord-

ing to his own statement, while in New York
the agent advertises $90 as the selling price.

Tll<e cut created a profound sensation all

'through the east, and travelers reported that

sales had stopped, practically, and many came
in off the road. The public was excited and
its excitement was fed by editorials in leading

papers. The Springfield Republican and Bos-

ton Herald, whose editorials carry much
weight in New England, devoted considerable

space to the matter.

HINTS AT QUESTIONABLE METHODS.

The officers of the Warwick company are

•explicit on one point, and that is that the af-

fairs of the company have been woefully mis-

:managed. There was more than a hint that

.ex-President Rood had been delaying corres-

pondence and running things in a manner
a certain watch factory was once run. Its

; stock went down to the lowest notch; Rood
ibought and it went up to the top. The fact

that the Warwick affairs were at a low ebb

and a certain Springfield capitalist offered

twenty cents on the dollar for as much stock as

he could get hold of, has created a suspicion

that the >wrecker was abroad and wished to

gobble iupithe Warwick Cycle Company.
The present managing directors also agree

tljflti therevv^ere between three and four thou-

sand wheels,, or parts to make wheels, in the

factory, and many pressing liabilities to meet,

and in order to meet them the wheels had to

be disposed of, and at a meeting the directors

found that they must either get rid of their

stock, close up the place or have it closed up.

So it was agreed to close out the stock on hand
at a figure that would sell quickly. The plan,

of course, had its evil side, but for the saving

of the company's credit the directors con-

sidered it the best way out.

FUTURE COURSE OF THE COMPANY.

According to Messrs. Chamberlain^ Bills and
Hendricks, the company will soon commence
to make '94 wheels, which will be sold at $120

to $125. The directors of the Warwick com-

pany are for the most part men of good busi-

ness qualifications and ample capital, Mr. Bills

being rated a milHonaire. The opinion ex-

pressed locally is that the company has re-

ceived a severe blow at the hands of Mr. Rood,

but there seems to be no lack of faith in

Messrs. Chamberlain and Bills. Manufacturers

say the company will never be able to sell a

wheel at $125 or any figure over the price of

those sold recently. Time will show.

Rumor had it that Kennedy Child would

leave the company. He denies it and so does

Mr. Bills.

EFFECT ON THE TRADE.

The effect of the cut, on the trade, will be felt

for about thirty days, and the surface will by

then be placid enough, and things will go on

just as if 3,000 wheels had never been sold at a

low price through sheer necessity. "It is your

duty," said a leading manufacturer, "to 'go

for ' such people as the Warwick concern and

steady the evidently impending panic." The
Referee is so confident of the good sense of

manufacturers that it would be foolish to "go
for " anybody. The question will settle itself

in a very short time. Good machines are

worth $150. Those that are not will be sold

fur what the manufacturers can get for them.

A high-grade wheel, like any other article,

will command its true value and give the pur-

chaser sntisfact.on. All manufacturers will

denounce price cutting. So will anybody who
wishes the trade well. For a man to list his

wheel at $150 and tumble it to what he thinks

a popular price is only following the hack-

neyed course of the "bargain counter." It is

not the reputable manufacturer, who has built

up his business " on honor," who will suffer; it

is the man who descends to such methods who
will get hurt after the first flurry of excite •

ment is over. Once destroy public confidence

in the value of your product and you might

just as well shut up shop. So there is no need

for alarm and no need of sermonizing—the mar-

ket will find its level. ]

ZIMMERMAN IN DUBLIN.

The American Has a Bad Fall—Wins an Invi-

tation Race.

A Dublin despatch, dated June 7, says:—"A,

A. Zimmerman, the American champion bicy-

clist, was winner to-day in a mile invitation

scratch race, participated in by cyclists from
various parts of Ireland. Zimmerman won
easily by two lengths in 2:47 2-5, O'Neill of

Dublin was second and O'Callaghan of Cork
was third.

"During the day Zimmerman gave an exhi-

bition. He did a quarter, with a flying start,

in :30 4-5, thus beating the best Irish record by
one second. Later in the day there was a race

for the twenty-five mile championship. Of the

twenty wheelmen who started three fell in the

first lap. Zimmerman at an early stage of the

race came in violent collision with another

contestant and was thrown with great violence

against the rails which enclosed the track.

Three of his teeth were crushed out and he was
otherwise injured to such an extent that he

was compelled to retire from the race. Kenna
of Limerick won in 1:12:26 2-5. Camp of Lon-

don was second. Zimmerman's injuries, though

necessarily painful, are not serious. They will

keep him from racing for some time."

SANGER AT HERNE HILL.

Wins a Heat in a Half-Mile—Trouble in the

Five-Miles.

A New York despatch says: "W. C. Sanger,

the speedy Chicago amateur, made his first

"appearance in an English bicycle race at Heme
Hill, London, May 27. He won a heat of the

half-mile scratch race for the Gamage chal-

lenge cup in 1:16 2-5, but failed to get nearer

tha;n third in the second trial heat, won by A.

J. Watson in 1:10. In the five-mile scratch

race for the Stanley challenge cup Sanger

rode unplaced. British Sport comments on

Sanger's English debut as follows:

W. C. Sanger rides an American machine of very light

build with small pneumatic tires. Being a big, heavy,

burly fellow, and on such a light, rigid mount, he felt

acutely the vibration of the Heme Hill boards. The

saddle of his machine came loose during the progress of

the five-mile scratch race; this certainly affected his

sprint at the finish, though to what extent it is impos-

sible to judge. He showed pluck when going through his

men in the five-mile race. Judging by the position he

secured half a lap from home and a turn of speed that

familiarity with our tracks is sure to improve, he will be

a thorn in the side of our best men.

Roe Starts Sunday.

C. G. Sinsabaugh of the Bearings left Sunday

for Boston. He will accompany Tom Roe (by

train) in his ride across the continent, and will

act as press representative. Roe leaves Sunday

afternoon.
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ZIMMERMAN AND SANGER.

COMMENCEMENT OF AMERICAN SUCCESS

OF 1893 IN EUROPE.

Zimmerman Was Not at Brussels— Sturmey

Coming to Chicago—Tire Company Shares

Booming—Raising Funds for the

Racing Men.

London, May 27.—Zimmerman and Sanger

have both begun their European campaigns

and both have started with striking success.

Zimmy started by going to Scotland and last

Saturday at Glasgow he won two scratch races

in addition to beating the Scottish record for a
quarter mile with a flying start. Monday he

came south as far as Newcastle-on-Tyne,

where there was a grand meeting to celebrate

Merry, and left them apparently without an
effort, great things are expected of him. He
has undoubtedly created a very favorable im-

pression among those with whom he has come
in contact and all who have met him are loud

in his priises. His trainer, too, "Professor"

Culver, is already thought a good deal of. Hil-

lier declares him to be the cleverest and most
scientific trainer he has yet met and thoroughly

approves of the system which he is pursuing

with his charge.

can't get their licenses.

The licensing scheme is just now coming in

for a good deal of attention and the licensing

committee is going about its work in a very

thorough fashion—the result being that al-

ready several well known names are missing

from the regular list of competitors. Zim-

merman is racing with a temporary license

granted to him as a foreigner by the general

committee of the N. C. U., but as he is con-

nected with the trade, as partner in the agency
business at Asbury, N. J. , he has yet to come

Sturmey is interesting himself in the matter

and has already issued a strong appeal for help

to both the clubs and the trade. At present I

believe the only subscribers are the Coventry

District Cyclists (of which club Sturmey is

president) and the Triumph Cycle Company,
limited. This firm in sending its guineas

expresses a belief that the interests of the trade

and the sport are so identical that the move-
ment should be largely supported. The other

day I had the pleasure of inspecting some of

the designs sent in for the challenge shield,

which it is the intention of the proprietors of

the Cyclist to give for the international team
race. At the same time I was told that Stur-

mey is almost sure to be present at Chicago in

August. Besides being an authority on cycling

he is also great on photographic matters and
editor of Photography and he has received an
invitation to read a paper at the world's fair.

raising the wind.

There has been a tremendous boom in tire

companies during the past few weeks, the

A SCENE ON THE MIDWAY.
Mr. Hayseed.—" Beg pardon, gentlenieD, but what tribe be you from J"

the opening of the new track at Gosfortth, on

which the race for the twenty-five mile cham-
pionship is to be run on June 24. There again

he met with success. He won the three

miles invitation race in 8 min. 14 1-5 sec, and
finished fourth from scratch in a five-miles

handicap, beating his mark fellow, U. L Lam-
bley, of the London County C. and A. C, who
is also riding a Raleigh this year. Then
Zimmerman went north again and at Dundee
on Wednesday he succeeded in winning both

the quarter and half-mile races.

Sanger, who had arrived little more than a

week earlier, formed one of the London County
club party which went over to Belgium under

the direction of Lacy Hillier to assist in open-

ing the new track at Brussells on Whit-Sunday
and also to race at Ghent on the following day.

At Brussells he won the mile and three miles

races in the easiest possible fashion and in

doing so reduced the record for the quarter-

mile with flying start by three-fifths of a
second. In accomplishing this he never seemed
to exert himself in the slightest and as he beat

among others such good men as F. G. Brad-

bury, P, W. Scheltema-Beduin and B. G.

before the licensing committee. J. W. Scho-

field is among the Englishmen who have not

yet received their licenses. He went over to

Brussells intending to race there in spite of the

N. C. U. , but to his surprise the local authori-

ties were very firm and declined to permit him
to ride and imperil the status of the other com-

petitors. So he had nothing to do but put up
with the refusal and dance attendance on L.

L. Meintjes, the South African champion, who
had gone over with him, and being the holder

of a temporary license was allowed to race.

The latter is, as I have already described him,

a big, strong fellow of immense power, but at

present he is merely a rough shover. He has

no style whatever and will take a lot of care-

ful coaching before he is ever likely to shine in

first-class company.
WILL COME TO CHICAGO.

It is reported that whether or no a Scottish

team is sent to compete in the international

championships at Chicago, J. McLaren, the

Glasgow man who rides an Elswick, will

certainly journey over on his own account.

Great hopes are being entertained of funds

being raised to send an English team. Henry

high prices of the Dunlop and Seddon shares

having induced the owners of nearly every

tire pate.it in the market to float a company to

purchase the same. The way in which the

public has rushed to subscribe for these

shares has been something marvello is. For
the Puncture Proof Tire Company there were
applications for shares amounting to over

£1,000,000 sterling, and for the Pneumatic
Wheel Company, ltd., half as much again.

The Preston Davies Tire Company, which,

unlike some of the other affairs, has been

formed to take over a business already estab-

lished, and the British and foreign rights of a

patent which has been proved to be valid,

went off with great success. Only £20,000

capital was required, and shares to just double

this amount were applied for. The shares are

now at ten shillings premium. Several more
companies are being planned. One will be a

big one and will include among its directors

some of the best known men in the cycle

trade.
SHOW MEN FAIL TO AGREE.

At the time of writing it appears liksly that

we shall again have two shows next season. The
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Manufacturers' Association and the Stanley-

club have failed to come to terms, and at pres-

ent the relations are very strained. At the

same time an attempt is being made to refer

to arbitration, and any definite statement at

present is premature.

From the Midlands come reports that the

trade, which has up to a week ago been very

brisk indeed, is now quieting down, and it

would not be surprising if it were to shut up as

completely and suddenly as it did a little while

later than this last year. At present much
depends on the weather.

NO SWEATERS ALLOWED.

A Hotel Man Who Refuses to Feed Cyclists

Who Wear Such Things.

Glen Ellyn, a little over twenty miles west
of Chicago, has been a favorite resort for

wheelmen. It was a convenient place to stop

and have dinner while on a club run. The
Hotel Glen Ellyn was well patronized by
cyclists. A short time since rumor said the

rates for meals had been advanced, and when
the quartermaster of the Illinois Cycling Club
wrote for particulars he received a letter, of

which the following is a copy:

Chicago, June 1, 1893.—Ed. A. Chisholm, City. Dear Sir:

In reply to your request of yesterday, will say that the

newmanagement of Hotel Glen Ellyn has so improved
the table that it was necessary to raise the rates. Our
rate to-day is from S5 to $20 per day, according to the

apartments, and in consequence our day board has been
raised accordingly. The rate for meals—breakfast and
luncheon— is $1.50 each, and dinner $2. We will be

pleased to entertain your party if you decide to come,
with one provision, and that is that your men are dressed

properly upon entering the dining room. We will allow

no " sweaters " in the dining room. If you can comply
with this, and the price is satisfactory, we shall be only

too glad to entertain you. Hoping to hear favorably

from you, we remain, very truly yours,

O. B. Stanton & Co.

The tone of «he letter would indicate a de-

sire, on the part of the hotel proprietors, to

have wheelmen pass by the hotel; the said pro-

prietors evidently don't care to entertain

cyclists at even $2 per entertain. Probably

that is their own business. To be sure it is de-

sirable, from a hotel keeper's standpoint, to

have his guests properly attired, but we fail to

see how the absence of a sweater will greatly

improve the make-up of a cyclist. A sweater

is in keeping with the rest of his clothes; it

wou'd certainly look better after a twenty-mile

scorch than a " biled shirt," which would be

somewhat "unbiled" after such a ride. With
a coat on — and any gentleman would not

think of entering a dining room without a coat

—a sweater should be overlooked.

Possibly the hotel man means that he will

not permit a man to enter his dining room at-

tired in a sweater without a coat. If so he is

quite right. Cyclists may not object to having

a man in a sweater at the tame table, but other

people might.

Wheaton is but a few miles beyond Glen
Ellyn, and there good hotel accommodations
may be found by cyclists.

Cabled Greetings to Zimmie.

"Zimmerman, Heme Hill, London. Your
friends in victory or defeat," was the way a
cablegram read which was sent from Wor-
cester Decoration day over these names: H. C.

Wheeler, W. J. Morgan, W. H. Barber, S. G.

Whittaker, D. J. Canary, George A. Banker,

John S. Johnson, George C. Smith, Joseph

Goodman, Asa Windle, W. H. Haradon,
George Pope, L. B. Miller, C. A. Persons, J.

W. Murphy, A. B. Rich,

ZIMMERMAN IN SCOTLAND.

An Enthusiastic Reception — Breaks Scottish

Record in First Race—Off to Paris.

Glasgow, May 25.—All last year Scotland
waited and waited for a visit from Zimmer-
man, but Zim couldn't oblige. This year the

Scots were reckoning to see him, and long
before A. A. Z. left New York various clubs

were endeavoring to secure him. With the

assistance of one or two friends the Glasgow
Merchants C. C, the largest club in Scotland,

had the honor of introducing the "Jersey

Skeeter"to a Scottish audience last week. The
newspapers announced that Zimmerman would
arrive in Glasgow on Thursday, May 18, but
for some reason or other Zim, McDermott and
Able— the last a lively, effervescing gentleman
—came twenty-four hours later than expected,

and thus evaded the reception committee
lying in wait for them. The mascot did not

arrive; perhaps he is on the way. The party

was received at the station by Mr. Penman,
honorary secretary, and a few members of

the Merchants C. C, and was driven to Mr.

Penman's villa in the east end of the city,

where Zim and his friends were entertained

during their stay. A pleasant evening was
spent under Mr. Penman's hospitable roof, and
in leaving Zim for the night the Glasgow men
could hardly associate the quiet, retiring, but

still genial gentleman they had been intro-

duced to with Zimmerman the champion
cyclist of the world.

They couldn't understand it. Champions
usually brag and bluster, but this champion of

champions seemed to prefer to be a hermit.

On Thursday the Merchants wanted to take

Zimmerman down the river to show him the

beauties of the Clyde, but he said no, he

guessed he would do some work, and away he

went to the track at Parkhead, the ground of

the famous Celtic Foot Ball Club. The track

suited him and he praised its design, substan-

tial banking and surface. In the evening he

looked into the Merchants' comfortable club

house, where a smoker was in progress, but he

didn't seem to "catch on" to it. The members
tried him with good Scotch songs and better

Scotch whisky, but he wasn't taking any. He
chatted with a few of the members, notably

Mr. McNab, the president of the Clydesdale

Harriers, and A. Kettles, president of the

Scotch Cyclists' Union. When he rose to go

he got a tremendous cheer. The Scots liked

him. He seemed to possess some of their own
reserve, quiet but far from repellent.

On Friday night he witnessed a football

match between two leading teams, and said he

thought association foot ball rather interest-

ing.

FIFTEEN THOUSAND SCOTS CHEERED HIM.

Saturday, the day of the sports, the rain fell

in torrents, softening the track, which in some
parts was completely flooded. Fifteen thou-

sand spectators had, in spite of the miserable

weather, gathered to witness Zimmerman's
debut, and when he appeared in the quarter-

mile flying start he got a most enthusiastic re-

ception. Peat, a rising Scottish rider, who
was his opponent, got an awful showing up.

The Yankee tore round the track in a manner
never seen before, leaving his opponent stand-

ing, and finished the quarter in 31 3-5 sec,

breaking Vogt's previous record of 32 2-5 sec.

When "record" was hoisted on the telegraph

board the cheering was terrific. The handi-

caps were run in drenching rain, and Zim did

not mount, preferring to watch thS proceed-

ings from the balcony of the handsome pavil-

ion. The last item on the programme, a three

mile scratch race, was the event of the day,

the competitors including the cream of Scot-

tish racing cyclists. Zim turned out, and one
of the finest races ever seen in Scotland was
the outcome. It was a clinker all through.
The lap prize men went for the medals, Zim-
merman lying third with Vogt the Scottish

champion, McLaren, a sturdy Scottish rider,

who may be seen in America this season, and
Barden, the Heme Hill wonder, in close at-

tendance. Once or twice attempts were made
by several of the riders to get away, but Zim.
was always there, slipping out of the crowd
when any one got ahead. Excitement rose

when the bell rang for the last lap, and Zim
was noticed to shoot in front for inside position.

Vogt went after him, and the two raced round
at breakneck speed. Coming up the straight

Vogt was holding his own, and the Scotch
folk were hopeful that their own champion
would win. Zimmerman, who rode without
the faintest sign of nervousness or excitement,

finished a brilliant race half a wheel in front

of Vogt, while McLaren whizzed past into

third place, time, 7:59 3-5. After the race Zim-
merman got a reception that a king might
have envied. His day's work was most satis-

factory to himself and to the thousands of

people who came to see him. Few men break

records and win punishing scratch races on
their first appearance on the track. The
Merchants had arranged a banquet in one of

the leading hotels, and set down A. A. Z. to

reply for the visitors, but A. A. cried off—he
was going to Newcastle the same night. The
Merchants were very disappointed at losing

their visitor so early, but wished him all good
luck at Newcastle and a speedy return.

At Newcastle on Monday Zimmerman as-

sisted at the opening of a new track, winning

the half-mile and three-mile scratch, defeating

IT. L. Lambley of London. He started in a
five-mile handicap, but watched his fellow-

scratch man, Lambley, more than the front-

markers, with the result that he only finished

fourth, after a desperate last lap which
knocked the crowd into fits.

Tuesday found Zimmerman traveling back

to Scotland to take part in a meeting at Dun-
dee in accordance with a promise given to an
influential'deputation at Glasgow, which had
traveled specially to try and induce him to

pay the jute city a visit. His appearance cre-

ated the greatest enthusiasm, and a monster

"gate" greeted him when he stepped out.

McLaren was his most dangerous opponent,

but Zimmerman beat all comers, winning both

scratch races — quarter and half-mile—and
would have won the mile but his t're punc-

ture one hundred yards from the tape. Hard
lines. In the half-mile he knocked one-fifth

of a second off Vogt's starting quarter record,

so Scotland seems to agree with the "skeeter."

Zimmerman's visit to Scotland has had quite

a stimulating effect on the sport, and it is

hoped he will be able to re-visit Glasgow be-

fore returning to the United States. Every-

where he received the heartiest of welcomes,

and Scotsmen hope he will carry away pleas-

ant memories of their land. He intends to

leave for Paris to-morrow, whither he has

been preceded by R. A. Vogt. If Scotland

does not send a team to the world's champion-

ships, which at present is extremely doubtful,

Zimmerman is the man whom Scotland would
like to see win. What better could they wish

him? Ignatus.
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of a newspaper controversy, that my assertion

is truthful.
* * *

I am in receipt of a letter from David J.

Post. It was not writteD, the writer says, for

publication, but I make bold to comment
thereon, as was, no doubt, intended. Mr. Post

thinks an injustice has been done Mr. Miller

by a statement recently made, that in his late

unyielding refusal to grant sanction for the

Waltham races he was probably actuated, to

some extent, by Post, whose desire was to

annoy the administration. Hd asserts that

any one who has intimated that he has any-

thing to do with the fight, wilfully misrepre-

sents. Mr. Post says he is in a position to

know that Mr. Miller was influenced by no

one. It has been generally supposed, and by

people who have opportunities to form a cor-

rect estimate, that Miller heretofore has been

on the board to act the part of the good boy

and do as his betters bade him. He has never

until the occurrence of the late squabble—it

was hardly dignified enough for the applica-

tion of any other name—dared to express an
opinion not known before-hand to be that of

the administration, so that it is excusable if his

sudden departure from his former serenity led

people to suppose that temptation had been

placed in his way. Mr. Post's assertion dis-

proves this, however, and hereafter Mr. Miller

must be accounted a man with an opinion of

his own.
tt * *

It is hardly creditable to the authorities of

England or Ireland that such great difficulty

exists in obtaining funds to send representa-

tives to the international championships.

Years ago competitors in other branches of

sport visited this country occasionally, without

any great outcry about the matter of expenses,

and American athletes visit England every

year, either at their own expense or that of

the club they represent. English athletes, on
the other hand, have become accustomed to

visit the United States at the expense of some
person or club on this side. It is generally

understood that, from the days of Ducker
down through the career of that great import-

ing institution, the Manhattan Athletic Club

—

a club which obtained its reputation entirely

through importations or wholesale piracy—the

"expenses," and often something more, of the

visitors have been paid from this side. It is

still doubtful whether, despite the active part

taken in the formation of the I. C. U. by

Englishmen, England will be represented in

the championships. If the gentlemen in

charge of the meet are anxious about it, it

it might be a good idea to go down into their

pockets and produce the "wherewith."

There was probably a great deal of truth in

a remark recently made by a league official

when questioned as to the prospect of a license

being granted to Osmond. It may have been

a little uncharitable, but he said: "I feel sure

he will get his license. They will no doubt

figure that, now he is here, it would save

money to have him represent England, and
that will have great influence in his favor."

* * *

To anyone who has made a study of the

licensing system adopted by the National

Cyclists' Union, and has followed the actions

of the licensing committee, it must be evident

that the English authorities have been far

more honest in their attempts to suppress the

makers' amateur—or at least, to bar him from
competition with amateurs who are amateurs

—than has the L. A. W. The plan proposed
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HORSES OR BICYCLES?

It is probably quite natural that a paper de-

voted to equine interests should look upon
cycling as something frivolous and dangerous

—dangerous to the health of the present and
future generations, as well as on account of the

liability to accidents. The Rider and Driver

of New York sees, in the rapid advancement
of the bicycle as a means of locomotion for

business and pleasure, its resources and pat-

ronage gradually dropping away, else it would

never have printed the following:

The Medical Record, commenting upon the inartistic

attitude now assumed by bicycle riders, whose arms are

outstretched, whose elbows are projected, whose slouch-

ing shoulders and backs are curved to the arc of the hoop
and whose heads are thrown back, causing the chin to

assume a prognathous position, says the sight is a melan-

choly one, and that a good many physicians who recom-

mend cycling should do so with caution. The Record
also admohishes manufacturers to invent a "health

bicycle," which could be propelled only by a person who
sits erect. So far as we are informed, the physicians are

now recommending horseback riding, and not only do
they recommend it, but they practice it themselves with

much benefit to their health. We would say to the doc-

tors, never mind the bicycle, as it is an artificial means
of exercise, but confine your suggestions to good old

Nature herself, and call in the horse for your assistant.

It would be folly to argue on the lean-over-

or-sit-up question—the subject has been argued

to threadbareness already. Beyond the racing

men and scorchers, few cyclers there are who
do not sit up, and we know of hundreds of

men who have been riding for ten or twelve

years who to-day stand as erect as an Apollo,

ye* have, during their cycling life, leaned over

as far as they could get.

It is utter nonsense to think that the physi-

cians are now recommending horseback rid-

ing, and practicing it, too. Where one physi-

cian prescribes horseback riding, ten are rec-

ommending the bicycle as a means of obtain-

ing exercise and, consequently, good health.

It is kind of Editor Samuel Walter Taylor to

say to the doctors, "never mind the bicycle, as

it is an artificial means of exercise," and in the

same line say, "confine your suggestions to

good old Nature herself, and call in the horse

for your assistant." Bicycle riding is quite

likely artificial exercise, but no more so than
horseback riding. In these busy days artificial

exercise is necessary, and as the bicycle fur-

nishes the best exercise known, it is reasonably

sure that people will adopt it for the purpose.

At the same time Mr. Taylor will enjoy being

bumped up and down on his prancing charger,

or driving behind "the trotter—the breeze-

inspiring trotter."

ABOUT PRICE CUTTING.

As might have been expected the daily

papers, which know as much about the value

of bicycles, as a hog does about astronomy,

hailed with delight the announcement of a cut

in prices of an alleged high grade machine
and is, at this moment, suffering from a severe

attack of "We told you so." From the first

the dailies have misrepresented things. An
impression has been created in the public mind
that the cut is permanent, and that the figures

at which the machines are being sold repre-

sent the true value of a first-class machine.

The facts are that even the officers of the War-
wick company do not hesitate to offer the best

of reasons for the cut, and that the price of the

'94 output has already been placed at $125.

Meanwhile the people most interested are

not fuming over the outlook. Have we not

seen cheap wheels unceremoniously cut from

$150 to $100, and have we not seen the frame

of one of these "high-grade" affairs break in

four places and finally go to pieces entirely in

the course of a fifteen mile ride? Do we not

see, every day of our lives, samples of the

"alleged" sold for whatever price the maker
can obtain? Is it not a fact that there are in

every large city dealers who "never allow a

customer to pass the door?" Have we not had

auction sales at which "high-grades" have been

sold at less than one-half the list price?

All of these things have some effect on the

retail trade of the towns in which the cutting

occurs—what effect depends on the number of

machine sold, and the size of the place of sale.

But they are far from possessing sufficient in-

fluence to cause any serious reduction at pre-

sent.

We are not believers in the theory that

prices will never be lowered. Everything in-

dicates the contrary; but the drop will come
slowly as the result of legitimate competition.

For four or five years each successive autumn
has seen the introduction of new factories, and
though the demand has largely increased the

supply has probably increased still faster.

There is consequently greater difficulty ex-

perienced in the disposition of machines, fol-

lowed, naturally enough, by an inclination to

offer concessions! In the end it will result in

the survival of those concerns whose capital

and other facilities enable them to produce the

best machines for the least money.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT EVENTS.

Mr. Wardrop doubtless felt complimented
when he learned from a recent issue of the

Bearings that although Mr. Berger had con-

sented, for a consideration, to transfer his alleg-

iance from one paper to the other, his opinion of

his employer (Mr. Wardrop) had undergone no
change. He still regards him as a fair repre-

sentative of everything satanical. I have

neither time nor inclination to enter into any
long-winded discussion with the gentleman,

but desire to characterize his oft-repeated as-

sertion concerning the connection of Mr. Roe
with this paper and its editor as entirely false,

and prompted by that revengeful spirit which
he has so frequently betrayed in his writings.

When I say that the statements are untrue I

stand prepared to prove, though not by means
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by Mr. Raymond and his associates on the 1892

racing board was, virtually, the eame as that

now in force abroad. It was rejected with

scorn. Why? Surely not because the assembly

found our amateurs already pure. Surely not

because the assembly did not recognize the

farce of calling many of our flyers amateurs.

Why, then? Because, possibly, the adoption

of the system would have barred from com-
petition in the international championships

some of America's best men. The assembly

feared that, with these men baired, America
could not compete successfully with the in-

vaders. Was this honest or was it just? The
fact that it was unknown, at that time, what
action England would take, is no excuse.

Rather does it redound greatly to the credit of

the N . C. U. that, though America had re-

fused to make the distinction, it went stead-

fastly on in its determination to purify ama-
teurism even though, by so doing, it robbed

the old country of many of its best representa-

tives.

It is quite a question whether, under exist-

ing circumstances, the real strength of the

amateurism of the two countries will be de-

monstrated at the August meeting, for should

England be represented at all, it is likely to be

by men who are far purer but less speedy than
the heterogenous mass of amateurs and pro-

mateurs with whom they will be forced to

contend. At this writing the two countries

are not on equal footing.

"The president's column," which has once

again made its app"arance leads league mem-
bers to believe that, once in awhile, at least,

they are to be favored with a few of the scraps

of information which are loaded up on the

table of the executive committee. If future

productions are to be according to sample,

however, the average member will obtain little

truthful information therefrom Of the state-

ments made by the president in his last "col-

umn," one-third had been published over and
over again, while the remaining two-thirds

consists of "glitting generalities" and airy

fairy tales.

The first matter touched upon was the

trouble over the Bulletin. "Events conspired,"

says the president, " * * * to set divisions

in antagonism to the publishers of the L. A.

W. Bulletin. The determined efforts of some
to exclude the Bulletin from the mails culmi-

nated in a misunderstanding that came very
near depriving the L. A. W. of a cheap and
necessary medium," etc. "At the present

time," however, the president assures us,

"there is no reason to anticipate any further

trouble on that score."

Passing over, with a mere calling of atten-

tion to it, the impertinence of offering to league
members, as news, events which transpired

over three months ago, we find that the most
truthful portion of the statement quoted is the

reference to the cheap medium. There has
been nothing to show that any attempt has
been made by any one to exclude this

medium from the mails, nor is it within the

power of the president or any one else to

prove the statement. No one familiar with
the discussion over this matter will fail to

understand the slur or to misunderstand that
it is but a postscript to the bluff carried out so

successfully at Philadelphia. There are people
who believe that, despite the alleged ruling of

the Boston authorities, an attempt to exclude
the paper would result successfully, but no
one has shown a disposition so far to take such

a step. 'At present" is a vague term. Inter-

preted literally, the president's statement is

truthful. But how long the alleged peace will

last deponent saith not. If the president is so

dense as to really believe what he seeks to

convey— that the failure of the Wheelman
Company to continue its publication would re-

sult detrimentally to the league—he is unfit to

retain the reins of office. Any man with ordi-

narily sound judgment could have seen the

advantages of ridding the league of the barna-

cle which has clung to it so persistently for

years.
* * *

The Bulletin's recent attitude toward Good
Roads furnishes another clue to its real atti-

t»de toward the league. It is now known by
every reader who cares to investigate for him-
self that the recent statement of the affairs of

the bureau proved conclusively that its condi-

tion was misrepresented by the president at

Philadelplva. The Bulletin, too feeble and too

fearful of its interests to offer a protest on its

own account, did the next best thing. It pub-

lished, on the editorial page, a communication
signed "Expert," which covers the same
ground as was covered in the Referee two
weeks ago, and proves the nine per cent

profit to be about a seventeen thousand dollar

loss. It requires no deep research, however,
to discover that this article was written to

order for the Wheelman Company, whose aim
was rather to benefit itself than to expose the

true condition of affairs to league members.
The writer shows that $11,000 has been ex-

pended by the league; that the treasury has
been drained, and then, with consummate
effrontery, advocates the consolidation of

Good Roads with the Bulletin. The scheme is

too transparent to be considered while the

Bulletin is under its present management.
* * *

How thoroughly subservient to the league"s

administration—how fearful to express an
opinion or to venture a criticism on the actions

of the president—most of the cycling journals

are, may be gleaned from the fact that one
paper only, and that the Referee, saw fit to

call attention to the true state of the affairs of

the road bureau as exemplified by the state-

ment recently published. One paper—the one
which a month ago timidly printed a corres-

pondent's criticism of the president, and, in

another column, apologized forso doing—thinks

the statement shows that a great deal of money
has been spent, etc. Another— the one of the

"on top" theory—was content to print the re-

port without comment. A third—a miscel-

laneous compilation, of bicycle, base ball and
horse chestnuts—"hopes Massachusetts and
certain parties in the west are now satisfied."

Yes, satisfied that the league membership is

tiring of being led by the nose and refused per-

mission to see what is going on. Satisfied that

there will be a change in the near future and
that Good Roads will either be conducted on a
business-like basis or discontinued altogether.

* * *

Here are a few things which, doubtless, all

will be glad to learn concerning the Bi:

World's Personal Pronoun:
Ariel hopes Mr. Saltonstall will pull through

his business troubles so that he will be able to
offer that international trophy Ariel has a
valued St. Louis correspondent. Ariel wants
to try a woven wire saddle. Ariel has
preaoed many sermons on correct position.
Ariel can't decide to test the disc wheel.
Ariel's salary, as an advertising medium, is

high. Ariel has registered a solemn vow to
boom knickbockers. Ariel makes us weary.

Kenninoton.

BEAUTIFUL ALABAMA

CONTINUED.

Huntsville, while one of the smaller towns,

having 5.000 inhabitants, is one of the prettiest

places in the state. There are a number of

energetic wheelmen there who do their best to

make a visitor feel perfectly at home. The
residences and streets are pretty, and the lat-

ter, combined with the good roads in the

neighborhood, afford ample opportunity to the

cyclist on which to enjoy his favorite pastime.

Monte Sano is situated only a few miles from
the town, and a train runs up to the magnifi-

cent Monte Sano hotel on the top every hour.

It is here that the many beautiful summer
homes of the business people are to be seen,

and the view is one that will be long remem-
bered.

W. O. Knudsen is the racing representative

of the city, and is a good, hard road rider. He
will give a good account of himself this year in

most of the southern tournaments. J. W.
Wall & Son handle the Columbia and a line of

cheaper wheels, while Knudsen looks after Im-
perials.

Not far from Huntsville is Decatur, another

little town that is fast building for itself a

prominent reputation as a business place. E.

Long is the principal dealer, and has the

agency for Ramblers and Imperials.

A few years ago the town of Anniston was
boomed by some would-be money makers and
afterwards took a drop, but during the past

year it has again steadily advanced, with the

help of a number of good men, who have only

the interest of the place at heart, until it is

now one of the most thriving towns in the

state. It is a charming place and has a great

many very fine stores, residences and indus-

trial institutions, of which the citizens are

proud. It is here that the celebrated Anniston

Inn is located, and a mire pretty or comforta-

ble hotel would be hard to find. The style of

architecture is after that of the better class of

English inns, as is also the interior arrange-

ment, and the dining room is as cosy and
handsome as one could wish for. The inn is situ-

ated on a hill, and from the fine, long veran-

dah can be obtained a view of the charming
town that makes one wish he could re-

main there. The roads are splendid and the

scenery grand. Anniston is rapidly coming to

the front as a wheel town, and the Anniston

Arms Company is the principal dealer, hand-

ling Columbias, Imperials and a full line of

medium grade and cheap wheels.

There is a number of other towns in the

state that contain a great many interesting

features, the principal ones being Gadsen,

Selma, Enfanta, Troy, Opelika and Tuscaloosa.

Taken all in all Alabama is without question a

beautiful state.

During the past two weeks I have been in

anything but a good-natured frame of mind,

owing to the fact that I have left the " sunny
south " in its original location and have been

wading through mud, rain and snow—yes, real

live snow—in northern Michigan. Why, bless

your heart, eight inches of snow fell in Ish-

peming, Negaunee and Marquette last Wednes-
day, and the snow shoe club of the latter place

turned out forty-five strong for a tramp. Did

I hear you say "I don't believe it"? Well,

friend, I could hardly believe it myself when I

saw it, but you just write to any photographer

in either of the three towns mentioned, and,

providing you enclose the " necessary," he will

send you a photograph of the snow-covered

town , taken on May 24. It is under such cir-
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cumstances that I keep humming or whistling

the old lines

—

Then take me back to Tennessee,

The place where I long to be,

Among the fields of yellow corn

Away down in Tennessee.

And I think of the grand old ride I had with

some of the Chattanooga wheelmen over some
of the finest gravel roads I ever saw. Pretty?

Well, I should say so, although the corn was
not yellow, but of a good, healthy green color.

Tennessee has a national reputation for its fine

roads, and they are not at all over-estimated,

but rather the other way. The surface of the

roads is so good that one does not feel '
' that

tired feeling " after pulling up an average hill

that he would if the road were rough or stony.

There is just enough variety in the way of

small grades and hills to take away the monot-
ony of a perfectly level stretch without any
very great exertion.

There is a charm about cycling in the south

that belongs only to that section. The climate,

the landscape and the general surroundings

are eo entirely different from those in other

parts of this country or in Canada that makes
it a genuine pleasure to the wheelmen to take

h spin. Not long ago, while in Chattanooga, I

took a twenty-six-mile ride over a semi-circu-

lar course that goes down in my memory as

one of the finest and prettiest rides I have ever

enjoyed. The day was perfect, the road grand,

and the trees were coveied with new green

leaves, while on the roadside spring flowers

were in full bloom, and in the fields green cora

was springing up, and altogether the picture

was one I shall long remember, especially if I

run across any more snow stdfms up here in

Michigan.

Chattanooga is a handsome city, with fine

streets and buildings. The are a great many
wheelmen there, but it appears to me that they

do not tako kindly lo the pneumatic, evidently

being afraid of it on account of puncture, as a
great many of the riders stick to the solid and
cushion-tired machines. In a measure the

dealer is to blame for this feeling, as in a party

of ten wheelmen, which I overtook on the run

referred to, only one was mounted on a pneu-

matic-tired machine. The tire had been punc-

Raleigh Cycle Co.- World's Fair ExLibit.

tured, but. not knowing how to repair it, the

rider had Cut the inner tube in two in order to

take it out of the outer covering, and as a mat-

ter of course he could not get the ends to fit so

as to hold the air, had got disgusted and ridden

his wheel with deflated tire loose on the rim
for two miles, when I overtook him and found
that he had destroyed the tire beyond repair.

The other riders were hugging themselves be-

cause they had cushion tires. Now, if the

dealers would take a little time and show on
an old tire how to repair it, these things would
not occur. How many riders of the pneumatic
who know how to repair them would return to

the solid or cushion lire? I think that I can
safely say not one. No, if some of the

dealers would study up the business a little

more, these little mistakes would not happen.

The trade in Chattanooga has been quiet,

but the dealers hope for a change in the near

future. Z. B. Graham is Columbia agent,

Woodworth Hardware Company handles Im-
perials, D. G. Morgan, Victors, and McKee &
Campbell, Clevelands and Sterlings. Speck.

A Prize for Champions.

We reproduce, as a curiosity, the following

advertisement which appears in the current

issue of La Revue des Sports: "Young lady, an
orphan, possessing £5,000, would like to marry
a cycling champion, or a well-known amateur,

between the ages of twenty-two and twenty-

eight years. W ill only reply to real name and
address. Serious—Mademoiselle, S. M." This

opens up quite a boundless prospect for the

budding champion, or for the young man who
is soaring towards the proud pinnacle of fame
as a "grand amateur." The chance of securing

a fair hand with a small fortune attached to it

should allure into the cycling ranks a vast

number of aspirants for the prize. At present

the supply of champions is considerably in ex-

cess of the demand, but, perhaps other young
ladies with fortunes, may, in time, put them-

selves up for competition.

—

Bicycling News.

Gendron No. 7, pneumatic tires, No. 3782,

stolen from Janesville, Ohio, on Saturday,

June 3. George W. Hackenberg, Janesville,

Ohio.
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'BRADSTREET" ON ROADS.

AN INVESTIGATION OF LOSSES CAUSED
BY BAD HIGHWAYS.

Product Cannot be Marketed When Prices are

High—Two Hundred and Fifty Millions

Wasted Yearly—Convict Labor

in Kentucky.

From time to time numerous statements

have been made as to the financial advantage

of good country roads and the loss arising

from bad roads. Boards of trade, chambers of

commerce and farmero' associations have

passed resolutions and formulated what seemed

to be a fair estimate of our annual less, some

of these applying to states and counties, and a

few to the entire country.

BradstreeVs Journal has done some very

valuable work in I his line of investigation by
collecting statistics and compiling them into

convenient tables for reference. The results

already reached show beyond question that

highway improvement would be of material

benefit, not only to farmers but to all classes of

our citizens.

About a thousand merchants, market men,

members of the League of American Wheel-

men, county and state road improvement as-

sociations, farmers, editors, city and county

officials, bankers and others have sent in re-

plies to BradstreeVs searching enquiries as to

the condition of the country roads and the

effect of the same on prices, the value of land,

on mercantile collections, and on interest and

discount rates.

WHERE MONEY IS PROPERLY SPENT.

As these answers came from 313 cities and

towns, representing twenty-eight states of the

union, they can be used for approximately

correct deductions. It is quite apparent that

where the money for road work is supplied by

a direct county or state appropriation, as is

the custom in some portions of the east, the

result is good highways and very little friction

and disagreement; but in the southern and

southwestern portion of our country, or

wherever road taxes are worked out and the

improvements farmed out to toll-gate com-

1. Five hundred miles from civilization; tires go
down; forgot his pump; an idea!

panies, etc., the results shown are far from
satisfactory.

From Maine to Texas and from Georgia to

Minnesota it has been found that the price of

farm products has been raised during certain

seasons because of the delay or entire stoppage

of wagon traffic by heavy roads. BradstreeVs

has shown conclusively that bad roads have a

marked influence on mercantile collections

and on interest and discount rates.

Many financial men whose dealings arc with

country merchants, explain that the rates of

discouut on country paper an; increased dur-

ing the season of bad wagon traffic, and the

tendency among banks is to get remuneration

for the annoyance of past-due obligations with
a disposition to curtail accomm dations where
prompt attention is not given.

LOSSES HAVE BEEN UNDERESTIMATED.

One of the most difficult questions to

answer, and yet perhaps the most important

and searching, is: What is the total direct and
indirect excess cost annually to farmers and
country merchants in the vicinity of bad roads

because of delay in wagon traffic? The re-

plies to this were comparatively few, but came
from exceptionally well-informed people, and
they lead to the conclusion that most of the

estimates made heretofore as to the loss by
bad roads have been understated rather than

exaggerated, and they render it plain that the

losses of one or two years in this direction

would build most of the roads needed in the

country districts east of the Missouri river.

The statement is therefore made that the esti-

mate of the total annual road tax of $120,000,-

000 is probably less than one-half the annual

loss due to bad highways.

CONVICT LABOR IN KENTUCKY.

Kentucky is awakening to the necessity of

highway improvement and in several of the

recent meetings devoted to the discussion of

this reform, considerable enthusiasm has been

aroused. The employment of convict labor is

one of the important questions brought up for

consideration. The delay to interior traffic, in

some localities extends over a period of from

three to four months, during which time the

roads are in a bad condition, sometimes im-

passable. The present agitation for better

highways is being carried on at Louisville,

Elizabethtown and Eolanger, but it is hoped

that the interest will soon extend throughout

the state.

It has often happened that farmers have

held over their crops for an advance in prices,

but when the market reached the desired fig-

ure it was impossible to haul the produce to

the nearest point of shipment. Farmers' chil-

dren have great difficulty in obtaining an edu-

cation at the public schools, as all the mem-
bers of the family are required to help save

and market the crops, leaving only about four

months out of twelve for educational.advance-

ment. It is found that the counties which

have secured fairly good roads by making a

special appropriation of from $600 to $1,500 per

mile for improved roadways are the most pros-

perous counties in the state.

MONEY THROWN INTO THE MUD.

The estimate in the region of Owensboro
may indicate fairly well how this question is

affecting profits. From Nov. 1 to May 1 the

tobacco crop market in Owensboro was over
10,0(10,000 pounds, and it was all brought in

from outlying districts by wagons. It is esti-

mated that a system of free pikes or gravel

roads would result in a saving of not less than

$1.50 per load on tobacco alone, indicating a

probable saving of about $20,000 on this one
crop. If corn, potatoes, wheat and general
traffic were included, the net saving could not

be much less than $100,000.

Of course there are two sides to the average
question, but s >me farmers make a great mis-

take in arguing from a personal standpoint,

3. With satisfaction to all.

refusing to consider the benefits of highway
improvement in a broad and liberal fashion.

A SELFISH ARGUMENT.

It has been said by some that farmers living

near the city are benefited by bad roads be-

cause they can come to town and get higher

prices for their produce, while those living

further away are unable to reach the town
and dispose of the produce. It has also been

said by some that the country merchant is

benefitted by bad roads, because farmers are

compelled to sell them and buy goods in re-

turn, taking it for granted that the country

merchant can secure all needed goods from the

cities because of good railroad facilities. It

may be that a bad condition of roads will

bring increased business to some men in ex-

ceptional cases, but take any locality and the

advantage of good roads to all citizens would
be apparent. The farmer who, living near a

town, opposes highway improvement because

he appears to be making a little more money
while producers farther off are debarred from
the market is decidedly in the wrong. The
increased value that good roads would bring

to such a man's estate would be more than a

compensation for what he considers a loss in

the price of his products. Besides this, good

roads bring with them the numerous blessings

of civilized life; the tone of a community is

raised as its educational advantages increase.

In this particular the advantages of good

country roads can not be estimated.

KUKLOS.
#

# *

His Very Excellent Reason.

"Some time ago," said Hickok of the Pope

company, '"I found myself in possession of a

supply of road literature, and, thinking to turn

it to account, handed it to a road supervisor in

Iowa. A few days later I met him and asked

what he thought of it. He hadn't found time

to read it. From time 10 time I met him and

urged him to read it, but every time he had

been too busy. Finally I told some one of

the circumstance. 'Why,' said he, 'the cuss

can't read!'"

Seven miles above Wintersett, la., Hickok

met a man who has had for months 3,500

bushels of wheat in his barn. It has been in

big demand more than once, but there it stays

and there it will rot because the roads will not

permit him to haul it to town.
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Although we have a trad 3 that extends to every state, territory and large city in the

United States, Canada and Mexico, also other foreign countries besides those mentioned
above, at the same time we are bidding for extra business and are getting it,

The Rudge, Sylph, Overland and Western Wheel
Works' Cycles, Also Special Bargain Machines.

OFFER A SUPERIOR LINE.
These Goods make us friends. Make Dealers and Agents

—

Money. We have exceptional facilities for taking care of your
orders and will make favorable terms to the trade. We Guarantee
Bottom Prices on Western Wheel Works' goods and are filling

orders promptly, while on many patterns of machines we are
naming prices tbat cannot be duplicated in any market. Write
for catalogue and dealer's discounts free.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 89 G St. Peoria, III..

Manufacturers and Oldest and Largest Dealers in America. OVERLAND ROADSTER, NO. 1, PRICE, $125-

catalogue free giving particulars, good agents

f. l. douglas cycle co.MENTION THE REFEREE.

"TRIFLES DON'T COUNT."
No, neither does a drop of waler, but trifles make a perfect Cycle just as drops

of water make pn ocean. An ounce is a trifle, but take it away from useless places

and put it where it is needed, ii saves you a bad fall, a weary walk and a cosily bill.

Trifle No. I.—The Tubular Hub
This is the best cold drawn tubing instead of a forging, and is vry

light, while it is so. strong tbat it cannot be twisted or sprung. No
bearings out of line in these hubs to make your wheel run hard and
wear rapidly.

Trifle No. 2.—Our Fiber Sprocket.
Everyone admits the loss by chain friction, besides the noise and

weight. We decrease the weight, stop the noise and almost annihilate

the friction. We require no gear case.

Trifle No. 3.—Our One-piece Front Fork.
Lightest and Strongest Fork made. No forging, all tubing, strongest

section. If you think forgings are better, why don't you have a solid

frame? No wonder "Sylph Cycles run easy."

wanted. ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO., 89 G St., Peoria, hi.

, Chieaso agents for Rudge. 284-286 Wabash Ave.

CRYING OVER SPILLED MILK.

Buffalo Riders' Unjust Criticisms of a Handi-

capper—Coming Events in New York State.

Buffalo, June 5.—At the driving park in

this city on Saturday afternoon next, the New
York state circuit will be opened by the meet
of the Press Cycling Club, for which great

preparations have been made. A prize list of

$1,000 in value for ten events has been ar-

ranged and a number of prominent flyers from
out of town, including Johnson, Wheeler,

Tyler and others, will be among the competi-

tors. The track has received its final touches

and the seating arrangements for the crowd
vastly improved over last year.

THE TONAWANDA-RAMBLER MEET.

The committee in charge of the joint tourna-

ment to be held at the Tonawanda Driving

Park on July 4, met at the Ramblers' club

r oms on Saturday evening. The fact that the

Buffalo city council proposes giving $1,000 for

prizes for bicycle races at the Parade on that

day, was the principal topic of discussion. It

is thought, however, that the racing board

will not sanction the affair in this city, as it

would be a great injustice to the Ramblers B.

C, and the Tonawanda B. C, both of which
have already gone to a heavy expense. Then
the fact tbat Buffalo and Tonawanda are sepa-

rated by If ss tban ten miles is another strong

point in favor of the sanction not being granted.

The prize list for the Tonawanda meet will be

at least $1,200 in value, guaranteed as usual,

and the track is the finest in western New
York.

AFTER THE MARTIN.

The heavy shower of Saturday evening did

not prevent the enthusiastic Tonawandians

from celebrating the victory of W. R. Blake,

who won the Martin twenty-five-mile handicap

on Decoration day. The Cleveland boys, both

of whom were prize winners, came in for a

share of honors, and the Rovers B. C , of which

the above trio are members, turned out with a

brass band to whoop things up. They whooped
and banqueted until midnight.

That some men should not be allowed to

compete in handicap races, was evidenced as

soon as the Martin was finished. A more suc-

cessful exhibition of the baby act was never

seen than the peurile criticism of a lot of de-

feated competitors and their clubmates of

Handicapper Batchelder's work. Unbiased

public criticism is unanimous in saying that it

was the fairest and best list of handicaps ever

seen in Buffalo, and the Press Cycling Club

could easily be in belter business that trying to

excuse its defeat by laying it on the handi-

capper's shoulders. True sportsmen accept de-

feat with smiling faces and don't let their

mouths run away with their judgment.

The Ramblers have decided to send their

crack tandem team, the Buse brothers, to Syra-

cuse June 16-17.

Charlie Dorntge, who was so unfortunate in

the Martin as to spoil his tire ere he had cov-

ered two miles, is trying to lower Van Wagon-
er's record. He has made the attempt with

insufficient pacemaking, doing the distance in

1:17:00 and a fraction and was to have tried

again on Saturday, but rain prevented.

W. H. Barber, the world-famous trick rider,

will be in Buffalo at the Lyceum theater all

this week. The cyclists are preparing to turn

out in large numbers to see him.

WINDLE REQUESTED TO RESIGN.

The Worcester Club Disgusted at His Refusal

to Meet Johnson.

Worcester, Mass., June 7. [Special.]—The
Bay State Bicycle Club has requested W. W.
Windle to resign his membership. Tlrs re-

quest is made on the unanimous vote of the

executive committee of the club, because of

Windle's refusal to meet Johnson Decoration

day.

THE TRACK ACCEPTED.

Racing Men Now Training on the New World's

Fair Oval.

The builders of the world's fair track have

turned the same ever to the track committee,

together with a certificate from Engineer Fox

as to its length. It measures a third of a mile

exactly, the measurement being made eighteen

inches from the pole. The surface is hard and

in most places very smooth, but it will require

a little more working. A numher of men are

now using it daily and all pronounce it good.

This paper only $3.00 per year

A New Washington (D. C.) Club.

Harry W. Highatn, Jr., is a smart boy and

is responsible for the new organization as

above. A member writes the Referee as fol-

lows: "The P. D. Q.'s have < rganized (May

29). We had twenty members on the start,

and have as many more applicants for mem-
bership. The office of president fell to Harry

W. Higham, Jr.; Thomas Mac Williams, vice-

president: Frank Riley, secretary; Mr. Bu-

chanan, treasurer. The appointment of cap-

tain was left over^ti'l next]meeting.
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FRENCH AND GERMAN MEETS.

Many Records Recently Lowered — Sanger's

Victories In Belgium.

The well-known German rider, B jyschlag,

won on May 14, at Vienna, the Austrian 2,000-

metre championship in 3 min. 45 sec, besides

beating, together with H. Opel, the tandem
3,000-inetre record in 4 min. 29 sec.

The tricycle champion, Tischbein. succeeded

at Leipzig in lowering the 3,000-metre record

to 5 min. 10 sec.

A telegram says the distance march from

Berlin to Vienna finished on June 4. When
the two more prominent vegetarians, Peitz and
Elsasser, arrived, the former was in a pitiful

condition, but Elsasser somewhat better. One
vegetarian was found, after walking 100 miles,

half dead by the wayside.

The senior in the Bordeaux-Paris race is now
for the third time the fifty-seven-year-old

Rousset.

Robb, the well-known English professional,

is expected to go to Paris to measure himself

on a Whitworth with the best French cham-
pions.

On May 21 Thuillet won
#
the first prize in the

French veterans' race from Paris to Rouen.

Joyeux, the 1891 winner in the champion-

ship of Lot et Garonne for 100 kilometres on

the road, was victorious in the road race from

Choisi-le-Roi to Tours and back. The race was

establUhed by the house of Decourdemanche,

the tires of which the fifty-eight participants

had to use on this occasion. Huzelstein and
Nicodemie were Joyeux' trainers. He covered

the distance, 450 kilometres, in 24 hrs. 20 min.

10 sec. Riviere was second in 25 hrs. 19 min.

55 sec; Meline third in 25 hr. 27 min. 20 sec.

Another brilliant victory of Dubois is that of

the race from Rouen to Fecamp and back, 150

kilometres. He made it in 5 hr. 40 min. 30

sec. Cottereau was second, Meyer third.

Fournier, the French champion, will try to

beat the six-hour track record now held by

Dubois at 199 kilometres 932 metres.

On the occasion of the port's inauguration at

Tunis there were, on May 24, eight different

bicycle races, among them one military and

two international events.

Corre on May 18 went for Dubois' twelve-

hour record of 370 kilometres 608 metres, but

after seven hours' riding, in which he covered

only 209 kilometres 500 metres, against Dubois'

218 kilometres 10C metres, tired and hopeless,

lie resolved to give up.

The quarter-mile international race at Ghent

was won by Bradbury, of London, in 34 1-5 sec.

Merry was second, Rademaker third.

A tricycle record of 50 kilometres on the road

has been established by Reboul, who rode this

distance from Salon to Aries in 1 hr. 35 min.

42 3-5 sec. In his company was the Dutch
cyclist, Smith, who tried to beat the record of

Bordigoni, which is 50 kilometres in 1 hr. 31

min. 14 sec. , but was compelled, on account of

the heavy wind, to give up.

The results of the great races at Brussels on
May 22, in the presence of the king of Belgium
and his family, were:

International one-mile race, prize from the king—W. C.

Sanger, 1; Bradbury, London, 2; Hermet-Dervel, 3; lime,

3:85.

International tandem, 2,000 metres—Sehot and Du-
waerts, 1 ; Rademaker and De Waardt. 2; time, 3:34 1-5.

International, 5,000 metres, W. 0. Sanger, 1; Radema-
ker; 2; De Waardt, 3; time, 8:21 1-5.

* * *

YON YONSON IS A WINNER.

Captured the Big Events at Ansonia—Windle
Declined Again.

New York, June 5.—There are five small

towns in the Naugatuck Valley, Conn., which
could to advantage be condenced into one.

Birmingham, Derby and Ansonia are three of

them and it was the latter burgh that gave the

bicycle tournament on Saturday, on the track

of the Derby Driving Park, which was in very

fair condition. The affair had been advertised

well locally and the committee had been suc-

cessful in securing Johnson and Windle as

Caller—"Who's dead?

'

ServanWIndade; it's young Mr. Slimsey. He an' Ins

fyther had a bit of a fallin' out an' the ould gintleman

towld his son he would not buy him a noomatic basikle,

an' thin the young man said, said he, 'life will not be wurt

livin',' an' slept all the blessed night on the front steps

an 1 tuck namony, an' died last avenin', he did!"

stars. The latter did not twinkle to any ex-

tent. Several veteran track goers were pre-

sent, Joe Goodman, Stillman G. Whittaker, D. J.

Post, Frank P. Prial, Asa Windle, Tom Eck,

W. O. Marion and others adding dignity to

the proceedings. The Referee man with

Johnson, Wheeler, Post and others, chartered

a brake at Ansonia and after making several

perilous descents arrived at the grounds in

good time to find congregated in the dressing

rooms George A. Banker, A. B. Rich, Harry

Tyler, Eddie Nelson, Carl Hess, W. W.
Windle, W. W. Taxis, A. W. Warner, H. C.

Wheeler, F. Howard Tuttle, Durant McLean,

John S. Johnson and others of lesser note.

The races were well managed and 3,000 people

applauded the sport. Following are the sum-

maries:

One-mile, novice—W. F. Parker, Ansonia Wheel Club,

1; J. M. Lowden, 2; Arthur Kaiser, 3; time, 2:44 1-5.

Half-mile, open—final heat>-Johnson, 1; George A.

Banker, 3; H. C. Wheeler, 3- time 1:17. A slow first

quarter, then a rush for positions, Johnson coming out of
the bunch a hundred yards from home without looking
around.

One-mile, championship of the five local towns—I. N.
Spencer, Ansonia Wheel Club, 1; S. J. Harvey, 2; Arthur
Kaiser, 3; time, 2:42. Spencer is a second edition of Hoy-
land Smith, long, thin and speedy. He had the race well
in hand all through, winning rather easily.

One-mile, handicap, five towns—F. H. Steinman, 40

yards, 1; I N. Spencer, scratch, 2; S. J. Harvey, 40
yards, 3; time, 2:37 2 5. Spencer sprinted the last 100

yards and until within ten yards of the tape looked all

over a winner, when Steinman came with a rush and won
on the post to the sorrow of Spencer's many admirers.
One-mile, open, three in each heat in flual—final heat -

J. S. Johnson, 1 ; A. B. Rich, 2; Ed. A. Nelson, 3; time,
2:28. Windle surprised and further disgusted fi Jena's and
the public by refusing to meet Johnson in the final, and
many who had stood by his racing fortunes expressed
themselves as confident that he feared the western rider.

The final was a pretty race. Tyler did his share in pac-
ing, as did Warren, Nelson and Johnson, Rich playing the
Windle game of letting others do the "donkey" work. At
the last quarter Rich came away with a fast sneak sprint

and was ten yards away before Johnson saw his game.
The latter with head doivn fairly Hew after him, a rat-

tling finish landing Johnson a winner by two feet.

One-mile, open, to riders of five towns over thirty-five

years of age—E. A. Wyant, Seyman, Conn., 1; E. H.
Lyman, Ansonia, 2: John Haley, 3; -time 3:15 4-5. The
prizes in this race consisted of half a ton of coal, a silk

hat and a clothes wringer, and the race created more
merriment than admiration. A hundred yards separated
the winner from the next man.
Two-mile handicap—W. H. Gleuny, Jr., Yale A. A., 180

yaids, 1; F. Howard Tuttle, Chicago, 40 yards, 2; F. T.

Cutlin, New Haven, 200 yards, 3; time 4:54 3-5. Twenty-
eight starters with a 270-yard limit Windle was on scratch

with Tyler, Wheeler had thirty yards, Taxis and Banker
forty each. Banker and Taxis took Tyler's place in pa :-

ing Windle after the first half, and do all they could the

limit men were holding their own. Tuttle paced the last

half, being afraid the scratch men would come up, which
undoubtedly lost him the race, Glenny beating "Tut" in

the sprint for first money.

One-mile, club championship—I. N. Spencer, 1; S. G.
Harvey, 2; R. A Wood, 3; time. 2:59 3-5. An interesting

race, Spencer riding for grand staBd effect principally and
winning as he liked.

One-mile, 2:35 class—W. C. Marmon, Indianapolis, Iud.,

1; A. Warren, 2; F. Y. Brown, 3; time, 2:45 2-5. Tuttle

was entered in this race, but preferre 1 to keep out, but he
could possibly have won it. As it was Marmon surprised

all by beating Warren in a game finish and won by five

yards. .

One-mile, club handicap—I. N. Spencer, scratch, 1; S.

G. Harvey, 40 yards, 2; J. M. Lowden, 50 yards, 3;

time,2:45 3-5. Not very interesting, a little too much
local talent having been injected into the programme,
and sca-cely a ripple of excitement was created.

Johnson, Eck, Wheeler and Whittaker returned to Newr

York by boat from New Haven Saturday night.

* * x

WINDLE LACKS COURAGE.

Refused to Meet Johnson at Worcester, and

Again Weakened at Ansonia.

New York, June 5.—The writer does not

like to criticise Willie Windle. He is ex-

tremely sensitive and requested a "let up" a

year ago, but for the good of the sport, and
Windle being a public performer and depend-

ent on the public to an extent just the same as

a professional, it behooves me, at this time to

remind him that he is, by his present course,

rapidly destroying the last vestiges of respect

of all sportsmen. John S. Johnson has had
the lash of criticism plied upon him without

mercy and without sufficient cause, by writers

who will now undoubtedly write maudlin sen-

timent as to his greatness and ability. He
stood the abuse calmly, came east, knocked

out the world's champion skater, and boldly

went to Worcester to meet the next best man
to the champ'on of the world—W. W. Windle.

He mef him and defeated him, and in turn

was defeated—by a fluke his friends and many
judges present said; but he was defeated,

which is sufficient. He said, "I am not satis-

fied that Windle can beat me. We have split

even. To-morrow I'll try again." The mor-
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LOOK OUT

FOR
A'iaaaru Jtawr. Niagara Maid of the Mist.

NIAGARAS

NIAGARA SCOBOHER-28 LBS.

There is no wheel made to-day superior in scientific construction or

quality of materials used. It is distinguished for High Class finish and

Lightness of Running. The Niagara on the race track and on the

road Lowered many Records. There is not a Single Casting used

in the Niagara. Send for Catalogue. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

BUFFALO WHEEL COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE. NIAGARA. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Niaaaru i-utl HouiIa

Mr. H. H. Lambton of Australia, the winner of the

great Austral wheel rice* in 1887 and 1>93, savs:

The Niagara the finest wheel I have seen in

America. It is made on scientific lines and should

prove a favorite with racing men. The high frame

has come to stay.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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row came. Johnson went for the half-mile

open, met with an accident to his wheel and
then proposed to meet Windle, who did not

start in the half, preferring a walk-over,

practically, in the mile Massachusetts race.

The mile came, but where was Windle? "Win-
dle! Windle!" shouted the crowd, and Windle,

to his shame be it said, walked sheepishly on
the track in street costume — refusing to

start.

Was he afraid of Johnson? The writer be-

lieved he was. So did the majority of the

5,000 people present. The Bay State club,

which had done so much for him, and at

his request elected him a member of the club

and extended other courtesies that the mem-
bers of the club don't wish to speak about,

felt very badly over the affair, as the people

had paid 50 cents and $1 to see the

men. Considering that Windle had made up-

wards of $500 in prizes out of the tour-

nament, saying nothing of the regard

risk his laurels. One thing is certain, if the two had
swung into the stretch on even terms, no such sprint on
the part ot Windle as that of Monday could have won
him the race. In the mile open Johnson evinced a

greater flight of speed than was shown in any other

event of the meeting. Against a strong head wind in the

stretch he rode from the quarter pole to the tape in 30

4-5 sec. That was quite a merry clip.

The general impression among wheelmen is that

Windle has hurt the Bay State club in a greater degree
than he could help it if he rode under its colors till the

crack of doom.

There are not many better posted cycling

scribes than John Turner of the Springfield Re-
publican, and this is how things looked to

him:

The two fastest riders in America now, Windle and
Johnson, were here, but did not race against each other.

If any man was responsible for the failure of to-day's

sport it was Willie Windle. It was a mean day to ride, to

be sure, but he might have favored bis own club by
making another trial at Johnson. This the capricious

young man refused to do, although called for repeatedly

by the crowd, which gathered mainly to see the two men
race. In the only race where he could have met John-
son, the half-mile handicap and the mile open, he refused

at a hundred, which he left on the wash-stand,

being his third loss that way, he was all right.

Windle looked well at a hasty glance, and fit

to do battle. In the half something~went
wrong with his handle-bars right at the start.

He qualified, however, for the final in the

mile, but, to the disgust of all, refused to turn

out to meet Johnson, who had won his heat in

a common canter. If there were any linger-

ing doubts as to Windle's quality of heart, and
as a sportsman, Saturday completely shattered

them, and as a star and drawing card at a
tournament, Johnson is head and shoulders

above "the Milbury (ex)-wonder."

The crowds cheered every appearance of

Johnson, while Windle was practically un-
noticed. If there is a man outside of Zimmer-
man worthy the title of "champion of the

world," that man is not Willie Windle of Mas-
sachusetts. John S. Johnson will come much
nearer filling the bill.

[^ lat^r-Oees" 'yirLdhjil-

SPECIMENS OF CYCLE SKETCHING AS SEEN IN DAILY PAPERS AFTER THE PULLMAN.

for his club and the public, he should have

given Johnson the chance to defeat him or be

defeated. Willie plainly showed the white

feather. I always maintained that he was
weak, notwithstanding Asa Windle's assur-

ance that he comes of good fighting English

and Irish stock.

This is what Worcester thought of it. It is

taken from the Telegram, his home paper,

whose cycling editor is a club member:

There was but one unfortunate break to distort the

course of events. The mile open event was not what it

should have been. Three-quarters of the thousands in

attendance hoped to see Windle and Johnson come to-

gether, to still further determine the question of suprem-

acy. Johnson was not satisfied with his defeat of Tues-

day. Plainly enough Windle outgeneraled him ; but the

little Minneapolis flyer was not satisfied that his van-

quisher carried the balance of speed. As Howard Tuttle

put it, "We wanted Johnson to meet Windle to-day, for

we wanted to know just how we do stand."

But Windle was not "i' the mood." He came one of

the tricks which have led so many of his friends to

believe him to be cranky. He wouldn't ride—and when
Billie Windle won't, a mule can't make him move. But
the whole proceeding looked as though he was afraid to

to appear, although the western man responded each

time to the judges' call. The two races Windle won were

very uninteresting. He was too easily the victor in the

mile for Massachusetts riders, while in the half:mile he
ran in the club relay race, he sneaked along slowly

behind another man to the finish before he spurted, in-

stead of ge'ting the fifty yards' lead he should have won
for his club. Johnson's racing was scarcely more satis-

factory, but it was no fault of his. In the half-mile

handicap his wheel broke as he started, and in the mile

open he won in time that was slower than the limit.

That's about the correct size of the situation

at Worcester, but we were not prepared for a

second dose at Ansonia yesterday. A goodly

crowd had journeyed to see the pair—Johnson

and Windle—meet as reported, but credited

Windle with an intention of slaughtering the

gallant little westerner. We ran the risk of

fog, flood and tide on a Peck slip boat, and

were soon at Ansonia, Conn., filled with a

desire to see "who's who," having still a small

amount of doubt as to the superiority of John-

son over Windle. But Ansunia dispelled it.

Windle was there; so was Johnnie Johnson,

and barring the loss of an elegant ring valued

SELECTED THEIR PRIZES.

Time and Place Winners in the Pullman Re-

ceive their Trophies.

There was an interesting crowd at 291 Wa-
bash avenue on Tuesday evening, when the

Pullman prize winners gathered to select their

prizes. They, with their friends, crowded the

place considerably and made considerable

noise. But they were good-natured. Several

changes in the finishing order had been made
by the judges at their meeting Friday evening.

J. I. Brandenburg, of the Chicagos, was given

twenty-eighth instead of sixty-fifth place, and
Peterson, who had first been given twenty-

eighth place, was set back. It was clearly

shown that Brandenburg was thirtieth at the

sand hill, while Peterson was about seventieth.

J. R. Bowen, of Milwaukee, was given thir-

teenth place instead of Frank Wing, of Ottawa.

The two men's numbers were 300 and 200, re-

spectively, and were transposed by the judges.

The following shows the winners in their
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SETTLED BEYOND A DOUBT

Has Agaii

SIMOND
T(

THE BEST IN

Read the Fol

Simonds Rolling Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

Gentlemen:—In reply to yours of the 8th would say, after careful comparative e

order for the season's supply with you for the following reasons: ist. Your sampl<

were 90 per cent, within one ten-thousandth of an inch of size, as against only 70 to 80

We have no reason to regret our decision and think your balls, together with our gn

Respectfully, .

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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A THIRD GREAT TEST

Proven the

BALLS
BE:

THE WORLD"
3wing Letter:

Chicago, 111., May 18, 1893.

nination and tests of samples from all the principal manufacturers of balls, we placed our

were round, as against only 70 to 80 per cent, of the other makes. 2nd. Your samples

jcent. in other makes. 3rd. The temper was found to be uniform and hard,

id tool steel ball races, make the best running bearing constructed.

;hby Cycle Co. C. F. Pease, Superintendent.
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The Seventh Annual Pullman Road Race

- AND - SECOND - TIME - PRIZE -

Were Won by Marinus Nelson on a

MARCH, WEIGHING 24 POUNDS,
FINISHING WITH WHEEL IN PERFECT CONDITION.

Responsible Agents Wanted Everywhere.

The Mareh-Davis Cycle Co.,
ioo N. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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order at finish and the prizes they selected:

M. Nelson, Columbia; J. F. Gunther, Quad-

rant; E. Spike, Imperial; H. Zerbel, Kenwood;

F. M. Preucil, Union; "W. S. Kaehler, Arrow;

A. Gardiner, Fowler; P. H. Sercombe, Victor;

A. P. Peck, Rambler; B. W. Fick, Smalley; H.

T. Pyle, Liberty; J. M. Singley, Jr., Eoad

King; J. R. Bowen (F. Wing), Ariel; R. O'Con-

nell, Monarch; A. C. Runkel, Black Hawk;
John Cudahy, Jr., Lovell Diamond; J. Hlava,

gold watch; C. H. Clarke, Morgan & Wright,

merchandise, $25; W. E. Waugh, G, M. Pull-

man, merchandise, $25; M. Nessel, carving set.

Opera glasses, cigars, pedals, cord wood, tires,

champagne, shoes, etc., were selected by the

other contestants. In all there fifty-seven

prizes.
# * #

PHILADELPHIA RACE MATTERS.

Americus Wheelmen and Philadelphia Cyclers'

Road Races—Notes.

Philadelphia, June 5.—The five-mile road

race over the Bryn Mawr-City Line course re-

ulted as follows:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

1 J. H. McGrath 3:00 10:23 2-5

2 S. P. Johns 2:30 16:50

3 S. P. Strauss, Jr 2:30 17:13

4 H. C. Hochstadter ser. 14:45

5 Robert Thompson 1:30 16:50

6 H. Cohn 3:30 17:57

7 C. Bedichimer 1:00 16:37

The annual handicap five-mile road race of

the West Philadelphia Cyclers was run off

Saturday afternoon over the Bryn Mawr-City
Line course, Daniel Parkhill finishing first,

followed DyF. Yerkes, F. G. Breck, W. L.

Anderson, Mark Meredeth, Charles L. Bryan,

John Heistley, W. N. Emory and H. J.

Palmer. Meredith won the time medal, going

the distance in 13:48.

Pennsylvania state championships have been

assigned as follows: Quarter-mile and one-

mile, Newcastle Wheelmen, date not yet fixed

upon; half-mile and two-mile, Keystone Bicy-

cle Club's meet, Pittsburg, June 24.

The .annual meet of the Pennsylvania divi-

sion will be held at Harrisburg July 30, under

the auspice of the Harrisburg Wheel Club.

The meet of the Susquehanna Wheelmen, of

the same place, will be held July 1 , and on

July 4 the annual meet of the Pennsylvania

Wheelmen of Reading will take place. A
large number of local cracks will go on the

little circuit.

Only six races on the programme for the

South End Wheelmen's meet on June 24, but

the number of the heats necessitated by the

large entry list will insure at least twenty-five

numbers.
# * *

AT LAST.

The Cash League Publishes the Schedule

of Races.

It has been a long time coming, but it is

here now, is the schedule of races of the Na-

tional Cycling Association. It is noticed that

Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Paul—all great

cycling cities—have been left off the list. Why?
No one seems to know. President Byrne says

the riders' interests are fully protected, inas-

much as the association guarantees all purses,

so that if a club fails to ' 'come up" with the

money, the N. C. A. will, and the parent body

will look to the child for reimbursement.

The minimum amount of the purses for each

day will total $500, or $19,000 for the season;

and in many cases the purses will foot up to

$1,000 a day, as will be the case with New
York July 3 and 4. The schedule shows

thirty-nine meets in four months as follows:

July3 and 4—New York.

July 6 and 8—Brooklyn.
July 13 and 15—Philadelphia.
July 20 and 21—Troy.
July 23 and 24—Boston.
July 26 and 27—Buffalo.
July 30—St. Louis.

Aug. 2 and 6—Milwaukee.

Aug. 12 and 13—St. Louis.

Aug. 17 and 19—New York.

Aug. 24 and 26—Boston.
Sept. 2 and 4—New York.

Sept. 7 and 9—Brooklyn.
Sept. 16 and IS—Philadelphia.
Sept. 21 and 23—Brooklyn.
Oct. 1, 4, 5 and 7—St. Louis.

Oct. 14 and 15—Milwaukee.

Oct. 19and 21—Ne v York-.

Oct 26 and 28-Boston.

* * *
,

From Zimmerman's Party.

One of the Zimmerman party writes the

Referee from Dundee, Scotland, under date

of May 24 as follows:

"I send you herewith some clippings from

the Scottish and English papers which will

show you that we are still in the ring. Arthur

has been doing strong, steady work for the

past three weeks, and is now beginning to

show its effect. He is not nearly fit yet, but

will need three weeks' more hard work to com-
plete his training. The clippings will show
you that he is still able to move a little, when
the occasion demands it, and I feel that he is

coming on all right. We are ahead of last

year's record a little, as the first race was won
then by Arthur on May 28, and we now have

four to our credit and no defeats from scratch.

I have just had a talk with Mr. Wilson, who
manages McLaren's affairs, and he says there

is no probability that McLaren will go to

America An Irish team is the most prob-

able, but that is not yet a certainty. I can

give you nothing as to the chances of an

English team being sent, as I have heard noth-

ing definite about it. Harris is the only one

of the last year's fast ..men that has received

his license. Ed«<~ 1? and Schofield are having

delay in getting theirs. Arthur received a

twenty-one days' license without any diffi-

culty, and I do not anticipate any trouble

about the full license. The licensing scheme
is causing considerable trouble and ill-feeling

among the rank and file, and it will require

considerable skill and manipulation on the

part of the N. C. U. officials to keep down an
open outbreak or a formidable opposition, and
from what I hear there will soon be trouble

on hand. One fault with the scheme seems to

be this: Each center, or division, as we would

say, has the right to issue licenses to members
living in its district; that the districts which

were the bitterest opponents of the scheme
will grant licenses to all who ask, while the

promoters are the most difficult to obtain a

license from. Ed wards and tJ arris may come
to America in July, and Schofield may go
with them. There are no arrangements what-

ever made as yet for them. I saw Edwards
on Monday and had a long talk with him on

the subject. I hope you are going on all right.

I saw Fred Woods at Newcastle on Saturday.

We ride here to- night at an evening meeting.

Nick Kauffman will return with us and is

shaping things now to that end."

* -* #

Race at Elmira, N. Y.

On Decoration day occured the first of a
series of six twenty-mile road races. The
course lay nine and one-third miles up the

river to a point one and a half miles beyond
Big Flats, where the turn was made. Seth
Winner, James Swartout, Mugun Daggett,

Grant Tidd, Burt Swift and J. M. Tillman, Jr.,

were sent off, against a strong wind. The turn

was reached by Swartout and Daggett side by
side in 40 1-2 min. Three minutes later, Win-
ner and Tidd put in an appearance, and a little

later Swift and Tillman made the turn. At
Big Flats Daggett ran over a rooster. The
man to finish was Swartont, in 1 hr. 28 min.;

next came Tidd in 1 hr. 30 min. , then Daggett

in 1 hr. 32 min., Swift in 1 hr. 44 min., Win-
ner 1 hr. 45 min. 30 sec, J. M. Tillman 1 hr.

45 min. 35 sec.

Swartout proved to be the dark horse. He
rode in his business suit and came in perfectly

dry and in splendid condition.

These events are being run under the aus-

pice of the Kanaweola Cycle Club. The prizes

consist of gold medal, presented by George B.

Wixon & Co.; gold medal, by Dave W. Seely;

gold cycle pin, by Homer Wilkin and a special

prize of a silver cup, presented by the Pope
Manufacturing Company.

* * *

Broke McDuffee's Record.

A dispatch from Detroit, dated June G, says:
—"Fred C. Graves went against and broke the

twenty-five mile record at Belle Isle to-day in

the presence of 100 local wheelmen. The rec-

ord was 1:13:55 2-5 and made by E. A. McDuf-
fee a few days ago. Graves went, without

pacemakers, in 1:13:08 2-5, over a magnificent

track. Pacemakers were refused by local

wheelmen, they charging Graves with being a

professional."

Graves is the man who was expelled for re-

ceiving money from the Warwick company.
He denied, under oath, that he had done so,

but the makers produced evidence to the con-

trary. This, co doubt, accounts for the charge

of professionalism.

* * *

The Crooked Club's Road Race.

Indianapolis, Ind., June 1. — Rain pre-

vented the Zig-Zags from running the four track

races set for Decoration day at Greenfield.

The third annual five mile road race was run
in the mud at 6 p.m., however, and won by
C. G. Crawford, a 1:40 man, in 17:10; Hill,

Dynes, McCain, Hunter and Minor following

in order named. Hunter won time in 15:35.

Seventeen started and ten had one or more
spills on account of the mud. Some 300

people from Indianapolis, including a large
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MORE
RAMBLER

VICTORIES.
lis IS a Rambler Year."

(t nr* .

In the Wilmington-Philadelphia Team Race

two of the first four men in (riding four abreast)

were mounted on Ramblers which came through

unscratched. The other two wheels, and many others,

were badly disabled.

In the C. C. C. C. io-Mile Road Race at

Lincoln, Neb., May 30, out of 27 starters Ramblers

captured First and Fourth Piizes.

At Knoxville, Tenn., May 30, Rambler

Racers won the Half Mile Open, the One Mile Club

Championship, One Mile Open and Five Mile Open

events.

At Los Angelos, Cal., May 30, Rambler
Racers carried the winners of the One Mile Maiden

race, won in 2:37, also Three and One-quarter Mile

Handicap event, which distance was ridden on a

Rambler in 8:34, by Louis Fox.

At Alameda, Cal., May 30, First and Second

Prizes in the Two Mile State Championship and

First Prizes in the One Mile Scratch and One Mile

Handicap Races were taken by Rambler riders.

The latter event was run in heats, in which the

Pacific Coast One Mile Record was Twice
Broken on Ramblers.

First Prize in the One Mile event at Bridge-

hampton, L. I., May 30, was taken by a Rambler
rider.

At Columbia, S. C, May, 18, Ramblers won

Five First places, one Second and one Third in seven

races.

At Longmont, Col., May 18, two out of three

heats in the Half Mile event were won on the

Rambler No. 4.

"Winners" tn all parts of this Country Ride Ramblers.

Those Corrugated G. & J. PNEUMATICS DO GO.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Chiea^o. Boston. Washington. New York. Coventry, Entr.

MENTION THE REFEREE
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number of ladies, were in attendance. A
dance was held in the evening and a special

traiu of five coaches returned at 12.

* * *

International Committee Doings.

The general committee in charge of the in-

ternational meet met on Friday evening of last

week and transacted considerable routine busi-

ness. The resignation of F. H. Gere as a mem-
ber of the committee was accepted and F. W.
Morgan, of Morgan & "Wright, was appointed

his successor. The question of having a trick-

riding contest came up for consideration, but

it was decided to refer the matter to the track

committee.

Messrs. Garden and Gerould were named as

an auditing committee. It was decided to

charge $2 per month for the privilege of train-

ing on the track. During the week prior to

the international races no one will be allowed

on the track except those entered in the races.

* * *

The Company Too Fast.

George C. Smith, the speedy flyer of the Riverside

Wheelmen contracted a severe cold while en route to Co-

hoes last Saturday, which perhaps accounts for the poor

showing he has made thus far. He is under the care of a

doctor, however, and hopes to be around again in a few
days.—New York Recorder.

Utter nonsense! George was not suffering

to any extent at Cohoes or Worcester, nor at

Springfield, where a Referee man saw him at

work. George was in fast company, that's all,

and misrepresentation will not make the

speedy youngster any faster.

* * *

Road Race at Danville, 111.

Danville, 111. , May 30.—There were eight

starters in the ten-mile bicycle road race to-

day. The roads were fairly good. Bigger, of

Danville, won first prize, with a handicap of

6 niin. in 6:37 3-4. Oadwallader, of West Leba-

non, won the time prize in 35:50.

* * *

Racing Notes.

Sercombe and Nicol, of Milwaukee, will ride

in the Buffalo races Saturday.

Zimmerman and Nick Kauffman, the trick

rider, sail for America June 26.

Forty-five entries have been received for the

Waukesha-Milwaukee road race.

A number of the Milwaukee men who once
rode the g. o. o. are arranging for an ordi-

nary race.

The cash prize league is scheduled to give

races at Athletic Park, Milwaukee, Aug. 5

and 6 and Oct. 14 and 15.

The engagement of F. Terry Andrae, the

"Flying Badger," to Miss Adelaide Hasse, of

Los Angeles, Oal., is announced.

Next Saturday the members of the JEolus
Cycling Club, Chicago, will compete in a ten-

mile road race for the Keats cup.

Henry Spencer, of Knoxville, Tenn., expects
to represent the Columbia Athletic Club of

Washington at the world's fair races.

The Phoenixville (Pa.) Wheelmen hold their

second annual race meet Saturday, and are
making great preparations for the event.

The Fredonia Athletic Club has decided to

eliminate all athlelic contests from the tourna-
ment it proposes to hold on June 17, and will

confine it entirely to cycling. The programme
as now arranged includes a twenty-mile road
race, starting from Fredonia at 1 p. m., finish-

ing on the track at the driving park; one-mile
novice, open; half-mile, open; half-mile direc-

tors' race, closed; two-mile, open; half-mile,

junior members; one-mile, consolation.

F. E. McEvven and George Webb, of Elgin

and Aurora, respectively, were in Chicago this

week talking a twenty-five mle road race

from Elgin to Aurora.

At the fourth annual field day exercises of

the Iowa Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association,

held at Des Moines last Friday, Culver won
the two mile bicycle event in 7:11.

There will be cash races at Athletic Park,

Milwaukee, on June 25. Among those who
will enter from that city are Steinet, Saam,
Stock and Balke; also Sugden of Racine. The
management has decided to give one race for

col'ired professionals.

The Mecury Cycling Club of Milwaukee will

give a road race on Saturday, June 17, from

Paynesville to National Park. A very tempt-

ing list of prizes has been hung up by the rac-

ing board. The annual race meet of the club

will 1 e held in August at National Park.

At the fair; Ihe Ferris wheel.—"Say, Jimmie, I don't
see how they ride that wheel. 11

There seems to be a marked antipathy

among a great many riders in Milwaukee

against riding in a race with negro wheelmen.

The recent decision of the Milwaukee wheel-

men allowing negroes to enter the Waukesha-
Milwaukee road race may keep many riders

from entering the contest.

The world's fair track is in charge of Charles

Kuhn, and is open for training purposes from

6 to 10:30 a. m. and 6 to 8 p. m. The hours do

not suit the men who desire to use the track,

and an attempt will be made to have them
changed. When the ball team is away, how-
ever, the track will be open at all hours.

Charles P. Adams, secretary of the Lynn
Cycling and Athletic Association, writes as

follows regarding a proposed change of dates

so as not to clash with Syracuse June 17. "In-

asmuch as the 17th of June is a holiday (Bun-

ker Hill day) in eastern Massachusetts, it

wou'd hardly pay us to postpone our meet to a

later date. If the Syracuse people could

change their dates it would make less differ-

ence to them, no doubt. We would like very

much to have Johnson and Wheeler with us

on June 17. We shall have a good list of

prizts, and the fastest three-lap track in the

state."

In connection with the festival being ar-

ranged by the commissioners of Audubon
Park, New Orleans, a handicap race of one
mile will be prov ded for the wheelmen, for

which a handsome prize will be given to the

winner. The excellent track and the short

race ought to attract many riders. Entries to

be made witli Charles Fenner.

Frank Albert, alias Leonard, alias Crozier,

of amateur and professional mixed racirjg and
New York Recorder popular-rider-voting fame,

has removed from the village of New York to

the city of Boston, where he has taken unto
himself a partner in the person of William

Martin of six-day-merry-go-round fame. The
young gentlemen both claim world's records

on the firm's card, and report says that Albert

will soon challenge his partner to a race.

The meet of the New York division, which is

to be held in Syracuse under the auspices of

the Century Cycling Club, promises well. One
of the features of the meet will be the forty-

mile road race on the day previous to the

meet. The four points of starting are to be

Utica on the east, Cortland on the south,

Lyons on the west, and Pulaski on the north.

At these points will congregate the riders from
the various sections of the state. The word
for the start will be given simultaneously in

each place, and the run will be made to Syra-

cuse. —» »

—

Called at Our Eastern Office.

Among the well-known trade people and
riders who called at our eastern office recently

were: Andrew Cahill, Buffalo Wheel Com-
pany, Buffalo; W. J. Grynier, Coventry Ma-
chinists' Company, Coventry; A. J. Marrett,

Chicago; Stephen Golder, New Howe com-
pany, Glasgow; T. W. Eck and J. S. Johnson,

Minneapolis; Mr. Hildick, Providence Wheel-
men; W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn; A. B. Rich;

Charles Brown, Elizabeth Athletic Club; Mr.

and Mrs. Kenfield, Rochester; Alfred Du Cros,

Dunlop Tire Company; Henry Crowther and
Charles Howard, Boston; J. B. Bridges, Sa-

vannah; C. Collins; Messrs. Easeworthy and
Frost, Cleveland; Elliott Bums, New York;

James Cartwright, Bicycling World, Boston;

C. E. Monroe, Belcher & Loomis, Providence;

S. G. Whittaker; Carl Hess, Newark; Guy P.

Wilson, Baltimore; W. S. Maltby and G. Min-

turn Worden.

Mecredy Coming July 8.

R. J. Mecredy writes as follows: "I hope to

sail in the Leucania on the 8th of July. I do

not expect to do much in the racing line, but I

am most anxious to see what American cycling

life is like, and I thought the present opportu-

nity was the best one I was ever likely to have.

I have been in hard training for the last five

weeks, but up to the present show no sign of

gettiDg into form. This is always the case

with me, however, in the beginning of the

season."

Over De Soto Hills.

Just four Chicagoans accompanied the fifty

odd St. Louis riders over the De Soto road Sun-

day—Messrs. Berger, Moore, Walden and one

other. Moore climbed every hill on the road,

a feat seldom performed even by those accus-

tomed to riding over those young mountains.

The Chicago party reported a most delightful

trip and said the roads were in fine shape, the

foliage and scenery grand, and St. Louis hospi-

tality unsurpassed.
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THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recognized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

We might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS,
RAZ,PH TEMPLE, 158 22nd St., Chicago Representative.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

MARSHALL, MICH.

- - Watch Our Progress. - -

Credenda Bicycles are coming to the front. Their many merits and superior

running qualities are being recognized by discriminating wheelmen. We ask

$115 for them and know well that we give you full value for money.

THEY AEE GOOD AS GOLD
AND SELL FOR

1*ACMIt. $ 1 1 5.00.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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TRADE AND THE RAG SHOP.

Phoebus Bemoans the Condition of One and the

Desertion of the Other—The New Resort.

The season is slipping away without realiz-

ing the promised boom in the cycle trade.

Whenever I look back over the past two sea-

sons I am minded of the woman who called up
the stairway early Monday morning: "Sally,

Sally, get up right away. To-day is Monday,
to-morrow is Tuesday, nest day is Wednesday,
next day is Thursday, next day is Friday and

then comes Saturday, and we ain't done a liv-

ing thing yet." So it is with trade in wheels,

and though the call was early and the morning
bright we have gotten well along into Wednes-

day and I can't see that we have got in the

washing even now.
There is " something rotten in the state of

Denm irk," so far as the cycle business is con-

cerned. Every season we are promised better

trade and better wheels, and although the de-

mand is undoubtedly growing, the expecta-

tions fail to materialize and business houses

become more dissatisfied. The old, old story

of supposed enormous profits in the wheel

trade has much to do with the state of affairs,

no doubt, for many firms, without knowing or

figuring carefully the cost, have built and then,

in order to sell large nnmbers of machines,

have resorted to cut prices and installment

sales, supplemented by trading in old cycles at

a very large figure, supposing all the time

(until the fall balance sheet broke the illusion)

that the profit was s© large that they were safe

in making any sort of a deal.

Particularly has this been the case in Chi-

cago, where everything, even the matter of

board bills, is on a large scale, and the results

have not been very pleasant for Chicago deal-

ers. The world's fair was supposed to be a

great stimulant for trade, but the reverse has

been the case, and a glance into a Chicago re-

tail store discloses woe-begone faces and listless

forms. No one seems to be doing any business,

unless it be Plumb and Lennie, with perhaps a

small sale now and then by Sieg. Ac any rate,

these gentlemen are the only ones who are

doing any bragging or who seem chipper

enough to get up a good, comfortable prevari-

cation. One misses the good old snap and vim
which two or three years ago pervaded the

row. It is about all gone and the financial

discomfort just now so common is not doing

much to help matters along. The question

now before the American committee on finance

is not, What shall we sell? but How in the

name of His Royal Highness, the king of

Hades, are we going to sell anything or collect

our stipend for that which has already been

sold ? And to top off, as it were, our misery,

comes the news that an eastern factory has cut

its list price to $85! Ye gods and little fishes!

Is it to be wondered at that the habiliments of

woe are common garments along Wabash ave-

nue?

And as it never rains but it pours, behold
the rag shop has been deserted, and no more
will the racing men grace the head of the bi-

cycle table in the cellar of the great dry goods
emporium. No more will the gang roar at the

the funny stories of the only Guinea or pump
news out of the well-informed Spooner, for the

decree has gone forth and hence forward we
must eat off marble-topped tables and be

waited upon by dowdy German waiters who
have a tendency to get their thumbs into one's

soup and to drop hair into the butter.

Well, in some ways the change is for the

better, for one gets good roast beef at Winter's.

Although I do not enjoy bare tables and con-

fusion, nor admire Teutonic gentlemen who
need a bath and a hair cut, I shall probably

follow suit and eat with the boys, even though
" Sadie" does bring me beer when I order cof-

fee, and pretzels when I want hot rolls. That
is, I will feed with the boys just so long as I

can manage to sell enough bicycles to satisfy

my house that I am earning my salary. From
what I am doing now I am fearful that Win-
ter's will not know me long. Phcebus.

Samuel Snell's Arrangements.

The Snell Cycle Fitting Company, of Toledo,

has arranged for the eSclusive agency for the

ME. HUDSON.

goods manufactured by Hudson & Co. for the

United States, and with Warwick & Sons to

handle their goods for a term of years. A pic-

ture of Mr. Hudson is here presented. His

company has arranged to place with the Snell

company a large stock of tubing, and Mr.

Hudson, himself, accompanied by Mr. War-
wick, will visit the United States in August.

As an outcome of this visit it is probable that

large stores may be erected in Toledo for stor-

ing their goods. Accompanied by Mr. Snell

the visitors will call upon the principal manu-

facturers of America.

The Snell Cycle Ftting Company says it is

now in position to supply the trade at such

prices as have not heretofore been obtainable

and that the principals of the concern it repre-

sents will be here in plenty of time to make con-

contracts for next year. The company is now
manufacturing cranks, hubs, forks and lamps

in large quantities at its factory in Toledo.

A Visitor From the Old Country.

Among the callers at the Referee office last

week was Mr. Woodhead, one of the directors

of the Raleigh Cycle Company, accompanied

by Mr. Davis, who is in charge of the company's

exhibit at the fair.

Mr. Woodhead has spent about three weeks
in this country, and will shortly return to

England with the intention of again visiting

this country in the fall. His trip was made
for the purpose of visiting the trade and ascer-

taining for the benefit of his company what
steps were necessary, if any, for the improve-

ment of business in the United States. It may
be stated positively that the Raleigh company
fully intends to continue the progressive policy

which has so far marked its career in America,

and has in contemplation certain improve-

ments in the method of conducting its busi-

ness which can not fail to result advantag-

eously both to the company arid agents.

Mr. Woodhead has found a tendency on the

part of Americans to decry the efforts of Eng-
lish manufacturers on the ground that in case

of accident parts are not obtainable. This is

certainly not the case with the Raleigh com-
pany, which is always prepared to exhibit to

visitors at its factory an immense stock of

all parts, from frames down to the smallest

nut or screw. In fact, Mr. Woodhead declares

that every agent will be compelled to keep a

stock of these parts.

One thing which struck the gentleman par-

ticularly was the absence of the tricycle from
American roads. He seems to be of opinion

that the three-wheeler is, for all around use,

the best wheel for a lady, but says that his

company is not anxious to make them, for the

reason that the difference in the price of the

wheel by no means represents the difference

in the cost of manufacturing.

Mr. Woodhead has gone east, but Mr. Davis

remains in charge cf the exhibit.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,

D. C:
493,224, umbrella attachment for bicycles, Herbert E.

Bakersviile, Detroit, Mich.; filed July 16, 1892.

498,373, vehicle wheel; George R. Williams, Brooklyn,

N. Y.; filed July 16, 1892.

498,394, bicycle; Frederick W. Huennekens, Milwaukee,

Wis. ; filed Jan. 16, 1893.

498,415, tire tightener; Cavanus Vantrees, Butler, Mo.

;

filed Dec. 29, 1892.

498,479, vehicle wheel, Michael F. Meisch, Rochester, N.

Y.; filed Nov. 14, 1892.

498,481, Polycjcle; Edward T. Noonan and Joseph V.

Schmill, Chicago, 111. ; filed Jan. 21, 1893.

498,598, safety bicycle stand, Clayton J. Whipple,

Waterloo, Iowa; filed July 36, 1892.

498,667, wheel tire; Henry A. Lozier, Cleveland, O.

;

filed, Oct. 27, 1892.

498,688, bicycle wheel, John T. Oyler, Traverse City,

Mich.; filed Dec. 13, 1892.

498,750, tricycle; Herman Matzen, Cleveland, O.; filed

Dec. 24, 1892.

498,750, tricycle, Herman Matzen, Cleveland, O.; filed

Dec. 24, 1892.

Trade-Mark.— 23,162, bicycles and sulkies; Central Cycle

Manufacturing, CompaDy, Indianapolis, Ind. ; filed May
4, 1893. Essential feature the word "Ben Hur."

"Done Gone Done It."

Know all men by these presents that Michael

Angelo Quinlan of the New York end of the

Gendron Iron Wheel Company has taken unto

himself a fair flower of Ohio growth, and will

continue to live in New York. Harry Ovei-

baugh, L. B. Whymper's right-hand man, has

also "gone and done it," and "Maryland, my
Maryland," furnished the bride, who is said to

be one of Baltimore's very fairest.

Overman People Form a Club.

There has been formed by the staff and em-

ployes of the Overman Wheel Company an
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A Revolution in Bicycles.

(§>) (§>) Lightness with Strength.

ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR AND WOODEN GUTTER CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of Bicycles. Incorporated 1873. Capital Stock, $500,000.

The last in the field to manufacture, we leap to the front in one bound. Having discovered a process for making aluminum stronger and

more elastic than steel, we will, in the course of the next 60 days, offer to the public our

LU Ml NUM
High Grade Bicycles. There will be no brazed joints to give out. They will never tarnish and the frame will last a life-time.

The hU MI NUM is more of a revolution in Bicycle Frames than the Steel Tubing is over the Gas Pipe or Malleable Iron Frame, the

Pneumatic Tire over the Solid Rubber Tire or the Ball Bearing over the Cone Bearing.

MARK WHAT WE CLAIM.
The Steel Tubing and Drop Forging must go. Their usefulness is past. To show that we mean what we claim we issue the following chal-

lenge to any first class make of Bicycles, either in Europe or America.

The manufacturer of the machine wishing to contest with the I,U MA NUM shall select two judges. We to select two judges and the four

judges to select one more. They are to put the machines to all the various tests necessary to show their strength.

If the judges do not testify that the I,U Ml NUM is by far the strongest frame, we will contribute $500 to any charitable institution the

manufacturer of such Bicycle contesting may name.

If it is proven and the judges so testify that the I,U MI NUM is twice as strong as the Steel Tubing Frame contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $500 to any charitable institution WE may name.

And if further the contest show that the I,U MI NUM is three times stronger than the Steel Frame Bicycle contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $750 to such charitable institution as we may name.

Machines to weigh thirty pounds and under. Who wi'l accept the challenge?

£^~ The Celebrated High Orade Machines are especially invited.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Sine Qua Non
Of a Pneumatic Tire is the FABRIC. There are other FABRICS besides

THE BIDWELL CONSTRICTIVE FABRIC,
But after a little use they burst and vanish into thin air like the

Baseless Fabric of a Vision.

The Bidwell Constrictive Fabric CAN NOT burst, it accommodates itself to the

pressure contained in it. In one instance it was ridden 250 miles without any rubber

shoe to protect it. It is always a genuine pneumatic. Our pamphlet,

"Air; Its Hard and Soft Sides,"
will tell you how a Pneumatic Tire ought to be made.

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Company,
308-310 W. 59th St., - NEW YORK.

TIRE FACTORY, 49-51 W. 66th St., New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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athletic association known as the Victor Ath-

letic Company.
It has secured good grounds within a few

minutes' walk of the center of the town. A
quarter-mile bicycle track will be built, and

this, with base ball, tennis, rifle and trap

shooting will be the leading sports.

The company has been incorporated under

the state laws of Massachusetts with the fol-

lowing officers: A. H. Overman, president; C.

L. Pepper, vice-president; W. S. L. Hawkins,

treasurer; E. F. Russell, secretary.

Victories for the Victor.

The Martin road race, at Buffalo, N. Y.,

Decoration day, was won on a Victor Flyer.

* * * In the Denver twenty-five-mile road

race, against a heavy wind, W. W. Hamilton

passed 155 men and broke Colorado record.

His mount was a i
-egular Victor Flyer. * * *

At Youngstown, O., May 30, out of eight Vic-

tors entered seven took positions, including

first, second and special time prizes.

Trade Items from Iowa.

Sioux City, la.—The Inter Ocean Club has

rented a summer cottage at Riverside Park.
* * * The Monfort & Ellis Company, organized

here this spring, is doing good business with

Warwicks and Imperials. The principals of the

firm are popular and energetic. * * * S. E.

Taylor, of the Ariel company, passed through

here recently.

Trade Notes.

Colonel Albert A. Pope was in town the

early part of the week.

The Pope Manufacturing Company has in-

creased its capital stock to $2,000,000.

The Remington Arms Company has just

turned out a Remington racer weighing 21

pounds 6 ounces.

The Palmer Pneumatic Tire Company has

opened an office in the Stover company's store,

287 Wabash avenue.

Charlie Murphy, who won the time prize in

the Irvington-Milburn road race Decoration

day, ro le a 22-pound Humber, geared to 68

inches.

Wilson, Myers & Co. write us that Carl von
Lengerke"s mount throughout the twenty five

miles of the Irvington-Milburn race, which he

won, was a Liberty Bogie Man.

C. W. Gray & Son, of 90 and 92 Illinois

street Chicago, are making bicycle parts to

order. M. & W. valves have been made at this

establishment. The firm makes machinery,

tools, dies, etc.

Charles Scott & Co. , of Philadelphia, request

us to deny that they have ever been sued by
the Elliott Hickory Cycle Company for in-

fringement of patent, as erroneously stated in

a recent issue.

The James people are jubliant over the re-

cord made by their machine in the last Pull-

man. They claim that twelve of the James ma-
chines, each under twenty-six pounds in weight,

finished the course without the least injury,

one tf the number "winning the third time

prize.

Waller, a younger brother of William Mon-
tague Perrett, the well-known traveling sales-

man for the Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing

Company, has entered the employ of the Penn-

sylvania Bicycle Company, 1343 Arch street,

Philadelphia, and will be in charge of its

wholesale department. In the future he will

talk Quinton vice his brother, who will devote

his entire labors to Solid Comfort saddles.

This position is created owing to the first-

named company taking over the United States

agency from the Bretz & Curtis Company for

the Quinton Scorcher.

The Quadrant Cycle Company gave to each

place winner in the Pullman who rode a

Quadrant a silver match box. The boxes

were bought of a Quadrant rider, engraved by
a Quadrant rider, and, as stated, given to

Quadrant riders.

Van Wagoner and his Warwick are to be

congratulated on his performance at Buffalo,

where he won the first time prize and broke

the competition record for twenty-five miles in

the Martin road race. Nelson, who beat

Windle and Johnson in a race at Worcester

also rode a Warwick.

Vatcha Brothers, who run the Bombay
Cycle Mart, send us a small price list of their

wheels and sundries. They handle the Dia-

mond Rambler in that far-off country, and list

itaf'ruples 325," or a little over £27. The
Juno folding bicycle and the Juno safety, N03.

1 and 2, are also listed.

A short time ago it was announced that the

Princess Lobanow, of Japan, had purchased

and would ride a ladies' Rambler bicycle.

Later advices bring the information that she

has induced Prince Lobanow to become a

wheelman, and he has consequently purchased

and will ride a Rambler.

The Referee has received a neatly designed

catalogue from the Ariel Cycle Manufactur-

ing Company, of Goshen, Ind., in which are

cuts and descriptions of the mcdel D, 32-

pounds, all on; Titania, 36 pounds; Ariel

goared ordinary, with 36, 40 or 44-inch wheels,

and the model C, 38 pounds.

While the "limited" was breaking some
records between New York and Springfield re-

cently, Frank White became very happy when
telling that he had just got his patents for both

the United States and foreign countries on the

fabric used in the manufacture of the Bidwell

tire, which is meeting with much success this

seasoD. Frank was on his way to Boston to

close some deals for his company.

Since the announcement has circulated

through the country that the Pullman was
won on a March the March-Davis Cycle Com-
pany has been kept busy sending out cata-

logues of the wheel and answering enquiries.

The March is a good, staunch wheel, and one

that has scored many times on the path and
road. The company has enjoyed a good trade

ever since the wheel was introduced.

We are notified by the Bretz & Curtis Man-
ufacturing Company that it will hereafter

confine its attention exclusively to the

saddle business and that its bicycle business

has been turned over to the Pennsylvania Bi-

cycle Company of 1343 Arch street, Philadel-

phia. The transfer will in no way interfere

with agents, and all agencies will hold good as

agreed. H. H. LeCato is manager of the new
concern.

« * 4

A number of Denver's prominent wheelmen
have formed the Wheelmen and Inventors'

Mutual Insurance Security Company. The

object of this organization is to insure bicycles.

If one is stolen the association replaces it with

another of equal value.

The Ganymede Wheel Club, of Omaha, has

secured splendid quarters in the annex to the

Grand Hotel and will begin furnishing them
immediately.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A French Unicycle, Rudge, Front Driving Gear

and a Wheel Scraper.

•These abstracts are prepared, immedi itely

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from April 19. 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

A FRENCH UNICYCLE

JVo. 10,297, G. E. Bourgoin's "Improvements in

monocyclesor unicycles." May 30, 1892. —In carrying out
this invention a traveling-wheel of suitable diameter, pro-

vided with a tire of India rubber, cork or other suitable

material, either solid or hollow, is employed. The rim of

the wheel is angular in cross section and the frictional

contact of a "wheel or roller on the inner surface of such
rim causes rotary movement to be given to the machine.
This wheel or roller is mounted in a frame carrying a

seat for the rider and other wheels or rollers which serve

as guides and supports are provided. The first named
wheel or roller is caused to rotate by means of pedals

and suitable gearing. Refer-

ring to the drawing, a is the

traveling wheel composed of a
tire (b) end a rim (c) angular
on the inner surface and con-

cave on the outer surface to

receive the tire. Befo- e bend-

ing the hollow rim Cc) it is

preferred to insert a light

tube therein in order to in-

crease the rigidity of the rim; e is the wheel or roller

which by the frictional contact on the inner surface of

the rim (c) causes the rotary motion to be given to the
machine, the said wheel being to this end grooved to

correspond with and receive the angular surface of the
rim (e). This construction is designed to obtain a maxi-
mum of adherence between the wheel (a) and the grooved
wheel (e) without wasting the rider's power. The wheel
(2e) is mounted in a fork (f, g) of the frame (h) carrying
the saddle (i) and forked at j, j to receive the guiding
and supporting wheels or rollers (k, k), which are
grooved similarly to the wheel (e) and run on the angu-
lar surface of the rim (c). The rotary motion of the

pedal shaft (m) is communicated to the wheel (e) by the
chain wheels (o and p) and a chain (q). A brake lever

CO is provided on the handle-bar (s, s), an actuating

lever communicates movement in a downward direction

to a rod (t) which causes a shoe on the end of the rod to

enter and press in the groove of the wheel (e). A small

wheel (u) is mounted in a part (g ) of the fork (f, g) for

the purpose of preventing the rider being thrown for-

ward i n case of a sudden stoppage of the machine, but if

desired it may be dispensed with,

RUDGE FRONT DRrVING GEAR

Ab. 18719 W. Phillips "Improvement or improve-
ments in bicycles." Oct. 19, 1892.—The object of this im-

provement is to decrease the width of tread as compared
with that of other similar gears. The accompanying
drawing represents in elevation, partly in vertical section

a portion of a wheel provided with the invention, the case

for covering and protect-

ing the gear being omitted;

a, a is the driving wheel

and b is the hub of the

same, turning freely on the

crank axle (c); d, d2 is the

fork carrying the wheel

(a) the part (d) of the

fork is prolonged down-
ward at d3 and carries the

short axle (e) on which a
portion of the gear tarns.

On one of the axle (c) the gpar wheel (f) is screwed and
fixed by the lock nut (g). The wheel (f) gears with the

wheel (h) below it and turning on the axle (e). A second

gear wheel (i) works on the same axle (e) and is secured

to the wheel Ch) so as to form a double gear wheel. The
wheel (i) gears with the wheel (k) above it fixed to the

hub (b) of the driving wheel (a). The gear may be ap
plied to both sides of the wheel and it may be placed

above instead of below the axle with nearly the same
effect.

A WHEEL SCRAPER.

N«. 22,680 I. S. McDougall and R. K. Hartley's

"iMud flap for bicycles and other vehicles." Dec. 10, 1892.

—The object of this invention is to prevent the splashing

of mud from the revolving wheels by collecting or re-

moving it before or after it is thrown off: Two light

arms or wires CC) are attached to the wheel fork and on

the outer end of the said arms is mounted a hinged flap

(A) of suitable material which is so disposed as to rest
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the "Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style

of the whole being solid and plain. The extibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the "Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No. 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs,; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth Mo. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs.; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; aittd the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in weight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Iinformation on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

644 Broadway, New York.

Head Office and Factories, ' BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—26 in. wheels, speeded to 55 in.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp-holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and

oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 1-S in. wired cushion tires, ... $iifi

Price, with pneumatic, tires, as illustrated, ... 255

Average weight, as illustrated, less saddle and pedals, 33 lbs.

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan

& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each of

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents. Send for our Catalogue.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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by its own weight or by a spring gently against the tire

(D). The flap (A) preferably lies pointing in the direc-

tion of rotation of the wheel and as the wheel rotates the

mud is gently removed and deposited at a position where

it cannot splash the rider or machine. Vulcanized rub-

ber with a canvas insertion is found to be a convenient

material for the flap (A) to be made from and it may be

moulded to fit closely to the wheel tire. The hinge (B) is

preferably metallic and may be set by a screw so that

the pressure of the

flap on the wheel may
be varied as desired. It

it is found in practice

that a very slight pres-

sure is sufficient for

the purpose. Single

rod supports or a

hinged bracket may be

used when convenient

instead of the double

arms (CD. The screw

employed to sot the hinge (B) allows the flap to be lifted

off the wheel and held off or folded down, or removed al-

together. In applying the flap to the front wheel of a

bicycle it is preferred to arrange it so that it is placed

under the centre sf the wheel to the rear of the fork; and

for the hind wheel it is preferably placed above the

centre of the wheel and to the rear of the fork. The flap

need not actually touch the tire of the wheel.

What We May Expect.

There is a new law in Chicago that all vehi-

cles which are left alone for a while by their

owners must have weights attached. If this is

not complied with the officer has orders to

THE MERRY WAR IS OVER.

drive the vehicle to the station, where ilie

owner, after paying his fine, can redeem same.

And Bicycling in Boston is Booming—Echoes

of the Waltham Meet.

Boston, June 4.—During the past few years

Boston lost its right to the credit of being the

greatest cycling centre of America, but it is

about to reclaim that right, and be placed

upon a footing of equality with its sister

cities and towns. While Massachusetts may
not be in the game when it comes to national

league politics, in which she is recognized a

rank outsider, she will certainly hereafter hold

her own in cycling for pleasure. The open-

ing wedge to this one great attainment was
driven home last September by the Press and
Cambridgeport clubs, and the second wedge,

which entered far into the trunk of the sport,

was driven on Memorial day by the league di-

vision and the Associated Cycling Clubs of

Boston and vicinity. The great Boston and

Waltham meet (who has not heard of it ?) was

a far greater success than even the most san-

guine of its promoters dared anticipate, and

those gentlemen who have been maligned in

the past—Messrs. Perkins, Howard, Robinson

and Kerrison, can turn around and

SMILE AT THEIR TOBMENTORS.

For did not a gathering of 25,000 wheelmen
demonstrate by their presence their entire

satisfaction with the course pursued by the

gentlemen? But let by-gones be by-gones. The
merry war is over and there is no need of re-

surrecting the dead.

What of the meet? It was a prodigious suc-

cess, whose fame will go echoing down the

corridors of time to recall some old and luke-

warm spirit back to the glorious days of '93,

when young Gary and Nelson surprised 15,000

people by defeating the cracks of the state.

The morning's celebrations in Boston were in-

teresting and pleasant in the extreme. All the

club houses were kept open to visitors, and it

is even said that in the case of the Massachu-

setts, Press and Roxbury clubs the keys to

their quarters were lost and have not since

been found.

THE PARADE BEAT THE RECORD.

The morning parade was indeed a record-

breaker, fully 2,500 active cyclers participating

therein. It was one long line of varied colored

uniforms, worn by old and young alike, astride

machines of every condition and description.

What attracted the greatest attention, how-
ever, was the old 54-inch Star ridden by a

member of the Massachusetts club. The Press

club turned out with 150 members, all attired

in the black knickerbocker uniform of that or-

ganization, and captured first prize for the

largest number of men in line. The Massa-

chusetts paraded 110 members, and by the ex-

cellent riding of its contingent captured first

prize for best appearance, while the Somerville

club followed second and the Maiden club

third. The parade was like unto that of all

others, save on a larger and grander scale,

while the grand ball in the Mechanics' Hall in

the evening was indeed a revelation. It was,

without, one of the best that has ever been

held, the cyclers conducting themselves with

the greatest decorum, and not once was there

heard a club cry.

' THE RACES ! OH, THOSE FAMOUS RACES.

They were interesting in the extreme, and
were productive of one or two great surprises.

In the first place, in the one-third mile, open,

Ed. Nelson proved himself to be the coming
man. He has been in quiet training for some

time past and is now in the pink of condition.

At the very start he jumped into leading posi-

tion with Taylor and Tyler right at his back.

As the field entered the home stretch Taylor

did a sprint to overhaul the plucky Springfield

man. But Nelson was equal to the emergency,

and maintained his leading position through-

out. On the home stretch he still held

his 'own and won in one grand final sprint

down the stretch amid the applause of

the delighted thousands, who rose in their

seats and made the welkin ring with their

cries. Even the Waltham club, whose colors

Taylor sports, gave Nelson three grand vocif-

erous cheers.

FLYERS BITE THE DUST.

Then, when the one-mile open came, and
Gary won his spurs, the Press club's time for

cheering came, and its 200 members cheered

with a will. In this event were Taylor, Tyler,

Berlo, Nelson and Gary, the latter a youth
who captured his maiden race at Worceste
just a year ago. His manner of winning this

race showed that despite his comparatively

little racing experience he possesses the skill

and generalship of a veteran. Until the men
entered the home stretch he had been riding at

a terrific pace at the head of the bunch di-

rectly behind Taylor and Tyler. Taylor was
trying with all his might to gain the lead over

Tyler who was in the lead, while Nelson was
in the rear of these two men and Gary fourth.

No one for a moment considered that the Press

man had a ghost of a show for even place,

when suddenly not twenty yards from the tape

he got on the outside and, with his eyes set on
Tyler's back, spurted as though shot out of a
catapult and crossed the tape a few wheel
lengths ahead of the cracks. It was a great

final sprint, and thj crowd went fairly wild

with delight.

HE REPEATS THE DRUBBING.

In the two-mile team race Gary agan de-

monstrated that he will soon be able to cope

with the very leaders. Eddie McDuffee finished

the first lap in the lead, but that was all, for'

Gary was ahead on every one of the remaining

five laps and he made the pace so warm that

Berlo, who was in it, had to retire. Eddie Mc-
Duffee could not even capture him on the

sprint and that is saying considerable.

This meet demonstrated beyond peradven-

ture that Peter Berlo, that once grand old war
horse from South Boston, will soon be relega-

ted to the rear ranks of the greatest cycling

riders of America. He seems to have lost his

hold on all races, being apparently unable to

get a good sprint, end at times riding most un-

steadily.

All the races were more or less interesting,

but the really surprising features of the meet
were those referred to above. The summary
has already been published.

Now that the spring meet is out of the way
the A. C. C. is arranging for its inter-club

twenty-five mile road race, to be held the last

Saturday in this month. That it will be a
most inteiesting struggle no one doubts. The
unlimited event will certainly be interesting,

for the Press club is determined to regain its

laurels captured by the Maiden team at

Waltham.

M'DUFFEE'S GREAT WORK
That E. A. McDuffee is the shining star of

the local cycling cracks was swown by his

masterly work in the one-mile handicap event

at the tournament of the Hyde Park Rovers

held at Readville Saturday. In this event he
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THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT!
My 12-lb Racer

Was not built to sell to everybody.

My 2 7-lb Road Racer
Is just as fast, and just as strong as

My 31 -lb Scorcher,
But a heavy man's weight is better supported on

My 35-lb Light Roadster.
The lightest and speediest machine for women is

My 33-lb Ladies' Am. Centaur.
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Made for Fast and Slow Men.
Made for Tall and Lean Men.

Made for Short and Fat Men.
Made for Rich and Poor Men.

Made to Sell.

RALPH TEMPLE,
MA.XUFA.CTURER,

Office and Salesroom, 158 22nd Street, CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

started from scratch, with the limit man
at the 150-yard m rk. At the firing of the

pistol McDuffee immediately got under way,
with a good sprint. His legs moved with the

rapidity and precision of clock work. One
could fairly see him crawl up on his oppon-

ents, and at the quarter pole he was in with
the rear guard. At the half he was well ad-

vanced in the field, which was somewhat
bunched. He remained there until near the

hjme s'retch, when he again sprinted, and
finished second.

This was in the second trial heat. While ht

rode fully as well in the final, he was unable to

finish bettt'i- than fifth. His riding was a sur-

pris to even his most intimate friends, and if

he doesn't hold his own with the cracks of the

country this season it will be astonishing.

The races were not as well patronized as they

might have been—scarcely 300 persons being

on the grounds—yet there were a few interest-

ing struggles for supremacy.

The summary:

Out-mile novice—Robert Urquhart, Dorchester, 1;

George W. Craven, 2; F. A. Brummitt, W. C. C, 3; time,

2: 10 3-3.

One-half mile handicap— Kinal heat: D. Gonnolly,
3-j jds., 1; W. S. Reynolds. 60 yds., 2; P. G. Alexander,
35 yds, 3; time, 1:071 5

One mile, 2:50 class—Final heat: W. S. Reynolds, 1;

J. A. Farrel. 2; E. H. Snow, 3; time, 3:00.

One mile handicap—Final heat: L. A. C. Kelley. 150

yds., 1; George Cravens, 140 yds , 2; D. Connolly, 60 yds.,

3; James Clark, 50 yds., 4; time, 2:24 2-5.

One mile championship, Hyde Park—H. Elliott, 1 ; A.
Corbett, 2; G. Walters, 3; time, 3:01.

Told By a Heavy Weight.

Caro, Mich., June 5.—Wheeling in this city

is fairly booming. There are over fifty wheel-
men here, and nearly all own first class wheels.
The roads from Caro in nearly all directions

are simply superb. The wheelmen of Vassar
recently held a handicap road race from this

place to their ci y, a distance of seventeen and
one-half miles. It was won in 59 min. 55 sec.

All were green riders. Some nice prizes were
offered. * '' * I make some long runs
myself, for there is nothing, except fl/ing,

that equals them. I weigh 225 pounds, there-
fore am not a featherweight,

Ad. Moreland.

Another Relay Ride.

A relay ride from Fond du Lac to Milwau-
kee is being arranged for the latter end of the
month. The distance is seventy miles, and
there will be fourteen relays.

SOME INTERESTING OBSERVATIONS.

^The Referee only $3 per annum. 1

The Wheelmen Company in Fighting Trim—

A

Scorcher's Disgrace—Taxation of Cycles.

Is the B i. World wheting its little axe? Has
it cast its weather eye Good Roads-wavd?
Would it like to make a monthly magazine
annex to its present weekly?
In a recent issue of the Bi. World appeared

a letter signed "Expert," which may mean
that he is an expert machinist or an expert
cook, or almost anything that has not the re-

mo'est co: n cti n with the newspaper busi-

ness. "Expert" does his best to prove that
Good Roads is a bad investment for the
League of American Wheelmen, because it has
not made money during its first year of life.

"Expert" does not seem to know that not one
paper in fifty that has ever been started has
paid during its first year of existence. In fact,

few papers pay before they are three, four or
five years old.

Notwithstanding "Expert," Good Roads is

not a bad investment for the L. A. W. unhss
that body started the magazine for the express
purpose of making money. If the awakening
of the public to the necessity of road im-
provement is of no importance, Good Roads
is a failure. In this case, however, the L. A.
W. does not base its estimate upon immedi-
ate return of dollars or cents.

"Expert," your mask does not conceal your
features. Throw it aside and we shall see—
whom? Guess again.

***

The Devastation of the Scorcher.

"Learn to see in another's calamity the ills which you
should avoid."

The street scorcher must go. That has been
settled upon by the New York police, just as
it was settled upon long ago by every cycler
with a moiety of common sense.

One of the saddest accidents of the year took
place on one of our beautiful New York boule-
vards a few days ago. A little girl was run
into by a bicycler, who, it is claimed, was
going altogether too fast, and the little one
received such injuries that she died shortly
aftewards.

Street scorching is against the laws of every
municipality in the country. It is against the
laws of common sense and decency, and the
scorcher is looked upon as a nuisance by
the public, including sensible cyclers. Not-
withstanding all this, there is a certain ele-
ment in cycling circles that is never satisfied
unless it flies along the streets and avenues of
crowded cities as if riding on a race track.

Mad rushes around corners, collisions with
teams and pedestrians and hot arguments with
disgusted non-cyclers, are daily events in the
lives of these idiotic cyclers who have no self

respect nor thought for the safety of others.

The sorrow of the parents in that humble
home, bereft of the bright face and cherry
laughter of their little one, is the most eloquent
plea for the suppression of the street scorcher.

Such sad events as the killing of this little

child occasionally come as a warning, though
it does seem that it cannot be justice that
visits them on the heads of defenseless little

chidren and leaves a lonely hearthstone and
heart-broken parents in their wake.
The street scorcher has had his day. We all

have our eyes on him. The law and common
sense now prevail and there are a few empty
cells left in our jails.

We Don't Want the Tax.

Massachusetts was one of the first states in

the Union to go in head over heels for cycling.

I can remember fifteen years ago that cycling
in the Bay State was on as firm a foundation
as it is now in many of our western and cen-
tral states. The sport has been increasing year
by year. There is not a city or town of any
importance in the state that has not one or
more bicycle clubs. In fact, in Massachusetts
the cycler is right at home, and yet in this

very state the cycle tax spirit seems to be
stronger than in any other.

The bicycle tax law has been a farce where-
ever introduced. In Belgium it is estimated
that not more than one-half the cyclers pay
the tax on their wheels. The cyclers look
upon the law as being unjust, and the tax
collectors seem to be in tacit sympathy with
the wheelmen, the consequence being that the
law is not observed or enforced.

If a bicycle tax is imposed in Massachusetts
there can not be the slightest doubt that it will

do rrmch harm to the sport. A spirit of re-

sentment will be felt by the wheelmen, while
many of those who would buy wheels and be-

come riders will eschew the sport when they
find that an embargo has been placed on its

enjoyment.

We don't want the bicycle tax, and it may
be that the American cycler is strong enough
to resist the passing of an objectionable law.

That Cycle Combine.

The b'cycle trust is destined to become only
a myth.

Business men have partially lost their faith
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in trusts. They are practicable only when
worked out harmoniously and judiciously.

The present bursting of the National Cordage

Trust has shaken the New York financial

world. Here was a combination of some of

the wealthiest men in the country. Unlim-

ited capital, immense manufacturing plants,

influence in the stock market, everything

seemed to favor this great combine. Its offi-

cers were men well-known in the financial

world, men who had the confidence and re-

spect of the public. But the stock did not

boom as expected, the output of the factories

was handled injudiciously, Wall street put its

finger in the pie. Then came the crash. The
failure is the talk of the world of finance.

The cycle trade is not ready for the forma-

tion of a trust, nor do I think that it ever will

be. The leading manufacturers are too much
antagonistic to each other. They are making so

much rnoru?y, too, that they laugh at the idea

of joining a trust. The Rmall fry might pos-

sibly be willing to sink their identity in one

big combine, but the big manufacturer is per-

fectly willing and able to paddle his own
canoe.

For the present I think there will be no bi-

cycle trust.

Sidewalk Riding as a Nuisance.

Here is an item that appeared in last week's

issue of a cycling paper:

The Asbury Park (N. J.) Wheelmen and the mayor and
council are at loggerheads over the passage of an ordi-

nance which prevents bicycle riding on the sidewalk, and

makes a violation subject to a fine ot $10 and costs.

The Asbury Park Wheelmen is one of the

best known bodies of cyclers in the country. It

numbers as members our Zimmerman and a

number of other wheelmen who are known
the length and breadth of the land. The fact,

however, does not seem to have enabled the

club to assume a dignified position in its atti-

tude toward the mayor and common council

of Asbury Park.

Sidewalk riding is a nuisance in any town of

considerable size. It is an inconvenience to

pedestrians, it i» sure sooner or later to result

in an accident, and it gives the kickers plenty

of chance to say unpleasant things of cyclers

and cycling. It is surprising that a club of

cyclers of high standing like the Asbury Park
Wheelmen should undertake to champion a

hopeless cause. It will not be tolerated in

well-regulated communities, and America has

more well-regulated communities to the square

inch than reform papers and socialists are

willing to admit.

Perhaps if the confiscation of a cycler's ma-
chine were made the penalty of unnecessary

sidewalk riding, there would be fewer cycling

nuisances^to report to the police. Burke.

SOUTHERN NEWS AND GOSSIP.

That Cumberland Meeting— Proposed Race Meets

—A New Traek—Bicycle Riders Fined.

Atlanta, Ga., June 2.— The Cumberland
Island meet having proved a rank failure,

probably because of the distance from any city,

tho e of the Atlanta riders who attended it

have, upon their return home, decided to hold

a race meet in this city. The C. C. C. has

taken chirge of it and fixed the date June 12.

The races will be run at Piedmont Park, and
the proceeds will be devoted to furnishing the

handsome house recently leased by the club.

The outlook for success is bright, as there have

BICYCLE

SHOES
We Have Them in

All Sizes and Widths.

Next week we will show you a cut of our

New Racing Shoe which has received the

endorsement of all the principal racing men.

C. E. WISWALL & CO.,

160 State Street, CHICAGO.
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For Sale.

A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would sell

complete or parts.

MIDWINTER,
CUMBERLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

3 4t

been no races here since those run last October

between Prince and the horses.

So the convention of southern cyclists failed

to materialize, and some people wish to know
why. After having thought the matter over

I have come to the following conclusions: Edi-

tor Johnson first called the convention for the

purpose of protesting against the action of the

L. A. W. in not firing the negroes. Now, if he

had stuck to that he might have had a conven-

tion, but Editor Johnson did not stick to that;

l.e flopped. He wanted the convention to en-

dorse the action of those who opposed the

negro and then to go in and help that opposi-

tion next time. But that did not suit the

southern men. The position we take is simply

this: If the L. A. W. prefers the membership
of a few northern negroes to that of hun-

dreds of white southern men, why let them
have them. That is all there is in it. If the

L. A. W. can do without us, we can most as-

suredly do without the L. A. W. That is the

prevailing sentiment here.

A bicycle track, at least, seems to be a cer-

tainty in the near future. The dealers have
taken hold of the matter and have subscribed

sufficient money to build one. It will be within

HAVE YOD ANY RIMS?

We want about 200 Beaded

Edge, 30 x 1 4 in.

CUSHION RIMS.

COMMUNICATE EARLY WITH

Century Cyele Mfg. Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WILLIAM HOEFLER

TRICK : RIDER.
PERMANENT ADDRESS,

GENEVA, N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Aldrieh

/ // For the rider who gets caught
in the rain.

'////'/

Bieyele Cape.

ASK TOUR DEAZEB FOlf THEM.
Questions answered. Send postal for circular. J'asily

carried when not in use. Liberal discount to the trade.
For further particulars address

A. T. AiDRicrr,
343 Pleasan' St., - . Worcester, Mass.

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

100,000 daily users testify io the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,
185 ZaSalle Street.
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the horse track at Piedmont Park. The length

will probably be a third of a mile, and work is

to begin on it at once.

The Georgia state troops are to have a bi-

cycle corps at their encampment this month
and the Gate City Guards, of this city, will

furnish several men for this purpose. It is

proposed to carry a message from Camp
Northern, where the troops will camp, to the

governor in this city. The ride will be con-

ducted on the relay plan and promises to ex-

cite much interest throughout the state. Adju
tant-General Kell and Governor Northern have
been interested in the scheme, and it is very
likely to be given a trial.

Twenty-two riders, amoiig them four gentle-

men of color, appeared before the honorable

recorder in the police court last Monday. They
were captured Saturday night by the vigilant

guardians of our city in the act of committing
the heinous offense of riding without lamps.

This was made a law some weeks ago, but was
a dead letter until Saturday night. It is said

that on Friday night a copper saw a friend of

his crossing Decatur street drinking a bottle of

beer and under his arm was another bottle not

yet opened. Now the sight of his friend with

the bottle acted like magic upon the worthy
copper. He made a break to catch his friend,

always keeping his eye upon the bottle, when
along came a reckless man on a bicycle, hit

the copper squarely in the middle and—you
know the rest. Monday's crowded police

court was the result of this unfortunate col-

lision. The boys got it to the tune of $1.75

each and a promise to double the fine on the

next offense.

Editor J. H. Johnson, of Wheeling, has re-

signed, and it is said that the place has been

offered to E. M. Durant, who recently rode to

Chicago. It is not known whether or not he

will accept. Wintire.

News N otes

The Kishacoquillas Wheelmen is the title of

a new Pennsylvania club.

The Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Club of New Bruns-

wick, N. J., has been organized with Dr. H.
Iredell, chairman and captain, anil George W.
Van Vechten, secretary and treasurer.

The Clover Cycle Club of Wallingford,

Conn. , has elected the following officers: Mrs
C. Fred Lane, president; Miss Lulu Allis, vice-

president; Mrs. W. J. Peers, secretary and
treasurer; Miss E. Gertrude Darrow, captain.

John K. Hall, justice of the peace of West
New Brighton, Staten Island, died at his home
last week of pneumonia, aggravated by ex-

haustion, it is said, from riding a bicycle. He
rode thirty-five miles on Sunday, and on Mon-
day morning was taken ill.

C. C. Tuttle, Carl Fisher, Frederick Pressel,

Charles Kurtz, Charles York, George Dixon,

John Payer, Edward Eads and probably two
or three other members of the Ziz-Zag club, of

Indianapolis, have arranged for a ten-days'

tour of the Blue grass district of Kentucky.

A correspondent of the Referee recently

called attention to a sore spot in c} cling which
receives too little attention, viz.: The club

dead-head—the individual who fails to pay his

dues and other obligations and is, in plain lan-

guage, a swindler. The Associated Cycling

Clubs of Chicago once has in operation a

system by which every club was required to

notify the secretary of expulsions, the secre-

tary in turn notifying all other members of

the association. It is an idea which might be

followed up to advantage in all large cities.

Tllo Tiaffant " DaTifn/DT nr\ See our new model with extra long thread where the tip screws on.
1 UC rcllCUL 1 Cl ICVjltJU. Also a catch which locks the cap firmly to the body of the oiler. The
" Perfect " Pocket Oiler is not only thoroughly tight but is always ready for immediate use. Best and neatest oiler in

the world.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.
One-half
Actual
Size. Cushman & Denison,

172 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

SA VE TIME

By having your oiler or pump in one

of our holders. Always ready for use.

No delay in opening tool bag.
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These holders are made in two sizes.

Smaller size to carry "Perfect" Pocket

Oiler. Larger size to carry a pneumatic

pump. Easily attached to any wheel.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., - - NEW YORK.

^"ANDRAE."
Light Roadste^ 34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

ANDRAE CYCLE WORKS,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

JULIUS

The Chicago Cycling Horn.

One of the neatest and Simplest. It is much smaller
than anything of. the kind heretofore placed on the mar-
ket, yet has a very clear and distinct ton^. Ask your
dealer or send price, $1,00, in P. N. or Money Order,
and I will send one postpaid. Address—

Hermann Metzger,
CHICAGO, ILL.1222 SEMINARY PLACE.

TIaic Dnhnv canlbe bought at;the leading news-
/ lllo lUyOI depots in Chicago at ten cents per

' copy.
Subscription price, $3.00 per annum in advance.

FOR SALE
Cheap, 1891 Swift Eacer; Dunlop tires; recently-

overhauled; in splendid shape. SCORCHER,
Care Referee.

FOR SALE
Two nearly new Racing Machines—Humber and

Raleigh. Address, A. C. BANKER,
Care Referee.

WANTED
Position as Assembler in a bicycle shop. Good

references. H. LEEMING,
Care Referee.
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RACING IN AUSTRALIA.
__^ __

MANY INTERESTING EVENTS HELD

. ABOUT EASTER TIME.

Want Chicago Men to Ride in the Austral

Wheel Race— Amateurism Dying Out

—Road Cracks Beaten—A Good

Six-Day Contest.

Melbourne, April 18.—Since my last letter

there has been so much riding and racing done
here that our two sets of leaders have not had
time to arrange a conference between the Mel-

bourne Bicycle Club and the Victorian Racing
Cyclists' Association. The scheme, however,
is hatching, and Muirhead and Schwaebsch,

as leaders of either side, are in full hopes of

success. The idea is to form one strong gov-

erning body out of the two opposition sides at

present pretending to rule. If the scheme is

successful, its bulwarks will be unassailable,

and cycling under the cash system will gain,

greatly in prestige, because the new body will

be in a position to rule with an iron hand, a

hand that will not scruple to deal knock-down
blows right aud left to any men who may
think that racing path swindles are not sins.

Any racing man who is discovered selling a
heat or a race will be ordered to sell his racing

machine as well; We have a lot of honest

heads guiding cycling, and although the prizes

are all cash, you can go into the dressing

rooms now—even in these times of unsettled

management—and feel satisfied that the best

man only is the one, who will win.

AMATEURISM DYING OUT.

The New South Wales Cyclists' Union—the

only amateur cycling body left in Australia

—

is at present like a rung tree, and it is only a

matter of time when it must be laid low. In
1891 the union possessed 567 members, in 1892

the number dropped to 429, and this year it is

down to 385, members. As cash prizes are now
the order of the day all over New South Wales,

it will be impossible for the union to disen-

tangle the trophy and cash riders. Besides,

you can number on your fingers the trophy

races held in the year and the old amateur-
like maid who passes thirty summers finds

herself getting left* while other riders

are enjoying all the excitements and
gains of racing for those lovely and fascin-

ating golden bits. CM. Moore is the boss of the

union now, having recently been elected to the

chair. He is an old English cyclist, but has

been many years in Australia. He was secre-

tary ;of the union; for a number of years and
worked like a nigger for the purity of the

sport and a limitation of prizes to £5. He
was;dping.the cycling writings for the Toum
and Coiintry . Journal^ Sydney, then, and did

it well. Like all;men of mark, he was the tar-

get of,much, abuse, but he has come . but of' it

all right, and stands proudly at the head of

them all, although many of his opponents have

siaceleft the Union. E. Hughes for instance,

or "Teddy," as he is best known, was generr

erally^in the way when Moore wanted any-

thing passed. And Teddy would stick to his

ideas, in spite of Moore and there would sure to

be a rumpus. Teddy finally chucked up the

union and all the shamatuerism and posed as

the leader of cash p; s in New South Wales,

and now he bosses the whole cash party over

there, as president (writ large) of the Austral

club—the governing body of the cash prize

system in N. S. W. Teddy is a little chap, but

he can talk far into the night and so impresses

his importance. He is good 'company at a

dinner or social and has lots of friends. He,
too, is a pressman in his leisure hourj, as for

some years past readers of the Sydney Referee

have been educated in wheeling by him.

A NOVICE WON PLACE AND TIME.

On Saturday, March 25, a big road race was
held by Melbourne cyclists. The distance was
thirty-eight miles, from Essendon to Melton

arid back. Fifty entries were received and out

of these thirty-five faced Mr. Farroll, the

starter. This was pretty good, seeing that the

prizes were chiefly mugs, the best being valued

at £6 6s. The entrance fees and a few dona-

tions from cycle agents were also divided be-

tween the first six home. All the chief riders

were starting, George Broadbent and H. B.

James being oh scratch. There were many
surmises as to which of these two would come
out on top. The former has been a leading

rider for years here, while the latter has re-

cently sprung into fame. Both men were out

of it, for a surprise turned up in A. Barrett, a

comparative youngster, who donkey-licked the

field from his handicap of 14 minutes' stare.

He also made the fastest time for the thirty-

eight miles, 2 hrs. 15 sec. The machines were
all safeties (except one geared ordinary) and
they weighed from twenty-five: pounds up-

wards.

PRESENTATION TO LAMBTON.

The other night the Melbourne Bicycle Club

presented, H. H. Lambton with a group of

photographs of the committee of management
of the last Austral wheel race, which, it will

be remembered, he won. The presentation

was made on account of Lambton's having

acted as honorary secretary for the racing board

of the M. B. C. and manager of the Austral

race meeting. He conducted the meeting in a

thorough busine.°s-like way and made money
for the club by reducing the expenses consi-

derably. On April 14 he left these shores for

Chicago,- whither I believe he has gone to con-

duct the race meetings forThe new cash prize

association in your country. Mr. Lambton's

wide experience of race meetings and the ex^

tensive field America offers should conduce to

the highest success for the modern racing

which I say sooner or later all men riding will

support. As I have said before amateurism is

a misnomer. Let all wheelmen race as cyclists

and if men want to preserve mementos of their

wins let them buy trophies for themselves,

otherwise give them cash. It's the common
sense view and if the association race meetings

are sternly managed by men of iron you need

not fear for the future.

GOOD EASTER RACING.

There was racing all over the country at

Easter. The chief meeting was at Albury, a

town on the borders of New South Wales and
Victoria. Fourteen Melbourne men went up
and came home with most of the golden sover-

eigns in their pockets. L. Gollan won the best

prize, £50, for first in the two-mile Easter

handicap, for which only fourteen riders

started. Albury is a snug town, surrounded

by hills. The men there don't know much
about cycling and they drop £100 over the race

meeting, but there are some worthy supporters

who think only a hundred quid a mere flea

bite, and nothing daunted they will launch out

larger for another meeting after our Austral

wheel race is run, in November.

WANT CHICAGOANS TO COMPETE.

Melbourne riders are all looking out for some
of Chicago's best men to ride in the Austral
wheel race in November next. Entries close

about Octooer sometime and they must be in

the hands of the secretary, with the fee of £1,

by then. I mention this specially because I

know that in some parts of this little globe

riders fancy, in fact do nominate and never
dream of paying the entrance fees. This is not
the way business is done in Victoria. The
"stuff" must accompany every entry. The
Melbourne club never makes any exceptions,

and if the fee is not sent with the entry the

secretary chucks the entry into the waste
paper basket or rolls it up for a gas or pipe

lighter. The first prize -in the Austral is £200
cash, and this year the event will be run on
safety machines. The distance is two miles

and as the limit is always kept under the lap

(440 yards) your crack men should Lave some-
thing good before them. The Austral is the

leading dish, of course, but there are a lot of

smaller plates of sovereigns for the winning in

various parts of the country.

RACING IN PLENTY.

There has been plenty, of racing here lately.

At the. Exhibition oval. races have been held

every Saturday and about £40 are divided

amongst the winners. On March 25 L. B.

Seharpe put up a Victorian two-mile record,

while riding in a race which he won. His. time
was 5:10, starting from scratch. In this race

two. clumsy Johnnies, J. Crough and C.

Turner, nearly upset some men by their care-

less riding and so the stewards disqualified

them for the event. The Exhibition building

track is of asphalt, five laps to the mile, and
riot a safe one for riders to fool on.

A NOVEL CONTEST,

A new cycling contest was held at Albury at

Easter time—a run and ride pair bicycle race.

The idea is to see how fast two men can travel

by using only one bicycle alternately; that is,

A rides half a lap and leaves the machine for

B,. who rims the first half lap and when he

reaches the bicycle he mounts and soon over-

takes A, who has run on, and so they run and
ride alternately till the mile is completed. This

is the first time the race has ever been held

here and it proved highly interesting. It also

turned out very funny, because the men used

racing vna,chines without steps and to see the

men trying to jump on without assistance was
side splitting. They tried all sorts of ways in

getting on, first by the pedal, then vaulting on

one-leg-on-the-ground styl e and made number-
less messes. It is surprising the distance that

can be covered quickly by this method of ttro

men traveling with only one machine. They
can thus together get over thirteen miles or

more in an honr.

RIDE THE YEAR ROUND.

Melbourne is well suited for cycling. There
are miles on miles of -wide, wide streets and
roads stretching away on every side to the

suburbs. Over fifty miles of cable train lines

run in various directions and as all these lines

are payed with wood you can form an idea of

the boon this is to the wheelmen. Cycling is

in season all the year.

A SIX DAY CONTEST.

A six-day contest was commenced at the Mel-

bourne -Exhibition oval on April 9. There

were thirteen starters and the men were re-
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quired to ride two hours a night. There was

a great deal of excitement over the event,

mainly through the splendid riding of L. B.

Scharp, who gained a lap on Wednesday night

and maintained it right up to the end of the

contest, notwithstanding the determined ef-

forts of a half-dozen riders to out pace him.

The contest ended on Saturday night at 10

p. m., when the positions were: L. B. Scharp,

231 miles 3 laps 275 yards; D. Charleston, 231

miles 2 laps 216 yards; George Broadbent was

about a lap behind.

The following are the scores:
Miles. Yds.

L.B. Scharp 231 627

L. Gollan 231 219

D. Charleston 231 214

G. R. Broadbent 230 210

H. B. James 224 1408

H. Hourigan 219 704

L. Dahlberg 212 1408

W.S. M'Combe 212 10

D.J.Walker 210 -352

F.B. Roche 188 352

C. Greenwood 72 10

T.D. Scott 65 352

A.Skjellerup 27 1408

The following are the records gained:

5 miles—L. B. Scharp, 12 min. 34 2-5 sec.

20 miles—D. Charleston, 55 min. 25 sec.

25 miles—L. Gollan, 1 hr. 12 min. 15 2-5 sec.

1 hour—L. B. Scharp, 21 miles 796 yards.

An Idle Boy.

Specimens of Daily Paper Cycling News.

It is wonderful to read some, in fact a ma-

jority, of the reports of the Decoration day

races in the eastern papers, especially so in

New York and Boston. They got the winners

mixed, gave Harry Wheeler's residence as

" East Oregon," and A. B. Eich as from Pitts-

burg and Philadelphia, and gave residences to

others in profusion. The majority headed their

first day's Worcester reports with "Windle De-

feats Johnson," but said nothing about John-

son's defeat of Windle in the half, being the

first time they met. The Boston papers had all

the cracks, except Windle, entered at Walt-

ham. Last year ihey had Zimmerman down
as a sure starter, without his consent. The

only reliable thing that has appeared in the

Boston papers for some time is the picture of

Lon Peck, which was kept "standing" for sev-

eral days during the recent holidays. Peck has

become to Bostonians as well known as Doug-

las, the shoe man, or Mrs. Lydia Pinkham.

A Special Bicycle Path.

The Auburn (N. Y.) Bulletin (no relation to

the L. A. W. Bulletin) thinks in a short time

the price of high-grade bicycles will be low-

ered. "Looking forward to the time," it says,

"it is foreseen that, since they are a nuisance

to pedestrians on the walks and objects of ap-

prehension to many horses in the roadways,

the day must come when our streets must be

constructed so as to give them a special path.

The wise surveyor in laying out new streets

will make provision for this. The bicyclist is

the coming man and we should look out for

him in time."

Fire Department On Wheels.

It i° authoritively stated that the Milwaukee
fire department will shortly test the efficiency

of the bicycle safety fire extinguisher, which
has recently been introduced in the east, and
which has proved a valuable aid to the depart-

ment in extinguishing incipient fires.

ENGLISHMEN ARE COMING.

THEY WILL, DOUBTLESS, BE IN THE

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Henry Sturmey Makes a Strong Appeal for

Popular Subscriptions to a Fund to

Be Used to Defray

Expenses.

Ever since it was decided to have the inter-

national races in Chicago there have been

some doubts about an English team being able

to compete. Mecredy will be in this country

early next r^onth as Ireland's representative;

Meintjes, the African crack, is coming; Scot-

land will, perhaps, send Vogt or McLaren, and

the Englishmen are still figuring. Henry

Sturmey, editor of the Cyclist, and to-day

probably the most prominent of all men in

Lancaster, Pa. , has a new club, the Lancas-

ter Weeelmen.

English cycling, has taken it upon himself to

stir up the sport-loving public enough to raise,

by popular subscription, a fund for the pur-

pose of sending England's fastest men to Chi-

cago for the international races. He has issued

the following appeal:

For the first time in the annals of cycling sport, a series

of competitions for the bona fide amateur championships

of the world has been arranged. The formation of the

International Cyclists1 Association, at a meeting of inter-

national delegates, representing all the important ama-
teur associations governing cycling, both as a sport and a
pastime, on the American and European continents alike,

is now a matter of history. Equally so are the aims and
intents of this international body, by which the amateur
cycling championships will be given place as contests

possessing universal interest and importance. These

races, therefore, will differ altogether from any competi-

tion hitherto held, inasmuch as they are promoted not by
an individual, a club or even a country, but by an asso-

ciation fully representative of the great cycling countries

of the globe.

In the year 1893 no fitter place could be found for the

cycling strife of nations than that City of the Winds,

Chicago, which is at the present moment out-doing the

whole world with an exhibition which promises to put

into the shade anything that has yet been in this regard.

Consequently and properly the international association

has given permission to the League of American Wheel-
men to conduct the initial amateur championships at the

Lake City, and a special cycle-racing path has been con-

structed for the purpose. England, as the pioneer and
leading nation in the practice of sport for sport's sake,

cannot be absent from a field of honorable rivalry like

this, and it will be allowed that the National Cyclists'

Union have done rightly in resolving to request the

champions of the present year, or other of our amateur
riders who may be adjudged the fastest men this country

can produce at the moment, to represent England in the

great contests referred to.

It is clear that neither the National Cyclists' Union nor

the country can expect the gentlemen so desired to de-

fend the reputation of old England to defray the heavy

expenses which must be incurred iD so doing, and as the

constitution of the governing body of English cycling

will not permit of their funds (even were they adequate,

which they are not) being applied to this purpose, they

feel it incumbent upon them to make a national appeal

for subscriptions to supply the sinews of this wheel war
against the world.

They are of opinion that all the traditions of sport and

physical competition in this country warrant them in the

presumption that to ask this aid of the sport-loving pub-

lic, is not to ask in vain.

The sum necessary to send a representative team of

our leading racing cyclists to Chicago, in a manner wor-

thy of ourselves and in a mode calculated to deliver them
on the shores of Lake Superior [Lake Michigan, Mr. Stur-

mey.] fit and able to do great and honorable battle with

the best the remaining cycling nations of the earth can

put into the field against them, will not fall short of £500.

If the oft boasted English love of sport is to go for any-

thing, this amount should be obtained.

The men themselves, should they prove individually

victorious, as we must hope they will, will receive as

guerdon small gold medals, and the unique honor of win-

ning the first world's championships, while the success of

the English team will see England the proud holder of a

handsome bronze challenge shield and a splendid silver

trophy. The former is the prize for the team race, and
the latter goes to the country scoring the greatest num-
ber of points throughout the series of competitions.

No Englishman worthy of the name will suppose for a
moment that his country cannot put a team of cycle-rac-

ing amateurs into the field capable of holding their own
against the world, and it is sincerely to be hoped that this

opportunity will be afforded them of justifying this faith.

Shall England, the country which has done so much to

develop cycling to its present pitch of excellence, hold

back, while other, and from a wheeling point of view,

minor nations, find both money and men to strive for in-

ternational honor? As an Englishman, you are asked by
Englishmen to return direct and immediate negative to

such a query. As all arrangements must of a necessity

be made at once, we request your immediate and favor-

able consideration of this appeal, not only upon your own
account, but of al? soever you are able to influence herein.

Subscriptions, which should therefore be forwarded with-

out delay, will be acknowledged through the medium of

the press. I am, sir, yours faithfully,

Henry Stcbmey,

Representing the N. C. U., Hon. Sec. to the Fund.

There is hardly a doubt that the Englishmen
will "come up" with their shekels to the

needed extent; we doubt not that the manufac-

turers, in their desire to see England repre-

sented, will subscribe generously, even if their

own makes of wheels are not the ones ridden

by the men who shall represent the country in

the international races. It is to be hoped Eng-
land, as well as all other countries, will be in

the field with picked men. Championships

won without such a representation could

haidly be called championships. Let all be

represented and may the best man win

!

World's Fair Visitors Registered.

The following cyclers and friends have reg-

istered and secured rooms at the wheelmen's

headquarters this week: Walter H. Thomas,

Toronto, Can.; A. W. Clason, Milwaukee,

Wis. ; P. H. Sercombe, Milwaukee, Wis. ; F. C.

Power, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Col. Hubbard, River-

side, 111. ; C. S. Jones and G. N. Brown, Jack-

sonville, 111.; C. L. Gray, Springfield, Mass.;

Ed B. Rouse, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Walter G.

Nicholson and daughter, Milwaukee, Wis.; S.

M. Marshall and family, San Diego, Cal.;

Charles S. and L. A. Foster, Pawtucket, R. I.;

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Jones, Washington,

D. C. ; M. E. Johnson, Memphis, Tenn. ; O. H.

Lea, Thonattasassa, Fla. ; Richard Fuess,

Berlin, Germany; H. Bliss, Upuhu, Japan, and
others.
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WOULDN'T LET ZIM RIDE.

The Champion Refused a License While Me

Rode a Raleigh.

Lo.vttov, Jun« 15.—The five-mile scratch bicycle ra-;e on

Saturday proved a fiasco. Neiher American competed

Sanger says that the climate of England does not suit him
and he could not race five miles. His defeat in the mile

race was partly owing to the fact that he is unused to a

wooden track. Zimmerman was entered both for the

mile and the fiVe miles, biit did not compete. In an inter-

view he said that he had been shabbily trea'ed. The Na-

tional Cyclists' Union refused to admit him as an ama-

teur unless he changed his machine, but assigned no

reason for the change, and besides did not give him suffi-

cient time. Zimmerman added that he was so disgusted

that he would never rac.< in England again, but would

sail for America with Sanger on "Wednesday from Queens-

town. He declares that he has been made the scapegoat

in a quarrel between the union and the club which organ-

ized Saturday's racing.

When Zimmerman arrived in England he

was given a temporary license, running some
three weeks, or practically up to last Saturday.

A permanent license has evidently been re-

fused, on the ground that Zimmerman is con-

nected with the trade. Harris' father is sup-

posed to pay bis expenses, and he has been

given his papers. Schofield, probably the best

English racing man to-day, barring Osmond,

had, at last accounts, been refused a license

because he was an apprentice in the Whit-

worth Works Cycle Company's shop. If the

N. C. U. would not give him a license it stands

to reason that Zimmerman would be refused.

From our knowledge of the licensing scheme

we cannot see what difference it would make
if Zimmerman did change machines. Of

course it was intended by that to have the

American show that he carer1 for the racing

only, not the machine. It was hardly reason-

able to suppose, however, that he could accus-

tom himself to another in two or three days.

It is doubtful if the men retur.i before next

week, for the English championships (or some

of them, at least) were to be held this week

Saturday, and Sanger had said he would ride

in them at all events.

BILLINGSLEY'S RELAYS.

They Were Started From Springfield Wednes-

day Morning.

Springfield, 111., June 14.—Vice Consul

Billingsley's relays from the governor of Illi-

nois to the governors of Wisconsin, Kentucky
and Indiana were started from the state house

at 9 o'clock. The weather was fine and the

roads good, so far as known. The Wisconsin
message is due at Madison at noon Thursday;

Indianapolis, Ind., should be reached at mid-

night, and Frankfort, Ky., s-ixteen hours later.

Reports from Peoria say the Madison message
is an hour ahead of schedule time, and as the

roads ::re g'od more time will be saved. At
Decatur the other relay had lost some two
hours, but probably this will be made up.

WILL SIGN THE CALL.

Massachusetts Division Wants a Special Meet-

ing of the Assembly.

Boston, June 14.—[Special]—The board of

officers of the Massachusetts division to-night

voted that it was the sense of the body that a

special meeting of the national assembly

should be held and that Massachusetts should

join in the call for the same.

He Comes Well Recommended.

Mac Himes, a representative of the Snell

Cycle Fitting Company, is calling on the Chi-

cago trade this week. Himes is a well-known

Toledo rider. He was once captain of the

Toledo Bicycle Club; was in the relay ride

from Boston to New York and Chicago in

April, '93, and the relay ride from Chicago to

New York on May 18 to May 21, 1893. It is

fully expected by the Snell compauy that he

will prove successful in his new position.

Business Men to Parade.

On this week Saturday, some 200 or 300

Louisville, Ky.. business men will take part in

a cycle parade. A short time since the busi-

ness men of Louisville held a similar parade

and several hundred cf the best men were in

line. Jurists, lawyers, doctors and merchants

were to be seen on wheels and as a result the

doctors have enjoyed a good business.

COW BOY RACE STARTED.

Expect to Cover the 700 Miles in From Sixteen

to Thirty Days.

The cowboy race from Chadron, Neb., to

Chicago started Wednesday, some twenty

men, each supplied with t > o horses, being in

the affair. They figure on r^ aching the world's

fair city, a distance of about 700 miles, in

from sixteen to thirty days. A Humane Soci-

ety officer will keep ahead of the riders to see

that the horses are not too severely treated.

It is not known whether the cyclists who pro-

posed starting at the same time did so. If

they did they will likely be several days ahead

of the horsemen at the finish.

SANGER DEFEATED.

The Big Milwaukeean Walloped by Harris in a

Mile Race.

London, June 10.—At the Heme Hill track

to-day A. W. Harris defeated W. C. Sanger,

the American, in a mile open race. Sanger

made pace during the last part of the race, but

a hundred yards from the tape Harris went by

him and crossed the tape a yard or more ahead.

The time was 2:34 and the last quarter was rid-

den in 29 3-5, which is a fifth better than rec-

ord.

Had Many Break-Downs.

Kansas City, June 12.—With good roads

and weather a trip to Olathe, Kas., and return

is regarded as one of the most enjoyable of the

season, but the Kansas City Cyclists' run to

that point on Sunday was most disastrous.

Months of rain, followed by one week of dry

weather, had rendered the roads rutty, loose

and dusty; the weather was unsufferably hot

and the only favorable circumstance was the

proximity of the railroad. Falls and break-

ages of machines, due more to the scorching

habit than the condition of the road, were

numerous, and four men were compelled to

take the train home.

Cyclist Run Over.

On Friday evening Patrick Crowe, an em-

ploye of Montgomery Ward & Co., was seri-

ously injured by a United States express

wagon at Canal and Jackson streets. He at-

tempted to cross the car tracks ahead of the

rapidly approaching wagon, but his wheel

slipped and before the driver of the vehicle

was able to check his horse the wagon struck

him and he was thrown to the ground. Three

of his ribs were broken and it is thought that

he received internal injuries. He was re^

moved to the County hospital.
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OUR AUSTRALIAN BUDGET-

A VICTORIAN WHEELMEN'S LEAGUE A

PROBABILITY OF THE NEAR FUTURE.

Summer Racing Over in Victoria—A Correspond-

ent Called Down for Misstatements —

Davis, the Zimmie of Australia

— Killed While Coasting.

Melbourne, May 12.—The racing s ason in

Victoria came to a full stop three weeks ago,

and now the spiders are spinning webs on rac-

ing wheels in back sheds until the leafy month
of spring, for there will be no more racing

until October, as far as Victoria is concerned.

In New South Wales the racing season com-
mences in August, and if there are any decent

cash meetings to be run there in Sydney at

that time you may be sure some of the Mel-

bourne men will go the GOO miles north to

spread their buckets for the golden shower.

LEAGUE SOON TO BE FORMED.

There is every promise of a Victorian Wheel-
men's League being formed very soon. Since

the racing season closed A. D. Muirhead, C. A.

Schwaebsch, R M. Gollan, B. Garnett and J.

Scott, all leading men in cycling, have had
several sittings to formulate a scheme for car-

rying on the government of bicycling in Vic-

toria. Their ideas will be made public in a few

weeks. I am told the basis will be a council of

tw<n y-five, composed of one delegate from
each of our thirteen clubs, and the balance

—

twelve men— to be elected by ballot of all the

league members. It is said that social mem-
bers of clubs who are not cyclists will be de-

barred from taking active part in the league's

affairs. This will not please the Melbourne

club, because out of its roll call of nearly 200

members there are fully fifty who have not

ridden.

Until this new league is formed the Austral

programme is not be Tng proceeded with. I

have, however, seen a sketch of the meeting,

which will be run in November on the Mel-

bourne cricket ground, extending over two
days. The Austral will be two miles and run
on safeties, in four heats the first day and a

final on the second. First prize, £200; second,

£40; third, £10. Over a hundred entries at £1

are expected; the acceptance will be 10 s. each.

HUGGINS' MISSTATEMENTS.

F. M. Huggins wrote a letter to your col-

umns on March 3 and several Australians have
read it, and they say without hesitation that

F. M. Huggins is justly entitled to a large

amount of scrip in the burning lake country,

when he gets there. To put it straight, the

column he penned bristh s with misstatements.

Huggins says, in referring to cash racing in

Melbourne, "Open betting is encouraged."

The truth is betting is strictly forbidden and
notices are posted in prominent places to this

effect. He says the prizes are small and there

are very few events. The fact is nearly £3,000

in hard cash has been given away in prizes in

Victoria alone during the past six months. He
states Warwick and Turner raced for ihree

months and were never in it. The truth is

those Englishmen won a very fair share of

prizes while they were here, including one of

£50 netted by Tom Warwick. For certain

reasons, best known to himself, F. M. Huggins

is not likely to do any more touring in Aus-

tralia.

"FIXED'' THE COPPER.

The chairman of the Melbourne Bicycle Club

—Mr. A. Muirhead—was d'ling a smart spin

home the other evening, just after dark, when
in wheeling round a corner he ran slap bang

into a policeman and knocked the man of the

law sprawling. He soon had Alec by the col-

lar, however, and was ready to book h:m for

the city court, but the cyclist in his suave

manner soon got round the policeman, and five

minutes later the pair were tapping glasses at

"the corner" and parted in the best of "spir-

its
"

TOURING BRACED HIM UP.

G. S. Geddes, of the Adelaide club, recently

completed a 400-mile tour round South Aus-

tralia in company with another rider. Geddes
used lo run all the M. B. C. race meetings a

few years ago. He made money for (he club

sometimes, but the expenses were awfully

heavy and took all the gilt off the profits. As
to road riding, the adage that practice makes
perfect has been exemplified in his case, for

once he was quite a delicate rider, but by con-

riders were innocently putting in their best

miles.

KILLED WHILE COASTING.

A fatal accident happened to a cyclist named
William Ashton at Norwood, South Australia

last week. He was riding his safety down a

hill, when the handle-bar or steering frame

came loose. This rendered the steering uncon-

trolable, and going into a rut the machine

pitched him and he sustained such injuries

that he died. This is the conclusion the jury

came to at the inquest, Mr. Ashton never re-

gaining consciousness after the fall and dying

next morning. Th ;s shows the necessity for

having the T-bar— that which drops into the

head—made with a groove so as to prevent it

twisting round, even supposing the nut did

come loose. I believe most machines have this

safeguard. Mr. Ashton was thirty-three years

o 1

' age and left a wife and three children, the

eldest nine )-ears old. His funeral was largely

attended, a very large number of wheelmen

with machines draped in crape walking after

the hearse. He was an experienced rider and

the mishap took place after dark, just as he

left his home for some night work in the office.

An Austral day.—Melbourne Cricket Grounds.

stant practice he has developed a strong consti-

tution with plenty of stamina. He weighs

under nine stone, while his wife, who also

rides, turns the scales at some hing over one

and one-half hundred weight.

TOLD GOOD STORIES.

The Queensland Cyclists' Union held its first

annual road meet on April 23. It was not a
very large affair, but the riders were honored

with a speech from the governor, Sir Henry
Norman, prior to starting. Five lady cyclists

rode in the procession, which numbered ninety-

six. At the dinner in t 1 e evening one of the

speakers was F. J. Empson. This gentleman
was the promotor and honorary secretary of

the first cycling union in Australia—in 1881

—

the now defunct Victorian Union. He is

somewhat small of stature, but very cute,

speaks clearly and with great precision, gener-

ally fires off a few capital jokes, and under the

circumstances his company at socials was al-

ways courted. Years ago he was cycling cor

respondent of the Melbourne Sportsman, and
made a capital hit in those columns in a skit

on the doings of the men in training, he

assuming the role of handicapper lying on his

stomach in a ditch near the track, while the

IS A CRACK RIDER.

Richard Davis is the crack rider of South

Australia, and it is a very open question as to

whether he is not the finest and best rider in

Australia. At any rate, "Dick" is petted and
puffed by his own colony like a spoiled child

would be by its mother, or like it seems to us

over in this corner of the globe, your own
Arthur Augustus is. Rich ird is a rider of the

"lathe" order, and on his wheel cuts round the

track like a knife through fog. He is a demon
at making his own pace, and though a man
may stick to him, Dick \\ ill dish him up on

the straight, skipping the last few yards like

furious licking flame. He won the Austral

once from scratch, and then he had to get

past a field of close on forty riders. He
swooped past bunch after bunch and landed

]
the £200 in the quickest time then on record

i

for an Australian two miles. He seldom

leaves Adelaide and has w-on a house full of

prizes. If a team is asked to go to Chicago I

believe the first man to be named will be

Richard Davis. His consistent performances

warrant it.

MAY COME TO CHICAGO.

By the way, talking of a team for Chicago
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from these fair climes, when Lambton left for

America last month he said he would see what
could be done. Several men are itching to

get there. One leading wheelman, when he
learned Lambton was off, actually put his

house and lands in the hands of a broker for

sale, intending to follow with his wife for a

year's holiday, but things are bad in Mel-

bourne and property won't sell. He waits,

therefore, and if a team is wanted he will be

prepared to go as manager. The five best

men we have here are R. W. Davis, D.

Walker, A. Turner, L. B. Scharp and L. Gal-

Ian.

MORE INTER-CLUB RACES.

The inter-club contests, which proved so

highly interesting last season, are to be con-

tinued again this winter. There will be about

ten clubs, with six men from each. We are

to have a hill-climbiDg contest on July 1, up
the Heidelburg hill, a steep incline half a mile

long about eight miles from Melbourne. All

the competiters will start from scratch (in

heats), the fastest man to win. Now we'll see

what sort of stuff the geared ordinary is made
of!

The Raleigh company has sent a handsome
medal to T. D. Scott because he made that

long-record ride from Adelaide to Melbourne.

TURNER, COCK OF THE WALK.

Arthur Turner and Don Walker have been

each crowing like cocks on opposite fences.

Turner said he could lick any man in Austra-

lia at any distance and Walker said he could

dp more. The former was ready to plank

down £100 to make a match for June 10, but

Walker did the shuffle and got down off his

fence. The date didn't suit him! His wings

are cut now, and its just as well, for flyers

with long wings (or wind) are just as well in

the yard. Turner is still on the fence and

crowing like a game 'un for any man in Aus-

tralia, Dick Davis preferred. An Idle Boy.

THE FARMERS ARE HOSTILE.

Rural New Jersymen want Bicycle Riders

Taxed—Roads Built and Hoped For.

The great fraternity of bicycle riders in New
Jersey is up in arms over the report that sev-

eral farmers will agitate the framing and en-

forcement of a law for the taxing of bicycle

owners, and the latter, who outnumber the

farmers ten to one, have started in to offset

their agrieultur.il friends' action by threaten-

ing to bolt the ticket that favors such an
issue.

Until the bicycle became a rolling, active

force in New Jersey a macadam road was un-

known. The great highways between Jersey

City were reeking beds of mire. The League
of American Wheelmen, aided by every

county and city cycle organization in the

state exerted themselves to secure such legis-

lation as resulted in the construction of mac-
adaro roads.

The now hard-bottom roadway in Union,
Essex, Middlesex and Passaic counties was
laid after the wheelmen used their influence

with county boards of freeholders, and now
they claim perpetual exemption from any ex-

pense that may be attached to the improve-

ment.

On the other hand, the farmers assert that

as the cyclers were benefitted, they should be

taxed, and, in consequence, a wave of indig-

nation is circling the state against such taxa-

tion, or any law that may conceive of it in the

future.

THEY FOUGHT FOR BOSTON.

Three Men Who Helped Engineer the Late

Quarrel With Worcester.

Here are the pictures of three of the more
prominent participants in the late row in the

Massachusetts division. The first is Mr. Rob-
inson, chairman of the state racing board,

who, it is said, was the

originator of the novice,

class andhandicap cham-
pionships. In that event

the idea reflects less

credit on him than most
of his actions. Rubin-

son is a hard worker for

his division and a staunch

supporter of the present

state administration. He
has been a member of

the assembly about five

years.

Charley Howard, sec-

retary-treasurer, is a veteran. He probably

ante-dates any other officer in the division.

Ten years ago he was writing cycle notes for

the Herald and did

considerable corre-

sponding with the

cycle press. Then
he became dram-
atic editor, which
position he still

fills. At assembly

meetings Charley

manages to remove
his cigarette long

enough to "speak

his piece" of about

a dozen words once
a day, but at home
gives all his spare

time to the work of

the division, which, be it remembered, has

been the largest in the league ever since

"Billy" Bull relinquished the chief consulship

of New York,

The third and last is "Judge Dean." He has

recently received his ju-

dicial title, and it is

greatly to be desired that

better judgment may
characterize his decisions

on the bench than in re-

cent cycling events.

Dean has been a wheel-

man abouc fourteen years

and has been connected

with the Bicycling World
in an advisory capacity

since its inception. His

advice doesn't seem to have been worth much.

He has long been a member of the assembly

and is unusually clear-headed and bright. It

is only when prejudice sways him that he be-

comes otherwise. Joe has to his credit the

fact that in February last he bluffed the whole

national assembly.

NEWARK-PHILADELPHIA CENTURY.

Over 500 Starters — Century Wheelmen Win
First Prize.

Philadelphia, June 13.—The sixth annual

century run from Newark to Philadelphia on

Saturday last was a glorious success, the Cen-

tury Wheelmen winning first prize by a large

majority, establishing a record—106 survivors

out of 108 starters—which is likely to staDd for

some time. The Philadelphia contingent
trained to Newark in two sections on Friday
afternoon —the main body, consisting of about
250, leaving Huntington street station of the
Reading railroad at 3:30; the Century and
Quaker City representatives, 150 in number,
leaving on a special train of vestibuled Pull-

man sleepers at 7:15. Your correspondent par-

ticipated in the run, leaving on the last sec-

tion. There were 543 starters At 4:07 the

"ta-ra-ra" was heard at the head of the line

and then began one of the finest of early-

morning rides. Over almost perfectly level

roads, through the Oranges, with the Orange
mountains towering on the right, wound the
long line of wheelmen, a portion of the route
taking in the lrvington-Milburn course. Plain-

field was reached at 6 o'clock, and at 6:45 we
were off again. The country people were evi-

dently expecting the mn, for milk and sand
wich venders were numerous all along the

route.

Trenton (70 miles from the starting point)

was reached exactly on time. Here a surprise

awaited the run in the shape of an invitttion

from the officials of the Y. M. C. A. extending
the privileges of their "gym" and bathing
facilities, they having stationed a man on the

outskirts of Trenton to distribute tickets to the

dust-begrimed riders.

Leaving Holmesburg, the roads were horri-

ble all the way to Frankford, whose asphalted

Main street was a boon to many a wearied

rider. No stop was made here, as in former
years, the leaders evidently wishing to get

through Rising Sun Lane (otherwise known as

the Valley of the Shadow) before dark, and at

7 o'clock Broad street's asphalt surface came in

sight and the hard work was over—the weary
riders were henceforward to reap the fruits of

their toil. The head of the run reached Broad
street and Columbia avenue at 7:30, a half-

hour behind the schedule.

The Century Wheelmen, thanks to the inde-

fatigable efforts of Capiain Allen and his four

lieutenants, Wiltberger, Sadler, Hahn and Bil-

yeu, who have been working hard for the past

six weeks, broke the best previous record of

sixty-four survivors (held by themselves) by
bringing through 106 out of 108 starters,

thereby winning first prize by a large major-

ity. The Quaker City Wheelmen won second

prize. Third and fourth prizes cannot be de-

cided upon until the returns wme in from the

checkers, who were stationed at Newark, West-

field, Bound Brook, Hopewell, Trenton, Bris-

tol, Holmesburg and Rising Sun Lane.

Tom Roe On His Journey.

Tom Roe, accompanied by Frank Waller and

Birdie Munger, started from New York Sun-

day morning at 11 o'clock for his trip across

the continent. He started from the Barrett

house, Broadway and Forty-ninth street. The

party wears Chicago C. C. colors. Roe reached

Albany Monday night at 9 o'clock, after hurt-

ing his ankle by a fall while coasting. The

schedule time for the trip is sixty-five days,

but Roe hopes to better this somewhat.

First Lady Over the DeSota Road.

On Sunday, June 11, Miss Carrie Stutz, of

the St. Louis Cycling Club, had the honor of

making the first ride over the DeSota road

ever made by a ^ady rider. She started at 5

a. m., accompanied by R. M. Milford and W.
J. Cox. both members of the St. L. C. C. De-

Sota was reached at 3 p. m. without an acci-

dent of any kind.
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WHEELMEN AND HOTELS.
Pullmen and Glen Ellyn have both declared

that only such wheelmen as are also gentle

men can enjoy the hospitality of their hoteV.

When the Pullman people issued this warning
their action was considered harsh. But was
it? When one considers the turmoil created

there on Decora' ion day, the rush of uncul-

tured men for the dining room, the calls,

whistles and boisterous behavior generally,

the Pullman people seem to have acted quite

within their rights. Glen Ellyn now furnishes

a second warning and we And, on inquiry

mong the more select class of riders, that few
are disposed to wonder thereat. One gentle-

man writes as follows:

Chicago, June 9.—Editor Referee: I have just read

your article relative to a very evident lack of anxiety on
on the part of the proprietors of the Hotel Glen Ellyn to

secure the patronage of bicyclists. I am only surprised

that this or a similar position in regard to wheelmen has
not been taken by the proprietors of hotels long ago.

From an experience of some years as a cyclist my ob-

servations have lead me to the conclusion that were I

the proprietor of a hotel 1 should absolutely decline the

patronage of cyclists, unless the sternest financial con-

ditions made such a course impracticable. You may
suppose I must have done my cycling with an unusual
crowd to come to such a conclusion. On the contrary, I

have done the greater part of my cycling alone, and base
uiy conclusion on what I have seeu of cyclists and
cycling clubs at the usual stopping places of cyclists in

the vicinity of Chicago. Their manners are in so many
nstances loud and bad, both at the table and generally

while around such stopping places, that I always gladly,

when possible, select the place for my meils not patron-

ized by the clubs. The majority of riders I believe think

the fact that they tide wheels will excuse any kind

of outrageous conduct on their part. Some of them even

seem to think that fact relieves them of the necessity of

being gentlemen. Cyclists should take note of the warn-
ing. They cannot afford to ignore it. Already two of

the best hotels reached by wheelmen around Chicago
have indicated that they prefer cyclists should go else-

where. The proprietor of a hotel would never take such

a course with parties whose conduct was even reason-

ably good. Other hotels of the better class will inevit-

ably adopt the same course and all cyclists are in danger
of being relegated to the beer gardens and fourth rate

hotels some wheelmen seem to have originally come
from. J. G. Watkins.

Mr. Watkins is right. In some cases the

misbehavior is the result of bad breeding, for

the wheel has ceased to be the vehicle of the

gentleman alone. Many oth-r cases are due to

thoughtlessness. The exhiliaration of the ride,

the presence of congenial company, the final

scorch, all lend to a man a boistorousness not

his own. These things, gentlemen, must be

curbed. Unless you are prepared to strap a

tin lunch box and a bottle of cold tea—very

excellent thing, that cold tea—and wash at a

public pump, it were wise to so limit your out-

bursts of merriment as to render it unobjec-

tionable to "our regular guests."

CHICAGO'S NEW TRACK.

Of all the great cities of the world not one is

more prominent in cycling than Chicago, yet

iu one respect—that of cycle tracks,—it is far

behin.l even the many little hamlets which dot

the eastern and western hemispheres. In some

respects the riders themselves are to blame;

yet they are not entirely at fault, for on one or

two occasions other parties have come forward

with an offer to build tracks and then, of

cours- , the wheelmen rested on their oars and

gave up more than one intention to secure

grounds and build a track. When the board

track at Cheltenham was torn up, Chicago lost

what was (to this date) the best track it had

ever known. The Chicago Cricket Club built

an apology for a track, but, as every one

knows, it was never fit for any such purpose

as it was designed

When Chicago was voted the first interna-

tional championships Mr. Rnyiriond made
faithful promises, on behalf of the league, that

when any foreiguer should set foot on Amer-

ican soil he would find the finest track in the

world upon which to train, Mr. Burdett, Mr.

Raymond and Mr. Gerould had the matter of

track building n charge. They were to go

ahead with the work instanter, the location

being the south side ball grounds. Osmond
arrived and no track. It was promised for

May 1, the 10th at the latest, yet five June

days had passed before anyone turned a wheel

on it.

The track is finished—in a way—and men
are training upon it. The location, so far as

accessibility goes, is all that could be desired;

the design of the track is all the most exacting

person could wish; but the surface—horrors!

The committee would not listen to the appeal

of those who had had experience on tracks. A
board track was wanted, but the wise commit-

teemen knew a thing or two—so they thought

then—and insisted ti.at a brick-dust surfaced

track would prove the best. It was argued

that brick dust could not be had. Mr. G jrould

knew better—he frequently knows better than

any one else. But finally brick dust could nut

be secured, and the track committee knew it.

Indiana loam would have made a fairly good

track, but the committee selected Joliet gravel,

in spite of the fact that this was the material

used for making the Parkside track, which

proved, beyond even a shadow of doubt, an

absolute failure. Everybody knows how a

heavy rain would wash away the turns on the

Parkside track. The committee thought be-

cause the banking on the new track would not

be quite so steep, this trouble would be

avoided.

But it wasn't. The first rain made small-

sized gullies on the turns; the rain of Satur-

day last made small sized valleys, and to-day a

man can not ride over that track at a three-

minute gait without losing his pedals or hav-

ing his teeth chatter in the most approved

style.

But all these faults are not the worst. The

promised dressing room accommodations are

not there, the hours for training—6 to 10:30 in

the morning and 6 to 8 in the evening—are
abominable, people who have or have not

tickets use the track, inexperienced riders en-

danger the lives of others, Bedouins cross the

track while men are training, camels plant

themselves in the way, and the Arabs actually

use the track for horse races.

The manager of the Arabs cannot be moved
by kind words; he says he paid several thou-

sand dollars for the use of the grounds, and, if

he desires, can keep the wheelmen out of the

grounds and can tear up the track. No one in

authority is ever at the track, the Arabs have

their own way, and notwithstanding the

cyclists pay for the use of the track their com-

forts are not considered in the least.

The international committee is wofully at

fault for having used such miserable stuff as

Joliet gravel for the surface; the track com-

mittee is to blame for not insisting that the

w eelrr.en have some rights and the ba'l club,

which owns the ground, is to blame for not

keeping a lot of hungry Arabs in their place.

As it now stands the great world's fair track

is a failure, the management is still worse, and

we miss our reckoning if visiting wheelmen do

not agree with us—unless things are greatly

changed before long.

The recent heavy runs on many Chicago

banks has had a somewhat bad effect on local

trade, but the dealers think it will be only tem-

porary. A tight money market does nut, as a

rule, have much effect on the class of people

which is given to the purchase of bicycles. A
genuine out-and-out panic would, doubtless,

have a most serious effect and likely many,

smaller concerns would be compelled to close

their doors for want of capital to carry on busi-

ness. No such calamity is looked for, how-

ever, by the financiers of Chicago, and an-

other week or two will probably see business

as prosperous as ever for this time of. ihe year.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT EVENTS.

David J. Post's request for signatures to a

call for a special meeting of the national assem-

bly of the L. A. VV. will doubtless bring forth

the requisite number of signers. It would

seem, however, that a far wiser course might

have been pursued Most of ihe prominent

men of the league are aware of the bitter feel-

ing entertained by Post toward Burdett and

will realize at. once that, holy though the cause

may be, he is actuated by a spirit of revenge

rather than a desire to benefit the league.

Holding this opinion they are likely to look at

Burdett's short-comings in a way that will be

anything but satisfactory to his enemies. They

will not feel disposed to aid in slaying the

modernized and minimized Goliah to please

the caprice of disappointed little David. If a

meet is to be held let it be for the benefit of

the league. That body is not to be trifled with

by one insignificant member.

* * *

Writing of this matter recalls to mind a cir-

cumstance which came to light during the

Randall -Dunn controversy two years ago.

Suppose that the request for a meeting, all

duly signed, reaches the president and that

functionary pays no attention to it? What's

going to be done about it ? Such a step would

be thoroughly in keeping v. ith the high-handed

way in which he has conducted the affairs of

his office. Should he decline to call a meeting

no one can force him to and no meeting can be

held. The president and executive committee

are all powerful in league matters. Do what

they may, there is no way of getting rid of
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them. They can bind the league to any sort of

fool contract for any number of years. The
assembly so decided in the case of the Wheel-

man Company. They can do as they please

with the league's funds. In short, there is no

limit to their power. In this particular case,

as Burdett pays about as much attention to the

other members of the committee as he does to

the latest applicant from Timbuctoo, it means
that he is absolute monarch of all things

cycling, to neglect and mismanage as he sees

fit. Oh, wondrous assembly! What mighty

intellects are found within your ranks!

What a pity it is some of the alleged cycle

writers do not confine their attention to telling

what they don't know about cycling. It

would pay the space writers far better, for it

would enable them to grind copy by the 3'ard.

The day after the Pullman a young man
whose principal occupation at the late Osmond
banquet was to pass sneeriug remarks to his

neighbors concerning the poor speakers—they

were poor, we must all allow—saw fit to scrib-

ble a lot of the most imbecile rubbish concern-

ing the timing and judging of the races. In-

cidentally he took care to excuse those gentle-

men interested 011 whom his bread and butter,

to some extent, depends. The burden of his

complaint was that reporters were unable to

obtain the times of the men the moment the

race was over. He also made the startling

announcement that the judges and timers

actually "locked themselves in a room." On
account of his inexperience he must be for-

given, but for the benefit of others who are

equally in the dark, it may be stated that the

comparing of lists, the figuring and tabulating

of the actual times of forty or fifty men, re-

quires the closest and most careful attention

of the officials for at least a couple of hours

Be careful, little man. You'll learn in time.

Kennington.

SOUTHERN TRADE PROSPECTS.

Sioux City Paragraphs.

Sioux City, la., June 8—The cut in the

price of Warwick wheels has demoralized

trade here. The would-be riders do not know
whether the particular wheel they like will

become cheaper or whether they had better

buy a Warwick. The agents that handle the

Warwick are in a bad position as they have
sold several for $150 and now anyone could
buy one for $95.

The Inter Ocean Wheel Club opened its

house at Riverside Park last evening. About
twenty-five couples were in attendance.

C. W. Ashley of this city is in training at

the park preparitory to entering the races at

the division meet to be held at Vinton July 3

and 4.

Life Guards to Celebrate the Fourth.

The Life Guards, of Ed wardsport, Ind., will

lead a century run July 4 from that place to

Terre Haute and return, distance 106 miles.

Colonel Sherwood and Major Gibson, of the

Life Guards, will set the pace. Edwardsport
wheelmen are considered the hardest riders of

that part of Indiana. No point within fifty

miles of their home is out of riding distance,

and this means an immense amount of hard
work when the rough clay and sand roads and
numerous steep hills are considered. As one
of the riders remarked one day after climbing
about the twentieth hill encountered in the

run, " All stick up the wrong way in the air."

The Referee recently, through information

chiefly obtained through traveling salesmen,

called attention to trade in the south, and ex-

pressed an opinion that it was over-uone, or

over-boomed. A few weeks ago a Referee
representative journeyed south for two pur-

poses. One of them was to investigate the

trade prospects. The south is fast recovering

from the ravages of war, and her finances—

a

fortress of strength before the civil war—are

now rapidly being brought to a condition

which must be extremely gratifying to all

America. This is no fancy or suggested pict-

ure, for three trips paid the south during the

past nine i ears showed wonderful progress

The following figures, taken from the last

United States census, speak in an eloquent

manner of the "new south."

Increase in the number of manufacturing

establishments:

Augusta 595.00 per cent

Atlanta 64.29 do.

Nashville 27.24 do.

Savannah 5 1.50 do.

Chattanooga 370.68 do.

Louisville 26.99 do.

Memphis 104 35 do.

New Orleans f 0.49 do.

Richmond 43.31 do.

Increase in capital invested in manufac-

tures:

Augusta : 240 10 per cent

Atlanta 315.07 do.

Nashville 99.80 do.

Savannah 1' 9.23 do.

Baltimore 113.00 do.

Chaltanooga 2 6.00 do.

Louisville 38.00 do.

Memphis 233.00 do.

Now Orleans 135.00 do.

Richmond 122.00 do.

Increase in number of hands employed:
Augusta 231 70 per cent

Atlanta 92.t.9» do.

Nashville 4-1.16 do.

Savannah 43.98 do.

Baltimore 47.00 do.

Chattanooga 140.00 do.

Louisville 35.00 do.

Memphis 128. CO do.

New Orleans 129.00 do.

Richmond 18.00 do.

Increase in wages paid

:

Augusta 302.08 per cent

Atlanta 235.23 do.

Nashville 134.42 do.

Savannah 88.99 do.

Baltimore 120.C0 do.

Chattanoga 325.00 do.

Louisville 83.00 do.

Memphis 215.00 do.

New Orleans 156.00 do.

Richmond 111.00 do.

Increase in value of material used:

Augusta — 105.10 per cent

Atlanta 58 C8 do.

Nashville 40.60 do.

SavaDnah 5 42 do.

Baltimore 53.00 do.

Chattanooga 128X0 do.

Louisville 5.00 do.

Memphis 140.00 do.

New Orleans 60 00 do.

"Richmond 0:20 do.

*Decrease.

Increase in value of product:
Augusta 174.66 percent
Atlanta " 117.96 do.

Nashville 51.13 do.

Savannah 31.07 do.

Chattanooga 192 24 do.

Louisville 2.\47 do.

Memphis 153.61 do.

New Orleans S0.S0 do.

Richmond 18.57 do.

Increase in municipal debt:

*Augusta 19.09 per cent
Atlanta 1.49 do.

Nashville 09.83 per cent

Savannah 4.69 do.

Chattanooga 38.3.21 do.

Louisville 3'.31 do.

"Memphis 28.82 do.

•New Orleans 4.73 do.

Richmond 37.63 do.

•Decrease.

Augusta, as pretty a place as nature, assisted

by man, could devise, is in the lead, but all

these have jumped to the front wonderfully.

The above table dos s not look as if the south

is retrograding in a business way, and the

future seems to be bright in the extreme.

In a cycling sense the south leads all Amer-
ica. The climate is such that riding is possible

all the year round, and when the northern

cyclist is attending to club socials and wheels

are laid away for six months or more, the

southerner is speeding away under summer
skies, and the most delightful riding season is on

.

The roads are being paid more attention

down there than formerly and the interviews

granted the Referee by three of the most pro-

gressive governors of southern states, prove

the question of good roads has laid hold of the

people in a come-to-stay fashion. It is true

wheels sell on the instalment plan, but the

same can be said of agricultural implements

and many other things, but the pay is invari

ably good. True, the southerner is a trifle slow,

but a traveler who accompanied the Referee
man sold wheels in May in nearly every city,

at thirty days and at about that discount in

numbers.

The south commands the attention of the

manufacturer, and the field is a most promis-

ing one and will grow in importance yearly.

The Referee as a journal is in the lead two
to one down south, which fact was noted with

gratification, as it was the first to explore the

south as a news and trade centre, and its cor-

respondence from that section proves how the

south appreciates enterprise.

The building of fast tracks in many Georg-

ian and other southern cities show^ wonderful

progress, and for a training country it is hard

to beat. Savannah, Charleston, Augusta, Macon,

Atlanta and other fair cities of the south will

yet turn out men of national repute, if they

keep up the pace of the past year. W. J. M.

How They Get Members.

St. Louis, June 11.—A good story is going

the rounds in St. Louis about the way the

Pastime Athletic Club is trying to secure new
men for its bicycle division. It is said that

the captain of the Pastimes approached Car-

roll Mulkey, the winner of the Forest Park
road race, a few days after the race and solic-

ited his application. Mulkey replied that he
was already a member of the North St. Louis

Bicycle Club, and did not care to join another.

Then the Pastime man remarked that no other

club could offer the same inducements as his,

and that if Mulkey would join, his initiation

fee and one year's dues would be waived, and
if he would race for the club at Sedalia July 4

his expenses would be paid. Mr. Can field,

captain of the Pastimes, was asked about the

matter, and emphatically denied the story,

but it seems to have taken good hold here, and
there must be a good deal of truth in it, as it

has been heard from in several different

sources. »

1 O I r-

At Jacksonville, Til., Monday forenoon,

Irving Woods, C. R. Kirby, George Scurlock

and Arthur D. lilack rode, in relays, to Wav-
erly, forty-five miles, in 3 hrs. 44 min. The
roads were rough and muddy.
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IN ALMOST
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RAGLANS"
Distinctly High Class.

J893 PATTERNS NOW READY.

RACERS,

ROAD RACERS

ROADSTERS

LADY'S,

YOUTHS'

ETC.

APPLY TO
Harber Bros. Company, C. E. Van Vleck, G. P. Bostwick,

Bloomington, Ills. 210 Broadway, New York. West Front St., Toronto.
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TAYLOR, COOPER & BEDNELL, Ltd.,
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COMMENT AND CRITICISM.

Abnormal Heads After the Pullman— Faulty

Track Management.

How vastly different is the material which
forms the human body— that is, different in

different men. Some is hara, and, no matter

under what condition, remains the same;

again one finds this material of a very pliable

sort, having much the same property as the

inner tube of a pneumatic tiie. Some racing

men—or just as they begin to be racing men

—

have an abundance of this latter k nd of ma-
terial in their make-up. After they have been
on the pain a few years the material becomes
hardened like unto stone and then it r. mains
unchanged. The presence of this soft, rubber-

like material is particularly noticeable about
this time of the year. It usually is discernable

shortly after (ome one has won a big road

race, or has won a time prize, or has captured
" the record for the track." In plain words an
unknown rider is put prominently before the

public, not because he has done any great

thing, but because the other fellows didn't do
anything worthy of notice.

This is the case in Chicago at present.

Under the most favorable circumstances a
man made a record for the new track. It was
nothing more than fair, but because no one has
equaled it because of poor condition or other
adverse circumstances, that man's thinking
basket has grown to such proportions that it

might now be taken for a captive balloon were
it at the world's fair.

The first time winner in the Pullman
is constructed of the same material and
is, unfortunately, suffering over inflation. It

might be well to remind these would-be racing

men, if they desire to obtain and keep the pub-

lic's good will, to bandage their craniums and
keep them a normal size.

m
* * *

It must be a noticeable fact to those attend-

ing the world's fair, and Midway Plaisance in

particular, that wheelmen are among the

best patrons of the great institution and the

many concessions. Hardly an evening passes

—when the grounds are open evenings—that

good-sized bodies of young men in the cyclists'

garb are not seen strolling about the streets, or

seated in the German village, or taking in the

sights of the Cairo street or the Dahomy
theatre. They are good patrons—they spend

their money freely and they see and enjoy

everything.
* * *

From present indications cycle racing in

Chicago must give way to that played-out na_

tional game, base ball, for it has bi en decreed

that when there are no ball games on in the

world's fair city, the new track may be used,

but that when Papa Anson comes with his

tribe, the whrelmen must give way. The
owners of the ground argue that base ball sup-

ports the place, while cycling would not. This

is not disputed, but the fact remains that as

long as cycling must play second fiddle to base

ball, ohe track on the south side grounds will

never be a great success.. As long as the ball

club is in the city the cyclists must do their

afternoon training after 6 o'clock—unseason-

able and unreasonable hours. As long as the

ball club is here no cycle racing can be in-

dulged in. The ball club arrives in Chicago

June 26 and remnins for something like a
month. During that time no cycle racing can

be held on the new track. Neither can any be

held after that date. The international race

meet las's from Aug. 5 to 12, and after that

all the talent will be on the western and east-

ern circuits. The week of racing during the

international meet will destroy the public taste,

for, after seeing the cracks of the world, few
people would care to witness such sport as un-

known local men would put up. They might
furnish as good races, but the public wouldn't

think to.

The Chicago Cycling Club had arranged to

give a one-day meet July 1, which was also to

be the formal opening of the track. Through
mismanagement on the part of tho e controll-

ing the grounds upon which the track is

located, that meet has been abandoned. The
ground was engaged for July 1, the ball game
set for that date having been transferred to

the west side grounds. But, after the Chicago

Cycling Club had made its programme, had
some printing done and had announced

through the papers that the meet would be

held, it was given out that the track could not

be had for that day. It seems the west side

grounds had been rented for two weeks, and

the ball game could not be transferred.

There is no show for a local meet before

Aug. 5 unless the old Parkside track is used.

It is unfortunate that Chicago should be

blessed with poor track and grounds manage-

ment. Parkside went to ruin from no other-

reason—what will become of the south s ;de

grounds and track? Hotspur.

Selbina, Mo., is a town of about 2,000 popu-

lation, but boasts the possession of thirty-five

high grade wheels, w ith a good prospect of the

number increasing to fifty before the season

ends.
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Willie Will Wear Wings.

Willie W. Windle, ex-m^mb^r (by request)

of the Bay State Bicycle Club, of Worcester,

will, according to the Springfield Union, wear
the wings of the S. B. C, from tlrs on, having

applied for membership. The enthusiastic

chronicler of the news sayB, in advance of the

application being acted upon, that "Windle
can have anything he wants," and congratu-

lates the local club (in advance) in securing

such a great racing plum, The same scribe

scoffs at the Worcester club for its requesting

white-winged Willie to resign, and intimates

that he had a perfect right to crawl at Wor-
cester and refuse to meet Johnson, even

though his club suffered in the public's estima

tion, and the spoiled racing child missed the

day's sport. If a writer would speak of a cluh

which is to be commended for its high appre-

ciation of the public interest and patronage,

what can h»> say of a man who proved himeelf

thoroughly trained but who refused to meet a

young and comparatively new rider, who
came 1,500 miles to meet him. His action,

considering the Bay State club had secured

him a trainer and extended other courtesies,

and with the understanding that it would bear

his expenses all through the season, was small

and unsportsman-like, and Harry Wheeler

voiced the sentiments of mose riders when he

said: "I would have met Johnson if I had
been in Windle's place, even if he did promise

to knock me higher than a kite " Windle will

be no credit to the S. Bi. C. or any other club

if he acts as he did at Worcester and Ansonia,

and it is about time he is made to understand

it.

The subject don't seem to be understood by
the average bicycle reporter. It takes a man
who was on the ground and felt the common
disgust at the Milbury man's action to properly

appreciate it. Here is what the Brookl3'n

Citizen, through its uninstructed reporter,

thinks of it:

Willie Windle has been asked to resign from the Bay
State Bicycle Club because he refused to start in the

one mile open race at the club's tournament. Things

have come to a pr.-tty pass if a racing man can not re-

fuse to start in any event he chooses without being cen-

sured by the club. Windle, when asked in regard to this

matter, simply smiled and made no statement.

The board of managers are certainly acting in a very

childish manner in this affair, and there is scarcely any
doubt but what Windle will resign, as there are

many other clubs who would be glad to secure him. The
Bay State people will lose a good man and a thorough

sportsman and gentleman.

Things are coming to a proper pass when a

club to which a rider is indebted through vari-

ous courtesies undertakes to discipline a rider

with so small an appreciation as Windle has.

Willie may smile—but the smile is not catch-

ing. The board of managers is certainly act-

ing properly, and the public will support it,

even if the subject of discipline be the ex-idol,

W. W. Windle. A gentleman Windle might
be, but the writer doubts the claim a sports-

man he never was and never will be, if his re-

cent breaks count for anything A gentleman
is a person who will risk and brook defeat at

the hands of an opponent, and Windle at

Worcester aud Ansonia showed neither of the

above traits.

Some "Police Gazette" Talk.

Tom Eck frequently does in one hour more
harm that his best friends can undo in a year.

With a desire to be advertised, Tom visits all

linds of p'aces. This was pardonable when
he managed professionals, but when he is the

guide of an amateur's destiny he should steer

clear of such a cess-pool as the Police

Gazette office. Richard K. Fox is known as

the backer of notorious pugilists that no one

else will back, and a long time ago offered a
" championship of the world Police Gazette

diamond bicycle medal," which up to now has

the world on a bicycle any distance from one to five miles
for $2,500 a side. Johnson is twenty-one years of age,

rides a bicycle which weighs nineteen pounds, and he be
lieves he will defeat Windle's record before the season is

over. He called on Richard K. Fox to see if the Jntler

would offer a trophy for the bicycle championship.

It is such stutf as the above that puts Ray-
mond on an investigation tour, and in truth

the above savors much of professional bluff

and advertisement.

# *

Result of Reckless Riding.

Last week the city fathers of New York,

with an appreciation of the amount of space

the daily papers had given the recent acci-

dents caused by fast riding in the principal

metropolitan thoroughfares, took hold of the

subject with a very laudable determination to

regulate reckless cyclers, and introduced one

of those articles called an ordinance, which

will have about as much effect in regulating

Our artist had the extreme pleasure of seeing the Infanta early one morning this week enjoying a

ride on Michigan boulevard, on her royal wheel. We are pleased to offer to our readers a picture of

this ingenious machine.

lain among female pedestrian, pugilistic and

other •' world's championship" trophies. Fox

has earned a reputation in the lower class of

sport, and when such a flower of ama-

teur purity as John S. Johnson con-

descends to visit the brick pile by

the Brooklyn bridge, the fact is heralded

far and near to show Fox's popularity (?) in

reputable and popular sport. Eck will do well

to keep away from such people, and what he

wishes them to say he should write for them

and not let stuff like the following appear in

the metropolitan dailies:

The following was sent out from the Police Gazette of-

fice last night. The sentence which says Johnson is open

to race anybody for money is significant:

'-' Johnson, the phenomenal bicycle rider of the west,

and champion skater, arrived in this city yesterday. He
called at the Police Gazette office with his backer and

manager. Tom Eck, of St. Paul. Johnson easily defeated

W. Windle last Saturday, and rode a mile on a poor half-

mile track in 2:19. Johnson is open to race any man in

brainless beauties who forget that they are

training in the street, as a shower would in

overflowing the Atlantic. The provision that

not more than two wheels shall be ridden

abreast seems arbitrary, as six or ten could

often, with safety, be placed side by side. Car-

riages to the number of two or more will con-

tinue to go abreast, and some of the drivers

are not particular as to speed, unless you want

to catch a train, then their speed is of the

slow-coach order. The ordinance reads:

"Not more than two wheels are to run abreast at a

speed not to exceed eight miles an hour. Lights must be

carried at night, and a warning signal given at all inter-

sections of streets. Violation of the provisions is made a

misdemeanor.

The amended ordinance was referred to the Law Com-

mittee for action. _

The New York papers without exception

gave editorial space to what the Times declares

to be "an intolerable nuisance and a publi :

menace." The Sun, with a charitable forbe.i 1
-
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Have You
Ever Bought Any Goods From Us?

Although we have a trade that extends to every state, territory and large city in the Un'ted States,

Canada and Mexico, also other foreign countries besides those mentioned above, at the same time we are

bidding for extra business and are getting it.

The Rudge, Sylph, Overland and Western Wheel

Works' Cycles, also Special Bargain Machines,

OFFER A SUPERIOR LINE.
These Goods make us Friends. Make Dealers and Agents—Money. We have ex-

ceptional facilities for taking care of your orders and will make favorable terms to

the trade. We Guarantee Jiottom Prices on Western Wheel Works' goods and

are filling orders promptly, while on many patterns of machines we are namiDg

prices that cannot be duplicated in any market. Write for Catalogue and Dealers'

Discounts Free.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 89 G St., Peoria, 111.

Manufacturers'and Oldest and Largest Dealers in America. OVERLAND ROADSTER NO. 1; PRICE, $125.

IT IS EASY,
IT IS PLEASANT,
IT IS PROPER, TO LAUGH!

MENTION THE REFEREE. F. L, DOUGLAS CYCLE CO.

fj

When the laugh is on the other fellow, and to keep it so you must-have the best. There are many
! "so called " bests, but what you are looking for is the Cycle that will give you the greatest service

ut of the least weight.

30 pounds scale weight all on is not a heavy wheel, and when you remember that 18

gauge tubing is used throughout, you will have to admit that it is a wonderfully light

wheel for its strength. Others can tell you that their 20 gauge is just as strong, but you
dou't believe it, nor do they.

''You cannot eat your cake and have it too, 11 so when you put in a lot of useless

weight you must either have a heavy cycle or leave out a lot of useful weight. Our
Model D has no useless weight, as we lave almost avoided forgings. Our frame has

but one, and even our hubs are of seamless steel tubing. They are not only stronger

than the average hub, but are much lighter. They never twist or spring out of true.

They are simply "other reasons why" SYLPH CYCLES run easy. For full particulars

and catalogue free, address

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO.,
89 G ST., PEORIA, ILL.

^^" Agents wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

Chicago agents for Rudg^. 284 286 Wabash Ave.

ance, while deploring the recklessness of the

few, excused the many, and spoke good and

kind words for a vehicle which the editor de-

clared had come to stay.

Here was a grand opportunity for the As-

sociated Cycling Clubs to put in its oar with

an assurance to the public that cyclists as a

body denounced the recklessness of a few hair-

brained idiots. But it did not. And will prob-

ably allow the excitement to cool down be-

fore speasing its piece.

While no sensible cyclist will uphold the few

instances of reckless riding, the question na-

turally arises, why is there such a hullabaloo

when a cyclist knocks down a pedestrian, and

so little notice taken when scores of accidents

through reckless; carriage driving occur weekly?

It is a notorious fact that only passing com-

ment is given the jehu who grinds his victims

to pieces, but the reckless cyclists raised to the

dignity of editorial notice—and why is this?

The average reporter of the daily has a little

left of his well-known antipathy ,o "them bi-

cyc'e fellers," and as a rule loses little time, nor

spares him in any way, in his desire to exploit

the wickedness of the rider of the wheel.

Riders should carry lamps and bells, especially

if they be prone to much night riding. The
writer up to now has never carried a bell, find-

ing little use for it, as careful riding and a

word spoken pleasantly seldom fail to clear a

passage.
The cycling press makes a great out cry

when a man runs a person down, and seems to

vie with the loud-mouth daily to be in the

fashion, but why not chronicle the numerous
accidents caused by furious and careless driv-

ing as an antidote to the unnecessarily loud cry

against the doings of a misguided and unap-

preciated few cyclists.

AN ALLEGED REPUTABLE PAPER.

Makes a Stupid Statement Which Has Seri-

ously Injured Business in Atlanta.

Atlanta, Ga., June 11.—A proposition laid

before the board of police commissioners to

mount the suburban policemen on bicycles has

A question of time.

stirred this city up greatly. These officers are

now mounted on horses and the advocates of

mounting them on wheels advance the argu-

ment that it will save the city much expense

for horse feed, stables, attendants, etc. On the

other hand the opponents of the scheme de-

clare that the spectacle of a policeman chasing

a criminal while mounted on a wheel would be

simply ridiculous, to say nothing of the im

practicability of the scheme. Altogether the

idea has created much agitation, not to speak

of the consternation, among the "finest" and
their friends. The chief of police, Captain A.

B. Connally, is understood to favor the plan,

but the (.pinion of the police commissioners is,

as yet, unknown.
Trade here has been steadily on the increase

until a few days ago, when it suddenly fell off.

An editorial in a local paper is the cause of

this falling off. It stated that the trust on bi-

cycles having been broken, the highest grade

machines could be bought for $85 and con-

gratulated would be purchasers on the fall.

Now, although the dealers deny this, it is al-

most impossible to get anyone to give $150 for

a wheel in the face of the above statement,

made in the editorial columns of a reputable

paper. They are all awaiting the promised

drop in prices.

There has been several changes in agencies

here during the last few weeks. The Baine-

Kirkpatrick Hardware Company, which had

the state agency for the Rambler, has gone out

of business and J. H. Nunnally has taken the

agency for the Rambler, running it in con-

junction with the Columbia. The Beck &
Gregg Hardware Company has given up the

Raleigh and Cleveland and those wheels are

now handled by the Southern Bicycle Com-

pany, together with the Imperial, Union and

Excelsior. W. D. Henderson has withdrawn

from this firm and Charles Elyea has taken

his place. The Quinton Scorcher, a new wheel
in this city, is to be handled by the Southern
Typewriter Company. J. B. Christian, who
was for many years employed in the Union
ticket office, this city, has resigned that posi-

tion and accpted one as general southern

traveling agent for the Stov Bicycle Manu-
facturing Company. WlNTIBE.
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BURKE'S CYCLING CANDOR.

INTERESTING CHAT ABOUT A VARIETY
OF SUBJECTS ON CYCLING.

The Mamby-Pamby in Journalism— All May

Win a Prize— Price Cutting in the

Trade—Contract Labor on Roads

—Board Tracks.

In a l ecent issue of the American Cyclist a
prominent cycle writer makes this rash state-

ment:

For the past month readers of the cycle papers have
been treated to a series of interesting (?) roasts between
a set of 'cycling correspondents in New York. The con-

clusion now arrived at is that these same personal allu-

sions in the press are the result of a combination. Such
a supposition may possibly seem unlikely when some of

the articles are read, but the interchange of compli-

ments have been so numerous and extravagant that the

only conclusion to arrive at is the existense of a "roastol-

ogy combination."

In these days of personal independence in

journalism, Gothamite's remarks have not the

ring of conviction. There has been a great

deal of personal vituperation and unnecessary
harshness in cycle journalism of late. That
does not, however, prove the existence of a
"roastology combination." By his remarks in

the American Cyclist, Gothamite shows that

he is possessed of that narrow-mindedness that

is so prominent and unpleasant a feature of

many of our ablest cycling scribes. He does

not think it possible that two men can have
the courage to plainly state their views in a
style that is not fashionable in society corres-

pondence. He seems to think that the public

is willing to read the namby-pamby scribblings

of meek and submissive writers from one end
of the year to the other without an occasional

leaven of caustic criticism and honest, though
often necessarily unpleasant, personal allu-

sions.

No, dear Gothamite, I can assure you that

there is no "roastology <;ombination," though
there is a number of cycling writers who have
decided opinions on certain matters and are

not afraid to express them. If there were
more of their kind cycling journalism would
be more interesting than it is at the present

day.
*

* #

That Cut in Prices.

The price-cutting recently indulged in by a
few manufacturers has caused considerable

excitement but very little fear in the trade.

Some people foolishly suppose that because

a few manufacturers, for reasons that seem
quite sufficient for them, cut the price of their

machines sevent-five per cent, that the same
course will have to be ultimately followed by
the other makers. If this were the case, why
is it that the leading piano houses can compete
with firms that turn out a good piano for al-

most half the price charged by the leaders?

And yet they do it and the cheap piano maker,
or rather the one who sells his goods at a low
price, is practically on the same footing with

the manufacturer who charges big prices and
gets them. It is only a question of policy.

For years we have been able to buy a wheel
for $85 or $100. Wheels have also been sold

for $150 and in one case for $200. The maker
of the cheap wheel and the maker of the

high-priced one has seemed equally to prosper.

As long as makers can put wheels on the mar-
ket for $100 or less, and make money, we will

be able to get machines at that price. On the

other hand, the public seems willing to pay
for high-priced wheels and the cycle makers
are willing to accommodate it in that respect.

Prizes for Everybody.

I wonder where this wholesale prize-giving

is going to stop. It is no uncommon thing

nowadays for clubs to offer forty or fifty

prizes at their meets. With the very large

club these figures are increased. How differ-

ent from the old days, when a first, second and
third prize seemed quite sufficient for the needs

The wheel of the future. (Weight, 2 lbs.)

And how it appeared in the distance.

of the racing cycler. Now it is a prize for

everybody. This generous prize-giving spirit

has been the means of increasing the number
of riders. Formerly if a cycler did not see the

glimmer of a hope for at least third prize, in

many cases he did not enter. He can now
enter a race with the assurance that he will

get a prize if he just manages to get in before

all the prizes are given out.

It is very nice for the racer but it must be

rather hard on club treasuries. Or is it the

manufacturer that suffers most?

Circulation Booming.

First the Bicycling World came forth with

much ado and made the statement that so
many thousand replies had been received in

answer to a certain advertisement. It also

very modestly remarked that the Bicycling
World was the best advertising medium on
earth and that the figures it published could
not help to convince even the skeptical editors

of other cycle papers. Now the Bearings
comes along and with all due respect for the

Bicycling World's figures, proceeds to prove to

its own satisfaction that the Boston paper is

not worth half what the green-covered paper
is worth to the advertiser.

This circulation business is very funny. No
matter how a paper figures, always, of course,

doing its own addition and subtraction, princi-

pally addition, the result is sure to be in its

favor. All this is very satisfactory to the pub-
lishers, but it is mighty confusing to the ad-

vertiser, for of course outside of the publisher,

he is the only one who cares a snap how big is

the circulation of any paper. All of which
proves that it isn't the paper that does the

most blowing that can show the biggest sub-

scription list. Fortunately for the modest
papers of these times, if there are any, most of

us know this and circulation figures are much
like Puck or Judge, very funny but not very
impressive.

* *

The Cycler and Organzed Labor.

The convict road labor scheme may fill the

requirements of the cycling world but the

laboring man, the mechanic, the man who
rules the country by his votes, will have none
of it. Ever since the prison population of the

country grew to such a magnitude and the indus-

trial system was introduced into prison life, the

laboring classes have fought tooth and nail

against the prison contract system. The lab-

orer has contended that a prisoner is a prisoner

only because he deserves to be one and that

the interests of the masses are of greater im-

portance than the interests of those who, by
their actions, have lost all rights to citizen-

ship, or of the few individuals who grew
wealthy on the revenue from prison contract

labor.

In this respect the organized labor is right.

Of course, as is always the case, there is an-

other side to the story. The states in which
the contract labor system is in force are saved

thousands of dollars annually by this system,

and in many cases the prisons are well-nigh

self-supporting. But it is hard to convince the

laboring man, who looks at such matters as an
individual and not as one of a million, that he

does nol lose in the end one-tenth of that

which he supposes he is robbed of. It is quite

evident that if cyclers, as a class, do their best

to bring about the consummation of the con-

tract labor system, even in connection with

so grand a work as road improvement, they

will have the entire world of labor up in arms
against them. With cyclers this is a question

of utility and economy. With the laboring

man it is the vital question of his life—that of

making a respectable living for himself and

family without being obliged to compete with

convict labor in any form.

Road improvement is necessary for the

good of the whole country but it will never be

brought about so long as organized labor

wields the power that is in its hands to-day.

For it does wield a power that politicians, mon-
opolists, capitalists with their millions, are

•obliged to recognize and respect, and cyclers

would do well to look before their noses ere

they antagonize a factor of tremendous power
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LOOK OUT

FOR
Niagara Jtacer. Niagara Maid of the Mist.

NIAGARAS

NIAGARA SOOBCHER-28 LBS.

There is no wheel made to-day superior in scientific construction or

quality of materials used. It is distinguished for High Class finish and

Lightness of Running. The Niagara on the race track and on the

road Lowered many Records. There is not a Single Casting used

in the Niagara. Send for Catalogue. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

BUFFALO WHEEL COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE NIAGARA. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Niagara Full Roadster.

Mr. H. H. Lambton of Australia, the winner of the

great Austral wheel races in 1887 and ltr92, says:

The Niagara the finest wheel I have seen in

America. It is made on scientific lines and shoul'

prove a favorite with racing men. The high fram-

has come to stay.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Niuyara latent Hub.
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in the social and commercial life of the coun-

try.

-x- -x-

Cycle Tracks and Sentiment.
%

The question of track construction is just

now beiug widely discussed. The board track

is receiving more attention at the hands of the

reformers than any oiher kind. The sole

reason of this is, of course, because it has been

proven that faster time can be made on that

style of track than upon any other that can be

built. The question of fitness does not seem to

enter into the consideration.

Take a glance at horse racing so as to make
a comparison. Why do not racing authorities

have track laid with india rubber (please note

that I am looking at tho-e things in the ab-

stract) or some substance that would give

greater momentum to racing animals, and
consequently greater speed? It has been

proven that there are other substances over

which it is possible to make better time than

over turf. In horse racing, as in all other

sports, there is a certain amount of sentiment.

The mere fact that the horse race takes place

in the open air, upon mother earth, with the

clear sky, bracing air and unbridled enthusi-

asm of the crowd as an added combination,

makes the sport fascinating and enormously

popular. Take away any of these features

—

the turf track, for instance, and replace it with

one that would have an artificially about it

that would be disenchanting, and horse racing

loses in interest, though I am not foolish

enough to say that such a change would kill

the sport.

This same mode of reasoning can be appled

to bicycle racing. Board tracks are fast, but

there is not about them the genuineness, the

out-door flavor, the appearance of true sport

that one associates with cinder or turf tracks

of any kind.

There has for years been a feeling of preju-

dice against board track records in cycling

circles. Most men would rather make a cred-

itable record on a cinder track,than to be a
world-beater on a board track. How can this

be accounted for? Simply by the fact that

there is sentiment in every man's heart, and
that the sports'uan, be he yachtsman, hunter

or cyclist, is blessed with an extra amount of

this commendable quality. It was Emerson
who said: "Every action is measured by the

depth of the sentiment from which it proceeds."

I think the good old New England poet was
right, too. Burke.

1 1

The "Anouncer" May Suspend.

We are informed that, owing to some un-
pleasantness, David Morehouse, chairman of

the committee of the Kings County Wheel-
men which publishes the Announcer, has re-

signed, and the suspension of what seems
an unnecessary club adjunct, will soon take

place. With the publication of live club news
in the dailies and weekly cycling journals, a
monthly organ devoted to small talk seems to

be a waste of time by the members.

Half Rates to Cleveland via B. & 0. R. R.
For -he benefit of those desiring to attend the Interna-

tional Conference of Bpworth League at Cleveland, O.,

June 39 to July 2, the Baltimore and Ohio H. E. will

sell tickets at low rate of one fare for the round trip.

Tickets will be on sale at B. & O. offices west of Pitts-

burg and Bellaire, and at ticket offices of principal rail-

roads of the west June S8 and 29, and will be valid for re-

turn journey until July 3 inclusive. The round trip rate

from Chicago will be $10. Pullman sleeping car accom-
modations may be reserved and all desired information
may be secured upon application to L. S. Allen, Assistant
General Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, Chi-
cago. 2t

FUTURE OF THE TRADE.

SERIOUS QUESTIONS FOR MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADES TO CONTEMPLATE.

Next Spring Will Settle the Question of Prices

—Preparing for Battle— The Two

Courses Open to Makers—

A

Trade Fight Ahead.

The cut actual and prospective in the price

of bicycles has set us all thinking and wonder-

ing what will be done about it. Some are of

the opinion that it is the forerunner of a gen-

eral decline in the price of bicycles, while

others are just as positive that it will not effect

the sound and prosperous concerns. Every-

body makes haste to assert that the wheels

they make or handle will not be cut, whatever
happens, and not a few concerns are out with

>' ;
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John, ain't you ashamed to let that child of yours ride

on a wheel? Guess I'll have to report you to the Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.

Never mind, tha *s all right, I'm going to make a

record breaker of him.

circulars to that effect, with a view of trah-

qui.izing the weak-kneed ones, who were the

first to t?ke alarm and cut down orders.

The endeavor to thus pour oil on the

troubled waters is a laudible one, but many
people are wondering what means they pos-

sess, and how they propose to use them, to

back up this brave resolve. If the cut does ex-

tend—and this is not improbable when it is re-

membered that the selling season will soon

begin to wane, leaving many makers with

large stocks of unsold wheels, how will they

treat it? Will they sit calmly by and see

maker after maker strive to unload his sur-

plus, becoming more frantic in the endeavor

as the prospect of succeeding becomes smaller,

serene in the consciousness that their wheels

are worth $150 and will bring it?

- THE TRIAL WILL COME NEXT SPRING.

It can be set down as a fact that the maker
who reduces his prices this year will have the

hardest kind of work next year to get them
back again. With this fact realized and prices

permanently lowered, the makers who deter-

mine to stick to the present price will have a

still harder row to hoe. It will be compara-

tively easy to fight it out on that line the bal-

ance of this year, but with next spring will

come the tug of war, and it won't take very

long to d.termine the result. The big makers
have all the resources necessary to conduct the

campaign, and can prolong the war for several

years if they see fit, and the only question is

whether they care to conduct a war of this

kind unless it promises to be a successful one.

If the makers are prepared for a war of long

duration it is very certain that the dealers are

not. They cannot sit down and fold their

hands while the battle is in progress; they can-

not see the trade of the man who will not give

$150 for a wheel pass away from them, and if

he will not pay the larger amount the dealor

must be prepared to furnish him with a wheel

at the lower figure.

THE TWO COURSES OPEN.

If the cut comes the larger makers have two
courses open to them. One is to take their

stand on quality, to make even better wheels

tnan they do now, if that is possible, and to

demonstrate beyond question that their wheels

are worth $150 in comparison with other

wheels at $100. Carriages, watches, guns or

sewing machines are made in different grades;

if a person wants a fine watch he does not ex-

pect it to be the same price as another one

much inferior; neither does he expect a

medium-priced watch to be as good as a much
more costly one (although such is not infrequ-

ently the case, it must be confessed) and the

same line of reasoning applies to bicycles.

With this line of conduct chosen there might
be combined a line of medium grade wheels, as

it would be difficult to dispose of enough of

the high-grades to keep the immense factories

running. This is a practice that is really in

vogue now, as both the Columbia and Victor

people have what are virtually their medium
grade wheels.

The other course open to these makers is to

lower the standaid of their wheels at the same
time they reduce the price, and then, as the

demand increases, to raise the quality again.

This is the least likely, both because of the

natural aversion of the makers to take a back-

ward step and because the wheelman is the

most exacting person on the face of the earth,

one who wants the best that can be produced,

and who will have it if there is any possible

way of getting it. It will not do to offer him a

cheap, or even a medium-priced tire, for he

won't have it if he knows there is son: ethinq;

better. It is the same way with everything

about the wheel; if there is the slightest thing

about it that is not tLe best he becomes dissat-

isfied, and then something m tst be done. If a

wheel runs a little easier, is a little lighter, or

is faster—or if he thinks it is—than his own
wheel, then there is trouble ahead.

It becomes more evident every day that the

more powerful makers are preparing them-

selves for a desperate battle, and propose to

use the argument that their wheels are better

than the cut wheels and should bring better

prices. If they are able by this means to re-

tain the cream of the trade—the experienced

riders and those who want the best regardless

of price—they will probably be very well satis-

fied. The shoals of new riders brought into

existence by the cheap prices will buy the

cheaper wheels, but they will always have be-

fore them the " best on earth," sigh for them
and be disconsolate until they are able to ex-

change their mounts for them. The latter wi.l

constitute the aristocracy, and while their pro-

portion of the total out-put will not be as large

as it is now, and the out put itself may even

decrease somewhat, their business will be morp
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THE MARCH,

WEIGKEIT, £4; POUNDS.
Responsible Agents Wanted Everywhere.

The MARCH-DAVIS CYCLE CO.,
100 1ST. Clinton Street, -_ _

-__

- - - Chicago
MENTION THE REFEREE.

"Do not grease or oil your chain when riding over dusty roads."

Cycling Papers,

The Red Star Chain Lubricant
Is not a Grease and eontains very little Graphite.

It is absolutely the only thing manufactured that will keep the Chain and Sprocket Wheel clean.

As it is not of a sticky nature like most of the goods on the market, it will not attract and retain dirt and

dust. Creates a smooth, bright, glossy surface.

THE CHAIN IS ALWAYS BRIGHT.
Your clothes are always free from grease spots. Put up in stick form.

PRICE, 25 cents. For sale everywhere.

RED STAR MFG. CO.,
Factory, LONG ISLAND.

Eugene Hermet,
147 Avenue Malakoff, Pans, France.

Franz Sander,
Hamburg, Germany.
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P. O. Box 1092, NEW YORK.

F. "W. Robinson,
14 Ho/born Viaduct, London, Eng*
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satisfactory than if they sold more wheels at

reduced prices. To bring about this, to them,

desirable result, however, will require very

dexterous management, and a great deal of

backbone in case there should be a stampede.

It wilt be interesting to watch the progress of

the battle. S. Wallis Merrihew.

From the World's Fair To Washington and the

East.

Do you contemplate going to the World's Fair. Of

course you do—every one does. But you will not end

your journey with a visit to the fair. You will not want

to go back to the old home in New York, Ohio or Penn-

sylvania. You will, perhaps, want, incidentally, to go to

Washington, call on the president to inquire after the

"plum" crop, in fact make a swing around the whole

.circle, take in Cincinnati, Pittsburg. Wheeling, Washing-

ton, Baltimore and New York. That would make a

splendid trip if taken over the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road. Over no other railroad route in all the east can

there be found more delightful and varied scenery than

over the famous B. & O. It is the only direct route from

Chicago to Washington. Leaving Chicago, on the finest

and fastest trains in the world, vestibuled from end to

end, lighted by the famous Pintseh gas, protected by

Pullman's anti-telescoping device, and a perfect block

system, you are rapidly whirled over a splendid road-

bed and down through the grand old states of Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia, away up

among the mountain fastnesses of the Alleghaniee, past

hundreds of historic battle fields and places of note. You
can not conceive of a grander trip on all the American

continent. If you contemplate visit'ng the old home in

the east you should not fail to travel by way of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad. For information as to rates,

time of trains, sleeping cir accommodations, etc., apply

to L. S. Allen, Assistant General Pas3enger Agent,

"Rookery," Chicago, 111.—2t.

. » i

The Cracks Didn't Draw.

The Harvard University Cycling Association

held its unnual field day last Saturday on
Holmes field. As usual the attendance was
slim and the racing was not of the very

best. This is rather a singular yet noteworthy

fact of all Harvard races that have been held

of late years. While the cracks have always

entered and generally appeared, the public, for

some reason or other, is not well represented in

the spectator seats. The cracks were there

Saturday but not over 500 persons watched the

battles for supremacy. And as every one

knows cycle racing without a crowd to cheer

is at times most uninteresting.

Aside from ttr's the cracks were all afraid of

the quarter-mile track and the sharp corners.

E. A. McDuffee repeated his grand perfor-

mance of a week ago and in the mile special

defeated all cracks.

News (?) from Australia.

According to the Melbourne Standard H. H.

Lambton, now on our shores, has received

honors of which Chicago is ignorant:

H. H. Lambton, who has been connected with Victorian

cycling for many years, both on the racing path, where
he has had the honor of securing two Australs, and with
the general destinies of the sport, has made a successful

application to the authorities of the world"s fair, Chicago,

and has been appointed manager of the cycling festivities

that are to be held in connection with the fair. Mr.

Lambton left our city last Friday enroute to Sydney,
w-here he embarked yesterday by the American mail

steamer. The notice was a very short one, as he only re-

ceived a cable last week asking him to start at once, as

he had received the appointment.

A Forty-four Mile "Plug."

Carwin, Kas., June 4.—Eugene Kelly, Lu-
ther Burns, W. Whallon and Lon Scanlan

started on a road race from Hazelton, Kas., to

Medicine Lodge, Kas., a distance of twenty-

two miles and return. Burns and Kelly only

completed the trip, making the return Irip

over a sandy and hilly road (22 miles) in 2 hrs.

1 min.

FAST WORK AT BUFFALO.

A Novice Race Won in 2:30—Accommodations

Very Poor.

Buffalo, June 12.—Some 2,000 people at-

tended the opening of the New York state cir-

cuit meet at the driving park, where at 3

o'clock a badly jumbled-up state of things ex-

isted. The arrangements for the comfort of

spectators were the worst the writer has en-

countered this year, but it was no fault of the

Press Cycling Club, which had to pay the

driving park people the exorbitant price of

$150 for accommodations that a country fair

ground would put to shame. As for the com-

The management could scarcely be termed

flrst-c'ass. Howard E. Raymond made an

acceptable referee, and was the calm and

courteous but firm gentleman he always is.

One of his acts might have been improved

upon. He might have declared the city

championship race off for good after the first

race, as it was plain the men would not try

and make the limit, 2:40. C. H. Callahan

might also be disciplined for loud talk and in-

sulting remarks to the officials who failed to

present him with a prize he did not try to win.

It was absolutely dangerous to s'art such

large fields in some of the races, especially so

in the mile handicap and the half, open, an 1

first-class riders should hesitate before running

the risks of falls through inexperienced and reck-

less riding of novices by remaining out of such

promising limb-breaking and flesh-destroying

invitation affairs. Johnson was completely

walled in, in ihe half: so were nearly all of

tip-toppers, three comparitively unknown men
winni g the places.

Handicapper Batchelder could improve on

his allotment of weights in Satnrday's races,

and he undoubtedly will next time, as this was

his first effort and was fairly well done, even if

some glaring inconsistences on public form, net

saying anything about local rider.-*, presented

thems Ives to the followt rs of form.

INTERIOR VIEW OF MILWAUKEE WUEELMEN'S NEW CLUB HOUSE.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen will have a formal opening of their new club hous3 Satui day evening. The house is

complete, and presents a very attractive appearance. The ceremonies will he for members only and will include a
musical programme and luocaeoa. A reception to the general public will b3 held on thedveniug of June 22.

fort and attention to the press representatives

there was none; the ramshackle and rickety

space covered over by rough boards had been

taken possession of by officials md a few spec-

tators. The sun was hot and the announcer's

lungs of small bellowing capacity, so if one

wanted returns he had to get them from one

of the officials on the track or in the afor. said

gem of a stand. The placing of the two large

dressing tents on the infield spoiled the view

of the spectators, who had to dodge around

and stand up on the benches—the only accom-
modation in order to see the riders on the

back stretch. The half-mile track was in fair

order, but oftimes crowded with spectators,

as only a half-inch rope acted as a barrier to

protect the lives and limbs of the racing men.

It was a dangerous track for men to race on.

The crowd numbered as many as the accom-
modations provided deserved, possibly 2,000,

and as the prizes were donaled, they should at

least come out ev n.

SUMMARIES.
One-mile, novice—first heat—V. A. Sliker, C. C. C,

1; Ed. T. Leonert, C. B. C, 2; Charles Brown, I. C. C, 3;

Gus Newka, 4; time. 2:37.

Second heat—A. Goehler, B. B. C, 1; A. E. Weinig, B.

B. C, 2; E. A. Weller, B. B. C, 3; George Klipfel, B. B.

C, 4; time, 2:35 4-5.

Final heat—A Goehler, B. B. C. 1 ; C. A. Wilson, C. C.

C, 2; A. E, Weinig, B. B. C, 3; time, 2:0.

Goehler is a speedy youngster, and took second place

from the strangers' mark in the Martin road race. He
paces all through and looks much as W. F. Knapp did

when riding as an amateur. His only chance is to pace
hard and kill off his opponents, as he can't sprint, so he
drives away at a merry pace, looking neither to the left

nor right.

Half mile, open—M. F. Dirnberger, P. C. C, 1 ; A. I.
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RAMBLERS BREAK RECORDS
WE Prove it When We Say a Thing.

The AMERICAN 25-MILE COMPETITION ROAD RECORD

Was lowered to i hour and 14 minutes by Fied H. Herrick, in the

Detroit Wheelmen's 25-Mile R ad Race, May 27. New records for

Five, Ten, Fifteen and Twenty Miles were also established. The
good work was done on a

Rambler Racer,
FITTED WITH

Corrugated G. & J. Pneumatic Tires

The two mile event at Taunton, Mass., the quarter mile race at

Brunswick, Ga., and second time prize in the Martin road race were

also won on RAMBLERS.

"On Road or Track the Rambler Heads the List."

It's Tires and Bearings that count.

The same features are found in Rambler Racers and Road Wheels.

CATALOGUE FREE AT ANY RAMBLER AGENCY.

GORMULLY & JBFFERY MFG. CO.,

Chieago. Boston. Washington. New York. Coventry, Enr.
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Brown, L. C. C, 3; G. A. Hanker, P. A. C, 3; C. H. Calla-

han, 4 ; time, 1:11 2-5.

A large field up—too many for a one-heat race—in-

cluding such cracks as Johnson, Smith, Murphy brothers

and Wheeler. It was a dense mass all the way to the last

quarter, when the winner jumped out of the bunch and

in the rush the favorites were all mixed up, which en-

abled the Buffalo rider to race home, winner

by actual fortune and not by speed. But Dirn-

berger is a promising rider; so is Brown of

Cleveland, who took second. Banker got clear of the

rush soon enough to snatch third money Johnson was
disgusted—so were others of the first division.

One-mile handicap—C. H. Callahan, P. C. C, 1 ; George

C. Smith, N. Y. A. C, 2; C. W. Dorntge, P. C. C, 3; W.
W. Tax=s, P. A. W., 4; time 2:13 4-5.

Too large a field by a long way, and by the figures the

virtual scratch man, Banker (15 yards) would have to do

about 2:12 or better to win, which in that crowd was im-

possible. Still Taxis rode fourth from twenty yards, a
capital performance, by the way. Callahan, with seventy

yards, made good use of his start, rode capitally, and
won in a driving finish by a yard; Smith, from forty

yards, taking a good second, Dorntge with a rush

capturing third from Taxis.

Two-mile tandem—Dorntge and Dirnuerger, P. C. C. 1;

Buse brothers, B. B. C, 2; Banker and Crooks, 3; time,

5:42.

The time shows that this'race was not a hurried one,

hisses and hoots greeting the three teams as they

marched slowly around in procession, Dorntge and part-

ner keeping their weather eyes on the Buse brothers. On
the last quarter Buse brothers made a prettv effort, with

Dorntge and Dirnberger in hot pursuit. The battle up
the straight showed that the two D's—or the two devils,

as a local rider put it—were the faster, and they won by
a length.

One-mile, division championship—C. M. Murphy, N. Y.

A. C, 1 ; E. C. Bald, P. C. C, 2; W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A.

C, 3; time, 2:37 2-5.

This was a division championship, but the score card

left it to the average reader's imagination as to whether
it was state or national. J. S. Johnson H. C. Wheeler,

W. A. Taxis and others not of New York state

were entered, curiously enough, but of course were not

allowed to start. Dirnberger, the local crack, was also

entered, and if he had started would have made it warm
for the others. So C. M. Murphy was the likely winner,

but W. F., his brother, was not thought of for place.

The old war horse was in it, taking third. C. M. had a

warm time of it with Bald of the Press elub, and a right

royal battle up the straight landed clever "Charl" by
inches only, W. F. taking third cleverly.

Two-mile, scratch, open—J. S. Johnson, C. C. C, 1; H.

C. Wheeler, O. A. C, 2; George A. Banker, P. A. C, 3; F.

H. Tuttle, C. C. C, 4; time, 5:06 1-5.

This was the race of the day, the cracks all being up
and anxious to collar the dinner set of 117 pieces the
kind-hearted bicycle dealers of Buffalo had provided for

the winner. Harry Wheeler came near getting it, as he
made a sprint home that almost took Johnson's breath
away. L. D. Munger was in the race and made a good
bit of pace the last half, Johnson following him, others,

including Johnson, doing their share early in the race.

Wheeler made a jump two hundred yards from home,
and Johnnie Johnson had to hump himself in the liveliest

manner, only succeeding in catching the ex-man-of-war
boy ten yards from the tape, beating him by the length
of the score card.

One-mile, 2:50 class—Adolph Goehler, B. B. C, 1; F. A.
Foell, P. C. C , 2; N. N. Miller, C. B. C, 3; John Pen-
seyres, C. B. C, 4; time, 2:29 2-5.

Young Goehler showed himself a goer beyond a doubt
in this race. A novice doing 2:29 2-5 and making all the
pace is worthy of attention. Like a big pacer he strode
home with an ease that promises great things for the
lad's future.

One-mile, city championship.—This race had a queer
look, it being at the mercy of the P. C. C, who had its

best men up. The first trial was a sort of procession, C.

H. Callahan passing the judges first. E. C. Bald second,

Louis Callahan third—all P. C. C. men. Raymond had
been watching the uninteresting slow trot around, and
.he promptly stated that the limit of 2:40 had not been
touched, 2:54 being the time of the caper-around. An-
other trial later on, in which the three riders jogged
around in 2:42. This was not allowed by the referee, ended
the disgusting exhibition. This had promised to be the
race of the day. C. H. Callahan's "talk" to the official

was deserving of censure and suspension from the track
for a season.

Five-mile, handicap—C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C , 200

yards, 1; F. Howard Tuttle, C G. C, 200 yards, 2; C. H.
Callahan, P. P. C, 275 yard*, 3; E. C. Bald, P. C. C, 260

yards, 4; W. W. Taxis, P. A. W., 175 yards, 5; time, 12:25.

This race had about thirty starters, with a 700-yard
limit. The adjustment of starts was not well done, the
field being practically all together at two miles. Wheeler

was virtual scratch man at 150 yards. Munger was
placed on scratch, but did not turn out. It looked liko

Wheeler's race, and Harry kept well in the front of the

moving racing army on wheels, as they swept round the

half-mile circle. Tuttle was riding a grand race, and

''Steam's incandescent" or the "19-hands sorrell top," was
the centre of admiration as he plowed his way through

dust and men. A grand rush at 600 yards saw at least

fifteen bunched, and out of the cloud came Charlie

Murphy and Tuttle, riding as if life depended on their

efforts. On they came, big Tuttle with every stride

challenging little Murphy, who landed the Fenton wheel

by a yard, Tuttle beating Callahan by five yards.

The Murphy brothers, Wheeler and Taxis rode the

Winton Quadruplet a mile exhibition in 2:03, making a

pretty sight as they swayed and swept along, the eight

legs working in unison. Buse brothers on the tandem
rode a half in 1:03 2-5, and Johnson was invited to do a

half in 1:01 for a $25 prize, but declined. On a good day

four men fresh and strong could undoubtedly do close to

1:50 on the Quadruplet, which, by the way, scales 125

pounds.
* * *

'FRISCO'S CEMENT TRACK.

Now Finished and Ready for Use—How it is

Constructed.

San Francisco, June 10.—The new cement
track of the Bay City Wheelmen is now en-

tirely completed and a number of fast coast

riders are using it daily in training for the di-

vision races, which w.ll be held here July 4.

The track is located in the block bounded by

Market, Eighth and Mission streets and is five

laps to the mile. The club rented the ground

upon which the track is built for a term of

years and on May 16 work was begun. The
turns are not built up, the cement being laid in

a framework of wood, with 3-inch redwood

planks on the under side and 1-inch boards on

the top. On this surface, which has a strong,

well-braced foundation, the cement is laid.

The concrete is 2 1-2 inches thick, with a sur-

face of Hilton Portland cement, which has

been well worked into the concrete. The track

is 21 1-2 feet wide at the center of the turns

and at these points is banked thirteen feet.

This is so steep that a rider must move along

tolerably fast in order to keep on earth. But
if one desires to go slow he may, for at the

bott.m of the turns a flat surface has been

laid with a black line for the pole.

The yard marks are brass, set in the surface

and the lines at each mark are strips of black

cement, as is also the tape. A. bridge is built

over one end of the track and a fence is

around the enclosure. A meet will be given

July 1 and the division races will be held

July 4. The picture which is shown herewith

is from the San Francisco Call.

ZIM IN PARIS.

He Wins Races with Ease, Breaks Records and

Astonishes All.

The French cycling world is full of enthusi-

asm about Zimmerman. Le Velo had an arti-

cle headed, "I have seen Zim," in which the

writer expressed his highest satisfaction at

having seen the great champion, whose person

had always been a myth to him. He saw in

reality of what he had heard. and never could

believe before. What Zim has shown to

Frenchmen is fabulous. "Yankees," writes

one, "your Zim is what you announced him to

be; he is a real phenomenon! Bravo, Zim,
bravo! " At the Buffalo track, May 28, Zim-
merman opened the Frenchmen's eyes. The
races resulted as follows:

One thousand metres—First heat—Vogt, 1 ; Andrae, 2:

time, 1:19.

Second heat—Zimmerman, 1; Hesmet, 2; time, 1:41.

Final — Zimmerman, 1; Vogt, 2; Hermet, 3; time,

1:31 4-5.

Ten thousand metres—Two heats 5,000 metres each,

final 10,000 metres—First heat (5,000 metres)—Farman, 1

Baras, 2; Spoke, 3; time, 9:05.

Second heat (5,000 metres)—Medinger, 1; Seneuf, 2

Balaciano, 3; time, 8:29.

Final heat (10,000)—Baras, 1; Spoke, 2; Farman, 3

time, 19:15. Medinger's poor showing was accounted for

by the fact that he had been up all the night training

Cottereau for the Bordeaux-Paris race.

Five thousand metre—Zimmerman, 1 ; Vogt, 2; Andrae,

3; time, 8:08 3-5. Also started Du Cros, De Madec, Des-

ranges, Lamplaugh, Hermet and Metzger. Zimmerman
won by fifteen metres, " amid endless and thunderlike

applause,"

Although having ridden in two races, Zim-
merman beat the :25 2-5 lap record of the

track, held by Mauboussi, and cut it one-fifth.

Syracuse's Good Programme.

Syracuse, N, Y. June 12.—Grand prepara-

tions are being made for the division meet in

this city Friday and Saturday, which will in-

clude the circuit races, at which Johnson will

attempt to lower the competition record made
by Zimmerman. The meet will be under the

auspice of the Century Cycling Club. Tom
Eck says the public must not be disappointed

if Johnson does not make a good showing, 'for

he is not in the fine condition he ought to be,

and it will take until August before he reaches

it. Eck is just as confident that his charge

can smash the record as can be, and he only

says "Have patience and you will see it." The
fastest men in the country have signified their

intention of riding. The programme is as fol-

lows: One-mile, novice; one-mile, handicap,

open; wheels vs. legs, one mile handicap, local

cycling clubs vs. Y. M."C, A. runners, riders to

be of the 3:10 class, three of each; quarter-mile,

members of city clubs; two-mile, state cham-
pionship; half-mile, open; two-mile, six-minute

class; horse vs. wheel, the rider making the

best time record in event No. 2 (one-mile open,

handicap) to race against a 2:40 trotter, flying

start; one-mile, Onondaga County champion-

ship; one-mile, state championship, tandem;

twenty-five-mile, state championship; one-mile,

2:40 class; two-mile, city championship; one-

mile, invitation; half-mile, Onondaga County
championship; two-mile, handicap; half-mile,

bo3rs; two-mile, relay; half-mile, handicap;

quarter-mile, state championship.

An original thing is a forty-mile road race, to

start June 13 from the different points of the

compass. The wheelmen of the north will

gather at Pulaski, those in the south at Cort-

land, the west at Lyons and the east at Utica,

and at a given hour will start for Syracuse.

The first four entering the city will be awarded
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THE ROYAL
Is built in such a thorough manner, on such excellent lines, and of such good material that it is a

recognized leader of leaders. A rider when on a Royal need not hesitate when he comes to a bad piece of

road. Royals are built to stand such things.

ROYALS ARE
PERFECT IN

Design,

Finish,

Workmanship,

Material.

A few agents

can yet be taken

for Royals.

Agents always

sell Royals.

We might send you a Catalogue so you can see how the Royal

looks and is made.

ROYAL CYCLE WORKS, Marshall, m.ch
RALPH TEMPLE, 158 22nd St., Chicago Representative.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

WE PREDICT
That 1894 Machines will contain no such features as short heads, band brakes, Elliptical Sprockets and

Hosepipe Tires, all of which are either obsolete or dangerous. Mark the prediction.

CRBDMNDA BICYCLES
ARE UP TO DATE.

THEY AEE GOOD A.S GOLD
AJSTL SELL FOR

$115.00.
PACER. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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gold medals and the second four silver medals.

The rider making the best time will get a dia-

mond medal worth $100, to be kept for nne

year. Every man who finishes will receive a

souvenir bronze medal.
* * *

French and German Race Note.".

A. Beyschlag recently won at Vienna the

2,000-metre championship of Austria on the or-

dinary, and at Graz the 1,609 metre (one mile)

championship of the Alp countries. H. Opel,

Vienna, won the 5,000-metre safety champion-

ship of the Alp countries and the gi eat Wan-
derprize of Graz, value 1,000 marks ($250). H.

Roth, of Munich, won the 2,000-metre cham-
pionship of Bohemia at Pilsen. Maxiine

Lurian, of Vienna, won the safety champion-

ship for the same distance, and Carl Findler,

Vienna, the 3,000-metre safety championship

of Austria.

The principal 5,000-metre safety race at

Leipzig on May 14 was won by W. Tischbein;

H. Heinmann, 2; A. Ferheyen, Frankfort, 3;

time, 8:15. Tischbein was, besides, winner in

the 2,000-metre tricycle race , and A. Spitzig,

Berlin, won the 7,500-metre ordinary race.

Verheyem was unfortunate. He fell and
broke his arm.

It is very probable that Andre, the French

amateur champion, will take part in the inter-

national championships.

Lehr, the German champion, was train-

ing during the first days of May at the

Buffalo track, Paris. At the invitation of

Cassignard he went from there to Bordeaux to

train at the new "Velodrome du Pare." Le

Velo, the daily Parisian cycling paper, ex-

pressed the hope that he will not be offended

on account of his nationality by any French-

man, as Medinger and others racing in Ger-

many always found the warmest reception

and attention.
* * *

Raymond Talks Sensationalism.

"How many of your pure ones will be hauled

over the professional coals, Mr. Raymond ?" in-

quired a Referee man of the guardian angel

of amateur purity last Saturday, at Buffalo.

"Are the reports correct as to die impending
wholesale suspension of your finest ?"

"Sensational reports, my boy; the daily

papers, you know, know it all, you know,"

and Mr. Raymond smiled that child-like and

bland smile so soothing to the amateur in fear.

" But we will not grieve if that young man in

black [pointing to W. B. Troy] catches some
of our lambs in his net. We will not grieve

over them, neither will we miss 'em. Some of

the boys will probably hear from us, but really

there is no immediate danger of the collapse of

amateurism."
" Then the report of the 'rounding up' of the

brigade was not authorized by you ?" queried

the Referee man.
" No, we don't send out such reports, but we

may investigate some of the flyers—a nice day,

isn't it?" were the diplomatic parting words of

the clever young man from Brooklyn.

* * *

Gathering Them In.

W. B. Troj , the official licensed professional

catcher for the cash prize league, did some
good work in Buffalo in landing several "lead-

ing amateurs" into his profe-sional dog wagon
among those without amateur tags, and distrib-

uted some sort of advance money in the way
of railroad tickets, hotel bills, etc. Even
Wheeler. Taxis and Charlie Dorntge are

among the contestants for the N. C. A. field of

professional starters. The Referee saw their

applications for licenses. They looked happy,

and the N. C. A. will do more business among
amateurs before this New York circuit is over.

Raymond is on the ground keeping an eye on

Troy, who is out "with the stuff" and gather-

ing in the amateur goats with neatness and
dispatch. P. T. Powers, the general manager,

was also at Buffalo. He is a suave, clever

young man, and will do good work getting ac-

quainted with the mysteries of cycle racing

and the way things are conducted. They can

be improved upon and Powers is likely to im-

prove on many things in the management of

meets.
* * *

A Detroit Record Breaker.

The portrait herewith given is that of F. H.

Herrick, Detroit's fast rider. He was born in

Pontiac, Mich., twenty-one years ago. He
began to ride a wheel last year, when he

proved himself a hustling competitor for the

fastest men in Detroit. He wears the triangle

of the Detroit Athletic Club. His most won-

derful performance was the lowering of the

twenty-five mile competition record to 1 :14 on

the Belle Isle course. Herrick will make an

attempt to put the record at 1:10, with pace-

makers, in a few days.

# * *

Prince Wells' Big Event.

The Prince Wells road race and Auditorium

cycle derby, which takes place June 24 at

Louisville, will be one of the largest events

given in the south this season and the only

race meet in Louisville. Already a large list

of entries has been received. Among those

who are the more prominent who have entered

up to date are: Bliss, Munger, Van Sicklen,

Bray, Baine, Tudor, Max Wilson, An-
derson, Marmon and a large number of others.

Among the prizes are a Rambler racer, a Mon-
arch road racer, gold medal studded with

pearls and diamonds, a pair of diamond cuff

buttons, Auditorium $50 silver cup and many
other handsome prizes. The race is attracting

much attention locally and a large number of

outside wheelmen are expected. Following

the races will be a two days' tour to the Ken-

tucky division meet at Harrodsburg, where

there will be two days of racing. The road

race course at Louisville has been greatly im-

proved over last year, has been covered with

Paducah gravel and promises to be very fast.

The Auditorium two-mile derby race is an

.•innual event. Marmon'of Indianapolis won
it last year and the winner is always compelled

after the race to drink a bottle of champaign.
* * *

That Buffalo City Appropriation.

The appropriation of $600 by the common
council of Buffalo for Fourth of July bicycle

races has raised a protest from the Ramblers

and Tonawanda clubs, as it interferes with

their meet at Tonawanda on that day. Chair-

man Raymond has declined to sanction the

proposed races in Buffalo, after fully investi-

gating the matter, as he considers it unfair to

the promoters of the Tonawanda meet, who
have already gone to great expense in making
arrangements. A compromise may be made,

however, by holding the Buffalo events on the

morning of the Fourth, and so there would
then be no conflict and racing men would have

a crack at two prize lists in one day.

* * *

Where Fast Riders Aboun

Winona, Minn.—There is cc , siderable

rivalry between the Elliptic Cycling Club

and the Winona Bicycle Club of Winona,
Minn., and anangements are being made for a

team race to be held some time this month.

Both clubs have good men. The team of the

Winona B. C. will be Otto Neumann, Frank
Burroughs, V. Woodcock, Dewsy Wade and
M. Bender.

Four high grade bicycles have been sub-

scribed as prizes for the race meet to be held

July 4, 5 and 6.

Winona has more fast riders than any city

of its size in the world. Several miles have

been ridden on the track in less than 2:20

this season.
* * *

Cottereau's Good Record.

Louis Cottereau, winner of the Bordeaux-

Paris race, was born in 1869 at Angers, the

town which has produced many a famous
cyclist. Of medium size, his spare figure does

not suggest a rider who might defeat such

men as Terront, Fournier, Medinger, and Du-
bois. The "unconquerable king of the track"

was the title given by Frenchmen. In three

years, '88 to '90, he won 222 out of 240 races in

which he started, including seventeen champ-
ionships. The Cottereau of 1890 is the ideal

of a French racer. His victory in the Bor-

deaux-Paris race was astonishing only in re-

gard to his having ridden such a distance.

* # *

Second Queen City Handicap.

The second annual Queen City handicap

road race will be ridden at Toronto on Satur-

day, July 15. The course is twenty-five miles

with a turn over a macadam road. The race

this year will be thrown open to the world.

About twenty-five costly prizes will be given,

amongst which will be several high-grade

bicycles, watches, jewelry, etc. The race is

under the auspices of the four leading clubs of

Toronto. Entries will close July 11. Entrance

fee will be $1. Entry blanks and information

may be had from the secretary, J. H. Geri,

the Mail, Toronto.

* # -#

A New Track for Kansas.

Kansas City, June 12.—Kansas City racing

men will soon have a track to train on, in-

stead of sprinting up and down Froost avenue.

Arrangemen.s have been made with the Fair-

rnount Park Company for a cycle race track,

to be constructed at the company's beautiful

resort, four miles from the city. The track
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A Revolution in Bicycles.

(§>) (§>) Lightness with Strength.
ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR AND WOODEN GUTTER CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of Bicycles. Incorporated 1873. Capital Stock, $500,000.

The last in the field to manufacture, we leap to the front in one bound. Having discovered a process for making aluminum stronger and

more elastic than steel, we will, in the course of the next 60 days, offer to the public our

LU MI NUM
lli<;li Urade Bicycles. There will be no brazed joints to give out. They will never tarnish and the frame will last a life-time.

The LU MI NUM is more of a revolution in Bicycle Frames than the Steel Tubing is over the Gas Pipe or Malleable Iron Frame, the

Pneumatic Tire over the Solid Rubber Tire or the Ball Bearing over the Cone Bearing.

MARK WHAT WE CLAIM.
The Steel Tubing; and Drop Forging must go. Their usefulness is past. To show that we mean what we claim we issue the following chal-

lenge to any first class make of Bicycles, either in Europe or America.

The manufacturer of the machine wishing to contest with the I,U MI NUM shall select two judges. We to select two judges and the four

judges to select one more. They are to put the machines to all the various tests necessary to show their strength.

If the judges do not testify that the I,U MI NUM is by far the strongest frame, we will contribute $500 to any charitable institution the

manufacturer of such Bicycle contesting may name.

If it is proven and the judges so testify that the I,U MI NUM is twice as strong as the Steel Tubing Frame contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $50(1 toany charitable institution WE may name.

And if further the contest show that the I,U MI NUM is three times stronger than the Steel Frame Bicycle contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $750 to such charitable institution as we may name.

Machines to weigh thirty pounds and under. Who wi'l accept the challenge?

t^" The Celebrated High Grade Machines are especially invited.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Sine Qua Non
Of a Pneumatic Tire is the FABRIC. There are other FABRICS besides

THE BIDWELL CONSTRICTIVE FABRIC,
But after a little use they burst and vanish into thin air like the

Baseless Fabric of a Vision.

The Bidwell Constrictive Fabric CAN NOT burst, it accommodates itself to the

pressure contained in it. In one instance it was ridden 250 miles without any rubber

shoe to protect it. It is always a genuine pneumatic. Our pamphlet,

"Air; Its Hard and Soft Sides,"
will tell you how a Pneumatic Tire ought to be made.

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Company,
308-310 W. 59th St., NEW YORK.

TIRE FACTORY, 49-51 W. 66th St., New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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will be three laps to the mile and will be for-

mally opened with a race meeting on June 22.

It is the intention to hold race meetings at fre-

quent intervals throughout the season.

* * *

Racing Under Electric Lights.

Detroit, June 8.—The first races by electric

light were held last night at the M. A. A.,

when four events were decided in the presence

of a large crowd. The results were as fol-

lows:

Quarter-mile, open; best two in three beats—T. W.
Cooper, 1 ; Peterson, 2; times, :3S 1-5, :38 2-5.

Half-mile, open; best two in three heats—Cooper, 1;

Shaffer, 2; times, 1:19 2-5, 1:18 2-5.

One-mile, open—Heazlit, l;Blyclen, 2; lime, 2:51 3-5.

One-mile, handicap—A. Rudolph, 1; Peterson, 2; time,

2:56 2-5.

* * *

Racing Notes.

The Appleton-Milwaukee relay race will be

held June 28.

Tonawanda, Pa., is to have a fifteen-mile

road race to Picardo Bridge and return on
Thursday of this week.

The Y. M. C. A. Cycle Club of Detroit will

hold a twenty-five mile road race over the

Belle Isle course on June 24.

On Thursday last at Manchester, Eng., the

fifty-mile path record held by Ede, was
lowered by Reilly 1 min. 26 2-5 sec.

The Neenah (Wis.) C. C, gives several races

on the road July 4 and on Labor day will hold

a road race from Oshkosh to Neenah.

The new track at the Toledo exposition

grounds was completed Friday last, and the

local racing men are now using ic in training.

The directors of the Telegram C. C, Mil-

waukee, have selected Walter Sanger, Phil

Nickel, E. Vogel, W. C. Wegner and Willie

Sanger for the club team.

The five-mile road race of the Lake View
(Chicago) C. C, which was to have been held

Saturday last, was postponed one week on

account of the bad condition of the roads.

Saturday the Garfield Park (Chicago) C. C.

will elect officers in a new way. A ten-mile

handicap road race will be held and the order

of finish will settle the questions usually de-

cided by ballot.

In an attempt to break the quarter-mile

Minnesota state rerord of 34 seconds last week,

at Hamlin, W. M. Breckenridge succeeded in

lowering it to 30 1-4 seconds with a rolling

start. Three timers officiated.

The Lynn (Mass.) Cycling Association has a

good programme for Saturday of this week.

The six events include a mile, novice; two-

mile, lap; mile, for Lynn riders; two-mile,

handicap; third-mile, open; one-mile, handi-

cap.

The fourth of the series of road races for the

Buker medal was held last Thursday at Rock-

ford, 111. Addison Burr won the race from the

ten-minute mark in 26:01, the distance being

six and one-half miles. Camlin won the time

medal in 25:53.

According to a daily paper there is great

rivalry between the Columbia Wheelmen and
the Chicago C. C. This is nonsense; there is

no rivalry at all; the Chicago men admit their

defeat in the Pullman, but hope to prove their

capabilities later on.

Lawrence University and Ripon (Wis.) Col-

lege held their athletic contests Friday last.

In the mile bicycle race Reed and Schofield

(Ripon) secured first and second, and Browns-

weiler (Lawrence) third. The score was
eight to one in favor of Ripon.

Very attractive programmes have been

issued by the Canadian Wheelmen's Associa-

tion and the Ohio division, whose races occur

July 1 to 3 and July 3 to 5, respectively. The
C. W. A. meet will be held at Sarnia and the

Ohio division meet at Sandusky.

The Tuscarosa Cycling Club of Wellsville,

O., will give a tournament July 20 and will

have up $1,000 in prizes. The first prizes will

be a diamond ring, valued at $150; a $160 rac-

ing machine; kodak, $50; suit of clothes, $50;

beside fifty other prizes ranging in price from

$5 to $50.

The Cook County high schools held their

field day at the Wanderers' grounds, Indiana

avenue and Thirty-seventh street, on Tuesda3r
.

Goshorm, of Lake View, won the one mile bi-

cycle event in 3:25 2-5; A. V. Halt s, Evanston,

second; Allen Durgan, Lake View, third. The

result was the same in the five-mile event; the

time being 20:29 1-5.

With a view to entertaining the L. A. W. in

'94, the Asbury Park (N. J.) Wheelmen are

Hans Vandicken, the Dutch milter, utilizes his son on a

calm day, to the disgust of his jealous neighbors.

going to build a three-sto.y club house. Work
on the structure will be started at once. The
coming race meet July 4 at Founder Bradley's

bailiwick promises to be in the most approved,

up-to-date Atkins manner. The committee

hopes to have Champion A. A. Zimmerman as

a competitor.

W. J. Corcoran, who now signs himself

superintendent of the Waltham Track Associ-

ation, writes the Referee that the Waltham
track and everything connected with the in-

stitution is a roaring success. With a little

settling, Corcoran thinks, the track will be a

record breaker. Corcoran has been waiting

to get such a position as he now has for some
time, and if he looks after it well he will find

it much more profitable than train ng ungrate-

ful amateurs and relying on promises.

It is unfortunate that dates of important, or,

for that matter, unimportant, meets, should

clash. The Lynn and Waltham meets come
on the same day, June 17, and as Lynn will be

of much importance locally, it is a pity that

V/altham's meet, by the club of that name, is

on the same date. Then there is Syracuse on

the same date, which will scatter the only few

good men in condition. Syracuse will likely

get the cream of the flyers, Waltham what is

left, and Lynn will have local racing experts.

1893 FIXTURES.

10-17— Syracuse. (Mew York circuit.)

17—English championships on Heme Hill track.

17—Alpha Wheel Club's 10-mile road race, South Nor-
walk, Conn.

10—Fourth New York state circuit meet, Ilion.

24—PrincH Wells' second annual 10-mile road race, Louis-
ville.

27-28—Kentucky division meet, Harrodsburg.

1-3—Annual race meet of the C. W. A. (championships)
at Sarnia, Ont.

1-3-4—California division meet, ?an Francisco.

2-3 4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

2-4—Ohio division meet, Sandusky.

3-4—Columbia C. C. meet, Hartford, Conn.

3-4—Iowa division meet at Vinton.

4—Susquehanna Wheelmen's electric race meet it
llarrisburg, Pa.

4—Colorado division meet.

4—Milwaukee-Wackesha road race.

4 Tonawanda Ramblers joint tournament, Tona-
wanda (N Y.)

4—Watertown (N. Y.) Cyclers 1 meet.

4—Fourth annual Poorman road race, at Cincinnati.

4—Second annual road race, Erie (Pa.) Wanderers B. C.

4— California division meet.

4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

i—Skowhegan, (Me.) Wheel Club races.

4 5—Seventh annual meet Kansas division at Fort Scott
Address Henry E. Harris.

4-5—Rockford, (111.) C. C. meet.

15—Atalanta Wheelmen's (of Newark, N. J.) 100-mile road
race.

21-?2—Cuca Cocoa cup race, Heme Hill, London.

25-26—Indiana division meet, Fort Wayne.

AUGUST. ("WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-12

—

Illinois Division, Rational £. A., W. and
International meets, Chicago,

1-2—Michigan Division meet and international races at
Detroit, Mich.

2—5th annual tournament and 25-mile handicap road
race of Waiantha bicycle club, Richfield Springs,
N. Y. (L. A. W. sanction.)

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

15—Annual Hanauer races at Carthage fair grounds,
Cincinnati, O.

16-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

19—Minneapolis C. C. meet.

19—Inter club road race, Buffalo.

22—Evansvi'lle C. C. meet.

24—Ziz-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet.

23-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. meet.

30-31—Cleveland W. C. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

4-5—Hartford. Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A C. eighth annual meet.
7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

9—Boston, Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden City Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

12-13—Springfield, Mass.. Springfield B. C.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C.'s annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Olul ps.

18—New Jersey (place not named).

20-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.

26-27-28—Inter-state Fair Association meet, Trenton, N. J.

2—Capital City Wheelmen meet, Sacramento, Cal.

5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

Ralph Temple's Line.

Ralph Temple reports a good business in the

American Centaur and three styles of Temple
cycles. The Centaurs are built by the Centaur

Cycle Company, Coventry, Eng., and are nearly

identical with the King and Queen of Scorch-

ers. The Temple is built in three styles—No 1,

light roadsters, 35-pounds, $150; No. 2, ladies'

wheel, 38 pounds, $150; No. 3, roadster, 43

pounds, $125. The No. 1 wheel is built on

Humber lines, with a 12-inch head, and is

fitted with Morgan & Wright, Greyhound or

Goodrich tires.
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the "Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit of cycleR in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style
of the whole being solid and plain. The extibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No. 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs.; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth No. .3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs.; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in wt-ight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Information on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

644 Broadway, New York.

Head Office and Factories, • BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SPECIFICATION.—26 in. wheels, speeded to 55 iD.; Singer

ball steering; Singer ball bearings to all running parts, including pedals;

patent roller (anti-friction) chain; Singer patent steering lock; Singer

patent detachable crank bracket; weldless steel tube frame, handle-bar

and forks; improved dress guard to driviug wheel and to chain; Singer

detachable brake; Singer patent detachable foot-rests, adjustable to

height; lamp-holder; best saddle, tool-bag, spanner, screw-driver and
oil-can. Enamelled and with parts plated.

Price, with 1 IS in. wired cushion tires, ... §ijfi

Price,, with pneumatic, tires, as illustrated, - - - 155

Average weight, as illustrated, less saddle and pedals, 33 lbs.

We fit our safeties with the Dunlop, Acme or Morgan

& Wright pneumatic tire, as preferred. Each o

these tires is fully guaranteed.

Liberal Diseounts to Reliable Agents.

SINGER & CO.,

Send for our Catalogue.

6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,
AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS
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FIVE HOURS IN READING.

Business at Its Two Factories Quite Satisfac-

tory—A New Tube Factory to be Established.

A good many, no doubt, who have not vis-

ited the city made famous among cyclists by
W. I. Wilhelm, have formed an impression

that, like a great many Pennsylvania cities,

Reading is smoky and dingy. When a Ref-

eree representative jumped off the cars there

last week the perspective was an enchanting

and altogether lovely one. The Reading rail-

road depot is a thing of beauty in itself, form-

ing a circle, and of entrancing architecture.

To the right the imposing Penn mountain—or,

as the Reading native calls it, the "gravity."

To the extreme right the Newark mountain
looms up, right on the top being the famous

Newark Hotel, where it costs many dollars a

day to breathe the purest of air. The High-

land Hotel is another summer resort on the

same mountain, and a large resort is conspic-

uous on the Penn. Twelve hundred feet is

the height above sea level of the hills, and the

green forest looked as if an overcoat in the

summer would be in order up there.

Then Reading itself is a beautiful city;

splendid residences, wide streets—for the most
part badly in need of good pavement, how-
ever. There are prosperous looking stores

and a voluble Pennsylvania Dutchman in-

formed me that the population increased ten

thousand last year.

I paid W. H. Wilhelm & Co. a visit first,

and was met by my old acquaintance the Star

fiend of long ago. Wilhelm looks just as

hearty, and more wealthy, and if anybody
deserves good fortune he is that one. This

sentiment will be echoed by many readers

who know of the person in question. The
company will make about five thousand

wheels this year, and if greater facilities could

have been had the number would have been

doubled, as the Reading Flyer has created for

itself a reputation for honest results Piloted

through the modest-looking factory the same
thing was seen as in well-ordered factories

—

plenty of energy and a lot of neat-looking

wheels ready to ship, fitted with Morgan &
Wright's tires for the most part. The works
cover a wide area, and an examination of the

parts in the rough showed excellent workman-
ship on material of the best.

Hitching up a high-stepper, Harry Wil-

helm, who always accompanied his brother to

race meets, drove me to another Reading fac-

tory that has achieved an enviable reputation

in a short time—the Relay Manufacturing

Company, manufacturer of the Relay bicycle.

A friendly feeling exists between the two
manufacturers. I had been informed by Mr.

Wilhelm of a severe injury J. George Zeigler,

the Relay general manager, had met with
which came near losing him a foot. The
young man was found propped up, with his

"game" leg in a sling, at the company's office.

It seems he got caught between a trapdoor

and a powerful elevator, and crushed his fcot

in a frightful manner. It took his employers

fifteen minutes to cut him loose with hatchet'.

Fortunately vigorous health, and blood as pure

as the Penn hill air, has and been and will be a
factor in the complete restoration to duty of

the pinched one, as the sufferer smiles and
says he will be in harness soon again. The
Relay factory is a large brick structure, and
the output this year has been most satisfac-

tory. The company is well backed financially.

F. S. Kinsey and Mr. Ziegler, in conversation,

seem more tha 1 pleased with the company's

prospects, and the output this season will not

meet the demand.

The Neversink bicycle, made by the Metro-

politan Cycle Company, seems, in spite of its

odd appearance and plentitude of tubing, to

be taking very well. The output has not been

large, but the wheel seems to have given satis-

faction. James C. Reber and John G. Lander
are in charge of the company's works, and feel

eminently satisfied with their condition and

things generally.

A wealthy company of local capitalists will

ing, and the jobbing trade is nothing to brag

of.

Most of the dealers lay the blame at the

door of the world's fair. Mr. Marrett, of the

Coventry Machinists' Company said he was
certain the presence of the world's fair was
the cause. "Why," said he, "didn't I say in

January that the fair would spoil trade? Yet,

at that time most of the other dealers were

very sanguine. History has repeated itself.

Our company has always noticed that during

the holding of a big exhibition trade in the

place where the show was held has always

been poorer than during the preceding or

succeeding year. It was so at London, at

Paris, and several smaller places in England

and on the continent.

"You see, it's this way: It is the rule that

the people who buy bicycles are those who
have to rather scrimp and save to raise the

necessary $150. Now when they have spent

that amount they don't have much left for

extras. Well, this year they have the extras

in the world's fair, and they can not, as a rule,

afford to see the fair and buy a bicycle be-

sides."

"Well, then, next year's business should be

Western Wheel Work?.—World's Fair Exhibit.

soon start a tube works to make bicycle tub-

ing in Reading, two of the most prominent

local capitalists being interested. They have

sent to England for the most approved ma-

chinery, and hope to be all ready for next

season's business.

A ride with Harry Wilhelm in the suburbs,

examining fine residences and listening to

Harry's tale of woe about his troubles as a

census taker last year, wound up a very satis-

factory five hours' stay in the beautiful Penn-

sylvania city.

CHICAGO TRADE DULL.

The Tight Money Market and the World's Fair

the Causes Alleged.

Retail trade in Chicago seems to be at a

standstill, with little prospect of being bet-

tered for some time to come. A wheel is sold

occasionally, but it is doubtful if each store

begins to average one a day. Some dealers

make big claims, but others, who generally

have a good trade, say they are doing noth-

good, should it not?"

"I should think so. It would naturally be

better than this year. Besides, many who
prefer to spend their money in seeing the fair

this year will feel more like affording a wheel
next season."

"What about your American factory? Do
you propose doing anything with it this

year?"

"Not until we see what is to be done re-

garding the tariff; that question settled we
will soon make up our minds on our American
factory."

Some of the managers thought the recent

flurry in financial circles had suddenly put a
damper on the sale of wheels; others thought

the silver question and the wild-cat money
scare had caused the trouble, while others

feared that the recent cut in prices had had its

effect. One or two dealers did not hesitate to

predict a bicycle rate war and as a conse-

quence a number of failures among the smaller

makers and dealers.

Said an importer: "There is too much lati-
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and sve guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MTU GUARDS. OVERMAN WHEEL CO., chico
m
p
a
e
!s
falls

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,
oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$-.2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

VICTOR SPUING *

SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
wit h a great reception
withm a shore time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
aud fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Trice, $2; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

oo

VI CLE lillUSil TOOL.
Every bicycle rider .reeds a Crush Tool and

the accompanying cut illustrates perfection
in that line. Any point in a machine can be
reached and thoroughly cleaned by it. Com-
bines also a screw driver and spanner.
Price by mail, 50 cents.

ELASTIC

TjROlTSEIi

GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a»
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price p°r pair,

mail, 10 cent-.

by

And SECOND TIME PRIZE 'were won by MARIN US NELSON
-ON A-

MARCH, WEIGHING 24 POUNDS.

The Mareh-Davis Cycle Co.,
ioo N. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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tude in this business. A man who has a

couple of hundred dollars goes into the manu-

facturing or importing business, and when

you came to look him up, you find he has

no rating whatever. There are too many little

fellows in the business altogether, and the

sooner they are out of the way the better for

all concerned — particularly the responsible

dealers and the makers."

Whatever may be the c^use, trade is in-

tensely quiet at this time, and prospects are

not 100 good, either, though the dealers are

living and hoping.

ENGLISH TRADE TALK.

Still Floating Tire Companies—A New Front

Driver— Notes.

London, May 31.—The rage for floating tire

companies continues unabated. The subscrip-

tion list closes to-day for the Surrey Pneu-

matic Tire Company, ltd., with a capital of

£50,000. Of the five directors mentioned on

the prospectus, H. Hewitt Griffin's name is

the only one which strikes me as familiar.

The Surrey tire has hitherto been known as

Gibbins' tire, and made its first appearance

last winter. That every virtue is claimed for it

in the prospectus goes without saying. The

Surrey tire (which is not described in the pios-

pectus) consists of a cover, an air tube, a pair

of laces and a valve. The ordinary pattern rim

used is drilled with a row of holes along each

edge, and corresponding holes being punched

along the edges of the cover, the two are

"crotcheled" together. The American rights

will be disposed of separately, but the present

company, in return for the sum of £35,000 will

acquire from Mr. Gibson, the vendor, the

British patent and the rights for France, Bel-

gium, Germany, and elsewhere. Some refer-

ence is made to testimonials from well known
riders, but, pra tically, the tire has not yet

got abou' on the road, and most certainly has

not been talked of as a coming boom among
riders.

A poorer thing still, also closing its subscrip-

tion list to-day, is McDonald's Puncture Proof

Pneumatic Tire Company, capital £50,000.

All the directors are unknown names in

cycling. The patent was applied for in Janu-

ary, la-t year, and grantt d in May to Gordon
McDonald. The McDonald tire is extremely

simple, one might say laughably simple. A
little flap of thin patching rubber intervenes

between the air tube and the outer cover.

This is dubbed a "puncture-preventing flap,"

and there's your patent. No one has denied

the merits of the McDonald tire—in fact no
one has even troubled to question them. I

saw the valuable patent at the Crystal Palace

show, and have never heard it spoken of

since. It is not stated » hat tli° vendor will re-

ceive for the patent rights of i.is invention.

A large company is in course of formation

to work Swindley's manhole patent. This is

an ingenious invention which may become
very valuable should any change of public

feeling occur towards the detach jble style of

pneumatic tires.

The Cycle Company, ltd., came out yester-

day, and tho application 1st will close on the

3rd of June. The vendor is W. J. Cock, of

Ealing, whose business is well known. The
capital is £75,000, of which the vendor will

take £65,000, chiefly in shares. Mr. Cock and
H. Hewitt Griffin will be the joint managing
directors. The Cock tandems have made a

great name upon the path and hold many rec-

ords, while some time ago the firm's military

cycles attained considerable prominence. Al-

though the capital sounds ridiculously large

for such an undertaking, I am of opinion that,

given good luck, the new company may turn

out a success. The Cock safeties have enjoyed

an excellent reputation, and orders have

poured in from abroad which could not be ex-

ecuted without an extension of the business.

A NEW FRONT DRIVER.

George R. Fenner, of 261 Kensington road,

London, S. E., has designed an entirely novel

pattern of front driving safety. I first saw the

machine at Ditton one Sunday many weeks

ago, and since then it has been undergoing

severe tests and constant improvements. It

has been brought to, what its inventor believes

to be, perfection, and is protected both at

home and in the states. I have already for-

warded a photograph of the machine, which I

have not yet had an opportunity of peisonally

testing. The "Fenner" is a rear steerer, and

was designed to overcome the admitted defect

of front drivers, viz., that they will n it move
so fast as rear drivers at the top-most sprint.

In the Fenner the hub and pedals are immov-
ably fixed in relation to the saddle as in a rear-

driving safety, this being the secret of the

superiority of the latter to the front driver

when traveling at top-most speed. For Mr.

Fenner contends that, with the ordinary front

driver, unless the steering be kept perfectly

steady (which is impossible) the feet of the

pedaler are required to describe anything but a

circle. Although this deviation makes but a

trifling difference at ordinary rates of speed,

when every ounce is being put in the eccen-

tricity tells disadvantageously against the rider,

Mr. Fenner thoroughly believes in the great

future before the geared hub, and considers

that his invention will improve its application.

The frr me adopted in the Fenner is a diamond,

and therefore immensely strong without being

very heavy. The back wheel is control'ed by

the handles and is carried between two forks

diverging from the axle ends to the upper and
lower extrr mes of the long socket steering. No
matter how steered, the back wheel runs ab-

solutely in fhe track of the front. Of course

the steering is sens.tive and a little peculiar at

first, but the: e is no doubt of the remarkable

ease and grace with which the machine can be

maneuvered in a circumscribed space or taken

round curves. The back wheel never wobbles,

no matter at what speed the machine is ridden.

The dimensions of the machine include a 33-

inch front and 20-inch back wheel. The gear

used is the Peregrine, which multiplies the di-

ameter to 66 inches. Mannesmann tube is

used throughout the frame, and with Smith's

wired tires, roadster saddle and pedals, the

mount weighs 26 1-4 pounds. I have been

prom sed a trial of the Fenner on the road.

ANOTHER SUNBEAM.

Yet another Sunbeam has been added to the

various safety models already known. The
latest is the model T, with the barrel | attern

bracket, barrel hubs and tangent spokes. This

machine w eighs only 28 1-2 pounds and ought

to sell freely at the price it is listed at, viz.,

$102. Mr. Marston also has a good-looking

ladies' safety, perfectly guarded both as re-

gards chain and spores, which is listed at

$104.75.

The helical tube Premiers are selling well.

Calling the other day at the Premier depot I

was shown the 19 1-2 pound helical racer upon
which a Catford road race was won recently

by Horton. The helical tube is now being ap-

plied to tricycles. Its combined lightness and

stiffness is most astonishing and Premiers are

becoming much more numorous in the London
district since the company introduced this ster-

ling improvement. Fancy a roadster safety

frame scaling only 3 12 pounds. Roadster tri-

cycles come out at 45 pounds, and have pressed

steel jo nts. •

It is now certain beyond speculation that

there will be two shows again this year. The
Stanley will be the first at the end of Novem-
ber and will be closely followed by the Na-
tional or trade exhibition.

The Humber, New Howe, Crypto and sev-

eral other firms upon which I have called re-

cently have been bu-y during the week preced-

ing Whitsuntide, whilst upon all hands there

are indications of 1893 proving a very fair sea-

son for trade. Stanley.

Samuel Fisher & Co.'s Products.

The firm of Samuel Fisher & Co., of Bir-

mingham, England, has for a long time been

engaged in des'gning; and manufacturing
plants for the production of cold drawn seam-

less tubing and has supplied many of the lead-

ing tube makers both m England and other

countries. Among those who use this com-

pany's mach nery are the Mannessman com-
pany, whose tubing is veil known in the

United States. The accompanying cut shows
the modern double chain self-contained draw
bench made by the company for making seam-

less tubing from the billet. The factory occu-

pied covers about one acre. The engine power
is equal to one hundred horse power, and the

factory is fitted with all the modern ma-
chinery and tools for turning out high cl iss en-

gineering work, especially machinery for all

kinds of tube making, wire drawing, etc.

When the works are running at their full capa-

city they give employment to about 150 men.
The staff at present employed numbers about
ninety.

Lozier Spreading Out.

The Lozier Manufacturing Company ij pre-

paring to erect another large building at To-

ledo. With the addition no.v being com; leted,

the front on Central avenue will be 350 feet.

Plans have alrea y been completed for the

nsw building, which is to be 50x350 feet and
will be built along the west side of the piece of

land the company bought recently. A Toledo
paper says: "It will be three stories high, and
will be equipped completely with bicycle ma-
chinery. Besides all this, a blacksmith shop
50x100 feet and another large building, 50x80

ftet, will be erected back of the big storehouse

which was built last spring,

"The 350-foot building to be erected will be

put up so that 150 feet more can be added at

any time. It is very likely that the 150 feet

will be built before the year is out. When
this is done it will make a factory three

stories high and 850 feet in length, besides a
small city of lesser buildings behind it all. Al-

most a thousand employes will be required to

operate the vast establishment, and of course

Toledo will prosper to a corresponding extent."
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Bicycle

Lamps,--" 5—

EIGHTEEN

DIFFERENT

STYLES.

WRITE FOR

SAMPLES
AND

PRICES.
GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

323-228 N. FRANKLIN ST., I nTTTCA CM
85 MADISON ST., |

^-**.n^»tr"-

Washington.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS, CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - Nile Foundry,
Established 5n Years. row BIRMINGHAM, BN(i.

PNEUMATIC TIRE AIR PUMPS.

New York Coventry, Eng.

COPPER AND STEEL

:-AIR RECEIVERS.
Pressure Valves and Air Gauges.

W make the BEST Pump in the market. A
full line always on hand.

"Write for prices before purchasing elsewhere.

ROBERT OWENS, /I

226 EAST WASHINGTON ST. CHICAGO.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

NewImproved Pedals, Edwards' Cover, a

Stand and a Belgium Pneumatic.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persona interested in opposing the grant of a patent

on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at

any time within two months from April 20, 1893, give no-

tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

LiNCHESTER'S PEDALS.

Ko. 9,703 F. W. Lanchester's "Improvements in

and appertaining to velocipede pedals." May 21, 1892.—

The object of this invention is to exclude dust from the

pedal bearings. The drawing is a sectional plan of a rat-

trap pedal constructed according to the invention. The

£ spindle (A3 is enlarged at Al
to be of greater diamater than

any part further away from

the nut (A3). Adjoining the

enlarged portion is turned the

groove (A4). The end of the

spindle is provided with a coned surface (A2) facing out-

wards. A disc <D) is screwed into or otherwise attached

to the inner end of the pedal. It is bored out to fit the

enlarged part (Al) of the spindle, and is formed with a

groove between which and the the groove (A4) on the

spindle the balls (B) run. Into the outer end of the pedal

a cap (H) is screwed adjustably. It is formed with a

grove b 'tween which and the cone (A2) on the end of the

spindle the balls (Bl) run. Both rows of balls and ad-

justed by rotating the cap (H) which is locked in position

by the screws (K, K) which pass through the two plates

(E3, E8). These plates form the outer end of the pedal

and when the screws (K, K) are screwed up they spring

the outer division (Ei) so locking the cap (H.) The screw

(F) is provided to stop the aperture in the cap (H)

through which oil may be introduced into the bearing

when the said screw (F) is removed.

EDWARDS 1 CORRUGATED COVER.

No. 11,251. W. Edwards' " Improvements in or con-

nected with pneumatic tires " June 15. 1892.—This inven-

tion refers to pneumatic tires wherein there is (according

to the inventor) a sucking action produced af they travel

over the road or track. The object of the invention is to

remedy this defect so that there shall be a sufficient air

space left between the running surface of the tire and the

road or track on which the velocipede travels to obviate

or minimise this sucking or dragging action, at the same
time increase the resiliency of pneumatic tires. For this

purpose the running surface of the tire is made with a

series of projections and undulations, each extending at

right angles to the plane of the wheel and at regular in

tervals apart around the entire wheel, whereby the wheel

as it travels bonnds, as it were, from one projection to an-

other the space between each projection forming an air

space between the road or track and the tire. The pro-

jections are formed on or with the external surface of the

outer cover. In some cases the projections or undulations

are formed by inserting pieces of suitable material be-

tween the outer cover and the canvas. The projecting

parts are harder than the major surface of the tire and

ara situated at regular intervals of about 1 second to 3

seconds apart. The Edwards cover is now largely used

on the new Dunlop pneumatic tires.

THE COLUMBIA BICYCLE STAND.

No. 1S,0 14. G. T. Turner's " Improved support for

bicycles." Aug. 19, 1892.—This stand is constructed with

a base (A) preferably of wood and formed wilh a slot

(Al) for receiving the wheel and supported on feet (A2).

The slot (Al) is preferably hollowed at the ends, as at A3,

to prevent damage to the tire

The ends of the slot serve to

prevent the wheel moving

backwards or forwards. A
hollow pillar (B) is secured to

the base (A) and a rod (C) is

adapted to slide up and down
in it. A screw clamp may be

provided for securing the rod

(C) at different heights. The

said rod has a projecting arm
suitably formed at the end, as

as at CI, to engage with the

top part or with the mud
guard of the wheel. When the

bicycle is to be supported the

screw clamp is, if necessary,

loosened and the rod (C) lifted

up to allow one of the wheels to be put into the slot in the

base (A), the part (CI) of the rod is then brought down to

engage wilh the top part or with the mud guard of the

wheel and ihe^crew clamp, if any, re-tightened. Several

modifications in detail are described, such as using a

spring (C2) to hold the rod (C) instead of the screw
clamp. This stand is apparently the one being sold by J.

Lucas & Son.
A BELGIAN PNEUMATIC TIRE.

No. 4,964. A. Pelletier's " Improvements relating to

elastic tires," March 7, 1893.—According to this inven-

tion a movable outer rim (B) is made to fit into an inner

fixed rim (A) and is

adapted to be held rig-

idly against the same
by any suitable means
such as a screw-

threaei rod (C) which
projects from the rim
(B) through the rim

(A) and is tightened by
a nut (d). D is the

outer cover and E the

air tube. The two
edges of the cover (D)

are made in the form

of dove-tails and are inserted in the jaws formee between

the inner rim (_A) and the outer rim (B) as shown. As the

diameter of the outer rim is a little larger that that of the

inner rim (A) there will be a break of continuity in its

length when it is loosened. In order to secure the tire to

the rim (A) its two extremities are forced one against the

other and are then held by any suitable means.

About the St. Louis Departure.

Attention is called to the advertisement of

the St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter

Company, a house whose product many be-

lieve will cause a revolution in cycle construc-

tion. In a circular to agents the company

sa/s: "Our Lu Mi Num will be all that we

claim for it. Frame, forks, handle-bars and

brake rods will be made of aluminum and

will be two to three times stronger than any

steel frame made. You are aware that alumi-

num will never rust or tarnish. An aluminum

frame will be as bright, clean and new in a

thousand years as it is when you buy it. We
shall use nothing but the best of material for

bearings, pedals, wheels, etc. Our Lu Mi Num
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The Snell Cycle Fittings Company, - - Toledo, Ohio,

Manufacturers of Cycle Lamps, Bells, Saddles, Forks, Frames, etc.

Lamps.

Makers of

—

The Pilot

The Rival

The Guide
The Reliance

The King of Trumps
The Tom Thumb
The Clipper. . .

Large stock kept of

Warwick's Hollow

Brooks' 12-oz. Saddll
And Three Other Good Selling Patterns.

Rims, and Weldless Forks and Ball Pedals

MENTION THE REFEHE."

.( Orders
I
Promptly Filled.

will be a first-class, high-grade machine in

every respect As soon as we have any printed

matter out will send it to you."

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,

D.C.:

498,756, tire tightener; James A. Ashford, Memphis,

Tenn.; filed Sept. 29, 1892.

498, 777, pneumatic tire; William C. Fisher, Middleton,

Conn., assignor to George R. B'dwell, New York, N. T.;

filed Oct. 22, lb92.

498,794, pneumatic tire; Frederick W. Huestis, Boston,

assignor to George E. Crafts, Newton, Mass.; filed Jan.

28, 2893.

498,900, velicipede or bicycle; Cimillo Kromer, Albany,

N. Y.; filed Oct. 19, 1892.

498,888, bicycle; Frederick C. Rockwell, Hartford, Conn.

;

filed May 23. 1892.

498,908, gong bell, John C. Wells, East Hampton, Conn.,

assignor to the Bevin Brothers Manufacturing Company,
same place; filed March 1, 1893.

499,009, bicycle; William I. Bunker, La Grange, 111.;

filed Oct. 15, 1792.

499,044, brake mechanism for velocipedes, Edward G.

Selden and George D. Chamberlain, Springfield, Mass.;

filed Oct. 31, 1892.

499,103, handle for bicycles; George G. Boddard, Brock-

con, Mass.; filed Sept. 15, 1392.

499, ;00, bicycle; George Harriott, Toledo, Ohio, assignor

to the Gendron Iron Wheel Company, same place; filed

May 13, 1890.

499,174, pneumatic tire; Lucius J Phelps, Passaic, N.

J., assignor to Phelps & I ingle Manufacturing Company,
same place; filed Sept. 21, 1992.

A Prosperous South Dakota Firm.

One of the prosperous cycling housts in the

trade, and one of the most energetic of all, is

that of the W. J. Healey Cycle Company, of

Mitchell, S. D., composed of J. O. Walrath, A.

C. Pollard and W. J. Healey. Thecompmy
is incorporated under the laws of South Da-

kota with $10,000 capital stock. One of the

members is president of a large milling con-

cern, another director of the First National

Bank, and the third has been chisf clerk in the

government land office for over five years.

The business is being boomed by the company
to the utmost in South Dakota. The com-

pany's line is a popular one, comprising the

Victor, Waverly and Western Wheel Works.

H. S. Owen Manufacturing Company.

The H. S. Owen Manufacturing Company,
which has recently acquired the good will,

stock and fixtures of both the Capital Cycle

Company and the Washington Cycle Company,
reports a good business in the Diamond and

the Capital Combination, which are made at its

factory, 809 Water street, S. W., Washington.

Partner Wanted.

We want a young man to keep our books

and look after our correspondence. Party

must be sober, honest and not afraid of work,

must have $2,000 to invest in our business,

which is e-tablished and rapidly growing.

We want a pu-her and no others need reply to

our advertisement. The business is located in

a western city of about 60,000 and we repeat

is a good investment for the right party

Address " Partner,"

Care of Refer, e Pub. Co.

Kansas City Mo.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive.
» onvenieutly carried in thn
vest pocker. Each pair
packed in a neat metal case.

Price, by mail, 20 cents.

KINGMAN & CO.,
Peoria. 111.. St. Lnuis Mo.,

Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

HAYE YOD ANY RIMS?

We want about 200 Beaded

Edge, 30 x \\ in.

CUSHION RIMS.

COMMUNICATE EARLY WITH

Central Cyele Mfg. Co,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

New
Racing

Shoe.

f^" Designed especially for Track
Racing.

|^° Made of finest Kangaroo and

Hand Sewed, with cleats to fit

any racing pedal.

tW° Also a full line of Kangaroo
Bicycle Shoes for road riding.

CALL AND SEC AT

C. E. WISWALL & CO.'S,

160 State Street, CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

BICYCLE

STANDS
imple, Strong, Practical, Popular,

So. 1. Supports securely any wheel from center of
5 handle-bar. Price §1.00.
|So. 2. SuppirtB securely any wheel Dy apnag grip
1 on front fork, or rear frame, either ride(seeout)
1 -3 PriceSl 00. The Spring Grip is covered by my

patents nt-w pendinp.
jN"o. 5. Shown in cut. Combines No. 1 and 2, and is

most complete and convenient. Does not mar
the finest finish. Just .the st;ind for EIDERS.
Price 81.25. No. 2 is the favorite with dealers.

Sold by all dealers or any Stand sent
Iprepaid to any addrei-s in U. S. on receipt
(of $1.25. Accept no other. X.beraldis-
jcoant lo trade only. Write for Catalogue.

C W- MUNSON,
jfflention this Paper. Toledo, w.
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It is generally known that Owen owns patents

on the U-shaped frame as used in many ladies'

wheels, and claims to have introduced the first

rear driving safety in this country. Two of

these old and crude-looking machines are now
in the national museum at Washington.

Chicago Trade Notes.

E. C. Bode, of the Hill Cycle Manufacturing

Company, is in the east on a short trip.

J. J. Prial dropped into town on Monday;

also J. M. Lyon of the Century Cycle Com-
pany.

H. H. Lambton, the Australian racing man,

is now connected with the Humber agency in

Chicago.

The Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company ex-

pects to have put several racing machines

within the next ten days. They will weigh

from 19 to 22 pounds.

H. D Spore & Co., sending a second order

for Chicago cycle horns, remarked that "while

in Chicago our Mr. Spore bought a supply of

Chicago horns which gave excellent satisfac-

tion."
'

A New Wisconsin Factory.

Houle Brothers, of Oshkosh, have been

awarded the contract for constructing the

Bishoff bicycle factory at De Pere, Wis. The

contract calls for three buildings, the cost of

which will be about $40,000. The main build-

ing will be 250 feet long, 60 feet wide and three

stories high, and will have a tower 100 feet

high and 16 feet square. The boiler an 1 engine

room will be 46x46 feet with a smoke-stack 90

feet high. The office will be 30x36 feet, one

s'ory high. The buildings will be of brick,

upon heavy stone foundations, and will have

galvanized iron roofs. About 1,000,000 brick

will be used in their construction. The build-

ings must be completed Oct. 1 and the factory

will be in running order before winter.

A Fine Racing Shoe.

George Pratt, who is with C. E. Wiswall &
Co., 160 State street, Chicago, is showing the

racing men a splendid racing shoe, which is

illustrated on page 45. It is made of full kan-

garoo, is hand sewed, and has cleats already

on. It is certainly as fine a shoe as has ever

been seen in Chicago. Wiswall & Co. are also

carrying a splendid line of shoes for road rid-

ing.

Trade Notes.

A correspondent at Dresden, O., writes that

nothing but high-grade wheels sell in that

town, Clevelands leading, with Victors next.

The Pope Manufacturing Company is offer-

ing a reward for the return of Mo lei 30 Colum-

bia No. 2,551, stolen from the Chicago store

May 31.

The ten-mile road race at Portland, Oregon,

May 30, had fifteen entries. The first three

prizes were won on regular Victor road ma-
chines.

The Rudolph & Krummel Machine Works,
of 96-100 North Clio„on street, Chicago, are

building a line of special machines for manu-
facturing cycles.

De Villo & Heffelman, of Canton, Ohio, do
the greater part of the cycle trade of their

country, selling more wheels, it is said, than
all other agents combined.

The nucleus of a trade association has been
formed m Buffalo, but as the members are

pledged to secrecy little is known of the ob-

jects, except that they are for self protection.

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER, Improved Pattern.

FVIJj SIZE.

Our new model has extra long thread for the tip, also a catch which locks the cap securely to the body of the oil**r.

Regulates supply of oil to a nicety. No leakage. Tightest, neatest and be^t oil can in the world. Price ;J5c. each

;

handsomely nickeled. CUSHMAN & DJSN1SON, 172- 9th Ave , N. Y.

"Perfect" Poeket Oiler HolHer

Best and most convenient device for carry-
ing an oil can on a bicycle. Thoroughly ad-
justable and can he easily attached to any
part of the machine. No rattling. Hand-
somely nickel plated For sale everywhere.
Price, 35 cents each.

CUSHMAN & JOENISON, 172 9th ave.,

New York.

" Perfect " Pneumatic I*amp Holder.

Similar to Oiler Holder but slightly larger.

The pump is always convenient, and vexa-
tious delays are thus avoided. Handsomely
nickel plated. For sale everywhere. Price,
25 cents each.

CUSUMAN& T)ENISON, I729thave.,
New York.
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^"ANDRAE."
Light Roadster

}
34 lbs., $135.

Road Racer, 29 lbs., $150.

Guaranteed High Grade.

Agents Wanted. Catalogue Free.

ANDRAE CYCLE WOlfc,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSTN.

JULIUS

The Chicago Cycling Horn.

One of the neatest and Simplest. It is much smaller
than anything of the kind heretofore placed on the mar-
ket, yet has a very clear and distinct ton<\ Ask your
dealer or send price, $1.00, in P. N. or Money Order,
and I will send one postpaid. Address—

Hermann Metzger,
1222 SEMINARY PLACE CHICAGO, ILL.

T Inlc Dnihmr can be bought at the leading news-
/ rllo lUVof depots in Chicago at ten cents per

' copy.
Subscription price, ($3.00 per annum in advance.

ATTENTION
BICYCLE BEARINGS OF TOOL STEEL.

Com s and Bearings made of best tool steel

insure smooth running and little wear. We
make Bicycle Hubs, Cones, Cups, Ball Bearings,
.Ajdes, Nuts, Steps, Nipples. Crank Key Pins,

and Oil Cups. Mso, Bicycle Roller Chain
with case-hardened roll; Coasters, Lamp
Brackets, Special Washers and all kinds of
machine screws, etc. Send sample or accurate
drawings of parts for estimates. We solicit

your business and have the best facilities for
doing your w ork. The New Britain Hard-
ware jIanufg. Co. . New Britain. Conn. 9-eow

MENTION THE SFEREE.
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SANGER, ENGLISH MILE CHAMPION.

Captures the Mile Championship and Breaks

Several Records.

London, June 19.—W. C. Sanger of Mil-

waukee has proved what his friends predicted

—that he could defeat the best of the English-

men—by winning the mile English champion-

ship Saturday and breaking the English mile

record . by 2 2-5 sec. Saturday he com-

peted in the mile championship, which he

won, but did not come out for the five-mile

event. The race was a waiting one to the last

quarter, when Sanger went up. Sanger made
pace for the first lap, Harris and Pope being

close to him, while Harris took the second lap.

On the last lap Sanger passed Harris easily

and rode home a winner in the slow time of

3:49 2-5, the last quarter being made in 28 4-5

sec, English record.

To-day at the Heme Hill track Sanger

showed his ability as a fast rider by breaking

several records. He rode a flying quarter in

27 4-5 sec, and a mile, with pace-makers, in

2:10 1-5. Harris held the mile record in 2:12 3-5

previously. Sanger's three-quarte*- record was
1:36, as against Schofield's 1:38 2-5.

Zimmerman sailed for America Saturday,

and to-morrow Sanger will depart on the Ger-

manic. The former does not think he has

been treated fairly by the N. C. XL, but San-

ger has no complaints to make. Sanger was
to have competed at Glasgow to-day, but tele-

graphed that he could not be present, inas-

much as he had to prepare for his return trip.

Vogt won the half and three-mile events.

Note.—The English mile record of 2:10 1-5,

as made by Sanger, is yet 4 4-5 sec. behind the

American record, made by Windle at Spring-

field Oct. 8, last year. Windle's three-quarter

record was 1:34, while that of Sanger stands

at 1:36.

ROE'S INEVITABLE FAILURE.

The Transcontinental Trip Comes to a Sudden

Ending.

As we go to press word readies us of the

ending of Roe's transcontinental trip upon his

arrival at Chicago yesterday. From all that

can be learned it was another fake, or, at least,

a breach of confidence. Roe started on a

Union P. D. Q., weighing in the neighborhood

of 33 pounds. At Erie he thought this too

heavy and changed his mount, notwithstand-

ing that he was in the employ of the Union
company At Cleveland he is said to havj
changed to a still different wheel. He reached

Goshen, Ind., Wednesday night, in company
with Frank Waller, who had generously paced

him all the way, about 900 miles. The two

men retired early, but at 10 o'clock Roe
sneaked out of the hotel, mounted his wheel,

and made tracks for Chicago to steal a march
on Waller and thereby get the New York-Chi-

cago record. Waller, at 4 in the morning, dis-

covered the trick and immediately started to

catch Roe. The Bearings and the Union com-

pany, who were running the ride, have, it is

understood, told Roe to quit riding.

RACING MEN ORGANIZED.

Trouble at Albany—A Protective Organization

to be Perfected at Chicago. '

(Special telegram to the Referee.)

Albany, N. Y., June 20.—The racing men
are up in arms. Johnson refused positively to

ride here to-day on account of the miserable

track, while the other riders are protesting in

no uncertain language about the quality of

the prizes. To prevent similar abuses and
look after the rights of racing men generally,

the riders have taken the first step ton-ard the

formation of a protective association. It is to

be made permanent at the Chicago meet.

To Receive Sanger.

On his return from Europe Sanger will be

given a grand reception. Milwaukee is fairly

bubbling over with enthusiasm for the Milwau-

kee boy, who on a wheel manufactured in the

Cream City won th»~i mile English champion-

ship and made a record for the quarter in

28 4-5 sec. The Telegram Cycling Club will

have charge of the affair, but the feeling of

gladness is not alone confined to the club of

which Sanger is a member; all the clubs in the

city will join in extending to him their hearty

congratulations and a generous welcome home.

THE CALL HAS BttEN ISSUED.

Wylie Reported on Time.

H. H. Wylie, who left New York Saturday

at 9 a. m, to break Neilson's record of 12 days

23 hrs., between New York and Chicago, was

reported ahead of time at Cumberland, Md.,

on Tuesday night. Wednesday he had passed

Wheeling, according to a dispatch from L. A.

Howell, who is with him. He is riding mostly

at night to avoid the heat. His schedule for

the trip in 9 days 10 hrs.

Champions of Austria.

A special cablegram from Bruenn, Austria,

announces that on Saturday last the principal

ordinary races were won by Beyschlag. H.

Opel won the safety championship and other

races. These two riders alsj won the tandem
I races.

The League's President to. be Asked to Call

a Meeting at Chicago or Cleveland.

Boston, June 19.—As if to bear out the predic-

tion of the Referee a call for the holding of

a special meeting of the national assembly has

been issued and is now in circulation for the

necessary signatures. Itis a document straight-

forward in its' reading, coming right to the

point and is free from all personaliti s, as such

a document ought to be. This fact alone will

be a great surprise to the great friends of the

road bureau, as the majority of them had anti-

cipated that the call would hinge on personali-

ties and show a tendency of its framers to hit

back at the administration. But such is not

the case. It was drawD up with great deliber-

ation and not in the heat of disappointment

and argument. It reads:

To Colonel Charles L. Burdett, president of the League

of American Wheelmen:

We. the undersigned delega fes to the national assembly

of the League of American Wheelmen, believing tha

there is need of a special meeting of the national assem-

bly at an early day, hereby request tbat you call a specia

meeting of the national assembly for the purpose of con-

sidering amendments to the constitution as provided by

art. 10 of the constitution and of amending the by-laws as

provided by art. 11 of the by-laws, and for special business

as provided by art. 4, sec. 5 of the constitution.

And we respectfully request that you call said meeting

to be held either in Chicago, 111., or in Cleveland, O., at as

early a day as consistent with the constitution, 60 days'

notice of such meeting being required.

The business for which we request this special meeting

is as follows:

1. To investigate the financial standing of the League

of American Wheelmen, and whether or not money has

been illegally expended or used; the method of keeping

the accounts; the way which the money is appropriated

by the executive and finance committees, and by whose

authority and upon whose order the money is drawn from

the treasury.

2. To investigate and consider the standing of the

League of American Wheelmen with reference to the

publication of the magazine Good Roads; whether or not

said magazine is the property of the League of American

Wheelmen; whether or not said magazine is on a paying

basis; whether or not the League of American Wheel-

men is under any obligation for the publication of said

magazine; whether or not it is advisable to continue said

publication; to investigate and consider whether or not

arrangements can be made for the publication of matter

relating to roads in some other papers or magazines.

3. To amend art. 4, sec. 2 of the constitution aud art . 4

ec. 1 of the by-laws so that the powers and duties of the

executive and finance committee shall be defined, deter-

mined and made certain; also to amend art 4, sec. 5 of

the constitution so that a time and place for calling such

special meeting shall be made moie certain.

What plainer talk can anyone desire? To be

truthful it must be acknowledged that the call

came from Connecticut, and that it was not

issued until Massachusetts had cast its eagle eye

over the same and had seen that no prejudiced

statement was made therein. It is the outcome

of the great talk that ha.s been going on since

the holding] of the Philadelphia meeting. It
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might be asked, Why did not Massachusetts

issue the call instead of Connecticut? That is

easily answered. Under the circumstances

such a move on the part of Massachusett-i

would be greatly detrimental to the meeting

and its object. It is known that Massachusetts

has the reputation of being out to "do" the ad-

ministration, and that fact is responsible, if

any one thing is, for the severe setback her

delegates received at the national assembly.

Therefore it is understood that her officers

thought it best for her to second, but not issue

the call. Connecticut jumped in and filled the

gap, and judging from what one hears she will

more than fill the same.

WILL BE A GREAT FIGHT.

The idea of suggesting that the meeting be

held in the west was in order to give every

state an opportunity of having her representa-

tives on the ground when the greatest battle in

the annals of the league shall probably be

fought. The business called for ought to prove

decidedly interesting to the entire league mem-
bership and be productive of increased interest

in the league's work by the rank and file,

which at this time, it must be admitted, takes

but little notice of what occurs.

Judging from that famous and most peculiar

report of the bureau, there will certainly be

considerable for the delegates to learn in the

matter of mathematics; perhaps they will be

shown how to figure a profit out of a net loss.

The first two sections of the call aim directly

at the Good Roads bureau and ought to show
whether or not the money has been wrongfully

appropriated from the league's treasury to that

of the bureau. The third and last clause should

be productive of the greatest possible good.

Heretofore and at the present time the affairs

of the league are in the hands of a parcel of

men who can bind it to anything they think

proper.

AN UNFORTUNATE CIRCUMSTANCE.

Connecticut is perhaps better posted on the

matter than is Massachusetts, but both divi-

sions can be expected to enter the arena pre-

pared for the greatest battle of their lives.

Perhaps it is unfortunate at this time that

one of the principal characters in this play is

and has been an aspirant for political honors
in the league. This fact alone will cause him
to be credited with ulterior object in the mat-
ter. This, however, can not be laid at the
door of one of the other men, for while he
might have a tendency to get back at the ad-
ministration, it is not exhibited in the call.

In talking with some of the league leaders
in the matter yesterday, they expressed an
idea that President Burdett would call the
meeting in San Francisco, and at so late a
time that the regular meeting would follow in

a few weeks thereafter. Furthermore, they
thought that the president ought to be re-

quested to dispose of the Good Roads for the
$25,000 he told about at the national assembly
meeting. However, be that as it may, all

seemed pleased with the call as issued, and
more than tickled that it remained right to
the point in question without attempting to
show personal prejudice, as was expected it

would.
MISCELLANY.

Some most erroneous statements anent the
last meeting of the division board of officers
appeared in this week's issue of a Chicago
paper. It attempts to make a great sensation
out of a common meeting, and says that the
statement was made that the L. A. W. was
almost bankrupt. Such a statement was
never made.
Rain prevented the holding of the race

meets scheduled for June 17. That to be held
:\t Waltham was postponed until next Satur-
day, while Lynn was postponed until July 1,

and in order not to conflict with either, the A.
C. C. postponed its road races until July.

BILLINGSLEY'S RELAY RIDES.

Successful Ending of a Big Project— Scenes on

the Road—Only one Behind Time.

Wednesday morning broke bright and beau-

tiful—just the right kind of a morning to glad-

den the heart of a wheelman. All spring we
had rain and sunshine too much mixed to

make the roads passable. At 11:30 a. m., the

15th, Mr. Billingsley received the following

telegram from D. D. Warner, of Madison,

Wis.: "Very heavy rains through this terri-

tory. Roads flooded Impossible to handle

8:57 Governor Altgeld left his office and walked

to where the wheelmen were gathered. Mr.

Billingsley introduced the couriers to the gov-

ernor, who then handed to C. T. Baumann the

me.-sage for Frankfort, Ky. , to Mr. Kessberger

that for Madison, Wis., and to Mr. Obridge

the one for Indianapolis. The precious docu-

ments were quickly deposited in the bags, and

after a few kindly words from the governor,

the relays started at 9:01 a. m.

All started north from the state house; that

going north then went over to Third street,

and away past the cemetery, toward the San-

gamon river. The first relay was made in 23

minutes by George Kessberger. . At Chinkapin

Hill they found Hoffman Coleman waiting.

Griswold continued for another relay as Cole-

man's second. Several miles further on they

came up to Andrew Lump, who got away
quickly, Coleman following as his second. On
his arrival at Sweetwater he found Herman
Sattley, Lump following as his second. At
Pike Creek bridge they found James S. Stew-

art in the saddle, and he "lit out" for Mason
City, followed by Sattley as his second, arriv-

ing there at 11:33 a. m., just 27 minutes ahead

of schedule time.

From this time on the riders gained gradu-

all. Sterling was the end of the division.

The interest had been well worked up, large

crowds gathering along the route.

The route from Sterling to Freeport was
under the management of E. B. Van Home.
The message reached there at 12:59, and with-

WAITING FOR THE MESSAGE.

Frank Dodd. Geo. Post. A. F. Wilson. Fred Kaylor. Will McBride. Ben Shockley. Ed Eckles. H. Marcott.

this end of the relay. Please abandon." Bil-

lingsley at once wired reply: "Telegram re-

ceived. Hate to abandon relay unless abso

sutely necessary. Cannot you suggest alterna-

tive? Answer quick." At 2 p. m. Billingsley

received the following reply: "We will do the

best we can. If we can't ride we can bring it

in on foot. Please wire me direct if you start

it,"

Shortly before 9 a. m. next day crowds began
to gather at the north door of the state house

at Springfield, 111., to see the start. About

out delay was hustled off towards the north.

It passed through Polo at 3:05, Forreston 4:00,

and reached Freeport at 4:57, where it was
turned over to the men of the fifth district,

under D. D. Warner of Madison.

At Freeport the Wisconsin men took charge

of the message. They arrived at 8:27, eighteen

minutes ahead of time. This was doing well,

having left Freeport an hour and five minutes

late. Gernon and Noack had the honor of

bringing the message to the governor's office,

at 11:53, seven minutes ahead of time, and 26
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hrs. 52 min. after it had left Springfield, III.,

over 300 miles away, as ridden.

On the relay east Charles T. Baumann and

Herbert Obridge got away in good shape,

Baumann leading. Northcutt took the mes-

sage into Decatur with a 3:30 gait, and was

cheered by the plaudits of over a thousand

people.

On this, the first district, forty-seven min-

utes was lost from a series of unexpected acci-

dents.

On the Decatur-Tuscola district the message

got off promptly, Koehler arriving at Tuscola

the end of the second district, at 4:16, one

hour late.

This district had to be ridden on the tracks

of the Indianapolis, Decatur & Western rail-

road the whole distance. Some little time was
lost by the section men on the track refusing

to let Koehler pass till he warned them that

they were doing it at their peril, as he was a

government courier.

Ar Tuscola two Springfield men were wait-

ing to take the message the entire distance

from Tuscola to Dana. This was necessary,

owing to the Danville men who were expected

to handle this district notifying Mr. Billings-

ley late the previous evening that they could

not do so. For the first ten miles all went

well, and they made up time, and had strong

hopes of getting to Dana before dark. But

they soon struck what Fogarty calls the worst

roads west of the Alleghanies, and could not

make any kind of time. Darkness overtook

them at Chrisman, and twice they lost their

way. But they finally got to Dana at 10:48,

and were relieved by Urban and Filbrick, the

first relay in Indiana.

At Dana Messrs. C. A. Urban and O. H. Fil-

brick, of Terre Haute, were waiting anxiously

for the relay. From this on the relay began

to make up time. Leaving Dana four hours

and five minutes late, Montezuma was reacherl

at 11:20, over terrible roads and frightful hills.

JOHN FOGARTY.

On this relay Filbrick first ran into a mud-
hole, and then Urban wrecked his wheel on
Highland Hill. Ho then abandoned the wheel

and started off on foot, running a mile and a

half into Montezuma, making up about five

minutes on this relay. From there to Rock-

ville, F. V. Cook, E. B. Metzger and Charles

Neukom took the message.

After reaching Rockville there was little dif-

ficulty in making up time. The message
passed through Indianapolis at 5:40 and Co-

lumbus, Ind., at 8:38. F. Crump, Jr., took it

alone to Chestnut Ridge, arriving there at

10:27, three hours and seventeen minutes

late.

On this district part of the road was very

good, but dusty, and part very bad indeed.

That relay made by Mr. Crump, the last five

miles, was the worst, and he made it alone.

He is entitled to the honors on that district.

At Chestnut Ridge W. M. Coryell, of Crow-

thersville, took the message and carried it the

RIDERS OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT, COLUMBUS, IND.

F. Crump, Jr., F. Stillger, Or J. Mobley, W. Keller, W. H.

Ryan, F. Donner and E. O. Winterrowd.

entire distance, twelve miles, to Austin. He
had two seconds, Kattman from Langdon to

Crowthersville, and Fultz from there to Aus-

tin. He made up twenty-five minutes on the

schedule, and turned the bag over at Austin

to the riders of the New Albany district at

11:50, three hours late.

On the New Albany district the riding was
fast, and twenty-eight minutes more of the

schedule time was made up.

When the message was transferred from one

relay to the other at Louisville, it was 3:27 p.

m., in the presence of over 1,000 spectators,

and amidst the greatest enthusiasm.

From here to the end the route was over

the celebrated pikes of Kentucky, and it was
handled by some of the best men in the state.

The arrangements were under E. Meglemery,

and were without a flaw. He delivered the

message to the governor at 7:06.
»

A New French. Sport.

A new kind of sport has been established by

Parisian sack-carriers. A match was held lately

at the Palais des Machines (the same hall in

which the race between Terront and Corre

took place) consisting in carrying a bag weigh-

ing two hundredweight for 100 kilometres

(about 62 miles). Sansterre won, but in a ter-

rible condition. In the last hours, tormented

by heat, he tore his clothes piece by piece off

his body, and when 20 metres away from the

tape he fell. He was placed in a chair, cham-
pagne and coffee were given him, whilst he

groaned ''let me alone, I am dead!" But just

the moment he saw his nearest competitor

passing him he got new strength, jumped up,

and taking his sack he ran not only to the tape

but some 300 metres farther, falling then more
dead than alive in the arms of the spectators.

GENERAL NEWS NOTES.

Leonhardt First from Scratch.

The Calumet C. C. road race was held Satur-

day over the Lake View five-mile course, and
A. L. Leonhardt was the winner, from scratch,

in 14:22. W. C. Jacob was seconi in 15:07 and

C. Klagstade third in 15:08. Leonhardt having

won first place was not allowed to have the

time medal. Jacob and Klagstade won first

and second times.

Personal Paragraphs and Little Squibs From
Everywhere.

"A New Member."—Anonymous communi-
cations cannot be noticed.

A number of Adrian (Mich.) cyclists made a

century run to Detroit Monday.

Otto Praeger, of San Antonio, Tex., is to

ride a Crypto geared ordinary from that city

to the fair.

The Northwestern Cyclist is the latest. It is

published at Mitchell, S. D., and is managed
by H. P. Beckwith,

F. Howard Tuttle, the Chicago racing man,
is known as the "Stearns Incandescent"—all

on account of his red hair.

Dr. Garfield, 76 years old, is to ride from Fort
Doige, la., to the world's fair and expects to

have a sprint with the cowboys at the finish.

The Chicago track managers will please

bring on their fillers and plasterers again.

Rain fell on the seven-thousand-dollar struc-

ture on Tuesday.

The Windsor Locks (Conn.) Wheel Club will

hold on July 8 the first of a series of handicap
road races—from Thompsonville to Warehouse
Point, five miles.

Rambler racer No. 7315, copper-plated rims,

stolen from Ann Arbor. Information regard-

ing same, furnished to the Detriot Cycle Com-
pany, will be rewarded.

Tom Roe acknowledge to a Syracuse Herald
reporter that he made a "fake" ride for the

Chicago Herald in '89, traveling a quarter of

the distance by railroad. Is that all, Thomas ?

The Neutakonkanett Wheelmen of Provi-

dence hold their annual hill-climbing contest

this week on the Union avenue hill in John-

ston. There were twenty-six entries last year.

Mr. Whymper desires us to state, and we do

so with pleasure, that the K. C. W. Announcer
is very much alive and the management has

no idea of suspending publication, as was re-

cently reported.

The Augusta (Me.) Wheel Club has organi-

zed with the following officers: President. H.

M. Heath; vice-president, Dr. A. C. Titcomb;

secretary, and treasurer, H. L. Sherburne; cap-

tain, Julian Wilder.

Otto Praeger, the San Antonio newspaper
man, who last year rode to the city of Mexico,

leaves June 18 for Chicago. He will be accom-
panied by two friends. Praeger will, it is

said, ride a geared ordinary.

The fifteen-mile road race at Erie, Pa., May
27, was won on a Victor Flyer by M. Silver-

ton. * * * In a fifteen-mile road race at

the same place, May 30, first, second and time

prizes were taken by Victor Flyers.

The Blackstone Valley Wheelmen of Ashton,

R. I., have organized with the following offi-

cers: President, John Sidebottom; secretary,

Harry Barnes; treasurer, James Mills; captain,

John O'Djnnell; first lieutenant, John Geogh-

egan.

Denver has a cycle signal corps, attached

to the state guards, which has twenty-eight

members. H. S. Worthington has been

elected captain, C. L. Southard first lieuten-

ant and C. F. Edmonds second lieutenant.

The corps will be uniformed in blue trimmed
with gold, as is the national signal service

corps. The members will carry flags and mir-

rors for signaling. They will also carry 45-

calibre Winchesters.
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PROTECT WHEELMEX, TOO.

The city council, police, newspapers, busi-

ness men and residents generally of New York
are on the track of all cyclists who fail to obey

the ordinance recently passed which compels

wheelmen to carry bells and lamps at night

and to ride at a rate of speed not exceeding

eight miles an hour. All this trouble—to the

cyclist—was brought about by a few rattle-

brained riders who had no thought for the

safety or peace of mind of the foot-traveling

public. The authorities are, undoubtedly,

quite justified in adopting such measures as

will tend to protect pedestrians from danger.

All citizens are supposed to have equal rights

and equal protection at the hands of the auth

orities. Now, no cyclist, unless he be of the

feather-wtight brain order, will object to the

passage and enforcement of any reasonably

strong ordinance which is designed to regulate

bicycle traffic upon the public streets.

But it is no more than right to give to the

wheelman an equal protection. At present,

in many places at least, he does not have this.

Because of prejudice he is compelled to stand

the abuse of ped strians, drivers and even
policemen, who, not infrequently, have never

been instructed as to the rights of wheelmen.
A policeman never knows anything until he is

instructed. In nine out of ten cases, even
where the wheelman is right, a policeman will

take the part of a pedestrian or driver as

against the rider of the bicycle. Policemen

despise bicycles and bicyclists, for some unac-

countable reason, and never fail to vent their

spite upon them if given only half a chance.

Of recent years, though, wheelmen have
fared a little better at the hands of the authori-

ties—this seldom includes policemen, however.

A Pittsburg man who ran down a gentleman

and lady who were on their wheels has a suit

on his hands; a driver in Harlem who sought

to compel a party of wheelmen to give him the

whole road, using a whip as a persuader, has

had to pay a fine, and other small cases have

been reported wherein the cyclist came out

victorious.

Bu^ as a ruie the wheelman " gets the worst

of it." Let the city authorities and the police

make it a rule that wheelmen shall have the

same protection as other citizens, and we will

guarantee that ninety-nine per cent of the

cyclists will be only too glad to aid the author-

ities in enforcing the ordinances and keep

cycles and cyclists where they belong.

THE INNOCENTS ABROAD.
The National Cyclists' Union, of England,

has undoubtedly gone right to the root of the

makers' amateur abuse and is not only tearing

out the weeds at present cumbering the

ground, but planning at the same time to pre-

vent the appearance of a new crop. But while

every man to whom those qualities are recom-

mendations will admire its independence, its

impartiality and its honesty, many will ques-

tion the wisdom of its course. Every man
connected with the trade is subjected to a

searching examination. In most cases they

declare that .they are under no obligation to

ride any particular wheel, to which the union

replies by offering the rider a license on condi-

tion that he does not ride the particular wheel

in which he is supposed to be interested. This,

then, explains why, on the expiration of his

temporary license, Zimmerman rode no more.

It is unquestionably true that he cab'ed for

two American wheels, but no sooner was this

made known than a cablegram was received

by the American representatives of the wheel
he has ridden so long, instructing them to

deny that he would ride any other. Evidently

Zimmerman decided to accept the union's

terms, but reconsidered the matter and decided

to return home. Sanger, however, remained.

If it should prove that he, too, was required to

change his mount and, in the face of his defeat

by Harris agreed to do so, it must be admitted

that his course was the more sportsmanlike of

the two. That he found his reward on Satur-

day last is especially gratifying under the cir-

cumstances. Zimmerman will be once more
in the land of the free in a day or two and then

the world will know all about it. And, after

all, it remains for the great question, "Zim or

Sanger?" to be decided in their own land, and,

appropriately enough, at the international

championships at Chicago.

LIGHTS FOR CARRIAGES.
A Brooklyn man writes to the Eagle, of that

city, complaining that while wheelmen are

forced to carry lamps and bells, other vehicles

are allowed to use the road, no matter how
dark the night, with no warning whatever of

their approach, in consequence of which he

had had a number of narrow escapes. In

nearly all large cily parks there are places

where, by reason of the fuliage overhanging

the road, it is difficult to see, even on a fairly

light night. On dark nfghts it is impossible to

see anything beyond the small stretch of road

illumined by the wheelman's lamp. The lives

and limbs of bicycle riders are as precious as

those of other users and owners of the high-

ways. To permit drivers to go uutrammeled

while a bicyclist must carry a lantern is unjust

discrimination in favor of the former and
should not be tolerated. Laws are made for

all men alike. The law, we believe, applies to

"all vehicles usually carrying lights." We do

not, of course, maintain that wheelmen should

not be forced to carry lamps, but that all v _hi-

cles should be treated alike.

WHAT OF "GOOD ROADS"?
In another column will be found the text of

the call, to be forwarded to the president of

the league, for a special meeting of the na-

tional asserr.bly. On the surface it is devoid

of personal animosity, and is a plain, business-

like communication. Whether it is the result

of personal prejudice on the part of a few, or

of a righteous desire to bring to light the

workings of the executive committee and the

roads bureau, matters not. The duty of the

assembly is plain. It is to determine whether
the Good Roads magazine shall continue on
the present lines, whether it shall be con-

ducted on more economic principles or

whether it shall be discontinued altogether.

Every one knows, by this time, that when
the president assured the meeting that the

magazine was self-sustaining, and showed a
profit, he stated that which was untrue. For
that statement he will have to answer to the

assembly. It does not follow, however, that

the magazine must be abolished, as many
seem to think. For several months it has
made satisfactory progress, and there are indi-

cations that it may, before long, become self-

sustaining. If the powers that be can con-

vince the assembly of this, the principal point

to determine would be the means of providing

funds to pay the piper in the meantime.
At this meeting, in the absence of any fur-

ther information than was given in the recent

financial statement, it seems to us that Good
Roads should not be discontinued for the

present, but that the mailing of a copy of each
issue to every league member, and the reten-

tion of a rive thousand dollar a year editor and
a twenty-five per cent advertising manager
are extravagances which should be discontin-

ued. The removal of the editor or the reduc-

tion of his salary, however, are matters which
probably can not be accomplished. Under the

rule which permits the executive committee
to govern the cycling universe, a five-years'

contract was signed, and Mr. Potter is entitled

to at least as much consideration as was ex-

tended the Wheelman Company. The very

evident desire of the Boston octopus, by the

way , to absorb Good Roads should not be

tolerated for an instant. Massachusetts men
should be careful how they appear to sympa-
thize with that movement, for already mem-
bers aie muttering the belief that they are

quietly working to bring about consolidation.
i

What does Tommy Edge think of Sanger

now, since he won the one-mile English cham-
pionship? A year ago, after having expressed

his mind pretty freely about Zimmerman's

poor riding, he had the pleasure of seeing the

American trot off with three out of four Eng-

lish championships. Edge made a number of

very uncomplimentary remarks in British

Si^ort about Sanger. We predicted that Sa -

ger could "wallop the best man the Englismen

could trot out," and he has done so. We did

not suppose he could win every time, but we
did think he could hold himself even with the

best of them. He has captured the pick of the

championships. —» »

—

In some quarters the ru-h tp unload shop-

worn, ancient and over-rated stock goes mer-

rily on, but no maker of stricily first-class

stock has yet made a reduction. Three or

four first-class makers have announced posi-

tively that they will make no change. The

Hartford Cycle Company comes boldly out

in a circular. "Our goods," it says, "are hon-

estly made and honestly listed. Our prices

will be strictly maintained." Such declaia-

tions as this will still the tumult and restore

the confidence of buyers.

The American Wheelman thinks "a compe-

tent announcer is an important official at race
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meets in these days." It is our opinion that

any kind of an announcer, when in shape of a

human being, is an unqualified nuisance. The
proper way to announce the results of races is

to have one or more large boards and use num-
bers, as is done at horse races. Wouldn't it

look nice to see a man running up and down
in front of 50,000 people at Washington Park
on Derty day announcing the result of a race!

Since New York's carry-a-lamp ring a-bell-

ride-eight-rniles-an-hour ordinance went into

effect, Gotham has produced some remarkably

fast men—if we are to judge by the statements

of the police. They have been making wholesale

arrests lately and according to their state-

ments men have been riding over crowded
thoroughfares at from fifteen to twenty-five

miles an hour.

Here's a good thing. The Cyole Record of

June 10 says "Osmond has gone into training

at Parkside, Chicago, for the Pullman road

race"—which occurred May 30.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT EVENTS.

Mr. Slurmey's scheme to raise money by sub-

scription to send English racing men to Chi-

cago doesn't seem to meet with favor. The
cycling papers, except, of course, the Cyclist

and Bi. News, don't take kindly to it and pooh-

pooh the idea with unanimity. This fact, and

the fear that England will not be represented

has wounded the sensitive nature of the usually

prosaic and serene Swindley, who, in his

weekly budget fidgets over the fa;t that Amer-
ican papers are "beginning to comment ad-

versely and objectionably upon the lack of in-

terest and the feeling shown in the matter."

However, what matters it? Despite the absence

of Zimmerman, an American has already

shown that a visit by English riders means
only defeat. Swindley asserts that the Ameri-

can papers are guilty of "vulgarity of phrase

and sentiment." We are al o extremely in-

debted to the gentleman for "making allow-

ance for Yankee flummery" (whatever that

may be) "and the ignorance generally dis-

played," etc. But as Swindley is now very

much of a nonentity his unfounded criticisms

will cause no heart-burning.

* * *

Turning from Swindley's matter to the mass

of gloomy stuff whic'i follows it, i 1 the hope

of finding some ray of light, I came across the

most brilliant thing the Cyclist has published

lately. It is the joke of the season, and were

the masses as familiar with cycling journalism

as I should be glad to see them, any of 1 he

humorous papers would have been glad to have

paid handsomely for it. "The Bi. World," says

the Cyclist "is the best conducted cycle paper

in the states, bar none, and is consequently the

best hated of all the papers." The editor can-

not, surely be familiar with the merits of the

L. A. W. Pointer, of Oshkosh, or the Bicycle

Sivawker, of Podunk, both of which are im-

measurably superior to "grandma." Seriously,

however, the Bi. World is, to us, Mr. Sturmey,

what the C. T. C. Gazette is to England—

a

senseless conglomeration of d ivel.

# # #

The little man of the Post had colic when he

read last week's Referee. What a singular

thing it is, by the way, that all we little

people are so prone to attacks of this kind! His

trouble was caused by a little advice tendered

him and which he sadly needed. He assures

the "fat, dull wad"—that's us—that he didn't

write the attack on the Pullman timers and
judges which appeared in the Vost, and then

says that in the two years during which he
has been "watching" cycling he has learned

enough to satisfy himself—which is doubtless

true. It doesn't take much to satisfy some
people that they know all about it—a complaint
singularly prevalent among upstart scribblers.

But that is neither here nor there. It must be

admitted that his statements concerning the

judging of the men is partially, at least, in ac-

cordance with fact. No one has ever denied

that. But the judges were not to blame and
so long as men finish as rapidly as they did De-

coration day, they never can be judged with

absolute accuracy, so long as the present sys-

tem prevails. A proposition v, as made from
this office, that, inasmuch as it is next to im-

possible to take down the numbers quickly

enough by hand, phonographs be used for the

purpose. It was found, however, that this

would necessitate the purchase of the ma-
chines. One matter which could have been
vastly improved was the numbers. They were
far too small, and pinned on the shoulder, as

they were, became creased, folded and unrec-

ognizable.

If, however, the young gentleman of the

Post will, between April 1 and May 15 next,

offer to the committee in charge of the race the

benefit of the over-ripe experience he has

gained by his two years of "watching," the le-

sult will, no doubt, be a Pullman perfect in

every detail. In the meantime, little man
don't waste valuable ammunition. You'll need

your entire supply of adjectives and pyro-

technics before summer is over to hide from
your editor and the public that woful lack of

knowledge of the subject on which you are

permitted to treat, which is so easily discern-

able by people of experience.

* * #

Van Sicklen, the great, is to assume charge

of the cycle track. Think of that, growlers.

Van is the man who can tell the laborers how
to darn the rivulets. Van is the man who can

square the weather clerk. Van is the man
who can meet and defeat, single-handed and
alone a horde of blood-thirsty Bedouins! In

placing the matter in his hands the committee

acted wisely, provided it gave him, as I under-

stand it did, full power to do as he pleases. By
placing the matter in some s-uch hands and by

this means only, if at all, can the track be

made a fit one for the champion hips. Every-

thing now depends on the weather. With that

favorable and with men enough to carry out

instructions, it is hoped that by the opening of

August the management may be in a p jsition

to offer the racing men such a track as they

have every right to expect

Mr. Gerould is reported by the Post to have

made certain remarks which, both by reason

of the paper's usual unreliability in cycling

matters and because Mr. Gerould could hardly

have been so ridiculous as to utter, few will

credit. They were to the effect that the racing

men who have been complaining, don't know
what they are talking about, are a lot of num-
skulls, and have no right on the track anyway.

The men have paid their fee, or if they haven't

the management is to blame. They do know
what they are talking about perfectly. If the 3-

don't know more about the matter than some

people who profess to know it all they deserve

the uncomplimentary allusion to their intelli-

gence. This is one instance in which the racer

has the advantage of the men who are s t in

high places over him. Kennington.

The Pelicans' First Outing.

New Orleans, June 19.—Fifty members of
the Pelican Cyclists assembled at their club
house yesterday to participate in the first out-

ing of the season. The run was called for Bay
St. Louis, a sea coast town fifty-two miles east

of New Orleans. The run to the bay was un-
eventful, but full of that sociability and plea-

sure which wheelmen everywhere seem to ex-
tract from anything they undertake. Arriving
at the bay the special car, which was provided
for them, was side tracked and all disem-
barked. A big surprise was in store for them
at dinner, in the presence of R. W. Slusser,

of Chicago, formerly captain of the Louisiana
Cycling Club, who reached the city too

late to go over in the morning with the wheel-
men. W. W. Crane was also detained by busi-

ness. Both left New Orleans on the 11 o'clock

train and reached Bay St. Louis just in time
for dinner. Their arrival was a pleasant sur-

prise to all and Captain Slusst r was greeted by
all his friends.

All on Account of a Bicycle.

The Eureka (Cal.) limes tells of the damage
one poor, lone bicycle caused recently: "A bi-

cycle ridden by a boy caused a catastrophe

near Ukiali last week. A team of horses at-

tached to a wagon containing three squaws
and their children became frightened at the

bicycle and ran away. They soon overtook

and collided witl. a road cart containing Mail

Carrier Stanfield, of the a-ylum, and in a S' c-

ond the two rigs, together with the occupants

and horses, were a struggling, confused mass.

Passers by were soon on hand to lend assist-

ance, and when an inventory was taken it was
found that an Indian pappoose three weeks
old had been killed outright, one of the squaws
suffered a dislocated ankle and a broken leg,

the postman was severely bruised, the three

horses were crippled and the vehicles were
wrecked. The boy and bicycle, however, were
all right."

«

After the Buffalo Scorchers.

Buffalo, June 19.—The annual agitation

for a cycle track having subsided, the other

annu-il rumpus, the ordinance regulating the

speed of cyclists on the streets, made its ap-

pearance in the council, and as a result the old

ordinance requiring a limit of ten miles an

hour, and for each rider to be provided with

whistles or bells, was re-enacted. There is,

undoubtedly, too much scorching on Main
street, and a general outcry against it has been

made, but the aldermen are very reticent

about handling the matter, as they seem to be

afraid of the political power of the wheelmen.

One alderman wanted every cyclist relegated

to the back streets, but nobody paid any at-

tention to him.

Taxing Bicycles in Chicago.

Bicycle owners in Chicago are pretty apt to

be taxed for their machines this year. The

deputy assessors who are about feeing what

oe pie have in the line of personal property

have been making inquiries as to who are the

owners of bicycles. They frankly admitted

that people who have bicycles will be com-

pelled to pay a personal property tax on them.

Perhaps it would be better so, for then the ci'y

could not collect a license fee, as is done in

some places. If a personal property tax is

levied on bicycles it does away with any

scheme called license fees.
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NEW JERSEY'S BOSS RESORT.

Afbury Park, Its Club and Its Races — Pa

Zimmerman's Flag Staff.

Asbury Park, June 14. — Nothing has

tended to advance the welfare and prosperity

of Asbury Park so much within the past few

years as the Asbury Park Wheelmen, the crack

bicycle organization in this part of the state.

.W. H. STAUFFER.

Among its hundred and odd members are

found representatives of nearly every trade and

profession in the place. The blacksmith and
doctor, laboring man and lawyer, clerk and
merchant ride side by side, and one takes as

much interest in the club as the other. It is a

mutual affair all around.

The bicycle season was formally opened on

Decoration day, when i,he Asbury Park Wheel-

men held its annual spring meet at the spaci-

ous grounds of the Athletic Association, bor-

dering on the beautiful and romantic sheet of

water known as Deal Lake. The absence of

the crack riders, such as Johnson, Wheeler,

Hess, the Murphy brothers, W indie, Taxis,

Berlo and the like didn't detract one whit from

the interest, for there was a larger crowd pre-

sent than that which gathered last August,

when the great and only Zimmerman aston-

ished the townsfolks and others by his wonder-

ful riding.

Another big meet is to be held July 4, under

the direction of the Athletic Association. A.

C. Atkins, a hale fellow well met, who is pre-

sident of the A. P. W., is managing the affair,

and if his previous effors in the line of race

meets can be taken as a criterion, the races

will be mighty interesting. There are eight

events on the programme, and the prizes are

unusually good.

But the races on July 21 and 22 are expected

to be the drawing card. Zimmerman, who is

a member of the Asbury Park club, has prom-

ised to be on hand and make his initial bow to

the American public after his return from

abroad. This, in itself, will bring out the

crowd, and if the weather is good the wheel-

men ought to stack up a large pile of American
uollars. It was last August when Zim appeared

at the athletic grounds and won favor and

$2,000 worth of prizes. His principal com-
petitor at that time was Taylor—who, it will be

on July 21 and 22 can only be conjectured,

and racing men who expect to be here know
more about that than the writer.

Down at Manasquan, which is six miles

below here, there is a famous hostelry, which is

known as Zimmerman's hotel. It is there that

Arthur Augustus' father keeps one of the best

road houses to be found in a week's journey.

Lately the natives have been wondering why
it was that the American flag has been wav-
ing so conspicuously from the flagstaff on the

hotel. The reason has just been discovered.

Whenever the Jersey skeeter wins a race on
the other side the senior Zimmerman—who,
by the way, is one of the best fellows in the

world—receives a cablegram from his son-in-

law, Joseph McDermott, and up goes the red,

white and blue.

A young fellow named Horace Allen, who
lives at Point Pleasant, near Zimmerman's
home, promises to develop into a speedy rider,

if his work at the Decoration day races counts

for anything. Allen won three consecutive

events, without any apparent effort. He never

was on a bicycle until last season, when he

rode in only one race, and this he won easily.

Allen has the Zimmerman grit and maKe-up.
His friends have urged him to quit the carpen-

ter's bench and go into active training for the

circuit racfes.

COMMENT AND CRITICISM.

Ignorance of Writers for the Dailies—Horses

vs. Cyclists.

The ignorance displayed by writers on the

daily papers, so far as cycling is concerned, is

astonishing. This statement is not new, by any
means; it has been made by well-posted

cycling correspondents and editors at intervals

for many years. The men who are responsible

for the cycling stuff which appears in the dai-

lies do not, apparently, use the least bit of dis-

cretion. They do not, as a rule, use their rea-

soning power, if they have any. They make
statements which they think are all right, but

they do not know that they are correct. I saw
this paragraph a few days since in the Chicago
Journal

:

Chicago wheelmen are laughing over the report that

Tom Roe once lost $12,000 on a bicycle race which Me-

Curdy, the man now under arrest at New Orleans,

"dumped." Mr. Roe's wager on the McCurdy race was
nearer $12 than $13,000. The compositor has been too

generous with his ciphers.

Almost any well-posted wheelman, particu-

larly those who took an interest in things har-

THE C4RAND STAND AT ASBURY PARK.

W. H. Stauffer, whose picture is here given,

is the pioneer bicyclist in Asbury Park. It was
principally through his efforts that the A. P.

W. was formed, and sines its inception he has

never let a stone go unturned to benefit the

club. He is vice-president of the club, chair-

man of the race committee and one of the

state representatives. Stauffer managed the

Decoration day races. He is agent for the

Pope Manufacturing Company, and deals ex-

tensively in Columbias.

The common council of Asbury Park has

taken a decided step forward toward the im-

provemement of the roads. Several of the

leading avenues have been graded and grav-

eled, making the finest streets to be found in

any town along the New Jersey coast. An-
other feature which will be appreciated by
wheelmen is the laying of a contenuous bi-

cycle walk along the beach from Deal Lake to

Avon, a distance of three miles. Th's work
was done by James A. Bradley, the founder of

Anbury Paik. W. E. Bedell.

pening in 1887 and 1888, will remember how
Tom Roe was sold out. There were, of course,

two sides to the story and each party claimed

fraud against the other. Roe backed McCurdy
against Whittaker to the extent of $8,000 (not

$12,000) and actually put up the currency. It

is said Whittaker agreed to lose the race and
McCurdy, Roe and Whittaker would thereby

get the $8,000 of the other side. Tom Eck
claimed to have discovered emery in the bear-

ings of Whittaker's wheel. The McCurdy side

was charged with having placed the emery

there, and it was claimed that Whittaker knew
the emery was there.

The race was postponed until evening; then

McCurdy refused to ride and the $8,000 was
turned over to Tanner, the ostensible

backer of Whittaker. It was claimed that the

Tanner crowd put up worthless checks against

Roe's cash. If they lost they would be nothing

out; if they won they would have Roe's $8,000.

It was always supposed that McCurdy was
"fixed" during the afternoon to refuse to ride.
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In fact, there is little doubt of it. It seems to

have been a case of the biter bitten.

Carter Harrison publishes the Chicago Times;

he is mayor of Chicago and is supposed to be a

friend to the vvh elmen. He certainly was be-

fore he was elected, for at every meeting at

which he spoke he palavered the cyclists as

only Carter can palaver. It is doubtful if the

wheelmen will consider him their friend here-

after, since his paper has seen fit to call them
animals. Carter may not have had a hand in

an editorial which appeared in the Times of

June 15, under the heading, "Bike Riders and
Cowboys," but he will be held responsible, in-

asmuch as he had a hand in hiring the ed-

itorial writer who penned these lines:

The governor of Illinois has delivered to relay bicycle

riders at Springfield messages to the governors of Ken-
tucky, Indiana and Wisconsin, to be conveyed by relays

to the capitals of the states named. The trip is to pro-

ceed by night and day without interruption. One of the

tests is speed. The human creature bearing the message
is to exert himself to the utmost of his physical ability.

He can do no more.

The governor of Illinois, the same governor, has issued

a manifesto against cowboys riding a race across the

territory of Illinois to Chicago in a contest of speed,

claiming that such a contest is cruel to the four-legged

beast. As to the biped in the contest he is indifferent.

Will the governor of Illinois undertake to explain why
he is so exceedingly solicitous about the welfare of a
quadruped driven in a cowboy contest of riding and is

not at all concerned about the well-being of human
creatures engaged in a bicycle contest? Bicyclists and
beasts are both animals. In an earnest contest con-

ducted by the bipeds, neither horse nor man wilf be
spared. It is inevitable that there shall be cruelty to ani-

mals. In an earnest contest conducted by the "bipeds

neither horse nor man will be spared. It is inevitable

that there shall be cruelty to animals. How the gover-

nor reconciles his reprobation of cruelty to the four-

footed beast with the encouragement of official character

to the two-legged animal self-urged to cruelty, is one of

those things that would tax the ingenuity of even a gov-

ernor of Illinois to explain. •

It is only another case of ignorance on the

part of the writers employed by the d.tily

papers. Last year's officer's race from Vienna
to Berlin proved conclusively how unfit is a

horse for a long distance work. The distance

was about 350 miles, yet many horses were so

badly crippled that they had to be killed. In

the cycle race from Bordeaux to Paris, held

M >y 27 and 28 of this year, the 355 miles were

covered by the winner, Cottereau, against a

head wind, in twenty-six hours, while Step-

hane was less than a yard behind. Both men
were greatly fatigued, of course, but the win-

ner was all right in a day or two.

In the twenty-four hour races on the track

from 350 to over 400 miles have been covered

and the men felt no ill effects. Think of

Fletcher's great Land's End to John o'Grcat's

ride, when he covered the 571 miles in 3 days,

23 hrs. 55 min. ; New York to Chicago has been

ridden inside of fifteen days, and G. P. Mills

has ridden 867 miles without sleep. And to-day

the men who made these rides are, apparantly,

at least, in splendid physical condition.

In the relay rides to which the Times refers

a rider does not ride to exceed twenty miles —

on the average. That twenty-mile scorch does

him no more harm then a five-mile-an hour

pace for two hours.

Bicyclists may be animals, but they are cer-

tainly superior, from a physical standpoint, to

any other animal on earth—not excepting the

man who penned theTimes editorial.

I would have been pleased to see that pretty

Boston girl who dared to mount a bicycle and
ride about the Hub's thoroughfares in Turkish

trousers and gaiters, instead of the customary

skirts. It must have been a. revelation to the

effete Boslonese. According to the Transcript

"the suit consisted of a white blouse waist,

over which was an Eton jacket of cadet blue;

full Turkish trousers, also of cadet blue, shoes

with black gaiters to the knee, and a cap of

cadet blue with a white band. Her movements
were graceful, and if people looked at her a bit

more than they ought it was to admire and
commend. There was certainly nothing aoout

the young lady's appearance or demeanor
which was not modest and seemly. Why not

replace skirts altogether in the riding, walking,

and other active, out-of-door exercises which

women, with the full approval and unanimous
applause of their brethern, are engaging in

more and more? There is no valid reason why
it should not except stupid prejudice."

Hotspur.

[Messrs. Berger & Wardrop.]

What subtle power was used to soothe

Their warring minds and savage hearts ?

What mighty king of magic arts

Has made the troubled waters smooth?

Once arrows flew and words of scorn

Were echoed by the woods and hills;

While now sweet peace the forest fills

And fragrant rose supplants each thorn.

Together now they hunt the deer

And fish from out the self-same streams

And, too, amid their pleasant dreams

To each the other seemeth dear.

The council fire now blazes bright,

Where once the warhoops dreadful s und

Made plain and vale and hill resound

With distant rumblings of the fisht.

The tomahawk and scalping-knife,

The wigwam's cheery hall adorns

Beside the empty powder horns,

Mementos of the mighty strife.

Long may the pipe of peace prevail

And gory hatchet stained with rust,

Be lost amid the wigwam's dust,

And may their friendship never fail.

So let it be; ihe gods admire

Such scenes of earthly bliss and joy

;

Let none their honeymoon annoy

Or fan the low, expiriog fire.

—Robert Bruce, of Outing.

A NEW ENGLISH PHENOMENON.

Beats the Missing Word Puzzle.

Tho Pope Manufacturing Company is going

still further in its very laudable endeavor to

exclude errors from the school books of the

United States. Its original offer of a number

of Columbias to school teachers, discoverers of

errors having been closed and the prizes

awarded, five Columbias are offered to any

persons who send in the greatest number of

errors. Address, Educational Department,

Pope Manufacturing Company, Boston.

Said to Have the Records at His Mercy—Zim
and the Licensing Committee.

London, June 7.—In my last letter I stated

t,hat Zimmerman was riding with a temporary
license granted to him by the general commit-
tee, and that his claim had still to be con-

sidered by the licensing committee which deals

with men connected in any way with the

trade. It is Zimmerman's posil ion in the firm

of Buitis & Zimmerman, the Asbury agents

which brings him into contact with this com-
mittee and it is now whispered in the inner

circles that he is included among a number of

men who have been offered licenses on condi-

tion that they ride machines other than these of

certain specified makers. A number of other

men, chiefly residents in the north of England,

have been refused licenses of any kind, and it is

stated that the "Birmingham rider" referred to

in the official reports as having been suspended

permanently by the general committee for an
infraction of clause A of the amateur defini-

tion, which deals with persons "engaging in

cycling * * * as a means of obtaining a liveli-

hood," is J. W. Schofield, into whose ways and
means enquiries have been going on for some
time past. But I notice that, notwithstanding

this S''ho5eld was racing last Saturday at Glas-

gow under the rules of the Scottish Cyclists'

Union. In this he was more fortunate than a

fortnight earlier in Belgium, whither he went
in the hope of being able to race without a

license, only to be disappointed by the deter-

mination of the authorities to abide by the N.

C. U. rules. Zimmerman is still racing with

his temporary license which has not yet ex-

pired. On Saturday he was at Belfast in Ire-

land where he had little difficulty in winning

the half-mile scratch race. Torsney, the Irish

mile champion, falling in the last lap. San-

ger did not race on Saturday. The previous

week at Heme Hill, when defeated by several

men he showed a singular lack of judgment,

making his effort on each occasion in exactly

the same place. Since then we have witnessed

the advent of a new phenomenon, A. J. Wat-

son, of the London Polytechnic C. C, who on

Saturday beat A. W. Harris in a mile scratch

race and is said to have the mile and half-mile

records at his mercy.

The second of the series of actions against

the cycling papers, taken by Tom Warwick and
W. G. Turner, came on for hearing last week,

the proprietors of Bicycling News being the de-

fendants. The only witnesses called were the

plaintiffs and in the end the jury awarded each

of them damages to the extent of £128 in addi-

tion to the sum of 40s which the defendants

had paid into court. The case was mightily

interesting from every point of view. We
learned among other things that the testi-

monial to the fair dealing of Warwick and

Turner in Australia which had been extensively

signed by the racing cyclists of Victoria and

New South Wales, was drawn up by Turner

himself. The fact was also elicited that War-
wick had applied to the N. C. U. London

Centre for a license to ride as an amateur and

had been refused. It was whispered in court

that the evening befcre the trial the plaintiffs'

counsel had threatened to throw up his brief

unless they accepted a settlement as in the

case against Wheeling and took a verdict for

£125 and a full and ample apology. They

persisted in going on and he did not adhere to

his threat, the result being that they received

only £5 more than the sum he had named and
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failed to obtain the much desired apology. On

the contrary facts were elicited from both of

them in the witness box that did neither of

them any great credit.

The "boom" in tire shares still continues and

there is in consequence a rush to place on the

market all sorts of rotten and foundationless

concerns. In som» cases not even the patents

of the "inventions" which it is proposed to ob-

tain have been procured, but only provisional

protection. What this is worth is best known
to business men with a knowledge of the

patent laws. - »

A VERSATILE GENIUS.

Mr. King, Linguist, Journalist, and Traveler,

Superintending the Frazier Factory.

A. W. Kirsch-King, superintendent of the

cycle factory of the Fraziei Cycle Company,

of Aurora, 111., i3 a man of far greater ex-

perience in cycling than the extreme modesty

A. W. KIR3CH KING.

he has so far displayed would indicate. The
Frazier plant is the fourth he has started and
all the old ones are at this moment thriving.

Mr. King was once co-editor and owner of

Der Olaterreichische Radfahrer in Vienna, and
later co-editor of Der Deutsche Radfahrer in

Nueremberg, Bavaria, and at the same time

collaborator to many other trade, scientific and
agricultural papers. He has been a contribu-

tor to the Germen and English Puck and is

something of a "humoristic cuss." Mr. King
helped to print the first number of Texas Sift-

ings at Austin, Tex., and was a regular trav-

eling contributor for some time. His last

literary achievement was the founding of a
breeders' and agriculturalists' paper called

Droog Shee Wut Nugh, in the Russian langu-

age at Reval, Russia, in 1889. His legitimate

business, however, is mechanical engineering

and especially the inventing and designing of

special machinery and cycles. At the latter

he is an adept and as a result the Frazier fac-

tory will be found equipped with the most
modern labor-saving machinery and tools that

talent, assisted by ample capital, can produce.

New Club at Circleville, 0.

Circleville (Ohio) has a new club with the
following officials: President, G. A. Sehleyer;
first vice-president A. C. Hurdle; second vice-

president, O. A. Siler; secretary, Lyman Dres-
bach; treasurer, Elgar Barrere; captain, H. P.

Lorbach.

He Talked Cash to Powers.

On the electric car going to the Press Cycling

Club races at Buffalo recently were A. G.

Batchelder, P. T. Powers, of the cash prize

league, and that extraordinarily fresh young
man, Carleton, who supplies articles for the

Brooklyn Citizen. Carleton was giving Pow-
ers (a stranger to the youth) his impressions of

the cash prize programme, and incidentally

some "inside information" as to schemes to in-

veigle pure amateurs to the net, and discoursed

w'th great knowledge on the people who are at

the back of the association, telling the cash

prize president something about his own career

as a manager! Powers listened attentively,

while Batclielder, of the Courier, was inter-

ested in the fine growth of trees along Main
street. When a stop at the grounds was made
Batchelder said to Powers: "By the way, Mr.

Powers, allow me to introduce to yuu Mr.
Carleton, of the Brooklyn Citizen.'' Carleton,

with that nerve which will some day either

make or unmake him, was equal to the occa-

sion with, "I knew it was Mr. Powers and was
trying to find out s miething about ) .is

scheme," at which statement Batchelder and
Powers fairly roared.

One of Mr. Carleton's confident'al statements

was that "We. thenewspaper men, aiv in favor

of the cjsh prize league, but daie not come out

in our' papers and eay so." How long Mr.

Carleton has been the mouthpiece of "we, the

newspaper men," he did not say, but the im-

pression is gaining ground that the Brooklyn
youth wants sitting on.

The Joker Abroad.

While taking in the Industrial show at Syra-

cuse the other evening, W. M. Perrett was
temporarily deprived of the services of a very
elegant straw hat which, strangely enough, he
found in his room at his hotel on his return,

after a bare-headed walk through the streets.

The fact that it was raining did not improve
the joke, which Perrett charged to some of the

New York ciowd.

But the most cruel joke of the season was
pluyed on Stillman G. Whittaker, whom the

Syracuse people had honored by making him
announcer for the meet. To do full justice to

his exalted office, Whit had purchased a straw
hat, pink shirt and a pair of white duck pants,

which had a deep turn-up at the bottom, be-

cause, as Whit explained, it was, according to

cable, raining in London. He looked fine the

first day, but the second, when Whit com-
menced to don his finery, he discovered that a

large green paint stripe two inches wide from
top to bottom on the inside of each leg had
been made by a painter, and the artist was not
first class at that. The joke was rather far-

fetched, and Whit, who is usually good-natured
over such things, was very mad. As Birdie

Munger, Pete Loane and Kirk Brown had been

in the Referee charters at the Globe Hotel,

they are charged with the crime, while Whit
is out a pair of pants—all for the sake of Ire-

land. Whittaker turned the tables on his tor-

mentors by wearing the Irish co'ors as repre-

sented in his leg wear to the tournament, and

his appearance created much merriment on the

grounds, as he "announced" with greater vigor

than ever. He had the hotel proprietor

charge Pete Loane and Birdie Munger $3

each for damaging his trousers, claiming they

made forcible entry into hi-! room, a joke the

pair did not fall in line with.

«•*

Iven Talked Black to Maltby.

During breakfast at the Globe in Sycracuse

last Saturday, a parly of cyclists was discus-

sing trick riding with W. S. Maltby, when C.

J. Iven of Rochester came in. At that mo-
ment C. H. Kluge, the old-time amateur, drop-

ped in and saluted the party. The i ew alder-

man of Jersey City stayed a few minutes and
then went out of the room. "That's Kluge,"

said the Referee man to Iven, who thought

he was referring to the man who sat next to

him, and not knowing Maltby shook hands

with the trick rider, remarking that he had
heard of his famous performances on road and
path. Dai Lewis, of the American Wheelman
saw the mistake and said to Iven: "Who do

you think is the best trick rider who showed
yesterday, Maltby or Black?" "Oh," said Iven,

"my opinion is that Black is the bi st man by
far. He is a wond r." Maltby smiled a sickly

smile, and then Lewis followed up his little

game pleasantly with, "Mr. Iven, allow me to

introduce you to Mr. Maltby," which caused a

good laugh on Iven, and at Maltby's expense.

Iven's explanation regarding his opinion of

trick riding added to the unpleasant position

he had* been placed in.

Was Raymond's Ruling Correct.

Chairman Raymond makes a first-class ref-

eree. Courteous, suave and quick to act, he is

what a referee should be; but he made a deci-

sion at Syracuse that seemed -a precedent for

abuse, and pernicious one at that. In the tan-

dem race on Friday there were entered and
positive starters Buse brothers, Buffalo,

Dorntge and Dirnberger, Buffalo, and Smith
and Murphy, New York. When the race was
about to start, Dorntge's trainer called atten-

tion to the fact (not to the referee) that the

tires on tf-e Dorntge and Dirnberger tandem
had been tampered with—cut with a knife he

claimed—and the other two teams started

without them. Buse brothers won the race in

2:58 4-5, and although Referee Raymond had
placed a limit of 2:55, he walked up to tile

press stand and announced that it was a race.

In the meantime the Dorntge trainer—an ex

ceedingly athletic kicker—claimed a foul and
entered a protest against the rac^ being

awarded Buse brothers, and invited the ref-

eree to look at the damaged wheel. After so

doing he declared the race "no race," and
ordered it to be run over the following day.

Buse brothers kicked, and well they might, as

the ruling was entirely new in cycle racing,

and is not apt to become popular. There was
nothing to show that Buse brothers had any
hand in damaging their opponents' tire, neither

could it be proven that any of their friends

had
The ruling opens up a chance for a tired

man or men to damage their tires and thereby

oecure a needed rest in order to have a better
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chance to run the next day. The fact that the

race had been once given to Buse brothers is

worthy of consideration, and it is no wonder
they refused to ride the next day.

A similar decision by Tracy of Hartford at

the Worcester meet is worthy of notice, con-

sidering that Tracy is supposed to be a sort of

under-study of those two really excellent au-

thorises the Goodman brothers. Th y put a
time limit on the mile open, which Johnson
won, but did not come within the limit, al-

though he did some pacing. Some parties got

Johnson to try again, and Referee Tracy
allowed Harry Wheeler to act as pacemaker,

the race, owing to the refusal of the fast men
to follow Wheeler, being won by an outsider in

several seconds slower time than Johnson's

first mile, the race being allowed, as the ref-

eree said he evident! 1 tried. The fact of

Wheeler acting as pacemaker—an infraction

of racing ru'es. George Smith claims—is suffi-

cient to merit the attention of Chairman
Raymond, and that he is entitled to second

prize and Johnson to first.

A Remarkable Wheelwoman.

Miss Carrie E. Stutz is a member of the St.

Louis Cycling Club, and has been riding le?s

than three months. She did most of her early

riding on the celebrated Forest Park road race

course, and has shown marked ability. On
June 4 she made the trip to DeSota, being the

first lady that ever succeeded in riding the

entire distance over this road. Her time on

this occasion was 9 hrs. 45 rnin., aDd actual

riding time 7 hrs. 15 min. Considering the

short time she has been riding the feat is re-

markable.

Half Rates to Cleveland via B. & 0. R. R.

For the benefit of those desiring to attend the Interna-

tional Conference of Epworth League at Cleveland, O.,

June 29 to July 2, the Baltimore and Ohio K. R. will

sell tickets at low rate of one fare for the round trip.

Tickets will be on sale at B. & O. offices west of Pitts-

burg and Bellaire, and at ticket offices of principal rail-

roads of the west June 28 and 29, and will be valid for re-

turn journey until July 3 inclusive. The round trip rate

from Chicago will be $10. Pullman sleeping car accom-
modations may be reserved and all desired information

may be secured upon application to L. S. Allen, Assistant

General Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, Chi

cago. 2t

BURKE'S CYCLING CHAT.

GOSSIP ABOUT THINGS DIRECTLY AND IN-

DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH CYCLING.

Zola and That Cycling Interview—The Cut In

Prices and Its Result—Unlucky Zim-

merman—The Southerner and

the Negro.

When Zola talks all France stops to listen.

Ouida and. Zola have long represented the

sensuously realistic in modern story-telling.

Their novels are characteristic of the modern
French school that has had so many shoddy
imitators in this country. In France these

novelists are often rated as geniuses. Their

American prototypes, our Rosses, our Saltuses

and our weaker school of Libbeys, are looked

upon as panderers to weak-minded persons

who mistake nastiness for realistic brilliancy.

In France Zola's genius is cried down by
some, lauded by others, but admired by all.

Everything he says or does has some signifi-

cance to the idol-loving Frenchman, and a

bon-mot from Zola is of vastly more impor-

tance than the discussion of a question of

national interest by a prime minister.

Thus it is that the cable interview between
Zola and Jacques St, Cere in the New York
Herald last week has more than usual signifi-

cance. It proves, firstly, that cycling is an
important question in France at the present

day; secondly, that Zola is a staunch sup-

porter of the wheel, and thirdly, that the for-

eign editor of the Herald thinks cycling of

sufficient importance to devote a column to its

discussion.

The mere fact that Zola rides the cycle and
has become enamored of the spurt will not

induce many Americans to go and do like-

wise. It is, however, as important to the

sport as the yachting proclivities of the Ger-

man emperor are of importance to the yacht-

ing world. And I am not certain that literary

genius is not of very much more help to a

sport than is royalty, for nowadays we take

off our hats to cleverness and genius, and leave

royalty to admire itself. [Yes, yes! The visit

of the Infanta furnishes a magnificent ex-

ample.

—

Ed ]

One Result of the Cut in Prices.

There has been one noticeable result of the

recent cut by the Warwibk company and
others. Since the cut was announced the large

manufacturers who have not reduced and do

not intend to reduce the price of their ma-
chines have more liberally than ever adver-

tised their goods in the daily press and other

publications that have no trade affiliations.

This was particularly noticeable in last Sun-

day's New York papers. In one paper the

Pope Manufacturing Company had a full page

colored advertisement, but I noticed that not

one word was said about price. Whether or

not this was intentional, I do not know. Other

makers also advertised liberally and the gen-

eral result of the cut seems to be redoubled

activity on the part of the prominent makers

to boom their wheels.

It is very likely that the advertising depart-

ments of the daily papers would like to see a

cut every day if the result would always be
the same.

Zimmerman's Two Stars.

Zimmerman's unlucky star has at last ap-

peared. Until the past week it has always
given the front seat to the lucky shiner, but
when it did make its appearance it made up
for lost time in a manner that was startling

and particularly unpleasant.

PoorZimmerman probably feels twice asbadly
over lis inability to race than because of any
temporary pain or confinement to his bed that

may have resulted from his fall. He was on
the riglt road to success. He was sweeping
everything before him in the way that made
his name famous throughout the cycling

world during his first trip abroad. In fact, it

seemed probable that he would return to this

country with all the prizes and honors that

could possibly fall to the lot of one man. With
one feel swoop he was dashed to the ground,
together with all his hopes, and now he is

obliged to think of liniments and bandages in-

stead of handicaps and prizes.

Zimmerman has been particularly fortunate

since he has been racing. He has met with a
few, a very few accidents, from all of which
he has come forth none the worse for wear.
The present case is a disheartner both for him-
self and his host of American friends, all of

whom wish him the speediest of recoveries and
the quick return of his track prowess and the

good nature which have endeared him to the
American cycling public, at once so proud of
him and so solicitous for his welfare. [Last

year G. L. Hillier was much abused by the

Irish press for refusing to send Zimmerman to

Ballsbridge on June 7. This year Zim raced at

Dublin on Ballsbridge track and met with a
rrightful cropper, charging an iron fence,

breaking three front teeth short off and nearly

breaking his jaw. A. I. Watson, the coming
man, rode v. ry carefully and was out of

it. Ed.1

" One For All and All For One."

The first r< quisite in a club is fraternity. A
club without good-fellowship has but little

excuse for living, and be it said that as a rule

such a club doesn't last long.

There are few organizations of any kind
that are so sportsmanlike, so brimful of fra-

ternity, as the Kings County Wheelmen of

Brooklyn. I have watched the progress of

this club for years, and have come to the con-

clusion that in many respects it is par excel-

lence the cycling club of the country, or cer-

tainly of the east.

No one who has attended the race meets of

recent years can have failed to notice the tac-

tics of the K. C. W. men. It has always been
plain that with them it is club first and indi-

vidual after. In base-ball parlance, its mem-
bers have continually made ''sacrifice hits."

Each rider in a race forms himself into a com-
mittee of one for the purpose of helping along

hia club-fellon s, the result being that when a

K. C. W. rider stands a fair chan.ee of win-

ning he finds himself supplied with a number
of self-sacrificing pace-makers, who sink indi-

viduality for the nor.ee in a commendable at-

tempt to bring glory to their club. The>e is

no petty jealousy, no self-aggrandizement,

nothing but a feeling of "one for all and all

for one."

No better evidence of this could be furnished

than the Irvington-Milburn road race on Dec-
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oration day. The K. C. W. made a splendiu

showing, no less than seven finishing in the

first twenty-five, the time prize man, Charley

Murphy, being also of the K. 0. W. contin-

gent.

Many clubs I could mention would make a

better showing on road and track if they
would follow the example of the K. C. W.
Selfishness and petty jealousy stand a poor
chance again?t fraternality and enthusiastic

devotion to one's club.

The Color Situation.

Once again the color question is being agi-

tated in the south And right here let me say
that unless it were agitated it would not cause

a particle of discussion. If it were left alone

it would settle itself.

The southerner is hospitable, a splendid fel-

low in many ways, but he does grow a bit tire-

some sometimes when he tries to grow
indignant over the insolence, as he calls ad-

vancement, of the negro. The average south-

erner thinks that it is incumbent upon him to

do everything in his power to make the north-

erner believe that he loathes the black with all

the loathing born of contempt and hatred, and
that he also believes—but being, as I said be-

fore, a splendid fellow in many ways, he
doesn't believe it—that the negro has no rights

that the southerner should or is obliged to re-

spect.

Before Mr. Watts, of the Southern WlxeeX-

man, whom we all know as a candid, out-

spoken opponent of the colored cycler, went to

attend the Philadelphia assembly, he endeav-
ored to induce the divisions of every southern

state to send him proxies to use against the

negro. We all know how well he succeeded,

or, rather, how well he didn't succeed. The

officers of the different divisions were

perfectly willing to rant against the colored

rider, but they were too lethargic to take any

decisive measures in the case.

The talk of "secession" and "new league"

and all the other nonsense that has been in-

dulged in by those who are willing to talk

without having the energy to do any of the

practical work, will have little effect in chang-

ing the status of the negro in the L. A. W.
Not until the northern divisions join with the

southerners in excluding the negro from the

L. A. W. will that much discussed cycler have

anything to fear.

Negroes have long been used to the southern

cry of "Down with the negro." Thf-y fear it

no longer.

* #
Strength Comes With Age.

The sixth annual century road run from
Newark, N. J., to Philadelphia teaches us that

the present generation of cyclers are a sturdier

lot than the pioneers of the sport.

It is only within the past few years that cen-

tury runs have become club fixtures. Ten
years ago when we read of a single man mak-
ing a century run inside of a day, we all mar-
velled at his speed and endurance, and won-
dered if the millenium had come. Now we
read of 107 out of 108 starters from one club

doing centuries in much less time, and we
marvel not.

Truly, the cycler is growing sturdier as the

sport grows older, notwithstanding the wail-

ings of the medical papers and of the few
behind-the-times physicians who have not yet

discovered the healthfulness of cycling, which
has been apparent to their wide-awake broth-

ers these many years. Burke.

Down a Fifty-Foot Ladder.

The accompanying sketch is from a photo-

graph of the trick rider Hoeffier, made at

Savannah. f!a. It shows him in the act .of rid-

ing down a fifty-foot 1 .dder on a buggy wheel,
without assistance of any descripti n.

Wheelmen at Indian Cave.

The St Louis Cycling Club held its annual
picnic on June 18 at Indian Cave, sixteen

miles below St. Louis, and situated near the
Mississippi River. The members and their

friends turned out in force, quite a number
going down on the early train and the others
going down on iheir wheels. Part of the after-

noon was spent exploring the big cave, but
this pleasure had to be cut short, owing to lack

of candles. Dinner was served in the open air

neat the foot of the hills.
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ALABAMA'S MAIDEN EFFORT.

Successful Two-day Race Meet at Birmingham

—

The Men Who Managed the Event.

Birmingham, Ala , June 16.—The Alabama
state meet is at last over and has been declared

a success. A good many riders came from

Mobile, Montgomery and other towns, hoping

to carry all the honors away with them, but

the majority went home disconsolate. This

was the first L. A. W. meet in this state, and

has started the ball rolling on tV.e racing path.

The summaries follow

:

FIRST DAY.

One-mile, novice—Dick Yates, 1 ; F. S. Williamson. 2

Ed Warren, Jr., 3; time,2:54.

Quarter-mile, championship of Alabama—H. O. Fox,

1; W. M. Bunting, S; F. S. Williamson, 3; time, 35 1-4 sec,

Half-mile, boys'—I. A. Hickman, 1; H. B. Wilson, 2; A
W. Sims, 3; time, 1:23 1-4.

Two-mile, championship of Alabama—M. Hickman, 1

M. W. Stewart, 2; Dick Yates, 3; time, 5:44.

Quarter-mile, club championship—Ed Warren, Jr., 1

F. S. Williamson, 2; J. M. Brownlee, 3; time, 8i sec.

Five-mile, open—M. Hickman, 1; J. W. Wilcox, 2; F. S

Maxwell, 3; time, 19:09.

Half-mile, championship of Alabama—L. S. Dunlap, 1

Dick Yates, 2; Ed Warren, Jr., 3; time, 1:11 3-5.

Two-mile, team—Mobile, 26; Birmingham, 16; time,

5:58.

One-mile, club championship—J. W. Brownlee, 1 ; Ed
Warren, Jr., 2; F. S. W illiams, 3; time, 2:43 1-2.

SECOND DAY.

One hundred-yard slow race— Dick Yates, 1: W. M.

Guyol, 2; no time taken.

One- mile, boys'—T. A. Hickman, 1; H. B. Wilson, 2; A.

W. Sims, 3; time, 2:58.

Two-mile, open—J. W. Brownlee, 1; J. W. Wilcox, 2;

W. M. Guyol, 3; time, 5:51 1-2.

Onp-mile, 1.,. A. W. epecia'—W, M. Stewart, 1; J. W.
Brownlee. 2; W. M. Bunting, 3; time. 2:37.

B. B. MARSHAL.

Five-mile, championship of Alabama— Dick Yates, 1;

U. Korsetke, 2; time, 16:24.

One-mile, open—L. S. Dunlap, 1; W. M. Guyol, 2; R. E.

Moreland, 3; time, x:45.

Half-mile, club championship—J. W. Brownlee, 1: Ed
Warren, Jr., 2; F. H. Koretke, 3; time, 1:14 1-5.

One-mile, state championship—L. S. Dunlap, I ; M. W.
Stewart, 2; W. M. Bunting, 3: time, 2: 19.

Consolation race—W. M. Bunting, 1;H. J. Napp, 2; C.

W. Burney, 3; time, 3:'3.

The gentlemen who had the meet in charge

deserved much credit for their hard labor and

good management. They are J. A. Snider, W.
O. Harris, Jr., B. B. Marshall, F. H. Koretke

and J. M. Pickens.

Mr. Snider was b mat Charlotte, N. C, is

twenty-four years old, has held the office of

president of the Birmingham Cycling Club

since it organized and is secretary and treas-

urer of the division. Snider is a hustler in the

interest of cycling.

Mr. Harris was born in Philadelphia, in 1863,

but has been a resident of this city for thirteen

years and has been an active worker in the in-

terest of cycling during that time. Harris is

chief consul of the state. Owing to the death

of his mother at Chicago a few days ago,

he was unable to be present at the races.

B. B. Marshall is the best known eyeing

man in the state and very fast on the ro.id or

track. His name stands high among cyclis's,

J. A SKIDPR.

as he has never met with a defeat. He is

twenty-six years old and has a bright future.

F. H. Koretke, a Chicago boy, is twenty-four

years old, is well known in this city and state

and has worked long and hard to develop

cycling in the south. Korethe is one of the

most popular ( f men and deserves much credit

for this faithful work.

The accompanying views » i'l give an idea

of th-1 track and club. Everything that is in

keeping with cycling can be found in Birming-

ham.
* * *

GRAND SPORT AT SYRACUSE.

A Hew York Division Meet Held on Friday

and Saturday Last.

Syracuse, N. Y., June 17.—The division

meet held here under the auspices of the

Century Cycle Club, was in every respect

a gigantic success. There was a big attendance

from out of town, and thejpick of the flyers

were here to furnish amusement to those who
attended the races. Visiting delegations were

met at the trains by committees and escorted

to the hotels, wherj the best of accommoda-

tions were furnished. The weather was warm

and rain was threatened; the half-mile track

at Kirkwood Park was dusty, with a generous

depth of smooth sand. The parade Friday

morning was a creditable affair and served jtlie

F. H. KORETKE.

purpose of an advertisement, tl.e men walking

most of the way on account of the toin-up con-

dition of the streets. The accommodations at

the track were ample, and the general ar-

rangements first-class. The prevalence of

orange-rimmed racers, the Stearns product,

fairly eclipsed all others in the lawn in front

of a row of dressing tents in the inclosure,

which should have been somewhere else, as

they shut off the view of the spectators who
could not affold grand stand luxury.

J. S. Johnson was the hero of the meet and.

he and his trainer, T. W. Eck, were cheered

repeatedly on their appearance on the track.

Howard Tuttle also met with warm approval

by the crowd. Johnson showed exceptional

speed the first day, his runs in the mile handi-

cap and mile open being clever work and his-

sprint in the mile open bordering on the sen-

sational. The defeat of Johns' n by Diruherger

of Buffalo, a high school student, eighteen

years of age, was the surprise of the meet, as a

more game finish has seldom been seen on any
track. Johnson made his effort 200 yards

from home, and got a good yard on Dirnber-

ger, who was almost fouled, unintenti' nally,

Birmingham (ila.j B. (_'. Track.

by Johnson fifty yards from the tape, but t

Buffalo boy rode with desperation and got on

level terms twenty-five yards from the finish
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and won by three inches only. This seemed to

dishearten Johnson, and he failed to do any

good in the half-mile handicap, stating that

the dust fairly choked him.

Another argument for board tracks was the

feerful dusty condition of the course. The

W. c. HARRIS JR

dust at times hid the rider* from view, and
( nly settled tempora ily after each race. Buf-

falo is possessed of an extra rdinary lot of

promising young colts. Even Dorntge seems

to be getting back to form. Chief Consul Lus-

comb made an acceptable referee the second

day, H. E. Raymond keeping an eye on his

flock, al hough, strangely enough, the inducer

for the casli prize league, W. B. Troy, was not

present at the meet.

The weather was beautiful Saturday, the at-

tendance being nearly 3,000, a thousand more
than the first day. The most intense interest

was manifested in the races open to local riders

only. The trio, Prendergast, Wilkinson and
Babcock, are of the fleetest for new path-

finders.

SUMMARIES—FIRST DAY.

One-mile, novice—Charles Higgins, C. O. C, 1 ; M. J.

KankiD, R. A. C, 2; G. C. Falnieter, S. A. A., 3: time, 2:51.

Eight started and rode as novices generally do, Rankin
taking command at the last quarter. A hundred yards
from home Higgins humped himself like the walking-

beam of a Sound steamer, and won an interesting race to

the delight of the Century club boys.

One-mile handicap—First heat—John Williams, S. A.

A., 55 yds., 1; C. A. Benjamin, S. A. A., 60 yds., 2; John
S. JohnsoD, C. C. OV, scratch, 3; time 2:26 2-5.

Johnson left the hands of Trainer Eck with a rush and
lost a pedal, but quickly recovered and shot up the back
stretch with a velocity that betokened defeat for some of

the long start men. Pedalling with a pretty precision, he
was among his field at the half and commenced the cut-

ting down process with leisure up the last half, getting

among Ave of the leaders at the last quarter. Wilkinson

and BenjamiD, with Newhouse, a HO-yard man, were
threshing wheat down the home stretch and Johnson was
looking out that no sprinter was very near to him, and he
contented himself with third to qualify for the final.

Second heat—W. Le Messurer, R. A. C, 70 yds., 1; A.

P. Babcock, C. C. C, 165 yds., 2; P. H. Sercombe, T. C.

C, 60 yds , 3; time 2:28 2-5.

The American-Frenchman had as a mascot President

Kenfield, of the Rochester Cycle Company, who paid
fatherly attention to his man. Handicapper Batchelder

had done some fine work with the starts in this heat, as

he did, in fact, in all other heats. Babcock rode a fine

race, so did Sercombe and Hoyland Smith, the virtual

scratch man on fifteen yards, and who had an unhappy
time of it, a? the limit men drove along with a fine en-

ergy to keep out of his way. Coming home Le Messurier
grappled with Babcock and a splendid race was won by

the Rochester man by a yard, ten yards separatiug third

and fourth men
Third heat—M. Dirnberger, P. P. C, 55 yds, 1; W.

Hyslop, T. B. C, 40 yds., 2; C. Dorntge, P. C. C, 40 yds.,

3; time, 2:291-5.

Tuttle at thirty yards was the virtual scrat eh man in

this heat. "Steams' sorrel top" plugged along at a lively

rate and rode a grand race, but had to be contented with

fourth position. Dirnberger, with fifty-five yards, seemed
to have been too generously dealt with by the handicap-

per, but the final disproved the fear. Dorntge soon

joined his club mate and they, with Hyslop, rode in com-
pany until the limit men had been caught, and to the last

300 yards a rattling race ensued, the Buffalo blonde just

popping the Canadian on the post, Dorntge a good third

and Tuttle a fair fourth.

Final heat—J. S. JohnsoD, C. C. C, scratch, 1 ; M. Dirn-

berger, P. C. C, 55 yds., 2; W. Hyslop, T. B. C , 40 yds., 3;

time, 2:27.

It was asking Johnson to do something big to catch

Babcock with 165 yards and Dorntge with fifty-five. But
the western men rode grandly, picking up those ahead of

him one by one, until he finally caught Tuttle, who helped

him considerably. In the last quarter Johnson left Tut-

tle and passed Babcock twenty yards before crossing the

tape.

Quarter-mile, open, city clubs—John Wilkinson, S. A.

A , 1; A. B. Babcock, C. C. C, 2; time, 35 3-5 sec.

This race created a riot of enthusiasm among the city

folk. Wilkinson, a splendid specimen of muscular man-
hood, won by a short foot.

Two-mile, state championship—George C. Smith, N. Y.

A. C, 1; W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, 2; W. H. Well?, C. C.

C, 3; time, 6:05 1-5.

A time limit of 5:50 had been placed on this race, so

that it was declared no race. Smith won it by a yard.

Another trial later on resulted in another fizzle, as nei-

ther man would pace. Murphy won the second trial in

6:03 2-5.

Half-mile, open—H. C. Wheeler, S. W., 1; George C.

Smith, N. Y. A. C, 2; L. D. Munger, C. C C, 3; W. Le
Messurier, R. A. C, 4; time, 1: 18 2 5.

Wheeler, who was riding his last race as a spotless ama-
teur, was "out for the stuff," and had arranged for the

sale of the Rochester bicycle, the first prize, in advance,

so he told the press representatives, and was disgusted to

find that the prizes had got mixed up on the score card
and a roll-top desk was the prize for the half. But Harry
disposed of that in the city, and "dickered" with the Ref-
ehee man over the sale of a revolver he won. He rode a
pretty race and his legs never moved faster than they did

down the last hundred yards, he beating Smith by three

yards.

Two-mile, 6:00-class—A. Prendergast, C. C. C, 1; F. J.

Jenny, U. A. A., 2; W. J. Helfert, C. C. C, 3; time,

5:52 2-5.

This race showed the local man, Prendegrasfc to advan-

tage. He looked a winner from the start, and played
with his field until the last quarter, when he sailed home
a winner by ten yards, a short yard separating second
and third.

One-mile, open—J. S. Johnson, C. C. C , 1 ; L D. Mun-
ger, C. C. C, 2; F. H. Tuttle, C. C. C, 3; time, 3:03.

A limit of 2:40 had been placed on this race, so it was
run over with the result that Johnson won in 2:38 4-5 by a
magnificent sprint, Munger taking second, Tuttle third.

One-mile, Onondaga County championship—A. Prender-

gast, C. C. C, 1; John Wilkinson, S. A. A., 3; J. H. Gard-

ner, S. A. A., 3; time, 2:47.

This was as important to the local people as a world's

championship at Springfield, Prendergast receiving a
royal reception from his club, winning by a short yard.

One-mile, tandem, state championship—Buse brothers,

R. B. C, 1 ; W. F. Murphy and G. C. Smith, N. Y. A, C, 2;

time, 2:58 4 5.

A limit of 2:25 was on this race, but Referee Raymond
first allowed it, and immediately entertained a protest by
Dorntge and Dirnberger, who claimed that their tires

had been cut so that they could not race. The race was
de blared no race, and to be run over the next day.

This finished the first day's races. A min-
strel show under the auspices of the local club

was given the same evening in the opera

house, before a fair audience, the talent being

fair as regards the vocal and instrumental

part, the wit being of a strained nature,

Johnson was presented with a handsome
twenty-diamond -studded C. C. C. club emblem
between the first and second parts, the presen-

tation speech being made by Mr. Raymond.
Johnson, who looked scared, uttered a few
words of thanks in a hesitating way, and was
glad when it was over.

SUMMARIES—SECOND DAY.
Twenty-five-mile, state championship—W. F. Murphy,

N. Y. A. C, 1; W. H. Wells, C. C. C, Syracuse, 3; Charles

Kluge, Jersey City, 3; time, 1:18:31,

C. E. Wood and H. W. Morrell also started, but were
never dangerous, being nearly a mile behind at the fin-

ish. At ten miles Murphy led in 2t»:40, which is competi
tion record, Berlo holding the previous best. Murpby
rode a "foxy' race, and deserved his victory, as it was
boiling hot. His attendant, Elliott Buriss, kept him
supplied with plenty of cold spenges, etc. Murphy
paced in turn with Wei's and Kluge, who, by the way,
rode his last amateur race, as he, too, joins the cash
brigade. Wei's was looked upon as a likely winner, so

was Kluge, but Murphy fooled them in a sprint, winning
by a yard.

One-mile, 2:40 class—M. F. Dirnberger, P. C. C, Buf-

falo, 1; G. C. Smith, N. T. A. C, 2; A. P. Babcock, C. C.

C, Syracuse, 3; P. H. Sercombe, Milwaukee, 4; time,

2:34 4-5.

This was a race between Dirnberger and Smith, the

Buffalo man winning by a spurt. By going just under

2:35, Dirnberger bars himself from that class at Buffalo

July 4.

Two-mile, city championship—John Wilkinson, S. A.

A., 1 ; W. H. Wells, C. C. C, 2; C. A. Benjamin, S. A. A.,

3; time, 5:38 2-5.

This race was looked upon as a good thing for Wells,

but his splendid effort in the long race must have told on
his sprint, so that Wilkinson won by a short yard.

One-mile, invitation—W. Le Messurier, Rochester A.

C, 1; A. Goehler, E. B. C, Buffalo, 2; S. G. Hrrris,

Auburn A. A., 3; time, 2:43.

|This race was to many, especially Buffalo people, a
Goehler race, but Goehler didn't sprint fast enough. He
made the fatal mistake of waiting, and Kenfield's

Frenchman "pipped" him easily on the post.

Half-mile, Onandaga County championship—John Wil-

kinson, S. A. A., 1; W. H. Bex, S. R. A., 2; W. H. Wells,

C. C. C, 3; time, 1:16 1-5.

Wilkinson is possibly the fastest local rider in Syra-

cuse—not taking in Johnson and Tuttle, if they can be
termed "local riders." It was gcod time for a compara-
tive novice over a slow track.

Half-mile, open—M. F. Dirnberger, 1; J. S. Johnson, 2;

H. C. Wheeler, 3; time, 1:10 1-5.

Dirnberger beat Johnson by inches. On the upper
turn Tuttle went through the bunch, followed by John -

son. Dirnberger set after the pair; then Tuttle fell back,

having done his duty, and Johnson had a couple of

lengths the best of it. Dirnberger drew up on the record-

breaker finally, being on even terms a couple of yards

from home.

Two-mile, handicap—C. W. Dorntge, 80 yards, 1; M. F.

Dirnberger, 70 yards, 2; ?. H Sercombe, 170 yards, 3;

time, 5:00 3 5.

Twenty-four started, with a 325 yard limit Johnson,

the scratch man, did not turn out. Tuttle, on seventy

yards, was a favorite. Munger, who had twenty yards,

was virtually scratch, and was thought to have a fair

show, but neither finished, the dust killing them off

more than the pace. Dorntge cantered through the dust

plague as if he liked and was skipping home like a
colt before his club-mate, Dirnberger, was aware of it,

and the "old un" won by a good two yards, the rest

being close up, covered with dust.

One-mile, state championship—G. C. Smith, 1 ; W. F.

Murphy, 2; W. H. Wells, 3; time, 5:40 4-5.

Reading E ram, Birmingham B. C.

This was the third attempt to ride the two-mile event

inside the 5:.:0 limit, two trials being made the first day.

Smith rode a dashing race, after setting part of the

pace, with Wells and Murphy keeping in the rear and
finishing in the rear, as far as first place was concerned.

Smith won by three yards, Wells well up.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—H. C. Wheeler, 10
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the " Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style

of the whole being solid and plain. The extibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No. 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs,; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth No. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs. ; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs. ; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in weight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Information on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

644 Broadway, New York.

Head Office and Factories, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
NO CHANGE IN PRICE,

The Only Wheels Absolutely Guaranteed.

The Only Wheels Fitted With 1893 Improvements.

l^t^a^A^

Our prices correspond with the value of the articles furnished, and in the future,

as in the past, will be maintained in all countries against

the inflated prices of goods of inferior make.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS

MENTION THE REFEREE
Liberal Discounts to Reliable Agents.
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yams, I; Harry Forbes, 05 yards, 2; F. F. Kammer, 55

yards, 3; time, 1:08 2-5.

Johnson started, but dropped out at the head of the

straight, though he should have been placed, as Wheeler

won the heat from the ten-yard mark.

Second heat-F. H. Tuttle, 20 yards, 1; A. B. Stone. 90

yards, 2; W. Le Messurier, 30 yards, 3; time, 1:08 1-5.

Tuttle's spurt was the feature of this eveut, and he

met with an ovation.

Third heat—H. Smith, 10 yards, 1;P. H. Sercombe, 40

yards, 2; S F.Harns, 45 yards, 3; time, 1:10 1-5.

Smith made a strong rush at the men in front of him,

and pulled them down one by one.

Fourth heat-C. W. Islee, 85 yards, 1; W. Hyslop, 25

yards, 2; A. Schmidt, 65 yards, 3; time, 1:08 3-5.

Dorntge was fourth, just outside a place. Schmidt was

not caught until on the straight.

Final heat-W. LeMessurier, 30 yards, 1 ; W. Hislop, 25

yards, 2; F. F. Kammer, 55 yards, 3; H. C. Wheeler, 10

yards, 4; time, 1:07 3-5.

Johnson should have been in this race at the fin'sh, as

Wheeler's time shows that Johnson ought to have quali-

fied for the final. Tuttle made a game effoit, but bad to

ease fifty yards from home—his legs, he said, got heavy.

The Rochester man rode an excellent race and deserved

the win, finishing first by a yard.

Quarter-mile, state championship—G. C. Smith, 1 ; M.

F. Dirnberger, 2; A. B. Babcock, 3; time, :33 4-5.

The Buffalo boys had this race won before the start,

but they had not consulted "Smithy," who is undoubt-

edly a champion at the quarter game. The way he left

the post from Asa Windle's push was a caution ; he came
home like a bullet ten yards ahead of the Buffalo phe-

nomenon.
One-mile, state tandem championship—Dorntge and

Dirnberger, Press C. C, 1 ; Murphy and Smith, New York
A. C, 2; time, 2:44 3-5.

This was the race from Friday. On account of cutting

a tire on the machine of Dorntge and Dirnberger, the

race was put over, though it was run and won Friday by

the Buse brothers.

One-mile, consolation—J. A. Newhouse. 1 ; G. E. Han-

cock, 2; A. Schmidt, 3; time, 2:35.

The Rochester man had no trouule in winning.

* * #

WINDLE AGAIN DEFEATED.

At Ilion He Succombs to Johnson, Smith, Mur-

phy and Berlo.

Ilion, N. Y., June 19. —All the racing men
who were at Syracusa Friday and Saturday

moved to Ilion this morning to attend the

races of the Remington Bicycle Club. The
half-mile track was in good shape, but the

strong wind blew clouds of dust down the

home-stretch. Windle had announced his in-

tention of "doing" Johnson if he did nothing

else; but it was Johnson's day. Windle im-

proved on his Worcester and Ansonia showing

by facing the music, even if the strains were

not sweet to him. A crowd of well-dressed

people, fully 2,500, crowded the stand and in-

closure. The field of s.arters was the best seen

this year, as all the eastern big guns were pre-

sent. Johnson defeated Windle in the most
exciting race seen this year, and the ride of

the Minneapolis lad at the finish was the most
dashing anyone has seen. Windle fainted

after the race and Tyler was sick.

SUMMARY:
One-mile, novice—Emil Gearg, U. A. A., 1; Emmet

Smith, U. C. C, 2; L. R. Devine, U. C. C, 3; time, 2:43.

The winner of second place rode under protest and was
defeated by a yard for first prize, a yard dividing second

and third.

Half mile, open—First heat—George C. Smith, N. Y. A
C, 1; John S Johnson, C. C. C., 2; F. H. Tuttle, C. C. C,
3; time, 1:16 2-5.

Seven starters, with a fair pace for the first quarter,

Johnson getting a poor position for final sprint and had
to be contented with second place, Tuttle a good third,

Smith winning by a yard.

Second heat-W. Wr
. Windle, B. A. C, 1 ; C. M. Murphy,

N. Y. A C, 2; H. C. Tyler, S. B. C, 3; time, 1:15.

A capital race, won by Windle by several yards, Mur-
phy just dotting Tyler on the post for second; Hoyland
Smith a creditable fourth.

Final heat—John S. Johnson, C. C. C, 1; George C.

Smith, N. Y. A. C, 2; W. W. Windle, B. A. C, 3 time,

1:16 2-5.

Here was a race of a life time, a regular hair-raising

nerve stretching finish, only seen at rare intervals. The
eight who qualified were sent off in good order. Johnson
dropped behind Windle and kept there until the last 300

yards, when Smith xuade a great jump and Windle joined

him. Johnson close behind looked as if in a pocket.

Thirty yards Johnson saw an opening between the pair

and pushed his front wheel between them, landing a win-

ner by two feet. Smith taking second by a foot.

One-mile, 3:00-class—Emil Georg, U. A. A., 1; C. F.

Kibby, W. B. C, 2; W. J. Eysamen, U. C. C, 3; time,

2: 1? 4-5.

A cleverly ridden race by the winner who passed the

judges two yards to the good.

Two- mile, lap race—Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C, 1;

Howard Tuttle, C. C. C, 2; W. L9 Messurier, R. A. C, 3;

time, 6:35 4-5.

The "long 'un" from New Bedford did good work. It

was a punishing race, as a gale was blowing at the time.

Smith scored nine points, Tuttle five and Le Messurier

four.

One-mile, Herkimer County championship—W. J. En-
goman, M. C. C, 1; W. H. Murray, C. C. C, 2; William
Rix, R. C. C, 3; time, 3:01 1-5.

An easy thing for the winner, who won in a common
canter.

Tbree-mile, state championship—George C. Smith, N.

Y. A. C, 1; C. M. Murphy, N.«Y. A. C, 2; W. F. Murphy,
N. Y. A. C, 3; time, 8:38 2-5.

A fairly good race, Smith geLting the last quarter posi-

tion and winning by four yards, C. M. Murphy beating his

brother by some distance.

Johnson made a half mile with Tuttle and
Munger pacing in 1:06 1-5.

* * #

P. A. W. ANNUAL MEET.

Philadelphians Hold a Number of Good Races

at the Tioga Track.

Philadelphia, June 19.—The Park Avenue
Wheelmen's fourth annual race meet (the first

of the season in this city) came off last Satur-

day. Raw, chilly weather kept the attend-

ance down, and had a tendency to dampen the

ardor of both spectators and contestants. The
time made was, as a rule, good, when it is re-

membered that a stiff northerly breeze was
blowing down the back stretch. The features

were Taxis' failure to qualify in the mile

handicap (being handicapped too heavily) and
the riding of young Joe Diver, Bank Clerks'

A. A., in the final of the same event, his 2:27

3-5 from the 100-yard mark being specially

praiseworthy. This rising youngster also cap-

tured the half-mile handicap in 1:07 2-5 from
the fifty-yard mark.

In the 2:50 class, which Geyler won, Mere-

THE NEW WINONA TRACK.

One-mile, handicap—John S. Johnson. C. C. C, scratch,

1; J. A. Newhouse. R. A. C, 110 yds., 2; E. O. Nelson, S.

B. C , 15 yds.. 3; lime, 2:28 3-5.

Johnson rode a clever race, assisted by Tuttle as pace-

maker from thirty yards. The handicapping was poor

and conld be improved upon. Prial gave Johnson too

good a thing and he could have caught his men at half

distance. Johnson won, looking around, by over thirty

yards.

One-mile, 2:40 class -George C. Smith, N. Y. A. C, 1; F.

Howard Tuttle, C. C. C, 2; W. J. Helfert, C. C. C, 3;

time, 3:22 2-5.

Smith led nearly all the way, and although the time

was slow he deserved to get it. Tuttle rode a splendid

race, being defeated by a short yard.

Quarter-mile, open—Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C, 1 ; H.

C. Tyler, S. B. C, 2; W. J. Helfert, C. C. C, 3; time,

35 4-5 sec.

W. F. Murphy was left at the post and wanted it run

over, but as the men were started and not called back,

the referee decided that Hoyland Smith won, Tyler rid-

ing a close second.

One-mile, open—C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, 1; W. W.
Windle, B. A. C, 2; E. A. Nelson, S. B. C, 3; time, 3:13.

A limit of three minutes threw the race out, and an-

other trial resulted:

Peter J. Berlo, M C. C, 1; W. W. Windle, B. A. C, 2;

C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, 3; time, 2:45 4-5.

This was a surprise to all. Berlo got the lead at the

last quarter and came home in his old style. Windle

second by ten yards.

dith was fouled by Swank, and the latter was
disqualified, second place being given to Mere-

dith. An innovation in the shape of a short

game of associated foot ball between the first

and second terms of the champi >n athletics,

of this city, prolonged the chills till after 6

o'clock. The summary:

One-mile, novice—First heat—Frank Boyd, P. T. C, 1

;

W. F. Bang, N. Y. T. W., 2; Herbert E. Barlow, 3; time,

2:49 1-5.

Second heat-Norman S. Conrad, Q, C. W., 1 ; H. C.

Hochstadter, A. W., 2; W. S. Yerkes, P. B. C, 3; time,

2:44 4-5.

Final heat—Bang, 1; Barlow, 2; Hochstadter, 3; time,

3:13 1-5.

Mile, handicap—First heat—C. L. Lagen, 105 yards, 1

;

W. R. Butscher, E. W., 125 yards, 2; Mark Meredith, W.
P. C, 120 yards, 3; time, 2:27.

Second heat—Joseph Diver, B. C. A. A., 100 yards, 1

:

W. D. Osgood. P. A. W., 90 yards, 2; John A. Mead, Q. C.

W., 100 yards, 3; time, 2:26 4-5.

Final heat — Diver, 1; Lagen, 2; Osgood, 3; time

5:27 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat— C. L. Lagen, 60 yards,

1; H. R. Butscher, 65 yards, 2; Joseph Diver, 50 yards, 3

;

time, 1:08.

Second heat—Frank Zook, 70 yards, 1; John Heisley,
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LIKE A KANSAS CYCLONE,

RAMBLERS CARRY EVERYTHING.

June 13, Atlanta, Ga., Ramblers entered

three times, took Two Firsts and One Third.

June 8th and 9th, Beatrice, Neb., two Ramblers
entered, No. 3 Rambler took First and No. 4
Rambler captured Second places in the Six
Mile Road Race.

June 8 and 9, Augusta, Ga., F. A. Beall, on

a No. 4 Rambler, won Eight Firsts out of

Nine entries.

June 3, Southwestern Cyclers' 5-Mile Road
Race, at Bryn Mawr, Pa., Rambler riders

captured First and Second places, also

First and Second Time Prizes.

At the Washington Wheelmen's Race Meet

First Prizes in the One Mile Scratch,

Half Mile Handicap and First and Second
Prizes in the Ten Mile Scratch events,

were won on No. 3 Ramblers.

The Talking Point of it all is that It does not Always Require a

Rambler Racer.
A Large Number of the Races are Won —

NOS. 3 AND 4 RAMBLERS.
Racers come through O. K. in road races, while track events are won on RAMBLER Road Wheels

Much of this is due to Bearings and

G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES.
* Speed and Strength, are Rambler Characteristics."

CATALOGUE FREE AT ANY RAMBLER AGENCY.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
Chieago. Boston. Washington. New York. Coventry, Enff.

JENTION THE REFEREE
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P. T. A. A., 70 yards, 2; Louis Geyler, C. W., 50 yards, 3;

time, 1:081-5.

Final heat—Diver, 1; Zook, 8; Lagen, 3: time, 1:07 2-5

One-mile, 3:00 class— First heat—C. M. Bailey, R. P. I.,

1;W. F. Bang, 2; Harold McGregor, 3; time, 3:21.

Second heat-J. H. deary, S. W. W., 1; Charles L.

Bryant, W P. C, 2; F. L. Lamont, P. B. C, 3: time,

2:59 2 5.

Final heat—Bang, 1 ; Bailey, 2; Bryant, 3; time, 2:58 4-5.

One-mile, open—W. W. Taxis, P. A. W., 1 ; Howard T.

Wunder, C. C, 2;H. W. Swank, 3; time, 2:37.

One-mile, 2:50 class—First heat—A. C. Marple, P. A. W.,

1; John Helsley, 2; Samuel Noar, Q. C. W., 3; time,

3:04 4-5.

Second heat—Louis Geyler, 1; Mark Meredith, 2; H. N.

Swank, 3; time, 2:4j 2-5.

Final heat—Geyler, 1; Meredith, 2; Swank, 3; time,

2:52.

One-mile, club handicap (handicapped by seconds)—G.

W. Steinmann, 1 min., 1; W. W. Taxis, scratch, 2; W. H.

Bishop, 40 sec, 3; no time taken. Taxis rode from
scratch in 2:32 4-5.

* s- *

FIXING THE NEW TRACK.

The Surface Improved and the Management
Bettered.

Mr Gerould did not like the criticism made
by the cycling and da'ly papers last week re-

garding the condition and management of the

world's fair track, but he took the hint and

had many of the evils corrected. N. H. Van
Sicklen, of the Chicago C. O, has been placed

in charge of the track and already a gang of

men has been at work fixing the washed-out

spots. Sunday the surface was in compara-

tively good shape. Barrett rode a lap in :43 1-5,

several got around close to :45 and Githens

covered a mile in 2:30, be ng paced only part

of the distance. Saturday an impromptu mile

handicap was held, Byrnes winning from
ninety yards; Dasey, ninety yards, second;

Adams, 115 yards, third; Barrett, scratch,

fourth. Byrnes' time was 2:31 4-5 and l!ar-

relt's 2:32 1-5. Githens was on scratch, but

did not get through; Heywood, thirty-five

yards, quit on the second lap; Davis, Spooner

and Keator did not ride.

Mr. Gerould has taken his turn at "roast-

ing," in the form of interviews with reporters

To one he said: "Those who are howling the

loudest, are the ones who never subscribed a

cent toward the buildiDg of the track. They
want absolute perfection in a day. The track

surface is soon to be given a finishing layer,

and « e intend to make it the finest in the

world and keep it so. AH the appointments

will in due time be perfected and any existing

obstruction removed. We are doing our best

to prepare the finest ra"e-eourse in the world

and the lack of confidence and support char-

acterizing some of the wheelmen is a source of

disgust to me." ' Then to another he said the

wailing was the work of a few scatter-brains

who wouldn't know beans if the bag was
open. But they knew a bad track when they

saw it and they knew how to have it corrected.

New gravel has now been put on the ends,

thoroughly wet down and rolled; the Bedouins

have been behaving quite decently of late,

riders without tickets have been kept off the

track, and all in all things look brighter than

they did. Credit for the corrections is due

to the newspapers for having stirred Mr. Ger-

ould to action. Let the good work go on.

* * *

BUFFALO MEN TAKE ALL.

A Small But Interesting Meet at Fredonia,

N. Y.

Fredonia, N. Y., June 11.—The first meet
of the Fredonia A. C. was given yesterday at

the driving park, a thousand people being

present. Though the fences, grand and

judges' stands, etc., were crumbling wrecks,

the track was good. A twenty-mile road race,

which finished on the track, was started at

1 o'clock. Nimteed men started, Linneman,

of Buffalo, being on scratch. The roads were

good and the course was ridden in 59 min. 1

sec. by Linneman, who won the race. W. B.

Smith of Dunkirk was second and F. A. Foell

of Buffalo, third, tl.e latter coming in for

second time. The winner of the Martin road

race, Blake, could get no better than eleventh

place. The track events resulted as follows:

One-mile, novice—Cats Gaffney, Buffalo, 1; C. O. Grobe,

Buffalo, 2; George Klipfel. Buffalo, 3; time, 2:39 4-5.

Half-mile, handicap—C. F. Williams, Erie, 1; C. E.

Grobe, Buffalo, 2; G E Klipfel, Buffalo, 3 ; time, 1:081-5.

Two-mile, handicap—F. C. Fuhrman, Buffalo, 1; John
C. Penseyres, Buffalo, 2; J. R. Linneman, Buffalo, 3;

time, 5:00.

One-mile, handicap—F. A. Foell, Buffalo, 1; F. C. Fuhr-

man, Buffalo, 2; W. A. Lutz, Buffalo, 3; time, 2:22 1 5.

One hundred yard, slow, scratch— J. G. Sweeney, Buf-

falo, 1; L. A. Callahan, Buffalo, 2; George Klipfel, Buf-

falo, 3; no time.

Five-mile, handicap—J. S. McFarland, Buffalo, 1; J. W.
Linneman, Buffalo, 2; F. A. Foell, Bulfalo, 3; J. C. Pen-

seyres, Buffalo, 4; time, 13:52 4-5.

The last event was the principal one of the

day. Cleveland had 150 yards and held the

lead for a mile McFarland had twenty-five

yards, and Linneman was on scratch. On the

sixth lap Zimmerman was in the lead, but Mc-

Farland waited for the sprint and beat Linne-

man out by a length,

* * *

BUFFALO RACE TALK.

The City Races Will Be Held —Ramblers are

Disgusted.

Buffalo, June 19 —A compromise has been

effected by which the programme of cycle

races, for which $600 has been appropriated by
the city for the Fourth, can be run without

interference with the Tona randa meet on flint

day. They will be run in the forenoon at the

driving park, and be un'ler the auspices of the

veteran Buffalo Bicycle Club, which surprised

everybody by showing some signs of life

lately. The following list of events has been

prepared: One-lap, novice; one-lap, open; one-

lap, 3:00 class; two-lap, tandem; one-lap, ordi-

nary; three-lap, lap race; half-lap, boys'; one-

lap, 2:35 class; five-lap, invitation.

The second annual joint tournament of the

Tonawanda and Buffalo Ramblers Bicycle

Clubs, to be held on the afternoon of July 4 at

the Tonawanda Driving Park, is the leading

topic of interest in this vicinit}7 at the present

time. A guaranteed prize list of $1,000 in

value is offered, and the entry list promises to

be a very large one. No better half-mile track

in the country can be found than this one, and
it is in the pink of condition. The affair is

being well advertised and a very large attei.d-

ance is expected.

Members of the Ramblers B. C. are dis-

gusted with the treatment accored the Buse

brothers in the championship event at Syra-

cuse last Friday. The., won the race fairly,

but as Dorntge and Dirnbeiver had a deflated

tire and did not start, and, according to report,

the time was two seconds under the limit,

the race was postponed until the following

day, when the Buses had returned to Buffalo.

Dorntge and Dirnberger won ot Saturday in a

walk. According to the best authorities no

time limit was placed on Friday's event, and if

Dorntge and Dirnberger did not take care of

their machines it was no fault of the other

contestants, who were there to race.

* * *

Charleston Track Opened.

Charleston.. S. C , June 17.—Fine racing

on (. harleston's new $5,000 track was seen to-

day. The weather was perfect, but very

warm. About 3,000 people were present, who
enjoyed the racing very much. There are

some excellent riders here, who will show up
as soon as they have proper training, for they

have now the finest track south. There will

be some big meets heie between now and
winter.

S. L. Welch, in avoiding the fouling of

Johnson in the quarter-mile open, ran into the

bank by the "bleachers," smashed his wheel

and came very near breaking his neck by

turning a summersault and striking on his

shoulder. O. L. Williams broke his crank in

the one mile handicap, thus being disabled.

The following is a summary of the races:

One mile, novice—T. P. Whaley, Charleston, 1 ; J. C.

Burtner, 2; Lewis Mercer, Savannah, 3; time, 2:45 2-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Isaac Baird, Charleston, 1; R. B.

Connerat, Savannah 2; J. L. Johnson, Charleston, 3;

time, :35 2-5.

One-mile, handicap—R. B. Connerat, Savannah, 85

yards, 1 ; J. E. Doughty, Charleston, 90 yards, 2; C. L.

Williams, 85 yards, 3; time, 2:27 1-5.

One-mile, 2:45 class—J. L. Johnson, Charleston, 1; N.

H. Clark. Savannah. 2; time, 2:53.
'

One-mile, C:35 class-Isaac Baird, 1; N. H. Clark, 2;

time, 2:56.

Half-mile, handicap -Isaac Baird, scratch, 1; R. S.

Roach, Columbia, 40 yards, 2; time, 1:10 2-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class, Charleslon riders only—T. Gale, 1

;

L. W. Rivers. 2; W. O. Bee, 3; time, 2:51 1-2.

One-mile, lap—I. Baird, I; N. H. Clark, 2; J. L. John-

son, 3; time, 2:57 1-4.

Two-mile, handicap—W. J. Baird, Charleston, 150

yards, 1;R. B. Connerat, 175 yards, 2; R. S. Roach. 185

yards, 3; time, 5:12 1-5.

# # #

Atlanta's First Meet.

Atlanta, Ga., June 18.—Atlanta has had

her first taste of bicycle racing and she likes it

—likes it so much, in fact, that the people are

crying for more. The Capital Cycle Club held

its first race meet at Piedmont Park on Mon-
day, and the success cf the meet was far be-

yond the expectations of its promoters. The
day was an ideal one, the track in good condi-

tion, and the programme was carried out with-

out a hitch, much to the delight of the large

crowd present.

The races furnished several ,-urprises to the

boys. Ned Chalfant, who was th< ught to be

invincible, was handily beaten by Joe Johnson

in the mile open. In the ten-mile handicap

Chalfant failed to finish. He has been sick,

however, for some weeks past and was in no
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A Revolution in Bicycles.

(§>) (|)) © Lightness with Strength.

ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR AND WOODEN GUTTER CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of Bicycles. Incorporated 1873. Capital Stock, $500,000.

The last in the field to manufacture, we leap to the front in one bound. Having discovered a process for making aluminum stronger and

more elastic than steel, we will, in the course of the next 60 days, offer to the public our

LU Ml NUM
High Grade Bicycles. There w.ll be no brazed joints to give out. They will never tarnish and the frame will last a life-time.

The I,U MI NUM is more of a revolution in Bicycle Frames than the Steel Tubing is over the Gas Pipe or Malleable Iron Frame, the

Pneumatic Tire over the Solid Rubber Tire or the Ball Bearing over the Cone Bearing.

MARK WHAT WE CLAIM.
The Steel Tubing and Drop Forging must go. Their usefulness is past. To show that we mean what we claim we issue the following chal-

lenge to any first class make of Bicycles, either in Europe or America.

The manufacturer of the machine wishing to contest with the L,U MI NUM shali select two judges. We to select two judges and the four

judges to select one more. They are to put the machines to all the various tests necessary to show their strength.

If the judges do not testify that the I,U MI NUM is by far the strongest frame, we will contribute $500 to any charitable institution the

manufacturer of such Bicjcle contesting may nam».

If it is proven and the judges so testify that the I,U MI NUM is twice as strong as the Steel Tubing Frame contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $500 to any charitable institution WE may name.

And if further the contest show that the I,U MI NUM s three times stronger than the Steel Frame Bicycle contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $750 to such charitable institution as we may name.

Machines to weigh thirty pounds and under. Who wi'l accept the challenge?

t^~ The Celebrated High Grade Machines are especially invited.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

# The Bidwell Constrictive Tire
AND WHAT IT CAN DO.

105 Bicycles in the Martin Road Race at Buff alo May 30. 13 mechanical humbug
tires burst and left their riders in the lurch. All of the 55 riders with the Bidwell Tires

came through without a scratch.

Alas for the Fate of Mechanical Attachments

!

4 first prizes, 2 seconds at St. Catherines, Canada, 24th May.
4 " "4 " at Rome, N. Y.. May 30.

3 " "3 " and 3 third at Little Valley, IS. Y., June 8.

7 " "6 " and 6 " and 3 fourth at Buffalo L. A. W. races June 10.

If you want to know all about the Bidwell Tires ask any of the five leaders in any

race, or write to us for our pamphlet,

" Air Its Hard and Soft Side."

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Company,
308-310 W. 59th St., - - NEW YORK.

TIRE FACTORY, 49-51 W. 66th St., New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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condition to ride. His friends claim he will

sweep the field at the next meet.

Johnson surprised everyone, himself in-

cluded, by his fast work. He was first in both

events that he entered and proved himself to

be the best short-distance man in the city.

Bolles also won two firsts, the quarter-mile

open and ten-mile handicap; also time prize in

ten-mile handicap. Johnson and Bolles will

probably go into training and represent the C.

C. C. at all southern meets this season. Both

are exceptionally strong riders and their

friends expect great things of them. Of the

younger men, Harry Thompson showed him-

self to be the most promising. In the quarter-

mile he ran second in two heats, and in the

half-mile handicap he was third.

The ten-mile handicap proved to be the most

interesting and exciting event on the pro-

gramme. Among the entries for this were

Durant and Howard, of Atlanta-Chicago fame.

Both were scratch men and both were out for

blood. After a thrilling and exciting race

Durant beat Howard about five feet, proving

that, although he is the better man, Howard is

nearly a match for him. At the finish of this

race Steve Hook made a most magnificent

spurt. He allowed Chalfant to pace him,

thereby losing his chance to win. Had he rid

and drained. The grand stand has a seating

capacity of 5,000, and the finish will be directly

in front of the same. There are good street

car accommodations between the park and the

city, and good music will be furnished between

the races. A fine list of entries is beginning to

come in, and there will doubtless be a big

crowd on hand to help us make it a success.

The meet will be held under the auspices of the

Capital City Cycling Club, of this city, and is

in charge of and under the management of C.

E. Seifert, F. J. Knapp and C. L. Eeierson.

* * *

Waukesha-Milwaukee Road Race.

The next important cycling event of the

west is the Waukesha-Milwaukee road race,

which will take place on the morning of July

4. Sharply at 9 o'clock, from the court house

in Waukesha, the first man will be started,

and for thirteen minutes thereafter riders will

be sent away, until the fast brigade marks the

line to battle for the time prize. The Wauke-
sha-Milwaukee road race has been accorded a

leading position among cycling events, and
the managers this year have resolved to eclipse

best time heretofore in Memphis for the dis-

tance was 36:10.

The track races were held to-day at Billings

Park, in the presence of some 600 people. G.
P. Rose, Jr., Memphis, won the novice race in

2:53. The winners of the other events follow:

Half-mile handicap, J. M. Rains, Nashville,

1:14 1-2; one-mile, division championship, J.

I. Newson, Nashville, 2:50 3-5; half-mile,

Memphis championship, E. D. Craig, 1:29 2-5;

quarter-mile handicap, Z. S. Oliver, Memphis?

,

:35 1-4; half-mile, open, J. I. Newson, 1:28;

one-mile, Memphis championship, E. D. Craig,

2:46 3-5; two-mile division championship, J. I

Newson, 5:51; one-mile handicap, C. W. Wood
ward, Nashville, 2:39 33; quarter-mile, open,

E. D. Craig, :35 2-5.

Note:—Dickinson, Chicago C. C, and Shi^-

ser, Lincoln C. C, it is said, were refused the

privilege of riding unless they would agree not

to pass anybody. It is not known how true

this is. A Memphis paper of the 13th said:

"President W. L. Surprise announced that he

had received both a letter and telegram from

den independent of Chalfant he would proba-

bly have won, or at least taken second place.

As it u as be finished fourth, only a few feet

from Durant and Howard: Following are the

results of the races:

Quarter-mile, heats— Bolles, 1; H. Thompson, 2; Gus
Castle, 3.

Half-mile, handicap—Johnson, 1; Post, 2.

Chancer Foote against a horse—Foote won easily.

Two-mile, handicap— Chalfant, 1; Davis, 2; MortoD,

Smith, 3; time, 6:07.

One-mile, open—Johnson, 1; Chalfant, 2; time, 2:51.

One-mile, C. C. C»-Steve Hook, 1 ; Castles, 2; time, 3:03.

Ten-mile, handicap—Bolles, 1; Durant, 2; Howard, 3;

Hook, 4; time, 30:04.

* * *

Preparing for a Big Meet.

Lincoln, Neb., June 19.—The annual meet
and championship races of the Nebraska divis-

ion are to be held here on July 4. a large and
pleasing programme has been prepared, and
the prize list will be the best ever known in the

history of Nebraska race meets. Besides the

customary prize medals, which will be excep-

tionally fine this year, there will be given as

first prizes a number of high-grade bicycles,

and many prizes of little less value,

all of which will be worth riding for.

The races will be held at Lincoln Park,

this city, where a fine four-lap track is

now in course of construction, and this same
track, by the way, is going to be one of the

features of the meet, as it is being scientifically

built, of hard clay, 25 feet wide in the main,
and 35 feet wide on the stretch, well banked

all previous efforts, and give it a standing

second to none. All the details will be care-

fully looked after in the best possible manner.

Never in the history of the race has such wide-

spread interest been manifested in it. Local

champions from almost every city in the state

have entered. This year the winner of the time

medal will certainly be entitled to all kinds

of honors, as he will have to ride the course

faster than 48 min. 11 sec, the time made by

Fred Nessel last year. The course is sixteen

and three-fourths miles, and the road is excep-

tionally fine. It has, however, two renowned

hills—the Stone Quarry and the Undertaker's

—which are, in the eyes of some riders, ama-

teur mountains. Riders desiring to enter

should apply lo Fred J. Schroeder, chairman

of racing board, Milwaukee.

-»• * *

Three Good Races.

Philadelphia, June 19.—The bicycle races

held in connection with the annual sports of

Philadelphia Typographical Athletic Associa-

tion last week resulted as follows:

One-mile, club championship—John Heishley, 1 ; How-
ard Penrose, 2; time, 2:53 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Mark Meredith, W. P. C, 110 yds.,

1 ; Henry Butscher, U. of P., 110 yds., 2; Frank Marriett,

S. E. W., scratch, 3; time, 5:17 2-5.

Two-mile, club handicap—John Heishley, scratch, 1;

Edward Neuhauser, 110 yds., 2; time, 5:52.

Tennessee Division Races.

Memphis, Tenn., June 15.—The Tennessee

division meet began yesterday with a ten-

mile road race, which was won by L. S. Oliver

from the four-minute mark in 34:15. George

Phillips was second and J. I. Newson third.

Time medals were awarded J. Newson, 31:01,

and to J. M. Raines and E. D. Craig. The

Chicago stating that R. W. Slu-ser, formerly

of Memphis, F. S. Dickinson, Roy Keater and

J. P. Bliss, all of Chicago and crack amateur

whee.men, would reach the city Wednesday,

and would like to participate in Thursday's

races. They were notified that two extra races

would be added to the programme, in whcih

they might enter, and four extra medals have

been ordered for these two races—first and

second place for each. The extras will be

handicaps, and Dr. C. J. Scherer will act as

official handicapper."
-* # *

The Lake View Road Race.

The five-mile handicap road race of the L ike

View Cycling Club was run over the new

course a 5 o'clock last Saturday and was

won by J. W. Schieferstein, a 2:45 man; C.

Heefer, second, and J. M. Jenkins, third. C.

A. Wescott, starting from scratch, made the

best time, going the distance in 14:13, breaking

the Lake View previous record for the dis-

tance, which was 14:35 in competition. The

new course over which tnis race was run com-

mences at Sheffield and Buena avenues and

finishes at Gault street and the Sheridan driv.

It has been properly surveyed and is exactly

five miles. The next race will take place Sat-

urday, and will be a five-mile handicap, with

three medals for prizes.
* * *

C. Ford Seeley Beaten.

South Norwalk, Conn., June 18. — The

ten-mile road race of the Alpha Wheel Club

took place yesterday morning. Van Wagoner

and Hoyland Smith, though entered, did not

put in an appearance. Though the race wa <

run in a cold, drizzling rain, fully 5,000 people

witnessed it. There were thirteen starters !'.

L. Smith, four minutes, won the race in 32:30
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., ch,co

m
p
a
e
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falls

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to All orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBEll MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

VICTOR SPUING
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
with.n a short, time after
its introduction last year.
It .is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,

and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool

steel, nickeled.

Price, 82; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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CYCLE JBRUSU TOOL.
Every bicycle rider needs a Brush Tool and

the accompanying cut illustrates perfection
in that line. Any point in a machine can be
reached and thoroughly cleaned by it. Com-
bines also a screw driver and spanner.
Price by mail, 50 cents

JCLASTIC
TROTT8EK

a uAjtn.

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas
tic Trouser Guard as
the best of its kiod.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cent?.

And SECOND TIME PRIZE were won by MARINUS NELSON
-ON A-

MARCH, WEIGHING 24 POUNDS.

The March-Davis Cycle Co.,
ioo N. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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C. H. Young being second and W. A. Gun-

ther third. S*.eley and Perry were on scratch,

and though the former did little pacing he did

not get past Perry at the finish. Perry's time

was 29:06. Seeley said his knee, which n as

injured some time ago, bothered him consider-

ably.
* * *

Rockford's Events and Prizes.

Rockford's meet promises to furnish a day

of fine sport on July 4. It the matter of prizes

the club announces that the list will be one

which is seldom surpassed. Among the arti-

cles already secured are three high-grade

wheels, two gold watches, a diamond ring,

office desk, furniture, dress suit, besides the

usual array of umbrellas, grips and similar ar-

ticles. The list of events includes a one-mile

novice, one-mile scratch, one-mile 3-minute

c'ass, half-mile handicap, two-mile handicap,

quarter-mile scratch, five-mile scratch, one-

mile handicap, half-mile scratch, one- mile 2:45

class. Entry blanks of Rockford C. C, 604

West State street, or the Referee office.

* * *

McKay Won First Heat.

Port Huron, Mich., June 16.—The Port

Huron Wheelmen held their ten mile handi-

cap race to-day, the winner being Lance

McKay, who had 4 1-2 min. handicap. This

was the first heat and the second will be held

July 4. The track was heavy. Result:

Position. H'd'p. Time.

Lance McKay 4:30 41:16:30

Harry Tudhope 4:30 42:38:00

Harry McKay 2:30 40:39:30

F. Holmes. Scratch 39:46:30

Charles Beard Scratch 39:47:00

C.B. Cox 2: 41:47:30

* * *

The Atlanta Races.

The races at Atlanta, Ga., under the auspices

of the Capital Cycle Club, were the most suc-

cessful that have been given by that club. There

was a large concourse of spectators. Results:

Half-mile, handicap—Johnson, 20 yds., 1; Post, 50 yds.,

3; time, 1:20.

Two-mile handicap—Chalfant, scratch, 1 ; J. W. Davis,

25 yds., 2; Smith, 25 yds, 3; time, 6:07.

Quarter-mile, open—Balles, 1 ; Castle, 2; time, 39 sec.

One-mile, club—S. Hook, 1: Gus Castles, 2; time, 3:03.

Ten-mile, handicap—Bolles, 50 yds., 1; 1 urant, scratch,

2; Howard, scratch, 3; time, 32:23 1-i

* * *

Springfield's Fall Meet.

The Springfield Bicycle Club has made up

its schedule of races for its annual fall meet,

Sept. 13 and 14. The prize list will be pub-

lished shortly, and will, as usual, be very

large and valuable. The races to be run are as

follows: First day—Mile, novice; mile, 1:15 class;

half-mile, open; two-mile, 5:20 class; mile, in-

ternational invitation race; mile, class; half-

mile, 1:20 class; mile, handicap Second day

—

Mile, 2:35 class, half-mile, 1:10 class; mile, in-

ternational invitation race; mi'e, 2:25 class;

half-mile, handicap; mile, 2:15 class; two-

mile, handicap; mile, consolation.

* * *

Five Thousand Dollars in Prizes.

The second annual twenty-five-mile handi-

cap road race promoted by George Hilsende-

gen, of Detroit, will occur at Belle Isle on

Saturday, July 22. "It will be open to the

world," says a correspondent, "with $5,000 in

prizes. The time prizes are a piano, horse and

buggy and two house lots. These should surely

catch your fast men, and it will give them a

chance to meet Buffalo's fasti st men on neutral

ground and thus settle the long-disputed ques-

tion regarding the relative merits of the road

riders of the two cities. Your men will be

taken good care of and treated well."

* * *

Orange A. C. Races Saturday.

Johnson, Wheeler, Windle, Taxis, the Mur-

phys, Smith, Campbell, Tuttle and other

cracks will probably compete in the Saturday

races of the Orange A. C. at the Orange

oval, East Orange, N. J. The quarter-mile

division championship will be held in addition

to the following: One-mile, scratch; one and

two-mile, handicap; one-mile, 2:40 class, and

one-mile, novice.

* * *

Another Zimmerman Wins.

Tonawanda, N. Y., June 18.—The fourteen-

mile road race held Wednesday, for local rid-

ers, was won by George Zimmerman from the

five-minute mark, There were sixteen entries

and thirteen starters. Mundie was second,

Harvey third, Hardlebeu fourth, and William

Cleveland fifth. Cleveland won the time, 42

Another Milwaukee Meet.

The Telegram Cycling Club will give a

tournament at National Park during August,

or sooner, if the arrangements of Sanger en-

able him to return to Milwaukee. With Sanger

and a number of leading men who have con-

sented to go to Milwaukee, it is thought the

affair can be made a great success.

* * *

Byrnes Rode Well.

The De La Salle Institute A. C. held its an-

nual games Monday at the south side ball

park. Three bicycle races were contested on

the world's fair track, and resulted as follows:

Half-mile, for juniors—Joseph M. Cudahy, 1; E. I.

Cudahy, 2; G. R. Doyle, 3; no time.

One-mile, seniors—T. J. Byrnes. Englewood, 1; John T.

Clunin, 2; P. S. Cummings, 3: time, 2:40 3-5.

Three-mile, seniors—T. J. Byrnes, 1; J. V. Clinin, 2; J.

M. Cudahy, 3; time, 8:30 4-5.

* * *

Coming Events at Winona.

The Fourth at Winona, Minn., will be taken

advantage of by the wheelmen to draw an-

other crowd to the bicycle track. Th« sport

will commence on the 3rd, the two days' pro-

gramme including fifteen events. Of these

eleven are open, class and handicap events, so

that there are abundant opportunities for

riders from a distance. The present track is

the fourth built in Winona and the first suc-

cessful one. It has been proved safe and fast

in many a good race It is five laps to a mile.

* * *

Won By Keyes.

Rockford, 111., June 21.—The Buker prize

m the third seven-mile rond race of the Rock-

ford Cycling Club was won to-day by Keyes,

in 30:39. Camlin won the time medal in

24:44.

Take Away Your Prizes.

Winners of the Pullman prizes are requested

to apply at once, at the Pope company's store,

for their share of the plunder. If left after

this warning it will be at the owners' own
risk.

* * *

Racing Notes.

Taxis is naturally elated over the easy way
in which he "downed" the racing board, and

incidentally remarked that some of the other

fellows will have to lie as fast as they ride if

they want to convince the board that they

neO. K.

R. D. Garden will referee the Rockford meet
on July 4.

Night racing will be a feature on the new
St. Louis track.

The Detroit Wheelmen will give an open
meet on July 9 and 10.

West Chester, Pa., will Iv-ld a meet during

the close of the month.

Ed. Nelson, a few days since, rode a half-

mile in practice in 1:03 2-5.

Johnson and Tuttle will compete at Na-

tional Park, Milwaukee, July 8.

F. J. Schroeder will be referee of the Wau-
kesha-Milwaukee road race July 4.

Detroit has a fast t-am in H^irick, Rands,

Hurlburt, Monnier, McKay and Ullmer.

A twenty-five mile road r.-v-e will be held

this Saturday by the Boston Associated Cycling

Clubs.

The Chicago Cycling Club has increased its

appropriation of $250 for the racing team to

$1,200.

Githens, Bliss and Keator, of the Chicago (\

C, will probably compete in the Louisville

races to-morrow.

J. W. Judge, one of the Riverside Wheel-
men's popular racing men, was married last

week to Miss Kitty Cochrane.

R. B. Johnson of Rockford was in the city

last week in the interests of the forthcoming

tournament to be held there July 4.

Billy Perrett seems to be in great demand by
race meet promoters, his reputation as a model
clerk of the course being widespread.

O. S. Bunnell's work as referee in last Sat-

urday's P. A. W. races will probably be his

last in connection with amateur cycling.

A cablegram from London, dated Saturday

last, said Meintjes, the African crack, has

lowered the two-mile English record to 4:37.

The Rockford programme for July 4 is as

follows: 10 a. m., parade; 3 p. m., races; 8 p.

m., reception and entertainment. The Rock-

ford Military B:\nd of forty pieces has been en-

gaged for the day.

To those who are watching the progress o

the cowboy race from Chadron, Neb., to Chi-

cago, it will be interesting to know G. P.

Mills' Land's End to John o'Groat's record,

finished last week. The 700 miles were covered

in 88 hours, over seven hours better than

Fletcher's record, made last season.

The Windsor Locks (Conn.) Wheel Club is to

have a fine half-mile track, if its members ac-

cept an offer of E. B. Beiiley, who owns a
large tract of ground, upon which a track is

already located. If the members will take

fifty shares of s'ock at $25 each he will associ-

ate himself with well-known manufacturers

and will make a track that will be equalled by
none in the state. Fences will be built, the

track covered with gravel, and a grand stand

built.

The sixth annual tournament of the South

End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, to be held on

the grounds of the Tioga Athletic Association

Saturday, is creating more than the usual

amount of interest. The prizes offered have

much to do with this, as it is a well-known

fact that valuable prizes attract good men.

The Tioga track has been greatly improved

since last season, the lower turn having been

widened twenty feet and the surface put in

much better condition.
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•/.THE EMPIRE SEMI -RACER v.
Fitted with Pneumatic

Tyres cannot be

excelled.

Mr. J. D. Lumsden, mounted on
an Empire Safety, won the 48-hour
championship and belt at Glasgow,
Jan. 29, 1893, to Feb 4, 1893.

Send for 1893 List.

PERRY RICHARDS & CO.,

EMPIRE CYCLE WORKS,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

1893 MODELS.
Clipper Scorcher, $135.00
Clipper Ladies, $125.00
Clipper Roadster, $125.00

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Applications for Agencies and Jobbing Territory Now Meceive<*

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Mfrs.,
Send for Catalog. G^RATSTD RAPIDS, Mich.

THE LEAGUE CHAINLESS.

Description of the Gearing— The Company's
Prospects—Something of the Manager.

From a letter from the League Cycle Com-
pany, of Hartford, we extract the following
concerning its chainless gearing: "You will

note," it says, "that we have geared back of
axle in rear hub the pinion gear on rear end of

connecting shaft, meshing in the rear of bevel
gear in hub, by their joint revolutions produc-
ing a forward pressure, thus assisting the rider

materially, i. e., not as much power required
as there is with chain and sprocket, for with

MR. CURTIS.

chain there musj be a dragging tendency. The
failure of other geared machines, having their

rear gear forward of rear axle, has been caused
by an opposite action being produced from

what we have, that is, crowding the wheel

back.

" In our gearing mechanism we have a mi-

crometer adjustment, which enables us to

change adjustment as fine as 1-1000 part of an
inch. Of course it would be absurd for us to

claim that the gears will not wear, foi two
pieces of metal brought in contact by friction

must wear some, but we do claim that there

will not be much wear, and whatever there is

can be easily taken up by our adjustment. The
writer has tested the wheel thoroughly in every

detail, climbing hills, coasting and level riding,

and is satisfied that we have the only proper

power of propulsion, and as constructed by us,

we are very confident of success.

"The gears are all adjusted on ball bearings,

and after receiving an education, entered the

employ of the Evening Post. After serving in

the counting room for two years he left to

enter the employ of the "Weed Sewing Machine
Company, at the time when the Pope Manu-
facturing Company first interested the former

company in the manufacture of bicycles.

Commencing at the foot of the ladder, he

worked through all of the departments, hold-

ing responsible positions, until he had acquired

a thorough knowledge of the manufacture of

bicycles and had become familiar with all of

the details. When the Weed Sewing Machine

Company was bought out by the Pope Manu-
facturing Company, Mr. Parker was still re-

tained in the employ of the latter, serving

both companies for a period of fourteen years.

and three of them are used as ball cases them-

themselves. Teeth are set by an entirely new
process and are smooth and accurate. Gears

are encased in aluminum dust-proof caps,

which also serve the purpose of oil reservoirs,

so that gears are constantly running in oil.

We regularly gear our wheels to 63 1-2 inches

and find that they run at that gear as easily as

a chain wheel geared at 56 inches. We manu-
facture only a nigh-grade wheel in every re-

spect, the best workmen being employed, and
best material used in construction; have our

own nickeling plant and control our own se-

cret process of enamel, consequently do not

hesitate to fully guarantee our work for finish

as well as construction.

" We have moved our plant since we first

started to No. 30 Union place, opposite Union
depot, and are very centrally and conveniently

located. Have entire building, five stories

high, with boiler, engine, steam elevator, with
enamelling sheds in the rear; in fact, we are

very much pleased with all the facilities our

new quarters afford. We are overwhelmed
with inquiries, many of them bringing orders

with them, produced by the cut of wheel and
description as shown in our catalogue. We
hope to be able to turn out wheels and be in

position to fill orders by the middle of

June. We are working twelve hours per day
and are making good progress."

A. H. Parker, manager of the company,
was born in Hartford thirty-two years ago,

After the organization of the League Cycle

Company of Hartford, Conn., Mr. Parker ac-

cepted the management. Beginning with the

building of the model, Mr. Parker had the en-

tire responsibility of furnishing the plant with

machinery and all of the necessary acquisi-

tions to complete all of the departments of a

bicycle manufactory, and has brought the

company to a point where it is now beginning

to produce League Chainless wheels for the

trade.

PROJECTILE STEEL TUBING

The Article to Be Used in Bicycle Construction

Next Season.

Visitors to the world's fair will find on the

lake front several specimens of armor plate at

present in use by the United States govern-

ment on its war vessels. This plate is made
from nickel steel, and from tests made by the

navy department it is proven to be superior to

any metal ever before employed for this pur-

pose. The plates exhibited show marks of

projectile shots penetrating the plates to the

depth of from eight to ten inches. It stands

to reason that the projectile, to be able to

pierce this nickel-steel armor, must possess

qualities far above the ordinary as to tough-

ness, ductility and tensile strength. The
United States Projectile Company, of

Brooklyn, has been making this armor-pierc-

ing projectile for the government under pat-
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ents of the Projectile Company of England,

which has for years been making these projec-

tiles for all the foreign governments. On the

cruiser Illinois, stationed at the fair grounds,

is one of these projectiles, measuring about

two feet in length.

It is not generally known that the Projectile

Company of England has been making the

solid-drawn seamhss steel tubes which have

proven themselves the equal, if not the su-

perior, for purpose of bicycle construction, to

any other tubes produced. Various leading

English cycle makers have in times past made
tests of this tubing, expressing very favorable

opinions as to the uniformity of guage, high

tensile strength and a remarkable degree of

rigidity without being brittle. Had not the

capacity of the English works been thoroughly

taken up by government contracts—the works

being at all times engaged on this class of work
—the projectile tube would undoubtedly oc-

cupy a very prominent place as a cycle tube,

and only through inability to supply was this

branch of the business not taken up.

The United States Projectile Company, op-

erating, as before stated, under patents of the

Projectile Company of England, finding that

there was a field for such a tube, concluded

arrangements a year ago with the English

company towards the purchase of patents

covering the making of tube particularly, by
the same process as the making of projectiles.

This process differs materially from any pro-

cess employed in tube manufacture. Ordi-

narily the steel mills furnish tube manufactur-

ers with a bar measuring about three feet in

diameter, which has previously been bored out.

This is the basis of operation from which the

ordinary seamless steel tubes are made. In

order to bore out this solid bar of steel it fol-

lows, necessarily, that the steel must be made of

high carboD, and while this ordinarily would
be no detriment, it would be preferable to use

a low carbon steel, if this could be used suc-

cessfully in the making of tubes, for the reason

that it would insure greater stiffness and possi-

bly higher tensile strength. The United States

Projectile Company starts its operation from a

solid bar of steel, which is forced through by
hydraulic pressure, the presses having a capac-

ity of about 250,000 pounds.

In line with American progress and ingenu-

i.y, the United Sta'es company has succeeded

in reducing the number of operations requisite

to force through this solid bar of steel to four,

as against eight employed by the English com-
pany. After having the hollow bar completed

the usual method of drawing cold over a man-
drel is resorted to. Cycle makers have at

times experienced difficulty in obtaining any
degree of uniformity of gauge or uniformity

of temper in tubes that have thus far been
used. The handle bar and seat post tubes have
either been too soft or, when stiff, have been

too brittle. Tests have been made of the pro-

jectile tube with a view to overcoming these

difficulties, and the manufacturers feel satis-

fied that this tube will fill a long-felt want in

the direction indicated. The makers have ex-

perimented over a period of six months with a
view to satisfying themselves that the material

and process employed in the manufacture of

the projectile tubes were correct, and with
that end in view have had exhaustive physical

tests made ac the Stevens Institute of Technol-

ogy—probably as high an authority as there is

in this country—and the last test being a com-
parative test with all of the leading English

makers, proves conclusively that the tube

comes up to all expectations, and that cycle

makers can now use the same ^with the utmost

confidence.

The works of the United States Projectile

Company are located at Brooklyn, the com-

pany being a very strong one financially, hav-

ing at its head such well-known men as E. W.
Bliss, of drop press fame, and Daniel F. Lewis,

president of the Brooklyn City Railway Com-
pany and the Lewis & Fowler Manufacturing

Company, maker of railway cars and equip-

ments. The Anglo-American Iron and Metal

Company is the exclusive selling agent of the

solid drawn seamless steel tubes and is at pre-

sent taking sample orders from all of the man-
ufacturers in this country, with a view to hav-

ing thorough tests made by them in time for

next season's contracts. "While the capacity

of the works is very large compared to other

steel tube plants, the Anglo American Iron &
Metal Company has decided that in view of

the disappointment and delays usually inci-

dent to a new production to book no more or-

ders than it is absolutely certain can be

filled.

HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.

The Coventry Machinists' Company Will Dis-

continue Its Boston Branch.

Many men in the trade, no doubt, attached

some significance to the visit, at this time of year,

of Mr. Grinyer of the Coventry Machinists'

Company. After a thorough discussion of the

business of the country it has been found ex-

pedient to close the Boston branch of the com-
pany, making Chicago, as the most desirable

distributing point, the headquarters for the

United States.

The management will remain in the hands
of Mr. Marrett, who has had charge of the

branch from the stare. Mr. Hill's intentions

have not been announced. Mr. Grinyer sailed

for home on Wednesday.

The New Front Driver.

Our English correspondent told in last week's

Referee of Fenner*s new front driver. It is a

rear sheerer, and the hub and pedals are im-

movably fixed in relation to the saddle, as in a

rear driving safety, this being the secret of its

supposed superiority. The back wheel is con-

trolled by the handles and is carried between

two forks diverging from the axle ends to the

upper and lower extremes of the long socket

steering. No matter how steered, the back

wheel runs absolutely in the track of the front.

Giving a Wrong Impression.

An Augusta, Ga., dealer named Thomas ha
been giving a wrong impression to the south-

ern people regarding the recent cut in prices.

A local paper says Mr. Thomas stopped a re-

porter and requested that he correct the im-

pression that had given out in Augusta that

there had been a forty per cent reduction in

bicycles. The reporter then wrote the follow-

ing: "The story was as bad as the forty acres

and a mule, at this time. Of course the report

had been sent out, but it was not true, and the

bicycle dealers were the sufferers, as many
people believed in the reduction and held otf

from buying wheels. The price had not been
reduced, not by even one firm. The firm

which was reported to have reduced, so Mr.
Thomas says, was not a manufacturing firm at

all, but one which bought up cheap parts in

different works and put them together. Of
course their machines were poor and they

used this as an advertising dodge, declaring

that they had made a cut on the $150 ma-
chines. The high grade machines had not

and would not be cut."

How It Is Repaired.

The accompanying cut explains the method
of repairing the Telegram (quick repair) tire.

The pictm-e shows the tire with the new hol-

low rim, and the method of removing the

inner tube to be patched is so simple and is so

fully shown in the cut that further explana-

tion is not necessary. The Telegram tire dif-

fers from all other mechanically applied pneu-

matics in that it is impossible to pinch the

inner tube preparatory to inflating.

No Change In Prices.

The following notice has been issued by the

Hartford Cycle Company to its agents: "As
many of our customers have enquired whether
we intend meeting the recent cutting of prices

by the Warwick Cycle Company and other

manufacturers, by reducing the list price of

our goods, we assure you that under no con-

sideration shall we do so. Our goods are hon-

estly made and honestly listed, and the prices

given in our catalogue will be strictly main-

tained for the current year, and we authorize

you to guarantee your customers to this effect."

Exhibitors Have Organized.

For the purpose of removing a number of

causes for complaint at present existing, the

cycle exhibitors at the fair met Monday after-

noon at the office of Willard Smith. The
houses represented were the following:

Gormully and Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pope Manufacturing Company, Raleigh

Cycle Company, Stationary Racing Machine
Company, Quadrant Cycle Company, Central

Cycle Manufacturing Company, Freeport Bi-

cycle Company, Simonds Rolling Machine

Company, Overman Wheel Companj', Ken-
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wood Manufac living Company, Whitworth
Works Cycle Company.
As temporary chairman R Phillip Gormully

was elected, and as tempo. ary secretary James
Josephi.

A committee consisting of G. L. Davis,

Frank Douglas and Charles F. Stokes was ap-

pointe 1 to draft resolutions and submit to a

meeting on Friday.

The exhibitors desire to be allowed to make
a larger display of signs than is now permitted,

for the purpose of attracting the people on the

main floor. They also desire to place signs at

the doors. The central elevators do not, at

present, stop at the gallery, which is another

cause of complaint.

Perhaps the most important matter consid-

ered, however, was the decision of the fair

authoiities to have the exhibits judged by one

bicycle and two carriage experts, a plan so

manifestly unjust as to cause unanimous ob

jection. The exhibitors will ask that the en-

tire committee on cycle exhibits consist of

three expert mechanics.

Chicago Trade Notes.

Thursday the price of the Majestic was re-

duced to $83 at 284 Wabash avenue, Hulbert
Bros', agency.

Louis Jordan's stock of guns and bicycles

was damaged by fire last Friday to the extent

of $1,000. It was fully covered by insurance.

Humbers and Rovers of 1891 and 1892 pat-

terns, fitted with old Dunlop and Heale tires,

brought $50, $60 and as high as $70 at auction

on Wabash avenue last Saturday.

The Thorsen & Cassady Company has re-

duced the price of Warwicks to $95. The com-
pany will soon be comfortably settled in its

quarters on Wabash avenue and v\ ill have one
of the finest salesrooms in the trade.

Trade Notes.

James T. Allen, Washington, D C, pub-

lisher of the Cycle Monthly, was in Chicago

this week.

E. C. Bode, of the Hill Cycle Manufacturing

Company will return to Chicago from the east

Friday and will go into active training.

R. A. Vogt, the Scottish champion, is doing

good work on the New Howe, and recently

beat such men as Schofield, Barden and Tor-

rance.

There is some talk of moving the factory of

the Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, inasmuch as College avenue is to

be cut through.

The Coventry Machinists' Company has just

received from the factory in England a Hol-

bein Swift fitted with 24-inch wheels. It is

very light and was made to order for a cus-

tomer.

N. Tip Slee, the Baltimore dealer, recently

shipped three Ramblers to Ireland and a ship-

ment of Ramblers and sundries recent y left

the factory of the Gormully & Jeffery Manu-
facturing Company for Bombay, India, Messrs.

Vatcha Bros., of that city, being Rambler
agents.

The improvements in the Perfect pocket

oiler have met with the geueral approval of the

trade. Although t' is oiler originally was a

particularly good one, being very tight and
handy, the improvements ha* c. insured its tight-

ness without interfering in any way with its

usefulness. In oiling a wheel with the Perfect

it is an easy matter to get only the exact

amount of oil needed and there is no danger

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cycle Fittings- Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Prices

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Aldrieh

Bieyele Cape.
For the rider who gets caught

in the rain.

TJ

O
m

ASK TOUR DEALER FOR THEM.
Questions answered. Send postal for circular. Fasily

carried when not in use. Liberal discouot to the trade.
For further particula- s address

A. T. AIDRICTT,
342 Pleasant St., - - Worcestert Mass.

The Chicago Cycling Horn.

One of the neatest and' Simplest. It is much smaller
than anything of i he kind heretofore placed on the mar-
ket, yet has a very clear and distinct tonp. Ask your
dealer or send price, $1.00, in P. N. or Money Order,
aod 1 will send one postpaid. Address—

Hermann Metzger,
1222 SEMINARY PLACE, CHICAGO, ILL.

New
Racing

Shoe.

Designed especially for Track

Racing.

Made of finest Kangaroo and

Hand Sewed, with cleats to fit

any racing pedal.

Also a full line of Kangaroo

Bicycle Shoes for road riding.

CALL AND SEE AT

C. E. WISWALL & CO.'S,

l6o State Street, CHICAGO,
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CHAMPIONSHIP OF ENGLAND
• ^=won BY

an AMERICAN on a AMERICAN BICYCLE
June 17, Htrne Hill, Walter Sanger on his 91 lb. Sanger Racer, fitted with Palmer Racing Tires, wins the One Mile English Championship,

held last year by A. A. Zimmerman. Time for last quarter, 28 4-5 seconds; record lor England.

In the Three Mile International race ct Brussels (the field of Waterloo for European Champions as well as Napoleon), Sanger wins first

place and King's prize. Time for last quarter, 28 2-5; record for Europe.

June 19, Heme Hill, Sanger Against Time.

One Mile, 2:10 1-5; record for England. Quarter mile, 27 4-5; record for England.

A Good Rider on a Good Wheel wins something.
A Good Rider on a Poor Wheel wins nothing.

The Best Rider on the Best Wheel TAKES EVERYTHING.
All Telegram Cycles and Sanger Racers are built with scientific care and accuracy.

WE ARF, GENERAL AGENTS FOR PALMER RACING TIRES.
Distributing Depots for Telegram (quick repair) ^^^ ^_^ ^^^

Charles E. Van Vleek, 310 Broadway, OCfCOmDC"OOltC IMlff. \>0««
NEW YORK CITY.

*-*

Thorsen&Cassady Co., 60-2 Wabash Av. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
LntuAvaU, ILL.

HOLLOW RIMS will be supplied with Telegram (Quick Repair) Tire when requested, without extra charge
MENTION THE REFEREE.

of an over-supply, which causes dust and dirt

to collect, thereby doing much injury to the

wheel
'1 he Simonds Rolling Machine Company has

issued a neat seventy-two page pamphlet con-

taining testimonials to ihe excellence of its

balls and rol'ed forged specialties from, virtu-

ally, the <- ntire cycle trade of America. It is

such a set of testimonials as would be hard to

duplicate in any line of business.

The James Cycle Importing Company re-

ceived a letter the other day with the follow-

ing postscript: "Just received a telegram

from Memphis that Newson, on a Jimmie, had

won the time medal in ten-mile handicap; also

Raines, on a Jimmie, won second time medal,

and Rose, on a Jimmie, third time medal."

The Reform, built by the Reform Cycle

Company, of Coventry, is meeting with its

usual success this year in England and the

continent, and its makers are kept busy filling

orders. Tho wheel earned a good reputation

in this country last year and would have done

even better this season had the agency been

able to hold up.

We are this week in receipt of a very unique

catalogue just issued by the Garvin Machine
Compa y, of Laight and Canal streets, New
York City. The catalogue shows an extensive

line of special machinery for the manufacture
of bicycles and bicycle parts The Garvin
Machine Company is a well known and reli-

able concern, and one that has done an exten-

sive business with bicycle manufacturers. We
might add to this that ihe catalogue contains

forty-five pages and U neatly bound in black,

with gold lettering, and wc believe it to be a
very valuable work for all manufacturers of

cycles and parts. It will be sent free on receipt

of the name and address of any manufacturer

of cycles and parts.

Mr. Holmes, of the Detroit Cycle Company,
reports that upon his return from the Belle

Isle road race he found eight waiting custom-

ers for Ramblers, and the next day not a wheel

of this make remained. Four machines re-

ceived the following day were immediately

taken, the last one being bid for by four peo-

ple and finally purchased for $155.

Ralph Temple states that he is shipping solid

and cushion tired wheels to Mexico. Here is

an opportunity for those who wish to get rid

of thair out-of-date machines. Temple ex-

changes for a cash difference either a Ralliday-

Teniple Scorcher, the Royal Limited or the

American Centaur, and tho prices he offers

seem to give general satisfaction.

The building located at the northeast corner

of Congress street and Wabash avenue was to-

tally destroyed by fire Sunday m rning, and
the C, H. Schub Cycle House, which occupied

the basement, lost close to $3,000 through being

flooded. Some forty wheels and the office

furniture received a thorough soaking. Mr.
Schub carried no insurance. He says he will

soon open again.

In the races of the Lakeside Cycling Club of

Cleveland, on June 17, the one-mile record for

that track was lowered 2 2-5 sec. by C. M.
Murphy, mounted on a Triangle, made by the

Peerless Manufacturing Company. He also

won the three-mile lap race. The Triangle,

fitted with the Burris-Michelin tires, has de-

monstrated that the Peerless company knows
how to build racing mach nes to win.

Charles Chinnock, the father of George H.
Chinnock, the inventor of the new Chinnock
pneumafip tire, took put patents in this coun-

try and in England f . r ball bearings to axles of

vehicles of all kinds in 1849, according to the

son's statemen. to a Referee man in New
York last week. According to the above
American inventors led Dan Rudge and Will-

liam Bown, of England, and the ball bearing

is an American, and rot an English invention.

SOUTHERN NEWS AND COMMENT.

Ordin-

Georgia Sub Division

54741 Hall, Chas. C.

Only a Specimen—Testing the Lamp
ance -A New Track.

l.

Macon.

This is only one of the many samples of the

farce now being enacted by the 'official"

organ in printing the names of applicants with-

out the address and nots nding to them a copy
of same while their application is on file. As
a matter of fact there is no such party in the

city named as the applicant as printed, accord-

ing to my correspondent, who says he supposes

it is meant for Charles C. Holt of Cotton
avenue. If the address were given one
would know at once the person. My corres-

pondent tells me further that this is only a
small mistake, comparath ely speaking, that

one of the members of the L. A. W. joined in

that city and, notwithstanding the fact that his

name was published, like an amateur photo-

grapher's first picture, it was not recognizable.

* # *

There was filed in the city court of Atlanta

recently what promises to be an interesting

suit. It seems that the city council of that

place passed the "lamp ordinance" some time

since, but as no accidents were ever reported

it was not enforced. It is claimed that a pro-

minent dealer in bicycle lamps was instru-

mental in having tbe law passed, and seeing
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he was not likely to reap any benefit from it so

long as it was not enforced, he made another

complaint, bringing the matter before the city.

When the law was pointed out there was no-

thing to be done but to enforce it and the chief

of police called the attention of the officers to

it and instructed them to arrest everyone found

on a wheel without a lantern. That night the

"coppers" of that Georgia city were busy

—

very busy, as about 300 were "pulled." Among
the lot, however, was one who did not pro-

pose to pay the fine imposed nor did he pro-

pose to weigh down his light wheel with a

heavy lantern, and so he appealed his case.

The ground he takes is that a bicycle is a pri-

vate vehicle and as such cannot be forced to

carry a lantern any more than a private buggy
or a horse. There is something in this, surely,

as it will be a gross injustice to tax a bicycle

and compel the rider to weigh it down with

quantities of lanterns, brakes and bells simply

because it is a bicycle. On the same principle

it will be necessary for one to light a buggy or

carriage, or if he is riding horseback he will

have to hang a light out on his fiery steed.

This will bring out some interesting informa-

tion at any rate and the case will be watched

by riders throughout the south.

* * *

Century clubs are being organized through-

out the south, which is a good sign for the suc-

cess of good or better roads. If these centuri-

ans will only appreciate their position now
and use their optics and afterward their in-

fluence they will do an excellent service for

those who are at present engaged in working

up the interest in that line.

* * *

The south continues to lead the country in

fine bicycle tracks. Charleston now come to

the front with the second in the United States

and the third in the world. The track has just

been opened to the public. It is uniformly

firm, smooth and fast. The size of the track

measured one foot from the inner edge, is ex-

actly 440 yards, less an insignificent fraction,

making four- laps to the mile. The width of

the path is twenty-five feet on the homestretch

and fifteen feet on the back stretch, and not only

are the cuives banked to an ample height, but

the rise approaching the curves is so accurately

graded that it greatly adds to the ease with

which the curves are approached; in fact, the

bends present no difficulty whatever—all that

is necessary is to sit on the machine, which al-

most takes itself around. Another advantage

this track has over others is that a finer quality

of gravel was used in mixing the cement, thus

giving a firmer grip to the rubber tire. Beauti-

ful grand stand and bleachers will be erected

at once, and when completed will rank with

the finest in the country. Next!

# * #

The Pelicans, of New Orleans, don't know
who is their champion. Only a few weeks ago a

young-fourteen-year-old phenomenon appeared

in the shape of Peter Casse, who from a short

handicap beat the erstwhile champion, A. C.

Abbott, who, himself, is only sixteen years

old. Recently Cas°e and Abbott entered an-

other race and Casse started from scratch with

Abbott, who defeated him by a few seconds. It

is said that Casse had not trained and as he has

now begun training as has Abbott for the next

se ies, the enthusiasts of that city are in a

quandary who to believe, will win. Young
Casse made the record for New Orleans in his

lirst race, NlBS.

THE NEATEST, CLEANEST AND TIGHTEST OIL CAN IN THE WOULD is the

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER,.

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER FULL SIZE.

Regulates the, supply of oil to a nicety. Does not leak. Our new pattern has extra thread for the tip; also catch,

which locks the cap firmly to the body of the oiler.*This oiler is, as i'S name implies. "Perfect." Price, 25c. each.
Handsomely nickeled. CUSHMAN & DENISON, 173 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

HOLDERS.

To carry above oiler on a bicycle. No rattling;

easily attached to any wheel.

Price, 25 Cents Each.

Handsomely nickel plated. Larger size holder to

carry a pneumatic pump, same figure ("2j cents).

Oashman &> Denison,
173 Ninth Ave., NEW YORE.

Partner Wanted.

We want a young man to keep our books

and look after our correspondence. Party

must be sober, honest and not afraid of work,

must have $3,000 to invest in our business,

which is established and rapidly growing.

We want a pusher and no others need reply to

our advertisement. The business is located in

a western city of about 60,000 and we repeat

is a good investment for the right party.

Address " Partner,"

Care of Referee Pub. Co.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, bandy, inexpensive.
Conveniently carried in the
vest pocket. Each pair
packed in a neat metal case.
Price, by mail, 20 cents.

KINGMAN & CO.,
Peoria, 111.. St. Louis, Mo.,

Kansas City, Wo., Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

100,000 daily users testify to the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,

185 ZaSaJ/e Street.

TLic D/iAmr can be^bought at the leading news-

/ ft IJ lUyoF depots in Chicago at ten cents per
' copy. —»*" «-**

Subscription price, $3.00 per annum in advance.
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MARINUS NELSON,

OF THE COLUMBIA WHEELMEN, CHICAGO, WINNER OF THE PULLMAN ROAD RACE, 1893.
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FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

Many Championships Decided Recently — A
Strike in France.

The safety championship of the continent,

always ridden at Cologne, Germany, was un-

decided last year. The German rider, Alvin

Vater, was proclaimed winner by the judges,

but the Hollanders protested, claiming that a

mistake was caused by giving the signal for

the last lap too soon. Another race was fixed

for some weeks later, but cholera prevented

its being held. For this season the Deutsche

Radfahrer Bund resolved that the manage-

ment of this important race should be given

o the Frankfurter Bicycle Club on the Palm-

engarten track, Frankfurt. The event occurs

in the fall.

Some good races took place June 4 on this

track, in which Vater and Verheyen earned

new laurels. Vater, who started late with

training this season, seemed to have his old

form, beating fifteen riders in the principal

10,000-meter race. Verheyen, who had just

recovered from an accident, won the 2,000-

metre handicap from scratch. The races on
the ordinary did not attract the good riders.

The best chances this season, from the

younger cycling generation, seem to lie with

A. Heimann. Fritz Opel, the fourth of the

Opel brothers, who are well known on Ger-

man and Austrian tracks. Since the begin-

ning of this season he has won two firsts at

Bochum, two firsts at Karlsruhe, the principal

safety race at Bielefeld, and from scratch the

handicap at Coburg. There is also Verheyen,

already famous, who is only a young fellow;

Gehrig (Frankfurt), Breitling and Habiih
(Mannheim) and quite a number of boys

worthy and able to replace the "old masters."

Lehr, the German champion, who trained at

the Buffalo track, Paris, has left that city to

establish a record from Paris to Frankfurt.

He will then take part in the race from Vienna
to Berlin, and return to Paris to train, as the

Velo reports, for the championships of the

world at Chicago. As heard from good
sources, he has i ot yet any intention to come
over. Wilhelm Opel will probably be the

only racer representing the German colors at

the races in August.

Oskar Breitling, Mannheim, won at Munich
the safety championship of Bavaria, and O.

Beyschlag the ordinary championship. M.
Herty (Offenbach) at Darmstadt won the

safety championship of Hessen. Swiss cham-
pionships were won by F. Durif (Lyon) and A.
Bazino (Geneva), and those of Spain by R
Pans Olot. Cassignard, the well-known
French cyclist, won on this occasion, at Figu-

eras, Spain, sorne good races, On June 4 he

raced with Medinger at Alexandria, Italy,

against the Italian champions, but did not

score. The most important races were:

Championship of Italy, 5,000 metres— K i ixelli, 1 ; Luigi

Cantu, 2; Alaimo, 3.

International—Alaimo, 1; Ruxelli, 2; Dani, 3; Buni, 4.

International—Cantu, 1; Cassignard, 3; Dani, 4.

Another race from Paris to Brussels, about

350 kilometers, has been fixed by French

cyclists for Aug. 13, 14 and 15 next.

In the cycle manufactory of Clement, Paris,

it has been discovered that working men have

been stealing different parts of wheels and put-

ting them together. Seventeen suspects were

arrested. The 300 workingmen demanded the

director to release thone arrested, but Clement

did not comply and the workingmen resolved

A suggestion for the Sedan chair carriers of Midway
P^aisance.

to strike. A second petition was sent to the

manager and as he was not willing to fulfill their

demand, they proclaimed that the strike should

be extended to all workingmen in French cycle

manufactories. After a four days' rest they

returned to work. Mr. Clement, who supported

the wife and children of those arrested, with

money, has the reputation of always being

kind to his help and paying good wages.

Harris is Coming.

A New York despatch says: "An official

letter from the National Cyclists' Union to the

L. A. W, states that A. "W. Harris and no
other man will be sent over to represent Engi
land in the international races in August."

INTERNATIONAL MEET MATTERS.

Work On the Grand Stand to Begin at Once—
The Officials.

The general committee of the international

race meet meets to-night to select officials. It

is likely that Mr. Raymond will be referee, the

other members of the racing board judges,

and Van Sicklen clerk of the course, with

Perrett as assistant.

The track is being improved daily, and this

week a good layer of Joliet loam will be put
on the surface by Dolese & Shepard. Mr.
Dolese says the surface is too hard, and here-

after it will be wet down at all times.

The plans for the double-decked grand stand

are finished, and the contract for building the

same will be let this week. The committee

has adopted the Referee's suggestion of pro-

viding a place under the stand, opposite the

tape, so that the riders not in a race may get a

view of the track and still not be seen by the

spectators.
>

Call to Be Sent This Week.

Boston, June 25.—There is as vet nothing

new in relation to the call for the special

meeting of the national assembly. It is said

on good authority that the entire Connecticut

delegation will sign the same, and that the

greater portion of the Kansas and Illinois dele-

gations will also have their names thereon.

Massachusetts' three executive officers only

will sign for this state. Beyond that nothing

new has dave'oped. It is expected that the

request will be ready for the hands of Presi-

dent Burdett by the latter part of this week."

The Coventry Company's Boston Store.

It appears that, after all, the Coventry Ma-

chinists' Company's Boston store has not

closed, and that no arrangements have yet

been made looking to that end. Mr. Grynier,

who was supposed to have sailed for home,

writes us from that city that business has for

several days been very brisk, and that, al-

though it is the intention of the company to

centralize its business in Chicago, it is per-

fectly satisfied with the way matters are look-

ing at present in the east.

Winner of the Pullman.

This week's supplement represents Marinus

Nelson, winner of the Pullman road race of

1893. The young man's performance is still

fresh in the minds of the cycling public, so

that no 6xtra reference thereto is necessary.

In this race Nelson rode a March wheel weigh-

ing twenty-four pounds, manufactured by the

Marcb-Pavjs Cycle Company of Chicago,
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POTTER ON "GOOD ROADS. >t

TALKS ABOUT ADVERTISING CONTRACTS

AND WHAT SHOULD BE DONE.

But He is Very Guarded in His Statements

About King, the Advertising Man—
Magazine Should Go to Other

than League Members.

The Referee is in receipt of what is believed

to be thoroughly authentic information con-

cerning some points in the management of the

good roads bureau, which, it believes, should

be given to the reading public. The mailing

of the magazine to all league members and the

uselessness of that course, is an old story, and
has been thoroughly discussed. It appears

that there is gross mismanagement in the ad-

vertising department. This feature of the

paper is, and has been since the commence-
ment, under the management of a Mr. King,

who, prior to the publication of Oood Roads,

was the publisher of the base ball score card at

Chicago, beside dabbling in various other ad-

vertising schemes. How the management ever

became sufficiently interested in Mr. King to

offer him the position, is unknown, for he was

hardly the person one would have expected to

have been selected. Mr. King, it appears, has

a three-year contract with the bureau, under

which he is allowed 25 per cent of the gross re-

ceipts from advertising, whether the business

is obtained by him or not. A large portion of

the advertising, it is said, has been secured by
gentlemen in no way connected with the

bureau, and whose sole desire was to benefit

the league.

Mr. King's commissions for the month of

May were between $750 and $800. Even at

this figure it is said King is dissatisfied, and
some time since demanded an additional 50

per cent. For the purpose of ascertaining all

the facts the Referee's representative called

on Mr. Potter on Monday. He did not, how-
ever feel justified in stating some of the facts

which are in his possession and of which there

is reason to believe he himself does not approve
of. The liae of questions and Mr. Potter's an-

swers are given below. It will be understood

that Mr. Potter does not hesitate to express his

dissatisfaction with some of the present

methods.

" What salary or commission is paid Mr. King, the ad-

vertising man of the good roads bureau?"
" Mr. King is in the employ of the L. A. W. I cannot

answer as lo their business relations or terms of his con-
tract with them, although I have seen the instrument."
" Does Mr. King get commission on all business?"
" My answer to question No. 1 will have to suffice to

that."
•' Is there not a lot of advertising in the magazine?"
"I cannot answer that question, as it relates to your

previous questions, and I cannot rely on memory as to

the nature of the contract."
" How long does the contract run?"
'• That I cannot answer."

"Are the relations between yourself and Mr. King en-

tirely cordial?"

" It would be unwise and in bad tas'.e on my part to

reply to such a question."
" Are you in favor of sending the magazine to all league

members, or is it true that you disapprove of that plan?"
" I believe that a change in the policy of sending the

magazine to all league members will forever settle all

questions relating to the management of Good Roads. In

the first place our office force and equipment are not ade-

quate to handle our regular circulation of paid subscrib-

ers, besides from 30,000 to .0,000 of league members, and
it cannot be made adequate without an expense which it

would be unwise at present to incur; in the second place,

while a large number of league memuers are interested

in the magazine I believe many thousand copies go to

league members who do not appreciate its object and
value, to make proper use of it. I believe that each

league member who receives Good Roads should pay a

subscription fee of fifty cents a year, or a quarter of the

regular subscription price; this would serve as an earnest

fee and would prevent the magazine from beiog waste-

fully distributed among members who do not appreciate

it. It would increase the income of the bureau many
thousand dollars per year, and would cut off an immense
waste and enable us to send the magazine to thousands of

people of mature age who would use same to good ad-

vantage; if there is to be a meetingof the national assem-

bly it will have done good work if it does nothing more
than amend the by-law to provide for the change in the

distribution of Good Koads. Such an amendment should

be proposed and will be proposed, if a meeting of the as-

sembly is held."

"Mr. Potter, why is it that this plan is followed, aud by

whose orders?"

''I can not say that it is followed by orders of any offi-

cer of the league; it is followed because of the present

condition of the by-laws, which provides (as in Article 1,

Section VI.) as follows: 'That of i he per capita tax of

fifty cents, collected by the secretary from any dues of

the members, twenty-five cents should be collected as

the annual subscription price of each member for the

several publications of the road improvement bureau

during the continuance of that branch of the organiza-

tion.'
"

"Is it not true that at least one member of the execu-

tive committee is strongly opposed to the outlay?"

"Yes. and I think all members of the committee are

IJISJIL

A Suggestion.—"Mr. Cl-veland has taken to riding a
bicycle in order to reduce his flesh."—Ex.

also opposed to it, but they are powerless under the pres-

ent condition of the by-laws."
" * by have you not opposed it openly?"

"Because it would be idle and useless to propose a
provision of the by-laws for which there has been no im-

mediate remedy outside of the national assembly."

"Whence did you obtain the impression that the
cycling press opposes the publication of Good Roads?"
"My belief is that the cycliDg press is generally in

favor of the publication of Good Koads. I say generally

because each cycling paper can speak for itself. The
improvement of the roads must inevitably help cycle

manufacturers, and consequently the cycling press.

Therefore, it is to their interest to support the move-
ment from motives of self-interest if no other."

"Can you cite any instance of opposition?"

"I would not say that any cycling paper in the west

has opposed the publication of Good Roads; their criti-

cisms have been mainly devoted to the method of dis-

tribution and management. They have the fullest right

to discuss those matters, and though I come in for the

lion's share of criticism, I am willing to bide my time, as

I believe that each editor will deal fairly, as the facts

warrant them in doing so."

"Has not the criticisms of the means of conducting the

magazine and the erroneous statement made by Mr.

Burdett been mistaken for opposition to the magazine
itself?"

'•It has not been so mistaken by me; I can not speak
for others."

"Is it a fact that Mr. Burdett had, at Philadelphia, two
reports of the financial standing of Good Roads—one of

them furnished by yourself, another by an expert en-

gaged by Mr. Burdett?"

"I can not say what paper Colonel Burdett bad at Phila-

delphia; I saw no written report. My relation to the exec-

utive'couimittee as far as the bureau^is concerned depends
purely upon a business contract, and what is done and
omitted to be done under the contract can not with .good

taste be supplied for publication."

During the interview Mr Potter betrayed a

desire to shield President Burdett, and he evi-

dently knows more about that Philadelphia re-

port than he would tell for publication. It

was evidently manifest that Mr. Potter was
very guarded in his replies to the Referee's

questions, and lawyer as he is was very care-

ful with his evidence. It is generally known
that the relations between Mr. Potter and Mr.

King, the advertising solicitor, are not of a

cordial nature, and it is also generally known
that Mr. King has a "snap" in that advert'eing

contract with the executive committee. Mr.

Potter expects to sail in July for Europe and will

first touch ihe Fiench port, and will gather

material for the winter campaign, as to how
tilings are done in Europe. He is fortified with

passports and credentials from Secretary of

State Gresham and Governor Flower, of New
York. We wish the editor of 600 / Road* bon

voyage and a pleasant recreation; he surely de-

serves it. Mr. Potter said he would be gone

two months, and was reading September proofs

when the Referee man called, and would

surely be back in time for a meeting of the

national assembly if one is called.

New York Doesn't Want a Meeting.

The Syracuse division meet attracted most

of the New York division officials. At
9:30 Friday morning the politicians began to

gather at the Yates Hotel.

During Chief Consul Luscomb's address he

took the opportunity of saying that there was
"no internal strife" in his division, which was
supposed to be a covert slap at the muddled
condition of Massachusetts affairs. Mr. Lus-

comb, in reply to a question by the Referee
representative, said that the subject of a spe-

cial meeting of ihe national assembly at

Cleveland or anywhere else to investigate the

Good Roads affair had not received any atten-

tion whatever from his division, and that they

were perfectly satisfied with the present exec-

utive committee. This seemed to echo the

opinion of the majority of the little and big

state politicians.

From the World's Fair To Washington and the

East.

Do you contemplate going to the World's Fair. Of
course you do— every one does. But .you will not end

your journey with a visit to the fair. You will not want

to go back to the old home in New York, Ohio or lenn-

sylvania You will, perhaps, want, incidentally, to go to

Washington, call on the president to inquire after the

"plum" crop, in fact make a swing around the whole

circle, take in Cincinnati. Pittsburg. Wheeling, Washing-

ton, Baltimore and New York. That would make a

splendid trip if taken over the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road. Over no other railroad route in all the east can

there be found more delightful and varied scenery than

over the famous B. & O. It is the only direct route from

Chicago to Washington. Leaving Chicago, on the finest

and fastest trains in the world, vestibuled from end to

end, lighted by the famous Pintsch gas, protected by

Pullman's anti-telescoping device, and a perfect block

system you are rapidly whirled over a splendid road-

bed and down through the grand old states of Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia, away up
among the mountain fastnesses of the Allegbanies, past

hundreds of historic battle fields and places of note. Yon
cannot conceive of a grander trip on all the American

continent. If you contemplate visit'ng the old home in

the east you should not fail to travel by way of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad. For information as to rates,

time of trains, sleeping c tr accommodations, etc., apply

to L. S. Allen,' Assistant General Passenger Agent,

"Rookery," Chicago, 111.—St.
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SOUTHERN COMMENTARIES.

The Negro Question—New Experiments—Good

Roads.

If the public places as much confidence in

the newspapers of the day as it should, it

would [.truly believe some wonderful stories.

If we believed what the Atlanta Constitution

says about the recent races in that city,

and accepted the time as reported by that

paper, then Zimmerman, Johnson, Sanger and

the rest had best draw in their shingles, for a

new star has appeared in the cycling world,

and its dazzling splendor so completely out-

shines those at present on the horizon as to

make them scarcely discernable. In the ten-

mile handicap, which was won by Balles in

32:23 1-2, it is said that Howard, of fake Chi-

cago race fame, made the first mile in 1 :35 1-2,

and that on a dirt track! Where is Yonny
Yonson and his 1:56 3-5 now? Truly we may
now expect anything from the south if they

don't time them by the town clock. Johnson,

the auburn-ham d editor of Wheeling, rides like

a second Zimmerman, so the same paper in-

forms us. The south may yet be covered with

glory. Truly the daiiy press as a cycling

medium is [not] a glittering success.

* * *

The south, unfortunately, like all other sec-

tions, has a number of so-called writers, who,
in the vernacular, are always "talking through

their hats." One pretty case of this is the re-

porter on the Chattanooga Times, which de-

poses and says that in retaliation of the "snub"

lvccived by the southern wheelmen from those

of the north, at the recent convention, the

southern riders will resign in a body and or-

ganize a southern league. Such rot is not

likely to assist those who are now working for

the interest of the south, and 1 hope no one

pays any attention to it. Tf sorre of these

"space tillers" would only study what they

write and be assured that it is the correct fill-

ing, they would not have so much stuff to their

credit. It was doubtless from this paper that

Wintire, your Atlanta correspondent, gained

his views, which are equally as far from being

the true sentiment of the riders of this section

as those in the former case. Wintire is wholly

mistaken in everything he says in reference to

the sentiment prevailing in the south. It is

true they regret the action of the L. A. W. in

not accepting the Watts amendment, but they

do not intend to withdraw, but, rather, to use

every endeavor to present such a front at the

next L. A. W. mfeting as to compel them to

yield to our wishes. This negro question is

really a blessing in disguise, as it has done
more to build up the league than anything that

has ever happened. The southern members
now realize that they must come in the league

and fight it, and they are doing so. I will

warrant the increase in the southern states for

this year will show it to be greater than ever

before, and it has been this one question that

has done it. There is no danger of the south

withdrawing from the L. A. W., as it would
not show appreciation to those gentlemen of

the north who gave us their time and voice at

the last convention.

.**

For novelty and variety the south will hold

up to all. The Savannah Wheelmen, of which
Zimmerman and Wheeler are members, are

experimenting with electric lights in their

park with the intent :on of inaugurating a

series of races at night. From a financial view
this <vould be of inestimable value, as the only

objection that will have to be overcome at

present is the fact that very few of the labor-

ing class who would delight in such recreation

can find time to leave their duties during the

day. Then Georgia is to establish a cycling

corps at the regular state militia encampment
as an experiment, and if it is successful it will

be a permanent feature. The military officials

are all interested in it and it is likely that it

will be adopted.
#

* *

The possibilities of the bicycle seem to be un-

limited. The city council of Atlanta is con-

sidering the advisability of substituting the

wheel in place of the horse in the police de-

partment. All captains and mounted police-

men will use the bicycle. This is to be done for

several reasons, the authorities say, the chief

one being economy. For, so the authorities

say, they now pay for a horse $250, and it

costs tlwm $15 each month to keep the animal

in food and health. The bicycle will will cost

$150, with an allowance of $25 for repairs.

Thus they figure one year's comparative cost:

For horse: One horse, $250; paraphernalia for rider

$25; food bill at $15 per month, twelve months, $180;

total, $4i5 per annum . For bicycle: One bicycle, $150;

paraphernalia for rider (bell and lantern), $10; estimated

annual cost to repair, $-25; total, $1S5.

Difference in favor of bicycle, $270.

When this is multiplied fifty times we may
see what a saving it is, and the wheel has the

advantage of always being ready. All such

trials help the cause wonderfully in the south,

as it will do more good to secure perfect streets

than any one thing that can be suggested.

Then it helps ti place the wheel in its proper

sphere; that is, it shows it not to be a mere
plaything, but rather a necessity for the poor

man.

Some of those who pretend to know it all,

and really know nothing, claim that there can

be no benefit derived from training in the

south, as the climate is so entirely different

from any other section that it is an offset

rather than a benefit. To those I might
simply advise to read Zimmerman'? interview

in the Dublin paper. He says he is in excel-

lent trim and was never heretofore in as per-

fect health. It will be remembered that Zim
spent some three months in the south training,

and his early victories speak volumes for what
benefit he derived from it.

Harry Wheeler, the sprightly little pusher

who defeated Zim in two races from scratch,

trained with Zimmy in the south. Then
comes Johnson, who spent some time near

Louisville and the rest in Savannah. Jack
Prince, that peculiar genius, says he was
never so well as since his southern trip.

The fouth will soon be the natural training

grounds for all those who can afford the trip.

Here you may train from October to April.
-X-

* *
It is really refreshing to read an article like

the following from the pen of one who is a
farmer anJ who is supposed to mirror the

views of the former. The author is Harry.

Brown, the farmer-editor, who edited for

some time the Alliance Farmer in Georgia

In an interview with myself Mr. Brown com-
mits himself to good roads, but the following

sensible article will show Mr. Brown's good
judgment and views:

If one thing is more needed than another in America it

is good roads. An English tourist who was "stuck in the

middle of the road' 1 in one of the prairie counties of Illi-

nois said, "Hin Hengland we 'ave roads to travel on, but

hio Hamerica you 'ave to get hout of the road to travel."

V?hile this remark seems ridiculous, yet it is often true.

The roads sometimes get in such condition that one is

glad to travel through the field or forest rather than

keep in the muddy road. Much of this is due to the

careless mar ner of road working, much more is due to

the insufficient road laws of our country.

We are glad to see a growing interest in road improve

ment among all classes of our citizens. One of the chief

obstacles in the way of good roads in rural districts, and
especially those of the south, is the ignorant voter. It is

impossible to make many of this element believe that

they are interested in the permanent improvement of

roads. They think that paved streets and macadamized
roads do well enough for cities, but lhat it will either re-

quire more time on the road work, more labor or money
from them to improve the condition of country roads,

and they are opposed to it. This element must be

either educated to see that good roads are for the gen-

eral presperity of the country and will benefit each indi-

vidual, or must be outvoted.

There are several things which are tending to the

growth of seutiment in favor of good roads. One of them
is the improvement of the stock in the country, and

with this a purchase of better vehicles. Every man who
owns and loves a good horse is at once in favor of good

roads.

Another strong feature in this increasing sentiment is

the growing love of our people for out door life. Men of

science are advising more open air life for invalids and
more open air exercise for ccntinual health and develop-

ment of the healthful.

The latest but by no means the least of the forces now
being marshalled in the host of road reformers is the

great and constantly recruiting army of wheelmen. It

was a great day for road improvement in America when
the bicycle with all its improvements was put upon the

market. Its developement is even now in its infancy.

Every year sees new improvements and it is nearing per-

fection every day. The influence the wheelmen of the

south can have upon road legislation is very great and
will be greater with each succeeding year. The bicycle is

no caprice of a day—no toy to be enjoyed for a season

and thrown aside. It is here to stay. The use of the

wheel-has entered into every life. It appeals to our busi-

ness sense and to our love of sport, and the beauty of it is

that as soon as a man or boy mounts a wheel he is at once

in favor of improving the public highways.

It will not take long to explode one false idea that has

a slight hold upon the public mind and that is that the bi-

cycle is strictly a town convenience. There never was a
greater mistake. The time is coming when the man who
lives a few miles from town will use a wheel oftener than

he will a horse for going on quick trips. The improve-

ment of roads and of wheels will go hand in han-1 from
now on and to the introduction of wheeling we will be in

a measure indebted for the perfect roads and ea9y travel

of the future. Let us then endeavor to concentrate all

our forces; farmers, horsemen, merchants, professional

meu, travelers, sportsmen and wheelmen upon the im-

portant work of improving public highways.

Such as the above, especially when written

by one who is thoroughly in touch with the

farmers, from whom we have to expect this

boon, does inestimable good for the cause, and
Mr. Brown, who does not ride a wheel even,

deserves the thanks of all the wheelmen in

this section for the stand he has taken.

Nibs.
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HITS THE BICYCLE TRADE.

The congress of bankers held in Chicago last

week, brought out some interesting informa-

tion. There was much good advice in the re-

marks of the speakers on the subject of credits.

For instance, Mr. Howard said:

I am convinced that wholesalers are mainly responsible

for the failures of their customers. Nearly 33 per cent

of the failures in 1891, according to Bradstreet, were due
to lack of capital. If the wholesaler had properly con-

sidered the situation and advised the customer against so

large an indebtedness, he would himself have been
spared loss and saved the customer from ruin and dis-

tress. In 1892 the failures were less than in 1891, but

what can we say as to 1893? The failures of 1893 must
be far in excess of those of 1891, and the amount in-

volved I will not dare to guess. It is said that only 20

per cent of the failures is due to legitimate causes.

There must be something wrong, therefore, in our finan-

cial system. Can we not correct the evil by organiza-

tion?

This seems to fit the bicycle trade. There is

hardly a doubt that a majority—and a big ma-
jority at that—of the retailers of the country

are doing business on too little capital. They
require immense discounts and long time.

When the business does not pan out, the maker
or jobber must suffer— jhe little retailer must
be carried. With the maker it is as one
speaker said of the banks, the money goes in

at the spigot and out at the bung-hole. The
following resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That this congress should be perpetuated in

its spirit for great and valuable reasons by an associa-

tion to be called the American Merchants 1 and Manufac-
turers1 Association, its objects being co-operation for

mutual information and benefits, and the reforms of

credits, collection and failures; that the headquarters be
in Chicago as most central for the purposes, and the
places for annual conventions to be decided by the execu-
tive committee, and that a committee of Ave be appointed
to draft a constitution and by-laws for the association.

Pretty soon the bicycle and tire makers will

wake up to the necessity of forming an organi-

zation for their own protection. For a year or

two past the bicycle business has been a sort of

scalping business, some makers having a de-

termination to sell their outpius regardless of

consequences.

Mr. Kneeland, of New York, wisely suggests

that " in considering the question of the re-

sponsibility of an individual, it is not merely a

question of the amount and character of the

property a man owns, but the man's honesty,

capability and popularity are always to be re-

garded as of the very highest importance."

Too little attention is paid, not only to a man's

financial standing, but to his honesty and

popularity.

THE NEGRO MUST GO.

While in the south recently a Referee rep-

resentative made a careful canvass of the feel-

ing of cyclists in regard to the admission and

retention in the L. A. W. of the negro, or "col-

ored" man. The states of Georgia, North and

South Carolina and Virginia do not want the

negro and won't have him in their ranks as a

club or league member. Out of over a hun-

dred of the most intelligent well-wishers of the

negro not one favored his admission to the

club or L. A. W. They said: "The negro is all

right in bis place. For the most part he is our

servant, far below us in intelligence; and his

habits and standing prevent our meeting with

him in a social or fraternal way. The negro

will keep out of the L. A. W. hundreds and

thousands of white cyclists if he is encouraged,

and for that reason alone the north, where

people know the negro in a superficial way
only, should respect our opinion, which has

been gained by intimate knowledge of the

subject."

Said Governor Henry, of Virginia, to the

Referee man:
"The negro we look upon as a faithful house-

dog. We like him. He is a part of our insti-

tution, but he is far below us in intelligence,

in morals and in ability. Every 'nigger' God
ever made will steal. He is full of animal pas-

sion, and all the sentimental talk of you north-

erners, who don't know the southern negro, is

based on sentiment.

"I will correct myself as regards every ' nig-

ger ' being a thief. There is one in my county

and city who is far above the ordinary negro.

He once won in a race for the legislature in

our county, which is largely negro. He is, I

believe, an honest man, a good tradesman, and
makes my shoes. I -don't think he will steal."

As far as the negro himself is concerned, he

betrays no anxiety, and the L. A. W. is some-
thing he does not care about.

"We have our own society," said two negro

preachers. "V/e don't ask to enter white so-

ciety; we only ask for our rights under the

United States constitution, and in the south

we do not always get them. By all means ex-

clude the negro from this white cycling insti-

tution, but yoa must not attempt to stop us

ri ling bicycles."

In North Carolina some time ago some white

rowdies assaulted a negro who rode a wheel.

The negro can form his own club and national

orgxnization, and a noticeable thing about the

average southern negro is that he is not nearly

as intelligent or as quick as the northern negro,

who has been benefitted by mixing with

northerners.

Eventually, the writer believes, the negro

will place himself on a high plane as a respon-

sible citizen of this great republic, and will vie

with the most learned of the white race. He
will be physically and mentally a power in the

land; education will do wonders for him.
" Look at us now, and twenty years ago,"

said a smart negro in Augusta. "There is no
race on earth that has advanced as rapidly as

we have done. They kept books from us be-

fore the war, but we have them now, and our

own schools, and our progress is gratifying to

ourselves and should be to pur white breth-

ren."

So there seems to be no serious objection on

the negro's part to keep out of the L. A. W.,
and the next annual meeting should pass, with

an almostunanimous vote, a rule or law barring

him and allow those already in the privilege

of resigning before resorting to expulsion.

It is worthy of remark that in my travels

through the southern states I saw only three

negro riders, but was informed that the first

women riders in Atlanta and Richmond were

negroes, the wife of a negro bank president in

Richmond being the first, a fact which is said

to have had a bad influence on white women.
W. J. M.

G. P. Mills and His Great Ride.

G. P. Mills, who recently broke the Land's

End to John o'Groat's record, was interviewed

by a representative of British Sport shortly

after he finished his ride. He said that in

these days things were different from what
they were in the old days of record breaking.

There was not so much "beastly hurrying" as

nowadays, and the men had time to ride at

night and get three square meals a day. He
said he thought he had proved that sleep is

not absolutely necessary during such a ride, as

he had only half an hour at Granton and forty

winks when he crossed Meickle Ferry. He
did not feel bad after the race, and thought

that within a vi eek he should be able to make
the return trip by wheel. He will shortly at-

tempt the record on a safety, and hopes to

cover the distance in 3 1-4 days, provided

circumstances are as favorable as they were

when he made the record on the three-

wheeler. He thinks the improvement in times

over this course is due almost entirely to im-

proved machines and tires, together with good

pacing and feeding arrangements. On this

ride Mi Is used beef tea, rice pudding, stewed

fruits, ripe fruits in the shape of bananas,

grapes and strawberries. This seems to be the

most suitable diet from practical experience.

Conkling Goes to St. Louis.

L. W. Conkling is about to remove to St.

Louis for the purpose of assuming entire con-

trol of the bicycle department of the St. Louis

Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Company,
whose Lu Mi Num bicycle is now command-
ing such widespread interest by reason of the

successful use of aluminum in its makeup.

Conkling entered the bicycle business with A.

G. Spalding & Bros, almost as soon as the first

bicycle reached Chicago. At that time and

for some years afterward he was considerable

of a racing man, and was perhaps the greatest

sporting man in the west for the time. It was

not until 1886 that he left Spalding and en-

gaged with George E. Lloyd & Co., with

whom he remained about eighteen months,

prior to assuming his present pos'tion with the

Coventry Machinists' Company.
Conkling, besides being a thoroughly good

wheelman, is well versed in mechanics

and possesses every quality which fitted him
practically for the position he U about to as-

sume. He left for St. Louis Wednesday night

to return in a day or two, and will commence
his new duties about July 12.

There were over a hundred starters in the

century run of the Metropolitan A. A. C.

from New York to Newark and return. The
Atlanta Wheelmen of Newark won the prize

for the greatest number in the run.
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ZIMMY IS HOME AGAIN.

THE CHAMPION AND MR. M'DERMOTT AR-

RIVED FRIDAY LAST.

Greeted By a Small Party of Friends—What
Mr. McDermott Thinks of the N. C.

U. and the Licensing Scheme

—

Osmond's Opinion.

New York, June 24. —Zimmerman, the

champion is home once more, having arrived

yesterday on the Paris in company with his

brother-in-law, Joseph McDermott. "When the
big steamer swung into her dock at Christo

pher street "Papa" and Mrs. Zimmerman, Mrs.
McDermott, Roland Hennessy, Harry Wheeler,
Walter Masterson, a Referee man and two or
three others were on hand to welcome Zimmy,
who was in sight and shouting greetings. By
his side stood a pretty maid, who was claiming
a goodly share of his attention. She acknowl-
edged the lifting of hats with a smile, and
seemed to rather like the sensation she created

by being the attendant of the champion.
Zimmy was soon ashore, and after hugging

Harry Wheeler he gave his attention to the

Referee representative first, thanking him for

a few little courtesies. Zimmy appreciates and
never forgets, a fact which has made the lad

so popular with all classes.

His clever companion and brother-in-law,

Josej h McDermott, favored the Referee with
a little chat in a quiet corner. The first thing
he asked was: "How do the people take the

action of the N. O. U. , and what does Chair-

man Raymond think of it?" Being assured
that the public resented it most bitterly and
that Raymond "was waiting to hear from the
N. C. U.," he seemed to have a load lifted from
his mind.

"I did the best thing I thought of under the

circumstances. We refused to accept a con-

ditional license and entered a protest against

the N. 0. U. I'm pleased to say the Eng-
lish people seemed to denounce the N. C. U.
for its action. We had little fear— as my letter

to you showed—that there would be any
trouble in securing a license, as they could not,

we thought, discriminate against us in favor of

somebody else; but we were mistaken in this.

First I thought we would take another wheel
and tiy to win on it in order not to be shut

out, but the fact of our being ordered to do
such a thing was, in my mind, foreign to all

ideas of liberty in such matters, and you know
how stubborn Arthur is when anybody tries to

"run him" or make him do anything he don't

want to do—so that's how it was.

"We could have won their championship
easily and you know when I say this I am not

boasting, as the form displayed by Arthur was
simply grand. He was going much better

than last year—he will prove it this side most
assuredly. The action of the N. C. U. is most
absurd, considering that it allows others to

ride who are known to be directly connected
w ith manufacturers, and we expect the L. A.

W. will resent the action of the N. C. U., as it

fcas not only thrown discredit on us but on the

American national organization as well."

McDermott looked as if the trip had agreed

with him. His face was ruddy and he was
happy—a. happiness heightened by the warm
welcome of his clever little wife and
Carl, his little five-year-old son. "'Papa" Zim-

merman was as young and happy as ever, and
was only sorry that "the boy" did not have an-

other chance of showing the Britishers a little

more of his speed in the championships. Re-
porters have haunted the Zimmerman house
at Manasquan night and day the past two
weeks, and kind and courteous as he is, T. A.
would have had to skip for the mountains had
not A. A. come to the rescue and enlightened

an anxious public as to the N. C. U. inquisi-

tors.

"Well, you can bet I'm glad to be back,"

said Zim, putting his hands on the writer's

shoulders. " Never again will I go to England
to be thrown down by the N. C. U. I'm sick

of the whole business, and the only thing to

remember is the kind treatment of the people I

met. They gave me a splendid reception

everywhere I went; but the N. C. U.—they
make me sick "—and Zimmy looked sorrowful

and no doubt thought of those pieces of metal

on which were those cabalistic words, "N. C.

U. championship," which never came back
with him, through no fault of his. "I'll go to

Asbury Park and train."

"And I'll go with you," piped in Harry
Wheeler, the candidate for professional honors,

"and I'll make you ride. You'll have to look

out for my professional sprint now."
"I shall probably appear first at Trenton,"

said Z'm. "Yes, I was offered five different

machines to ride in England, a good salary

being attached to them, but I stfek to the

Raleigh, having made my success on it."

Regarding the cash prize league he said he

had nothing to say, except that he hoped it

would succeed. He expressed surprise at John-

son defeating Windle, and wished the speedy

young westerner well, in short he was full of

charity and good wishes for all.

The Raleigh Cycle Company presented the

champion with two diamonds of exceptional

beauty and size the night before he left Eng-

land. Charlie Abell, of Freehold, a friend of

Arthur and the family, returned with the party

from an inspection of the art galleries of Eu-

rope. The much-talked-of Kaufman, the trick

rider, was also along, looking better than he

did when he sailed away nearly six years ago.

Kaufman married an Austrian lady, and his

wife and two-year-old boy are now in Germany
and will lemain there until his return,

which will be in about three or four months.

HILLIER TO BLAME.

He It Was Who Kept Zimmerman Out of the

Championships.

Just as Zimmerman landed in New York
Saturday a member of the Zimmerman party

confirmed a suspicion formed in the writer's

mind as to the refusal of the N. C. U. to grant

an unconditional license. The plot dates back

to last winter and can be told as follows:

Zimmerman went to England last year.

Hillier took hold of him, planted around him
an- exclusive protectorate and "advised" him,

as he is always willing—to his credit, be it said

—to advise a likely-looking man of any coun-

try or clime. Zimmerman did not prosper,

and Joseph McDermott, Zimmerman's well-

known and respected brother-in-law, hurried

over to save a forlorn hope for a great country

which was mourning her champion's defeats.

Lo and behold, tales of victories were wafted

through the deep of the success of a known
success, and the eagle ' screamed and the lion

howled a sullen roar. "It was McDermott

that did it," said the papers of both sides.

Hillier and some papers he controls said it was
Hillier, and a word}- war ensued as to who was
the man who was responsible for the great
American's work.

Nearly all recognized that as victories com-
menced after Joseph's arrival he was the man
to whom the hymn of praise should be sung.

We of America sang it sweetly to Joseph, and
Hillier growled: " Not for Joe; for me." The
incident was forgotten by America, but not so

by the guardian angel of Heme Hill. He was
plotting revenge; he had brought one cham-
pion that he had elevated to the pinnacle of

fame to a low level and he would bring Zim-
merman down, too, if things came his way.
They did.

He corresponded with a young man named
Sanger; he had read of him as being a good,
big one, and he had heard that Zimmerman
was not likely to repeat 1892 form. So he said,

"Send Sanger to Heme Hill,"—and he was
sent. He took hold of Sanger with as much
vim as he did Zimmerman; but Sanger
could not " go," and Zim was going like Satan
after sinners, and Hillier was up a tree as to a
solution to beat his former protege. The
championships were near, very near; and
Sanger had been beaten by a competitor un-
ki own. Hillier's reputation as a trainer and
adviser was at stake, and he must act quickly.

He was fairly familiar with the arrangements
existing between the American champion and
the Raleigh company, and he knew that he
pulled a pretty good oar in the N. C. U. boat;

had Sturmey as an al.y and the support of the

Cyclist and Bi. News, so he saw a glorious op-

portunity.

"When he applies for a license for the cham-
pionships I'll tell them something I know, and
more about what I suspect," said he. The good
men of the N. C. U. saw a possible opportunity

of retaining the N. C. U. championships and
recovering England's lost prestige by a plan

which would make the blood of all true Eng-
lishmen boil with indignation. Then they said

with a show of willingness: " You can have a

license, Mr. Zim, if you will ride any other

machine thau that gas-pipe production of

Frank Bowden's, which you seem to use to

such good advantage; Mr. Bowden will not ob-

ject, we are sure."

What Zimmerman wrote them (which ap-

pears in another column) is quite polite com-
pared with what Zimmie said before he re-

turned that memorable night. It was not his

prayers, neither was that which emanated
from Joe McDermott and Frank Bowden, who,

report says, "swore in sixteen different lan-

guages."

Then comes the tempter—not in the shape

as he appeared in the far-famed garden. He
came with a carefully-waxed moustache and
medals announcing himself as the N. C. U.

"champion at all distances in 1881," who with

Mephistophelian glee pointed to another wheel

and said: , "Ride that, and the world of honor

and glory is yours; refuse, and you will be de-

graded and cast into the inferno of amateur

darkness and doubt."

"You go to ," said a trio in unison; "we
will ride what we please, and if you discredit

the document of the L. A. W. you will feel

sorry later on."

"Oh, no; we understand each other pretty

well. We 'jollied' Raymond up; we made him
the big chief of the International Union, and
he must stand by us."

"He can't afford to go back on Zim. There
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is a higher court of appeal than Raymond; our

case will be appealed to the people, who can

smash organizations and kingdoms," said the

Zimmerman spokesman, and it did not re-

quire a prophetic vision to utter the words, as

.the American and English press have shown.

Zimmerman. The L. A. W., and American
honor must be upheld, and no six people, rep-

resenting sixty millions, must suffer dishonor

to be placed on them through a champion who
in cycling represents them worthily and well.

"You can rest assured that Hillier is at the

bottom of the trouble," said the Referee in-

formant. "Don't quote me until we see how
things will turn out."

There is another thing to the trouble which,

no doubt, also had something to do with it.

Our readers will remember that Messrs. Bow
den and Hilaer had quite a long controversy

over the licensing system, Bovvden getting

slightly the best of the argument; but a well-

known American said then that the dispute

might operate against Zimmerman, and it did.

It may have been injudicious for Mr Bovvden
to have entered into the dispute and argument,
but he got what he was looking for, a wide
advertisement.

What Osmond Thinks.

F. J. Osmond was seen at the new world's

fair track and questioned about the Zimmer-
man N. C. U. matter. He was perfectly out-

spoken and did not hesitate to say that the N.

U. had, in his judgment, made a serious

blunder. As long as Zimmerman had the

proper credentials from the league, as long as

the league recognized Zimmerman as an ama-
teur, it was the duty of the N. C. U. to do
likewise. If Zimmerman had been an Eng-

lishman and riding under the N. C. U rules,

that body would have been justified in com-

pelling him to abide by its rules. But he isn't,

he is an amateur in the eyes of the league, and
should have been granted an unconditional

license.

Progress Being Made.

A visit was made the fore part of this week
to the works of the St. Louis Refrigerator &
Wooden Gutter Company, where the new
aluminum wheel is being manufactured.

Rapid progress has been made of late, and the

company now expects to have its wheels on

the market within two weeks. A close ex-

amination of the Lu Mi Num certainly justi-

fies the company's claim of having jumped to

the front at a bound. The wheel is not only

light and strong, but rides and steers with re-

markable ease. The appearance of the frame

is far ah^ad of many of the sUel ones. It

does not tarnish, and, in fact, does not even

get dirty, as mud does not seem to stick to it

at all. The strength of the wheel was best de-

monstrated at the test made at Washington
University a short time ago. St. Louis has

not been of much importance in the bicycle

line as far as manufacturing is concerned, but

will be "in it" from now on, and with a wheel

to be proud of.

The R. C. Wall Manufacturing Company.

The increase in business both in wheels and
in sundries of Wall & Boyer, an o'd Philadel-

phia firm, has necessitaled for some time an
addition to their facilities for serving custom-

ers. Being unable to get more room in the

building in which they are located on North
Broad street, the entire premises, 725 Arch

street, just in the heart of the city, has been
secured. The Arch street store will be run
under the title of R. C. Wall Manufacturing
Company. There are three floors, ihe lower

one being the salesroom, and here they will be

able to serve customers to better advantage
from the central location and look after the

interests of the popular Singer wheels, which,

as h' ret"fore, will be made the leaders. The
second and third floors will be devoted to the

manufacture of their line of sundries. When
once settled in the new quarters, of which
t! ey get possession about July 1, the manufac-
turing orders will receive such attention as it

was difficult to give in the limited up-town
quarters, and all their patrons can feel as-

sured of prompt shipments.

Mr. Boyer having retired from the business,

Edward Roe, a popular young man in Phila-

delphia cycle circles, and one well versed in

the business, goes into partnership with Mr.
Wall in the up-town store, of wlrch he will

have charge.

Little News Notes.

A desirable route to the Rockford meet ; s via

the C. & N. W. railway. There are trains

leaving at 7, 8:15 and 10:15 a. m , all of which
arrive in time for the races. Returning, train

leaves at 7:51 p. m., or those rema :ning over

night may leave ot 7:10 a. ni. , arriving in Chi-

cago at 9:50 a. m.

The Springfield and Dayton (Ohio) Wheel-
men held a relay ride from Springfield to Day-*

ton and return last Thursday. The fifty-miles

were covered in three hours by twelve relays.

The Oak Park (Chicago) C. C. is no more,

the club having changed the name to the

Prairie club..
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FABLE OF THE HOBBY-HORSE MAKER.

* * * In the first year, and the fifth

month of the year, there reigned over the

corntry a certain mighty ruler, called El Amet

"Guarded it carefully."

Cleveland (surnamed the fat); and it came to

pass that a blight fell on the land and great

woe and trouble prevailed and there was
lack of money in the treasury of El Cleveland,

and though he burned oft the midnight oil and
wore a girdle of sackcloth, he could in no wise

mitigate the evil, for in a certain mighty city

in his realm lived many usurers, who were

cunning men and crafty and who hoarded up
the money of the people and kept it in strong

boxes made of iron and stone and they

guarded it carefully that the people might not

break in and rob them.

Now it came to pass that the realm of El

Cleveland, the Fat, was habited by a people

given unto the building of strange machines of

divers sorts and pattern, insomuch that it had
become famed throughout the world, for in it

were workers in brass and iron, carvers of

stone and glass, and cunning contrivers of

wooden things. And when it was known that

the gold bugs (for so were called the usurers

who lived in the great city) had shut up the

money of the kingdom, there was a great out-

cry among them that builded, and they said

one unto another: "What shall we do to be

saved?—for verily though we have many parch-

ments and promises to pay from them that

owe us, we cannot pay them that we owe with

these, and because thereof we are a ruined

community," and they cast ashes in their

beards and tore their garments, for much gold

and many purses of silver had they spent mak-
ing great houses and placing sundry machines
therein for the use of their servants in the

building of that which they sold.

Now in a certain part of the kingdom there

dwelt some men who banded together and
builded a mighty house of stone, and they

fashioned the chimneys thereof from bricks

that had been burned in a kiln, and they made
windows of glass in the walls of the house, and
upon the roof they placed shingles cunningly

covered to keep out the rain and the wind;

then they filled the coffers which they had set

in the house with gold and silver and with

money of the realm, and they sent criers

abroad calling unto the workers in iron and
in brass, them that knew how to fashion rubber

and leather—"Come, ye, and enter the house
that we have builded, for, verily, shall we not

make for the people a new and strange ma-
chine that shall be like the hobby horse, and
we will pay unto you that which is meet."
And many came and entered in, and they that

had builded the house paid treasure of gold
and many pieces of silver unto them that

spread the news before the people that all

might know of the hobby horse which they
made; and they named it "the best on earth,"

and over the door of the house they wrote
"Built on honor." And it came to pass, after

a time, that they hired unto themselves a cer-

tain silver-tongued youth, who had much of

that which is called "sand"—and among the

Jersey ites "gall"—and sent him up and down
through the realm that he might cry their

goods, and he thrived and waxed great among
them .hat sold hobby horses.

And on a time, as he journeyed through the

city in which dwelt El Cleveland the Fat, he
said unto himself: "Behold, a scheme [for he
was a Cunning man and bold] ; let us go up be-

fore the rulers and deal with them, for al-

though the profit be not great, mightj will be
the effect thereof." A.nd he danced and sang

"And they sent criers abroad."

before the rulers and pleased them so that they

bought that which he had, and ever after those

that builded the house wrote over the door

thereof: " Used by the V. S. government," and
their joy was great.

And it came to pass that the hobby horses

which they made were not wisely builded and
they that had banded together got no profit

from the treasure which they had spent, and
they fell out among themselves and swore

mighty oaths and strove one with the other,

each laying the blame on his neighbor. And
after a time some sold the shares which they

had, and other men which were new in the

business took their places. And it came to

pass that the time of the change fell when the

gold bugs had closed their iron boxes and were

holding the money from the people, so that

them that came in new found that it was no

small matter to sell the hobby horses that were

built on honor.

Now, among the men that came in was one

who had much pelf. Howbeit, he was a dealer

in cloth and knew not how to sell hobby horses;

and this man said unto himself: "Verily, there

be many horses in stock, therefore will I cut

the price thereof and show the 'jays' and 'yaps'

how business men do business"—and he cut.

Now, among the people Ihere lived a tradition

so ancier.t that the mind of man runneth not
back to the beginning, which set forth that the

"Danced and sang before the ruler."

profit gained by them who builded hobby
horses was unlawful because of the greatness

thereof, and many there were who waited

many years for the price to fall, saying: " Be-

hold the sewing machine and the buggy—have
not these waxed cheap, and shall not the hobby
horse be likewise, even at the time when the

patents thereon are no more [for they knew
not that there was no patent on the hobby
horse]?"

Now, therefore, when he who had dealt in

cloth, yea, even in safety pins and' that which
goeth with them, did cut the price of the "best

on earth," even dividing the price into halves,

the people gloried thereat and shouted in the

streets, saying: "Behold, the combine is broken

and they that were in high places have been
cast down." And some among the makers of

hobby horses shouted with the people, making
a great outcry, saying: "Pope and Overman,

ttva <(«(=_

"The Cadi fell upon them."

even they that build the Ariel, also the Hum-
ber and many others, have banded together

and formed a ' trust,' but we be not among
them, therefore buy your goods of us." And
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when the people looked upon them behold they

were builders of cheap and ouc-of-date hobby

horses—and ''the African in the woodpile" was

discovered.

Now much time and great outcry were

made over the cut, and those that bought that

they might sell again waxed afraid and would

not buy, and the riders cast about seeking to

purchase hobby horses from them that builded

elsewhere at the price set upon them by the

dealer in cloth and pins. So, therefore, it

came to pass that for many days, yea, even to

the changing of the moon, there was turmoil

and trouble throughout the land, and many
that builded could not pay that which they

owed; and the Cadi fell upon them and seized

that which they had. And in the end

much good came, for many who believed that

the profit was great, were made aware of their

error, and scld the horses that they had built

and ceased from warring; and they that held

their own found many to buy, for time chang-

eth all things, and on a day the blight was re-

moved and the people rejoiced.

La. Cote Mal Taile.

1893 FIXTURES.

JULY.

1-3- Annual race meet of the C. W. A. (championships)
at Sarnia, Ont.

1-3-4—California division meet, t- an Francisco.

2-3-4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

2-4—Ohio division meet, Sandusky.

3^4—Columbia C. C. meet, Hartford, Conn.

3-4—Iowa division meet at Vinton.

4—Susquehanna Wheelmen's electric race meet st
Harrisburg, Pa.

"4—Nebraska state meet and races at Lincoln.

4—Colorado division meet.

4—Milwaukee-Wackesha road race.

4—Tonawanda Ramblers joint tournament, Tona-
wanda (N V .)

4—Watertown (N. Y.) Cyclers' meet.

4—Fourth annual Poorman road race, at Cincinnati.

4—Second annual road race, Erie (Pa.) Wanderers B. C.

4—California division meet.

4—Missouri division meet, Sedalia.

1—Skowhegan, (Me.) Wheel Club races.

4—Detroit Wheelmen's meet, Detroit, Mich.

+ 5-Seventh annual meet Kansas division at Fort Scott
Address Henry E. Harris.

4-5—Rockford, (111.) C. C. meet.

10-11—Detroit Wheelmen's meet, Detroit, Mich.

15—Atalanta Wheelmen's (of Newark, N. J.) 100-mile road
race.

21-92—Cuca Cocoa cup race, Heme Hill, London.

25-26—Indiana division meet, Fort Wayne.
28—South Bend (Ind.), C. C. meet ani races.

AUGUST. (WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-12

—

Illinois Division., National U. A. W. and
International meets, Chicago,

1-2— Michigan Division meet and international races at
Detroit, Mich.

2—5Ih annual tournament and 25-mile handicap road
race of Waiantha bicycle club, Richfield Springs,
N. Y. (L. A. W. sanction.)

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

15—Annual Oanauer races at Carthage fair grounds,
Cincinnati, O.

1G-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

19—Minneapolis C. C. meet.

19—Inter club road race, Buffalo.

22—Evansville C. C. meet.

24—Zi2-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet.

28-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. meet.

30-31—Cleveland W. C. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

4-5—Hartford, Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A- C. eighth annual meet.
7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

9—Boston, Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden City Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

12-13—Springfield, Mass., Springfield B. C.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C.'s anDual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

18—New Jersey (place not named).
20-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.
26-27-28—Inter-state FairJAssociation meet, Trenton, N. J.

EVENTS OF THE FOURTH.

LARGE AND SMALL MEETS ALL OVER

THE COUNTRY.

Division Meets in Most of the States— The

Canadian Wheelmen's Association's An-

nual—Chicago Men for Rock-

ford and Sandusky.

The Fourth of July, 1893, will unquestion-

ably eclipse all other days in the matter of

race meets—in this country, at least. It has,

by common consent, become the time for

holding division meets, though a number of

states have of recent years held their annual

events earlier, no' ably Massachusetts and
New York. In addition to division meets, a

number of large tournaments are scheduled

for this day, and if good weather prevails

there seems to be no good reason why some

records should not be lowered. The opening

races of the cash prize league — National

Cycling Association—in New York on the

Fourth will no doubt create a great deal of in-

terest. Wheeler, Berlo, W. F. Murphy,

Dorntge, Taxis, Roe, Kluge and lesser lights

will be on the field to grab the cash pots,

Great preparations for the event have been

made; a band has been secured, the city offi-

cials have been invited to witness the opening,

and Kaufman, the trick rider, will show what

he can do.

CANADA'S ANNUAL MEET.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association hoLls

its eleventh annual meet at Sarnia this week

Saturday and next week Monday. There are

eighteen events on the programme, including

the quarter, half, three and five-mile champ-

ionships. A special prize has been offered for

the person making a new Canadian record on

the track. It is expected by the meet pro-

moters that Sanger will be present at the

meeting, as he has informed them he would.

The entertainment features for the first day

will comprise a formal reception to visitors, a

parade to the Bay View athletic grounds on

the second day, and a moonlight excursion on

the river at night. A concert and the presen-

tation of prizes takes place on the night of

July 3, at St. Andrew's rink.

OHIO MEET AT SANDUSKY.

All the Ohio wheelmen and many from neigh-

boring states will flock to Sandusky, where
the division meet is to be held. A large dele-

gation from Chicago will arrive there Sunday
morning. There will be a big parade in -the

morning, and at 1:30 the races begin at the

Erie County fair grounds. The division meet
will be held Tuesday. Wednesday will be

given to excursions and receptions. There

will be twelve races on the programme, for

which many prizes will be offered.

OTHER DIVISION MEETS.

New Jersey—The tenth annual (Columbian)

meet of the New Jersy division will be held

to-day (Friday) and to-morrow at Trenton. The
Mercer County Wheelmen have charge of the

affair, and, as this is the first time the meet
has ever been held in the capital city, it will be

made one of much interest. The festivities

will commence to-night with an entertainment

to the visitors. Saturday morning the division

will hold its meeting, and at 10 o'clock a par-

ade will be formed, and after parading through
the principal streets the cyclists will proceed to

Cochran Park. There will then be ten races at

Trenton driving park, three of which will be
championships. The prizes for the seven other

races aggregate $1,000. Banker, Wheeler,
Wells and others will compete.

Iowa—The ninth annual meet of the Iowa
division will be held this year at Vinton, under
the auspices of the Vinton C. C. Monday's
programme includes a reception, short run,
parade, ten races, an illuminated parade and a
social. Tuesday the business meeting will be
held at 9 a. m. ; then the programme of Mon-
day is to be repeated. Fireworks, a banquet
and the distribution of prizes ends the sport.

Colorado—Racing men will compete for di-

vision honors this year at Greeley, where there
is an excellent track. Monday there will be a
parade, an open air meeting in the park and a
ball. Tuesday there will be a parade, the races
in the afternoon and an entertainment at the
opera house in the evening. The race pro-
gramme includes twelve events.

Missouri—The division holds its annual
gathering at Sedalia, and as the prize list is

valued at $2,000, some good races should re-

sult. There are eleven events to be run during
the afternoon of the Fourth. The division

meeting will be held in the morni g,

Maryland—Two- division championships—
the quarter and two-mile—will be held at Bal-
timore, in addition to seven handicap and class

races. The Baltimore club hopes to have ti.e

eastern flyers all there, but they will likely be
split up somewhat.

Pennsylvania—The division will hold its

meet at Harrisburg, on the grounds of the Is-

land Park Association and under the auspices

of the Harrisburg Wheel Club. The races will

be held Monday and Tuesday, eight events
each day.

Nebraska—It is expected that the year's

meet at Lincoln will eclipse all previous ones
held in the state, for Lincoln is convenient to

all. Omaha experts to send a large number of

representatives.

Texas—The fourth annual meet of the Texas
division will be held at Waco, where the best

track in the state is located. There will be two
days of racing.

OTHER EVENTS ON THE FOURTH.

Boston.—The Press club is making great en-

deavors to hold ils own with the tournaments
of the country on July 4, and judging from
tlie list of prizes it offers ought to be able to

do so. In this connection there occurred
rather an amusing incident. In placing the

value of the prizes, one, a racing wheel, was
valued at $165, and another wheel at $160. It

was thus printed in the entry blanks. After
these had been sent out the error was discov-

ered by one of the club men, and being fearful

of losing their sanction, the committee hast-

ened to the printers, made correction, had a
new batch of entry blanks printed and sent

where the others had gone. A letter of ex-

planation was also sent post haste to two
members of the racing board.

Tonawanda, N. Y.—Twelve events will be

decided at Tonawanda, the meet being given

by the Tonawanda and Buffalo Ramblers bi-

cycle clubs. On the morning of the Fourth

several races will be held at Buffalo, the city

having appropriated some $600 for the event.

Toledo, O.—Following the Ohio division

meet at Sandusky the Toledo C C. will give a

two days' meet on the 7th and 8th. The races

will be held on the new third-mile brick dust
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track in the Exposition grounds, which is said

to be exceedingly fine. There are eight events

each day and in addition to prizes valued at

$2,176.50, over $300 worth of special prizes

will be given. It is safe to say no finer prize

list has been offered this year.

Rahway, N. J.—The Union County Road-
sters give their sixth race meet on their new
quarter-mile track at Rahway. The track is

twenty feet wide with banked corners and is

very fast. Rahway is on the line of the Penn
sylvania railroad. The roads leading to Rah-
way are all macadam, and make a delightful

ride to the grounds. There are five events on
the programme.
Detroit—The Detroit wheelmen have de-

cided to give a track meet on the morning of

July 4 at the D. A. C. The events will be open
only to riders in the city. The events are eight

in number
Reading, Pa.—The Penn Wheelmen hold

their mid-summer meet at Agricultural

Park on the Fourth. There are nine events, in-

cluding a match between two local flyers.

Winona—The Winona Cycle Track Associa-

tion will give eight events on each Monday and
Tuesday, including a match race between Sehl

and Hatch for $25 a side.

Asbtjkt Park, N. J.—The Asbury Park A.

A. hopes to have Arthur Augustus at its meet
July 4. The races, eight in number, begin at

3 o"clock sharp.

Taunton, Mass. — At the Taunton fair

grounds four events will be given under the

auspices of the M. C. O. F., Court No. 73.

Brooklyn— This Saturday afternoon, at

Eastern Park, the Kings County Wheelmen
give six open events.

SMALL EVENTS.

Next Wednesday afternoon will occur the

two road races of the Boston A. A. C, in

which great interest is evinced by the numer-

ous clubs hereabouts. The Maiden and Press

are the favorites, although it is thought that

some unknown team will show great speed in

the limited class.

A number of bicycle races will be held next

week in connection with the races of the In-

dianapolis Driving Club. The prize list foots

up about $1,000. There will be three races on

the Fourth and one each succeeding day.

Spokane wheelmen will have several races on

the Fourth. A ten-mile race has been arranged

for July 2 between A. D. Campbell and George

Wharton.

The colored men of Plainfield, N. J., have

arranged for a race over the Milburn course

for to-morrow.

The St. Paul C. C. will hold a twenty-five-

mile race to Kittsondale.

Bicycle races, for men and women, will be

held at Cairo, 111.

big road events.

The fourth Poorman race will be held over

eighteen miles of good pike road, from Hamil-

ton to Cincinnati. For two years Van Sicklen

captured the time medal, but last year McDuf-

fee, Graves and "Van Sicklen, who were on

scratch, fought so much over making pace that

W. C. Rands, of Detroit, captured the time

from the two-minute mark.

Two large road events are scheduled for Tues-

day next, the Waukesha-Milwaukee and the

Poorman, the latter at Cincinnati. The pick

of Chicago's men will not take part in either

event, inasmuch as they are now doing track

work, but there will be some flyers at both

places. Notwithstanding the fact that the

entry fee for the Milwaukee race was raised

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cycles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

MAKPR5 I^^VjiJR™™*en°>1 f°* Seamless Steel Tubes.

I^,?k^ G
.

A
m
VANIZING PLAN T, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUMPANS CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES, BOILERS, ETCSugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effect"!SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - -

Established SO Years. eow
Nile Foundry,

birmingham. eng,

from $1 to $2, the list is much larger than that
of last year. The prize list, too, is much more
valuable. The race v. as won last year by
Hueffner, of Racine, while Fred Nessel cap-

tured the time medal, Ulbricht and Johnson
being tied for second time. The lime last year
was 48:11, and if the course is as good this

year that figure will likely be lowered.

A small road race will be run from Ashland,
Wis., to White River and return.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A Self-Healing Air Tube and a New Front-

Driver Gear.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from May 3, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.]

AN AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIAL FRONT-DRIVING GEAR.

JVb. 19,229. J. F. Wiles' "Improvements in differ-

ential gearing, applicable to driving velocipedes and for

mechanical purposes." Oct. 2G, 1892.—This invention has

for its object the production of a front-driving gear, the

speed of which may be varied at will. The *?ear itse'f is

on the usual lines of bevel gearing constructed for this

purpose, that is to say, the axle (a} passes freely through

the hub (b) of the driving wheel of the machine. From
the axle (a) project at right angles thereto, but in line

with one another, two studs Cd dl) ; on each of these is

mounted, preferably on ball bearings, a bevel wheel (e f)

secured in place respectively by any convenient device,

such as the nuts (el fl). These two bevel wheels gear

with two other similar wheels, one of which Cg) is se-

cured to the hub and the other (h) generally to the

fork side (cl). The
axle (a) turns in an or-

dinary ball bearing on

the end of the fork

side (c) and in a spe-

cial bearing (il) at the

other end. The spe-

cial means by which

the relative speed of

the crank axle and hub
are differentiated con-

sists of any suitable

type of friction clutch

adapted to act upon

the wheel (h). In the one illustrated the boss of the

wheel (h) is prolonged to i and is provided with a V-

shaped groove. The lower portion of the fork side (cl3

is solid and terminates in a ring (c2) in which are fitted

two clutches (k kl). Each clutch consists of a semi-

circle and has a V-shaped ridge on its inner surface cor-

responding to the groove in the prolongnation (i). The

solid portion (e3) of the fork side (cl) is threaded inter-

nally and the rod (j) is screwed into it. This rod is con-

tinued upward through the fork side and terminates near

the handle bar or in some other convenient position, and

is provided with a hand wheel by which the screw can be

turned downward or up away from the prolongnation (i).

If it can be screwed down the clutch (k) is forced down-

wards and the clutch (kl) pulled up; this locks the pro-

longation (i) and holds the wheel stationary. The bevel
wheels being all the same size, the driving wheel will
then be geared double. If the screw (j) be screwed so
far as to take the clutches off the prolongation, the axle
(a) will (it is stated) rotate the wheel (g) at its own
speed. Intermediate speeds will depend upon the degree
of grip which the clutches exert upon the prolongnation
of the whedl (h). Conversely the gear will automatic-
ally adjust itself I o the changing condition of the road.
For instance, supposing the rider is traveling along the
level with the clutch on and comes to a hill he will, as he
feels the latter, begin to tread harder, with the result
that the grip of the clutch is loosened to some extent and
the rider's energy concentrated upon the axle.

A SELF HEALING AIR TUBE.
No. 12, 118. W. James' "Improvement in or relating

to air tubes for pneumatic or air tires." June 29, 1892.—
The object of this invention is to provide an air tube that
will not be rendered useless by being cut or punctured,
and this is attained by constructing the tube so that

when it is inflated the rubber
or other material of which it

is made is compressed. This

is effected by forming the tube

with a series of corrugations

concaved outwardly as shown
ia the accompanying sectional

drawing. The air tube is en-

closed in an outer cover, of

whidh the internal diameter is

no larger than the circle in

which the corrugated tube is inscribed. The result is

that when the tube is inflated the corrugations are
smoothed out and the material of which the tube is con-

structed is forced into compression. In this condition it

is less liable to cut, but if cut will tend to close up again.

The corrugations may be of any desirable shape, and
may be formed logitudinally. transversely or spirally or

to any desired pattern. Instead of corrugations, swell-

ings or wrinkles, protuberances nr other variations under
the surface may be used with like results.

Tried the New Kansas City Track.

Kansas City, June 25.—The new four-lap

track at Fairmount Park was opened on Thurs-

day by a tournament under the auspices of the

Kansas City Cyclists. A party of seventeen of

the Leavenworth County Wheelmen came to

Kansas City Sunday morning and spent the

day as the guests of the Kansas City Cyclists.

A spin was taken on the Waldo Park course,

dinner at the Centropolis and in the afternoon

the visitors were taken to Washington and
Fairmount parks. The track was in an un-

finished condition, though the surface was fair.

The grand stand and fencing had not been

finished and considerable delay was occasioned

by the spectators crowding on the track. The

races were very interesting and resulted as

follows:

Half-mile, handicap—F. Furguson, 75 yds., 1; Eugene
Rommel, 80 yds., 2; C Kindevatter, scratch, 3; time, 1;18.

One-mile, open—C. Kindevatter, 1 ; H. R. Warren, 2; E.

S. Hall, 3; time, 3:18. A loaf for three laps. Warren

spurted at the last quarter, but Kindevatter beat him out

by about a wheel's length.

One-mile, handicap—H. T. Ferguson, 175 yds., 1; A. T.

Hillyard, 200 yds., 2; E. Rommel, 185 yds., 3; time, 3:07.
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NEW YORK toCHICAGO

RECORD BROKEN.

I.OOO » MILES.
Time, 10 days, 4 hours, 39 minutes.

;

Mr. H. H. Wylie, who made the record, rode a 27-lb. STERLING Wheel fitted with M. &. W.
Racing Tires. The machine stood the terrible test without even a puncture. Certainly the event
of the year, proving our claim that our wheels are Built like a watch, and that light wheels can

be made at our factory which will stand up with any machine on the market, no matter what weight.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Stokes Mfg. Co., MAKERS.

Genl. office and salesroom, Factory, Branches,

293 Wabash Ave. 236-40 Carroll Ave., Chicago. Denver. Milwaukee.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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JOHNSON AND MATE SUSPENDED.

Kvidently a Case of Prejudice on Mr. Raymond's

Part.

New York, June 26.—John 8. Johnson and
F. Howard Tuttle, riding under the colors of

the Century Cycle Club of Syracuse, have been

suspended. The racing board evidently

thought that because the men, being western-

ers and riding under Syracuse colors and on a

Syracuse-made wheel, were pure makers' ama-
teurs. The chairman of the board is guilty of

partiality and prejudice, and the west should

resent this transparent case of selecting John
son and Tuttle in preference to men equally as

guilty, presuming, of course, they are guilty.

The writer, an ardent supporter of Johnson

and Tuttle, believes them guilty of violating

L. A. W. rules, and also believes that W. W.
Windle, A. A. Zimmerman, George C. Smith,

W. F. and C. M. Murphy, W. C. Sanger and
every prominent amateur in America con-

nected with the trade is also as guilty as John-

son, and if his very existence depended on the

assertion, so sure is he that none of the men
named are amateurs. An intimate association,

and even the knowledge of salaries paid most
of the men is the rock foundation for this as-

sertion—but why select Johnson and Tuttle as

victims?

Prejudice against Eck and Johnson may be

the cause, and Raymond's knowledge of Eck's

demand at Albany for $50 to pay his expenses

—

not Johnson's, but Eck's, mind you, and that

is legitimate enough—may have been the cause.

Eck does not deny it, neither does the writer,

who knows that he has received money from
many places he has raced at this season, and
he earned what money he was paid by assist-

ing and in many ways materially helping to

make the meet successful. Not a dollar of

this went to Johnson; the Syracuse Century

Cycling Club paid his expenses, and the club

is so well satisfied with Johnson's success that

it presented him, through Chairman Raymond,
with a diamond badge recently.

To suspend Johnson, who is now ripe for

great work, as his Pittsburg performance Sat-

urday shows, is in keeping with the policy

which a New York daily characterized last

week as school-boy tactics. Chairman Ray-

mond stated at Albany that he had "no use

for Eck." One of the occupants of the car

riage he rode in told a Referee man this, the

fact being brought out in conversation. But
because Chairman Raymond has "no use for

Eck," must Johnson and Tuttle surfer for the

dislike of the L. A. W. racing board chair-

man?
Eck has forgotten more about racing and

rules than the whole of the racing board

knows to-day, and on sundry occasions has

been guilty of pointing out its blunders. So it

is quite likely that the powers that be have
little use for Eck. The racing board has in

the past acted queerly, not from a mercenary
point, no one believes, but from prejudice and
popular clamor, and Johnson's extraordinary

success and Eck's cleverness, all achieved

without its "sanction" or assistance, no doubt
has hurried things along.

Does the the chairman of the racing board

believe for one moment that the Murphy boys

of Brooklyn pay their expenses and travel

around the country without a salary appen-

dage? Does the racing board know that Willie

Windle refused the magnificent offer of $10

per week and expenses to ride a certain ma-
chine, and since has made "arrangements"

with another manufacturer? Who pays the

salary of George C. Smith, who rides a Colum-

bia? Probably the manager of the Pope Manu-
facturing Company's New York branch, El-

liott Mason, can tell. These cases are right

under Chirman Rnymond's nose if he wishes

to investigate. He need not go to Syracuse or

or Minneapolis to investigate!

The act of suspending Johnson and Tuttle is

a shameful abuse of authority and partiality

and all who have a liking for fair play will re-

sent this latest piece of child's racing board

legislation. It is a poor rule that don't work
both way.".

The chances are that Mr. Raymond (accord-

ing to daily paper surmise) will let tl.e axe fall

on the necks of others; he must, if he wishes to

avoid the above charge of selection as regards

the transgressors of a transparent humbuggery
in latter day American athletics. In the mean-
time will the same kind of dealing by the N.

C. U. in regard to Zimmerman be received

with meekness and submission by the L. A. W.
racing board lights, who have been dealt a s'ap

which should disclose a sting of mortification?

The English officials are guilty of exactly the

same, but more flagrant, violation of author-

ity. Petty spite, originating at Heme Hill,

is behind its action, too—this the Referee can

prove by rooust circumstantial evidences. The

two "amateur" cycling governing bodies

should be placed on exhibition at the world's

fair, as the choicest collection of the "genius

popular prejudice and asininity" that the

ninteenth century has produced.

JOHNSON ON HIS SUSPENSION.

"What will you do, Johnnie, in case the rac-

ing board suspends you?" inquired the Ref-

eree man last Saturday.

"In the first place it has no good reason to

suspend me, and if it should I'll give up riding

and probably appeal to the National Skating

Association for credentials to go abroad next
winter for the skating championships. I don't

want to be declared a professional and if the

board suspends me it will have a hard time to

prove me guilty of any infractions of the rules.

The Century Cycling Club pays my expenses.

Eck is paid by the Stearns company and also

receives something from clubs for his services;

but that has nothing whatever to do with me.
That is his business, not mine. How they can
have the nerve to talk of suspending me with-

out suspending many others I cannot under-

stand; but we will insist on knowing the rea-

son if they do suspend me. I am an amateur
and receive only my prizes and expenses from
my club. I think, more of the skating cham-
pionships than I do of the bicycle champion-
ship—that's why I want to remain an ama-
teur."

This conversation took place in the Referee
office, 21 Park Row, New York, about twelve

hours before the discriminating Raymond's
sword fell, the injustice of which all will

allow. W. J. M.
* * *

ZIMMY AND THE LICENSE.

The Yankee's Answer to the Committee—Rec-
ords Broken.

London, June 16.—The statement as to Zim-
merman's license, made in my last letter, proves

to be correct. What was then known only to

a select few is now a matter of common
knowledge. In short, Zimmerman has been
granted a license by the N. C. U. on condition

that he does not ride a Raleigh machine. He
has declined to accept this condition, and has

sent to the honorary secretary of the licensing

committee a letter of which the following is a

rough draft:

Sir:—Your favor of June 5, enclosing a conditional

license, was received by me last night on my return from
Ireland.

The license states that it is "granted on condition that

I do not ride a machine made by the Raleigh Cycle Com-
pany."

I hereby enter my protest against receiving the license

under such conditions. I filed with you credentials from
the League of Ameri ;an Wheelmen that up to May 1 I

was an amateur of good standing.

In my application for a license it was distinctly stated

that I did not receive remuneration from any makers.
At your request I called at your office ready to answer

any and all inquiries that you might desire to put to me,

but was told you had no questions to ask.

A temporary license was then granted without condi-

tion. If my credentials from the L. A. W. are respected

I am entitled to a license free from conditions, unless I

have done some act since the credentials were issued

that would be good cause for you to refuse me at all.

To accept the conditions you have named would be an
admission that the L. A. W. had falsely certified as to

my standing, and the statements in my application were

untrue.

I submit that the conditions are unfair, and that I

should not be compelled to change my wheel within a

week before the championships, after I have spent a

month in getting the wheel fitted to me.

I therefore respectfully ask the conditions in my
license to be removed. A. A. Zimmerman.

In reviewing the circumstances uf the case

it is necersary to take into consideration the

fact that Zimmerman does not stand alone. G.

P. Mills, F. W. Shorland and Donald Lacaille,

besides several others, have all been granted

licenses on condition that they ride machines

other than those with which they are com-

mercially connected. F. G. Bradbury, who is

a clerk in the employ of the Preston-Davis Tire

and Valve Company, has been told that he

may have a license if he uses other tires than

the Preston-Davis; he has cheerfully accepted

the alternative and last Saturday turned out at
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We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guaranteethem to be the best of their kind.

Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVF.RMAN WHEEL CO., CH,cc

if&
E
s
FALLS

BOSTON. T

Victor Tool Bag

1VIOTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Made to hold wrench,
oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

oo

VICTOR SCORCMEK SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRING «
SADDLE ROST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the must, perfect Fcorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

'J his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will
prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in
ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

TROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to
a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as
the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon
venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cent?.

WORTH ITS VALUE.

PACER.

Credenda Bicycles are Worth Their Fall Value.

We are not asking a fancy price. We are asking just what the Bicycle

is worth,

And that is $115.00.
It is absolutely High Grade and superior to many of the so-called High Grade

Wheels that are selling at fancy prices.

CRRDRNDA BICYCLES HAVE MERIT,
And if you ride one you will be satisfied.

Send tor Catalogue.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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Heme Hill and won the half-mile race on a

New Howe fitted with Dunlops. I hold no

brief for the N. C. U. nor its licensing commit-

tee, there are one or two points in Zimmer-
man's letter which may at once be answered.

One is the statement that the conditional li-

cense was only offered a week before the cham-
pionships. This is not so. The meeting at

which the decision was arrived at was held

on the evening of Friday, June 2, and a com-

munication was at once sent to Zimmerman to

his only known address, Heme Hill. But at

that time Zimmerman was away performing

at Belfast. From Belfast he went on to Dublin

and on the following Wednesday raced there

and fell, and it was only on his return to Lon-

don the following day that he received the

letter from the N. C. U. It was an unfortu-

nate delay, but the fault was certainly not that

of the N. C. U. If I am not incorrectly in-

formed the letter given to Zimmerman by H.

E. Raymond, on behalf of the L. A. W., cer-

tainly does throw on to the N. O. U. the task

of investigating whether Zimmerman has im-

pugned his amateur status since leaving Amer-
ica, and it seems highly probable that owing to

the result of the investigations thrown upon
its shoulders the hcensing committee has im-

posed the condition to which exception is

taken. Whatever its reasons and whether it

has acted rightly or wrongly, the N. C. U. has

taken a bold step, and the fact that owing to

Zimmerman's absence the "gate" at the cham-
pionships at Heme Hill to-morrow will materi-

ally suffer, shows that it is certainly a disinter-

ested one, for Zimmerman it is said will ad-

here to his decision to decline to accept the

conditional license offered to him and will leave

Liverpool to-morrow for New York.

Sanger, I am glad to say, has come on very

well during the last ween. Ten days ago he

was seedy and homesick, and Culver scarcely

knew what to do with his man, who was in

much the same plight as "Zimmy" was previ-

ous to McDermott's arrival a year ago. But
this week Sanger has picked up wonderfully.

He has been quite lively whenever he has come
on the track, and his riding has improved in a

like manner. On Thursday he was a spectator

at Heme Hill, when F. G. Bradbury reduced

the half-mile record from 1:05 (Schofield's) to

1:03 1-5. On the same evening L. J. Meintjes,

the South African, furtherreduced the two-mile

record. On Tuesday he had brought it down
to 4:46 3-5, and on Thursday, after doing his

first milt in 2:16, he covered the distance in

4:37.

It is reported that Harris, who won both the

scratch races at Heme Hill last Saturday, has

given up the Humber wheel and taken to a

Whitworth. Harris has his license.

* * *

MANY HAD FALLS.

A Poor Track at Orange, N. J.—Zimmy Was
the Starter.

Orange, N. J., June 26.—Three thousand

people, perched for the most part on tempor-

ary stands without protection from the burn-

ing sun, gathered to see the bicycle tourna-

ment managed by the Athletic club at Orange

Oval last Saturday. Windle, Tuttle, Johnson

and the Smiths were advertised to compete,

but the spectators saw them not. The five-lap

track was in very fine condition, but the ab-

sence of banking at the turns caused numer-

ous falls and many of the contestants were more
or less injured. Dr. Carlston Brown was the

referee, and the other officials did fair service,

and fair only, as numerous complaints re-

sulted from some of the decisions. The handi-

capping was evidently carele-sly carried out,

as in the case of the two mile handicap the

well known Charlie Price received 170 yards,

and Blauvelt 185 yards. The races for the

most part were unsatisfactory, the track and

the handicapping combining to make the races

a failure.

McKee & Harrington scored some "good

wins with their Lyndhurst, with Paul Grosch

in the saddle. In one of the numerous spills

twelve out of thirteen riders piled in an inex-

tricable mass of wheels and legs as high as the

fence. The track was alike destructive to

wheels and limbs and the club cannot expect

to give another meet under similar conditions.

Wheeler and Murphy had a bad fall in the

run off of the mile, which both claimed over

the erroneous ringing of the bell—but ran in

carrying their disabled machines. Champion
Zimmerman acted as starter and shot off his

little gun all over the ground without regard

to the locality of the start.

SUMMARY.

One-mile, handicap—First heat—V. Paige, Brooklyn,

120 yards, 1 ; W. Smith, Newark. 2; time, 2:27 3-5.

Indication of delay.

Second beat~G. F. Royce, Passaic, 125 yards, 1; P. H.

Johnson, Newark, 155 yards, 3; time, 2:27.

Third heat—Paul Grosch, Passaic, 70 yards, 1 ; George

Coffin, Orange, 95 yards, 2; time, 2:28.

Final Heat—Paul Grosch, 70 yards, 1 ; V. S. Paige, 120

yards, 2; G. W. Coffin, 95 yards, 3; time, 2:22.

Quarter-mile, state championship—First heat—C. W.
Price, Montclair, 1; E. S. Beedle, Mattawan, 2; time,

39 2-5 sec.

Second heat^Paul Grosch, 1; C. Brown, Elizabeth, 2;

time, 35 sec.

Final heat—Paul Grosch, 1;0. W. Price, 2; C. Brown,

3; time, 35 4-5 sec.

One-mile, 2:40 class—First heat—H. J. Bauer, Elizabeth,

1; D. McLean, Brooklyn, 2; time, 2:47 1-5.

Second heat—H. R. Steenson, Rockaway, 1; George

Tonkin, Brooklyn, 2; time, 2:36 2-5.

Final heat—H. R. Steenson, 1 ; J. Willis, Rahway, 2;

D. McLean, 3; time, 2:38 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat — C. Stephens, Jr ,

Brooklyn, 80 yards, 1: C. S. Conklin, B. C. W., 70 yards,

2; time, 1:08.

Second heat—C. H. Watson, Rahway, 95 yards, 1 ; H.

Picking, Orange, 70 yards, 2; time, 1:11 1-5.

Third heat—G. F. Royce, 90 yards, 1; A. Gillespie, Or-

ange, 70 yards, 2; time, 1:09 1-5.

Fourth heat^C. Brown, 50 yards, 1 ; H. Martin, Asbury

Park, 55 yards, 2; time, 1:09 1-5.

Final heat—G. F. Royce, 55 yards, 1 ; A. C. Watson,

Rahway, 95 yards, 2; C. Brown, 50 yards, 8; time, 1:08.

Two-mile, handicap — First heat—C. Hess, Atlanta

Wheelmen, 90 yards, 1; Harry Wheeler, Orange, 30

yards, 2; time, 5:04 3-5.

Second heat—E. Blauvelt, Elizabeth, 210 yards, 1; P.

llardiler, Passaic, 2>0 yards, 2; time, 5:03 2-5.

Third heat—W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn, 75 yards. 1; V. S.

Paige, Brooklyn, 180 yards 2; time, 5:12 4-5.

Fourth heat—C. W. Price, 170 yards, 1; Q. A. Beck-

with, Paterson, 135 yards, 2 ; time, 5:08 4-5.

Final heat -E. C. Blauvelt, Elizabeth, 185 yards, 1;V.

S. Paige, 180 yards, 2; C. W. Price, Montclair, 170 yards,

8; time, 5:05 1-5.

One-mile, scratch—Carl Hess, 1 ; H. C. Wheeler, 2; C.

M. Murphy, 3; time, 2:39 3-5.

One-mile, novice—Truman Schenck, Brooklyn, 1; Ray
Davison, Boonton, 2; A. Gillespie, East Orange, 3; time,

2:52 2-5.
* -X- -x-

CRACKS BEATEN AT WALTHAM.

Many of the Easterners Compete But Only Win-
dle Scored.

Boston, June 26.—The Press Cycling Club

thinks it has a world beater in ycung Guy
Gary of Chelsea. This promising youngster

has already twice defeated the cracks of the

east, and ought, before the season is over, to

be able to cope with the fastest in the land. At
the race meet of the Waltham Cycle Club held

Saturday afternoon he defeated all of the field

twice, and Windle once, while in the mile

handicap he fairly ran Eddie McDuffee off his

feet. The races had been postponed from June
17 on account of the rain. Fully 3,000 pe nple were
present to see the races. It was an off day for

the cracks; Windle only getting a first prize,

while Eddie McDuffee and Nelson didn't even

get a prize. Since the Memorial day races

both the track and grounds had been greatly

improved. The track itself had received its

upper surfacing. Tyler did a mile from scratch

in 2:23, while the mile open was ridden by
Windle in 2:25 2-5, and a third-mile was done
by Gary in 48 sec. As all the local men have
been doing more or less training for the last

two weeks, the public was awaiting surprises,

and it got them. It had been claimed that

Gary had defeated the cracks on Memorial day
by a fluke, and that he couldn't do it again.

Yet he did, and did it twice. In the final heat

of the mile open there was a fine field, in-

cluding Windle, T/ler, Taylor, Warren, Nel-

son, McDuffee, Rich and Berlo. The last lap

was a race indeed. Entering the stretch Berlo

tackled Gary, but the Press man beat the more
experienced rider out in a spurt, winning the

second diamond. Gary and Berlo maintained

their great pace, and by the time the back stretc I i

was reached were 100 yards ahead of the

bunch, which was being led by Tyler.

Suddenly the Milbury man jumped from the

rear, was ahead of the bunch and diminishing

the distance between him and the two leaders.

He passed Berlo and Gary who saw him and re-

sponded to the spurt. But the field was be-

hind them, with Tyler at its head. Berlo fell a

victim to Tyler, while Gary maintained his

position, and the race ended with Windle first,

Gary second, Tyler third.

In the third mile open Gary adopted the

tactics that on Memorial day carried Nelson to

victory. At the very start he got the pole and
made a rattling pace. From start to finish he

never relinquished his position, while the field

tried again and again to overtake him. The
summary of the day's sport follows:

One-mile, novice—First heat—C. W. Bowles, Waltham
Cycle Club, 1; Julius F. Honestodt, 2; H. C. Harrison,

Waltham Cycle Club, 3: H. L. Phelps, Waltham Cycle

Club, 4; time, 2:43 1-2.

Second heat—F. M. Haggarty, Waltham Cycle Club, 1

;

W. Coleman, 2; John Branchi, Maiden Cycle Club, 3; E. F.

Proctor, Lowell, 4: time 2:41.

Final heat—Haggarty, 1; Coleman, 2; Proctor, 3; time,

3:03 2-5.
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RAMBLERS
..ON TOP AGAIN • •

In the Great Newark-Philadelphia Century Run June 1 0, '93,

ioo pairs of G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES, on RAMBLERS and other machines,

started on this run.

Every RAMBLER Completed the Run,

And every machine fitted with G. & J. Pi.eumatics, except four (not Ramblers)—the frames of which broke

down—came through all right.

Not a G. & J. Pneumatic was Punctured
During the entire trip, while out of one hundred machines, fitted with another well known tire, forty

punctures were received, and fourteen of the machines were unable to complete the run.

The American Athlete says editorially :

-about seventy per cent, of the total accidents, punctured tires and other fatalities, occurred to the-

Rambler Riders are Pretty Safe Anywhere.

G. & J. Pneumatic Riders are Always in Luck.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

Chicago. Boston Washington. New York. Coventry, Enff.

P. S.—You know, any maker or dealer will fit the " G. & J." Tire to your favorite wheel, and any Rambler

ngent will be pleased to hand you a handsome catalogue of all Ramblers.

JfFNTION THE REFEREE.
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One-mile, open—First heat—Taylor, 1 ; Windle, 2; Me-
Duffee, 3; Connolly. 4: time. 2:48 3-5.

Second heat—Tyler. 1; Gary, 2; Warren, 3; Berlo. 4;

time. 2:4i 2-5.

Final heat—Windle, 1; Gary, 2; Tyler, 3; time, 2:25 1-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class-First heat—James Clark, 1; H. D.

Hutchins, 2; J. P. Clark, 3; W. G. French, 4; time, 2:39.

Second heat—H. W. Robinson, 1; Ned Mansfield, 2; E.

H. Snow, 3; J. F. Cochrane, 4; time, 2:44.

Final heat-James Clark, 1; Snow, 2; French, 3; J. P.

Clark, 4; time, 2:37 1-5.

Special team race, one mile—Gary, Clark and Burnham,
Press club, 15 points, 1; Wellman, Mayo and Hutchins,
Maiden club, 11 points, 2; MeDevitt, Winnisummett club,

2 points, 3; time, 2:43.

One-third-mile, open—First heat—Taylor, 1; Warren, 2;

Nelson, 3; Tyler, 4; time, :48.

Second heat—Hutchins, 1; Gary, 2; Windle, 3; Rich, 4;

time, :19.

Final heat— Gary, 1; Windle, 2; Taylor, 3; Tyler, 4;

time, :48.

One-mile, Waltham championship—H. W. Robinson, 1;

F. M. Haggarty, 2; Ned Mansfield, 3; lime, 2:39.

One mile, handicap — First heat—Porter, 70 yds, 1;

Tyler, scratch, 2: Clark, 70 yds . 3; time, 2:22 1-5.

Second heat—Berlo. 25 yds , 1 ; James Clark, 60 yds., 2;

A. F. Wisner, 110 yds , 3; time. 2:25 1-5.

Third heat- Haggarty, 150 yds., 1; French, 110 yds., 2;

Snow. 90 yds., 3: time, 2:21 1-5.

Final heat- James Clark, 1; Haggarty, 2; Porter, 3;

Warren, 4; J. P. Clark, 5; Wisner, 6; time, 2:21 4-5.

* * *

CHICAGO MEN WIN.

Knisely and Bliss Score at the Louisville

Races.

Louisville, Ky., June 24 —The second an-

nual ten-mile road race, p:o noted by Prince

Wells, and six track events were held here

to-day, the latter on the Auditorium track. O.

T. Knisely of Chicago captured the time prize

in the road race and Bliss, also of Chicago,

took first place in the Derby race. The road

race was held iu the morning and was won by
Charles Pfeffer, a local wheelman, who w: s

given a generous handicap of nine minutes. In

the ten-mile race Knisely's time was given out

by the officials as 26:20. Githens would likely

have won the time medal but for an accident.

The finish of the race was on the Auditorium
track, and to reach the track from the street

the riders were compelled to pass through a

narrow alley. Entering the alley Githens was
leading Knisely, but in turning was crowded
so that to avoid a collision he ran against the

curb and received several cuts. Knisely

passed him at this point and finished first.

Githens got on his wheel immediately and se-

cured second time. The following table shows
the results of the races:

Position. H'd'p. Time.
Charles Pfeffer 9:C0 30:40

C. F. Schildt
'.

9:00 31:10

J. C. Mitchell 9:00 31:50

F. C. Darby 6:00 29:00

CO. Updike 6:00 29:20

W. H. Seaton Jr 0:30 30:30

G. M. Cox 7:00 31:00

D. P. Hemphill 4:30 28:30

E. A. Lawson 5:30 29:30

T. B. Denehurst, 4:30 29:00

C. Creed 5:00 29:12

W. D. Watson 6:0J 30:20

The handicapping was outrageous, the limit

being nine minutes. Dickinson of Chicago was
put on scratch with Bliss and Githens. Knisely

refused his handicap and started from scratch.

Sercombe finished sixteenth in 27:30; Knisely

twentieth, 26:20; Githens twenty-first, 26:30

Spooner twenty-eighth, 28:40.

In the afternoon the track events began at

2:30, the results being as follows:

Quarter-mile, novice—Theodore W. Schultz, 1; Charles

Cobn, 2; F. C. Darby, 3; time, :45.

Quarter-mile, boys—W. R. Pratt, 1; H. Hall, 2; R. V.

Vredenburg, 3; time, :49 3-4.

Half-mile, handicap—C. T. Knisely, Chicago, 10 yds., 1;

J. P. Bliss, C. C. C, scratch, 2; Charles Pfeffer, 85 yds , 3;

time, 1:17.

One-mile, invitation—W. H. Seaton, 1 ; George Martin,

2; E. A. Lawson, 3; time, 2:54 1-5

Two-mile, open, Auditorium Derby—I. V. Bliss, C. C
C, 1; H. A. Githens, 2; P. H. Sercombe. Milwaukee, 3;

time, 6:00.

These were the only starters in this race.

Githens and Bliss, pacingalternately, made first

mile in 3:02 2-5. At the finish Bliss won by a

length from Githens, Sercombe a good third.

* * *

HURLBURT'S GREAT RIDE.

He Covers Twenty-five Miles on the Road in

i Hr. ii Min. 59 Sec.

Detroit, Juue 24.—W. B. Hurlburt made a

remarkable record performance over the Belle

Isle course to-day, covering the twenty -five

miles in 1 hr. 11 min. 59 sec, while F. H. Her-

rick was only three-fifths of a second behind

him. May 27 Herrick brought the record

down to 1 hr. 14 min. and two weeks later

Graves, the ex-atnateur, lowered it to 1 hr. 13

min. 8 sec. The record was made in competi-

tion, it being the twenty-five mile road race of

the Y. M. C. A. Cycle Club. Of the fifty-four

entries, forty- five were starters. The condi-

tions were most favorable. E. P. Monroe, who
had fifteen minutes, the limit, was lost after

the tenth mile. Baerthal, the winner started

eighteenth and when five miles had been cov-

ered he was in seventh place. Hurlburt and
Herrick started from scratch and alternated

pace, having announced their intention to go

for record. The first five miles were covered

in 14:17 3-4; ten miles, 28:51 1-5; fifteen miles,

43:18; twen y miles, 57:46. The finish of the

race was exciliig, Hurlburt getting away from
Herrick only a short distance from the tape.

Sage made a good ride and stood a show for

time, but his tire punctured after going fifteen

miles. The result:

Position. H"d'p. Time.

Baerthal 7:00 1:|5:» 4-5

Mix 12:00 1:21:20

Moll 5:00 1:15:48

Hurlburt Scratch 1:11:59

Patterson 4:00 1:16:00

Herrick Scratch 1:11:59 35
Easter 3:00 1 :15:02

Culver 4:00 1:16:00 4-5

Baily 8:00 1:20:29 1-5

Sage 1:00 1:13:30

Vincent 4:00 1:16:33

Helson 3:00 1:15:46

Bradford 6:00 1:18:46 1-5

George 1:00 1:20:44

Templeton 12:00 1:27:20

Werner 1:00 1:17:02

Gardner 6:00 1:82:14 3-5

Richmond 2:00 1:18:42 3-5

Esperon 7:00 1:24:58

Ellis .". 6:00 1:24:00

* * *

English Records Lowered.

A. J. Watson, the young racing man from
South London, who has this year made some
exceedingly clever performances, rides with a

74-inch gear.

According to the Northern Wheeler Osmond
may, after all, race in America and represent

England in the international championships.

On Saturday, June 10, A. W. Harris created

a new world's record for five miles in an invi-

tation race, with pacemakers. The race took

place at Herne Hill, and such men as Stroud,

Brown, Watson, Scheltema-Beduin, Rade-

maker and Fowler took part. Fowler led at

each mile up to and including the fourth.

When wiihin three laps of the finish Harris

went out and captured the race in 12:09, beat-

ing the o!d record by 2 2-5 sec.

On June 8 J. Reilly, of the Manchester

Wheelers, made a successful attack upon the

fifty-mile path record. He was paced by a
number of Liverpool and Manchester riders

and covered the fifty miles in 2 hrs. 15 min.

35 2-5 sec. In the first hour he rode 22 miles

350 yards. Ede held the previous record in 2

hrs. 17 min. 1 4-5 sec.

Frank Shorland's twelve-hourrecord has just

been broken by Charles Lucas, of Liverpool,

who rode 217 miles and 2 laps.

On June 12 H. F. Ireland succeeded in break-

ing all tricycle records from 4 to 17 miles in 40
min. 9 4-5 sec, as against 40 min. 13 4-5 sec.

• The Athletic and Dramatic News, in its is-ue

previous to the mile championship race, pre-

dicted that that event would be won by Harris,

with Zimmerman second, and either Sanger or

Watson third; but it did not end that way.
S. F. Edge, the old-time English racing man,

is in trouble. He came upon four young men
who were endeavoring to kiss his wife and
threatened to shoot them. For this he was
arrested, but was released upon bail, the case
having been continued.

Mecrt dy, the Irish veteran, has been laid up
at his home for some time, and fears he will

not be able to get into condition for the inter-

national races.
* # *

Chicago Men in Kentucky.

Harrodsburg, Ky, June 28.— [Special.]—
The annual meet of the Kentucky division was
held here yes'erday and to-day, the attendance
being only fnir. The track was in good shape
and good racing resulted. Bliss and Knisely,

of Chicago, and French, of Cleveland, had
t- eir own way. The summaries:

Half-mile, novice—A. J. Nowlin, 1; F. C. Chelf, 2; time,
1:12 1-4.

One-mile, open—A. N. French, 1; C. T Knisely, 2; time,

3:00 1-2.

One-mile, division championship—H. A. Caperton, 1;

C. O. Updike, 2; time, 2:39 3 4.

Quai-ter-mile, Kejtucky riders—D. T. Hemphill, 1; E. G.
DeLong. 2: time, :35.

One-mile, Blue Grass championship—H. Van Antwerp,
1; Hemphill, 2; time, 2:40 3-4.

Two-mile, handicap, open—C T. Knisely, Illinois C. C,
7., yds., 1; F. E. Spooner, Chicago C. C. 5"> yds., 2; time,

5:12.

Two-mile, handicap—J. P. Bliss, Chicago C. C, scratch,

1 ; A. N. French, 45 yds. 2; C. T. Knisely, Illinois C. C.

scratch, 3; F. E. Spooner, Chicago C. C, 45 yds , 4; time,

f :18. This race took the place of the " Southern Wheel-
men's " road race. Knisely evidently helped Bliss and
sacrificed himself.

SECOND DAY.

Half-mile, open— A. N. French, 1; C. T. Knisely, 2; no
time. French won by an inch.

One-mile, handicap—A. N. French, 35 yds.. 1 ; C. T.

Knisely, 40 yds.. 2; time, 2:28 3-4

One-mile, 3:00 class, Kentucky ridel's—D. P. Hempill, 1

;

F. De Long, 2; time, 2:40 1-2 De Long was disqualified

for the day by Referee Watts and Antwerp was given

second place.

One-mile, invitation—J. P. Bliss, 1; A. N. French, 2;

time, 2:34. Knisely rode a lap to help make the time limit

of 2:30. The race was allowed.

Two-mile, handicap— C. T. Knisely, 75 yds., 1; H. A.

Caperton, 200 yds., 2; C. O. Updike, 250 yds., 3; time,

5:121-2.

Bliss rode a mile against time to establish a

southern record. Spooner took him the first

quart r in :33 1-4; Knisely paced him to the

half, which was made in 1:10 1-4; he went
alone to the three-quarter post and with French
he finished in 2:23 1-2.

* « *

South End Wheelmen's Meet.

Philadelphia, June 26.—The proverbial

"South End luck" did not desert that organi-

zation on the occasion of its sixth annual race

meet, perfect weather, a fine track, good
handicapping, large fields of entries and well-

contested events combining to make last Sat-

urday's tournament the most successful yet
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A Revolution in Bicycles.

(§)) (§5) (§)) Lightness with Strength.

ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR AND WOODEN GUTTER CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of Bicycles. Incorporated 1873. Capital Stock, $500,000.

The last in the field to manufacture, we leap to the front in one bound. Having discovered a process for making aluminum stronger and

more elastic than steel, we will, in the course of the next 60 days, offer to the public our

LU Ml NUM
High Grade Bicycles. There will be no brazed joints to give out. They will never tarnish and the frame will last a life-time.

The I,U MI NUM is more of a revolution in Bicycle Frames than the Steel Tubing is over the Gas Pipe or Malleable Iron Frame, the

Pneumatic Tire over the Solid Rubber Tire or the Ball Bearing over the Cone Bearing.

MARK WHAT WE CLAIM.
The Steel Tubing and Drop Forging must go. Their usefulness is past. To show that we mean what we claim we issue the following chal-

lenge to any first class make of Bicycles, either in Europe or America.

The manufacturer of the machine wishing to contest with the I,U MI NUM shall select two judges. We to select two judges and the four

judges to select one more. They are to pvit the machines to all the various tests necessary to show their strength.

If the judges do not testify that the I,U MI NUM is by far the strongest frame, we will contribute $500 to any charitable institution the

manufacturer of such Bicycle contesting may name.

If it is proven and the judges so testify that the I,U MI NUM is twice as strong as the Steel Tubing Frame contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $500 to any charitable institution WE may name.

And if further the contest show that the I,U MI NUM is three times stronger than the Steel Frame Bicycle contesting, the manufacturer of

such Bicycle shall contribute $750 to such charitable institution as we may name.

Machines to weigh thirty pounds and under. Who wi'l accept the challenge?

P^° The Celebrated Sigh Grade Machines are especially invited,
MENTION THE REFEREE.

# The Bidwell Constrictive Tire, 4
AND WHAT IT CAN DO.

105 Bicycles in the Martin Road Race at Buffalo May 30. 13 mechanical humbug
tires burst and left their riders in the lurch. All of the 55 riders with the Bidwell Tires

came through without a scratch.

Alas for the Fate of Mechanical Attachments

!

4 first prizes, 2 seconds at St. Catherines, Canada, 34th May.
4 " "4 " at Rome, N. Y., May 30.

3 " "3 " and 3 third at Little Valley, N. Y., June 8.

7 " "• 6 " and 6 " and 3 fourth at Buffalo L. A. W. races June 10.

If you want to know all about the Bidwell Tires ask any of the five leaders in any

race, or write to us for our pamphlet,

a
A^ix* Its Hard and Soft Side.

Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Company,
308-310 W. 59th St., NEW YORK.

TIRE FACTORY, 49-51 W. 66th St., New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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given by that club George Smith broke the

track record in the first heat of the mile hand-

icap, riding from the twenty-five-yard mark in

2:23 1-5, and covering the full mile in 2:25.

Hoyland Smith evidently had an "off day,"

not being in it at any stage of the game.

The spectators numbered over 4.000, the

fair sex being largely represented. The sum-

mary:

One-mile, novice—First heat—Frank W. Hutchings, 1

;

John Dunn, 2; De Witt Clinton, 3; time, 2:54 2 5.

Second heat—Frank Boyd, ] ; H. C. Hochstadter, 2;

Samuel Barnes, 3; time, 2:50 1-5.

Final heat—Hutcnin=s, 1; Hochstadter, 2; Dunn, 3;

time, 2:59 1 5.

Third-mile, open—George C. Smith, 1; W. W. Taxis, 2;

G. M. Wells, 3; time, :« 1-5.

One-mile, club championship—F. B. Marriott, 1; W. A.

Wenzell, 2; Benjamin R. Fox, 3; time, 2:48 1-5.

One mile, handicap—First heat — George C. Smith,

scratch, 1;F. B. Marriott, 80 yards, 2; W. N. Price, 90

yards, 3; time, 2:23 1-5.

Second heat—F. H. Middleton, 130 yards, 1; H. C.

Beebe, 190 yards, 2; E. F. Miller, 120 yards, 3; time,

2:25 3 5!

Final heat—Miller, 1 ; Marriott, 2: L. Geyler (fourth in

first heat) 3; time, 2:25 3-5.

One-mile, handicap, Fairhill Wheelmen— S. Barnes,

scratch, 1; H. Kershaw, 40 yards, 2; C. Smith, 110 yards,

3; time, 3:02 1-5.

One-mile, championship, Frankford wheelmen—A. B.

Tomluison, 1; L. D. Castor, 2; George W. Whittington, 3;

time, 2:49.

One-mile, open (time limit, 2:40)—W. W. Taxis, 1;

George M. Wells, 2; George C. Smith, 3; time, 2:46 4-5.

Referee decided to waive the limit, and the race went.

One mile, 2:50 class—First heat—H. N. Swank, 1; John
Heishley, 2; L. E. Jones, 3; time, £:44.

Second heat—G. M. Coates (3d), 1 ; V. H. Middleton, 2;

Edwin F. Miller, 3; time, 3:11 3-5.

Final heat (time limit, 2:55)—Miller, 1; Middleton, 2;

Coates, 3; time, 3:01 1-5. Referee's decision, "No race."

In the runoff—Miller, 1; Coates, 2; Swank, 3; time,

2:45 2 5.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—D. C. Howard, 80 yds.,

1; E. Clapp, 50 yds., 2; J. B. Pierson, 55 yds., 3; time,

1:06 1-5.

Second heat—R. P. Rich, 55 yds., 1 ; G. M. Coates, 60

yds., 2; W. W. Taxis, scratch, 3; time, 1:06 1-5.

Final heat—Howard, 1; Clapp, 2; J. J. Diver (fourth in

first heat), 3; time, 1:07 1-5.

One-Mile, handicap, South End Wheelmen—F. B. Mar-

riott, scratch, 1; F. M. Dampman, 40 yds., 2; W. A. Wen-
zell, 50 yds., 3; time, 2:33 3-5.

* * *

Good Meet at Opelika, Ala.

Birmingham, June 26.—The meet at Opelika,

Ala., June 24-25, under the auspices of the

Opelika Cycling Club, was a grand success.

Fast men from all over the slate were well rep-

resented. Yates, Brownlee and Guyol, of

Birmingham, were the lucky contestants, for

they captured the principal prizes. This was
the initial race of the O. C. C. and the mem-
bers deserve a great deal of praise for the fine

list of prizes and grand reception given the

the liders. Brownlee's mile in competi-

tion in 2:36 set the people wild; they thought

better than 3:00 was impossible. The sum-
maries are as follows:

One-mile, 0. C. C—J. A. Jones, 1; F. Smith, 2; C. Will-

iams, 3; time, 3:40.

Half-mile, open—William Guyol, 1; J. W. Brownlee, 2;

D. Yates, 3; time, 1:33.

Half-mile, boys—E. Drion, 1; time, 2:C0.

One-mile, open—J. W. Brownlee, 1; D. Yates, 2; W. M.
Guyol, 3; time, 2:36.

Half-mile, open—D. Yates, 1: J. W. Brownlee, 2; W. M.
Guyol, 3; time, 1:34.

One-mile, open—D. Yates, 1; J. W. Brownlee, 2; W. M.

Guyol, 3; time, 2:54.

Half mile, boys—E. Drion, 1; H. Harris, 2; time, 1:59.

Five-mile, open—John Polhill, 1;D. Yates, 2; time, 18:24.

H. O. F.
* * *

Another Raymond Ruling.

Imitation and examp'e are strong features

of this life, be it a ruling of the chairman of the

racing board or the child imitating its parent

from example set. In the two-mile state

championship at Syracuse, W. H. Wells did

not compete in the race the first day, which

was declared no race owing to the time

limit not being reached. It astonished many
the next day to see W. H. Wells up in this

race, which was run over, Raymond holding

that inasmuch as t e race had been declared

no race Wells was eligible to start. W. F.

Murphy at Ilion remembered the Syracuse

ruling and when the mile was not up to time

specifications William trotted out his little

"jigger" and his smile and was ready to start

in the next time to anhiliate the limit, a
protest was made by P. Jolly Berlo & Co.,

with good reason. Referee Worden appealed

to the Referee man, who with that autocra-

tic power he can exhibit at times, promptly

quashed the Raymond ruling. William Foxy

Murphy took his little "jigger" and smile to

the stable, very well satisfied that Raymond's

ruling was weak.
* * *

Records Drop at Pittsburg.

Pittsburg, June 27.—The fourth annual

meet of the Keystone B. C. atHomewood park,

Saturday, was most successful. The 3,000

people present saw the best racing of the season,

Johnson doing some remarkable riding. From
scratch he won the two-mile handicap in

4:47 2-5, world's record in competition, and with

pacemakers rode the mile in 2:09, which would
have been bettered with good pacing. In the

one-mile handicap he finished first in 2:18.

Other events were won as follows: - Mile open,

M. F. Dirnberger, 2:23 3-5; mile novice, P.

Nelson; half mile handicap, Dirnberger,

1:073-5; mile, 2:55 class, H. E. Bartholonew,

2:30 4-5; two-mile division championship, Geo.

A. Banker, 5:40 1-5; five-mile open, Johnson,

13:57; quarter-mile open, L. B. Fleming, 34

sec. ; mile consolation, L. B. Bannister, 3:41 3-5.

Banker also won the half-mile division cham-

pionship in 1:15.

# * *

Road Race at Evansville.

Evansville, Ind., June 24.—The members
of the Evansville C. C. held a twelve-mile

road race yesterday, the result being s fol-

lows:

Name. Hdep. Time.

G. P. Stacker 15 min. 53:03

J.T. Peck IV " 49:05

H. Schonhoffer 15 " 53:29

S. Girard 15 " 53:30

C.Clarke :0 " 49:24

Ed Dunham 15 " 55:16

L.Brokaw !0 " 50:17

P. Halbrooks 8 " 48:28

G. W. Dougherty 8 " 49:57

Del Cutler 13 " 55:15

Pete Mingst ._. 4 " 47:37

Bonfield scr. 55:08

# * . *

Sanger Will Arrive Saturday.

Walter Sanger and his trainer, 0. R. Culver,

will arrive in New York Saturday. After at-

tending the race meet at Sarnia, Ont., they

will follow the eastern circuit, returning to

Milwaukee the latter part of July.

# * *

Elgin Has a Meet.

Elgin, 111., June 24—The Elgin C. C. tour-

nament held to-day at the driving park was
well attended. The races were spirited, but

no fast time was made. The results:

One-mile, novice—Edward Rogers, 1 : August Krogsrud,

2; time, 3:02 1-4.

Half-mile, scratch—Carl Swanson, 1; Edward Wilkin-

son, 2; time, 1:27.

Half-mile, handicap—Edward Rogers, 1; Harry Stev-

ens, 2; time, 1:30 3-4.

Half-mile, boys'—William Rimms, 1 ; Charles Miller, 2;

time, 1:29.

One-mile, handicap—Carl Swauson, 1; Harry Stevens,

2; time, 2:53 1-4.

One hundred yard slow race—7red Seymour, 1; H. A.

Woelhof, 2; time, 2:29 1-2.

At Cleburne, Tex.

Cleburne, Tex., June 23.—The first annual

meet of the Cleburne C. O, was held to-day

and all the Texas flyers were present. Jack

Prince's presence also graced (?) tjie grounds.

The races began at 2 o'clock and resulted as

follows:

Half-mile, open, A. H. Van Renssellaer, 1; Covey, 2;

time, 1:31 1-2.

Three-quarter-mile—W. B. Tackaberry, 1; W. A Parker,

2; time, 2:14 1-2.

Quarter-mile, open—Parker, 1. Tackaberry, 2; time, :40.

Half mile, open—Van Renssellaer, 1; Tackaberry, 2;

time, 1:28 3-4.

Five-mile, open—Covey, 1; Harmon, 2; time, 17:30.

Tackaberry and Van Renssellaer fell.

Four Events at Hew Haven.

New Haven, Conn., June 26.—The annual

meet of the New Haven B. C. was held Satur-

day at Savin Rock. A fair-sized crowd wit-

nessed the four events, which resulted as fol-

lows:

One-mile, open, handidap—E. Young, of Yale, 2 miu , 1

;

G. T. Barnes, of New Haven, 2; time, 14:56.

Five-mile, club race—F. T. Catlin, scratch, 1; F. T. Cha-

pin, 2; time, 15:04.

Half-mile dash—F. T. Catlin, of New Haven, 2; Otis

Spencer, of Ansonia, 2 ; time, 1:40.

One-mile, open—John Adams, of Hartford, 1; F. C.

Hoyt, of Ansonia, 2; time, 2:".0.

Fond du Lac to Milwaukee.

Milwaukee, June 28.—The relay ride from
Fond du Lac to this city was finished at 1 :01

o'clock to-day, making the time for the seventy

miles, 4 hrs. and 36 min. Roads were reported

bad and the time was not up to schedule.

* * *

Racing Notes.

The Lake View Cycling Club held its second

five-mile handicap road race over the regular

course last Saturday, J. M. Jenkins, who had
three minutes' start, winning the race in 16:42.

C. A. Westcot, who started atscratch, won the

time medal in 14:06 1-2. The-re were eighteen

starters, and of that number fifteen covered

the five miles inside of 16 minutes. Saturday

Wescott will attempt to lower the lecord of 13

min. 45 sec. made by Gus Steele last year. He
will have for pacemakers the best riders in the

Lake View club and several from the west

side clubs.

The Diamond Wheelmen, of Detroit, have

obtained sanction to hold a race meet Sept. 4,

immediately following the western circuit

meets. The club's officers are now at work
and hope to make enough to furnish a club

house, which they are about to build.

The annual eleven-mile road race of the

Galesburg (111.) B. C. was held Tuesday after-

noon to Knoxville and return. Bert Rapene

rode the course from scratch in 38:21 and John
Duke won the race from the eighteen-minute

mark.

In a five-mile road race at Beatrice, Neb.

,

last Friday, Burr Salim won in 20:45; F. C.

Allen, second.

The Oil City (Pa.) Wheelmen will hold a big

lantern parade on the night of the Fourth.

The Lancaster (O.) C. C. hold s a five-mile

road race Wednesday next.
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Whitworths
At Chicago.

Extract from the "Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Wl itworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with afrontige
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building, and it will be, with one exception,
the largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up wilh mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style

of the whole being solid and plain. The extibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters and racers. Among the former are specimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 lbs.;

the Whitworth No. 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lbs.; the Wbitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth Mo. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs. ; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in w<-iyht

from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built ones intended for actual use, the
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield,

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitivorths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Information on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

644 Broadway, New York.

Head Office and Factories, ' BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
NO CHANGE IN PRLCE.

The Only Wheels Absolutely Guaranteed.

The Only Wheels Fitted With 1893 Improvements.

j^v^m^^"^jwA^Qe^Wj^'JkJW*

Our prices correspond with the value of the articles furnished, and in the future,

as in the past, will be maintained in all countries against

the inflated prices of goods of inferior make.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN A.VE.,

BOSTON, MASS

MENTION THE REFEREE.
Liberal Discounts to Heliable Agents.
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; WYLIE MAKES A RECORD.

RIDES FROM NEW YORK TO CHICAGO IN

A LITTLE OVER TEN DAYS.

Not an Accident to Machine or Tires—Delayed

in the East by Rains—An Incident

of His Former Trip— It Was a

Good Ride.

The New York-to-Cbicago record, which has

for a long time been held by Neilson at about

14 days, and claimed by Nelson A. Bradt in

something like 10 1-2 days, and which was re-

cently lowered by Tom Roe to 11 days and a

small fraction, was broken by H. H. Wylie,

commonly known as "Dead Broke," of the

Lincoln Cycling Club. Wylie started from
New York on Sunday, June IS, at 9 o'clock,

and took the southern road, passing through

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Cum-
berland, on to Indianapolis, and thence nor-

therly to Chicago. He arrived at the world's

fair city Tuesday at 12:39 p. m., thus making
his time 10 days, 4 hrs., 39 min. For a greater

part of the distance he was entirely alone, al-

though when passing through large cities

wheelmen would meet and see him through

the place and on his road again. L. A. How-
ell, of the Stokes company, followed Wylie by
train, met him from one to two times each day
and cared for him as best he could.

At some places in the east Wylie v, as handi-

capped by heavy rain storms, but kept up his

nerve through encouraging messages received

from Herrick at Chicago. He was due at

Momence Monday night at 7 o'clock but got

on the wrong road and thereby lost several

hours' time. He reached Pullman at 11 o'clock

Tuesday and, paced by Barwise, who had gone
to meet him, reached the court house at 12:39

o'clock. He immediately repaired to the

Sherman House, where he was taken care of

by a number of his clubmates.

Wylie rode a Sterling Spec al, weighing but

27 pounds, and fitted with Morgan & Wright
racing tires. Notwithstanding that he had to

go through a mountainous country, and over

many bad roads in different parts of the

eastern territory, neither the wheel nor the

tires were injured in the least. He was lucky

enough to get through without a breakdown
of any kind, and was not inconvenienced by a
puncture or a burst tire. Wylie lost four

pounds while on the trip, and, judging from
appearances, these fuur pounds came from
tne face. All in all it was a good ride, consid-

ering that it was practically made alone. One
thing that helped Wylie considerably was that

he did most of his riding at night, sleeping

during the heated portion of the day. His

smallest day's ride was fifty-six miles, made
while riding through the mountains in Mary-
la i d.

# *

An Incident In "Dead Brake's" Career.

During the famous dead broke trip of H. H.

Wylie from the metropolis to the world's fair

city last year, he approached a city in eastern

Pennsylvania noted for its hospitality no less

than the great number of wandering tramps

who infested said city and its suburbs. Know-
ing that such a distinguished member of the

guild was approaching the town, a few of the

tramps got together and made resolutions to

meet the penniless cyclist, show him where he

would run the best chance of a gratis "feed,"

and incidentally to get some pointers on the

business, especially how to make it pay from a

L^Jftn

Greeted by the fraternity.

literary standpoint, and get a big write-up

occasionally-J'or as a class these people are

ambitious.

Pete Neverstarve, who looked as though

grim want h id never been any more of a real-

ity to him than work or water, was selected as

spokesman, and after the party had partaken

of a dinner, for which there was no quid pro

quo, they went out a little distance to be sure

to meet the '
'wheelman tramp" before he came

in town. Pete hailed Wylie and introduced

the crowd. They halted by the roadside and

discussed the affairs of the fraternity for

awhile. Pete and his companions congratu-

lated their new-found acquaintance on his

efforts to popularize the "order of the Sons of

Iwa

Heaved a rock at Wylie.

Rest and Tr ivel." and welcomed him inlo east-

ern Pennsylvania's hospitable town with all

ceremony.

Thanks to the advance efforts of Pete and

his companions, Wylie had no trouble in get-

ting the be.^t of accommodations "without

spending a cent." The evening was spent in

further discussing methods and means, etc.

In the morning the cyclist left his fraternal

friends with regret, telling them, however,

that he would write a book, and if they would

s fop over on their next fre'ght train ride

through the Windy City a copy of "A Gentle-

man Tramp" would be presented to each,

gratis. Pete's last words were "bon voyage,"

and he watched the wheelman as he passed

over the distant hill until he was out of sight.

* # \ # * .*

Several months pass and the dead broke cyclist,

in whose ear ambition's bee has been buzzing,

leaves New York to break the record to Chi-

cago. Again he passes through the town
where he met the friends of the former trip.

Pete Neverstarve happened to be there also and,

as before, was on the lookout. Wylie walked

into the best hotel and registered. The clerk

recognized him and demanded pay in advance.

The cyclist paid.

Pete was astounded; that a member of the

order should go that far was more than his

mind could understand. Yes, he had made no
mistake, it was a pure case of "backsliding."

Pete never spoke to Wylie. He turned and
went away, but in the morning took his place

beside the road where Wylie must pass. As
Wylie went by he shouted: ' I seen you give

up mun for de grub; your'e a disgrace to de

perfesh," and he hurled a stone at the form of

the fleeing cyclist. Robert Bruce.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorne}', Washington,

D. C:
499221, self-timing attachment for bicycles; Maurice

Friveberger, Stockton, Cal.; filed Jan. Ill, ]893.

49fi,S44, bicycle saddle; Sarah L. Naly and Mary S.

Jones. Philadelphia. Pa. ; filed Nov. 2P, 189;!.

499,245. bicycle bell; J#hn B. Nesbilt, Nantucket,

Mass.; filed March 11, lt-93.

490,379, bicycle or velocipede saddle; Warren L. Fish,

Newark, N. J.; filed Oct. 19, 1891.

499,440, bicycle lantern; Frank Rhind, Meriden, as-

signor to the Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgepoit,

Conn.; filed June 11, 1892.

499 457, bicycle support; Gibson Finley, Grand Ridge,

•III.; filed Dec. 12, 1892.

499,514, vehicle wheel; James Buchanan, Indianapolis,

Ind ; filed Jan. 31, 1893.

499,574, pneumatic tire; Charles H. Pagett, Oxford,

Ind.; filed Nov. 7, 1892.

499,581, bicycle attachment. Isaac Polhamus, San

Diego, Cal.; filed Feb. 20, 1893.

499,000, pneumatic tire; Walter Sherbondy, Akron, O.;

filed April 19, 1893.

499,569, tire-inflatiug device; James F. CraDston,

Springfield, Mass.; filed Sept. 6, 1892.

497.675, saddle for velocipedes; Joe H. Hendricl",

Springfield, and Jarvis P. Kelly, Chicopee; assignor to

the Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Company, Spring-

field, Mass. ; filed Dec. 5, 1892.

499,094, bicycles, etc.: William A. Wright, O'ntreton,

N. J., assignor of one-half to Charles N. Apple, Philadel-

phia. Pa.; filed Oct. 14 1892.

499,'07. bicycle frame, etc.; Frank H. Bolte, Milwau-

kee, Wis., assignor^to the Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing

Company, same place; filed Nov. 22, 1892.

499.810, carrier cycle; John Warrick, Reading, Eug.;

filed May 31, 1892

499,858, cover for pneumatic tires; Oliver Toomf.y,

Canal Dover. Ohio; filed Feb. 21, 1893

499,876, combined 'ock and support for bieyclt s; James

E. Davis, Chicago, 111.; filed Feb. 23. 1892.

For He's Going to Marry.

W. A. Fletcher, the cycle news man, is apt

to become a benedict shortly. His engagement

to Miss Mary E. Lockwood, of the south side,

is announced. The bride to be is an ardent

wheelwoman and has taken many long rides.

On Saturday last W. A Shock ley loft the

employ of Rouse, Hazard & Co,, Peoria.
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-$jk A Builder
builds according to the architect. A
cycle manufacturer according to the in-

ventor. When a good invention is sup-

plemented by the best manufacturing

talent, something better than common
is the result. The " Sunol " combines

everything that is best and most modern

in cycling ideas, with the highest possi-

ble grade of manufacture. It is there-

fore not wonderful that "the Sunol

leads." Send for a catalogue.

The McIntosh-Huntington Co.

Hardware & Bicvclks, Cleveland, O.

hi....i„w Si Dowse, Boston, Muhs., Solo Atfouls Now England.

V Y V H

rrL. " D,,nPnn* " TDrvr>fv\/-i+nrI See our new model with extra long thread where tUe tip screws on.

1 Il6 I 6rl GGL r CI IcClcU. Also a catch which locks the cap firmly to the body of the oiler. The
" Perfect " Pocket Oiler is not only thoroughly tight but is always ready for immediate use. Best and neatest oiler in

the world.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.
.One-half
Actual
Size. Cushman & Denison,

172 NINTH AVE., — NEW YORK.

SAVE TIMS

By having your oiler or pump in one

of our holders. Always ready for use.

No delay in opening tool bag.

I'JNTION THE REFFREE.

These holders are made in two sizes.

Smaller size to carry "Perfect" Pocket

Oiler. Larger size to carry a pneumatic
pump. Easily attached to any wheel.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

Partner Wanted.

We want a young man to keep our books

and look after our correspondence. Party

must be sober, honest and not afraid of work,

must have $2,000 to invest in our business,

which is e-tablished and rapidly growing.

We want a pusher and no others need reply to

our advertisement. The business is located in

a western city of about 60,000 and we repeat

is a good investment for the right party.

Address " Partner,"

Care of Referee Pub. Co.

Kansas Olijr, mo.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive.
i ouvenient'y carried in the
vest locker. Each pair
packed in a nea* metal case.

Price, by mail, 20 cent6.

KINGMAN & CO.,
Peoria, 111., ^t. Louis, Mo.,

Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

BICYCLE

STANDS

kil

Simple, Strong, Practical, Popular,
I No. 1. Supports securely any wheel from center of
5 handle-bar. Prlcegl.00.

| No. 2. Supports securely any wheel oy spring grip
ou fron L fork, or rear frame, either i ide ( see cut J» Price$l 00. The Spring Grip is covered* by my
patents nt-w pending.

I Vo. 5. Shown in cut. Combines No. 1 and 2, and is
most complete and convenient. Does not mar
the finest finish. Just the sumd for RIDERS.
Price $1.25. No. 2 is the favorite with dealers.

Sold by all dealers or any Stand sent
Iprepaid to any addrer-s in U. S. on receipt
|of $1.25. Accept no other. I^Jberaldis-
count to trade only. Write for Catalogue.

C. W. MUNSON,
jfflention this Paper. *" Toledo, ^.

ATTENTION
BICYCLE BEARINGS OF TOOL STEEL.

Com s and Bearings madet f best tool steel

insure smooth running and little wear. We
make Bicycle Hubs, Cones, Cups, Ball Bearings,

Axles, Nuts, Steps, Nipples, Crank Key Pins,

and Oil Cups. \lso, Bicycle Roller Chain
with case-hardened roll; Coasters, Lamp
Biackets, Special Washers and all kinds of
machine screws, etc. Send sample or accurate
drawings of parts for estimates. We solicit

your business and have the best facilities for

doing your v. ork. The New Britain Hard-
ware Mantjeg. Co. . New Britain. Oonn. 9-eow
MENT-ON THE REFEREE.

Century Company Makes a Change.

The Century Cycle Company, of Indianap-

olis, which for some time has had retail stores

on cycle row, has decided to place the Chicago

and general northwestern business in the hands

of the Parry Manufacturing Company, 377-379

Wabash avenue. The Parry company is an
extensive dealer in buggies and wagons, Mr.

Parry, the head of the concern, being also vice-

president of the Century company. Mr. For-

rest, who is with the Century company, will

probably have charge of the bicycle depart-

ment of the Parry company.

Rudolphi & Krummel's New Rim Drill.

The new twin rim-drilling machine built by
the Rudolphi & Krummel Machine Works,
Chicago, mention of which was made two
weeks since, is illustrated on this page. The
rim is held at twelve points on an expand-

ing chuck, the jaws of the chuck being

operated by means of a centre disk and con-

necting links swung on their inner ends from

studs which can be quickly adjusted in slots

provided for them in the centre disk, to suit
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BY ACTUAL TEST
The 1 9 and 2 1 lb. (Scale Weight)

-FOWLER -RACERS-
Were more rigid and stiff than some of the 28 and 30 lb. Road Wheels built by some of America's

and England's " TOP NOTCH " CYCLE BUILDERS.

WE CLAIM—That for the weight, THE FOWLER is the strongest and most rigid wheel—bar none.

WHY ISN'T IT FAST?
Those Tool Steel Bearings run so "smooth and easy." Our Racers are made to reach, and can be

shipped within ten days from receipt of order.

If You Want to Win Races-GET A FOWLER.

HILL CYCLE MFG. CO.,
142-44-46-48 W. Washington Street,

AGENTS.—Do you want a " Good Thing" ? Write us.

CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

rims of different diameters. The chuck, with
the index plate in the back, can be raised by-

means of a hand wheel and screw. The index
plate is worked by depressing the treadle, the

disk being locked firmly while the drilling is

being done. Any desired number of holes can
be drilled by simply changing the index plates.

The drill spindles are adjustable in all direc-

tions to accommodate any kind of wheel.

Shoulder drills are used on this machine,
which saves time and turns out accurate work.
As the nipples rest perfectly in their seats the
full strength of the spokes is utilized. The
machine is for 24 to 32-inch rims.

Load For Ball Bearings.

In opening a topical discussion before the
Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, Wilfred
Lewis explained that the question was in-

tended to cover roller bearings as well as ball

1 earings, and that in view of the large and
increasing demand for these bearings, it was
remarkable how little definite information
could be obtained concerning them. Som>i
time ago he wrote to a prominent manufac-
turer of ball bearings for such data as could
be given in regard to the carrying capacity, of
of hardened steel balls between plates of the
same material, and in reply he was informed
that almost nothing was positively known.
Some crude experiments had been made upon
3-8-inch balls, which showed them to have an
ultimate strength of 2,000 pounds, and a safe
working limit of 400 pounds, but for car jour-
nals, in which the motion was continuous and
rapid, 200 pounds per ball was recommended
as preferable. Whether a 3-4-inch ball would
carry twice as much or four times as much as
a 3-8-inch ball could not,be stated, but „the im-

pression seemed to be that, over a given extent

of surface, more load could be carried on
small ba'ls than on large ones. The effect of

hardening was believed to increase tenfold the

carrying capacity of all ball bearings.

In regard to roller bearings, but one formula
is known to b s in common use. This makes
the load carried by any given roll pr. portional

to the square root of its diameter, and the gen-

eral adoption of this formula may be credited

to the authority of the late 0. Shaler Smith,

while the investigation upon which it is based

is said to be due to Professor Grashof .

—

Iron

Age.

Hickory Prices Kept Up.

Following in the steps of the Hartford com-
pany "Hickory" Elliott sends to the trade a
circular letter in which he explains in very

clear language the Hickory company's position

as to price-cutting: "We wish to assure you
that the recent cutting of prices indulged in by
some of the manufacturers should cause you
no uneasiness. If a machine is worth the price

at which it is listed, it can be sold at this price,

and the maker will not be compelled to reduce
the p ice in order to market his goods. If the

machine is not worth the catalogue price, then
the maker must get what he can for it. H'ck-
ory machines are worth $130 and $140—they
are listed at these prices, and this is what we
are getting for them. We guarantee that the

price will not be reduced this year, and you
can assure your customers that in purchasing a
Hickory they will get full value for their

money."

Exhibits Covered Up.

Considerable complaint has been made by
visitors to the fair on Sunday because many of

the exhibits are closed or covered up. There

is little activity in the bicycle department on
Sundays. The Record of Monday published a
list of the exhibits which were closed last Sun-
day, and in the list were the following:

Goold Bicycle Company, closed by rail.

Quadrant Cycle Company, no one in charge.

Entire British bicycle exhibit covered with
curtains and closed by chains and rods.

Pope Manufacturing Company, covered.

A. Featherstone & Co., Chicago, covered by
curtains.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago, covered.

Cleveland company, covered.

Kenwood company, covered.

Victor bicycles, closed by rope.

Stokes company, closed by rod.

Simond Rolling Machine Company, covered.

Western Wheel Works, closed by rail.

Exhibitors Adopt Resolutions.

At the adjourned meeting of the world's fair

cycle exhibitors, held Friday, a resolution

setting forth the complaints of the exhibi-

tors, as printed last week, was adopted. This

resolution is to be presented to Chief Smith of

the transportation department. An assessment

of $1 was levied on each exhibitor for a fund
for current expenses. C. G. Field was made
treasurer.

A committee consisting of O. F. Devey, R.

D. Garden and C. B. Dodd was appointed to

arrange for better ventilation.

G. & J. Planning Extensions.

The Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing
Company has drawn up plans for another
new factory which will be erected in the fall.

The dimensions of this building will be 40xl2C
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MR. HUDSON.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cyele Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Priees

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists

1
'—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

For Sale.
A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would pell

complete or parts.

MIDWINTER,
CUMBERLAND STREET, -

' BIRMINGHAM, ESO.

8-4t

FOR SALE.
CHEAP, 1S91 Swift Racer; Dunlop Tires; recently over-

hauled; in splendid shape. .

SCORCHER, care Referee

New
Racing

Shoe

The Chicago Cycling Horn.

One of the neatest and Simplest. It is much smaller
than anything of ihe kind heretofore placed on the mar-
ket, yet has a very clear and distinct ton*1

. Ask your
dealer or send price, $1.00, in P, N. or Money Order,
and 1 will send one postpaid. Adlruss—

Hermann Metzger,

Designed especially for Track

Racing.

Made of finest Kangaroo and

Hand Sewed, with cleats to fit

any racing pedal.

Also a full line of Kangaroo

Bicycle Shoes for road riding.

1222 SEMINARY PLACE, CHICAGO, ILL.
CALL AND SEE AT

Tlnic Dnhov can be bought at the
/ A//0 rClyor depots in Chicago at

copy.

the leading news-
ten cet.ts per

Subscription price, $3.00 per tjnum in advance.

C. E. WISWALL & CO.'S,

160 State Street, CHICAGO,

feet, and the height eight stories. It will join

with and form a part of the new eight-story

factory which was put up last season. Ram-
bler business is booming.

Trade Notes.

Ramblers have been scoring of late. In the

Prince Wells road race they captured almost
everything, including first and second times,

and in the half-mile handicap and two-mile

'•Auditorium Derby" first and second places

fell to Ramblers. JHurlburt, of Detroit, rode

the twenty-five mile Belle Isle course in a race

last Saturday in 1 hr. 11 min. 59 sec, which
beats Graves' trial record over the course.

Herrick, also on a Rambler, was but three-

fifths of a second behind Hurlburt. In this

race six out of the first ten finishes were on
Ramblers. Hurlburfs times were as follows:

Five miles, 14:17 3-5; ten, 28:51 1-5 (beating

Bird's time); fifteen, 43:18; twenty, 57:46;

twenty-five, 1:11:59.

From a letter from Scott & Co., of Philadel-

phia we extract the following: "Referring to

Philadelphia trade notes in your issue of May
24, you state "V. J. Kelley is out of a job as a
consequence of the Elliott-Hickory Cycle Com-
pany's successful suit against Charles Scott &
Co., of Philadelphia, for infringement of pneu-

matic-tired sulky patents." The above con-

tains three false statements. V. J. Kelley is

out of a job because we have no further use for

his services. The Elliott-Hickory Cycle Com-
pany never had a suit of any kind against us,

either successful or unsuccessful. The Elliott-

Hickory Cycle Company does not claim to have

a patent for pneumatic-tired sulky wheels."

The Sunol chain adjustment, v, inch needs no explanation.

The visitor's register, in the office of the

Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company
at Chicago, records the visits of Richard Fuess,

representative of the Munich cycling paper,

Badfcthr Humor; Wilhehn Opel, of Russel-

sheim, champion of Germany, and one of the

representatives of Ge.many at the interna-

tional race meet; Rev. Henry Kingman, of

Tiensin, China, a missionary and an enthusi-

astic Rambler rider, and Kasimier Seidlewski,

of the firm of Lud Reiueke & Co., agents for

the G. & J. pneumatic tires at Warsaw, Russia.
They come to s e the fair.

H. S Higgins, who recently won the half

and one-mile Central New York champion-
ships for 1893, was mounted on a Ja-nes.

Since he won the races several makers have
sought him to ride their wheels, but as the
honors were won on the James, he has decided
to stick to that mount.

The Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Milwaukee, has just issued a cata-

logue 3x4 1-2 inches, which is an exact dupli-

cate of the large one. It is especially designed
for use at the exhibit at the world's fair and is

tastefully gotten up.

Ralph Temple closed a good deal with a cycle

dealer from North Dakota who was visiting

the fair and who, when he saw Temple's
wheel, remarked that it was the ''best machine
he saw at the fair."
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* The Columbia Plant *
Is by far the largest and most complete plant in the world devoted exclusively to the manufacture of high-grade bieyeles.

The mechanical equipment throughout is the finest that American ingenuity has been able to devise for its purposes,

and that ample capital can provide.; i

Its personnel embraces some 1,500 experienced workmen, skillful experts and able managers, not surpassed by any

other manufacturing establishment that we know of in any line.

These are the only bicycle works in the world embracing a large, independent and fully equipped rubber plant, and a

thoroughly organized miU for the making of the highest grade cold drawn seamless steel tubing.

The Bicycle Factory proper is better provided than any other, with all the most approved means for carrying through

the goods, from the raw material to the fioished product, and its forging, machinery, ball rolling, swaging, testing, en-

amelling, nickeling, inspection, assembling and each of the various other departments is complete in itself.

In this great plant every resource is utilized and every effort concentrated in the single direction of making Columbias

as nearly right as lies within human power. ,.

,

The great care taken to make Columbia bicycles as nearly perfect as possible in design, materials, workmanship and
finish, the value,put m-t;o them, the conservative methods by which they are sold at standard fixed prices, with fair dis-

counts only to .regular agents, the watchfulness with which every machine is followed after it has left our hands, the

value of the Columbia guarantee, and the liberal manner in which it is applied,* these are the important factors in the

popularity of Columbias, and the chief reasons for the confidence with which the* public buy new Columbias at the es-

tablished catalogue prices,, while less valuable machines are being sold at cut rates.

We do not have to reduce prices because we give full value for the money and everyone pays the same.
' We guarantee to all purchasers of Columbia bicycles that we will make no reduction of selling prices during the year 1893.

POPE MANT'G CO., BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. HARTFORD.

THEY ARE TRUSTWORTHY.
1VM HINT—that the light-

weight bicycles sold this season

are not standing up as $150.00

machines should, and yon know
it.

UNIONP.D.Q.
AT 32 LBS.,

has a record of not a single
breakage up to date, and is be-

ing ridden by the hardest riders

throughout the states.

For a reliable Holiday com-
panion it is positively un-
equalled.

AIRTITE-DUNLOP DETACHABLE
TIRES.

BOSTON SPRINGFIELD. PHILADEIPHIA

.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Highlandville, Mass.

CHICAGO. .



Well Constructed
ARE THE WORDS YOU ALWAYS HEAR CONNECTED WITH

Warwick Bicycles.
They have always stood for all that is best in the way of Material and Workmanship, and we mean they always shall.

t^" LIGHT, HANDSOME, DURABLE, SWIFT. IW THEY GIVE SATISFACTION.
All Our Wheels are 6UABAN1EED FOB ONE TEAR.

We want you with us, and once mounted on a Warwick, we believe you will find satisfaction.

SEND FOR BOOK THAT TELLS YOU ABOUT OUR WHEELS.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

YOU'LL - WANT - IT - NEXT - YEAR
IF NOT FOR '93.

Better get started now, though! ——^^—m^-

The highest grade Bicycle on the market. BUILT LIKE A WATCH.

STORES MFG. CO.,
General offices and salesroom, 293 Wabash Ave. Factory 236-240 Carrol Ave.

DENVER. CHICAGO. MILWAUKEE,

The Hartford Safeties Better than Represented.

Pawtucket, R. I., May 12, 1893.

Hartford Cycle Co., Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen :

—

Allow me to say your wheels are going beautifully. We never hesitate to put them into

anyone's hands, knowing them to be better than you represent.

Very respectfully, H. L. Spencer.

HARTFORD CYCLE CO., hartford, conn.
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HellolWhat'sThis?

WHY, CUTS OF THE

FALCON
WHEELS.

Have you seen them ? If not, why
not ? Take our advice and you

will not buy a wheel until you have.

We know from experience that

purchasers want value received

when they pay their cash.
FALCON NO. 1, GENTLEMEN'S.

Full Value is Put Into Our Wheels.
We do not claim the earth,

nor the denizens thereof; neither

do we pretend to have the

lightest or the best, but we give

you what you want, a good style

wheel, durable and well fitted up,

at a moderate price. If you

have any doubts about this cast

your eye over these prices:

Fa/con No. 1, Gent's, $115.

Fa/coness, for Ladies, $100.

Fa/con, Jr., Combination, for Boys

and Girls, $50.

FALCONESS, FUR LADIES.

All Fitted with Pneumatic Tires.

We have no special hobby to ride or advertise,

but we give you solid comfort in good riding

wheels. If you are a rider you will appreciate

their lines. If not, buy and ride one and you

will then understand that the FALCONS are

what we claim for them.

See our exhibit in the Transportation building

at the World's Fair.

The Yost Mfg. Co.,
Yost Station, Toledo, 0., Manufacturers.

THE W. BINGHAM COMPANY,
!>7 Superior St ,, Cleveland, O., Manufacturers' Agents,

FALCON. JR., COMBINATION, FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

N. B. A word to Agents.—The FALCONS are good sellers because they are made well, look well and

give satisfaction, both as to quality and prices. Don't forget this. FAW'KN.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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DEALERS!
A WORD WITH YOU.

Do your customers ask for a lighter wheel than you carry in stock? " Are you shy" of featherweights

because you have seen so many broken frames of weldless tubing ?

Do you hate to lose trade, so put out wheels that you know will come back broken ? Is that good

business policy ?

There is one—only one—line of wheels made, of which it can be truthfully said that they are without an

Equal for lightness of weight and stiffness, and are without a superior for strength and durability

—

HELICAL TUBE PREMIERS. Actual weight, ready for the road, 19, 25, 27, 29 and 32 lbs. No more, but

frequently less.

There are several hundred dealers selling HELICAL TUBE PREMIERS. We can supply a hundred more

Helical Premiers will sell readily in every town in the United States where the modern wheel is appreciated,

and where is it not ?

There is both profit and satisfaction in selling PREMIERS. Would you like a share ? If so, write to us.

=TO THE PUBLIC.
PREMIERS are sold by us and our Agents strictly at Catalogue Prices. Quality considered, these

prices are the lowest on the market. We have no old stock to work off, and we are delivering as fast as we
can build them, Premiers of the very latest and most approved Models only.

Premier Cycle Company, New York.
The Largest and Handsomest Catalogue ever issued, 4 cents by mail, or FREE at PREMIER Agency, MENTION THE REFEREE.

HERE WE ARE AGAIN!

CLEVELANDS

!

When it comes to a question of speed,
Cleveland Bicycles take the lead;

No slow coaches they, but with rider unite
In leaving all other wheels "out of sight."

Texarkana, Texas, May 23, 1893.

RACE. WINNER.
1. Boys under 15, 1-8 mile. Cleveland.
2. Handicap. 1 "
3. Novice. 1 "
4. 2

5. Slow Race, 50 yds.
6. Hoo Hoo race, open to lumbermen.
7. Bareback. 1-4 mile. Cleveland. Clevelands won the six fast races,
8. Open. 1-4 " getting 2nd as well as 1st place in Nos.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION. 2, 4, 7 and 8.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GI?Q. E. LLOYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets. Chicago. Agents for Chicago and Cook CouDty. mention the referee.

SMALLEY -EASY - RUNNING.
MOST RIGID FRAME ON THE MARKET.

GOOD BEARINGS. GRACEFUL LINES. ELEGANT FINISBT.

FOTTD3/ STYLES : Light Roadster, Road Racer, Track Racer (new style handle bars), and Ladies' wheel.

Mud Guards and Brake Detachable from Light Roadster, leaving no sign of having been on. Aluminum finish if desired.

Some of Our Agents:

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co., Racine Wis. E. Werner, Philadelphia, Pa. L. C. Jandorf & Co., New York.
J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio. Geo. L. Cady & Sons, Lowell, Mass.
W. G. Schack. Buffalo, N. Y. Chas. Ege, Detroit, Mich. F. D. Hoham, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Camden and Philadelphia Soap Co., Camden, N. J. Peabody-Whitney Company, Boston, Mass.

Write for Catalogue. Our Retail Store, 271 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL. Good Agents Wanted in every town in the V. S.

MARBLE CYCLE MANUFACTTRING CO., Plymouth, in*.

P. S.—We are Illinois Agents for the RALEIGH. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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SEDDONMTYRES
NO SLIPPING NO CREEPING.

EASILY REPAIRED.

+ PERFECT IN EVERY WAY. +
CAN - BE - EXPOSED - TO - HEAT OF - SON - WITHOUT - DANGER

Western and Southern agents will know what this

means. Last year the agents of the old tyre ex-

plained all defects by saying, exposure to sun had

caused the old pattern to explode.

Ito Seddon Stands All Climates.
There has been published lately as having been made an enormous deal in Tyre Patents,

but the following

EXTRAORDINARY
AN» EXTENSIVE DEAL

Is unknown in the history of cycling. Seddon's Pneumatic Tire Patents for United States and Canada

have been purchased, and in future will be worked by the AMERICAN SEDDON'S TYRE
COMPANY, with a capital of

$300,000.00.
Catalogue Free.

AMERICAN SEDDON'S TYRE Company,

65 READ STREET NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., Ltd., Coventry.

TRIUMPH
BOTTOM BRACKET

Dust and Oil Proof

Crank-hanger as

applied to the

Chicago and Lady

....TRIUMPH.. .

•
B. Pin in Cone.

C.DuSTCAPb,

D. OlLTIGHT WASHEHS.

The above Cuts show illustrations of our latest

TRIUMPH
Comment is Needless.----------

White Sewing Machine Co., 22 Union Square, New York. J. B. Rich Cycle Co., Philadelphia

White Sewing Machine Co., 163 Tremont street, Boston.

Schulenburg Cycle Co., Randolph street, Detroit.

Chas. Hanauer & Bro., Walnut street, Cincinnati.

Newark Cycle Co., 9 Central Ave., Newark, N. J.

W. G. Schack, Main street, Buffalo. MENTION THE REFEREE.

A Great Record

For the xm
(Weight, 26 pounds.)

Ridden by Frank Waller, New York to Chicago, 1,000 miles in

eleven days, without a Break or Puncture.

The strongest light-weight bicycle in the world.

MENTION THE REFEREE,

CENTURY CYCLE MANEG. CO.,

Indianapolis, Ind,
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YOU LIKE ITS STYLE

'Dauntless' 'Dauntless'

We See to the Rest of it.

TOLEDO BICYCLE CO.,
TOLEDO, O.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Simple,

Light,

Strong,

Bicycle.
Paul Groseh, Passaie, A. C,

A.nd His 18 lb. Racer.

LAP BRAZING AND WOOD RIMS—A SPECIAL FEATURE.
' The Highest Modern Touch and a New Learned Simplicity." s •--.... "'..-

M'KEE & HARRINGTON 173-175 Grand Street, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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WHAT DO WE CLAIM
FOR THE

Nomad Cycle?

We claim that it is the equal of any machine on

the market in construction, and the

PEER OF ANY AT THE PRICE.

We give with every machine a guarantee that

means something.

MODEL OF 1893, OUR NEW WHEEL, $100.

We have a limited number of our model of 1892 that we are offering at

=S75.00.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

HOUGHTON & BUTTON,
BOSTON, MASS.

TWENTY-FIVE-MILE ROAD RECORD BROKEN

ON Ideal Pneumatic Tires
-AT BUFFALO, N. Y., MAY 30, BY-

WM. VAN WAGONER-Time, 1 Hour 14 Minutes 10 Seconds.

-Don't get left, but send for circular at once to-

PHELPS & DINGLE MFG. CO., PASSAIC, N. J,

Crawford No. 1; t Crawford No. 2; t Crawford No. 3.

IF you want a medium-pricedjwheel that will standjhardjise, 'see our line before making

a selection. Our Crawford No. 3 has and will stand the weight of 1,000 pounds. What
do you think of that for a Boy's wheel ? We make the best sellers of any medium-grade

wheels manufactured, Because They Are Durable. Write for catalogue,

THE CRAWFORD MANUFACTURING CO.,

HAGERSTOWN, MD. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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® ® "THE WINTON IS A WINNER." e ®
In the C. W. C. Road Race on Decoration Day the Winton proved a winner.

Hr. Min. Sec.

T. C. Collings won first time
prize in 1 12 46

Alex. Winton won third time

prize in 1 13 42$

Robert Goelz won fourth time

prize in 1 14 42

Joseph Graves won fifth time

prize in 1 14

WINTON LIGHT ROADSTER.
They all rode "Wintons." Collings' time was seven minutes faster than last year's best time.

Buy a Winton and be a Winner.

THE WINTON BICYCLE COMPANY,
106 PERKINS AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

UDELL WOODEN WARE CO., St. Louis—Distributing agents in Texas and Missouri, except Kansas City. mention the referee.

No Terror Now! ™ silvertown

CLOSURE" ..tyre..
English Patent No. 1015, Jan., '91

Am. Pat, No. 452,876, May 86, '91

6*

• REPAIRS ITSELF-
N~o Solntionins;. N"o Stitching. 3STo Trouble.

:nto eepairing outfits.
^N"o Long Delays. IN~o "Weary Tramps.

IN"o Railway Journeys.

SO PERFECT, YET SO SIMPLE!
IMPORTANT ! See that every tire is stamped Silvertown " Closure" with date of patent.

For Descriptive Pamphlet and Full Particulars Apply to

The India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Company, Limited,

Works : Silvertown, London, E., and Persan Beaumont, France.

Head Offices : 106 Cannon Street, London, E. C.

Cable Address : Graysilver, London.ENTTON THE REFEREE.
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MAJESTIC
LIGHT

ROADSTER

Standard High Gkrade Maintained.

Morgan & Wright, Bidwell No. 2, Greyhound, Wizard Pnenmatic Tires,

REDUCED TO

$85.00.
HULBERT BROS & CO.,

26 W. 23rd St., New York. Ml NTIOi* TnK HEhEHEt.
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
Are Not Speed Retarders,

RECORDS FOR 1892 ARE BEING SUPPLANTED BY SPEEDIER ONES IN 1893.

H. H. WYLin,

NEW YORK to CHICAGO,
1,000 MILES,

IO Days, 4= Hours, 39 Minutes.

Entire distance ridden on a Sterling Special, fitted with our

RACING TIRES!
f A Puncture,

NOT %a,
[ A Moment's Delay.

Is Further Commendation Needed?
Frank Waller used a 24-lb. Arrow fitted with MORGAN & WRIGHT road tires, from New York to

Chicago, while pacing Tom Roe. Did not use a pump the entire distance; experienced NO TROUBLE
from BEGINNING to END. The tires DO NOT pven show an ABRASION of ANY KIND. They
are on the wheel yet, and show for themselves. Roe used six different wheels. The FIRST tire failed to

hold air at all, and had countless mishaps with it. The wheel he took at Cleveland had NINE punctures in

the tire before making Goshen, Ind It was a fitted with that company's tires.

That which is the most SERVICEABLE.—That which causes you NO TROUBLE.—That which is

REASONABLE IN COST is THE BEST. MORGAN & WRIGHT Patent Pneumatic Tires are

WHAT YOU WANT.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WORLD OF INFORMATION.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,
331-339 W. Lake St., - - CHICAGO, ILL.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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25 MILES
Io 1 Hr. 13 Min. 5& Sec

:MADE BY:

E. A. McMee Against Time May 22, 1893.

LINSCOTT 25 MILE ROAD RACE MAY 15

James Clark, 25 miles, 1 hr., 14 min., 58 sec.

Ed. Clark, " "
1 hr., 15 min., 12 sec.

Geo. Quinn, " "
1 hr., 15 min., 30 sec.

Guy Gary, *'
1 hr., 16 min., 13 sec.

. P. J. McDuffee " "
1 hr., 16 min., 135 sec.

Best previous time for 25 miles, 1 hr., 17 min., 11 sec.

Only eight wheels in the above race.

ah Done on McCune Stock Wheel.

The McCune Cycle Co.,
47 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The Best Tire on Earth.

GJJ. PNEUMATIC TIRES
First.— Detachable Pneumatic made
First.—To give Entire Satisfaction

First.—Asked for by dealers when ordering wheels
First.—In the esteem of most riders.

First.—In most races this season.

American 25-Mile Road Record again Broken on CORRUGATED

G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES,
At Detroit, Mich.. June 24rth. "^^iZ^* Time, 1 hr., 11 rain., and. 59 sec.

ANY DEALER OR MAKER WILL FURNISH THEM.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

TH1 REMINGTON!
Three patterns for '93

:

Light Roadster, actual weight

32 lbs.; Roadster, 44 lbs.;

Ladies' Wheel, 42 lbs.

Prices, - - $140.00.

Material, best obtainable.

Workmanship unsurpassed.

Mannesmann tubing.

Warwick hollow rims, and

a variety of the best pnumatic

tires to select from.

Send for Catalog.

REMINGTON ARMS CO.,
Works at Ilion,

N. Y. MENTION THE REFEREE.315 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
THORSEN & CASSADY CO., 60 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Agents for Illinois and Wisconsin.
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117 X D WTriIT'0 UAT T (WiJ DTWTO ARE USED by all the largest and best manufacturers of Cycles throughout the world.

WAKWKlIX N H 1 1 1 1 1 if IW II I III !S Thev add to strength without adding to weight, and give the'wheel a nice appearance. The
11 "** " AVIV k/ 11VJJXJV II HUM. V

>SNKLL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., Toledo, Ohio, »re ' Sole Agents" in ,he States for there

Rims and have made arrangements with Warwick & Sons to manufacture them in Toledo, and are prepared to take contracts for '94 tiade at

such prices as wdl induce manufacturers to put them into their wheels. Manufacturers will do well to write and get prices on th?se Rims at once.
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MENTION THE REFEREE..

EMTS FOR WARWICK'S HOLLOW RIMS

THE SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO.,
rOI EDO OHIO. BOX SFJ3.

GENUINE BARGAIN.
We will sell ONE ONLY in each town of our High

Grade ($150)

South Road,
Road Racer (weight 27 lbs.), to the first that sends in his

order during JUNE for $100 SPOT CASH. WE
KNOW how these wheels are built and Guarantee
them for Two Years.

ROAD RACER, 27 lbs.

SOUTH ROAD CYCLE IMPORTING COMPANY,
900 Caxton Building,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Our " Tom Thumb "

No. o weighs 12^

ozs. Gives splendid

light, is simple in

construction, haven't

got to take the roof

off or tear out the

foundation to clean

it, as you have in

some Cycle Lamps,
we know.

TOM_THUMB
LAMP,

PATENT APPLIED FOB.,

Double Convex
lense—Simplest and

Best in the market.

Manufacturers of

the Pilot, Rival, Reli-

ance, King of Tr umps.

All the latest pat-

terns. Cycle Horns.

Cycle Bells.

Our lamp plant is now in full swing; we can

give you all the latest styles; no need to import.

MANUPACTVBED BY

The Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,

TOLEDO, OHIO. Box 553.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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CHAMPIONSHIP OF ENGLAND
=WON BY=

ah AMERICAN on ah AMERICAN BICYCLE
June 17, Heme Hill, Walter SaDger on his ?1 lb. Sanger Racer, fitted with Palmer Racing Tires, wins the One Mile English Championship,

held last year by A. A. Zimmerman. Time for last quarter, 28 4-5 seconds; record lor England.

In the Three Mile International race ct Brussels (the field of Waterloo for European Champions as well as Napoleon), Sanger wins first

place and King's prize. Time for last quarter, 28 2-5; record for Europe.

June 19, Herno Hill, Sanger Against Time.

One Mile, 2:10 1-5; record for England. Quarter mile, 27 4-5; record for England.

A Good Rider on a Good Wheel wins something.
A Good Rider on a Poor Wheel wins nothing.

The Best Rider on the Best Wheel TAKES EVERYTHING.
All Telegram Cycles and Sanger Racers are built with scientific care and accuracy.

WE ARK GENEEAL AGENTS FOR, PALMER RACING TIRES.
Distributing Depots for Telegram (quick repair)

Pneumatic Tires:

Charles E. Van Vleek, 310 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

Thorsen & Cassady Co., 60-2 Wabash Av.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Sercombe-Bolte Mfg. Co.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

HOLLOW RIMS will be supplied with Telegram (Quick Repair) Tire when requested, without extra charge.
Telegram Cycles and Sanger Haccrs are for sale by Zotiis Jordan, 71 2?. Randolph St., and on the West Side by the Sterner Cycle Co., 597

Madison St., Chicago, III.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

BAILEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

MAKERS OF THE A. B A. B B O AT> S T E B B.
STEIOTLT HIGHGBADE BICYCLES.

Well

Constructed,

Strong,

Well

Finished.

Stylish,

Handsome,

Light

Running.

It receives the enthusiastic commendation of all who use it. Simple change of speed. Send for Catalogue.

BAILEY MANUFACTURING CO.,
207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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ARGUE.TOR THEIR CLIENTS.

5'EEAKS TOR ITSCLr
«ADtB Y 'EC'Lte-MYCL£-GO.

INDIANAPOLIS /*D

//\CT0RY BEAVEK FALLS PA.

Road Racer.

32 Lbs.

$125.oo
The "Relay" is Unequalled.

Roadster. 40 lbs., $\ 10.

STATE AGENTS :

J. T. Bailey & Co., Phila., Pa Penna., Delaware, So. N.J.

Schulenburg Cycle Co., Detroit, Mich.—Mich, and Ind,

H. B. Whilden, Charleston, S. C—South Carolina.

The H. H. Kiffe Co., 473 Broadway, N. Y. City—New York
City and Long Island.

E. Alsdorf & Co., Newark, N. J.—Northern New Jersey.

Campbell & Co., Providence, R. I.—Rhode Island.

E. H. PolhiU, Columbus, 6a.—Georgia.

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

Relay Manfg. Co., Reading, Pa.

THOS. SMITH & CO.,
l Wharf St., ASTON, Birmingham.

Best Material ana Workmanship Guaranteed.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS-

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.,

213 Pearl St., - NEW YORK.

STEEL ST^LMPIIsraS.
telephone. 2625. NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READY. Telegrams, " Hector."
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The James
has a peculiar charm about it—you cannot

find a single rider who has ever ridden a

James who does not speak of his liking for

the James with a thrill of pleasure and con-

fidence. In these days of light machines it

must be remembered that the JAMES was

the pioneer in light weights, and is now at

least two seasons ahead of the best Ameri-

can machines in points of superior construc-

tion and speed qualities.

Send for our Catalogue,
jj ffi

6*88 you
'
aDd "JAMES" ROAD RACER.

JAMES CYCLE IMPORTING CO.,
250-252 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,

Road Racer, 26, 27 and 28 lbs.; Track Racer, 22 and 23 lbs. We want some representative riders in

unoccupied territory. MENTION THE REFEREE.

Nonpariel Safeties to Dealers at Less than

Cost to Make.
Strictly High Grade 26-Inch Machines,
Suitable for Boys, or 125 Pound Men,

CUSHION TIRES, $40. SOLID TIRES, $35-

These machines were made for the Overman Wheel Co., and were eloped
out to us at half cost to build. We have a large stock and to close out will

give dealers the benefit of the reduction, and sell at prices never before
offered. Write for prices.

Nonpariel Safeties contain something more than the cut shown herewith
indicates. All hollow parts are imported seamless steel tubing, securely
brazed and braced in all directions by. truss rods of solid steel, tl us making
an exceptionally strong and durable frame.

Wheels, crank shaits and pedals all have adjustable ball bearings fitted

with hardened steel cones, almost impossible to wear out.
Tangent spoke wheels, machine cut sprocket wheels, roller chain, long

gracefully curved handle bar. fitted with neat vulcanite grips, the renowned
"Victor Swing" saddle, adjustable in all directions. The finish is heavy
black enamel with the usual parts nickel plated. Neat telescropic tool bag
with the usual tools accompanies each machine.

Write for our 52-page catalogue free. Agents wanted.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO.,
89 G STREET, PEORIA, JXI.

Manufacturers and Largest Western Jobbers of Westf rn Wheel Wks' goods.

F. L. DorGLAS Cycle Co , Chicago agents for Rudge,
281-86 Wabash Ave. mention the referee.

GENUINE BARGAIN
We will sell-

ONLY ONE
in each town, of our high grade ($150.00)

CHAMPION ROAD
RACER

(weight, 27 lbs.) to the first that sends

in his order during JUNE, for $100
spot cash. WE KNOW how these

wheels are built, and therefore

GUARANTEE them for TWO YEARS.
B. & A. ROAD RACER, 27 IBS.

B. & A. CYCLE IMPORTING CO.,

ooo Caxton Building.

SOLE AGENTS FOE U. S., AMERICA.

334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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FORTY CROPPERS.
From the Irish Cyclist's Cropper Competition, June 7th, 1893.

" During last year I FELL BETWEEN FORTY AND FIFTY TIMES. In all those falls, the

Machine, a

RALEIGH,
NEVER BUDGED, AND IS

AS SOUND AS A BELL.
"SO MUCH FOR THE RALEIGH MOUNTS."

Won the One Mile Invitation race at Ball's Bridge on Wednesday, the 7th inst., defeating Ireland's

best, and Watson and Camp, after which he started in the 25 miles, but was run into the iron railings sur-

rounding the track, smashing three teeth, loosening two others, cutting his chin and nearly dislocating his

jaw. " His Raleigh was doubled up by the tremendous force of the collision." The lower and upper main
tubes were bent, the front fork forced back, the wheel and spokes crumpled, the handle bar badly bent, and
the saddle forced three inches out of its position, but

NOTHING WAS BROKEN.:

RALEIGH CYCLE CO., LIMITED,
BANK AND GREENWICH STREETS, NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

GALES PNEUMATIC . .

.

$100.00.5
BEST Material and Workmanship. HUMBER Frame.

All the Leading Cycle Sundries.

Lucas' Cyclealities.

Powell & Hammer's Lanterns.

Bicycle Catalogue, 2d edit., now ready.

BOYS' ^TSTD GIRLS' WHEELS.
Scboverling, Daly & Gales, -:- 302 Broadway, and 84 Diiane Street, New York.

NO. 424.

Mason's : Saddles.

We have just received a large consignment of

these four styles of saddles, and can furnish them
in dozen lots at a great reduction in price.

WRITE FOR LIST.

NO. 438.

Sole Agents V. S. A..—

JAMES CYCLE IMP'G C0.,*£3

NO. 474.

250-252 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO. NO. 476.
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MR. HUDSON.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Priees

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

For Sale.
A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would sell

complete or parts.

MIDWTNTER,
CUMBERLAND STREET, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

8-4t

FOR SALE.
pHEAP, 1S91 Swift Racer; Dunlop Tires; recently over-^ hauled; in splendid shape.

SCORCHER, care Referee.

The Aldrieh

Bieyele Cape.
For the rider who gets caught

in the rain.

TJ
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ASK TOUR DEALER FOR TB.EM.

Questions answered. Send postal for circular Fasily
carried when not in use. Liberal discount to the trade.
For further particulars address

A. T. AhDRICW,
349 Pleasant St., , r Worcester, Mass.

New
Racing

Shoe.

Designed especially for Track

Racing.

Made of finest Kangaroo and

Hand Sewed, wi,th cleats to fit

any racing pedal.

Also a full line of Kangaroo

Bicycle Shoes for road riding.

CALL AND SEE AT

C. E. WISWALL & CO.'S,

160 State Street, CHICAGO.

QUAKER CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER
(Patented)

PRICE, $1.75. Put on or taken off in a second.

WALL & BOYEK,
1714 North Broad Street. PHILADELPHIA, "A.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

J\ F\urri(;ai\e

is not "in it'\when a cyclist uses

v Excelsior Cycle Oil.

It will not GUM. Removes rust from Niokel, Enamel and

Steel. Excellent for cleaning parts. Thousands of oot-

tles sold. Sample sent upon receipt of 15c. fi^^For sale

everywhere. Address

—

EXCELSIOR CHEMICAL CO.,
Sandusky, Ohio.

THE OILINGf?—Illustrated, humorous monthly. 50c.

per annum. Sample copy free.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

MONEY MADE EASY.
WANTED.—AGENTS in every town to sell one of

the best articles to riders of Bicycles.

The New Kempf Fibre Sproeket Chain
Runs perfectly noiseless, one-third lighter, requires

less lubrication and will wear longer than any
Sprocket chain in use, with less stretch. For par-
ticulars and samples address.

THE KEMPF MFG. CO.,
133 Court Street, NEW HAVEN, COSN.

SOMETHING NEW.

Every Bicycle rider should try a box of EUREKA
BICYCLE POLISH. Makes enamel and nickel look like

new. Ask your dealer for it, or send 30 cents to

A. L. THOMA'S CYCLE EXCHANGE,
PIQUA, OHIO.

WANTED.
AGENTS.—Bicycle Riders—in every town nnd city, to

sell our patent bicycle seat spring. Fits all wheels
and sells on sight. Liberal commissions.

The Nicholson Co., Rochester, N. Y.

miTTC DAT5T7D can be had at any of the lead-

in lo rArCilX ing news depots in Chicago on
Friday morning of each week. Ten cents a copy. For
subscription terms see elsewhere in this issue.
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VICTOR WAYS!

You Don't
have to locate the leak in a

Victor Pneumatic Tire before

you can effect a repair.

You don't have to lug a repair

shop or hunt up a water trough

to find the bubbles.

You Do
carry an extra inner tube along

to be used in place of "don'ts."

You pull out the punctured

inner tube and substitute a whole

one.

You take care of the leak an-

other time—at home, where your

repair kit belongs.

THERE'S NO CHOICE IN PNEUMATICS.

VICTORS ARE BEST.

Boston

Overman Wheel Company,
Washington. Denver.

I-

San Francisco. I'

I-

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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JOHN S. JOHNSON'S CASE.

ALL RUMORS AS TO THREATS ARE EN-

TIRELY UNFOUNDED.

The True Inwardness of the Case Told by a

Man Who Knows Whereof He Writes—
Johnson Did Not Himself Apply

to the N. C. A.

John S. Johnson arrived in New York Wed-
nesday morning last. He had run down from

from Syracuse at the advice of his club and

trainer to see Chairman Raymond of the L. A.

W. racing board.

Johnson asked the Referee man to go over

to Brooklyn to see Raymond with him. Before

so doing, in response to a telegram from Eck,

I saw P. T. Powers and asked if any extra in-

ducement would be offered Johnson to go into

the N. C. A. at once. I took the Eck telegram

and showed it to Powers, who replied that the

purses advertised would be the only induce-

ment offered Johnson or anybody else. Then
the trip to Brooklyn was made.

Raymond's headquarters have never been

described or located properly, so I'll do that

first. It is 245 Flatbush avenue, corner of

Bergen street, and the place is large enough to

hold four people comfortably. A sign outside

advei tises coal and wood for sale—that, I sup-

pose, is necessary to make it hot for the ama-
teurs at times. A reporter friend assures me
that Raymond sells good coal and does the big-

gest business in Brooklyn, taking the output

of two large j ards. A sign in the window
reads, " Raymond & Potter, real estate

agents," and they sell dirt and blocks of houses

when opportunity permits. But they are

great on coal and wood.

Inside the door to the left is Raymond's
desk, full of real and circumstantial evidence,

with Raymond seated in front of it and his

white Alpine hat on the top of it. To his right

is a pretty typewriter, who, if she would
talk—and here, it may be observed it would
pay some enterprising .reporter to cultivate her

acquaintance—might be able to tell many
things the public would be interested in, and
an office boy, who looked as smart as his boss,

sat on a stool looking over some applications

for reinstatement and tell-tale letters from
club men against some ol their more speedy

members. This was the picture that pre-

sented itself as we stepped in. As it was my
first visit I expected civility.

"Hello; are you Mr, Johnson's henchman?"

queried H. E. , who was promptly and firmly

informed that the writer was no one's "hench-

man." but came over as Mr. Johnson's friend

—

especially as he had never been in Brooklyn

before. Mr. Raymond's next move was more
polite. He wished, he said, to speak to Mr.

Johnson privately and I assented readily to

the suggestion to "get out."

Raymond confronted Johnson with a pile of

circumstantial evidence, composed principally

of letters in which Eck asked for certain

amounts to defray his expenses in case he
brought Johnson and Tuttle to race at meets.

The most laughable thiug of all is that John-

son convinced Raymond that he (Johnson) was
not aware that Eck was writing to the various

meets for money to defray his expenses. Ray-

Bicycle hats for enthusiastic wheelsvomen.

mond, with a fatherly interest, assures John-

son that if the documents sworn to (which

Johnson said were on the way) were as repre-

sented, the suspension would be removed until

the board had time to investigate.

Fearing that there might be a slip, I saw
President Byrne and P. T. Powers alone.

Johnson was not present at the interview, and

the two aforesaid gentlemen agreed to hold

the entries open for Johnson for twenty-hours,

and granted licenses to Johnson and Eck.

This was done for two reasons. First, if the

rein-tatement fell through, Johnson and Eck
had decided to jump out of the organization,

and in the second place they were pretty sure

of first places in the cash prize meetings

which would commence July 3.

There was no threat made to Raymond what-

ever as to Johnson joining the cash prize

league in twenty-four hours if he was not rein-

stated. He simply asked Raymond to let him
know immediately, as he wishek to go to Sar-

nia if reinstated, to fill the engagement with

the club there; but Raymond, it seems, was
aware of the negotiation with the N. C. A.

Naturally the N. C. A. was jubilant to a

degree with the hope of getting Johnr.on, and
Philadelphia knew it immediately, and a dis-

patch in a New York paper, iu which Bunnell

claimed Johdson, showed that there was joy

in the camp. With all Hs hatred of Eck and
assurance that he could not join tne N. C. A.

as a trainer, to get Johnson he would forgive

E L'k. The latter has placed the N. C. U. on

record in that matter.

Then Thursday morning came the reinstate-

ment, and Johnson left for Syracuse immedi-

ately. It must here, to Tom Eck's credit, be

said that Wednesday night he telegraphed

Johnson to "hurry up matters, but stay in the

league if possible." This, considering he
would get a third of Johnson's winnings as

per agreement if the latter joined the cash

brigade, shows that he is considerable of a

sportsman himself.

Johnson stated in New York Wednesday
that if his reinstatement depended on his sev-

ering his connection with the man who has

made him famous and fast he would refuse

such a proposal, even if he never rode a bi-

cycle again.

Raymond asked Johnson why it was, if he

was not in the employ of the Syracuse firm,

that they ordered him to ride at Albany when
asked to do so by the Albany club, or one of

the interested parties. Johnson said the firm

had not, to his knowledge, ordered him, be-

cause he had left town, and in any case he

would not accept orders from any firm. Chair-

man Raymond might also ask the Albany

howlers what right, and through what knowl-

edge of Johnson's connection with the Syra-

cuse firm, they presumed to have the Syracuse

firm pull wires. Are they not as guilty as

Johnson? They accept Johnson's entry with-

out entrance fees (an infraction of league rules),

then they try and coerce him, through a firm,

to make him ride on an unsafe track, and,

failing in that, throw him down.

There is nothing in the Eck letter to the club

that can show that Johnson was in any way
benefitted by money Eck would get. The New
York Sun printed the following Sunday:

The action of the L. A. W. racing board iu raising the

suspensions placed on Messrs. Johnson and Tuttle, the

Syracuse racers, is being severely criticised. These men
were suspended by the racing board upon "circumstan-

tial evidence."

One o£ the documents in the hands of H. E. Raymond,

the chairman of the racing hoard, which Indicates that
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Thomas Eck, the trainer of Johnson, was endeavoring to

induce the clubs to pay for Johnson's appearance, is the

following letler sent by Eck to Secretary Phipps of tin-

Albany Wheelmen:
"I enclose you the entry of F. Howanl Tuttle, of the

Syracuse A. C, and John S. Johnson, of the Century

Cycle Club of Syracuse. I wiote you some time ago in

regard to Johnson coming to your meet, but received no

answer from you as yet. Johnson will be a bis card for

your meet, and I think you should allow me something

for expenses for myself . Johnson will ride a half mile

against lime, say 1:07, if your track is good, and you can

give him any special prize that your club feels able to

give.

" As regards entrance fees for Tuttle and Johnson, all

the clubs this spring have not asked them any, but if you

insist on them they will pay them when they arrive there.

Let me hear from you as soon as possible."

Johnson asserts that he was entirely ignorant that Eck

was sending communications of this character to the

clubs for which he was entered to race. It is possible

that Johnson may be able to prove to the satisfaction of

the racing board that he was not a partner to Eck's

schemes.

The Syracuse bicycle manufacturer whose wheel John-

son rides has filed an affidavit stating that he does not

pay Johnson either a salary or expenses for riding his

wheel.

President Byrne of the N. C. A. was evi-

dently put out very much because Johnson

had been retained by the L. A. W., but he

should curb his feelings if he would have the

public believe that the N. C. A. wishes to run

the institution on the square and independ-

ently. To the Referee man he said Thursday,

ia the presence of Mr. Tidman, a Daily Am-
erica reporter, in reply to the suggestion that

Johnson would join the cash prize plan later:

"l hat is for us to decide; he may not be wanted

there, neither will Eck. We will have some-

thing to say who shall join our organization

then."
JOHNSON AND ECK'S STORY.

Johnson and Eck were seen at Sarina and

asked about the contradictory rumors. John-

son denied positively that he had made any
threats or asked the N. O. A. to hold its entries

open. Eck admitted his demands for money
but said he had always rendered services to

the clubs in the way of conditioning tracks, etc.

Beedleson in Chicago.

F. S. Beedleson, the one-legged continental

tourist, who is riding from San Francisco to

New York as correspondent of the Athlete of

Syracuse, reached Chicago Sunday, forty-

eight days out. This is record from the coast

to Chicago. He has had little trouble, he
says, and the hills did not bother him much.
"I rode through the log tunnel, which Stevens

climbed over, and also rode further into the

snow sheds than any wheelman has ever

attempted," he said. He is mounted on a 33-

pound Stearns.

A NOVEL TRACK COMPLETED.

New Ohio Officers.

Sandusky, O., July 4.—A meeting of the

Ohio division was held yesterday morning and
the following officers were nominated and the

secretary ordered to cast a ballot for the nomi-
nees if no other nominations were made^
A. E. Mergenthaller, Fostoria, chief consul;

George Collister, vice-consul; S. L. Ghaster,

secretary - treasurer. The report showed
$1,109.43 in the treasury.

Cruising and Wheeling.

Four young men who have just ended a
(>,000-mile cruise in the steam yacht Niobe are

now visiting the world's fair. They have been
down the Mississippi, all about the Gulf and
back to Chicago. Each man had a bicycle on
board and whenever a stop was made the sur-

rounding country was explored awheel.

'Frisco Furnishes a Tip that May Prove Valu-

able-Details of Construction.

At this time of discussion about track sur-

face every experiment is of value The San

Francisco wheelmen have just completed a

tiack built on an entirely new plan. From
the Rave Meet, a paper published by the Bay

City Wheelmen, we extract the following de-

tails: "After securing the nece-sary where-

withal to cany on the work, the directors

called into consultation Messrs. Elwell & Rice,

Mr. Elwell himself being an old-time bicycle

rider, for many years the champion of the

coast, as we'l as a very capable engineer He
suggested to the club the rather unique idea of

making the approaches to the curves a radius

of a circle instead of a straight line, as has been

done heretofore. The directors saw the advan-

tages which would probably accrue from this

method, and at once adopted it.

"The construction of the turns has been the

A modern tire-making machine, in the hopper of which

rubber leaves are fed, and out of the spout of which

issue pneumatic tires.

slowest of the entire work. Mr. Wetmore con-

ceived the idea of building the entire turns of

frame work in the following manner: Founda-

tions of 3 inch redwood plank were laid en-

tirely around, and on these were placed 2x6-

inch joists, radiating from the center and being

placed two feet apart. These were very

strongly supported on 3x4-inch bearings, which
were securely and firmly braced, and were then

covered with 1-inch boards, laid about one-

quarter of an inch apart, io allow of expansion

upon the application of the wet concrete, and
which gave an absolutely uniform and true

surface for the concrete men to lay their ma-
terials upon.

"On the 21st of May the turn at the Market

street end was almost completed, the construc-

tion of the first turn being necessarily slow, as

it was work to which the carpenters were not

accustomed. No boarding had been laid on

the surface, however, so Captain Langton
called a 'club run' of the members on that

day, each man to bring 'a hammer, a saw and
plenty of energy,' to lay the top boards. Fifty

or seventy of them, between the hours of 10:30

a. m. and 3 o'clock p. m., had entirely covered

the Market street end with 1-inch boards, and

saved to the club a considerable number of

dollars.

"The concrete on the straights being finished

Monday night, work was begun Tuesday morn-

ing on the turns, and here is where it appeared

to the impatient watchers to merely crawl.

The concrete men were not accustomed to

working on any such pitch, as was the case

here, but got along first rate until they came
toward the center of the turn. At this point,

which, for a distance of sixty feet in length, is,

to say the least, rather steep, the men found

extreme difficulty in working, until the brainy

foreman conceived the idea of putting a leather

belt around each of his men, and swinging

them from a pole which he found s3t up near

the apex of the track. The men were thus

able to pull on the rope and let themselves

gradually from the top to the bottom, and
work along in good shape.

"The carpenters at this time were at work
on the lower turn, and had entirely completed

it by the evening of Friday, May 26. The
concrete men were then transferred to this

portion and the entire force was put at work
endeavoring to have the whole track finished

by the evening of Tuesday, the 30th. This,

we are happy to say, was done.

"The concrete was laid in a manner similar

to some which had been laid under the direc-

tion of the officers of the club in some building

operations several months previously. It is

two and one-half inches in thickness, the

lower two inches of concrete being composed
of six parts of broken basaltic rock, gra\el and
sand to one part of best Hilton Portland

cement. The ground has been very thor-

oughly wet and tamped in Ihe straights, the

concrete tamped solidly on this. Immediately
upon the placing of the lower portion of the

cement, the top surface, consisting of one part

of sand to one and one-quarter parts of the

same cement, was laid, w ,11 worked into the

lower portion, and was made a part of the

concrete whole, and not a top layer, as is usu-

ally done with sidewalks. It was well

smoothed off and made perfectly uniform and
true by the use of long, straight edges oper-

ated by two men, the work being laid in

blocks of about ten feet in width by the entire

width of the track, thirty feet. When made
uniform the work was allowed to set for a
couple of hours, and was then gone over by
workmen from both sides, each man working
one-half of the ten-foot blocks and smoothing

it over with a circular motion with wooden
trowels which had been slightly roughened

on the under side. The roughening of the

trowels caused little indentations all over the

surface, and was the result which the officers

wished to obtain, viz. : To have a perfectly uni-

form, smooth and hard surface, and at the

same time one which would prevent suction

from the rubber tires of the bicycle. This, we
believe, has been thoroughly accomplished.

The work was covered as soon as finished with

clean sand, and on every morning and even-

ing was thoroughly wet down to prevent the

too rapid setting of the cement.
" It has been suggested that the track would

crack all over and would thus cause a good

deal of trouble to the riders. At present writ-

ing no cracks have appeared in the surface at

all, save on the extreme apex of the turn=,

where the joists project beyond the supports

underneath. This has made a slight spring in

some portions and has caused fine hair cracks

to appear in the surface. This was expected

and no effort was made to guard against it, as
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it was felt that the cracks would be more of an

advantage than a detriment to the surface. In

order, however, to prevent too many large

cracks appearing, lines were ruled off on the

track about every five feet, running in both

directions, which will cause cracks, if they do

appear, to follow in a regular line and not to

go zig-zagging across the track. One advan-

tage in the concrete work is in the fact that

even if these cracks do appear, they are easily

remedied by grouting them with fine Portland

cement.
" It was suggested during the building of the

track that in training men would very often

wish to ride quite slowly around the laps. The
track had been designed with the idea that at

every point on it a rider traveling at a 2:30 or

2:45gaitshouldheat exactly right angles to the

surface. This could only be accomplished by

mpking the rise as was done. The very grad-

ual approach to the apex of the curve of

course did not necessitate any high banks, the

radius varying from 146 feet to 69 feet at the

extreme point. At this extreme point, which

is for a distance of possibly 60 feet, and figur-

ing on the basis of the rider moving at the rate

of 2:30 for the mile, the rise has been made
just exactly 13 feet from the inner curve, the

base line being 21.6. A small flat surface has

been built at the bottom of this sixty-foot turn

so that a rider can ride leisurely around until

he comes to the extreme portion and can then

cut across on the level line. A black line of

cement, however, designates the curb, so that

during races no one will be likely, or it will

not be possible, for him to 'soldier' at this

point.

"A rather unique feature has been adopted of

running the tape line and the different handi-

cap lines in small, narrow strips of black

cement, which extend entirely across the track,

and which have been placed by the engineers.

Brass letters have been sunk in the concrete at

the curb to designate the different distances, so

that much trouble will be avoided in laying

out the handicap marks."

INTERNATIONAL MEET PLANS.

Officials Selected — Programme Now Being

Arranged.

The general committee of the international

race meet has decided to hold weekly meet-

ings from now until after the great event.

At the meeting Friday the officers were

selected as follows:

Referee — Howard E. Raymond, chairman of racing

board.

Judges—Members of the racing board.

Clerk of course—N. H. Van Bicklen; assistants, W. M.

Perrett, Fred Patee.

Starter—L. > . Conkling.

Scorers—E. M. Newman, W S. Bull, Charles P. Root

and others.

Announcers—W. A. Shockley, Harry Hanford.

Timers—Not yet named; will be selected from M. A.

Hosford, H. G. Rouse, A. O. McGarrett and others.

The entertainment committee is arranging

for a church service on the first Sunday, to be

conducted by Dr. H. W. Thomas, probably; a

steamboat ride on Wednesday; a wheelman's

night at the fair Thursday, and a visit to Troca-

dero. Saturday night all the clubs will keep

open house and give smoking concerts.

The runs committee has arranged for long

runs on the first Sunday, short runs every

night, and a great century run on the last

Sunday, this to be conducted by Chief Centu-

rion Herrick of the Century Road Club.

A card, containing the entire week's pro-

gramme will shortly be issued and sent out

broadcast. It has been decided that no souve-

nir programme will be issued and, in conse-

quence, no one is authorized to select adver-

tisements for any so-called official programme.

The prize committee reported that the prize

list, exclusive of the division, national and in-

ternational championships, would foot up

about $7,000.

Joe McDermott, Artist.

We are well aware of many of Joe McDer-

mott's accomplishments, but had never

dreamed that Zimmy's brother-in-law was an

artist. But he is, and sooner or later we ex-

pect to see him on the

staff of some popular

cycling journal. The
accompanying sketch-

es are from the pen

of Mr. McDermott,
and represent the dress

of the Parisian wheel-

women. Whether it

is racing costume or

not Mr. McDermott
does not say. This is

what he wrote from
gay Paris to a Referee

man: "I send you herewith two pictures,

drawn on the spot, of the very first women
I saw on the wheel in

Paris. They wear
tight - titling coats,

bloomers and long

stockings. The first

sight almost took our

breath away, but we
soon got used to it.

They wear several va-

riations of the cos-

tume, but the pict-

ures show the gen-

eral cut of the gar-

ment." Imagine our countrywomen in similar

attire!

Iowa's Division Meet.

Vinton, la., July 4.—The most successful

meet of the Iowa division was held here yes-

terday and to-day. A good crowd saw good

racing. The events and winners follow:

Quarter-mile, division championship, A. B.

Edmonds, time :40 3-5; half-mile handicap, C.

W. Ashley, 1:03 3-5; mile handicap, Ashley,

2:27; mile 3:00 class, J. F. Starbuck, 2:41; mile,

division championship, Ashley, 2:45 1-2; two-

mile, open, Starbuck, 5:36 3-4. Second daj—
Mile open, Roy Keator, Chicago, time, 2:37 1-4;

mile handicap, J. R. Cheasbro, 2:24 1-2; half-

mile, division championship, A. B. Edmonds,

1:15 3-4; two-mile, division championship, Ed-

monds, 6:05 1-2; two-mile handicap, Ashley,

5:19 3-4; half-mile, open, A. Helmich, Jr.,

Chicago, 1:19 3-4; five-mile, handicap, C. O.

Fox. Chicago.

The Vienna to Berlin Race.

The great long distance race from Vienna to

Berlin, a distance of 370 miles, was finished

last Friday. The winner, Joseph Fischer, of

Munich, covered the distance in 30 hrs. 57 ruin.

The race was started a Florisdorf, four miles

north of Vienna, 117 men being sent away in

fifteen different groups between 6 and 10

o'clock in the morning. The road was the

same as that taken by the Austrian officers

who rode between the two cities last year. It

was expected that Sobotka, the winner of the

race from Vienna to Trieste last ye..r, would be

the first in, while Lehr, the German, was also

a favorite. Sobotka broke down at Stockerau,

and was, consequent^', out of the race. Lehr
was delayed by a terrific rain storm. For a
long way Sorge was the leader but was passed

by Fischer near the end of the course. Thirty-

seven out of the 117 who started covered the

course inside of the prescribed fifty hours.

Fischer, the winner, it is said, finished in

splendid shape, and none of the riders was ex-

hausted to any considerable degree. This is

somewhat different from the result of the

horse race last year. Several horses, it will be

remembered, had to be killed, others were
crippled for life, while still others could not go
the distance at all. The first officer in was
compelled to go .o the hospital and there re-

main for some ten or twelve days to recover

from the bad effects of the long ride.

1 » i

Racing at Watertown, N. Y.

A number of events tonk place at Water-
town, N. Y., under the auspices of the local

club. The event in which most intere-t was
taken was the ten-mile handicap road race-

which W. H. Wells won in 35:55. Wells also

captured the one-mile central and northern

New York handicap in 2:24. The one-mile

handicap fell to W. L? Messurier in 2:22 2-5, C.

A. Benjamin, of Roche.-ter, being second. A.

F. Crasks won the quarter-miie, open, in 35

sec, F. S. Jacquar the three-minute class in

2:34 3-5, C. Bishop ihe one-mile northern New
Y'ork championship in 2:39 1-4, and V/. Le
Messurier the two mile handicap in 2:55 4-5.

Taxis Was in Clover.

W, W. Tixis, of Philadelphia, had things

pretty much his own way at the Baltimore

races, where he captured no less than three

events. These were the two-mile handicap, in

which he was at scratch and won in 5:13 3-5,

the one-mile lap race in 2:40 1-5, and the one-

mile open in 2:35. H. A. Swank, a Philadel-

phia man, won the 2:5C class and the quarter-

mile handicap from the forty-yard mark and

was second in the mile handicap in which he

was allowed 125 yards. The quarter-mile and

one mile division championships were won by

H. Scbumacker and J. M. White, respectively.

In the Lone Star State.

Waco, Tex., July 4.—The fourth annual

meet of the Texas division occurred here yes-

terday and to-day. On the first day Tacka-

berry, of Fort Worth, won both the half-mile

open and one-mile division championship. In

the former, however, he was disqualified for

fouling another rider, but in the mile he re-

duced the state record to 2:38 1-2. Tidd, of

St. Louis, won the mile handicap and finished

third in the half-mile open. Tackaberry, on

the second day, won the quarter-mile division

championship and the one-mile open, Tidd

being second in the latter event. The times

throughout were fair.

Road Race at Elmira.

Elmira, N. Y., July 1.—The second of the

seriesof six twenty-mile road races of the Kana-

weola club was run last evening. The start

was at Dininny's and the route over the course

of Decoration day. The turn one and one-

half miles west of Big Flats was made in 37

min , with Peck, Swartout and Bright in a

bunch. Peck finished in 1 :17 3-4, Waring

1:21 1-2, Swift 1:28 1-2. The third race will be

run in two weeks.
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WHO PAYS HIE PIPER?
At last the track on which the international

championships will be run seems to be in good

condition. The rain storm on Wednesday
night did not seem to effect it materially, and

before the week ends the banking will be cov-

ered with a stout canvas, which has been

made at a cost of between $400 and .$500. But

the troubles of the management are not at an

end, and if any one may judge, by straw s,

which way the wind blows, there is a lively

time ahead.

Some months ago, when the preliminary ar-

rangements were made for the use of the

ground, it was understood that somebody,

nobody knows who, was to build a grand stand

entirely around the track. Time rolled on,

but no preparations for the stand were made.

The present etand, as is the ca-e at base ball

grounds, is behind the diamond, and in this

case it encircles the southern turn. Seated

upon it the average spectator would be from

120 to 150 yards from the finish of the races,

the nearest portion of the stand being a few

yards in front of the finishing line.

Mr. Gerould is now figuring on the erection

of a grand stand opposite the finish Plans

have been drawn by an architect on the lines

suggested and illustrated in the Christmas

issue of the Referee. The question arises,

however, who is agoing to pay for it? On this

point, and on the question, who is going to pay

for a great many other improvements the gen-

eral committee is entirely uninformed. Most

of them supposed that as soon as the track was
finished and accepted the ball club was to keep

it in repair. This was the supposition of Mr.

Sheridan, but, nevertheless, that gentleman

has received bills for material used by the

workmen.
When it came to contracting for the work on

the grand stand the question was naturally

brought up and everything seemed to indicate

that the cyclists were expected to pay for the

stand. Members of the general committee,

however, declare that they had not agreed to

pay for any stand and would positively refuse

to do so. Meanwhile, nothing whatever is

being done. Mr. Gerould, on account of ill-

ness in his family, is away from town and no
one seems in a position to take any steps what-

ever.

We are inclined to think that when the final

day of accounting comes some one will be se-

verely blamed for the muddled condition of

affairs that exists to-day, and that it will be

demonstrated that, at closing a bargain, Mr.

Spalding ilone possesses about three times as

much ability as the members of the interna-

tional race committee combined.

The New York dailies are making a great

fuss because the wheelman of Gotham have

asked the authorities to compel all vehicles to

carry lights at night. Of course they use the

worn out argument that a bicycle is noiseless

and gives no warning of its approach, while

ordinary vehicles make such a clatter that

there can be no mistake about the knowledge

of their coming. Every now and then one

hears of some pedestrian being run down at

night by careless drivers, and it is not infre-

quent that a bicycle rider is run down. We
repeat that "what's good for the goose

is good for the gander," and can see

no earthly reason for such discrimination.

If the wheelmen of New York will push the

matter tln-y will, no doubt, be successful in

putting all vehicles on the same level. A test

case in the courts would, without doubt, be de-

cided in favor of the wheelmen. All vehicles

would be compelled to c. rry lights or bicycles

would be exempt.

This is not the first time we have been called

upon to state that the Inter Ocean is behind

the times. Read this, which appeared in its

July 2nd issue:

There should be something good result to the people

from the general introduction of the bicycle. If all

wheelmen would heartily unite in the demand for better

ronds they wculd get them, and the entire people would
be blessed by the new method of locomotion. Why
should not the bicycle fraternity unitedly make the

effort? They are young, active, energetic, public spirited

and intelligent as a rule. Why not enter upon a reform

that will add to their own pleasure and the.comfort and
happiness of the millions?

Did any one ever hear of such an expression

of ignorance? In the name of all that's good,

Mr. Old Fogy, who did you suppose was push-

ing the good roads movement if not the

wheelmen? Mr. Potter, please enlighten Mr.

Kohlsaat's staff of backwoodsmen.

Notwithstanding the prominence of the

Waukesha Milwaukee road race, the name of

but one prominent Milwaukee rider appears on

the list. This was either because they

feared defeat at the hands of the Chi-

cagoans, are doing track work and did not care

to i-poil themselves by doing road work, or

were fearful of the handicapper. Mr. Patitz,

as handicapper, did not distinguish himself, or

else he admits Chicago men can ride a little

bit, for no Chicago man had over four minutes'

start, and no Milwaukeean was back of thc-ix-

minute mark. The Milwaukee riders were

treated more generously in the Pullman than

were the Chicagoans in the Wisconsin event.

Evidences of the usefulness of the bicycle in

business affairs, as well as for pleasure, are

bi ought to the public's notice every day. The
American Express Company's cashier at

Springfield, 111 , is missing, and it is thought

some of the company's money is in his posses-

on. When he left town he did not go by
train, he went on his wheel. Bicycle dealers,

in this dull time, might find it to their advan-

tage to send catalogues and terms to all the

cashiers of the country—business may pick up
if they do. It will tough on the cashier who
now owns a wheel; he may be watched too

closelv for comfort.

Zimmerman's Books.

The long-talked-of book by A. A. Zimmer-
man has at last puc in an appearance. In looks

it reminds me of the old English grammar,
being much alike and about the same size

The outside page is devoted to the title and
author, with a small picture of the latter, who
it titled as "champion of England and Amer-
ica." The initial pages are taken up with a

very excellent page group picture of the cham-
pion, his father and Joseph McDermott, his

ever-faithful adviser, and a table of contents.

Then follows a three-page biographic sketch

of the supposed author (A. A. Z.), which is too

brief—fifty page could have been devoted to

the subject and be made interesting from start

to finish. The sketch is the w, rk of Frank
Bowden; it could have been made fuller and
more interesting by some American who has

had a better opportunity of following and
noting the daily life of a most interesting per-

sonage. Although the managing director of

the Raleigh company has done well, Joseph

McDermott should have been intrusted with

that all-important part of the Zimmeiman book.

Mr. Bowden's opening assertion that the cham-
pion "is the son of a wealthy real estate owner
of Manasquari, N. J., in the United States of

America," will, as far as the "wealthy" part is

concerned, be as amusing to the Zimmerman
family—especially "Papa" Zimmerman—as it

will be to the peorjle who kno x that the asser-

tion of wealth has no foundation.

Then follows a paragraph of many of the

world's most famous riders—also by Bowden

—

and seven pages of excellent half-tone pictures

of famous races, Dan J. Canary, curiously

enough, getting mixed up with the lot. John
S. Johnscn, the most noted rider in America
next to Zirnmerrmn, was left out. Then fol-

lows a page of world's records, taken from the

Christmas Referee, with credit; English rec-

ords, from the Northern Wheeler, and a half-

page of miscellaneous information from this

paper's Christmas issue. Following this the

champion lets himself out for a sixteen-page

sprint as an author, "What is Training." The
pages are chock-full of common-sense. The
hand of Joseph McDermott, as a guide, is

readily distinguished in the essay. A two-

page illustration of the different parts of a

safety is next shown, the safety being a

Raleigh, of course. Then follows the most im-

portant article of the book outside of Zimmer-

man's pages. It is written by Frank Bowden,

numbers fifty-seven pages, and embraces about

everything from learning to ride to training

for a race, choice of a wheel, weight (in which

the Referee is liberally quoted), the construc-

tion of wheels, and a complete melange of in-

teresting points that every cyclist will read

with pleasure.

Hero follows a generous number of ads.

The book for the most part is made of things

not exactly new, but the different subjects are

well presented, and the book is worth the

price, fifty cents, and can be had by remitting

the amount to the Referee office or to Joseph

McDermott, Freehold, N. J. W. J. M.
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ROADS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

THE NEW LAW DESIGNED TO GREATLY
IMPROVE THE HIGHWAYS.

The Governor Has Named Three Capable Com-

missioners—How Their Work Will Be

Carried On—Good Results Sure

to Be Had.

For a time there was some expectation that

the highway commiss'on in Massachusetta

would be supplanted by a state highwaj' en-

gineer. The disadvantages, however, of the

proposed change were so clearly brought out

and emphasized in the discussion on the sub-

ject that the committee on the treasury, to

which was committed the senate bill to pro-

vide for the appointment of a state highway
engineer and define his powers and duties, re-

ported that the same ought to pass in a new
draft. The law as just passed by the legisla-

ture has some excellent points and can be rec-

ommended to the ' careful consderation of

those who are interested in good roads and
who are contemplating the enactment of suit-

able laws to further the cause. In the first

place officers will be appointed by the gover-

nor, with the advice and consent of the coun-

cil, thus, in a measure, separating the road

quest 011 from the general politics of the state

and making merit and peculiar fitness of

greater importance than would be the case

with electoral positions.

PERSONNEL OF THE COMMISSION.

Following out the good example set by the

framers of our national constitution, the terms

of office of the highway commission have been

so arranged that one of them will serve for

three years, one for two years, and the other

for one year. After that each commissioner

will hold office for three years. This will keep

two men of experience in connection with the

work on the Massachusetts highways. Each
commissioner receives a salary of $3,000 per

year and traveling expanses. George A. Per-

kins has been appointed for three years; Pro-

fessor N. S. Shaler, dean of the Lawrence sci-

entific school of Harvard College for two
years, and W. E. McClintock for one year.

These gentlemen have already served on the

highway commission and have organized a

work which, in the course of a few years, is

expected to show grand results. In addition

to their regular salary an ample allowance has

been made for clerk hire, engineers and inci-

dental expenses. The state will also provide

an office either in the state house or some
other suitable place in the city of Boston. At
this public office the commissioners may be

consulted at reasonable times and without

charge by officers of the counties, cities or

towns having the care and authority over

public roads.

WORK TO BE DONE.

The topographical work will be interesting

and of importance, because, among other

things, the commissioners are (o col'ect and
collate detailed information concerning the

geological formation of the commonwealth so

far as it relates to the material suitable for

road-building. This, together with their spe-

cial maps showing county, city and town
boundaries, and also the public roads, will be

of great assistance both to those seeking ad-

vice about the building and repairing of high-

ways and to the commissioners whose duty it

will be to give such advice. The commission
will hold, annually, at least one public meet-
ing in each county of the slate in order to

have an open discussion relating to public

roads. As the law requires due notice to be

given, it is probable that great interest will be

manifested in these open meetings, and it will

be more than strange if the free comparison of

notes does not result in teaching some forcible

lessons. In order to facilitate the collection of

road statistics, the law distinctly states that

county commissioners and city and town offi-

cers having the care and authority over public

roads and bridges shall, on request, furnish the

commissio ers any information required by
them concerning the roads and bridges within

their jurisdiciion.

HOW ROADS WILL BE SECURED.

Colonel Albert A. Pope has from the first

taken a stand in favor of state highways, and

eral plan has to be paid for by the county, but

if the action of the legislature be favorable the

construction and maintenance of the road will

be provided for by the commonwealth. This

cursory review of the new law shows at a

glance that the highways are to be brought

under the care of experts, and, that there will

be a marked improvement both in the amount
and kind of roads constructed, is, in the writ-

er's opinion, a foregone conclusion.

A GREAT OBJECT LESSON.

One of the greatest advantages of having

state highways is the fact that every section of

road constructed at the public expense will be

an object lesson. It is proposed to build well

as far as they go. and the policy of taking hold

of the main roads first seems to meet with gen-

eral approval. We all know what the force of

example is worth. Towns and counties are

sure to catch the inspiration and vie with each

other and possibly with the state in keeping

their common roads up to the highest standard.

Massachusetts has many times taken the

"O, mammy, Ise got a bysickle." l'Hear deryo jis git Out o' my rench watah. !"

Massachusetts is about to follow out his ideas

in acquiring roads which will come immedi-

ately under state supervision. Whenever the

commissioners of any county deem that the

common necessity and convenience require

that the commonwealth acquire as a state

highway a new or existing road in that county,

they can petition the highway commission,

giving a detailed description of said road, to-

gether with a plan and profile of the same. If

the commission approves, the county, at its

own expense, may survey and lay out the

highway, furnishing the state commissioners

with the survey and estimated cost of con-

structing and estimated annual expense of

maintaining the road. This is brought before

the legislature by the state commission, and, if

approved, the road becomes a state highway to

be constructed and cared for by or under the

management of the state commissioners.

TOWNS MAT PETITION, ETC.

In a similar way two or more cities or towns

may petition the commission, representing

that in their opinion the common necessity and
convenience will be served by the state pur-

chasing an existing highway or by building a

new one from one city or town to the other. In

this, as in the former case, the survey and gen-

lead in movements of great historic importance

and her sister states will do well to look to her

present action in endorsing and furthering the

interest of the great movement for better

roads. KUKLOS.

Kansas Division Meet.

Fort Scott, Kas., July 4. — The seventh

Kansas division meet began yesterday on the

quarter-mile track built last year. The half-

mile division championship was captured by

M. H. Burt, of Wichita, in 1:15, also the two-

mile championship, in 5:54. Burt won the

one-mile handicap and Hohn the novice race.

In a half-mile race against a trotter, Henry E.

Harris won in 1:15.

On the second day Burt won the half-mile

open in 1:16, the mile division championship

in 2:44 (Harris, Fort Scott, second), and the

two-mile handicap in 5:28, J. C. Tucker second.

A double diamond Sterling, 2204, and a

model C. Keating 2003, were stolen from the

store of the Olympia Cycle Company on the

evening of June 13. The Webb Safe & Lock

Company, Portland, Ore. , will pay $50 for the

return of either of the wheels, and evidence

leading to the conviction of the thief.
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SANGER'S ENGLISH WORK.

HOW HE WON THE ONE-MILE CHAMPION-

SHIP EVENT.

Thousands of People Applaud His Victory Over

Harris and Other British Cracks—

The Records the American

Lowered.

London, June 20.—Once again the N. C. U.

mile championship—the blue ribband of the

cycling path, as it is called—has been won by

an American. At the time of the race Zim-

merman was leaving Southampton for his na-

tive land, but Sanger, who remained behind,

proved himself fully capable of upholding the

honor of the stars and stripes and won hand-

somely, beating the flower of English ama-

teurism. It was a great day at Heme Hill.

The sun was blazing hot, hotter than it had

previously been all through this almost tropi-

cal season, and there was scarcely a breath of

wind blowing. Spite of sinister warnings to

the contrary, the British public attended in

large numbers—so large, in fact, that the

"gate" was some £15 more than it has ever

before been at a N. C. IT. championship meet-

ing in London. The track was in fine order,

better indeed than it has been since it was

opened six weeks ago. The crevices between

the boards had filled up and the path was in

consequence both safer and faster. The spec-

tators included many people of fame. Every

nation and every language was represented,

but it was a noteworty fact that the gathering

of celebrities and dead-heads within the en-

closure, which has marred so many race-meet-

ings, was entirely absent. None were allowed

within the ring but the du'y appointed officials

who had duties to perform. Occasionally an

artist for one of the papers was allowed to

enter and take a few sketches or photographs

and then retire to the grand stand. The press-

men, or such of them as were actually report-

ing, were allowed spats in a special inclosure

outside of the path, whence they had a clear

and uninterrupted view of the finishing.etraight

and the winning post. No one else, whoever
he might be, received any special privileges.

He had to pay like the rest and take his p'ace

with the rest in the grand stand or any other

part of the grounds outside the track which

his fancy dictated. The result was that the

officials did tin ir work unhampered, and what
was more to the point, the public was
allowed a fine view of the whole of the racing.

In point of management the meeting was per-

fect.

SANGER WON HIS HEAT.

The first race was the mile safety champion-

ship and in this Sanger was "No. 1" on the

programme—itself a sign of good omen. The
draw placed him in the fifth heat in the first

round, and he had as competitors F. G. Brad •

burv, who two days earlier had beaten the

half-mile record, and U. L. Lambley. The race

was really confined to the first two. A quar-

ter from home Sanger set going at a big pace,

with Bradbury in hot pursuit; round the last

bend the latter was about to lead, but Sanger

drew away down the finishing straight and
won by two yards in 2:36 3-5, the last quarter

occuping :30 2-5 sec. In the second round he

met A. W. Harris, P. W. Brown and P. W.

Scheltema-Bedouin. It was felt that this heat

would decide the ultimate result of the cham-
pionship. This time Sanger, who, by the by,

had on the very morning of the race changed
his gear from 68 inches to 72 inches, made his

effort rather earlier than before. This seemed

to upset Harris, who, looking pale, nervous

anil worried, was never able to get on even

terms, and Sanger won, looking round, in

2:41 1-5, the last quarter being ridden in :29 2-5

sec.

SANGER THE CHAMPION.

This heat being the faster of the two in the

second round, both Sanger and Harris qualified

for the final, in which the other competitor was
F Pope, of Derby, a rider hitherto almost un-

known except as a handicap man, who in his

best had reduced the record for a quarter-mile

with flying start to 29 1-2 sec. Sanger led the

first lap at a slow pace; then Harr.s went in

front. Just before entering the third lap

Pope, to the surprise of all, went by with a

rush and got a clear lead. Harris, instead of

watching and waiting for Sanger, also rushed,

and 500 yards from home was once more in

the van. Then Sanger set going. Round the

bottom corner he drew level and down the fin-

ishing straight he went away and won almost

if not quite as easily as did Zimmerman at

Leeds last year. In accomplishing this he re-

duced Pope's newly-established quarter record

to 28 4-5 sec, the full time for the race being

3:49 2-5.

ONE WAS ENOUGH.

After this the five miles seemed at Sanger's

mercy, but he wisely decided that he would be

content with his win in the mile. This caused

some disappointment to the crowd, which
wished to see him ride again, but in spite of its

appeals he adhered to his decision. Next day I

found him at Ditton—the Sunday resort of

many of London's cyclists— in company with

Culver and Mr. Palmer, of tire fame. He
seemed little the worse for his exertions on

Saturday and spoke quietly, yet confidently, of

making a successful attempt at record on
Monday.

SANGER BREAKS RECORDS.

Monday evening came and all at Heme Hill

was in first-class order. Pern Coleman was on
hand with the watch and Hillier was bossing

the pacemakers. The atmosphere was hot and
still. Sanger first went for the flying quarter

and succeeded in improving a second on his

Saturday's performance, doing exactly 27 4-5

sec.—a world's record. A little later he turned

out for the mile. He covered the half in

1:03 4-5, the three-quarters in 1:36 1-5— :02 2-5

faster than Schofield's record—and the mile in

2:10 1-5— :02 2-5 better than Harris' performance

at Heme Hill last autumn. To-day Sanger

left London with Culver for Liverpool, whence
they sail to-morrow for the states, bearing

with them the good wishes and esteem of all

those with whom they came in contact

General News Notes.

A. H. Christopher, who left Olympia, Wash.,

May 29, covered the 406 miles to Spokane in

six days. A sprained knee, the result of a fall,

prevented his proceeding to Chicago, as in-

tended.

On the road hog question an Ohio paper

says "it may seem ungallant to say it, but ex-

perience prompts the writer to state that the

worst road hog to contend with is that of the

female variety. This class would compel 'them

bicycle smarties' to climb a fence rather than

give six inches of track."

MILWAUKEE'S ROAD RACE.

THROUGH THE HANDICAPPER'S GENEROS-

ITY, DICK MEYER WINS EASILY.

Emil Ulbricht, of Chicago, Captures the Time

Medal and Lowers the Record for the

Course — Frightfully Bad

Handicapping.

Milwaukee, July 5.—Notwithstanding the

heavens gave evidence of a deluge almost any
moment, fully 15,000 people congregated at the

corner of Grand avenue and Twenty-eighth

street, and for a mile along Grand avenue, on
the morning of the Fourih to witness the finish

of the most successful of any of the Waukesha-
Milwaukee road races. Before the crowd had
time to think of the rain, along the immense
line of humanity came down the cry "here

they come," and thousands of necks were

Lonely Jacob: " Well, yer may think I can't ride, jest

watch me get onto der wheel and scoot off."

craned to get the first glimpse of the fast ap-

proaching riders. Soon the crowd caught the

numbers and a moment later it was known
that the "neck and neck" race to the tape was

between Dick C. Meyer of the Milwaukee

Wheelmen and Hugo Prussing of the Tele-

gram Cycling Club. Meyer shot across the

tape with only six inches to spare, winning

the racj in 53:04. Prussing finished second in

53:05. Both men started from the 12:30 mark

and their struggle at the hill and all along the

finish was the most exciting part of the race.

Emil Ulbricht, of the Chicago Racing Wheel-

men, captured the time prize in the phenom-

inal time of 46:54. He rode a great race, but

his luck proved no small factor of his success.

Fred Nessel, who won the time prize last vear,

was his companion from scratch. The only

person the couple had to fear was Sercombe,

of Milwaukee, and as they rolled off mile after

mile they began to realize their hope of over-

taking him was growing beautifully less

—

when suddenly as they rounded a curve in the

road, they beheld the object of their concern
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emerging from the ditch—his wheel badly

wrecked and himself seriously injured. The

two scratch men reached Wauwautosa to-

gether. Nessel went down the hill at a killing

pace. A train of cars blocked his way and

when the crowd yelled to him he turned into

the curb to avoid being killed and the result

was a smashed wheel. Ulbricht cleared the

train and won the time medal, lowering the

course record 1 min. 56 sec.

The race proved a surprise in the time made.

Aside from Ulbvicht's great record, twelve

men rode the course in less than fifty minutes,

as follows:

J. F. Eitzner 47:11

A. L. Leonhardt 48:11

A. Gardner 48:47

F. W. Schmitz 48:48

George Becker 49:50

Henry Zerbel 49:58

John Clark 49:01

G. S. Raymond 49:22

L. O. Wilcoxson 49:30

E. Spike 49:40

F. W. Osmun 49:54

F. A. Richmond 49:30

Following is a list of the first forty men in

the order they finished:

A nd he scouted.

Name. Hdcp. Time.

1 R. C. Meyer 12:30 53:04

2 Hugo Prussing 12:80 53:05

3 W. C. Schrader 11:15 53:15

4 J.N.E.Trout 11:00 52:3.'

5 L. P. Rhine 12:C0 53:48

6 E. L. Fielding 12:00 54:00

7 Walter McNally 13:00 55:20

8 L. R. Whitney 12:30 54:55

9 W.D.Howie .....10:00 52:58

10 L. H. Miller 11:15 54:14

11 Dave Gerathy 11:45 54:45

13 E.A.Yarnke i 12:30 55:53

13 H.L.Gittner 10:00 53:25

14 Arthur Czftrn-auky 11:00 51:44

15 J. D. Canner :. 11:45 55:32

16 W. B. Duke 11:15 5;:03

17 C. Schmidtbauer 11:30 55:27

18 E. A. Savage 8:45 50:45

19 W. A. Hermann 7:00 53:00

20 Kanegoro Nagaye 12:30 50:41

21 A. A. Baltes 12:00 56:15

22 E. McCackim 9:30. 53:46

23 Jesse Pederson 8:30 52:51

24 T. J» Brown 12:00 56:21

25 B. E. Southland 11:45 56:11

26 Otto F Zschaechn»r 12:30 57:00

27 W. C. Williver 11:00 55:32

28 J. A. Rappel 10:00 54:37

29 W. H. -White 9:00 53:41

30 John Norman 9:15 52:00

Si B.W.Park 9:30 54:17

32 Ed Roth 4:15 49:03

33 A.L. Kuentzel 10:30 55:22

34 George Hemsing 11:45 56:40

35 George Chittendon 5:15 50:15

36 J. A. Sandburg 6:00 51:02

37 A. W. Bender 10:30 55:36

38 Len White ." 5:15 50:25

39 Samuel James 10:00 55:11

40 Joe Lautsz 9:15 54:27

Ulbricht finished No. 74 and Nessel 180. Of

the 265 entries 210 men started from Waukesha
and 183 finished, the balance with wrecked

wheels.

One of the great points of interest to hun-

dreds of spectators was the famous Under-

taker's ^ill. Its companion is the stone-quarry.

They are located about a mile apart, in close

proximity to the finish, and are the straws

which have broken the backs of more than one

aspirant for cycling honors. The friends of

the riders lined the sides of both of these gate-

ways and as some familiar face was recognizsd

he was cheered and urged on his journey. Both

Meyer and Pruessing climbed the hills without

apparent effort. Dozens of others, who thought

they were winners, had to walk.

J. Bezenek of Chicago was the last man to

cross the tape according to the judges' score,

and was thought to be the winner of the "Bin-

ner Donkey," but some dispute arose and the

matter was left to the racing board to decide.

The winner of the $100 medal for the rider who
had never been in a race before is still in doubt,

but it is thought H. Jacobs of Waukesha will

get it.

The handicapping of Martin Patitz, who is

the official L. A.. W. handicapper for this dis-

trict, was exceptionally rank. Chicago riders

and members of all the Milwaukee clubs are

loud spoken in their condemnation of the ama-

teur ability displayed by Patitz. Even the win-

ner of the race says the handicapping was too

generous—and the result verifies the assertion.

The first seventeen men had too much handi-

cap, their actual riding time ranging from

53:04 to 55:27, and their handicaps from 11:30

to 12:30. On this basis the scratch men would
have had to ride the course, sixteen and a half

miles, in less than forty minutes to have won
the race. The cases wherein are shown the

handicapper's incompetency or lack of judg-

ment are so numerous as to make an enumera-

tion out of the question.

Dick C. Meyer, the winner, was born and

raised in Milwaukee, and has just turned nine-

teen years. His winning of the race is but a

repetition of the Hueffner fiasco of last year.

Meyer is a rider of the vintage of 1893, and

dates his first ride from the early springtime.

During the past month he rode over the course

twice, the last time in 58 min. He was not

regarded with serious apprehension, as his

handicap of 12:30 shows. The alleged eagle

eye of the handicapper oiust have overlooked

him in the general endeavor to cut down the

handicaps of riders with whom he supposed

himself to have some familiarity. Thus it is

that each year the riders who train hard for

race are cut down in their allowance, and the

handicapper, through ignorance or incapacity,

gives the race to some novice whose winning

of it is more of a surprise party to himself than

to any one else. Meyer, in speaking of the

race, says he regards his handicap as generous,

but that he had no particular idea of winning.

The Hickory works are soon to be removed

from Newton to South Framingham, Mass.,

about twenty miles from Boston, the ParaRub-

bsr Company's property having been pur-

chased.

Johnson on Roasts.

To a New York Sun reporter, in the Ref-
eree eastern office last week, John S. Johnson
spoke his mind on the matter of the continual

roasts that both he and Eck have been the re-

cipients of for many long days.

"Why do the papers pay so much attention

to you and Eck ?" asked the young man of the
Sun.

'Well," said Johnson, "I have an opinion
in the matter, and it is this: When sporting

news of a cj-cling nature is quiet, the cycling

writers get together and ask one another, ' Is

there anything new?' and if nothing turns up
of an interesting nature, they say: 'Let's roast

Eck and Johnson; it has become fashionable.'

They print stuff that would make angels

weep."

There is a good deal of truth in the statement,

too. Johnson and Eck have been the central

figures for assault ever since Johnson made
that Independence ride last fall. The venom
of the writers of the press followed them south,

started after them as soon as they came east,

and broke loose again at Albany two weeks
ago. One thing it has done, and that was it

materially hastened Johnson"s suspension, ad-

vertised him tremendously and made the cash

prize league anxious to get him. Raymond's
lifting of the embargo from Johnson lost the

cash prize people a winning card. Johnson as

a drawing card is m arly in terms with Zim-

merman; Sanger and Windle are not in it with

him, and any little sum they pay Tom Eck for

the privilege of seeing that silvery hair of his

is easily recovered two fold at the gate. So
the writers have really benefitted Johnson

—

certainly they have Eck. It is a notorious fact

that when John L. Sullivan was in his prime,

city editors prized a story about some act of

Sullivan's, though not strictly according to

Hoyle, above all other news matter, and if

news was dull the local reporters were told to

look out for Sullivan and try and get a story of

some sensational nature.

One doesn't hear much of Sullivan's esca-

pades now, and why? Because he is no

longer a central figure. Johnson is now a

commanding figure in American cycling, and,

having the widely-advertised Eck as a trainer,

can expect to have much attention paid him if

he keeps up a winning gait. But when he is

on the decline he will be less favored by sensa-

tional news purveyors.

Here's Hyde and Jekylism.

Boardman of the New York Recorder is very

amusing, and is getting to be as transparent

as the most filmy tissue paper. He treated the

New York trade to a surprise last week in the

nature of an auction sale at his Bicycle Inn of

well-known $150 wheels for $85. We find no

fault with the makers of the wheels who de-

sired to unload 250 for cash, but the New York
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trade, which, for the most part, enables Board-

man to pay rent and eat, is outspoken in its de-

nunciation of his tajfiug a hand in an auction

sale, advertising the fact in his paper and using

his store for the purpose. The makers of the

wheel in question are not ashamed of their act,

as they announced the name of the wheel

boldly and state the reduction is to make room
for next year's product. But Boardman only

discovered that he had made the mistake of his

many mistakes three days after the -sale com-
menced. Then he tried to get out of it by an-

nouncing that the firm had taken the Bicycle

Inn for the purpose of disposing of the balance

of its stock. But the fact is the firm did

nothing of the kind. It had arranged to divide

(the pi ofitj over a certain amount) with Board-

man. The representative of the firm in ques-

tion gave the statement as to the terms to the

Referee i lie day the sale commenced and
being shre" der than Boardman acknowledged
that the latter would soon find himself in hot

water with New York dealers and manufac-
turers.

* *

Mecredy In Doubt.

It will be with sincere regret when many
who know the Irish Cyclist's editor learn that

his proposed visit to this country is an uncer-

tainty. Joseph McDermott has informed the

Referee that the fall sustained by the popu-

lar Irishman had knocked all the ' 'go" out of

him, and that he would not come unless he

could do justice to old Ireland iu a racing

way; in fact, he stated that he was looking

around with the purpose of disposing of his

return-trip ticket. We would have been
pleased to see Mecredy here in his capacity of

writer and good fellow, outside of any racing,

and New York, always appreciative of ability

and pluck, had arranged to give R. Jay a reg-

ular bully-hooly time of it on his arrival—in

return, in a measure, for the many kindnesses

extended to American visitors to Dublin. Mr.

Mecredy confirms the news as to his intentions

to a Referee man as follows:

I fear my American trip is knocked on the head. I got

a severe fall at Waterford, which kept me in the house
for three weeks, and on getting back on the track I

found I could not raise a gallop. I never was moving
worse in my life. It is a great pity, as I was commenc-
ing to move in fine form, and in the race in which I fell

had beaten Toosney and Kenna, who finished first and
second in our one-mile championship. There is just an

outside chance of my gettiDg fit before the 8th of July,

for which date I have taken my passage, in which case I

may start, but unless I succeed in getting into condition

I will stay at home. There is another difficulty also.

My partner, Mr. Kyle, is very ill, and has gone away for

a change, and I do not like leaving while he is in this con-

dition. Yours faithfully, R. J. Mecredy.

Howard Merrill "Sassy."

The Springfield Bicycle Club is spending $'.'00 on the

famous Hampden Fark half-mile track. — New York
World. The note does not specify whether $200B a day, a
week or a year is being expended, but it reads as though
such a sum of money was an unusual amount for a bi-

cycle club to expend. Perhaps so for New York wheel-

men.—Springfieli Union.

Howard P. Merrill, the Union's cycling

man, must have got his impressions from those

clubs in New York which beg their prizes and
rent tracks. New York up to now has not

made much of a stir in track building, 'tis

true; but Mr. Merrill must remember that dirt

is dearer in New York that at Springfield. We
have an association in New York called the

Metropolitan Associated Cycling Clubs, which
pats the " bobbies " on the back wLen they ar-

rest reckless riders, and which can also man-

age a road race. But it is not much on track

building, and for the amount of rent asked for

some metropolitan tracks it could build one.

There are not many Springfields, 'tis true, but

Howard should keep cool, this warm weather,

when a mistake is made in omitting a cypher.

A Traitor in the Century Camp.

The principal information and circumstan-

tial evidence secured by Chairman Raymond
against J. S. Johnson is said to have been se-

cured at Syracuse by him personally, and from
a director in the Century Cycling Club, John-

son's own club. This same director has signed

a sworn statement in conjunction with other

directors to the effect that the C. C. C. does

pay Johnson's expenses, notwithstanding his

positive statements to the contrary to Mr. Ray-

mond, when the latter was in Syracuse. Now
the question comes in, was the director talking

through his hat when he peached on his club's

star rider, or has he committed perjury? Trade
jealousy is said to have caused the said director

to unbosom himself to Raymond, and that he
has since repented of what the club calls

tr achery. In the meantime Johnson won't

shout until he is out of the woods.

Zimmerman Is Swift.

The rejected one of the N. C. U. is riding in

tip-top shape and going great guns, as the

Referee learns from a reliable Asbury Park
correspondent, who clocked Arthur Augustus
in a ten-mile spin last week to the tune of 27

minutes—making his own pace, too. His last

quarter was said to be very fast, and indicated

that the Dublin spill had left n > permanent re-
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suits. As is usual, nearly every important

amateur meet in the east has been advertising

Zimmerman as a positive or probable starter,

to influence the gate. Waltham, Asbury

Park, Passaic, and other meets are among
those which were positive that A. A. would

race July 4 at their meets.

Grosch Overestimated.

The New York handicapper evidently thinks

that Paul Grosch, of the Passaic A. C, is a

scorcher. He pu led him back this year from

115 to seventy yards, and in one week to forty,

placing him on the mark \\ ith Berlo, Murphy

and others. Grosch is nowhere near Berlo or

Murphy form, and thinks the handicapper

overestimated his ability. The fact is the

handicapper in question has been very erratic

and short of correct information this season.

Zimmy At Trenton.

Trenton, N. J., July 2.—The Columbian

meet of the New Jersey division was a huge

success, being well managed and well patron-

ized. The ceremonies began on Friday night

with a division meeting, at which all the usual

business was transacted. Saturday morning a

street parade was the feature, in which at least

800 wheelmen participated. The perfect

weather drew a crowd estimated at over 4,000

out to the races at the Trenton Driving Park

in the afternoon. The track was in excellent

condition, as is evidenced by the good time

made—W. W. Taxis, twenty yards, winning

the mile handicap in 2:18 1-5; Clarence Tomlin-

son, ninety yards, the half-mile Iiandicap in

1:05 1-5, and Zimmerman the five-mile New
Jersey championship in 13:40 2-5. Taxis won
two bicycles by capturing the mile open and

the mile handicap, while Zimmerman took the

three championships—half mile, mile and five-

mile—without any effort; indeed, had he been

pushed, it is likely that some records would

have gone.

The one-mile team race between the Union

County Roadsters, Elizabeth Wheelmen and
the New Brunswick Cyclers was won by the

first-named team, with a score of 21 points,

W. L. Watson, TJ. C. R., crossing the tape first

in 2:36 4-5. Zimmerman demonstrated his

ability as a long-distance rider by running his

five opponents off their legs in the five-mile

championship and winning the race by at least

fifty yards after leaving the bunch an eighth

of a mile from the tape. Summaries:

One-mile, novice—C. A. Ross, 1; William Hall, 2; time,

2:46 4-5.

Half-mile, division championship—A. A. Zimmerman,

1; H. R. Stevenson, 2; Charles Brown, 3; time, 1:14 3-5.

New York "Times" team race—Union County Road-

sters, 21 points, W. L. Watson winner; time, 2:36 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—Taxis, 20 yds., 1; E. F. Miller, 110

yds., 2; H.' R. Stenson, 70 yds., 3; time, 2:18 1-5.

One-mile, division championship—A. A. Zimmerman, 1;

H. Willis, 2; A. H. Rogers, 3; time, 2:39.

Half-mile, handicap—Clarence Tomlinson, 90 yds., 1; J.

C. Baretta, 85 yds., 2; C. H. Coffin, 3; time, 1:05 l-5s

One-mile, boys' race—J. J. Diver, 1; C. L. Lagen, 2; J.

A. Lindley, 3; time, 2:45.

One-mile, 2:50 class—H. A. Allen, 1; A. L. Frittz, 2; C.

H. Coffin, 3; time, 2:36.

One-mile, open—Taxis, 1; H. S. Stevenson, 2; G M.

Wells, 3; time, 2:32.

Five mile, state championship—A. A. Zimmerman, 1;

E. F. Miller, 2; H. J. Bauer, 3; time, 1:40 2-5.

W. L. Bunting, of Florence, Ala., is credited

with making a standing quarter in 27 sec.

Walter Foster, the Ca'ifornia crack, has re-

duced his mile record six seconds, doing the

distance in 2:22 1-5.

THE CANADIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Hyslop Sweeps the Board—Johnson Captures all

Open Events—The Sarnia Track.

As jolly a crowd of fellows as one is likely

to meet with this season were those who took

part from Saturday to Tuesday last in the

eleventh annual meet of the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association. The event this year was
held at Sarnia, but despite the advantage of its

Monday defeated all the crack Canadians ex-

cept Hyslop, in two events. Another promis-
ing rider is W. K. Hensell, a Toronto black-

smith, who, having made some changes in his

position on the wheel under the direction of

Tom Eck, surprised every one on Monday by
winning a number of events with great ease.

The attendance on both days was excellent,

numbering on Monday over 3,000. In nearly

every respect the meeting was well conducted.

THE SARNIA RACE TRACK.

being held so near home, only one American
competitor was present.

The Sarnia track is a third of a mile in cir-

cumference, and in all respects an excellent

one. It has been laid about two years and
was in fine condition.

In the open events Johnson had things very

much his own way. Nothing remarkable in

PROMINENT CANADIAN CYCLISTS.

the shape of time was accomplished because

of a high wind which prevailed during both

days' races. Of the Canadian riders Hyslop of

the Toronto Bicycle Club distinguished him-

self by winning all the championships, while

a new man, C. C. Harbottle, of the same
club, won his novice race on Saturday and on

The only time record-time was approached
was in the last quarter of the mile open, which
Johnson covered in :30 4-5. The previous
Canadian record was 32 sec, but this is five

seconds behind the American time. The sum-
mary follows:

FIRST DAY.

One-mile, novice—C. Harbottle, T. B. C, 1; T. W. Car-
lyle, A. C. C, 2; J. Lang, Brantford B. C, 3; time, 2.29.

Won easily.

Quarter-mile, championship of Canada—W. Hyslop, 1

;

W. Nicholls, 2; L. D. Robertson, 3; time, :35.

One-mile, open—John S. Johnson, C. C. C, 1; W. Hys-
lop, T. B. C, 2; Walter Steuber, Detroit Wheelmen, 3;

time, 2: 6 3-5. Won on a spurt by 2 feet at the tape.

One-mile, 2:50 class—C. C. Harbottle, T. B. C , 1 ; T. B.

McCarthy, Stratford, 2; Walter Steuber. Detroit, 3; time,

2:33 4-5. Won by 7 yards.

One-mile, championship of Canada—William Hyslop„
1; L. D.Robertson, 2; W. Nicholls, H. B. C , 3; time,

2:33 4-5. Won by 2 yards; 3 yards between second and
third.

Two-mile, 6:00 class—C. C. Harbottle, 1; T. B. McCar-
thy, 2; T. W. Carlyle, 3; time, 5:18. Won by 10 yards.

Five-mile, championship of Canada—William Hyslop, 1

;

W. M. Carman, A. C. C, 2; E. J. P. Smith, W. B. C, 3;

time, 13:41. Won by 20 yards.

Half-mile, flying start, open—J. S. Johnson, 1 ; W, Hys-
lop, 2; F. J. Heaslitt, Detroit Wheelmen, 3; time, 1:05 4-5.

Won by 20 feet.

SECOND DAY.

Two-mile, novice—W. R. Hensel, 1; T. W. Carlyle, 2; J.

J. Long, 3; time, 2:59 1-4. Won by 40 yards.

Quarter-mile, flying start—John S. Johnson, 1; W. Steu-

ber, 2; W. Hyslop, 3; time, 32 4-5 sec. Won by 9 yards,

the same between second and third.

Half-mile, Canadian championship—W. Hyslop, 1 ; E.

J. P. Smith, 2; L. D. Robertson, 3; also started C. D. Man-
ville, London; time, 1:18. Hyslop won by about 5 yards

Two-mile, 5:30 class—Hensel, 1 ; F. Bendalari, 2; U. H.

Herrick, 3: time, 5:45 3-5. Won by 2 yards.

Three-mile, handicap—C. C. Harbottle, 250 yds., 1 ; T. B.
McCarthy, 250 yds , 2; B. O. Blayney, 400 yds., 3; ti^e,
7:47. Won by 120 yards, 50 between second and third.
Three-mile, Canadian championship—W. Hyslop, 1; E.

J. P. Smith, 2; L. D. Robertfon. 3; time, 9:08 2-5.

. . Two-mile, county championship—Bloss Corey, Petro-
lea, 1 ; Ray Eacrett, Sarnia, 2; S. Hitchcock, Sarnia, 3

;

time, 5:46.

Two-mile, open—J. S. Johnson, 1; C. C. Harbottle, 2:

WilKam Carman, 3; time, 5:30 1-5. Harbottle led until

the home stretch was reached in the last lap, when John-
son just beat him a wheel at the finish.

Five-mile, club teams of three men each—Athenaeum
Cycling Club, Toronto, 1; Toronto Bicycle Club, 2; time,
14:44 4 5.

One-mile, open, record race—J. S. Johnson, 1 ; W. Steu -

ber, 2; E. J. P. Smith, 3; time, 2:30.
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ANOTHER SMASH!
RAMBLERS AGAINST THE WHOLE FIELD.

WM B. HURLBURT, ON A

RAMBLER RACER
-BREAKS THE- BEATING

25-Mile Road Record,

Time, i hr., n min. 59 sec.

NOT ONLY THE

Best Time in Competition,

BUT ALSO

Best Record Against Time,

With Pacemakers.

This record was made June 24th at Detroit, in the Y. M. C. A. 25-mile road race, by the winner of the

time prize. Second best time was made by Fred H. Herrick on a Rambler Racer, from scratch also, only

3-5 second slower. Six of the first ten finishing were mounted on RAMBLERS.

KENTUCKY SAYS
RAMBLERS ARE "OUT OF SIGHT,"

Just Because They

WON EVERYTHING IN SIGHT.
At Louisville, June 24th.

Time prize in the Prince Wells Road Race. Making also second best time in same race. First and
Second in Novice Race. First and Second in One-half Mile Handicap from scratch. Also First and
Second Prizes in the great Two-Mile Auditorium Cycle Depby.

Bliss and His Rambler Beats Johnson Twice
At Sandusky, Ohio, July 4th., and 2 firsts, 1 second and 1 third were won on and the fastest mile of the day

ridden on Ramblers.

At Harrodsburg, Ky. (Ky. Div. L. A. W. Meec), RAMBLERS WON
First Day: 2 Firsts, 2 Seconds, 1 Third and 1 Fourth.

Second Day. 2 Firsts, 4 Seconds, 1 Fourth.

At Washington, D. C.

W. F. Sims, on RAMBLER NO. 4, won the Mile Handicap.

In the Manhatten Bicycle Glub Race, June 17th:

Wheels fitted with G. & J. Pneumatic Tires won First, Second and Third Places.

Don't look for the Three Parallel Lines on the track. Cheap Pneumatics in the rear " blot them
out," but "watch those streaks of light—that's copper rims."

Any Rambler Agent will talk Rambler to you, "G. & J." tires as well.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
Chieago. Boston Washington. New York. Coventry, Eng.
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WHEELER'S LASTAMATEUR RACE.

The Kings County Wheelmen's Successful

Meeting.

New York, July 1.—Fully 5,000 people at-

tended the Kings County Wheelmen's meet at

Eastern Park, Brooklyn, this af'ernoou, and

saw good racing by some 200 young men. The

four-lap track was in good shape, but being in-

sufficiently banked a number of bad falls re-

sulted, and so big was the field that in the five-

mile handicip the result was doubtful, Wheeler

(scratch) claiming first, though the judges

gave the race to Schermerhorn (600 yards.)

Summaries:

Two-mile, handicap—First heat -O. Granger, 20 yds.,

1; C. W. Price, 150 yds., 3; G. W. Shannon, 270 yds., 3;

time, 5:14.

Second heat-N. S. P.iige, 150 yds., 1; A.H. Barnett, 280,

2; F. J. Titus, 150. 3; time, :53 3-5.

Third heat—H. C. Tyler, scratch, 1; C. VV. Dorntge, 00

yds., 2; W. F. Murphy, 30, 3; time, 5:18.

Final heat—Price, 1; Blauvelt. 2; Barnett, 3; Granger,

4; time, 4:58.

The first three in each heat rode in the final. Price, of

Milwaukee, with his too liberal start, had a good thing,

and little trouble in disposing of K. C. W. men on the

sprint.

One-mile, handicap— First heat—G P. Kuhlke, lfcOyds.,

1; C. Keeseman, 150, 2; G. W. Shannon, 180, 3; time 2:25.

Second heat—Y. S Paige. 100 yds., I ; P. J. Berlo, 40, 2;

G. B. Smith, '40, 3; time, *:31.

Third heat—Paul Grosch, 40 yds., '
; L. E. Coyte, 110, 2;

F. E. Doup, 100, 3; time 2:27 4-5.

Fourth heat—E. L. Blauvelt, 100 yds , 1 ; C. Stephens,

100, 2; T. A. Walson, 1C0, 3; time. 2:23 4-5.

« Final heat—Biauvelt, 1 ; Kuhlke, 2; Stephens, 3; time,

2:21 3-5.

The bandicapper will eventfully understand the win-

ner's form—he has been winning of late, rather easily

from his long starts. He had little trouble in the final in

running away from his field.

One-mile, novice—First heat—R. Macdonald, 1; S. A.

Cramer, 2; time, 2:40 2 5.

Second heat—I. D. Phillips. 1 ; C. Berger, 2; time, 2:47.

Third heat—E. J. WulfiE, 1; W. B. Buckly, 2; time, 2:58.

Fourth heat—S. D. Smith, 1; J. G. Tucker, 2; time,

2:49 3-5.

Fi th heat—J. F. Lohman, 1 ; F. A. Hendricks, 2 ; time,

2:53 4-5.

First heat, second round—Macdonald, 1 ; Lohman, 2;

Smith, 3; time, 2:53.

Second heat—Tucker; 1 ; Titus, 2; Hendricks, 3; time,

2:49.

Final heat—Titus, 1; Smith, 2; Lohman, 3; Mac-

donald, 4; time, 2:41 3 5.

As in all novice races the boys rode like Trojans. Titus

had been training v ith the K. C. W. band of track fiends,

and his club expected he would do his duty. Macdonald,

the fourth man, is a brother of the Raleigh manager, and

right well did the youth propel his A. A. racer. Titus

won under a pull.

Half-mile, scratch -First heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; F. M.

Dirnberger, 2; C. M. Murphy, 3; time, 1:13 3-5.

Second heat—H. C. Wheeler, 1; W. F. Murphy, 2; Y. S.

Paige, 3; time, 1:17 2-5.

Final heat—Tyler, 1; Wheeler, 2; Dirnberger, 3; time,

1:19.

This was a splendid struggle, and showed that Tyler is

fast regaining his old form. It looked Wheeler's race

twenty-five yards from home, but Tyler came strong and

won by a yard.

One-mile, scratch—Windle, 1; C. M. Murphy, 2; Wheeler,

3; Dorntge, 4; time, 2:13 4-5.

Windle was not expected '.o win, as he had quit in his

heat in the two-mile handicap. The rest of the men al-

lowed Windle to make a sneak of 15 yards on the last lap

and he was going home under full sail before Charlie

Murphy caught sight of him, and then there was a wild

scamper between the rest. Windle won looking round.

Murphy beat Wheeler out for second place in a pretty

finish.

Five mile, haudicap—L. Schermerhorn. COO yds., 1;

Wheeler, scratch, 2; E. L. Blauvelt, 350, 8: T. A. Wilson,

500. 4; J. W. Judge, 375, 5; (1. T. Wilsju, 450. 0; time, 1:35.

This race was somewhat of a fizzle, and it demonstra-

ted the foolishness of making a five-mile handicap on a
quarter-mile track.

President Byrne of the cash prize league was
on ha d to inform the newspaper men that no

such management would be tolerated in his

league. This fact he volunteered time a'd
again and in tru h there was cause for the re-

marks.
* * *

HOW ZIM CELEBRATED.

Beats a Record in New Jersey and Wins Every-

thing He Tries for.

Patterson, N. J., July 4.— [Special.]— Six

thousand people saw Zimmerman beat a re-

cord at the races of the Tourist Cycle Club here

to-day. It was the quarter-mile, which he

won in 30 sec. Summary.
One-mile, novice—Dawson, 1; Norwood 2; Davison, 3;

time, 2:37 3-5.

Three-quarter-mile—Zimmerman, 1; Murphy, 2; Beck-

w ith, 3; time, 2:04.

One-mile—Paterson city championship—Beckwith, 1

;

MacMahon, 2; England, 3; 2:30 1-2.

One-mile. hand :cap—Blauvelt, 120 yds., 1 ; Brown, 130

yds., 2; VanBenochten, 150 yds., 3; time, 2:40.

Quarter-mile—Zimmerman, 1; Grosch, 2; Royce, 3,

time, 30 sec, record.

Two-mile, haudicap— Clark, 140 yds, 1; Murphy, 35

yds., 2; Hess, 30 yds., 3; time, 4:53 1-2.

One-mile—Zimmerman, 1; Murphy, 2; Campbell, 3;

time, 3:37 3 4.

Three-mile, club handicap—Beckwith, scratch, 1; Mac-
Mahon, 110 yds.. 2; Englmd, 130 yds.. 3; time, 8:28.

Two-miles—Zimmerman, 1: Murphy, 2; Hess, 3; time

5:15 3 4.

One-mile,handicap— Steenson, 70 yds., 1 ; Grosh, 40 yd?.,

2; Vardifer, ISO yds., 3; time, 2:17 1-4.

# # *

WINDLE TWICE DEFEATED.

Taylor Establishes a Record and Garey Again

Scores at the Waltham Meet.

(Special Telegram to the Referee.)

Boston, July 4.—The bicycle meet under the

auspices of the Press Cycle Club at Waltharn

attracted 1,000 paid admission^ to the Wal-

tham cycle track. The event of the day was
the breaking of the one-mile, scratch, compe-

tition world's record by G. F. Taylor, of the

Waltham club, who beat Windle by about six

inches. Guy Garey won new honors by beat-

ing Windle in the one-third mile final heat.

Summary:
One-mile, novice- Fiist heat—W. F. Sanders, Union A.

C, 1; J. H. Parker, Press C. C, 2: Harry Walker, Wal-

tham, 3; F. W. Andrews, M. I. J., 4; time, 2:49.

Second heat—Edgar Lambert, Jamaica C. C, 1; A.

Langley, Press C. C, 2; Bradford Dean, Waltham, 3; S.

C. Dinsmore, 4; time, 2:45 1-5.

Final—Edgar Lambert, 1;W. E. Humphrey, Press C.

C, 2; A. Langley, 3; B. Dean, 4; time, 3;10 1-5.

One-mile, open— First heat—Harry Tyler, Springfield,

1; D. T. Connelly, Maiden, 2; A. W. Porter, Waltham, 3;

time, 2:49 2-5.

Second heat—Guy L. Garey, 1 ; G. F. Taylor, Waltham,

2; W.A.Rhodes, Illinois B. C, 3; Melvill Lenfest, Lynn
W. C„ 4; time, 2:53 1-5.

Final—A. W. Porter, 1; G. F. Porter, 2; G. L Garey, 3;

W. A. Rhodes, 4; Harry Tyler, 5; M. Lenfest, 0; time,

2:28 2-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—First heat— E. J. Clark, Press C.

C, 1; E. G. Merrill, Maiden, 2; H. P. Hutchins, Maiden, 3;

B. R. Livermore, Bay State C. C, 4; time, 2:43.

Second heat—Melville Lenfest, 1; J. C. Wettergreen, 2;

John Blanche, 3; A. K. Pressey, 4; time, 3:17 1-5.

Third heat—D. T Connelly, 1; E. H. Snow, 2; George J.

Quinn, 3; A. F. Wisner, 4: time, 2:il.

Final-D. T. Connelly, 1; H. D. Hutchins, 2; E. J.

Clark, 3; E. H. Snow, 4; A. F. Wisner, 5; John Blanch, 6;

time, 2:28.

The Malden-Waltham team race was forfeited to the
Walthams.
One-mile, invitat ou. diamond race—George F. Taylor,

Waltham, 1; W. W. Windle. Springfield, 2; W. A. Rhodes,
Illinois C. t!., 3; time, 2:2i 3-5.

!A time limit of 2:25 was placed on the race. Taylor
established a new record for the track. Special prizes-
James Clark lor leading on the first lap; Harry Taylor,
leading on the second lap. Taylor's time beat the
world's record in scratch . o npetiiion by nearly two sec-

onds.

One-third-inile, open—First heat - Watson Coleman, 1;

E. L. Merrill. 2; W. W. Windle, 3; Guy Garey, 1; time,

:53 1-5.

Second hcat-W. A. Rhodes, 1 : Harry Tyler, 2; James
Clark, 3; W. G. French, 4; time, :5)4-5.

Final—G. L. Garey, 1; W. W. Windle, 2; W. A. Rhodes,
3; Harry .yler, 4; James Clark, 5; W. G. French, 0;

time, : io 4-5.

One-mile, state championship—J. C. Wettergreen, 1:

Wa:so i Coleman, 2; W. G. French. 3; time, 2:47 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—First heat—F. M. Haggerty. Wal-
tham, 1; time, 5:50 2-5. Others who qualified were E. IT.

Snow, James Clark, R. M. Mugridge. F. Holdsworth, G.
F. Quinn, C. W. Bowles, '!. G. Getchell.

Second he it—O. G Williams, 1; time, 5:0". Others wdio

qualified were J. P. Clark, A W. Porter, A. F Wisner,
W. Co'eman, E. G. Merrill, \V. G. Freuch, J. liianchi.

Final— A. W. Porter, l ; F. M. Haggerty, 2; C. G. Wil
Hams, 3; time, 4:59 1-5.

THE POORMAN ROAD RACE.

Peck of the Englewood Club Wins— Chester Park
Races.

Cincinnati, O., July 4.—The fourth handi-

cap road race promoted by J. E. Poorman of

this city, was held to day, the winner being C.

H. Peck of the Englewood C. C, Chicago.

Of the 113 entries there were seventy-three

starters, and of that number fifty-nine finished

the race. The weather was unsurpassed and
the course was in excellent shape, except at a

short distance from the finish, where 1,500

people had gathered to see the result. Peck
was given four and a half minutes' start, and

up to within a short distance from the finish

was loafing wi'h a large bunch of men, when
he easily drew away from the crowd and fin-

ished first in the good time of 53:41. For a

large portion of the race VVyhe, of the Lincoln

club, Chicago, was with Peck, and it is likely

he would have been well to the front had his

tire not punctured a few miles out from Ches-

ter Park. He secured another wheel, but

could not make up the lost time. However,

he finished in seventh place. Helser, of Os-

borne, O., had a fall while going down Glen-

dale Hill, and was severely though not dan-

gerously hurt McDuffeo, who was third in

time a year ago, captured the time medal this

year, doing the distance in 52:26, while W. B.

Hurlburt of Detroit, holding the twenty-five

mile road record, was second in time, three

seconds behind McDuffee;Tagholm, of Chicago,

third, and Peck, the winner, fouith. Nelson,

the winner of this year's Pullman road race,

easily beat Gunther, making the course in a

minute better time than the man who won
yet lost the great Pullman. The finish was as

follows:

Name. Hdcp. Time.

1 C. U. Peck, Chicago 4:30 53:41

2 C. O. Updike, Lexington, Ky '•M 68:41

3 F. H. Wherry, Detroit 7:00 57:1

1

4 W. J.' Sextro, Cincinnati "..7:00 57:"1

5 W. S. Furman, Oran, O 7:00 5(5:59

6 F. H. Plaic, Springboro, 7:00 57:5t

7 H. H. Wylie, Chicago 5:30 55: II

8 C. H. Roth, Cincinnati 4:00 55:02

9 L. Tagholm, Chicago 2:30 53:33

10 C. S. Hardy, Cincinnati 3:f0 57:33

20 J. F. Gunther, Chicago.. 1:30 5V16

24 M. Nelson, Chicago 1:30 54:05

25 G. A. Thorne, Chicago 6:30 54:35

THE AFTERNOON'S TRACK EVENTS.

In the afternoon those who participated in
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Whitworths
At Chicago

Extract from the " Birmingham Daily Post," April 4, 1893.

The Wl itworth Works Cycle Company, Birmingham, have secured a space 770 square feet, with a frontage
of 110 feet. It is situate in the entresol floor of the Transportation Building;, and it will be, with one exception,
I he largest exhibit of cycles in the fair. The stand is fitted up with mahogany and plate-glass mirrors, the style
of the whole being solid and plain. The exl ibit will consist of thirty bicycles, grouped into two general classes

—roadsters anil racers. Among the former are sppcimens of the Whitworth No. 1 Full Roadster, weight 39 It s.;

the Whitworth No 2 Light Roadster, weight 35 lt>s.; the Whitworth Special Light Roadster, weight 30 lbs.; and
the Whitworth Lady's Bicycle, weight 35 lbs. Among the racers are the Whitworth No. 3 Road Racer, weight
28 lbs.; the Whitworth No. 4 Track Racer, 25 lbs.; and the Whitworth No. 8 Special Track Racer, in weight
from 18 lbs. to 21 lb. No machines will be staged except practically-built one.* intended for actual use, tie
whole of the exhibits being ordinary specimens of the regular productions of the firm Specially interesting will

be a few historic machines, among which will be the No. 8 Whitworth, ridden last year by Mr. J. W. Schofield.

of the Speedwell B. C , when he lowered the world's record for the quarter-mile, covering the distance in 31

seconds, and for the half-mile which he rode in 1 min. 2 sec. Photographs and sketches of important races
won on Whitworths will be shown on the stand, together with those of celebrated English and foreign bicyclists

who use the Whitworth The exhibits left Birmingham via London last week.

All Whitworths bear this mark.

For Lists, Terms and Full Information on WHITWORTHS, write

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

644 Broadway, New York.

Head Office and Factories, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SINGER CYCLES
NO CHANGE IN PRICE,

The Only Wheels Absolutely Guaranteed.

The Only Wheels Fitted With 1893 Improvements.

i^R^r.

Our prices correspond with the value of the articles furnished, and in the future,

as in the past, will be maintained in all countries against

the inflated prices of goods of inferior make.

SINGER & CO.,
6 AND 8 BERKELEY STREET,

AND 2 WARREN AVE.,

BOSTON. MASS

MENTION THE REFEREE
Liberal Discounts to Reliable .Agents.
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the race of the morning assembled at Chester

Park to witness the track races. Peck proved

his ability as a rider by winning the novice

and 3:50 class races, and finished third to Mc-
Duffee in the mile open. The summaries
follow:

One-mile, novice—C. H. Peck, Englewood, CO., 1 ; O.

S. Hardy, 2; time, 2:44.

Half-mile, open—E. A. McDuffee, 1 ; C. G. Sinsabaugh,

2; time, 1:14 1-2.

One-mile, local—C. H. Roth, 1; C. Tudor, 2; time, 2:48.

One-mile, 2:50 class—C. H Peck, Chicago, 1 ; L. Tag-
holm, Chicago, 2; time, 2:35 1-2.

Two-mile, lap—E. A. McDuffee, 1; G. A. Thorne, Chi-

cago, 2; time, 5:55 1-2.

Half-mile, 1:20 class—L. Tagholm, 1 ; Marinus Nelson, 1

;

time, 1:14.

One-mile, open—McDuffee, 1 ; Nelson, 2; Peck, 3; time,

2:43 1-2.

* * *

BLISS BEATS JOHNSON.

The Little Chicago Man Does Good Work at

Sandusky.

Sandusky, O., July 4.—Sandusky never was
called upon to entertain a larger or more en-

thusiastic crowd on a fourth than this year.

Wheelmen were crowded into every ho*el

room, a half dozen and more to the room.

The races were the main drawing card, the

greater part of the crowd not arriving until the

morning of July 4. There were ninety-six en-

tries to the contests and not a little disappoint-

ment at the non appearance of several of the

eastern cracks. Sanger did not come, John-

son did, and the latter felt blue when the day's

sport drew to a close, all owing to Julian P.

Bliss, the young flier of the Chicago Cycling

Club, who twice defeated him in the one-mile

open, once when the time limit was not

reached and the second time when it was
reached. Both victories were won in the

sprint, Johnson's final jump playing him in

poor stead, Bliss being fully prepared. In the

first event Johnson was out for the special

prize at the half mile and only won it by a des-

perate sprint. To this was ascribed his defeat

and it was conceded he would win the run
over. As the men came into the stretch in

this Bliss and Githens were leading Johnson
who ran around the outside, passed Githens

and lapped Bliss' rear wheel. The little fellow

hung onto his sprint, however, and even

gained a little, finally winning with daylight

showing between his and Johnson's wheels,

Githens well up. Heazlit, of Detroit, was the

only other man in the final race.

Bliss captuied his usual two-mile handicap,

riding from the 60-yard mark in 4:44, clearly

out-riding Johnson again. Tuttle simply sat

up and waited for Johnson, to pace him, but

could not pull him up. Steele, of Chicago,

was third and Tom Heywood fourth in this

contest.

B iss was defeated by George Banker in the

final heat of the half-mile open. Tuttle was in

hard luck in his running in the 2:40 class, for

he won his heat handily in 2:31 4-5, the fastest

mile from the scratch mark made during the

day, but in the final he failed to get a place.

Thus he loses his 2:40 and 2:35 class races for a
small special prize for the fastest mile of the

day.

It was clearly Bliss' day, as in the one-mile

handicap he rode from the 35-yard mark in

2:13 1-5, equivalent to the mile competition

record. Githens was in his usual good form
but lacked a killing sprint. Charlie Knisely

was riding well when run into in the final of

the mile handicap. Heywood was not in rac-

ing trim, neither was O. C. Green. As a rule

the races were hotly contested. Bliss dis-

played the best headwork of the day. Sum-
maries:

One-mile, novice—J. D. Adams, Chicago, 1 ; John A.
Hass, Dayton, 2; E. C. Baker, Columbus, 3; time, 2:54 3-5.

Half-mile, open—George A. Banker, 1; J. P. Bliss, Chi-
cago, 2; Fred J. Hazlett, Detroit, 3; time, 1:18 2-5.

Two-mile, state championship—A. N. French, Cleve-
land, 1 ; L. C. Johnson, Cleveland, 2; A. L. Baker, Colum-
bus, 3; time, 5:29 2 5.

One-mile, handicap—Con Baker, Columbus, 1 ; George
H. Ellithorpe, Sandusky, 2; G. D. Comstock, Columbus, 3;
time, 2:22 2-5.

One-mile, open—J. P. Bliss, 1 ; John S. Johnson, 3; H. A.
Githens, Chicago, 3; time, 2:39 2-5.

Half-mile, state championship—A. I. Brown, Cleveland,

1; E. C. Johnson, 2; A. N. French, 3; time, 1:13.

Quarter-mile, open—F. H. Tuttle, 1; G. A. Banker, 2; G.
n. Ellithorpe, 3; time, :32.

One-mile, state championship—A. N. French, 1; A. I.

Brown, 2; L. C. Johnson, 3; time, 2:34 2-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—Edwin Vogel, Milwaukee, 1; R. F.
Goetz, Cleveland, 2; F H. Tuttle, 3; time, 2:50 2-5.

Quarter-mile, state championship—A. I. Brown, 1 ; G.
H. Ellithorpe, 2; A. N French, 3; time, :34.

Two-mile, handicap—J. P. Bliss, 1 ; C. C. Van Tyne, 2;

Gus Steel, Chicago, 3; time, 4:44.

The humorous event of the day was a race
for a yellow dog between Herrick and Lennie,
of Chicago, the latter riding an elliptic wheel
affair. Herick won. The second heat will be
run at Toledo.

* * *

ANOTHER RECORD FOR SANGER.

One Mile in Competition in 2:143-5 — Nelson

Makes a Fast Quarter.

Hartford, Conn., July 4.— [Special ]
—

Sanger was the hero of the meeting hpre to-

day. In the mile handicap, riding from
scratch, he lowered the competition record

from 2:15 2-5, held by Zimmerman, to 2:14 3-5.

E. A. Nelson, in a trial against time, rode a
quarter, standing start, in 30 2-5 sec. Sum-
mary:

One-mile, 3:10 class—J. H. Jones, 1; Heyer, 2; Main, 3;

time, 2:39. Jones won his heat in 2:35.

One-mile, open—Sanger, 1 ; Nelson, 2; Hoyland Smith,

3; time, 2:35.

Half-mile, state championship—A. W. Warren, 1 ; J. H.
Jones, 2; time, 1:15 4-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—G. C. Smith, 1;C. Nelson, 2; Will-

iam Harding, 3; time, 2:35.

One-mile, handicap, Connecticut riders—A. W. Warren,
scratch, 1; J. H. Jones, 2; Sterzing, 3; time, 2:23 2-5.

Half-mile, boys'—Fred Corkins, 1; Hills, 2; Lindley, 3;

tine, 1:14.

Half-mile, handicap—A. W. Warren, 25 yds., 1; Hoy-
land Smith, scratch, 2; C. Nelson, 3; time, 1:03 1 5.

One-mile, Hartford county championship — William

Harding, 1; Symonds, 2; Forster, 3; time, 2:44.

One-mile, handicap—Sanger, scratch, 1 ; C. Nelson, 2;

McLaren, 3; time, 2:14 3-5, world's competition record.

The starts ran as high as 150 yards.

* * *

GOOD RACING AT ROCKFORD.

Chicagoans Capture the Bulk of Prizes—Em-
erson Surprises People.

Rockford, 111., July 4.—The annual meet
of the Rockford Cycling Club, held to-day,

was a most successful one, there being 3,000

people in the grand stand. A slight rain in the

morning rather dampened the ardor of the

club members and contestants, but the sky

cleared by noon and then a terrific wind
storm set up and blew dust on the track so

that it was almost impossible for the riders to

see two lengths ahead. The wind blew against

the men on the home stretch, and the finishes

were consequently mere crawls. But on the

back stretch some remarkable riding was done.

It was stated that in the mile handicap no one

ever saw a field move along at such a pace as

in the 2vent at Rockford. Hart, who won
three handicap events, was too generously

treated by the handicapper and had no trouble

in winning by several lengths in each race.

The surprise of the day was Emerson's riding.

The Englewood man won the quarter-mile,

open, and the five-mile, scratch, the first prize

in the latter being a saddle horse. The scratch
events were conceded to Barrett and Davis,
but Emerson showed himself to be nearly if not
their equal. Notwithstanding the strong wind
against the riders, good times were made, as
will be seen in the following summary:
One-mile, novice—W. E. Barnum, Englewood, 1 ; A. D.

Herriman, Illinois, 2; T. Pyle, Englewood, 3; E. Seegar,
North Chicago Wheelmen, 4; time, 2:42 2-5.

One-mile, scratch—G.K. Barrett, Chicago, 1; C.W.Davis,
Chicago, 2; G. L. Emerson, Englewood, 3; C. P. Root, Chi -

cago, 4; time, 2:34 2 5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—C. V. Dasey, Chicago, 1; James
Levy, Cook County, 2; F. J. Wagner, Chicago, 3; E. P.
Richardson, Illinois, 4; time, 2: 6 1-5.

Half-mile, handicap—F. B. Hart, Cook County, 80 yds.,

1; A. D. Kennedy, Illinois, 45 yds , 8; A. Burr, Rockford, 00
yds., 3; Harry Pyle, Englewood, 65 yds., 4; time, 1:10 1-2.

Time of scratch man, Barrett, 1:14.

One-mile, men outside Cook County—Carl Swanson,
Elgin, 1; G.C. Hobbs, Aurora, 2; 3ertKeyes, Rockford, 3;
time, 2:54 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—F.-B. Hart, Cook County, 350 yds.,

1; C. V. Dasey, 235 yds., 2; Thomas J. Byrne, Englewood,
175yds, 3; W. A. Thompson, Chicago, 170 yds., 4; time,
2:52.

Quarter-mile, scratch—Emerson, 1 ; Barrett, 2; Davis,

3; time, :37 2-5.

Five-mile, scratch—Emerson, I; Barrett, 2; Davis, 3;
A. D. Kennedy, Jr., Illinois, 4; time, 15:22

One-mile, local—Bert Keyes, 1 ; Addison Burr, 2; Au-
gust Berg, 3; time, 2:41.

One-mile, handicap—Hart, 175 yds., 1 ; Levy, 175 yds.,
,".; Kennedy, 90 yds., 3; time, 2:14 2-5.

Half-mile, scratch—Davis, 1; Emerson, 2; Cutting 3;

time, 1:37 3-5.

One-mile, 2:45 class—Martin Nessel, Columbia, 1 ; A. J.

Nicolet, Chicago, 2; Emerson, 3; time, 2:50.

WHEELER, KING OF CASH RIDERS

He Captures All Firsts in the N. C. A.

Race.".

New York, July 3.—Fully 5,000 people as-

sembled at the Manhattan field to witness the

initial meet of the National Cycling Associa-

tion. The day was perfect and track never
better,- though dangerous on the top corner.

The attendance was a surprise, considering

that it was Moneay and the day before a na-

tional holiday. The professionals for the most
part were short of work, and Wheeler will not
have such an easy thing la^er on when Crocker,

Rowe and others get going their best. The meet
was perfect in management, and it is to be

hoped that representatives of the amateur
meets to come will take a leaf out of the Pow-
ers and Troy book, as there is room for im-
provement in the management of amateur
meets hereabouts. The managers were cour-

teous to all and attended to every want of

the press and competitors.

Handicapper Merrihew did good work, es-

pecially in the half-mile. At no time were
there any more than six people in the enclosure

and they consisted of the referee and four

judges. The Elliott chronograph timed well,

except in the second race, when it went out of

order temporarily. Chairman Raymond had
his eye on the meet and seemed pleased. Some
of the biggest people in the theatrical

world were present, including Digby Bell and
De Wolf Hopper. Champion Zimmerman,
Joseph McDermott and " Papa" and Mrs. Zim-
merman occupied a box. Zimmerman cheered

Wheeler as the "kid" scooped in $400 as easily

as falling off a log. The newspaper men were
out in strong force, and all seemed satisfied

that great things can be expected of the N. C.

A. when the fields get larger and the men lim-

ber up a bit more. Kaufman, with his trick
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., chco
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y * large Hne ° f Sundries
'
and are Prepared to fill orders

1 he following is n partial list of our specialties, and we guaranteethem to be the best of their k-ind.
<»u TOO

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER,

Victor Tool Bag

SAN FRANCISCO.

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2,00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

GO

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRING i

SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a shore time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Pcorcher Paddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

1 his Saddle can be used for everyday riding:

without fatigue, and we are confident it will
prove the most popular t*corcher Saddle in
ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

TROUSER
GUARD,

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,
and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as
the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cent*.

AN HONEST SALE.
To every purchaser of a Victor or Credenda Bicycle we will give a positive guarantee that we will not

reduce the price of our Bicycle during the season of 1893.

WE GUARANTEE THIS
Simply becauge there is no necessity to cut the price. Our wheels have a standard and uniform value, and

are the best Bicycles built in america.

:REMEMBEE=
A second-hand Victor or Credenda is worth more to-day than a " New-1893-reduced-price-because-we
have-to-so-called-Hjgh-Grade-Bicycle-of-uncertain-value-and-no-reputation.

A Bicycle of standard value is not sold at half price or in an auction sales room. Don't be deceived.

Get full value for your money, and you will if you buy a

VICTOR Best Bicycle on earth, sells -at $150, or a

CREDENDA absolutely high grade 1893 model Pneumatic Tire Bicycle, sells at $115-

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
CHICAGO.

Send for Catalogue.
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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riding, made a hit. and Barber assisted him in

his work.

The officers, although few in number, did

better work than the score that usually is in

the way of an amateur meet. The events

were run off fairly promptly, and the pros

behaved themselves and were given a lecture

on the responsibility that rested on them in

the new move by President Byrne, the starter.

He stated that they were on trial, and if the

thing succeeded prizes would grow in size as

rapidly as a boom town out west. Egan was
there full of business and calm, and the prime

mover in the scheme left no stone unturned to

make tilings a success and pleasant all around.

SUMMARIES.
Quarter-mile, best two in three heats—First heat— II.

p. Wheeler, 1; C. W. Dorntge, 3; W. A. Rowe, 3; P. J.

Berlo, 4; time, : 33 7-60.

Second heat—Wheeler, 1 ; Berlo, 2; C. E. Kluge, 3; H,

G. Crocker, 4; time, :34.

Dorntge fell at the top corner, Rowe going down over

him, which let in Kluge and Crocker for places they

would hardly have got otherwise. Wheeler had won the

first heat under a strong pull, and the final was won by
Harry in the most hollow fashion, Berlo having an easy

thing in second.

Half-mile, handicap—Wheeler, scratch, 1: J. A. New-
honse, 50 yds., 2; Berlo, 15 yds., 3; C. J. Appel, 50 yds , 4;

time, 1:114-5.

Wheeler jumped aw-ay with a good start, catchiog

Newhouse a hundred yards from home and winning by

two yards; Appel a good third.

One-mile, best two in three heats—First heat—Wheeler,

1: Dorntge, 2; Berlo, 3; Kluge. 4; time, 2:37 1-5.

Second heat—Wheeler 1; Berlo, 2; Rowe, 3; Dorntge,

4; time, 2:45 1-5.

No one seemed inclined to pace, so Wheeler leisurely

went to the front and shot away in the last lap, winning,

looking around, by ten yards, Berlo an easy second.

Dorntge had changed his wheel and could not seem to

sprint. Rowe rode over a dog but kept his saddle.

Two-mile, handicap—Wheeler, scratch, 1; Berlo, 35

yds., 2; Newhouse, 175 yds., 3; Appel, 170 yds., 4; time,

5:05.

Harry set sail for the limit men and m >ved along in

good style. He rested at a mile and then again went

after the Rochester men and caught them a lap from

home, winning a good race by five yards.

Wheeler won $400, Newhouse, 1580, Berlo, $100, Appel,

$40. The others won the balance of the $800 offered for

the first day.
SECOND DAT.

New York, July 4.—Not less than 3,000 saw
the second day's racing of the cash prize

league. The weather was perfect and the

track comparatively fast. Wheeler scooped

everything in the Hoe of firsts, as well as the

$500 potin the big handicap. Out of the $1,600 in

prizes 4'the kid" captured $725. The amounts

won by each competitor were as follows: H.

C. Wheeler, $725; P. J. Berlo, $165; J. A. New-
house, $125; A. S. Mixell, $75; A. Hosmer, $75;

C. W. Ashinger, $60; C. J. Appel, $50; W. A.

Rowe, $40; C. E. Kluge, $35; C. W. Dorntge,

$25; H. G. Crocker, $20; Tom Roe, $15. Sum-
maries:

One mile, novice and consolation—First heat—Frank

Albert 1; Tom Roe, 2; W. Peaslee, 3; time, 2:53 4 5.

Second heat—C. W. Ashinger, 1; A. S. Mixell, 2; C. W.
Dorntge, 3; time, 2:42 4 5.

Final heat—Mixell, 1; Ashinger, 2; Dorntge, 3; Albert,

4; time, 2:40 4-5.

Half-mile—First heat—H. C. Wheeler, 1; P. J. Berlo, 2;

Dorntge, 3; C. E. Kluge, 4.

Second heat-Wheeler, ]; Berlo, 2; W. A. Eowe, 3; H. G.

Crocker, 4; time, 3:34 4-5.

Fourth of July handicap, purse $1,000, of which $500 to

first, $250 to second, $12 j to third, $75 to fourlhand

$50 to fifth—Wheeler, scratch, 1; Berlo, 40 yds , 2; New-
house 90 yds., 3; A. Hosmer, 160 yds., 4; C. J. Appel,

110 yds., 5; time, 2:42 1-5.

Ten-mile, puree, $250—Wheeler, 1; Berlo, 2; Kluge, 3;

Ashinger, 4; time, 28:50 3-5.

* # *

Good Times at Tonawanda.

Tonawanda, N. Y., July 4.—The joint meet
of the Tonawanda B. C. and the Ramblers C.

C. held here to-day, could not have been

more successful. The weather was fine and
the track in excellent shape, the result being

good times. Hyslop, Dirnberger, Banker,

Foell, Callahan anc" Buse kept things going

and no loafing was the result. Every race was
ridden in better than 2:45. The summaries:

One-mile, novice- George Hawley, 1; J. II. Weig, 2; W.
Faulkner, 3; time, 2:35.

Three-mile, open—H. H. Callahan, 1 ; W. Hyslop, Tor-

onto, 2; W. F. Buse, 3; time, 8:33 2 5.

One-mile Tonawanda championship—W. R. Blake, 1 ; A.

T. Mundie, 2; M. M. Keller. 3; time, 2:11 4 5.

One-mile, Ramblers championship—F. C Fuhrmann, 1:

A. Goehler, 2; W. D. Banker, 3; time, 2:31 3-5.

nne-mile. open— Vf. F. Dirnberger, 1; W. Hyslop, Tor-

onto, 2; J. H. McFarland, 3; time, 2:44 3-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—F. C. Fuhrmann, 1; F. A. Foell, 2:

H. S. Johnson. 3; time, 2:35 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—W. A. Lutz, 1 ; W. F. Buse, 2;

George J. Hager, 3; time, 2:25 3 5.

One-mile. Buffalo championship—A. Goehler,- 1; F. A.

Foell, 2; F. C. Fuhrmann, 3; time, 2:35.

One-mile, tandem, open—Dirnberger, and Callahan, 1

;

Buse brothers, 2; Cleveland and Hardleben, 3; time,

2:2-1 4 5.

Half mile, open—M. F. Diruberger, 1 ; W. Hyslop, 2; C
H. Callahan, 3; time, 1:10 2-5.

Five-mile, handicap—W. F. Buse, 1 ; A. E. Weinig, 2;

W. H. Pense-yres, 3; time 13:01 2-5

Detroit's Annual Meet.

Detroit, July 4.—The annual race meet of

the Detroit Wheelmen took place to-day at the

D. A. C. grounds, a good crowd being present.

Herrick, in the absence of Hurlburt, had his

own way. The summaries:

One-mile, novice—A. De May, 1 ; Theodore Beaubien, 2;

time, 3:03 4-5.

Quarter-mile, scratch—First heat—Charles S. Monnier,

1; J. M. Keenan, 2; time. :37 1-5.

Second heat—T. W. Cooper. 1; F. H. Herrick, 2; time,

:36 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap— First heat—G. A. Bader, 1 ; C. S.

Monnier, 2;time, 1:14 2-5.

Second heat—P. Patterson, 1; C. W. Olsen, 2; time,

1:15.

Final heat—P. Patterson, 1 ; J. M. Keenan, 2; time, 1:14.

One-mile, club handicap—T. F. Osius, 1 ; E. C Bloden,

2; time, 2:36.

Second heat—T. W. Cooper, 1;J. Schaffer, 2; time,

2:33 3 5.

Two-mile, lap race—F. H. Herrick, 1; F. Werner, 2;

time, 5:35 4-5

Half mile, club handicap—Schaffer, 1 ; De May, 2; time,

1:18 1-5.

One-mile, scratch, open—Herrick, 1; Stuber, 2; time,

2:40 3-5.

Two-mile team race—Herrick and Phillips, walkover;

time, 5:59 5-9.

* * #

Union County Roadsters' Race.

Rahway, N. J., July 4.—The following are

the results of the sixth annual race meet of

the Union County Roadsters, held on the new
four lap track, and which was attended by

2,000 people.

One-mile, novice—C. Gilbert, 1; W. S. Martin, 2; C. E.

Nolan, 3: time, 2:50 3-5.

Quarter-mile, handicap—William Chamberlain, Jr., 30

yds., 1; A. i-'elvie, 20. 2; N. H. Mooney, 30, 3; time, :34 4-5.

• Half-mile, handicap — William Chamberlain, Jr., 50

yards. 1; L. Schermerhorn, 50, 2; time, 1:12 1-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class— F. J. Titus, 1 ; Charles Granger, 2;

A. Selvie, 3; time. 2:40 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—F. J. Titus, 20 yards, 1; C. H.

Coffin, 40, 2; F. F. Doodman, fO, 3; time, 2:38 4-5.

* # *

Sheridan C. C. Road Race.

The Sheridan C. C. of Evanston held its

eleven and a half-mile road race on the morn-

ing of the Fourth. The start was made in

front of the Avenue house, corner of Chicago

avenue and Pavis street. From Chicago

avenue the course was west to Railroad avenue;

north to Emerson street; west to the old

Gross Point road to Gross Point; east through

Winnetka to Sheridan load; south to Chicago

avenue and south on Chicago avenue to Davis

street, the starting point. The result was a
follows:

Position. H'd'p. Time
George Stanford 4:30 40:44

E. L. Angle 5:30 42:00

F. K. Huse 5:00 42:84

W. L. Wilson 4:30 42:28

H. M. Angle Scr. 38:25

W. C. Roberts 5:00 43:40

W. H. Stacy 0:30 45:5K

J E.Ward 6:30 45:30

T. Kirkman 0:30 45:32

P. A. Lord 6:00 45:27

* * #

Two Smiths at Harrisburg.

Hariusburg, Pa., July 1.—The injet at

Island Park this afternoon, under the auspices

of the Susquehannah Wheel Club, was a suc-

cess. There were thirteen events, the winners

being the following:

Fifteen-mile road race—Dawson Fornwalt, Harrisburg,

1; Charles Krick, Reading, 2: J. A Kline; 3; time. 45:2"i.

One-mile, novice—Reist, Harrisburg, 1 ; time, 2:54.

Quarter-mile, boys'—Martin Wilhelm, Reading, 1; time,

47 sec.

Half-mile, boys'—Craig Stewart, 1; time, 1:19.

Half-mile, open—George C. Smith, 1: Hoyland Smith.

2; William B Reigle, 3; time, 1:10.

One-mile, handicap—Hoyland Smith, 1; Silas Stutts, 2;

J. F. Ermentrout, 3; time, 2:28.

Quarter-mile, open—G. Smith, 1; 35 sec.

Two mile, handicap— D. Fornwald, 1; H. E. Bartholo-

mew, 2; Hoyland Smith, 3; time, 5:09 1-4.

One-mile, open—George C. Smith, 1; H. Smith, 2; R. P.

Rich, 3; time, 3:01 2-5.

One-mile, Harrisburg riders—D. Fornwald, I; time,

3:04.

Three-mile, open—Hoyland Smith, 1; George C. Smith,

2; Charles Krick, Sinking Spring, 3; time, 9:34 1-2.

* * *

Good Sport At Winona.

Winona, Minn., July 4.—Excellent sport

was seen at the inter-state meet here to-day,

Neumann, the Bird brothers and Biggs get-

ting most of the prizes. The summaries:

One mile, novice—J. R. Hauley.l; N. Steffes, 2: time,

2:52.

Five-mile, handicap—George F. Biggs, 120 yds., 1; T. L.

Bird, 120, 2; time, 13:38 3-5.

One-mile, 3:10 class—Biggs, 1; T. L. Bird, 2; time, 2:54.

Half-mile, open—A. W Harrison, 1; B. B. Bird, 2; time,

1:15 1-4.

One-mile, championship of Winona—O. Neumann, 1;

Bender, 2; time, 2:51 3-5.

One-mile, 2:45 class—Biggs, 1; Harrison, 2; time, 2:43.

Two-mile, open— B. B. Bird, 1; Neumann, 2; time 1

5:48 2-5.

One-mile, ride and run, N. Steffes, 1 ; Harrison, 2; time,

4:45.
* * *

Racing Notes.

Among the entries advertised as competitors

at the Riverside Wheelmen's meet at New
York July 8, is the name of Joseph McDor-
mott, which tickles Joseph immensely. John-

son and Zimmerman are also being advertised,

but it is a certainty the former will not com-

pete, and the latter, according to McDermott,
is much of an uncertainty. Race meet mana-
gers are juggling with public confidence a

little too much of late, and it is time amateur

clubs take a care and not trust to such meth-

ods to draw a gate.

* * *
Edge's New Road Record.

London, July 1.—T. A. Edge, the English

bicyclist, finished to-day a thousand-mile road

ride, beating the world's record for the dis-

tance by 5 hrs. 49 min. He finished in fairly

good condition. During the five days of the

trial he had only four hours sleep.

Last year Edge started Monday, June 5, to

ride fioni Land's End to John o'Groats and

then to London, 2,000 miles. He rode to John

o'Groats in 4 days, 40 min., beating Mills' re-

cord (up to that date) by 10 hrs. 37 min. The
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FIGURES TALK.

The Dunlop Tires
Sold up to May 15th, 1893, number 505,000. You

can't go wrong in getting a

DUNLOP.
They Cost a Little More, but—

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE COMPANY,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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thousand miles were covered in 5 days, It hrs.

,

38 min. The record now stands at 5 days, 5

hrs. 49 min.
* * *

Road Races at Waukegan.

Of the races held at Waukegan, III., the

principal event was the handicap road race, in

which were twelve starters, with the handicaps

as follows: Harry Malloy and Fred WhitneyJ
one minute; H. M. Wheeler, E. C. Upt n,

Pliilo Warner and Frank Blodgett, one-half

minute; Harry Walker. Ortis Harvey, James
Powell, Fred R. Horton. Bert De Castro and
Fred Ingram, scratch. The vinie medal was
won by Ortis Harvey in 6:45. The following

finished in order: William Lyon, 8 minutes;

Ortis Harvey, 6:45; Pliilo Warner, 7:50.

* * *

Wells Attends a Picnic.

Asburt Park, N. J., July 4.—[Special]—
Three thousand persons were in attendance at

the races to-day. The meeting was favored
with grand weather. The one-mile novice

race was won by Brown. The summaries of

other events follow:

One-mile, scratch—W. F. Murphy, 1 ; Diver, 2; Wells, 3.

One-mile, handicap—Allen, 70 yds., 1; Diver, 50 yds , 2;

Murphy, 20 yds., 3.

One- mile, 2:40 class—Won by Diver.

Half mile, handicap—Wells, 25 yds., 1 ; Martin, 00 yds., 2.

Two-mile, handicap—Wells, 40 yds., 1 ; Maddox, 2C0 yds.,

2; Daupe, 100 yds., 3.

* * *

The Erie Road Race.

Erie, Ph.. July 4.—The Erie Wanderers'
Cycling Club held the second annual fifteen-

mile road race to-day. The first time prize

was won by C. K. Gibson, scratch, of Pitts-

burg, 54:21; Charlie Wallin. of Erie, also

scratch, second time; S. D. White, Erie, third.

The first place prize was won by Jonas
Schmid, Erie, in 59:29. D. B. Cattom, Cleve-
land, second place; William Albam, Cleve-
land, third. Sandy roads made the time slow.

* * *

Team Road Race at Springfield.

Springfield, Mass., July 2 —A five-mile

race between teams of rive men from the Long-
meadow Bicycle Club and the Valley Wheel
Club of this city, atLongmeadow last evening,
was won by the representatives of the laiter

club by a scoro of 35 points to 22. The race
was for $20 worth of furniture. The winner's
time was 14 min. 40 sec.

* * *

Road Race at Richmond, Ind.

Richmond, Ind., July 5.—The second annual
five-mile handicap of the Wayne County
Wheelmen occurred yesterday with the- follow-

ing result:

H'd'p. Time.
Waking 2 :oo 16:33.

Toivnsend Scr. 14:53 1-2

Bell 2:00 16:55

Conley 0:30 15:30

Vaughan cr'O 15:40

* * #

Two Races at Beertown.

Milwaukee, July 4.—The Mercury Cycling
Club held races at National Park to-day. In
the one-mile event—Charlie Herman, 1; John
Reitzner, 2: Charles Wilson, 3; time, 3:4. Two-
mile event was taken by Charlie Herman in

6:34; Wells PricharJ, 2; Wilson, 3. The track
was very heavy.

* * *

Waller Breaks a Record.

[Special to theIndianapolis, Ind., July 5.

Referee.] — Frank Waller, on an A rrowr
,

broke the world's competition record for three
miles on the Indianapolis track to-day, time
7:31. —
[The three-mile competition record stood to

the credit of L. D. Munger, Waller's stable

companion, the time being 7:38 3-5, made at
Evansville, Ind., Oct. 6 last year.]

* * *

Small Events on the Fourth.

At Terre Haute, Ind., Arthur Fester won
three out of four events.

J. T. Congdon, of Omaha, won the»one-mile
Nebraska division championship at Lincoln
in 2:59.

At Anna, 111., E. H. Easterly, of Carbond:ile,
won a mile race, with J. T. Pick second, and
O. Otrich third.

Results at Paw Paw, 111.;

One-mile, open—F. Wing, Ottawa, 1; II. H. Schoville, •.';

J. E. Hosbrook, 3; time, 2:58 4-5.

One-mile, novi:e—C. Flick, 1; L. J. Scoville, 2; C. M.
Smith, 3; time, 3:06.

At the new track in San Francisco a number
of races took place. The most important was
the one-mile division championship, which fell

to Zeiger, of the San Jose Road Club. Fosler,

of the Bay City Wheelmen, second. The time
was 2:37 2-5.

Results at Danville, 111.

:

One-mile. boys'-Bert Thompson, 1; Gus Mauer, 2; C.
Campbell, 3; time, 2:51.

Two-mile, handicap—W. Turnbull, 1; H. Brittingham,
2; W. Miller, 3; time, 6:24.

Ten mile, handicap—John Belton, 1; Turnbull, 2; Miller,

3; time, 35:20. Cadwallader rode from scratch in 33:32.

At Indianapolis several events were given in

connection with the trotting races, and some
5,000 people saw the sport. The novice race
was won by Seborn, O'Donnell second. Green
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third: time, 2:44 2-5. The mile oppn was won
by Munger, Marnion second, Luinsden third;

time, 2:27. In the afternoon Luinsden rode a
mile against the pacer, Pat Murphy, record

2:19, and was defeated by three lengths: time,

2:27 1-4.

Buffalo, July 4.—Several thousand people

saw the races on the parade course this morn-
ing. First places were won as follows: One-
lap, novice, W. O. Stark, time, 2:12 1-5; one-
lap, open, E. C. Bald, 2:09 4-5; one-lap, ordin-

ary, W. A. Lutz, 2:28 1-5; two-lap, tandnm,
Dirnberger and Callahan, 4:34; one lap, 2:35

class. C. H Callahan, 2:12 2-5; three-lap, open,
E. C. Bdld, 8:34; one-lap, 3:00 class, F. 0.

Fuhrmann, 2:13 3-5; five-lap, open, M. F.

Dirnberger, 12:24.

* -x- *

Miscellaneons Racing Notes.

The Columbia B. C, of Brattleboro, Mass.,
gives a meet July 22.

The Gulf City C. C, of Mobile, Ala., will

hold a big meet in September.

Grant Bell recently lowered the coast record
for five miles from 14:18 1-5 to 13:59 3-5.

At Heme Hill, London, Tuesday, Meintjes,
the African, rode 24 miles 384 yards in the
hour-record.

Milwaukee has eight events on for this week
Saturday at National Park. The prize list

arr.ounts to $300. A number of Chicago men
are entered.

Thursday last the Peoria Y. M. C. A. B. C.
held a ten-mile road race. Robert Gough,
from the 2:15 mark, won; E. C. Heidrich (2:30)

second: Robert Schofield (3:30) third. J. B.
Woolas, last year's Pullman winner, captured
the time prize in 31 :40.

The eleventh annual meetof the New Hamp-
shire division will he held this year at Concord
July 20, After a parade the division meeting
will take place at Pythian hall. The races
begin at 2:30 at the Capital Driving Park,
where last year Berlo road in 2:16, then within
a second of record. There are eight events on
the programme, as follows: One mile, novice;
half-mile, open; one-mile, d vision champion-
ship; two-mile tandem, open: one- mile, invita-
tion; two-mile, division championship: one-
mile relay, team, open; two-mile, handicap,
open.

An Oakland, Cal., paper tells the following
story on Frank Waller, "the Dutchman": "One
of the boys had a record of something over
nineteen hours to Mt. Hamilton and back. One
afternoon some of the boys were joshing Wal-
ler about it. Suddenly their prey spoke up
and said: ' If I can't beat that I will bust my-
self.' The next day he was off like a streak of
lightning, and in just thirteen hours and a
quarter he was back, one of the most wonder-
ful records which has ever been made on the
coast. A curious chap is Waller, especially
when he is aroused."

The Michigan division racing board has laid
' out the following programme for the state

meet at Detroit, Aug. 1 and 2: First day—One-
mile, novice; quarter-mile, open; one-mile,
handicap; one-mile, division championship;
one-mile, open, half-mile, handicap; two-mile,
international; three-mile, lap. Second day—
One-mile, open; half-mile, division champion-
ship; two mile, handicap; half-mile, open; two-
mile, division championship; half-mile, handi-
cap; quarter-mile, open; one-mile, international.

A special prize will be given for the fastest

mile made during the two days.

FOREIGN TRADE MA TTERS.

New Things in Gears, Tires, etc. —Trade Very

Quiet.

London, June 21.—Since I last wrote you I

have been touring in France with a friend, and
a brief allusion to the state of the cycle trade

there, as exemplified by the machines I came
across and the stocks displayed by local agents,

may not be without interest. Beyond a few
Rudges and one Singer, all the machines ridden
by the Frenchmen met were of French make.
The Hurty, Clement and Phoebus were partic-

ularly noticed. In Paris and in all the largest

towns we visited pneumatic tires of French
make were very general, but in the provinces

many cushions are still used. The "up to date''

safeties of French make were mostly fairly

light, well-built machines, by no means dis-

creditable to their makers. The f. d. safety

was not once seen, although I heard that one

Crypto f. d was in use in A miens. Still, there

must be many in Paris, although I saw none.

The New Howe is extensively advertised in

Paris, Sedan and Rouen, ;.nd specimens were

seen in agents' windows. A Rover racer was
seen in an Amiens agent's shop. Gunsmiths
seem to have universally taken up cycle agen-

cies altogether. I noticed an immense increase

in the number of cyclists since my last French
tour in 1889. My front driver attracted much
attention everywhere.

THE CRYPTO FACTORY.

4 I recently availed myself of an invitation to

inspect the new factory of the Crypto Cycle

Company in Clerkenwell Road, E. C. It is a
large, commodious building, consisting of a

basement and five floors, at one time occupied

by Linley & Biggs, when the Whippet was
booming. Perhaps the most interesting part

of the work carried on here is the gear-making.

There are now three distinct forms of Crypto
gear —as applied to, say, a 46-mch geared or-

dinary, a 36-inch front-driver and a 30-inch

front-driver, respectively. The gear for the 30-

inch or 28-inch driving wheels is the very latest

and is called tl.e No. 2 ball gear, balls being ap-

plied to every pinion pin in the gear. The
special machinery employed to shape the cases

(which are gradually turned out of solid steel

until a wonderful degree of lightness is at-

tained) and to cut the various toothed wheels

is surprising in its variety and ingeniousness.

It is owing to the great pains taktn in fitting

and t"sting these gears before they leave the

factory that one never or rartly hears of a

complaint about them in use. The company
does its own plating and enameling and does it

extremely well. I need hardly say that it

is always busy and that the greatest activity

prevailed when I u as taken round the various

shops. Whatever anyone may think, say, or

write to the contrary, I am fully cdhfident that

an unsuspscted future lies before the new tire,

and this opinion is strengthened and confirmed

almost daily by the spontaneous testimonies

which reach my ears from strangers as well as

friends who are using the machines.

A NEW F. D. GFAR.

The latest f. d. gear placid upon the market
is by Barnes & Garrison. I inspected it this

week at 49 Farriugton street, but as it was not
fixed up could not form any opinion of its fasy
running or otherwise. It is simple, aud fairly

dust-proof, both sides of the hub being driven,

but it weighs (the hub and cranks) over 7

pounds and the extreme width of its tread is

8 1-2 inches—a decided disadvantage.

THE RAGLAN'S GOOD WIN.

Taylor, Cooper & Bednell are exultant at

having secured their first championship won
on a Raglan. The phenomenal A. J. Watson
scooped the five-mile last Saturday on a 25-

pound Raglan racer, beating Harris. The Rag-
lans were always good. Their light roadster,

racer frame and roadster wheels, which comes
out at 28 pounds, is not only a handsome
wheel, but carries a twelve-stone rider admira-
bly. H. J. Swindly has bought one to test the

Macintosh detachable tires upon, and is enthu-

siastic about its qualities.

LONDON TRADE QUIET.

London trade, speaking generally, seems
rather quiet just now. The New Howe depot,

now controlled by the enerjetic J.Mason, fresh

from Gamage's, who intends to introduce sev-

eral attractive innovations, contains several in-

teresting specimens. A high-backed racer is

being produced for tall riders. The new de-

tachable gear wheel allows the trea I of racers

to be kept very narrow. Aluminium is being

used for certain parts of racers with complete
success. Although no effort is being made to

push f. d. safeties, over twenty a week are

being steadily issued from the Glasgow factory

in response to orders. Of this I am informed
by S. F. Edge, who may be met in Paris, Lon-
don, Glasgow or elsewhere in rapid succession.

He seems quite ubiquitous.

TO MAKE A CHANGE.
The successful business of the Hadley firm

,

Begbie, Twentyman & Co., is about to be con-

verted into a private limited company, in a
similar manner to that adopted by Morris,

Wilson & Co. when they transformed into the

Referee Cycle Company. At a time when rot-

ten speculations are being foisted upon the

public on every hand, it is pleasant to note the

procedure of this genuine firm. Its capital

will be a modest £15,000 ($75,000), subscribed

privately amongst friends and others. The
books show a profit of 20 per cent, extending

over several years. Intending investors are

invited to examine the books and to inspect

the factory.

MICHELIN AGENCY OPENED.

The Michelin tire is not only popular a
France, but has been largely advertised and
sold in England. Its success in the London
district, where competition in tires is very

keen, has been truly remarkable, much being

due to the energy of Paul Hardy and the sterl-

ing qualities of the invention. Just lately

premises have been taken by Mr. Hardy at 180

Tottenham Court road, W., where an ample
stock of the tires is to be found. I called re-

cently, and after inspecting the cheerful show
room and offices and the store basement, was
shown the latest form of cover with its slightly

thickened tread. The Michelin is expensive,

but its high quality and ready repairability

make for it many friends.

A NEW SEDDON TIRE.

S. T. Brown, who has lately joined the Sed-
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don tire company as manager of its London

depot, will undoubtedly soon rouse a lot of

genuine interest in the latest Seddon pattern.

Brown is universally known and liked, and bis

services will prove valuable to the Irish com-

pany. I have recently ridden a pair of Sed-

dons attached to a Whitworth safety and ut-

terly failed to make them slip on greasy

tramlines. "Why they do not slip I can't say

for certain, but I think their mode of attach-

ment has a lot to do with it. For next season

the Sed-on company has a startling novelty,

which will shortly be on view, and combines

lightness, security and instantaneous detach-

ability, Seddons, so ljng as they remain un-

punctured, are generally admitted to be fast

and good, but trouble arises over their repair.

All this will be changed next year.

THE BEESTON TIRE.

The Beeston Tire Company, boasting many
well-known names for its prospectus, is being

boomed extensively in the current cycling

press. The tire itself is very attractive on ac-

count of its simplicity, being none other tr>an

the Automatic, exhibited by the Cycle Rubber

Company, at the late National show II is also

identical with the Stern tire exhibited at the

same time. The present maker of the Rivet

tire in France invented an identical mode of

attachment to that of the Beeston tire three

years ago, and considered it not worth patent-

ing. The Beeston tire is entirely dependent on

inflation for its attachment to the rim. In the

case of serious puncture or gash it is liable to

detach itself from the rim with a suddenness

rather unpleasant to contemplate. The pres-

ence of two taut wire rings between the rim

and the running surface are stated, by one

who has tested the principle employed, to

limit the resilience of the air chamber to the

portion external to the wires, which latter, in

addition, sustain the whole strain of the air-

pressure instead of sharing it with the rim, as

in the Dunlop. I hope the company will suc-

ceed in proving what I have said to be erro-

neous or unimportant, as the delightful sim-

plicity of the Beeston makes me wish it may
somehow prove practicable.

WATER CYCLES.

The great water show of Captain Boyton's,

at Earl's Court, is at present attracting all

London, and, strange to say, possesses a

powerful interest for cyclists. I have some-

thing to say about Mons. Maurel's cycle raft or

"Oycloscaph," which is in use there daily, but

I must defer this to another letter, together

with a reference to F. W. Zim's recent ex-

ploits on the open sea aboard his sea-going

cycle boat, on an entirely novel plan.

Stanley.

THE REMINGTON FACTORY.

An Immense Place Capable of Making Thou-

sands of Wheels.

Last week found a Referee man at llion,

N. Y., to pay a promised visit to the famous

Remington works. The Remington rifle is

known all over the world. As a life-taker it

is second to none, aud equally as good on the

range. It was in 1816 the firm commenced
the manufacture of- firearms, and later added

the type-writer industry to its business. This

business has been, however, for some time

controlled by another and distinct company.

The bicye'e business was added two years ago,

when it was said if they made as good a

bicycle as they do rifle and typewriter it would

be a "go"'—and a go it has been beyond a

doubt. The works from the depot, half a mile

away, loom up like a small city, the various

buildings numbering fort/. The plant is val-

ued at !},3,00u,000, and is the largest one de-

voted to such a business in the world.

Ilion is situated just below Utica, midway
between Syracuse and Albany, and like all

New York towns, is pretty the Mohawk canal

running through the place. In company with

Superintendent Rimmon, C. Fay and G. Min-

turn Worden, the Referee man wandered in

and out of the mammoth plant, and was soon

lost in a multitude of magnificent and intricate

machinery which assists in turning out rifles

and cycles. The Referee man was shown
through the immense brazing and assembling

departments, and finally to the shipping de

partments. The brazing is done by use of

crude oil, which Mr. Fav says has proved very

satisfactory, the joinls being made more even
than with gas. A specimen racer was being

put together, which will be followed by a hun-

dred others, being of much the same style as

the Humber.
"We don't have to pay people to use our

rifles," said a member of the concern, "and we
don't expect to depart from this rule with our

cycles."

The company employs 500 people, and makes
a woman's wheel and a 22-pound racer. It

puts on any tire desired and in this respect is

quite impartial. About twenty contractors

are at work on the bicycle department, all the

work being done by contract. Every piece of

work goes under the eye of an examiner be-

fore being accepted. The company uses the

Mannessman and Projectile tubing, and fuel oil

is used for tempering and enameling. Wil-

fred Hartley, a pleasant, courteous young
man, is treasurer and acting general manager
of the works, and things are booming under
his masterly management, the responsibilities

of which have not dampened or affected his

keen appreciation of good sport.

G. Minturn Worden, fat and smiling, is

quite a lion at Ilion. He is proud of his rec-

ord as the bicycle department manager, and
for a truth the ex-Bostonian has done well,

being backed by an appreciative concern.

The present capacity of the Remington factory

is 10,000 bicycles annually, but a hundred
thousand could be turned out if the demand
called for them.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re-

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,
D. C:

499,718, saddle for velocipedes; Henry Cutler, Toronto,

Can. ; filed Jan. 3, 1893.

499,724, velocipedes; Thomas B. Estep, Norwood, Ohio;

filed Nov. 81, 1873.

499,8-4. rim-spreader for velocipede wheels; Johanna
A. DuBois, Newark, N. J., assignor by direct and mesne
assignment to George F. Kail, same place, and Lewis
Thompson, Montclaire, F. J.; riled Dec. 2, 1693.

500,186, saddles for bicycles; James H. Sager, Roches-

ter, N. Y., assignor to the Rich & Sager Company, same
place; filed Aug. 5, 1892.

500,158, bicycle saddle; J*mes M. Sager, Rochester. N.

Y-, assignor to the Rich & Sager Company, same place;

filed Oct. 5, 1892.

500,177, bicycle frame; Alexander Wiuton, Cleveland,

O.; filed July 27, 1892.

500,205, pneumatic tires; Isaac W. Heysinger, Philadel-

phia, Pa.; filed March 20, 1893.

500,293, vehicle wheel; Eugene J. L. Persil, Paris;

filed March 15, 1892; patented in France July 15, 1891.

:0'1,332, drive-chain; Charles W. Hunt, West New
Brighton, N. Y.; filed March 20, 1893.

500.308, vehicle wlieel; Frank H. Bolte, Milwaukee,

Wis.; assignor to the Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing

Company, same place; filed Aug. 11, 1892.

500,384, mud-guard for velocipedes; Alexander Govan,

Glasgow, Scotland; filed Jan. 31, 1893; patented in Eng-

land June 27, 1892.

500,468, pneumatic tire; Horace Boyd, Cambridge City,

assignor of one-half to Lawson A. Boyd, Indianapolis,

Ind.;'filedFeb. 7, 1893.

500,472, saddle; Edward S. Cross, Elyria, O.; filed July

^-'. 1892.

A Simple and Neat Stand.

"A new, cheap and effective" bicycle staud,

the Mueller, has just been put on tl e market

and is here illustrated. It is designed to sup-

port either the front or back wheel and will fit

any safely, being adjustable. It is certainly a

desirable stand, particularly when cleaning a

wheel. It is made by the H. Mueller Manu-
facturing, Company, of Decatur, 111., and is

listed at $1 for enameled, and $1.50 for mckled.

Cover For Pneumatic Tires.

It is not infrequent that pneuruati" tires and

wheels aTe damaged in transit, so Oliver Too-

may has invented covers for the same. Fig-

ure 1 shows a pneumatic sulky with the cover

(leather) attached, and figure 2 shows the

cov^r. With this cover on the sulkey may be

used on the road. Figure 3 shows half of a

cover for the spokes as well as for the tire

of a bicycle. The latter should prove a bless-

ing to the racing man.

Union Will Not Cut.

The Union Cycle Manufacturing Company
writes that it is not cutting prices nor extend-

ing its discount, a-i is being done by some
makets. It considers that it only reaps a

legitimate profit from its product and, this
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A REVOLUTION IN BICYCLES.
Lightness with Strength.

St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Manufacturers of Bicycles.

INCORPORATED 1873. CAPITAL STOCK, $500,000.
Our challenge not being accepted, we now offer to donate to any charitable institution $too if the maker

of any high grade machine will submit his frame to a test with the LU MI NUM frame and let the facts

be published. A revolution in Cycle Frames is all we claim for it.

No more steel to rust. No more enamel to sciatch. No more tubing to bend. No more heavy ma-

chines. No more brazed joints to give out. No more light ones giving out. No more nickel to tarnish.

Look for the LU MI NUM at the League Meet in Chicago. We are prepared to furnish Aluminum
Castings.

MENTION THE REFEREE

view being evidently shared by its patrons, it

sees no reason for reducing its figures.

Short Trade Paragraphs.

Wells, who recently lowered the coast quar-

ter-mile record, rode a Rambler.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Arms Company has

commenced the manufacture of wheels. The
Birmingham Scorcher will soon be on the

market.

A London agency for the G. & J. tire has

been established at 9 Wallace Road, Cannons-
bury, where P. L. Breysig will represent the

makers.

The fifteen-mile road race at Denver June 8,

had thirty starters. Eleven of the first seven-

teen men across the tape were mounted on
Victors.

The Eclipse people w rite that they have been
so busy that they will have no wheels to carry

over and that for next season they will be in

the field early.

The League Cycle Company's place at Hart-

ford was recently damaged by fire and water.

The place was fully insured but catalogues

were ruined and stock badly demoralized.

The Smith Wheel Company, 42 West Sixty-

seventh street, New York, is offering- a reward
for the recovery of a Dart Hustler, No. 187,

which was stolen from 16 West Sixty-fifth

street.

Master Wallie Edlinger, of "Little Lord
Fauntteroy" and "Girl I Left Behind Me"
fame, while playing an engagement in Chi-

cago recently, purchased and will ride a No. 4
Rambler.

At the Birmingham, Ala., meet the only
Victor in the races won prizes to the value of

$172 out of a total of $373. The state record for

one mile was also made on this wheel by M.
W. Stuart.

The Overman Wheel Company is supplying
a little article called the Victor rubber trouser

gard which is effective, easy to apply and dur-
able. In addition they can be used for fasten-

ing small parcels to the machine.
Hereafter the business of the Acme Bicycle

Carriage Company will be conducted by the
Newark (N. J.) New Art Manufacturing Gom-
pany. Rufus Char.dler, general agent of the
A. B. C. Company, will have the supervision
of the outside business of the consolidation,

A Gold Medal for Superiority.

The Massachusetts Mechanic Association, through their sub-committee,

have awarded us the Gold Medal of Honor for superiority in Seamless

and Weldless Tubing.

Hadn't you better send for prices and samples of the " Best TubiDg
on Earth ?"

Yes, its made right here undei the " Star Spangled Banner."

The Ellwood Ivins Tube Works,
Works: - 28 N. 10th St.,

Philadelphia. 32 Howard St., New York.

Manufacturers of Seamless and Weldless Cold-Drawn Steel Tubing.

Also Tubing in Brass, Aluminum, Copper, German Silver, and all other

commercial metals, in all sizes, from large down as small in diameter as

a human hair. Hollow wire.

SAFETIES
of any weight or

dimensions to or-

der.

We have a special

cftr^Urv -
"'•-% High-Grade

mw*^:-> Wheel f

--...• $w .'-> $125.

- Write for

Catalogue.

and the directors of both companies feel confi-

dent that this branch of the business will be
thoroughly managed. The Acme bicycle car-

riage, or stand, is one of the many good things
the concern turns out. The Referee has just

received a sample carriage, which is all that is

claimed for it.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

The New Crypto Tricycle—A Spring Chain
Wheel—Front-Wheel Brake.

.These abstracts are prepared, immediately
after the complete specifications are published,
by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,
19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from May 10. 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

THE NEW CRYPTO TRICYCLE.

No. 12,107. W. T. Shaw aDd A. Sydenham's "Im-
provements in velocipedes." June 30, 1892.

This invention consists in a new construction of tricycle,
in which the driving-wheel is placed in front as in an or-
dinary bicycle and is actuated by a rotary crank-axle, or,
if preferred, by means of side levers and links. The driv-
ing wheel is caused to revolve at a higher speed than the
crank-axle by means of intervening mecharism such as
the Crypto gear. The steering of the tricycle is effected
by the two rear wheels which are steered differentially.

The driving wheel (D) is held in a fork (F) which termi.v
ates slightly above the wheel in the head (H). The steu>

(S) of the handle-bar (B) passes at its lower end into the
space between the two members of the fork (F) and is
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provided with a short cross-bar shown in dotted lines at E
in the drawing. To the ends of this cross-bar are jointed

two connecting rods (L). The backbone (Tv) is iromov]

ably fixed to the head (H) and runs back to the hollow

stem (T) by which it is connected to the horizontal axes

of the steering wheels (W). Through the stem (T) is

passed a rod (Pt which at its upper end (Pi) carries a
cross bar parallel to the one at E; the back ends of the

connecting rod (L) are jointed to the end of this second
cross-bar. To the lower end of the rod (P) is secured a

short lever (V> which projects backwards. The steering

wheels (W) are mounted on stud axles and are provided

with short levers which are jointed to the lever (V) so as

to give the necessary differential movement in steering.

Tubes (Kl) are secured to the fork (F) and stem (T) to

make the frame rigid. It will be noticed that the saddle

and driving wheel do not vary their relative positions.

One of these machines was exhibited by the Crypto Cycle

Company at the last Stanley show.

A SPRING CHAIN WHEEL.

No. 3S f347. J. F. Guild's "Improvements in driving

gear for velocipedes and crank driven mechanism gener-

ally." Oct. 13, 1892.—The object of this invention is to

assist cranks over their dead centers and to thereby equa-

lise the motion of the machine; and it consists mainly in

the introduction of a spring or springs between the crauk

axle nod the chain wheel mounted thereon. A short

sleeve (a^ is keyed upon the axle (b) and carries at one
end an arm (c) which is in-

clined at such an angle that its

outer end enters an angular re-

cess (d) formed in the chain

wheel (e). in this recess is

placed a helical spring (f)

bearing at one end against a
stop (g) formed in one with the

chain wheel (e), and at the

other end against the arm (c).

The spring is kept within the recess by the plate (h)

which is attached to the face of the chain wheel. A por-

tion of this plate (h) is removed so as to allow of the

movement of the arm (c). Rotary motion given to the

crank axle is conveyed to the chain wheel through the

spring in the recess. When the machine is being driven

dard the recoil of spring (it is stated) carries the crank

over the dead centers without depending upon the mo-
mentum of the machine; "in short, this device absorbs

the excessive power given out by the rider during one

part of the stroke and gives it out to the machine during

the other part." Two springs and two arms may Le

used instead of only one of each.

A NEW FRONT-WHEEL BRAKE.

Ao. 5330. A. J. Boult's "Improvements in brakes for

cycles." March 11, 1873. (Communicated by H. W.
Schlacitz, Germany.) This brake differs from others in

that it does not act upon the tire of the whee' but upon a

disc rigidly connected with the wheel and preferably also

provided with an india rubber rim (tire) The brake disc

(c) is rigidly connected with the hub of the wheel (b).

Into a groove in the rim of the disc (c) is secured a ring

(d) of india rubber or, if pi efern d,

of leather. Upon this rirg the

brake shoe (e) is adapted to act.

This shoe may be lined with

leather or the like, and if preferred

the ring (d) may be dispensed

with and the brake shoe d.h«ue pro-

vided with a lining on its opera-

tive surface. The brake mechan-

,
ism consists of the lever (g), rod

(f) and spring (h) and is similar

to the usual mechanism except that the rod (f) is neces-

sarily placed out of center. The brake shoe may be pres-

sed against the disc by a spring and other modifications

made. The advantages claimed for the invention apply

more especially to the preservation of pneumatic tires;

further it is not rendered useless by the deflation of the

tire.

l&jLArr/l

^
5UN0L SUPERIORITY

Is proven by the receipt, almost
daily, of letters such as this:

The Mcfntoah-Suntington Co.: Dear Sirs—
II gives me great pleasure to write your
firm that I am delighted with the Sunol
Light Roadster, having given it a thor-

>ugh test on the Washington and Browns-
ville Pike and the Greensburg Pike. Also
had the pleasure of doing the first Century
nnaSUNOL over the Butler l

Jlank Road,
(u all having traveled over a Thousand
Miles in the month of May. My wheel is

as good as the day I bought it from your
agents, the Pittsburgh Cycle Co.

Central Slock Yards, Yours truly.

Pittsburgh, June 3, 1X93. • "W. M. IMHI IFF.

Surely the Sunol Leads.
THE MclNTOSH-HUNTINGTON Co.

Send for Hardware and Bicycles,

Catalogue. Cleveland, Ohio.

low it Dowse, Boston. Miss.. Solo Algols New Eoclani

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER, Improved Pattern.

FULL SIZE.

The best and neatest oil can in the world. Does not leak. Regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. 25 cents each.
Handsomely nickeled.

A Few of Many Unsolicited Testimonial Letters:
* * * It is just the thing I have wanted for eight years. * * * J. E. Worth, Indianola, Iowa.

* * * I have carried your "Perfect " Pocket Oiler for gears and have had no oil escape in my pocket I shall

always recommend it for non-leakage. * * * N. Scroll, 44 Pesbine ave., Newark, N. J.

* * * Your oil can deserves its name. * * * CM. French, 1306 Sanderson ave., Scranton, Pa.

* * * I am so much pleased with your " Perfect " Pocket Oiler that I enclose postal note for another. * * *

L. D. Aylett, P. O. Box 372, Birmingham, Ala.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive.
( onveniently carried in the
vest pocket. Each pair
packed in a npat metal case.

Price, by mail, 20 cents.

KINGMAN & CO. f

Peoria, 111.. St. Louis, Mo.,
Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

T TO T^ EAST INDIA

IM STICK GB0PHOUIE

(trade mark )

FOR BICYCLE CHAINS.

Has no equal. A ^h^mica! compound of East India Grnphite and

other verv One lubricants that saves your chain and sprocket from

wear. Makes your chain run very amnolb, free and easy; increases

vour speed, guaranteed to stop the grating and Tacking sound of

your ohnin; prevents rust and dust from accumulating; i a easily

applied and the mo"t effective lubrtcnnt used; recommended by

thousands of rider* throughout the United State*. When once

uaed, ha-; never been discarded. It is in stick form and is used

eirnilnrlo a pencil, does not soil the hands when being applied

Full dircciions with each s'ick. Sold by all Cycle dealers. Aak
your nearest agent for it. Sample stick by mail, 25c.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT

PRINCE WELLS, SSSSmMf:

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

100,000 daily users testify to the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,

185 ZaSalle Street.

T L'<c DnMntr can be bought at the leading news-

/ /7/o rUVtjt depots in Chicago at ten ceUs per
' copy.

Subscription price, $3.00 per a-rnum in advance.
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- DERBY -- DERBY - DERBY --

Everybody Wants Them

DETAIL—Frame, Derby pattern
double throughout, from continuous seam-
less steel tubing; 9 inch head; Wheel Base,
41 inches; Wheels, 30 inches; Gearing, 57
and 63 inches; Round Cranks, b 1-9 and 7
inch throw; Humber Chain; Garford Sad-
dle; Drop Forgings throughout. We hove
the best and most simple Spokes made;
they can be replaced by the rider without
removing the tire, and are fully explained
and illustrated in our catalogue. Tangent
Spokes if de?ired. For beauty and sim-
plicity there is no equal. For service none
can be made better. Manassman's Spiral
Tubing. Tool Steel Bearings.

Send for Catalogue

Responsible Agents Wanted

Derby Cycle Co.,
Schulenburg Cycle Co.. Ag'ts—State of Michigan, ItO Randolph St., Detroit, Mich.

Geo. F. Lutz & Son, 265 High St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Novelty Carriage Works, Rochester, N. Y.

Lowry Hardware Co., Atlanta, Ga.—Agents for Georgia.

161-163-165-167
Ganal Street.

Model B, Weight, 35 Lbs.

Chicago,
The H. H. Kiffe Company, 473 Broadway, N. Y. City and Long Island.

B. W. Vine, Albany, N. Y. W. A. Meeker, Troy, N. Y.
Fischer Governor Company, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Webb Safe & Lock Co., Portland, Ore.—Agents for Oregon, Washington, Idaho.

BERGFEL'S SADDLES! NO MORE CHAFING!
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.-

TJie Light Roadster For Lightness, Ease, Comfort

and Strength

They have no equal. They are adjustable to suit taste of rider

without a terin}< their relative position to the pedals. Write
to us for prices and fuller description.

Our New Scorcher weighs only 21 ozs.

MANUFACTURED BY

LIGHTEST, EASIEST,

CHEAPEST, BEST.

Hinge Saddle.

Newark Nickel Plating Company,

44 to 52 Lawrence Street, Newark, N. J. (eow)

j DO YOU CATCH ON
TO THE HINGE ?

Cyclists Who Look for Speed and Life in a Tyre

ARE REMINDED THAT

LEYLAND TYRES
Besides comparing favourably with any in the Market for Lightness, Ease of Detachment and Reliability, are so designed that they

DO NOT CREEP ON THE RIM.

Made by THE LEYLAND RUBBER CO, Ltd., LEYLUND, Near Preston.
WARE&OUSES: LONDON—Basing House, Basinghal Street. MANCHESTER— 14, New Brown Street. GLASGOW- 27, Ann Street.
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ESTABLISHED IN 1840.
To that vast army of cyclists reaching throughout America we cerdially extend our greetings for the year; and with confidence and pride in our

latest achievements we present to them, as models of speed, strength and lightness, the Lovell Diamond Cycles for 1893.

Our Line:

VE.s:»:i6;;---'—

Model 10 Light Road-
ster or Road Racer,
Pneumatic Tires, weight
31 lbs.; price 8115.00

Model II. Full Road-
ster, weight, all on, 87
lbs., stripped, 33 lbs.

(this wheel is on the same
lines as our Model 10.)... 115.00

Model 11. Inl 9-16 In.

Cushion Tires 105.00

Model 13. Ladies\Pneu.
Tires, weight, 35 lbs 115.00

Model 14. Same as
Model 13, with 1 9-16 in.

Cushion Tires 105.00

.IModel 15. Convertible,
Pneumatic Tires, weight,
35 la lbs 115.00

Model 16. Same as
Model 15, with 1 9-16 in.

Cushion Tires 105.00

Model 3. came as 1893
model, with Pneumatic
Tires 100.C0

Model 3. With Cushion
Tires 90.00

Mo'lel 1. The same as
1 91 model, with Pneu-
matic 1 ires

Model 1. With Cushion
Tires

8Z>.V

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO., manufacturers, Boston, Mass,
Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. Catalogue Free, MENTION THE REFEREE.

Harry Casswell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc.

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is What They Say About the

Tiffin, Ohio, May 12th, 1893.

H. L. Wenner, M. D.,

91 East Perry Street.

HICKORY WHEEL CO.

Dear Sirs—We shipped you by express, two days ago, wheel No. 1086. The owner, Chas. Herman,

Jr., had a very narrow escape from death on it. He was racing at night, and ran into an unseen obstruction,

and had he not had a HICKORY, it would have been into such very small pieces that it would not have

paid to repair it.

Fix it as quickly as possible, as it is that wheel that is doing the talking for us, as

he uses it constantly in showing off the

Yours truly, HERMAN & WENNER.
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The name " Perry " on any part of your machine

is guarantee of good quality. Standard throughout

the world.

PERRY'S
Chains, Frames and Fittings.

The very best that experience, money and an

exact knowledge of trade requirements can pro-

duce.

As a man is judged by the company he keeps,

so is the ^quality of a Bicycle judgecT by the

make^onts^component parts.

P^RRY%"SPECIAL"
RACING

x CHAIN.

Perry & Co., Ltd., Birmingham,Eng.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.

213 PEARL ST., NEW YORK.

N? 9

PERRY & C?
LIMITED, -

BIRMINGHAM.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

DON'T WANT TO TRADE
YOUR OLD WHEEL EH?

I mean YOU. I want 500 second hand machines, all makes and all styles. Must have them now. The chance of a life time to get rid of
your old wheel. Your old wheel is

istot good e^ottgmbl
For you. YOU want something new, light and modern. Don't be deluded and buy any maker's old stock; wheels that are sold under price.
They are worth no more than the price asked.

YOU MUST HAVE SOMETHING BETTER.
I will take your old wheel in trade and allow you a fair price in exchange for either of these three wheels

:

THE HALLADAY-TEMPLE'SCORCHER. THE AMERICAN CENTAUR. THE ROYAL LIMITED.

THEY ARE GOOD ENOUGH EOS, ANY MAN.

RALPH TEMPLE, 158 22nd Street, CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE

Have you noticed the way they are " catching on."

We Have Made the Hit for '93.
Get Your Name Down at Once send for our catalogue.

PENNSYLVANIA BICYCLE CO.,
1343 Arch Street. - - - - PHILADELPHIA.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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We Guarantee THem.

Attractive Frame.

AGENTS GET OUR PRICES.

CATALOGUE FREF,

A thing whieh pleases is already half sold.

WE WA."NT YOUR IST^VME.

Central Cycle Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, ind .

THE SALISBURY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied for

Reg. 201051—201052.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2— Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle.

3—Burner secured by Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesta Holder for quick lighting.

4—Oil Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move-
ment. 5— Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.
7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONDON:—Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.

U S. AMERICA:—SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.
CABLE ADDRESS:—" BUCKLEY, BIRMINGAAM."

Red Star Solid llluminant
(Patent applied for)

CAN HE USED IN ANT
BICYCLE LAMP MADE.

It is especially adapted for
use in the small, light-weight
lamps that are becoming so

j)opular, as one filling will last

for about 11 hours.

TRY IT.

For sale by all prominent dealers.

RED STAR MFG. CO.,
mention the referee. (Factory, I. I.) V. O. Box 1092, NEW YORK.

Heartley Machine, Variety Iron and Tool Works.

903-905 Water Street, Toledo, Ohio. Established 1876. Manufacturer of Ppecia
Patented Tools for the manufacture of Wire and Metal Wheels, Power and Hand Punch-
ing and Shearing Machinery. Punches and Dies and Drop Forging Dies, etc. The New
Ideal Self-Oiling Adjustable Punch Chuck. Designer and Builder of Machines and Tools
for Patented Specialties. ^""Famous Roller Power Welding and Forming Machine, for
"Welding Tires on Irregular Shaped Work; forms Mud Guards and drawing Brace Ends,
etc. '1 ire Rollers and Truing Machines. Tire Sizing and Truing Tables. Tire Punches,
special for Punching Tires. Press to Force Sprocket Wheel on Pedal Crank Shaft,
special. Power Automatic Wheel Riviting Machine. Wheel Vices and special tools.
Beaver Valley Gas Furnace for heating to Weld and Braze, etc. Spoke Heading
Machines, Spoke Threading Machines. mention the referee.

THE NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

RAT-TRAP PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY RAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS-
BEARING CASES. BALL BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Our goods in use from
San Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE BUFFALO CYCLE STANDS!
Eight years on the market and still ahead.

Several styles—for all kinds of tires.

I also make the Buffalo Horn
Trainer. For prices and circulars

address

M. N. BOWMN,
879 Main Street, - Buffalo, N. Y
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If You Do Lose Your Wind
USE THE.

G. & J.

PNEUMATIC

PUMP

CLOSED.

The Kalamazoo
Parcel Carrier

Will fit any kind of a bicycle.
Carries either in front or behind
the handle bar; folds up when
not in use. Price, $2.00,

Nos. 4, 5 and 6 Pakckl Carriers
Do not fold, but will carry either in front
or behind the handle bar.

No. 4—6x13 inches, 7-33 Steel Spring Wire, Price, $1 .00

No. 5—7 1-2x13 " 1-4 ' 81.25
No. C—7 1-2x15 " 5-16 " " " " $1.50

for shop, store, ciub

house or home.

PRICE, $5.00; with Pressure Gauge, $10.00.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Gormully & Jeffery Manufg Co.,

CHICAGO.
Bosto-, Washington, New York, Coventry, Eng.

Tool Bags,

Toe Clips,

Pedals,

Locks, etc.

Koad Saddle, style M M, Special Top, No. 8.

Send for circulars and prices

—to—

Hunt Mfg. Co.,

WESTBORO, MASS.
Eoad Racer, Style N N, Special Top, No. 12.

Lieensed under Garford Patents.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Kalamazo > Child's Seat, Baby Carrier and Parcel Carrier Combination. Price, $5.00.

KalamazOO Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mien.

THE L1TO.
rpHE demand for light lamps
* will soon subside if cyclists

purchase and use the spurious

imitations of the " Minature m

and "Lito'1 '' Bell Rock Lamps.
We advise riders to be care-

ful and see that they get the

genuine article, which bears

the name of H. Miller & Co.

on the front of the lamp. It

will cost you about Is. extra,

but have the satisfaction of

knowing that you have the

best that money can buy, and
one which the makei s guaran-
tee perfect, and if you are dis-

satisfied with your purchase
you can get y<>ur money re-
fundr-d; but you cannot buy a
better lamp than that made' by

T\ MILLER & CO..
Miller St.. Birmingham.

Catalogue free.

"LITO" OPEN.

Sole Agents for America—The Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., corner Bank and Green-
wich streets, New York. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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"NEW DEPARTURE" ALARM BELLS
Have Made Their Reputation.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

For Circular Apply to Either

The New Departure Bell Co.,

BRISTOL, CONN.

John H. Graham & Co., Gen. A?ts.,

113 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK.

WE ARE PREPAIRING DESIGNS FOR 1894, AND

SOLID COMFORT SADDLES
will be in front, as usual, next year, so do not think of placing your orders until you see us.

BRETZ & CURTIS MFG. CO., - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

-
Largest Sundry House in the United States.

RIMS, CORKS, CARRIERS, HORNS, LAMPS, Etc
SENT) STAMP FOB A COPT OF "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CYCLERS' WANTS."

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., - NEWARK. N. J.

r
Bicycle

Lamps. -

232-228 N. FRANKLIN ST., I nrTTn A nn
85 MADISON ST., f

*'•««»'* "-V.

PNEUMATIC TIRE AIR PUMPS.

EIGHTEEN

DIFFERENT

STYLES.

WRITE FOR

SAMPLES
AND

PRICES.
GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO., £

t

COPPER AND STEEL

•:-AIR RECEIVERS,:-
Pressure Valves and Air Gauges.

W make the BEST Pump in the market. A
full line always on hand.

Write for prices before purchasing elsewhere.

Boston. Washington. New TorJc. Coventry, Eng.

U MENTION THE REFEREE. ^V

ROBERT OWENS, (I

226 EAST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.

glCYCLE CUB-—

BARBER,
The celebrated Trick Bicyclist, can be en-

gaged to produce his "Wonderful
Wheel Act by addressing

9 MERRIMA.X ST.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MENTION THE REFEREE.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
The Hilliard Cyclometer

For 1893.
Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, C .n be seen
from the saddle, P"-iuvh|\ no rattle.

The only accurate Cyplnrwtpr, Send
for circular and be convinced.

ELECTROTYPES ON APPLICATION.

AGENTS WANTED —PRICE, $8.50.

- 1230 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.HiHard Cyclometer Co

,
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DON'T BE AFRAID TO REFORM.

A man may do without an

Eadie's . .

.

. . . Frame
So can a wagon

Without grease

;

But it goes hard.

The Eadie Manufacturing Company, Ltd., -S™: eng.

[Pneumatie Tiresi [Cushion Tiresj |Cork Handles!

Cork
and

Rubber
Handles.

LLOYD'S FRAMES.

all Pedals, Spokes, Adhesive Tape,
Oils, Patch Cloth. Pedal Rub-

bers, <§:c., &c. Mould vVork
Solicited.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts.

Elastic Tip Co.,

370 Atlantic j.vk.,

Boston, Mass.

154 Lake St.,

Chicago, III.

14 Fremont st
,

San Francisco, Cal.

THE LATEST.

Pneumatic

Pump

with one connection to fit any valve. No further nesd of, a separate
connection for every tire.

Double-Ball Valve, 12x1 1-2 inch barrel, handsomely nickeled; at
retail, $3.00; by post, prepaid, §3.25. Liberal terms to dealers.

Jobbers in Western Wheel Works, Ariels, Stovers, Majesties and Wintons in North,
western territory tributary to Minneapolis. Agents wanted in all important towns.

HEATH CYCLE CO.,
vn^«05 NICOLLET AVE., MINNEAPOLIS.

What do You Think About

This?

Money Cannot Buy Better.

W. A. LLOYD & CO.,

Correspondence Invited. Clyde Worksi BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Ageote -THE ANGLO-AMERICAN IBONI& METALLOO,, 213 Pearl St., New York,
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THE LEAGUE

Chainless
SAFETY.

Fifty Per Cent, less friction

with Bevel Gears than with chain

and sprocket.

Neatest in appearance and latest

in improvements.

Nearer a '94 wheel than any

other make.

The League Cyele Co.,

30 Union Place,

HARTFORD, CONN.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

JtOY BICYCLE OILER, Handsomely nickel plated. For Bicycles, Typewriters.
Sewing Machines, e*c. it will not leak therefore no tool bag soaked with oil, no soiled
clothes or hands, always ready for use. The neatest, cleanest oiler ever placed on the

market. The pressure on the steel pin releases whatever quantity of oil is required.
This pin is intended to remove the dirt from all holes that require oiling, an important
feature. Write for trade prices. Price, %5 Cents, Postage Paid.

ROY OILER MANUFACTURING CO., 77 Warren St., New York.

A^JN OFJPEN" & CO., LIMITED,
Forwarding, Commission and Insurance Ags., 162 Aldersgate Pt., LONDON, E. C. (Eng.)

and at

LIVERPOOL, PARIS, EMMERICB, WESET,, ROSARIO,
14 South John St. 14 Rue Tavart. Germany. Germany. Argentine Republic.

THE LARGEST

Forwarders of Bieyeles and Accessories in the World.
Low Through Rates from any part of Europe. Correspondence invited.

CABLE ADDRESS:—

"Vanoppen," London, Liverpool, Paris, Emmerich & Wesel.

Rochester Bieyeles
Are Everyday Prize Winners.

<

'A

Auburn, N. YM May 30, 4 prizes.

Syracuse, N.Y., June 16 & 17, 10 prizes.

Hlion, N. Y., June 19, 4 prizes.

They are Leaders on the road or traek.

Rochester Cycle Manuf'g. Co.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

$150
We respectfully announce that

$150 was, is and shall remain the cat-

alogue and selling price of

The endorsement ac-

corded our machines by

the American public,

the popularity and superiority of our product, have

created a demand for The Liberty sufficient to pre-

vent our being either overstocked or bankrupt. We
have no joblot machines or parts thereof. No cheap

material or tires to unload. Nothing but Liberty
cycles. The name signifies their worth. So long as

it is within our power to produce that which is infin-

itely better than "The Best" just so long will the

Liberty cycles remain at the

TOP NOTCH.

Wilson, Myers & Go.,
Makers of Liberty Cycles, - 55 Liberty St., New York.

Retail Dept., 1786 Broadway, New York.

TAYLOR CYCLE CO., 270-272 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

General Western Jobbing Representatives.
MENTION THE REFEREE-'
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KINGMAN & CO.,
PEORIA, 111. ST. LOUIS, Mo. KANSAS CITY, Mo. OMAHA, Neb. DES MOINES, la,

are offering a small stock of

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES
AT SPECIALLY LOW PRICES.

Write to their nearest huuse for full information. They can interest you.

BARTON & LOUDON,
AVING appointed Messrs. Sam'l Buckley & Co.

their agents for the United States, wish buyers to

address all enquiries to their representative as under,

H

who will be pleased to quote for RIMS, MUD-
GUARDS, and other goods of their manufacture.

MR. WILFRED BUCKLEY,
Care the Gorham Manufacturing Co.,

.BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE

B. & G. SHORTHOUSE,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

..."PARAGON"...
Cold Drawn SEAMLESS STEEL TUBES

For Cycles, Boilers and Engineering purposes generally.

Cycling Tubing a Specialty.
Also Manufacturers of Rolled Brass, Brass and Copper Sheets, Wire and Tubes,

Cartridge and other Metals. Brass Solder for Cycle work.
CABLE ADDRESS

:

SHORTHOUSE, Birmingham, Eng.
Spring Hill Mills. - - Established TS51.

ELYRIA is 26 miles
west of Cleveland on
the Lake Shore& Michi-
gan Southern Railway.
Passengers traveling
this route will notice
our new factory a short
distance east of the de-
pot on the north side of
the tracks, and seeing
it, will not be surprised
at our claiming tobe the

Largest Saddle Makers
in the World.

Ry the way, if it be convenient, stop over a train. We are always pleased to show
our new plait, and our visitors so far have enjoyed seeing the building of saddles re-

duced to a science.

THE GARFORD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Elyria, Ohio.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. mention the referee.

BLOOMER
Bicycle Suits.

H. STRUGKELL,
310 BROADWAY, near Duane St., NEW YORK,

(UP STAIRS.)

Outfitter for all the Leading
Bicycle Clubs.

(|^-' Sweater Racing Suits, Jersey Suits, Full Tights,

etc. Everything furnished from Cap to the Shoes.

TRADE MARK. Track Robes to Order.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

H. Matthew's

Tvre Cement.

Output one ton per day.

Largest sale in the world.

Best quality, lowest price.

WHOLESALE BUYERS WANTED TO REPRESENT.

Snow Hill, Birmingham, England.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Pneumatic

SULKY WHEELS.
We make nothing but Wheels, and can make you just

what you want cheaper than you can do it yourself.

I. A. WESTON & CO.,
Tamesville (Near Syracuse), N. Y.

MENTION THE REFEREE. J \ J /'
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IN EVERY RACE^^
REFEREES' DECISIONS ARE FINAL.

ARE WINNERS!
IN BEAUTY AND UTILITY OF DESIGN (AS WELL AS IN WEIGHT.)

We give DARTS to the ladies, same weight as gentlemen. Actual 25, 27, 29, 35, 40 and 45 lbs. No other firm does this. No other line of

wheels has this feature. WE LEAD THE TRADE OF THE WORLD on this score. Have this season eclipsed all records in featherweights.

Our special Ladies' Featherweight was brought down to 25 lbs. to celebrate our 25th year in the business, schooled in practical experience for

QUARTER OF A CENTURY tells a tale and shows itself in DARTS. Send for lists. A few Good Representative Agents wanted in the West.

SMITH WHEEL MFG. CO., 921 h St., n. w., Washington, d. c.

OFFICE AND FACTORY : 46 to 52 W. 67th street, NEW YORK. MENTION THE REFEREE.

ee Finest Quality Produced in the "World."

tbjlbe « CREDENDA. " mask.

The CREDENDA Seamless Steel Tube Company, Limited.

W. C. STIFF,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

Birmingham, England.
TELEGRAMS:

"Credenda," Birmingham.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

TRIANGLE
HIGH-GRADE hIGHT ROADSTER, 33 POUNDS. Price, $150.00.

Only Frame Made that is Mechanically Correct, Securing Light-

ness Without Sacrifice of Strength.

Observe the Beautiful Lines. No other wheel so Symmetrical, so Graceful. '•• -'' '-- ---''

The Very Best Material Throughout. They talk for themselves and sell strictly on their merits.

THE PEERLESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO. MENTION THE REFEREE.

-T

Agents

Wanted

World's Records One Mile and Under

'

MADEON

THE ELLIPTIC.
1 Mile, Flying Start, 1.56 3-5

1-2 " " " .55 1-2

1-4 " " " .26 1-5

1 Mile, Standing Start, 2.04 3-5

1-2 " " " .58 3-5

1-4 " " " .30

The Elliptic represents the highest inventive skill and mech-

anical ingenuity, combining speed with durability, while its uni-

form success on track and road has fully demonstrated its

superiority.

FREEPORT BICYCLE M'F'G CO,

FREEPORT, ILL.
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Jhe BROOKES
HELD ALL THE WORLD'S RECORDS

FOR NEARLY TWO YEARS.
" The Brookes light roadster, which I had from

you last summer, I have thoroughly tested and
am delighted with its running qualities. The
tires fitted to this wheel I consider a perfect suc-
cess. The Brookes cycles are undoubtedly strictly
high grade, and are certainly excelled by no other
wheel; in fact, I consider the Brookes to be par
excellence, and shall certainly recommend it to
my friends. George F. Taylor.

Manufactured by J. & H. Brookes,

GAPE CYCLE "WORKS,
North Birmingham, Eng.

London, Eng. , Offices and Show Rooms,
55 Great Eastern.

Manchester, Eng., Offices and Show Rooms,
Bank Buildings, Cannon St.

American Headquarters

—

Boston, Offices and Show Rooms,
176 and 178 Portland.

Messrs. J. and H. Brookes have in stock at their
headquarters in Boston, a full supply of all the
parts which enter into the construction of their
wheel.

JjIGMT ROADSTER, NO. 18.

Agents Wanted.

Sole Representative in United States and Canada,

GEO. A. DRYSDALE, Boston, Mass.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

WILLIAM BOWN.
A&ENTS WANTED FOR THE SALE OF

m "MOWS"
SAFETY BICYCLE FOR 1893.

The Celebrated " AEOLUS " Adjustable Ball Bearings, Pedals, Brackets.
Heads, etc. , and all accessories. Enquiries are solicited.

. WORKS : SUMMER LANE,
igh*~- "*-^_zl---' ^Birmingham, England.

Agents for Chicago—The iEolus Cycle Imp. Co., Room 727 Garden CityBlock, cor. Randolph St. and Fifth Ave.

A complete assortment of these goods carried in stock by the Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co., 213 Pearl street, New York, and the
Whitten-Godding Cycle Co., 118, 120, ,1,122 and 124 SouthMain street, Providence, R. I. MENTION THE REFEREE.

STEEL BALLS For All Anti-

Friction Purposes

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.
The Most Complete Plant in the U. S.

Sole Owners of the RIOHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also the N. SAWYER
Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000 Per Month. Large Additions Now Being Made.
We claim to make the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against damage
caused by Balis being defective. Write for Prices and Samples. ,

GRANT ANTI-FRICTION BALL CO, Fitchburg, Mass.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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.-.THE EMPIRE SEMI -RACER v.
Fitted with Pneumatic

Tyres cannot be

excelled.

Mr. J. D. Lumsden, mounted on
an Empire Safety, won the 48-hour
championship and belt at Glasgow,
Jan. 29, 1893, to Feb 4, 1893.

Send for 1893 List.

PERRY RICHARDS & CO.,

EMPIRE CYCLE WORKS,
WOLVERHAMPTON.MENTION THE REFEREE.

SAFETIES

1893 MODELS.
Clipper Scorcher, $135.00

Clipper Ladies, $125.00

Clipper Roadster, $125.00

Applications for Agencies and Jobbing Territory Now Heceivea.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Mfrs.,
Send for Catalog. GrTtATSTD RAPIDS. Mich.

BICYCLE SADDLES.
SQUARE TELESCOPE."

We can

supply our own

or Special Designs—
in any quantity.

We are headquarters on

Principal Features:

STRENGrTH-
EASE and COMFORT-

Estimates furnished on large quantities,

or on Special Designs or Quality.

Correspondence solicited.

G. & J. SCORCHER."Bicycle Tool Bags.
GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

222-228 North Franklin Street, CHICAGO. MART"—2 SIZES-

MENTION THE REFEREE.

NICKEL
ZUCKER * LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.

Works, FLUSHINC, L. !.

HERCULES DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

AMERICAN CIANT DYNAMO
FOR ELECTROPLATING

' AND ELECTROTYPING. PLATING
Offices,

10, 12 & 14 Grand St.

'Bet. Varick and Sullivan StS.).

New York, U.S.A.
-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

NICKEL & ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING MATERIALS OUTFITS

For a silvery
white deposit of

nickel, use our-Pure

Anodes and Salts,

French, American,
Plain^Spanish, Felt

Wheels, or in

Sheets. Muslin
Puffs, Walrus
Leather in wheels

or hides, "Oak
tanned L e a t h'e r

covered wheels.
C. P. Cyanide of

Potassium Fused
Cyanide of Potas-

sium . Roughes
Compositions
Tripoli Composi-

t i o n s . Buffing

Lathes.

Q<3

CO

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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Here is something you must have

THE NOVELTY CYCLOMETER

Price, $5.00.
Made for all size*

of Wheels,

Every rider will buy it, as it is simple, accurate
and complete.

It runs to one hundred miles and repeats.
Can be set at zero at the commencement of each

trip.

Easily fastened to the front fork in a moment by
any one.

A water proof record book and full directions
with each one.

Made and Sold by the

Recording -

- Instrument Co.,

21 Chapman PI., Boston, Mass. (opposite city Hau.)

Right in.

For Fine Catalogue Engravings by the Half
tone and Zinc Etching processes.

Send for specimens and prices.

Columbian Engraving Co.,

359 Dearborn St., - CHICAGO.

xssmassSvfw."^ct^sss

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MANUTACTUREBS OF— WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. Send for Illustrated

Catalogue

LOUIS JORDAN,
—Manufacturer of the

—
"\

JORDAN
SPECIAL BICYCLE
Roadster & Light Roadster.

Weights, 33 and 25 lbs.

—AGENTS FOE—

Telegram Cycles and Sanger Racer.
Finest Repair Shop in Chicago. Also Cheap Wheels.

LOUIS JORDAN, 71-73 Randolph St., CHICAGO.

The "Chicago."
This Floor Pump, designed and built by up, is both powerful

and du rable, and will inflate a tire in a few strokes. The toe rest is

movable, allowing the operator to adjust pump to any angle in using,
and can be folded to side of pump when not in use. We furnish
hose and union connection with each pump.

The \ery low price of our pump places it within the reach of
every user of Pneumatic Tires.

PRICE 82.00.
Liberal discount to the trade.

4sk your dealer for the pump, and if he cannot supply you we
will on receipt of $2.00, send you one prepaid.

Columbia Maehine Works, 11-17 s. jerrcrson *., cma^.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Have You

Seen the
Curtis Combination Pedal?

EITHER RUBBER OR RAT TRAP.
'the Best Pedal
in the Market.
AbsolutelyDust
Ptoof.

PRICE, $7.
We call the attention

of bicycle riders and
dealers to the fact
that we can furnish
them with a rat trap
plate that can be put
into the same pedals as
the rubbers are us*M in.

Price $2 per set of
four, postpaid.

REED & CURTIS MACHINE SGREW CO,,

WORCFSTER. MASS.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

CH1C^0'
:

>CM
Palace Sleeping

AND Dining Car Line

Eastern and Canadian Points.

In connection with the GREAT WESTERN
DIVISION of the GRAND TRUNK RAIL-
WAT, it is the FAVORITE ROUTE to

Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands,
and Rapids of the^St. Lawrance, and to the Seaside and Mountain Resorts

in the East.

CTTWnVffFD TTITTDTCTC Should send their address to E.H.Hughes,
O U I'l IY1 JjIY 1 U U JAlD 1 D General Western Passenger Agent, Chicago &
Grand Trunk Railway, 103 South Clark Street, Chicago, IU., and ask for particulars re-

garding Summer Tours, Chicago to Niagara Falls, the Thousand Islands, the Adiron-
dacks, the White Mountains, and the summer resorts of the coast of Maine, which will

be sent to all applicants free of charge, sale of summer tourist tickets begins

Magnificent New Pullman Sleepers

DAILY BETWEEN

CHICAGO AND DETROIT.

CHICAGO AND SAGINAW VALLEY.

CHICAGO AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.

CHICAGO AND BOSTON.

fanarlion RnrrrrQrrf" Passengers for Canada can now have their Baggage
v_dliauid.il Liag^dgc. examined and passed customs and checked to destina-
tion at our depot in Chicago, thereby avoiding annoyance and delay at the Canadian
frontier.

For Tickets at lowest Sates, apply at Ticket Offices in the west, or to

E. H. HUGHES,
General Western Passenger Agent, 103 South Clark Street, CHICAGO.

W. J. SPICER, General Manager.
GW. B. REEVE, Traffic Manager.
W. E. DAVIS, Gen. Pass'r and Tkt. Agt.

CHICAGO # GKANIt TSXTNK ST.

L. J. SEARGEANT, General Managei.

WM. EDGAR, General Passenger Agent.

GSAXD TSJUfK SAILWAT.
MENTION THE REFEREE-
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NEW HOWE.
W
I

N

F
R
O
M

S
c
R
A
T
C
H

North Road Fifty.
A. F. ILSLEY, ESQ.,

MADE

FASTEST - TIME
From Scratch.

MANCHESTER WHEELERS' FIFTY.

Messrs. REILLY and FLETCHER - FIRST and SECOND.

ALL RECORDS from 2 to 10 MILES/

F
A
S
T
E
S
T
T
I

M
E

F
R
O
M
S
c
R
A
T
C
H

THE NEW HOWE MACHINE COMPANY, LIMITED.
WORKS: BRIDGETON, GLASGOW.

The Largest Cycle Factory in the World. jW Depots and Agencies Everywhere.
MENTION THE REFEREE

gyVERY BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY.
We also make

FleetwingandEnvoy
BICYCLES,

and the celebrated GEM TRICYCLE.

First-Class in Every Respect.

Uj^IQlJE Send for Catalogue.

BUFFALO TRICYCLE CO., 640 Linwood Avenue, BUFFALO, N. Y.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

TO ANY ADDRESS, ONE YEAR, $3 .00.

CYCLISTS' EYE PROTECTOR
No Glass, but Mica—Safe;

cannot break. Indispensable
when riding on dusty roads.
Just the thing for sleighing,

skating or toboggaing. Maybe
had dear or in colors. Price,

in neat pocket case, by mail, 50c.

LINCOLN HOLLAND, S, Framingham, Mass.
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Some of Our Specialties.

"E" STYLE. Hard Round Cranks do not require Case Hardening.

U. S. Agents for Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co.;

Union Drop Forge Co.; C. J. Smith & Sons Co.

General Western Agents for Garford Manufactur
ing Co. ;Hartford Rubber Wks. Co.; Sweets Mfg. Co.

PARKHURST & WILKINSON, 148-164 E. KINZIE ST., CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

YOU ARE GETTING LEFT, ARE YOU?
WELL, WE PITY YOU. YOU SAY YOU CANNOT GO THEIR PACE, AND WE CAN EASILY
UNDERSTAND YOU, FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THAT YOU DO NOT RIDE A FAST
MACHINE. NOW RIDE A

—PEREGRINE—
and your only fear will be that the machine may run clean away with you.

THE MAKERS OF THIS GRAND MOUNT ARE

THE LEICESTER CYCLE CO., "BSSkm
U. S. A. Agents, VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, New York, U. S. A.

Have You Seen the '93 Ariels ?

Now is the time to write for agency.

Catalogues ready for delivery.

ARIEL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., GOSHEN, IND.
CHICAGO STORE, 277 WABASH AVENUE.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

LOOK OUT FOR

NIAGARAS.
There is no wheel made to-day superior in scientific construction

or quality of materials used. It is distinguished for Migh Class

finish and Lightness of Running. The Niagara on the race

track and on the road Lowered many Records. There is not a

Single Casting used in the Niagara. Send for Catalogue.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

BUFFALO WHEEL CO.,
MAKERS OF THE NIAGARA. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Mr. H. H. Lambton of Australia, the winner of the

great Austral wheel races in 1887 and l c 92, says:

The Niagara is the finest whefl I have seen in

America. It is made on scientific lines and should

prove a favorite with racing men. The high frame

has come to stay.
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WORK FOR US
a few days, and vou will be startled at the unex-
pected success that will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to ofier an agent

that can be found on the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on 875.00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so

easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that

arise:' from the sound reputation of one of the

oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succeejl grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty

of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, but nave a few spare moments, and wish
tn use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive

full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO Sox No. 400, Augusta, Me.

Fletcher
is the only man who sells every cycling paper, periodical,
hand book, road book and books on training;, published
in the U. S., Canada and Europe; who retails the very
best of Cycle Sundries; Perfection Trousers Guards,
enameled 15c.; who offers the best cycle day storage
in the city at 43 E* Van Buren St, Cycles stored,
cleaned, oiled; tires inflated, etc.

"According to Hoyle"
Have your Bicycle Repaired and Thoroughly Over-

hauled by the Veteran Repairer.

Over twenty years factory and repair shop experience
with makers c £ Rudge, Rover, Rival, Rapid, Rambler,
Premier, Humber, Singer, Swift, &c, &c. Highest
testimonials from American and English flyers of the
path.

NICKEL-PLATING, PAINTING,

ENAMELLING, ETC.

Be sure you see HOYLE, 5-7 Madison-st. K
Tfc»t. MlnMimn nnA w.^nah.opflff Clhicapn

The Perfection

Stand.
Every dealer, agent

and wheelman should
have one. Price, full
nickeled, $2.00; nickeled
and enameled. $1.50. A
liberal discount to the
trade. Write for illus-

trated sheet. The bicy-
cle is released instantly
from the stand by push-
ing lever down with
foot. Manufactured by
H. T. Hearsey & Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

WILLIAM HOEFLER

TRICK : RIDER.
PERMANENT ADDRESS,

QENEVA, - - - 1ST. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE. 812

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign Count
ries. Trade-marks, designs^
label, and copyrights.

description with model, photograph or sketch, and
"" let you know whethi

All information free.

you know whether you can obtain a pat-I will let

ent
W. E. AUQHINBAUaH,

McOill BMg.908. 24 "G" Street Washington. D. C

Cyclists, Oarsmen,
Ballplayers and
Athletes gen-
erally use

Anti-Stiff,

To Strengthen the

Muscles.

It has a particularly
Warming, Comforting
and Stimulating effect
on all Weak or Stiff
Muscles; quick in ac-
tion, clean and pleasant
in use.

For saleby Drug-
gists and Dealers
in Sporting Goods.

E. Fougera <£• Co.,

Sole Agents.

26-30 N. William st.

New York.

REAL JilCYCLE UNIFORMS.
Be sure to send for free samples

'and measure blanks Club uni-
forms a specialty. L. A. W. Coats,
'$f>. Knee Breeches, $4. Punnett's
celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee
Breeches, only $4 a pair. Bicycle
Caps, Hose, Pins, Monagrams, etc.,

etc.

R.IA. PUNNETT, Tailor and Athletic Outfitter, 98 & 100
West Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
A 11 strictly first-class work at moderate prices.
U. S. representative of "Kaufman " who is coming soon.

Drop
USA

^^AJHUND_^
BKJtKlll

aAUtuUm^tsABBOTSfOflD

STEVENS POINT

INAStlA

OSHKOGH

AND RECEIVE IM RETURN
FULLINF0RHATI0N REGARDING-

' TnEFlNE5T FisniNGREJORTS tn

THE NORTHWEST

e)A5 G POND
Chicago . Ill

Cren'l pass »Tirt AST.

WOTSINftNraLte

SILVIR unt
\ ANTI0CH
11AKI VILLA

CHICAGO

Sold through
the trade only.
This cut illus-

trates the
"Konnektikut'"
trouser guard,
made i n two
styles, enam-

1 eled and cov-
ered with cloth.

f

Dealers will find
it to their inter-

t to receive
quotations be-
fore ordering
elsewhere.
Send for trade
prices on these
guards also on
the upright oil

can and holder
combined. All

kinds of model and precision work done. Cycle
sundries and hardware specialties made und r
contract. The Connecticut Mfg. Co ,

Hartford, Conn.

BUTLER & WARD,
Manufacturers of

BICYCLE SADDLE SEATS.
AU Sizes and Shapes. Send samples for estimates.

236-328 Halsey St., Newark, N. J. 22-4

IMPROVED 4M INCH

ACME STEELWRENCH
Fob Pocket and Bicycle Use.

The Strongest and Best. Made of Best Quality Steel.

(Weight 6 1-2 oz.) Every Wrench is Thoroughly
Hardened. Awarded First Prize Medal at

the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and
Bright

Finished

Every

.WRENCH
Warranted.

CHE ACME COMBINATION WRENCB AND
SPOKE GRIP Nickeled and bright finished.

ALL CAST STEEL

Bicycle Screw Driver !

(Patent No. 466678.)
Length over all, 4 t-2 inches. - Warranted.

'

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFG. CO.,

125 to 1R7 Rees St., CHICAGO, IlX.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

ALLEN'S DIGEST
OF

UN/TED STATES PATENTS

—FOR

—

Cyeles or Veloeipedes

with Attachments— 1879-1891, two Vols., 1,503

pages, and Cycle monthly of the CURRENT
issues of patents can be seen and examined at

the offices of

THE REFEREE.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

—AND—

21 Park Row, NEW YORK.

^AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIERS

Are the Best in

the market.

Sold by all Dealers.

Price,

No. I, $1.00;
No. 4, $1.25.

No. 4 double (for 2

separate packages)

$1.50. No. 5, leather

covered, especially

for tourists, 83.50.

Send for Carrier

Circulars to

C. H. LAMSON,
203 Middle St., • Portland, Me.



WESTERN WHEEL WORKS
MAJSTUF^CTUKIilRS, CHICAGO.

1893 BLACKHAWK L. R., $135.00.

A Strictly High-Grade Light Roadster.
28-Inch Wheels, iHnch W. W. W. Pneumatic Tires, Scorcher Pattern Handle Bar,

Scorcher Pattern Saddle. Geared to 63 inches. Leg measure 28 to 34 inches.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS PNEUMATIC TIRES.
RESILIENT AND BA.nl> TO PUNCTURE. GUARANTEED PERFECT IN MATERIAZ AND WORK.MANSMIP.

The difficulty in removing the Air Tube has been entirely overcome by our system of lacing the Tire in two places, and placing the

Valve in the center, so that one-half can be removed at a time, instead of one end all the way round.

Office & Works. Wells, Schiller and Sigel Streets, CHICAGO.
' Eastern Agents, R. L. COLEMAN CO., NEW YORK.

' See our exhibit at the World's Fair; Section A, Gallery, north end of Transportation Building. MENTION THE REFEREE.



The Popular

Medium Grade Line

DUKE—30-inch wheels, $100.

Pneumatic Xtre».

DUCHESS -28-inch wheels, $90.

PKIirCESS-26-inch wheels, $65.

Pneumatic Tires.

PItINCE—2B-mch wheels, $70.

Pneumatic Tires.

FLYING JIB— 22-inch wheels, $20.

Solid Tire.

PEER—25-inch wheels,

Cushion Tire.

A. FEATHERSTONE & CO.,

16 th. and Clark Sts. and Armour _A_ve.

CHICAGO.

Retail Store, 282 "Wabash Ave
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BURDETT'S ALLEGED PERFIDY.

Charged With Trying to Use Cyclists' Influ-

ence for His Own Gain.

If all the information we have recently re-

ceived be true—and our informant, Mr. Post,

is perfectly willing to substantiate his state-

ments by affidavit—the antipathy toward Bur-

dett recently displayed by the Connecticut divi-

sion is about as well founded as any case could

possibly be. The feeling has been caused not

so much by the false report of the condition of

the roads bureau as by Burdett's alleged double

dealing in the anti-pool bill matter, in connec-

tion with which he is charged with deceiving

the wheelmen for the purpose of securing their

influe ce to pass an amendment favorable to

the horsemen, by whom he was engaged as

legal adviser. The story, as given to the Ref-

eree, minus some unnecessary details, is as

follows:

When the anti-pool bill was first mentioned,

Burdett called on Judge Woods, chairman of

the judiciary committee, and objected to it on

the ground that it would injure the wheelmen.

Judge Woods replied that if Burdett would

show him a word or words which had that

effect, they should be amended. After half an

hour's study of the bill Burdett's only suggfs-

tion was that the word "wagered" be substitu-

ted for "staked" which was done.

To satisfy themselves as to their position

under the bill, members of the division en-

gaged an attorney to prepare an opinion. This

was read and explained by Burdett at a meet-

ing of wheelmen, none of the leaders, except,

perhaps, Schumacher, having previously read

it. Burdett made it appear that the bill seri-

ously hampered the wheelmen and in consequ-

ence a committee of five was appointed for the

purpose of securing relief. On this committee

were Burdett, Post and President Tracy of the

Hartford Wheel Club. Next day Post read

the opinion carefully. It stated clearly that if

it should be shown that prizes were purchased

with the entry fees, it might possibly be held

to be a violation of the law. In no other re-

spect did the bill affect the wheelmen.

Subsequently Post and Tracy called on Judge

Woods and asked him to introduce a resolu-

tion in accordance with the above mentioned

opinion. The judge replied that it would be

just as sensible to introduce a resolution to the

effect that the sun rises in the east and sets in

the west. Meanwhile Burdett was working

tooth and nail for the horsemen, using the "in-

fluence" of the wheelmen, as he had evidently

promised he would do.

Petitions were circulated asking for the re-

peal of the bill, signed principally, or at least

very largely, by wheelmen. Deluded by Bur-

dett into the belief that their interests were at

stake they signed readily. All of these peti-

tions were to be* used for the benefit of the

horsemen. When Tracy saw the drift of things

he stated emphatically that they should be put

to no such use. But Burdett coninued his

work and did not hesitate to make use of the

"influence." He called on Judge Woods with

an amendment "which," he said, "I demand
be made, and if it isn't, I'll use the power of

my 3,000 constituents to force it."

up I will say that I do mean you and am pi o-

pared to prove mv assertions."

Burdett stormed, denounced the accusations

as false and declared hsi would take steps to

force the accuser to produce proof. So far,

however, he has not done so. Thus Burdett

finds himself between two fires. The wheel-

men denounce him in unmeasured terms. The
horsemen now find that his promises of sup-

port from the wheelmen were founded on the

UNCLE SAM'S WHEEL OF FINANCE.

' Heavens ! But that hind wheel is wobbly—needs blowing up. I guess."

At a meeting a few nights later Post boldly

stated all these things. Burdett shqok his Hi-

1

in his face and said: "Do you mean to insinu-

ate that I have done this?"

Then there were pugilistic signs on the other

side as Post replied: "If the cap fits you, wear

it. And now that you have taken the matter

supposi.ion that he could hoodwink the entire

Connecticut division In consequance of all

this Connecticut wheelmen look upon Burdett

as the monumental failure of his time and say

that the one course open to him is to get down

and out of cycling as quickly as circumstances

will permit.
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VERY NEAR THE CRISIS.

THE ENGLISH LICENSING SCHEME MAY
TROVE A FAILURE.

Inconsistencies of the Committee—What the

End May Be—Sanger Well Liked and

Well Trained — Harris a Dis-

appointment.

Matters are rapidly reaching a crisis with

the N. C. U. licensing scheme. Every day

brings evidence of fresh difficulties arising,

and the position assumed by the racing board

of the English cycling government is becom-

ing untenable. With the spirit of the scheme

we entirely agree, and would give it our heart-

iest support if the conditions had been consist-

ently carried out; but they have not, and

unless an alteration in the method of dealing

with applications for licenses is at once

effected, the sooner we return to the status

quo ante the better it will be for the spoit in

general, and the N. C. U. in particular. The

old order of affairs may have been bad, but the

present system is woree—nay, it is rotten to

the core. When one looks round and sees the

number of riders who have been refused

licenses, against whom a word of reproach as

to their hocor and straightforwardness on the

racing path has never been uttered, and then

looks on the other side and views the array of

subsidised amateurs, who, because they are

not directly employed in the cycle trade, but

who through an indirect channel are richly re-

munerated by the maker or makers of the

machine they ride, and who do naught else for

a livelihood than train, week in and week out,

to attain a degree of proficiency on the racing

path, the comparison becomes odious. If we
are to have a genuine amateur class we must
also have a properly-constituted and well-reg-

ulated professional class. There can be no
half-way measures. The A. A. A. have al-

ready intimated their unwillingness to recog-

nize an unlicensed class, and the terms of the

agreement for assimilation of laws between
the two bodies are such as preclude any inter-

mediate or second class of amateurs from
being recognized. This is not the only diffi-

culty. The Scottish Cyclists' Union has de-

clined to recognize the refusal of licenses by
the N. 0. U. , and an English rider who is de-

barred from riding in this country, may with
impunity race as an amateur in Scotland. What
the result of this latest phase of the difficulty

will be remains to be seen, but it is quite cer-

tain that a crisis is near at hand. It is well

known among the majority of those who take

an interest in racing matters, that the special

licensing committee of the N. 0. TJ. refused to

grant a renewal license to Vogt, the Scotch
champion, to race as an amateur in England,
and he at once returned to his native heath.

The Scottish union, however, declined to ac-

knowledge this decision, and in fixing upon
their team for the five-mile international

scratch race against England, which was run
off at Newcastle on Saturday last, the council

of the Scottish Union insisted that Vogt
should be allowed to compete as one of their

representatives, as they reserved to themselves
the right to select who they liked to represent

Scotland in international matches, and on con-
dition only that all the Scotchmen were

allowed to ride without licenses would they

agree to the match taking place. What reply

the N. 0. U. made to the demand we are, at

the time of writing, unable to say, but we
observe that the match did take place and

that Vogt was allowed to compete. Thus the

N. C. U. have stultified themselves and broken

their own laws by allowing officially-licensed

riders to compete against unlicensed riders,

and, having once established a precedent, we
fail to see how they can consistently refuse to

extend the same principle to others. To fur-

ther complicate matters, the N. U. has in-

formed the Irish Cyclists Association that any

of its riders who hold licenses to race in Eng-

land would be disqualified should they com-

pete against unlicensed Scotchmen in the

international between Scotland and Ireland

on Saturday next. How they can reconcile

their own actions with the. laws they have

laid down is more than mortal man can un-

derstand, and we shall awaic the further de-

velopment of events with much interest and a

good deal of anxiety.

—

Sport and Play.

*
# *

Sanger was Well Trained.

Even those few persons who are most pre-

judiced against America and the Americans

cannot but admit that the great continent has

been most creditably represented on this side,

and that as a just consequence both Sanger

and Zimmerman depart with the best of good

wishes. Whatever the reason may be, we
were very much deceived in the former. Be-

fore his arrival we were almost prepared for

the typical American of the stage type —big,

burly, blustering and braggart. Tl.e two first

qualities were there, but th«> two latter were

most noticeably absent. He turned out to be

quiet and singularly unegotistical; pleasant in

manner, amia 1 le in difposition, and unwilling

to excuse himself in defeat. We believe he

knew his powers, and worked steadily to get

them into their best condition. The American

method of training is very different to ours; as

Culver only too truly remarked to us, "You
don't train—you merely p'ay at training."

Three or four English riders might be named
who, if they were looked after as Sanger was,

might easily emulate his feats. There cannot

be any doubt that Sanger was by far the best

trained man at Heme Hill when the mile

championship was under discussion, and
though we could have wished the title to have

remained on this side, we think it could have

had no more worthy owner than the big Ameri-

can, who has worked so consistently to ob-

tain it, and whom we shall hope to see again

next year competing to retain it. Zimmerman
has certainly not shown up so well this visit as

on the former occasion. We like the reticent

rider well, but we do not like his farewell

words. It was, of course a regrettable inci-

dent that he should have failed to obtain an un-

conditional license from the licensing com-
mittee, but there was time for hi n to have ap-

pealed to the appeals committee, and even if

that had failed, he could have put a different

make of front wheel into his machine, and
thus he would have been only riding a part of

the Raleigh. But he was piqued, and persors

who allow thems3lves to be piqued are not al-

wavs in the most rational humor. We spoke

on his behalf as strong as paper will allow, and
therefore we are sorry to find him visiting his

pique on the head of Hillier, who so kindly

befriended him on his first visit. Because he

preferred to make his own arrangements and
refused to be bossed, forsooth! Really the ex-

planation is too petty, and we are sorry to

think that Zimmerman should allow such an
utterance to be recorded against himself. We
are not concerned to take Hillier's part—he

may be fairly trusted to do that; but, even

supposing Zimmerman's words to be literally

true, we ask any unprejudiced person to say

which was the late champion's better year,

last or this? And it c rtainly is not the best of

good form to turn round on a man who so

kindly helped him in many ways when a stran-

ger in a strange land. From beginning to er.d

the whole Zimmerman incident is regrettable.

To Sanger we are all very sorry at having to

bid farewell; we hope it will be merely au
revoir or auf wie ie.rseh.en—not good-bye; and

we can say, without fear of contradiction, that

a big welcome awaits him when next he

chooses to set foot in this country again.

—

Wheeler.

Harris a Disappointment.

Just as Sanger, Watson and Stocks are the

surprises of the year, so may Harris be said to

be the disappointment. He himself was so

cheerfully determined to do all he could in the

championships that the public pinned their

faith in him in the absence of Schofield. For

a second year he has failed, however. He had

not a dog's chance last year with Zimmerman
up; but with that worthy out of the way this

year, he might perhaps have scored had his

people been a little more judicious in their

handling of him. It is idle to put up a m?n
who has run stale by reason of running here,

there and everywhere, against men who, like

Sanger, have their own men to look after them,

and who, fixing on the championship as their

goal, make every action subservient to the task

of reaching it.

—

British Sport.

Zimmy at Manhattan Field.

New York, July 8.—The third annual bi-

cycle tournament of the Riverside Wheelmen
was held to-day at Manhattan Field, and a

crowd estimated at from 6,000 to 10,000 people,

was present. It was the last meet at which

the division championships were to be held.

The track is a dangerous one in some respects.

In the two-mile handicap E. A. Nelson, of

Springfield, was thrown against the fence and

had one of his shoulders dislocated. Two rid-

ers fell while turning out of the back stretch

in the two-mile handicap, but neither was

bad y hurt. In the final heat of the same race

H. R. Steenson fell at the finish of the first

mile and was badly cut. The ten-mile invita-

tion was the race of the day. A time limit of

thirty-two minutes made a good ra<:e, Zimmy
winning from Murphy in 29:46. The sum-

maries:

Oae-mile, novice—R. McDonald, K. C. W., 1; C. Hesse-

man, B. C. W., 2; time, 2:40 2-5.

One-mile, scratch—C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., 1; George

Smith, Riverside Wheelmen, 2; Carl Hess, 3; time, 2:32.

One-mile. 2:40 class—Paul Grosch, Passaic, 1; F. J.

Titus, R. W., 2; time, 2:33 2-5.

One-mile, handicap—E. L. Blauvelt, Elizabeth Wheel-

men, 75 yds., 1 ; W. F. Murphy, Kings County Wheelmen,

65 yds., 2; S. C. Smith, S. S. W., Freeport. 145 yds , 3;

time, 2:22 4-5.

One mile, division championship—Charles Murphy, K.

C. W., 1; George C. Smith, R. W., 2; W. F. Mnrphy, 3;

time, 1:15.

Two-mile, handicap—E. Blauvelt, Elizabeth A. C, 125

yds., 1; F. F. Goodman, R. W., 30 yds., 2; D. McLean, K.

C. W., 20 yds., 3; E. C. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie B.

C, 150 yds., 4; time, 5:18.

Ten-mile, invitation, diamond race—A. A. Zimmerman,

N. Y. A. C, 1 ; C. M. Murphy, K. Y. A. C, 2; Hoyland

Smith, N. Y. A. C, 3; lime, 29:46. This is a record for the

track.
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THE ENGLISH TWENTY-FIVE.

Won by an Outsider—Racing Men Strike

—

Meintjes' Records.

Newcastle on Tyne, Ju/h 30.—The second

and last of the N. C. U. championship meet-

ings was held here on Saturday on the newly-

laid track of the Northumberland County C.

and A. C. This path measure^ three and a

half laps to the mile, and save for the surface

is an exact reproduction of the Heme Hill

track. The accommodation for spectators and
competitors alike is very good, and the pavil-

ion is a very handsome one.

On Saturday the whole ground was lent free

of charge to the N. C U. Under the circum-

stances it was expected that a good financial

profit would result, but unfortunately the long

spell of fine weather had broken a few days

earlier; rain fell both in the morning and dur-

ing the afternoon, with the result that only

about 6,000 people attended. But this will add

a sum of about £70 to the N. C. U. fund.

In addition to the twenty-five-mile cham-
pionship there was a team race between

representatives of England and Scotland,

an event which proved a considerable at-

traction to the sport-loving Tynesiders.

As a race it was not altogether a success. The
Englishmen were decidedly superior in tactics

to their opponents, and in each heat displayed

the better judgment, the result being that

England won the match, 20 to 13 points. The
race was run under the rules of the Interna-

tional Championships Association, each coun-

try accepting as amateurs those of the other,

so no licenses were required by the Scotsmen.

During the afternoon there was a conspicu-

ous failure of an attempted insurrection on the

racing men who, it was stated, desired to meet

R. A. Vogt in the twenty-five-mile champion-

ship. Vogt is a Scot, who habitually rides a

New Howe, spends the whole of each summer
in racing, and, it is generally supposed, is sub-

sidized by the makers of that machine.

Whether this be so or not the N. C. TJ. has re-

fused him a license, and an attempt was made
by A. C. Edwards, the Englishman who occu-

pies a similar position, to induce the majority

of the English riders to sign an undertaking

that they could not start in the championship

unless Vogt were also allowed to compete. Un-
fortunately for 1 he success of the plan, several

men, including Siroud, refused to sign, and
when it was quietly intimated to some of the

others that if they persisted in their decision

their licences would be withdrawn, they also

saw the folly of their way and turned out for

the race. The whole incident has been very

much exaggerated by some of the papers.

There was really very little in it. It was
started by Edwards, who naturally, as he can-

not get a license, desires to upset the licensing

scheme and the majority of the men who
signed were those who ha 1 been staying at

Newcastle during the week and had been going
" round the town " under his guidance. The
result of their dissipations was seen during the

afternoon, when they quite failed to stay

through the twenty-five-mile race and went all

to pieces towards the finish. In the end the

two leading places were taken by a couple of

comparative outsiders, J. W. Stocks, of Hull,

and J. Green, of Newcastle. The former made
most of the pace during the journey and once
on twice went to the front with rushes, which
looked like taking him right away from the

field, but each time the others caught him and
he only won by spurting early in the last lap

and maintaining his position to the end through

a hard-fought finish. The time was 1 hr. 11

min. 39 3-5 sec, the standard having been set

at 1 hr. 11 min.

From London comes the news that at the

London county evening meeting at Heme
Hill on Thursday, Laurens S. Meintjes. the

South African champion, reduced the nvle re-

cord, r< cently made on the same track by W.
C. Sanger. The air was cool but still and with

Lambley, Fentiman, Good and Rowley acting

as pacemakers, Meintjes did the following

times: Quarter, :34 3-5; half, 1:06; three-quar-

ters, 1:38 1-5; mile, 2:09 3-5. Good as is this

performance, there are many who think the

time can be still further reduced on the Heme
Hill track. Hillier believes that 2:04 for the

mile and 1:00 for the half-mile will yet be done.

Bradbury, who recently beat the half-mile re-

cord, intends going for the longer distance at a
very early date.

* * *

WHEELER STILL WINNING.

The Brooklyn Branch of the N. C. A. Holds

Races.

New York, July 7.—The second lot of cash

prize races was held yesterday and to-day at

Eastern Park, Brooklyn, by the Brooklyn

branch of the N. C. A. There were probably

not over 1,000 people present the fir.st day
and only a few hundred the second. Thursday

Wheeler won the two open races, and
was third in the half-mile handicap, but

was unplaced in the five-mile handicap. In

the half mile handicap Dorntge and Berlo

came together and went over the turn, but

neither was hurt. Wheeler is now $1,600

ahead of the game, and p' oudly shows a bank
book with over a thousand dollars to his credit.

Later on, he says, he will embark in business

for himself. Charlie Price of Milwaukee had

announced his intention of competing in the

New York professional races July 4, but a tele-

gram from Milwaukee altered his determina-

tion, and now New York is asking: "Who
owns Charlie in Milwaukee, and which is the

firm that controls the western amateur?" The
second day saw A. B. Rich after the dollars,

but he was not permitted to ride in the novice

race. The summaries:

Quarter-mile, scratch, best two in three heats, purse

$150, $75 to winner, $35 to second. $25 to third, $15 to

fourth—First heat—Wheeler, 1; Berlo, 2; Kluge, 3; Dorn-

tge, '4; time, :32.

Second and filial heat—Wheeler, 1 ; Berlo, 2; Crocker,

3; Kluge. 3; time. :'!4 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap, purse $150, same division —
Crocker, 70 yds., 1; Appel, 65 yds., 8; Wheeler, scratch, 3

Ashinger, 35 yds., 4; time, 1:10 17-60.

Two mile, scratch, purse $200; $100 to first, $50 to sec-

ond, $30 to third $20 to fourth—First iieat—Wheeler, 1

;

Berlo, 2: Dorntge, 3; Crocker, 4; time, 5:38.

Second and final heat—Wheeler. 1: Dorntge, 2; Berlo, 3;

Crocker, 4; time, 5:43 38-50.

Five-mile, handicap, purse $200, same division —
Dorntge, 250 yds., 1; Ashinger, 700 yds., 2; Berlo, 150 yds..

3; Albert, 700 yds., 4. No time.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile, scratch, best two in three heats, purse $150,

divided $75, $30 $25, $20, for non-winners first day and
novices—rirst and second hea*s—Newhouse, 1; Meixell,

2; Schantz, 3; Roe, 4; times, 2:50 5:60, 8:03 3 5.

One-mile, scratch, best two in three heats, purse $200,

divided $100. $50, $'0, $20—First heat—Wheeler, 1; Rich,

2; Berlo, 3; Dorntge, 4; time, 2:51 1-5.

Second heat—Wheeler, 1; Berlo, 2; Dorntge, 3; Rich, 4;

time, 2:58 45-60.

One mile, Brooklyn handicap, purse $.00, division $>50,

$100, $75, $50, $25-Berln, 35 yds., 1 ; Wheeler, scratch, 2,

Dorntge, 60 yds., 3; Rich, 20 yds., 4; Kluge, 110 yds., 5;

time, 2:27 1-5.

Ten-mile, scratch, purse $250, division $125, $60, $40

$25—Wheler, 1; Berlo, 2; Dorntge, 3; Rich, 4; time,

2:29 4-5.

* * #

Small Meet at Milwaukee. %
Milwaukee, July 8.—The race meet of the

Milwaukee Wheelmen at National Park to-day

was attended by a large crowd, which was
compelled to stand up for several hours, there

being no grand stand. Davis was the only

Chicago man who scored—he won all the

events in which he started. The half-mile,

flying start was a fizzle so far as the start went
and it required close to a half-hour to get the

men away. Schmitz won a good race in the

five-mile handicap; Nickel rode well and Vogel
showed good speed. The track was in fair

shape. The summaries:

One-mile, novice — H. Zerbel, 1; T. H. Jacob, Wau-
kesha, 2; W. Scott, 3; time, 2:19.

Half-mile, open, flying start—C. W. Da«s, Chicago, 1;

E. A. Vogel, 2; F. W. Schmitz. 3; time, 1:15 1-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—Henry Kanaska, 1 ; E. H. Roth, 2;

A. C. Runkel, 3; time, 2:42 3-5.

Two-mile handicap—Phil Nickel, 70 yds., 1; E. A. Vogel,

70 yds., 2; K. W. Roth, 150 yds., 3; time, 5:12 3-5.

One mile, open—C. W. Davis, 1 ; Phil Niakel, 2; C. P.

Root, 3; 3:02 3-4.

Five-mile, handicap—F. W. Schmitz, 275 yds., 1; A.
Frattenger, 400 yds., 2; E. W. Roth, 300yds., 3; time, 14:00.

One-mile, 2:30 class—E. A. Vogel 1; P. H. Sercombe, 2;

Phil Nickel 3; time, 2:43 1-5.

One-mile, ordinary—J. C. Schmidtbauer, 1: H. P. An-
drae, 2; time, 3:42 2-5.

Woodrich Wins the Keats Cup.

Frank Woodrich was the winner of the ten-

mile road race of the iEolus C. C, for the

Keats cup last Saturday. The race was run
over the west side course. Three out of the

five races have been held, the winners being

Walter Gregg, Julius Neuman and Woodrich.

These men, with the winners of the next two
races, will compete for the ownership of the

cup. The finish was as follows:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

F. Woodrich 2:00 31:00

F. Bodach Scr 29:30

W. Neuman 1:45 31:30

F. W. Gannon 3:30 33:45

W.J. Bray Scr 30:30

V. OISDn 8:00 37:15

L. Bodach 2:30 42:00

# # *

Postponed from the Fourth.

Fernandina, Fla., July 7.—The postponed

Fourth of Juh laces were held here yesterday,

resulting as follows:

Half-mile, division championship—G. N. Adams, 1; B.

C. Menanger, 2; T. McGiffen, 3; time, 1:08.

Quarter-mile, open—B. C. Menanger, 1 ; T. D. Sprague,

2; time, :31 1-3.

Two mile, open—R. H. Patterson, 1; B. C. Menanger, 3;

time. 7:23

Quarter-mile, open—S. A. Adams, 1; O. P. Rollins, 2;

time, :40. Only two starters.

* . * *

Red Heads and Copper Rims.

Atkins and his gang of corrugated tire

sprinters upheld their end nobly at Sandusky

and Toledo. Rtd heads and copper rims were

hard to beat.
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WHO IS THE CHAMPION?
The question of superiority between Sanger

and Johnson has been settled satisfactorily to

the minds of most good judges. Johnson has

improved wonderfully, both in speed and
brains. Sanger has done the same, but has

still much to learn in the matter of head
work. This was demonstrated at Toledo last

Tuesday, when, in the mile open, he rode like

a scho '1-boy. On the second daj he did

better, but by no means rode the race he
should have done, or that he will have to do
to defeat Zimmerman. The question of su-

premacy has settled down to this pair. It

may be taken for granted that they wi 1 not

come together until the Chicago meeting.

We have Sanger's assurance to that effect.

The Milwaukee man has gone to Springfield,

where it is likely he will remain until August.
It will be a battle of the giants when the pair

meet, but the confidence of the Jersey man's
friends remain* as staunch and true as ever.

To an unprejudiced observer it appears fiat,

by reason of greater experience and finer

head work, Zimmerman will win a majority
of the events in which the two men meet.

GOOD MANAGEMENT, THIS.

If any one supposes for an instant that the

treasuries of the league and the international

committee will be enriched by the holding of

the international meet next month, it is best

such an idea be immediately dispelled. If the
affair pays expenses, to say nothing of a
profit, it will be something of a surprise. In
its dealings wi h the Chicago ball club, the
owner of the grounds upon w hich is located
the track, the general committee is showing a
wonderful lack of business qualifications. It

is understood the Arabs, who were to occupy
the grounds during the summer, paid in cash
$15,000 for its use. The manager of the
Arabs was to erect a grand stand, which could
be used for the international meet, so that
neither the ball people nor the cyclists would
have to go to the expense of erecting a grand
stand. The Arabs went to pieces, financially,

and have left the park. The base ball people,

presumably, still have the $15,000 — clear

profit, inasmuch as no expense has been cre-

ated during the Arabs' occupancy of the

grounds. Now the general committee of the

international races must erect its own grand
stand, at an expense of $1,800, while Mr. Ger-

ould will "endeavor to have the ball paik
people purchase the grand stand at a fair val-

uation after the meet is over."

Considering that the ball club received

$15,000 for practically nothing, that the inter-

national committee supposed a grand stand
would be erected, it i3 only fair that the ba.°e

ball people erect the grand stand at its own
expense. The ball club will never buy the

grand stand, that is only too sure. The gen-
eral committee may say, "What are we to

do?
' Yes, what? That is the question. The

base ball people have pulled the wool over the

committee's eyi s, and propose to keep it there.

They have much (he best of the bargain and
no one knows it better than Mr. Gerould.
The meet thus far has been characterized by
the most idiotic management, and the worst
of it is thera is more to come.
The committee builds the track at an ex-

pense of some $7,000—and gives it to the ball

club.

The committee builds a grand stand at an
expense of $1,800 or more—and gives it to the
ball club, though Mr. Gerould will endeavor to

have the club buy it.

The committee pays the ball club $1,000 for
the privilege of taking the expense of adver-
tising, providing tarpaulins for the ball club's

track and other things out of the gross re-

ceipts.

One-third of the benefit of the advertising
the ball club receives: but the committee pays
the whole expense. The tarpaulins the ball

club gets, but the committee pays for them.
The ball club gets the benefit of keeping the
track in shape and the committee pays for it

all. The committee must pay out close to

$9,000 before it can have its two-thirds share
of the receipts. Every week something new
comes up wherein the ball club is getting the
best of the bargain. What next?

It might be added that the Amateur Ath-
letic Union will have the privilege of using
this same grand stand and track at the ex-
pense of the wheelmen.

STURMEVS AMATEURISM.
Henry Sturmey is one of the great leaders

in English amateur cycling circles; he is, we
believe, one who had something to do with
framing the licensing scheme: he is supposed
to preach pure amateurism—in fact, he does

preach it. For this reason those who know
11 r. Sturmey were not a little astonished at a
suggestion he made, which, he thought, if fol-

lowed, would fix things in such a way that

Zimmerman could ride in the championships,

Mr. Sturmey suggested that Zimmerman could

get some London manufacturer to "fit a pair of

wheels to the Raleigh frame, which would
have the result of placing him upon a mongrel
machine and not upon a Raleigh." Such a
suggestion from a man of Mr. Sturmey's stand-

ing is simply astonishing; we can hardly be-

lieve Mr. Sturmey knew what he was saying.

If the suggestion had been carried out by Zim-
merman and the N. C. U. had permitted him
to ride the mongrel machine it would have
been the most complete admission of the weak-

ness of the licensing soheme. Probably Mr.

Sturmey thinks the scheme weak anyway.
Wheeling has this to say about the matter:

"And this is what the sport of cycle racing has

come to! This is the pure spirit of amateurism
which we have been taught to believe is spot-

less as the sun that shines at noon! This is the

unalloyed doctrine as preached by one of the

high priests of the creed!" So say we.

1HE NEW SOUTH.
A great country is the south— the resources

are almost imperceptable—and we fear the

people of the north do not understand and
appreciate that greatness. Within the past

few years that section has, perhaps, made
greater progress than any other portion of

thest) United States. Up to within two years

ago cycling was a mere nothing there. To be

sure there were a few clubs, which practically

existed in name only; there were no race meets

of any importance; they had no tracks; the

sport of cycling did not flourish; there were
few good roads, and, in fact, nothing which
tended to boom cycling.

But, in the past two years, what a change!

The Referee believes cycling has a great field

and a great future in the south and in this

issue it tells its northern readers something of

the country which lies south of Mason and
Dixon's line—of its roads, its cycliug celeb-

rities and its cycling trade and sport. In that

great section of fertile country cycling is Loom-
ing, road improvement is being agitated and
carried out, and the wheelmen are pushing

things along at a.wonderful pace. At the pre-

sent rate of progress it will not be long ere

the south will rival the north in all things

cycular.

The negro question has been on the tapis for

a year or so and is yet to be settled. The
southerners are, naturally, strongly opposed to

the black man becoming a member of the

league—the north, heretofore in favor of ad-

mitting him, is rapidly coming to the conclu-

sion that he is not a desirable member. The
wind is blowing in that direction, there can be

no denying it. It is a question which will ulti-

mately settle itself—unfavorably to the negro,

probably. But while this great question hag

caused many heated discussions and not a little

ill feeling, it has been the means of producing

the present popularity of cycling in the southi-

ern states; it has been the making of the sport?

and trade, and the whites of the south wilB

probably never regret that the question was
under debate for so long a time. Without-

some such great question the ntrthern cyclist'

and maker never would have had their atten-

tion called to the south. It was the salvation

of the south.

No reasoning man can doubt r a moment
that there is a great future for the trade and

sport in the south; it is sure to be so, and an-

other year or two will see the cycling interests

there more than doubled.

BURDETT MUST GO.

In another column will be found a detailed

statement of Colonel Burdett's connection

with the horsemen of Hartford and his efforts

to use the wheelmen to help them over the

difficulties presented by Connecticut's anti-

pool bill. It is the statement of a man known
to be antagonistic to Burdett, but, in our

opinion, is as near the truth as we shall ever

know it. Burdett has, in so many cases,

proved himself unworthy of confidence that

this charge need hardly occasion surprise. It

is to be deeply regretted that the management

of the league has fallen into such unworthy

hands, and that Messrs. Sheridan and Brown
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deem it necessary, for the benefit of the

league, to continue their association with him.

By all means hasten the meeting of the

assembly. It can result only, if the truth is

given full sway, in the retirement in haste and

disgrace of the most unworthy individual ever

elected to a place on the executive committee.

RAYMOND VS. MORGAN.
In its last issue the Wlieel, grasping the op-

portunity as a drowning man is said to grasp

at a straw, printed an attack on a representa-

tive of this paper and the paper itself, written

by H. E. Raymond. The article reflects no
credit on either the writer or the publisher, in-

asmuch as it was intemperate, and, as subse-

quent events show, not altogether truthful. To
what extent the facts were distorted we are

not yet informed, but we know that Mr. Ray-
mond based a portion of his remarks on un-

founded rumor. Next week we shall deal fully

with the matter and that it will be fairly

treated may be relied upon. So far Mr.

Raymond has submitted no proof whatever
that Mr. Morgan was guilty of the untrue

statements attributed to him. On the other

hand Mr. Morgan has submitted proof that

some of the alleged "unmitigated lies" were
simple truths. Pending further investigation,

one man's word seems to Le as good as another.

Me. Patitz, the Milwaukee handicapper, has
been most unmercifully "roasted"—by the

cycling and general press—for his juggling

with the Waukesha-Milwaukee road race

starts. He deserved all the roasting he re-

ceived, but has promised to do better. Let us

hope he will—he could not have done worse.

In the meantime other Milwaukee meet pro-

moters, fearful of a repetition of bad handi-

capping on Mr. Patitz's part, intend to go
outside of the state to have their starts al-

lotted.

It might be a good plan for Chicago track

builders to take a few lessons from the Toledo
people. Toledo spent but $700 for a third-mile

brick-dust surfaced track; Chicago put $7,000

in a tliiid-mile gravel surfaced track. For the

additional $6,300 Chicago obtained a little

more width and a little higher banking, but
that's all.

All of the cash prize league riders have
been declared professionals, Tom Roe among
them. Tom is a life member of the league and
we wonder what will be done regarding his

membership.

Strike at Indianapolis.

Indianapolis, July &—A hundred men em-
ployed in the works of the Indiana Bicycle

Company have quit work. They have been
receiving thirty-five cents an hour for ten

hours and were informed that unless they ac-

cepted seventeen and a half cents an hour and
eight hours per day the works would shut

down. Consequently the men quit work. Pre-

sident Smith had this to say on the matter:

"We would gladly retain all of the men if we
could, but it would mean financial ruin for us

to do so. We have discharged altogether 400

men and we see nothing brighter ahead. The
people must not blame us, but the legislators

who have brought about the financial embar-
rassment."

> »

Tr.e Dacotah C. C. of Grand Fords, N. D.,

is arranging a meet for Sept. 9.

RACING COMMENTS.

So far the cash prize league has not flour-

ished. The anxiously awaited thousands

which were to attend the New York races and

so give the new-comer a rousing send-off.

which would insure the success of future meet-

ings, failed to materialize, and at Brooklyn on

Friday and Saturday the attendance was slim.

One person who attended assures us that not

over 300 people were present on Friday, while

another states that the gate receipts amounted
to only $48! The reason is obvious. Every-

one, naturally, expects that a professional at

any game should be better than an amateur.

Therein lies the drawing power of a ball team,

a professional oarsman, and so forth. Every-

one who reads the papers knows that the men
who are racing for cash would be outclassed

in competition with Zimmerman, Sanger and

other men who could be mentioned What
the new league needs is racers. The theories

of Mr. Egan have been exploded; his state-

ments concerning applications false. It may
now be seen, without spectacles, why no de-

tails were forthcoming. It was a desperate

case of bluff up to the last moment. But

there is no telling what may happen a month
hence. Then the international championships

will be over. If the cash prize people continue

to do businsss and convince the racing men
that they are here to stay, they may yet

secure enough of them to make the venture a

success. Without them the N. C. A. must die.

Either Johnny Johnson is tired and conse-

quently slower than he was a fortnight ago or

he is inferior to Sanger, Gary and probably some
others. The "stable" claims that the former is

the case and that a couple of weeks' rest will

bring him round again. The first time they

met at Toledo, Sanger fairly smothered him,

but this was due to some extent to Johnson's

failure to get through the bunch easily. In

the mile, open, Johnson turned the tables,

beating the Milwaukee man on the tape after

the latter had made pace all the way and at

one time opened up a gap of over fifty yards.

The second day, however, furnished an excel-

lent race and Sanger's superior speed was

clearly demonstrated. Sanger has gone to

Springfield to train. A man who will give

everyone hard work in August is Gary, the

Massachusetts man who astonished everyone

on May 30 and July 4 by defeating Windle,

Tyler, Ta.\lor and others. He put in an ap-

pearance it Detroit on Monday and easily won
everything he rode in. In the mile open he

certainly fouled Johnson, but that the result

of the race for first place would have been

changed is very doubtful. Gary strongly re-

sembles W. F. Murphy in features, is slim in

body and long of leg. He is remarkably quick

in getting off and will bother the best at a

sprint.

* *

It is a great pity that Detroit, on the eve of

holding the division meet and international

races, should have been bored with such an

exhibition of mismanagement as was fur-

nished for the edificati' >n of a crowd of 500

people on Monday last. It is no exaggeration

to say that any country town could have

found officials to have beaten the alleged ex-

perts at Detroit "hands down." To begin

with, the referee had no idea how to run the

meet. He was the mouthpiece of any one

who chose to offer him advice. The judges

did not know where their positions were, and
one of them, despite instructions to the con-

trary, spent most of his time in the timers'

stand. The programmes arrived on the

grounds a full half hour after the time the

races were advertised to start. All this is to

be regretted, for it must have a bad influence

on the attendance at the coming division

meet. That event, however, is in the hands
of men who will not tolerate ornamental offi-

cers. They are hard at work on every branch.

They hope to be able to secure a rate of one

fare and a third for persons attending the

Chicago meet the following week, which will

be a big feather in their caps.

ARRANGED THE PRICES.

What One Will Pay to See the International

Races—The Grand Stand Question.

At the meeting of the general committee of

the international meet Friday night, the track

committee was authorized to adopt the follow-

ing prices: Admission in the two east stands,

one a bleacher and the other covered, 50 cents;

south grand stand and half of the west grand

stand, 75 cents; north half of the west grand

stand, $1; new grand stand to be erected on
the west side of the track, $1; box seats in the

south stand, $1.50; season tickets, six coupons,

to be sold in advance for reserved seats, non-

transferable, making the $1 seats $4.50 for six

days;$1.50 seats, $7; 75 cent seats, $3.50; 50 cent

seats not reserved. All spaces from the 75

cent department up are fitted with rented

chairs.

The grand stand question was brought up,

and Mr. Gerould made a statement, substan-

tially, as follows: When the agreement was
drawn up between the ball park people and
the league, it was expected that the Arabs

would build the stand. The removal of the

Arabs was an unlooked-for event, and the con-

sequent necessity for the construction of the

grand stand should not be a cause for blaming

the committee, while, on the other hand, the

ball park people could not be expected to erect

it. A stand 150 feet long, and capable of hold-

ing 1,200 chairs, would cost $1,800. Tents for

the racing men would have to be constructed

north of the grand stand, or, at a slight cost,

quarters could be fitted up under the stand.

Mr. Hart of the ball club said, so Mr. Gerould

stated, that in consideration of $1,000 to be

paid to the ball club out of the gross receipts,

to cover expenses entailed upon them, they

would be nilling that the expense of the stand,

advertising, tarpaulins and other things be de-

ducted from the gross receipts, after which they

would accept as their share one-third of the

balance. Mr. Gerould was authorized to act

in the matter. After the meeting it was un-

officially recommended to Mr. Gerould that he

endeavor to have the ball park people purchase

the grand stand at a fair valuation after the

meet was over. This he said he would do.

Mr. Gerould was authorized to engage the

services of a journalist, at a figure not to
'
ex-

ceed $150, the journalist to keep Chicago

papers fully informed concerning the d( tails

of the approaching league meet, and so partly

relieve the press committee.

It is learned from E. H. Wilcox, manager of

the Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Company, of

Goshen, Ind., that that concern has just
#
ship-

ped wheels to St. Petersburg, Russia; Tokio,

Japan; the Kimberly diamond mines, South

Africa, and to Canada.

L
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Miscellaneous Racing Notes.

On account of rain the Missouri division

meet was postponed until July 23.

The Savannah Wheelmen held their second

annual ten-mile road race and dinner Monday.
Tuttle declares that to win the Illinois cham-

pionships in August is the ambition of his

life.

The Quaker City Wheelmen of Phila elphia

hold a twenty-five mile road ract; on Lancaster

Pike in connection with their race meet on

Aug. 26.

The Toledo people should learn to support

the officials appointed to enforce the rules. By
failing to do so in a case in which the marshal

had insisted on the removal of two intruders,

they placed that official in a humiliating posi-

tion and laid themselves open to severe criti-

cism.

The Telegram Cycling Club of Milwaukee is

making extensive arrangements for its tourna-

ment at Athletic Park July 29. A fine line of

prizes will be offered, and the affair will be run
on a grand scale. It is given as a sort of re-

ception to Sanger, who will reach Milwaukee
the day defore.

The Toledo track is one-third of a mile in

circumference, and faced with brick dust. A
great deal of the latter was procured by crush-

ing bricks. The track is only thirty feet wi.ie,

but when Chicago men heard that the entire

cost was $700, they commenced figuring on
where Chicago's $7,000 went!

The Asbury Park Wheelmen's programme
for July 21 and 22 is as follows: First day—
one-mile*, novice; one-mile, handicap; one-
mile, 3:00 class; one-mile, open; half-mile,

boys; one-mile, team; two-mile, handicap.
Seco..d day—one-mile, 2:50 class; one-mile,

handicap; one-mile, handicap, New Jersey

riders; quarter- mile, open; one-mile, open:

two-mile, handicap.

O. S. Bunnell, official referee of the N. C. a.,

has discovered a cheap method of lighting a

track at night, thus rendering feasible a scheme
which he has long contemplated—that of hold-

ing race meets in the evening—the excessive

c. st of electric lighting having hitherto de-

ferred him from attempting it.

The South Bend (Ind.) C. C, announces the

following events for July 28, the prize list foot-

ing up $1,000: One-mile, novice; quarter-mile,

open; half-mile, handicap; one-mile, open;

half mile, boys; one-mile, handicap; half-mile,

open; one-mile, 2:45 class; two-mile, lap, one-

mde, club; five-mile, handicap.

A prominent cyclist made this remark at

Toledo last Saturday: "Sanger can ride all

around Johnson, and from his riding yester-

day I think he will even play horse with Zim-

merman. I never saw a man ride so easy and
apparently without effort. He has the inter-

national championships at his mercy."

The Madison (Wis.) Cycling Club will hold

its first open road ra"e July 22 at 9 a. m. over

tin Sun Prairie-Madison course. The twelve-

mile cour e is a first-class straight road with
few hills and a good surface, the finish being

in Madison on a newly macadamized street.

The prize list is he ded with a $125 bicycle and
a $50 time medal, with twenty other prizes of

less value.

The Tourist Wheelmen of Omaha will give

their first annual tournament at the fair

grounds July 15. George Sancha, E. L. Pot-

ter and Lester Holton are working hard to make
it a success. They have already secured two
high-grade wheels, a diamond medal, sweaters,

kodaks, tires, cyclometers and shoes without

number. The programme will be quarter,

half, mile, boys, five-mile handicap and club

championship, all open with the exception of

the club championship.

Johnson said at Toledo that Sanger was a
far faster rider than he (Johmon) had looked

for, and that he never thought any man could

run away from him so ea3y. "I can give him
a much better race than I did at Toledo," said

the speedy Utile man, "and at the world's fair

meet I hope to be in far better condition. I

really do not think I am capable of doing my
best work now."
A peculiar decision was made in the mile

open race at Sandusky. Johnson was first at

the half-mile, but the finish was not inside the

limit, and it was declared no race. Johnson
was awarded the special prize for being first at

the half-mile pole and Banker was not allowed

to run in the second race. If it was "no race"

why should Johnson receive the special prize

and why should Banker be refused his right of •

starting when 'the race" was run?

Springfield, Mass., will have a monster meet
this year. The two international events, com-
ing one each day, will have exactly the same
prizes, so that the interest in both will be ex-

actly the same, both among the riders and
spectators. The only difference in the gneat

races will be that the one of Sept. 13 will be

called the Springfield international one-mile

invitation race, w hile that of Sept. 14 will be

the Springfield international one-mile record
race. In each case there will be $875 in prizes.

The first five men will receive diamonds
worth $300, $150, $100, $75 and $50, respectively.

Besides this, the winner in each contest will

have a special souvenir in the form of a gold
watch charm, studded with diamonds, which
will cost
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ENGLISH TRADE MATTERS.

The Elswick Factory — Water Boats Being

Tried.

London, July 1.—Last week I spent two or

three days m Newcastle-on-Tyne, a city of

200,000 inhabitants, situated 273 miles north of

London. Coal mining, iron smelting, ship

building and other "light employments" are

carried on in the neighborhood; the atmos-

phere is never free from a suspicion of sooti-

ness; the public buildings look in need of

scrubbing, and a clean collar lasts for six

hours. But the people are enthusiastic sports-

men and cycling flourishes exceedingly. Cycle

agents exist in nearly every street. There are

thousands of cyclists in and around New-
castle. The daily paper of the city devotes

considerable space to cycling matters in its col-

umns. Although much poverty exists it is an

extraordinary fact that youths and men follow-

ing humble callings are able to procure the

best machines. Humbers are in high favor

just now in Newcastle, and next to these come
the Elswicks, made by Newton & Co. In

preference to being taken down a coal mine

and having to crawl along three-foot ways, I

paid a visit to the works where the Elswicks

are made and where I was cordially received

by Mr. Newton and F. S. Buckingham, the

clever engineer who personally supervises the

factory. The Elswick factory is a model of its

kind. Three hundred workmen are employed

and up to the day of my visit 2,098 machines

had heen turned out during this year. New-
ton & Co. are not a large firm, but their plant

and machinery are of the finest. Safeties only-

are made — racers, light and, full roadsters,

ladies'—no tricycles, front drivers or tandems.

Except the tubing, spokes, rims, tires and sad-

dles, every part of an Elswick is made in the

factory. The wheel, axle and pedal bearings

are superb, being marvels of easy running and
impervious to both dirt and water. The fac-

tory is lighted by electricity throughout, and
the shafting which drives the machinery is

carried under the floors. A lift communicates
between the basement and the four floors

above it. Two gas engines, a 27 and 16-horse-

power, respectively, provide power. Starting

in the basement I saw the steel furnace, from
which issue forgings for axle brackets, etc.

Here also were the polishing and plating shops.

On the ground floor were the offices, stock

room, wheel-building shop and finishing shop.

On the first floor we found all the drilling and
turning machinery, including a beautiful

Brainard milling machine. The Elswick steer-

ing pillars are bored out of a solid forging.

The crossed-under tubes of the Elswick frame
are claimed to make the machines exception-

ally strong.

"Supposing," I said to Mr. Buckingham, "a
single tube of larger diameter were substituted,

would there be any loss of strength?"

"Such a machine," replied £the ex-racing
man, "would only equal in strength an Els-

wick of two-thirds the weight."

"And what are your standard weights?"

"Our racers weigh 22 1-4 pounds, light road-

roadsters 29 pounds, full roadsters 34 pounds
and ladies' safeties (with mud guards, dress

guard and 1 5-8 pneumatic tires) 26 pounds."
"But you build featherweights to order, I

believe?"

" Oh, yes, we make racers from 10 pounds
upwards, to order, at special prices."

Ascending again to the second floor we were
in the building shop, whilst on reaching the

third we found enameling in full swing. The
Elswick enamel has an appeerence peculiarly

its own, a beautiful subdued polish like that of

ebony, which looks very superior and contrasts

with the dazzling brightness of the nickeled

parts. My visit only served to confirm my
previous high opinion of the Elswicks, which
are expensive machines, produced from the

finest materials with the aid of the best ma-
chinery and skilled labor. Not a scrap of old

stock did I see on the premises.

FRONT DRIVERS IN NEWCASTLE.

Out on the Gosforth road last Sunday I met
Mr. Moore of the Enfield Manufacturing Com-
pany, Birmingham. He was riding a little f.

d. safety made of the Eadie company's parts,

and fitted with the Eadie gear, gearing it to 60

inches? It weighed 27 1-2 pounds and, on try-

ing it for a short distance, I was compelled to

confess it ran remarkably freely. The gear in-

volves a rather wide tread, but is said to be

better for sprinting on than the Crypt ). It

may be lubricated easily with vaseline instead

of oil. Front drivers have not caught on
largely in Newcastle, but I saw a very smart-

looking Triumph being ridden on Saturday.

EUCLIDIA REMODELED.

I recently looked up the National Cycle Com-
pany, of Fetter Lane, Holborn, E. C, which
makes that remarkablo safety known as the

Euclidia. The frame has now been remodeled

on Humber lines, the tension principle being

retained. Twenty-eight pounds without a gear

case or 30 pounds with, are the weights of the

Eucilidia for the road. The machine costs only

$66, net. Hal Berte, the professional rider,

will attempt to reduce some professional re-

cords on a Euclidia very shortly.

NEW MUD GUARDS.

Quite a number of new mud guards are

being placed upon the market. As a sample I

may mention Goodwin's "Squeegee," which
weighs 6 ounces. It is attached to either or

both wheels of the machine by two light rods

and consists of a suitably shaped piece of

rubber which cleans the tyre at a point

within a few inches of the ground. It re-

mains to be seen whether the new device

proves generally effective. One thing is cer-

tain, the light celluloid mud guards are of no
permanent service as the vibration cracks

them at their point of attachment to their sup-

ports. Other guards of waterproof cloth,

leather, etc., give plenty of scope for a really

neat, effective, light mud pro ector.

ZIMER WATER CYCLE.

T. W. Zimer, of 99 Mortimer Eoad, Dalston,

N. , has just returned from a successful coast-

ing voyage on hia patent Zimer boat, a ped-

ally-propelled screw boat, fitted with a silent

gear and the automatic Zimer side floats.

These floats rise or fall independently accord

ing to the inequalities of the watery surface,

allowing the craft and its occupants to main-

tain a vertical positson. Capsizing or even
side rolling is impossible. Zimer expects to

cross (he English channel very shortly. A
very fair speed can be maintained on the Zimer
boat, it being built on fine lines. Its price

ranges from $200.

A FRENCH INVENTION.

Another water cycle is attracting much at-

tention just now, it being exhibited in action
at Captain Boyton's water show at Earls Court.
The inventor is a Frenchman, J. Jacquet Mau-
rel, of 20 Wellington Square, Chelsea, S. W.,
and the makers are Beach & Harris, Fortess

Road, N. W. It is very simple in its construc-

tion, consisting of certain attachments to any
ordinary safety. Two air-tubes of 8 feet in

length and 8 inches in diameter are connected
by detachable rods to the frame of the safety.

Small metal floats are fastened on to the spokes
of the back wheel which is submerged about
two inches. The front wheel is stationary ex-

cept when required for steering, which is

easily effected by means of a disc attached to

the rim. The machine when afloat will sup-

2 1-2 cwt., and it is absolutely impossible for

one person to capsize or submerge it. Eight
miles an hour have been attained on it. The
entire equipment for converting the safely

into a water cycle only weighs 2C pounds and
may be readily packed up in a few minutes
and carried on the handle-bar. The price of

the attachment complete is $75. Captain Boy-
ton has congratulated the inventor, and I have
seen his letter commending the craft. Any-
one can try the "Cycloscaph," as it will be

called, at the water show. Pedaling is de-

scribed as being like riding up a slight incline

with the wind in your favor, delightfully easy

at first, somewhat monotonous after a long

spell. The rider is quite protecled from splashes.

Maurel, it appears, lived on the bank of a river

in France. The nearest bridge was twelve

miles off, and as he had no boat he could not

cross the river to indulge in a cycle ride on the

other side. After vainly trying if anything

was procurable on the market, Maurel de-

signed his present device, which proved com-
pletely successful.

THE BEESTON TIRE.

Apropos of my remarks concerning the Bees-

ton pneumatic tire, I note that in one of the

testimonials published with the prospectus,

which has since reached me, the following

words o:cur: "By its peculiar construction, if

suddenly the tire becomes deflated, it would be

impossible for the rider to meet with an acci-

dent, a fault nearly all other pneumatic tires

are liable to." So writes Walter Phillips of

Coventry (late of Rndge Cycle Company). I

cannot understand this peculiar safety in a tire

totally dependent on air pressure for its secur-

ity on the rim. Stanley.

ALUMINUM TESTED.

Official Report of Professor Johnson of Wash-

ington University.

Professor J. B. Johnson, professor of civil

engineering and director of the testing labora-

tory of Washington University, has made his

official report to the St. Louis Refrigorator and

Wooden Gutter Company, maker of the Lu-

Mi-Num, the aluminum bicycle. The report

reads as follows:

I have the honor to report upon a series of tests made
by me upon steel and aluminum bicycle frames submitted

to me by you.

All the frames were of the same pattern, being of the

usual diamond shape. The steel frames were of steel

tubing with brazed joints, and the aluminum frames were
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
ARE NOT SPEED RETARDERS.

Records of 1892 are being Supplanted by Speedier ones in 1893.

Bert Harding,
I.. D. Muneer,
Clias. Kindervatter.
C. A. Urban,

Otto Keuuiao,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. Kindervatter,

M. Nelson,
Martin Nessel,
G. L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. E. Renshaw,

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

H. II. Wylie,

Emil Ulbricht,
A. L. 1 eonbardt,
Jobn Clark.

G. L. Emerson,

Frank Waller,

1B93.

I May 20.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

[May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 16.

Jane 27.

i July 4.

July 4.

July 4.

Forest Park Road Race.

12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit,

Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas
City, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State championship.
Hanauer Koad Race.

Netv York to Chicago.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

Rockford, III.

Indianapolis.

17 1 2 miles.

12 miles.

(57:10.
< 57:10.

(57:11.
40:02.

1 1-8 mile.
) 1 mile.
) 1-4 mile.
1 1-2 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.

:32 2-5.

1:10.

10 1-1 miles. 30:21.

17 1-2 miles

5 3-4 miles.

l f 5:44.

{ 55:17.
1 55:4S.
lli:41 2-5

25 miles. 1:30:50.

5 miles. 16:40.

1,02ft miles.

16 1 2 miles

J
1-4 mile.

'l
5 miles.

Hi days,
4 hours,
30 tain.

46:51.

)8:31.

411:01.

:37 2-5.

15:22

3 Miles. 7:31.

Imperial.
Arrow.
King of Scorchers.
Raleigh.

S erling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

24 lb. March, wood rims.
Fnwier.
22-lb. James.
Arrow.

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Sunol.

Sterling Special.

- pecial
Stephen*
Special.

James.

Arrow.

> Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

[- State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

j-Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a routh of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright ^'oad Tires. Won
$750 piano from 158 starters. StruDg
head wind.

Morgan & Wrieht Tires
Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morffnti & Wright h'acing Tires.
Not even a puncture

I Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
V Ulbricht Ts time, is be* t record
\ for course by 1:56.

Ridden in a gale.

JBreahing the competition record
for this distance.

And there you are! Only a Few at that.

FIRST ON THE TRACK! FIRST ON THE ROAD!
FIRST IN THE HEARTS OF THE WHEELMEN!

E. W. McCarlin,
4427 CALUMET AVENUE, CHICAGO,

Rode 443 miles on a Premier Tandem
with M. & W. Tires, carrying 335 lbs, of
weight, and had but one mishap from
Minneapolis to Chicago.

The Tire of the Era!

Do You Ride It ? If Not Why Not ?

J. A. Ebert
Pounded a " March" over miles of rail"

road tracks without a puncture. The
Tires were M. & W. His companions
experienced eight punctures before the
ride was completed. Their Tires were
not M. & W.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT Y00 WANT!

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
ATALOGVE GIVES A WORLD OF INFOltUAlION.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St..

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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cast in one piece and bored, except^that the forks and

axle formed a separate casting.

The frames tested were virtually the same weight.

Three tests were applied to each kind of frame as fol-

lows:

(a) Supported on the wheel axles and loaded sym-

metrically or centrally, at the pedal axle. Forward sup-

port on rollers.

(b) Supported on the axles and loaded unsymmetri-

cally at the pedal axle five (5) inches from the center

plane of the frame. The frame being held vertical by a

horizontal force applied to the seat socket.

(c) The forks removed and the frame supported on

the rear axle and the forks bearing under the head piece,

the load being applied at the seat socket.

In test a the aluminum frame, being loaded and sup-

ported exactly as if it were in service, carried 1,920

pounds at the pedal axle, and deflected 0.55 inch with a

permanent set of only 0.04 inch, or one-twenty-fifth of an
inch. Under a load of 1,950 pounds the front fork broke,

but the frame otherwise was uninjured.

In the test with eccentric loading (b), the aluminum
frame carried a load of 960 pounds at the pedal axle, ap-

plied five inches from the central plane of the frame,

with 0.80 inch vertical deflection, and when the load was
removed it fully recovered its original position. This was
the same frame as that used in the (a) test, with a new
pair of forks.

In the third test c, where the forks were removed, the

same aluminum frame was used, and a load of 2.000

pounds or one ton was applied at the seat socket and re-

moved, with a permanent deflection of 0.08 inch, or one-

twelfth of an inch. Under a load of 2,350 pounds the two
bars leading to the head piece broke. The total deflec-

tion under this load was 0.45 inch. In each test the steel

frames bent or twisted out of shape at a much low^er

pressure than that of the aluminum.

The most important property of a bicycle frame, how-
ever, is its resilience, or elastic spring, which is the

means of its ability to resist a shock. This property is

measured by both the strength and the deflection. In

fact, it is proportional to the product of the strength into

the deflection.

Now, the aluminum frame greatly exceeded the steel

frame in both these qualities, and hence its resilience, or

elastic spring, is very much greater than that of the

steel frame. When the forks were removed the elastic

resilience of the aluminum frame was just twice that of

the steel frame. That is to say, it would resist twice as

great a shock without injury. It is therefore much more
elastic, or springy, than the steel frame, and would stand

much harder usage without injurious results.

I consider the steel frames used in this test equal to the

best made, and no failure occurred in these tests at any
of the brazed joints.

The aluminum frames were found to be almost per-

fectly elastic up to rupture, and their great elastic deflec-

tion makes them not only springy and pleasant to ride

upon, but permits them to be subjected to greater

shocks and rougher usage than the steel frames will bear
without being permanently injured.

Since they are cast in one piece there are no joints to

give out, and by slightly varying the pattern any part

^ can be strengthened as much as may be desired and as

experience may dictate. I predict for the aluminum
frames a great future.

I have also tested the metal of which the aluminum bi-

cycle frames are made, and find that while steel is more
than three times as heavy as aluminum in equal volumes,

the aluminum when cast has 3.6 times as great a stretch

as steel for equal loads per square inch of net suction, so

that for equal weights of metal the aluminum frames
would distort more than the steel and fully recover.

This would show that an aluminum frame would be more
elastic than steel for equal weights.

The tests on the aluminum specimens also showed that

they were almost perfectly elastic up to the point of rup-

ture, so that as long as they are not broken an aluminum
frame will fully recover any distortion it may receive.

The strength of the cast aluminum is, by my test, 16,300

pounds per square inch.

L. W. Conkling left the Coventry Machin-

ists' Company, and on Monday departed for

St. Louis. He says he will show a 27-pound

wheel at the international meet in August.

Combination Wrench and Screwdriver,

E. L. Schultz, of 1406 Wabash auenue, Chi-

cago, has applied for a patent on a combina-

tion monkey-wrench and screwdriver. The
screwdriver operates with a thumb-screw, as

does the wrench, and when not in use is in the

handle of the wrench. Mr. Schultz is about

to take out a patent for a newly-designed and
simple bottom-bracket.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

New B. & A. Tandem — Rear-Stearing and

Front-Driving Safety — New Handle-Bar.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

NEW B. & A. TANDEM.

No. 4,939. E. H. Ainsworth, E. G. Higginson and W.
H. Ainsworth 's ''Improvements in tandem bicycles."

May 11, 1892.—According to this invention each of the

two riders drives his own wheel independently through

gearing similar to that used on front-driving safety bi-

cycles. The front wheel (a) is the steering wheel, steer-

ing handles (b bl) are preferably provided for each rider,

such handles being connected together by a link (c) and
one or more universal joints (b2) in the usual way. In

some cases instead of connecting the handles together,

the crown of the front fork is connected to the stem cb3)

of the handle-bar (bl) by means of one or more links and

joints as shown in the dotted lines. Both wheels are pro

vided with gearing (a2) and cranks (a3). The frame of

the machine consists of an upper horizontal tube (d) and

a lower inclined tube (dl); these two are connected to-

gether at the head of the tube (d2) and further back by
two other tubes (d3 d4), the last being just in front of the

rear wheel (al).- A fork (d5) continues in the line of the

tube (dl) to the bearings of the back'wheel (al). From
these bearings another fork (d6) runs upward and back-

ward and is surmounted by a short tube (d7) in its own
line, and the upper end of the tube (d7) is connected with

the back end of the tube (d). The steering head presents

no features of novelty, and the stem (b3) of the back

handle-bar is preferably mounted in ball bearings in the

tube (d4). The front saddle may be attached directly to

the upper tube (d) or it may be mounted on a L pillar

flttiDg into the tube (d3) as shown in the drawing. The
rear saddle is mounted upon an L pillar fixed in the tube

(d7). One of these machines was shown by the New
Buckingham & Adams Cycle Company at the National

show and was stated to have run well in some trial trips.

REAR-STEERING AND FRONT-DRIVING SAFETY.

No. 4,620. E. Jackson's "Improvements in the con-

struction of front driving geared bicycles." March 3,

1893.—The object of this invention if to avoid the exces-

sive strain on the backbone of an ordinary front-driving

safety caused by the weight of the rider seated thereon,

and consists in placing the saddle on or near the end of

the front fork, making the front fork a fixture to the

backbone and producing it upward
to form the seat pillar. The frame
is tied across the main angle and
the steering effected by the back
wheel. Referring to the draw-

ings, figure 1 represents a side

view in outline of the machine,

and figure 2 is a section of the

front end of the steering mechanism. The front fork (A)

is curved back and secured at the crown (A2) to the

backbone (B) . The fork is extended at AL to cany the

the saddle, but the latter is not shown in the illustration.

The backbone extends forward from the crown (A3) to

carry the front portion (N) of the steering. The handle-

bar is secured to the top of the stem, a portion of which

is shown projecting upwards above N. The back wheel

is carried in the fork (D) which is hinged to the end of

the backbone (B) at 01. Two ties (C) connect the rear

end of the backbone with the extremities of the front

fork (A). The steering is effected by
means of bevel wheels and rods. On
the handle stem (M) (figure 2) is

mounted a bevel wheel (L) which

gears with a similar wheel (K)

mounted on the end of the rod (J)

which passes through the backbone

(B) and is provided wiih another bevel

wheel on its other end and which again

gears with a similar wheel secured to

a stem projecting upwards from the

fork (D). The bevel wheels (L K),

etc., are provided with teeth on half their circumference

only. The handle stem (M) and the stem rising from the

back fork (D) are mounted in adjustable ball bearings;

the rod (J) is also mounted in ball bearings but they do
not appear to be adjustable. When the handle-bar is

turned the bevel wheel (L) engaging with the bevel wheel

(K) causes the rod (J) to rotate and this in turn acts on

the fork (Dj and causes the rear wheel to move to right

or left. The front wheel is driven by pedals, cranks and
multiplying gear.

UNIVERSALLY ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR.
No. 1>,882. P. Gendron's '"Improvements relating to

bicycles and the like.'
1

April 1, 1893.—The object of this

invention is to enable a handle-bar to be adjusted in

width and also to allow the handles to be set nearer to or

further from the rider, and to be inclined at any angle

that may be desired. The invention also relates to im-

provements in clamping grips. The handle-bar is built in

several pieces. A central horizontal piece is attached to

the top of the handle stem in the usual way. Into the

ends of this central piece are telescoped two other pieces

which may be independently closed in or pulled out to

any desired length. These two pieces are curved so that

one part of each is at about right angles to the other

part. The handle grips are mounted on short pieces of

tube which are slipped onto the ends of the second parts

of the handle-bar above mentioned. The distance to

which they are slipped on regulates their distance from
the rider. The ends of the central piece of the handle-

bar and the ends of the tubes to which the handles are at-

tached are provided with clamps, enabling the parts to

be fb ed in any desired position. The holes through the

clamps are larger than the bolts and the contact surfaces

at the ends are rounded so that the bolt may shift its po-

sition instead of getting bent when tightened

Short Trade Paragraphs.

The Referee was mistaken a short time

since regarding the closing of the bicycle ex-

hibits on Sundays at the world's fair. It is

stated that the Western "Wheel Works* booth

was covered up, but such is not the case. The
concern favors Sunday opening and its ex-

hibit is free and open at all hours, Sunduj^s in-

cluded.

T. J. Pomeroy, a Mexican agent, is in Chi-

cago visiting the Stokes Manufacturing Com-
pany. Mr. Pomeroy handles the Sterling at

Guadalajara, the second among the Mexican

cities, with a population of 80,000, and says t ( ie

the people have taken to cycling like ducks to

water. A number of other wheels are repre-

sented there.

Arrangements have been made by the Re-

form Cycle Company, of Coventry, with F. S.

Atherton, of 508 State street, Chicago, to

handle the Reform in western territory. A
shipment is expected to arrive about the 18th.

The Reform company would be glad to hear

from others desiring to handle a wheel which

is strictly reliable.

Fenner's new front driver, a description of

which was recently published in these col-

umns, is fitted with the Chapman gear, in-

vented by Harry Chapman, now superintend-

ent of the Peerless Manufacturing Company,
Cleveland, but who was once manager for the

Peregrine works. Mr. Chapman writes that

his invention was partially anticipated by

Frtderick White in the Broncho gear, the Eng-

lish rights of the same being purchased by the

Leicester Cycle Company at his suggestion.

The Peregrine has stood almost the most

severe test it is possible for any machine to

stand. Anybody who has been to the World's

Water Show at Earls Court, London, and seen

the boats coming down the Bhute, would think

it almost impossible for any one to ride down
the incline on a bicycle without breaking it

when it reached the bottom. The above ma
chine has-^teeen, used for this purpose, and is

none thei^§^ for it. The machines used

weigh on^fwenxy-eight pounds, and the rate

at.wh4chr-ifeey go is calculated to exce 'd fifty

miles ptsg hour, about the fastest o i record.

TIip rider of this flying machine is Ci» : --?i Fred-

ericks.
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Ramblers Celebrate the Fourth in True Rambler Style.

DID YOU SEE THOSE ROCKETS?

Those - Were - Copper - Rims.
OHIO.

CALIFORNIA.

TEXAS.

PENN.

NEW JERSEY

ILLINOIS.

NEW JERSEY.

PENN.

PENN.

NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY

IOWA.

MICHIGAN.

MARYLAND.

BLISS and his RAMBLER beat JOHNSON three times at Sandusky.

HALF MILE RECORD— Pacific Coast—Broken by Walter Foster, on his

RAMBLER.—Winning TWO FIRSTR, ONE SECOND.
ALL TEXAS and SOUTHERN RECORDS lowered, and FOUR FIRSTS and

SIX SECONDS won, all on RAMBLERS.
FIRST, SECOND and TIME PRIZES, in the Oil City Road Race, won on

RAMBLERS.
FIVE FIRSTS, FOUR SECONDS, THREE THIRDS in nine events, went to

riders of RAMBLERS, at Vineland, N. J.

TWO SECONDS, THREE THIRDS, ONE FOURTH, captured by RAMLERS
at Rockford, 111.

EVERY RACE at Pitman Grove, N. J., won on RAMBLERS.

EVERY RACE at Neshaminy Falls, Penn., won on RAMBLERS.

EVERY RACE at Norristown, Penn.. won on RAMBLERS.

TWO FIRSTS at Orange, N. J.,—RAMBLERS took 'em.

TWO FIRSTS, TWO SECONDS, TWO THIRDS, ONE FOURTH at

Trenton, N. J, July ist. They went to RAMBLERS.
ONE FIRST, THREE SECONDS, ONE FOURTH at Vanton, Iowa, on

RAMBLERS.

ONLY ONE RACE at Traverse City, Mich—RAMBLER took that.

TWO FIRSTS, THREE SECONDS, TWO THIRDS at Baltimore. Md., go to

riders of RAMBLERS.

AND ONLY NINE STATES HEARD FROM.
Compare this List with others. Note number of different meets.

"
It pays to ride a Rambler-If you WANT to win."

GORMULLY & JBFFfiRY MFG. CO.,
Chiea^o. Boston Washington. New York. Coventry, Engf.

WE MANUFACTURE AND SELZ

Tires, Saddles, Tool Bags, Pneumatic Pumps, Repair Outfits.
WRITE FOR PRICES TO THE TRADE.

J»7NTjr>N THE .METeRfE
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BEAUTIFUL BRUNSWICK.

Fine Streets, Massive Shade Trees and Enthu-

siastic Cyclers.

Snugly ensconced in the extreme south-

western portion of the southern Empire state

lies a little city of 15,000 people, and many de-

lightful miles of shady avenues that would

make the heart of any rider glad; a city that is

the personification of true southern hospital-

ity, and one that to visit once will be to re-

member it always—such a city is Brunswick.

When the scribe passed through this beautiful

little city enroute to Cumberland, where the

inter-state meet was held, which, by the way,

is only a short boat ride from Brunswick, he

decided to remain in the city a fevv days on his

return, and he has not yet regretted it in the

least.

Brunswick, like all other live southern cities,

is a cycling city, and to the true cyclist it is a

delight to accompany some of the swift riders

on the pleasant circuits which are nightly

made by the wheelmen.

The climate of Brunswick is superb, the

zephyrs frum the staid old Atlantic kissing

your cheek familiarly, and bids you enjoy life.

The nights are pleas mt, and a ride around the

"boulevard," a most delightful shelled drive of

probably five miles, on a beautiful moonlight

night, is something to be remembered for

many days.

The boulevard, of course, is the chief attrac-

tion for the wheelmen, owing to the beautiful

level stretch that completely enc rcles the city;

but besides this there are other roads equally

as beautiful that one will find as picturesque

and novel as the famous roads leading from

Milan. On one of them, called the "Twelve

Mile Drive," one can witness an avenue of

natural oak trees flanking a road that is almost

as firm and smooth as a cement track.

Of course with all these natural advantages

Brunswick must be a cycling city—which is

the case—but owing to the unusual stringency

of the money market and the financial diffi-

culties of several of the banking institutions of

the city, it has received a backset. But it is

only temporary, however, as the reaction will

soon set in, and when it does will take up the

interest where it was left off several months

ago, and even if that is the case there will be a

perceptable increase of many lities of the

other states of equal size.

At a recent meeting of the wheelmen called,

a club was formed, under L. A. W. rules, of

thirty members and the following officers: F.

A. :Dunn, president; G. A. Middleton, vice-

president; A. B, Rowe, secretary and treas-

urer; George Oook, captain; E. R, Sherman,
lieutenant.

Among some of the prominent members
who I ave competed against foreign riders and

carried their colors to victory may be men-

tioned J. B. Fain, Will Fain, J. M. Keen, W.
N. McDonald, 0. H. Leavy, George McCul-

lough, George Gillican, R. J. Flood, George

Harper, P. B. Tupper, F. M. Nash, H. M.

King, F. McC. Brown, Morris Mayer, J. N.

Home, R. R. Hopkins, George E. Bradnack,

Andrew Ross, R. S Branham, E J. Allen, Jr.,

W. W. Tabbott, C. A. Taylor, John C. Leh-

man.
The trade has been very brisk in Brunswick

until recently, but the set-back is only tempo-

rary, and soon the trade will bound forward

with a great leap. The most prominent deal-

ers are the Stubbs-Green Hardware Company,

the Victor and Crawford agents; H. T. Dunn
& Son, managed by F. A. Dunn, Imperials

and Credendas; Cook & Rowe, two of the

most promising wheelmen in the city, who
sell Columbias, Ramblers and Hartfords. The

Douglas Hardware Company works tLe Eagle.

MACON'S PROPOSED TRACK.

Ralph B. Tupper.

One of the most promising young riders is

Ralph Tupper. Ralph is a youth of twenty,

who has demonstrated by his only race that he

is one of the coming men of this section. He
won the race, which was for tight and a

quarter miles, on a bad road, in 32:20.

Ralph is a member of the L, A. W. Bnd one

of the charter members of the Brunswick

Wheelmen. He is an earnest wheelman and

promises to make a good record this season on,

the track. He rides a Columbia.

Subscriptions for the Building of the Same Now
Being Taken.

Macon, Ga. , wheelmen seem to be experienc-

ing some little trouble in getting the land for

the new track they propose building. A track

was granted them by the city on one of the

prettiest plats there, but too many provi-

sions were tacked on the grant, and while the

wheelmen had virtually accepted the land,

some protested against it, and now see that it

has had the desired effect. The reasons for not

approving the plan and grant was principally

because one of the provisos called for the re-

turn of the ground when called for by the city,

while the other was that no fence would be

allowed around the track. It would, indeed,

be very foolish were the wheelmen to accept

the grant in the true meaning, for had they

expended $1,000 on the track and not be al-

lowed to fence it in, it would be a total loss to

them from a lucrative standpoint; and then

there was a possibility that it might be called

for by the city at any time they desired it.

But they have at last struck on an excellent

plan and will now soon have one in one of the

prettiest parks in the south. The boys are now
raising a subscription to build the track and

the citizens of Macon should come to their aid.

There has already been a very good sum sub-

scribed by the individual members of the club,

which will g ) a long way toward accomplish-

ing the desired end, but the boys want a little

help from Macon's public-spirited citizens,

whom they believe are in full sympathy with

cycling, and who will now come to their as-

sistance in the building of a first-class track.

Just what the track will cost is not decided

upon, as ilie estimates are not completed.

There can be no doubt, however, that a good

track upon which tournaments could be held

would be a splendid thing for Macon. Savan-

nah has one 'hat has proved an addition to the

city's attractions, and races are held there the

gate receipts from which have nearly paid for

the cost of building already.

Three Little Newslets.

The 100-mile road race of the Atalanta Wheel-

men of Newark, N. J. will be held Saturday.

Wylie of the Lincoln club is the only western

man entered.

The St. Louis Cycling Club will hold a meet

Saturday, Aug. 26, at New Sportsman's Park.

There will be ten events. The prizes will aggre-

gate $2,000 in value.

The first Afro-American national tourna-

ment will be held July 19 at Sportsman's Park,

St. Louis, un<?er the auspices of the Von der

Ahe C, C, a, colored organization.
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High Grade Throughout.
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ATLANTA, GA.
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GEORGIA'S FINE BEACHES.

MAGNIFICENT RIDES FOR MILES ALONG
THE OCEAN'S SHORE.

Roads Wide, Long and as Hard as Marble—

A

Cyclist Party's Grand Outing — Hun-

dreds of Good Attractions to

Be Found.

C. M. RUSHING,
Sec.-Treas. Savannah Division.

There are few states in the union that are so

admirably situated as Georgia. A residence

within her borders allows of a home ou the

coast, where one ma.' sit and watch the ships

as they enter from every section of the gli.be.

He may watch the angry billows as they pitch

against the rugged shores, trying with all their

might to penetrate into the far distant wood-
land that remains always as a secret to them.

He may live in that section wherein flows the

gentle murmuring stream that turns that wheel

of progress and waters the fields that allow us

to appreciate the benefits of producing staples

that furnish the world

with clothing. The
streams that flow in

our inland pass thro'

a section of country

that for beauty equals

the most picturesque

sights of the western

valleys and scenery

that rivals that of the

world-famed Kenne-
saw. One may also

live in the section of

mountains that yield

up a'l the minerals of

the geography and furnish scenery equal to

that of far-famed Colorado, but with all ti ese

advantages she boasts of other attractions that

she per-eminently leads in, her ocean beaches.

Since bicycling has taken such a strong hold

on the public, and the southern public especi-

ally, beach racing has been a prominent theme.

The warm weather that begins about July

makes racing in the inland cities not always

pleasant, ar.d it is not an uncommon thiug to

see an inland city hold a series of races on the

nearest beach. So many such races have been

given, in fact, that it has attracted much at-

tention to the beaches of the different islands,

and it has shown what pleasant times may
be had.

One of the prettiest, and the most metropol-

itan islands in the state is that of Tybre, near

Savannah. This island has two or three ex-

cellent hotels, many beautiful club houses and
private residences. It is reached by cars from
Savannah and the ride is one of the most pleas-

ant imaginable. From the time the train

leaves Savannah until it reaches its destination

the brow is cooled by the sweet breezes that

come perhaps from that country that no man
knows, and the eye is greeted with the beauti-

ful sights of vessels coming in and going out,

with an occasional view of one of the ocean's

mighty greyhounds that ply between this city

and the most prominent commercial places of

the new world. We ride probably an hour,

which is only too short, ere we reach the is-

land, and as we step from the cars we are

greeted with a sudden gust of breeze that tips

our hats to all surrounding and awakens us to

";!ie beauty of exploring the island in chase of

our head gear. But when we finally hem it

up like a lawyer does a witness, weare prepared

to enjoy our surroundings. We feel so happy
that we fain would ride the merry-go-round,

Pikes Peak and anything else that puts in an
appearance. We then patronize all I he fakers

that do not visit Chicago and prepare for the

grand finale—our dip. Is there anything pret-

tier or more delightful than a dip in the

mighty and briny deep, especially when we
see so mauy of God's most beautiful speci-

men's of handiwork? We become intoxicated

with delight and hie away to get our camera

the hotel to fill that "long-felt want." This is

repeated and with as much relish and pleasure

as our former experience. Surely Roland Hen-
nessy could write a poem on such pleasure that

would rival in sweetness "Sleep, Baby, Sleep."

* * *

We are in Brunswick. We are within

twenty-two miles of the famous Cumberland
Island, once owned by General Nathaniel
Green, and which is noted for its homelike
comfort and beautiful beach.

We are also within ten miles of Simon Is-

land, which, as a matter of course, once be-

OFFICERS SAVANNAH WHEELMEN.

C. S. Richmond, Pres.

„ W. P. Ott, Captain.

William Demhardt, Vice-Pres.
R. H. Polk, Treas.

Samuel M. Whitnick, Chief Consul.

wherewith to take some of those "things of

beauty" which "are joys forever."

After a pleasant surf bath we can take our

wheel, and, accompanied by one of the former

naiads, we take a spin around the beach,

which is as hard as a cement track. It is only

necessary to start our machine and rest our

feet when we begin a beautiful ten-mile coast

with a charming maiden at our side and a

gentle, refreshing breeze at our back, with

ten miles more of beautiful space to the front.

Surely it is not more pleasant than this at that

place where pure amateurs go when they die!

We make the coast once, twice, aye, three

iimes! It is so pleasant, and we then repair to

longed to St. Simon. We decide to first visit

the former home of general Green, that hero

of heroes, and accordingly we take the beauti-

ful little craft City of Brunswick for a plea-

sant trip to that famous island.

The trip on the river is a most delightful one

and rivals the famous Hud.-on river trip to Al-

bany. We spend two hours on board chatting

pleasantly with all and try to attract the at-

tention of the handsome and gallant captain,

who is conversing with the prettiest girl on

board and who seems to have a ' Lamplighter''

cinch on her time. He seems to be enj<>\ jng

himself, which is evich ntly reciprocated by this

fair graduate,
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COLUMBIAS.
I am agent for this peerless line. No need to tell you about them here. You

have all heard of them. Come and see me, or write.

JOHN P. DILL,
AUGUSTA, GA.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

"Of Course They Make the Pace."

THE

VICTORS
ARE FAMOUS FOR THAT.

We are the Savannah and vicinity agents.

The Palmer Hardware Co.,
SAVANNAH. GA.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Field & Kelley,
THE AUGUSTA, GA., AGENTS.

RAMBLERS, KENWOODS, CLEYELANDS, MAJESTICS.

THE LARGEST DEALERS IN AUGUSTA.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

THOMAS & BARTON,
AUGUSTA, GA,

AGENTS FOR-

VICTORS, CREDENDAS, MONARCHS.

Victors makes the pace, and there is none better.
MENTION THE REFEREE^
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After a trip of fifteen miles we begir i o feel

as if we are on the briny deep and gin to

make ready to give the fish their da. / food.

"We are very liberal and give them all we have.

We sit down and think of those prizes we sold

and "shouldn't ought to.". We start to write

to Chairman Eaymond and ask absolution, but

haven't paper and determine to wait until we

get to the island, which we soon reach.

On landing, the first thing we discover is the

electric mule attached to a Charleston car.

This animal is of the tribe of Balaam and we

are told to take a seat in the palace and await

"his nibs'" pleasure.

We sit.

We wait.

His nibs doesn't seem to have any pleasure,

for neither the blarney nor those words which

no Shakespeare wrote moveth him.

The electricity doesn't electrucute.

We will draw a veil over the next event and

wake up at the hotel.

Hotel!

We find a large party of cyclists from the

hamlets of Atlanta and Brunswick; also Jack-

sonville. It appears to be dinner time.

We notice the auburn-haired Johnson, who

occupies the tripod for Wheeling. We also

notice a gray mule a little below, for you

know, legends must be protected.

We enter and cast our autograph on the

register of mine host, Morgan, the namesake

of the "Senator," and who bears as striking a

resemblance to him as does an amateur to a

professional.

After we have finished dinner, which is all

we could desire, we take our glittering steeds

to the beach via mule car line, as before. We
finally get there, and the vision that presents

itself to us is one that might nspire one to

laugh at an English joke. As far as the eye

could reach could be seen vessels going out

and the white-capped billows leaping over one

another in their mad flight for the shore. To

see one full-grown one strike against another

as heavy, and the result casting the foam in

all directions reminds one of a beautiful snow

storm with white flakes falling everywhere.

The beach at Cumberland is indeed one of

the finest on the Atlantic coast. Broad and

firm, with a length on one side of possibly

thirty miles, it is a bicyclist's mecca. The

only objection that can be raised to the beach

from a cycling standpoint is that one cannot

lide completely around it, and the trouble ex-

perienced in getting to it. We having to trust

to our old friend of Balaam's each time, and

he is like some of the railroads—extremely an-

tagonistic to riders.

The beach is almost like marble and we

spent many hours in riding the length of i*.

The hotel at the island is situated about two

miles from the beach in the midst of a deep

grove and near some excellent fishing grounds.

It is conducted nicely by Manager Morgan,

who is one of the most liberal men in the

world, and one of the best friends the cyclists

have. The medals he offered at the recent

Taces were beauties, indeed, but if Mr. Morgan

wants to gain the patronage of the wheelmen

he will change the present system of transpor-

tation. At prestnt it smacks too much of

"I've got you and you can't get away."
.

The

idea of charging one to take Irs wheel to the

beach when there is no road, and also from

the landing, is preposterous, and might well be

classed "hoggishness" or "atlanterish."

We spent some time on the island and had

a number of interesting races. The Bruns-

wick and Jacksonville boys caught some

really good records and prizes, while those

from Atlanta only caught turtles—and in the

neck.

Johnson, of auburn-hair fame, and Foote,

the gentleman who made the race to Chicago

for glory, elected themselves kings of the

island. They held a midnight pow-wow and

plotted against the whites, but the pelican

spread the news. They were dethroned when

they awoke.

At night we went on a turtle hunt. Reader,

did you ever hunt turtles—not turtle doves?

No?
Then listen. When fair Luna had appeared

in the ocean-blue sky and the stars shone on

the island (and other places) then clans began

gathering, and headed by that genial "inter-

est-inciter" for the famous "G. & J." folks,

W. F. Moss, bearded the lion in its den.

To hunt turtles one must select the midnight

hour and visit those places frequented by the

for the turtle, appreciating the bravery of the

wheelmen, set up a mighty flapping that re-

minded one of the applause given-by the

cycling press when Brer Dai married. The

next morning a wagon was sent for the prize

and we had turtle soup galore.

After spending a few more delightful days

on the island we again patronized our friend,

the ass, and after a pleasant hour's attempt to

persuade him to take us to the boat and a ten-

minute ride, we were aboard the steamer

on our way to Brunswick, where we arrived

that night, carrying with us one of the pleas-

antest of memories, which was much due to

the excellent impromptu base ball player who

so royally entertained some that they fain

would remain longer.

A t Brunswick the boys left for their homes

and the scnbe took in St. Simon, another of

the famous coast re=orts, near Brunswick. On

St. Simon one may justly forget the name and

call it Narragansett Pier. It is within a

pleasant boat's ride from the city of Bruns-

wick, and when we get there we are happy.

Like all the rest of the resorts, this, too, has

a magnificent beach, one Uiat might accom-

modate fifteen wheelmen abreast. We find

on this island a series of. pleasures. The first

is the hotel, nith the cycling enthusiast man-

ager, Jack Clancy. There, too, is Sam Whit-

mire, special entertainer and permanent

escort. There are few prettier beaches in

the south than this, and after a ride on one a

person feels equal to any emergency. With

all of these beautiful places for the wheelmen

to congregate, there is every reason to believe

that there will be many successful and pleas-

ant meets during the summer, as this is the

first summer that has appeared since wheel-

ing gained any appreciable extent, and they

have begun to appear on the field already.

George W. Hines.

el. cooney.

turts to perform their natural functions of

laying eggs—but this account will explain.

Behind a lot of shrubbery hid the watchful

hunters, as careful and watchful as if await-

ing a customer from the ) ural districts for a

wheel. Presently there was an uprising

from the briny deep, and the brave editor of

Wheeling started to run. He evidently thought

Davy Crockett was paying his comrades a

visit, while another insisted it was the Rocky

Mountains that had been drowned, while Moss

assured them that it was nothing but a visit of

Governor Neptune, and was not dangerous.

Meantime the combination began a steady

march toward the shore, and was soon on

land, when it was discovered to be one of the

gentlemen who might at that time have sung

"They're after me." Yes, it was a turtle, and

weighed probably 300 pounds. It was a happy

find. After smiling several minutes the

party announced "ready," and an attact was

made. With a rush like that of an avalanche

the party made for him, and ere the gentle-

man had t;me to request them to "one at a

time," he lay on his back helpless, for be it

known that they can not move save they are

"right side up."

Satisfied with the sport of one night, the

party returned, but not before they were given

an oration that frightened them half to death,

R. L. Cooney.

There are few wheelmen in the south who do

not know, either personally or by reputation,

Mr. Cooney of Atlanta. Mr. Cooney has been

riding for nearly fifteen years, and it was he

who rode the first high grade wheel in At-

lanta, which was about 1885. He is one of

the most popular members of the C C. C. of

Atlanta, is also a member of the Spring-

field, Mass., club, and was the first centurions

in the state of Georgia.

Mr. Cooney was the first president of the

Atlanta Bicycle Club, is at present one of

the few members of the L. A. W. in his city,

and has been a member of that organization

since 1885.

Although not a racing man, he Las done

some phenomenal work for this section, hav-

ing made five centuries this season, and his

last has made a record, he having made the

trip from Atlanta to Macon, over very rough

roads and crossing creeks that had no bridges,

in 11 hrs. 20 min. for the 103 miles. This

was made in company of Ned Chalfrant, and

stands up to the present time unbroken. Mr.

Cooney does not seek for notoriety, but all of

his views seem to be for the success of the

south. He has been fighting every motion

that has been made to secede from the league,

and believes quite rightly that the place to

fight the battles of the south are in the ranks

of the L. A. W.
»

The jump of A. B. Rich from amateurism

into the N. C. U. came as a surprise to all the

racing men at Toledo. No one had looked for

such a move.
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SAVANNAH IN CYCLING IS NOTED;
WJBL Y P

RAMBLER BICYCLES are Numerous There.

SWIFTS, KING 0? SCORCHERS,

MAJMSTICS; line of Cheap Wheels also.

I am the Savannah Agent for the above Wheels.

FRED MYERS, Jr. 24 WMtak„ s, 5„.m.K c,
P. S.-COME TO OUR TOURNAMENT.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

44A FULL HAND."
OUR LEADERS ARE

Columbia, Raleigh, Premiers, Ormondes.
THESE ARE HARD TO BEAT.

*-«•

Bo^-'FALCON.^
1

'

lme °f WeStem Whed WorkSl and the wdl know"

LINDSAY & MORGAN,
«..T...™. .„«'.„. SAVANNAH, GEORGIA.
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WITHIN THE MAGIC CITY.
From The Illustrated A merican, July /, rS(/J.

IN TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.
EXHIBIT OF THE OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY'S BICYCLES.

In the Transportation Building, devoted to all the devices

that save the legs and arms of man from labor and fatigue,

there is no department more interesting in its way than the

exhibits of the manufacturers of bicycles. The bicycle is as yet

largely devoted to the pleasure that induces health by keeping

its devotees out of doors, breathing the sweet airs of the

country, and gaining vigor of body and strength of limb in

the pursuit of pure physical enjoyment. As there are bicycles

and bicycles, so there" are varying degrees of excellence in

the displays made by the various makers of the wheels. The
exhibit of the Overman Wheel Company, of Chicopee Falls,

Mass., is the most attractive and artistic in this department,

combining as it does simplicity, taste, and solid worth.

THE "VICTOR FLYER."

Its pavilion is a structure in the style of the Italian Renais-
sance, the pillars and fittings being a rich, solid mahogany,
adorned on capital, cornice, and frieze with a chaste design in

gold. The furnishings are in mahogany and Spanish leather,

and the rugs and draperies harmonize in tone with the rich,

artistic red of the tropic wood. In all, there is richness and
taste and a severe avoidance of ostentation. The narrow
space fitted with plate glass cases, that overlooks the hall

below, follows the same scheme of color and decoration.

But this beautiful pavilion is only the husk ; the kernel is

the bicycle ; and the display of bicycles is ample without being
bewildering, and without those aids and arts that serve to make
the wheels secondary and subordinate to their decorations.

The Overman Company, with New England honesty that

is the acme of business foresight, exhibits the same machine
here that it offers for sale everywhere. The machine must sell

upon its intrinsic merits, upon its strength and durability,

upon its latent superiority to other wheels, and not upon any
special additions that a Fair exhibit may show.

The Overman Company makes only a high grade bicycle,

the "Victor" and the "Victoria," and as it is the only com-
pany in the country that makes every detail that enters into

the wheel within its own factory, it can guarantee its work as

being the very best that American skill, knowledge, and in-

genuity have so far produced. Its wheels are made for work,
and not for exhibition ; they are designed to give speed, pleas-

ure, and comfort to the men and women who ride them, and
not for the professional expert who rides for records and for

gain. Hence, the Overman Company's wheels are acknowl-
edged to be the best, as they are the highest priced in the mar-
ket ; and it is an old saying, and a true one, that the best is

always the cheapest. This concern devotes all its money and
attention to the constant improvement of its product ; and
while others are spending money on making records and hir-

ing professional racers, they are putting their cash into the
best product and hiring the most skillful hands and heads in

the mechanical world.
The pneumatic tire is essential to all wheels today, and

the tire that is most durable, most inexpensively and most
readily repaired is the one the rider desires to have.

The Overman Company's "Victor" pneumatic tire is a
two-inch vulcanized tire, made in two parts. The outer cov-
ering, reinforced by canvas, resists pressure and is unharmed
by punctures ; the inner tube is pure rubber inflated with air.

If the inner tube is punctured it can be removed instantly ; a

duplicate, carried in the saddle bag, can be substituted at once
and inflated in a few seconds with the little hand pump in the
Overman tool bag, and the wheel is ready for action again a
few minutes after the accident. The duplicate is inserted in

the inner portion of the tire, obviating the necessity for re-

moving the rubber perimeter that touches the earth. The
whole device is simplicity itself ; any rider can manage it, and
the mortifying sight of a dismounted rider pushing a disabled
wheel over the roads to town is unknown when the wheel
used is a "Victor."

And throughout the machine this attention to little details,

making a perfect whole, is observed. Fine steel, hollow con-
struction, stiffness, solidity, easy running, a nice balancing of

parts, a perfect equipoise, the narrow tread of the sprocket
axle, avoiding spread, saddle stretch, and fatigue—all combine
to produce an ideal wheel.

In a handsome case in the center of the pavilion is a " Vic-

tor" bicycle, the Overman machine, beautifully gold plated to

show the decorative possibilities of the wheel. Yet this mag-
nificent wheel, for practical purposes, is the same as the sim-
ple "Victor" on the ground. Its ivory handles and white
enameled saddle and tool bag make this " Flyer " no more
serviceable than its more modest looking brother. Here is

the " New Racer," a machine weighing only nineteen pounds,
with its high built diamond frame and its low saddle post that

is built for those who love racing and speed. It bears the

same relation to the reliable, serviceable road wheel that the
thoroughbred horse does to the steady roadster ; it is faster,

but it is not more durable than the superb "Victor Flyer,"
that weighs perhaps ten pounds more.

In the handsome cases next the gallery edge we are shown
the integral parts of the machine in all their many processes

of manufacture, from the crude metal to the highly polished,

I
nickel plated, completed article. Here we see the steel back-
wheel hub in its twenty-three processes; the front-wheel hubs,
the sprockets, steel spokes, the rims, the saddles and posts, and
every detail down even to the cute monkey-wrench the com-
pany turns out. And there is the India rubber from the rude
ham made in the primeval forests of the upper Amazon and
marketed in Para, to the smooth vulcanized pneumatic tire

While one is convinced of the supreme excellence of the

"Victor" wheels, he is also impressed with the honesty of

the work and the sober earnestness of the makers to rely upon
good work and superior results for public approval, rather

than upon things that are outside of the true merits of the
wheel. A man knows that he is getting the best of its kind
from this sterling New England company and leaves resolved
to buy none but the "Victor" wheel, when he goes in for a
machine. It is interesting to watch the initiated wheelmen as

they stop and examine every detail critically and hear their

admiring comments upon it. It does not take them Jong to

recognize and applaud its merits.

THE "VICTORIA."

The wheels are made in different models for different classes

of work. For instance, the " Victor Flyer " is designed for a

light, speedy, road wheel, and for track work, and ought to be a

favorite in Chicago with its splendid highways. The "Victor
D " is a road wheel for all-round work and is fitted with every
required detail. The "Victoria" is a handsome bicycle of

the "Victor" model, fitted with certain necessary adjuncts,

designed for the use of ladies, and is a nice piece of work.

We can commend this handsome exhibit t j all visitors to

the World's Fair, as the bicycle is one of the newest and
greatest of modern inventions affecting transportation. It is

the largest bicycle exhibit made by any concern that has a
display at the Fair.
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ROADS OF THE SOUTH.

HOW THE ALABAMA LAW WORKS—TWO
GOVERNORS INTERVIEWED.

The Executives of North Carolina and Georgia

Both Heartily in Favor of Bettering

the Condition of the Public

Highways.

In Alabama for over half a century able-

bodied men, between the ages of eighteen and

forty-five, have been required to work ten

days each year upon the public roads. This is

the main feature of the road law as it now
stands, modified, however, in certain particu-

lars, and as their fathers and fore-fathers did

not complain at any hardship or injustice of

this law, it is thought to be unbecoming peo-

ple of this day and generation to raise any
special objection. Yet there is one self-evident

fact that forces itself to the front and empha-
sizes the assertion that this law has failed to

give moie than barely passable roads. As the

years roll by men have continued to labor and

do the best they could without producing any
perceptable improvement — simply the same
thing over and over.

Two years ago the public road question

came up before the legislature, and, recogniz-

ing the inefficiency of the old law, it passed

certain amendments or additions, which were
styled "an act to better provide for the estab-

lishment and working of the public roads of

this state." Seemingly it was intended that

the law should be general in its nature, but

about half the counties claimed exemption

fiom its benefits, thus evincing their disap-

proval of tre law.

The act in its concluding paragraph leaves

the w hole matter in the hands of the county

commissioners. If they see proper to adopt its

provisions they can do so by passing resolu-

tions to that effect, otherwise it remains a

dead letter. "While great confidence is ex-

pressed in the integrity and ability of the pres-

ent boards of county commissioners, yet it is

placing too great a burden and responsibility

upon them to decide either to adopt or reject

the provisions of this act. The entire people

of this country, on such vital and important

questions, ought to decide for themselves, as

they are the ones who would bear the burden

and receive the benefits.

By the provisions of this act the board of

revenue, or county commissioners, is author-

ized to appropriate and set apart such portion

of the whole county revenue as it may deem
proper, not to exceed one-fourth thereof; or, in

lieu thereof, a special tax may be levied, not

to exceed one-tenth of one per cent on the

taxable property of the county, which shall be

half of the one-half of one per cent now au-

thorized by the constitution for county pur-

poses.

The board may also divide the county into

such a number.of road districts as is deemed
proper, and appoint a road commissioner for

each district. The commissioners divide equally

between the road districts the sum appropria-

ted, placing the same to the credit of each, to

be paid out only on written order of the road

commissioner, which order shall state specifi-

cally for what purpose the same is drawn. The
road commissioner has to make oath and give

bond for the faithful discharge of the duties of

his office. His chief duties are to have control

and supervision of the overseers and public

roads, to direct the manner of working same,

to divide his district into sections or road pre-

cincts as he may deem most convenient, to ap-

point overseers for each section, who shall

serve one ye.ir, and to furnish them the limit

and grade of their r.<nds, also a list of the

hands apportioned to their section?, to take

charge of all road tools and to make an item-

ized statement each quarter to the judge of

probate, showing the amount and purpose for

which orders have been drawn.

The present agitation of this important sub-

ject in Alabama has brought out some very

forcible points. The press has joined the two
issues, good roads and better schools, claiming

quite rightly that the two go hand in hand. In

point of fact, poor schools cannot exist where
there are good highways. Inefficient teaching

and a faulty system of public schools are found

chiefly in regions where the children devote a

comparatively short part of the year to mental

improvement, and where, on account of im-

passable roads, their attendance is irregular

even during the winter months.

Wherever the country roads have been ma-
terially improved, so as to be in a useable con-

dition throughout the year, not only has the

character of schools improved but the percent-

age of attendance has been greatly increased.

Another important point which has been held

up by one of the most prominent road reform-

ers in Alabama is that the people ought to

build their own roads, because by so doing they

learn just how it should be done, and then

when it becomes necessary to make repairs

they can be d^ne without sending to a neigh-

boring state for competent ovei se rs.

This is a doctrine which is strongly upheld

by Colonel Pope, who has done much toward

having road instruction introduced into the

college curriculum. Without doubt road en-

gineering offers a promising field for the near

future, simply because it is practically a new
line of work and the demand for competent

men is greater than the supply.

While certain counties in Alabama are op-

posed to the issuing of special road bonds, Col-

bert County has issu< d a hundred $1,000 bonds,

and with the funds thus raised anticipates

great improvement in its common roads.

Associations and clubs throughout the coun-

try are passing resolutions emphasizing the

importants of having proper road legislation.

To effect the desired result nothing can be of

greater benefit than the passing of road laws

both by legislatures and by the general govern-

ment, because such action brings the matter

before the people in a tangible form, and,

should the acts be inadequate or faulty in con-

struction, the popular voice wi'l bo raised and
the needed change brought about.

The general sentiment in Massachusetts is

well illustrated b3' the following resolution,

which has just been passed by the Boston

Merchants' Association:

Resolved, That we are I eartily in favor of the move-
ment to secure better highways throughout the country,

and we believe that congress, through proper commit-

tees, should make a thorough investigation of the subject.

We hereby respectfully urge that the senate agricul-

tural committee investigate and report upon the influence

of bad roads on agricultural and commercial interests.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be for-

warded 10 .he chairman of said committee.

GEORGIA'S GOVERNOR TALKS.

He Favors Good Roads But Doesn't Know
About Convict Labor.

"Governor Northern will be in at 7 o'clock,

and as far as I know has no engagement for

this evening." This was the telephonic mes-

sage a Referee representative received while

in Atlanta recently. At 8 o'clock the writer,

started for Governor Northern's residence.

The governor, a dignified man of some 60

years, who looks like a prosperous farmer,

was asked his opinion and wishes as to good
roacTs and the possibility and probability of

employing convict labor thereon.

"So you want to interview me, do you, on
the subject of better roads? Well, fire away,
young men, I will try and answer your ques-

tions."

"First of all, governor, I w^uld like to im-

press you with the fact that 200,000 bicyclists

of Amer'ca are earnest pdvocates of good
roads, and are joining hands with the farmers

and citizens generally in an agitation for the

building of good roads and the improvement
of roads generally," said the Referee repre-

sentative.

"Well," returned the governor with a hum-
orous smilp, "as far as bicycle riders are con-

cerned, the present roads are good enough for

them. Why should we build roads for thtir

use? It i-* the farmers and those who drive we
wish to benefit. I like to see the boys and girls

ride bicycles—it pleases me—but of what pi r-

manent benefit to the people is there in riding

bicycles ?"

"Useful and rapid locomotion; health and a

powerful moral influence on young and old,"

returned the Referee man. "If the baby is

sick at n'ght, a bicyclist can summon the doc-

tor much quicker than you could with horse

and buggy—and the child might die while you
are hitching up your horse. Besides, thou-

sands of young and middle-ag3d men use the

bicycle in their business daily."

"You can't carry a bale of cotton or your
grip on abicyc'e," was he governor's next sally.

"Bicycles w re not made to carry bales of

cotton, governor; drays can do that, and for

drays we want good gravel roads."

"So you bicycle men can not get along with-

out the steam horse as yet. Really, young,

men, I am afraid I am not 'up to date,' as they

say, on the bicycle question, and need educat-

ing, hence my turning interviewer."

"There are quite a hundred factories in this
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Baird Bros., Charleston, S. C.
4=20, KOsTGr ST.

Agents for

flumbers, Raleighs, Swifts, Ormondes, Waverleys, Gales,

ETC.

We have been successful because we sell Meritorious Wheels.

1^^^^'

CYCLE SUNDRIES OF EVERY KIND.

=First Class Repair Shop in charge of an English Mechanic.:

Free Reading Room for Cyclists. Call on us at any time; you will

be made welcome.

BAIRD BROTHERS.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PREMIER-NEW YORK

BICYCLE EXCHANGE.

CHAS. L WILLIAMS, Mgr.

Y. M. C. A. BUILDING,

Charleston, - S. C.

ALL kinds of Bicycles Bought,

Sold, Rented, Repaired and

Exchanged. The finest im-

ported ladies' and gentlemen's

pneumatics to rent by the

hour, day, week or month.

BICYCLE Riding taught by ex-

perts.

^-Juvenile Wheels, $10, $25 and $50.

BIG BARGAINS IN BICYCLES.

REDUCED PRICES. EASY TERMS.

L W. BICAISE & CO.,
130 Meeting Street,

Charleston, - S. C.

WE HANDLE THE
FINEST LINE OF ... .

BICYCLES
MADE—GIVING A

.... FULL GUARANTEE

for twelve months on all machines sold by us.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Bicycle Repairs
DONE BY COMPETENT WORKMEN.

Call and See Us.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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country which employ upwards of a thousand
men each, besides the thousands employed
in disposing of the wares of those factories,"

said the writer in response to a statement from
Governor Northern that bicycle men were not

producers, like the farmer.

"But, seriously, you can say that I made a
strong plea for good roads in my last message
to our legislature. I see the necessity; I know
the necessity for good roads, and our farmers
want better roads. In time we will get them.
Georgia is progressive. You must have no-

ticed what magnificent resources we have at

our command, and cotton is not the only thing

we can produce. We can produce everything

any northern state can, and a lot of things the

north or east can not. On my farm, fifteen

miles from here, 1 raise the finest of stock and
grain, and as for climate"

—

"It's out of sight, governor, and in my opin-

ion will be the best cycling section in the

union," broke in the Referee man.
The governor laughed. "There you are

again; from a bicycle point alone you view it,"

he said. " Well, now, in regard to the employ-

ment of convict labor on the state roads.

That's an important question and must, like

many more, be solved. I would not like i.o be

quoted as being in favor of or against it. One
thing I do know, and that is the working
classes— especially the skilled mechanics—will

always protest against being brought into com-
petition with convict or pauper labor. It

would entail a good deal of expense to work
the convicts on the public roads. There are

guards and practical engineers to be paid, and
we have only 2,000 in our penitentiary and that

would not go far in our 137 counties, and then,

again, there would be much danger of the con-

victs breaking loose some fine night. Truly,

if I lived in the vicinity of one of their camps I

would feel far from cheerful."

" Could not the city and county prisoners

—

the small offense ones—be utilized on the

roads ?"

' "Yes, they could, and to better advantage

than the state convicts. There might be

rivalry between the counties. No doubt all

would want their roads built first. As I said

before, the subject is a very important one;_ it

wants solving, and I'll do my share in bringing

about what you bicycle men—and the citizens

and farmers more especially—wish. Excuse

my jocular attitude at first; I appreciate the

subject we have talked over, and hope you like

our state and will tell your friends about us."

"Before the war and, in fact now, each male

in good bodily health, between the ages of 18

and 65, was supposed to work at least three

days a year on the roads or pay for such ser-

vice to others in the state. Before the war

negroes u^ed to come to me with a slip of

paper in the shape of a voucher from a road

supervisor calling for a dollar a day for ser-

vices performed by others. 'Who engaged you

to do the work,' I used to ask them. 'Why,

the supervisor, boss,' was the reply. So I had

to pay for work I had not ordered done. I

would say to the darkies: 'When are you

going to put in your three days?' Foh de Lawd,

boss, what use has I for roads? I doan' want

'em.' So that was the way things ran—those

who would pay had to pny, others who did not

care to or could not do so, escaped, as you

cannot imprison a man in this state for debt. I

know the value of good roads, so does the in-

telligent farmer, who wants a good road to

haul his produce to the railroad or market, and
for twenty miles around Richmond the need

,of good roads is great. Now there is Clark

County. That has limestone roads (which are

the best roads in the state) and is the most pros-

perous of our hundred odd counties, and the

ronds to a great extent are the cause of that

prosperity. In my last message I called atten-

tion to the need of better roads, and here I

would like to impress on you that where rail-

roads run the need of long stretches of road in

the same direction seems to be out of place.

What we want are roads running as feeders to

the railroads. We must not try to compete
with the railroad, but have roaas so that pro-

duce and farming stuff generally can be ex-

peditiously hauled to it. As regards the em-
ployment of prison labor on the roads, that is

something that must be studied. We have
only about a thoupand all told in our prisons,

which would be only a small force to divide up
among our hundred counties, and we would
have to employ additional guards to look after

them, as well as competent engineers. It is

true a good many of our prisoners are com-

peting against skilled labor in the way of mak-
ing shoes, etc. , but we must make them self-

supporting. I employ some of them about the

grounds here, as you no doubt saw when you
came up the park, and I have the fullest con-

fidence in them."

VIRGINIA'S ROADS.

Some Good Ones, But Many Inhabitants Don't

Want Them.

L. B. Graham, of the Pope company, accom-

panied a Referee correspondent to the execu-

tive mansion of the Old Dominion, and a bright

colored man escorted us to Governor McKen-
ny's office. "What can I do for you?" was

the executive's first remark.

"Governor, my paper would like to know,

on behalf of thousands of cyclists who are in-

terested in good roads, how the state of Vir-

ginia stands on the important question—impor-

tant to all classes alike—and if you have given

any attention to the question as to the advisa-

bility and possibility of prison labor being em-

ployed to advantage on your roads."

Turning and pointing to a copy of Good
Roads Governor McKenny said: "Some of your

people send me that regularly, and I am much
interested in the matter of good roads. The
problem is a somewhat vexing one, for my
state, at least. We in Virginia are situated

qui'e differently to most states, and our popu-

lation is of such a diversified character that

unity of action is almost impossible. There is

one citezen who lives in the mountains. He
has little use for first class roads, according to

his way of looking at it. The railroad doesn't

run within miles of him, and he grows produce
enough only for home consumption, and ekes

out a living by making liquor on which he

pays a duty to the government, and he sells

that around his immediate neighborhood. Then
there are our people who live by the sea. They
have no use for roads; they use boats to go
from one place to another, and having a sort

of partnership with the Almighty, who sup-

plies them with plenty of fish, they get along

very well without using the roads. So if you
ask these people to contribute taxes to build up
the roads they would probably rise in rebel-

lion."

SAVANNAH'S FIRST CLUB.

Formed in 1884 and Lived One Year.—Days of

the G. 0. 0.

Savannah, Ga., July 1.—On August 15,

1884, the Savanmh Bicycle Club was organized

in this city with the foliowins; officers: Presi-

dent, W. W. Mackall, member of the law firm

of Charlton & Mackall, among the most pro-

minent in Georgia; captain, A. H. MacDonell,

at present judge of the city court of Savannah,
another very prominent lawyer; first lit uten-

ant, John Turton; secretary-treasurer, J. R.

Saussey, junior member of the law firm of

Saussey & Saussey, and one of the best young
lawyers in' the state. He was also bugler, but
has eyoluted into a "burglar," robbing his

clients "according to law" in the most ap-

proved manner of his kind. The members were
A. M. Bell, Bloom Brown, G. R. Butler, H. C.

Davis, C. E. Dieterich, W. de B. Koss, N. F.

Jackson, A. H. MacDonell, W. W. Mackall, U.
H. McLaws, son of Brigadier-General McLaws,
who was a very prominent confederate during

the late "unpleasantness," Theodore Nathans,

J. C. Postel., H. Read, J. R. Saussey, Jr., Ab-
bott Thomas, F. M. Tunison, John Turton, H.

E. Wilson, H. G. Ganahl and Dowse Harris.

The club survived about one year. Of course

all the members rode the G. O. O., which
means "Go On Over" when you strike an in-

nocent little obstacle.

The boys, like those of the present club, had
a "mighty good time."

Southern Ladies Will Not Race.

The south is at least novel and enterprising.

The Augusta wheelmen recently held their

races and solicited entries for a ladies' race.

'Tis true they did not respond very readily, but

the club, doubtless had the "honor" of propos-

ing such a race. It is hardly 1 kely that fe-

male riders will enter th9 arena, vs. the men
as racers, and e.-pecial'ly the southern ladies.

There is a certain amount of modesty that is

imbued within the breast of every lady against

any thing of a public nature, especially when
ttat deals with a thing that might afford

an opportunity for the vulgar-mouthed hood-

lums that always infest the race track, to com-

ment on. One of the chief characteristics of

the southern lady is her proverbial modesty

,

and using as a criterion the persistent efforts

used to get the ladies to ride on the streets and

the disincliisation they appeared to have in

reference to the matter, it will take many
years yet to induoe a lady to mount her wheel

on the race track.
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QDIHTOH SCORCHERS

ARE POSITIVELY HIGH GRADE.

LIGHT, GRACEFUL AND STRONG.

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED.
IN FOUR WEIGHTS,

24> 3°j 34 and 36 Pounds.

T. H. Meyers,
The "BEE HIVE."

AUGUSTA, GA,
MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Pioneer Georgia Dealer,

JOHN H. POLHILL,

COLUMBUS, GA.,

STATE AGENT FOR THE

Relay o

Columbias and Clevelands

Are also among my leaders.

%W For Relay territory apply as above.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Southern

Bieyele Co.,

ATLANTA, GA.,
State Agent for

EXCELSIOR,
UNION P. D. Q.,

CLEVELAND,
IMPERIAL,

AND OUR OWN MANUFACTURE,

THE GEORGIA CRACKER,
Diamond Frame. 35 lbs. Honestly Built.

FINE REPAIR SHOP.
MF.NTION THE REFEREE.

We Are Up To Date.

ROLLE & WIEGLE,
128 Whitehall Street,

ATLANTA, GA.,
State Agents for

New Howe . . .

... Coventry Cross

AND CHEAPE Li LINES.

We are ready to take a first class selling American

Wheel.

Our repair shop managed by expert mechanics.

ROLLE & WIEGLE,
ATLANTA, GA,

MENTION THE REFEREE,
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TRADE IN THE SOUTH.

A "REFEREE" MAN MAKES A TOUR OF

THE BICYCLE HOUSES.

The Dealers of the Principal Places and the

Wheels they Handle—Business Gener-

ally Good—Wheels Being

Manufactured.

Savannah, during the last two years, has

taken a wonderful stride in cycling and the

cycle trade. In years gone by the streets of

Savannah were noted for their depths of sand.

Still the riders of the old ordinary pushed

through it and gladly welcomed the splendid

asphalt and shell roads which the city possesses

today, The building of the now famous quar-

ter-mile track, added fuel to the cycling fire

which rages in the " Forest City," called such

owing to the number and beauty of the shade

trees which abound in and around the city.

Lindsey & Morgan, who are large furniture

dealers, are the pioneer dealers, and right

clever people they are, too, being successful

young merchants and interested in the develop-

ment of the city, owning interests in banks,

railroads, etc. They are the Columbia, Raleigh,

Premier, Ormond and Western Wheel Works
agents, and have done a splendid business the

past two years. They were unfortunate last

October in being visited by fire, but, phcenix-

like, they rose from the ashes and now occupy
a new brick building of their own. The next
people who make bicycle selling a specialty

are Conolly & Myers, Fred Myers being a very

popular young man among the cyclists. They
are Gormully & Jeffery agents, and sell other

makes. Thompson & Son make a specialty of

building bicycles to order, the father and son
being two very clever mechanics of original

ideas, and were for a long time the Victor

agents of Savannah.

The Palmer Hardware Company, a large

concern, took hold of the Victor agency and is

doing fairly well in this new branch of its

business. There are other agents in Savannah
who carry the Imperial, Humber, Rudge and
other wheels.

CHARLESTON.

Charleston, with its cobblestone streets, will

not impress the visitor as a cycling paradise,

but it is a good cycling city. There are a good
many dealers in Charleston, and the njw
quarter-mile cement track within easy access,

being only a mile from the center of i he city,

has given racing and cycling generally a great

lift forward. The track is the outcome of a

cherished hope of Dr. T. P. Whaley, a clever

young physician, a graduate of Princeton col-

lege, who is chief consul of the state, J. L.

Johnston, th- Baird brothers and others, and
much credit is due the cyclists of this historic

southern city for their enterprise. The Baird

brothers, the well known racing men, have a
pretty little store on the main street, with a

reading room for cyclists, a riding school, etc.,

and handle the Humber, Raleigh, Waverley
and Gales. A complete repair shop is in charge

of a well-known Coventry man. L. W. Bi-

caise & Co. are large dealers, and have a won-
derful array of well-known wheels, and claim

to be the largest dealers in the state. Mr.
Bicaise informed the Referee man that he
so'd 125 wheels during the early part of the

year. Among the wheels he handles are Vic-

tors, Warwicks, Lyndhmsts, New Mails, Ma-
jesties, Clevelands and Western Wheel V/orks.

A repair shop and a riding school are a part of

the establishment. Mr. Bicaise is a hard road

rider and popular club man.

E. B. Walsh, whose connections in Charles-

ton are large through his agency for a well-

known Philadelphia book concern, handles the

Liberty, Keating and Quinton Scorcher, and
has been very successful in the bicycle busi-

ness.

A. B. Whilden, whose place of business is at

the end of the only good piece of road in

Charleston, makes a specialty of Ramblers and

Relays, and pedaled the old ordinary over

Charleston's cobblestone streets before the

safety was thought of, and is a rider of twehe
years' experience. Whilden has an expansive

smile and is "up to snuff " as an agent in every

particular.

Charles L. Williams, a racing man of much
promise, is pushing the Premier under the title

of "The New York Premier Cycle Company,"
and exhibits his racer and trophies in his show
window.

C. S. Pitcher sells the Derby and Hercules,

and M. H. Lacuras sells the Eagle.

COLUMBUS, GA.

Phillip Eifler handles Waverlys, Humhers
and New Mails. John H. Polhill, the old-time

racing man and ex champion of Georgia, is

s fate agent for the Relay, of which he has sold

a large number. He is also local agent for

Clevelands and Columbias. Mr. Polhill is also

owner of the prettiest drug store in the city,

and is interested in the building of the new
quarter-mile track in that city. Columbus is a

very quiet place at present and its streets are

not of the best, their width being their princi-

pal beauty.

Pon Brothers are the Victor and Rambler
agents, while Frazier & Dozier are agents for

the Keating. The Rhodes Furniture Company
sells the Hartford.

AUGUSTA, GA.

Augusta, one of the most promising southern

cities, in fact, the leader in the developing of

commerce, has become quite a cycling city, and
has a flourishing club which has built a quar-

ter-mile track on the ball grounds with A. F.

Austin, of the Augusta National Bank, presi-

dent; J. P. Dill, treasurer, and Messrs. Field,

Williams, Osborn, Brown and Kelly in various

offices. The streets of Augusta are much im-

proved; the mam street, over a mile long, 130

wide, paved with asphalt, with electric cars in

the center. The cluo is in a flouiishing condi-

tion and occupies quarters on the main street.

The leading dealers are Field & Kelly, Mr.

Field being looked upon as one of the most
active cyclers there. Field & Kelly handle the

Ramblers, Clevelands, Majesties and Ken-
woods. Day, Tannahill & Co., agricultural

implement dealers sell Western Wheel Works'

goods, Sunols, Lovells and Hickory wheels.

Thomas & Barton, the largest music dealers

in Georgia, whose cycling business is in the

hands of Mr. Williams, who travels through

the sta e on his wheel, handle Victors, Cre-

dendas and Monarchs, and have done a very

satisfactory business in the past. John P. Dill,

the large shoe merchant, is well satisfied with

the Columbia agency and is a good roads en-

thusiast.

J. R. Stokes sells the Imperial; V. A. Hem-
street & Bro. are Humber agents. J. M. Rich-

ards sells New Mails, having sold a large

number. J. M. Carter deals Liberties out to

the people. T. F. Warwick sells WarwicKs,

and Sam H. Myers, proprietor of the two Bee-

hive stores, has just added the bi-

cycle business to his already large interest.

The Myers family, including ladies, have be-

come cycling enthusiasts. Mr. Myers has com-
menced with a line of Quinton Scorchers and
sundries, and is doing a nice business

COLUMBIA, s. C.

Generally speaking, the streets here are

very fair. The leading dealers are P. H.

Lachicotte & Co., who sell Columbias. D. A.

Childs sells the Ramblers, assisted by S. D.

Swaffield. Gonzales & Withers have been suc-

cessful with the Liberties, the former being

the editor of the daily paper, the State.

MACON, GA.

This is a red-hot cycling city with a large

number of agents, fairly good streets, and the

mayor, chief of police and the city clerk all on

wheels. C. Kuhn is probably the largest

dealer there. He carries a large stock and has

done a large business. Among the wheels he

handles, together with the sporting goods, are

the Rambler, Phoenix, Humber, Credenda,

Quinton Scorcher and Monarch. Mr. Kuhn
takes great interest in racing, his brother, Her-

man, a lad eighteen years of age, being the

fastest rider in Macon.

C. C. Holt has been selling Victors, accord-

ing to other dealers, at cut prices, which fact

the handsome superintendent of agencies of

the Overman company has been made aware
of and has called a halt on Holt.

A Reynolds & Son sell Telegrams and Clip-

pers.

S. S. Parmelee, the hardware man, sells

Clevelands, Imperials, Hartfords, Crawfords,

New Mails and Waverleys.

ATLANTA, GA.

The Beck & Gregg Hardware Company is

Victor, Featherstone and New Mail agent. The
Lowery Hardware Company is undoubtedly

the leader in the state of Georgia in the bicycle

business. It carries an immense number of

wheels and is doing a very large business.

Three clerks were selling wheels.

A large store is devoted exclusively to ihe

bicycle business. The wheels are arranged in

two long vows on either side of the store,

among them being Derbys, Clippers, Eagles,

Humbers, Keatings, Faleons and Lovells. A
first-class repair shop is part of the establish-

ment, and large line of sundries.

J. H. Nunnally, the drug store man, is a

liberal advertiser and controls the Columbia,

Rambler and Western Wheel Works.
The Southern Bicycle Company is Excelsior,

Imperial, Cleveland and Union agent, and
makes a roadster wheel which it calls the

Georgia Cracker. It also has a repair shop in

connection with its small factory.

Rolle & Wiegle, two Chicago boys, who
brought with them Chicago energy, are doing

well with the Coventry Cross, New Howe and
line of juvenile wheels. A fine repair shop

a d open-air riding school are part of the out-

fit of this establishment. They are state agents

for the wheels they handle. Mr. Rolle weighed
234 pounds when he left Chicago a year ago;

he now weighs 218 pounds and rides a 30-pound

Coventry Cross wheel. The firm would like to

correspond with a manufacturer who makes a

medium-price American wheel.

Folger & Girardeau are well known in the

stati-s of Georgia and Tennessee as the agents

for the Dinsmore typewriter, being southern

agents for thnt office necs-ity. They are en-

terprising young men and have extensive con-
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WE BUILD BICYCLES TO ORDER,
ANY WEIGHT FROM 24 TO 39 POUNDS.

W2C GUAEANTEE ALL WE MAKE.
We are also Agents for the

—Waverly and Triumph Cycles.
You know 'em. Correspondence solicited. We carry Sundries.

A. D. THOMPSON & SON,
4ENTION THE REFEREE. SAVANNAH, GA.

.THE MACON", GA., DEALER,

C. HUBER,
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE STATE TO CHOOSE FROM.

RAMBLERS, PHffiNIXS, EAGLES, HOMBERS, CREDENDAS, MONARCHS.

A complete Repair Shop and Large Stock of Sundries.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE L1T0.
rPHE demand for light lamps
* will soon subside if cyclists

purchase and use the spurious

imitations of the " Minature "

and"LiTo" Bell Rock Lamps.
We advise riders to be care-

ful and see that they get the

genuine article, which bears

the name of H. Miller & Co.

on the front of the lamp. It

will cost you about Is. extra,

but have the satisfaction of

knowing that you have the

best that money can buy, and
one which the makers guaran-
tee perfect, and if you are dis-

satisfied with your purchase
you can get your money re-

funded; but you cannot buy a
better lamp than that made by

H. MILLER & CO.,
Miller St., Birmingham.

Catalogue free.

"LITO" OPE>\
Sole Agents for^America—The Raleigh Cycle Co., "Ltd., corner Bank an

MENTION THE RE

v CLOSED.

The Kalamazoo
Parcel Carrier

Will fit any kind of a bicycle.
Carries either in front or behind
the handle bar; folds up when
not in use. Price, $2.00,

Nos. 4, 5 and 6 Parcel Carriers

Do not fold, but will carry either in fron:

or behind the handle bar.

No. 4—6x13 inches, 7-33 Steel Spring Wire, Price, $1.00
No. 5—7 1-8x13 " 1-4 " " " " 81.25
No. 6—7 1-2x15 " 5-16 " " " " $1.50

wich strettf, New York.

Kalamazoo Child's Seat, Baby Carrier and Parcel Carrier Combination. Price, $5.00.

JS? I Kalamazoo Cycle Co., Kalamazoo, Mieh.
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THREE OF k KIND.
HAED TO BEAT TBLESE:

—

The

LIBERTY, and KEATING.
Sole Agent for Charleston.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

See our beauties before buying elsewhere.

S. B. WELSH, Charleston, S. C.

nections through the south. They have a very

pretty store at 71 North Prior street, and

opened a bicycle department July 1 with a line

of Quinton Scorchers and Swifts. These

people will become extensive dealers in time

as they have plenty of capital, employ good

business methods and have the right kind

of connections to dispose of bicycles through-

out the south.

J. C. Crankshaw, 388 Whitehall street, is the

Monarch agent. J. W. Lawes, a racing man
of some repute, sells Liberties and Warwicks at

37 Marrietta street and has done a very fair

business.
RICHMOND, VA.

A. K. Schaap is the oldest agent in Virginia

and is well known through his various sun-

f
r

GEORGE H. COOK—Brunswick.

dries inventions. Schaap sells Oolumbias,

Ramblers, Majesties and Remingtons. The
only other dealers of importance in Richmond
are W. C. Mercer & Co., who sell Victors,

Clevelands, Premiers, Monarchs and Temple
Scorchers.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

A hasty look around in Washington found
the Overman Wheel Company busy, Charles

R. Overman courteous as usua 1 and everything

lovely. The District Cycle Company, over

whose destinies W. C. Riehwine ably presides,

was found in a flourishing condition. S. H.
Jones, Richwine's assistant in the office, is still

fat and saucy. Columbias, Waverleys, Hart-

fords, Hickories and Western Wheel Works'
goods are sold at this well-conducted es'ablish-

ment. The store, store-room, repair shop and
riding school are models of neatness, and an
air pump on the outside of the store window

with pressure from the engine room, is free to

all riders who wish to pump up—an original

idea, and worthy of the fertile Riehwine brain.

The H. S. Owen Manufacturing Company is

making a specialty of its Capital bicycle in

three styles. Owen has also something new in

the way of a pedal rubber.

Manager Graves, of Gormully and Jeffery's,

has done a wonderful business south- this year,

as the number of Ramblers encountered by the

writer in his travels proved, and not a little

credit is due to the gay and energetic John C.

Woods, who talks Ramblers in his sleep.

Harry Higham, the popular old-time profes-

sional, has done a very nice business at his con-

venient store on Pennsylvania avenue in Heat-

ings and Unions; his repair business is an

important item also.

George S. Atwater, ex-chairman of the rac-

ing board was away. His store, in which were
exhibited Monarchs and Majesties, was in

charge of clerks.

The Smith Wheel Company, whose head-

quarteis are now in New York, still runs its

Washington store, which is in charge of the

youngest of the Smith brothers and is doing

very nicely.

W. T. Robertson & Co. are making quite a

number of wheels this year called the Elk.

The well known and popular W. T. is selling

many of his Au Fait trouser guards, and has

brought out a very taking toe-clip twister of

original design. F. C. Cahill & Cb. report

business as being very good with Raleighs,

Singers, Premiers, Overstones and Queen
Cities. Poor Harry Palmer, of Thomas Palmer
& Son, and brother to the well-known Charles

Palmer, the maker of the Rapid bicycles, of

England, had just been buried; the store being

in charge of the well-known brother, John, of

English racing fame in the early days. Harry
was a stout, jolly fellow, who died very sud-

denly of pneumonia, leaving a wife and baby.

The father, an old man, is master of ordnance

in the navy yard.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Baltimore dealers had just experienced a run
of failures when the Referee man reached the

city. The Eisenbrandt Cycle Company reported

Columbia business good. Lee & Grundy are

agents for the Liberty; Cline Bros, sell Victors;

N. Tip Slee is doing a good Rambler business;

S. T. Clark & Co. are selling Warwicks, Rapids

and other wheels, and Henry Keidel sells

Eagles.
' ' ;

George H. Cook.

A prominent young rider is George H. Cook
of the Brunswick Wheelmen. Cook is still un-

able to cast his ballot for good roads at the

state election, owing to the fact that he is not,

in the eyes of the law, as yet a man, though in

cycling he is two or three men. He has won al-

most every race he has entered and his applica-

tion always carries fire with it.

George is at present too much of a heavy-

weight, but with active practice should be

able to hold his own against the best. He is

very popular among all who know him.

George M. Folger.

Henry Ward Beecher at one time said that

tne time would come when the young men
would take the lead in everything, and it has

GEORGE M FOLGER-Atlanta.

come, to a certain extent, now. Mr. Folger is

the senior member of the progressive firm of
Folger & Girardeau, the hustling agents for

the Densmore typewriter, and insurance agents
in Atlanta, Savannah, Memphis, Nashville and
Chattanooga, and it is due to his exertions
mainly that the Densmore,-has taken the lead

in these cities. Folger is the latest Richmond
in the Atlanta bicycle fieldj and if he follows
his past business system he will prove a most
formidable rival to the established firms.

Mr. Folger will supervise his whole system
of firms and will make his headquarters in At-
tanta. He will enter actively into the business
and will handle the Raleigh, Swift, Majestic,
Quinton and Warwick. With such an aggre-
gation to work for, and the enterprise that he
has shown in his other business, he will soon
make his business one of the most successful
in the south.
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H. B. WHILDEN,
GENERAL AGT. FOR SO. CAROLINA.

Relay Bicycles,
West End Calhoun Street,

CHARLESTON, S. C.

Self-healing and other

Pneumatic Tyres,

PRICES, $noand $125.

Exclusive agencies given at un-

occupied points. Correspondence
solicited.

Agent "RAMBLER" Bicycles for the Coun-
ties of Charleston, Berkeley, Colleton, Beaufort
and Hampton.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

NICKEL
ZUCKER * LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.

Works, FLUSHINC, L. I.

HERCULES DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

AMERICAN GIANT DYNAMO
FOR ELECTROPLATING

AND ELECTROTYPING. PLATING
Offices,

10, 12 & 14 Grand St,

'Bet. Varick'and Sullivan Sts.i,

New York, U.S.A.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

NICKEL & ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING MATERIALS OUTFITS

For a silvery
white deposit of

nickel, use our Pure

Anodes and Salts,

French, American,

Plain Spanish, Felt

Wheels, or in

Sheets. Muslin
Puffs, Walrus
Leather in wheels

or hides, Oak
tanned Leather
covered wheels.
C. P. Cyanide of

Potassium Fused

Cyanide of Potas-

s i u m . Roughes
Composit ions
Tripoli Composi-

t i o n s . Buffing

Lathes.

CO

A REVOLUTION IN BICYCLES.
Lightness with. Strength.

St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Co.,

ST. LOTTIS, MO., Manufacturers of Bicycles.

INCORPORATED 1873. CAPITAL STOCK, $500,OOC.
Our challenge not being accepted, we now offer to donate to any charitable institution $100 if the maker

of any high grade machine will submit his frame to a test with the LU MI NUM frame and let the facts

be published. A revolution in Cycle Frames is all we claim for it.

No more steel to rust. No more enamel to sciatch. No more tubing to bend. No more heavy ma-

chines. No more brazed joints to give out. No more light ones giving out. No more nickel to tarnish.

Look for the LU MI NUM at the League Meet in Chicago. We are prepared to furnish Aluminum
Castings.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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WESTERN CIRCUIT RACES.

MOST OF THE CRACKS COMPETE AT THE

TOLEDO AND DETROIT MEETS.

Sanger and Johnson Meet and Each Win-

Zimmerman Did Not Arrive — Little

Bliss Does Good Work at

Detroit.

Toledo, July 7. — Chicago men are not

cheering in Toledo to-night. The first day's

races were hardly what it was thought they

would he, for the boys from the world's fair

city \\ ere forced to accept minor prizes.

Sanger and Johnson met and honors were easy.

Each suffered defeat at the other's hand. These

great riders, it had been thought, would meet
Zimmerman in open contest. Yesterday Zim-

mie telegraphed Dan Canary lhat he would
surely reach here at 1 :55. Later a telegram

came that he had misseJ the train. Johnnie

and Sanger met for the first time in the half-

mile opt'n.

The day opened with clouds overhead, and it

really looked as if rain was going to spoil the

da\ 's sport. Sanger, Barrett, Van Sicklen and
m ny utters joined i lie colony and great rac-

ing was in sight. All the morning the wheel-

men were out getting onto the shape of the

track, a third of a mile in circumference, with

brick dust surface. The surface is excellent

and no doubt speedy, but the track is too nar-

row and not banked high enough. At 1 :30 the

heats were started and twenty were run, out-

side of the eight finals, occupying all the time

up to 6 o'clock.

In ihe half-mile open the men all got away
together, and remained bunched until the last

lap. Sanger jumped away, when the bell was
heard, like the wind. Johnson did not seem to

care until Tuttle came up with a powerful

sprint and pulled him along. Sanger quick-

ened his pace and won, looking around, with

twenty yards to spare, with Bliss and Johnson
in a dead heat for second place

The two men again met in the mile open
with other good men, Tuttle, Bliss, Githens,

McDuffee, Barrett, Crooks and Rhodes. The
race was clearly between Sangerand Johnson.

The former went away with the pistol crack,

winning the special prize at the quarter pole

by fifty yards. Tuttle again came to Johnson's

aid and went to the front, carrying Johnson
fifty yards; then he died. Sangerand Johnson
were then together and coming down the home
stretch led the van. Johnson sprinted desper-

ately and twenty-five yards from home Sanger

sat up, letting Johnson win: at lea t so it

seemed to the spectators and others. But
Sanger had paced himself for a mile in close to

2:23 and the effort had no doubt winded him
to some extent. McDuffee beat all the others

out for third place. The time, 2:23, was the

best for the day and track record.

The race of the day was the final of the two-

mile handicap. There were sixteen starters,

the best four in four heats. The limit man,
Staebler of Detroit, had won his heat handily

from the 350-yard mark and was looked on as

a winner. McDuffee, 40 yards, was put on
scratch and the entire field brought back. Five

good men were on the twenty-yard mark,

Banker, Barrett, Bliss, Githens and Crooks. O.

T. Knisely, scarred from his fall at Sandusky,

and O. C. Green were at pixty yards. At the

crack of the pistol "Whirlwind" McDuffee
went out and ahead of the twenty-yard men,
soon overtaking the sixty-yard men and cut-

ting a lively clip for the entire bunch. O. S.

Brailey, of Wanseon, 300 yards, had a half-lap

lead and looked a sure winner. Crooks started

a great spurt, which all took up. McDuffee cut

out and led; then Banker sailed away in the

lead, Crooks close up. These two passed

Brailey almost on the tape amidst wild excite-

ment from officials, press men and spectators.

Banker won, Crooks second, Brailey third and
Zarsky fourth in 4:56 1-5. McDuffee's time
for the half was 1:09 1-5 and first mile 2:25 1-5.

In the final of the third mile open Tuttle de-

feated Barrett and A. I. Brown, the latter

beating Barrett.

Tuttle won again in the final of the 2:40

class in 3:09 1-5. The race was a loaf, Tuttle

pacing. The three-mile lap race was a proces-

sion, McDuffee, Crooks, Githens, with an occa-

sional Chicago man in place. The finish was
in that order. The summaries:

One-mile, novice—First heat—A. Q. Hermann, Toledo,

1; E. Lindmueller, Cleveland, 2; F. G. Silvers, Detroit, 3;

R. E. Staebler, Detroit, 4; time, 3:48 4-5.

Second heat—M. E. Wood, Eavenswood, III., 1 ; S. A.
Logan, Toledo, 2; A. H. MacMillan, Toledo, 3; time, 2:59.

final heat — Tuttle, 1; Johnson, 2; Goetz, 3; time,

3:09 1-5.

Three-mile, lap race—E. A. McDuffe, 1; 23 points; A. T.

Crooks, 2; 22 points; H. A. Githens, 3; 9 points; time,

9:21 4-5.

* * *

TOLEDO'S SECOND DAY.

Sanger Easily Defeats Johnson — Chicagoans

Win Little.

Toledo, July 8.—Chicago riders fared poorly

the second day. They showed poor head
work, but good speed. The day was clear and
hot and a stiff breeze helped the men down
the stretch. The day's sport lacked the sensa-

tional incidents of the first day. Zimmerman
did not come and will not meet Sanger until

the world's fair meet. Sanger left with

Canary for Springfield on the evening train,

the rest of the racing men and friends going

to Detroit. Johnson and Sanger again came
together, in the mile open. Johnson after-

ward declared he did not know there was an-

other man living who could run away from

him as easily as did Sanger. Eleven of the

speediest men in the country lined up for this

contest. The track was narrow, Sanger and

others having to start in a second row. The
bunch got away prettily, Sanger and Johnson

Design of International Championship Medal.

Final heat^Hermann, 1; Wood, 2; Silvers, 3; time,

2:55 1-5.

Half-mile, open -First heat—J. S. Johnson, 1; F. H.

Tuttle, 2; E. C. Johnson, 3; G. A. Banker, 4; time, 1:33 2-5.

Second heat—Bliss and Keator qualified; were not re-

quired to ride.

Third heat—Githens, 1; Barrett, 2; time, 1:22 2-5.

Fourth heat—W. C. Sanger, 1; W. A. Ehodes, 2; time,

1:26 3-5.

Final heat—W. C. Sanger, 1 ; Johnson and Bliss, dead

heat for second , Tuttle, 4; Barrett, 5; time, 1:17 2-5.

Two-mile handicap—First heat—E. E. Staebler, Detroit,

350 yds., 1; G. A. Banker 2; Bliss, 3; C. T. Kinsely, 4;

time, 5:14.

Second heat—W. Steuber, Detroit, 150 yds., 1; O. U-

Green, Chicago, 100 yds., 2; O. L. Brailey, 300 yds.'

3; A. E McDuffee, Maiden, Mass., 40 yds., 4; time, 4:51 3-5.

Third heat—C. C. Vantyne, Findlay, 150 yds., 1 ; A. T.

Crooks, Buffalo, 60 yds., 2; E. C. Johnson, Cleveland, 150

yds., 3; G. K. Barrett, Chicago, 60 yds , 4; time, 4:59 4-5.

Fourth heat, fourteen starters—F. Herrick, Detroit, 250

yds., 1; A. L. Baker, Columbus, 125 yds , 2; Gus Steele,

Chicago, 150 yds., 3; Con Baker, Columbus, 150 yds., 4;

time, 4:54 1-5.

Final heat—Banker, 20 yds., 1 ; Crooks 25 yds., 2; Brai-

ley, 30 yds., 3; Zarsky, 250 yards, 4; time, 2:56 1-5.

One-mile, Toledo wheelmen—A. P. Bernhardt, 1 ; F. B.

Eigby, 5; F. E. Torgler, 3; time, 2:34 2-5.

Onc-third-mile, open— First heat — Tuttle, 1 ; A. I.

Brown, 2; time, :55 2-5.

Second heat—Githens, 1; E. F. Goetz, Cleveland, 2;

time, :47.

Third heat—C. C. Vantyne, Findlay, 1; Barrett, 2; time,

:48M-5.

Fourth heat—Ehodes, 1; Steele, 2; time, 53.

Final beat—Tuttle, 1; Barrett, 2; Brown, 3; Vantyne, 4;

time, :56.

One-mile, open—John 8. Johnson, 1; W. C. Sanger, 2;

E. A. McDuffee, 3; time, 2:23 Time limit 2:30. Special

prize first quarter won by Sanger in :34 1-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—First heat—E. C. Johnson, Cleve-

land, 1 ; Tuttle, 2; time, 2:44 4-5.

Second heat—Comstock and Goetz qualified.

Third heat—Neiswonger and Vantyne qualified.

away in the rear. So closely did the men ride

it was thought probable those two would
hardly work through in time to win, espe-

cially when Barrett, at the sound of the bell,

started a sprint which landed him probably

fifty yards in front of the field, where he whs
near the last turn. But the sprint opened out

the field, and Sanger was speedily away, Join-

son trailing close. The severe wind in the

face of the last turn never slackened Sanger,

while it did Johnson and Barrett, the latter

being passed on the turn by Johnson and San-

ger, and on the straight by Bliss. Sanger roe'e

easily and then defeated Johnson, who w; s

second, sixty yards behind. Barrett was
fourth.

Sanger made his first appearance on the

track during the second afternoon in the fifth

heat of the mile handicap, with eight starters

ahead of him, the nearest at eighty yards. He
doubled down to his work, and had every man
passed at the beginning of the last lap. Then

he let out just to see how fast he could gc, ap-

parently, for he won by fully 100 yards in

2:20 2-5, a new record for the track. His last

quarter was :34 2-5; first, :34 3-5; half, 1:11 1-5,

three-quarters, 1:46 4-5. Sanger, on leaving

the track, met his father, who arrived just in

time to see this great mile. Papa patted

Wallie on the arm and affectionately kissed

him. Sanger did not ride in the final of this

race, being content with his victory in the

mile cpen.

The first event of the day, called at 1:30,

was the mile handicap. In the five heats

forty-eight men started. In the first heat
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., chico

m
p
a
e
|s
falls

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.

'1 he following is a partial list of our specialties, and <ve guarantee
them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,
oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

oo

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRIXG
SADDLE ROS1.

This valuable device met
with a great rtceptoii
within a short time alter
its introduction last yvar.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30

MENTION 7 "'>•; REFEREE.

This is the must perfect Scorcher Paddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

'J his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it wilt
prove the most popular scorcher Saddle in

the world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.15.

ELA STIC
TitO USER

GUARD.

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cents.

THE CREDENDA
Is the Best Bicycle in America to-day for thePrice

$i 15.00,
It is not to be placed in the same class with the reduced-price-Auction-

Sales-Ro~m-Bicycles that are being talked about.

THE CRMDMNDA
Is worth its full value and is a far superior Bicycle in every way to many of the so-called high grade wheels.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

PACER.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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Johnson was on scratch, Tuttle and Banker
having thirty yards. These two went to sleep

waiting for Johnson, who ran by them like a
streak. Men at 150 and 200 yards had the ad-

vantage, however, and won easily. Bliss rode

a pretty race in the second heat from the

thirty-yard mark, but was never in it. Keator

had fifty yards, but quit early. O. C. Green
was beaten out in the sprint by J. D. Adams
of the Chicago club.

Comstock, of Cleveland, 135 yards, won this

heat, Bliss second, Adams third. The third

heat resulted in a pretty race between Mc-
Duffee, twenty yards, G. K. Barrett and A. T.

Crooks, thirty yards. Barrett won, Crooks

second, McDuffee third. The fourth heat was
a gift to Torgler, with 200 yards, Ruse, 200

yards, second, both of Toledo. The Baker
brothers made a pretty race for third place. Con
Baker won. The fifth heat was won by San-

ger. The final heat was a great race, for the

limit man. McDuffee, twenty yards, Barrett,

Bliss and Crooks thirty yards, never had a

show. Comstock, of Cleveland, 125 yards,

won, and four Toledo boys took the balance of

the prizes, all having far too liberal handi-

caps. Sayles was roundly censured for his

negligence at the meet. He adjusted all the

handicaps before the first day and made no

changes for the second. The quarter-mile

open brought small fields in every heat. In

the first Johnson beat Banker; in the second

McDuffee defeated Githens; in the third Bar-

rett defeated Heazlit of Detroit, and in the

fourth Rhodes qualified without riding. The
final heat was easy for Johnson, Banker sec-

ond, Githens running 4nto third place just

ahead of Barrett. The hall-mile 1 :10 class was
a great disappointment to the Chicagoans,

who counted on a victory. Two heats were

run, Bliss, Crooks, McDuffee, Comstock and
A. I. Brown qualifying. The latter won the

final rather easily. Bliss was in the bunch
and did not get away in time. Goetz, also of

Cleveland, was second, Crooks third and

Green fourth.

The half-mile handicap, run in two heats,

thirty-two starters in all, was not for Banker,

He started from the ten-yard mark and worked
hard. But it was useless, the field having too

large a start. Heazlit of Detroit, sixty yards

won; Cuddleback of Elyria, seventy-five yards,

second; Bernhardt, Toledo, seventy-five yards,

third.

Tuttle again captured the 2:40 class event,

his second at this one meet. Goetz ran second,

Rigby third and Con Baker fourth The two-

thirds mile, open, the first race, by the way, of

this distance ever run, was won by Githens,

who outsprinted Bliss, Croks running third.

The summaries:

One-mile handicap—First heat— O. P. Bernhardt, 150

yds., 1; W. H. St. John. 200 yds , 2; A. N French, 40 yds.,

3; time, 2: !2 2 5. Johnson was on scratch, Tuttle and

Banker, 30 yards. Johnson's time, 2.-2S 4-5.

Second heat—C. B. Comstock, 125 yds., 1 ; J. P. Bliss,

30 yds., 2; J. D. Adams, 60 yds., 3; time, 2:20.

Third heat—Barrett, 30 yds., 1; Crooks, 30 yds., 2; Mc-

Duffee, 20 yds., 3; time 2:24 4-5.

Fourthheat—E. R. Torgler, 200 yds., 1; J. G. Kuse, 200

yds, 2; Con Baker, 80 yds., 3; A. L Baker, 00yds., 4;

time, 3:20 3-5.

Fifth heat—Sanger, scratch, 1; C. Kolb, Goshen, 150

yds., 2; T. C. Collins, 80 yds., 3; lime, 2:20 2-5.

Final heat—Comstock, 125 yds.. 1 ; St. John, 200 yds., 2;

Bernhardt, 150 yds., 3; Torgler, 200 yds., 4.

Quarter-mile, open—First heat—Johnson. 1 ; Bunker, 2;

time, :34 1-5.

Second heat—McDuffee, 1; Githens, 2; time, :37 2-5.

Third heat—W. Steubler. 1; Barrett, 2; time, :36 1-5.

Fourth heat—W. A. Rhodes qualified without riding

Final heat—Johnson 1; Banker, 2; Githens. 3; Barrett,

4; time. :35 1-5. Johnson had no difficulty in winning.

Githens occasioned surprise by outsprinting Barrett.

naif mile, 1:10 class -First heat—A. '. Brown, 1; Bliss,

2; Green, 3; Tuttle, 4; time, 1:13 2-5. All finished in a
bunch. Tuttle was crowded and could not recover.

Second heat—Crooks, 1; McDuffee, 2; Goetz, 3, time,

1:32.

Final heat —Brown, 1; Goetz. 2; Crooks, 3; Green, 4;

time, l:.l.

One-mile, open—Sanger, 1 ; Johnson, 2; Bliss, 3; Barrett,

4; time, 2:28 1-5. George Banker, leading at the two-third

mile, received a special prize. Time by quarters, : 15 2-5,

1:23 4-5. 1:56.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—W. Steuber, 40 yds., 1

;

W. H. St. John, 100 yds., 2; B. Lindmueller. 75 yds., 3;

Banker, 10 yds., 4; O. P. Bernhardt, 75 yds.. 5; time, 1 :04 3-5.

Second heat—F. J, Heazlit, Detroit 70 yds., 1; Crooks,

10 yds., 2; B. Cuddleback, 75 yds., 3; J. G. Perrin, 75 yds.,

4; J. G. Ruse, 100 yds., 6; time, 1:07 4-5.

Final heat—Heazlitt, 60 yds., 1; Cuddlecack, 75 yds., 2;

Bernhardt, 76 yds , 3; Ruse, 100 yds., 4; Steuber, 40 yds, f

;

time, 1:05 1-5. Banker rode hard, sprinted grandly, but

could do nothing. He sat up on the straight. His time

was 1:114 5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—Tuttle, 1 ; B. F. Goetz, 5; Rigby, 3;

Con Baker, 4; time, 2:38 4-5.

Two-third mile, open—Githens, 1; Bliss, 2; Crooks, 3;

time, 1:50.
* * *

DETROIT'S FIRST DAY.

Honors About Evenly Divided — Poor Manage-

ment.

Detroit, July 10.—Good racing resulted at

the firet day of the race meet of the Detroit

\\ heelmen. New zest was added to the sport

by Guy L. Gary, James Clark, C. M. and W.
F. Murphy, E. C. Bald, C. H. Callahan and

others! Gary fouled Johnson in the mile open

and the latter's protest was allowed later in the

day. Charlie Murphy rode well in the heats

and in the final of the half-mile open pushed

Johnson for a quarter. Johnson won, but not

without an effort.

Chicago's only victory was in the 2:50 class,

when Knisely won handsomely in 2:35 4-5,

Heywood second, Adams third. Three pretty

races resulted in the quarter-mile open. Arthur

I. Brown defeated Banker in the first heat.

Brown is coming up rapidly and is a formida-

ble competitor for the best of them now. A.

N. French and E. C. Johnson had it out in the

second heat. French rode witli greater confi-

dence at this time than at any previous meet

this season. In the final Banker defeated

Brown by a small margin, French running

third, and Cooper, of Detroit, a rider of but

three months, finishing a close fourth. Cooper

further distinguished himself by winning the

half-mile local handicap from the ten-yard

mark in 1:12 3-5. .

Gary, Bliss, Githens, Tuttle was the order of

finish in the first heat of the mile open. Bliss

had the heat « on but sat up and let the speedy

Pressite pass him. It was in the second heat

that the venom of the audience was aroused.

Johnson, McDuffee Banker, Callahan, was the

order. French and the two Murphys also

started. From the first it was a loaf and the

crowd hissed. The mile was made in 3:24 4 5,

the last quarter being ridden in the face of a

hard wind and on a soft track in 312-5 sec,

and yet there were cries of " Put them off the

track." It had previously been announced

that a time limit of 2:45 would b ) placed on

the final, but after this exhibit on the limit

wa-i put down to 2:40. The final was a contest

for blood. Gary got away in the lead but was

soon back in second place. Johnson claimed

to have been fouled by Gary and participants

in the contest all agreed. Into the home
stretch they all swung, Johnson about fifth in

place. An eighth of a mile from home he was

fouled by Gary for the secot.d t^me and

Banker, in his usual style, was jumping all

over the track, risking his own and every-

body's else neck by his antics. Gary won,
Johnson being forced to slow down his sprint

McDuffee followed Gary closely, Banker third

and Tuttle fourth.

Probably the prettiest race of the day was the

two mile handicap. The Chicago men as a rule

stayed severely out of this. Uandicapper Schim-
mel had shaken all the entries up in a bag and
placed Bliss, Knisely, Githens, Johnson and
the Murphy Brothers on scratch, Spooner and
McDuffee forty yards, and Rhodes seventy-five

yards, while Heywood had 125 yards with O.

C. Green. Thirty-one started, all in one heat.

McDuffee, forty yards, started out to win, and
was well in the bunch at the end of the first

mile. Rhodes had quit early in the game.

Heywood was well in the bunch when a man
in front fell and all piled over, Heywood
among the number. Down the home stretch

McDuffee drew out of the bunch and won,
sitting up; French, seventy yards, second;

Bald, 110 yards, third, and O. C. Green fourth;

time, 4:50 4-5.

The officers, for some unexplained reason,

required nine starters in the half-mile open to

decide it in two heats and a final, first four in

each heat to qualify. Both heats were won in

1 :23, the order of finish in the first being Gary,

Brown, Bliss and Banker. In the second J. S.

Johnson, C. M. Murphy, E. C. Johnson, W. F.

Murphy, and in the final J. S. Johnson, C. M.
Murphy, Bliss and Brown. Charlie Murphy
gave Johnson a hard rub.

Tne 2:30 class mile had a time limit of 2:35

placed on it, and that was just the time it was
run in. Gary gained his first clean victory in

this event, Crooks running second, French

third, and Tuttle, who hardl/ rode at any time

with his usual ginger, fourth. This concluded

the day's programme.

It was a small but enthusiastic crowd.

There was no music. The track was good

right at the pole and the man outside was lost.

The events lagged painfully, and when run

were announced poorly. There was lacki g
the snap of a first-class meet. The programmes
did not reach the grounds until after 3 o'clock.

The handicapping was horrible. Johnson, it

was announced at the close, would go on

the morrow for the one-mile record held by

Windle. The summary:

One mile, novice—Peter Graff, 1; E. Leadbeater, 2; M.

C. Morse, 3; time, 2:45 3-5.

Quarter-mile, scratch—First heat— A. I. Brown, 1;

George A. Banker, 2; F. H. Tuttle, 3; H. A. Githens, 4;

time, :35.

Second heat—A. N. French, 1; E. C. Johnson, 2; E. A.

McDuffee, 3; T. "W. Cooper, 4; time, :34 3-5.

Final heat—Banker, 1; Brown, 2; French, 3; Cooper,

4; time, :35.

One mile, open—First heat—Guy L. Gary, 1 ; J. P.

Bliss, 2; H. A. Githens, 3; F. H. Tuttle 4; time, 2:50 3-5.

Second heat—J. S. Johnson, 1; E. A. McDuffee, 2; G. D
Banker, 3; C.H.Callahan 4; time, 3:24 2 5. Last quar-

ter, :31 2-5

Final heat—Gary, 1; McDuffee, 2; Banker, 3; Tuttle, 4;

time, 2:33 2 5.

One-mile, 2:50 class—Knisely, 1 ; A. T. Heywood, 2; J.

D. Adams, 3; Gus Steele, 4; time 2:35 4-5.

Half-mile, club handicap—T. W. Cooper, 10 yds.,1; W.
Steuber, scratch, 2; F. J. Heazlit, 10 yds., 3; James M.

Keenan, 10 yds., 4; time, 1:12 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—E. A. McDuffee, 40 yds., 1; A. NJ

French, 40 yds., 2; Eddie Bald, 110 yds., 3; O. C. Green

125 yds., 4; time, 4:50 4-5.

Half-mile, open—First heat—Guy L. Gary, 1 ; A. I.

Brown, 2; J. P. Bliss, 3; G. A. Banker, 4; time, 1:23.

Second heat—J. S. Johnson, 1; C. M. Murphy, 2; E. C.

Johnson, 3; W. F. Murphy, 4; time, 1:23.

Final heat—J. S. Johnson, 1; C. M. Murphy, 2; J. P.

Bliss, 3; A. I. Brown, 4; time, 1:13 4-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—Guy L. Gary, 1; A. L. Crooks, 2;

A. N. French, 3; F. H. Tuttle, 4; time, 2:35.
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Whitworths at New York.
LADIES' BICYCLE No. 5,

Weight complete with Whitworth Carter

Gear Case 33 lbs-

FACTORIES,

Birmingham,

England.

All Whitworths are built to suit the varying heights of riders, and with

the exception of the No. 8 Special Track Racers, can be fitted with specially

light, ingeniously constructed gear cases (Carter's patent), made at Whit-

worth Works.

mnnnnm rm IT\T! avtt \7 The company are now showing at their New York offices, as well as at

HluHtST (iRADtl OWL I. the World's Fair, Chicago, their world-famed Full and Light Roadsters,
Road and Track Racers, and Ladies' Bicycles.

Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
G4r4= 6*46 Broadway

.

CHICAGO, Stand No. 238,

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, WORLD'S FAIR.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

FIGURES TALK.

The Dunlop Tires
Sold up to May 15th, 1893, number 505,000. You

can t go wrong in getting a

DUNLOP.
Thejr Cost a Little More, but—

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE COMPANY,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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REFORM
CYCLES.

TOP GRADE.
PRICES FREE.

S& REFORM CYCLE CO.,

COVENTRY, ENG.

BLISS' GOOD MILE.

Wins a Mile Handicap at Detroit in 2:17 from

Scratch.

Detroit, July 11.—Little Julian Bliss was
the crowd's favorite at the second day of the

Detroit races. His first appearance was in the

first heat of the mile handicap, in which he

ran third from the 15-yard mark in 2:16 4 5.

In the final the whole field was set back fifteen

yards, Bliss being on scratch. There were

twelve starters, W. F. Murphy having ten

yards. Bliss rode one of the fastest races ever

seen in Michigan and an eighth of a mile from

home was at the pole and leading the field. He
crossed the tape fifteen yards in the lead.

His time was 2:17 flat, quarters :35, 1:08 2-5

and 1 :43. Bliss again distinguished himself in

the mile open. A time limit of 2:30 was placed

on the race. Keator set a great pace for the

first quarter, Tuttle took the pace for the next

half mile, when Johnson came up, to be fol-

lowed quickly by C harlie Murphy. The lat-

ter's sprint was ill timed, for into the stretch

came Johnson and Bliss almost neck and neck,

the former at the pole. Bliss was apparently

riding easily but Johnson was working. For a

brief space the two were ne'k and neck; then

Johnson made another kick and won by a foot

The time was 2:23. Johnson afterwards said

it was one of the hardest-fought contests in his

memory, as he had to sprint and then jump
into another sprint from that.

The track was much improved the second

day, wind comparatively light but still in the

riders' faces on the stretch. The sport was
better and was watched closely by a number of

prominent horsemen, among the number Budd
Doble. Referee Steele changed his decision in

the mile open race of the first day, allowing

the race to stand as run.

The first race of the day was the half-mile

handicap in which there were thirty-five

starters. It was a dangerous undertaking and
resulted in a serious fall, Adams and Heywood,
both of Chicago, colliding. W. A. Lutz, forty

yards, broke through the field and won, Crooks
second, only a half length behind. Gary cap-
tured the two-mile 5:10 class race. Charlie
Murphy made a loud claim of foul against him
in this event and argued his claim at some
length with Referee Steele. The latter had had
one experience, however, and summarily dis-

missed the case.

Little interest was taken in the three-mile
lap race, which was won by E. A. McDuffee,
v. ho ran second in all three laps, scoring six

points. Gary also won the half-mile 1:15 class,

but gave it to McDuffee right a: the tape,

The quarter-mile flying start was w^n by

Crooks; Banker, who failed to ride with his

usual ginger, second. The mile handicap was
run in two heats, and was productive of three

very speedy races. The first heat was won
from the sixty-five-yard mark in 2:16 4-5, but

Bliss, fifteen yards, was close up. The second

heat was won from the thirty-five-yard mark
in 2:15 3-5 and the finish by Bliss from scratch

in 2:17. Summaries:

Half-mile, handicap—W. A. Lutz,l; Crooks, SO yds., 3;

Heaslit, 55 yds., 3; J. M. Keenan, 65yds, 4; Keator, 40

yds., 5; time, 1:08.

Two-mile, 5:10 class, time limit 5:25-Gary, 1 ; McDuffee,

2; Crooks, 3; J. S. McFarland, 4; time, 5:'->l 2-5.

One-mile, handicap—First heat—Keenan 135 yds., 1; G.

D. Comstock, 60 yds., 2; Bliss, 13 yds.. 3; Banker, 10 yds.,

4; Green, 40 yds., 5; G. L. Peterson, £5 yds., 6; time,

2:16 4-5.

Second heat—C. H. Callahan. 35 yds., 1; E. C. Bald, 30

yds., 2; W. A. Lutz, 40 yds., 3; W. F. Murphy, 25 yds., 4;

A. N. French, 25 yds., 5; F. Herrick and W. B. Hurlburt,

50 yds., dead heat for 6; time, 2:15 3-5.

Final heat—Bliss, scratch. 1; Bald, 10 yds., 2; Callahan,

3; Lutz, 20 yds., 4; time, 2:17. Quarters, :35, 1:08 2-5:1:43;

record for Michigan.

Quarter-mile, flying start—Crooks. 1; Banker, 2; C. M.
Murphy, 3; Heazlit, 4; E. C. Johnson, 5; time, :30 2-5.

One-mile, club handicap—Steuber, scratch. 1 ; Schaffer,

30 yds., 2; Hurlburt, scratch, 3; time. 2:24 2-5.

Half-mile, 1:15 class—First heat^Gary, 1; James Clark,

2; Keator,. 3; Knisely, 4; time, 1:11.

Second heat—McDuffee, 1; Heazlit, 2; McFarland, 3;

Crooks, 4; time, 1:16.

Final heat—McDuffee, 1 ; Gary, 2; Crooks, 3; McFarland,

4; time, 1:C0.

One-mile, open, time limit 2:23—John S. Johnson, 1;

Bliss, 2;"French, 3; C. M. Murphy, 4; time. 2:23.

Three-mile lap race—McDuffee, 6 points, 1 ; Clark and
Gary, tie for second, 4 points; Callahan, 3 points, 4.

# # #

ON THE CIRCUIT.

Notes Garnered by the Wayside by an Observ-

ing Observer.

Toledo will bid for the annual meet of the

Ohio division next year.

McDuffee rides in a most peculiar position.

His saddle is directly above the pedals, and yet

the wheel has a long base.

A ladies' saddle horse will be given for the

mile open at Elyria. Ned Oliver is booming
the meet.

Black, the trick rider, followed the circuit,

Sandusky, Toledo, Detroit, Elyria. Every-
where he met with royal treatment.

Johnson generously gave Bliss the second
prize in the half-mile open race at Toledo the
first day, in which Johnson and Bliss ran a
dead heat.

Johnson is very much dissatisfied with his

work at Toledo and Sandusky. He does not
feel that he did hinself justice and will go
home to Minneapolis for two woeks' rest before

going into training for the international con-

tests. Tuttle will remain in Chicago.

A Toledo paper published a cut of H. C.

Tyler three nights in succession, giving it a
different name each time—Johnson once, then
Sanger, and lastly Tyler.

The Toledo cadets, sixty strong, are coming
to the world's fair, and will be camped on the
Midway Plaisance. They go into camp July
15, and break camp July 22. All ride Gendron
wheels.

It was a slim lot of prizes Chicago took
away from Toledo. Githens got four, Bliss
two, the others none. Tuttle captured three
firsts and a nice lot of seconds, thirds and
fourths.

E. A. McDuffee will remain in Detroit and
train for the twenty-five mile road race to be
held July 22 on Belle Isle. On this occasion
Hurlburt, Herrick, McDuffee and VanWag-
oner will meet.

Sanger goes to Springfield to train and ride
for the quarter-mile world's record. This the
Springfield Bicycle Club needs, that it may
hold all world's records on its track ere the fall

tournament.

The Chicago party went to Elyria for the
races Wednesday, thence home to train until
the international contests. Sanger went from
Toledo to Springfield, where he will remain
until he comes to Chicago.

There is a sad lack of team work amongst
the Chicago men, both of the Illinois club and
Chicago club teams. Each man is riding for
himself alone, and such a thing as the lending
of a helping hand in a race seems to be a sec-
ondary matter.

Sanger said at Toledo that he and Zimmer-
man would not come together until the Chi-
cago meet, per the New Jersey man's own re-

quest. Then the fur will fly. Johnson should
have made the same decision and held off until

that time. The meeting of these men would
have shaken cycling to its very roots. As it

is, Johnson has met Sanger, and having been
so ingloriously defeated can hardly claim to be
in the same class. It is undoubtedly a fact

that Zimmerman and Sanger stand to-day the
peers of cycle racing, both in America and
England, and their meeting will decide for

some time to come just who is the chompion
of the world.

Indianapolis has a new bicycle firm in

Fisher, Ribble & Clemens, who have opened
on North Pennsylvania street.

The force at the Sterling works has been
greatly cut down, only a few men being kept in

each department, probably fifty in all.
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CEMENT,
SHOE STRINGS,

TELEGRAPH WIRES,

AND FISHING OUTFITS
Are not "accessories" of the G. & J. Tire. They are "characteristic advantages" (sic) of other pneumatics.

If you expect to find a fishing-line and " sinker," a bunch of shoe strings, or a lumpy-ended inner tube in

your G. & J. repair kit you will be disappointed. But if you desire the best tire and one devoid of strings,

wires, cement, nuts, bolts and all other such complications, the G. & J Pneumatic is the tire for you. All

high grade makers and dealers will fit them when so ordered.

GormuIIy & Jeffery Mfg. Co.
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.
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TBI REMINGTON!
Three patterns for '93:

Light Roadster, actual weight

32 lbs.; Roadster, 44 lbs.;

Ladies' Wheel, 42 lbs.

Prices, - - $140.00.

Material, best obtainable.

Workmanship unsurpassed.

Mannesmann tubing.

Warwick hollow rims, and

a variety of the best pnumatic

tires to select from.

Send for Catalog.

REMINGTON ARMS CO.,
Works at Ilion,

N. Y. MENTION THE REFEREE.315 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
THORSEN & CASSADY CO., 60 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Agents for Illinois and Wisconsin.
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SERMON ON THE WHEEL.

A Southern Preacher Uses the Bicycle as an

Illustration.

The bicycle has created excitement, enthusi-

asm, and pure amateurs. It has been a theme
for eloquent discourses, beautiful poems and
the nucleus of the novelist's story. It has

commanded the attention of every class of

people, and there is no seeming limit to its

possibilities It is being used by the officers of

the army, the mail carrier, the firemen, the

telegraph companies, the doctors—both of

medicine and divinity. It has been accepted

by our business men as a legitimate means of

locomotion. The pleasure of the pneumatic
tire has been experienced by every class. It

has furnished employment for thousands of

people. It has done nr re to secure civilized

roads than any other medium. It has entered

almost every sphere of life, and the latest use

it is put to is to serve as a minister's illustra-

tion to point out the way to heaven.

Dr. Martin, the famous evangelist, preached

one of the most practical sermons of the

season on the bicycle recently at Atlanta, Ga.

He used the wheel as a practical illustration of

bis remarks. The reverend gentleman took

his text from Hebrews: 'Let us run with

patience the race that is before us." He said

that when a boy, like all boys, he wanted a

wheel, he was not able to get one, so he had to

content himself by writing for catalogues.

He said it was the greatest hope of his life to

have one, but not getting it at the time he

wanted he grew out f the desire as soon as he
really was able to purchase it. Such, he said,

was the way with sinners. They put off con-

necting themselves with the church and ob-

taining religion until it was too late—just as

he had done in the bicycle case. He said the

bicycle was synonymous of our life—we can
not remain at one point, but mast go either

backward or forward.

The minister referred to a recent race run
from his city to Chicago on wheels and said:
" 'Bad roads was the complaint in each tele-

gram. It is ever so with the christian race.

The devil is always willing and trying to

throw obstacles in the way of the christian

man, and does all he can to worry, harass

and discourage the lider; but he must keep his

wheel moving and must only see the goal

ahead of him."

The gentleman gave some illustrations of the

other side of a bicycle rider's life, which he
must have gained wiien he rode the ordinary.

Said the minister: "In a race on the bicycle

the man meets with more impediments. One
man will stumble over a beer bottle and that

is the last of him. Another « ill take a header

over a deck of cards and quit the road. So on
throughout the race, and out of the many who
entered the race few would finish and deserve

the crown awaiting him."

A noticeable fact that the gentleman hinted

at very strongly when mentioning the imped-

iments thrown in the way of the pure amateur
was a gentle hint at the secretary-editor of the

shamrock name who tries to impede the pro-

gress of the "pure 'un" by holding out induce-

ments to join the N. C. A. He did not seem

to approve of it, and told the wheelmen not to

notice any of the obstructions, but to go right

on, and when the race was completed a crown
awaited him. Buc that crown was only for

the pure in heart.

Read the Referee.

\ N M K

^
SUNOL SUPERIORITY

Is proven bv the receipt, almost
daily, of letters such as this:

The Melnloxh- Huntington Co.: Dear Sirs-
it gives me great pleasure to write your
irm tliat I am delighted with the Sunol
_iuht Roaustf.k, having given itathor-
lugb. test on tue Washington and Brnwus-
/ille Pike and the Ureensbtirg Pike. Also
tad the pleasure of doing the first Century
jnaSUNOi. over the Butler Plank Uoad.
tu all having traveled over a Thousand
Miles in the month of Alay. My wheel is

is good as the day I bought it from your
igeuts, the Pittsburgh Cycle Co.
Central tstaek Yards, Yours truly,

Pittsburgh, June 3, 18J3. W. M. IiMHOFF.

Surely the Sunol Leads.
The McIntosh-Huntington Co.

Send for Hardware and Bicycles.

Jatalogue. Cleveland, Ohio.
low & Dowse, Boston. Mas'.. Sole Agents New Encland

BE CAREFUL to have a
'PERFECT" POCKET OlL*"R (improved pattern) if you wish to have the greatest enjoyment possible out of your
bicycle. This oiler is especially adapted for bicycles. See that the words " Perfect " Pol-ket Oiler are stamped on
your oiler, as no imitations are as good. This oiler does not leak. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicety.

Pi ice 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

•'er'feWI*
1 One-half

Actual
Size. Cushman & Denison,

172 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

"Perfeet" Poeket Oiler Hoi Vr
Best and most convenient device for carry-

ing an oil can on a bicycle. Thoroughly ad-
justable and can he easily attached to any
part of the machine. No rattling. Hand-
somely nickel plated. For sale everywhere.
Price, 25 cents each.

CUSUMAN & DENISON, 172 9th ave.,

New York.

" Perfect ff Pneumatic J**imp Ho'der.

Best and most convenient device for carry
ing a Pneumatic Pump on a bicycle.
Thoroughly adjustable and easily attached to
any part of the machine. No rattling. Hand-
somely nickel-plated. For sale everywhere.
Price, 25 cents each.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 9th ave.,

New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive.
< onveniently carried in the
vest i-ocker. Each pair
packed in a n^a*" metal case.

Pr'ce. by mail, 20 cents.

KINGMAN & CO.,
Peoria. 111.. Ht. Louis, Mo.,

Kansas Oaj .u.o., Omaha, Neb , Des Moines, la.

EAST INDIA

SIM GBUPHOIljtE

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

(trade mark )

FOR BICYCLE CHAINS.

Has no equal, A chemical compound of East India Grnphite and
other very fine lubricants that saves your chain and sprocket from
wear. Makes your chain run very Rnmoth, free and easy; increases

your speed, guaranteed to stop the grating and Tacking sound of

your ohuin; prevents rust and dust from accumulating; is easily

applied and the moot effective lubricnnt used; recommended by
thousands of riders thmngbout the United States. When once

used, ha-; never been discarded. It is in stick form and iB used

similar to a pencil, does not soil the hands when being applied

Kull directions with each s'ick. Sold by all Cycle dealers. Aak
your nearest agent for it. Sample stick by mail, 25c.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT

PRINCE WELLS, ESSKSWiS:

100,000 daily users testify io the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,

185 Z,a&alle Street.

T Int c* Dn/hmr can ^e DOusht at the leading news-
/ fl/J rilyOI depots in Chicago at ten ce ts per

' copy.
Subscription price 53,00 per &anum in advance.
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DEALERS

!

A WORD WITH YOU.
Do your customers ask for a lighter wheel than you carry in stock? " Are you shy" of featherweights

because you have seen so many broken frames of weldless tubing ?

Do you hate to lose trade, so put out wheels that you know will come back broken? Is that good

business policy ?

There, is one—only one—line of wheels ma r'e, of which it can be truthfully said that they are without an

Equal for lightness of weight and stiffness, and are without a superior for strength and durability

—

HELICAL TUBE PREMIERS. Actual weight, ready for the road, 19, 25, 27, 29 and 32 lbs. No more, but

frequently less.

There are several hundred dealers selling HELICAL TUBE PREMIERS. We can supply a hundred more
Helical Premiers will sell readily in every town in the United States where the modern wheel is appreciated,

and where is it not ?

There is both profit and satisfaction in selling PREMIERS. Would you like a share ? If so, write to us.

TO THE PUBLIC. =

PREMIERS are sold by us and our Agents strictly at Catalogue Prices. Quality considered, these

prices are the lowest on the market. We have no old stock to work off, and we are delivering as fast as we
can build them, Premiers of the very latest and most approved Models only.

Premier Cycle Company, New York.
The Largest and Handsomest Catalogue ever issued, 4 cents by mail, or FREE at PREMIER Agency. MENTION THE REFEREE.

WilGW! UOVGlcillCiS ! Quick Repair in Case of Puneture.

CLEVELAND wheel;

Boy on top;

Riding fast;

Sudden stop.

Broken wire

In the track;

Punctured tire;

Alack ! Alack !

Boy dismayed?

No! Not he;

CLEVELAND rim,

Don't you see !

Tire from rim

. He quickly takes;

Complete repairs

As quickly makes.

Tire replaced

In about a minute;

Don't you see

—

He's strictly "in it."

12:01,

Repairs begun;

12:03,

Repairs done.

Two minutes lost;

He faster rides;

Makes that up,

And more besides.

Send for Catalogue.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GTZO. E. IIOYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SMALLMY -EASY - RUNNING.
MOST RIGID FRAME ON THE MARKET.

GOOD BEARINGS. GKACEFVL LINES. ELEGANT FINISS.

FOUR STYLES"? : Light Roadster, Road Racer, Track Racer (new style handle bars), and Ladies' wheel.

Mud Guards and Brake Detachable from Light Roadster, leaving no sign of having been on. Aluminum finish if desired.

Some of Oar Agents:

Raeinp Hardware Mfg. Co., Racine Wis. E. Werner, Philadelphia, Pa. L. C. Jandorf & Co., New York.
J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati. Ohio.
W. G. Schack. Buffalo, N. Y. Chae. Ege, Detroit, Mich.
Camden and Philadelphia Soap Co., Camden, N. J.

Gho. L. Cady & Sons, Lowell. Mass.
F. D. Hoharn, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Peabody-Whitney Company, Boston, Mass.

Write for Catalogue. Our Retail Store, 271 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, 11,1,. Good Agents Wanted in every town in the XT. s.

MARBLE CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., Plymouth, ind.

P. S.—We are Illinois Agents for the RALEIGH. MENTION THE REFEREE
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JOHNSON AND TUTTLE REINSTATED.

The Former By a Close Shave, But Tuttle by

a Unanimous Vote.

New York, July 19.—[Special to the Ref-

eree.]—F. Howard Tuttle has been reinstated

by the racing board, the vote being unani-

mous. Johnson was also reinstated, but only

because it required a full vote of the board to

expel. Raymond, Gideon and Meglemry voted

to expel, while Erwin, Huntington and Miller

cast their ballots for reinstatement.

Considerable excitement was created Wed-
nesday in Chicago by the announcement that

Johnson and Tuttle had been declared profes-

sionals. In fact, a message was received from
New York which contained the information.

The men's suspension was raised until July 15,

pending a vote by the racing board. It re-

quires a unanimous vote to expel, and inas-

much as the Chicago member of the board in-

timated (through the columns of the paper he

represents) that ihey would, no doubt, be rein-

stated finally—which was equivalent to saying

he voted against expulsion—there were
grounds for disbelieving the rumors afloat. Yet

a majority thought the men were "goners"

and expressed their opinions pretty freely

about the matter. Tom Eck, who has been

handling Johnson and Tuttle, was much exer-

cised over the report, but would say little, he

said, until he knew the truth. He did say,

however, that in case the men were eypelled,

he would soon have Dirnberger, the young
Buffalo "phenom," and W. A. Rhodes under

his care.
>

TOURISTS ARE ARRIVING.

Parties from Various Parts of the Country

Coming Awheel.

Long-distance riders are beginning to reach

the world's fair city—they are coming from all

directions. 4 fifteen -year -old boy, named
George Meierstein, arrived late last week from

Sioux City, having covered the distance in less

than eight days. He is a little fellow, but

seems to have had great pluck, for the last day

he rode 150 miles. He rode a Sterling, fitted

with Morgan & Wright tires.

Saturday four members of the Pittsburg

Century Club reached the city. Five started,

but one was lost on the way. The men—C. E
Foster, W. J. Brant, E. E. Williams and Ed-

ward Locke—covered the 588 miles in five days

and seven hours. They will shortly return

and escort a large body of the club's members
to the international meet.

Monday three Texans—Otto Praeger, chief

consul, George Walter and Elmer Whitehead

—

arrived from San Antonio, being out thirty-six

days, twelve days of which they were delayed

by heavy rains. They frequently slept in the

open air and say the cowboys bothered them
somewhat. Praeger rode a Crypto geared or-

dinary and the others Unions. No trouble was
experienced beyond a few punctures.

NOW MRS. J. C. V. SMITH.

Popular and Well Known Wheelwoman Changes

Her Name.

On Wedaesday evening of this week Miss

Adelaide Raisbeck was married to J. C. V.

Smith at the Church of St. Paul, New York.

Many a league-meet goer will recognize in the

NEW YORK POLICE ABUSES.

accompanying picture Miss Raisbeck's familiar

face. She has long been a regular attendant,

with her father, at events of this kind and is

one of the most popular among eastern wheel

-

women. Here's to the hope that Wednesday's

event may not rob cycling of one of its orna-

ments.
1 » i

Hurlburt's Record Gone.

June 17 Nicodemi, the French road rider,

lowered the twenty-five mile road record, then

held by McDuffee at 1 hr. 13 min. 55 2-5 sec.

,

to 1 hr. 11 min. 36 1-5 sec, which is better than

the record (1 hr. 11 min. 59 sec.) made June 24,

by Hurlburt at Detroit. He also lowered the

50-kilometre record to 1 hr. 30 min. 26 4-5 sec,

as against 1 hr. 31 min. 12 sec, made by Bar-

digoni March 23 on the road from Aries to

Salon,

Cyclists ' Insulted By Byrnes' Brutes—An Old

Man's Tale.

When the New York police had the law reg-

ulating the speed of cyclists passed, the Metro-

politan Associated Cycling Clubs and all well

meaning cyclists wished the scheme well, be-

lieving it would put a stop to reckless riding

by the renting fraternity, and indeed others,

who own their own machines. But it seems

the festive "cop'' has been bursting over with

zeal to yank the average rider off to jail ever

since—construing an eight-mile an hour pace

to fifteen and twenty in many cases, and even

faster. One of "the finest" last week assured a

New York judge that a fifteen-year-old boy

was sprinting at a twenty-five-mile-an-hour

gait! It is a common thing to read of a dozen

luckless riders, many of them careful and
well known, being hauled up daily in New
York, and the "cop"—never over friendly to

cyclists—is having a royal time getting points

by numerous and causeless arrests. Ever/

arrest brings him nearer the roundsman and
patrolman berth. The New York World said

Sunday:

Old bicyclists, who were never known to transgress a
law or to ride more than five miles an hour, are complain-

ing bitterly Of the brutal treatment they receive every

day at the bands of the municipal police. The order

against fast riding issued by Superintendent Byrnes a

week ago, which restricts bicyclists to an eight-mile gait,

it seems is construed by a good many of the officers to

mean unlimited power in the way of "calling down" a

wheelman at any and all times.

One old wheelman, a man sixty years of age, who has

ridden a wheel ever since the old regulation came into

use, said to a World man yesterday: "In all of my ex-

perience in New York as a business man or a cycler, I

have never received so many and such brutal insults as I

have since the new law went into force. At my fastest

gait I never go over five miles an hour, and seldom speed

to that; but in the past week no less than five officers

have bellowed at me at times when I was not violating

any law and when it was most humiliating to me.

"I was wheeling up Tenth avenue, above High Bridge,

a day or two ago, and while riding less than five miles an

hour an officer, who had just come out of the back door

of a saloon, and who looked a typical bar-room 'bum,'

bellowed out in his choicest language, 'Here, yer goin'

too fast dere ! Come off yer perch or III take yez in.'

"If I had remonstrated with him I should probably

have been locked up. At the entrance of Washington

bridge there was another officer drinking in one of the

cafes. As I passed at an ordinary gait he yelled so that

all the people in the carriages which were passing could

hear: 'Say, mister, youz want'er cheese dat. Youz

don't own dis d d town.' "

There are hundreds of other business men who have

been subjected to just this sort of insulting language.

It was suggested by a party of wheelmen, who met acci-

dentally at Fordham yesterday, that a complaint be

lodged against officers who exceed their authority in this

manner.

We trust that Patrolman Prial will sit on his

over-zealous brother bobbies!
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ABOUT ROAD MATERIAL.

REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HIGH-

WAY COMMISSION JUST OUT.

The Merits of the Various Materials Found in

the State Ably Discussed— Professor

Shaler's Experiments and Their

Results.

There are many valuable lessons to be

learned from the recent work of the Massachu-

setts highway commissioners, who in their

last annual report discuss the merits of the

various road materials to be found in the

state, bringing out points of interest to all

who are interested in the practical fide of

highway construction.

During the past year considerable time has

been devoted to the study of the topography

Mr. Snoozer, the cycle salesman, has given up the idea
of appearing in cycle garb on the street when off his
\vheel.

of the state, and in connection with this a
classification of the road materials has been
organized. It has been established by experi-

ence, not only in America but in all countries,

that the soil covering in its normal state is not
suitable for a roadway. This is due in a meas-
ure to the fact thnt the process of d> cay,

which is assisted by the decomposition of veg-

etable matter, softens the fragments of rock in

the soil layer so that, as a rule, they will be
ground to powder under the ordinary cart

wheels.
The glacial waste, or till, which underlies

the soil varies greatly in its fitness to be used

as road material. The till deposits generally

contain a large amount of cay, so that they do
not make a very good road, even when used

with a goodly proportion of stone, although a

certain mixture of clay and broken rock has
in some places been found to be quite effectual

in preventing washouts during severe raius.

Gravel does not always make a good road.

Where pebbles are mainly of quartz or other
flinty rock, and have been pretty well rounded
by the action of water, the material is certain

to afford, at best, a shifting foundation, and
even when a quantity of binding material is

used with the pebbles the road so constructed

becomes very muddy in wet wea her.

Wherever, however, the pebbly matter is

gotten from rocks of varied constitution, < spe-

cially where the fragments have undergone a

partial decay, the mass is likely when rolled

by either steam rollers, or even by broad-tired

wheels, to become consolidated and afford a

fairly good road. Probably the best gravels

for the purpose are taken from those regions

where the strati lied pebbly beds are mixed

with the deposits of till. As a rule the gravel

which is found in the edges of a glacial de-

posit are extremely hard and pretty thor-

oughly washed free of clay, so that if used for

road building they must bt mixed with a

binder.
In certain localities are to be found beds of

gravel where the fragments, not much worn
by water action, retain an angular character

and have a sight mixture of clay which has

prevented superficial decay, so that the mass

has a bluish color similar to the crushed stone

so familiar to the road builders along the Hud-
son river. Such a gravel is excellent for road

construction, because the particles coalesce as

in the macadam road bed, and the clay fills in

the interstices, making a thoroughly solid

surface.

The distribution of this blue gravel in Mas-

sachusetts will be studied by the highway
commission and indicated on their topograph-

ical map—because in general it is best suited

for road material of any deposits which can

be used without breaking.

The rock beds of Massachusetts furnish a re-

markable variety of materials suitable for road

building. In general it may be said that, for

the purpose of road construction, a rock should

be hard, tough, having good resistance to

decay, yet easily broken into bits by the road

hammer or the crushing engine. After this

breaking process the pieces of stone should not

have smooth faces. They ought rather to have
very rough surfaces in order to facilitate the

coalescing process, which is one of the most es-

sential elements in building good roads.

Broken trap rock is as a rule very good for

roads, as it furnishes the binding and cement-

ing qualities which are of such value in insur-

ing solidity, and it has all of the other good

qualities of hardness, toughness, etc.

The trap rock was once a molten mass which
in a fluid state was forced into and through the

fissures of the older rocks, where it cooled and
solidified. It is then of ignious or volcanic ori-

gin and when first formed was far below the

surface of the earth, though at present owing
to the constant wash and wear it is often ex-

posed to view.

Not only here but in other countries as well

the trap rock has furnished a valuable road

material. Rocks of this nature as a rule con-

tain a con-iderable amount of iron, which, as

it oxidized readily, adds to the cementing qual-

ity of the material.

The road master often finds by experience

that a slight difference in the methcd in which
particular materials are used may bring about
very important variations in the service ren-

dered to his art. This is well illustrated by the

granites and a few kindred rocks, which,

though not so >vell suited for use in the ordin-

ary broken state on roadways, generally make
most excellent material for block pavements,

because in that form the flat surface of the

stones, owing to the hardness of the material,

resist the impact of the wheels and the brittle-

ness is not enough to interfere with the endur-

ance of the mass.

Professor N. S. Shaler, dean of the Lawrence
Scientific School of Harvard University, and a

member of the Massachusetts highway com-
mission, has been carrying on some very inter-

esting experiments in testing various road ma-
terials. Some of the older stratified rocks of

the Baj' State have in time become metamor-
phosed into a hornblende schists. Practical

experiments in the way of using this class of

rocks have yet to be made, but the laboratory

tests indicate that this group of materials will

be of value. The rock is usually very tough

and though rather easily ground under wheels

is likely on account of its toughness to be

fairly durable.

In addition to the scientific treatment of

road materials the report has app ndices de-

voted to statistics which are carefully and cou-

veniently tabulated. In order to place the re-

port in the hands of the public the Massachu-

setts state legislature has had printed and
bound in cloth 5,000 copies. It would be well

if a copy of this report could be put into each

of the state libraries, as it represents a good

deal of skilled labor and would be of inestim-

How he accomplishes his rapid change

able value to all who are thinking of legisla-

tion aiming at the proper construct ;on and

maintenance of our highways. Kuklos.

Toledo Cadets at the Fair.

Saturday night sixty-five munbers of the

Toledo cadets, mounted on Gendron wheels,

arrived at the west end of the Midway Plais-

ance and aie now encamped there. They have

been inspected by one of TJncle Sam's army
officers and have passed muster. Their dress

parade rig consists of a white suit with brass

buttons, and a helmet and plume. The officers

of the cadets are: Captain, W. B. McMaker;

first lieutenant. Thomas S. Waters; second

lieutenant, Frank I. Howlles; sergeants, Messrs.

Irvine, Paine, Goodall, Parsons, Welburn i.nd

O'Brien.

Finished His Ride.

Frank S. Beedleson, tl e one-legged trans-

continental rider, reached Syracuse, N. Y.

,

from San Francisco last Saturday at 8:50 p.

m., having covered the distance in sixy-one

days, actual riding time fifty-one and a half

days. He left Sunday for New York and ex-

pected to be there Toursday.
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WHEELING IN AUSTRALIA.

THE PROPOSED VICTORIAN LEAGUE SOON

TO BE ORGANIZED.

It is Winter There Now, But Riding is Good

—Arrangements Now Being Made for

the Austral —Other Notes and

News Items.

Melbourne, June 8. — We are passing

through the depths of winter, and rolling

along to the shortest day—June 21—when old

Sol rises at 7:15 and sets at 4:45. Although
cycling is quiet at this time, it is never out of

season, because our winters and summers are

quite suitable for riding. Snow is unknown
in Melbourne, and the few hot days are not to

be grumbUd at. In fact the born Australian

men lias not been formed yet, but the various

clubs are discussing the pr. s and cons of the

provisi nal circular, and a general meeting of

cyclists will be held next week to Anally fix

up. The body is to be called the League of

Victorian Wheelman, but the probability is that

sooner or later it will spread its feelers over

the whole continent of Australia and federate

the wheelmen of the five colonies of Victoria,

New South Wales, South Australia, Queens-

land and West Australia.

*
* *

A wheelmen's harriers club has been formed

in Melbourne, the skipper being R M. K. Gol-

la,or Alphaletical Gollan, as he is known
among his intimates. It savors a bit sick

when prominent wheelmen forsake cycling for

a few months in the year for pedestriamsm, and

I think the 'arriers will soon get full up of pad-

ding the hoof, when they can get such perfect

« heels nowadays, and cover four times as

much ground with one-ninth the exertion of

running. Times are hard, however, and bi-

Austialia were a bit funny in their little way.

For instance, one renowned gentleman found

himself mixed up in a divorce case with an-

other man's wife: another rising star bor-

rowed a machine, pawned it, cleared out to

Sydney and only escaped the meshes by sev-

eral prominent men here paying his passage

home; yet another gentleman wandered round

our colonies for a „iuie and was looked upon as

a champion—swearer.

The licensing idea has caught on here, and
the new league is to license as many as five

handicappers, so there will be plenty of choice

when Austral time comes. Riders, too, are to

be licensed.
*

* *

During a road race at Ballarat, on Queen's

Birthday, some mischievous children placed a

heaped line of stones across the road and one
of the riders, named Burford, ran foul of it

and met with a severe cropper, which rendered

GOING

likes a little real hot weather, for wheeling

through the country in flannels and straw; to

feel the stillness of the summer day, the soft-

hot air on the face; to hear the locusts hum-
ming among the glistening leaves of the patri-

archal eucalyptus, the gay parrots screeching

as they suck the dropping honey from the bell-

shaped creamy blossoms of the same tree.

Then there is the perfume of the bush which
the summer draws out and spreads, a sweet

smell of a thousand green a..d dried leaves, a

perfect blend from the gum, the musk and
wild peppermint. We are all familiar with

the perfume of a newly-opened half chest of

choicest pekoe, and so it is in the Australian

bush—nature's perfumes everywhere abound.

But I am forgetting it is the depth of winter

we are in, but recollections of summer wheel-

ing never fade, and while on the subject I

might remark how much of the pleasures of

cycling are bound up in the stores of memory.
What cyclist is there wh :> can not recall to

mind the many times he returned home from
a long day's rides and felt done up—not ex-

hausted, but a peculiar indescribable feeling,

call it thirst, for want of a better word—not

thirst alone, though, for water will not quench
it. It seems as though the tissues of the body
had lost all their salt, and I am inclined to be-

lieve this is really the case, the salt oi the body
having been expelled through the pores by
means of perspiration. Is there no medicine

that will quickly alleviate these feelings, or

must we always allow time—a day or two

—

for nature to pick up.

*
* *

The proposed League of Victorian Wheel-

GONE ! ! !

cycles cost money, so perhaps it's only another

phase of the retrenchment and money-saving

policy which is rampant in Victoria now.

L. Herman, is one of our riders who has won
over £1,000 in trophies and cash during the

eleven years he has been racing. You will re-

member I once said this rider has only one eye.

He is one of the most consistent riders on our

paths and as good hearted a young athlete as

ever sat a wheel. At present he is in the bi-

cycle business at Bendigo, 100 miles from Mel-

bourne, representing Singer & Co.

The cables tell us Thomas Warwick, the

notable English rider, who visited Australia a

couple of seasons ago in company with W.
Turner, has been raking in the money over

libel actions brought by him against Wheeling

and B cycling News for unfairly commenting
on certain "pars" which first appeared in a

Melbourne sporting paper relative to his con-

duct in Melbourne at a certain race. The pair

were never very popular here; perhaps it was
i because several of their English forerunners to

him unconscious. In the old days of ordinary

bicycles, with a cord and pully brake, which
used to run down the backbone and dig into

the ground behind the back wheel, we used to

ruin many a 3'oungster's soft liat. They would
fling them at the big wheel of the foremost

rider and then the man following next would
pick the hat up with his trailing brake and
carry it off.

Phillip Cadby, a plucky young rider of the

Southern District Club, last week rode 100

miles on western roads in 6 hrs. 55 min.

A new idea for bicycle race grounds has been

suggested by " Philibuster " in the Melbourne
Australasian. He considers that there is a

great waste of ground in the center of grounds

when bicycle races are going on. As the

grounds are constructed in these days it does

not do to have others than the officials inside

the ring, because they would obstruct the view.

If, however, the whole inside turf was sunk, say

three feet, and the track was raised three feet,

th's would make the track six feet higher than

the inside ground, which could then be made
available—thiough a sub way under the track

—as a 1 romenading lawn for ladies and gen-

tlemen from the grand stand, who at present

are confined to their seats all the afternoon.

The band, too, could play in the center of the

ground, and rust'C seats and tables would add

to the comfort of visitors. He says: " I think

there is something more than romance in these

ideas and would like to see them put to practi-

cal use." An Idle Boy.
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NEW JERSEY'S MISSTATEMENTS.
It was reasonable to suppose that Doctor

Brown's state would object to a meeting which
may bring discredit upon its chief consul, but
there was no reason for passing a resolution so

misleading as the following, adopted at a re-

cent meeting:

Whereas, In view of the fact that certain divisions of

the League of American Wheelmen have promulgated a
call for a meeting of the national assembly to condemn
the executive committee of the League of American
Wheelmen for expending money for the publication of

Good Roads,

Resolved, That the New Jersey division does condemn
such action as uncalled for and entailing an unwarranted
expense on the divisions.

The proposed meeting was not asked for for

the purpose of condemning anyone or any-

thing, unless such facts should be brought to

light as would warrant such action. It was
called for the purpose of an investigation, made
advisable by the failure of the executive com-
mittee to make an honest report last February,

and to check any further unnecessary expense.

Had the New Jersey division objected to the

expense and that only, it would have been
justified, but why continue to create false im-
pressions? They are too prevalent already. The
people to blame for the expeqse are the mem-
bers of the executive committee, not the sign-

ers of the request.

MORGAN VS. RAYMOND.
"They say; they will say; well, let them

say," quotes Mr. Raymond. Perhaps, were he

to digest the quotation, he might be less ready

to enter into explanations through the press,

or, when such explanations become absolutely

necessary, be careful to make them through
the proper channel and not through the par-

ticular journal which he has chosen for his

mouthpiece. Devoid of common fairness and
ever ready to send itself to any sort of disrepu-

table effusion calculated to bring discredit upon
those whom it considers its enemies, it is not
remarkable that the sheet in question finds

enemies on every hand, or that a man whose
opinions are subservient to those of any person
from whom he may now, or hereafter, obtain

any pecuniary or social favor, is regarded,

everywhere, with mistrust. To this fact alone

is due much of the ridicule which has been

heaped upon Mr. Raymond's attack upon Mr.
Morgan. No man who knows the alleged "edi-

tor" gives him credit for appreciating the ef-

forts of any other journalist. Everyone who
knows both is fully aware that there is less out-

spoken truth in his whole ill-natured body than

there is in Morgan's little finger. Hence, to a

great extent, the utter failure of Mr. Ray-

mond's letter to incline anyone to Lis way of

thinking. At the inception of this trouble we
informed Mr. Raymond that we would en-

deavor to ascertain the facts. We have done
so and are well satisfied that, while Morgan
may have been indiscreet in mixing in the

matter, the charges against him are, in the

main, unfounded, and that Mr. Raymond has

been guilty of a piece of inexcusable folly.

Be it remembered that Mr. Raymond, "a
gentleman and the most capable official that

ever devoted his time and abilities to league

work" (see the gentleman's personal organ) has

branded Morgan as

One. "An unmitigated liar."

Two. One of the "most despicable men that

blot the cycling world," and
Three. "With endeavoring to secure favor

in the eyes of the N. O. A.," besides

Four. Broadly insinuating that that "he re-

ceives financial benefit for supporting these

methods of Mr. Eck."

These are serious charges. The burden of

proof lies with Raymond, yet he does not offer

a single line. He simply declares these things

to be so, possibly because he wishes to believe

them so. We find in the letter the following

statements, which are offered by Mr. Raymond
as facts, not as mere reports:

He (Morgan) busied himself telling lies to re-

porters and misrepsenting things to the N.

C. A.

Certain journals are ready to open their col-

umns to his lies.

He (Morgan) went to the managers of the N.

C. A. and stated that Raymond had been forced

by threats to reinstate Johnson.

That he (Morgan) was going to "show Ray-
mond up" in the Referee.
Morgan stated to a New York paper that

Raymond had all the evidence from abroad
about the Zimmerman case, but because Ray-
mond did not want him to go into the N. C. A.
he was ignoring it.

Morgan made false statements concerning

Johnson's attitude toward the N. C. A., John-

son having denied that he "asked any favors

of the N. C. A."

The first, third and sixth of these statements

have been disproved to our satisfaction. A
representative of the Referee called on Mr.

Powers, who repeated to him statements which
he had already made to reporters for the dai-

lies. The World of the 8th published letters

from Messrs. Byrne, Powers and Morgan.
Their reproduction here will, probably, con-

vince most people that Johnson did not tell the

truth and that Mr. Raymond's letter was writ-

ten in too great haste:

New York, July 7, 1893—The National Cycling Associa-

tion of America, commonly referred to now as the cash

prize league, feels itself called upon to make its position

before the public clear in the case of J. S. Johnson, a well-

known amateur cycle rider, whose vacillating methods,

as to hjs leaving the amateur ranks and becoming a pro-

fessional, have for days past attracted some notice. When
the inaugural races (July 3 and 4) of the new league were

arranged, it was made known that all entries would close

on June 23. This league made no effort, directly or in-

directly, through officers or agents, to induce either ama-
teurs or professionals to enter the races. The liberal cash

purses offered were deemed sufficient to attract the lead-

iug talent of the country.

On the morning of June 27 Mr. Powers, of the New
York association, was called upon by a Mr. Morgan, who
represented himself as acting for one T. W. Eck, the re-

cognized agent of J. S. Johnson, with a view to ascertain-

ing if the new league was prepared to offer any induce-

ment to Johnson to join its ranks. Evidently eager for

news, later in the day the following telegram, dated Syra-

cuse, June 27, reached New York. It reads:

"Senator Morgan—Did you see Powers? What results-

Answer here quick.—T. W. Eck. 11

Mr. Morgan was informed very plainly that no induce-

ment would be offered Johnson or any one else to enter

the professional ranks. On the morning of June 28, J. S.

Johnson, in company of Mr. Morgan, called at the office

of the New York Cycling Association. Mr. Morgan asked

permission to enter Mr. Johnson, but he was informed

that Mr. Johnson would have to make his own enlry. Mr.

Johnson then for the first time spoke and said:

"I would like very much to have you keep the entries

open twenty-four hours, as it will take that time to deter-

mine just what I will do." Mr. Morgan then emphatically

stated that "Johnson will be a reinstated amateur or a
full-fledged professional inside of twenty-four hours."

This was said in Mr. Johnson's presence, in his hearing,

and he made no protest nor did he demur in any way to

the statement. He and Mr. Morgan then departed to-

gether.

The next morning, June 29, it was publicly announced

that Johnson had been relieved of his disabilities and re-

instated by the League of American Wheelmen. AH mat-

ters above referred to occurred in the presence of P. T.

Powers, C. H. Byrne and J. O. Kennedy.

(Signed) C. H. Byrne,

President N. C. A.

P. T. Powers,
President N. Y. C. A.

New York July 7, 1893.—Manager P. T. Powers, Na.

tional Cycling Association, New York.—Dear Sir: I have

read the interview and statement by the afternoon papers

with you in regard to the John S. Johnson matter. I have
never asked any favors from either your association or

the L. A. W., and as an independent cycling writer, and
having taken a direct interest in the Johnson matter, I

can in all truth corroborate your statements to the press_

I did receive a telegram from T. W. Eck to see you and

also asked what inducement you would offer Johnson to

become a professional, and you quote me correctly in

your statement as to the result.

What I did was with Johnson's full consent and, I

might also add, at his request, and as he was my guest

while in the city you can rely that I knew what I was
about. I would, however, say that Johnson did not

threaten to join the cash prize league in case he was not

reinstated in twenty-four hours. I advised him to get a

reply in that time, and if the reply failed to be satisfac-

tory to join your association.

I have taken a particular interest in the lad, Johnson,

and have never received a cent for such interest, and

never anticipated receiving any. I don't believe the boy

is an amateur, and would think more of him and others

also of the first division were they to come forth in their

true colors as professionals. I am a believer in amateur

jsm, but hate to see the boy s disgracing their manhood

by being one thing while pretending to be another. In all

justice to you and your association, and the League of

American Wheelmen, I make this statement. Respect-

fully yours, W. J. Morgan.

Other papers contained the same matter in a

different form. The Evening Sun adds:

Senator Morgan took an active but straightforward

part in the Johnson dispute, but in a statement over his

signature Mr. Raymond insists upon calling him hard

names. That is about his only argument.

As to Mr. Raymond's second charge. On
behalf of the Referee, which is one of the

papers he refers to, we do not deem it neces-

sary to use harsh language and characterize it

as a lie. We are content to remark that Mr.

Raymond is mistaken in supposing that the

columns of the paper are open to anything

but what we believe to be the truth.

Charge number four seems ridiculous, inas-

much as Mr. Morgan knows, as well as any-

one, that, even if he were disposed to write

that which is false and malicious, it could find

no resting place save the w. p. b. in the Ref-

eree office.

Raymond offers no evidence in support of

his last charge. He had simply been told so,

and stated it, second hand, as a fact. Morgan

denies it. His statement of the point is this:
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"I simply stated that I had been informed that

he was in possession of a letter which stated

that the action of the N. C. U. would be sub-

stantiated by plenty of evidence on the way."

One man's word is as good as another's. We
have no reason in the world to discredit Mor-

gan's.

It is surprising that a man of Raymond's
usual good sense should have accepted all the

stories which reached him as facts, and have

assailed a man's character upon such flimsy

evidence. The most heinous offence charged

against Mr. Morgan would not warrant the

publication of so venomous an article, even if

true. Happily all New York cycledom recog-

nizes the falsity of the charges, and among
the well-informed Raymond has become a

laughing stock.

What need to expatiate on this matter? Mr.

Raymond has made the mistake of his official

life. Mr. Morgan has been completely vindi-

cated by the press, and still retains the confi-

dence of the people with whom he is accus-

tomed to associate. Ring down the curtain.

A VALIANT DEFENDER.
Our rosy-cheeked next-door neighbor rises

to the defense of the world's fair track, grounds

and grand-stand management. The manage-

ment is lucky, for the defense is weighty; so

weighty that, had the editor known the feel-

ings of the editors of other papers, his opinion

would have coincided with theirs. "He him-

self hath said it." Not knowing it he jumped
the other way. We know of no "anti-Ger-

ould" faction. Mr. Gerould has long and un-

justly suspected the Referee of "having a

knife in bis bowels," hence, because that gen-

tleman happens to be identified with this piece

of poor management there has arisen a "fac-

tion." We repeat, with our contemporary,

"Gerould's a big man." So is Spalding!

MR. MOIT'S MISTAKES.

Mr. Mott is doubtless actuated by a most
righteous motive in penning his articles on the

Good Roads bureau and its finances. Mr.

Mott is a man whom no one for a moment sus-

pects of a desire to misrepresent. But he

seems to be ignorant of facts and in conse-

quence makes statements calculated to mislead.

In defense of the executive committee Mr.

Mott states:

1 . The total indebtedness of Good Roads is $3,400, while

its assets were $9,200 on the 24th of June.

3. It [the executive committee] rave an oral account

in February, 1893, and its work was not discontinued.

The total indebtedness of Oood Roads is

$3,400, plus about seventeen thousand dollars

furnished by the league and guarantors. It is

true that Mr. Burdett made an oral report,

which was allowed to pass by the other mem-
bers of the committee, but it was untruthful.

It represented that the bureau had made
money, while, in fact, it had sunk thousands.

Buidett had in his possession a report furnished

by Mr. Potter which should have been pre-

sented to the assembly. That report would

have shown the loss, but it was suppressed,

and, incidentally, blame was cast upon Mr.

Potter, because, as was naturally inferred, he

had failed to prepare one.

Mr. Mott endeavors to show that, because

the Bulletin costs the league nothing, the

whole of the twenty-five cents per member
provided as the annual subscription to the

league's publications is available for the main-

tainence of Oood Roads. Mr. Mott is aware

that it was never intended to apply one dollar

of that money to any publication—that the

clause was adopted wholly and solely as a safe-

guard against interference by the postal au-

thorities.

Whether or not Mr. Post "pulls string" we
care not. The question for the assembly to de-

cide is whether the executive committee, and
the president especially, have conducted the

business of the league on a proper and busi-

ness-like basis or whether they, or any of them,

have hidden the truth and misled the members
of the assembly who gave them office and
should receive a faithful account of their stew-

ardship.

BECAUSE SHE RODE A WHEEL.
The mayor of St. Louis has shown himself to

be possessed of as little humanity as one could

imagine. According to dispatches from the

town at the other end of the bridge Mrs. G. A.

Barker, while riding a bicycle with her hus-

band and two friends three weeks ago, was
run over and had her arm and collar bone

broken. While confined to her bed with these

injuries her husband deserted her, leaving her

penniless. She applied to the mayor Tuesday

for a pass to Indianapolis, where she has

friends, but says she was told that any woman
who would ride a bicycle was entitled to nei-

ther aid nor sympathy. The chief of police

took up her case and will see that she gets

transportation.

The husband was a brute; the mayor little

better. One can hardly imagine such an ac-

tion on the part of a public officer possible. It

should make the blood of every lover of the

wheel boil; the wheelmen of St. Louis should

express themselves in no mild-mannered way
about such a contemptible and unworthy pub-

lic officer; they should demand an explanation,

and they might, to show a fellow feeling, take

up a collection for the woman's aid.

What constitutes a racing wheel is a ques-

tion which has lately been agitating the minds

of the officials of a recent race meet at Sparta,

111. Several men were entered for three or

four events. They used wheels weighing from

twenty-seven to thirty-two pounds and geared

from sixty-three to sixty-eight inches. One

man was barred because he rode a racer. He
proved, by weighing the machine before the

officials' eyes, that it weighed thirty-one

pounds. That let him in, so far as weight was

concerned. But they trumped up another

charge against the man—his wheel was geared

to seventy inches, the claim being made that

this constituted a racer. They were willing he

should ride a seventy-inch elliptical gear, how-

ever. The man was not allowed to compete

and proposes to get Chairman Raymond's rul-

ing on the question and seek damages.

pion of England before he is champion of

America." If this is the way the N. C. U.
looks at the matter the English governing
body would have been wise to have allowed

Zimmerman to compete in its championship

events. Sanger might have won one or two
and Zimmerman the rest, and then England
would have been pretty sure of the world's

championships. Haste makes waste, some-

times. We are pleased that England must de-

pend upon America for her representatives in

international championships, however.—« i

—

The fallacy of the flying start was well illus-

trated at the meet of the Milwaukee Wheelmen
July 8. The event was a half mile, there were
a dozen starters and they covered the track;

the contestants lined up a hundred yards back

of the tape, mounted, were pushed off as in

any ordinary race, and went across the tape as

slowly as possible and in a zig-zag fashion.

After the men crossed the tape they did not

quicken the pace; they went slower, if any-

thing. The time was 1:15 1-5. The men were

kept on their wheels close to a half hour; two
false starts were made. Where was any bene-

fit derived from the flying start ?

The report that but 300 people attended the

cash prize league meeting on the Friday of the

Brooklyn meeting, and that the gate receipts

amounted to only $48, is vigorously denied.

The latter statement was made by Mr. Board-

man of the Recorder.

In all the English races of the present day

the men who figure prominently could be

counted on the fingers of one hand. It would

take a half-dozen hands, each with a full

measure of fingers, to enumerate the promi-

nent racing men of America—men who win

and who make excellent times. In long-dis-

tance work, however, we must step down in

favor of France and England.

Here's a state of things! England is to be

represented in the international championships

by an American, Sanger—at least so Mr. Stur-

mey says. " I suppose you claim him for

America, too," he adds, "but you must not for-

get he is our one-mile champion and is cbam-

Whence this sudden activity on the part of

Mr. Mott? Has he discovered that desirable

candidates for the presidency will be hard to

find next February? More unlikely things

than the election of Mott have come to pass.

To Tax Toledo Wheelmen.

An ordinance providing for the taxing of

bicycles has been introduced in the Toledo (O.)

council, but it is doubtful if it is passed. To a

Toledo News reporter Councilman Coleman ex-

pressed his views on the subject:

"I am going to oppose the passage of the

wheel tax or license in its present form. I be-

lieve that the tax has been adjusted improperly

and unfair.y, and for that reason alone I am
going to oppose its passage. I believe in a

wheel tax and was among the very first mem-
bers who advocated the plan of taxing all

kinds of vehicles used in the city in order to

secure a sufficient sum to keep our streets clean

and in repair, but as much as I am an advo-

cate and believer in a wheel tax, still I cannot

support this measure, as it is too manifestly

unjust. I do not believe in making a man pay

a license for the use of a horse and buggy when

he probably only uses the horse once a week,

on Sunday, to take his family out for a drive.

There are other points in the ordinance which

are equally as bad, and I hope the members of

the council will never allow such a measure to

become a law. The ordinance should be thor-

oughly overhauled and all these bad features

eliminated from it before it is allowed to be-

come a law."

For a Big Century Run.

The annual century run of the Century Road

Club will be held Aug. 13 in connection with a

century over the Elgin-Aurora course for the

visitors to the international meet. Chief Cen-

turian Herrick will have the run in charge. On
the previous Sunday the Columbia Wheelmen

hold a relay century over the same course.

Twenty men will be used on the trip.
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FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

French and Italian Cracks Come Together in

Several Events.

After Meuinger, the French crack, has been

defeated by Cantu at Alexandria, Italy, lie

challenged the Ita ian crack and won easily,

pocketing some 3,000 lire ($570). His distances

were five and ten kilomt tres. Heretofore Cantu

has won his rac- s by making a killing pace from

the start, while the Frenchman saved himself

for the sprint. Cantu changed his tactics in

this race, but Mediager got the lead in the

sprint and maintained it across the tape. Cas-

signard won the ten-mile kilometre race from

Ruscelli, and Buni defeated Medinger in an-

other race. In the "international" races at

Milan June 21 both Medinger and Cassingnard

defeated Alaimo, Cantu and Nuvalori. Medin-

ger won the three "international" tricycle

events. At Genoa, June 25, Cassignard de-

feated Alaimo, and was in turn beaten by
Nuvalori. Four days later at Milan Buni de-

feated Cassignard and Medinger. The French-

men, during their visit to Italy, were given

royal treatment.

The ordinary trick-riding championship o

Austria was recently won at Bruenn by
Gustav Schreiber of Vienna, and the safety

cnampionship of Wurtemberg by Carl Lauster

of Kempttn. The Austrian mountain-climb-

ing contest, held each year since 1886, was
won by the 1891 winner, George Zachariades

of Vienna; Beyschlag, Vienna, second; Fuchs,

Graz, third; Sobotka, Vienna, fourth; Ehren-
field, Vienna, fifth.

German cyclists have recently been doing
volunteer messenger work. After the recent

election many returns were brought in by

wheelmen, who cut off three or four hours

from the usual time. Another test of cyclists

as messengers was made when volunteers

carried army "compelling orders" to some

forty-three places of the district of Erfurt.

The strikes in the Paris bicycle factories con-

tinue. The proprietors of the Gladiator

works, Aucoc & Darrac, annonnce that if the

men do not go back to work they will engage

others. Clement has had a second strike. He
announces that he intends to visit the world's

fair in August. If the workingmen should

make trouble he will close up his shop and
leave Paris directly. The manufacturers

had a conference, and it is probable

that even in case of a strike in a

few factories only, they will close up. No
workman who has been dismissed will again

be given work in a Parisian fdCtoiy. A later

report says that the makers of the Gladiator

have engaged entirely new men, and none of

the old men are working. A group of lhe old

hands tried to enter the premises by force.

Stephanie, who tried to improve his twenty-

four-hour track record of 673 kilometres 816

metres did not succeed. He could not

reach the old number, making only 620 kilo-

metres 303 metres. It is generally believed

that the great use of alcohol was the cause of

Stephanie's inability.

Twenty-seven thousand five hundred people

have licenses in Paris to use the wheel on pub-

lic roads, but the number of cyclists in that

city is estimated to be much larger.

Cycling in Russia does not seem to be a pleas-

ure. People younger than eighteen are not

allowed to ride; for those over this age tl.e

safety is the only kind of wheel allowed in

the streets. If a horse shies the cyclist has to

dismount and cover his wheel. He must also

dismount if a member of the royal family or a

funeral or religious process-ion approaches.

They must also have permits. A number have
also been fined for disobeying this recent

police order.

The following Bclgic records have been

made this season: Thousand-metre, V. Stolit,

1:28 3-5 (old record, 1:37 2-5); 1,609 metre (one

mile). Merry of London, 2:38 (old record,

2:40 2-5); 5,000-metre, Sanger, 8:21 (8:46 2-5);

402 1-4-metre (quarter-mile), standing, F. G.

Bradbury, :34 1-5; same distance, flying, :28 3-5

(:30 3-5); one hour, A. Garet, 34,303 metres (30,-

905 metres old record); 2,000-metre tandem,

Stoht and Duwaerts, 3:18 2-5 (3:22 4-5): 3,000-

metre tandem, Scheltema-Beduin and Rade-

maker, 5:00 (5:22).

Taxis Tricked Troy.

W. W. Taxis may be an amateur, but if all

that is alleged against him be true he has

more tricks than the average professional. O.

S. Bunnell, of Philadelphia, does not think

much of Taxis' word, as he had given

"Bunny" to distinctly understand that be

(Taxis) was sure to join Egan's band of profes-

sionals. It is alleged that in Buffalo Tax's

was si.ort of funds, and his sole capital was a

league button of the vintage of '86. He clung

to Troy closer than a brother, and the Ref-

eree was then informed that Troy helped

Taxis out of town, with hotel bill and railroad

transportation, with the distinct understand-

ing that William was to join the N. C. A. and
return the favors out of his first winnings.
We understand that the little dark gentle-

man of the N. C. A. is now figuring how he
can get even with Willie—or at least how the
funds of his bosses can best De recovered.
Taxis would not be an ornament to any
league!
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SANGER WOULDN'T RIDE.

Poor Track at Rockville—Burdett Defended

—

Cottage City Meet.

Boston, July 18.—How often, oh, how often,

we hear of the coming together of the cracks

of the country, but so often are we doomed to

disappointmeut. Hearing that Sanger and
Zimmermau were to come together for the

first time since their return from abroad at the

Rockville meet last Saturday I hastened to

shake the dust of this city from off my shoes

and traveled to Rockville, Conn., with the con-

fidence that this time I should see the greatly

desired meeting. Arriving there I found all

the cracks and the spirit of doubt was dispel-

led, but only for a few hours, for current events

showed that I was again deceived. Zimmer-
man, Sanger, Tyler, Windle, Nelson, Murphy,

Smith, Hoyland and G. C, were there and the

local residents were jubliant over the pros-

pects of seeing a battle royal between these

cracks. All went well until the track was
reached. It was found to be in a miserable

condition. A heavy wind blew down the

home stretch, blowing volumes of dust into the

faces of the racing men. Everyone was disap

pointed at the track, and grave doubts began

to arrive as to whether the two great cracks

would race. Sanger went out for . a trial spin

and coming back to his dressing room said he

couldn't and wouldn't ride. Zimmerman and

the others, however, were there for business

and did great work, the former finding but

little difficulty in running away from the field

in all but the half-mil; scratch, in which

the slackening of his chain lost him a place.

The spectators were greatly disappointed in

not seeing Sanger ride, as were also the other

riders in not having an opportunity of match-

ing their fleetness with that of the crack west-

erner. In the one-mile open the first race was

declared off owing to its being ridden under

limit time, and in the run off both Windle and

Tyler failed to appear.

The collection of such a great field of racing

men at a comparatively small tournament

made one pause and consider how it is that a

country place can secure the attendance of the

stars, while at a large tournament it is worse

than drawing teeth to get the men. The prizes

were nowhere near the value of those offered

at many race meets that might be mentioned,

but the racing men were twice as large and

famous. It was without doubt the finest field

that ever did battle on a race track, and the

Rockville club is to be congratulated upon its

having kept its promises to the public so far as

was in its power. Other clubs have and will

continue to advertise the appearance of these

men, knowing well that they will not appear,

and thus deceive an unsophisticated public.

The result of the races follow:

THE SUMMARY.

One-mile, novice—Arnon A. Ailing, New Haven, 1; Ed-

ward Garland, Hartford, 8; W. E. Tenzler, East Warren,

3; time, 2:191-5.

Team race—Won by Rockville club, F. J. Enow, W. A.

Buchanan, F. C. Smith, George H. Hinman, W. P.

Joroan, D. H. Baker, T. V. C, 2; G. R. Bruce. B. D.

Sawyer, R. Fairbanks, Norwich, 3; time, 2:50 1-5.

Half mile, open-H. C. Tyler, Springfield, 1; W. W.
Windle, Springfield, 2; A. A. Zimmerman, N. Y. A. C, 3;

time, 1:10.

One-mile, handicap — George Thatcher, Rockville, 80

yds , 1; C. R. Newton, Stafford Springs, 125 yds., 2; R, M.

Alexander, 50 yds., 3; time, 2:25.

Half-mile, handicap, Eastern Connecticut Cycling

Club—D. G Baker, 35 yds , 1; E. H. Noble, 60 yds., 2; W.
Buchanan, 30 yJs,, 3; time, 1:12 3-5.

One-mile, 3:10 class—F. C. Smith, 1; E. J. Wilcox, 2; E.

H. Noble, 3; time, 2:54 1-5.

Mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman, 1 ; E. A. Nelson, 2; C.

M. Murphy, 3; time, 2:27 1-5.

One-mile, championship eastern Connecticut—F. J.

Snow, 1 ; G. E. Hinman, 2; W. P. Jordan, 3; time, 3:21.

One-mile, handicap—George Thatcher, 100 yds., 1;

Charles Newton, 2; Zimmerman, 3; time, 2:19.

One-mile, open, eastern Connecticut handicap—G. E.

Hinman, 30 yds., 1; William Buchanan, 55 yds., 2; D. C.

Baker, 45 yds., 3; time, 2:40.

Two-mile, division championship—A. W. Warren, Hart-

ford, 1 ; F. R. Fuller, 2; F. T. Catlin, 3; time, 0:10.

The second heat resulted in the men finishing as above,

time, 6:25. No race.

STANDS UP FOR BURDETT.

I had a long talk the other day on the sub-

ject of Good Roads with a gentleman who is

very close to Colonel- Burdett, and he attempted

to show me wherein the call for the special

meeting of the national assembly was wrong,

and a direct slap to the administration. He
desired it to be distinctly understood that the

colonel greatly desired the meeting and that it

will result in a complete vindication of the

executive committee and the downfall of the

gentlemen who so strongly ask for the meet-

ing. Said he: "I think these newspaper arti-

cles will have but little effect upon the assem-

bly, as it will decide the questions without

outside assistance. Mr. Burdett can explain

the statements he made at Philadelphia satis-

factorily to the assembly and to himself, and I

tell you he will show that it is all a great mis-

take on the part of his enemies."

I asked him what he thought of the colonel's

friends crying trade influence, when the colo-

nel himself was not free from that charge.

Said he: "I regret to see that Mr. Mott refers

to the matter. I think he is wrong, and should

not have done so. However, everything will

be set right at the assembly."

"Will Mr. Burdett call the meeting now he

has received the request?" was asked.

Yo a can rest assured that^ he will, for no

man desires to see one held any more than does

he. Believe me when I say he wants a meet-

ing held and wants it as soon as he can get it.

Now I know that for a fact."

As the gentleman is very intimate with the

colon. 1 he probably knows whereof he speaks.

A TIME-HONORED FIXTURE.

Next week the Massachusetts division will

hold its annual division meet at far-famed

Cottage City, and, judging from present indi-

cations, it will be well represented, while the

board of officers is exerting every nerve to

mane it more pleasurable and successful than

was that of last year. The wheelmen will

endeavor to crowd a week's sport into three

days spent there, and the division officers, as

if to help them out, have arranged an excel-

lent programme of sport. The general party

will leave Boston Wednesday, July 26, on the

4:15 p. m. train on the New York, New Haven

and Hartford road. The official programme

for the three days is appended:

Thursday, July 27.-9:30 a. m., tour to West

Chop lighthouse via Vineyard Haven; 11:30 a.

m., swimming match; 12 noon, water polo; 4

p. m., coasting contest. In the evening, band

concert.

Friday, July 28.—10 a. m., ten-mile road

race; 11:30, tub race; 3 p. m., base ball; 8:15 p.

m., torchlight procession.

Saturday, July 29—9:30 a. m., parade; 3 p.

m., races; 8 p. m., lawn party and promenade

concert.

THEY USED BELLS.

Johnson said at Detroit that if he did not

beat Sanger at Chicago he would never race

again.

How the Savannah Cyclists Obeyed the City

Ordinances.

All is not smooth and serene in the south-

ern cities where the ordinance relating to the

bicycle bell and lantern has been enforced. In

some of the cities there has been a decided

stand taken against it, while in others the

riders are taking vengence. In Savannah,
which is probably the bicycle center of the

south, the wheelmen are "getting back" at the

officials in an exceedingly novel manner, and
one that has brought out any amount of cen-

sure, that—strange to say, instead of being

directed at the riders, is aimed at the city

authorities. For some time after the passage

of the law requiring every bicycle to be weighed
down with lantern, bell, etc., it was not en-

forced, but later the authorities caught the en-

forcement fever and then began a crusade

against the rider that would strike terror to the

heart of anyone. After a number of fines and

lectures the wheelmen were allowed to go,

with the distinct understanding that they

would immediately fit out their steel steeds with

bells and lanterns. The riders did so.

The next morning theie was hardly a wheel-

man that did not have a bell on his wheel.

Some had two and some more. All sizes,

shapes, kinds and tones of bells were brought

into requisition. Those who were so unfor-

tunate as not to own a dinner bell purchased

large, harsh-sounding cowbells; others got bells

of divers uses and conditions. The cry was,

" Anything that rings," and it is reported that

one young man who rides a tandem placed his

sweetheart on the front and when stopped by

the copper pointed to the aforesaid sweetheart.

At any rate all had bells and used them.

They rang them upon approaching a cro-sing,

they rang them when on the crosssng, the rang

them after passing the crossing and then rang

them because there was no crossing. The citi-

zens soon began to feel the strain on their

nerves and the loss of sleep and they kicked.

They kicked hard; but ye wheelman was ob-

durate. He claimed he was obeying the may-

or's instructions. The residents then turned

their kicks toward the officials and got the

newspapers with them. It is likely that the

law will be repealed or modified somewhat.

He Lost Berger's Friendship.

W. E. Hicks, better known as "Flying Start"

Hicks, was exploiting his hobby, flying starts,

at 21 Park Row, New York, Monday morning,

Joseph McDermott, Kauffman, Barber, Jones,

Josephi, A. J. Cahill, Andy McGarrett and

others being present. Hicks drifted into old-

time St. Louis cycling, and told a story about

L. J. Berger, who was then one of the hard

riders in the Mound City. Said Hicks:

"Berger, Stone, Whittaker and others went

out for a road scorch, a- d on their return I

said, in the Post-Dispatch, that Berger had

told me that S. G. Whittaker was killed off

before the trip was completed. Berger denied

the truth of the statement, and wrote, 'if the

cycling editor of the Post-Dispatch don't con-

tradict the statement that I said S. G. Whitta-

ker was killed off, he will forever lose the

friendship of L. J. Berger.' I replied that if

Berger considered his friendship of so much

value, and such a little thing as that would

sever it, I must risk the chance of losing it.

And he has never spoken to me f i oni that day

to this,"
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
ARE NOT SPEED RETARDERS.

Records of 1892 are being Supplanted by Speedier ones in 1893.

Bert Harding:.
I,. D. Jluneer,
Chas. KindervaUer.
C- A. Urban,

Otto Neuman,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. KindervaUer,

M Nelson,
Martin Nessel,
G. L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. E. Renshaw,

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

Jf. 11. Wtjtie,

Emil Ulbricht,
a. I*, i eonhnrdt,
John Clark,

G. L. Emerson,

J'rtrnfc Walter,

1M>3.

j- May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

(•May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 1G.

June 27.

I July 4.

July 4.

July 4.

Forest Park Road Race.

13-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind.

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit.

Waldo Park Road Race,Kansas
Cty, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State championship.
Hanauer Road Race.

AVw York to Chicago.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

Rockford, 111.

Indianapolis.

17 1 2 miles.

12 miles.

( 57:10.

I 57:10.

I 57:11.

40:02.

1 1-2 mile.
1 1 mile.
) 1-4 mile.
1 1-2 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.

:32 2-5.

1:10.

10 1-10 miles. 30:21.

17 1-2 miles.

5 3-4 miles.

155:44.

^55:17.
1 55:48.

1S:41 2-5.

.

25 miles. 1:30:50.

5 miles. 16:40.

J,028 miles.

1(1 1 2 miles

J
1-4 mile.

) 5 miles.

10 days,
4 hours,
30 win.

46:51.

48:31.

40:01.

:37 2-5.

15:22

3 Miles. 7:31.

Imperial.
Arrow.
King of Scorchers.
Raleigh.

S'erling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

34 lb. March, wood rims.
Fowler.
S2-lb. James.
Arrow.

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Sunol.

Sterling Special.

Special
Stephens
Special.

James.

Arrow.

> Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

[-Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a youth of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright Foad Tires. Won
$750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

Morgan & Wright Tires
Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Bac ing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

1 Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
> Ulhricht's time is best record
) for course by l:f>G.

Ridden in a gale.

Jireahing the competition record
for this distance.

And there you are! Only a Few at that.

FIRST ON THE TRACK! FIRST ON THE ROAD!
FIRST IN THE HEARTS OF THE WHEELMEN!

E. W. McCarlin,
4427 CALUMET AVENUE, CHICAGO,

Rode 443 miles on a Premier Tandem
with M. & W. Tires, carrying 335 lbs, of
weight, and had but one mishap from
Minneapolis to Chicago.

The Tire of the Era!

Do You Ride It? If Not Why Not?

J. A. Ebert
Pounded a " March" over miles of rail-

road tracks without a puncture. The
Tires were M. & W. His companions
experienced eight punctures before the
ride was completed. Their Tires were
not M. & W.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Seasonable in Cost is the Best.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOD WANT!

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WORLD OF INFORMAlIOtT.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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A BRIEF REPLY TO RAYMOND.

Morgan Writes a Few Words on His Own
Behalf.

New York, July 8.—Editor Referee: Chair-

man H E. Raymond gave, through the me-
dium of a new organ of the L. A. W., a page

of what he believes (so he says) to be facts

concerning J. S. Johnson's suspension and rein-

statement, as well as a lot of gossip collected

from some of his tale bearers. The New York
press having ably set before millions of readers

the untruthfulness of Raymond's charges, pub-

lished in the obscure publication which took

upon itself to do his bidding, there is little

cause for me to reply to the choice collection

of epithets hurled at me by the respectable

chairman of an amateur athletic body. Mr.

Raymond has either been guilty of willful mis-

representation as to t e writer's statement of

the Johnson case to the reporters of the metro-

politan dailies and Manager Powers, of the

National Cycling Association, or he has been

the viciim of supposed reliable "informers."

Mr. Powers' statement to the New York papers

clears me of the charge of misreprentation.

I will not attempt to reply in the same class

of language as was employed by Mr. Raymond.
I wish to remind Mr. Raymond that I have

called on him only once in a year, and that

time as the guide of a misguided "amateu--." I

will not deny that I would like to see that

"amateur" and others where they belong—in

the cash prize league. Mr. Raymond can al-

ways expect to read a fair criticism of his acts

by the writer, and an impartial statement of

facts which the readers of the paper demand.

Mr. Raymond's page could with careful edit-

ing have been reduced to half a column. He
is a public character and must expect criticism,

and my recent comments on his erratic race

meet rulings were written in an impartial way
for the benefit of others as well as himself. To
call a man a liar is not proof that he is one.

Mr. Raymond got off before the pistol, and in

view of subsequent proof which has shown
the Referee was right, Mr. Raymond should

make amends by a handsome apology. The
writer will get along splendidly with or with-

out Mr. Raymond's official sanction, and will

continue to supply Referee readers with the

latest L. A. W. racing board gossip, with trade

mark blown in the bottle, as of yore, although

a boycott has been declared.

Raymond's own matter in one of the New
York dailies—in fact the dailies seems to have
been getting much of it lately—is good reading

at times, and with what can be gathered else-

where will keep readers posted.

W. J. Morgan.

To Welcome Sanger Home.

The demonstration in honor of Sanger on his

arrival home on the evening of July 28, goes

merrilly on, and from present indications will

be a grand affair. The parade will be nearly

as follows: Escort of police, military band; W.
C. Sanger, Charles Culver and T. C. C. racing

team; carriage containing speakers, Governor

Peck, Mayor Koch, C. M. Sanger and Mr. Bart-

lett; Milwaukee Wheelmen, Comet Cycling

Club, Mercury Cycling Club, North Side

Cycling Club, unattacned riders.

The parade will consist of five divisions, each

in charge of the road officer of the club. At
the conclusion of the parade, which ends »t

the club house, speeches of welcome will be

delivered by Governor Peck and Mayor Koch.
The streets along the march will be illuminated

with red fire, and the club house will be dec-

orated with electric lights. Fiieworks will end
the evening's entertainment.

The Telegram Cycling Club, of Milwaukee,
is exceedingly fortunate in securing for chair-

man of its racing committee H. A. Coleman.
Hal, as he is familiarly known, is a recognized

hustler in the cycling line and on many occa-

sions has demonstrated his ability to organize

schemes of the first magnitude and carry them
through to a successful issue. All his energies,

as well as thoae of his co-laborers on the com-
mittee, Messrs. Andrews, Thomas and Schmitz,

are centralized in promoting the meet.

The club's race matinee, to be given the next

day, promises to be the largest cycling event

ever given in the city. The National Park
track is to be put into good condition and a

grand stand seating 2,000 people is also one of

the new features. The prize list foots up to

$1,500 for the eight events. It includes a piano,

three wheels, four diamonds, two trophies

valued at $100 each, and clocks, valises, shoes,

etc., without number.

Among those who have signified their inten-

ABOUT BOARD TRACKS.

tion of competing are Sanger, Tyler, Windle,

Bliss, Barrett, Banker, Githens, Davis and

Bode. The club has extended a cordial invita-

tion to Zimmerman to be present, and as a

special inducemeat has put up in the one-mile

open a piano which will compare most favor-

ably with any in his "Johnson's Corners"

music store. The programme is as follows:

Mile novice, mile handicap, mile 2:30 class,

half-mile handicap for newspaper men, half-

m.le open, two-mile handicap, boys' race, mile

open. S. A. Miles will do the handicapping

and be the referee.

St. Paul's Road Race.

St. Paul, July 15.—The twenty-five-mile

road race, open to Minnesota riders, was held

to-day at Como Park, some three dozen men
starting. The road was in poor shape, but

good time was made. C. J. Turnquist won
the race in 1 hr. 22 min. 36 sec. from the ten-

minute mark; Fred Roach, ten minutes, sec-

ond; W. E. Becker, eight minutes, third. B.

B. Bird, scratch, won first time, 1:13:03 3-5;

George T. Biggs, scratch, second, 1:13:04; T. L.

Bird, scratch, third, 1:13:05.

"An Old File" in the " Irish Cyclist" Gives

Some Interesting Facts.

Critical opinions upon the merits of the new
wooden surface at Heme Hill have not been
forthcoming to any great extent. Perhaps the

long drought has led critics to hold their ver-

dicts until some data might be forthcoming

regarding the question of s'ipperiness. That
point apart, I decidedly like the wood. Its

speediness is unquestioned; and it seems to me
that there is a pleasantness about it that is

altogether lacking with cinder or earth sur-

faces. The straights seem to be shorter, and
you have the imprf ssion of getting round the

curves sooner. Somehow, a dark earthen

surface appears to increase the monotony of

toiling around a track; but on the wood you
can not help an exhilirating sense of liveliness

combined with a pleasing absence of anxiety

as to the incidence of rough places here and
there.

One defect of the wood has already been

touched upon by Rotifer; the certainty of

sharp flesh wounds being inflicted is rather

a terror, for assuredly the action of the sharp-

edged slats, if a man falls and slides along, is

awful to contemplate. It reminds one of

nothing so much as being dragged "along a

monster jack-plane having fifty knives instead

of one. The remedy is, of course, to be care-

ful not to fall upon it. The wood is, more-

over, dreadfully injurious to light racing tires,

cutting through the thin outer covers to the

canvas in a short time. It is unfortunate that

the weather has been so fine, because the dry

heat has accentuated the harshness of the

edges of the wood, whereas a heavy rain

would naturally soften it and render the edges

less knife-like.

The tales of vibration- are, I fancy, rather

overdone. I have ridden as much as twelve

miles without a stop, and not experienced the

slightest vibratory sensation. This may pos-

sibly be due to the use of Lamplugh's pneu-

matic handles on my racer; but the men who
set up the story of vibration spoke of the ting-

ling and numbing at the fee, which I have

not experienced. Still, it is possible that path

racers unaccustomed to long distances on the

road may be troubled in this way; and in view

of the approaching Cuckoo cup race, it might

be worth the while of twenty-four-hour aspi-

rants to accustom themselves to the use of

rubber pedalB, Lycett's saddle, and Lamplugh's

handles—none of which would, in any event,

have any detrimental effect on their pace. In

last year's Cuckoo race, Shorland used pneu-

matic handles, and suffered from saddle sore-

ness. Lycett's saddle ought to obviate this

trouble.

An advantage of the wood which I have not

seen mentioned is that it is so clean. There is

no earthy matter to be cast up by steering-

wheels into chains, nor by preceding cycles

into riders' eyes. When I was a young man I

once lost a valuable challenge cup by one foot

only, and after that race I found my chain

quite choked up with cinders, the accumula-

tion of two days' racing; and it is but reason-

able to suppose that a clean chain would have

made more than one foot difference, so that I

can speak feelingly upon the point

—

Irish

Cyclist.

A number of good Buffalo men ride in the

Hilsendegen road race at Detroit on Saturday,

among them Linneman and Crooks.
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SLOW REPORTS FROM FAST MEN-ON FAST RAMBLERS

RUN UP THE RECORD OF

July Fourth Winnings on Ramblers
TO.

44 Firs s. 3 First Time Prizes.

33 Seconds. 1 Second Time Prize.

15 Thirds.

A GOOD RECORD, THAT—Not by a few fast men, but by 36 RIDERS—IN 28 RACE MEETS-
IN 16 DIFFERENT STATES.

NEW RECORDS ON RAMBLERS.

Minnesota State Half Mile, Competition, by H. J. Klinsman.

Michigan State One Mile, "
J. P. Bliss.

IT'S A POOR WEEK WHEN RAMBLERS BREAK NO RECORDS.

INCIDENTALLY

:

At Toledo:—1 first, 4 seconds, 5 thirds.

" Rochester, Minn.—1 first, 2 seconds.

" Detroit, Mich.—3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds.

" Elyria, Ohio.—2 firsts, 2 seconds, 1 third.

" Mitchell, S. D.—2 seconds, 1 third.

Catalogue of "Light Running Ramblers " on Application.

GORMULLY & JFFFFRY MFG. CO.,

Chieago. Boston Washington. New York. Coventry, Eng.

WE MANUFACTURE ANTi SELZ

Tires, Saddles, Tool Bap;s, Pneumatic Pumps,
WRITE FOR PRICES TO THE TRADE.

Repair Outfits.

JFNTION THE HETEftCE.
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100-MILE ROAD RECORD LOWERED.

Linneman, of Buffalo, Wins the Atalanta Race

from Scratch.

Orange, N. J., July 15.—J. W. Linneman,

of the Press C. C. of Buffalo, made a splendid

ride in the 100-mile road race of the Atalanta

Wheelmen from Orange to Princeton and re-

turn, doing the distance in 5 hr. 48 min. 35 sec.

and finishing strong. He started from scratch

with Van Wagoner, Frank Waller, Ellery and
Thompson. The two first named broke down
and others had mishaps. The route was from

East Orange through South Orange, Milburn,

Springfield, Plainfield, Dunellen, New Bruns-

wick, Franklin Park, Kingston and Princeton,

returning through Blawenburg, Plainfield,

Belle Mead, Somerville, Bound Brook and Dun-
ellen, from which point the return was over

the same route taken on the outward journey.

There were 151 entries and 113 starters. The
limit men, who had 40 minutes' start, got away
at 8:30 and at 9:10 the scratch men were off.

Rice was leading at South Orange and Saun-

ders at Somerville. Atkinson was the first

man to reach Princeton, closely followed by
Van Emburgh, Marshall, Linneman, Evans,

Walsh, Johnson, Swartwout, Breck and Blau-

velt in the order named. Blauvelt passed at

11:54. On the home trip Linneman set up a

good pace and was leading at Somerville. The
first ten men finishing follow:

H'.d'p. Time.

J. W. Linneman, Buffalo Scratch. 5:48:35

J. T. Marshall, Atlanta 35 min. 6:23:45

A. W. Evans, New York 15 " 6:04:00

A. L. Walsh, Atlanta 15 " 6:06:35

G. H. Van Emburgh, Arlington 15 " 6:35:30

P. H. Johnson, Atlanta 35 " 6:33:12

A. Atkinson, New Brunswick 30 " 6:39:00

A. L. Blauvelt 5 " 6:15:10

H. H. Wylie, Chicago. . 5 " 6:20:30

H. A. Rath, Jr 40 " 6:58:20

It is said Linneman cut off two miles in one

place and six in another, and that Marshall

and Walsh also cut off two miles. Protests

were, consequently, entered against them.
* * #

THE PROS. AT PHILADELPHIA.

Wheeler Again Takes the Lion's Share of the

Funds.

Philadelphia, July 17.—The cash prize

people have been with us two days, and we
still survive. It is the almost unanimous
opinion of those who are well qualified to

judge, that the class of entertainment ottered

by the L. A. W. is far and away superior to

that served up by the N. C. A.—indeed, last

Thursday's races at Tioga would have fallen

flat as the traditional flounder had it not been

for the truly meritorious "turn" of N. E.

Kauffman, the trick rider, to see which is

alone worth the price of admission. Very
few, however, could acsert that they did not

get their money's worth, for the simple reason

that on both days the "house" was heavily

papered. So thick were the "slows" that an
attendance of at least 8,000 was prepared for,

but 3,500 is a liberal estimate.

On Thursday it took three hours to run off

five events (eight heats in all), and even then

ODe of the events was unfinished, the final of

the novice being postponed till Saturday after-

noon. By way of comparison, it may be

stated that at the South End meet last month
nineteen heats were run off in two and three-

quarter hours.

The races themselves were, as a whole,

good, but the waits between them were pre-

posterously long, and even the brilliant per-

formance of Kauffman could not eke out the

time sufficiently to prevent frequent outbursts

of impatience from the spectators.

Promoters of amateur races could take a

pointer from the N. C. A., however, in the

matter of timing and keeping the track clear

—features which caused frequent favorable

comment. The timing was done with the

Elliott chronograph, and was eminently sat-

factory, as was the flying start feature in the

open events.

The handicapper, Mr. Merrihew, evidently

had too high an opinion of Wheeler's abilities,

for in the three handicaps in which the "kid"

started the best he could get was fourth money
in the two miles, and he considered the hand-

capping so unsatisfactorj that he stayed out of

the one-third mile and five-miles on Saturday

afternoon.

Wheeler took the third-mile scratch race,

hands down, and, indeed, all the open events

were his from the flag-fall. The one-mile

open was won by him in 2:53 33-60 and 3:03

17-60! There's no sentiment about a bicycle

race when there's $100 in gold hung up as a

prize; hence this loaf.

Peter Berlo won the half-mile handicap

from the twenty-yard mark in 1:06 2-60—

a

very pretty race.

The final race of the day, the two-mile

handicap, was the best, A. S. Mexell, of Lew-
isburg, with a handicap of 320 yards, winning

by a pretty spurt from Albert and Ashinger,

Wheeler (scratch) finishing fourth and Berlo

fifth. The summary follows:

One-third mile, scratch, best two in three heats, purse

$100; $50 to winner, $25 to second, $15 to third, $10 to

fourth—First heat—H. C. Wheeler, 1; A. G. Barthol-

omew, Lewisburg, Pa., 2; A. B. Rich, 3; C. E. Kluge, 4;

time, :44 21-60.

Second and final heat—Wheeler, 1; Berlo, 2; Rich, 3;

Dorntge, 4; time, :43 10-60.

One-mile, novice (unfinished), purse $55; $25 to win-

ner, $15 to second, $10 to third, $5 to fourth—First heat

—

H. E. Kutchings, Boston, 1; A. G. Bartholomew, 2; A. C.

Meixell, 3; S. L. Cassidy, 4; time, 2:39 50-60.

Second heat—A. G. Bartholomew, 1; C. Hutchins, 2; A.

C. Meixell, 3; S. L. Cassidy, 4; time, 2:44.

One-mile, open, purse $100; $50 to winner, $25 to sec-

ond, $15 to third, $10 to fourth—First heat—Wheeler, 1;

Rich, 2; Dorntge, 3; Crocker, 4; time, 2:52 33-60.

Second heat:—Wheeler, 1; Rich, 2; Dorntge, 3; Berlo,

4; time, 3:03 17-60.

Half-mlie, handicap, purse, $160; $75 to winner, $35 to

second, $25 to third, $15 to fourth, $10 to fifth—Berlo, 20

yds., 1; Rich, 20 yds., 2; Kluge, 55 yds., 3; Dorntge, 30

yds, 4; Crocker, 55 yds., 5; time, 1:06 2-60.

Two-mile, handicap, purse, $100, same division—A. S.

Meixell, 320 yds., 1; Frenk Albert, 315 yds., 2; C. W. Ash-

inger, 300 yds., 3; Wheeler, scratch, 4; Berlo, 55 yds., 5;

time, 5:06 5-60.

SECOND DAY.

In order to prevent the i epetition of Thurs-

day's loafing tactics, $5 was offered to the first

man on each lap in the mile open race, which
was won easily by Wheeler in 2:32 52-60.

In the final of the novice, which had been

postponed from Thursday, there were four

starters and four prizes, and, ye gods, what a

loaf—the chronograph had registered over

three minutes shortly after they had finished

the second lap, when Referee Bunnell blew his

whistle and ordered the men to ride again, at

the same time putting a limit of three minutes

on the race. "Bunny" received a liberal cheer

from the stand for th is asserting himself, and
that this reprimand had a good effect is evi-

denced by the fact that the race was won in

2:37 26-60.

Wheeler didn't get a chance at the gold in

the mile handicap, Merrihew being too severe

on him. Realizing that he "wasn't in it" in

the handicap, the "kid" put on his street

clothes and called it a day.

The third-mile handicap furnished a sensa-

tion in the victory of the sixty-to-one shot,

"Mike" Kelly, who won his first money, $50,

since joining the N. C. A. Time, :40 56-60.

Dorntge rode a good race in the five-mile

handicap, and won with a lot up his sleeve in

14:19 48-60. The summary:

One-mile, open, best two in three heats, purse $100; $ >0

to winner, $25 to second, $15 to third, $10 to fourth—First

heat—Wheeler, 1; Berlo, 2; Rich, 3; Klue, 4; time, 2:25

30-60.

Second heat—Wheeler.'l; Berlo, 2; Rich, 3; Kluge, 4;

time, 2:32 52-60.

One-mile, novice (final postponed from Thursday)—H.
E. Hutchings, 1; A. G. Bartholomew, 2; A. C. Meixell, 3;

S. L. Cassidy, 4; time; 2:37 26-60.

One-mile, handicap, purse $160; $75 to winner, $35 to

second. $25 to third, $15 to fourth, $10 to fifth—Kluge, 80

yds., 1; Bartholomew, 110 yds., 2; Albert, 170 yds., 3;

Crocker, 100 yds., 4; INewhouse, 110 yds., 5; time, 2:22

25-60.

Third-mile, handicap, purse $100; $">0 to winner, $25 to

second, $15 to third, $10 to fourth—V. J. Kelly, 90 yds , 1

;

Meixel, 70 yds., 2; Albert, 85 yds., 3; Ashinger, SO yds., 4;

time, :40 56-60.

Five-mile, handicap, purse $160; $75 to winner, $35 to

second, $25 to third, $15 to fourth, $10 to fifth—Dorntge,

50 yds., 1; Rich, scratch, 2; Meixel, 450 yds., 3; Kluge, !00

yds., 4; Ashinger, .350 yds., 5; time, 14:19 48-60.

The winnings of the various men in the two
days were as follows: Wheeler, $165; Berlo,

$145; Meixel, $135; Rich, $125; Kluge, $125;

Dorntge, $115; Albert, $75; Kelly, $50; Bar-

tholomew, $50; Ashinger, $45; Hutchins, $25.

* * *

Toronto's Big Road Race.

Toronto, Ont., July 15.—The second annual

Queen City road race was held to-day in the

presence of thousands of people. The course

was from Norway Hill on the Kingston road

to the nine-mile post and return to the Wood-
bine race track, round which the contestants

rode once. The distance is twenty miles. A
heavy rain four hours before the race made
roads very heavy near the finish, but did not

affect them three miles out. Of the 173 en-

tries 136 started and 100 finished. There were
a number of bad falls, and Hensel, the winner,

was badly cut on the shoulder. Hyslop broke

two machines and retired from the race.

W. R. Hensel, R. C. B. C, Toronto, was the

winner of first place and was tied with McRae
of Alliston for second time, 1:02:39. Crooks

of Buffalo captured the time medal in 1:01:43.

T. Harvey of Ottawa was second, from the

8:30 mark, in 1:07:38, and D. V. Hodd, of

Hamilton, was third, in 1:12:56 from the 13:30

mark.
# # *

Hilsendegen's Big Event.

Over a hundred starters are expected in the

Hilsendegen road race at Detroit Saturday.

Among the Chicago men entered are Charles

T. Knisely, H. A. Githens, W. A. Rhodes and
F. E. Spooner. Four men, who at one time

this season have held the twenty-five mile road

record, are entered and will ride. Hurlbut of

Detroit holds the record at present, 1:11:59;

Herrick of Detroit is only two-fifths of a second
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHIC0

M
p
A
E
fs
FALLS

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

82.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

oo

VICTOR SCORCBER SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRING •
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.
This Saddle can be used for everyday riding:

without fatigue, and we are confident it will
pr»ve the most popular Scorcher Saddle in

ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.15.

ELASTIC

ZHOUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cent".

THE CREDENDA
Is the Best Bieyele in America to-day for thePrice

$115.00.
It is not to be placed in the same class with the reduced-price-Auction-

Sales-Room-Bicycles that are being talked about.

PACER.

THE CREDENDA
Is worth its full value and is a far superior Bicycle in every way to many of the so-called high grade wheels.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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slower, E. A. McDuffee, of Maiden, Mass., has

a record of 1:13:55 and Van Wagoner's reco-d

is 1:14:10. These four men are now on the

ground and training daily. W. C. Eands, once

crack rider of Detroit, is riding "great guns"

and is said to have been clocked for twenty-

five miles in 1:10, which, all being so, must
make him an important factor in results. The
race was gotten up by George Hilsendegen, the

progressive cycle dealer, who has already ex-

pended over $3 000 on the event. Mr. Hil-

sendegen has taken the liberty to require all

contestants to se.v a number, "310," being the

number of his store on Woodward avenue, on
their shirt fronts and the race number on their

backs. The time prize is a piano, the first

prize a horse and buggy and second prize a

house and lot.

# * *

A State Record Broken.

Mankato, Minn., July 12.—A verv success-

ful meet was given yesterday. The event of

the meet was the lowering of the state record

by B. B. Bird of St. Paul in the mile handicap.

Considering the heaviness of the track, which
is a half-mile horse track without banking,

and a strong wind which, blew up the home
stretch, Bird made a magnificent ride. Under
favorable conditions, with good pacing, he

could undoubtedly ride a mile under 2:20.

Summary:
One-mile, novice—H. E. Stevens, Wasco, 1; John A

Weis, 2; M. C. Ewing, 3; time, 2:48 4-5.

Half-mile, open—B. B. Bird, St. Paul, 1;A. W.Harri-
son, Minneapolis, 2; W. M. Taylor, Mankato, 3; time,

1:39 1-4.

One-mile, handicap—Bird, scratch, 1; W. M. Taylor, '6

yards, 2; time, 2:35.

Quarter-mile—Bird, 1 ; Harrison, 2; time, :32 1-5.

Two-mile, 2:40 class—Harrisoe, 1; Taylor. 2; time. 3:05.

One-mile, boys'—Edgar Owen, 125 yaeds, 1; Dudley
Warner, 2; Jol n E. Lewis, 3; time, 2:22 1-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—E. Brett, 1; H. B. Willard, 2; time,

2:58 1-2.

Two-mile, handicap—Bird, 1; Lewis, 2; Taylor, 3; time,

5:25 2-5.
# * #

This Man Is an Amateur.

Yes, and a man who resides in the lesser

New York, Raymond's own baliwick. He
rides for the New York A. C, which pays his

expenses. He rides for a tire firm, which also

pays his expenses and a fair salary. Last

Wednesday he called on George Macdonald, of

the Raleigh company, with the modest request

for a hundred a month and expenses to ride

the Raleigh as an amateur, and would also

like salary and expenses for a trainer. The
aforesaid "amateur" gave this information to

the Referee, and his statement as regards the

Raleigh end of the story was confirmed by
Manager Macdonald. The "amateur" thinks

the whole thing a joke—and everybody else

does, too. New York is no purer than Syra-

cuse and some other cities which claim fast

"amateurs."
* * #

Good on Track and Road.

E. A. McDuffee is a road rider and not a

track rider, his friends say. From his recent

brilliant riding at Toledo and Detroit, one
would rather think him a thorough master of

track work. McDuffee is a pleasant, outspoken

fellow and gained numbers of friends among
the western men.

* * *

An Alleged Combination.

It was rumored in New York last week that

at the Riverside meet a combination had been
formed to "do" Zimmerman. The way that he
was to be "done" was for a fast man to try to

steal a lap while the rest held the champion's

attention. Zimmerman, on being asked if he

had heard of such a scheme said he had, and

smiled, stating that he would give them "an
argument" before such a plan would succeed.

If such a scheme had been planned Zimmer-

man shook it out of the noddles of the crowd
before they had gone five miles, for he shook

up the field most cruelly three times, as a

warning that no tricks would succeed.

* * *

Will Have a Good Track.

Detroit will have one of the finest and fastest

mile tracks in the country on which to hold its

international contests Aug. 1 and 2. The horses

appear on the track for the last time ten days

previous to the meet. Detroit intends to make
its meet the most noteworthy in the country,

if possible.
* # #

George A. Banker.

Among the men now training on the Chi-

cago track for the international meet George

A. Banker is one of the more prominent. He
is one of the long string of Banker brothers,

all of whom have shown more or less ability a

racers. George is undoubtedly the star of the

family. He has been racing only about two

years but has speed which makes him danger-

ous in almost any company.
* * *

Five-mile Road Record Broken.

A. L. Leonhardt has a happy faculty for

winning Oalumet C. C. road races from the

scratch mark—this has been his record for

some time. Saturday he did not win the race

but was second and, if the Lake View five-

mile course is correct in length, he lowered the

five-mile record to 13:30. The previous record

was some eight seconds slower. The race re-

sulted as follows:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

Charles Alsop 2:30 15:15

A. L Leonhardt '. 8cr. 13:30

Charles Finkle 2:30 16:31 1-2

H.C.Jacob 1:30 15:35

C. Kiogstadt 1:00 15:07

William Linneball 1:45 15:59

George Herman 1:30 17:07

E. Trebing 2:30 17:22

* * *

Cash Races at St. Louis.

July 30 is the date set for the first cash prize

league races in St. Louis. They will be held at

New Sportsmen's Park and the management
thinks they will be successful financially. The
events and purses are as follows: One-mile

novice, heats, $50; two-mile handicap, $150;

one mile scratch, $100; ten-mile handicap, $200.

Wheeler, Berlo, Rich, Crocker, Kluge and the

lesser lights will compete.

* * *

For a Big Southern Meet.

New Orleans, July 15.—The former chief

consul, H. H. Hodsou, one of the mostsuccess-

ful promotors of cycling in Louisiana, has re-

turned from a trip to New York and Chicago.

He saw a great deal of interest, but he devoted

his time to the interesc of wheeling. Mr. Hod-
son talked to a number of wheelmen upon the

subject of coming south next year. He re-

ceived assurance from Murphy, Zimmerman,
Taxis and others that they would come down
if circumstances wer3 favorable. They all pre-

ferred the spring, and if the Southern Athletic

Club track is ready an event will be had dur-

ing Mardi Gras. The riders are in favor of an

early affair, as they can all go from here to

Savannah, where there will be a big meet. The
prospect of this meet will create a great deal

of enthusiasm here and the wheelmen will

begin to take interest in affairs and help make
the event a big success.

* # *

Small Meet at Baltimore.

Baltimore, July 16.—The annual races of

the Iroquois club took place at Bay Ridge

Wednesday, resulting af follows:

One mile, novice—W. Carter, 1 ; L. C. Rosenheim, 2;

time, 2:57 4-5.

One-mile, club championship—Leo Rosenfeld, 1; E. G.

Hecht, 2; M. Baumgarten, 3; time, 3:05 1 5.

Halt mile, club handicap—M. Myers, 100 yds., 1; L. G.

Rosenheim, 80 yds., 2; L. Rosenfeld, scratch, 3; time, 1:18.

One-mile, handicap, open—Howard French, 25 yds., 1

;

Bert MorrisoD, 25 yds., 2; H. Schumacher, scratch, 3;

time, 2:42 3-5.

Half-mile, open—Morrison, 1; Schumacher, 2; French,

3; time, l:!3 3-4.

* * *

An Ohio Road Race.

Middleton, Ohio, July 5,—The annual hand-

icap race for members of the junior class of

the Y. M. C. A. was held here Wednesday.

The distance was six miles, from Doty bridge

to Third street. The first one to finish, was

V/ampler Denny, who made the run in 19

min. 48 2-5 sec. Following closely came Fred

Tutphin. His time was 19 min. 52 2-5 sec.

* * *

At Oshkosh, Wis.

Oshkosh, Wis., July 15 —A number of bi-

cycle races were held here yesterday, the

winners being as follows: Mile, novice, Robert

Cameron; quarter-mile, J. N. E. Trout; two-

mile, handicap, Trout; half-mile, Trout; half-

mile, handicap, Carl Conlee; three-mile, open,

Trout.
* * #

A Race Among Students.

Ada, O., July 11.—Field day sports were

held at the fair grounds by the students of the

Ohio Normal University to-day. The most at-

tractive event was the one-mile cycle race, re-

sulting thus: Ralph H. Woods 1; Johnnie Mor-

row, 2; Clyde Jackson, 3; Elrick, 4.

* # #

Missouri's Annual Meet.

The Missouri division meet, which was post-

poned from July 4 on accouns of rain, will be

held at Sedalia Saturday of this week. After

a run to Forest Park a parade takes place
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Whitworths at New York.
LADIES' BICYCLE No. 5,

Weight eomplete with Whitworth Carter

Gear Case 33 lbs.

FACTORIES,

Birmingham,

England.

All Whitworths are built to suit the varying heights of riders, and with

the exception of the No. 8 Special Track Racers, can be fitted with specially

light, ingeniously constructed gear cases (Carter's patent), made at Whit-

worth Works.

TTTflTTPOfl! f1T> IT\p AMI V ^^e comPany are now showing at their New York offices, as well as at

lilull.ubl llKADii UrlLl. t 'ie World's Fair, Chicago, their world-famed Full and Light Roadsters,
Road and Track Racers, and Ladies' Bicycles.

'Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-6-46 Broadway.

CHICAGO, Stand No. 238,

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, WORLD'S FAIR.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

FIGURES TALK.

The Dunlop Tires
Sold up to May 15th, 1893, number 505,000. You

can't go wrong in getting a

DUNLOP.
Thej' Cost a Little More, but--

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRB COMPANY,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE
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The races take place on the half-mile clay

track, beginning at 2:30 o'clock,

-x- # *

Waltham After Records.

Waltham is after records—so is Springfield

—

and what's more Waltham intends to have
them all bef re the fall meet. When told

that W. C. Sanger had gone to Springfield to

ride for the quarter-mile record, W. B. Mc-

Cune said Waltham would soon have all the

records.
* * *

Miscellaneons Racing Notes.

E. C. Bald, of Buffalo, has applied to the

N. C. A. for a license.

The Sun Prairie-Madison (Wis.) road race

takes place Saturday.

Mulliken of Baltimore will train in Chicago

for the international races.

The Vermont division meet is to be held at

Barre Aug. 3. There are eight events on the

programe.

Kindervatte'', the Kansas City crack, was
r. cently fined $20 for assaulting a gatekeeper

at Association Park.

Marinus Nelson, winner of the '93 Pullman,

has left the drug business and intends to see if

there is any racing material in his make-up.

Leon Engstrom won the Lake View five-mile

road race last Saturday, C. A. Jardine second.

The time prize was won by C. A. Fox in 13:58.

"Willie Windle is riding as well as he ever

did," said W. B. McCune at Detroit, "but
there are too many men riding just as well or

a little better."

A six and five-eighths mile road race was

held S turday by boys under fifteen yeai's at

St. Cloud, Minn. Harry Lufflin was the win-

ning in 20:30; C. Robertson second, a length

behind.

The Diamond Wheelmen, of Detroit, pro-

pose to inaugurate a change at the meet to be

held Sept. 4 on ihe Highland Park track. Not

a handicap race will be run everything being

by classes.

The Asbury Park Wheelmen's two days'

race meet this week Friday and Saturday will

probably attract a goodly portion of the east-

ern fliers. There are thirteen events on the

programme
The Maywood O. C. holds its annual field

dav next week Saturday. Several bicycle

races are on the programme, including a ten-

mile handicap for the Norton Brothers cup,

won in the last two years by William Maas
and A. A. Coupland, respectively.

Quite a number of Milwaukee wheelmen
have joined the cash prize league, among the

latest to cast their lot with the "gold hun'ers"

being Henry Kanaska and A. C. Bartelt. On
last Sunday, at the electric workers' picnic,

they made their initial bo v to the public and

divided the prize money.

Tom Heywood and George Barrett finished a

race at Toledo puffing hard. Both laid this to

cigarettes and at once proceeded to arrange a

wager which should forever check ths pro-

pensity for coffin nails. It is now $5 to the

discoverer and $5 in addition to the secon I

party to this arrangement.

C. M. Murphy is rather unfortunate in col-

lecting his prizes. He won the seventh prize,

a Warwick bicycle as advertised on the Irvfng-

ton-Mi.burn road race programme, :md after

writing for same was astonished to receive a

reply that the firm would like to receive cash

as it knew nothing of any committee hav-

ing been presented with one. Charlie will see

the committee and find out what's what.

COMMENTS BY "PHOEBUS.

Electric Motors for Bicycles—The Trade—Eng-
land's Poor Show.

Electric bicycle lamps and electric motors

for driving bicycles seem to be attracting a

good de J of attention and anent the first there

appeared a very amusing article in a recent

issue of one of the cycle papers, from the tenor

of which I take it that a successful bicycle

lamp, to be operated by electricity, would re-

quire about a quarter-horse power and would

weigh something like 50 pounds. The cost

would be about as much as the bicycle, hence I

judge that for a space we will get along with

the ancient oil lamp of our fathers, although

the thing do smell unto heaven, rattle like an

Indiana farmer's chaise, and go out nights

oftener than a Chicago board of trade man.

The electric motor idea is as old as the natural

inclination of sinful man to avoid hard labor.

I have seen a dozen motors for tricycles, all of

which were fearfully and wonderfully made;

I have ridden on Cop land's steam tricycle,

and have seen the "Star" equipped with the

same inventor's steam motor. Still I am con-

strained to say that I prefer my own legs

as a locomotive apparatus. The not remote

possibility of having the cycle converted into

an involuntary flying machine, and myself

metamorphosed into a premature angel by

means of a boiler explosion, or to become a

second Kemmler, roasted and shocked into an

untimely hereafter by my own bicycle motor,

has heretofore prevented my investing in any

scheme for reducing the labor of driving my
own machine, and somehow I have been at it

so long now that I rather enjoy it, and would
look with disfavor upon any project of emanci-

pation.

A good, well-made, geared ordinary, geared

to 58 inches, with well cut gears; a good pair

pneumatic tires; a long, soft saddle and high

handles, catches me. As I am the proud and

happy possessor of just such a mount, I shall

search no further. I have a little bit of a

smoking head lamp, which isn't worth any-

thing on the face of the earth except to fool

policemen with, and that is my only "sundry."

My machine weighs, lamp and all, 34 pounds,

and I find that with the exception of hill

climbin? it is far and away ahead of any

safety which I have owned (and their names

are legion). The gearing doesn't rattle and

slap and climb sprockets, brepk, squeek and

act generally devilish; the frame doesn't hump
at the head, get out of line, twist, spread and

cut up anv other dido so common with the

donkey; the machine itself doesn't slip and
slide all over the road, if the surface happens

to be a bit dusty or wet, and one is not shaken to

death by vibrations. I am free to admit that

the g. o. is not as fast as the r. d. , but I am
also not fast, and the pleasant, easy motion of

the geared ordinary suits me. Country riding

is great just now, and I am getting brown and
hard. I find that night riding is made a

pleasure by my front driving machine, and

hence I am stealing all the spare moments I

can after dark. Night riding is wonderfully

pleasant when one gets used to it—the very

side hedges smell so sweet, the night air is so

bracing, the call of the whip-poor-will is so

pleasantly melancholy and the lonesome road

so suggestive of possible tramps and highway-

men that there is altogether a zest about it

unknown to they who ride only in daylight.

#

It does seem as though the bicycle business

was possessed of a hoodoo. For three seasons

it has had luck so unfortunate that one is re-

minded of the poker player, who played his

favorite game for seven years and never got a

pair. I wonder if it is going to realize the rest

of the story, which deponeth that at the end of

the seven years his luck changed and from
then on he couldn't get "ace high." It is a

certain fact that the cycle trade is by no means
improving. We had hoped that, after the

long, cold winter, and the long, wet spring,

things would brighten up. Now we have had
nearly six weeks of as pretty weather as one

could desire and still no one buys bicycle*.

Between the world's fair, hard times and
three bad springs the poor wight who has in-

vested his money in the bicycle business seems

to have struck a hard row of stumps.

Zimmerman could not compete in the cham-
pionships of "fair-minded Albion" because,

foresooth, he had no license; he had no license

because he could ride too fast. O, England,

England, what a come down; and how you
were fooled after all! The man from the beer

district was going to be meat for your boys,

wasn't he? With Zimmy out of the field and
Osmond so far away on business that you
could assure a waiting world that your fastest

man could not compete for cause, you thought

to "do" the Milwaukee man with the very best

you had and then brag of how you had bested

the crack American representative with sec-

ond-class men—now. didn't you? Unfortun-

ately plans sometimes gang aglee; Sanger
wouldn't be beat, and to prove it lowered your
best record. You are simply "not in it"; bet-

ter acknowlege the fact and gently but firmly

relieve a lot of fliers who want lots of training

before they are fit to tackle quite a number of

American racing men of small pretentions.

Don't waste any more time, Mr. Sturmey, try-

ing to raise cash to send your men here; you
haven't a beastly dub, don't you know, who
could ride with Zimmerman, Sanger, Johnson,

Bliss, Tyler, Taylor, Gary, Windle, Lumsden,
and a score of men who sometimes ride racps

in this benighted country. Where would
Britannia have been if Zimmie and Sanger had
made the circuit together? I only wish big-

hearted, broad-shouldered Osmond could "get

fit," so that he might have a chance to retrieve

his country's fallen reputation. Phcebus.

Cyclist Killed by an Electric Car.

Sunday morning last John B. McCarthy, a

cyclist, was instantly killed by an electric car

near his home, Garfield and Sheffield avenues.

The young man was riding between the two
tracks and a rapidly- mo_ving car was approach-

ing him. His wheel appeared to swerve on to

the track a short distance in front of him and

in another instant he was struck and dragged

fifty feet. His skull was crushed and when
picked up he was dead Passengers testified

at the inquest that they yelled to Motorman
W. A. Keep to stop the car, but he seemed to

pay no attention to their warning. The jury

held the motorman to the grand jury and cen-

sured the street car company for not properly

protecting the public.

A Tip for Gerould, et al.

So long as the prevailing widlh of brim is so

popular on the straw hat, expert wheelmen

should never complain of a dearth of good

half-mile tracks.

—

Chicago Post.
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CHICAGO HOTELS .

.

Have thousands of rooms at from one dollar a day upward, yearning for occupants.

The Charges A.re NOT Extortionate.

Don't let false reports keep you away from the

INTERNATIONAL RACES on AUGUST 7 TO 12.

It will be AMERICA vs. THE WORLD, in the first races ever run for the Inter-

national Championships.

Abundant entertainment will be provided, including free theatre, free moonlight excursion

on the lake, and other amusements.

Reception Committee will meet all trains and attend to the wants of visitors.

The International Meet will be an event hitherto unapproached.

An $8,ooo Track, a $10,000 Prize List, Seating for 15,000 people.

Entertainment Galore!

ENTRIES CLOSE JULY 96.

Challenge Not Accepted

!

We have been holding the following Challenge steadily before the eyes of all these "best"
makers for over a month and none of them pick up the gauntlet.

The steel tubing and drop forging must go. Tlieir usefulncs-; is past. To show that we mean what we claim, we issue the following chal-
lenge to any first clans make of bicycles either in Europe or America:

The manufacturer of the machine wishing to contest wi h the LU MI NUM shall select two judges. We to select two judges and the four
judges to select one more. They are to put the machines to all the various tests necessary to show their strength.

If the judges do not testify that the LU MI NUM is by far the strongest frame, we will contribute $500 to any charitable institution the
manufacturer of such bicycle contesting may name.

If it is proven and "the judges so testify that the LU MI NUM is twice as strong as the steel tubing frame contesting, the manufacturer of
such bicycle shall contribute $500 to any charitable institution WE may name.

And if further the contest show that the LU MI NUM is three times stronger than the steel frame bicycle contesting, the manufacturer of
such bicycle shall contribute $750 to such charitable instituti )n as we may name.

Machines to weigh thirty pounds and under.

The long looked for

revolution has come. Why doesn't some one accept it?
Aluminum Bicycles are
the machines of to-day.

Look out for ALUMINUM BICYCLES at the L. A. W. Meet at Chieago.

We shall be there and then you can all see for yourselves. Don't miss us.

coming to the meet just to see the " LU MI NUM."
It will be worth while

Established 1873.

Capital $500,000.

Send for Catalogue.

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co.,

Makers of High. Oracle Cycles,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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VOGEL'S TWO-SPEED GEAR.

Tested on New Jersey Hills—Its Advantages

and Disadvantages.

A Referee representative, in response to

an invitation from the patentee and head of a

company to manufacture and market the device,

journeyed twice to Fort Lee, N. J., recently to

test the practical working of Charles Vogel's

mil climbing sprocket attachment. Fort Lee

possesses some of the worst grades and most

villainous hills for miles around, and that is

the reason the place was selected.

There is merit in the invention, as was very

apparent when the writer tackled the worst

grade and ascended to the top with compara-

tive ease. The great objection at present is the

extreme reduction in gear from, 64 to 30, which

starts the wheel revolving much like a steam-

er's propeller out of water. Geared down to

say 45 the thing will be a success, and this the

inventors will now do. The device will be of

more benefit as an arrangement which does

away with the brake than it will as a hill-

climber, as a brake is an unnecessary adjunct

when the Vogel attachment ia used. An or-

dinary rider can come to a stop within five

yards, by back-pedaling, on the steepest grade,

and there is no question of the great benefit of

the invention in this alone, when the wear and
tear of pneumatic tires by the use of the brake

is considered. The mechanism is not unsightly

and is scarcely noticed, as the whole thing is

centered in the sprocket, making the latter

look like a solid sprocket ins'ead of the usual

skeleton. A lever is connected with the

sprocket which can be brought to the handle-

bar in the shape of a lever or as is the case at

present by a rod to the top of the frame. The
inner surface of the sprocket is machined for

teeth that will mesh with small cogs, of which

there are three sets, evenly distributed as to

power. The sprocket and cogs are so fitted on

a diminishing case bearing that pressure on a

lever throws the power in or out of action.

The mechanism has three arms to engage with

and also three cog wheels to mesh. The ten-

sion is, as we have said before, equally distribu-

ted, thus preventing undue strain at any point.

The action is positive, there being no failure to

engage at any point. J. H. Van Gelder is

financially interested in the device with Charles

Vogel, an inventor of Fort Lee, who is the in-

ventor of the file-cutting machine and many
other machines now in use. Mr. Van Gelden

is a well-known New York capitalist and he

will associate with himself others with money
to invest. G. M. Worden may be interested

in the company which purposes to grant shop

rights for its making.

A Sterling Testimonal.

A letter to the Stokes Manufacturing Com-
pany from H. H. Wylie contains the follow-

ing: "Seven back mark men started in the 100-

mile road race of the Atalanta Wheelmen at

Newark, N. J. Linneman of Buffalo, Frank

Waller,Van Wagoner, Blauvelt, the Coffin

brothers, Newark and myself. There were 100

other starters. I rode your light 23-pound

Sterling wheel with Morgan & Wright lightest

track racing tires. I was only off my wheel

during the entire distance, once to walk a

rough hill that everyone walked, and again for

a moment when I ran into a dog. The little

wheel stood up marvelously and did not give

the slightest trouble. The day was very windy

and I made the mistake of riding a ver y high

gear, otherwise would have done better. As it

was, I finished in 6 hrs., 15min., 20 sec, which

is some twenty minutes better than the Ameri-

can competitive record made by Jeffries of

Louisville over a level course. The Newark-

Princeton course, as you know, abounds in

hills and the time made in the race was truly

wonderful. It struck me that if all the back

mark men had been on wheels that would have

come through, there would have been a differ-

ent tale to tell. It is quite a big thing that

there was but one Sterling among the seven

and it came through without a scratch and

Chicago wind still in the tires."

The Crawford Manufacturing Company.

The Crawford Manufacturing Company is

the manufacturer of a medium and fine grade

of bicycles, and began business in Hagerstown

about five years ago, under the firm name of

Crawford & Co., which has since been incor-

porated, with a capital stock of $100,000, and

now gives employment to from 100 to 150 men.

It operates a splendidly equipped plant, with a

producing capacity of from three to five thou-

sand machines annually, and is a source of

supply for a large and rapidly increasing ter-

ritory.

A peculiarity and notable advantage in this

company's cycles is their unusual fine finish

and workmanship. They embody many origi-

nal and valuable features that have secured for

them prestige with trader and riders alike. R.

S. Crawford, the president and originator of

the enterprise, has been identified prominentlv

with the trade for many years, in both Scot-

land and America, and is thoroughly familiar

with its general trend. He is assisted by A. R.

Van Mater, secretary and treasurer.

We recently paid the beautiful little city of

Hagerstown, Md., a visit and were shown
through the works by Secretary Van Mater,

who showed a new light Humber frame wheel
the companv will place on the market next

year. It may be well to mention that we are

in receipt of information to the effect that one

of the most popular New York cycle depart-

ment managers will be with the company next
season, and if he is, a valuable acquisition

will be made to the Crawford staff.

Another "No Cut" Notice.

The latest addition to the "hold fast" brig-

ade is the G. & J. Manufacturing Company.
In a circular issued to agents and others, the

company says, among other things:

Certain small factors in the bicycle manufacturing bus-

iness recently felt forced, confessedly as the result of bad
business management, to cut the price of their machines
from $150 to $S5, in order to dispose of their stock and
tide themselves over financial straits. It remains to be
seen if they will succeed. We think their policy win
have been found disastrous to themselves. We have felt

no appreciable decline in our trade, and are still running

at our full capacity to keep up with our orders. We do
not apprehend a general reduction of prices, neither is

there any disposition apparent among makers of first-

class bicycles to inaugurate a movement of that kind.

Talk that such results would follow the Warwick cut has
emanated from the minds of croakers and incompetent
editors of lay newspapers, who write exultingly of the

breaking up of a "bicycle trust" which does not exist,

and never did exist, and whose views on cycling trade

matters are about as valuable as ours would be on hy-

draulic mining at the South Pole—of which we know
nothing. As a matter of fact, it costs good money to

build good bicycles; it needs an extensive plant, equipped

with the finest, most improved and most expensive ma-
chinery; it means heavy financial obligations for mate-

rial, new machinery, salaries of employes, liberal adver-

tising and traveling and incidental expenses. We think

this price ($150) unquestionably fair alike to the maker,

the agent and the purchaser, and now assure you that no

reduction of list prices will be made by us during this

year on our new line of 1893 rigid frame wheels. We can

not now say what the list prices will be for the season of

1894, but think they will remain the same as now. We
beg to assure you further that if a reduction of the pres-

ent price-list shall be announced in our catalogue for '94,

we will allow you a rebate for the difference or depreci-

ation en all wheels bought after the date of this circular

and carried over, unsold, at the time such catalogue is

published.

Three Failures Reported.

Within a week several failures in the bicycle

trade have been reported, and, judging from

the poor business being done, it will not be

surprising if more follow. Last week the

Raymond Bicycle Company and W. W. Stall,

of Boston, were forced to suspend business.

The Buckeye Cycle Company, of Cincinnati, is

also in trouble. Friday last Harry Emerson,

who owns over half of the capital stock, con-

fessed judgment for $28,000 in favor of his

father, Lowe Emerson, to secure money bor-

rowed and indorsements. It is said the assets

of the concern will run up to $81,000, the lia-

bilities not being over $50,000, but young Em-
erson, being unable to raise money to meet his

obligations, was obliged to take this course to

protect his father. It is said Emerson recently
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TENTH ANNUAL STATE MEET

Michigan Division, L. A. W.
=WITH-

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT RACES,

Detroit, August i and 2.

Prizes to the value of $5,000, consisting of

DIAMONDS, BICYCLES, SILVERWARE, Etc

FIRST DAY.
Tuesday, August xst.

One Mile Novice.
One-Quarter Mile Open.
One Mile Handicap.
One Mile State Championship.
One Mile open.
One Half Mile Handicap.
Two Mile International.
Three Mile Lap.

SECOND DAY.
Wednesday, August and.

1. One Mile Open.
2. One-Half Mile State Championship.
3. Two Mile Handicap.
4. One-Half Mile Open.
5. Two Mile State Championship.
6. One-Half Mile Handicap.
7. One Quarter Mile open.
8. One Mile International.

Entrance Fee 50c. , each event. Held under L. A. W. Rules. A Special

Prize will be given for the Fastest Mile made from
Scratch during the Meet.

FOR ENTRY BLANKS ADDRESS

W. E. METZGER,
13 Grand River Ate., DETROIT, MICH.

Our Transportation Committee have made arrangements
to'get you to Chicago on August 3d.

|Pneumatie Tires] [Cushion Tires) |Cork Handles]

Bicycle

Horns.

Balls.
Pumps

C ork

and
Rubber
Handles.

Elastie

Cement

all Pedals, Spokes, Adhesive Tape,
Oils, Patch Cloth, Pedal Rub-

bers. <Src, &c. Mould vVork
Solicited.

Send for Catalogue and Discounts.

Elastic Tip Co.,

370 atlantic v.

Boston, Mass.

154 Lake St.,

Chicago. III.

14 Fremont St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

ROY BICYCLE OILER, Handsomely nickel plated. For Bicycles, Typewriters.
Sewing Machines, etc. It will not leak therefore no tool bag soaked with oil, no soiled

clothes or hands, always ready for use. The neatest, cleanest oiler ever placed on the

market. The pressure on the steel pin releases whatever quantity of oil is required.
This pin is intended to remove the dirt from all holes that require oiling, an important
feature. Write for trade prices. Price, SB Cents, Postage Paid.

ROY OILER MANUFACTURING CO., 77 Warren St., New York.

Vj^IN OPPEN & CO., LIMITED,
Forwarding, Commission and Insurance Ags., 162Aldersgate St., LONDON, E. C. (Eng )

AND AT

LIVERPOOL, PARIS, EMMERICH, WESEL, ROSARIO,
14 South John St. 14 Rue Tavart. Germany. Germany. Argentine Republic.

THE LARGEST

Forwarders of Bieyeles and Accessories in the World.
Low Through Rates from any part of Europe. Correspondence invited.
CABLE ADDRESS:—
"Vanoppen," London, Liverpool, Paris, Emmerich & Wesel.

LLOYD'S FRAMES.

What do You Think About

This?

Money Cannot Buy Better.

W. A. LLOYD & CO.,
Correspondence Invited. Clyde Works, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Agenta -THE ANOLO-AMEIUCAr IRON & METAL , ,0., 213 Pesrl St , New York

Double-Ball

O ne Connection

PUMP.
to nt ^Vny Valve.

No more time wasted hunting for connections; no more
space wasted carrying two connections, no more buying

new connection if you change your wheel, no more cuss-

ing, no more trouble, no more worry. Costs no more
than any good pump. The Double Ball Pump is the

lightest, easiest, quickest, best selling and WINDIEST
Pump made.

Special terms to agents. Get circular.

HEATH CYCLE CO.,
703-705 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE BUFFALO CYCLE STANDS!
Eight years on the market and still ahead.

Several styles—for all kinds of tires.

I also make the Buffalo Horn
Trainer. For prices and circulars

ac" dress

JS. N. BOWEN,
879 Main Street, - Buffalo, N. Y.
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loaned $10,000 to a bicycle concern in need of

money, and this hastened the failure.

Patterns Nearly Ready.

A letter from the St. Louis Refrigerator and

Wooden Gutter Company says that the pat-

terns for men's roadsters are being finished

and those for ladieo' wheels commenced. As
soon as these are out of hand racers will be

taken up. "Indications are," says Mr. Conk-

ling, "that we shall get the weightseven lower

than we first estimated. We shall surely be at

Chicago with a good line of sample wheels for

the meet and will then give you a chance to

ride something which I think will open your

eyes."

Mr. Floyd, of this company, has been in Chi-

cago several days.

A Handy Contrivance.

The Kalamazoo Baby Carrier, with fan can-

opy attachment, is just the thing if you wish

to take the babies out for a ride on a bicycle

these summer days. The little one has a nice

—William Waking, on a Victor Flier, won
first place in the five-mile road race, and the

one and two-mile track events.

The Tufts-Lyon Arms Company of Los An-

geles, Cal., has been turning out a high-grade

wheel for some time and has had no trouble in

disposing of every one made.

The Butler Manufacturing Company is about

to commence the manufacture of bicycles and

has placed a large order for projt ctile tubing

with the Anglo-American company.

The five-mile ro id race of the La Junta (Col.)

Bicycle Club, July 6, was won by S. A. Mc-

Donald, Rocky Ford, Col , on a 30-pound

scorcher Sylph, manufactured by the Rouse-

Duryea Cycle Company, Peoria.

Jerome Whipple, a former employe of the Col-

umbus (O.) Bicycle Company, has been ar-

rested at Columbus on suspicion of knowing

something of the disappearance of several

wheels from the company's place of business.

The Zucker & Leavett Company will send a

represenative to England this fall. The com-

pany has done an enormous business with the

=££.

THE KALAMAZOO BABY CARRIER AND FAN CANOPY.

springy seat to sit in, the fan makes a perfect

shade and is adjustable to any desired position

The baby carrier can also be used for a parcel

carrier. The carrier retails for $4.25 and is

manufactured by the Kalamazoo Cycle Com-
pany, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Prices Cut on Queen of Scorchers.

The Luburg Manufacturing Company, job-

ber of bicycles, baby coaches, etc., 321, 323,

325 North Eighth street, Philadelphia, is now
offering this machine with pneumatic tires for

$79 (the lightest hi. h-grade lady's machine on

the market).

—

Adv.

Short Trade Paragraphs.

The Du Cros boys, H. A. Davis and sister,

G. Torrents and Stephen Golder left New York
last week for England.

W. E. Sullivan, dealer at Roodhouse, 111.,

r>as sold out to J. H. Wilson, who will in fu-

ture carry on the business.

A new concern is soon to be organized, with

Joseph Geigan as president, which will make
a a heel to be known as the New South.

Thomas Sanders, of Parker & Sanders, Bir-

mingham, Eng., will return home in a few
days. He expects to be back here in about a

month.

Here are a few Victor victorii s for July 4:

Colorado state meet—Fourteen places out of

ten races, breaking state record; also one-mile

state championship, half-mile open and two-

mile championship. Fort Scott, Kas.—Victor

Flier won everything, including state C am-
pionship and mile handicap. Richmond, Ind.

bicycle manufacturers in this country and in

every instance complete sati;-faction has been
given.

Win ale and Tyler, it is said, have ordered

Morgan & Wright special racing tires for their

Unions. Mr. Morgan has, by careful experi-

menting, gotten out one of the lightest racing

tires on the market. Osmond is using this tire

and likes it.

S. K. Turner, formerly traveling salesman

for McKee & Harrington, has opened a bicycle

inn at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., handling

Lyndhursts exclusively. He reports business

good, especially in the repair department,

which is under the able management of W. L.

Phillipi, who is very busy.

We are requested by the Rambl r people to

state that their reference to the southern rec-

ords having been lowered on their wheels was
erroneous. They were led to believe that such

was Ce fact through the unfortunate wording

of a telegram announcing the result of the

races. The wheel ridden was a Stearns.

The Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing

Company recently received an order via Lon-

don, for forty Ramblers to be shipped to India,

and also received an application for a Rambler
agency from Hawaii. During the previous

week a Russian visitor to the world's fair pur-

chased and took with him a No. 4 Rambler.

The National Cycle Company of Fitchburg,

Mass., has just been organized under Maine
laws and is at work upon its '94 wheel, which
will be out early in the spring. The officers of

the company are as follows: President, F.

Fosdick; vice-president, L C. Grant; secretary

and treasurer, R. D. Gould; directors, W. C.

JohDson, D. M. Dillon and Dr. George Jewett.

George Banker, Carl Hess and Harry

Wheeler, who last year achieved so much suc-

cess on the racing path while riding Raleighs,

have each received from the Raleigh company
one of its handsome gold medals. Green, who
won the English twenty-five mile champion-

ship, rode a Raleigh and was never on it until

the day of the race. Most of the cash prize

men are on Rale.ghs.

Stolen—A No. 1 Diamond Rambler with

G. & J. pneumati"- tire; 28-inch front wheel;

no mud guards, no brake; dropped handle bar;

elliptic gear wheel; frame No. 0,111; rear hub

No 625,572. Taken from wheel room of Gor-

mully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company, 222

N. Franklin street. Liberal reward for infor-

mation leading to recovery.—Charles Palm,

222 North Franklin street.

The Pneumatic Tire Company has purchased

and obtained title to all the tools, molds, ma-
chinery, book accounts, promissory noti-s,

agreements, licenses, inventions, patent rights,

letters patent and other property and assets of

the Tillinghast Pneumatic Tire Company, of

Providence, R. I., and will hereafter carry on
business as successor to that company, at 221

Columbus avenue, Boston.

The Premier company writes that expert

road riders and connoisseurs are learning that,

with proper handling, the luxury of riding a

19-pound wheel on the road with perfect se-

curity is within their reach. The Premier
company states that the first piece of crushed

or collapsed Helical tubing is yet to be brought

to its notice, while the wonderful life and "go"
of its machines fitted with Helical tube frames

is constantly b»ing testified to by riders. The
Premier company is now supplying a guaran-

teed road wheel, on exact racing lines, weigh-

ing from 25 to 27 pounds, according to tires,

which is meeting with a largedemand. As this

model is not shown in the company's cata-

logue, photographs will be mailed, upon re-

ceipt of ten cents in stamps, to those inter-

ested.

To Our Readers.

If you can make eighty words from letters contained in

the word Montreal you can have a free trip to Europe
and return, as the Illustrated Publishing Company of

Canada offers to pay expenses to England and return to

the first person in each state sending a list of not less

than eighty words as above. A host of other valuable

prizes will be given to successful contestants, and every

one able to send a list of not less than sixty words will be

awarded a prize valued by the publishers at not less than

five dollars. As prizes are equitably divided among the

different states persons residing in any locality have an
equal opportunity of securing the free trip to Europe, or

one or the other valuable prizes for their state. Enclose

thirteen U. S. 2-cent stamps (or 2o cents postal note) with

list of words for a large 96 page picture book, entitled

"Dominion Illustrated," elegantly gotten up with illumi-

nated covers, a beautiful souvenir of British America, to-

gether with full particulars of this most liberal prize dis-

tribution. Ad Iress, Illu-trated Publishing Company,
ground floor, Y. M. C. A., Montreal, Que.—2t

W. D. Wilrnot, who will be remembered by

many old-time riders as a trick rider in the

early days, is still in the business and, with his

partner, was recently in Moscow. He
gives a glo my account of his experiences,

however. The club men there and in St.

Petersburg, he says, would have liked to have

engaged Kauffman, but were not allowed to

take Jews into Russial They could not be

convii ced of their error. Wiliuot's picture

shows him with a luxuriant growth of hair.

He must have written same tine hair-restorer

testimonials, for ten years ago he was—well, he

hadn't hair enough to brag about.
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LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

edges of the rim (a).

New Tire and Fastener — Harrison's Clip and

Bates' Tires.

These abstracts are prepared, immedi itely

after the complete t- petrifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[Alt persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at

any tune within two months from May 24, 1898, give no-

tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

A NEW TIRE AND FASTENER.

No. 18,857.—J. Maughan and W. Key's "Improved

pneumatic tire, the chief feature of which are the fasten-

ings." Oct. 21, 1892 —The rim (a) has on each side a

gutter (a'2) formed with a narrow opening. The outer

cover (h) is made up with the canvas {c) having beads

(.•) formed of wire or other stiff material, f f are bands or

rings of ebonite, cane or other flexible anil durable mate-

rial arranged to traverse the circumference of the cham-

bers (a-) and they are ad-

justed so that their tendency

is always to spring outwards,

so that when depressed within

the gutter their tendency is

always to return to the posi-

tion shown in the drawing.

"When the air tube (a1) is in-

flated the rings (0 are

squ- ezed between the beads (e)

the portion of the outer cover

just above the beads and the

curved-in portion (p) at the

To open the tire a portion of

one of the rings (f) is pressed down into the gutter (a2~)

and this enables a part of the beading (e) io pass the de-

pressed part of the i ing (f) and so out of the rim, leaving

the corresponding portions of the air lube exposed. To
replace the parts the blading (e) is pressed against the

ring (f) until the increasing width within the gutter (a2)

allows the beading to slip past the rim, when the parts

will resume the position shown. A spiral spring wound

round a waterproof core may b-* used in place of the resi-

lient ring (f).

HARRISON'S CLIP.

Ao 2,561. J. Meekin's "Improvements in or relat-

ing to fittings for velocipedes." Feb. 6, 1893.—This clip

may be applied to lamp brackets, saddle sockets, lug-

gage carriers and other parts and fittings. The illustra-

tion is a plan view of the foot-rest. A band (A) is bent

round the fork or other part (B) of the machine, and the

remainder of the band is formed into a loop wi h the ver

tical sides (C C). A hole is formed through the end of

the loop at D where the ends of the band (a' al) overlap.

The upper edges (c c) form the tread of the foot-rest add

may be separated, as shown, to give a better hold for the

foot. From another piece of metal is formed a pillar

(E), with enlarged base (e) bearing against the part B of

the framework. The other end of the pillar is hollow

and screw-threaded internally, and into it is screwed a

bolt (F). The bolt (F) has a collar (f) bearing against

the inside end of the loop, andtheh^ad
(fl) projects through the hole at D.

Turning the bolt (F) outwards tightens

the grip of the foot-rest on the part of the

framework, the pillar (E) being forced

against the part B, and the band (A.)

being drawn against it in the opposite di-

rection. A portion of the head (fl) of the

bolt iF) may be screw-threaded and a

nut (fd) screwed thereon so as to press

against the outsi'le end of the loop and
lock the bolt (F) so that it can not turn

accidentally. Instead of placing the pillar (E) and bolt

t"F> within the loop which forms the tread as above de-

scribed, a second loop may be formed in the band (A)

for their accommodation; and in either case a tie may be

fitted between the two sides (C C) near the part B to

prevent the band strrightening out at the bends (a a)

when the bolt (F> is tightened. In some cases a rigid

framework may be used instead of the bent band (A).

As a modification, the pillar (E) may be provided with
an external, instead of an internal, thread, and an inter-

nal screw-threaded nut will then be used instead of the
external screw threaded bolt (F). A boss or stop may
be provided on the pillar (E) to abut against one of the

sides (C) to prevent the pillar from twisting when the
nut or bolt (F) is turned.

W. AND A. BATFS1 TIRES.

No. 7,288. H. Faulkner's "Improvement in pneu-
matic Urea for the wheels of velocipedes and other vehi-

cles." April 10, 18.-8.—The first part of this invention is

designed with a view of constructing a pneumatic tire in

such a manner as to prevent creeping, which causes
undue strain on the tire in the region of the inflating

THE LUNG-PEAKED CAP.

t^-^C

Julius wore one all summer when riding, and a peaceful After the season's exposure to the sun Julius had a dif-

shadow settled on his placid countenance. ferent look.

valve, so that even)ually the tire becomes disconnected

from the latter and collapses. To prevent this creeping,

the tire is formed with one or more projections of any
suitable shape. In a single tube tire these projections

may be formed on the under side and engage with corre-

sponding recesses in the rim.

In a tire constructed of a sep-

arate air tube (F) and an

outer protective jacket (Kl) as

as shown in the drawing, the

projections (A3) may either

be formed at intervals round

the edge of the jacket (Fl)

and fit into correspondingly

shsped openings in the rim

(C);or projections (A4) may
be formed on or connected to the rim (C) and lodge into

holes, perfectly eyeletted, along the edges of the said

jacket. The second part of the invention relates to the

prevention of double puncturing of the air tube. Fre-

quertly when an air tube becomes punctured in the part

nearest the ground, the object which causes the puncture

passes through to and punctures the part nearest the

rim. To avoid this 1 he part nearest the rim has con-

nected thereto a protective pad (D), which may be of

rubber and canvas or other suitable material, cemented

or otherwise attached within the air tube, as shown.

Lastly, the invention relates to an automatic arrange-

ment for closing punctures. This is effected by placing

promiscuously within the air chamber a quantity of

small pieces of air-proof material, such, for example, as

oiled silk, sheet india rubber, or the like, disconnected

from each other and free to move about in any direc-

tion. Usually the escaping air would attract one or

more pieces of the material referred to to the puncture

aud immediately seal it, the internal air pressure keep-

ing it in place, but in some cases it may be necessary to

apply the inflator and to accelerate the movement of the

pieces, a lubricant such as glycerine and water may be

injected.
«

Cycling for Dyspeptics.

This is a prominent English physician's cure

for dyspepsia: At 7 o'clock begin the day
with a tumblerful of milk and soda water, a
cup of beef tea or bovril. At 7:30 a tepid or

cold sponge bath, and the skin rubbed thor-

oughly with a coarse towel or before the bath
with a massage rubber, and a breakfast at 8:30

of a cup or two of weak tea with sugar and a
small quantity of dry toast or stale bread, a
broiled sole or whiting, the lean meat of a
rare chop, or a fresh egg, soft boiled. For a 1

o'clock luncheon he prescribes "a few oysters

and a cut of a loin of mutton, some chicken or
game, or any other light, digestable meat, a
little stale bread and a glass of dry sherry or

moselle. Afternoon tea is to be eschewed as

if it were poison, but at 6 or 7 o'clock the

patient may have a dinner, which should con-

sist of plainly cooked fish, mutton, venison,

chicken, grouse, partridge, hare, pheasant,

tripe hoiled in milk, sweetbread, lamb or roast

beef and stale bread. Of vegetables he may
have his choice of French beans, cauliflower,

asparagus, vegetable marrow or sea kale, and
half a wine glass of cognac in water." If

wine is used, "one or two glasses of dry sherry

after dinner" are recommended, and a cupful

of beef tea and a "biscuit before going to bed

may be taken." Brisk walking, cycling or

riding in moderation also forms part of this

pleasant treatment.

Small Chicago Notes.

Buchanan and Spooner are candidates for a

New York-Chicago record ride.

Saturday the Eavenswood club holds a num-
ber of races at Diamond's track.

A. N. French, the Ohio crack, is in the city

and is training on the world's fair track.

The Illinois club will celebrate its seventh

birthday in August by holding a banquet.

Hilda Johnson, of 634 Fifty-seventh street,

while crossing Garfield boulevard at Atlantic

street Saturday night, was struck by a bicycle

ridden by William Rodgers. In the collision

her left leg was broken.

Gives Credit to Wheelmen.

The California League of American Wheel-

men on Saturday indorsed the State Road Con-

vention movement and elected delegates. The

simple truth is that the road agitation, which

first stirred up the east some three years ago,

and still continues with increasing force and

vigor, was inaugurated by the wheelmen.

So much has been done in the last three years in

many states in the improvement of roads and

the introduction of improved and economic

methods of road construction and maintenance,

that if the bicycle had done nothing else for

humanity it is to its credit that in creating the

good-road movement it has v. on the commen-
dation of mankind. — Sacramento Record-

Union.
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Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes,
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.
SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

BUY.

Zimmerman's Book.

Photographs of all World Famous Champions.

Articles on Training by Zimmerman and Bowden.

Points for Cyclists, etc.

PRICE, 5o CENTS.

Order from

JOSEPH McDERMOTT,
4ENTION THE REFEREE. FREEHOLD, N.

METROPOLITAN JOURNALISM.

A Few Words on New York's Cycling Writers

and Their Work.

The past six months has shown a wonderful
increase of interest in cycling by the New York
dailies. Nearly every papernow employs a fairly

well-posted man in cycling, and when any-
thing irnpoitant is on hand they visit the

Referee office, where the latest news is on tap,

from which our friends the daily reporters take

occasional deep draughts. The sport owes
much to the daily reporter, as he is supreme
judge of the amount of space such matters

should occupy. The average city or sporting

editor is much more interested in fighting,

horse news, and stuff of the more sensational

nature which the public demands.
The attention paid to the cycling reporter ai

some amateur race meets is Dot of a nature to

enthuse him, even scant courtesy at times

being denied him. But he gets in his story

all the same.

The chairman of the L. A. W. racing board

is always ready to supply the reporter with

the news, and is courteous at all time—if you
do not rub him the wrong way. He is for the

most part popular with the news gatherers.

Sometimes a paper sends a man to "do" a
cycling meet who is more familiar with re-

porting police court or marine news, but the

helpful fraternity takes hold of the new comer
and posts him in regard to the game before

him.

Among the metropolitan daily newspaper

men who are entrusted with the cycling depart-

ments is W. H. Norr, of the Worli, a man
who weighs 260 pounds and who is as smart as

he is fat. William is one of the original and

bright lights of the New York fraternity, and
his stories in the Sun last winter were a
feature of the paper. He can also write a

story on a murder, funeral or political matters

with equal facility, and has charge of the

World's base ball department when the New
York team is "at home."

James S. Kennedy of the Times is another

heavy-weight, and is sportiDg editor of his

paper. Mr. Kennedy is much interested in

cycling and had three men doing cycling July

4. His story of the meet, a page illustrated,

was a praiseworthy piece of work. Kennedy
is a good writer and careful in his work.

George Tidden of Daily America weighs 200

pounds, and when posing as judge, with

Messrs. Norr and Kennedy, the trio carries "con-

siderable weight." Woe-betide the rider who
would "kick" at their decisions, Tidden wrote

a capital interview with Zimmerman on his ar-

rival and writes as clever a story as the most

exacting editor could desire. Report says that

Tidden can write a spicy account of a wedding,

prize fight or a dog fight with much ease, and is a

good all-round man. He certainly is a jolly

and capable fellow to meet anywhere.

Sam Nelson of the Evening Sun is one of the

cleverest all-round writers in general athletics

among the younger element on the New York

press, his cycling news being much to the

point and very impartial. Nelson is aggresive

and occasionally sails into L. A. W. politics,

Good Roads, etc., and he is always on the

lookout for strictly "inside" news.

Walter Masterson of the morning Sun is one

of the "oldest" cycling writers of the new era

of the sport and is very close to Chairman Ray-

mond, which has led some people who were

looking for league news to remark, "if it is in

the Sun it's so." Masterson conducts the cycling

department of the Sporting Times.

Daniel Smith of the Herald must be credited

with the generous space that James Gordon

Bennett's paper devotes to the sp >rt of cycling.

Mr. Smith is a prolific writer and can always be

found at the local meets. He is a pleasant

young man to meet.

W. J. Vance, an ex-Toledo boy, whose father

is managing editor of the morning and even-

ing Advertiser has charge of the cycling end

of that paper, and is quite a road rider and a

stout good looking young fellow.

These are a few of the young men who are

educating the public in cycling.

Fred Merrill's Skycycle.

Fred T. Merrill, the skycycle gentleman of

Portland, is again becoming humorous, as will

be seen by the following letter:

Portland, Ore., July 10.

—

Editor Referee: I herewith

enclose one of the number of inquiring letters I am daily

receiving in regard to my wonderful skycycle, just to

show you the deep interest manifested by the scientifically

inclined mechanics both from the east and west. My
partner, Mr. Miller, came in yesterday from his ranch on

the working model we now have in operation. I expect

to start about the middle of August or first of September

for Chicago, and think I will quite distance any of the

transcontinental riders who do not have the facilities of

takiug an air line. Shall be pleased to give you a ride on

my machine on arrival at Chicago. Yours very truly on

a skycycle. Fred T. Merrill.

The letter of inquiry was from a man at Ben-

son, 111., who wanted to know the price of the

machine, how it worked and wishing "you and

your pardner success."

The Cook County Wheelmen's annual ten-

mile road race will be held Saturday over the
west side course. The Minnette Cycle Corps
also holds a ten-mile road raca Saturday.

SOUTHERN BLUE COATS.

Instances Wherein They Show Their Extreme

Authority.

There are all kinds of asses in this section,

form the jackass to the over officious "cop."

Among the latter there is one who is extremely

sorry that he spoke. He lives in Atlanta and
was walking his beat in that city with an air

as proud as that of the infanta until he spied a

bicyclist. Now it is a well-known fact that

"coppers" have about as much use for a wheel-

man as a business man has for a canceled

stamp, and consequently he was all ears, eyes

and chest looking for something to pull Mr.

Bicyclist for—but he had a brake, a bell and a

patronizing smile, and, as it was not as yet

night, it was not necessary to have a larr.p.

The copper sighed deeply and "gave it up."

The rider came on, and when he wa< almost

opposite the standing place of the blue coat, a
small dog ran out and attempted to caste the

rider's leg. He did not have a "Ki Yi," nor

did he have a bowie knife, while kicking had

no effect. After riding some little distance and

seeing the yelping little cur was determined to

sample that part of his anatomy that is gener

ally used as a motive for pedal pushing, he

reached to his hip pocket and drew ov.t a

shining wrench. But the cop saw him and
lost no time in overtaking him.

"Here," he said "come to the station wiih

me."

"What for?" asked the astonished wheel-

man. "What do you want me to go for; I

haven't done anything."

"Oh," retorted the blue-buttoned son of Erin,

"don't be thrying any of yer blouff game on
me; it won't work. Now come with me or

I'll use me club."

The wheelmen was puzzled and did not

know what to do, but was determined not to

go unless he could find out what was wanted

of him. Finally he asked:

"I don't mind going with yo i, officer, but I

must ask you to tell me what the charge is? I

am on my way to fill a very important en-

gagement and do not want to lose any time,

and I refuse to go until you tell me before

these gentlemen the charge."

"Now," said the officious cop, "there is no

use in trying to get out of this. Just give me
your card and come to the mayor's court to-

morrow to answer the charge of carrying con-

cealed weapons. That is all. We all saw it,

so you needn't try to get out of it."

To say the rider was surprised is a mild ex-

pression. He was dumbfounded but suddenly
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had an idea that he meant the wrench, so re-

quested the officer to search him. The officer

readily consented and diving imo the afore-

said pocket drew out a shining—wrench.

To say that the joke was appreciated is to

only judge from the hearty laugh that went

up at the copper's expense.

ANOTHER FOOLED COPPER.

In Macon, Ga., recently, Julian Price, a

young rider of that city, was riding down one

of the principal streets when his tire, with a

loud report, exploded. In a few moment-i quite

a large crowd congregated on the corner, and

pressed their way into the store where the

unfortunate wheel was carried

A policeman around the corner, hearmg the

report and imagining vain things, made haste

to the sceue. When he arrived there was a

large crowd around the door and lie asked

breath'essly: "Who was it?" Someone pointed

to Price and the copper made a dive for him,

seizing him by the collar and dragging him out

of the crowd.

As soon as Julian could regain his composure

he asked what was the cause of this indignity

and was calmly told to "come along and tell

your troubles to the court." It soon dawned
upon the lord h'gh executioner that he was

makiug a fool of himself, as the whole crowd

actually had the courage to hoot and laugh at

him.

After a few moments lie had the temerity to

ask if it was accidental shooting, and that

made the crowd laugh the moiv. He then

pushed his way into the crowd and there be-

held the cause.
i » »

1893 FIXTURES.
JULY.

21-22—Cuca Cocoa cup race, Heme Hill, London.

25-26—Indiana division meet, Fort Wayne.

28—South Bend (Ind.). C. C. meet ana races.

29—Telegram Cycling Club tournament, Milwaukee.

AUGUST. (WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-13

—

Illinois Division. National L. A. W. and
International ineets, Chicago.

1-2— Michigan Division meet and international races at
Detroit, Mich.

2—5th annual tournament and 25-niile handicap road
race of Waiantha bicycle club, Hichfield Springs,
N. Y. (L. A. W. sanction.)

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

15—Annual Ilanauer races at Carthage fair grounds,
Cincinnati, O.

16-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

in—Minneapolis C. C. meet.

19—Inter club road race. Buffalo.

22—Evansville C. C. meet.

24—Ziz-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet.

23-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. meet.

30-31—Cleveland W. U. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

4-5—Hartford. Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A- C. eighth annual meet.

1—Century Bicycle Club meet at Canton, O.

7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

9—Boston, Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden « 'ity Cyclers1 meet. San Jose, Cal.

12-13—Springfield. Mass. Springfield B. C.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C.'s annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

18—New Jersey (place not named).

20-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.
30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.
26-27- .8—Inter-state Fair.Association meet, Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

2—Capital City Wheelmen meet, Sacramento, Cal.
5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

Centnry Relay Ride Off.

President Skinkle, of the Century Road
Club, who has had charge of the details of the
proposed relay ride from New York to Chi-
cago, has been in the mount;iins near Scran-
ton, Pa., for some days, owing to a sudden
attack of ill-health. This may mean that the
ride will have to be postponed or abandoned,

w N bJLJ.

^
5UN0L SUPERIORITY

Is proven by Hie receipt, almost
dally, of letters such as this:

The Mcintosh-Huntington Co.: Dear Sirs—

H gives me great pleasure to write your
linn that I am delighted with the SUNOL
Light Roadster, having given it a thor-

ough test on the Washington and Browns-
ville Pike and theUreensburg Pike. Also

nad the pleasure of doing the first Century
on a SUN"!, over the Butler Plank Road,

lu all having traveled over a Thousand
Miles in the month of May. My wheel is

as good as the day I bought it from your
igents, the Pittsburgh Cycle Co.

Central Stock yards, Yours truly,

-

Pittsburgh, June 3, 1898. W. M. IMHOFF.

Surely the Sunol Leads.
The McIntosh-Huntington Co.

Send for Hardware and Bicycles,

Catalogue. Cleveland, Ohio.

utGetow&Dowae, Boston. Maaa., Sole Agents New England.

V Y Y H

There is only one "PERFECT" POCKET OILER.
(IMPROVED PATTERN.)

Do not b°lieve that any other is "just as good." Experience will convince you that the " Perfect " is without an
equal for neatness, cleaniness and usefulness. The " Perfect " does not leak. Regulates supply of oil to a nicety.

FULL SIZE.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled,

CUSHMAN& DENTSON, 172 Ninth Ave., New York.

HE^ We make holders in two sizes— one for the

SEg^ above oiler and also a larger size to carry

^^ your Pneumatic Pump. Easily attached to

(jg^* any wheel. No rattling. Handsomely

SEg^ nickeled Price, 25 Cents for either size.

Better

Than

Tool Bags. Cushman & Denison,
173 NINTH A YE., NEW TORK.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive.
1 onveniently carried in the
vest pocket. Each pair
packed in a neat metal case.

Price, by mail, 20 cents.

KINGMAN & CO.,
Peoria. 111.. St. Louis Mo ,

Kansas City. Mo., Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

EAST INDIA

SUCK GHUPWDE

(trade mark.)

FOR BICYCLE CHAINS.

Has no equnl. A "hemical compound of East India Graphite and

other very fine lubricauts that saves your ohain and snroekct froDi

wear. Makes your chain run very smooth, free and easy; increases

vour speed, guaranteed to stop the graiing and "racking sound of

your chnin; prnvents rust and dust from accumulating; is easily

applied and the moot effective lubricant used; recommended by

thousands of rider's throughout the United States. When once

uiurl. lias never been discarded. It is in stick rorm and is used

similar lo a pencil, does noi soil the bands when being applied

Kiill direction* with each stick. Sold by all Cycle dealers. Ask
your nearest agent for it. Sample stick by mail, 23c.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENT

PRINCE WELLS, 2ou&u.Mr:

100,000 daily users testify to the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,

1S5 I,aSalle Street.

T//nV DnJ^mr can De bought at the leading news-

/ nlj rUVvf depots in Chicago at ten cei.tsper
' copy.

Subscription price. §3.00 per t*jnum in advance.
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WALLER'S GREAT RECORD.

IN COMPETITION HE RIDES TWENTY-FIVE

MILES IN i HR. 6 MIN. 10 SEC.

The Remarkable Ride Accomplished on the

Belle Isle Course at Detroit—Made

His Own Pace—Hilsendegen's

Big Race.

Twenty-five miles on the road in competi-

tion, in 1 hr, 6 min. 10 sec.—an average of

2:46 4-5 for the mile— is great going! This was

Frann Waller's performance in the Helsende-

gen road race at Detroit last Saturday and it

certainly backs up the claim of "the Dutch-

man's" friends that Waller can ride "just a

little bit." It lowers Hulburt's record of the

course (1 hr. 11 min. 59 sec.) by 5 min. 49 sec.

and is within 4 min. 18 3-5 sec. of the recent

record (1 hr. 1 min. 51 2-5 sec.) made by Mein-

tjesat Heme Hill against time. It is a re-

markable fact that seven or eight men, out-

side of the scratch men, were well inside of re-

cord time.

The Hilsendegen race was a most excellently

conducted affair and worthy of the great

praise it received at the hands of all. The

handicapping was good, except that the limit

of fifteen minutes was too great, for the first

men away had completed the five-mile circle

before the one-minute men were started. The

prize list was large and valuable, and the

treatment accorded visitors was all that could

be asked.

The Chicago Cycling Club redeemed itself

somewhat on this occasion, inasmuch as Waller

won the time medal, Munger beat out all the

scratch men on the sprint and Dacey finished

ninth. These were the only Chicago C. C.

men who started, except Barrett, who un-

fortunately fell on the first lap and broke his

shoulder.

There were several other Chicago men in the

race, including Fred Nessel, Ulbricht, Wescott,

West, Peck and Wylie. With the exception

of Peck and Wescott no showing was made by

these men.

Loig before the hour of starting, which was

3 o'clock sharp, Belle Isle Park was crowded

with wheelmen and wheelwomen. The ferry

boats did an enormous business, and as a re-

sult the course was well lined with people. A
judges' stand was located at the finish, and

under the large shade trees near by were sev-

eral enormous tents for the accommodation of

the contestants. The start was made some

2,000 feet north of the finishing point, and at

sharp 3 o'clock the three limit men were sent

away. Just before the one-minute men were

started two of the limit men had made the

circle and thus a lap on the back-mark men.

As the two thirty men were about to

start several more long-mark men passed and,

to avoid any further complication, the scratch

men were sent away about three or four sec-

onds earlier than they should have been. Wal-

lace and McDuff were among the first to start

and were never headed. They kept well to-

gether during the entire race, the former

finishing several lengths ahead.

When Waller started, Munger set pace

for something like a mile and a half

FRANK WALLER.

and then dropped back, telling "the

Dutchman" to go ahead. The scratch

men soon caught Munger and all loafed around

the first lap, while Waller was grinding out a

terrible pace, having gained a minute and a half

on the scratch men in the first five miles. En-

couraged by this report, which he heard on the

second time round, he made a great effort for

the $650 piano and record. The scratch men
wore not inclined to ride, or, at least to make

pace. Ulbricht set the first three or four miles

and was followed by Nesstl. Van Wagoner

also did his share of the work. McDuffee, who
who was looked upon as a sure time winner,

made no effort to assist in pacemaking whatever.

Barrett fell too early in the game to show

whether he would make any pace. The two

Detroit men were not inclined to hurry them-

selves, either. On the twentieth mile Nessel

and Ulbricht stopped. Both were informed

that Waller was some six or seven minutes

ahead of them, so they decided it would be

useless to ride the additional five miles for

nothing. Waller caught Hyslop, of Toronto,

who had thirty seconds over him before they

had gone twelve miles. The Dutchman in-

formed Hyslop that they could win first and
second times if they helped one another. This

they set out to do. Hyslop made the pace on
the back stretch, and while riding against the

wind on the home stretch Waller took it. He
was riding a 72-inch gear, and did not seem to

be laboring, but he was going at a terrific

pace, overhauling man after man and offering

his services to each one he passed. Unfortu-

nately for the lesser lights they could not keep

his pace. It was almost a dead heat finish

between Hyslop and Waller. Waller and

Munger each rode 24-pound Arrows, fitted

with Morgan & Wright racing tires, and both

wheels and tires went through without a

scratch.

Gary, Clark and Peck started at two and a

half minutes, and each agreed to alternate

pace. They were going extremely well for

fully twenty miles, and would have been close

to Waller's time but for an accident. Gary

fell and broke his machine. At the com-

mencement of the twenty-fourth mile Peck's

tire went down. Gary was out of the race,

but Peck persistently hung to Clark and, not-

withstanding a flat tire, he overhauled several

large bunches of men. But it was hardly pos-

sible to ride on the rim of the machine and hold

such a good rider as Clark. The little Chicago

man kept on with his good work and finished

in thirty-sixth place, although he lost some

eleven minutes by the accident. Clark got fif-

teenth place and was third in time, so that it

is reasonable to suppose that Peck would have

been fourth if not better.

When the scratch men neared the finishing

point, about 2,000 feet from home, McDuffee

started a terrific sprint, with a Detroit man
hanging on his wheel. Munger was third , and

as is usual with " Birdie," ho was yelling like

an Indian. Munger drew up into second posi-

tion and a few yards from the tape made a

splendid spurt and beat the Maiden man a

good length across the tape. In order to make

a good race there were entirely too many men
started from scratch. Barrett, who had one

minute, wanted to go back to thirty seconds,

but the referee would not permit it, saying he

could go to scratch or keep his mark. The

following were the other scratch men: McDuf-

fee, Van Wagoner, Hulburt, Herrick, Crooks,

Linneman, Ulbricht and Nessel. Hoyland
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Smith was the only scratch man who did not

start, but a country doctor, whose entry was

in too late, was permitted to take Hoyland's

number (6) and started with the scratch men.

He was mistaken for Smith and was looked

upon by many as a sure winner of the time

medal, notwithstanding the fact that he was

a lap behind at the finish. The following table

shows the finish of the first fifty men, the

scratch men being in the neighborhood of the

seventies:

Place. Name. Hdcp.
^
Time

1 Bruce Wallace, Detroit 1*00 1:15:15

2 G. S. McDulT, Detroit 15:00 1:10:32 3-5

3 Alex. May, Detroit 14:00 1:15:30

4 George Comstock, Detroit 10:00 1:11:80

5 D. B. Cotton, Cleveland 10:00 1:14:48 2-5

H. H Stever, Owosso -18:00 1:14:57 2-5

7 Wm. Melville, Detroit 13:00 1:13:05

s .1. Hookaday, Detroit 10:00 1:13:05

C. Y. Dasey, Chicago 5:00 1:08:11

10 F. H. Wherry, Detroit 7:00 1:10:41

11 T. R. Eddy, Columbus 7:00 1:10:45

13 C. Baker, Columbus J:00 1 :07:47

13 .Tames Clark, Boston 3:30 1:08:18 2-5

II C.E.Tudor. Cincinnati
r>:00 1:08:48 2-5

15 G.Moll, Detroit -1:30 1:08:19

16 I '. Patterson, Detroit '1:30 1:08:20

17 D. W. Bradford, Detroit 5:00 1:08:52

18 John Penseyres, Buffalo 5:00 1:03:55

19 Ben Cleveland, Buffalo 4:30 1:0: :27

20 John Strachen, Saginaw 8:00 1:13:05

21 Bert Newton, Detroit 13:00 1:16:00

23 J. D. Templeton, Detroit 11:00 1:15:13

33 H. E. Dodge, Detroit 12:00 1:16:14

24 W. R. Wilton, Detroit 15:00 1:19:23

35 H. P. Smith, Cleveland 8:00 1:12:35

26 (>. R. Lowe, Indianapolis 8:00 1:13:31

27 N. D. Donaldson, Vassar 7:00 1:11:54

28 George Rooney, Detroit 9:00 1:13:36

29 Harry Webster, Toledo 13:00 1:17:43

30 C. A. Westcott, Chicago 8:00 1:12:44

31 A. W. Straight, Detroit 9:00 1:13:50

33 James Cooper, Detroit 8:00 1:12:51

33 Paul Richter, Detroit 13:00 1:17:53

34 T. A. Warsaw, Detroit 13:00 1:17:55

35 William Grant, Detroit 12:00 1:17:05

36 C. H. Peck, Chicago 2:30 1 :17:28

37 G. S. Grant, Detroit 12:03 1:17:11

38 W. O. Stark, Buffalo 7:00 1:13:14

39 David Reid, Detroit 10:00 1:15:18

40 J. M. Mix, Detroit 7:00 1:13:31

41 E. E. Murdock, Detroit 11:00 1:16:35

42 W. K. Blake, Tonawanda 5:00 1:10:37

43 F. W. Cooper, Detroit 4:30 1:10:08

44 H. H. Schultz, Detroit 8:00 1:13:39

45 Frank Waller, Chicago :30 1:06:10

46 Wm. Hyslop, Toronto 1:00 1:06:41

47 C. Croft, Detroit 14:00 1:19:51

48 L.B.Young, Cleveland 7:00 1:13:56

49 C. W. Olsen, Detroit 4:00 1:09:57

50 W. P. Culver, Detroit 5:00 1:10:58

A St. Louis Cyclists' Camp.

Owing to the fact that little riding can com-

fortably be done on account of the hot weather,

the wheelmen of St. Louis have established a

cyclists' summer camp at Barthold's Grove.

The camp has been supplied with tents and

cots and all other conveniences, and a large

number of cyclists now spend their nights

there rather than be shut up at home. Some
entertainment is going on each evening and
the whrelmen find it a most enjoyable scheme.

Henley After a Record.

Joe Henley, one of the prominent Kansas
City riders, is making preparations to establish

a 1,000-mile record from Oklahoma City to

Chicago. He thinks he can easily beat Wylie's

record of 10 days, 4 hrs., for the distance. He
will leive Oklahoma City Sept. 15, and will go
by way of Orlando, Wichita, Emporia, Law-
rence and Kansas City. From Kansas City to

Chicago he will follow the shortest road lie can
find.

FRED OSMOND'S LICENSE.

IT HAS BEEN ISSUED BY THE ENGLISH

COMMITTEE.

More About Hillier and Zimmerman — The

Fifty-Mile Championship—The South

African Record-Breaker's Feats

—Other News.

The Canton (111.) Cycling Club has arranged
a meet for early September,

London, July 15.—At a meeting of the

licensing committee this week it was decided

to issue a license to F. J. Osmond. The 1 cense

is an unconditional one, and was granted only

after a strict investigation of the particulars

of Osmond's engagement with the Whitworth
Works Cycle Company. C. Vernon Pugh, the

managing director of the Whitworth com-

pany leaves for the States about a month
hence. In his absence the business will be

managed on this side by J. H. Adams.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN FLIER.

The lowering of records by Lawrence

Meintjes and the winning of the fifty-mile

championship by Lewis Stroud have been

among the chief events of the past fortnight.

The former occurred at Heine Hill on the

wood track, and favored with fair weather

and a pretty good supply of pace-makeiv,

Meintjes rode in twenty-four hours 300 yards

within the allotted time.

On the following Saturday in the famous
Brixton cup race—which caused so much sen-

sation last year when Zimmermen declined to

meet F. J. Osmond—Meintjes beat the ten-

mile record, doing 24 min. 14 2-5 sec. for the

distance.

Early next week he is sailing for the States,

where he intends to take part in all the princi-

pal fall races. While in America he will place

himsdf under the care of "Professor" Culver,

and in the dry atmosphere and on the good
tracks to be found in the States he should do
even better things than hitherto.

THE FIFTY-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP.

Very bad weather attended the holding of

the fifty-mile champ'onship at Paddington.

Rain fell steadily during the first hour of the

race, and the proceedings were rendered none
the livelier by the slow pace at which the men
traveled. Several of the competitors were
compelled to change machines, owing to punc-

tures and other accidents, but each time they

were able to catch up with the string again.

At the end of a slowly-run race—the, time at

the finish was 2 hrs. 35 min. 8 1-5 sec.—Lewis
Stroud won by a bare yard from Lambley, R.

J. Ilsley, the North Road rider, being third,

about the same distance behind. Meintjes,

who finished fourth, was with the leaders at

the last bend, but having been training at

Heine Hill could not negotiate at full speed

the less banktd corners of (he Paddington
path and went wide, failing to recover himself

in time to get level again.

ZIM, HILLIER AND "EXPENSES."

Were it not for the reprinting in the Eng-
lish cycling journals of comments on it from
the American papers the Zimmerman case

would have been almost forgotten by the pub-

lic on this si'le. There is, however, one thing

that is generally admitted and that is the state-

ments which have been made connecting Lacy
Hillier with the action of the N. C. U., are ep-

tirely without foundation. The men on the

licensing committee are picked men, liable to

no sort of influence bv Hillier, Turner or any

one else and I am sure that whatever action

they take is founded on their own personal

opinions and on the best of information which

they are in a specially advantageous position

to procure. It was altogether against the in-

terests of Hillier to do anything which would

be likely to interfere with the meeting of Zim-

merman and Sanger at his club's meeting at

Heme Hill, and even if it were not so he is al-

together too good a sportsman to behave in the

manner which has been suggested. The state-

ment that Hillier was less friendly to Zimmer-

man than last year is another piece of exag-

gerated folly. I know for a fact lhat McDer-

mott, before he had been here a fortnight sug-

gested to Hillier that this was so, and that the

latter there and then denied it, pointing out

that Zimmerman and McDermott had both

been here before, that they had their lodgings,

knew their way about, and were thoroughly

acquainted with the customs of the English

racing men and the methods of the Heme Hill

track, but that if they wanted any help or ad-

vice he should be very glad to give it to them.

With this explanation McDermott professed to

be quite satisfied, and if at the lime he were

not so, it seems very odd that the first person

whom he consulted on the receipt by Zimmer-

man of the conditional license was Lacy Hillier.

To me this sudden turning on Hillier and say-

ing that he is jealous because he did not ar-

range where "Zimmy" should race this year

is very absurd, and certainly gives color to

various rumors which are flying about to the

effect that at more than one place a sum of

money was asked for expenses in return for

the appearance of Zimmerman and his trainer.

SHORLAND IS NOW FREE.

The first appeal against a decision of the

licensing committee was held by the N. C. A.

appeals committee on Wednesday when F. W.
Shorland applied to have removed from his

license the condition that he should not ride a

machine manufactured by his employers,

Messrs. Humber & Co. , Ltd. It was given in

evidence that Shorland wa* engaged as traveler

for Great Britain and Ireland for three years

at a salary of £400 a year in addition to a com-

mission on the whole of the turnover of the

company and a guarantee that his total income
should not be less than a certain amount. In

the agreement, which was drawn up after the

licensing scheme had been published, is a clause

setting forth that Shorland is not required to

race. The appeals committee decided to re-

move the condition attached to the license. It

apparently did not occur to them to try and
find another traveler in the English cycle trade

with a regular salary of €400 a year and a guar-

anteed income of considerably more than that

amount.

Some More Jersey Piano Music.

New Jersey people seem fond of piano music.

AVe had only just got over that Recorder piano

popular rider snap and the gay James Holmes
of New Jersey club fame, had laid claim to

the box of music, than the King's County
Wheelmen arose in their wrath and charged

the Newark Wheelmen with pressing into ser-

vice riders from even distant Chicago and
other places in order to have a majority to fin-

ish first to win a piano offered in the recent
100-mile road race of the Atalanta Wheelmen.
The K. C. W. claim to have brought the great-
est legitimate number of any club past the
winning post, and they want that piano or
there will be a row,
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HILLIER MAKES REPLY.

PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO THE CHARGE OF

HINDERING ZIM.

Knew of No Trade "Arrangements" and Had

Nothing to do With the Licensing

Committee — Why He Enter-

tained Sanger.

Herne Hill, S. E., July 13—Editor Ref-

eree:—In your issue of July 30, under the

title, "Hillier to Blame," I have read one of

tlw most amazing series of falsehoods ever

printed about myself, and I claim to reply

thereto.

I was not in the least annoyed about Zim-

merman's training in 1892. No practical man
believes that any material physical improve-

ment was made in a well-trained man in forty-

eight hours, but the mental effect upon the

home-sick American of the arrival of his rela-

tives was of immense benefit to him.

I was unaware of my omnipotence. I have

only to say, "Send Sanger to Heme Hill,'' and
he is sent! The radical flaw in this clumsy lie

is found in the fact that until it was an-

nounced in the American press that W. San-

ger was going to visit England and Heme
Hill, I had no communication with him or his

friends. Subsequently I received a letter

from Mr. Sercombe to the same effect, and my
committee instructed me to~ offer to Mr. San-

ger the courtesies we had extended in the pre-

vious year to Mr. Zimmerman — courtesies

which I hope we shall extend to other visiting

amateurs in the future. Mr. Sanger's friends

can gauge the accuracy of the article by the

falsehoods contained in the paragraph refer-

ring to the Milwaukee man.
The statement that I was "fairly familiar

with the arrangements between the amateur
champion and the Raleiih company" is also

untrue. I have read all Mr. Bowden's revela-

tions in the press, but I have not sought or

obtained any special knowledge. I would,

however, draw your attention to the clearly-

implied fact that "arrangements" existed

which if revealed to the N. C. IT. might dam-
age Zimmerman. Of any such "arrange-

ments" I was, and still am, entirely ignorant.

The suggestion that when Zimmerman
applied for a license I told the union "some-
thing I knew and more pbout what I sus-

pected," is another lie—absolute and undeni-

able. I had no communication, direct or

indirect with the union or any person con-

nected with the union. Indeed, I was, until a

few days before the meeting, under the im-

pression that he had got his license.

The London county meeting was fiyed for

June 10 and it was only a few hours before it

that I saw Mr. McDermott. A glance at the

cycling press will show that I had been for

weeks working to bring Zimmerman and
Sanger together and—to put it on the lowest

basis—surely if I wield the power so absurdly

attributed to me in the article under notice, I

should have used it to permit Zimmerman to

ride on June 10 !

The suggestion that I indicated any particu-

lar make of machine as the one Zimmerman
should ride is another lie. All I wanted him to

do was to get upon the first cycle he could bor-

row fron anyone at Heme Hill and ride round

the track—his injuries were reported to me as

so serious that I did not at the time imagine

that he contemplated actually racing. I have

no interest, pecuniary or sentimental, in any

cycle-making firm and do not take any trouble

to ascertain what make a man rides.

The suggestion that in a brief discussion of

the licensing scheme Mr. Bowden had the

"best of the argument" is simply laughable.

Mr. Bowden is ignorant of the A B C of union

work and does not understand the licensing

scheme. May I be .permitted to formulate the

appended statements of fact.

I did not influence, or attemp. to influence,

directly or indirectly, the licensing committee

of the N. 0. U. in the matter of Zimmerman's
application for a license, nor did I afford that

body any information whatever on the subject

in any way.

I was, until a few days before o'n- meeting

on June 10, under the impression that Zimmer-
man had got his license. I trace this belief to

a statement that the N. C. U. had authorized

the payment of $400 expenses by the N. Y. A.

C. and not being then familiar with all the

working details of the scheme, I thought set-

tled the matter.

I made no suggestion at any time to any
one as to Mr. Zimmerman riding any particu-

lar make of machine.

I assert that (except as an advocite and sup-

porter of the licensing scheme when it was
proposed and adopted in the spring) I have
said and done nothing directly or indirectly to

influence—and am in no wise responsible for

the result of Mr. Zimmerman's application to

the special licensing committee of the National

Cyclists Union for a license to race as an ama-
teur.

Any statement which clashes directly with

the above declarations is, in]common with the

material assertions in the article under notice

—a falsehood. Yours faithfully,

G. Lacy Hillier.

His Services in Demand.

A dispatch to the New York Sun says:

A bicyclist coasting down the mountain on Blootnfield

avenue, Montclair, yesterday evening crashed into the

rear of a buggy occupied by James Rogers, a summer
boarden, in Montclair. The wheel of the buggy was
knocked off and Mr. Rogers was thrown out on the road,

but the bicyclist did not seem to have sustained any dam-
age, as he rode away on his wheel without stopping to

see whether or not Blr. Rogers, was hurt. The latter is

anxious to find him, and bicyclists in general would like

to identify him so that they might learn what sort of a

machine he rides. A bicycle which can take the wheel

off a buggy is the kind coveted by many riders, who fre-

quently meet with discourtesy from occupants of vehicles

on the roads in Esses county.

The demand for the services of a man who
can take wheels off the outfit of a road hog
would be very general. His services would

command a larger consideration than the most
eminent amateur on the path.

The Bobbies After Them.
The country police have taken note of the

activity of the metropolitan force in the mat-

ter of snatching unwary and unwise cyclers,

who cycle in defiance of the law ?s to speed,

lamp, bells, etc. The country cousin is being

hauled up, to the great advantage of the jus-

tice shop. Says a Rahway correspondent:
The police were busy last night catching bicyclers who

were riding about the streets without lighted lamps or

bells ou their machines. They succeeded in catching

three. Jack Davis and a friend from Elizabeth, and Wil-

liam Bennett of Rahway. Davis was released after his

friend had made good his escape at the station house,

Bennett was bound over until to-night at 8 o'clock, when
he will have a hearing. These are the first arrests under

the new ordinance, passed by the board of aldermen two

weeks ago.

HOW THE CALL IS REGARDED.

New England Men Express Themselves—Fight-

ing an Ordinance.

Boston, July 24.—Local cycling politicians

are now looking forward to the meeting of the

delegates to the national assembly and are

wondering as to what the result will be. Some
merely shake their heads when questioned as

to the matter, while others smile a broad, sar-

castic smile, which bespeaks volumes to those

who know the condition of things political.

President Tracy, of the Hartford 'Wheel

Club, is "tickled to death" with the brilliant

outlook, while others are in the same box.

This gentleman in particular is jubilant over

the outlook and, when questioned as to what

he thought of Mr. Mott's famous letter, said:

"I think I have heard that same story several

times, and if I am not much mistaken Presi-

dent Burdett tells it himself." The writer has

heard it from Mr. Burdett, and he truly can-

not see the matter in the same light as does

Mr. Mott.

Chief Consul George A. Perkins was asked

what he thought. " Well," said he. "I am ex-

ceedingly busy fighting the bell and lantern

laws at the present time and I have not fol-

lowed up the matter as closely as I might. Oh,

yes, I shall be on hand at Buffalo, and so will

the majority of the Massaclusetts delegation."

That Mr. Burdett should have called the

meeting at Buffalo cannot be understood by

the local men. They had an idea that he

mighv take them out to San Francisco. But

he didn't. Buffalo is centrally located and the

gather.ng of the clans will be a large and en-

thusiastic one, in the words of the reporter.

BELL AND LAMP ORDINANCES.

Almost every town and city in this state has

recently gotten a fever to compel the wheel-

men to carry bells and lamps on their ma-

chines and as a consequence the cycle dealers

a- e reaping a great reward by the sale of these

sundries, while the riders are "kicking like

steers." Chief Consul Perkins has taken hold

of the agitation in a masterly manner and in

several cases Las induced the town or city au-

thorities to revoke the ordinance relating to

lamps. The cyclers are in the main most will-

ing to carry a bell, but when it comes to rid-

ing behind a smoky, disagreeable lamp, they

most strenuously object.

KEEP OFF THE GRASS.

No "Track Privileges" Will Be Granted at the

Big Meet.

Chicago, July 22.—Editor Referee: I am in-

structed by the general committee in charge

of the international meet, to call the attention

of the cycling world to Track Rule No. 11 (see

page 18 of rules) which says:

"No persons whatever shall be allowed inside

the track except the officials of the meet."

It is the intention of the committee to con-

duct the meet strictly on the lines laid down in

the rules. It is, therefore requested that every-

one will refrain from making application for

admission to the track on any pretext what-

ever. Positively no track badges will be issued.

Press tickets will be furnished to properly ac-

credited representatives on application, in per-

son or by letter to the undersigned.

S. A. Miles,

Chairman Press Committee.

The wheelmen of Appleton, Wij., are ar-

ranging a five-mile handicap race.
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LEAGUE POLITICIANS.

Those people who insinuated that Colonel

Burdett would likely call the special meeting

of the national assembly at some distant point

were mistaken. Buffalo offers as good an op-

portunity as any city to secure a fairly repre-

sentative gathering. New England is doubt-

less well suited, as are New York and New Jer-

sey. The western states don't seem to care

much about it and will probably be poorly re-

presented.

At this writing the indications are that Good
Roads will be continued and the use of league

funds approved. With Burdett's trouble in his

own division the assembly has nothing to do.

The executive committee will be sustained as

a matter of policy but there will be few feath-

ers in the president's cap when it is all over.

Some bad feeling may be discovered among
the "prominents" of the league and Burdett

may be relied on to vacate his office at the

February meeting. If straw shows which way
the wind blows, the February assembly may
be called on to consider the qualifications of

Messrs. Luscomb and Mott, as president and
vice-president, respectively. Mr. Perkins may
be a candidate also and is known to have al-

ready cast about for his lieutenants.

THE BOARD TRACK A SUCCESS.

The Referee has in times past had consider-

able to say in favor of board tracks; in fact, its

readers say the subject has become a hobby. If

such is the case it is because of a sincere belief

in the superior qualities of that kind of a sur-

face for track construction. It was our desire

to have a board track upon which to hold the

international championships, because we be-

lieved a better and faster course could be built

of wood than of any other material, to say no-

thing of the trouble and expense of keeping the

track in condition. But it was argued that it

would not do to be<*in experimenting—the

time was too short; no mistake must be made.
The question is, would a mistake have been

made if the track had been made of boards ?

We have pointed out instances wherein board
tracks have been a success and we have shown

the faults of the present world's fair track.

We must say here, however, that if the

w eather remains dry, the new track will, wiih-

out doubt, be in record-breaking trim. The
loam now being worked into the surface has

greatly improved it and as the shape of the

track is all that could be desired, nothing re-

mains to make it a record-breaker but dry

weather. But what if it rains? Let us hope

such a calamity will not be thrown upon us at

the last hour.

The proprietors of the Heme Hill track were

not, apparently, fearful of any bad results

when they experimented with boards. There

were, of course, doubting Thomases, but, after

all, the track has proved all that was claimed

for it—and more, too. Last year Shorland

placed the twenty-four-hour record at a little

over 413 miles—that was on the dirt track.

This year the same man rode 428 miles and

over on the new board track. May be the ab-

sence of dust had something to do with it; may
be the surface is faster—may be both. Sanger

was able to drop a few seconds of the English

quarter and mile records on the new track;

Meintjes was able to cut the mile and hour re-

cords to a considerable extent and yet finish

fresh. They did not, we are told, complain of

any ill effects from vibration; they were not

troubled with side slipping; there was no dust

to blind them or to clog up the chains of their

machines; in fact, there seems to have been no

trouble whatever.

It would have made no difference to the

grounds management if there had been a

heavy rainfall to within an hour of the time of

starting the race—except that it might keep

the crowd away. But the races could go on

—

there would be no waiting for the track to dry.

The day of the board track is coming, and it

is not far off; the day of doubting its supreme

qualities are about past; the day of worry on

the part of meet managers for fear of a rain-

soaked track are becoming beautifully less,

and the first well planned and well constucted

board track will gobble all the records of the

day.

RAYMOND AND THE RACERS.

In a recent communication to the Referee,

a correspondent attributed the suspension and

threatened expulsion of Johnson and Tuttle to

a personal dislike of Eck on the part of Chair-

man Raymond. While sharing the general

belief that it would have been gross injustice

to expel the men named and allow dozens of

others to continue on the path, we do not for

a moment believe that personal feejing had
any influence whatever on Raymond's action.

Furthermore, we are of opinion that, had
Raymond been supported by the members of

the racing board, the international tournament

would have been deprived of the drawing

powers of some of the men who will now be

among the competitors. It does not impress

us, however, that Raymond's publication of

the details of the vote was exactly in good
form, or that his criticism of the dissenting

members was warranted. The gentlemen

voted, no doubt, as to them seemed just, and
the fact that the vote was exactly even proves

conclusively that there was room for argu-

ment and doubt.

first attempt was a success, even if the races

were not run in the same times as those of men
of lighter complexion. But it must be remem-
bered that the colored man, from a racing

standpoint, is in his infancy; that he has had
little chance or encouragement to condition

himself. When a few more colored men's

races have been given the black man's appe-

tite for racing will be sharpened; he will buckle

down to work and soon increase his ability in

point of speed and head work. A champion
may be the result. It will become the white

man to encourage the black in his attempt to

hold successful moets and to become speedy.

If you will not let him in your races, assist him
in those he gives. He will give the spectators

a good, hard-fought and interesting contest,

though it takes him over three minutes to

cover the mile. The black man's ability as a

racing man must not be judged by the times

made at St. Louis last week, for, report says,

the cinder path was not capable of fast work.

Wheeler and the other cash prize men will

soon test this track. This will afford some-

thing by which to judge the colored man's

speed.

A TRADE ORGANIZATION.

During the past two weeks we have chatted

considerably with gentlemen of the trade on

the subject of a meeting during the Chicago

meet, for the possible formation of an associa-

tion and particularily to discuss next season's

prices. The project did not seem to arouse

much enthusiasm. We have received a letter

from Mr. Kennedy Child, on the sub-

ject, which we'print elsewhere. The cycling

press will, of course be very willing to lend as-

sistance to any measure which may further the

interests of the trade.

although Zimmerman and Sanger have

shown their superiority to the English racing

men, our friends abroad still think they have

just as good men. They claim their best men
cannot ride because they have no licenses.

Bar Osmond who is the best man across the

pond ? Schofield is only on a par with Harris-

it was about an even thing with them up to

the time the licensing setame went into effect

—

and inasmuch as Sanger showed himself a

much better man than Harris it is reasonable

to suppose he could defeat Schofield. Osmond
may redeem the reputation of his country. For

Osmond's sake we hope so. He is a big, gener-

ous, whole-souled fellow and one could not

know him even a short time and not wish him

well. If there is an Englishman living who
has a fighting chance against Zimmerman,

Sanger, Johnson and a few others, that man is

Osmond.

Imagine, if you can, a mile race; time limit,

2:30; with Zimmerman, Osmond, Sanger,

Johnson, Bliss, Lumsden, Tyler, Taylor, Mein-

tjes, Windle and one or two other good men as

starters; with about four big, costly diamonds

for prizes, and special prizes for the men lead-

ing at the quarters! What a race it would be!

Let us hope Chicago will be treated to such.

COLORED MEN'S RACES.

The colored cyclists, having been refused the

privilege of competing with white men in road

and track events, have undertaken to run races

of their own, and, we are pleased to say, the

League Meet Headquarters.

The headquarters of wheelmen during the

meet will be at 295 Wabash avenue, the store

having been placed at the disposal of the

league by the Century Cycle Company. Jack

Templeton, of the Lincolns, will have charge,

and is now ready for business.
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'TWILL BE A BIG AFFAIR.

INTERNATIONAL MEET ENTERTAINMENT
PROGRAMME.

Runs, Excursions, Parades, Etc., Galore —
Several Interesting Features — Church

Services — A Splendid Prize

List Prepared.

Not many weeks ago there seemed to be a

disposition on the part of wheelmen, in con-

sidering the Chicago meet, to inquire, "What
do we get for our trouble?" The feeling has

changed, and it is now assured that the at-

tendance of wheelmen will be as fine and
large as any reasonable person could wish. It

may not be out of place, however, to call at-

tention to a portion of the entertainment to be

provided. First of all, let it be understood,

that, up to date, the general committee has

expended no less than $15,000 in the promo-
tion of the event. This, surely, is as much as

could well be expected, even of Chicago.

The attraction of all others will, of course,

be the races, and there will be such racing as

any man may be glad he traveled a thousand

miles to see. It will include the first properly

authenticated races for the amateur champ-
ionship of the world ever held. These events

will be conducted under the auspices of the

International Cyclists' Association, which is

composed of all the amateur associations of

the world. It is generally conceded that there

are no riders in any part of the universe capa-

ble of lowering the colors of the Americans.

For this reason it may be safely stated that

one of the men who have made this country

famous in the cycling world will capture the

much-coveted title. Among these men Zim-
merman is, perhaps, entitled to figure as the

leader, inasmuch as he has twice crossed the

Atlantic and demonstrated his superiority

over the European riders. His most danger-

ous competitor, some say, and his certain con-

queror, according to others, will be Walter
Sanger. Then there are Johnson, Tyler,

Lumsden, Cary and others, all capable of

making it interesting for the veteran. Among
the certain starters from abroad, the most
dangerous seems to be the South African,

Meintjes, who has recently, while visiting

England, lowered the one-mile and one hour
records of that country, in the latter covering

over twenty-four miles. Fred Osmond, Eng-
land's ex-champion, is training hard in Chi-

cago, and many believe he will be among the

winners of races.

In the matter of entertainments of other

natures, the finest programme ever seen at a

league meet has been prepared. It embraces
the following:

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6.

At 7:45 p. m. Rev. Dr. Withrow will con-

duct a special wheelmen's service at the Third

Presbyterian church, Ashland avenue, near

Madison street. The lecture room has been
offered for the storage of wheels and a police-

man will be on hand to look after them.

MONDAY, AUG. 7.

Runs for west and north sides leave Lake
Front at 7:30 p. m. to visit the various clubs.

Light refreshments and entertainments of vari-

ous descriptions will be provided on the west
side by the Illinois, Columbia, Minnette, Plzen,

Cook County, Ashland and ^Eolus clubs, and
on the north side by the Lincoln, Lake View,
Ravenswood and Sheridan cycling clubs and
all the social clubs of Evanston. At the Ra-
venswood club special entertainment will be
provided for ladies. The Lincoln club band
will furnish music and the club house will be
illuminated.

TUESDAY, AUG. 8.

Lake excursion per steamer Nebraska, leav-

ing Dearborn street bridge at 7:30 p. m. The
cribs will be visited, and the steamer will stand

off the fair grounds during the illuminations.

Tickets, free to visiting league members on
presentation of L. A. W. tickets, at 296 Wa-
bash avenue. To Chicago members, 50 cents.

"WEDNESDAY, AUG. 9.

Smoker and entertainment at the Trocadero,

Battery D armory. Among the attractions are

the Hans Bulow orchestra, the Trocadero or-

chestra; the Hungarian band; lvanoff troupe

of Russian singers and dancers; Amann, a

clever character sketch artist; Papina, a ser

pentine dancer, besides local talent in the

ranks of the L. A. W. Admission by league

ticket.

THURSDAY, AUG. 10.

Wheelmen's night at the world's fair. Lan-

tern parade in the grounds, starting and finish-

ing at the Terminal station, where arrange-

ments will be made for the storage of wheels.

Prizes will be awarded—three to the clubs of

fifteen or over presenting the best decorations

and general appearance, three for the best

decorated safeties and one for the best decora-

ted tandem. Lanterns will be provided free

to all, except for the purposes of special decora-

tion.

FRIDAY, AUG. 11.

(Subject to change.)

Banquet to L. A. W. officers, guarantors

and committees. "A night off" for the masses.

SATURDAY, AUG. 12.

Smoker at the club houses of the Lincoln,

Chicago, Ravenswood, Lake View, Illinois and
Minnette clubs. The Illinois and Minnette will

each ' offer an athletic entertainment and re-

freshments for 600 persons.

SUNDAY, AUG. 13.

Century run over the Elgin-Aurora course,

under the auspices of the Century Club of

America.
* * -x-

The Prize List.

Chairman Herrick, of the prize committee,

has arranged the prize list as follows:

AUGUST 7.

Onemile, novice—First, gold watch, $50; second, gold

watch charm, $15; third, saddle, $5.

Half-mile, Illinois division championship—First, gold

medal: second, silver medal.

Two-mile, 5:50 class—First, diamond stud, $75; second,

split bamboo rod, $12; third, opera glass, $7.50.

Half-mile, handicap—First, diamond ring, $90; second,

diamond scarf pin, $35; third, bicycle suit, $12; fourth,

sweater, $5; fifth, gold sleeve buttons, $4.

Two-mile, Illinois division championship — First, gold

medal; second, silver medal.

One-third mile, open—First, diamond stud, $75; second,

gold watch chain, $25; third, gold locket, $10.

Five-mile, handicap— First, diamond stud, $125: second,

diamond scarf pin, $35; third, diamond cuff buttons, $20;

fourth, sweater, $5; fifth, lamp, $5.

One-mile, open—First, diamind ring, $150; second, gold

watch, $50; third, split bamboo rod, $20; fourth, sad-

dle, $6.
AUGUST 8.

Two-thirds mile, handicap—First, quarter-second fly-

back watch, $75; second, onyx clock, $40; third, racing

pedals, $7; fourth, sweater, $5.

One-mile, Illinois division championship— First, gold

medal; second, silver medal.

One-mile, 3:00 class—First, gold watch, $50; second, set

diamond studs, $30; third, one pair tan shoes, $5.

Two-mile, team race—First, marble, clock, $80; second,
bronze figures, $40.

Quarter-mile, open—First, diamond and opal ring, $100;
second, white, flannel suit, $25; third, opal stud, $15.

Five-mile, Illinois division championship—First, gold
medal; second, silver medal.

One-mile, handicap—First, diamond and sapphire ring,

$1S5; second, gold watch, $00; third, flannel suit, $15;
fourth, racing suit, $9; fifth, bicycle shoes, $5.

Two-mile, lap race—First, diamond and chrysoberyl
scarf pin, $100; second, diamond cuff buttons, $50; third,

silk umbrella, $15.

august 9.

One-mile, novice—First, gold watch, $50; second, dia-

mond stud, $25 ; third, saddle, $6.

One-mile, handicap—First, diamond stud, $125; second,
gold watch, $65; third, diamond buttons, $20; fourth,

bamboo rod, $12; fifth, sweater, $5.

Quarter-mile, national championship — First, gold
medal; second, silver medal; third, bronze medal.
One-mile, 2:J0 class—First, diamond stud, $90; second,

diamond stud, $40; third, bicycle lamp, $5.

Five-mile, national championship—First, gold medal;
second, silver medal; third, bronze medal.
One -third-mile, scratch—First, diamond ring, $120; sec-

ond, gold chain, $35; third, gold locket, $20.

One-mile, ordinary, national championship—First, gold
medal; second, silver medal ; third, bronze medal.
Two-mile, handicap—First, diamond stud, $150; second,

gold watch, $50; third, diamond buttons, $30; fourth,

sweater, $5; fifth, straw hat, $4.

august 10.

Half-mile, national championship—First, gold medal

;

second, silver medal; third, bronze medal.
One-mile, scratch—First, diamond ring, $150; second,

diamond stud, $75; third, gold scarf pin, $15; fourth,

gold cuff buttons, $10.

Two-mile, national championship—First, gold medal;
second, silver medal; third, bronze medal.
Quarter-mile, open—First, diamond scarf pin, $100; sec-

ond, diamond locket, $50; third, diamond buttons, $15
One-mile, tandem, national championship—First, gold

medal; second, silver medal; third, bronze medal.
Two-mile, handicap—First, diamond and ruby ring,

$150; second, diamond stud, $75; third, diamond scar
pin, $25; fourth, lamp, $7; fifth, bicycle shoes, $5.

One-mile, national championship—First, gold medal

;

second, silver medal; third, bronze medal.

Half-mile, 1:20 class—First, gold watch, $60; second,
gold locket, $20; third, sweater,$5.

august 11.

One-mile, novice—First, gold watch, $60; second, dia-

mond and ruby scarf pin, $20; third, lamp, $6.

Half-mile, handicap—First, diamond ring, $150; second,
diamond ring, $75; third, flannel suit, $20; fourrh, fancy
hammock, $7; fifth, sweater $5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—Fust, stop watch, $90; second,

gold chain, $30; third, one pair shoes, $7; fourth, saddle,

$6; fifth, .

Six-mile, international championship—Trophies not yet
received.

Half-mile, open—First, diamond ring, $150; second,

diamond ring, $90; third, diamond pin, $25; fourth, cuff

button, $15.

Three-mile, handicap—First, diamond stud, $150; sec-

ond, diamond stud, $100; third, diamond pin, $05; fourth,

diamond scarf pin, $25; fifth, bloomer suit, $12.

One-third-mile, open—First, diamond pin, $100; second,

gold watch, $60; third, tackle box, filled, $15.

Two mile, team race, international championship —
Trophies not yet received.

august 12.

Sixty-mile, international championship—Trophies not

yet received.

One-mile, handicap—First, diamond stud, $150; second,

diamond ring, $100; third, gold chain, $35; fourth, dia-

mond scarf pin, $15; fifth, tan shoes, $0.

Quarter-mile, open—First, diamond ring (Com,), $150;

second, gold watch, $65; third, diamond locket, $20;

fourth, sweater, $5.

Two-thirds mile, handicap—First, diamond stud, $150;

second, diamond ring, $100; third, marble clock, $40;

fourth, gold buttons, $15.

One-mile, international championship — Trophies not

yet received.

Two-thirds mile, open—First, diamond and sapphire

ring, $150; second, gold stop watch, $100; third, mackin-

tosh overcoat, $25; fourth, racing saddle, $6.

One-mile, invitation—First, diamond and ruby ring,

$150; second, diamond stud, $100; third, solid gold match
box, $40; fourth, sweater, $5.

One-mile, consolation—First, scarf pin, $25; second

opera glass; $14; third, bamboo rod, $12.

Dallas, Tex., has just organized a wheel club

of colored men. Some thirty have alreadj

joined.
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Distinctly High Class.

1893 PATTERNS NOW READY.

HOLDERS

of

RECORDS

IN ALMOST

EVERY

COUNTRY.

Harber Bros. Company,
Bloomington, Ills.

APPLY TO
C. E. Van Vleck,

210 Broadway, New York.

RACERS,

ROAD RACERS

ROADSTERS

LADY'S,

YOUTHS'

ETC.

G. P. BoSTWICK,
West Front St., Toronto.

TAYLOR, COOPER & BEDNELL, Ltd.,
33 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON. MENTION THE REFEREE. COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A Non-slipping Cover, the Grappler Pneuma-
tic and the Dover Gear Case.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G-. Douglas Leechman, consulting; engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from May 31, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.]

STEVENSON'S N0N-SLIPPING COVER.

No. 13,690. William Stevenson's "Improvements in

or connected with the tires of cycles and other like vehic-

les.'" July 27, 1892.—The objects of this invention are to

obtain greater elasticity and to prevent slipping and
puncturing. According to one method of carrying it into

effect the outer covering is constructed with a ridge,

either flat or concave, around the periphery, such as a.

This ridge may rise about three-sixteenths or one quarter
of an inch above the tire and be about one-haif to one
inch in breadth. If of leather the ridge may consist

of one or more strips stitched or rivetted to the
cover. A ridge of rectangular section or a strip pre-

senting a slight concavity, or

one or more channels towards
the road and having a flap each
side, may be attached by solution

or otherwise to any form of pneu-

matic, cushion or like tire. The
ridge may be provided with spikes

or projections arranged at inter-

vals in one or more rows around

the periphery of the wheel, or riv-

ets or spikes of hard material,

such as (0 having large flat heads,

may be passed through holes in the outer cover from the

inside and kept off the inner tube by canvas or other flex-

ible material (g). The outer cover (b) may be attached

to the rim by means of a wire (h 11) at each side of the

wheel round which the canvas of the cover is passed, the

wires being drawn together and fastened by means of

hooks (j). Various modifications are described.

THE GRAPPLER PNEUMATIC TIRE.

No. 14,918. R. R. Gubbins and G. Harcourt's "Im-

provements in and connected with pneumatic tires for

wheels of bicycles and other vehicles." Aug. 18, 1392.—

The outer cover is constructed of rubber and canvas in

the usual way and its edges lie within the rim. Near each

edge is secured a iow of metal hooks; the hooks are of

T-shape. The cross-bar of the T lies principally within

the cover, but the tail projects through and is turned up,

so that it lies between the outer cover and the rim and

points upwards in the direction of the edge of the rim.

the ends of the cross-bars of the T shaped hooks are also

passed through the material of the cover and are secured

by suitable plates on the other side. To secure the cover

to the rim (r) the latter is either provided with suitable

inturned edges or to a pair of solid wire rings (d d) as

shown in the figure. The spoke heads (f) secure light

spring steel clips (s) in the rim at about six inches apart;

or the clips may be secured in any other suitable manner.

The wire rings (d d) run all round the edges of the rim

and the cover is hooked on by forcing its edges between

the rings (d) and the air tube (c) until the hooks engage

with the rings. To prevent the air tube from being chafed

by the rim or spoke ends, a strip of raw india rubber is

fixed all round the rim, and upon this the air tube rests-

Another strip of raw india rubber is applied on the top

of the air tube to guard it from accidental punctures or

cuts, "as raw rubber closes after being wounded and is

elastic enough not to diminish the resiliency of the tire."

THE DOVER GEAR CASE.

No. 17,08fi. H.W.Dover's "Improved cover for the

chain or other gearing of bicycles or tricycles." Oct. 4,

1892.—This case is made preferably of papier-mache, har-

dened and jappanned to render it waterproof, or o." other

light dust-proof material, and it may vary in shape to

suit the particular shape of the machine to which it is ap

plied. The figure illustrates a section of the case a few

inches behind the crank-axle. The casing is made in two

parts (A, Al), the division being longitudinal and in the

plane of the centers of the axes of the wheel and crank-

axle The case is supported in position by a bracket (C)

fixed to the back stay (D) by the strap (c c). The bracket

(C) has a rib (cl) on its outer face adapted to come be-

tween the edges of the parts (A, Al) so as to support the

casing. The edges are shaped where the stay passes be-

tween them and may be garnished with felt to prevent,

rattling. The straight abutting edges of the two parts

(.A, Al) are provided at the forward end of the case with

flanges of thin sheet metal rivetted to the case on the in-

side and outwardly recurved so as to pass around the

edges and project from the outer face of the case in op-

posite directions similar to those shown at (f, f1) in the

figures. These flanges are embraced
by a covering clip which has inwardly

recurved flanges that fit over and in-

terlock with the flanges of the casing

similarly to F in the figure. These

flanges are provided on both the front

and rear outer faces of the casing but

not around the rounded ends, these

being made with overlapping edges

and covering strips. At the rear side

of the casing a Up (h) is provided which

overlaps the joint, springs (hi) fixed

inside the upper half (A) holding the

edge of the lower half (Al) against the

lip. The case is so shaped as to wholly inclose the for

ward end of the stay (D;. At the front side of the case

a tight joint is made around the crank-r-xle by means of

a pair of thin metal discs, fitted together and fitted loose

on the axle. The edges of the parts (A, Al) fit between

the discs, being shaped for the purpose. A somewhat

similar arrangement is provided at the wheel axle, but

spaces closed by overlapping discs allow of the adjust-

ment of the chain. The joint around the hub is made by

two plates which are able to slide stiffly beneath cover-

ing plates to the adjustment required to be made. To
prevent the lower run of the chain (S) rattling against

the case a light spring (N") is fixed to the lower part of

the case and terminates in a leather pad (n) which presses

lightly against and embraces the sides of the chain.

A number of wheelmen touring in the neigh-

borhood of Ponca, Neb. , during the last week

discovered a volcano about four miles from

that place.

A bicycle club has been organized at High-

land, Colo., with the following officers: Cap-

tain, John Hopkins; secretary, Stanley M.

Barrows; treasurer, Stuart Booth.
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ZIMMY AT ASBURY PARK.

A Great Battle Between the "Skeeter" and

Harry Tyler.

Asbury Park, N. J., July 22—A vast crowd
attended the meet of the A. P. W. at Athletic

Park yesterday and to-day. It was Zimmer-
man that drew this crowd of 3,000 people.

Tyler and Taxis were present, and in one lace

the latter pushed the champion pretty hard.

No little comment was made because Referee

Raymond put a time limit of 2:50 on the nov-

ice race (and because it was run in 2:56 de-

clared it no race), 3:05 on the three-minute

class, and only 2:40 on the mile open, with

Zimmerman, Taxis, Hess and Wells up.

"Papa" Zimmerman was on hand as a timer,

Joe McDermott fired the pistol, Perrett clerked

and Marion announced. The summary:

One-mile, novice—R. L. Smith, 1; G. W. Croden, 2; J.

W. Becker, 3; time, 2:56. No race, time limit 2:40.

One-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Taxis, 2; G. Marshall

Wells, 3; time, 2:43 1-5. A limit of 2:40 by the referee

made it necessary for another trial, which resulted as

follows: Zimmerman, 1; Hess, 2; Taxis, 3; time, 2:38.

One-mile, 3:00 class—Final heat—Charles Brown, 1;G.
M. Coates, 2; Frank Ray, 3; time, 2:44. Browr had won
his I eat handily, and the next favorite was Coates, who
has a wonderful sprint. Brown, however, finished in

true "skeeter 11 form.

One-mile, handicap—Final heat—H. C. Tyler, scratch,

1; Charles Brown, 175 yds., 2; W. H. Mulliken, 160 yds.,

3; time, 2:22 2-5. Tyler deserved the win, as he was sick.

But fancy Brown getting 175 yards. His proper mark
is about 80 yards. He was put at 75 yards the next day
in the Jersey handicap, and won in 2:23.

Two-mile, handicap—A. A. Zimmerman, scratch, 1; E.

J. Titus, 130 yds., 2; Durant McLean, 215 yds., 3; time,

4:50. 'Carl Hess seemed to have been retained as pacemaker
for Zimmy. The Teuton gave the snap away by looking

back too much and crawling along until Zimmerman
caught him. Then Carl pedaled along at a cracking

pace, so that at the mile Zimmerman had the race well

in hand, and slipping Hess he went up to the field easily.

SECOND DAT.

Fully 5,000 crowded near the finish Satur-

day. Tyler created a tremendous scare among
the champion's friends in the mile open., Zim-

merman had gone to the post in his usual

happy-go-lucky fashion. Just before the bell

Tyler shot by the field with a tremendous

sneak sprint. But that long back doubled,

those long legs plunged at the pedals, and that

drive which knows no despair commenced.
The champion was closing with Tyler; it was a

brief but mighty conflict. On the "skeeter"

flew, and in a hundred yards he had to gain ten.

Ten yards from the tape the hero of the people

shot past, reaching the tape first by six inches.

The effect was terrific in its intensity and brev-

ity, and seldom if ever was such a piece of rid-

ing seen. The Tyler trick is an old one, and if

Zimmerman had been beaten he would have

deserved it for holding a man like Tyler so

carelessly near the finish of any race. The
summary:
One-mile, 2:50 class—Final heat—Charles Brown, 1,

James Willis, 2; C. F. Royec, 3; time, 2:30. Trial heats

had been won by H. B. Martin, O. L. Marge, R. W. and
Charles Brown. The final was a splendid struggle, Wil-

lis making a hot pace from the start. Brown following

close on his heels. On the last lap WMlis fell back and
Brown took up a winning gait home.
Quarter-mile, open—Final heat—Zimmerman, 1; Tyler,

2; Mullikin, 3; time, :36. Zimmerman and Tyler had
won preliminary heats, the former doing :32 2-5 to the

latter*s :34 4-5. Zimmerman won rather easily by a length.

One-mile, handicap—Final heat—Durant McLean, 165

yds., 1; Carl Hess, 60 yds , 2; F. J. Titus, 70 yds., 3: time,

2:21. McLean finished looking around. Titus was ex-

pected to do something, as was Hess, from his excellent

showing in the scratch race the day previous.

One-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Tyler, 2; C. W. Price,

3 ; time, 2:53 2-5. A limit of 2:50 was placed on the cham-
pions, tand they failed to do but little better than the

novices. Another trial resulted as follows: Zimmerman,
1; Tyler, 2; Price, 3; time, 2:40.

One-mile, handicap, New Jersey riders -Charles Brown,
75 yds., 1; (j. Marshall Wells, 55 yds., 2; E. L. Blauvelt,

50 yds., 3; time, 2:23. Zimmerman kept out of this race

and in so doing gave Brown a chance to show himself.

Two-mile, handicap—F. J. Titus, 130 yds., 1 ; W. F.

Sims, 120 yds., 2; Harry Hall, 150 yds., 3; time, 4:5).

GERMAN AND DUTCH RACES.

Heimann, Spitzig and Tichbein Win in Ger-

many—A Novice Takes the Dutch.

On July 2 and 3 some great cycling events

took place at the German capital, Berlin,

which attracted the very best of German and
Austrian riders, among them W. Tischbein,

Heinrich Opel, Alwin Vater, Paul Nagel, Otto

Brambor, Arthur Heimann, Otto Stumpf,

Oscar Breitling, August Habich, A. TTnder-

borg, and from the younger and hopeful gen-

eration, M. Lurion, Vienna; M. Pipenpack,

Hamburg; Fritz Opel, Frankfurt; M. Herty,

Offenbach; A. Kinzel, Berlin.

More than 15,000 people witnessed the differ-

ent races, which resulted as follows:

Two thousand metres, ordinary—M. Pickenpack, Ham-
burg, 1; A. Brambor, Berlin, 2; A. Spitzig, Berlin, 3;

time, 3:28 4-5.

Five thousand-metre, tricycle—W. Fischbein, Halle, 1

;

A. Stumpf, Berlin, 2; P. Nagel. Dresden, 3; time, 9:30.

Five thousand-metre, championship Berlin—M. Lurion,

Vienna. 1 ; A. Vater, Frankfurt, 2; A. Habich, Manheim,

3; time, 8:41 3-5.

Ten thousand-metre, ordinary, championship of

Europe—M. Pickenpack, Hamburg, 1 ; A. Spitzig, Berlin,

2; A. Hofmann, Munich, 3; time, 20:14 2-5. After passing

the last turn Brambar fell ; Roth went over him. Ruck-

enschuh and Bullrich also fell.

Three thousand-metre, tricycle, handicap—W. Tisch-

bein, Halle, scratch, 1; A. Stumpf, 10 metres, 2; P. Nagel,

10 metres, 3: time, 5:53 3-5.

Seven thousand-metre, handicap—F. Opel, Frankfurt,

60 metres, 1; P. Muloch, Berlin, fO metres, 3; time. 4:54

1-5. Vater, Heimann, Habich and Breitling were on

scratch, but none would set pace.

One-mile, safety (record), 1,609 metres—First heat—A.
Heimann, 1; F. Opel, 2; P. Mulack, 3; time, 2:46.

Second heat—M. Lurion, 1; M. Herty, 2; W. Tischbein,

3; time, 2:42.

Final heat—A. Heimann, 1; M. Herty, 2; W. Tischbein,

3; time, 3:01.

Three thousand-metre, handicap, ordinary—A. Spitzig,

60 metres, 1; F. Bullrich, 150 metres, 2; H. Mueller, 3;

time, 5:23.

Five thousand-metre, tricycle, championship of Europe

—W. Tischbein, 1; P. Nagel, 3; A. LTnderborg, 3; time,

10:24. Tischbein was the favorite, but he had a hard

battle with Nagel, winning with a few inches only.

Seven thousand five hundred-metre, ordinary (prize of

of the emperor, William II.)—A. Roth, 1; H. Hofmann, 2;

M. Pickenpack, 3; time, 16:30 4-5.

Race for the Vienna-Berlin contestants, 10,000 metres,

to be ridden on the same wheels and in the same suits

they had finished the distance race ; twenty starters—W.
Spengemann, Nordhamsen, 1;E. Echhorn, Dresden, 2;

F. Lauenroth, HalDerstadt, 3; time, 19:30 4-5.

Twenty kilometres—P. Nagel, Dresden. 1; T. Kinzel,

Berlin, 2; M. Herty, Offenbach, 3; time, 36:17 4-5.

Nagel's victory was astonishing; nobody thought the

old man could succeed at such a distance.

The championships of Holland were also run

on Jul}' 1 and 2 at Arnheim. Results:

One-mile—First heat—P. W. Scheltema-Beduin, 1 ; Rad-

emaker, 2; Garter, 3; time, 2:40 1-5.

Second heat—Jaap Eden, 1 ; Vander Grindt, 2; Siep, 3
time, 2:32 1-5.

Final heat—Eden, 1 ; Rademaker, 2; Scheltema-Beduin,
3; time, 2:33 2-5. Eden was a prominent road rider, but
in track racing he is a beginner. Everybody was aston-
ished that a novice should beat out the crack Dutch
cj clists.

Five thousand-metre — First heat — Rademaker, 1;
Griendt, 2; Witteveen, 3; time, 8:23 3-5.

Second heat—Eden, 1; Scheltema-Beduin, 2; De Haas,
Reenan, 3; time, 8:012 5. Eden made the last lap (40i

402 metres) in 29 sec, making a new Dutch record.
Final heat—Eden, 1; Scheltema-Beduin, 2; Rademaker,

3; time, 8:24 4-5.

* * *

SANGER'S GREAT SPURT.

His Terriffic Jump Carried Him Across the

Tape Ahead of Windle.

Boston, July 23.—At last I have seen San-
ger ride against an easterner, and, to be can-
did, his great work surprised even his most
feared antagonist. I have often heard of his

wonderrul spurt, but was somewhat skeptical

regarding his work. Now, however, I join

the ranks of his greatest admirers and look
forward with a great deal of anticipation to

the meeting of he and Zimmerman. Every-
thing relating to this fast westerner was a sur-

prise to me. I had expected to find in him a
tall, slim fellow, and imagine my surprise

when a tall, well-built fellow was introduced

to me as Mr. Sanger. At first I thought it

was another case of "Pecks have a little fun,"

but later on I discovered that this same well-

built fellow was none other than Sanger. His

first meeting with Windle was at Concord last

Thursday, and the way he jumped Windle
was a caution. Windle, by good work, had
beaten him out in the mile open, and in the

mile special invitation he made a great battle.

As they came into the stretch on the last lap

of the final heat, Sanger jumped into the lead

and started for home, gaining several yards on
the Milbury boy. Windle was up and after

him in a moment, and within ten yards of the

tape had his front wheel on a level with San-

ger's rear wheel. Then it was that Sanger

gave a jump, sprung right away from
Windle and won the race by about five feet.

It was a pretty spurt and one that won the ad-

miration and applause of the 2,000 spectators.

The summary:

One-mile, novice—Knapp Keene, 1 ; N. D. Wilder, Hins-

dale, 2; J. H. Fitzgerald, Manchester, 3; James Edmond,
Manchester, 4; time, 2:39.

One-mile, division championship—H. W. Halle, Con-

cord, 1 ; H. E. Caldwell, Manchester, 2: James Dyer

,

Manchester, 3; time, 2:32.

One-mile, open—W W. Windle, 1; W. C. Sanger, 2; G.

F. Taylor, 3; E. A. Nelson, 4; time, 2:31.

Half-mile, open—George Smith, 1; C. M. Murphy, 2; G
F. Taylor, 3; D. Connolly. 4; time, 1:13 3 5.

Two-mile, tandem—Fred L. Johnson and Harry W.
Hall, 1 ; Hoyland Smith and G. C. Smith, 2; time, 0:30.

One-mile, invitation diamond race—Sanger, 1 ; Windle,

2: Hoyland Smith, 3; C. M. Murphy. 4; time, 2:10 3-5.

Two-mile, division championship — Harry W. Hall,

Concord, 1; H. E. Caldwell. Manchester, 1; time. 6:01.

Two-mile, handicap—H W. Robinson, 100 yds., 1 : (1.

W. Hall. 150 yds.. 2; F..M. Haggarty, 110 yds , 3; E. II.

Snow, 110 yds., 4; time, 5:92 1 5.

After the races were over the cracks imme-

diately sot one of town. Murphy and the

Smiths s arted for Fort Wayne, and Windle

and Sanger went to Springfield.

-x- *- -»

CRACK RIDERS STRIKE.

They Object to Referee Hay's Time Limits at

Fort Wayne.

Fort Wayne, Ind., July 25.—A small-sized

strike occurred to-day among the f ist brigade

in attendance at the division meet on account

of the time limit placed on the heats and final
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHIC0

M̂ Is
FALLS

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.

1 he following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee
them to be the best of their kind.

VIHTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

SJ.OO; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

Can be readily attached or re-

oo
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public,
moved.

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRING '

SADDLE ROST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to aDy pitch,
arid fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, §2.30

MENTION i'KE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

'J hi* Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will
prove the most popular s-corcher Saddle in
ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.15.

ELASTIC

TROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a

demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cents.

DON'T BE DECEIVED
And you will if you buy one of the so-called

Reduced-price-rattle-traps that are being ad-

vertised by manufacturers of no standing in

the community

THE CRMDENDA SELLS AT $115.00.

It is the best bicycle in America to-day for the price. The Credenda is guaranteed. We sell it—that's the

guarantee.

SEND FOR CATALOGUF.

A. G. SPALDING & Bros.,

CHICAGO, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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of the mile open. The first heat was finished

by Banker, Taylor and Bliss, in the order

named. It was ridden in just four minutes,

and everybody howled. Referee Hay then

placed a limit of 2:40 on the second heat. Mc-
Duffee, Lumsden and Hoyland Smith got

through in 2:35. For the third heat 2: 50 was
the limit, and 0. M. Murphy, G. C. Smith and

O. S. Brailey did not make better than 2:55, so

that they rode in the final under protest.

When Mr. Hay placed the limit at 2:30 for the

final there was a howl, but the men rode in

2:42. It was declared no race and ordered run

over, the 3:30 limit to stand. But the men
refused, and after they had been allowed five

minutes to start, and had refused, the race

was declared off. Then the men struck; they

threatened to leave the track and town, and
the matter was only patched up by leaving it

to a committee to decide. Banker was given

the special prize for leading at the half, not-

withstanding it was no race.

The novice race was won by a Chicagoan
and in the tandem event Bliss and Keator de-

feated Lumsden and Knisely, the chain of the

latter's wheel having broken. Keator rode a
half mile on a geared unicycle in 1 :59 3-5. The
summary:
One-mile, novice—John Clark, Chicago, 1 ; O. H. Otto,

Chicago, 2; L. W. Leonard, 3; John Adams, 4; time,

2:39 4-5.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—H. Burt, Wichita, 75

yds., 1; George Taylor, scratch, 2; George A. Banker, 20

yds., 3; time, 1:00 4-5.

Second heat—W. B. Inks, Ligonier, 100 yds., 1; E. A.

McDuffee, 25 yds., 2; W. S. Finman, 100 yds., 3; time, 1:05.

Third beat—E. C. Johnson, Cleveland, 30 yds., 1; CM.
Murphy, scratch, 2; John Clark, 3; time, 1:06.

Fourth heat—O. ?. Bernhardt, Toledo, 75 yds., 1 ; H.

U. Kirby, Marion, 100 yds., 2: James Levy, Chicago, 60

yds., 3; time, 1:05 1-5.

Final heat—W. H. Burt, 75 yds., 1; W. B. Inks, Ligon-

ier, 100 yds., 2; H. U. Kirby, 100 yds., 3; George F. Tay-

lor, scratch, 4; time, 1:03 2 5. Scratch man's time, 1:04.

Quarter-mile, division championship—W. C. Marmon,
1; E. V. Minor, 2; M. Black, 3; time, :16 1-5.

One-mile, open—First heat—George Banker, 1; George
F. Taylor, 2; J. P. Bliss, 3; time, 4:00.

Second heat^-E. A. McDuffee, 1; A. E. Lumsden, 2;

Hoyland Smith, 3; time, 2:35.

Third heat—C. M. Murphy, 1; G. C. Smith, 2; O. S. Brai-

ley, 3; time, 2:55. Not up to limit of 2:50—men rode in

final under protest.

Final heat—Taylor, 1 ; Lumsden, 2; McDuffee, 3 ; Banker,

4; time, 2:42. Not up to limit of 2:30—no race.

One-mile, tandem, time limit 2:40— J. P. Bliss and Roy
Keator, Chicago Club, 1; Lumsden and Knisely broke

down, were awarded second prize; time, 2:39 1-5.

Half-mile, state championship—W. C. Marmon, Indian-

apolis, 1; E. V. Minor, same, 2: H. U. Kirby, 3; time,

1:14 3-5.

One-mile, Fort Wayne Wheelmen—Marion Black, 1;

McClellan, 2: Haines, 3; Biscomb, 4; time, 2:49.

Two-mile, Indiana division championship, time limit,

C:00-E. V. Midor, 1; W. C. Marmon, 2; M. Black, 3; time,

f:51 1-5.

STRIKERS GAIN THEIR POINT.

The Mile Open Event at Fort Wayne Stands-
Wednesday's Races.

Fort Wayne, Ind. , July 26—The strikers in

yesterday's mile open gained their point, the

referee deciding to allow the race to stand. The
race was run in 2:42, but the time limit being

2:30 the referee called it no race. Because of

the good work done by Banker and Taylor in

the event the race was allowed to stand. In

to-day's races Bliss defeated Lumsden twice,

Knisely won the mile handicap, Nicolet won
the first heat and final in the 3:00 class, and
Emerson won the consolation. In the mile

open the ten starters attempted to do 2:20, but

rain had made the track soft, and 2:22 4-5 was
the time. Munger rode to-day, and as a re-

sult no time limits were necessary. The sum-
mary:

Quarter-mile, open—First heat—C. T. Knisely. Chicago,

1;E. A. McDuffee, 2; C. M. Murphy, 3; L. D. Munger,
Chicago, 4; time, :36 2-5.

Second heat—George Banker, Hoyland Smith and E.

C. Johnson qualified without riding.

Third heat—G. F. Taylor, 1 ; Smith, 2; George Emer-
son, Chicago, 3; time, :36 3-5.

Final heat—U. C. Smith, 1; George F. Taylor, 2; C. M.

Murphy, 3; George A. Banker, 1; time, :34 3-5.

One-mile, division championship—W. C. Marmon, 1 ; E.

V. Minor, 2; M. Black, 3; time, 3:14.

One-mile, handicap—First heat—W. S. Furman, 190

yds., 1; E.V. Minor, 110 yds., 2; O. L. Brailey, 75 yds.,

and A. N. French, 60 yds., dead heat; time, 2:28 3-5.

Second heat^-R. Y. Bernhardt, Toledo, 190 yds., 1; C.

T. Knisely, Chicago, 120 yds., 2; E. A. McDuffee, 50 yds.,

3; G. A. iianker, 30 yds., 4; time, 2:30.

Third heat—1. W. Leonard, 190 yds., 1; John Clark,

Chicago, 190 yds., 2; G. L. Emerson, Chicago, 40 yds., 3;

E. C. Cleveland, 60 yds., 4; time, 2:22 2-5.

Fourth heat—Anton Helmich, Chicaso, 155 yds., 1; R.

C. Baumann, 155 yds., 2; M. Nessel, Chicago, 155 yds., 3;

time, 2:J8.

Fifth heat—H. N. Kirby, 190 yds., 1 ; C. P. Bernhardt,

155 yds., 2; D. H. Grant, Warsaw, 190 yds., 3; time, 2:21 15.

Final heat-C. T. Knisely, 120 yds., 1; John Clark, 190

yds., 2; H. N. Kirby, 190 yds., 3; R. V. Bernhardt. 190

yds., 4; time, 2:19.

One-mile, 3:00 class—First heat—A. J. Nicolet, Chicago,

1; John Clark, 2: F. S. Dickinson, Chicago,3; RalphHoag-
land, Chicago, 4 ; time, 2:47 1-5.

Second heat—M. Nessel, 1; James Levy, Chicago, 2; O.

L. Brailey, 3; James Johnson, 4; time, 2:41 4-5.

Final heat^A. J. Nicolet, 1; M. Nelson, 2; O. L. Brailey,

3; John Clark, 4; time, 2:51. •

Half-mile, open—George F. Taylor, 1; E. C. Johnson, 2;

J. P. Bliss, 3; A. E. Lumsden, 4; time, 1:171-5; last quar-

ter, :30 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—O. P. Bernhardt, 300 yds., 1; J. W,
Clark, Chicago, 330 yds., 2; S. W. Gottshall, 380 yds., 3; M.
Nessel, 300 yds., 4; time, 4:47 4-5.

One-mile, open, ten starters—George F. Taylor, 1;

George Banker, 2; J. P. Bliss, 3; A. E. Lumsden, 4; tine.

2:22 4-5.

Five-mile, division championship—Marmon. 1; Minor, 2;

time, 21:30 2 5.

One-mile, consolation—George L. Emerson. 1 ; Levy, 2;

Helmich, 3; time. 2:51 1-5.

Taxis and Murphy in Trouble.

Philadelphia, July 24.—The assertion that

the racing board, since the inauguration of the

N. C. A., is chary about calling "suspects" be-

fore its august presence is not borne out by the

events of the last few days in this bailiwick.

George Gideon, the local member of the board,

has been hard at work during the last few
weeks hunting up evidence, and as a result of

his investigations, Taxis has been asked to ac-

count for a Columbia safety which he won at

the South End meet last month. The wheel is

now the property of a member of the South
End Wheelmen, who will say nothing further

than that the wheel was not bought from
Taxis. A notice of suspension has been mailed

pending an investigation and, in consequence,

Taxis was not allowed to ride in the second

day's races at Asbury Park. This is the second

time within a few months that Taxis has been

asked to explain certain queer transactions.

He is now "between the devil and the deep

sea," his license in the N. C. A. having been
revoked.

Mr. Gideon has also, aflei an extended in-

quiry, asked that Charlie Murphy be suspended

until he can explain away a charge of receiving

money as a prize. It appears that Murphy won
a prize to cost $35 at the home trainer races

held in connection with the cycle show in this

city last winter. At his request, the commit-

tee sent hiin a check for $15 instead, which he

stipulated was to be drawn in his wife"s name.
This check was lost in the mails, and another

was sent, made to his (Murphy's) order. Gideon

heard of this and the result is that he is after

Murphy with a sharp stick.

George F. Bowman, of the Quaker City

Wheelmen, will shortly make an attempt at

the local twenty-four-hour record, now held

by Dr. C. Z. Bahl, of the same club.

The Quaker City Wheelmen are having pre-

pared a map showing the route of the twenty-

five-mile road to be held in connection with

their race meet next month.

Bliss Wins a Time Medal.

J. P. Bliss is a member of the Cook County
Wheelmen as well as the Chicago Cycling

Club, and in the former's ten-mile handicap

road race, held last Saturday over the west

side course, the little man rode into thirteenth

place from scratch and also captured the time

medal in 29:18. This is record for the course.

The race was won by Hoyt, from the 4:30

mark, his time being 31:09. Thompson, who
was allowed one minute, and Sinsabaugh, two

minutes, also started with Bliss. Thompson
finished fourteenth and was within two sec-

onds of Bliss' time, while Sinsabaugh was un-

fortunate enough to be thrown out of the race

through a collision with Byrnes. There was a

strong head wind prevailing during half the

race but it did not prevent good time being

made. A large crowd of people witnessed the

race, which was started from West Forty-

second street on Washington boulevard.

Twenty-four men out of the forty-three entries

started, and of this number twenty finished.

It was expected that there would be a hot con-

test between Cutting and Thompson, but the

former, who had already secured his number
and was about to dress for the race, decided to

keep out when he saw Bliss arrive. For this

little act of cowardice, as his friends say, he is

receiving considerable guying. The table which

follows gives the order of finish and time:

Name. H'd'p. Time
Hoyt 4:30 31:09

Moore 4:00 31:19

Klein 3:00 30:40

Will 5:30 33:22

Turner 2:00 30:22

C. Brown 4:00 42:27

Hermann 2:30 30:59

Davis 4:30 33:00

Anderson 1:00 29:36

Fish 2:00 30:39 -

Levy 1:30 30:15

Foster 5:00 31:06

Bliss Scr 19:18

Thompson Scr 29:39

Spike 1:00 30:23

Wa'dman 3:00 34:10

Rutherford 4:00 34:10

Becker 1:30 31:52

Barnett 1:30 31:58

Killeen 5:30 30:10

# # *

Opening of the Circuit.

The Michigan division officers are making

great preparations for their tenth annual meet,

which is practically the beginning of the in-

ternational races. The races will be held Aug.

1 and 2. On the first day of the meet there

will be runs to principal points around the city;

afternoon, races, to which members of the L.

A. W. will be admitted free on presentation of

L. A. W. tickets: night, an excursion. Second

day, runs and go as you please, races in the

afternoon and an entertainment of some kind

at night.
-::- * *

Chillicothe (0.) Road Race.

Chillicothe, O., July 20.—The first annual

Chillicothe road race took place this afternoon,

starting at the court house, and was witnessed

by thousands of the curious. The course is a

circuitous one twenty-four miles long, and the

start and finish were made from the same

place. The road was not in the best condi-

tion, therefore the time made was considered
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LADIES DO NOT RACE
And consequently look more to comfort than to speed in the selection of a wheel. If the bicycle is speedy

there is a reason for it. In RAMBLERS it is the easy running bearings and the comfort promoting

G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES. All points considered, the

Ladies' Rambler Model UB*<T?>>

Is the best and most graceful light bicycle for women in the market to-day. It has the same kind of bearings

and non-slipping Corrugated Pneumatic Tires as are found in those swift, easy running Ramblers which

have carried winners in most races this year.

"IT'S BEARINGS and TIRES THAT COUNT."

Ask any Rambler Agent for a Catalogue of All Light Running Ramblers.

GORMULLY & JFFFFRY MFG. CO.,

Chicago. Boston Washington. New York. Coventry, Ens.

WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

Tires, Saddles, Tool Bagrs, Pneumatic Pumps, Repair Outfits.
WRITE FOR PRICES TO THE TRADE.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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good. As French of Columbus could not get

here, Tudor of Cincinnati had little trouble in

carrying off the time prize, a beautiful gold

medal. The race was won by Oscar Trimmer,
of Portsmouth. He is a powerfully-built fel-

low and of whom more may be expected later

on. Tom Eddy of Columbus took second

time, and Ben Graham, Chillicothe's crack,

took third and the gold medal offered for the

best time by a local rider. Summary:
Help. Time

Oscar Trimmer, Portsmouth ..• 8:00 1:20:38

W. G. Prescott, Finley 7:30 1:80:52

Cliff Hinson, Chillicothe 14:00 1:27:23

Bert Hicks, Chillicotlie. , 15:C0 1:29:00

TomK. Eddy, Columbus 4:30 1:19:43

C. E. Tudor, Cincinnati '.. 2:00 1:17:15

Ben Graham, Chillicothe 4:30 1:19:48

Hufus Hayes, Waverly 11:00 1:27:30

J. W. Kagar, Columbus 9:00 1 :27:30

W. S. Dent, Columbus 4:00 1:22:43

First Colored M.n's Races.

St. Louis, July 22.—The great Afro-Ameri-
can national race meet is now a thing of the

past, and it was quite a success in every re-

spect. The races were given here July 19,

under the auspices of the Von der Ahe Cycling

Club, the local colored organization. This

is the first time Von der Ahe's new cinder track

has been put to a practical test, and the result

showed that what Von does not know about

track building would fill a large book. One of

the spectators expressed the general sentiment

when he said: "Wait till the new professionals

get here and see that track; there'll be a grand
kick." The races were quite interesting and
showed that St. Louis has some very good
colored riders. The attendance was good, the

colored "400" being out in force, and a number
of the Pastime, South Side and Cycling club's

men being in the grand stand. The summary:

Half-mile, novice—Grant Brown, 1 ; Mark Townsend, 2;

time, 1:34.

One-mile, state championship—W. Shnms, 1; Henry
Stewart, 2; time, 3:10. A lively race for the first half,

after which the -winner shook the field and slowed down.
Half-mile, handicap — Grant Brown, 1; Stewart, 2;

time, 1:32 4-5.

Half-mile, hurdle—Won by Henry Stewart.

Half-mile, boys'—Won by Clarence Goin; a walk-over.

Half-mile, ladies' race—One starter, Miss Turpin, who
rode the distance against time in 1:55.

Half-mile, state championship—Stewart, 1 ; Simms, 2;

time, 1:22. Good for this track.

Exhibition half-mile by George Barrett, of New York,
on an ordinary; time, 1:45.

Ten-mile, "open to the world"—By far the best race of

the day. Simms set nearly all the pace, but in the final

spurt he unintentionally fouled Stewart and upset him.

Stewart was given first place and Ricks second; time,

30:34 3-5.

One-mile, consolation—W. Smith, 1; R. Ransom, 2;

time, 3:04.

Mayor Walbridge arrived after the second

race and made a short address of welcome to

the visitors, The meet ended on Thursday

with a steamboat excursion, at which the

prizes w ere presented.

* -X- *

Not Because She Rode A Wheel.

St. Louis, July 24.—Editor Referee: There

was an article in your last issue about the ina-

bility of a lady getting financial assistance

from the mayor of St. Louis "because she rode

a wheel." This does St. Louis quite an injus-

tice. Mrs. Barker did not make her request

to the mayor, but to Sergeant McGrew, who at-

tends to cases of this kind. She asked for

transportation to Indianapolis, where her

friends lived. McGrew did refuse to help her,

but all he said in reference to her riding a bi-

cycle was to call her attention to the inconsis-

tency of having money to rent bicycles for

pleasure and not having enough to take care

of herself over a rainy day. Some of the St.

Louis Cycling Club called on Sergeant McGrew
the next day, explained matters more fully to

him, and he secured the lady the desired trans-

portation. L. A. W. 9395.
# * *

Warren and Harding, Missouri Champions.

Sedalia, Mo., July 22 —This was an off day

for St. Louis; Kansas City took about every-

thing worth having at the division meet.

Harding won the mile division championship,

but Wttrren and Kindervatter took the other

open events. Warren lowered the state record

of 2:44 to 2:39, and later in tho day put the

figures at 2:29 4-5. Kindervatter rode five

miles in 15:46. The weather was good and the

attendance large. The summary:

One mile, novice—H. C. Wood, Kansas City, 1 ; C. W.
Rebenschied, Kansas City, 2; D. Coburn, Jr., St. Louis, 3;

time, 2:44 3-4.

Half-mile, handicap—Frank Furgason, Kansas City, 50

yds., 1; E A Graff, St. Louis. 30 yds., 2; H. R. Warren,

Kansas City, 15 yds., 3; time, 1:11.

Half-mile, boys—Henry Rebenschied, Kansas City, 1

;

J. Coo er Davis, St. Louis, 2; Babe Latour, Sedalia, 3;

time, 1:32 1-4.

One mile, open—H. R. Warren, Kansas City, 1; Charles

Kindervatter, Kansas City, 2; W. C. Wicke, St, Louis, 3;

time, 2:39

One-mile, 3:00 class — Charles Kindervatter, Kansas
City, 1; E. A. Graff, St. Louis, 2; G. P. Moore, Kansas
City, 3; time, 2:42 1-2.

- One-mile, handicap—D. Coburn, Jr , St. Louis, 95 yds.,

1; H. R. Warren, 35 yds., 2: E. A. Graff, St. Louis, 65

yds., 3; time, 2:29 4-5.

One-mile, division championship — Bert Harding, St.

Louis 1; Charles Kindervatter, 2; H. R. Warren, 3;

time, 2:51.

Two mile, team—G. P. Moore, H. C. Wood and B. C.

Howard, Kansas City Cycling Club, 1 ; O. L. Rule, J. Cox
and Bert Harding, St. Louis Cycling Club, 2; 46 to 38 points.

Two-mile, division championship—H. R. Warren, 1;

Bert Harding 2; Charles Kindervatter, 3; time, 6:58.

Five-mile, handicap—H. C. Wood, 5-J5 yds., 1; A. L.

Jordan, St. Louis, 425 yds., 2; D. Coburn, Jr., St. Louis,

475 yds., 3; time, 13:41 1-2.

One-mile, consolation—R. M. Tidd, St. Louis, 1 ; W. J.

Cox, St. Louis, 2; time, 2:54.

* * *

Road Race at South Chicago

The eight-mile handicap road race of the

Achatan club was held Saturday last, the start

and finish being at South Chicago. The course

was as follows: Start at Ninety-second street

and Commercial avenue, to Stony Island ave-

nue, to Seventy-fifth street, to Bond avenue,

to Cheltenham place, to Commercial avenue,

to Ninetieth street, to Exchange avenue, finish

corner of Ninety-first street and Exchange
avenue. The time medal was won by R. E.

Davis in 24:41, while Brandenburg, who also

started scratch, was two seconds behind. He
stated that he was twice held by a train. The
finish resulted as follows:

H'd'p. time.

Courtney R. Merrill 8:00 28:51

Zander Kraus 7:00 31:08 1-2

R. E. Davis scr. 24:41

H. Brandenburg scr. 24:43

W. Zlotanich 1:00 26:16

W. Klineman scr. 25:55 1 2

Oliver Halm 1:00 27:04

M. Kilpatrick 3:00 29:20

Arthur Bacon 2:00 29:04

J. Rogers 1:30 28:35

Ed Klineman 1:30 28:36

R. E. Falkner scr. 27:48 1-2

Charles Kawin 4:00 33:35

# * *

SaltonstalPs Protege.

Charlie Brown, the crack rider of the Eliza-

beth Athletic Club, is doing his club credit.

He started in the early part of the season in

poor shape, but now H. L. Saltonstall, his club

mate, who is deeply interested in him, believes

he will do great work from this on. Brown is

a splendidly developed young man and is

cashier in his father's New York place of busi-

ness. He is also a simon pure amateur. He
won a first and second at Asbury Park last

Friday, and rode very well. All will have a
chance to see Brown do great work at Waverly
Park, near Elizabeth, Sept. 9, when the E. A.

C. gives its tournament. Speaking of H. L.

Sahonstall, who is the donor of the world's fair

$1,000 cup, many wi.l be glad to learn that he

is just recovering from the hard rap Wall street

gave his firm in one of the early flurries of this

year's financial squeezes.

-X- # *

Good Meet at Omaha.

Omaha, July 24.—The most successful meet
ever held in Nebraska was the one given under

the auspices of the Tourist Wheelmen Satur-

day afternoon. The meet drew a large crowd,

the races were fast and exciting, and the prizes

were by far the best ever offered in the state.

A fine lantern parade was given on Friday

evening, in which 400 cyclers took part, and
an informal reception at the Tourist Wheel-
men's club house Saturday evening brought

the meet to a close. The races were held on
the half-mile track of the Omaha Driving Park
Association, which was in good condition. The
summary:

One-mile, novice—W. M. Barnum, Tourist Wheelmen

,

1; A. E. Proulx, T. W., 2; E. L. Duquette, Council Bluffs,

la., 3; time, 2:44.

Quarter-mile, open—First heat—W. A. Pixley, O. W. C,
1; Jack Culley, T. W. 2; L. E. Holton, T. W., 3.

Second heat—Harry Hattenhauer, Council Bluffs, 1

;

Sam Patterson, Plattsmouth, 2; William Schnell, T. W., 3.

Final heat—Hatton, 1; Pixley, 2; Patterson, 3; time,

:34 1-5.

One-mile, open- William Schnell, T. W., 1; F. Martz,

Crescent City, 2; J. F. Culley, T. W., 3; time, 2:41 3-4.

Half-mile, youngsters'—Bert Griffith, Council Bluffs, 1

;

Howard Benawa, T. W., 2; Charles Pegan, T. W., 3; time,

1:21 3-*.

Ten-mile, handicap—Russell Condon, O. W. C, scratch,

1; A. E. Proulx, T. W., 3 min., 2; William Schnell, T. W.,
scratch, 3; L. E. Holton, T. W., scratch, 4; time, 29:00 3-4

This is the first of a series of annual meets
which will be given by the Tourist Wheelmen.

* * -x-

Bird Is Minnesota Champion.

Winona, Minn, July 25.—The Minnesota di-

vision meet opened here to-day with fine but

extremely warm weather, a splendid attend-

ance, good programme and interesting racing.

Bird captured the two championship events

from Codman, and also the mile open. The
results of the first day's races follow:

One-mile, division championship—B. Bird, St. Paul, 1;

William Codman, Winona, 2; time, 2:46.

One-mile, 3:10 class—M. Bender, Winona, 1 ; N. J. Mar-

tin, St. Paul, 2; time, 2:58.

One-mile, 2:45 class—Bender, 1 ; Martin, 2; time, 2:45.

Quarter-mile, division championship—Bird, 1; Codman,
2; time, :35 3-5.

One-mile, open—Bird, 1 ; Codman, 2; time, 2:45.

Two-mile, handicap—V. Woodcock, Winona, 1: BirJ

scratch, 2; time, 5:28 1-5.

The evening races resulted as follows:

Five-miles, division championship—Bird, 1; Codman. 2

time, 14:29 4-5, breaking the state record of 14:30.

Half-mile, 1:20 class—Bender 1; Burroughs, 2; time, 1:21.

One-mile, open—Bird, 1; Codman, 2; time, 2:49 1-5.

Two-mile, open—Bird, 1; Codman, 2; time, 5:41 1-5.

* * -x-

West Virginia's Division Meet.

Wheeling, W. Va., July 24.—The prospects

for the first annual meet of the West Virginia

division are very bright. More energy is shown
than at any other time; some of this energy

was shown when the new wheel club was or-

ganized the other evening. The plan on which

that organization came into existence, pro-

vides for the expenses of holding the meet.

The necessary thing now is for the club to get
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Whitworths at New York.
LADIES' BICYCLE No. 5,

Weight complete with Whitworth Carter
Gear Case 33 lbs.

FACTORIES,

Birmingham,

England.

All Whitworths are built to suit the varying heights of riders, and with

the exception of the No. 8 Special Track Racers, can be fitted with specially

light, ingeniously constructed gear cases (Carter's patent), made at Whit-

worth Works.

TTTflTTPnm /ITl XTVP A\TT XI
"^e comPany are now showing at their New York offices, as well as at

IlluiiJjui llKADJi UrlLl, t^e World's Fair, Chicago, their world-famed Full and Light Roadsters,
Road and Track Racers, and Ladies' Bicycles.

'Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-64:6 Broadway.

CHICAGO, Stand No. 238,

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, WORLD'S FAIR.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

FIGURES TALK.
^m ^»-

The Dunlop Tires
Sold up to May 15th, 1893, number 505,000. You

can't go wrong in getting a

DUNLOP.
They Cost a Little More, but-

AMERICAN DUNLOP TIRE COMPANY,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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its most energetic members on the state meet
committees. Wheeling people have had a

taste of cycle racing, and like it. The coming
meet, with good and exciting races as a fea

ture, ought to be and no doubt will be an un-

qualified success.
# # *

Gold Hunters at Troy.

Troy, N. Y., July 20.—The good people of

Troy saw the first cash prize races in their city

to-day. The good weather which prevailed

enabled a good crowd to attend. The races re-

sulted as follows:

One-mile, opan, heats, purse $100—Wheeler, 1; Berlo, 2;

Dorntge, 3; times, 2:33 4-5, 2:40 3-5, 2:39.

Half-mile, handicap—H. E. Hutchins, 50 yds., 1 ; C. E.

Simons, Sydney, N. Y., 2; time, 1:07 3-5.

Two mile, handicap, purse $150 — Rich, 60 yds., 1;

Dorntge, 2; H. G. Crocker, 3; time, 4:50 1-5. Wheeler rode

from scratch in 4:59 3-5.

Quarter-mile, handicap, purse $100—Ashinger, 1; Al-

bert, 2; Newhouse, 3; time, :35.

SECOND DAY.

Halt-mile, open—H. C. Wheeler, 1 ; F. T. Service, Roches-

ter, 2; P. J. Berlo, 3; time, 1:10.

One-mile, novice, Rensselaer county and West Troy—L.
E. G.jGIeason, 1; time, 3:04 4-5.

One-mile, handicap, heats ; purse $150, divided—H. G.

Crocker, 1; A. S. Meixell, Lewisburg, Pa., 2; C. E. Simons,

Sydney, N. Y„ 3; time, 2:24, 2:28, 2:20.

One-mile, scratch, championship of Rensselaer and Al-

bany counties—L. E. G. GleasoD, 1; time, 3:05.

One-mile, purse $100—P. J. Berlo, 1; A. B. Rich, 2; C.

W. Dorntge, 3; time, 2:10 4-5.

Five-mile, Troy handicap—A. S. Meixell, 1 ; P. J. Berlo,

2; C. W. Dorntge, 3; time, 14:32 4-5.

An Early-Hour Sunday Race.

The first annual five-mile road race of the

Humboldt Park Wheelmen of Chicago was
held early Sunday morning on the Humboldt-
Garfield course. Eighteen out of the twenty
starters finished. De Cardy won first time and
second place from the 1 :30 mark, while Kug-
ler, a three-minute man, was first in. The
summary

:

Hdcp. Time.
F. J. Kugler 3:00 18:25

W. DeCardy 1:30 17:30

John Hansen 1:00 18:00

Gus Gunderson 2:00 19:06

Ed Bennett 1:00 18:15

C. Anderson 1:00 18:30

Fred Rau Scr. 17:32

C. Grenhardt 2:00 20:02

L. Williams 2:00 20:08

A. Amundson '

Scr. 18:09

Louis Sandvig -.- .- Scr. 18:11

A.Anderson Scr. 18:14

E. Demme Scr. 18: 16

M. Anderson 1:30 20:20

* * *

At North Attleboro, Mass,

North Attleboro, Mass., July 23. -The
meet of the Columbia B. C, held here to-day,

was a great success and some interesting races

were seen. The summary:

One-mile, novice—Fred J. Mills, Columbia B. C, 1 ; W. F.

Maintien, C. B. C, 3; Fred Billings, S C. W.,3; time, 2:39.

Half-mile, open—A. W.Porter, Waltham, 1; E. A. Nel-

son, S. B. C, 2; Monte Scott, Providence, 3; time, 1:14 3-5.

One mile, 3:00 class—Dennis Daley, W. C. C, 1; F. R.

Fuller, Providence, 2; T. W. Packard, Newburyport, 3; J.

P. Clark, P. C. C, 4; time, 3:00 1-2.

Half-mile, division championship—E. A Nelsou, S. B.

C, 1; C.T.Nelson, 2; D. Connolly, 3; time, 1:122-5.

One-mile, handicap—F. W. Haggerty, Waltham, 30 yds.,

1; F. A. Landry.Springfield, 90 yds., 2; E. J. Clark, P. C.

C, 70 yds., 3; time, 2:26 1-2.

One-mile, Old North Purchase handicap—J. A. Forbes,

scratch, 1; Fred J. Mills, 50 yds., 2; J. Hewings, scratch,

3; time, 2:40 1-4.

One-mile, open—A. W. Porter, W. C. C, 1 ; E. A. Nel-

son, S. B. C, 2; Eben H. Snow, P. C. C, 3; time, 2:35.

* -x- »

M. & W. C. C. Road Race.

The M. & W. C. C. five-mile road race was
held over the Oak Park course Saturday, and

was won by Henry Hoff, from the three-

minute mark, in 18:07. Holzbaur won the

time medal in 15:17 and finished seventh from

scratch . Summary

:

Hdcp. Time.

Hoff 3:00 18:01

Rau 2:15 17:11

Skelton 1:45 17:17

Kelly 1:45 17:21

Fitzgerald 3:» 19:12

Voigt 1:00 16:46

Holzbaur Scr. 15:17

Van Dyke 1:45 18:28

Brent 3:30 20:18

Sylvester 3:00 20:00

* * *

Club Race at Rochester.

Rochester, N. Y., July 22.—The second of

the Ramblers' Bicycle Club's series of road

races from its headquarters to the Latta house

and return was run Thursday evening. There

were seven starters, who finished as follows:

H'd'p. time.

H.Jones 5:30 41:35

G. E. Bartholf 5:30 41:57

C. J. Connolly 4:80 41:20

T. C. Uhlen 4:30 41:21

J.M. Kelley scr. 38:10

A. A. Baker 8:00 £0:00

W. W. Zimmerman 8:00 44:00

* * *

Cash Prize League Doings.

We learn from the N. C. A. official organ

that

—

C. C. Maas, Milwaukee, has taken out a license under

the N. C. A.

J. E. Scheller is Chicago's first representative in the N.

C. A. ranks.

Tom Roe has shaken off his tired feeling and has gone

into real training.

F. C. Fuhrman, of the Buffalo Ramblers, has cast his

ot with the N. C. A.

Harvey D. Hutchins, one of Maiden's fastest sprinters,-

has cast his fortune with the N. C. A.

P. T. Powers has been elected to fill the vacancy of the

position of general manager in the N. C. A. caused by Mr.

Troy's resignation.

Springfield will held a two-days' meet under N. C. A.

rules following right after the amateur tournament, when
the professionals will be sent after records.

* # #

Why Sanger Refused to Ride.

While at the Referee office last week Mr.

Sercombe, of Milwaukee, offered an explana-

tion of Sanger's refusal to ride at Rockville,

Conn. Sanger has been riding 1 3-4-inch

Palmer tires. The other men were on larger

tires, and weighed anywhere from forty to

sixty-five pounds less than Sanger. Culver

claimed that, on a heavy, dusty track, these

conditions would seriously hinder his man, so

that he advised him strongly not to start.

* * #

Wing Won Time Prize.

Ottawa, III., July 22.—The first annual

road race of the Kazoo C. C. was held Thurs-

day evening over the Dayton twelve-mile

course. There were twenty starters out of the

twenty-five entrants, and 2,000 people saw the

finish. Frank Wing- won the time prize in 39

inin. 5 sec. The race was won by Theodore

Crane, Arthur Snow second, James Green
third.

* # -X-

A Chance for Wheeler.

The Austral, the big Australian wheel race,

occurs in December. It is a two-mile handi-

cap, and first place is worth just $1,000 in

gold. Last year it was won by a 200-yard

man, H. H. Lambton, now in Chicago. Inas-

much as the prizes in this and other Austral-

ian races are cash, the United States have had
no one to send there, as all the racing men in

this country were amateurs—so called, at

least. There are some speedy cash prize rid-

ers now—Wheeler, Rich, Berlo, Dorntge and

others—and, no doubt, they could make a

visit to the antipodes and pick up a number of

shining soverigns. With Tom Busst off the

path, Wheeler would have an excellent show
to win the Austral.

* -X- -X

International Officials.

At the general committee's meeting Friday

night the officials for the international meet
were finally agreed upon as follows:

Referee—H. E. Raymond, Brooklyn.

Judges—L. A. Miller, Meriden, Conn.; G. D.Gideon,
Philadelphia; J. P. Huntington, Cleveland; J. M. Erwiu,

Chicago; Edward Meglemery. Louisville.

Clerk of the course—N. H. Van Sicklen.

Timers—M. A. Hosford, Thomas W. Fahey, Hartford;

H. G. Rouse, Peoria; H. L. Saltonstall, New York.

Starter—L. W. Conkling, Chicago.

Scorer—W. S. Bull, Buffalo.

Assistant scorers—E. J. Porter, B. V. H. Schultz, R. O.

Forrest.

Umpires—R. C. Lennie, C. H. Robinson, Frank J. Fan-
ning.

Announcers—W. C. Marion, W. A. Shockley and Harry
Hanford.

* * *

Hartford's Labor Day Programme.

The race committee of the Hartford Wheel
Club has arranged the programme of races for

its two days' meet, to be given at Charter Oak
Park Sept. 4 (Labor day) and 5, as follows:

First day — One mile, novice; half-mile,

open; one-mile, 2:45 class; one-mile, handicap;

one-mile, 2:35 class; one-mile, international;

one-mile, state championship; half-mile, handi-

cap.

Second day—One-mile, 2:40 class; one-mile,

open; one-mile, Connecticut riders, handicap

one-mile, international; quarter-mile, open,

half-mile, handicap; one-mile, 2:30 class: one-

mile, consolation.

With good weather this year's races will

probably excel anything heretofore given in

Hartford, as the track is known as one of the

fastest in the country. The prize list this year

is on a grand scale.

* * *-

Fast Going at Springfield.

One of the amateur racing men, now sta-

tioned at Springfield, writes as follows: "The
boys are all traveling fast just now, and tne

old park reminds me of '86, when records were
smashed almost daily. Harry Tyler rode a fly-

ing quarter in 27 3-5 and Windle in 28 without

pacing. Sanger has done 26 flat on two differ-

ent occasions — according to his trainer, but

Culver is notjvery expert with a watch. It

don't matter, h;wever, how fast they ride;

Zimmerman will beat them all at Chicago.

There is no one on the path to-day that can

finish with him."

# # #

Chicago Colored Men Race.

The Chicago Colored Cycling Club held its

first races Monday at Clybourn Park in connec-

tion with the St. George's Commandery, K. T.,

picnic. There were three events and a dozen

contestants. The two-mile scratch was won
by Edward Bell in 5:30. Truehill and Saddle

were backed for first and second, but both fell.

William Davis captured the five-mile handicap

and W. H. Terry made the best time, 18:37.

The mile handicap was won by Edward Brown
from the 120-yard mark. President Ellington

was the referee.

-X- *- *

Miscellaneous Racing Notes.

The' Telegram C. C. of Milwaukee will be

locatel at the Mecca Hotel, Thirty-fourth and
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OUR GUARANTEE.
We Make no Half Way Claims; Nor Show any Half Way Confidence.

We hereby guarantee every LU-MM-NUM Bicycle to be free from imperfection in material ormanu-

facture, when it leaves our hands. If any aluminum part proves defective within two years from date of

purchase, the owner may return same to us, at our expense, and we will furnish a new part without expense

to him, provided the original factory number of the machine is unaltered and intact.

If any material other than the aluminum parts prove defective within one year from date of purchase,

the owner may return same to us, charges prepaid, and we will furnish a new part without charge.

This guarantee does not apply to damage resulting from accident, misuse, or neglect, nor is it in any

sense an agreement to "keep machines in repair" for the time specified. In all cases where defects are

claimed, the parts must be sent us for inspection and judgment. We undertake and agree to furnish perfect

and marketable goods; having done this, our duty ends

Should any of the aluminum parts become broken by accident, misuse, or neglect, the owner may re-

turn them to us, charges prepaid, and we will allow $2.00 per pound for them toward the price of the new
parts required.

For the sum of $10.00, to be paid us at the time of purchase, we will insure the aluminum parts of any

LU-MI-NUM Bicycle against breakage of any kind whatever, whether arising from imperfection or

accident, for a period of five years, and undertake to keep the aluminum parts in perfect repair during that

time without expense to the original purchaser. In cases of breakage of parts thus insured they must be

returned to us before new parts will be supplied.

There is a Half Million Dollars Behind the Above Statement.

SEE THE -A.T THE

INTERNATIONAL MEET AT CHICAGO.

We wish to have every wheelman at the meet see and try our wheel. The more it is known the more

rapid will be its introduction.

" SEEING IS BELIEVING."

THE REVOLUTION HAS COME ^E
D
t
a
umbl,

d
n
y
g
the prices of steel bicycles

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Incorporated 1873. Caoitai $500,000. Send for Catalogue.

MENTION THE REFEREE
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Dearborn streets, during the international

meet.

Thomas Sanders of Birmingham has been in

Cleveland the past few days and is now at the

Wellington, Chicago.

Carman, Smith and Hensel are in training

at Rosedale for the Hamilton, Ont., meet, and
are doing some fast work.

The Crescent C. C, of Saginaw, Mich., is

arranging a meet for Aug. 3 and 4, when
$3,000 in prizes will be offered.

A joint civic holiday race meet is to be held

in Toronto, and an effort will be made to have
all the United States cracks compete.

G. P. Mills has given up the idea of bieak-

ing the Land's End to John O'Groafs record on
a safety this year. He says he is too busy.

Handicapper Patitz says he will not resign

his position, notwithstanding the many criti-

cisms regarding his work in the Milwaukee
road race.

T. L. Paine, of Milwaukee, is arranging a

road race for boys on the Whitefish bay road.

The limit will be five minutes. Boys under
sixteen are eligible.

Thursday evening last William Hyslop, the

Canadian champion, wheeled a flying mile in

2:18 1-5. Harbottle rode a flying quarter in

:32 1-5. Both are Canadian records.

A number of wheelmen of Anaconda, Mont.

,

are arranging a handicap road race for club

members, to be run from Anaconda to Deer

Lodge, a distance of twenty-six miles.

W. F. Murphy, C. W. Price and W. W.
Taxis have had their N. C. A. licenses can-

celed, it is said, because they violated the cash

prize rules and rode in outside races after re-

ceiving their licenses.

Linneman, the winner of the Atalanta 100-

mile race, is willing to give any one five

minutes' start ia a hundred-mile race for a
$100 trophy. Mr. Linneman, remember Wal-

ler's work at Detroit and withdraw the bluff.

The Bay City (Mich.) Wheelmen have de-

cided to hold races at the fair grounds Sept. 4

and 5. A twenty-mile road race over the

stone road which reaches nearly to Quanicasse

will be one of the events. The club will hang
up $2,000 in prizes.

The Hamilton (Ont.) Bicycle Club announces

the following eight events for Aug. 14: One-

mile, novice; half-mile, flying s'art; quarter-

mile, open; one-mile, 2:45 class; one-mile,

open; half-mile, handicap; two-mile, 5:30 class;

one-mile, handicap.

The Hastings (Neb.) Cycling Club held a

number of races last Friday night. Duer won
the quarter-mile in 38 1-4 sec. ; Wancan cap-

tured the half in 1:18 1-2, also the two-mile

handicap, and George won the quarter-mile

fat man's race in 43 1-2 sec.

Thursday, Aug. 17, is the date set for a meet

at Evansville, Ind., in connection with the

tri-state fair. Besides a ten-mile team race

between the Terre Haute and Evansville clubs,

the following events will be held: One-mile,

handicap; half-milt, scratch, and quarter-mile,

flying start.

The Miles Bicycle Club of Eau Claire, Wis.,

is arranging for a seventeen-mile road race,

from Chippewa Falls to Eau Claire, to be held

Aug 28. Prizes to the extent of $500 have

been pledged, and a like amount will be

secured. The race is limited to Wisconsin and
Minnesota riders.

CHARGES AGAINST ZIMMERMAN.

Chairman Raymond Receives Important Doc-

uments From the N. C. V.

New York, July 25.—[Special to Referee]—
Chairman Raymond has just received from

the National Cyclists' Union a number of doc-

uments concerning- Zimmerman, and the latter

has been served with a notice regarding them

;

also a copy of the same. Zimmerman says he

can disprove all allegations made. C. W.
Price lias joined the cash prize league, and

leaves for the west to-morrow.

It is probable that the document referred to

consists of an explanation from the N. C. U.

regarding the refusal to grant Zimmerman a

license, and possibly preferring some charge

against him in order to sustain the action of

the committee.

A Speedy Californian.

F. M. Magill was a California novice in May
of last year, but on the new Alameda track he

developed great going qualities and last season

won many handicaps and open races. He was
perhaps the best handled man on the coast. His

ability was known to but a few persons and

the handicapper was invariably lenient with

him. He has not ridden so well up to the pre-

sent time this season but will probably make a

better showing at San Jose- and Sacramento

later on.
»

Mr. Huggins On Australia.

Mansfield, O., July 22.—Editor Referee:—
I read your Australian correspondent's re-

marks referring to my letter in the Referee
in connection with racing in that country.

"Idle Boy's" language was certainly quite

absurd. My letter was not written for the

purpose of precipitating an argument with

your correspondent, but to correct the impres-

sion which he would leave in the minds of

your readers that it would be worth while

some of our raciog men visiting Australia.

What I wrote were facts, as near as I could

judge. If betting is prohibited now, it is anew
thing. I enclose you an official programme,

"price one shilling," of the 1891 Austral meet-

ing. As you will observe, it is bound in book

form with handy perforated coupons, to be

used in getting up sweeps, or "pools," on the

grounds. Your correspondent is very hospit-

able—very. However, he would show a more
generous interest in our racing men were he

to confine himself to facts and common sense.

His remark as to my not doing any more tour-

ing in Austral ia shows that he is level-headed

in some things. When there are so many
more interesting countries in the world which

may interest a fellow all his life, one would be

very foolish to visit again a country which has

so few charms as Australia. I enclose you a
letter from Tom Warwick, in answer to a

letter of mine asking him to give me an idea

of his experience in Australia. I think you
will see that his views do not differ very much
from mine. From the clear way Mr. War-
wick places the theory of Australian racing

before your readers, I think any one can see

that it is quite impossible for a man to visit

that country and make a success of it from a

racing standpoint. F. M. HuflOINS.

1893 FIXTURES.
JULY.

28—South Bend (Ind.). C. C. meet ani races.

29—Telegram Cycling Club tournament, Milwaukee.

AUGUST. (WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-12

—

Illinois Division, Rational It. A.. W. and
International meets, Chicago.

1-2—Michigan Division meet and international races at
Detroit, Mich.

2—5th annual tournament and 25-mile handicap road
race of Waiantha bicycle club, Richfield Springs,
N. Y. (L. A. W. sanction.)

14—Annual meet Hamilton (Ont.) B. C.

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

15—Annual Hanauer races at Carthage fair grounds,
Cincinnati, O.

16-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

19—Minneapolis C. C. meet.

19—Inter club road race. Buffalo.

22—Evansville C. C. meet.

24—Ziz-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet.

2S—Chippewa Falls to-Eau Claire (Wis.) 17-mile road
race.

28-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. meet.

30-31—Cleveland W. C. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

4-5—Hartford. Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A. C. eighth annual meet.
4-5—Diamond tournament Columbus (O.) C. C.

1—Century Bicycle Club meet at Canton, O.

7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

9—Boston. Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden ' 'ity Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

12-13—Springfield. Mass. Springfield B. C.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C.'s annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

18—New Jersey (place not named).

20-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.
30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.
26-27-^8—Inter-state FairtAssociation meet, Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

2— Capital City Wheelmen meet, Sacramento, Cal.
5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

To Our Readers.

If you can make eighty words from letters contained in

the word Montreal you can have a free trip to Europe
and return, as the Illustrated Publishing Company of

Canada offers to pay expenses to England and return to

the first person in each state sepding a list of not less

than eighty words as above. A host of other valuable

prizes will be given to successful contestants, and every

one able to send a list of not less than sixty words will be

awarded a prize valued by the publishers at not less than
five dollars. As prizes are equitably divided among the

different states persons residing in any locality have an
equal opportunity of securing the free trip to Europe, or

one or the other valuable prizes for their state. Enclose

thirteen U. S. 2-cent stamps (or 25 cents postal note) with

list of words for a large 96-pa^e picture book, entitled

"Dominion Illustrated," elegantly gotten up with illumi-

nated covers, a beautiful souvenir of British America, to-

gether with full particulars of this most liberal prize dis-

tribution. Address, Illustrated Publishing Company,
ground floor, Y. M. C. A., Montreal, Que.—2t

On Friday last the prize committee of the

international bicycle races, to be held at the

south side ball grounds Aug. 7 to 12, purchased

$5,000 worth of diamonds. These are to be

set in various articles, for prizes.

The Elgin Cycling Club has elected the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year: Van Car
lisle, president; Gus Johnson, vice-president;

Harry Stephens, secretary and treasurer; Ed
Wilkinson, captain, and Ed Rogers, lieuten-

ant.
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New
Racing

Shoe.

Designed especially for Track

Racing.

Made of finest Kangaroo and

Hand Sewed, with cleats to fit

any racing pedal.

Also a full line of Kangaroo

Bicycle Shoes for road riding.

CALL AND SEE AT

C. E. WISWALL & CO.'S,

160 State Street, CHICAGO.

For Sale.
A complete plant for making

SOLID DRAWN STEEL TUBE.
Been working four months. Would sell

complete or parts.

MIDWINTER,
CUMBERLAND STREET, - BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

S-4t

FOR SALE.
CHEAP, 1S01 Swift Racer; Dunlop Tires; recently over-

hauled; in splendid shape.

SCORCHER, care Referee

MONEY MADE EASY.
WANTED.—AGENTS in every town to sell one of

the best articles to riders of Bicycles.

The New Kempf Fibre Sprocket Chain
Runs perfectly noiseless, one-third lighter, requires
less lubrication and will wear longer than any
Sprocket chain in use, with less stretch. For par-
ticulars and samples address.

THE KEMPF MFG. CO.,
JSS Court Street, NEW BjI TEN, CO NN.

SOMETHING NEW.

Every Bicycle rider should try a box of EUREKA
BICYCLE POLISH. Makes enamel and nickel look like

new. Ask your dealer for it, or send 30cents to

A. L. THOMA'S CYCLE EXCHANGE,
PIQUA, OHIO.

thlitc p A PI?R can be nad at any of the lead_
1 n 1 r t\ r £j r\ ing news depots in Chicago on
Friday morning of each week. Ten cents a copy. For
subscription terms see elsewhere in this issue.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cyele Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Priees

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FENTON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS ^p urnim

Strictly High-Grade Bicycles.

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special of our LIGHT ROADSTER.

Reliable Agents Wanted.
Catalogue furnished on applicationMENTION THE REFEREE.
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HO IV THE LU-MI-NUM IS MADE.

Description of the Various Parts of the First

Aluminum Wheel.

The aluminum bicycle has caused so much
interest among riders and trade people that a

description of such a wheel will be most inter-

esting. From the advance sheets of the St.

Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Com-
pany, makers of Lu-mi-num, we extract the

following:

"First in interest and importance naturally

come the aluminum parts of the machine.

We find much misapprehension exists as to

what parts are aluminum, some seeming to

have an idea that the bicycle is con-

structed wholly from this metal. Noth-

ing could be farther from the truth, for

while our aluminum is far superior to

steel or any other material for certain

purposes, it is not suited to all parts of a

machine. Where we get improved re-

sults from its use we employ it, other-

wise we adhere to the most approved

construction in other materials.

"The frame is made from aluminum.

It is in one complete and perfect piece of

metal without joint or parts of any kind.

The aluminum having nearly three times

the toughness, stiffness and life of steel

tubing, we are enabled to produce a road-

ster frame at the weight of racer frames

of the usual construction, which has

ample strength for ordinary use. Part

of this superiority is due to the entire

absence of joints. Joints are a bad fea-

ture in any mechanical structure, but

especially so in bicycles, for if they be

made with bolts and screws the vibration

quickly jars them loose, and if they be

brazed the high heat required injures .

the metal, and in many cases entirely ruins

light frames. Added to this, multiplier

ity of parts and joints adds opportunity for

mistakes or faulty construction. The alumi-

num frame is in one piece, and there is no

chance for faulty workmanship.

"Furthermore, as we use no tubing we are

not confined to uniform size for the entire

length of the frame braces, but are at liberty

to strengthen by adding metal at points of

greatest strain. This is an important feature,

and it will at once be noted that wherever

braces connect they are enlarged and rein-

forced on the same theory that dame nature

follows when she makes a tree branch strong-

est near the trunk, and the tree itself strongest

near the ground. Our greatest feature, how-

ever, is the aluminum itself. The aluminum

of commerce has been brittle, flaky, dead, and

of little strength, and wholly unsuited to the

purposes for which we use ours. Our aluminum

is made and treated by an entirely new pro-

cess, under which we produce it, as shown by

Professor Johnson's report, of a quality show-

ing toughness, life and strength far in advance

of the best steel tubing, and it is on this main
fact that we base our claim of completely re-

volutionizing the construction of high-grade

bicycles.

"The front forks may almost be considered

as part of the frame; they have much the same
nature of work to do, and we build them of al-

uminum in the same way. The fork-sides,

fork-crown and head-tube are one perfect piece

without joint. Owing to our method of build-

ing we are enabled to give a taper to the fork-

sides and thus greatly strengthen them at the

top where the heavy strains are applied. The
fork-crown itself is a perfect arch, the form
best adapted to carry the weight and resist the

torsional strains caused by puohing the front

wheel. The head tube is thickened at the lower

end ond runs in one continuous piece through

the head, where it is joined by the handle-bar

post.

"The handle-bar is made from aluminum in

the same manner as the fork and frame. It is

in one whole piece with the handle-bar post,

and is tapered from the center toward both

ends. The same rules as to strength at various

points are applied here, and the rider will find

his aluminum handle-bar will spring very

slightly and evenly for its entire length, but

the only tiling that will do at all in moist cli-

mates.

" The ball bearings are all made from the

finest grades of specially forged s*-eel. * * *

The crank shaft and steering head bearing cups

are recessed into the aluminum frame, and are

wholly out of sight and protected from rust by
that metal. The cranks are finest quality steel

drop forgings. * * * They are detachable,

and secured by a cotter pin and nut. * * *

"The wheels are made with standard first-

quality steel solid rims, and steel wire tangent

spokes secured to the rim by phosphor-bronze

nipples, and wound and soldered at the cross-

ing. The hubs are finest mild steel forgings,

carefully turned and bored for the spokes and
fitted with hardened steel cups for the ball

bearings. This is the finest construction ever

put into a cycle wheel.

"Finish. The entire frame, forks, handle-

bar and seat post, are the natural aluminum,

handsomely buffed and polished, a finish su-

perior to anything else which can be produced.

The cranks, pedals, hubs and spokes are nickel-

plated over a copper base, and polished in best

manner. The wheel rims are enameled plain

black and polished.

"Weight. Aluminum is seven and one-half

will not bend or get out of shape in any way.

The seat-post is aluminum, in one piece, and of

a special form and section, designed for great-

est strength to carry the rider's weight.
'

' Note that all the above parts are aluminum.

They constitute what is ordinarily the heaviest

portion of a bicycle. They also are the parts

which cause the most trouble, and show the

greatest weakness in bicycles of standard con-

struction. We build them of aluminum be-

cause in so doing we produce them stronger,

tougher, stiffer, more lively; because they ai-e

without joints of any kind; because they will

not bend under any circumstances; because

there is no enamel to chip off or scratch, no

n :ckel to rust; because they are far lighter,

handsomer, more durable and better in every

way. Aluminum parts will not corrode, ruet

nor tarnish. "They are not constantly weak-

ened by the action of moisture internally.

They are not ruined by being left uncleaned

after a ride. The more you use and handle

them the better they look. Your machine will

not look like a wreck after a few weeks' aver-

age use and care (or want of care). They are

times lighter than gold; four and one-third

times lighter than lead; four times lighter than

silver; three and one-half times lighter than

copper; three times lighter than wrought steel.

Its specific gravity is 3.56."

The company is also building a racer and a

ladies' machine. The roadster will sell for $125.

NATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATION.

Those Who Favor It Will Please Say

"Aye."

Springfield, Mass,, July 21.—Editor Ref-

eree: From time to time efforts have been

made to promote an organization with reputa-

ble trade membership for the general conserva-

tion of the cycle trade. To enumerate the

reasons which have resulted in apparent in-

difference would serve no good purpose. Suf-

fice it to say that in the opinion of many
prominent men, the time is now ripe for an in-

telligent discussion of the matter.

Will, therefore, all manufacturers, import-

ers, jobbers and dealers who are interested in

the formation of a national trade association,
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America vs. The World . .

.

International, National and State

CHAMPIONSH
Cracks of all ~N~atioiis at Chicago, August 7 to 12.

The first races ever run for the Championship of the World. An $8,000 Track. A $10,000 Prize List.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL.

MONDAY.—All Chicago Clubs keep open house. TUESDAY.— Moonlight excursion. Free again.

WEDNESDAY.—Trocadero All wheelmen free. THURSDAY.— Wheelmen's night at the World's

Fair. And so on throughout the week

—AS TO HOTEL RATES.
Reports of extortion are absolutely false. Good rooms and good meals are obtainable in any part of the

city at rates to suit all. W. A Leonard, Jr., 908 W. Adams street, Chicago, will secure any kind of room

desired.

This will be the biggest event ever attempted in cycling. No league member should miss it.

• • • WE DON'T TALK . . .

SEND FOR A

OF EADIE'S

HUMBER PATTERN

FOR

. . . SAMPLE SET

. ROAD RACER

FRAME FITTINGS

1894.

They Talk for Themselves Much More Eloquently.

THE EADIE MFG. CO., Ltd., Redditch, En*
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communicate with me at their earliest con-

venience, with a view to holding a convention

in September? Yours faithfully,

A. Kennedy Child.

PARKHURST &> WILKINSON FAIL.

The Big Cycle Part House Forced to Assign on

Monday.

The great iron, cycle part and sundry house

of Parkhurst & Wilkinson, 148-164 Kinzie

street, Chicago, was compelled to make an
assignment late Monday evening to the Chi-

cago Title and Trust Company. It is roughly

figured that the liabilities are $500,000 and the

assets double that amount. Monday afternoon

the firm confessed judgment in the circuit

court in favor of the Continental National

Bank for 187,173.15, and this caused the firm

to make an assignment later in the day. The
firm has been doing business at the Continen-

tal bank for many years. A number of notes

of the firm had been carried by the bank for a
considerable length of time. These notes the

firm could not take up when due, and as the

bauk people saw no immediate prospects of

getting money on them, and not caring

to permit a renewal, decided to have judg-
ment entered against the firm. Just how mat-
ters will turn out is unknown.
Parkhurst & Wilkinson were prominent

in the cycle trade, being agents for a number
of large concerns making parts and sundries.

Tbey handled the entire output of C. J. Smith
& Sons, Milwaukee, makers of forks, fork-

sides, guards, rims, and handle-bars; the out-

put of the Indianapolis Chain and Stamping
Company; were agents for the Garford Manu-
facturing Company, Elyria, C, makers of Gar-
ford saddles; the Credenda Tube Company,
Biraunghatu/JEng., and the Union Drop Forge
Company. Besides being agents of these con-
cerns they handled impoi ted and domestic ce-

ment, oils, spoke wire, nuts, bolts, etc. They
did an enormous business with cycle makers
and repairers, particularly the smaller ones.

When anything in the line of parts was
wanted people usually went to Parkhurst &
Wilkinson.

Marriage of a Veteran.

J. Elmer Pratt is no longer a bachelor.

Last May, as he now confesses, he was married
to Miss Lillie Foster, an enthusiastic « he 1-

woman of Detroit, "with an eye for the beau-
ful in wheels and their riders—hence her pref-

erence for copper rims and their riders." The
couple will settle in Grand Rapids in the fall,

where, let us hope, like the good people in the
story books, they will live long and die happy!
Mr. and Mrs. Pratt expect to attend the in-

ternational races in August.

Stearns Will Not Cut.

Through the medium i f their "spokesman,"
the Yellow Fellow, E. C. Stearns & Co., Syra-

cuse, N. Y. , have sent the following to their

agents: "E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse, N.
Y., have never spent a single dollar making
experiments the aim of which was to produce
a bicycle which could be sold for less than
$150. This is an authorized statement. Hence
you will see that if the trade is disordered by a
break in prices, a fact heralded by the news-
papers as the dawn of an era of cheaper-

wheels, it is a matter which does not affect the

business of this establishment. E. C. Stearns

& Co. do not recognize the competition of

manufacturers who pretend to make a machine
of equal merit, the price of which is below

$150. It is of only trivial concern to them
that manufacturers, jobbers and agents, who
find themselves in tight times carrying bur-

densome stocks of unsaleable wheels, come
into the market with a flourish of trumpets to

announce a 'big cut in prices.' Under the dis-

pensation of high heaven, nothing ever held

its price on grounds more legitimate than the

strictly high grade wheel. The maintenance

of its present fixed price is the result of the

present inability of mechanical skill to pro-

duce high grade wheals for a lower figure.

There you have this question in a nut shell."

Want Bicycles In Brazil.

According to the Chicago Tribune dispatches

from Washington, the bicycle manufacturers

will, according to information received by the

state department, find a large and profitable

business in Brazil, where cycles are practically

unknown. It would be easy and not partic-

ularly expensive to send out an agent wilh a

consignment of good machines to place in that

republic. A cyclist who went there had his

machine sent to him, and on taking his first

ride created a veritable sensation, and received

offers from some hundreds of people who
wanted to buy his bicycle on the spot.

Bolte's Ingenious Device.

While in Chicago last week P. H. Sercombe
exhibited to us a hub and bearing case made,

in one piece, of tubing, by a process designed

by Mr. Bolte. The tubing is placed in a die

which just fits the tubing, except that near

the ends, where the hubs are to be, there is a

circular enlargement. The tubing is filled

with water and pressure applied, which causes

the tubing to bulge out as far as the die will

permit. Then the tubing is placed in another

die and pressure applied which brings the top

and bottom of each "bulge" together and the

part is complete. All this is done while the

metal is perfect'y cold, and the result is, it is

claimed, the lightest hub ever manufactured.

A Victor Ordinary.

How great a curiosity the ordinary has be-

come has been demonstrated in the Referee
office this week by remarks occasioned by the

arrival of a Victor of 1891 pattern, kindly for-

wardedby the Overman Wheel Company. As
a sample of one of the timst lines ever pro-

duced id will be preseived to remind the riders

of old of the days when the pneumatic was
unknown, but when, as in later days, the

"Victor made the pace."

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

It is said the 1893 wheels of one prominent

maker are being sold at from $35 to $40 in

Pittsburg.

Rouse, Hazard & Co.. Peoria, report that

they have this season sold 139 ordinaries and

that orders reach them every day for the high

wheel.

The great race from Vienna to Berlin, 375

miles, was won on a Triumph, in 31 1-2 hours.

The Triumph cumpany feels highly elated over

the result of this most important race.

On Aug. 3 an auction clearing sale of new
and second-hand bicycles— A. W. Gump &
Co.'s duplicate stock—will take place at Day-

ton, O. The sock consists of a hundred

wheels.

E. C. Stearns & Co., have issued an alber-

type of John S. Johnson and will be glad to

forward a quantity, suitable for window dis-

play, bill boards, etc., to anyone interested. It

is a handsome picture and would prove effect-

ive.

A large importing house, which has been
forced to pay duty at the rate of forty-five per
cent on bolts and axles, and whi"h appealed to

the board of appraisers, has received a favor-

able decision. Hereafter it will be required to

pay only two and one-half per cent.

H. G. Rouse, while in Chicago this week,
stated that Rouse, Hazard & Co. would not
make the Rudge next year. They would, how-
ever, continue making wheels and would select

a name later. A 27-pound road wheel, built as

a sample has been used all this season and has
not been found wanting in any respec..

L. M. Wainwright, president of th« Central
Cycle Manufacturing Company, of Indiana-
polis, who has been so seriously ill at Battle

Creek, Mich, with doable pneumonia for the

past nion'h, is convalescent, and will soon be
able to attend to his regular duties. We regret

to say, however, that Mrs. U'ainwright's health

is not improved, and that she is still seriously

ill.
_

Bicycle vs. Mowing Machine.

A case of road-hogism will shortly be heard
in New Jersey. Will Hart, Charles Rastall

and Thomas Vigus were parsing through
Metuchen on their bicycles about 9

o'clock one evening lately. Hart was
in the lead and s owe 1 a 1 intern on his

wheel. A farm w agon approached them and
the driver, it is said, did not turn out, although
Hart's lantern was visible, and he shouted to

the driver. In tow of the wagon, obscured

from the view of the bicyclists, was a mowing
machine, the ends of which protruded at least

two feet beyond either wheel of the wagon.
Hart missed the machine, but Rastall, in try-

ing to avoid it, fell upon it. He was thrown
violently, and was badly cut and bruised in

several places about the body. He had to be

taken home in a carriage. His wheel was a

wreck. Vigus's hand struck the machine and
a prong pierced it, making a painful cut. He
bled profusely, but was able to ride to New
Brunswick.

Rastall's damaged wheel was owned by Luke
Plumsteel, a New Brunswick bicycle agent.

He went to Metuchen and asked Olsen, the

owner of the team, to pay the damages. Olsen

refused, and Mr. Plumsteel placed the case in

the hands of a lawyer. Four witnesses will

swear that Olsen oerupied the entire road.

Savannah Wheelmen Dine.

The second anniversary of the Savannah
Whee' men's Association w as celebrated at pic-

turesque Thunderbolt, under the hospitable

roof of Mrs. Bunion's hotel July 17 It is un-

necessary to say that the annual club dinner

was a success. All that the Savannah boys

have done has been a success. Speeches fol-

lowed the banquet. The Savannah Telegram

devotes a column to the affair. The club paid

President C. S. Richmond a deserved compli-

ment by again placing him in a position which

he has filled with much ability as all northern-

ers who have met him will say. The election

resulted as follows: President, C. S. Richmond;

vice president, William Denbardt; secretary,

Leigh M. White; treasurer, H. T. Moore; cap-

tain, W. P Ott. The following gentlemen

were elected as a governing board: A. M. Bell,

C. H. Rivers, Jr. , George A. Gregory and D,

A. Tuberdy.
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25 -Mile Competition Record
LOWERED TO 1 HR. 6 MIN. 10 SEC.

ON AN

m>i
By Frank Waller

in the Hilsendegen Road Race,

At Detroit, June 22nd.

All the road cracks—McDuffee,

Gary, Van Wagoner, Hurlburt, Herrick, Nessel and Ulbricht—BEATEN
BY OVER SIX MINUTES.

Waller had 30 sec. handicap, made his own pace and cut the record five

minutes. At the same time he lowered all records from 15 to 25 miles. This is

record for track or road in competition.

BETTER RIDE AN ARROW.

CENTURY CYCLE MFG. CO-, - - Indianapolis, Ind.

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved DrawbencJi for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY,

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS, ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Tears. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

~\rj±JS{ OPPEN & CO., limited,
Forwarding, Commission and Insurance Ags., 162Aldersgate St., LONDON, E. C. (Eng )

AND AT

IjrjBJJPOOX, PA.S.IS, EMXCESICM, WESEL, BOSAS.IO,
14 South John St. 14 Rue Tavart. Germany. Germany. Argentine Republic.

THE LARGEST

Forwarders of Bieyeles and Aeeessories in the World.
Low Through Rates from any part of Europe. Correspondence invited.

CABLE ADDRESS:—
"Vanoppen," London, Liverpool, Paris, Emmerich & Wesel.

Say, you, there!
Why don't you keep up with the times?

There is only one way to do it, and that

is to read a reliable journal weekly. . . .

The Referee is the journal.

Double-Ball

© ne Connection

PUMP.
t0 fit Any Valve.

No more time wasted hunting for connections; no more
space wasted carrying two connections, no more buying
new connection if you change your wheel, no more cuss-

ing, no more trouble, no more worry. Costs no more
than any good pump. The Double Ball Pump is the

lightest, easiest, quickest, best selling and WINDIEST
Pump made.

Special terms to agents. Get circular.

HEATH CYCLE CO.,
703-705 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis,

MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE BUFFALO CYCLE STANDS!
Eight years on the market and still ahead.

Several styles—for all kinds of tires.

I also make the Buffalo Horn
Trainer. For prices and circulars

address

E. N. BOWEN,
879 Main Street, - Buffalo, N. Y.
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-PHtEBUS" FAVORS MAKERS' AMATEURS.

Thinks the Trade Should Take Charge of Rac-

ing and Racing Men.

There is little of real interest to wheelmen on

the tapis just now; times are in that quiescent

state so common just before a great commo-
tion. Everyone is getting ready for the racing

circuits, and when they fairly open up there

will be doings and doings—at least so say Zim-

merman, Sanger and Johnson, with an echo

from a lot of men who are mighty near the

champions. The back-down of the racing

board and the warlike attitude of the diminu-

tive Davy Post toward the no less warlike

Colonel Burdett, whose physical make-up puts

him on the light-weight basis of Davy and re-

minds on-lookers of a battle between bantams,

seem to be received with languid indifference

by a sleepy and sun-burned public.

The truth of the matter is that bicycle racing

has grown into such a large and diversified sport

that it is too big for the L. A. W. to handle,

and the good old dame should turn loose her

overgrown kid to hustle for himself. The pub-
lic wants sport and does not care a rap whether
its half-dollar is paid to a pure amateur or a

pure professional organization, or whether the

competitors ride for a cucumber or a fifty-

three-cent silver dollar, so long as they ride. It

is a well-known fact among those who really

have a chance to investigate, that the talk of

our crack riders paying their own expenses, or

having them paid by rich and indulgent aunts

and grandmothers, is rot. Every man Jack of

them has drawn salary and has ridden a ma-
chine of some particular maker. And, when
one gets to the bottom of the matter, why
shouldn't the men most interested in and most
willing to pay for the efforts of crack men
bear the expenses and pay the men for the

hard and telling work which they do?

Is it not true that better results will occur
when rival racers are mounted upon rival ma-
chines? Would any maker pay a man for rid-

ing if he did not win at least a majority of

his events? Is it not true that a majority of

races would be run more with the legs and less

with the expansive think-pans of racing men
if salary and position depended upon speed

being gotton out of the machine?

I am first, last and all the time for makers'

amateurs. I do not believe in cash prizes, such
emoluments will lower and eventually ruin the

sport; makers' amateurism will make it. Those
who have ridden for the great maker in the

past are the fastest and cleanest racers on
earth. Count them—Hendee, Osmond, John-

son, Zimmerman, Tyler, Taylor and dozens

of other men as great, or nearly so, who have
made racing a sport, and who have always
been, with perhaps few exceptions, gentlemen
and sportsmen without the trade.

The sport could not and cannot live six

months without the trade. Everybody knows
that. Why is it that the dinky-doodle, petty

official of the Burdett and Raymond type find

it necessary upon every occasion to "roast" the

trade and fling sweeping inuendoes with un-

sparing hand against the very pillars and
foundation of cycling? How long could the

L. A. W. last with its shillyrshally schoolboy

business methods, were it not every now and
then boulstered up by liberal donations from the

traie?

When affairs get so hopelessly tangled that

a real man or some real men must take hold of

t, allow me to suggest the trade.

I am happ/ to hear that Mr. Raymond has

been headed off. It is such a foolish thing for

any man to start in on a job which he has

neither nerve nor ability to carry to a legiti-

mate conclusion. Let the trade conduct the

race meets; let the trade pay for and furnish

The Invention.

the racing men; let the trade handle the busi-

ness, and the public will get good, clean,

healthy sport, the events will pay, and the

papers will not be filled with the discord Ray-

.-J&

An Idea.

mond twaddle anent Raymond, Johnson and

the balance. Phcebus.— i » »

The Adirondack Cycling Club, of Dolgeville,

N. Y., is a new organization with the follow-

ing officers: President, W. H. Fayville; vice-

r^^ift^*^
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The Result.

president, William Brayton; secretary and

treasurer, D. R. Fowler; captain, Zephi G.

Brockett.

THE ANONYMOUS WRITER.

Men Without the Moral Courage to Back Their

Opinions.

The most despicable person that inhabits this

earth is the anonymous writer, when he or she

essays to launch forth attacks on the charac-

ter or motives of private or public characters.

Very few editors will condescend to serve as

the breastwork for such people—certainly no

editor who admires courage and fair play will.

The columns of a respectable journal will not

open themselves to the anonymous coward

who attacks behind a nom deplume, or behind

the shelter of the editorial chair. 'When the

acts of citizens eithsr in private or official life

are attacked or criticized, the least that can be

expected is that the persons who make the at-

tack sign their names to their accusations or

criticisms. The fellow who condescends to

such methods of attack is generally a feather-

weight in logic and brain power, and is the

most contemptible cur that feeds his lungs on

the air that men of at least some courage

breathe. He is a literary moonlighter, a per-

son to be feared and also pitied—feared as one

who stands in the dark with uplifted dirk to

destroy those he will not fight in the open and

light. Why do these persons hesitate to sign

their names ? Are they afraid of the man or

men they attack ? If they are their fight is not

commenced on justice and right and their con-

science makes groveljpg cowards of them.

Language, however apt, cannot portray and do

justice to the individual referred to, and the

only means of reformation is to appeal to

the manhood and sense of fair play of

the editor who shelters the fellow, who
shelters the moral coward, who delights in

murdering by the shot from ambush. If their

quarrel be just they should have no fear; the

right will eventually prevail, and public

opinion will sustain them. If their quarrel be

not just, then they should take their defeat

with that grace that thousands of courageous

persons are doing daily. Experience teaches

us that when accusers seek to conceal their

identity, it is prima facie evidence that they

are actuated by some impulse, of which they

have reason to be ashamed. No one will

say that this is the fair and manly part to

play in life. We may have faults, but when
you strike give the other fellow a chmceto
return the blow. The anonymous accuser

should be discouraged, and editors will mate-

rially assist in making a man of him by refus-

ing his screeds unless he signs them, in order to

prove his belief in them. These remarks are

occasioned through the fact that Walter J.

Masterson of New York, who is contributor to

the Sporting Times and Sun, is charged with

sending attacks on the writer to the Bearings

and the American Cyclist under various nom
de plumes, and sometimes without even that

distinction, while at the same time we partake

of cool refreshments together at luncheon

time. The boy has fallen much in the writer's

estimation, and will also in that of many of

the New York daily newspaper men with

whom he is on familiar terms, while at the

same time attacking their motives anony-

mously. W. J. M.

The Bay View Cycling Club is an organiza-

tion recently formed in the South Milwaukee

suburb. The officers are as follows: President,

F. W. James; vice-president, S. J. Walters,

secretary, B. E. Saveland; recording secretary,

H. Lamont; treasurer, George Seeley; captain,

H. Zerbel.
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Convicted.

Ah, woe is me that such a tale good people's ears should

shock,

But Augustus (shame to say it!) stands within a pris'ner's

dock

—

Augustus, whom we've known so long, who sits his wheel

s'> well on,

Is standing in the place of shame, presumably a felon!

For policeman No. 49 (that's Timothy O'Hooligan,

Whose eagle eye and brawny arm are terrors to unruly

men)
Has got a case ag.iiust him that 'hf jury must indorse;

The verdict must be "guilty," and Hie law must take its

course.

Oh, vain Belinda's piteous tear! Oh, vain the pris'ner's

pleading!

For Justice stern of tears and prayers aliKe is all unheed-

ing.

Augustus is convicted, spite his mingled pleas and cursin',

Of carrying a "lethal weapon" on his guilty person.

For Officer O'Hooligan by all that's good has sworn

That a weapon 'twixt the leglets of Augustus bold was
borne.

Asked by the jury to explain, he added as a solver,

"He wor ridin' av a wheel, and that the wheel wor a re-

volver." Tommy Don.

Edge Admits He Was Wrong.

The followiug wail comes fro .1 the Referee
(Chicago): " What does Tummy Edge think of

Sanger now. since he won the one-mile Eng ish

championship? A year ago, after having ex-

pressed his mind pretty freely about Zimmer-

man's poor riding, he had the pleasure of see-

ing the American trot off with three out of

four English championships. Edge made a

number of very uncompmuentary remarks in

British Sjwrt about Sanger. We predicted

that Sanger could ' wallop the best man the

Englishmen could trot out," and he has done

so. We did not suppose he cuild win every

time, but we did think he could hold himself

even with the best of them. He has captured

the pick of the championships " Well, we own
ourselves wrong about Sanger. He has proved

himself a good man. What were we to expect

of him, however, when the Referee and oilier

western papers led us to expect a braggart,

who could do more talking than riding? The
Wheel bears us out in what we say, for, com-
menting upon Sanger's win, they say: "Through
no fault of his own, he (Sanger) went abroad

an unpopular man, with an unraerrited reputa-

tion of a braggart who had no right to class

himself with champions. The western press

was responsible for this Until Sanger sailed

for Europe he had never visited ihe east. The
Wheel met him for the first time the day be-

fore he sailed, and soon discovered that he was
more sinned against than sinning. Far from
being boastful or talkative, he prov, d him-elf

a modest, retiring, taciturn fellow, but one

whose powerful frame and determined face

carried conviction with them." The Referee
is wrong when it says he could " wallop the

best man the Englishmen could trot out," sim-

ply from the fact that the N. C. U. prohibited

our best men from riding. We say this with-

out wishing to detract one jot from Sanger's

meritorious win in the mile championship —
British Sport.

Milwaukee is to have a novel race Sunday,
according to a local paper: "Tired wheelmen,
led by John Schmidtbauer, will ride a road

race over the Whitefish bay course Sunday
morning, July 30. The conditions stipulate

tb;itthe riders shall neither sprint nor pedal
down hill, coasting being in order. Each man
will be compelled to purchass his own prize.
The judges, timers and starters will be obliged
to pay a fee of ten cents, the same as the rid-
ers. The prizes include three water melons,
gum, tobacco and sundries,"

\\ NJ^Lj-,,/

5UN0L SUPERIORITY
Is proven by the receipt, almost

daily, of letters such as Uiis:

The Mclntosh-Muntington Co.: Dear Sirs—
It gives me great pleasure to write your
irm that I am delighted with the Sr.sc, 1.

biGHT ROADSTER, having 'liven it a thor-

lugh test on the Washington aud Browns-
/ille Pike and the (ireensburg Pike. Also

tad the pleasure of doing the first Century
jnaSu.s-oi. over the Butler Flank Road.
.u all bavin- traveled over a Thousand
vliles in the month of May. .My wheel is

is good as the day I bought it from your
'eufc, the Pittsburgh Cycle Co.
Central Stuek Yards, Yours truly,

•iUSburgh, June 3. 1893. W. M. IMHOFF.

Surely the Sunol Leads.
The McIntosh-Huntington Co.

>end for Hardware and Bicycles,

atalogue. Cleveland, Ohio.

_";low & Dowse, Boston, Mas*., Sole Agems New iSnglaad

V Y V^4
"PERFECT" POCKET OILER, Improved Pattern,

Is generally recognized as the best and neatest oiler in the world, for the following plain reasons:
1st. It is thoroughly tight and clean.
fnd. It is always ready for immediate use.
3d. It is never out of order and is practically imperishable.
4th. It regulates the supply of oil better than any other oiler. It not only makes your oil last longer, but saves

your machine from the grease and dirt caused by too much oil.

One-half
Actual
Size.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

HOLDERS

To carry above oil can on a bicycle. Thoroughly
adjustable and easily attached to any part of the ma-
chine. No rattling. We also make a larger size holder
to carry your pneumatic pump. Handsomely nickel-
plated.

Price for either size, 35 cents each.

Cashman & Denison,
173 Ninth Ave., NEW YOItK.

WQBK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-
pected success tliiLt will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found ou the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on $7500 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, bo'ys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so
easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the businp^s reap the advantage that
arise? from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succe*^! grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty
of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, but have a few spare moments, and wish
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive
full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO ^ox No. 400, Aug;usta, Me.

Kansas City. Mo.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive,
i onveniently carried in the
vest tocket. Each pair
packed in a npat metal case.

Price, by mail, 20 cents.

KiyGMjiy & co.,
Peoria, HI.. St. Louis, Mo.,

Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

QUAKER CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER
(Patented)

PRICE, $1.75. Put on or taken off in a second.

WALL & BOYEK,
1714 North Broad Street. PHILADELPHIA, *>A.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

WANTED.
AGENTS.—Bicycle Riders—in every town and city, to

sell our patent bicycle seat spring. Fits all wheels
and sells on sight. Liberal commissions.

The Nicholson Co., Rochester, N. Y,
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THE CUCA COCOA CUP RACE.

SHORLAND WINS IT THE SECOND TIME

AND BREAKS RECORD.

He Distanced All Other Competitors and Rode

Over 428 Miles in Twenty-Four Hours

—How the Others Finished

History of the Race.

London, July 22.—For the second time

Frank Shorland won the Cuca Cocoa cup
(twenty-four-hour) race at Heme Hill, cover-

FEANK SHORLAND.

ing 428 miles 440 yards. There were eighteen

entries for the three styles of machines

—

geared ordinary, safety and tricycle. The

score at the finish was as follows:

Miles. Yards.

Frank Shorland 438 440

F.T. Bidlake 410 1,110

Hermann Hammond, Essex Wheelers 398

J. H. Cocker, Sharrow C. C 388

Donald Lacaille, Glasgow Northern 387

J. G. Sames 334

Norbert Chereau, France 318

ALBERT BRUNDRETT.

Among the other entrants were J. E. L.

Bates, Surrey B. C. ; Albert Brundrett, Catford

C. C, Bradford; Charles Lucas, Anfield B. C:
A. V. Linton, Cardiff Harlequins; C. H. F.

Mitton, Nelson Star; E. Mousset, Paris; A. F.

Nixon, Tom Parker. J. F. Walsh, H. Arnold,

F. T. Bowen, George McNish, Nottingham. J.

M. James, second last year, did not enter,

being out of condition, while Holbein decided

last year to do no path work and kept to his

resolve. Dance did not enter, fearing he
would spoil himself for the balance of the

season. —
That Shorland would win the great Cuca

Cocoa cup race is not at all surprising; he is

far the best long-distance man in England to-

day. But it was hardly expected he would
ride 428 1-4 miles in the tv. enty-four hours.

Some thought he might get up to 418 or pos-

sibly 420, but not 428. Last year Shorland

won the race easily, and covered 413 miles

1615 yards, a marvellous record at that time,

must ride out and past the contestant who is

leading and then, being in first position, may
call for faster pace.

Prior to Shorland's last-j ear's record Spooner
held the twenty-four-hour path record, 375

miles, 1,560 yards, made at the Parkside track,

and Waller held it before him.

The Referee presents the pictures of Messrs.

Shorland, James and Brundrett, who have
figured so extensively in the Cuca Coco 1 cup
race.

No Chance Against Americans.

Months ago we expressed the belief that no
team, English or Irish, would be sent to Chi-

cago. The attempt in England to raise funds
has failed, and no attempt was- ever really

made in Ireland. The Zimmerman incident

was the death-blow of the English team. Some
way or other, after his treatment, no racing

J. M. JAMES.

and one which stood until Dubois, the French-

man, rode 421 miles in the time. LastTyear

James was second, with 407 miles 285 yards to

his credit; J. F. Walsh, third, 384 miles 874

yards; A. Brundrett, fourth, 379 miles 796

yards.

The Cuca Cocoa cup race is an annual affair,

run under the N. C. U. rules, and the winner

is required to win the cup three times, though
not necessarily in succession. The London
County Cycling and Athletic Club has the race

in charge and has the right to limit the num-
ber of entries, five to be the minimum. The
contestants are required to wear white gar-

ments and the pacemakers must be clad in

dark-colored suits. The pacemaker takes or-

ders for pace from the second man only. If a

man in fifth position desires "more pace," he

man seemed to care to travel. Ignominious

defeat would have been their portion, how-

ever. There is really no tip-topper in the

United Kingdom at present; and even if thero

were, unless he ceased "playing" with racing,

as Sanger's trainer described it, and made is a

profession, as the American cracks do, he

would stand no chance against America's best.

—Irish Cyclist.

Tickets Are On Sale.

Season tickets for the international meet are

on sale at the Spaulding, Pope, Stokes and Cov-

entry company's stores.

The Diamond Wheelmen, of Detroit, have

arranged for a century run Aug. 6 over the

Saline and Ann Arbor course.
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WIDTH OF WAGON TIRES.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF

WIDE AND NARROW TIRES.

A Bill to Regulate the Width of Tires Killed

in the Massachusetts Senate — The

Highway Commissioners on the

Matter.

During the last session of the Massachusetts

legislature there was introduced into the house

a hill having for its object the regulation of

the width of wagon tires. The bill was killed

in the senate and considerable surprise has

been expressed at the action of the Highway
Commission in the strong opposition which it

brought to bear on this measure. The com-
missioners, however, explain their position in

a report which has recently been published.

A great many persons have suggested to the

commissioners that the first step towards the

improvement of our roads should be legisla-

tion to regulate the width of tires. The gen-

eral opinion, in fact, is that the highway
would be improved by compelling the adop-

tion of wide tires.

The question is not a new one. More than a

century ago the authorities of Great Britain

undertook to improve their public roads by
legislation on this very point, proceeding on
the understanding that roads can be preserved

and in a measure improved by insisting on so

wide a tread to wagon wheels that they could

not make deep ruts even in a soft roadway.
Yet the Massachusetts commissioners take

the ground that the weight of evidence is

strongly opposed to the supposition that any
material benefit results from the use of wide
tires as a road-building agency. In support of

his position so eminent an authority as Thomas
Codrington is referred to as saying that the in-

creased toll on narrow wheels did not prevent
their use nor the carrying of heavy loads on
them. Even McAdam himself admitted that

many of the regulations of his day respecting

wheeled carriages might very well be ques-

tioned. He was of the opinion that many of

the road laws were oppressive to commerce
and agriculture, inasmuch as they necessitated

the inconvenient construction of wagons. An-
other well-known English writer touching on
this point said: "Broad-wheeled carriages are

found to be so unadapted to the purpose of

husbandry, the number of horses requisite for

their draught so great, and the benefit of them
to the roads so questionable, that neither the

encouragements on the one hand or the dis-

couragements on the other have been suffi-

cient to bring them into general use." At the
same time it is certainly admitted by all that
narrow wheels cause the greatest damage to

roads.

To show that the road must be first properly
built in order to receive any benefit from wide
tires, the commissioners have made use of two
practical illustrations^-an ore team on a road
in Oharlemont, and a coal team on a macadam
road in Chelsea. The first represents a four-
inch tire bearing a load of 956 pounds per inch
of tire, the second a three-inch tire with a
load of 1,348 pounds per inch of rear wheels.
It the case of the broader tires the ruts are
about sixteen inches deep, while in the other
the heavy load rests directly on the surface,

because the road is built of trap rock properly

laid clown and firmly rolled. It is of interest

to note that the road has stood this continuous

wear with no repair for nearly five years.

After the road has been correctly built, all

agree that a moderately broad tire is of advan-

tage as a preserver of surfaces, but while so

many are emphasizing the value of the wide

tire they are losing sight of the advantage of

wheels of large diameter. As established by

the experiments of the French engineer, M.

Morin, with an equal load on the same road-

way a wheel 6 feet 8 inches in diameter will

make only a slight trace on its passage over the

section, while a wheel 4 feet 9 inches in diame-

ter will cut deep ruts.

The Royal Agricultural Show of England has

conducted experiments which prove that it re-

quires a pull of one pound to move thirty-five

and one-tenth pounds on wheels three feet five

inches in diameter and that the same pulling

force would move fifty-eight and seven-tenths

pounds on wheels five feet in diameter. From
this it was concluded that the resistance in-

creases very nearly inversely as the diameter

of the wheel.

It may be asserted as a general rule that on

ordinary roads every vehicle has to bear down
the surface so as to bring enough of the tire in

contact with the road to uphold the load. At
the same time it is also true that on a well-

built road this force bearing down does not ex-

ceed the elasticity of the road, which quickly

springs back to its place as the wagon passes on.

There is another point of view in the ques-

tion of width of tire. When the roads are in

fair condition a considerable width of tire is

desirable, but when the road is soft, the nar-

row tire has the advantage of cutting directly

down to a foundation which is hard enough to

support the load while the broad tire labors

under the disadvantage of lifting a large

amount of mud which adheres to the felloes

and fills in the spaces between the spokes.

Taking all these things into consideration the

Massachusetts highway commissioners are of

the opinion that it would be a matter of doubt-

ful expediency to attempt by legislation to con-

trol the width of tires or the diameter of

wheels. It is stated, moreover, that there is

such a diversity in the condition of the road-

ways of Massachusetts that it would be practi-

cally impossible to frame a general wagon law
which would suit the needs of the state and
which could be enforced.

In investigating this particular phase of the

road question the commissioners have studied

the character of the wagons used in the various

cities of the state, the result being tabulated

and published in their annual report. This has
brought to the public attention the interesting

fact that the owners of teams have adopted (a

great many locally), peculiar arrangements
whicn suit the conditions they have to meet.
The wagons and carriages of Massachusetts
have thus attained a perfection of development
unknown elsewhere and yet the roads in part,

at least, have remain d in a deplorable condi-

tion. This is explained in the following way:
The wagons and carriages are perfected by the

skill and foresight of two classes, the builders

and the drivers, while it requires the co-opera-

tion of the whole community to open up a per-

fected system of highways. Kuklos.

Beedleson's Great Ride.

Editor Welsh, of the Syracuse Athlete, came
into New York a day ahead of his plucky one-
legged trans-continental rider, Frank S. Beed-

lesnn, of Mechanicville, and paid the Referee
office a visit to perfect the plans of an escort

for his rider. Mr. Welsh was justly proud of

the magnificent work accomplished by Beedle-

son, who rode the distance under the auspices

of the Athlete, and used a Stearns roadster

fitted with G. & J. tires. The ride was not

taken with any idea as to a record, or any
particular space of time, but was made for the

purpose of securing information as to the ride

for the Athlete. Mr. Beedleson, when he

reached the Referee office the morning after

the conclusion of a ride which men with two
legs would feel proud of, looked in the best

pln'sical condition possible, and was as brown
as the proverbial berry. He stated that he felt

as if he could undertake a return trip right

away. The time occupied in the ride from the

city hall, San Francisco, to the city hall, New
York, was 60 days, 9 hrs., which is two days

ahead of the time supposed to be made by
Neilson, making an allowance for ten clay's

rest— his actual time in the saddle was 55 days,

9 hrs., a wonderful performance for a one-

legged man. Beedleson started to ride through

the dangerous snow-sheds, which, as any trav-

eler through the Rockies knows, are forty-nine

miles in length, but he was forced to train it

twenty-seven miles, the riding being absolutely

dangerous. This is the only part of the ride

Beedleson made by train. Beedleson is a tele-

graph operator by profession, and the frater-

nity treated the brother of the "key" with

every kindness.

Small Chicago Notes.

The Featherstone club's road race takes

place Saturday.

E. W. Ballard has returned from a six-

months' trip to the coast.

George G. Greenburg has resigned the cap-

taincy of the Columbia Wheelmen.

A number of Illinois men enjoyed an excur-

sion to St. Joseph, Mich. , Sunday last.

The fourth race for the Keats cup will take

place Saturday over the west side course.

The annual century run of the Columbia
Wheelmen takes place Sunday over the Elgin-

Aurora course.

The Lake View club holds three scratch

events—quarter, half and mile—Saturday, on
the Edgewater course.

In a match race, for $5 worth of dinners, be-

tween Tom Heywood and Roy Keator last Sat-

urday, the former won in 3:58.

The Record tells this story on C. H. Peck of

the Englewood 0. C: "Peck of the Engle-

woods, who recently won the Poorman road

race at Cincinnati, is a marvel of politeness,

and even in times of excitement the quality of

his trait does not change. Toward the end of

the race referred to he overtook the only rider

ahead of him, saying: 'I beg pardon, sir, but

if you do not ride just a little faster I shall be

compelled to pass you and win the race.' The
rider thus addressed was 'baked' and unable to

'hit up the pace a bit,' hence Peck had to go
ahead and win."

Madison, Wis., July 22.—A twelve-mile

road race from Sun Prairie to Madison was
held to-da3r

. VanWert, of Evansville, was the

winner in 11:28 3-4. B. Bevier, also of Evans-
ville, was second and Wooton of Madison
third. E. W. Roth of Milwaukee captured the

time prize in 40:48 1-2; J. F. Reitzner second,

41:09, and A. F. Frateneer third, in 42:14 1-2.
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READY FOR THE MEET.

ALL THE CRACK RACING MEN READY TO

DO BATTLE.

Track in Superb Condition — The Entertain-

ment and Runs Committees' Pro-

grammes — League Headquar-

ters at 295 Wabash.

Everything is now in readiness for the state,

national and first international meet, which

begins Monday at the south side ball park.

For weeks the various committees in charge

of the great affair have labored earnestly to

make it a gigantic success, and none doubts

that it will be such. It is not once in a life-
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New Grand Stand and Traiuing Quarters.

time that the cracks of the world are brought

together, and as a dozen or so are moving in

about the same manner, the question of supe-

riority on the path is soon to be decided before

thousands of sport-loving people.

For a week or two these crack racing men

have been arriving in Chicago—now they aro

here, ready to do battle for championship hon-

ors and, incidentally, to carry away some

$7,000 worth of prizes—diamonds, watches,

bicycles, etc., galore. They are all in fine

form; they have been preparing themselves for

the great contest, and, of course, all are confi-

dent. As a result the public may look for the

grandest racing ever known.

For the first time Zimmerman and Sanger

will meet. Every one knows of the former's

ability to galop away from the best men this

or any other country ever saw. Sanger's com-

petition mile last Saturday in 2:09 4-5 certainly

stamps him as the Jerseyman's most danger-

ous competitor. Sanger, too, has beaten all

the best men, so that a meeting between the

two giants will be worth a thousand-mile trip.

John S. Johnson, H. C. Tyler and Willie

Windle must not be overlooked. Johnson was,

during the absence of Zimmerman and Sanger

in England, the best man in the country; he

defeated all comers, and has, since Sanger's re-

turn, passed him in the effort to reach the

tape. So he must be considered deeply in it.

Tom Eck, his trainer, says he will prove him-

self the equal of any man.
No one knows what Osmond may do—he

may be able to do battle with the top notchers

and he may not. This he says himself; he can-

not tell for a few days yet, but he must not be

overlooked. Then there are other foreigners

—

Meintjes, the South African; Cantu, the Italian;

Hyslop, the Canadian and may be, Brown and

Watson, Englishmen, and Lehr, the German.

America has a horde of men who stand

to the various hotels, and during the week the

entertainment and runs committee will fur-

nish amusements for all who may visit Chi-

cago. The entertainment and runs pro-

gramme has been completed, and is as follows:

SATURDAY, ADO. 5.

Reception of visitors. All trains will be met at depot s

by reception committee.

7 p. m.—Assemble at Lake Front Park, foot of Harri-

son street. Run via Miceigan avenue and other boule-

vards to Midway Plaisance; Charles P. Root, captain

Chicago Cycling Club, commanding.

SUNDAY, AUG. I).

5 p. m.—Assemble at Lake Front Park, foot of Harri-

son street. Run to Third Presbyterian Church, Ashland
and Ogden avenues, where special services for wheelmen
will be conducted by Rev. Dr.- J. L. Withrow.
Run in two divisions.—First division via Michigan ave-

nue, Lincoln Park and West Side drives, in command of

R. W. Slusser, captain Lincoln Cycling Club.

Second division via Michigan avenue, South and West
Side drives, in command of F. E. Sparks, captain Illinois

Cycling Club.

Lecture room under church will be used for storage of

wheels. After services both divisions will return to-

Beginning of the Back Stretch.

above these men— on public performance

—

Tuttle, Banker, Gary, Clarke, Nelson, Bliss,

Lumsden, Githens, the Ohio Johnsons, Taylor

and others. They will make things interesting.

TRACK IN GOOD SHAPE.

The large force of men at work on the track

has put it in good shape—the racing men now
seem well satisfied. The additional grand

stand is finished, a dozen large tents are

pitched, the yard marks are made, in fact the

grounds are ready for the great meet. At pre-

sent scores of fliers are in daily practice, there

is a horde of trainers at work and hundreds

of visiting wheelmen are watching the nr>en in

practice.

PREPARING FOR THE WEEK.

Great preparations have been going on for

the reception and entertainment of visitors.

Saturday and Sunday the reception committee

will meet all incoming trains and escort guests

The South Turn and Grand Stand.

gether to starting point.

MONDAY', Aim. 7.

Morning open for world's fair and general sight-

seeing.

.3 p. m.—Races at south side ball park, Thirty-fifth

street and Wentworth avenue. Take South Side Ele-

vated railroad, State street cable or L. S. & M. S. trains a i

Van Buren street depot.

7 p.m.—Assemble at Lake Front Park, foot of Harri-

son street, for runs to various clubs. First division in

charge of G. C. Greenburg, captain Columbia Wheelmen,

to Minnette, Plzen and Illinois club houses for refresh-

ments. Those attending may stop off at either club.

Return by same route and pick up those who have

stopped off.

Second division in charge of J. C. Howard, captain

Ravenswood Cycling Club, to Lincoln Park, Lincoln,

Lake View, Ravenswood and Sheridan clubs for refresh-

ments. Those attending may stop off at either club.

Return by same route and pick up those who have

stopped off.

TUESDAY, AUG. 8.

Morning—Open. -

3 p. m.—Races at south side ball park.

7:30 p. m.—Excursion on Lake Michigan. Steamer
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Nebraska leaves Dearborn street bridge promptly at 7:.'J0

p. ra. View of world's fair illumination from lake.

Music by Pullman band. Tickets for visiting members
of tbe L. A. W. will be supplied free of charge at 295

Wabash avenue. Chicago wheelmen may obtain tickets

at same place upon payment of 25 cents.

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 9.

Morning. Open.

8 p. m.—Races at south side ball park.

8 p. m.—Visit to Trocadero, Michigan avenue and Mon-
roe street. Smoking concert and entertainment. League
members admitted free on presentation of membership
ticket at the door.

THURSDAY. AUG. 10.

Morning. Open.

3 p. m.—Races at south side ball park.

Evening
—
"Wheelmen's night, lantern parade and fire-

works at world's fair.

The entertainment committee desires to make this lan-

tern parade a feature of the meet and with this end in

view earnestly requests all wheelmen to participate. A
valuable prize will be given to the club making the best

display (not less than fifteen men), three prizes for best

individual, and one for best tandem display. Baggage
cars will be attached to world's fair express trains from
Van Buren street (Lake Front) to carry wheels, and to

trains returning after fireworks. Parade will leave Ter-

minal station in fair grounds at 8 p. m. Two lanterns

will be furnished each wheelman wishing to ride.

FRIDAY, AUG. 11.

Morning. Open.
" 3 p. m.—Races at south side ball park.

7 p. m.—Run of Aug. 5 repeated. F. Bodach, captain

JSolus Cycling Club, commanding.

SATURDAY, AUG. 12.

Morning. Open.

3 p. m.—Races at south side ball park.

7 p. m.—Assemble at Lake Front Park, foot of Harri-

son street, for runs to various clubs.

First division in charge of F. W. Radford, captain

Sheridan Cycling Club, to north side clubs.

Second division, in charge of F. D. McGuire, captain

Minnette Cycling Corps, to west side clubs.

Third division in charge of R. M. Barwise, lieutenant

Chicago Cycling Club, to south side clubs.

SUNDAY, AUG. 13.

Grand century run over the famous Elgin-Aurora
course. William Herrick, chief centurion Century Road
Club of America, commanding. Start from corner Wash-
ington and Halsted streets promptly at 5 a. m. Register
before starting. Breakfast at Elgin, dinner at Aurora,
Finish and register at stalling point.

Bring your lamps with you on all evening runs.

The Chicago Cycling Club house, being near the world's
fair grounds, Fifty-seventh street and Lake avenue, will

be open for the convenience of L. A. W. members during
the entire time of the meet, and the club especially re-

quests visiting wheelmen to call on Sunday, Aug. 6.

BIG CROWDS COMING.

Cyclists have been arriving for the past few
days in large numbers—by wheel an-i by train.

Last week Thursday four wheelmen from
Elmira, N. Y., rode into the city, having been
on the road just two weeks. The party con-
sists of Messrs. Bernhardt Elkan, Philadelphia;

John Barnett, Shickshinny, Pa.; H. M. Sheive
and Charles F. Stevens, Elmira, N. Y.

G. E. Johnson, of Louisville, writes as fol-

lows: "I leave Saturday morning with a
party of twenty- five Louisville wheelmen, in-

cluding Watts, Handicapper Fleck, Racing
Board Meglemery, Racing Man Tom Jeffries,

and Wheel Agent Prince Wells."

A large party reached the city from St.

Louis early in the week, and another is on the
way. Milwaukee will send half its population
to yell for Sanger, and good sized delegations
are coming in at all limes.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE HEADQUARTERS.

The headquarters of the executive commit-
tee and chairman of the racing board will be
at the Hotel Mecca, Thirty-fourth and State
streets. The party will consist of Colonel C.
L. Burdett, Dr. G. Carleton Brown, H. E. Ray-
mond and William Brewster. All the racing
men, many of the clubs, and a number of trade
people will be quartered here. Several makers
have secured show room space at this hotel
and will exhibit their wares.

MAJ. KNOX-HOLMES' WAYS.

HOW THE OLD GENTLEMAN USED TO

SPEND HIS TIME AMONG CYCLISTS.

A New Twelve-Hour Tandem Record by Holbein

and Brown — Schofield's Appeal Dis-

missed—He May Come to Amer-

ica with Oxborrow.

London, July, 22.—One way and another

the week now drawing to a close has been a

more than usually busy one. Last Saturday

saw tbe burial of the remains of the late Major
Thomas Knox-Holmes. "The Major," as he

was almost universally called, was in his

eighty-sixth year, and was one of the most

prominent and interesting figures in the

cycling world. After having lived an active

and singularly brilliant life, during which he

had known most of the people worth knowing

and many who were not, he took in his old age

to the tricycle and at once became an enthusi-

astic votary of the pastime and developed a

MAJOR KNOX-HOLMES.

keen interest in the sport. When the business

of Humber & Co. was converted into a public

company he was chosen as one of the directors,

a position which he has ever since occupied.

But the commercial interest which he took in

cycling was small compared to that which was
aroused by his sporting instincts. Seldom a

great race took place but that he was present

to witne ss it, and many a kindness has he done
to men whose prowess awakened his sympa-
thies. Herbert Laurie was at one time one of

the major's proteges; G. P. Mills was another.

For several years past he has been accus-

tomed to betake himself in the autumn to

Hitchin, a market town situated at the south-

ern end of that portion of the Great North
Road, which is used for road racing and record

breaking, and there he would stay for several

weeks at a time, riding about day after day on
tandem or single tricycle. I met him there

one afternoon last September. The previous

day he had made an unsuccessful attempt to

ride a hundred miles on the road, and, although

eomewbat stiff from his exertions, he was as

lively and talkative as a youngster of eighteen.

While he was brushing himself up prepara-

tory to going to see a local cricket match, he
employed the time by telling me of his experi-

ence at some sports in the neighborhood which
he had attended some weeks earlier. "I

thought," said he, "that I should have found a

few hundred people there, but instead of that

there were 7,000. Where they came from I

don't know. Why, Gad, sir, they must have

raked h—1 with a small-tooth comb."

A NEW TANDEM RECORD.

On the very day of the major's funeral a

prognostication which he had often made came
true.. He had frequently expressed the opinion

that 200 miles would sooner or later be covered

on the road in twelve hours on a safety tan-

dem. On Saturday M. A. Holbein and Arthur
Brown, of Luton, who was at one time the

holderwith Holbien of the twelve-hour tandem
tricycle record, set out on a Westminister tan-

dem, made by Rickard. With the roads in

good order and only a light breeze they suc-

ceeded in covering just over the 200 miles in

twelve hours. F. T. Bidlake was the time-

keeper and he assures me that there is no doubt

about the distance being correct. He, him-

self, put it down at nearly 2C1 miles.

COMING TO AMERICA.

On Wednesday the appeal of J. W. Schofield

against the decision of the N. C. U. declaring

him a professional under clause D.—that is,

for accepting remuneration from a cycle man-
ufacturer—was heard at the N. C. U. offices.

Schofield was represented by a lawyer and had
as witnesses his father and O. V. Pugh, the

managing director of the Whitworth Works
Cycle Company, by which he is employed. It

was attempted to show that there was some ar-

rangement by which the father repaid to the

company such proportion of the salary of £3 a

week which was paid to the son and not

earned by him owing to his being away rac-

ing. But in cross examination Schofield, Jr.,

did not come out too "well and the result was
that the appeal was dismissed. It is now pro-

bable that Schofield will set out for Ameiica to

try and procure some of the cash prizes of the

National Cycling Association, and there is a

possibility of E. Oxborrow, an imateur of days

gone by, who is just now moving in very good
form, also visiting the states with the same ob-

ject in view.

THE WILLIS FAILURE.

Particulars have just been published of the

affairs of R. and J. E. Willis, trading as the

Ormonde Cycle Company, of Wells street,

Oxford street, London. They have made a

deed of assignment for the payment of a com-
position of ten shillings in the pound in four

installments extending over twelve months.

The liabilities are returned at £ 17,873, of which
amount £9,000 is owed to the Leicester Cycle

Company.
Harvey Du Cros, Jr., and George Du Cros,

of the American Dunlop Tire Company, are

in England for a few weeks. They expect to

return to New York at the end of August.

S. Golder was expected to arrive here this

week.

Brave Wheelmen, These!

On Thursday night last the police of Belle-

vide, 111., got on the track of a horse thief who
had just passed through the city, and four bi-

cyclists, who" heard of it, set out after the fugi-

tive before the sheriff and jailer could get

mounts. The thief was driving a powerful

horse and the wheelmen had a hard ride of

eight miles before they overtook him, near

Centerville station, when they attempted to

halt him. The thief fired on them and a bullet

punctured the pneumatic tire of one of the

wheels, but they drove him into the Center-

ville station, where he was captured fifteen

niinutes later.
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SANGER DEFEATS ZIMMY.

THE CHAMPION LAID LOW BY THE BIG

MILWAUKEEAN.

Sanger is Beaten by Tyler—Grand Racing at

Detroit—A Scratch Mile is Ridden in

2:18 by Sanger—Details of

the Events.

Detroit, Aug. 1.—Four of the world's best

met in competition at the races of the Michigan
division here to-day and Zimmerman suffered

defeat from Sanger Tyler and Taylor. It

was in the mile open, on which a time limit of

2:40 had been placed. To the three-quarter-

pole it was a crawl. At this point Sanger
spurted and held the lead to within a hundred
yards of the tape, when Tyler forged past him
and won. Taylor pushed the Milwaukee man
hard for second and Zimmerman was fourth.

He was on the outside of the track and did not

seem able to better his position. The race was
run in 2:46, six seconds over the time limit,

and as a result it was ordered run over. The
cracks would not ride again and Steenson won,
Munger second, but again being over the

time limit, it was declared off. Some think

Sanger and Zimmerman did not try to win;

but as the last quarter was run in :27 3-5 it

shows that it was a drive to the finish and it

looks as though the cracks were fairly beaten.

The novice race was a hot one, being ridden

in 2:31 4-5 with ease. Evans, the winner,

might have improved this five or six seconds if

he had been pushed.

Zimmerman won the first and Tyler the

second heat of the quarter-mile open, both in

:30 1-5, within a fifth of a second of the record.

Gary, A. I. Brown and Hoyland Smith were
placed in the first and Dirnberger and E. S.

Nelson in the second heat. On the start of the

final Zimmerman's chain broke and he was
compelled to quit. Gary went away like a

flash and won by an inch from Tyler, with A.

I. Brown and Nelson close up.

Bliss made a grand ride in the mile handi-

cap, winning from the thirty-yard mark. He
passed such men as French, forty-five yards,

and Crooks and Dirnberger, forty yards. Hy-
slop, Nelson and Clark were also in the race.

Zimmerman made a splendid win in the half-

mile handicap from scratch, nearly in recori

time, 1:02 1-5, notwithstanding the fact that he

was compelled to ride on the outside of the

track.

Sanger won the two-mile "international"

rather easily from Tyler, Taylor, Gary and
Bliss being close up in the order named. The
summary:

One-mile, novice—W. Evans, Lansing, 1; F. M. Brown,
2;H.B. Sa£t, 3; G. McDuff, 4; time, 2:314-5. A protest

against Evans was sustained.

Quarter-mile, open—Guy Gary, 1; H. C. Tyler, 2; A. I.

Brown, 3; E. S. Nelson, 4; time, :30 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—J. P. Bliss, Chicago, 30 yds., 1 ; A.

N. French, Cincinnati, 45 yds., 2; A. T. Crooks, Buffalo,

40 yds., 3; M. F. Dirnberger, 40 yds., 4; time, 2:19 1-5.

One-mile, state championship — W. Steuher, 1 ; W.
Evans. 2; F. J. Heazlet, 3; time, 2:35 1-5.

One-mile, open—H. E. Steenson, Eockaway, 1 ; L. D.

Munger, Chicago, 2. No race.

Two-mile, international—W. C. Sanger, 1 ; H. C. Tyler,

2; G. F. Taylor, 3; Gary, 4; Bliss, 5; time, 5:13 1 5.

Half-mile, handicap—Zimmerman, scratch, 1; Crooks,

20 yds.,12; E. A. Nelson, 15 yds., 3; H. R. Steenson, 35 yds.,

4; time, 1:021-5.

Three-mile, lap — Zimmerman,
Crooks, 3; time, 9:31 2-5.

1; James IClork, 2;

Detroit, Aug. 2.—The unsatisfactory meet-
ing of the great men the first day, and the cer-

tainty of their coming together on the second
day, increased the attendance to over 4,000,

against 2,500 the first day. Nor were they
disappointed. The day was perfect for racing,

a cool wind blowing directly off the river and
in the faces of the riders on the home stretch,

but not hard enough to retard them over a
second on the last quarter. The track was in

record-breaking shape, and not a particle of

dust flew to mar the vision. Six open events
were run, Zimmerman capturing two, Sanger
two and Gary one. Berthel of Detroit cap-

tured the two-mile handicap, which ordinarily

would have gone to Bliss had he ridden with
his usual dash and vigor and not reserved his

sprint too long. He was fourth.

There was a hum of suppressed excitement
when the first race of the day, the-mile open,

was called. Sanger appeared and was unno-
ticed by the crowd; Tyler, the winner of the

first day's mile open was also unnoticed. It

was Zimmerman the crowd looked for, and
when he appeared there was prolonged cheer-

ing. As they lined up Zimmerman was fifth

and Sanger last from the pole in a field of

thirteen starters. Hoyland Smith had the

pole, and at the crack of the pistol at once
took the pace. Sanger hesitated and fell in

behind the entire bunch. A time limit of 2:40

had been placed by Referee Raymond. The
quarter was done in :41, the half in 1 :16, and
tbree-quarters in 1:57 3-5. Here the men were
all bunched, with Sanger well to the front.

The Milwaukee man was first to be aggress-

ive, going to the front a length ahead of the

field, when out shot Zimmerman, accepting

the challenge for a duel to the death and rep-

utation the stake. Sanger had the pole, Zim-
merman six feet out, but on just as firm

ground. Both men worked like beavers for

all but the last hundred yards or so, when
Sanger entirely let up on the killing sprint and
straightening up looked around at his great

rival, who was still working, and working hard.

Despite Zimmerman's hard work Sanger main-

tained his lead and crossed the tape a length

ahead of Zimmie, a lead he had maintained

from the first of the last qurrter. The mile

was done in 2:20 4-5, the last quarter in :29 3-5.

George Taylor rode magnificently and at the

final was but two lengths back of Zimmerman.
Tyler tried his best to come farther forward

and some say got fourth place. The judges,

however, gave the place to A. I. Brown of

Cleveland. Hoyland Smith, Guy Gary, R. S.

Goetz, Hyslop, A. S. Baker, H. R. Steenson

and C. T. Nelson ran unplaced, several of

them doing splendid pacing work.

The half-mile state championship had a field

of nine starters and was an easy victory for T.

W. Cooper, of Detroit, who adopted the San-

ger tactics of straightening up and looking at

the second man, F. J. Heazlit, of Detroit. The
time, 1:08, was excellent going for the class of

riders, especially so as Cooper cut his own pace

throughout. Twenty-nine men started in the

two-mile handicap, J. P. Bliss, sixty yards,

being the virtual scratch man. There was a

large field of long-start men and Bliss stayed

too long in the back to overcome the others'

lead. In getting fourth he defeated a dozen
good men, many of whom had been handicap-

ped over him.

The half-mile open was a gift for Zimmer-

man, who was pushed by Gary a littlft Tyler,

sick, rode fourth.

The half-mile handicap created a furor.

There was a field of nearly two score starters,

with Zimmie on scratch. There really did not
seem to be a ghost of a show for him. At the
pistol crack he went away like a rocket, clos-

ing up a 40-yard gap in short order. At the
quarter pole he was in the rear of the bunch
and riding well. Here he adopted his tactics

of the first day and gave the whole field an-
other fifteen yards by crossing over to the out-
side of the track. Several followed him. From
the press stand only a blonde head could be
seen flying along over the heads of the crowd.
It was fly or no win. Zimmie won by half a
length, going every inch of the distance. Hy-
slop attempted to follow Zimmie from the pole,

fo ded Munger, Hensel and Steenson in the
attempt, felling every one of them, and was
disqualified from fourth place by the referee.

Dirnberger of Buffalo, 30 yards, won second
place from the bunch, Con Baker, 35 yards,

third, and E. A. Nelson, 20 yards, was awarded
fourth. The last quarter by Zimmerman, in-

cluding added distance by crossing the track,

was :31 3-5, the half 1:03 1-5. The quarter-

mile open was a gift for Gary.

When ten men lined up for the mile "inter-

national," it was seen that Zimmerman was
not to be a starter. Sanger again fell into the
rear of the bunch. The first quarter, Munger
pacing, was done in :37, half, 1:11 1-5, three-

quarters, 1 :46. At the three-quarters all were
still together. Sanger took the lead, Bliss hug-
ging him close and Taylor close up. Bliss

looked a winner for a moment as he gave a
sharper turn to his pedal, but Taylor was too

much for him, jumping into second place.

Gary was fourth. A. I. Brown, A. N. French,

R. S. Goetz and A. T. Crooks rode a mile on
the Winton quadruplet in 2:04 3-5. The sum-
mary:
One mile, open—W. C. Sanger, 1; A. A. Zimmerman, 2;

G. F. Taylor, 3; A. I. Brown, 4; H. C. Tyler, 5; time,

2:20 4-5.

One mile, state championship—T. W. Cooper, 1; F. J.

Heazlit,2; time, 2; time, 2:25.

Two-mile, handicap, C. L. Berthel, 380 yds., 1 ; P. Pat-

terson, 380 yds., 2; Hyslop, 130 yds., 3; Bliss, 60 yds., 4; E.

A. Nelson, 130yds, 5; time, 4:27 3-5.

Half-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Guy Gary, 2; G. F.
Taylor, 3; H. C. Taylor, 4; time, 1:19 2-5.

One-mile, state championship—W. Steuber, 1 ; Patter-

son, 2; time, 5:14.

Half mile, handicap—Zimmerman, scratch, 1; 11. F.

Dirnberger, 30 yds., 2; Con. Baker, 35 yds., 3; Hyslop, 30

yds, 4; time, 1:03 1-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Guy Gary, 1; A. I. Brown, 2; T.

W. Cooper, 3; B. F. Goetz, 4; time, :33 3-5.

One-mile, international—W. C. Sanger, 1; G. F. Taylor,

2; J. P. Bliss, 3; Guy Gary, 4; time, 2:18.

C. C. W.'s Annual Century.

The annual century run of the Cook County
Wheelmen was held Sunday over the Elgin-

Aurora ccurse, forty-six members leaving the

club house at 4 in the morning. The road was
extremely dusty, but nearly all went through.

Montross covered the course in 8 hr. 15 min. A
few minutes later Greer and Herriman came
in. Collis and Cutting started at 6 o'clock on
a trial against Ulbricht's record of 7 hr. 13

min., but Cutting quit at Aurora.

Time Limits on Heats.

Chairman Raymond said at Detroit that a
referee may put time limits on the heats of any
race if he so chooses. It was the placing of a

limit on a heat at Fort Wayne by Referee Hay
that raised such a pronounced kick from
Charlie Murphy and others in the mile open
race.
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WHO SHALL DECIDE?
The charges on which the National Cyclists'

Union of England refused Zimmerman's
license are now public property, and it is

among the possibilities that the correspond-

ence which has passed between the secretary

of that body and Mr. Raymond may cause an

undesirable feeling between the governing

bodies of England and America, even if it

does not end in a serious rupture. The N. C.

IT. makes certain charges and takes the ground

that it is the power to which the rider must
explain. Mr. Raymond disputes this, and
claims that the racing board of the L. A. W.
alone has jurisdiction in the matter. The
English association declares that unless the

charges are explained Zimmerman must be

declared a professional, and that he can not

compete in the international events, to which
Mr. Raymond responds that "our decision will

be final and the only one which will affect Mr.

Zimmerman in any way." There seems to be

a nice question to decide here. Mr. Raymond
asserts that the jurisdiction of the N. C. U.

commenced when Zimmerman applied for a

license and ended when he refused to accept

same owing to conditions attached. It must
be remembered, however, that the offenses

charged occurred, if at all, while Zimmerman
was in England, seeking to compet j as an am-
ateur, and the fact that he has since returned

and has ceased to require the license does not,

necessarily, deprive the union of the right to

act n his case.

The charges themselves do not seem to be
particularly convincing. There was no par-

ticular sin in stating to the secretary of a
meeting that he would compete only on con-

dition that a ten-guinea prize were given for a
mile race; indeed this charge seems paltry.

The payment to Zimmerman of the profits on
his book also seems to be quite within bounds.

The only real question to consider seems to be
the gift of $500 worth of diamonds, and the

allotment of 200 shares of Raleigh stock at par
value when the stock was at a premium. If

the latter can be proved, the powers that be
may rule that it is a transgression of the law.

Would the Raleigh company have allotted him
these shares if he had not been riding one of

its wheels? If not it becomes evident that Zim
has received compensation, indirectly, for

cycling. It is on this charge, probably, that

the champion's chances rest. In any event,

however, he seems to have little to fear for the

present, for by the time the governing bodies

tlecide who is to sit on the case the racing

season will be at an end.

JUSTICE FOR ALL.

People are wondering how it happened that

Mr. Gideon, of Philadelphia discovered that a

check had been given Charley Murphy as a

prize at the Philadelphia show. It is hinted

that Mr. Bunnell, who was one of the commit-

tee in charge of the show, but is now official

referee of the cash prize league, and as such

supposed to desire the accession of Murphy
and others, may have given some information.

This, however, we refuse to believe for a mo-
ment. Certain it it, however, that someone
turned informer.

This brings to mind an item which appeared

in a recent issue of the New York Sporting

Times, in which publicity is given to a rumor
that a well-known manufacturer has in his

possession evidence which would cause the ex-

pulsion of an equally well-known rider, and in

which the maker is called upon to turn "in-

former" and take advantage of an unjust rule

which punishes the tempted but allows the

tempter to go free. We have no sympathy
with such methods. If the maker in question

possesses such evidence—and we have sorr.e

reason for believing he does—he is just as

guilty as the rider, inasmuch as he assisted the

latter to break the rules. The world has no

use for a man who takes part in an illegal act,

and then "squeals" on his associates. A rule,

such as that at present in force, which permits

a maker to pay a rider but punishes the rider

for allowing himself to be paid is unjust and
a discredit to the league. The maker in ques-

tion probably has a grievance against the rider,

but he is considered a just man and will doubt-

less refuse to be "pumped."

CLASS RACE LIMITS.

Every one knows that there are in many
class races men who can very easily beat the

time of the class, and beat it badly. Never-

theless it often occurs that a man may win a

class race in such slow time that he will still

be eligible to that same class. This should not

be. We believe that when a man wins a 2:30

or a 2:40 race, or whatever it may be, he
should be barred from the class forever. To
accomplish this end we submit for the consid-

eration of the racing board that in every class

race a time limit to correspond with the time

of the class be imposed. There may be occa-

sions when, by reason of stress of weather or

heavy tracks, it would be impossible to reach

the limit, in which event the referee may be

empowered to award the prizes, but the men
should still be barred from further competi-

tion in that class. This is an item which we
believe is worth the consideration of class-race

advocates.
1 i

"DEAD BROKE" CYCLISTS.

It is about time to cease tolerating "dead
broke" cyclists. A man hailing from Pennsyl-

vania, and who is known as "Fatty" Stout, is

now beating his way to New Orleans, a la H.
H. Wylie, who has since "been sat upon" and
is now behaving himself. A Toledo paper

tells of how Stout needed a shave, walked into

a barber shop and got it. When this job was
completed Stout coolly walked away, until the

barber invited him to come back and liqui-

date. Stout then explained how it was, and a
great laugh went up. Going out, Stout felt

the need of a few cigarettes, and stopping at

the cigar stand got packages enough to last

him several weeks. He started out and was
again called back; his explanation was enough
and he went on. Wylie has, evidently, set a

very bad example. Some rattle-brained, noto-

riety-seeking youth will always be found anx-

ious to outdo him in nonsensical tricks.

Wheelmen in the country through which
these individuals pass should cease paying at-

tention to them—they should be squelched--

and then others will not seek to follow in their

ways. —i i—
Since the New York police order regarding

the speed of bicycles went into effect, Gotham
cyclists have suffered any amount of abuse

from the over-officious bobbies. While they

have in many cases been justified in being

somewhat severe, they have not, apparently,

used the least bit of discretion. They have

no more respect for a woman than a man; they

insult one as readily as another. The recent

experience of Dr. and Mrs. Rhein is a sample.

It is gratifying to announce the fact that the

doctor proposes to make it extiemely warm
for one or two policemen. There should be a

limit to the amount of abuse a policeman may
heap upon inoffensive citizens. It should be a

very large limit in order to fit the average

metropolitan officer.

Chairman Raymond has had, within the

past few days, the experience which the

chairman of every race-promoting club has in

turn. When the day comes that every racing-

man sends in his entry blank properly filled

out and accompanied by the fees, bicycle rac-

ing will have seen its day! Mr. Raymond
very properly returned all entries unaccompa-
nied by fees, and thereby taught some of the

riders a lesson, by which, let us hope, other

race-promoters will profit.

The wheelmen of Oshkosh, Wis., are in a
stew because they have been summoned before

the board of review to make a statement as to

the value of their bicycles, in order that they

may be taxed. It is to be hoped the cyclists

are victorious in their fight against a bicycle

tax, but there seems to be no good excuse

against levj ing a personal property tax on
them. People are required to pay personal

property taxes on watches, jewelry, etc. : why
not on bicycles?

A man who needs disciplining badly is

James S. Johnson, of Cleveland, who, it seems,

is in the habit of making himself obnoxious to

officials and competitors alike. At South
Bend last week he was ordered off the track

by the referee for using insulting language.

In this man's case any club would be fully

warranted in exercising its right to decline pn
entry, and the case, if referred to the racing

board, would doubtless result in well-deserved

suspension.
i

Bicycles on a War Ship.

On board the big Russian man-of-war, Nich-

olos I, which arrived in New York recently,

are two bicycles, the property of two of the

ship's officers and when at sea, to vary the

monotony, both bicycle riders spin off a mile

or two around the deck.
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AS TO FLYING STARTS.

Hicks, the Flying Start Agitator, Explains

Their Benefits.

New York, July 28.—Editor Referee:—In
your issue of July 21 you say that "the falacy

of the flying start was well illustrated at the

meet of the Milwaukee Wheelmen July 8."

You attribute the failure to the two false

starts and the loafing. Against this "failure"

at Milwaukee one can place the continued suc-

cess of the flying start in all the scratch races

of the cash prize league. The success has

been so great that there is no thought of

changing back to the old start on the part of

the league. Steadily the flying start is mak-
ing its way into the L. A. W. For to-morrow's

L. A. W. races at Asbury Park, two flying

start events are on the programme.
You do not say that any penalty was im-

posed at Milwaukee for not scoring with the

inside men. Any one knows that unless pen-

alties are provided starts of any kind will be

manipulated for personal advantage. There

can be no doubt thai if the judges had an-

nounced a fine for not scoring with the inside

man, the start would have been all that could

have been asked. You dwell on the false

starts as if they were due to flying starts

alone. You overlook the fact that in a stand-

ing start the signal to start is given first, the

start is made afterwards. In the flying start

the aim is to make the signal and the start

simultaneous. Don't overlook the fact that

the men being on the line in the standing

start when the signal is given is no evidence

of a fair start. The start is afterward. No
one ever saw a standing start that was not

straggling twenty feet from the line. It must
be so until all starters push with exactly the

same force. If not, what does the Referee
mean by saying in its issue of July 14 that

"Gary is remarkably quick in getting off"?

Doesn't that mean that Gary will gain in the

start? A race should aim to show how fast

men can ride between two points, not which is

the faster at "getting off." Trick riding

should not constitute one of the qualities of a

winner. It . may be asked why there are so

few false starts with the standing start. It is

simply because the signal is given first. How
can you logically start a race and then call it

back? Then again, it takes such a long time

to get tLe men on the line and held in place

that the judges prefer to let the men go. I do

not say there are few false standing starts—
they are all false. The officially-declared false

starts are few, but official declarations can not

always be explained on the basis of reason.

He would be an idiot who should claim abso-

lute perfection for the flying start. All that is

rationally claimed for it is that it has fewer

objections than the standing start. Germany
has long had the flying start and prefers it.

W. E
v Hicks.

[Note—Mr. Hicks probably knows the Referee's opin-

ion of the flying start. Notwithstanding his arguments

in its favor, as above, our opinion has not changed. As
to some men getting away more quickly than others, it

must be remembered that some are slower than others in

starting, regardless of the push. This is shown in almost

every race. Notice Sanger's jump, as it is called. The
Milwaukee man frequently gets a big lead and is not

often overtaken. No dozen men on earth could line up
evenly on the tape in a flying start. As before stated, if

the men would ride the full distance as fast as they could,

flying starts might be of some benefit.—Ed.]

and, morever, the exercise is of great use

to healthy women. It secures a quick and

sure cultivation of the senses; it supplies

a good and salutary muscular exercise;

it causes a fine expansion of breathing; it

causes the lungs to inhale pure air; it quickens

the circulation and it brings to the mind a free

and wholesome change of scene, which is a

most admirable tonic to the depression incident

to sedentary monotony. For all ordinary pur-

poses of cycling Dr. Richardson considers that

bicycles are preferable. Ladies mount and dis-

mount them with more ease and grace than

men, and, moreover, they cause less vibration

than the tricycle. Lastly, the dress is better

arranged on the bicycle than on the tricycle:

there is less risk of the folds of the dress being

caught in the wheels, and less resistance from

the wind. Twenty-five miles is a thoroughly

good day's ride for even an accomplished fe-

male rider on a moderately good road. It is good

for women, as it is for men, to dismount oc-

casionally and walk, and it is always good for

them to do so when they are climbing long and

steep hills. The change of movement brings

new sets of muscles into play, and saves strain

on the muscles of respiration. Dr. Richardson

THE BAY STATE'S ANNUAL OUTING.

lays great stress on the opinion that for child-

ren of either sex much cycling is not good.

Girls should not begin to ride regularly until

they have reached their seventeenth year, and

not then unless they are strong and well-

formed.

Eck Asked for a License.

Tom Eck, while the Johnson dispute was on,

wrote Secretary Egan for "a license to race

under the N. C. A. auspices." Thomas wrote

in a conciliatory mood, and hoped Secretary

Egan would let "bygones be bygones" and that

a license would be duly forthcoming. Egan is

reported to have winked and said: "Fancy

Tom trying to 'jolly' me." He wrote asking

Tommy if he did not mean a trainer's and not

a racer's license. Johnson, in the meantime,

was reinstated, and Eck did not show further

desire to obtain a license. Is looks as if Eck

thought it was all up with Johnson and wanted

to get in out of the wet.

Cycling Good for Women.

A learned man, Dr. Richardson, says women
can indulge in cycling just as safely as men,

Cash Prize Inducer Going Abroad.

From what is considered reliable authority

we learn that Frank Egan will soon cross the

sea in search of European professionals as a

reinforcement to Wheeler & Co. If that

scheme had been resorted to in the first place

there would have been much more money in

the N. O. A. coffers to-day.

Three Days of Fun with All Sorts of Racing
Thrown In.

Boston, July 31.— Despite the inclement
weather, for there was rain every day, the
eleventh annual meet of the Massachusetts di-

vision, held at Cottage City, Mass., Thursday,
Friday and Saturday of last week, was a
"wheeling" success. The boys began to ar-

rive on Wednesday. The greatest arrival of
cyclers was on the 4:15 boat from Boston and
included delegations from the principal clubs
in the state. The Massachusetts club had the

greatest complement and entertained as guests

members of the New York Touring Wheel
Club. The Press Club was quartered at the
Pawnee, as were the league officials, Messrs.

Perkins, Howard, Bassett and others.

At 9 o'clock Chief Consul Perkins and a host

of wheelmen left for a run to West Chop light,

via Vinyard Haven. After inspecting the

lighthouse the return run was made, with a
short stop at East Chop, and the tourists ar-

rived at Cottage City at 11 o'clock, in time to

join the bathers. Hundreds were in the water
and the beach was black with spectators.

The two aquatic events of the meet occurred

here. The first was a swimming contest between
A. C. Wilder, of Fall River, and Eugene Record,

of Somerville. The latter won easily. Then
there was an exciting water polo match be-

tween two picked teams, captained by Dr. My-
rick, of New York, and Mr. Presby, of Reed-

bury. Dr. Myrick scored the more goals and
won the prize.

After dinner came an exciting- coasting con-

test. The first prize was captured, as usual,

by M. Williams, of Fall River. C. A. Fogg of

Roxbury was second and A. F. Pucker of Lex-

ington third.

On Friday the cyclers were early astir, and
runs were made to various parts of the island,

everybody returning for ihe event, the road

race. There were ten aspirants for the gold

,

silver and bronze medals. Dan Connelly and
Eben Snow were entered by the Press club,

and the former won handily. H. C. Cre.-sy

represented the Roxburys; Carroll Doubleday

the Somervilles, Wilcox and Brockelhurst

the United Wheelmen of Fall River; W. F:

Mainten and W. E. Merritt the North Attle-

boro; W. C. Wheeler the Lynn club.

The start was made on New York avenue

and the course covered about twenty miles, to

East Chop and return. Connelly won in 25

min. 21 2-5 sec. Wilcox was second and

Brocklehurst third.

In the torchlight parade, which was late in

starting, prizes were given to the club turning

out the largest number of members, to the

club with the most original display, and also

the best individual displays.

Another driving storm ushered in Saturday.

The parade set down for the forenoon was

given up.

About 4 o'clock the rain let up a little and

the races were ridden in a mist on a wet track.

Summary:
One-mile, novice—H. C. Cressy, Roxbury, 1 ; C. E. Re-

cord, Somerville, 2; time, 2:38.

Haif-mile, open—W. L. Wilcox, Fall River, 1 ; Dan Con-

nelly, Press, 2; time, 1:11.

Two-mile, open—E. H. Snow. Press, 1; H. D. Merritt,

North Attleboro, 2; time, 6:00 4 5.

One-mile, open—Dan Connolly, 1 ; E. H. Snow, 2; time,

2:31.

One-mile, lap—Dan Connolly, 1; E. H. Snow, 2; time,

2:33.

Mile, consolation—W. T. Brocklehurst, Fall River, 1;

William Orish, Press, 2; time, 2:3".
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SOUTHERN COMMENTARIES.

Several Important Matters Demanding Mr.

Raymond's Attention.

Chairman Raymond might be a little more
careful of his flock of "pure 'uns" in the south,

and if it is impossible for him to personally at-

tend to them he had best advise the chief con-

suls to keep a sharp watch on them. It is al-

most a weekly occurence to see one of his

"professional amateurs" enter a race in which
it is only expected that the pure in soul shall

be eligible. Evidently the cash is greater to

their mind than the "valuable" prizes offered

at some meets, and the "amateur" who thinks

he can make a "grub stake" by running a cash

race as a side issue does not feel the slightest

compunctions of conscience by so doing.

Only a short while since the most important

event of a meet was the race between two
young rivals who had only a few weeks previ-

ous "raced" to Chicago for a big "considera-

tion," and though the race was proven a
"fake" and the consideration withdrawn, there

was quite a scene when it was so announced.
If Mr. Raymond is too busy to give

this section a wee bit of consideration,

then it would be well were he to appoint

a. special representative or shepherd to watch
oyer his flock.

Cycling in the south is only an illustration

of the old belief that "might is right." The
wheelmen of the south are still, comparatively

speaking, very weak and young, and the gen-

eral public, other than the wheelmen, believ-

ing the wheelmen to be their common enemy,
seem to have banded together to fight them.
A beautiful specimen of judicial ignorance was
exemplified in Charleston recently. A wheel-

men rode up to the curbing in front of a store,

and, dismounting, entered, leaving his wheel

standing. A careless driver of a cab came
along and running into it succeeded in having

a repairer present a bill to the rider. The mat-

ter was brought before the city "justice"

dealer, who proceeded to fine the rider for

what he termed undue negligence.

Georgia Division—1—106.

49309 Tabbull, W. W. Brunswick.

This is another chapter to the already long

story of the ways of Grandma Bulletin. It

shows more and more the necessities of

printing the address of the applicant and send-

ing the paper to him so that any mistake in his

name may be corrected. The above applicant

is a myth. Mr. Tabbull dwells only in the

mind of the efficient "official editor," and the

services of the whole Pinkerton force would
result in failure were they to search for him.

It is generally conceded in Brunswick that the

name in question originated from that of Mr.

Tabbot's, though it is not altogether certain.

A matter which the racing board should im-

mediately take up is the appointme 1 1 of a suffi-

cient number of official handicappers for the

south. As the matter now stands the insuffici-

ency of the properly accredited officials has

been the cause of not only a great deal of dis-

satisfaction and inconvenience but in many
cases the utter failure of a meet. When the C.

C. C, of Atlanta, gave a recent meet on Cum-
berland Island, I was informed by the pro-

moter that he had received from Mr. Polk, of

Savannah, the district handicapper, a letter in

which he stated that if his services were

needed the races would have to be postponed
for at least two weeks. Truly the handicapper
whose services are paid for is a mighty indivi-

dual when he commands a meet to be post-

poned to suit his convenience. But what was
the result of this unusual demand, coming, as

it did, when he was most needed? Not having
an ' offical" handicapper and wishing to obey
those famous rules, the handicaps were abol-

ished. Jacksonville is another city that can
present some proof as to the necessity of hav-

ing a man in her immediate vicinity to do that

important work, for at the recent races given
in that city the handicaps had to be annulled

for the same reason. Why a local man, in

good repute and who is competent, should not
be authorized to do the work, especially if he
is satisfactory to all parties concerned, is not
known. There is a period when form becomes ob-

noxious, and that point has now been reached in

this matter. The sooner it is rectified the better

it will be for everyone. Nibs.

Columbias' Century Relay.

The officers of the Columbia Wheelmen
have completed arrangements for their cen-

tury relay ride over the Elgin-Aurora course,

which takes place Sunday, starting from
Washington and Halsted streets at 9 o'clock.

The first division is from the starting point to

Elgin, thirty-seven miles; the second division,

Elgin to Aurora, twenty-two miles; third divi-

sion, Aurora to finishing point, forty-one

miles. S. A . Scheltes, president of the club,

will start the first man and will receive the

message on his return. J. M. Erwin, official

timer of the Century Road Club, will be

timer. The message will be signed by F. E.

McEwen at Elgin and at Aurora by A. T. Webb.
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SANGER'S WELCOME HOME.

Greeted by Thousands of Enthusiasts —A Won-
derful Mile.

We have heard of the glorious home-coming
of mighty men of muscle in days gone by—of

the band*, of music which greeted the conquering

oarsmen and victors in every branch of sport.

But no other man of whom wehave knowledge

Fully 5,000 people passed the gates or climbed
the fence to see the hero of the hour. And
they were well rewarded for their outlay or

their climb.

National Park is not an ideal place for a race

meet. The fences are ancient and crumbling
the track not of the best, and the seating alto-

gether inadequate when such a crowd as that

of last Saturday is present, i'o keep the people

in the place provided for them is simply an
impossibility. Happily, however, the people

did not interfere with the riders, although, be-

fore the races commenced, an elderly gentle-

man was run into and knocked senseless. At
latest advices he was still in a critical condi-

tion.

Sanger made his first appearance in the mile

handicap. If was expected that he would ac-

complish a good performance and the handi-

cap had been made with an eye to a new com-
petition record. No one, however, regarded

such time as was accomplished as possible. The
limit was 180 yards. Bli-s was at forty, Mur-

WALTER SANGER.

ever received such a rousing welcome as was
accorded Sanger on his return to Milwaukee

last Thursday after his victorious trip to

Europe. The people went crazy. Fifty thou-

sand of them, it was estimated, celebrated the

home-coming, among them the governor, the

mayor and all the city fathers. It was an oc-

casion never to be forgotten. Sanger was, as

usual, serene, and bore the honors forced upon
him with modesty, while "the old man," Mr.

Sanger, senior, as proud as a peacock, burst-

ing with anxiety to tell how pleased he was,

yet unable to utter an intelligible syllable,

gazed around as if it were the happiest mo-
ment of his life. Scarcely less demonstrative

was the crowd at National Park on Saturday.

phy at fifty and Banker at sixty, but each

needed about forty more to have been near the

scratch man. He went up to them rapidly,

passed to the front without giving them a

chance, to hang on at the three-quarters and
won by about forty yards in the phenomenal
time of 2:09 4-5 .

Did the people cheer? No. They screamed,

yelled like Indians, threw their hats into the

air, slapped each other on the back and be-

haved like maniacs generally, while Papa San-

ger was shaken, pommeled and congratulated

until he was black in the face for want of air.

The same number of people, surely, never

made as much noise before on earth.

Twice again "Wallie" showed his mettle,

winning the half and the mile open, both with
the greatest ease. The times were fairly good.
Summaries follow:

One-mile, novice—Pederson, 1 ; Howie, 3; M. W. Rhine,
8; time, 2:53 3-5.

One-mile, handidap—W. C. Sanger, scratch, 1; George
A. Banker, CO yds., 3; W. F. Sanger, 115 yds., 3; time,
2:09 4-5—a world's record in competition. Murphy, 50
yds., finished fourth, aud Bliss, 40 yds., fifth. Sanger's
last quarter was given, unofficially, as 36 4-5 sec.

One-mile, 2:30 class—C. Williams, 1; C. H. Peck, 2; P.
Sercombe, 3; time, 2:32 4-5.

Half-mile, handicap, local press men—Putnam, Daily
News, CO yds., 1; Harback, Journal, scratch, 2; Hooker,
Sentinel, 135 yds., 3; time, 1:14 3-5.

Half-mile, open-Sanger, 1; Murphy, 2; Banker, 3; Bliss,

4; time, 1:12 1-5. Sanger won as he pleased.

Two-mile, handicap—Gus Steele, 235 y-is., 1 ; C. Will-
iams, 250 yds., 2; W. Wegner, 235 yds., 3; time 2:41 4-5.

One-mile, lap—W. Schrader, 1; G. Chittendon, 2; A.
Richards, 3; time, 2:j9 4-5.

One-mile, open-Sanger, 1, Banker, 2; Bliss, 3. Sanger
won by twenty yards. Time, 2:21.

M'DERMOTTAND ZIM. ON CLASS B.

Both Favor Its Adoption — Arguments on Both
Sides.

At the bountiful and hospitable board of T.

A. Zimmerman at Manasquan, N. J., the other
evening, a discussion on the merits and de-

merits of class B was started. Joseph McDer-
mott defended the scheme in his usual forcible

style. " In submitting that scheme last year,"

said McDermott, "H. E. Raymond showed
simply that he was ahead of the racing times,

just as Ducker was in 1875-6. My opinion is

that if class B had been started this year there

would have been no cash prize league in ex-

istence, and my belief is that it will come yet.

It is the only scheme that will keep fast riders

and straight ones before the public that will

draw the crowds and keep up an interest in the

sport."

Zimmerman sided with McDermott in his

usual quiet way.

Another gentleman present opposed it on the

grounds that such a scheme would eventually

kill amateurism. "It would bean intolerable

burden to manufacturers, who would be called

upon to support many young men who now
are employed in steady, respectable, legitimate

business enterprises," said he. " Once these

same young men are attracted to racing as a
business, all ideas of commercial pursuits are

lost. As it is now they only race as a sort of

pastime and enjoy the sport. Once they make
racing a business they will surely descend in

the social scale. Once class B takes root hun-
dreds will be seeking positions as racing men
and the manufacturer would have to pay out

all his profits if he would control the fastest

men.
'

' The idea is highly mischievous not only to

the sport, but to the young men in amateur
racing, and it is to be hoped such a mongrel
class as B will never be hatched."

* * *

CHICAGO'S BIG DAY.

Five Out of Eight Firsts— Bliss Beats Taylor

and All Others.

South Bend, Ind., July 28.—It was Chica-

go's day here, five out of eight firsts being the

score, besides a number of seconds and thirds.

By good work little Bliss won two firsts, the

half and mile open, and beat out Taylor, the

Smiths, Banker and all the Chicago men.
Githens won the lap race in the remarkable

time of 4:49 for the two miles, being first over

the tape twice out of the four times. Dasey,

with 500 yards, easily won the five mile handi-
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PRICES FROM $50 TO $115,

WITH

Pneumatic Tires

We want Good Agents in all unoccupied territory.

—

"HUSTLERS."

Arrangements can be made for agencies direct with the company
for the immediate representation of our line.

We will also be ready to deliver and arrange for '94 trade early in

the season.

We do not need to say:—" The Best on earth and the Best

for the money." Agents appreciate what our

FALCONS
are made of, and that they are sellers.

ADDRESS-

The Yost Mfg. Co.,
YOST STATION, TOLEDO, OHIO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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cap and finished in a driving rain. Emerson
won the 2:45 class w^th Nicolet a few inches

back. Several men went down in this event

and Emerson received a frightful cut near the

ankle. During tho first races a strong wind
moved the dust into drifts; then it quieted

down and for a time beautiful weather pre-

vailed; then, during the last two races, rain

fell in torrents. The summary:

One-mile, novice—Albert Anderson, 1; Arthur Gardner,

2; J. H. Carter, 3; C. G. Mergenthaler, 4; time, 2:87.

Quarter-mile, open—George C. Smith, 1; George A.

Banker, 2; J. P. Bliss, Chicago, 3: A. N. French, Cincin-

nati, 4; time, :34 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap, two heats and final —First heat

—

H. W. Raiza, 100 yds., 1; Charles Kolb, 80 yds., 2; J. M.
Keller, 80 yds.. 3; E. V. Minor, 65 yds., 4; William Inks, 75

yds., 5; F. F. Willis, 100 yds., 6; time 1:00 1-2.

Second heat—O. L. Brailey, 75 yds., 1; L. W. Campbell,

75 yds, 2; A. Christiansen, 75 yds., 3; W. H. St. John, 80

yds., 4; W. L. Swendeman, 65 yds., 5; G. E. Wilkinson, 70

yds., 6; time, 1:05 3-5.

Final heat^William Inks, 75 yds., 1; O. L. Brailey, 80

yds., 2; J. M. Keller, 80 yds., 3; G. E. Wilkinson, 70 yds., 4;

time, 1:06 3-5.

One-mile, open—J. P. Bliss, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; C. M.
Murphy, 3; A. E. Lumsden, 4; C. W. Davis, 5; H. A. Gith-

ena, 6 ; time, 2:24.

One-mile, handicap—First heat—C. T. Knisely, 75 yds.,

1; Roy Keator, 100 yds., 2; E. V. Minor, 130 yds., 3; F. F.

Willis, 200 yds., 4; Charles Kalb, 160 yds., 5; time, 1:18.

Second heat—O. L. Brailey, 160?yds., 1; G. W. Eller-

thorpe, 140yds., 2; J. Leroy, 130 yds, 3; O. P. Bernhardt,

125 yds., 4; A. Christiansen, 160 yds., 5; time, 2:18.

Final heat—G. W. Ellerthorpe, 140 yds., 1; O. P. Bern-

hardt, 125 yds., 2; Charles Kalb, 160 yds., 3; J. Leroy, 130

yds., 4; O L. Brailey, 160 yds., 5; Roy Keator, 100 yds., 6;

time, 2:15 3-5.

Half-mile, open^J. P. Bliss, 1; G. C. Smith, 2; G. F.

Taylor, 3; C. W. Davis, 4; A. E. Lumsden, 5; H. A. Gith-

ens, 6; time, 1:18.

One-mile, 2:45 class—George L. Emerson, Chicago, 1 ; E.

C. Johnson, Cleveland, 2; A. J. Nicolet, Chicago, 3; F. J.

Wagner, Chicago, 4; J. Singler, Jr., South Bend, 5; L. W.
Campbell, 6; time, 2:35.

Two-mile, lap race—H. A. Githens, Chicago, 1; Hoyland
Smith, 2; C. M. Murphy and James Clark tied for third

place; time, 4:49.

Five-mile, handicap—C. V. Dasey, Chicago, 500 yds., 1;

Charles Kalb, 800 yds., 2; A. Christiansen, 750 yds, 3; P. J.

Dasey, Chicago, 800 yds., 4; L. W. Campbell, 700 yds., 5;

time, 13:22.
* * #

Peck's Time at Detroit.

The Referee failed to correct an error in the

time made by O. H. Peck in the Hilsendegen

road race at Detroit He was credited with hav-

ing covered the course in 1 hr. 17 min. 28 sec,

whereas he was fourth in time, 1 hr. 7 min. 28

sec, a difference of ten minutes. Notwith-

standing the fact that he rode a flat tire for

four miles he was within 1 min. 9 3-5 sec. of

Clark's time. He would have been second in

time or third at the worst, had his tire kept up.

* * *

Cash Prizes at St. Louis.

St. Louis, July 30.—The cash prize league

gave its first meet here this afternoon in the

presence of 4,000 spectators. The track at the

new Sportsman's park had been rolled and
partially banked for the occasion, and while

the bad corners helped keep the time down,
there were a number of exciting finishes.

Wheeler, as usual, had things his own way in

the scratch races, but did not do very well in

the handicap events, evidently being discour-

aged at the way he was handicapped. He
dropped out of the ten-mile handicap on the

ninth lap, after having caught part of Ifee

field. Rich and Dorntge rode well, furnishing

two or three lively scraps among themselves.

Kaufmann made a decided hit with his trick

riding, and he deserved all the applause he
received. The summary:

One-mile, open, purse $100—First heat—Wheeler, 1;

Dorntge, 2; Rich, 3; Furhman, 4; time, 2:34 4-5.

Second h,eat—Wheeler, 1; Rich, 2; Dorntge, 3; Price, 4;

time, 2:35.

Two-mile, handicap, purse $150—Ashinger, 265 yds., 1;

Albert, 280 yds., 2; Wheeler, scratch, 3; Rich, 50 yds.; 4;

time, 5:07; Wheeler's time 5:12 2-5.

Ten-mile, handicap, purse $200—Kluge, 400 yds., 1;

Albert, 850 yds., 2; Ashinger, 750 yds., 3; Rich, 150 yds.,

4; Dorntge. 200 yds., 5; time, 29:06.

The fourth race was a one-mile consolation.

Furhman was the only rider eligible who was
willing to start, and to make a race Rich,

Dorn'.ge and Kluge were allowed to start for

second and third money. Furhmad, under
the rules, had a walk-over for first, with Rich
second and Dorntge third; time, 2:32.

* * *

Colorado Records Go.

Denver, July 24.—W. W. Hamilton, of

Pueblo, carried off the honors of the Rambler
tournament at River Front Park Saturday. He
won four races and lowered four Colorado

records. He won the quarter-mile race in

:34 4-5, beating the record of Boles of the D. A.

C. ; he took the half-mile race in 1 :10, lowering

his own record of 1 :13 2 5, made at Greeley.

He was first in the two-mile race in 5:18 2-5,

beating the record of 5:19 1-2, made at Greeley.

He also won the five-mile race in 13:54 4-5,

beating the time of 14:08 made by Boles at

Greeley. The summary:

One-mile, novice—C. W. Parsons, 1; M. Hardesty, 2; G.

A. Phillips. 3; time, 2:44 3-5.

Quarter mile, open—W. W. Hamilton, 1; James Collier,

2; Louis Block, 3; time, :34 4-5.

Five-mile, club relay—Ramblers, 1; Denver W. C, 2;

Five Points, 3; time, 13:54 '-5.

Two-mile, handicap, Rambler members—C. W. Parsons,

150 yds., 1; H. Culman, 100 yds., 2; James Collier, scratch,

3; time, 5:30.

Half-mile, open—Hamilton, 1 ; James Park, 2; George

Childers, 3; time, 1:10.

One-mile, 2:50 class— O. M. Langan, 1; D. W. King, 2;

Childers, 3; time, 2:48.

One-mile, open—J. A. McGuire, 1; Park, 2; Charles

Hokes, 3; time, 2:50.

Two-mile, lap, open—Hamilton, 1; Col'ier, 2; C. C. Pugh,

3; time, 5:18 2-5.

One-mile, Rambler championship—J. A. McGuire, 1;

W. E. Carr, 2; James Collier, 3: time, 2:41.

One-mile, 2:35 class—O. M. Langan, 1 ; A. Banks, 2; H.

M. James, 3; time, 2:46 2-5.

Five-mile, Handicap—W. W. Hamiston, scratch, 1 ; T.

Botterill, 250 yds., 2, time, 13:54 4-5.

* * *

Savannah's Handicap Event.

The Savannah Wheelmen gave their post-

poned ten-mile road race July 24, which was

very successful, D. G. Tamer, riding from

scratch ia 31 :05, which is southern record. The

start was made on the White Bluff road at the

two-mile post at 6 o'clock in the evening. The

weather was very warm and the white shell

road hot and dusty. The result:

H'd'p. Time.

Allen Sweat 5:00 34:10

J. S. Sullivan 5:00 34:10 2-5

C. S. Richmond 3:15 33:50

L. M. White 3:15 33:56

O. W. Jackson, Jr 4:36 35:12

D. G. Farmer.... Scr 31:05

J.N. Kinsey 2:00 33:06

M. H. Clark 1:15 32:22

W. D. Mclver 3:15 35:35

Henry Hilbrath 2:00 34:29

W. C. O'Byrne 1:15 33:49

A.S. Cooper
"

4:30 38:06

Wm. B. Ford 2:00

* # *

Zimmy Rides a Good Mile.

Asbury Park, N. J., July 30.—The annual

meet of the Asbury Park A. A. was held yes-

terday afternoon. A heavy rain in the morn-

ing made the track exceedingly heavy, but it

improved during the day. In the mile handi-

cap Zimmerman made a desperate fight for

first, but was unable to get better than sixth

place, although he rode in 2:17 in spite of the

muddy track, In the five-mile open Zimmer-

man did most of the pacing and at the last

quarter went away from the bunch and won
easily from young Mulliken of Baltimore, the

latter being pushed hard for second by Hess.

Zimmy received a handsome diamond collar

button as a special prize for leading at the

greatest number of laps. The summary:
One-mile, novice—B. Ripley, 1 ; W. C. Roome, 2; H. E.

Eckstein, 3; time, 2:49 4-5.

One-mile, open — Zimmerman, 1 ; Mulliken, 2; Carl

Hess, 3; time, 2:48.

One-mile, 3:00 class—T. H. Thatcher, 1 ; H. H. Maddock,
2; A. H. Barnett, 3; time, 2:35.

Two-mile, handicap—Carl Hess, 90 yds., 1 ; F. J. Titus,

110 yds., 2; G. M. Wells, 120 yds., 3; time, 4:47 2-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—Paul Grosch, 1; E. L. Blauvelt, 2;

E. F. Miller, 3; time, 2:32.

Five-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; W. H. Mulliken, 2;

Hess, 3; time, 14:30.

One-mile, handicap—B. R. McDonald, 1; F. J. Titus, 2;

O. S. Brandt, 3; time, 2:14.

* # *

Another Big Milwaukee Meet.

The Mercury and Telegram clubs of Milwau-

kee have joined forces and will give a union
race meet on the afternoon of Aug. 21, at Na-
tional Park. Chairman Raymond has made
the event an international one, giving the clubs

sanction to run a one-mile, open, for a $500

prize, which is to be known as the Milwaukee
trophy. The meet will be run on an elaborate

scale, and prizes to the actual value of $2,000

will be hung up. The races following the

Minneapolis meet, as they will, will give all

the fast men an opportunity to form the ac-

quaintance of the city of breweries. Entries

should be mailed to H. A. Coleman, 457 Broad-

way.

The international races to be held at Mil-

waukee Aug. 14 and 15, under the auspices of

the Milwaukee Wheelmen, promise to be very

successful. Chairman Schroeder has received

assurances that all the leading men of the

country will participate. The prize list will

offer rare attractions, and every effort will be

made to make it a success.

* * *

An Incident of Brotherly Love.

A somewhat humorous incident occurred in

connection with the Murphy case. W. F.

Murphy called on Mr. Raymond to inquire

whether the brothers had been duly entered at

Chicago. Mr. Raymond had assured him that

they had, and just as W. F. was leaving called

him back and remarked: "Charlie seems to

have got into serious trouble." Thinking Ray-

mond referred to the time-limit trouble at Fort

Wayne, W. F. promptly returned: "Yes, that

is serious. Charlie is inclined to be a little hot-

headed, but if I bad been there it would not

have happened," and with that left. Later in

the evening he became acquainted with the

trouble Raymond referred to, and scarcely

slept that night, as he felt sure that he had en-

dorsed the accusation against his brother. He
hied himself to Raymond bright and early the

following morning to explain his ignorance of

the charges coming from Philadelphia.

* * *

A Good New Jersey Road Race.

Philadelphia, July 31.—A twenty-five-mile

road race over the Telford.road, south of Wood-

bury, N. J., attracted a crowd numbering at

least 2,500 last Saturday afternoon. The time

made was excellent. The race was won by J.

B. Pierson, of Vineland, N. J., with eight min-

utes' start, in 1 hr. 20 min. C. H. Coffin, Rose-

ville, A. A., scratch, won the time prize, doing

the distance in 1 hr. 17 min. George W. Coffin,

O. A. C. and Frank Marriott, S. E. W., were

the only other scratch men. C. H. Coffin
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RAMBLER PROPHECY FULFILLED.

It is quite customary for bicycle manufacturers to claim that their particular machines are "Best and Fastest,"

whether they have been in the business one year or ten, or whether their wheels have ever won a race or not. We
realized this fact when, at the beginning of the season, we predicted that the RAMBLER would be the most popular

wheel on the market, would " win races" and "break records."

Our expectations have been more than realized, for this has been distinctly "A RAMBLER YEAR." As for our
" rosy hued" prophecy we ask our friends to judge.

LIST OF RECORDS BROKEN ON RAMBLERS

Since September Last:

District of Columbia, one mile, competition, on No 3

Colorado State one mile, " " " 3

Pacific Coast one mile " " "4
Baltimore to Washington, on " 4

Pacific Coast 25 mile road competition, on " 4
*' " " " " " 2nd time, on - " 4

" " " " " " 3rd time, on *' 4

" " 30 " " " on " 5

American 25 mile road competition on " 5
" 20 " " " " "5
"

15 " " " " "5
Grand Rapids course, 18 mile road competition, on " 5

Pacific Coast one mile competition, 2nd time, on " 5

" " " " " 3rdlime,on " 5

World's 26 mile road competition, on " 4

" 25 • '•
" " "5

Pacific Coast one-half mile competition, on " 5

Minnesota State

"

" " " " 5

Michigan " one " " " " 5

Mexican three-quarter " " " " 5

More Records Broken on 6. & J. Pneumatic Tires

Fitted to Other Machines.
San Francisco to New York, by F. S. Beedleson, the one-legged rider.
Minnesota State one mile competition.
German and Austrian, 65 kilometres.

" " 75
80

....80.466 " (50 miles)
" " " 85

90
95

" 100
15

" " " 3hourrecord, 100 " (150 miles.)
Minnesota State one quarter mile.
World's six mile trotting record, sulky fitted with G. & J. Tires.
Record: The only Pneumatic Tire which went through the great Vienna to Berlin race

without a puncture or burst.

PHIZES WOIN^ OIN" EAMBLERS
Since September, 1892:

M firsts. 54 thirds. 21 first time.
112 seconds. 12 fourths. 9 second time.

Prizes Won on Ramblers in One Day only—July 4th.

50 firsts. 17 thirds. . 3 first time.
41 seconds. 3 fourths. 1 second time.

"Just Keep Your Eye on the Copper Rims."

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK, COVENTRY, ENG.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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FOR A BOARD OF TRADE.

Phoebus Tells of the Necessity of Such an

Organization.

A Kennedy Child, he of the silver-tongue

and insinuating way, is out with a letter ad-

dressed to the trade, setting forth that it is now
time to take steps toward the organization of a

trade board and asking advice and help. Oh,

me, oh, me! How many times have we seen

this hoary and moss-covered nutlet held to

be cracked, and how impotent have been the

arms which essayed to do the cracking! To be

sure not often have we known so much brains

and ability fostering the movement, and there

is no doubt that A. Kennedy will roll the ball

further up the hill than any of his predeces-

sors. I, for one, hope he will do even more
than that. There has been a crying need of

trade organization for many years, and there

has never been a time when a properly bal-

anced board of trade or a manufacturers' as-

sociation could not have performed much of

value. We have, for several years, been doing

a boomed and inflated business, the profits of

which have been greath overrated. We have

been speculating in futures, and taking busi-

ness chances which would scare a wheat spec-

ulator or a three-card monte sharp out of a

year's growth. We have been booming bicycle

factory stock until we got every blooming cap-

italist wild to invest, and now the inevitable

result has arrived and we have only ourselves

to blame.

There is mighty little profit to be gained in

the manufacture of good, honest bicycles, and

all the booming in the world won't pay debts.

The time of trial has come, and down go the

boomers—which, on the principle of lopping of

a diseased member, is a good thing—down go

the inflated jobbing houses, which is well;

down go the dishonest, or financially weak
dealer, again good. But there are many hon-

est makers and dealers, the backbone of the

whole business. A few of these have made a

little money, more of them are even with the

world; some of them are perfectly solvent, but

still behind, and these three classes will do the

wisest thing possible, if they combine for

mutual protection—protection against the wild-

cat jobbing houses; against indiscriminate and
wholesale cutting of prices; against the dis-

honest and tricky dealer; against the unjust

demands of race meet promoters; against the

exhorbitant demands of rubber companies and

iron merchants; against the begging tactics of

good road magazines and L. A. W. officials,

and for the advancement of the trade and the

sport in honest, legitimate channels, and a pro-

fitabie return for good money and good brains,

invested in the business.

Let them combine for the purpose of (1)

uneducating the public in the matter of false

ideas so long crowded down their throats, and

(2) re-educating them to the point where they

may understand that bicycles are exactly like

any other commodity, worth just what de-

mand and supply nominate; that there are bi-

cycles and bicycles, the same as there are wag-
ons and wagons or hats and hats, and that

excellence has much to do with the price,

while discounts are a very secondary consider-

ation.

Let them get together, forget the personal

animosities which have so long held them
apart; let the wise heads carefully and slowly

lay out a plan. We want no trust or combine;

we simply want unity in purpose. There are

no brighter men in the world than those in the

cycle business. Mr. Child is one of the bright-

est of them, and I hope he will succeed. Cer-

tainly if the lessons learned during the last

few weeks will not bring in converts nothing

will. Here's success to you, A. Kennedy-
Child, and the success of the cycling trade

association. Phcebus.

Andrae's New Ladies' Wheel.

The accompanying cut represents the new
ladies' wheel lately placed on the market by
the Julius Andrae Cycle Works of Milwaukee.

This wheel is of a new and exceedingly clever

design, the frame being an Andrae idea and
exceptional!}' light and strong. It is fitted

with nickeled tangent spokes, nickeled rims

large and leading firms, and an agreement ar-

rived at, would be of immense benefit to the

bicycle industry, as the smaller concerns would
to a very large extent follow a policy decided
upon by the larger concerns. Prices and dis-

counts ciuld be fixed for '94 and a more
healthy feeling would follow. It is within the

province of several of our leading manufactur-
ers to say what the future shall be.

Has Stood the Strain Well.

While a steamer was carr> ing a party of

cyclists from Sandy Hook to New York re-

cently the conversation drifted to the immense
strain to which nearlv every kind of business

has been subjected since the money market has

become so unsettled.

"Have you noticed that amo.;g many indus-

tries the bicycle trade has had fewer failures

than any other trade?" queried a New York
manager.

Ths subject was naturally interesting and
quite a number ventured their opinions as to

how the bicycle trade stood the severe test so

well. George S. Macdonald, one of the young-
est and very successful American managers,

thought that good will, trust in the future and
that spirit of fraternity and sympathy among
cyclists and the cycle trade was in the main

LADY ANDRAE.

and Morgan & Wright tires. The dress guards

of silk cord are light and strong. The machine,

fitted with tools and tool bag, ready to ride,

weighs 34 pounds. The firm writes that it has

scarcely been able to keep up with the demand
for this little beauty, but with increased facili-

ties, it is now able to supply these wheels quite

promptly.

An Important Trade Subject.

In a talk the other day in New York, George

S. Macdonald touched on a subject of vital

interest to the trade. He thought much good

could be dona the trade if several of the

larger manufacturers got together, say

in Chicago, during the L. A. W. meet, and

agreed on prices and discounts for 1894. Mr.

Macdonald believes that such a thing would do

away completely with the present unrest and

uncertainty as to the future of the trade by

manufacturers and agents, and would restore

the confidence that has been wavering of late.

A meeting between say a dozen of the leaders

(or as many as could be got together), which
should include the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, Overman Wheel Company, Gormully &
Jeffery Manufacturing Company and other

responsible for the wonderfully solid front the

bicycle trade had put on in times of financial

trouble.

It is gratifying to note that so few failures

of an important nature have occurred in a
business and trade of such importance as the

cycle trade has reached, and those interested

financially should take courage of the favora-

ble signs of a silver—if not a gold—lining to

the financial cloud that has hovered around.

The bicycle trade has shown a stability and
pluck which is very commendable, and may
the lines present an unbroken front until the

enemy of depression is completely routed.

Will Build in America.

G. B. Cooper, of the Premier Cycle Com-
pany, is authority for the statement that his

concern will soon open an American factory,

as the concern expects to dispose of 10,000

Premiers next season in America. Nothing

more definite than the above is known. Mr.

Cooper, accompanied by President Johnson of

the Premier Cycle Company of New York,

sails this week for England to make arrange-

ments about the new departure. Mr, Johngqn
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
ARE THE FASTEST ON EARTH.

READ NOT WHAT WE SAY BUT WHAT WE PROVE.

Records of 1892 are being Supplanted by Speedier ones in 1893.

Bert Harding,
1*93.

(57:10.
A 57:10.

Imperial.
\

L. D. Muneer, [ May 20. Forest Park Road Race. 17 1 2 miles. Arrow. > Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Chas. Kindervatter, ) (57:11. King of Scorchers. (

C. A. Urban, May 30. 12-Mile Handicap Road Racp,
Wab. C. (J. Terre IHute, Ind.

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

Otto Neuman, May 30. Winona, Minn.
1 1-2 mile.
"'

1 mile.
1:12 1-5.

2:43.
S'erling
Special.

.- State Records.

E. C. Johnson, May 30. Highland Park Race?, Detroit.
\ 1-4 mile.
) 1-2 mile.

:32 2-5.

1:10. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.

Chas. Kindervatter, May 30.
Wakl-t Park Road Race, Kansas

C.ty, Mo. 10 1-1 miles. 30:21. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

M. Nelson,

i May 30.

\

If 5: 14.

< 55:17.

1 55:48.

16:41 2-5

24 lb. March, wood rims.
)

Martin Nessel, Pull i an Race. 17 1-2 miles. Fowler. ^Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

G. L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

5 3-4 miles.
22-Ib. James.
Arrow.

[
Casse is a vouth of 14 years, his time

is State Record.
Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won

H. R. Renshaw, May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

M. A. Hickman, June 1 *. AUbama State Championship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer. Morgan & Wright Tires.

C. E. Tudor, June 10. IlanauerRoad Race. Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

if. H. Wylie fTuiia 27. New York to Chicriyo. 1,028 utiles.
10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

Sterling Special.
Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

Emil Ulbricht,
) Waukesha - Milwaukee Road

Race.

special
j
Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

A. L. 1 eonhardt, Y July 4. 16 1 2 miles 48:31. Stephens V TJlhricht's time is beat record
John Clark. i 49:01. Special. \ for course by 1:56.

Peck won 4th time in addition to 1st

C. H. Peck, July 4. Puorman. 18 miles. 53:41. James. place.

Breaking the competition record
Frank Wallerf July 4. Indianapolis. 3 Miles. 7:31. Arrow. for this distance.
J. F. Reitzner, July 4 Waukesha-Milwaukee td. race. 16 1 2 miles. 47:41. James. Second best time.

E. M. Spike, July 4.
11 16 1 2 miles. 49:40. Eagle-Al fair. .

H. H. Wylie, July 15. Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30. Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires. 11

(It. Meirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.
A. i, JLeonhardtf July 15. Lake View course. 5 miles. 13:30. Stephens. Breaking record for distance.

Frank Wallerf July 22. Silsendegen road race. 25 miles. 1:06:10. Arrow. Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

And there you are! Only a Few at that.

FIRST ON THE TRACK! FIRST ON THE ROAD!
FIRST IN THE HEARTS OF THE WHEELMEN!

Keep in the procession, be in the lead, emulate Wylie, Waller, Peck, Leonhardt and all of the sturdy
riders who know and appreciate the best, and knowing such ride

THE TIRE OE THE ERA.
That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best.

MORGAN & MIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOH WANT!

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.

CATALOGUE GIVES A. WOBLU OF INFORXA1ION.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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has just returned to New York from a two
weeks' visit to the world's fair. He reported

the business done in helical Premiers, as a di-

rect result of the company's exhibit at the ex-

position, to be far in excess of his anticipations,

a number of wholesale territorial agencies hav-

ing been placed with first-class houses. The
Premier company is exhibiting a number of

35-pound pneumatic tricycles of helical tubing

and has booked numerous orders for them.

The price is $250.

New American Patents.

The following is a list of recent patents, re

ported especially for the Referee by W. E.

Aughinbaugh, patent attorney, Washington,
D. C:

50(1,583, ice velocipede; Axel Karlson, Duluth, Minn.;

filed Jan. 13, 1893.

500,633, ice velocipede; Del Smith, Worcester, N. T.;

filed Feb. 10, 1893.

500,639, pneumatic tire; Charles F. Warner, Clearwater,
Minn.; filed Sept. C3, 1892.

500,658, pneumatic tire; Rudolph W. Huss, Chicago, III.,

assignor to Henry A. Lozier, Cleveland, O.; filed April 10,

1893.

500,703, vehicle wheel; Melancthon Burgess, St. George,
Utah, assignor of one-half to John L. Smith, same place;

filed March 14, 1893.

500,589, mud guard for cycles; Charles E. Hadley, Chico-

pee, Mass., assignor to the Overman Wheel Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass., and Hartford, Conn.; filed Dec. 19,

1892.

500,938, bicycle; Victor H. Nulle, Lebanon, O.; filed

March 9, 1893.

500,942, dust-proof cycle pedal; Albert Perkins, Chico-

pee, Mass., assignor to A. G. Spaleing & Bro., N. T., and
the Lamb Knitting Machine Manufacturing Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass. ; filed Sept. 5, 1892.

.'00,944, pneumatic tire; George Pickel, Berlin, Ger-
many; filed Dec. 3, 1692.

500,951. bell; Edward D. Rockwell, Bristol, Conn.; filed

July 14, 1892.

500,971, construction of cycles; John M. Starley and
William Starley, Coventry, England; filed Sept. Oi, 1892.

TRADE MARKS.

23,324, bicycles and tricycles and parts thereof; the

Black Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa. ; filed June 3,

1893; essential feature, the word "Tribune."

Peoria has been satisfactory in the extreme,

and we are now completing plans by which
we will next year continue on a much larger

scale than this. Certainly nothing can be more
satisfactory than the goods which have been

turned out of the Peoria factory this year, and

we think that we are entirely safe in the state-

ment that the manufacture of bicycles in this

city is now a well established industry. While
the present unexampled stringency in the

money market has affected our business, it has

not affected it as much as might be expected

and v.e are making daily shipments which are

very satisfactory indeed, in view of all cir-

cumstances."

A Light Ladies' Rudge.

We present herewith a cut of the ladies'

Rudge, manufactured by Rouse, Hazard &
Co., Peoria, which machine they have just

brought out. It weighs but 32 pounds with

brake, chain guards, dress guards, mud guards,

brace, lamp bracket, rubber pedals, roadster

tires and tl.e ladies' Sager saddle. Stripped it

will weigh 27 pounds. It has Rudge ball bear-

ings throughout, and is fitted with Warwick

before I left Coventry. He stated that owing
to the slow respons; to his appeal for funds he

did not think it at all likely that he would ac-

company a team of amateurs to the world's

fair, although he had been invited to read a

paper on photography at the photographer's

convention in Chicago. The reason the trade

did not respond to the appeal was, in my
opinion, because it did not feel like contribut-

ing to the expenses of a rider who would ride

somebody's else wheel, and you can't blame
them. If the N. C. U. wished to send a team
it should have appealed to its own treasury or

by popular subscription, leaving the trade out

altogether unless the manufacturers whose
machines the amateurs ride i-hould feel like

contributing to the N, C. U., who, in turn

applied it to the purpose of the expense money
of English competitors.

Victors Scoring Again.

At the Tuscarora Cycling Club races, Wells-

ville, O. , July 20, the half and mile club cham-
pionship races were won on Victors. In the

Rambler's road race at Rochester, N. Y., July

17, J. M. Kelley finished first from scratch in

Whymper Joins Crawford.

As fore-shadowed in the Referee two weeks
ago the staff of the Crawford Manufacturing
Company, of Hagerstown, Md., will be rein-

forced Oct. 1 by L. B. Whymper, who was re-

ferred to as "one of the best known cycle de-

partment managers in New York.'' Mr.
Whymper resigned his position with the well-

known firm of Schoverhng, Daly & Gales last

week, and on Wednesday of this week sails for

England, his old home. His parents still re-

side at Woodcote, Gypsey Hill, Upper Nor-

wood, London, where the popular "Barney"
will hie himself for a rest. Ten years he has

faithfully served his late employers, and rose

from an humble position to that of manager,

his appreciative employers keeping time with

promotion by the raising of the cash rewards
for his services. Ten years is a long time for

a man to stick to one firm in these days of

change and appreciation of talent. Whymper
has refused to listen to seductive offers from
other firms. The Crawford Manufacturing
Company is to be congratulated on securing

such a sterling young man.

THE LADIES' RUDGE.

Will Continue to Manufacture.

The fact that Rouse, Hazard & Co. have de-

cided to discontinue the manufacture of the

Rudge has given rise to a rumor that the firm

would stop manufacturing entirely. This is

emphatically denied in a letter from Mr. Rouse,
who says: "We will esteem it a favor if you
will kindly state that the report is entirely er-

roneous. Our manufacturing venture here at

hollow rims and Morgan & Wright roadster

tires. The dress guards are of red silk cord of

a very handsome and tasty design, and add

very much to the appearance of the machine,

while having the advantage of being light and

non rattling. Rouse, Hazard & Co. will fur-

nish the wheel, however, with the English

patent-leather guards, which guards com-

pletely envelop the forward portion of the

rear wheel, and also form what is substantially

a dust-proof chain guard.

Current Coventry Conversation.

Arthur E. Flavell, of Coventry, in conversa-

tion with a Referee man in New York last

Thursday, stated that the Coventry trade this

year has been much better than was antici-

pated. "The factory," said Flavell, "even
cleaned out a lot of cushion-tired wheels it

has had stored away. The beautiful weather
was responsible for the good trade. All the

principal manufacturers are getting ready for

next season. The patterns will be the same,
with the exception of minor details in the way
of novelties. I spoke to Mr. Sturmey the day

38 min. 30 sec, distance thirtetn miles. His

mount was a Victur. On July 20 he lowered

this record for the course twenty seconds. At
Jacksonville, Fla., July 28, Menanger, on a
Victor, won the two-mile race in 5:21, making
the last quarter in 32 sec. Victors won four

first prizes at this meet.

A. H. Radell Assigns.

The assignment of A. H. Radell, who has
for some time been doing a general bicycle

business at 494 North avenue and 46 and 48

Dearborn avenue, was announced Tuesday.

Up to a short time ago Radell did a good re-

pairing and renting business, and, within the

past eighteen months, manufactured quite a
number of wheels on special orders. The as-

signment was made in the County Court to

Henry J. Pilgrem. The assets and liabilities

each amount to about a thousand dollars.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

Arthur E. Flavell, of Coventry, representing

the well-known firm of Loyd, Read & Co.,

makers of the Overstone cycles, arrived in
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OUR GUARANTEE.
We Make no Half Way Claims; Nor Show any Half Way Confidence.

We hereby guarantee every Lu'-MI-NUIM Bicycle to be free from imperfection in material or manu-

facture, when it leaves our hands. If any aluminum part proves defective within two years from date of

purchase, the owner may return same to us, at our expense, and we will furnish a new part without expense

to him, provided the original factory number of the machine is unaltered and intact.

If any material other than the aluminum parts prove defective within one year from date of purchase,

the owner may return same to us, charges prepaid, and we will furnish a new part without charge.

This guarantee does not apply to damage resulting from accident, misuse, or neglect, nor is it in any

sense an agreement to "keep machines in repair" for the time specified. In all cases where defects are

claimed, the parts must be sent us for inspection and judgment. We undertake and agree to furnish perfect

and marketable goods; having done this, our duty ends.

Should any of the aluminum parts become broken by accident, misuse, or neglect, the owner may re-

turn them to us, charges prepaid, and we will allow $2.00 per pound for them toward the price of the new

parts required.

For the sum of $10.00, to be paid us at the time of purchase, we will insure the aluminum parts of any

LU-MI-INUM Bicycle against breakage of any kind whatever, whether arising from imperfection or

accident, for a period of five years, and undertake to keep the aluminum parts in perfect repair during that

time without expense to the original purchaser. In cases of breakage of parts thus insured they must be

returned to us before new parts will be supplied.

There is a Half Million Dollars Behind the Above Statement.

SEE THE AT THE

INTERNATIONAL MEET AT CHICAGO.

We wish to have every wheelman at the meet see and try our wheel. The more it is known the more
rapid will be its introduction.

"SEEING IS BELIEVING."

THE REVOLUTION HAS COME ££ ALREADY THE PRICES OF STEEL BICYCLES
TUMBLING.

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co.,

ST. EOTJIS, MO.
Inco-oorated 1873. Caoitai $500,000. Send for Catalogue.

MENTION THE REFEREF..
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New York last week. Mr. Flavell reports

business as being good in England the past

season. The Coventry man is heading for the

world's fair.

It is understood that J. K. Starley will ar-

rive in America this month to have a receiver

appointed for the Humber-Rover Company,
which announced itself out of business last

November.

The failure of the Ormonde Cycle Company,
of England, is reported. It may be well to

mention that the American Ormonde Company,
of New York, is an entirely separate institution

and is not affected by the failure.

H. P. Davies, of H. P. Davies & Co., To-
ronto, is touring in Europe with his wife.

The party includes Stephen Golder of the New
Howe company, who has been elected a director

in H. P. Davies & Co.'s Toronto house.

Thomas Sanders, whose headquarters are at

the Wellington Hotel, Chicago, is handling the

Tom Thumb lamp, made by his firm in Birm-
ingham. He also handles Perry & Co.'s chains,

frames, ball pedals, etc., and Lamplugh& Co.'s

saddles.

Frank White, of the George R. Bidwell Cycle

Company, wishes it to be understood that there

are no mosquitoes on the Bidwell tire, and
illustrates his meaning by saying that out of

150 wheels in the late Buffalo Ramblers' cen-

tury 100 were shod with Bidwell tires and went
through without a scratch.

According to George S. Macdonald the

Raleigh company will likely have a New Jer-

sey or New York factory of large proportions

next year, as it has about decided that its pres-

ent place is too small for the increased business.

A western distributing point, possibly Chicago,
will, it is said, be one of the '94 departures.

Thomas Sanders, of Birmingham, Eng., rep-

resenting Parker & Sanders, arrived in Chi-

cago Friday morning. His line of cycle fit-

tings is extensive. He also represents the

British Tube Company. Until Thursday he
will make his headquarters at the Wellington
Hotel. No introduction to the trade is neces-

sary, for he is well known.

L. W. Conkling, chock full of aluminum
talk, bobbed up in New York last week and
visited the Referee office, in company with
an aluminum frame made by his company at

St. Louis. Conkling believes that aluminum
will have to be taken into consideration in bi-

cycle building, as frames made of that material

are stronger, lighter, and in every way su-

perior to steel tubing.

The Wooden Rim Company of Kingsland,

N. J., is getting along nicely with the estab-

lishing of an extensive plant for the purpose

of manufacturing wooden rims in a large

way. The company proposes to push the sale

of the now popular thing in rims, and will

follow the pioneer wooden rim manufactur-

ers, McKee & Harrington, in style and qual-

ity, the latter people having disposed of that

part of their business in order to confine them-

selves (o the bicycle building.

The many friends of Jarvis B. Brown, the

popular piesident of the Anglo-American Iron

and Metal Company, will be sorry to learn that

the usually merry gentleman is very sick. Two
weeks ago he went to the Catskills for his

health, and the complainthe was suffering from
pleuropneumonia, developed into a dangerous

form in a few days. Secretary Friedenstein

was telegraphed for and the sufferer was taken

to New York on a stretcher last Friday. The

physician thinks Mr. Brown's vigorous consti-

tution in the past may enable him to pull

through all right.

W. H. Wells, the well-known road rider of

the K. C. W. , who fills a responsible position

with the E. O. Stearns Company, has just fin-

i?hed a deserved vacation in the Catskill moun-
tains, and is once more on duty in Syracuse.

Mr. Wells will sell out his New Jersey home, to-

gether with some other property interests, and
move bag and baggage to Syracuse. He be-

moans the state of Syracuse streets, which
will cause him to remember the good roads in

New Jersey. The issuing of that clever circu-

lar, "The YeUow Fellow," weekly by the E. C.

Stearns Company is said to be a Wells produc-

tion. Another Wells, a brother, is one of the

Stearns staff.

The Beauty Child's Seat.

The accompanying cut illustrates the Beauty

child's seat,

made by the

Rich&Sager
Company,
Roche ster.

It is one of

the most con-

venient and
safe child's

seats made,
and is made
in two styles,

of canvas
and of mack-
intosh, list-

ing, respectively, hi $4.5j aud $3.0U.

Parkhurst & Wilkinson Resume.

The large iron and cycle part house of Park-
hurst & Wilkinson, which failed last week,
will resume business this morning. The firm

was unable to give any further information re-

garding the settlement with its creditors.

They Caught Bass Together.

"Bennie" Sherman is a little old man, and
quite a character at Manasquan, N. J. Ben-
nie roads the Referee at the Hotel Osborne
(Zimmerman's hotel), and was worried when
he saw local folk quoted wherein the cham-
pion was mentioned and his name left out.

A Reeeree man is fairly well known in the

village, and some of the jokers had told Ben-
nie to look out for him in order to get his

name printed. The other evening, while the

Referee man was seated outside the Zimmer-
man hotel with a number of cycling promi-

nents, Bennie made his appearance, and after

an introduction by "Papa" Zimmerman de-

livered himself of this oration:

"Look ahere, Mr. Referee man, when you
write about this here boy [pointing to A. A.

Z] you just say that he used to go bass fishing

with old Bennie Sherman when he wore short

pants. Many a load we have toated home
together. But the boy was a terror after bass,

and always got more than I did. I'll never

forget the day, boy, when you fell in the

water when landing a big fish, and you had to

swim down to find a place to climb out. But
he never let go his line; he held on and landed

his fish, he did. That was what I liked about

the boy; he would never give up, he wouldn't."

And then, looking admiringly at Zimmie, who
was laughing as he followed Bennie's speech,

he exclaimed: "I could keep up with you
then, but you are too swift now for Bennie."

RECORDS TO DATE.

'93

'92

Complete List of Those in Competition and

Trials.

The following table is a complete list of rec-

ords in trials and competition to date:

STANDING START—COMPETITION.

Miles.

1-4— :31 1-5, George Q. Smith, Hartford, Sept. 0,

1-2— 1:01 4-5, A. A. Zimmerman, " Sept. 0,

3-4— 1:41 1-5, George F. Taylor, Springfield, Sept. 15,

1 — 2:09 4-5, W. C. Sanger, Milwaukee, July 29,

2— 4:47 2-5, J. S. Johnson, Pittsburg, June 24,

3 — 7:31, Frank Waller, Indianapolis. July 5.

4 —10:13 1-5, L. D. Munger, Evansville, Ind., Oct. 6,

5 —12:36 3-5, A. E. Lumsden, " "

6 —18:40 2-5, C. F. Seeley, New York, July 9,

7 —21:45 2-5, Carl Hess, "

8 —24:45 3-5, Hoyland Smith, " "

9 —28:03 3-5, R. W. Steves, " "

10 —30:40 2-5, P. J. Berlo, "

25 —1:18:41, W. F. Murphy, Syracuse, June 17, 93

STANDING START—AOAINST TIME.

1-4— :30, A. A. Zimmerman, Trenton, July 4, '93.

1-2— 1:01 4-5, Hartford, Sept. 8, '92.

3-4— 1:34, W. W. Windle, Springfield, Oct, 8, '92

1 —2:05 3-5, " Oct. 7, '92

2 —4:28 3-5, " Sept. 30, '92

3—7:043-5, " " Sept. 29. '92

4 —9:26 3-5, " '92

5—11:41 " " '92

6 —15:11 1-5, Hoyland Smith, Hartford, July 5, '92

7 —17:49 3-5, " " •' '92

8 —20:27 " " " '92

9 —23:04 4-5, " " '92

10 —25:35 2-5, " '-' " '92

25 —64:05 1-5, " " ,92

FLYING START—COMPETITION.

1-4— :27, A. A. Zimmerman, Hartford, Sept. 6, '92

FLYING START—AGAINST TIME.

1-4— 28:2-5, H. C. Tyler,

1-2— :57 4-5, W. W. Windle,

3-4—1:30 4-5,

1 — 2:02 3-5,

Springfield, July 14, '92

Oct. 7, '92

AGAINST TIME, PACED BY RUNNING HORSES.

1-4 :26 1-5, John S. Johnson, Independence, Sept. 21, '92

1-2— :55 1-2 " " " ' 15, "

3-4— 1:28 1-2 " " " " 22, "

1 — 1:56 3-5 " " " " " "

MISCELLANEOUS.

24 hours, competition (and against time) 428 1-4 miles,

Frank Shorland, Kerne Hill, July 22, 1893.

1 hour, 24 miles, 380 yds., L. S. Meintjes, Heme Hill, July
4, 1893.

25 miles, 61 min. 51 2-5 sec, Meintjes, same time and
place.

25 miles, on road, 1 hr. 6 min. 10 sec, Frank Waller, De-
troit, July 22, 1893.

ENGLISH RECORDS.

Safety. Tricycle.

1-4—flying 27 4-5, Sanger, :33 Stroud
1-4—starting 32 3-5, Zimmerman, :37 1-5 Bramson
1-2— " 1:03 1-5, Bradbury, 1:15 3-5 Stroud
3-4— " 1:35 4-5, Sanger, 1:54 4-5 Bramson
1— " 2:09 3-5, Meintjes, 2:31 3:5 Bramson
2— " 4:37, Meintjes, 5:24 2-5 Turner
3— " 7:05 1-5, Osmond, E., 8:06 2-5 Turner
4— " 9:35, Osmond, E., 10:57 1-5 Arnold
!— " 12:03 1-5, Osmond, E., 13:40, Arnold

Little Rain Has Fallen.

It is a noteworthy fact that of all the meets
in the west sinca Louisville, June 24, not one

has been postponed on account of rain and in

the only instance where it did rain, at South

Bend, July 28, the shower came down during

the last lap of the five-mile handicap, the last

open race of the day, in which the seventh

man and last prize winner only could

cross the tape, all others being stalled in the

mud. The eastern men who followed the cir-

cuits from June 1 recall but three days of rain,

and none of the great road races of the year

have been marred by wet weather. Provi-

dence has, indeed, been kind to the racing men
this season and race promoters have reaped the

benefit.
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<t TURN,
TURN,

MY WHEEL,"
Is too often the despairing cry of some unfortunate wheelman being beaten by a

iiRALEIGH."
Tis never the cry of the

RALEIGH RIDER!
His is "VICTORY."

RALEIGH CYCLE CO., LIMITED,
BANK AND GREENWICH STREETS,

"Zimmerman on Training," 50 cents by mail.

NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

. . . WE DON'T TALK . . .

SAMPLE SET

ROAD RACER

FRAME FITTINGS

1894.

They Talk for Themselves Much More'Eloquently.

THE EADIE MFG. CO., Ltd., Redditch, Eng.
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THE LATE MAJOR KNOX HOLMES.

Death of the Grand Old Man of Cycling Causes

General Mourning.

He was all that the English cycling press

has said of him since earth claimed him. The
writer met the major many times during a

tour abroad, and feels like referring to him as

Wheeling did in a magnificent obituary and
biography as "Our Major." A spin on the

track with the four-score-year major, a trip

Ripley Road and many interesting chats on
racing, training and touring, are part of the cir-

cumstances which caused a feeling of regret

when it was learned that he had departed from
this life. The major was an important figure

in English cycling, a wonderful figure, for we
find him pace-making and record breaking at

eighty years of age. There was much good in

the example set by Major Knox-Holmes. His
presence on track and road persuadedjmany
men of mature age to ride bicycles who had
believed that bicycle riding was and should be

confined to young people. Cycling prints an
excellent likeness of the man who was respected

by all. He was laid to rest on the green slope

of the hill looking westward, near Earlsfield

station, known as Waudsworth cemetery, and
gathered at his grave were representatives of

cycling from all parts of Great Britain, who
will feel an almost personal loss in the de-

parture of this thoroughbred English sports-

man. The major rode until within a few days

of his fatal illness. Columns could be written

about this most lovable man, but the subject is

done justice when we quote from WTieeling's

last words that ' 'the grave never covered a finer

specimen of an Englishman and an English

gentleman."

How Tyler Got the Start.

The finish in the mile at Asbury Park, July

22, between Tyler and Zimmerman will never

be forgotten by those fortunate enough to see

it. Many wondered why the champion allowed

Tyler to make such a "sneak" on him, and sev-

eral took him to task for holding Tyler appar-

ently so cheaply. A broad smile and "you
don't know what happened; I was scared my-
self," from Zimmerman, prepared his listeners

for an interesting note. "You saw him (Tyler)

move just as Price did, and you saw me jump,
and then stop, and you did not know what had
happened, did you? Well, in going around
Price to reach Tyler I ran over a bump in the

track, which threw me out of the saddle, and
when I slid back a part of my wearing apparel

caught in the saddle point. While making an
ineffectual attempt to disengage it, Tyler got

away, so when I saw I could not get back in

the saddle, I commenced to sprint and drive

while sitting on the saddle point, and you bet

I was glad when it was over and I had won."

Italy to Chicago Awheel.

Sig. Masetti of Milan, Italy, is now, prob-

ably, on the ocean heading for Chicago. He
was to start from Milan July 15 and ride to

Harve via' Simplom Pass (in the Alps), Genera,

Switzerland, Dijon and Paris. From Harve to

London the trip was by boat; thence by wheel

to Liverpool. From this point he takes an In-

man line steamer to New York, and from
Gotham to Chicago he will come by wheel. He
should arrive the latter part of the month.

A. A. McCurdy Acquitted.

Notwithstanding the fact that some papers

have charged that the ex-amateur of Lynn

was charged with murder or as accessory to

the same, when he deserted from the United

States army at St. Louis some years ago, a

court martial at New Orleans acquitted him
of desertion and all other charges. He
applied for membership to a New Orleans am-
ateur club, and on its writing to a cycling

journal in New York for particulars regarding

him, statements were made and sent which
resulted in his arrest for desertion, with other

charges thrown in. F^rty shoemakers of New
Orleans testified to his good behavior the past

few years, and he was set free.

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

A Midnight Tragedy.

The Message an Hour Late.

Springfield, 111., July 28.—Governor Boies'

message to Governor Altgeld arrived here

at 2:22 this afternoon, an hour late. The
time for 238 miles from DesMoines, la., to

Springfield was 28 hrs. 22 min. For a time

the riders were well ahead of the scheduled

time, but sandy hills and muddy river bottom

roads put them behind. The message read as

follows:

State op Iowa, Executive Office, Des Moines, July

26,—The Hon. John P. Altgeld, Governor of Illinois,

Springfield—Dear Sot:—Through the kindness of those

charged with the management of the relay bicycle rac-

ing, having the east front of Iowa's capital building as a

starting point and the capital building of your state as

a point of termination, I am permitted to convey to you
by special messenger my personal compliments. While

this race, the first of its kind in this portion of the west

covering so extended a course, may demonstrate the fact

that the problem of good roads has not yet been satis-

factorily solved by Illinois and Iowa, I am certain it will

show to the world the pluck, energy and perseverance of

the young men of the west. With assurances of the

warmest personal regards and wishes for your good
health, I am very sincerely yours, Horace Boies.

The African Made Friend?.

Meintjes, the African champion, who has

been doing such phenominal riding in Eng-

land, popularized himself very materially with

all the cracks at Detroit, and incidentally pock-

eted a great many pointers on the riding tac-

tics of the American speed merchants, with

whom he has to compete at Chicago. Meint-

jes is a great hulking fellow, brimming over

with good-nature. In his talk one would take

him for an American. His general makeup is

not at all un-American, and he is quite

modest.

French, German and Norwegian Records are

Broken.

The French record-breakers, de Perrodil and

H. Farman, have just finished their ride from

Paris to Madrid, Spain, covering the 1,440 kil-

ometres in 7 days, 13 hrs., after having had

much trouble with rain, wind, hot weather

and dirt. On their arrival at Madrid police-

men on horseback had to make space through

the crowds which filled the streets. The
French "ambassadeur" at Madrid, Mr. Rus-

tain, with the Spain authorities, was on hand

to greet the riders. A banquet was tendered

them; also a performance in the arena, where

the two cyclists occupied the royal box.

Mile, de Saint Sauveur, the winner of the

female artists' race at Paris, and holder of the

woman's hour record, 26 kilometres 12 metres

without pacemakers, had a twenty-six kilo-

metre match with Mile. Debatz, who was
second in the other race. On account of an

accident Mile, de Saint Sauveur had to give up
shortly before the finish, and Mile. Debatz won
in 55 min. 58 2-5 sec.

During the strike of the Parisian cab drivers

a bicycle agent made a proposal to put 1,0(10

bicycles in service on the most frequented

streets of the city, and people could rent them
instead of cabs at the same rate, 50 centimes

(10 cents) per hour. In case of success he

would increase the number of tricycles to

3,000. In spite of want of cabs his proposition

was not accepted.

In the person of M. Herty, of Offenbach,

Germany has a young man who has a great

future. Among this year's victories are the

championships of his own country and the

grand-dukedom of Hesse. Later he beat the

German records of 500 metres in :40 2-5; 4000

metres, 6:10 4-5; 6,000 metres, 10:26 1-5 and on
the tandem, with O. Breitling, the one-mile

record in 2:22.

The races at Leipsic on July 9 resulted as fol-

lows:

Two thousand metres—W. Tischbein, Halle, 1 ; A. Ver-

heyen, Frankfort, 2; T. Burger, Dresden, 3; time, 4:00 1-5.

Ordinary, 7,500 metres (one German mile)—H. Hof-

mann, Munich, 1; B. Lierfuss. Sondershausen, 2; A. Spit-

zig, Berlin, 3; time, 13:04 3-5. German record.

Tricycle, 1,609 metres (one English mile) —-W. Tischbein,

Halle, 1; A. Habich, Mannheim, 2; P. Nagel, Dresden, 3;

time, 2:46' 3-5.

Five thousand metres, handicap—E. Ahl, Dresden, 320

metres, 1 ; T. Libulack, Leipzich, 260 metres, 2; O. Har-

tung, Halle, 260 metres, 3; time, 7:50 3-5. A. Verheyen,

from scratch, rode 5,000 metres in 7:52; German record.

Ordinary, handicap, 5000 metres—B. Zierfuss, Sonders-

hausen, scratch, 1: A. Spitzig, Berlin, scratch, 2; A.

SchueDermann, Schweinfurt, 160 metres, 3; time, 8:25 2-5,

German record.

Tricycle handicap, 4,000 metres—A. Dix, DresdeD, 140

meters, 1 ; O. Pruefer, Luetzen, 230 metres, 2; P. Nagel,

Dresden, scratch, 3; time, 7:25 3-5.

Christiana, Norway's capital, had a meet at

the end of last month. Result:

Five thousand-metres—E. Fossum, 1;H. Johannsen, 2;

K. Pedersen, 3; time, 6:00 1-5, record.

Championship of Norway, 5,000 metres—H. Erichsen, 1

;

W. Henie, 2; time, 8:27 2-5.

One thousand six hundred and nine-metre (one English

mile)—H. Johannesen, 1; E. Fossum, 2; time, 3:01 4-5.

A Lecture By Raymond.

There was an interesting me ting of all the

racing men at Detroit the second day. Chair-

man Raymond occupied the chair. He ap-
pealed to the boys to ride fairly, to ride to win,
to cease loafing tactics and to give the specta-
tors an honest, straightforward race at all

times. He gave them some valuable pointers
on the powers of a referee, on conduct on the
track and asked them to do all in their power
to forward the best interests of the sport. His
speech resulted in a marked improvement in

the racing the second day.
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., chico

m
p
a
e
!s
falls

We carry a large line oE Sundries, and are prepared to All orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRIC£ PE.t Hairi, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from he«t quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

oo

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SFRIXG <

SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, aud we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

1 his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will
prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in
the world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

TROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cents.

DON'T BE DECEIVED
And you will if you buy one of the so-called

Reduced-price-rattle-traps that are being ad-

vertised by manufacturers of no standing in

the community

THE CREDENDA SELLS AT $115.00.

it is the best bicycle in America to-day for the price. The L reden.la is guaranteed. We sell it—that's the

guarantee. . . ... ......... .....
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. G. SPALDING & Bros.,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

Brooks' Saddles — Humber Detachable Chain

Wheel—New System of Steering.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately
after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertfoid „t:set, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from June 6, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

BROOKS 1 SADDLES.
No. 13,733. J. B. Brooks' "Improvements in the

metallic framings and fittings of cycle saddles." July 28,

1893.—This invention consists of six parts, four of whicli
relate to a suspension saddle. The framing consists es-

sentially of trussed members connected at their extreme
ends to the front and rear under side of the seat. The
members are flat and placed vertically, so as to utilize

their greatest strength, and
are pierced, leaving them
of the skeleton form so as

to reduce the weight to a
minimum. The members
are formed at their middle

parts into a clip which em-
braces the upright portion

of the saddle pillar and
are secured in position by
a cross bolt and nut. The

saddle pillar referred to is not provided with a horizontal

arm; the combination of parts in this way saving some
weight and being intended for racing purposes. A modi-
fication of this arrangement is described and one or two
forms of clips to secure saddles to the horizontal arms of

L pillars are included in the specification. The illustra-

tion represents a transverse section of one of them. The
clip is composed of two wing parts (gl) each part bavin-*

an upwardly disposed and outwardly directed hook (g2)

which passes through a hole or piercing (bl) of the side

member (b2) of the frame, whilst the lower part of each
of the said clips is formed into a curved lip with a con-

caved seating (g4) and a piercing through it (g5) where
through a screw pin (h) passes and is fitted with a seat

washer (e) and nut (0. The side" sections <.b2) of the
framing are united by bridges (b4) which constitute the
upper section of the clip and between the concaved under
sides of them and the parts g the arm (j) of the L pin is

gripped. This appears to be a modification of the ar-

rangement by which the wires of a spring saddle are
gripped between the upwardly turned ends of the bridge
(b4) and the downwardly turned ends (g2) of the parts
gl, the screw (h) serving to hold the wires as well as
tighten the clip on the L pin.

THE HUMBER DETACHABLE CHAIN WHEEL.

No. 719. G. P. Mills and D. W. Bassett's " Improve-
ments in or connected with cranks and change gear of
cycles and other like vehicles." Jan. 12, 1893.—The ob-
ject of this invention is to provide better means of at-

taching the crank

^ to tie gear wheel

of cycles, espec-

ially those with

which one or more
change wheels are

supplied. By this

invention the gear

wheel is perma-
nently attached to the crank (a), which has a notched
flange or series of projections (b) corresponding to the

arms (c) of the gear wheel (cl) at the axle end. The said

flange is attached to the center portion of the wheel by
sweating or brazing. The wheel (cl) is provided with a

shoulder (e), which fits into a recess in the crank so as to

ensure the truth of the wheel relatively to the crank (a)

and crank axle (f). The wheel aud crank when secured

together are attached to the axle (f) by means of a taper

bolt (g) and nut (h) as used in the ordinary detachable

crank and can be easily detached from the axle by un-

screwing the nut and knocking out the bolt when it is de-

sired to substitute a wheel similarly constructed but of

different diameter or one fixed to a crank of different

length. A wheel and crank constructed as above de-

scribed can be made to weigh less than an ordinary light-

keyed crank and chain wheel because the ordinary boss

of the chain wheel is not required, while it has the advan-
tages of being firm, true and easily detached.

A NEW SYSTEM OP STEERING.

No. 8,803. J. W. Adams, "Improvements in veloci-

pedes." May 2, 1893.—This invention relates more par-

ticularly to bicycles, and aims at providing means which
will enable the rider to steer the machine without moving
the handle-bar and without removing his hands there-

from. The handle-bar (b) instead of being attached to

the stem (d) of the steering is rigidly fixed to some fixed

ivl

<£?

"BIGGEST THING ON WHEELS."

Champion Bicycle Supporter.
(PATENTED.)

Saves wear and tear on your wheel; saves the money you are paying out again and again for

repairs, caused by throwing your wheel down.

There is no need of this, if you use the "Champion Bicycle Supporter." If attached to your

wheel the bicycle will stand up anywhere you put it; you need not rest it against post, fence,

wall, curb-stone or anything else; you need not throw it down on the grass, but just attach this

" Champion Supporter " to the wheel and when you want to dismount you will see the benefit

and pleasure it will give you.

The "Supporter" can be attached to any bicycle; it fits all kinds and sizes; anyone can

attach it or take it off at will, by following directions, without extra cost. It is not necessary to

detach it after once placed. It is always securely attached; made from best steel, of best work-

manship, is nickle-plated and will never get out of order.

No bicycle r.der once seeing its usefulness will fail to buy one for his machine. The cost is

but $1.00 each, and at this cost its benefit and usefulness will be apparent the moment a rider

sees it. It weighs but 4 ounces. For sale by all Bicycle dealers.

Fred C. Adams,
8oi Royal Insurance Bldg., 169 Jackson St., CHICAGO.
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portion of the frame such as the socket or outer tube

of the head. To the top of the stem (D),is fixed a

segment (Q). On the teeth of the segment is placed a
short length of chain (H), the ends of which are con-

a few days looking around New York and will

be shown the sights.

General News Notes.

nected to the respective handles (N N) by wires (h h).

These wires pass into the tube of the handle-bar, which
is suitably set up for the purpose, and are secured to

blocks located in each end of the bar. There is a worm
connection between the bandies and these blocks so that

by rotating the handles on the bar in a suitable manner
the chain (H) is moved to right or left and the steering

wheel guided in a similar direction. A modified arrange-

ment is described and illustrated in which the handles

are fixed to the handle-bar and the segment is actuated

through bars and levers, the handles of whieh lie in prox-

imity to the handles on the handle-bar.

Aquilla a Costly Luxury.

At this time there is a cyclist riding in the

National Cycling Association tournaments,

who was an amateur up to a few months ago.

Outside of riding a bicycle the young man in

question has been in business twice and twice

he has failed.

"Father," he said, when the season opened,

"what do you think I should do, go in busi-

ness or join the new league?"

"Well, my boy," was the reply, "I d«n't

know; but as a luxury you are cheapest when
you are racing with a bicycle.

A few days afterward Rich applied for

membership in the professional league.—New
York Sun.

An English Editor Coming.

John B. Burman, one of the editors and pro-

prietors of Sport and Play, Birmingham, will

arrive in America about the middle of this

month on a visit to the world's fair. He will

spend a brief period in the leading cities sight-

seeing and will, no doubt, be well looked after

by cyclists who will be fortunate enough to

meet Mr. Burrnna. He will, first of all, spend

A number of St. Louisians are traveling Chi-

cagoward by wheel.

The Riverside Cycle Club of Cairo, 111., was
incorporated Friday last.

At Rochester last week Nick Kaufmann did a
unicycle mile in 5:02 1-4.

The Detroit Wheelmen are endeavoring to

have an obnoxious bell ordinance vetoed by the

mayor.

The Apollo Wheelmen is the name of a new
club at Allentown, Pa., composed of "fast

riders only."

Ten members of the Chequamegon C. C, of

Ashland, Wis., will start next week for the

world's fair awheel. The distance is 425 miles.

The wheelmen of Hamilton, 111., have been
bothered considerably of late by finding cards,

in which tacks had been inserted, lying in

many places in the road.

The secretary of state issued incorporation

papers Thursday of last week to the Union
Wheelmen of Chicago; incorporators, J. H.
Crompton, IT. Kleiser and Y. Fleury.

St. Johns, Mich., has a new club, the offi-

cers being: President, Frank Hyatt; vice-pres-

ident, T. G. Reynolds; secretary, George Vin-
cent; treasurer, George Casey; captain, Harry
Bradney.

At Detroit the Triangle Cycle Club has been
organized by employes of the Pullman Palace
Car Company, with the following officers: A.
Goulding, president: N. Conley, treasurer; H.
W. Busch, secretary.

The Cyclone C. C, of Bay City, Mich., was
reorganized last week and the following offi-

cers elected: President, J. O. Pierce; vice-

president, Fred Mosher; secretary and treas-

urer, Arthur T. Swart; captain, S. C. Crump.

A bicycle club was organized in Walkerville,

Mich., on Tuesday evening with the following

officers: President, Alderman Thomas Reid;

vice-president, J. D. Janisse; secretary an
treasurer, N. B, Vrooman; captain, W, M.
Brindle.
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FACTORIES: Birmingham, Eng.

Whitworths
HOLD ALL RECORDS

From One to Twenty-Five Miles.

Messrs. Meintjes and E. Osmond both rode Whitworth No. 8 Special

Racers in their recent Record Rides.

=ALL WHO RIDE THEM SCORE.- :

"Cycling" of |uly 22, says:—To hold all records from one to 25 miles is in these days a triumph that

any machine has a right to be proud of. This grand record at time of writing stands

to the WHITWORTHS CREDIT.

The Two Championships of Holland were Won by Mr. Jaap Eden on a Whitworth.

"Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,
NEW YORK,

64r4:-64r6 Broadway.
CHICAGO, Stand No. 238,

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, WORLD'S FAIR.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

FIGURES TALK.

The Dunlop Tires
Sold up to May 15th, 1893, number 505,000. You

can't go wrong in getting a

DUNLOP.
They Cost a Little More, but--

AMERICAN DUNFOP TIRF COMPANY,
160 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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GENERAL NEWS NOTES.

Personal Paragraphs and Little Squibs From

Everywhere.

Henry E. Harris has resigned the chief con-

sulship of Kansas and moved to Duluth, Minn.,

where he will hereafter reside.

George K. Barrett has agreed to " circulate"

among the press men during the meet and

keep them thoroughly posted on all points of

the game.

Sanger's 2:18 in the mile international race

the second day at Detroit was the fastest mile

in competition ever made in a scratch race.

America will likely be represented by a team

of racing cracks in England next year, who
will compete in the international champion-

ships.

Zimmerman said before the races at Detroit

that he expected to be beaten by Sanger, Tyler

and Windle, but that if he beat them as often

as they beat him he would be satisfied.

It is said the Chicago Athletic Association

will support a racing team, but not for this

season. It will, however, organize its team at

an early date for the National Athletic Associa-

tion contest. A prominent local man will prob-

ably be chosen as manager.

The Granite Uity Cycling Club has just or-

ganized with twenty-four charter members
and the following officers: Charles P. Adley,

president; R. L. Cramb, vice-president: T. W.
Clark, secretary and treasurer; H. S. Locke,

attorney; Edward Doble, captain.

The Brooklyn Citizen will give a handicap

road race over the Boulevard course, Brooklyn,

Aug. 19. The Citizen has done some very en-

terprising things in cycling in the city of

churches and Sporting Editor W. H. Roberts

deserves credit for such cycling activity.

The recent rapid riding of various Detroit

boys in the different twenty-n\<,-mile contests

that have taken place, has evidently had a

wonderful effect on the city "dads," inasmuch

as they have made a law most wonderful, set-

ting forth, among other things, that a wheel-

man must slow down, when approaching a

crossing, to a speed not to exceed fifteen miles

an hour. What do the six and eight miles an
hour snai's think of that?

The Rev. Dr. Withrow, of the Third Presby-

terian church, Chicago, has a liking for

wheelmen. On the Sunday preceding the

opening of the international tournament (Aug.

6) he will deliver a sermon for their special

benefit, reserving for them as much of the

church as the committee deems necessary.

Besides that, he has offered the use of bis

lecture room for the storage of wheels, and
will see that a policeman is on hand to w atch

over them. The promoters of the big meet
are anxious that the attendance shall fill the

church. The sermon will be short and the

remainder of the service will consist almost

entirely of singing.

W

1893 FIXTURES.
AUGUST. (WESTERN CIRCUIT.)

5-13

—

Illinois Division, yational X. A. W. ami
International meets, Chicago.

14—Annual meet Hamilton (Ont.) B. C.

14-15—Milwaukee Wheelmen's meet.

15—Annual Hanauer races at Carthage fair grounds,
Cincinnati, O.

16-17—Wisconsin division meet, Ripon.

19—Minneapolis C. C. meet.
19—Inter club road race, Buffalo.

22—Evansville O. C. meet.

?4—Ziz-Zag C. C. meet, Indianapolis, Ind.

26— Cincinnati C. C. meet.

28-29—Columbus (0.1 Century C. C. meet.

KJ^>L//

SUNOL SUPERIORITY
Is proven bv the receipt, almost

daily, of fetters such as this:

The Mcintosh-Huntington Co.: DearSirs—
It gives me great pleasure tu write yciur

tirm that I am delighted with the Sitnoi.

hlilHT Boadstkk, having given it a tlior-

mgh test on the Washington and Browns-
ville 1'ike and the Ureensburg Pike. Also

dad the pleasure of doing the first Century
on a Sunol over the Butler Plank Road.
In all having traveled over a Thousand
Miles in the month of May. My wheel is

is good as the day I bought it from your
igents, the Pittsburgh Cycle Co.
Central Slock Yards, Yours truly,

Pittsburgh, June 3, 1893. W. M. IMHt If K
Surely the Sunol Leads.
The McIntosh- Huntington Co.

Send for Hardware and Bicycles.

Catalogue. Cleveland, Ohio.

rtigelow & Dowse, Boston, Mass., Solo Agents New England

V Y H

PERFECT" POCKET OILEE,
(IMPROVED PATTERN.)

FIJI. I, S1XE.

The best and neatest oil can in the world. Does not leak. Regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. 25 cents each.
Handsomely nickeled.

A FEW OF MANY UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL LETTERS:
* * * It is just the thing I have wanted for eight years. * * * J. E Worth, Indianola, Iowa.

* * * I have carried your "Perfect " Pocket Oiler for years, and have had no oil escape in my pocket. I shall

always recommend it for non leakage. * * * N. Scholl, 44 Pechine Ave., Newark, N. J.

* * * Your oil can deserves its name. * * * CM. French, 1306 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

* * * I am so much pleased with your " Perfect " Pocket Oiler that I enclose postal note for another. * * »

L. D. Atlett, P O. Box 3"2, Birmingham, AH.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave, NEW YORK.

WANTED.
AGENTS.—Bicycle Riders—in every town and city, to

sell our patent bicycle seat spring. Fits all wheels
and sells on sight. Liberal commissions.

The Nicholson Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

Qreasolene
For Bicycle Chains.

2500 Miles of Noiseless Comfort for 25 Cts.
Once on a chain, nothing hut hot water and eoap

will faze it. It is unlike anything now in use and
will make any chain rim as'though in a gear case.
Sent by mail to any part of ihe United States, upon
receipt of ascents.

J. Gr. CALROW, Winnetka, 111.

Pneumatic Tires.

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.

$17.00.
T5Y taking out your wheels, crating and sending to us
-LJ by Express, prepaid, we fit them with Pneumatic
Tires in Best steel Rims at the low price of $17 00 per
pair, just to introduce our work.

All Repairs at very lowest prices.

Wheels sold—new and second hand.

KRISTELLER BROS.,
1088 Bedford Ave., BROOKLYN, N Y.

100,000 daily users testify to the merits of the

Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,

185 I^a&alle Street.

LOST OR STOLEN.
IMPERIAL wheel model "A," No. 4946. A liberal re-

ward will be given for its return to
AMFR & FROST COMPANY,

13-lt 302 and 304 Wabash ave., Chicago.
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"QUALITY UNEXCELLED." " QUALITY UNEXCELLED."

"PARAGON"

WELDLESS STEEL TUBE
FOR HIGH GRADE CYCLES.

B. & G. SHORTHOUSE,
Cable Address (A. B. C. code used).

SHORTHOUSE, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.
— — SPRING HILL MILLS. Established 1851,

READING SAFETIES.

Good Agents who can pay cash can make big money
on our wheels.

Don't wait until we have sold all we can make
for 1894.

WRITE- NOW.

We sold our '93 wheels without traveling men,

because there was nothing like them at the same
money. We will make 10,000 wheels in '94. Half
sold now; get in on the other half.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS,

Heading,
f

- - I>a .

MENTION THE REFEREE.

A Gold Medal for Superiority.

The Massachusetts Mechanic Association, through their sub-committee,
have awarded us the Gold Medal of Honor for superiority in Seamless
and Weldless Tubing.

Hadn't you better send for prices and samples of the " Best TubiDg
on Earth?"

Yes, its made right here undei the "Star Spangled Banner."

The Ellwood Ivins Tube Works,
Works: 28 N. 10th St.,

Philadelphia. 32 Howard St., New York.

Manufacturers of Seamless and Weldless Cold-Drawn Steel Tubing.
Also Tubing in Brass, Aluminum, Copper, German Silver, and all other
commercial metals, in all sizes, from large down as small ip diameter as
a human hair. Hollow wire,

BICYCLE RIDERS AND DEALERS,

EVERY ONE OF THE

Novelty Cyclometers
records accurately and does not get out of order.

What other Cyclometer ever did this ?

Easily attached to the wheel, does not rattle,

has a positive motion, without springs or cams.
Easily read from the saddle, can be set at zero at
any time, weighs less than four ounces and is

nearer perfection than any other instrument of
the kind yet manufactured.

Made for all sizes of wheels.

PRICE, ONLY $5.00.

Made and Guaranteed by—

RECORDING INSTRUMENT CO., Boston, Mass.

Right in.

For Fine Catalogue Engravings by the Half
tone and Zinc Etching processes.

Send for specimens and prices.

Columbian Engraving Co.,
3!>9 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

WSS"&>.,^W'W&-V£t'SSXS

Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved, Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.
SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BrBMTNGHAM, ENG.
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finished third, G. W. Coffin, fourth and Mar-

riott thirteenth. There were twenty seven

starters.

An unpleasant feature in connection with

the event was the disappearance of Theodore

Jones, its originator, with the wherewithal to

purchase prizes. A number of enthusiasts

of "Woodbury, Camden and Philadelphia, whom
Jones had interested in the race, came forward

and offered to make good the amount of money
necessary to purchase the prizes. Following is

the summary:
H'd'p. Time.

J. B. Pierson, V. W 8:00 1:80:00

L. H. Pyle, W. A. C, 8:00 1:20:01

C. H. Coffin, Roseville, A. A., Scr. 1:17:00

Geo. W. Coffio, O. A. C, Scr. 1:18:08

M. D. Hirst, P. A. W., 11:00 1:88:10

A. W. Evans, N. Y. A. C, 4:00 1:23:0"

D. C. Howard, W. W., :... 9:00 1:28:10

D.F.Wayne, W. A. C 0:00 1:25:00

H. O. Hochstadter, A. W., '..9:00 1:28:00

Geo. Sweeten, Woodbury 10:00 1 :30:00

A. S. Wilson,Woodbury, 10:00 1:30:05

R.P.Rich, Q. C. W., 4:00 1:35:06

F.B.Marriott, S. E. W Scr. 1:35:07

W. W. Henderson. Woodbury, 10:00 1:42:22

* * *

Good Meet at Knoxville.

Knoxville, Tenn., July 29.—The July meet-

ing of the Queen City Wheelmen, held yester-

day afternoon at Johnson's race track was a

success in every particular, and the compara-
tively large crowd which attended was amply
repaid for the trouble occasioned in reaching

the track. There were eight races and the win-

ners in most cases had to ride hard for their

laurels. The summary:
One-mile, novice—W. C. Miller, 1; R. E. Lucas, 2; W. T.

Schneider, 3; time, 2:40

Quarter-mile, open—H. Hosrich, 1 ; J. I. Newson, 2; P.

B. Parke, 3: time, :38 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—W. P. Biddle, 100 yds., 1; J. S.

Jarnagin, 325 yds., 2; R. L. Lucas, 350 yds., 3; time,

1:38 1-2.

Half mile, open—E. M. Godfrey, 1; W. P. Biddle, 2; H.
R. Roney, 3; time, 1:18.

Five-mile, handicap—J. I. Newson, scr., 1; H. Hosrich,

425 yds., 2; W. P. Biddle, 22;-> yds., 3; time not taken.

Half-mile, boys—R. Rogers, 1; O. Aurin, 2; G. Meleher,

3; time, 1:34.

One-mile, handicap—E. M. Godfrey, 185 yds , 1 ; V. C.

Miller, 260 yds., 3; time, 2:36.

Three-mile, lap—J. I. Newson, 1, 25 points; W. P. Bid-

dle, 2, 21 points; others distanced.

* * #

Murphy, Taxis, Reitzner, et. al., Suspended.

Chairman Raymond used his little axe quite

effectually last week, and now several ama-
teurs are on the shelf. As predicted in the

Referee last week "Charl'' Murphy of the

Kings County Wheelmen has been suspended

until he can prove he did not receive a $15

check as a prize in the cycle show races at

Phildelphia. Taxis must explain how he dis-

posed of a Columbia before he can call himself

an amateur again. For being "sassy" to

Handicapper Patitz at Milwaukee July 8, and
using ungentlemanly language, J. F. Reitzner

of the Mercury O. C. is laid off for sixty days.

Mattie Martin and H. Janssen of Milwaukee

participated in a picnic race which was un-

sanctioned and for thirty days they must re-

main in exile. H, Manaska, C. O. Jones and

A. C. Bartlet, also riders from Beertown, are

made "pros" because they competed in some

one-horse cash prize races recently.

* * *

Small Meet in Florida.

Jacksonville, Fla., July 28. -Over one

thousand spectators witnessed the contests in

the bicycle meet at Villa Maynard to-day and

over $3,000 changed hands among the betting

fraternity on the results. The greatest inter-

est was attached to the five-mile race between
L. C. Menager and C. H. Saunders, Menager
winning in 14:15. George N. Adams made a
southern record for two-miles in competition

in 5:14 1-2. Adams also won the mile state

championship in 2:44. A big meet with *l,O00

in cash prizes is being arranged for August.
* * *

Bodach Again Wins Time.

The fourth of the series of five races among
tho members of the iEolus Cycling Club for

the Keats cup was held over the Humboldt-
Garfield course Saturday afternoon, starting

at the usual place, Kedzie avenue and Central

Park boulevard. C. W. Titley won the race

from the eight-minute mark in 33:10. Frank
Bodach won the time in 28:55. Bodach has won
time in all four races from scratch, his time

for the previous races being 29:55, 29:50 and
29:35. The winners of the five races, with

Bodach, will ride in a final. The summary:

H'd'p. Time.

C. W. Titley 8:00 88:10

V. F. Olsen 7:00 84:20

F. M. Gannon 3:15 31:15

L. Bodach 3:00 31:30

E. A. Schmidt 4:30 83:20

F. Bodach Scr. 28:55

* # *

Maywood's Field Day.

The field day exercises of the Maywood C. C.

were held Saturday, several hundred people

being present. The five bicycle races were

held on a crude track, made the day before,

which was very soft in spots. The results were

as follows:

Two-mile, handicap—Hart, 1; Vallancourt, 2; Sehoen-

ing, 3; time, 6:21.

Quarter-mile, open—C. G. Sinsabaugh. Cook County
Wheelmen, 1; James Levy, C. C. W., 2; F. B. Hart, C. C.

W., 3; time, :45.

One-mile, handicap—A. A. Coupland, 15 sec, 1 ; C. A.

Westcott, 30 sec, 2; time, 3:31.

Half-mile, open—James Levy, C. C. W., 1 ; F. B. Hart,

C. C. W., 2; time, 1:39.

Ten-mile, handicap—Hart, 11-2 min., 1; Westeott, 5

min., 2; time won by Yaillanconrt, scratch, 35:43.

* * *

Taxis Convicts Himself.

A dispatch from Asbury Park, dated the

27th, says: "W. W. Taxis of Philadelphia, the

crack bicycle rider, who has been suspended

by the L. A. W. racing board pending an in-

vestigation into the charge of professionalism

made against him, made an affidavit yesterday

before Notary Public Frank Pawley of this

place and forwarded to the racing board. Taxis

says that on June 27 lie sold one of his prize

wheels to a Philadelphian, giving a receipt in

the name of his mother. He then gave the

money to his mother, taking her receipt. He
claims thai; his mother is acting as his trustee."

On the face of it this seems to be an admis-

sion of guilt. If the racing board so construes

it Taxis will, doubtless, bid adieu to the ama-
teur ranks.

* # *

Baird Wins Three Events.

At the midsummer races of the Capital C.

C, of Atlanta, Ga., last Thursday, Isaac Baird

captured the ten-mile handicap from scratch

in 31:07 1-5; the quarter-mile open, :36, and the

two-mile handicap, 5:26. R. Connerat won
the mile open in 2:45 1-2, with Bailer second,

and the half-mile open in 1:19 1-4. The boys'

race was won by Watson in 1:18 1-4.

* * *

The Colored Brothers' Race.

The time was good, the pace and perform-

ance strong, and a large crowd saw the

twenty-five-mile handicap, open to all negro

riders in the beautiful state of New Jersey. A
thousand people saw the finish of the race,

which was run on the Fanwood and Scotch

Plains course near Plainfield. T. Byer fin-

ished first, bis actual time being 1 lir. 23 min.

15 sec; C. Vandevere second: 1 hr. 21 min. 15

3ec.;S. Scott third, 1 hr. 28 min. Baldwin,

Jones and Jackson also finished. All gotprizes,

silver medals to the first two. The colored

brothers are pure amateurs to a certainty.

# # *

The Check Was Photographed.

Charley Murphy's suspension was based on

the charge that he bad received a check for

$15 instead of a $25 prize for a contest at Phil-

adelphia. It is said that Mr. Raymond has in

his possession a photograph of the check.

Comment on the suspension has been caused

by the fact that the New York Times, to which

paper, it is said, Mr. Raymond is a contrilm-

tor, was able to print the news on Thursday

last, while the Bulletin had not reached New
York Saturday evening. It is also said that

the evidence was in Mr. Raymond's hands

several days before Murphy was suspended,

but the delay may have been caused by the

necessary wait for the publication of the

Bulletin.
* # *

Ferguson First From Scratch.

The second of the Rogers Park C. C.'s

weekly races was held Saturday last over the

West Ridge three-mile course. H. T. Fergu-

son won first place and time from scratch, the

time being 8:19. The finish and times follow:

H. T. Ferguson Scr. 8:19

W.Doyle Scr. 8:19 1-5

Charles Bunte 30 sec 8:51

F. Holman 30 " *:32

James Doyle 50 " 9:15

* * *

Price in the N. C. A.

Charles Price has at last come out as a pro-

fessional, and will ride a Columbia in the N.

C. A. races. It has been known around New
York for some time that the Milwaukee ama-

teur leaned toward the cash prize league, and

would have gone over to Egan's band a month

ago but for pressure brought to bear on him

from Milwaukee. The change of mounts by

Price explains his new move. Charles left

New York last Thursday for Milwaukee and

St. Louis. He is accompanied by a trainer,

but will not be in first-class form for a week

or so, as his bad knee, received in a fall at As-

bury Park, is troubling him. The ex- amateur

will ride an exhibition special mile, for the

benefit of his Milwaukee friends, during the

cash prize tournament at Brewery town.

* * *

Warren vs. Jamestown.

Jamestown, N. Y., July 29.—A sixteen-mile

road race took place to-day from Mayville to

Grsenhurst among Warren and Jamestown

riders, nine from each place. Muir of Warren

made the best time, 49:08; Faulkman, Warren,

second, 50:54; Luce, Jamestown, third, 51:11.

* * *

Racing by Electric Light.

The Staten Island Athletic Club went into

the show business last week, and" commenced
by giving night shows in its beautiful little

grounds by electric light. A portable engine

drove a dynamo which supplied thirty arc

lights with brilliancy. These were aided by

two powerful calcium lights. The pro-

gramme consisted of wrestling, Roman chariot

racing, heavy lifting, skirt dancing and bicy-
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" When Ignorance is Bliss

'Tis Folly to be Wise."

But it is Folly to be Ignorant of Our

BIG CUT PRICE SALE
OF BICYCLES,

When the Knowledge of it Would Save You so much Hard Cash.

Here are the Prices that start the perspiration on Our Competitors:

No. 1 Ramblers, $1.00 per pound.

$150 New '93 Smalleys, Scorcher, $87.50

150 New '93 Smalleys, Light Roadster, 85-

150 New '92 Smalleys, weight 36 lbs. 69.

150 New Model B. Sylphs, 62.50

150 New '93 Monarchs, 69.

150 Argyles (our own goods), 75-

150 Phoenix, - 69.

150 Kenwoods, Quadrant frame, 67.50

135 Coventry Crosses, 39-

Ames & Frost's Safeties, - 3°-

40 Nonpareils, .... 19.

Send $5 to Cover Express Charges

WE HAVE THE GOODS.
WE MAKE THE PRICES •

WE DO THE BUSINESS

Send to us for What You Want.

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,
Importers and. Jobbers,

108-110 DEARBORN, Corner WASHINGTON, and 469 WEST MADISON
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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cle racing by the cash prize boys, who were
chaperoned by Manager P. T. Powers. A. B.

Rich was a big favorite and was cheered im-

mensely by his home folks, but Wheeler col-

lared the first money in the open race.

* # *

Banker Reinstated.

Philadelphia, Aug. 2.—George A. Banker
has been reinstated, Huntington, the Cleveland

member of the racing board, voting in his

favor. Inasmuch as it requires a unanimous
vote to expel, Banker remains a pure one.

Banker was suspended about the time Johnson
and Tuttle were dropped.

* * *

Miscellaneons Racing Notes.

Aug. 28 the Windsor (Ont.) Wheelmen will

give a twenty-five-mile road race.

Jack Prince is said to have made a quarter

in 27 sec. flat at Freeport, 111. , Monday.

Crist, the old-time racing man, has charge

of a Brazilian exhibit at the world's fair.

In the road race at Neenah, Wis., Thursday
last, Spangler won, Barnett second, Homan
third.

The Savannah Wheelmen will hold a meet
Oct. 17 and 18. Prizes worth $1,000 will be

offered.

Thursday last B. B. Bird rode a quarter in

:34 3-4, at Winona, thus breaking the Minne-
sota record.

Charles Petticord. of Pittsburg, finished a
twenty-four-hour road ride Friday night last,

covering 238 miles.

The Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle and Athletic

Club has changed the date of its race meeting
to Saturday, Aug. 26.

Johnny Johnson's younger brother, Anton,
is training with the 1 :56 man, and is booked to

win the novice race at Minneapolis.

The Monroe (Wis.) Athletic Association has
arranged for a bicycle and foot race tourna-

ment at the fair grounds this Friday.

The Century Road Club's five-mile road race

from Three Rivers, N. Y., to Phoenix, N. Y.,

takes place Saturday. The time prize is a
French clock.

The Columbia Wheelman's (Chicago) third

ten-mile road race, which takes place Aug. 27,

will be a big affair. Already the prize list

foots up to $600.

The two-mile bicycle event at the Caledo-

nian games Saturday at the world's fair track

was won by E. Spike, L. F. Jones second, L.

W. Campbell third.

A five-mile bicycle race between J. N. E.

Trout of Kaukauna, Wis., and Julius Holman
of Appleton, has been arranged and will be run
within twenty days.

London (Ont.) wheelmen have asked the

western fair board for $500 and $500 from the

city council to help to build a $1,300 bicycle

track in the Queen's Park.

The Lynn Cycling Association w—tes that it

will give a second race meet over th&
;stori-

cal old track, which has been much improved,

Aug. 5. Six events will be run off.

The Chicago Neirs figures out the advantage
of the pneumatic over the solid tired sulkey in

this way: "It was on the trotting-track at

Detroit, where the grand circuit harness races

were last week, that the bicycle sulky made its

•b first appearance last July in an important

race, and then it was used in only two or three

heats all the week. In 1892 the average time

made there was 2:18 17-100. This year, with
nothing but bikes, the average dropped to

2:15 3-100, and the track, owing to the drought,

was not at its best."

The Wauseon (O.) C. C. announces a dia-

mond tournament for Wednesday, Aug. 6.

There are nine events on the programme, and
each race has from four to six prizes.

The Achatan club is to have another race

over the South Chicago course Saturday. It

will be a scratch event and those who com-
peted in the handicap race July 22 are eli-

gible.

W. C. Paine, of Evansville, Ind. , has a Raleigh

and a Humber racer for sak, at a sacrifice.

Since his recent illness he has been unable to

ride and wishes to dispose of his two machines.
—Adv.

An exciting race will be held Monday morn-
ing from Tellwide to Placerville, Colo. , a dis-

tance of seventeen miles, and a descent of

over 2,500 feet. It is to be between Grant
Turner on a wheel and "Rattlesnake Bob" on

a horse.

The Lake View club's championship races

were held Saturday last on the Edgewater
course, the result being as follows: Quarter-

mile, Mayer first, Wescott second, Gross third;

half-mile, Mayer, Wescott, Jardine; mile, Jar-

dine, Mayer, Helmich.

Taxis seems to have been somewhat misre-

presented as to his deal with the cash prize

people. It appears that he promised to join

A cyclist who has seen better days.

on condition that his mother, to whom he is

very loyal, approved. Mrs. Taxis demurred

and he declined to join.

One of the humorous sides to the Johnson

su=nension-reinstatement trouble was the affi-

davit by the latter that he did not receive pay
from his trainer, Eck! It had been supposed

it was the trainer that usually received the

pay, not the racing man.

The Centaur Road Club of Portsmouth, N.

H., gives a ten-mile handicap road race Sat-

urday, Aug. 19. There are twenty-five prizes,

including a $50 time medal, and if the record

s broken a $100 diamond will be given. E. P.

Burnham will be the handicapper.

The Maywood C. C. holds a meet Saturday

at Niles, Mich., when the following events

will be contested: One-mile, handicap; quar-

ter-mile, flying; two-mile, handicap; one-

mile, open; half-mile, heats; eighth-mile, dash;

one-mile, 2:40 class; ten-mile, handicap.

Details are completed for a road race from

Chippewa Falls to Eau Claire, Wis., to take

place Aug. 28. The start will be from the

Taylor House. Chippewa Falls, and the course

will be 17 3-4 miles, by actual measurement,

over a good road. The start at the Falls will

be at 9:30 a. m. The race is to be under the

auspices of the Miles Bicycle Club, o' Eau
Claire.

George F. Taylor, having used up all his old

gold medals for teeth plugging in his eminent

profession as molar fixer, is on the path again

laying in a new supply for next winter; and it

looks, by the way George is riding just now,

as if his supply for dental requirement will be

large.

The Syracuse Athletic Association gives nine

events at the state fair grounds Sept. 4, as fol-

lows: One-mile, novice; two-mile, handicap;

100-yards, open; half-mile, central New York;

one-mile, 2:40 class; quarter-mile, city handi-

cap; one-mile, open; quarter-mile, open; one-

mile, handicap.

The Springfield (Mass.) B. C. has just issued

the programme for its big September meet. It

contains, besides nice half-tone portraits of the

officers, a picture of the Hampden Park track,

list of officers and members, list of races and
officials, pictures of the club's team and the

cracks of America.

On Thursday last Howard Wunder, of the

Columbia Cyclers, paced by Geyler, Lagen and
Grady, rode a mile on the Tioga track in 2:24

3-5, beating the best previous mile against time

on the track (ridden by Taxis) over two sec-

onds. He will shortly make another attempt,

and expects to get the figures under 2:20.

The Muncie (Ind.) Cycle Chib is arranging

for a diamond tournament Aug. 26, two days

after the meet of the Zig-Zag club at Indian-

apolis. All the prices will be diamonds, and

there will be at least $2,000 given to the win-

ners. There will be nine races. A consolation

prize will be a lot in the new town of

Whitely.

Max Green, of Lockport, won the Y. M. C.

A. fifteen-mile road race over the Bowmans-
ville course at Buffalo Saturday from the five-

minute mark. C. J. Planz, 5:30, was second;

F. L. Roberts, 5:00, third; W. De Temple, 3:30,

fourth; H. C. Rings, 2:00, sixth. Rings won
the first time prize, and A. Mundal the second

time prize.

The next event of importance in Philadel-

phia will be the third annual race meet of the

Quaker City Wheelmen. The list of events is

as follows: Twenty-five-mile road race, finish

on track; one-mile, novice; quarter-mile, open;

third-mile, handicap; one-mile, open; half-

mile, handicap; one-mile, 2:40 class; one-mile,

Q. C. W. championship. A new and im-

proved route has been selected for the twenty-

five-mile race.

The second annual meet of the Riverside,

(Cal.) Wheelmen is announced for Sept. 9. A
thirteen-mile road race will be held at 9 o'clock

and the track events will be started at 2 in the

afternoon. The programme is as follows: One-

mile, novice; quarter-mile, dash; one-mile,

club, one-mile, handicap; half-mile, handicap;

two-mile, handicap; one-mile, coast champion-

ship. The races will be held on the quarter-

mile track at Athletic Park.

The Bidwell-Featherstone Case.

The George R. Bidwell Cycle Company tele-

graphs from New York as follows: "Decision

in our favor handed down to-day [Aug. 1] by

the United States court of appeals in the

Featherstone-Bidwell tire suit. No further

appeal can be taken." Up to noon yesterday

the Featherstone paople had heard nothing of

the result of the case, and could, consequently,

give no information.
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L. A.W. MEMBERS
TAKE A. •§
:HOME WITH YOU ^lS ^:

SOUVENIR.
WILL MAKE SPECIAL PRICES DURING THE MEET.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY, limited.

296 "Wa/bash. Avenue.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Hotel Mecca," European.
OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS FOR L. A. W.

DURING

INTERNATIONAL RACE MEET.
Rates, $1.00 Per Day.SUDB £SHd3

*£ HOTEL.

34^. STATE a DEARBORN STS . CHICAGO. ILL
the LOCEb' "OltL'N 'H£ C'TTr

Cafe in connection. First Class Breakfast

and Lunch 50c. Six o'clock Dinner
75c. or a la carte.

Largest and most elegantly furnished Hotel in

Chicago. All of the prominent wheelmen of the

country have secured accommodations with us.

Location unsurpassed; only three minutes' walk from the track. State Street Cable Cars pass the door.

33rd Street Elevated Station one block distant; fifteen minutes' ride to the Fair grounds.

Hotel " MeCCa,
M

34th and Mate Streets.
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MORE RECORDS ABROAD.

ERNEST OSMOND'S FAST TWENTY FIVE-

MILE RIDE.

How Shorland and Bidlake Finished in the

Big Cup Race—Palmer and His Tires

—

Golder Going With the Rudge

Company.

London, July 29.—The great twenty-four-

hour path race at Heme Hill is over. It has

resulted, as was anticipated, in a victory for

Humber & Co.'s man, F. W. Shorland, and

during the race all previous records from 100

miles upwards were beaten. The distance

traversed by Shorland in the day was 426

miles 440 yards, rather less than ten miles

more than he accomplished in the same race

last year. After the first hundred and ten

miles he had the race in his own hands and

took matters fairly easily—so easily, in fact,

that he was able to ride his final mile in 2 min.

29 sec. Undoubtedly the best performance of

the day was that of F. T. Bidlake, who,

mounted on a Marlboro' Club tricycle, actually

finished second in the race, with the grand

total of 410 miles 1110 yards to his credit.

With his machine geared as low as sixty

inches, Bidlake stuck steadily and gamely to

his work right through the twenty-four hours,

the result being that he beat ev. rybody but

Shorland and finished twelve miles in front of

the next man, H. Hammond, who was

mounted on a Crypto front-driver. Bidlake

last year established a record for 200 miles,

and then retired after having been on the

track a little over fourteen hours. This year

in the same time he rode over 250 miles, and

was going so well as to be able to last out the

remaining ten hours and ride 160 miles therein.

He is regarded in road racing circles as a sort

of high priest. For years he was secretary of

the North Eoad Club, of which he was last

year elected the captain. During his term of

office he brought to bear on its work a singu-

larly gifted and intelligent mind, and to his

efforts at organization and mastery of details

much of the club's present success is due. He
is altogether a curious personality. Eight

years ago he was a rather sickly lad, who had

suffered from devoting his energies almost

entirely to his studies. He took to the

cycle as a recreation, and became an

enthusiast. To day he is, so far as ath-

letics are concerned a cyclist and nothing

more. He is about the middle height with a

deep chest, rather stooping shoulders and an
almost humped back. His legs are well de-

veloped but his arms and hands are light and
fragile as a child's. He has never followed

any other athletic pursuit and has not yet

learned to swim; he has in fact no knowledge

of, nor sympathy with any other sport than

that of cycling. For years he rode nothing but

a tricycle. Two seasons ago he learned to balance

on a safety and now he performs indiscrimin-

ately on either type of machine. His face is

thin and narrow, a singular lack of chin being

atoned for by a handsome forehead, a wavy
mass of luxuriant hair and deep set piercing

eyes. By profession he is a tutor, but it would

be difficult to say to how many papers he con-

tributes. His best-known work in this direc-

tion is the "London letter" of the Irish Cyclist,

but Bicycling News, the Scottish Cyclist and

several other papers are constantly publishing

contributions from his pen. He is on the gen-

eral and several other committees of the N. C.

TJ., and acts, also, on the Road Records Associ-

ation, of which he is one of the official time-

keepers; but as a cycling politician he is not a

distinguished success. He is a poor orator and

his subtle brain allows him to see so many
sides of a question, that he never gives his

hearers the very faintest suspicion of his sin-

cerity.

The licensing committee of the N. C. U. was

able to stop one very bare-faced offence against

the principals which they have been appointed

to protect. C. Lucas, of Liverpool, who had

been for some months in the employ of Robin-

son & Price, Limited, was generally expected

to make a big fight with Shorland, suddenly

left the R. & P. firm and it was stated that in

the race he would ride a Rudge. The licensing

committee promptly withdrew his license,

whereupon the Liverpool center, of which the

secretary is also the local manager for the

Rudge, granted him a new license as being un-

connected with the trade, but the licensing

committee pointed but that he had been in the

trade within six months and that, therefore,

he could only ride with a license granted by

the committee. There was a big row but the

committee, won and is to be congratulated

thereon.

Both Bidlake and Shorland used Palmer

tires and their performances on them, coupled

with those of M>inty and Stroud, have

created much interest. Mr. Palmer is

still hers and will probably within the

next few days bring off a big deal.

It was stated that the Dunlop peo-

ple were in treaty for the purchase of the

European rights, but they don't seem to care

about giving the price asked, viz., £50,000, and

Mr. Palmer does not seem at all inclined to

take one penny less.

Stephen Golder arrived in the middle of last

week and has already been around a good deal.

His tales are as interesting and entertaining as

ever. It is said that he will probably leave the

New Howe Company and follow his friend, R.

L. Philpot, to the Rudge Cycle Company, Ltd.

William Bowden, of the Seddon Tire Com-
pany, leaves in the Majestic for New York to

conclude a deal with the American company.
He has lately been in France and Germany
and has arranged for the Continental Seddon
Company to have its headquarters at Frank-

fort.

The negotiations which were in progress for

the amalgamation of the Stanley and National

cycle shows has failed, and each concern has

now come out with announcements of its own
particular show. The Stanley show is to be

held at the Agricultural hall from November
17 to 25; and the National show is to take place

at the Crystal Palace from December 1 to 9.-

The Manufacturers' Association has decided

that nobody, whether he be maker of cycles,

tires or accessories, who shows at the Stanley

show shall be permitted to exhibit at the Na-

tional show.

On Thursday, at Heme Hill, a new series of

records from three to twenty-five miles was es-

tablished by Ernest Osmond, the younger

brother of F. J., who only missed by very

little riding twenty-five miles in the hour. The

times, which were taken by Pembroke Cole-

man and J. Dring, were as follows:

Miles.

14 33:05 3-5

15 35:33 1-5

Miles

1 .. 2:232-5

2 4:4115

3 7:00

.4 9:12

5 11:43 2-5

6 14:10

7 16:39 4-5

8 18:49 2-5

9 21:10

10 23:321-5

U 25:i3 2-5

13 28:15 1-5

13 30:44 3-5

Osmond rode a Whitworth. On the same

occasion R. J. Ilsley and A. Ilsley made new

records for the tandem safety from two to six

mile, their time at each mile being one-fifth of

a second less than Osmond's, whom he led up

to that point.

16 38:00 2-5

17 40:26 1-5

18 43:S5 1-5

19 45:23 1-5

20 47:51

21 50:16 4-5

22 52:47 4-5

23 55:18 1-5

24 57:421-5

25 60:04

Papers Consolidate.

Wheeling, the semi-monthly of Atlanta, has

been merged into H. C. Brown's excellent

monthly, the Southern Sportsman, published

at Atlanta. Editor Brown is taking great in-

terest in cycling and is one of the most noted

sportsmen in the south.
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European Riders May Come.

H. O. Duncan, who, for a long time was one

of the fastest professional riders of Europe,

and who, as a contributor to cycling journals

in England and France, is well and favorably

known, may shortly visit this country with a

team comprising French and other European

professions. Mr. Duncan organized and

managed the European professional team dur-

ing the visit to England and the continent of

the American team, and for a long time was
the Humber French manager. Mr. Duncan
lias been a resident of Paris for years and has

become a Frenchman in all that the nationality

implies. Slirewd, gentlemanly and of fine

presence, he has been a central figure of Euro-

pean and English cycling, and an ardent sup-

porter of both professional and amateur sport.

He is now the manager of the handsome depot

of the Rudge Cycle Company, 16 Rue Halery,

Paris, and from there controls the French and

Spanish trade for the Rudge interests. Mr.

Duncan writes that he may organize an Euro-

pean team for an American campaign and asks

for advice and particulars of the N. C. A. He
proposes to bring with him four crack French

professionals, two short distance and two long

distance men, and may also bring a Spanish

professional, whose title is "count'" in Spain.

AVith the advent of Duncan's team, two or

three of the English professionals may also be

expected. E. Oxborrow writes that he would
like to come to America and states that he is in

the best possible racing condition. If he comes
to America he would like to secure a position

as mechanic with some firm. Oxborrow has

held positions in the Rudge Cycle Works,
Coventry, for several years and is an industri-

ous man, and a rider of much merit. He re-

cently applied to the N. C. U. for amateurs to

pace him in an attempt at records, as he holds

many already, and thinks he is able to estab-

lish others. The French professionals are a

gentlemanly lot and the N. C. A. would do
well to encourage their coming. Mr. Duncan's
letter has been turned over to Secretary Egan
of the N. C. A.

*• # *

Clark Complains About a Prize.

J. P. Clark won second time prize in the Hil-

sendegen road race at Detroit. This was ad-

vertised as "a horse, buggy and harness,

valued at $450." A harness and buggy were
displayed in a Detroit store window and labeled

as "second time prize with horse." On calling

for his prize, order in hand, Clark was told

that the buggy and harness shown were merely
on exhibition and he would find his buggy and
harness down in the barn. The horse was all

right but not the buggy and harness. He
called on Hilsendegen and offered to trade the

entire outfit for two $150 wheels. This was re-

fused. Then, after some days of negotiation,

he offered to take a $150 diamond. This also

was refused, Hilsendegen giving as .his excuse

that no diamonds were offered. He did finally

offer to give a $150 watch, as he "had a friend

in the business." This Clark accepted condi-

tionally, and says if it is not up to value he

will sue for the full prize. This is Clark's story,

substantiated by a half-dozen others.

* * *

Cash Men at Milwaukee.

Milwaukee, Aug. 7.—The two days' meet

of the cash prize league at the new athletic

park did not pan out as well as the promoters

tiad hoped. Saturday there were not over 500

people present, and yesterday even less,

whereas the purses alone amounted to over a

thousand dollars. The racing was good, how-
ever, even if the times were slow; but the

1;C. W. Ashinger, 2; C. W. Price, 3; C. W. Dorntge, 4;

Frank Albert, 5; time, 5:34 2-5.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile, purse, $100, four • prizes—H. C. Wheeler,

1; C. E. Kluge, 2; A. B. Rich, 3; C. W. Dorntge, 4;

time, 2:48 1-5.

One-mile, handicap, purse, $160, four prizes—C. E.

Kluge, 63 yds., 1; H. C. Wheeler, scratch, 2; C. W. Ash-

inger, 150 yds, 3; C. E. Simons, 145 yds., 4; J. S. Star-

buck, 80 yds., 5; time, 2:3".

Half-mile, Handicap, purse, $150, four prizes—C. E.

Simons. 70 yds , 1 ; C. W. Price, 25 yds., 2; C. W. Ashin-

ger, 70 yds., 3; C. E. Kluge, 30 yds., 4; W. F. Steinel. Mil-

waukee, 55yds., 5; time, 1:18.

Five-mile, handicap, purse $100, four prizes—J. S. Star-

buck, 350 yds., 1; C. W. Dorntge, 150 yds., 2; C. E. Kluge,

200 yds., 3; C. W. Ashinger, 440 yds., 4; time, 14:47 3-5.

One-mile, novices of first and second days, $50, two

prizes—W. M. Breckenbridge, Minneapolis, 1; R. G. Wend-
land, Milwaukee, 2; time, 3:08.

WM. HYSLOP.—CANADIAN CHAMPION.

track was responsible for this. Wheeler still

captures the scratch events, while the alder-

man from Jersey City picks off the handicaps.

Several new riders made their appearance in

the cash races here. The summary:

One mile, open, purse $100, four prizes—H C. Wheeler,

Orange, N. J., 1; C. W. Dorntge, Buffalo, 2; C. W. Price,

Milwaukee, 3; A. B. Rich, New York, 4; time, 2:54 2 5.

One-mile, novice, heats, purse $60, four prizes— II.

Kanaska, Milwaukee, 1; J. S. Starbuck, Marion, Ind., 2;

T. Jones, Milwaukee, 3; A. C. Bartell, Milwaukee, 4;

time, 3:07.

Half-mile, -open, purse $100, four prizes—H. C. Wheeler,

1 : C. W. Price, 2; Frank Albert, New Y'ork, and A. B.

Rich, New York, tie for third; time, 1:22 3-5.

One-mile, handicap, purse $160, five prizes — C. E.

Kluge, Jersey City, 1; H. C. Wheeler, 2; C. E. Simons,

Chicago. 3; C. W. Dorntge, 4; J. C. Fuhrman, Buffalo, 5;

time, 2:36.

Two-mile, handicap, purse $100, five prizes—C. E. Kluge,

Mulliken Badly Beaten.

Baltimore, Aug. 7.—The annual meet of

the A. C. C. held here Saturday drew a large

crowd. Baltimore people banked on Mulli-

ken winning a majority of the events, but, to

their sorrow, he did not get better than sec-

ond. The Washington and Philadelphia men
captured about all that was worth having.

Mulliken rode a quarter against time in :32 1-5,

record for the track. Several Washington

men were quite badly hurt in a tumble, but

otherwise the races went off smoothly. The

summary

:

One-mile, novice—N. J. Espey, Washington Road Club,

1 ; E. Neal, Y. M. C. A., Washington, 2; George F. Dau-

delet, Clifton Wheelmen. 3; time, 3:24 3-5.

Quarter-mile, open—E. E. Clapp, Baltimore Cycle Club,

1 ; W. H. Mulliken, Neptune Boat Club, 2; F. W. Hutch-

ins, Washington, 3; time, .33 3-5.
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Quarter- mile, handicap — C. E. Ganse, Washington
Road Club, 35 yds., 1 ; J. A. Mead. Quaker City Wheel-

men, Philadelphia, 20yds., 2; William Holland, Neptune
Boat Club, 5 yds , 3; time, :33 4-5.

One mile, 3-minute limit — Bert Morrison, Baltimore

Cycle Club, 1; H. R. Schumacher, Baltimore C. C, 2;

time, 2:49 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap—E. E. Clapp, Baltimore C. C, 20

yds., 1 ; Walter Wilmer, Clieton Wheelmen, 10 yds., 2; W.
E. Sims, Washington Road Club, 10 yds., 3; time, 1:10 1-5.

One-mile, 3-minute class—H. A. Hine, Singer Road
Club, Washington, 1; H. A. French, Baltimore club, 2; C.

.1. Ronsaville, Washington Road Club, 3; time, 2:47 4-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—F. B. Marriott, South End Wheel-
men, Philadelphia, 1; W. H. Wr.rd, Washington Road
Club, 2; J. H. White, Baltimore club, 3; time, 2:38 1-5.

Two-mile, state championship— II. D. Schumacher,
Baltimore club, 1; Harry Carr, Baltimore club, 2: time.

5:57 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—H. R. Rhine, 40 yds,, 1; F. W.
Ilutchins, 20 yds., 2; time, 2:41.

-* * *

C. R. C.'s First Road Race.

Syracuse, N. Y , Aug. 6.— The five- mile

road race of the Century Road Club of Amer-
ica, which was held at Three Rivers yesterday,

did not prove a great success. The road over

which the race was run was in poor condition,

and as a. result the best time made was 16:21,

by Hughes. There were twenty-eight finish-

ers out of nearly double that number of start-

ers. R. C. Van Wagenen captured the race

from the three-minute mark in 17:29. Van
Wagoner was on scratch but he failed to get

better than second time, covering the course

in 17:10. The finish of the first fifteen men
was as follows:

H'd'p. Time.

E. C. Van Wagenen 3:00 17:29

Archie Hughes 1:45 16:21

H. E. Mills 3:00 17:37

G.S.Putnam 2:15 16:53

C. F. Feek 2:30 19:26

W. Van Wagoner '.

Scr. 17:10

F. Fisher :30 17:43

E. W. Murray :45 18:11

E. R. Wolcott 2:15 19:49

J. C Morgan 2:15 19:52

G.E.Hancock :00 18:41

J. B. Eccleston - 1:0.) 18:42

L. C Palmeter :45 18:30

John Gardner :10 17:56

H. A. Livingston 2:00 19:59

Nearly Twenty-Five Miles an Hour.

On Thursday F. J. Osmond received a cable-

gram from his brother, Ernest, which stated

that the latter had ridden twenty-five miles in

1 hr. 4 sec. on the Heme Hill track. The pre-

vious best time for the distance was made by
Meintjes, the South African in 1 hr. 1 min.

51 2-5 sec, made at Heme Hid July 4. Ernest

Osmond has come to the front rapidly this sea-

son as a racing man and record breaker, and
at present holds the English three, four and
five-mile records at 7:05 1-5, 9:35 and 12:03 1-5,

respectively . It is more than probable that

many records were dropped before he lowered

the twenty-five miles.

* * *

A Southern Tournament Circuit.

The chances are now that an important

southern circuit will commence in Savannah
in October and extend for upwards of six

weeks to the various cities of the south. Flor-

ida, Georgia and the Carolinas will undoubt-

edly give tournaments. A party of racing

men, including many of the prominent riders,

will leave New York for Savannah early in

October, to compete on the various excellent

tracks south.
* * #

Serious if True.

The time medal which Ulbricht won in a re-

cent prominent road race was lately received.

\\ hen submitted to a jeweler and tested it was
found to be of white metal composition, thinly

plated. It probably cost " as much as " $7, the

engraving being the only large expense. For
this bit of metal a dozen men went to a large

expe^e to take the journey and many lowered
the course record.

* * *

Race Notes.

This week Thursday a twenty-mile road race

takes place at Bangor, Me.

The complete entry list of the international

tournament includes 138 names.

The John Kress Wheelmen is the name of a
recently organized New York club.

The proposed diamond tournament at Mun-
cie, Ind., Aug. 23. has been declared off.

The Milwaukee papers were very modest in

their praise of Sanger after his wonderful mile

in 2:09 4-5.

George C. Smith's trainer is Dick Sullivan,

who some years ago fought Dixon to a draw in

six rounds.

Meintjes says that records should be all

unpaced. He declares that to be the only way
of properly gauging a man's worth.

The road race of the Capital City Wheelmen
of Sacramento, Cal. , Sunday, July 30, was won
by C. B. Vanderbilt; Hill second and Hamlin
third.

Referee O. S. Bunnell of the cash prize

league gives the definition of an amateur: "A
man who never has, never can and never will

win a race."

George C. Smith was sent home from De-
troit a sick man. He will not race again this

year, in all probability, as he needs a six-

months' rest.

Frank Waller, had he been properly timed,

would to-day hold the two-mile record in com-
petition at 4:41 2-5. His three-mile record of

7:31 will stand.

Pittsburg has given up its idea of coming
into the international circuit. The Homewood
Driving Park people wanted a fortune for the

use of the park.

Birdie Munger is shortlyto build a ten-pound

racing wheel to ride. He aims to beat Berlo's

record, 11 3-4 pounds. A 14-pound Arrow has

beenridden by Dickinson on Indianapolisstreets

repeatedly.

E. A. McDuffee played "foxy" when he

went back east from Detroit instead of coming
to Chicago. At two recent race meets, one of

which was at Lynn, Mass., he carried away
over $500 worth of prizes.

Handicapping is done on the supposition that

all will start. When a number stay out it

leaves oftentimes long stretches between and
knocks all the handicapper's work into a cocked

hat. For this he is too often censured.

Zimmie now has hair of a decidedly reddish

tinge. His " horn," too, is gone. Backus, his

trainer, says that Zim bathed his head in

champagne with some wild Englishman while

abroad and then raced in the sun, the process

bleaching it.

The cyclists in and about Wausau, Wis.,

have arranged for a two-days' meet for Aug.

25 and 26. The programme calls for a quarter-

mile, half-mile, mile, two-mile and consolation

races, which will be participated in by wheel-

men from seven cities. On the second day
there will be a five-mile handicap. Following

this will be races between members of the

clubs from each city. The two best men will

then be selected from each club and enter in a

final race.

A score-card boy at Detroit invited disaster

when he repeatedly screeched: "Remember, if

a fast man falls down and breaks his leg you
can't tell who he is without a score card."

Eddie Nelson, of Springfield, is the last to go
over to the cash prize league. He has already

applied for a license and states that after the

Chicago meet he will commence active work
for the cash prizes.

The Postorfice Cyclers, of Newark, N. J.,

will hold a five-mile road race labor day for a
trophy given by a Newark paper. The Post-

office Cyclers is practically a new club, but is

taking rank among the best of Jersey clubs.

Toledo seriously contemplated taking Colum-
bus' dates in the international circuit. F. H.
Chapman, on whose shoulders the greater part

of the work of the former meet devolved, dis-

couraged the idea and the project fell through.

Joseph Stiffe, of the Keating Cycle Club, of

Greendale, Mass., made a successful effort to

lower the record of 3 hr. 31 min. between
Washington Square, Worcester, and the Chest-

nut Hill reservoir, Boston, recently, doing the

distance in 3 hr. 28 min.

Canadian racing men competing at Detroit

were required to stay at the \\ indsor Hotel

by the custom authorities, who would not

allow them to keep their machines in the Uni-

ted States over twenty four hours without a
deposit of half the value.

At the St. George's games at the south side

ball park Saturday, Emil Ulbricht was first in

a five-mile bicycle race; Peck second; time,

14:02 2-5. The prize was a $150 lot. Burns
won the two-mile event, J. D. Adams being

second and Ulbricht third; time, 5:55 4 5.

H. W. Steenson, who first appeared on the

track at the central Illinois meets of 1892, is

riding well this year for an eastern club. He
was second to Zimmerman at Trenton in the

first race he ran in this country and beat

Wells, the Canadian champion, at Asbury
Park.

The Kansas City Cyclists are to have a race

meeting on Sept. 1 and 2. About fifteen rid-

ers are in Chicago this week, and expect to

make arrangements to get several of the Chi-

cago clubs to send teams. Entry blanks may
be had at this office or of George Matthews at

the Mecca Hotel.

The Pequannock Club, of Park Ridge, N. J.,

will hold a bicycle tournament on its new
quarter-mile track and athletic grounds Satur-

day, beginning at 3 o'clock. The following

events will be run : Quarter-mile, novice; one-

mile, handicap, open; two-mile, handicap,

open; half-mile scratch, open.

The Riverside Wheelmen of New York are

growing with mushroom rapidity, but the

growth is of a solid character. Mr. Hildick

and Captain Powers have been working like

beavers of late to strengthen the club's racing

department, and can now point to really good
talent in that direction. F. J. Titus, who with

Blauvelt, has been the sensation of the metro-

politan district in the way of colts, is a wearer

of the Riverside colors. Now Carl Hess and
another most promising colt, Raymond Mac-

donald, have asked to become members. The
Riverside Wheelmen is easily the most pro-

gressive cycling-institution in New York, and

is crowding that other famous club, the K. C.

W., for first honors.
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THE INTERNATIONAL MEET.

The first international meet, coupled with

the annual division and national gatherings, is

now drawing to a close. It has, up to the time

of writing, been an unqualified success in every

respect. It has been characterized by good

management, fine racing and charming

weather. The spectators, racing men and

press represen tatives have had no complaints

to make, and, all in all, things have run

smoothly. A great deal of hard work was
necessary to make the affair worthy the title

it bears, and those having this labor in hand

went to work with a will. They are to be

congratulated and praised. The track is pro-

nounced at least next to Springfield; it cer-

tainly is good now. It was not so at one time

and we feel that the criticisms made then were

partially responsible for the improved condi-

tion of affairs.

It is to be regretted that but three countries

outside the United States are represented. We
had been led to believe that Germany, Ireland

and Italy would send teams, but they have not

materialized. Canada is represented by one,

Hyslop; England by one, Osmond, and only

because he happened to be here; and South

Africa by one, Meintjes. We are patriotic

enough, since Sanger and Zimmerman's per-

formances here and abroad, to believe that it

would have been foolish for other countries to

send their cracks over—maybe they think the

same way. The international association's

birthplace was in England, and that country

should have been the first to send representa-

tives. We can promise one thing— that

America will send a most representative team

to the next international meet, wherever it be

held.
<

TO BETTER ILLINOIS ROADS.
Governor Altgeld has hit upon a splendid

plan to improve the roads of Illinois and at the

same time give work to thousands who, it is

expected, will be ovit of work during the com-
ing winter. He proposes, it is said, to call a

special session of the legislature to take up the

two questions. The governor realizes that the

situation at present is critical; that Illinois

will have hundreds of unemployed men within

its borders during the next six or eight months
and that the state must do something to take

care of them. Illinois has bad, very bad, roads

for the most part. The state is rich and out of

debt, and the chief executive thinks it about

time a few decent roads existed. He is a good-

roads man—at least he has said so several

times—and desires to see the state prosper

—

mayhap there is a little politics in it, but peo-

ple will not care about that if they get the

good roads and the workmen are given em-
ployment. It is not possible that anybody
will object to good roads in this state, nor is it

at all likely that anyone will begrudge the men
a winter's job. It certainly would be a master

stroke on Governor Altgeld's part, and, besides,

other governors might take the hint. By all

means let the special session be had—let Illi-

nois take the lead in helping the \iorkingnien

out of a winter of idleness and starvation.

Mr. Raymond, it is said, will again present

to the national assembly a class B scheme, and

if current talk amounts to anything there is

great likelihood of its being adopted. The
same old cry of makers' amateurism, dishonest

racing mtn, etc., etc., is heard year after year,

and, notwithstanding the racing board's right

to suspend on circumstantial evidence, the

same pure amateurs are riding for glory and

salary—one per cent of the former, ninety-

nine per cent of the latter. The class B scheme

would, undoubtedly, do away with dishonesty

among racing men. It is a very delicate ques-

tion, indeed, and one that will require great

forethought. One thing is certain, however,

the league will soon find that it will have to

put up with some class B scheme or take upon

itself the duty of controlling professionals.

How frightfully bad are the reports of the

races in some of the dailies! The Chicago

Evening News daily contains specimens of

work of which a ten-year-old-boy would not

be guilty. Some of the most glaring inaccura-

cies have appeared in every issue this week.

Most of the papers send out men who are

posted on cycling and cycle races, but the

News seems satisfied to send the horse reporter.

It might also be mentioned that some of the

know-it-all cycling men of dailies have not

been too correct in their statements concerning

racing men and things in general.

MEAT VS. VEGETARIAN CHAMPIONS.

The Watches Froze.

W. E. Hicks, who was at one time on the St.

Louis Post-Despatch, tells this on Tom Eck:

"It was Ht tii. Louis in the winer of 1885.

Eck essayed to make some tricycle records

when the weather was colder than sin. Eck
made the attempt over the third-mile board

track at the fair grounds, but after going a few
miles the watches froze up. So did the oil in

Tom's bearings, so he stopped. Turning that

bad eye of his on the timers, Tom said: 'Oh,

say that I broke the record, anyhow.'"

Sanger's Big Haul.

Sanger made the largest haul of the Detroit

meet in any one race. In the mile international

on the second day he carried away the $200

diamond ring first; the $150 Derby safety for

the fastest mile during the meet and the $50

silver cup for the fastest mile in an interna-

tional race. The total value of his prizes in the

one event were $400.

The Latter Specimen Does not Abound—Can't

Live Without Flesh.

The recent foot race from Berlin to Vienna
had not the same interest as the cavalry or bi-

cycle race, but it resulted in giving the world a

lesson as to flesh eaters and the vegetarians.

Among the competitors were Pietz and Elas-

ser, both vegetarians, and the only two in the

contest that finished completely exhausted,

while the consumers of meat finished in com-

paratively good condition. There are few

vegetarians among cyclists. Sydney B. Bow-
man of New York is an exception among rac-

ing men. Sydney was never rated a tip-topper,

though he has done his mile in 2:11 at Spring-

field. One cannot remember an A 1 cyclist

who was a vegetarian; all the leading riders

seem to be consumers of flesh. It seems that

for stay and strength meat is a necessity. It

"stands by a man," as the saying is, while ve-

getables do not furnish that very necessary

condition which enables a man to do wonders
in athletics. Some people hold that a man can

train just as well on a strictly vegetable diet as

he can with the aid of meat, but the writer

once saw it tried at Springfield some few years

ago by a leading rider with disastrous results.

That rider was the late Y/. M. Woodside, who
held the fort against meat for one brief week.

His speed, in the meantime, seemed to have

diminished in a marked degree. The athletic

world has furnished vegetarians in other

branches, such as Matasda Sorachiki, the Jap
wrestler, who trained for his bouts almost en-

tirely on the Chinese favorite dish, rice. Dur-

ing the later years of his life he consumed
chicken, fish, etc. He eventually died of con-

sumption in Seattle, Wash. In order to de-

velop a vegetarian champion, he would no

doubt have to commence like Samson did with

his hair, from the ground up, or in youth, as

it would be extremely difficult to break an

athlete from the meat habit when once it had

been formed. It is now in order for some one

to raise a vegetarian champion.

To Mount New York Cops.

The proposal to mount a part of the Park
police on bicycles is timely though tardy, says

the New York Sun. Already the world's arm-

ies have organized their bicycle service, and it

can hardly be contended that this mode of lo-

comotion is more appropriate there than in the

police service or likely to be so useful. In the

event of the wheel's adoption by the police

authority the public may assume that the men
will be required to sit it properly. A'hej will

not offend the eye by contributing to the mon-
key on a gridiron exhibition. In fact, their

martial appearance could be expected to con-

tribute by its example to diminish that depres-

sing practice. It is certain that the seat of the

mounted police has stimulated perception of

the ridiculous in equestrians bobbing from the

saddle like cockney tailors out for a holiday.

The extension of the wheel is among the

most interesting phenomena of the day. The
French postal service has adopted it exten-

sively in rural service. Even the stolid Briton

has proposed the reform. In England, how-
ever, the magnitude of the mail offers some
difficulties. Its growing exten-ion in the col-

onies is marked. The export of bicycles now
cuts a respectable figure in board of trade re-

turns. During the past year the value has
nearly doubled. Should the New York com-
missioners decline to act at the present time
they will be putting themselves out of line

with the march of events.
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AMERICA'S GREAT MEET.

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL GATHERING

A GREAT SUCCESS.

Thousands of Enthusiasts Flock to Chicago to

See the Great Races—Prominent Peo-

ple Present— Sense and Non-

sense Abound.

Good weather graced the opening of the first

international, the fourteenth annual meet of

the League of American Wheelmen, and the

first annual meet of the Century Road Club of

America, the three combined being the great-

est gathering of wheel devotees ever held. For
over a week clans were gathering, the world's

fair acting as an incentive to bring cyclists into

Chicago earlier than was their wont in former

years and in other cities. Chicago is a large

city and thousands, aye, tens of thousands, of

visitors might arrive, register at the hundreds

of hotels and never again be heard of—and

thus it was. Thousands came unheralded,

sought hotels away from the noise and bustle,

or went quietly to friends' houses or boarding

houses, were swallowed up in the noise and hustle

of the nation's metropolis, or lost in the mazes
of th e great white city. Time was too precious to

devote to a trip down town to register, and
thus the total number of wheelmen who came
to the meet cannot be estimated.

There may have been 30,000, there may have

been only 20,000, there were certainly 15,000

visitors. In any other city of the United

States such a vast assemblage of wheelmen
would have swamped the town, but in a city

like Chicago, with its great area, they were

hardly noticed.

BEEN COMING FOR WEEKS.

For weeks before the opening of the meet

tourists were arriving almost daily, hailing

from all parts of the country. A party of

three came all the way from Fort Worth, Tex.,

five came from Pittsburg, one or two fror^ Cali-

fornia, a mere lad from Sioux City, la., an old

man (of seventy-three years) and his fifteen-year-

o'd son from Algona, la., and many tourists

from near-by points. All came awheel to the

world's fair and the gre? t cycle meet. The papers

teemed for weeks past with notes of tourists

heading toward Chicago. Hundreds came into

the city awheel from far and near unheralde ,

and almost unnoticed, especially by the press.

Small detachments of visitors made themselves

known along cycle row a week before the

meet. Every daj saw the number of strange

faces increased until Saturday, when the L. A.

W. headquarters at 296 Wabash avenue were
opened, and an estimate could be made. Hun-
dreds registered on Saturday and the number
which registered Sunday was a welcome sur-

prise to the reception committee. All trains

were met Sunday, and the visitors were shown
first to headquarters and then to hotels. The
Mecca hotel, at Thirty-fourth and State streets,

the league headquarters, was, by Sunday
night, filled to the doors. Hera all the racing

men stopped, its accessibility to the track, only

four blocks away, making it the most desirable

location in the city, both for racing men and
wheelmen in general. Probably a thousand

wheelmen put up at the Mecca, and a thousand

wheelmen under one roof is a caution.

THE ROPE CLUB.

The University hotel, the Delaware, the Na-
tional Columbian hotel and Ozark all were
filled but the "push" wasn't there. The "Rope
club" was Quartered at the Mecca and to that

place the wheelmen generally came for fun,

and it was, undoubtedly, fun they had, judg-

ing by the great number of "up she goes"

heard on all sides and the little pieces of rope

seen pendant from coat lapels. Every league

meet sees a new organization sprung into ex-

istence. Niagara Falls had its C. F. S. club

and its mock trials; Detroit, the Hickory club

and its tortures with a hickory plank; Chicago,

its Rope club. From a trivial joke at an up-

town store a week before the meet when New-
man brought Walters up with a round turn

with a long piece of rope an organization

started, an organization which for iniquitous

torture mc re than rivals the Hickory club of

old. For a few days, the wheelmen were in-

vited into the said store, the victim's attention

was called elsewhere, and he was suddenly

struck from behind with a knotted rope's end.

A howl, a handshake, "you're a good fellow,"

and all was over. Later the little rope badge

was brought forth and he who wore one con-

stantly was safe from further torture, for tor-

ture it was. During two days no less than a

hundred yards of rope was tied into sections of

three inches and presented to "afflicted vic-

tims," who immediately nought some one on

whom to work off their injured feelings. The
inquisition room at the Hotel Mecca was a fea-

ture of the meet. Fresh victims arrived daily

and the officials were kept busy.

TALKED OP EVERYTHING.

In the corridor of the hotel there was many
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a social gathering. Old acquaintances were

renewed, old stories revived and the days of

the good old ordinary were revived again, and

again. The warring editors of the cycling

press, often carried arguments into a warm
discussion, but in a pleasant way. League

politics were discussed. David Post argued his

side and President Burdett's side of the coming

fight at the national assembly seemed somehow
to lack supporters. President Burdett was there

"occasionally," a haunted expression hovering

around his deep-set eyes. Harry Leeming was
in the corridor and where 'Arry is there is al-

ways an argument, in which Sandy Sellers,

George Gatehouse, Morgan and Eck, the fool-

ish laws of amateurism and the rank ingrati

tude of G. Lacy Hillier, Henry Sturmey and

R. J. Mecredy are apt to figure.

"Billie" Young was there. "Billie" left Chi-

cago away back in January. He swore he

would be at the L. A. W. meet if he had to

walk. He came on the train, but threw up his

.job to come. Frank Prial, of the Wheel, was
on hand. He asked to be initiated to the Rope
club immediately upon arrival. "Knew it must
come," and wanted to avoid a rough and tum-
ble fight in receiving his degree. He was initi-

ated ! ! H. A. Lozier stood around and seemed
popular with all. His two sons were among
the ropesters.

CASH MEN AROUND.

The racing board was on hand and met to

confer a degree of professionalism on C. M.
Murphy. The officials and full racing force of

the N. C. A. were present to induce Charlie

Murphy and any amateur they could to join

their ranks. "De cash goes—see!" said one of

the team, while Wheeler, Rich, Kluge and
others reiterated that statement. But

the amateurs were not to be induced so

easily, and the trip was undoubtedly for

nought. There was a barrier between the two

divisions, professionals and amateurs, and the

two classes would not mix. Jack Prince was
on hand. Jack could not work the press in

Chicago, for all were "on to" him ; that little

gag about racing Zimmerman did not go.

Dan Canary was around smiling and happy,

but no trick riding, for Dan declares he does

not work for "wind," those days having gone

by. Chief Consul Geroiild strolled into the

hotel occasionally, just to see if everything

was all right and everyone having a good
time. "Henery" Crowther, not Harry, if you
please, recording angel "that he is," "sat"

around, tablet and stylographic pen in hand.

All the trivial conversations went down,
for "Henery" doesn't touch on heavy stuff at

all. Smiling Joe Goodman was there, saying

yes to everything, because "no" sounded too

sharp, "you know." Mrs. Smith was popular

with all, and her photo, prominently displayed

on the piano, attracted to the lady universal

attention. Mrs. Smith was the first lady rider

in the United States.

Editor D. H. Lewis came in on Monday and
received an ovation. Vice-President Sheridan
was a frequent visitor, but quickly withdrew
to "avoid the rush" for "comps." Handicapper
Miles appeared at the Mecca. He had charge

of the press "comps," and was pestered to

death by applicants for press tickets. The
Milkman's Monthly and Dairymaid's Weekly
desired two passes daily and a regular seat in

the press stand. They were not accommodated.
Walter Measure was around, smiling and

happy, and "Papa" McCune felt the same way
when he glanced over his fine array of "boys,"

Tajdor, Gary and Jimmie Clark.

Asa Windle and Hoyland Smith made a
great pair, one long and stout, the other long,

but—well, not stout. Zimmerman strolled

around with a nod and bow for every one, a

hand-shake here and a hearty clap on the back
elsewhere. Modest Zimmie, likewise modest
Tyler, both popular, and justly so.

Charlie Murphy, smilingly alluding to his

expulsion and looking daggers at O. S. Bun-
nell, said "you know" with a depth of mean-
ing. To "Bunnie" he lays his suspension, and
says he may or may not enter the N. C. A.

Wallie Sanger, arm in arm with diminutive

Culver, was always a prominent figure. After

his accident friends flocked around him to

tender their sympathies. Joe McDermott,
Zimmie's brother-in-law, was always with the

leaders in any fun. After Sanger's accident he

declaied it a shame and said he was really

sorry. Joe is a true sportsman. These and
hundreds of more gathered at headquarters

and made life merry.

Wouldn't Set Pace.

Bode made himself very unpopular during

the five-mile handicap of Monday by refusing

to set his share of the pace with Ulbricht and
Steele, the long-mark men, in their attempt to

keep out of reach of the second batch, which
was being paced by Crooks and others. The
crowd hissed him for this. On Tuesday, in

the five-mile Illinois division championship he

started the same tactics and the crowd and
officials roasted him so unmercifully that he

took his share of the pace thereafter, the

crowd cheering him for it. In this race Kea-

tor and Knisely did splendid pacing work,

while Rhodes did but two laps. Knisely

played himself out doing donkey work.
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THE FIRST DAY'S EVENTS.

SANGER SUFFERS A BAD FALL AND COULD

NOT RIDE AGAIN.

Zimmerman Captures Two Scratch Events and

is Beaten Out By Windle—The Mil-

bury Boy's Great Spurt—Chi-

cago Men Win.

The first day's races of the first international
meet were not started with the promptness
promised by the management, but they were
exciting and interesting to the 3,500 people
who went to the south side ball park to see the
cracks of all nations pitted against one another.
The competitors were early in arriving at the
grounds, while a large gang of men was kept
busy arranging the seats in the grand stands,

putting the finishing touches on the track and
preparing generally for a big week's sport. The
grounds were in ship-shape order, clean and
neat. The track was in better condition than
ever since it was finished and the arrangements
were complete in every detail.

When the gates were thrown open at 9:30

Monday morning a large number of people
were awaiting admission to see the finishes of

the preliminary heats. Probably 1,200 persons
were in the grand stands at 10 o'clock, the hour
set for the first heat of the novice race. But
they were compelled to wait some time. In the

meantime the sun scorched them, while a gen-
tle north wind fanned their heated faces.

Sterling Elliott was busily engaged in ar-

ranging his electric chronograph, which was
to be tested for amateur events. It had been
used for timing Egan's band of '-pros," but had
not caught time for the pure 'uns. It was
either in too much of a hurry or else the

regularly appointed timers were a little slow
in getting away, for it invariably registered

better times than did the ordinary time pieces.

But it was handy and everybody knew the

fractional times in an instant. There can be
no excuse for not adopting some such scheme
at well-regulated race meets.

LATE IN STARTING.

There was a long wait for the heats to be

started. There were no judges, no referee, no
starter, no revolver and only one or two timers.

Clerk Van Sicklen and his able assistant,

"Billy" Perrett, were hustling about to get

things started. They pressed Henry Goodman
into service as starter, and named several tem-

porary judges, timers, umpires, etc. The rac-

ing men were warming up and the crowd was
impatient—particularly the newspaper men.

Finally Referee Raymond arrived and five

minutes later a dozen shaking novices walked

up the track to the tune of "After the Ball is

Over," by an excellent band perched under a

large tent in the south end of the enclosure.

GOOD CROWD PRESENT.

The new grand stand was nearly filled, the

center stands contained a few, and the fifty-

cent stand on the east side was packed. It had
been promised that only officials should have

track privileges, but fully two score of out-

siders were scattered about. Artists Merrick

and Cox announced the result of the events by
means of a big blackboard and chalk from the

top of the neat judges' stand, and Mr. Hanford
announced in the good, old-fashioned way.
John S. Johnson's friends did not see their

idol on the track on the first day and were,
consequently, disappointed. The Minneapolis
man did not get into his racing clothes, for

some reason, but promised to be up on Tuesday.

SANGER'S BAD FALL.

The sport of the day and week was materi-

ally hurt by a serious accident to Sanger in the

second heat of the third mile open, the big

Milwaukeean being so badly injured in a fall

that he was unable to ride again. With him
several others went down, but none was hurt

so seriously as Sanger. It was a disappoint-

ment, of course, that he could not compete.
Many had expected Sanger and Zimmerman to

meet and they certainly would have done so

but for the accident. The trouble was caused
by a man named Babcock, who had no busi-

ness in a race with such men as Sanger, Lums-
den, Banker, Tyler, Windle, Githens and
Davis. He was inexperienced and should have

ZIM WAS FOURTH.

The half-mile handicap was run in six heats,

two men in each' qualifying. Zimmy was in

the fifth heat, on scratch, and caught his field

easily, galloping home and into first place in

1:04. In the final Zimmy got a poor start, and
though he worked hard got no better than
fourth. From the press stand he appeared to

be a good second or third. Brown of Cleve-
land, at forty-five yards, had an easy tthing
of it for first.

Davis should have won the two-mile 5:50

cla^s, but though he qualified in the first heat
he was nowhere in the final. The race went
to Burt, the big Kansas lad. and the Pullman
1893 winner was second.

A GOOD HANDICAP.
The two heats 'and final of the five-mile

handicap brought out a good field. There was
no scratch man in the first, Crooks (150 yards)

MSI©EMITS m

been kept in class races a few years. On the

last turn he attempted to cut in between Win-

dle and Banker. The latter, being on the out-

side of the three, was forced against Sanger,

who fell heavily and brought down three or

four others, while Lumsden went over the

bank to save himself. Sanger was badly cut

and bruised and did not compete in any other

events.

zimmy's first race.

The novice race was run in two heats, four

men qualifying in each, but was not exciting.

The people were waiting for the big men.

Zimmerman came out in the first heat of the

third-mile open and walked off with first place

as easily as one could imagine winning a race.

Then came the second heat, in which Sanger

fell. At this the crowd was disappointed, for

it soon was known that the two bigmen would

not meet, at least tha-t day.

being the nearest to the back mark. After

four miles had been covered there were but

eight men left, and these were allowed to

qualify without finishing. Waller was on
scratch in the second heat, but could not,

alone, make up the long starts those ahead of

him had, so he quit. Baird, the Charleston

crack, was nowhere in the final. Crooks and
Hyslop made a good ride, and caught the 500-

yard men. Then it was a back mark man's

race, and Clark's sprint landed him a winner

easily.

TUTTLE A CHAMPION.

Tuttle wanted the half-mile division champ-
ionship and got it, though Githens made him
work for it. Davis failed to make any show-

ing whatever.

EVENT OF THE DAY.

The mile open was probabl/ the most inter-

esting race of the dav, and Windle showed
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some of his old form by beating Zimmy in the

final, which was over the limit of 2:40, and

consequently no race. Taylor won the first

heat, with Windle second and Hoyland Smith

third. Tyler took the second, Zimmy being

satisfied with second and Githens third. Win-
die showed a grand bit of riding in the final.

He kept well to the outside and in about fifth

place for two laps; then he went up to third.

At the quarter pole Taylor let out a hot sprint,

Zimmy following him close up. Entering the

stretch Windle could be seen coming to the

front at a frightful pace. Zimmy and Taylor

were fighting for first, but the Milbury man
went past both as easily as if they had
been novices, and beat them out a good length,

while Zimmy could not better his position and
was third. The people cheered long and loud

over Windle's defeat of the champion, and it

was clear that Willie had lost none of his old

friends. But the race was slow, though
Windle's last quarter was close to record time,

and being 5 2-5 seconds over the time limit

was ordered run over. Then Winrlle and
Tyler refused to come out for the run-over,

and Zimmy won it as he pleaded from Taylor.

BLISS SCORES A FIRST.

Five Chicagoans lined up for the two-mile

Illinois championship, and, with the exception

of Nessel, each took a turn at pacing. When
the quarter pole was reached Knisely started

the spurt and "Pinkey" Bliss "tacked on." A
hundred yards from the tape the little man in

pink suit shot past Knisely and was declared

Illinois' two-mile champion, while the crowd
went wild over the little man's victory. The
summary:

One-mile, novice—First heat—P. Von Boeckman, Chi-

cago, 1, G. E. Bicker, S. S. C. C, 8; F. M Preueil, Plzen

C. C, 3; J. Hrach, Plzen C. C, 4; time, 2:34 3-5. Won
easily by ten yards.

Second heat—J. I. Brandenburg, Chicago, C. C, 1 ; L.

O. Wilcoxon, Illinois C. C, 3; A. V. Jackson, Lincoln C.

C , 3; F. B. Wakefield, Chicago C. C, 4; time, 2:44 1-5.

Won by five yards.

Final heat—J. I. Brandenburg, 1; A. V. Jackson, 2; F.

M. Preueil, 3: time, 3:00 1 5. Van Boeckman spurted on
the second lap by mistake and ran himself out. Seven

out of the eight who qualified started.

One-third mile, open, four to qualify—First heat—A. A.

Zimmerman, 1; Hoyland Smith, 2; G. F. Taylor, 3; W. A.

Rhodes, 4; time, :44 3-5. Zimmerman went right out and
was never headed. Tuttle followed him closely to the

last turn, but dropped back on the stretch.

Second heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; W. W. Windle, 2; C. W.
Davis, 3; H. A. Githens, 4; time, :46. Ten men started

and all but the four who qualified fell on the last turn,

some going over the bank. Babcock ran into Banker,

who in turn went into Sanger. The latter fell heavily

and was badly cut up. Lumsden went over the end.

Final heat—Zimmerman, 1; Tyler, 2; Taylor, 3; Smith,

4; Rhodes, 5; Windle, 6; time, :43 3-5. Taylor went out

first, making a bad cut in front of Davis; Zim was sec-

ond, but went to the front on the last turn and won by
four yards, with Tyler two yards ahead of Taylor, the

others being scattered.

Half-mile, handicap, two to qualify—First heat—A. I.

Brown, Cleveland, 4i yds., 1; M. H. Burt, Wichita, 55 yds.,

2; time, 1:04. Seven started, including Clark, Tuttle and
Byrne, who were unplaced.

Second heat—Paul Grosch, Passaic, 50 yds., 1; A. W.
Warren, Hartford. 30 yds., 2; time, 1:04. Bode, J. S.

Johnson and Adams also started.

Third heat—A. T. Crooks, Buffalo, 25 yds., 1; C. Baker,

Columbus, 45 yds., 2; time, 1:05 4-5. Crooks made a good
ride and won by a length. M. Nelson, Hyslop and C. W.
Davis were unplaced.

Fourth heat—J. I. Brandenburg, 65 yds., 1 ; Hoyland
Smith, 30 yds., 2; time, 1:05 2-5. Barnum and Seaton un-

placed.

Fifth heat—A. A. Zimmerman, scr., 1; G. L. Gary,
Chelsea, 15 yds., 2; time, 1:04. Banker, Blauvelt, E. C.

Johnson, Waller and Van Boeckman unplaced. Zimmer-
man caught the whole field in the first quarter, kept on
going and won easily.

Sixth heat—E. A. Nelson, Springfield, 25 yds., 1; M.
Dirnberger, Buffalo, 35 yds., 2; time, 1:05. Davis lost a
place by sitting up five yards from the tape. Tjfjd was
distanced and Steenson and Pyle unplaced,

Final heat—A. I. Brown, 45 yds., 1 ; Paul Grosch, 50

yds., 2; A. T. Crooks, 25 yds., 3; Zimmerman, scratch, 4;

time, 1:02 2-5. Grosch was out to win, but was caught on

the stretch by Brown. Zimmerman overhauled the field

in good form and looked a good second, but the judges

gave him fourth. He got a bad start, or might have won,

his time being 1:03.

Two-mile, 5:50 class—First heat—M. H. Burt, 1; A. W.
Warren, 2; M. Nelson, 3; time, 5:50 2 5. Tidd, Levy and
Inks were several lengths behind. Burt set most of the

pace, but it was only a jog.

Second heat—Paul Grosch, 1; E. A.Nelson, 2; Gus
Steele, Chicago, 3; C. W. Davis, 4; time, 0:11 SB. Another
loaf, with Nelson and Steele making pace. Baird, Ross,

Richardson and Wilcoxson were badly left, Knisely's

pedal loosened and he had to quit on the first mile.

Third heat>-A. T. Crooks, 1; E. L. Blauvelt, 2; T. J.

Byrne, 3; time, 6:07 3-5. Blauvelt and Steenson made all

the pace to the stretch, when Crooks went up and won-

C. T. Nelson, Parkes, M. Nessel, Ulbricht, Leonhardt and
Peck also started.

Final heat—Gus Steele, 1; A. W. Warren, 2; A. T.

Crooks, 3; time, 5:15 4-5; first mile, 2:38. E. A. Nelson

made pace the first lap. but fell on the third. He pro-

tested Crooks, claiming a foul, which was not allowed.

Steele made a good sprint and held the lead all down the

stretch, winning by two lengths. The other starters, all

who qualified, were several lengths behind the first three.

Two-mile, handicap, eight in heats to qualify—First

heat—Hyslop, Crooks, Clark, Ulbricht, M. Nessel, Bode,

W. F. Murphy and Bickers qualified after riding four

miles, the others having dropped out.

and Zim behind him. Tyler left the bunch at the quarter

pole like a si ot. Then Zim went up. Windle, from the

outside and away back, made a most remarkable spurt

and passed Taylor and Zimmerman like a shot ten yards

from the tape, while Taylor got into second place by a
length.

One-mile, open, run over—Zimmerman, 1; Taylor, 2;

Smith, 3; Githens, 4; Dirnberger, 5; time, 2:38 1-5.

Windle, Tyler and Rhodes refused to ride. Smith made
the pace to the second turn; Zim took the second lap.

At the beginning of the last Taylor led, Dirnberger sec-

ond and Zim on the outside. At the quarter Zim went to

the front and won in a canter from Taylor, Smith a close

third.

Two-mile, Illinois division championship—J. P. Bliss, 1

;

C. T. Knisely, 2; E. C. Bode, 3; F. Nessel, 4; H. A. Gith-

ens, 5; time, 5:30. Bliss, Githens, Knisely, Bode, Knisely

paced laps in the order named, Nessel hanging back and
getting in a pocket on the last lap. Knisely started the

spurt and opened up a big gap. Bliss closed this and
won nicely by a length, Bode being a good third and

Nessel and Githens last.

Two-mile, handicap—Final heat—J. P. Clark, 150 yds.,

1;E. O. Bode, 400 yds., 2; A. T. Crooks, 150 yds., 3; Gus
Steele, 500 yds., 4; W. F. Murphy, 200 yds., 5; time,

12:28 2-5. Crooks caught Hyslop and Murphy (200 yds )

easily, and the three soon overhauled Peck and Baker

(350 yards). The limit men were caught at four miles,

and then all loafed to the last quarter, when Clark went

to the front and won from Bode by a length, Crooks

beating Steele out for third.

Burt. Crooks. Byrne. Grosch. Steele.

START FINAL, 5:50 CLASS.

Blauvelt. Nelson.

Second heat—Gus Steele, 500 yds., 1 ; C. H. Peck, 350

yds., 2; J. D. Adams, '500 yds., 3; Conn Baker, 350 yds., 4;

F. M. Preueil, 500 yds., 5; W. M. Burt, 450 yds., 6; J.

Hrach, 500 yds., 7; Isaac Baird, 200 yds., 8; time, 13:46 4-5.

Wilcoxson and Richardson fell and Waller, who started

scratch, quit at four miles Nelson, Steenson and Githens

gave up.

Half-mile, Illinois division championship—F. H. Tuttle,

1; H. A. Githens, 2; C. T. Knisely, 3; E. C. Bode, 4; C. W.
Davis, 5; time, 1:22. Knisely made most of the pace, Tut-

tle winning in the last hundred yards.

One-mile, open—First heat—G. F. Taylor, 1; W. W.
Windle, 2; W. A. Rhodes, 3; H.Smith, 4; time, 2:59 1-5.

Bliss and Tuttle finished close up, but were unplaced. At

the start Smith led, with Windle fifth. Taylor was sec-

ond at the beginning of the last lap. He spurted at the

quarter and won easily. Bliss was last all the way and

did not seem able to improve in his position.

Second heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; Zimmerman, 2; H. A.

Githens, 3; M. Dirnberger, 4; time, 2:31 2-5. Nelson paced

the first lap, Zimmerman being fifth. The second lap it

was Nelson, Gary, Githens, Zimmerman. On the back-

stretch Zimmerman went to the front on the third lap,

but dropped to second place, Tyler leading down the

stretch, with Githens third and Dirnberger fourth. In

this order they finished. Gary, Nelson and Sercombe

finished several lengths behind.

Final heat, time limit 2:40—W. W. Windle, 1; H. C.

Tyler, 2; A. A. Zimmerman, 3; G. F. Taylor, 4; time,

2:45 2-5. No race. Windle had the pole on the start,

with Zim next. The latter took the pace, Windle drop-

ping back and to the outside. At the beginning of the

last lap Smith wa,§ in front, with Tyjgr next on the pole

Will Race at Night.

The Cleveland tournament in the interna-

tional circuit is to be held at night. The track

will be brilliantly lighted by electrity. The

tournament occurs Aug. 29 and 30, at the C.

A. C. park. The prize list will aggregate

$5,000 in value, and Zimmerman, Sanger,

Johnson, Taylor, Windle, Bliss, Githens, and,

in fact, all the fast men have promised to at-

tend. Several international contests will be

run.

When at the Louisville meet last year H. A.

Lozier said that night racing was the proper

caper. He has been preaching this steadily

ever since.
« » »

Black Wants a Match.

Sid Black, of Cleveland, came to Chicago at

the urgent demands of his many friends, to

ride at the meet. Black is the greatest safety

rider of the day, so they all say. On Lis arri-

val Maltby put his foot down flat and said he

would discontinue his performances if Black

rode. Kaufmann said the same thing, provid-

ing Black rode an ordinary. Just a little pro-

fessional jealousy, that is all. Black has de-

posited a fprfeit of $50 with F, P. Prial for a

match.
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
ARE THE FASTEST ON EARTH.

READ NOT WHAT WE SAY BUT WHAT WE PROVE.

Records of 1892 are being Supplanted by Speedier ones in 1893.

Bert Harding,
lb93.

(57:10. Imperial.
\L D. Muneer, c May 20. Forest Park Road Race. 17 1 3 miles. < 57:10. Arrow. > Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Chas. Kindervatter, ) [57:11. King of Scorchers. (

C. A. Urban, May 30. 12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, ]nd.

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of holes from recent,
rains.

Otto Neuman, May 30. Winona, Minn. S 1-2 mile.
1 1 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.
S herling
Special.

[- State Records.

E. C. Johnson. May 30. Highland Park Races, Detroit. ) 1-4 mile.
1 1-2 mile.

:32 2-5.

1:10. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch.
Mi higan Slate Records.

Chas. Kindervatter, May 30.
Waldo Park Road Raee.Kansas

City, Mo. 10 1-10 miles. 30:21. King of Scor.heis.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills.

M. Nelson.
i 1 55:44. 24- lb. March, wood rims.

j

Martin Nessel. [May 30.
Pullman Race. 17 1-2 miles. I 55:17. bowler. V Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

(i L. Emerson,
P. Casse, Pelican City Club Road Race,

New Orleans.
5 3-4 miles,

/ 55:48.

16:41 2-5

22-lb. James.
Arrow.

f
Casse is a vouth of 14 years, his time

is State Record.
Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won

H. R. Renshaw May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

M. A. Hickman, June 13. Alabama State Championship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer. Morgan & Wright Tires
0. E. Tudor, June 16. Hanauer Road Race. Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

H. II. Wylie Jane 27. Neiv York to Chicago. 1,028 miles.
10 dags,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:5*.

48:31.

Sterling Special.
Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

Emll Ulbrlcht,
A. L. 1 eonhardt, [ July 4.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

16 1 2 miles.
Special.
Stephens.

) Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
V TJlbricht's time is best record

John Clark.
S 49:01. Special. \ for course by 1:50.

Peck won 4th time in addition to 1st

C. n. Peek, July 4. Poorman. 18 miles. 53:41. James. place.

JSreaJcing the competition record
Frank Waller, .Tilly 4. Indianapolis. 3 Miles. 7:31. Arroiv. for this distance.

J. F. Reitzner, July 4. Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race. 16 1-2 miles. 47:41. James. Second best time.

E. M. Spike, July 4. " " " " 16 1-2 miles. 49:40. Eagle- Altair.

H. H. Wylie, July 15. Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30 Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires.*
11

G. Meirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.
A . i, Leonhardt, .July 15. Lake View course. 5 miles. 13:30. Stephens. Krraking record for distance.

Frank Waller, •fuly 32. Hilsendeyen road race. 25 miles. 1:00:10. Arroiv. Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

And there you are! Only a Few at that.

FIRST ON THE TRACK! FIRST ON THE ROAD!
FIRST IN THE HEARTS OF THE WHEELMEN!

Keep in the procession, be in the lead, emulate Wylie, Waller, Peck, Leonhardt and all of the sturdy

riders who know and appreciate the best, and knowing such ride

THE TIRE OF THE ERA.
That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that -which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOU WANT!

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.

CATAIOflUIS GIVES A. WORLD OF INFOR IIA1IOX.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St., CHICACxO, ILL.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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CLOSE TO RECORD TIME.

TUESDAY'S CROWD SEES GREAT RIDING

BY ZIMMY AND TYLER.

The "Skeeter" Wins a Quarter in 30 2-5 Sec.

and Tyler Rides a Mile in 2:11 2-5—

Windle Unplaced—Chicago C. C.

Wins the Team Race.

The second day of the international meet
opened auspiciously and things were in better

running shape than on Monday. There was a
brisk breeze blowing in the morning, but it

died away somewhat by the time the finals

were run. It was a charming day, similar to

Monday, hot, but still comfortable on account
of the wind. Probably 500 people saw the

heats in the morning and in the afternoon as

many as 4,000 sport lovers were in the various

grand stands. Fortunately there were no falls,

no false starts and no protests, and the events

were run off with great rapidity. J. M. Erwin
was referee during the morning, in Mr. Ray-
mond's absence, while Mr. Hanford took Conk-
ling's place as scarter. The great riding of

Zimmerman in the quarter-mile open, when he

not only rode in 30 2-5 sec.—within 2-5 sec. of

record—but simply ran away from Johnson,

Taylor, Githens and E. C. Johnson, was the

event of the day, and long and loud were the

cheers of the people. Tyler's 2:11 2-5 from
scratch in the final of the mile open is record

in competition if it turns out that Sanger's

2:09 4-5 was made on a short track, as is

claimed. Elliott's chronograph made the time

even faster, 2:11 1-2, and recorded quarters as

follows: First, :B3; half, 1:04 1-5; three-quarters,

1 :39 4-5. Bamberger won the race from the

seventy-five-yard mark and Tyler finished third

to Murphy, sixty-five yards.

ALL FAST HEATS.

The morning's sport opened with six heats

in the two-third-mile handicap. Zimmerman
didn't start, though he was on the programme
in the first heat. Davis had no trouble in win-

ning from Byrne and Emerson in 1 :28 f 1om
the forty-yard mark. Keator and Waller

were unplaced, while Lumsden, who was on

scratch, broke down on the start. Bode won
the second heat from G5 yards in 1:26 3-5,

barely beating E. C. Johnson from the same

mark, and A. N. French, fifty yards. Parkes,

Leonhardt, Steenson, Adams, Alsop and Wag-
ner were last. Crooks was put on-the twenty-

yard mark in the third heat, and won by an

inch, Hoyland Smith being second from fifty

yards and Kennedy, seventy-five yards, third,

while M. Nelson, Baird and Hobbs were no-

where. The time was a fifth slower than the

second heat. In the fourth heat Windle was

at fifteen yards, and run second to Brown,

who had sixty-five yards, while Bliss, Baker

and Banker brought up the rear. Brown's

time was 1:27 2-5. Swendeman of Montana

gobbled first in the fifth heat in 1:27 2-5, from

the ninety-yard mark, though Blauvelt, fifty

yards, pushed him hard. Meintjes, the South

African, was greeted with cheers when he

came out to take his place at forty yards in the

sixth heat. Grosch, at seventy] yards, won
easily, and Murphy scored second from fifty

yards, the African being far behind.

The first and second in each heat had quali-

fied, and all were up for the final. Windle
caught the back mark men on the first lap and
the bunch on the back-stretch of the second
lap. He got in a pocket and was slow in get-

ting out, being sixth only on the last turn.

He got up to fourth, but could not get through
the bunch. Murphy won by a fooc from
Brown, Grosch being third, Windle fourth

and Smith fifth.

EASY FOR BRANDENBURG.
A dozen started in the first heat of the mile

three-minute class, and Thompson of the Chi-

cago club won by twenty yards in 2:38 2-5,

while Longley, Richardson, Preucil, Wilcoxon
and Levy qualified, being over the tape in the
order given. Von Boeckman took the third

heat in 2:37 2-5, with Brandenburg, M. Nelson,

men would be to ride in the final of the mile
handicap. Although all were won from com-
paratively long marks, they were run in excel-

lent times, from 2:13 to 2:20. In the first

Meintjes from fifty yards soon caught his field,

but Brown got to the tape a yard ahead, while
Clark, Byrne, Nelson and others were unplaced.
Johnson from the twenty-yard mark tried to

get placed, but Swendeman's 140 yards' handi-
cap was too much, though he rode the full

mile in 2:18 3 5. The rubber on his pedal slip-

ped on the start and lost him a yard or two.
Murphy from sixty-five yards was a good sec-

cond. Conn Baker won the third heat from
ninety-five yards, Wilcoxon being placed from
the 150-yard mark. Crooks was fifth to Rich-

ardson and Nessel. Tyler refused his twenty

A. A. ZIMMEUMAN.

Miller, Adams and Parkes close up, the other

eight starters being yards to the bad. Nichol-

son of Milwaukee was first to start and last to

finish, as usual.

Thompson should have won the final, but,

fearing a tumble, rode on the outside and in

poor position, so that when Brandenburg

made the spurt his club mate was unable to

overtake him and did not even get a place.

Brandenburg won, with Nelson, Levy, Rich-

ardson and Longley in the order named. Levy

was disqualified, however, for being started too

soon.
TYLER'S GOOD MILE.

It took six heats to decide who the t""i*lvc

yards and went back to scratch in the next

heat, with an idea of capturing a $150 dia-

mond pin offered for the fastest mile in com-
petition. He caught Lumsden (forty yards)

and Smith (seventy yards) the first lap and
after a half had been covered the field had been

overtaken. By this time, however, the long

mark men were sprinting and he could not

catch Kennedy, who had 110 yards. Smith was
beaten out and took fourth, while Lumsden
and Tyler fought it to a draw for second. Ken-
nedy's time was 2:13 3 5 and Tyler's 2:13 4-3,

from 110 yards and scratch, respectively. Both
Lumsden and Tyler qualified. Banker at fifty

yards easily took the next heat, with Baker,
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" When Ignorance is Bliss

'Tis Folly to be Wise."

But it is Folly to be Ignorant of Our

BIG CUT PRICE SALE
OF BICYCLES,

When the Knowledge of it Wonld Save You so much Hard Cash.

Here are the Prices that start the perspiration on Our Competitors

:

No. i Ramblers, $1.00 per pound.

$150 New '93 Smalleys, Scorcher, $87.50

150 New '93 Smalleys, Light Roadster, «5-

150 New '92 Smalleys, weight 36 lbs. 69.

150 New Model B. Sylphs, 62.50

150 New '93 Monarchs, 69.

150 Argyles (our own goods), 75-

150 Phoenix, - 69.

150 Kenwoods, Quadrant frame, - - 6 7 5°

135 Coventry Crosses, 39-

Ames & Frost's Safeties, ... 3°-

40 Nonpareils, ... 19.

Send $5 to Cover Express Charges

WE HAVE THE GOODS.
WE MAKE THE PRICES •

WE DO THE BUSINESS

Send to us for What You Want,

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,
Importers and Jobber's,

108-110 DEARBORN, Corner WASHINGTON, and 469 WEST MADISON
MENTION THE REFEREE
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120 yards, second and Blauvelt, Miller and

others a few yards back. Four out of the six

starters in the last heat finished, Warren (sixty

yards) and Dirnberger (seventy-five yards) being

qualified.

The thirteen who qualified all came out for

the final. Tyler from scratch caught Lumsden
(forty yards), Meintjes (fifty) and Banker (fifty)

in the first lap. Then he rested a moment and
the others took him up to the bunch on the

end of the third lap. At this point the sprint

began and Tyler went through the field like a

streak, with Lumsden hanging to his rear

wheel. He made a splendid effort, but could

not overtake the lead Dirnberger had through

his seventy-five yards. Tyler finished third, a

yard behind Murphy, Lumsden being only

inches behind Tyler.

NO MILE ILLINOIS CHAMPION.

There is no one-mile Illinois champion now,

for after two attempts to get inside the 3:40

time limit Referee Raymond declared it no

race. Knisely, Bliss, Tuttle, Emerson, Githens

and Bode came out the first time and after a

general loaf finished in 2:49, with Bliss a foot

in front of Tuttle and Bode and Emerson
close up. No one would make pace until Bliss

let out on the finish. Githens did not come
out for the run over. Another loaf, worse

than the other, brought hisses from the crowd,

while Bode kept pointing at Bliss as the of-

ender, though he did not offer to make any

pace. Knisely started the sprint, but Bliss,

h i ving the pole, crept home first in 2:56 4-5,

with Bode and Tuttle next.

ZIMMY'S GREAT QUARTER.

The quarter-mile open furnished the doubt-

ers some idea of Zimmy's speed qualities, and
if anybody doubts now that he is unfit it is

queer. In the first lap there were four start-

ers, Smith going out from the beginning.

Taylor and Zimmerman started down the

stretch together, the former being first by a

yard in :33 1-5, Warren third, Smith having

quit. Johnson had the pole in the second heat

and finished first in :34, with Lumsden and
Bode in second and third places, while Gary
and Davis were yards back. Githens took the

third heat from E. O. Johnson, and Hyslop
and Murphy finished third and fourth. The
final was a great race, and Zimmerman
showed how easy it was to make monkeys of

the rest. He got away slowly, but soon set

going a fearful pace. Taylor hung on for a
while, but the gap soon opened wider, while

Johnson could not get within hailing distance

and Githens and E. C. Johnson were still

worse off. Zimmy never looked around; he
kept digging away for all that was in him,

and crossed the tape full twenty yards ahead

of Taylor, while Johnson struggled on some
ten yards back of Taylor. It was a most mag-
nificent performance for Zimmy and a record

for the Chicago track and the west which may
not be reached in some time. The Jerseyite

received a perfect ovation from the grand
stand people, but paid no attention to it all.

CHICAGO C. C. WINS THE TEAM RACE.

The Chicago C. C. won the team race hands

down from the Illinois club, the score being 76

to 53 points. The Springfield team was dis-

abled, Nelson's fall having laid him up, leav-

ing only his brother and Tyler. Windle could

not ride because he dues not live in Springfield.

Tuttle, Bliss and Githens wore the blue sash

for the Chicagos, and Knisely, Kennedy and
Rhodes had red, the Illinois color. Bliss took

the firet lap, Rhodes being last. The latter

hung back awhile and rushed past the bunch,
getting the eecond. Githens got the third,

Tuttle the next two, and on the last the three

Chicago men went across the tape together,

while Knisely aad Kennedy brought up the

rear, Rhodes having quit.

FIVE-MILE DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP.

A time limit of fifteen minutes was placed

on the five-mile division championsoip, which
Rhodes won in 13:24 2-5. Knisely paced the

first mile in 2:35; Keator the second, 5:18; Bode,

third, 7:59; Knisely, fourth, 10:37. Rhodes
paced two laps only, while Knisely went over

eight. Bode was second and Knisely third,

Keator having quit.

EASY FOR ZIMMY.

The two-mile lap race was a gift for Zimmy,
the "skeeter" scoring first five out of the six

laps, with seventeen points to his credit. He
started the sprints each time on the north turn

and held them easily against Gary, Smith,

Clark and Steenson, though Gary took the fifth

F. H. Tuttle, 2; E. C. Bode, 3; G. L Emerson, 4; time.

3:49. Ordered run over, time limit, 2:40. Run over—Bliss,

1; Bode, 2; Tuttle, 3; time, 2:5G 3-5. No race.

One-mile, 3:00 class— First heat, six to qualify—W. A.

Thompson, 1; A. Longley, 2; E. P. Richardson, 3; F. Preu-

cil, 4; L. O. Wilcoxou, 5; J. Levy, 0; time, 2:38 2-5. Won
by twenty yards; twelve starters.

Second heat—P. Von Boeckman, 1 ; J. I. Brandenburg,

2; M. Nelson, 3; F. Miller, 4; J. W. Adams, 5; C. E. Parkes,

0; time, 2:37 2-5. Fourteen starters, all finishing in a
bunch.

Final heat—J. I. Brandenburg, 1 ; M. Nelson, 2; J. Levy,

3; E. P. Richardson, 4; time, 2:51 1-5. Levy was disquali-

fied because he was started before the pistol shot.

Quarter-mile, open, three to qualify—First heat—G. F.

Taylor, 1: A. A. Zimmerman, 2; A. W. Warren, 3; time,

:33 1-5. Hoyland Smith also started, but dropped out.

Taylor got a lead and held it from Zimmerman.
Second heat—J. S. Johnson, 1 ; A. E. Lumsden, 2; E. C.

Bode, 3; time, :34. Johnson had the pole and went right

out, keeping a big lead.

Third heat—H. A. Githens, 1 ; E. C. Johnson, 2; W. Hy-
slop, 3; time, :33 3-5. Githens held the pole all the way
and wen by two lengths. Murphy also started.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; John
S. Johnson, 3; H. A. Githens, 4; time, :30 2-5. This was
the greatest race of the day. Zimmerman simply ran

away from the rest and rode within 2-5 sec. of record.

START ONE MILF, THREE-MINUTE CLA-S, AUG. S

lap from him. The first four had qualified in

the first heat without riding and Bode and

Steenson were also allowed to qualify without

riding. Summary:
Two-thirds-mile, handicap, first three in heat to qua-

lify—First heat—C. W. Davis, 40 yds., 1; T. J. Byrne, 85

yds., 2; G. L. Emerson, 60 yds., 3; time, 1:28. Won by ten

yards.

Second heat—E. C. Bode, 65 yds., 1; E. C. Johnson, 65

yds., 2: A. N. French, 50 yds., 3; time, 1:26 3-5. Ten start-

ers; won by a length.

Third heat—A. T. Crooks, 30 jds., 1; Hoyland Smith, 50

yds., 2; A. D. Kennedy, 75 yds., 3; time, 1:26 2-5. Seven

starters.

Fourth heat—A. I. Brown, 65 yds., 1; W. W. Windle, 15

yds., 2; J. P. Bliss, 30 yds., 3; time, 1:27 2-5. Also started,

Baker, Banker, Barnum and Wakefield.

Fifth heat—W. L. Swendeman, 90 yds., 3; E. L. Blau-

velt, 50yds., 2; C. T. Knisely, 60 yds., 3; time, 1:27 2-5.

Also started Baird, Dickinson, Nicholson, Gary, Peck.

Sixth heat^-Paul Grosch, 70 yds., 1; W. F. Murphy, 50

yds., 2; A. W. Warren, 40 yds., 3; time, 1:26 3-5. Also

started, Meintjes, Nelson, Dirnberger, Sercombe, Steele,

Brandenburg, Baker.

Final heat—W. F. Murphy, 50 yds., 1; A. I. Brown, 65

yds , 2; Paul Grosch, 70 yds., 3; W. W. Windle, 15 yds., 4;

time, 1 :23 1-5. Windle caught the field on the last lap,

but could not overtake Brown's lead.

One-mile, Illinois division championship—J. P. Bliss, 1

;

Johnson was several lengths behind Taylor. The chrono-
graph gave the time as :30 1-2.

Two-mile, team—Chicago C. C. (Bliss, Tuttle, Githens),

1, 78 points; Illinois C. C. (Rhodes, Kennedy, Knisely), 2,

50 points; time, 5:28 2-5. The Springfield team did not
start. Tuttle scored 28 points, Bliss 25, Githens 24, Ken-
nedy 19, Knisely 17, Rhodes 14, as follows:

1st lap.
Bliss
Knisely
Tuttle
Githens
Kennedy
Rhodes

2nd lap. 3rd lap. 4th lap. 5th lap.
Rhodes Githens Tuttle Tuttle
Githens Kennedy Kennedy Bliss
Tuttle Tuttle Rhodes Githens
Kennedy Bliss Knisely Knisely
Bliss Knisely Bliss Kennedy
Knisely Rhodes Githens Rhodes

6th lap.
Bliss
Githens
Tuttle
Knisely
Kennedy
Rhodes

One-mile, handicap, two in each heat to qualify—First
heat—A, I. Brown, 85 yds., 1;L. J. Meintjes, 50 yds., 2;

time, 2:17 2-5. Brown had a big lead entering the stretch

and kept it to the tape. Also started, Clark, Byrne,
Nelson.

Second heat—W. L. Swendeman, 140 yds., 1; W. F.

Murphy, GO yds., 2; time, 2:18 3-5. Johnson was fourth

from twenty yards, and rode the full mile in 2:18 3-5.

He slipped a pedal on the start, which delayed him
some.

Third heat—Conn Baker, 95 yJs., 1; L. O. Wilcoxson,

150 yds., 2; time, 2:15 2-5. Crooks was fifth, from forty

yards.

Fourth heat—A. D. Kennedy, 110 yds., 1; A. E. Lums-
den, 40yds., and H. C. Tyler, scratch, tied for 2; time,

2:13 1-5. Tyler's time was 2:13 3-5. Lumsden and Tyler

were allowed to start in the final. Tyler went back to
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scratch from twenty yards to make the fastest mile of

the meet, for which a prize was offered.

Fifth heat—G. A. Banker, SO yds., 1; A. L. Baker, 120

yds., 2; time, 2:154-5.

Sixth heat—A. W. Warren, GOyds., 1 ; M. F. Dirnberger,

T5 yds., 2; time, 2:20 1-5. Sercombe and Tidd also fin-

ished.

Final heat—Dirnberger, T5 yds., 1 ; Murphy, 05 yds, 2;

Tyler, scr„ 3; Lumsden, .10 yds., 4; Warr»n, 00 yds., 5;

=i_.'

*

Rhodes Wins the 5-Mile Division Championship.

time, 2:1 1 1-5. Tyler rode from scratch in 2:11 3-5; quar-

ter, :S3; half, 1:04 1-5; three-quarters, 1:39 4-5. Tyler

caught Lumsden, Banker and Meintjes in the first lap

and overhauled the field on entering the stretch. He
made a wonderful sprint down the stretch and would
have won the race in another ten yards.

Two-mile, lap—First heat — Zimmerman, Gary, H.
Smith, and Clark qualified without riding.

SecoDd heat—Bode and Steenson qualified without

riding.

Final heat — Zimmerman, 1, 1? points; Gary, 2, 12

points; Smith, 3, 5 points; time, 5:37 4-5. Zimmerman
took every lap except the last—which fell to Gary—with
ease. Gary was second in the third, fourth and fifth,

Smith being second in the first and second.

Five mile, Illinois division championship — W. A.
Rhodes, 1; E. C. Bode, 2; C. T. Knisely. 3; lime, 13:24 2-5.

Keator started and quit on the second mile. Knisely did

most of the pacing, Rhodes doing but two laps, for

which he wras jeered. A time limit of 15 min. was placed
on the race.

Good Trick-Riding Exhibitions.

The daily trick riding of Nick Kaufmann
and W. S. Maltby were distinct features.

Kaufmann's trick riding on the ordinary, to

which he confined himself, and on "freak"

machines, was a revelation. On the ordinary

Maltby's "Dude Act.'

he excells anv one ever seen in this country.

The crowds cheered him early and often dur-

ing his performance. Maltby's trick riding on

a safety was not up to expectations. His

tricks are of the same nature as those of Black,

but lack the finish. His dropping of the front

wheel while riding on the rear wheel is his

best act. His dude act on Tuesday, in which
he finally gains command of the ordinary

after frequent headers, is good and caused

much laughter. Black came on the second

day of the meet and was at once sought by all

to know if he was going to take part. Black

has quite taken the fancy of the local wheel-

men who saw him ride at the Indiana and
Ohio meets on the recent circuit.

Trade People at the Meet.

The trade was well represented at the meet,

among those seen being the following: H A.
Lozier, Sr. and Jr., and Mr. Ainsworth, of H.
A. Lozier & Co., Clevelanfl; Messrs. Winton
and Collerton, Winton Bicycie Company,
Cleveland; Messrs. Neff and H. Chapman,
Pereless company, Cleveland; A. L. Garford

and Ned Oliver, Garford Manufacturing Com-
pany, Elyria, O.; Samuel Snell, Snell Cycle

For a Special Team Race.

After the team race Tuesday, in which only

the Chicago and Illinois Cycling Clubs entered,

it was decided by Referee Raymond to give a

special team race on Friday, allowing the clubs

to enter their representatives irrespective of

residence. This will probably bring out the

Springfield Bicycle Club, New York Athletic

club; Press Cycling Club of Buffalo, Chicago

Cycling Club, Lakeside Cycling Club of Cleve-

land, Illinois Cycling Club and others.

Where the Cracks Will Go.

Zimmerman will remain a week in Chicago

after the close of the tournament, before start-

ing in the international circuit. He may race

at Milwaukee in the Telegram-Mercury meet
of the international circuit Aug. 31. Taylor

returns east. Sanger rides at Ripon and pos-

sibly at Indianapolis; Hoyland Smith, George

Banker, W. F. Murphy, Harry Tyler, t
1

e two
Nelsons and many others continue on the in-

ternational circuit. Bliss, Rhodes and Githens

The Training Quarters.

Fitting Company, Toledo; Joseph Yost and
Dewey, Yost Manufacturing Company, Toledo;

G. Curtis, Bretz-Curtis Manufacturing Coni-

pany, Philadelphia; David Post, Hartford

Cycle Company, Hartford, Conn. ; Mr. Hursch-

field, Rich & Sager company, Rochester; J. B.

McCune, McCune Cycle Company, Boston; W.
Measure, Union Cycle Company, Highland-

villo, Mass. ; P. H. Sercombe, Sercombe-Bolte

Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee; Sterling

Elliott, Hickory Wheel Company, Newton,
Mass. ; Dan Canary, Overman Wheel Company,
Chicopee Falls; L. W. Conkling, St. Louis Re-

frigerator and Wooden Gutter Company; W.
L. Wainwright, Central Cycle Manufacturing

Company; C. S. Smith and Fred Pattee, Indi-

ana Bicycle Company, and H. T. Hearsev, In-

dianapolis; G. M. Worden, Remington Arms
Company, Ilion, N. Y.

will go the circuit, and so will Johnson and
Tuttle, and possibly Crooks and Dirnberger.

From Cleveland the crowd divides, some going

to Birmingham and Hartford, others to Syra-

cuse, and the rest remaining for the Columbus
labor day races. All will meet at Boston

again, and finish the circuit in the east. Then
it's on to Springfield for the annual record-

breaking feats before disbanding.

Hadn't Heard of the Races.

Andy McGarrett, while riding in Chicago,

met a Nebraska rid^r who was here doing the

fair. On asking him if he was going to the

races McGarrett was surprized to hear that he

did not know there were any races in Chicago.

And yet he declared he read the Bicycling

World and Bearings every week. "Ariel,"

please take notice.
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JOHNSON DEFEATS ZIMMY.

THE FIVE-MILE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
WON BY ECK'S PROTEGE.

Four-Mile Competition Record Broken By Knis-

ely—Zimmy Wins the Ordinary Cham-

pionship on a Star—Wednes-

day's Races.

There was much to interest the 5,000 people
who attended Wednesday's races. In the first

place they saw Zimmerman on his old mount,
a solid-tired Star, and a contestant, with Mur-
phy on a g. o. o. and Nisewonger on a geared
ordinary, in the mile ordinary championship—
the last of the race. Then they saw the great
Zim beaten by Johnson in the five-mile na-
tional championship by a length or more—and
what a rousing cheering Johnson and Eck, his
trainer, received, and how surprised, cha-
grined, crestfallen and mad Zimmy looked
when, he saw the westerner jump past him I

The people were told that Osmond would be a
competitor in the internationals and thatSanger
would be able to ride on the morrow.

FINE /WEATHER AND A GOOD CROWD.
Wednesday, like the two previous days of

the meet, was perfect, a cool breeze from the
east making it comfortable, notwithstanding
the sun's heat. The two north grand stands
were packed, likewise the one on the east side

of the track, while the large one to the south
had a few people in it. On the whole the
races were run with more promptness than
heretofore, and seemed to be of greater inter-

est. There were two or three falls, and W. F.

Murphy suffered several bruises by being
thrown against the inside fence at the head of

the home stretch. Sanger was on the grounds
limping from place to place, but still unable to

ride, suffering somewhat from internal strains.

Zimmerman had given up all idea of riding in
handicaps, but, thinking it possible to do
about 2:07, if the day be good, he intends rid-

ing in the mile on Friday.

THE SPORT BEGINS.

As usual the heats were run in the morning
and the finals in the afternoon, all being
started and run with great promptness. G. E.

Bicker romped away from a dozen starters in

the mile novice, and covered the three laps in

2:43 2-5, Wilcoxon being second and Kluystud

third, In the mile handicap there were six

heats. In the first Tuttle, from seventy yards,

beat out Meintjes, fifty-five, and Bliss and
Clark took third and fourth places. Johnson
made up the five yards on Taylor, and won by
a number of lengths, Taylor second. In the

third Darmer won easily from the 180-yard

mark, and Swendeman got second. Crooks

took the third heat, from fifty yards, with
Baker and Mulliken next. Smith, Brown,
French, Ellithorp, Baker, Waller, Sercombe,

Blauvelt and Warren qualified in the other

the three heats. In the final Crooks, at fifty

yards, was virtual scratch man, and soon

caught Meintjes, Warren and Tuttle. With
the exception of the three long-mark men all

were bunched at the end of the first lap, while

the three leaders were caught at the beginning

of the stretch. Crooks made a beautiful spurt

and won by a yard from Ellithorp,*Meintjes

being third and Smith fourth, C'Qoks rode

from the fifty-yard mark in 2:07 1-5, equal to

at least 2:11 for the full mile.

The quarter-mile national championship was
run in two heats and a final and was won by
Zimmerman by a good twenty yards. Zim-
merman, Tuttle, Banker and Gary finishad in

the order named in the first heat, the time
being :32. Tyler won the second heat, but was
pushed by Johnson; Murphy third. In the

final Johnson rode second to Zimmy and Tyler

was only a foot back, Tuttle being four yards

to the bad. Only these four started. Johnson
got a poor start on the sprint, and conse-

ZIM ON HIS STAR.

When it was whispered that Zimmy would
compete with Murphy in the mile ordinary

championship, there was a ripple of excite-

ment. People had heard of his great work on
a Star, but many had never seen him pump
one. When he came down the track on the

old and borrowd "coffee mill" people cheered

and Zim enjoyed the affair so much that he

had to have a good laugh. Murphy was on
Maltby's ordinary—and what a pair! They were
about to be sent off when Nisewonger came
up on a geared ordinary. Then the crowd his-

JOHN S. JOHNSOX.

quently rode the last eighth faster than any of

the others.

Grosch and Burt finished first and second

easily in the first heat of the 2:40 class, Nelson

and Barnum being beaten out. Emerson had
no trouble in capturing the second heat from
Byrne, with Campbell next and four others in

the rear. Blauvelt, Steele and Kennedy quali-

fied in the third heat and Goetz, Ellithorp and
Baker in the fourth. Kennedy won the final

from Steele with ease, Grosch being a poor

third. The time was 2:29 3-5, excellent going

for Kennedy,

sed—he was taking undue advantage, the peo-

ple thought. Asa Windle sent Zim and his 70-

pounder away nicely. Zim worked and wab-

bled and Murphy trailed him. Every time the

•'skeeter" passed the stand he was greeted with

cheers. When the bell was rung Zim began

pumping, much to the delight of the crowd.

Murphy could hardly wiggle his feet fast en-

ough and the Star began to creep away. Nise-

wonger thought he could win but Zim hadn't

forgotten how to pump his first love and kept

well ahead of the geared ordinary. When he

crossed the tape a mighty shout went up and
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then Zim smiled and looked around to see how

badly he had beaten the other fellow. A time

limit of 2:10 (!) had been placed on the race,

but as it was within just one minute of the

limit Mr. Raymond allowed it to stand. Nise-

wonger finished on a flat tire. Soins thought

he punctured it himself—others jokingly ac-

cused Zim and Wheeler of perpetrating the

deed. Though a farce it was a very interest-

ing affair and likely the last ordinary race and

the last time Zimmy will ever mount a Star.

ANOTHER GIFT FOR ZIM.

Two heats and a final were necessary to de-

cide the third-mile open in Zimmerman's favor.

The champion won the first heat] from Taylor

by ten yards, while Johnson, who had the pole,

simply " wasn't in it," barely beating Bode.

Tyler won the second heat from Grosch in :42,

last quarter being ridden in :27 4-5. Gary was

the third, Githens fourth and Emerson last. In

the final Zimmy and Gary went to the front

side by side, and the former led all the way,

winning by five yards. Tyler got out of the

bunch and kept away from Johnson, finishing

second with Johnson two feet behind. Gary beat

Githens out for fourth place. Taylor quit on

the stretch. He and Tyler nearly came to-

gether and to avoid a foul he stopped. Zim's

last quarter was :28 4-5.

JOHNSON BEATS ZIMMERMAN.

The five-mile national championship had

nine starters, Zimmerman, Tuttle, Johnson,

Munger, Knisely, Smith, Steenson, Gary and

Githens. A time limit of sixteen minutes was

placed on the race and Knisely went out at a

good pace. Munger took up the running for a

mile, finishing in 2:31, the men being in single

file. At two miles Knisely was pacing and

covered the distance in 5:07 1-5. Munger quit

on the next lap and Knisely and Githens did

the rest of the pacing. The three miles were

covered in 7:37 2-5 and at four miles Knisely,

who was leading, broke the world's record in

competition, doing the distance in 10:13, as

against Munger's 10:14 3 5, made at Evans ville,

Ind., Oct. 6, 1892. When this fact was an-

nounced the men set up a lively gait, but failed

to get the five mile record. Zimmerman

started the sprint and Johnson hung on to his

rear wheel, both being on the pole. The oth-

ers were in various positions. Entering the

stretch the men were all bunched, Zimmerman

and Johnson being in the lead. Fifty yards

from the tape Johnson began moving up on

Zimmerman and in another instant was past

him and over the tape, first by a good two

lengths. Tuttle struggled into third place and

Githens beat Gary for fourth. Zimmerman

looked surprized and chagrined, but said

nothing, while Brother-in-Law McDermott

took his wheel out on the track to show how
flat the tire was. It was a little soft, but not

flat, and the general opinion was that the

western boy had beaten the champion fairly

and squarely. Zimmy, however, said not a

word. Johnson received a great ovation and

he and Eck were compelled to go out on the

track and show themselves.

CROOKS OR KENNEDY?

The two-mile handicap concluded the day's

sport. In the four heats Lumsden, Meintjes,

Bliss, Bode, Murphy, Tuttle, Crooks, Waller,

Warren, Kennedy, Dirnberger and others

qualified. Lumsden from the eighty-yard

mark won his heat from Crooks in 4:39 2-5.

In the final Lumsden and Crooks soon caught

the back portion of the field, and upon enter-

ing the stretch all were bunched. At this

point Brandenburg fell and Murphy went

over him, striking his head and bounding over

the railing inside the pole. His leg was badly

cut and bruised and he will be unable to ride

for several days. Bliss' handlebar became
loosened, and if he had not grabbed his fork

crown and steadied his machine he would
have brought down a dozen. As it was War-
ren was thrown. Crooks and Kennedy made
a great sprint, and the judges said the former

won, but even several Bull'alonians admitted

that he was but a good second. The summary:
One mile, novice—G. E. Bicker, 1; L. O. Wilcoxon, 2;

C. J. Klugstud, 3; time, 2:4J 4-5. A gift for Bickers, win-

ning by several yards.

One-mile, handicap, two to qualify—First heat—F. H.

Tuttle, 70 yds., 1; L. S. Meintjes, 55 yds., 2; time, 2:12 3-5.

A. I. Brown rode like the sick man that he was; Bliss and
Clark rode third and fourth. Tuttle rode grandly, Meint-

jes' teeth being clinched in his effort to head off Tuttle.

I ;
Second heat—W. L. Darmer, ISO yds.. 1; W. L. Swende-

man, 150 yds., 2; time, 2:12 3-5. Johnson and Taylor gave

up twenty-five and thirty yard handicaps to start scratch

for track record. There was an agreement to pace.

Johnson took it at the start and Taylor flashed by and
away from him. Both finally gave up. Darmer won
easily.

Final heat—Zimmerman 1; Johnson 2; Tyler, 3: time,

:81 2-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class, first three in each heat to qualify

—

First heat—P Grosch: 1 ; M. H. Burt, 2; M. Nelson, 3; time,

2:34 4-5.

Second heat—G. L. Emerson, 1 ; T. J. Byrne, 2; L. W.
Campbell, 3; time, 2:51 3-5. An easy win for Emerson.
Third heat—E. S. Blauvelt, 1; Gus Steele, 2; A. D. Ken-

nedy, 3: time, 2:37 3-5. Blauvelt won only by the hardest

kind of riding, Steele and Kennedy pushing him close.

Fourth heat-E. L. Goetz, 1; G. W. Ellithorp, 2; C.

Baker, 3; time, 2:49 3 5. A close and most exciting finish,

wtth the entire field of six in evidence.

Final heat—A. D. Kennedy, 1; Gus Steele, 2; Paul Grosh,

3; T. J. Byrne, 4; time, 2:29 3-5. Kennedy out-sprinted the

entire field. Grosch and Steele had it out for second, the

Chicago man winning in a close finish. Conn Baker was
fifth.

One-mile, ordinary, national championship—A. A. Zim-
merman, 1; O. M. Neiswonger, 2; W. F. Murphy, 3; time,

3:10. A farce comedy, with Zimmerman badly scared by
Neiswonger on a geared ordinary.

Third-mile, scratch—First four in each heat to qualify

—First heat—Zimmerman. 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; J. S. John-

sor, 3; E. C. Bode, 4: time, :45 1-5. A close and very ex-

citing contest. Taylor defeated Johnson, and Bode sur-

prised his friends by finishing in the bunch.

Second heat—H. C. Tyler, 1 ; Paul Grosch, 2; Guy Gary,

E. C. Johnson. Zimmerman. Githens. J. S. Johnson.
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Taylor.

Third heat—A. T. Crooks, 50 yds., 1; Conn Baker, 100

yds., 2; time, 2:12. Mulliken, seventy yards, was a close

third, Emerson fourth. Crooks easily distanced Davis.

Fourth heat—H. Smith, 80 yds., 1 ; A. I. Brown, 2; time,

2:14 2-5. French, eighty yards, lapped Brown's rear

wheel, Lumsden a close fourth. The latter had a clear

field and should have won. Smith was many yards

ahead.

Fifth heat—G. W. Ellithorp, 150 yds., 1; A. L. Baker,

130 yds., 2; time, 2:10 4-5. Long mark men distanced the

field, Waller leading. The latter was beaten in the

sprint, finishing third.

Sixth heat—A. W. Warren, 65 yds , 1 ; P. H. Sercombe,

120 yds., 2; time, 2:13 2-5. Sercombe ran away from the

field. Warren sprinted grandly, catching and passing

the Milwaukee man.
Final heat—A. T. Crooks, 50 yds., 1; G. W. Elli-

thorp, 150 yds., 2; L. S. Meintjes, 55 yds., 3; H. Smith, 80

yds., 4; W. L. Darmer, 180 yds., 5; time, 2:07 1-5. Fastest

time ever recorded for a mile handicap. Sercombe cut

the pace for the main bunch, leading it to the front.

Crooks and Meintjes alternated pace, Crooks running

away from the South African in the sprint.

Quarter-mile, national championship—First two-in each

heat and third in fastest to qualify—First heat—A. A.

Zimmerman, 1; F. H. Tuttle, 3; G. A. Banker, 3; time, :32.

A run-away for Zimmy.
Second heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; J. S. Johnson, 2; time,

:32 1-5. Desperately contested, Johnson pushing Tyler to

his utmost.

3; H. A. Githens, 4; time, :42. Easy for Tyler.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1 ; H. C. Tyler, 2; J. S.

Johnson, 3; Guy Gary, 4; H. A. Githens, 5; time, :44 2-5.

Easy for Zimmerman, who won by several lengths.

Five-mile, national championship—J. S. Johnson, 1; A.
A. Zimmerman, 2; F. H. Tuttle, 3; H. A. Githens, 4; time.
12:41. Miles, 2:31, 5:071-5, 7:37 2-5, 10:13, 12:41; chrono-
graph gave 12:40 42-00. Four-mile time world's record,

by C. T. Knisely. A surprise party, Johnson winning in

the last fifty yards by two lengths.

Two mile, handicap, first four in each heat to qualify-
First heat^-L. S. Meintjes, 100 yds., 1; J. P. Bliss, 100 yds ,

2; E. C. Bode, 180 yds., 3; W. F. Murphy, 180 yds., 4; time,

4:55. The field was bunched at the mile. Meintjes led
the sprint at the quarter and was not headed.
Second heat—A. E. Lumsden, 80 yds., 1; A. T. Crooks,

90 yds., 2; L. W. Campbell, 320 yds., 3; W. M. Burt, 220

yds., 4; time, 4:39 3-5. Crooks and Lumsden alternated
pace and a half-mile from the finish were well up in the
bunch. The fiDish was grand. Six men were abreast and
positions were only won by inches.

Third heat—J. I. Brandenburg, 270 yds., 1: F. Waller,
280 yds., 2; A. L. Baker, 250 yds., 3; H. Smith, 140 yds., 4;

time, 4:39 2 5. Banker strained himself in starting and
quit. The field was bunched in two parties of four. Hoy-
land Smith rode gi-andly and qualified, the only, one from
the back mark.

Fourth heat—A. D. Kennedy, 210 yds., 1; M. Dirnberger,
1 10 yds., 2; P. H. Sercombe, 230 yds., 3; A. W. Warren,
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120 yds, 4; time, 4:34 2-5. Kennedy again out-sprinted

the field easily but not gracefully.

Final heat—A. T. Crooks, 90 yds., 1; A. D. Kennedy, 210

yds., 2; L. W. Campbell, 330 yds., 3; A. E. Lumsden, 80

yds., 4; E. C. Bode, ISO yds., 5; time, 4.33 3-5. Crooks was
given first place, but many placed Kennedy first, and
several of Crook's friends admitted that Kennedy was the

winner. It was a grand race and splendidly ridden, par-

ticularly by Crooks.

THE BIG CENTURY.

Preparations Now Complete For Sunday's 100-

Mile Run.

Much interest is taken in the annual run of

the Century Road Club of America, which oc-

curs Sunday. Hundreds of the visiting wheel-

men will participate. The Elgin-Aurora course

has a national reputation and the visitors wish
to prove or disprove assertions made regarding
fast time made over it. The start will be made
from the corner of Halsted street and Wash-
ington boulevard, where registry books will be
placed. Riders will register alphabetically, a
secretary being in charge of each book. Name,
age, weight, name of wheel, weight, name of

tires, time of starting and time of finishing-

will be recorded and those who do not register

will receive no credit in the official reports of
the ride in the daily and cycling press It is

said that Thomas Hunt, whose saloon near the
corner of Halsted street and Washington boule-
vard has always been headquarters, will give a
very handsome medal to the ri er making best
time over the course on that day. Medal or no
medal, there will be warm competition for the
honor of fastest time. A number of ladies will

participate in the run, among them Miss Hat-
tie Bickers, who is again out for the fastest

time of the ladies' division. The Misses Hegerty
and Porter, who now have nine bars each,
will ride. The Elgin Cycling Club and Aurora
Cycling Club will keep open house and pro-
vide drinkables for all who call. Visitors to

the city need not fear to start because of not
knowing the way. The riders start as they
register, no regular order being maintained and
there will always be some one in ahead to

point out the course, and plenty of local men
ready and anxious to act as guides. The roads
are now at their very best. To visitors wishing
to make an early start without a long journey
to the starting point, the Gault House on West
Madison street is recommended. This is but a
couple of blocks from the starting point and an
extra half-hour's sleep can be gained. At the
Princess restaurant, on West Madison street,

an early breakfast oan be obtained.

ENTERTAINING THE VISITORS.

The Runs a Failure—Receptions at the Various

Club Houses.

The week is being made very enjoyable by
an elaborate programme of runs to and from
receptions at the local club houses. Saturday
evening the commander and his assistant and
six others started from the lake front park to

visit the Chicago Cycling Club house, where
all preparations for an even hundred visitors

had been made. At Twelfth" street three

turned back and the commander and his assis-

tant escorted three lone wheelmen into the
club house to dispose of all the food. The five

did well.

On Sunday morning an impromptu run left

the Chicago Cycling Club house in charge of

"Papa" Field and Sam T. White. There were
forty-seven in the party and the east was liber-

erally represented. The boulevards were fol-

lowed across to the west side and Douglas, Gar-

field and Humboldt parks were explored. Din-

ner was obtained at California and North ave-

enues and the party wended its way to Lincoln

park. After visiting the "Zoo" all went down
town to headquarters, where the run disbanded.

The original forty-seven went clear through.

Sunday evening, the church parade occurred.

This was a decided success. The first division

under command of Lieutenant Hochkirk, of

the Lincoln club, followed the Lake Shore drive

up through Lincoln park and thence to the

west side. The second division, in command
of Captain Sparks, of the Illinois club, went to

said it was very handsomely carried out and

very impressive throughout.

Monday evening two runs started from the

lake front park, one to the west side club house,

the other to the north side clubs. The latter

found but scant preparation for their reception

at the Lincoln or Lake View Cycling clubs, but

were more than surprised with the royal re-

ception tendered them at the pretty home of

the Ravenswood Cycling Club. Here they

found ferns and roses in profusion, and other

decorations. A large delegation of the mem-
bers was present to receive the visitors and bid

WALTER C. SANGER.

the west side via Jackson street. The two di-

visions met at the Third Presbyterian church,

on Ashland avenue, where Rev. Dr. J. L. With-

row delivered a short but interesting sermon,

especially prepared for the occasion. There

« ere over 250 wheelmen present and a number
of lady riders, besides a large number who diet

not ride. At the close of the services the con-

gregation remained seated while the wheelmen
filed out and down stairs for their wheels. On
leaching the street the congregation was found
arranged in long aisles, through which the

wheelmen passed. Vice-President Sheridan

them a hearty welcome. Music was provided
and until near midnight the visitors danced
and forgot the fact that their final destination
was Evanston. The Ravenswood club pro-
vided a fine luncheon and each member per-
sonally saw that the visitors were fed in plenty.
This run was in charge of John Watt, captain
of the club.

Tuesday evening the steamer Nebraska car-
ried a large party of the wheelmen out into the
lake. The fireworks at the world's fair and
the illumination were viewed from the boat.
The Pullman band accompanied the party.
Wednesday evening all visited the Trocadero
whero a special entertainment was provided for
the wheelmen.
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FACTORIES: Birmingham, Eng.

WORLD'S RECORDS,

25 Miles,
In 1 Honr and 4= Seconds.

All

All Records from 1 to 25 Miles,

the Championships of Canada.

The Two Championships of Holland.

Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK, CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

ALUMINUM
MAKES A SUPERIOR METAL FOR CYCLES,

Because (as we make it), it is stronger than steel.

" it is tougher than steel.

" it is stiffer than steel.

it is more lively than steel.

" it is lighter than steel.

" it is brighter than nickel.

it wears better than enamel.

" there are no joints.

" it is what the people want.

And it is "because " of the above facts

that we give the |2iF"

the strongest guarantee ever given to any

bicycle. Catalogue tells the whole story.

Send for one

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co.
3

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Incorporated 1873. Capital $500,000. "WE KEEP OUR PROMISES,"

MENTION THE REKEREFi
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WAS CHAMPIONSHIP DAY.

ZIMMERMAN TAKES THE ONE AND TYLER

THE HALF-MILE EVENTS.

Tyler is Beaten by Johnson in the Mile Open,

But it Was Declared No Race —
Bliss Pushes the Jersey Man-

Thursday's Good Sport.

'Hie fourth day of the big meet bad the same
tine, warm weather, with a gentle west wind
prevailing, as was enjoyed the three previous

days. The crowd which witnessed the heats

in the forenoon numbered in the neighborhood

of 500, while the gathering in the afternoon

was made up of fully 4,000 ladies and gentle-

men. As usual the heats were run in the

morning, but were not productive of as much
interest as those of the previous days. There

were twenty-nine entries in the half-mile na-

tional championship, the first event of the

afternoon, but only Tyler, Lumsden, Tuttle,

Rhodes, French and Gary came out. The
three heats were run in one. At the quarter

Tyler went out and got a big lead, Tuttle fol-

lowing closely. Down the stretch Lumsden
passed Tuttle and went into second place,

Tyler taking first with a struggle. The time

was 1:12 2-5.

The mile open was run in two heats and a

final, Tyler, Taylor, Zimmerman, Bliss, Lums-
den, Johnson, Dirnberger and Windle quali-

fying. In the final only five came out, Tyler,

Bliss, Dirnberger. Taylor and Johnson. Bliss

and Taylor paced the first lap, Dirnberger the

second, Johnson keeping in the rear. In the

last half of the second lap Johnson went to

the front for position, and Taylor crept up
alongside, Tyler being behind Taylor and Bliss

last. Tyler started the sprint, but on the

stretch Johnson went to the front at a terrific

gait and passed over the tape by a good length

while Taylor was a length behind Tyler and
Dirnberger another length back. Bliss quit a

hundred yards from the tape. The time limit

of 2:40 was not reached, being but 1 2-5 sec-

onds out of the way, but the referee made
them run it over.

The five men came out for the run-over, the

last event of the day. Tyler made pace a lap,

Taylor a half, and Tyler another half. When
they rounded into the back-stretch Bliss ran

up on the bank and began a hot sprint. He
passed the bunch and led around the turn and
into the straight. Tyler and Taylor were
after him in a second, the two passing him
fifty yards from the tape, Tyler finishing two
feet in front of Taylor, and the latter the same
distance ahead of Bliss. Johnson was in a

pocket on the back stretch, with Taylor and
Tyler in front. The spurt was started so

quickly that he had no show to get out, and
coming down the stretch sat up and quit.

Gary won the two-mile national champion-

ship, but if he had not cut in front of Lums-
den on the finish he might have been beaten

out. Gary, French, Knisely, Munger, Smith

and Lumsden came out for this event.

Knisely paced for five laps at a good chip,

Munger dropping on the second. Smith fin-

ished a poor third.

In the three heats of the quarter-mile open

Zimmerman, Taylor, Davis, A. I. Brown. Dirn-

berger, Warren, Tuttle and Lumsden qualified,

but only the first four came out for the final.

Taylor got away first, but Zimmerman went
out immediately and was never headed, fin-

ishing in :31 1-5. Taylor had a struggle to

beat Brown for second, and Davis was last.

Two teams, Waller and Munger of the Chi-

cago C. C, and Dirnberger and Crooks of the

Press C. C, Buffalo, came out for the tandem
mile championship. The Buffalo team won
easily in 2:20 2-5.

Sixteen men qualified in the two heats of

of tbe two-mile handicap, Meintjes and Crooks

at 1C0 and seventy-five yards respectively,

being the nearest to scratch. It was a pretty

race, but the back-mark men had no show,

Swendeman winning by several lengths from
the 260-yard mark, while Waller, 290 yards,

got second, Steenson third, M. Nessel fourth

and Wagner fifth.

In the first beat of the mile national cham-
pionship Zimmerman, Taylor and Bliss quali-

ond to Zimmerman, the last quarter being run In :2«.

Bode, Davis and Hoyland Smith also ran.

Second heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; M. Dirnberger, 2; W. W.
Windle, 3; J. S. Johnson, 4; time, 2:53 3-5.

Final heat, time limit 2:40—time, 2:413-5; ordered run

over. J. S. Johnson, 1; Tyler, 2; Taylor, 3; Dirnberger, 1.

Johnson was two lengths In the last fifty yards. Run
over—Tyler, 1; Taylor 2; Bliss, 3; Dirnberger, 4; Johnson,

5; time, 2:38 3 5. Johnson could not get out o£ a bad

pocket to take up the sprint which Bliss started from the

rear. Bliss was caught only in the last fifty yards.

Two-mile, national championship—G. L. Gary, 1: A. E.

Lumsden, 2; Hoyland Smith, 3; time, 5:07. Knisely set all

the .pace up to the sprint and then quit. Gary ran Lums-
den wild on the stretch and caused him to slow up.

Quarter-mile, open, first two in each and three in fast -

est to qualify—First heat^G. F. Taylor, 1 ; A W. Warren,

2; time, :33 2-0. Easy for Taylor.

Second heat—A. A Zimmerman, 1; A. K. Lumsden, 2;

time, :32 2-5. Also easy for the winner.

Third heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; C. W. Davis, 2; E. C. Bode,

3: time, :32 1-5. Tyler ran away.

Fourth heat—A I. Brown, 1; E. C. Johnson. 2; linn*,

:33 2-5. A run-away for Brown, Johnson quitting.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; A. 1.

Brown, 3; time, :31 1-5. Zimmerman took the lead and

Bode. Glthens. Emerson. Tuttle. Bliss.

START ONE-MILE, ILLINOIS DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP.

Knisely.

fled in the order given, and Murphy, Tyler

and Dirnberger qualified without riding. In

the final onlyZimmerman, Bliss, Lumsden and

Dirnberger paced two laps, and at the quarter

Zimmy sprinted. Bliss simply hung on to

Zimmy, and finished second as close to Zim's

wheel as he dared, while Lumsden beat Dirn-

berger for third. Bliss might have pushed

Zim had he desired. The mile was ridden in

2:29 3-5, and the last quarter in :30 3-5.

In four heats of the 1:20 class Steenson,

Miller, C. Brown, Ellithorp, Kennedy, Crooks,

Grosh, Clark and Levy qualified and all started

in the final, Clark winning from Crooks by a

foot and Kennedy being a half length behind.

The summary:

Half-mile, national championship—H. C. Tyler, 1; A. E.

Lumsden, 2; F. H. Tuttle, 3; A. N. French, 4; time,

1:12 2-5. Tyler took the lead at the quaiter and main-

tained it to the finish, Lumsden taking second from Tut-

tle in the last 100 yards.

One-mile, open, four in each heat to qualify—First heat

—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; J P. Bliss, 2; G. F. Taylor, 3; A.

E. Lumsden. i; time, 2:52 3-5. Bliss ran a very close see-

kept it, winning by three lengths.

One-mile, tandem, national championship— M. Dirn-

berger and A. T. Crooks, Press C. C, Buffalo, 1; Frank
Waller and L. D. Munger, Chicago C C, 2; time, 2:20 2-5.

Won by four lengths.

Two-mile, handicap, first four in each heat to qualify

—

First heat—H. R. Steenson, 260 yds., 1; M. Nessel, 325

yds., 2; F. J. Wagner, 375 yds., 3; E Ulbricht 250 yds., 4;

time, 4:43. A cinch for long-mark men.
Second heat—W. L. Swendeman, 160 yds., 1; A. N.

French. 200 yds., 2; C. W. Davis, 150 yds , 3; William Hy-
slop, 150 yds., 4; time, 4:35 2-5. Crooks fell on third lap.

Lumsden continued but could not overtake the field un-

aided. Four men finished almost abreast.

Third heat—J. P. Clark, 165 yds , 1; E, C. Bode, ISO yds ,

2; L. S. Meintjes, 100 yds., 3; F. H. Tuttle, 165 yds., 4:

time, 4:38. Meintjes rode grandly, catching the field

quickly. Burt's long lead was overcome.

Fourth heat—E. L. Blauvelt, 180 yds., 1; Gus Steele,

225 yds.. 2; F. Waller, 290 yds., 3; W. E. Bamum, 320 yds.,

4; time, 4:48 2-5. An easy finish. Banker was virtual

scratch man, caught his field in the last lap, but with

no sprint left and sat up.

Final heat—Swendeman, 1 ; Waller, 2; Steenson, 3; Nes-

sel, 4; Wagner, 5; time, 4:35 1-5. A gift for long-mark

men.
One-mile, national championship, first three in each

heat to qualify—First heat—Zimmerman, 1; Taylor, 2;
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHICO

M
p
f!s

FALLS

We carry a large Hoe or Suodi ies, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.

'I he following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee
them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON,

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of

die.

Price, black leather.

SS.OO; by mail, $2.10.

DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

oo

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRING *
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
withm a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the niw&t , ..iw^b .-coieber Saddle
made, aud we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

i his Saddle can be used fur everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will

pr.jve the most popular t-corcher Saddle in

i he world. Price, $4 50; by mail, $4.15.

ELASTIC

1ROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cents.

by

DON'T BE DECEIVED
And you will if you buy one of the so-called

Reduced-price-rattle-traps that are being ad-

vertised by manufacturers of no standing in

the community

Tun CRLDLNDA SELLS AT $115.00.

It is the best bicycle in America to-day for the price. The C redenda is guaranteed. We sell it—that's the

guarantee.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. G. SPALDING & Bros.,

CHICAGO, NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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P. Bliss, 3; time, 2:54; last quarter, :28 3-5. Rhodes came
into stretch away ahead but finished almost last. Zim-
merman came from the very back of the bunch and won,
his quarter being :28 3-5. Bliss pushed Taylor hard.

Second heat—M. Dirnberger, A. E. Lumsden and H. C.

Tyler qualified without riding.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; J. P. Bliss, 2; A. E.

Lumsden, 3; M. Dirnberger, 4; time, 2:39 3-5. Bliss fin-

ished inches only behind Zimmy.
Half-mile, 1:20 class, first two in each heat and three in

fastest heat to qualify—First heat—H. R. Steenson, 1 ; F.

Muller, 3; M. Nelson, 3; time, 1:17 3-5.

Second heat—Charles Brown, 1; G. H. Ellithorp, 3;

James Levy, 3; time, 1:1-1 3-5. A hard won race.

Third heat—A. D. Kennedy, 1 ; A. T. Crooks, 2; C. T.

Knisely, 3; time, 1:15 1-5. Crooks, watching Knisely, let

Kennedy win by a foot.

Fourth heat—Paul Grosch, 1; J. P. Clark, 2; W. A.
Thompson, 3; time, 1:15 3-5. Grosch won by half a length
only.

Final heat—J. P. Clark, 1; A. T. Crooks, 2; A. D. Ken-
nedy, 3; time 1:14 2-5. A foot separated the three.

FOR CHAMPIONSHIP HONORS.

Western Men Not Invited to Compete in Inter-

national Events.

On the close of the races Thursday the an-

nouncement was made that the following had
been invited to compete for international hon-

ors: William Hyslop, Canada; Carlos Sreiber,

Mexico; L. S. Meintjes, South Africa; F. J
Osmond, England; A. A. Zimmerman, H. C.

mad attempt to get ahead. Those with large

floats, unable to scorch, were soon relegated to

the rear. Of these floats there were many,
most of which came from the Lincoln club.

John Bills propelled, or rather pulled, a huge
imitation of the Ferris wheel, mounted on a
wagon. At one of the bridges this caught fire

from one of the lanterns. Hastily cutting loose,

Bills fled from the display of pyrotechnics.

J. P. Walter and Frank Walker, in the garb
of Chinamen rode an elaborately decorated

tandem, covered with Chinese umbrellas and
lanterns. This attracted universal attention.

The Angle brothers of Evanston rode a tandem
over which was suspended two large wheels,

of lanterns, emblematic of the L. A. W., re-

volving toward the center, while above was a
huge umbrella, also revolving. F. J. Moese,
also of the Lincoln club, carried a huge Chinese

umbrella, on which was built a paper temple,

inscribed, "His Majesty, King Wheelman."
The Lincoln club had other floats in line, of

which the ship with masts twenty-five feet

high and all out-riggings, was the finest line.

The iEolus club's mounted band made music
for the procession, which wound in and out

among the great white buildings and counter

inarched in the Midway Plaisance.

The Lincoln Cycling Club had about seventy

Wheelmen championship; half-mile, 1:20 class;

one mile open, international.

Tuesday—One mile, 2:40 class; half-mile

open; one mile boys' race, under fifteen years;

one mile handicap; half-mile, Milwaukee
championship; one mile open; two-mile, 5:30

class; one mile open, international.

Milwaukee will give her guests a grand wel-

come—and plenty of beer— good beer at that

—

beer that will not hurt even a racing man.
From Milwaukee the racing contingent will

go to Ripon to attend the races of the Wiscon-
sin division. The city selected for the meeting
is situated in one of the most beautiful and
picturesque spots in the state. It' is about

eighty-five miles northwest of Milwaukee and
is only six miles from Green Lake, one of Wis-
consin's prettiest summer resorts. Ripon also

boasts of more pretty young women than any
other city of its size in the state, ye gay racing

men! The facilities for railroad transportation

are excellent, the Northwestern and St. Paul

roads having direct lines to Ripon from all the

principal points iu Wisconsin. The hotel ac-

commodations are good, and nothing will be

lacking in that respect. The committee having

that matter in charge has secured the two large

dormitori' s of the Ripon college for the use of

visitors, the institution being closed at this

TEAM RACE—Swing into the Straignt. FINISH 5:50 CLASS.

Tyler, G. F. Taylor, W. W. Windle, John S.

Johnson, Hoyland Smith, W. F. Murphy? A.

T. Crooks, Jacob Linneman, Frank Waller, the

last ten representing the United States. The
west was pretty well ignored. Sanger should

have been invited to ride, even if it was known
he could not do so; Bliss and Lumsden have

shown themselves to be the equal of Taylor and

superior to Hoyland Smith, yet were kept out.

Waller, Murphy, Linneman, Crooks and Mein-

tjes will ride in the sixty-mile event Saturday.

Several of the more noted riders, outside of

those selected to ride without going into trial

heats, have been given the privilege of riding

in preliminery heats.

THE LANTERN PARADE.

Over 600 Wheels in Line—Lincoln Club's Fine

Display.

Chair-pushers were not in it Thursday even-

ing at the world's fair grounds. One and all

stood around and watched the other wheel-

pushers as hundreds glided over the smooth

roadways of the great white city. It was the

lantern parade of the wheelmen. There were

just 675 wheelmen in line. The order main-

tained was very poor, the management worse.

The Second Regiment Cycle Corps was dele-

gated to head the line. It reached the grounds

late and in an attempt to pass the line and gain

its place at the head of the procession, led hun-

dreds of others out of the regular ranks in a

men in line and in all five floats, walking away
with the prize for numbers, the prize for best

appearances and the prizes for individual

decorations.

A. J. Marrett had charge of the parade and
was assisted by E. M. Newman, N. H. Van-
Sicklen and John Erickson. About a hundred
ladies rode. The greater number of wheels

had but two lanterns each for decorations.

Many of the riders appeared in masquerade

costumes, Uncle Sam, cowboy and Indian

dress, and added materially to the novel

effect.

ON TO WISCONSIN.

Preparations for the Meets at Milwaukee and

Ripon.

All the big and little and would-be racing

men, with their trainers, mascots, managei-s,

the press representatives, etc., will move on to

Milwaukee Sunday to attend the races of the

Milwaukee Wheelmen at National Park, Beer-

town. The races there are of the international

order, inasmuch as the meet is in the circuit.

The National Park track has been kept in good
shape since Sanger made his 2:09 4-5 in compe-
tition and it should prove fast. The additional

grand stand will make a total seating capacity

of some 3,500 or 4,000. The list of events will

be as follows: Monday—One mile novice; one
mile, 2:30 class; two-mile handicap; one mile,

3:00 class; half-mile open; one mile, Milwaukee

time owing to the summer vacation.

The entertainment committee has arranged
a series of entertainments that the visitors will

no doubt greatly appreciate. The programme
for the first day will consist principally of

showing the guests about the city. In the

afternoon a parade to the grounds will take

place where an address of welcome wi'l be
made by Mayor Burnside. In the evening the

annual meeting of the division will be held.

The track is a half-mile in extent, thirty-six

feet wide on the home stretch, thirty on the

back and is banked a foot and a half on each
turn. The grand stand is situated near the

south end of the track. It is 100 feet long and
will comfortably seat 900 persons.

The meet will be held under the auspices of

the Ripon Cycling Club, the officers of which
are: President, Charles S. Sharp; vice-presi-

dent, Charles Welcome; secretary, C. M. Jel-

leff ; treasurer, F. W. Lyle; club representative,

Harry Powers; captain, Louis Reed: lieutenant,

J. E. Brayton; chairman board of control, Irvin

F. Strauss.
«

—

Lumsden is showing much of his old-time

form. His splendid riding in the mile handi-

cap, fourth heat, on Tuesday was a surprife to

his friends. In this race he ran a dead heat

with Tyler and was full of ginger at the end.

Lumsden will probably follow the circuit, now
that he has regained his form. When in con-
dition he is a worthy competitor for the best
men in this country.
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World's Records on Fowlers.
KMMM

1-4 Mile (flying start), 27 seconds, by John S. Prince at Freeport, 111., August 2, 1893.

100 Mile Road Record by J. W. Linneman at Orange, N. J., beating the next man in by 43 minutes.

At Cortland, New York, there was only one little FOWLER wheel there, but it took

_4 FIRSTS.
GET THERE.—Well, just keep your eye on the FOWLER. It's a Winner.

Agents, call at the Mecca Hotel, 34th and State Sts., during this week and see our line.

RACERS, 18 to 24. SEMI-RACERS, 25 to 30.

ROAD WHEELS, 30 to 36. LADIES,' 32 lbs.

HILL CYCLE MFG. CO.,
142-44-46-48 W. Washington St., CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREF

. . . WE DON'T TALK . . .

They Talk for Themselves Much More Eloquently.

THE EADIE MFG. CO., Ltd., Redditch, En*
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WILL A BOARD OF TRADE LIVE?

"Phoebus" Says Several Such Schemes Have

Already Failed.

The man with the hyphenated name and the

post prandial republican is desirous of estab-

lishing a trade association and has notified the

dear public of the said desire through a nicely-

worded little card in the cycling papers. I

wish him joy, and, incidentally, I wish I could

help him along; but (did you ever notipe what
an exasperating little word "but" is?) when
one thinks a few moments he is very liable to

realize that the bicycle trade is made up of the

most stupendously chuckle-headed, the most
Balaamized asinine lot of unmitigated chumps
that ever wore shoe leather. For several years

the whole bicycle contingent has been standing

on the verge of a financial volcano which one

and all knew for a moral certainty was on the

eve of an eruption. Not a man Jack of them
doubted that the time was not far distant when
ruin would stare him in the face. A few,

rather longer headed than the rest, or more
conservative, have tried to get an organization

together for mutual benefit but these have

been laughed down or looked upon as schem-

ers, and the makers and dealers have gone on

in their own sweet way, selling goods to people

without credit, cutting prices and discounts

for fear that someone else would undersell

them, abusing their competitors' goods, boom-

ing their trade by means of outrage ous stories

of prosperity and great profits which did not

and could not materialize, 1 efusing to co-oper-

ate, and each standing aloof from his neighbor.

Now the smash has come and a feeble voice is

raised: "Loci the door now that the horse is

gone."

Kennedy-Child wants a trade association; G.

S. Macdonald wants the makers to get together

and make a schedule of prices. Good luck to

you. gentlemen; I hope vou may succeed, but

I doubt it. At the Philadelphia show a deter-

mined effort was made to get some expression

of opinion on this very subject. The effort

failed ignominiously. In Chicago last spring

it was tried again, with the result that in less

than two weeks after the organization was

formed one of its most prominent members
stretched a huge sign over his door, calling at-

tention to the fact that he would sell any bi-

cycle at from ten to forty per cent off list, and

to-day there is not a city in the country which
has so many auction houses and cut-price

dealers as Chicago. Indeed, I am told that

there is only one place in Chicago which will

not sell its '93 machines at less than list and
that one is not a very large (although it is hon-

est) outfit, either.

The soft-brained folly of the bicycle trade

shows more plainly where it is a well-known
fact that there is not another branch of

trade ranking anywhere near it which has not

a regularly-organized board of trade, and

when it is known that in no other business has

there been such a demoralized state of affairs

even in these hard times. It may be possible

to make a whistle from a pig's tail, but it is a

manifest impossibility to make a silk purse

from a sow's ear. I doubt if it is any more a

possibility to get a sensible, or even lucid, ex-

pression of opinion from a gathering of cycle

makers.

I have been intimately connected with a

number of meetings of this kind, and I must
say that the result has been anything but grat-

ifying. I am not much given to prophesying,

but I will gamble my best pair of mother-

hubbard knickerbockers against a last year's

Jarvis B. Brown Dead.

One of nature's noblemen is dead! The
Referee last week told of his dangerous sick-

ness, but death was not expected so quickly, if

at all, owing to the splendid constitution of

the man, who was laid low by typhoid-pneu-

monia last Friday night.

Mr. Brown was well known among the

trade as president of the Anglo-American Iron

and Metal Company, of New York, which

does an extensive business in parts, and bis

hard work in connection with the business

during the absence of Secretary Friedenstein

in England is thought to have brought on this

sickness which developed into pleuro-pneu-

GEO. F. TAYLOR.

Dunlop tire that the makers will not combine

for protection; nor will there be any effort to

make a standard schedule. A few may get

together, but will be afraid that

will get some sort of advantage, or that

will not live up to the contract, and when
everything is done and the cigars smoked,

every mother's son will amole home just as

wise as when he came. Just the same prices

will be uniform next season (if there are any

price" at all) and there will be a lot of crazy

bicycle boomers shoveling sand and selling

ribbons. Phcebus.

monia and then into typhoid-pneumonia.

About three weeks ago he went to the Cats-

kills with an object of resting and recuperat-

ing, but in ten days his condition was such as to

necessitate his removal to his home in Rock-

ville, N. J., where he died.

At his side when the summons came were
Secretary Friedenstein and the wife and nine-

year-old son. The immediate cause of death

was heart-dro wning, through the great amount
of water surrounding that organ. The Anglo-

American place closed Saturday morning and
remained so until after the funeral Monday,
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$4,500 IN PRIZES.

Columbus Cycling Club's Diamond Tournament.

SEPTEMBER 4th and 5th, COLUMBUS, 0.

Five Frizes for Every Jrfcace.

Elegant Piano, Seven High-Grade Wheels, Fine Top Buggy, Brocaded Satin Parlor Suit, Road Cart, Gold Watches, and

Over $1,000 Worth of Diamonds.

Entry Blanks and Prize Lists on application to GEO. W. SMITH, Chairman Race Com.,

44 W. Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio. A£NTION THE REFEREE.

READING SAFETIES.

Good Agents who can pay cash can make big money
on our wheels.

Don't wait until we have sold all we can make
for 1894.

WRITE NOW.

We sold our '93 wheels without traveling men,

because there was nothing like them at the same
money. We will make 10,000 wheels in '94. Half

sold now; get in on the other half.

W. H. Willielm & Co.,

MANUFACTURERS,

Heading, - - - Pa.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

A Perfect Light Maker.
—THE

—

RED STAR

Solid

Illuminant,

Is the Best Thing
ever made for

Bicycle Lamps.

The light cannot shake out; has no odor and burns

three times as long as fluid oil. Can be used in any
bicycle lamp made.

THE RED STAR CHAIN LUBRICANT
Is the only thing on the market that does not make
the chain greasy and sticky.

lit!

©
CM

CD
©

All prominent dealers keep the " Red Star" goods.

Red Star Mfg. Co.,
P. O. Box, 1092. (Factory, Long Island.)

MENTION THE REFEREE.

NEW YORK.
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The sad event is a blow to his many friends,

especially to his long-time friend and partner,

Mr. Friedenstein, who is almost prostrated

with grief. The Referee extends to the be-

reaved family and the company condolence in

their misfortune in losing a sterling represent-

ative of a man. The company will continue

the business with little change for the present.

George T. Warwick's New Pedal.

George T. Warwick is showing his "Little

Gem" pedal. He exhibited three pairs at the

New York Referee office last week before

several riders. The racing pedals weigh only

13 ounces per pair, while the road pedals are

nearly a pound lighter than the ordinary road
pedals. The construction, as will be seen by
the illustration in the advertisement in this

issue, is totally different to the pedal of the

past and present, and is neat in appearance.

Three different kinds are made, the light rac-

ing, a rat-trap for road work and a rubber sur-

face pedal fit for all-round use. All who have
seen the pedal have spoken well of it, and some
of the racing men are using it. Mr. Warwick
was present at the tournament this week with
samples.

Kennedy Child at New York.

Among the trade visitors who called at the

Referee's New York- office recently, was A.

Kennedy Child, who had that day completed
five years service with the Warwick company,
and had severed his connection with the firm.

Mr. Child looks as youthful as ever, and re-

marked that he thought he had become a fix-

ture at Springfield. He states that the follow-

ing firms had endorsed his trade association

scheme: Wilson, Meyers & Co., Union Cycle

Manufacturing Company, Bidwell Cycle Com-
pany and Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing
Company. Mr. Child commences his connec-

tion with H. C. Martin, Buffalo, Nov. 1.

Necessity the Mother of Invention.

Joseph MacDonald, of the Journal Advertis-

ing Agency, New York, was out riding with a

friend last year, when the tire of his friend's

wheel was punctured. Entering a drug store

Mr. MacDonald asked for a piece of Seabury &
Johnson's strengthening plaster, which is re-

tailed by the yard. Taking a piece of the plas-

ter, Mr. MacDonald wrapped it around the dis-

abled tire, its adhesive properties "catching

on" quickly. This led to an idea, which Mr.

Seabury has worked out and has placed "Sea-

bury's Pneumatic Mender" on the market.

Howell in the East.

L. A. Howell, representing the Stokes Manu-
facturing Company, of Chicago, was a caller

at our New York office last week. Mr. How-
ell's home is at Milville, N. J., where he has an

extensive peach orchard. The cognomen of

"Airtite" Howell, won by him during his con-

nection with the Airtite Tire Company, still

sticks to him. Mr. Howell is looking up east-

ern trade and reports the outlook good for the

high-grade wheels his firm turns out.

General Trade Notes.

The Cleveland Machine Screw Company is

making a specialty of screw and ball-making

machinery.

A letter from Stephen Golder dated at Liv-

erpool announces the fact that he has sent in

his resignation to the New Howe company of

Glasgow, the same to take effect forthwith.

Mr. Golder expects to be in this country

shortly. It is not generally known that he is

vice-president of the H. P. Davies company of

Toronto.

Rouse, Hazard & Co. believe that South

America is a good field to work and have just

issued a catalogue in Spanish for distribution

in that country, with a view to increasing their

trade there.

On Aug. 1 J. H. Hilliard retired from the

Hilliard Cyclometer Company, his place being

taken by J. Harry Bowen. The firm name re-

mains as before and all business will be trans-

acted in the same manner as heretofore.

Messrs. Walpole and Tilton of the Ames &
Frost Company, Chicago, of Imperial fame,

A Few Faces Seen.

were callers at the Referee's eastern office

last week. Mr. Walpole said his company had

four next year's .models now under construc-

tion.

O. F. Thomas is now installed in his new
position as manager of the Buffalo Cycle

Works, a position we are sure he will fill with

success, as he has had a long experience in the

trade in connection with the old Standard

company and H. C. Martin & Co. He is well-

known and popular.

The G. & J. pneumatic tire, besides win-

ning the championship of Austria, holds the

Austrian and German records for the follow-

ing distances: 15, 65, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95 and 100

kilometres; also the fifty-mile record and three-

hour record. The Mexican three-quarter-mile

record was also recently lowered on the copper-

rim racer.

The race between Berlin and Vienna
brought out the good points of the G. & J.

pneumatic tires, as Franz Gerger, who rode a

machine fitted with these tires, went through

the whole ride without a puncture or change,

thus winning the second record prize under the

conditions of the race. The distance was cov-

ered in 34 hrs. 22 min.

—

Wheeler.

Manager Periz of the Columbia Rubber
Company, New York, states that a consign-

ment of the Seddon tires has been in the cus-

tom house for some time. A plan to exhibit

them at Chicago fell through, owing to the

dilatory methods of the English company.
The Palmer tir</, Periz says, is giving the best

satisfaction and is being used by many fast

men.
The Union Cycle Manufacturing Company

has built a triplet. The frame is constructed

from two Union P. D. Q. frames and the fork

is the regulation Union fork. The wheels and
tires are of the regular road pattern. The ma-
chine is geared to 66 inches and weighs 77

pounds. The steering is easy and is in the

hands of the two front riders, the rear man
having no say in the matter whatever.

The Derby Company Fails.

The Derby Cycle Company, 161 South Canal

street, Chicago, was forced to make an as-

signment Wednesday in the County court to

George W. Banghart. The assets and liabili-

ties are each placed at about $30,000.

After the old Moffat Company.

On Wednesday in the Superior court, Chi-

cago, the New York Safety Steam Power
Company has filed a creditor's bill for $290.25

against the Moffat Cycle Company, which
suspended business some time ago. Mark W.
Hill, Grant Newell, C. W. Hawley, George H.

Hill, N. E. Fowler and George Moffat are

made defendants to the proceedings. A re-

ceiver is asked for to take charge of the com-

pany's affairs.

Sanborn, Not Merrill, the Man.

The Referee recently printed a paragraph

about Howard P. Merrill being "sassy, "suppos-

ing that the auburn-haired youth was still doing

the cycling news for the Springfield Union.

Howard not only denied the allegation but

gave the credit for the paragraph quoted, to

1. E. Sanbum, who, it seems is filling the berth

so long held by Merrill. The latter has gradu-

ated from the sporting department and is now
day editor. — i

—

Where the Jug Went.

The officials at Detroit had a small jug of

the "real old stuff," just back of the stand.

Late in the day, when a sample of the contents

was wanted to take away "that tired feeling,"

and a trip to the jug was made, the contents

were found gone. No culprit was in sight at

the time, but in the enclosure was a training

tent and when it was knocked down at the

close of the sixth race there emerged a racing

man with grip on shoulder, with a terrible

"jag." He was led reeling and cursing across

the track and in the crowd under the grand

stand fought a half-dozen men, being finally

led away by his wife. The contents of the jug-

had been found but in an unexpected way.
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H3F" Designed especially for Track

Racing.

I^P Made of finest Kangaroo and

Hand Sewed, with cleats to fit

any racing pedal.

|^° Also a full line of Kangaroo

Bicycle Shoes for road riding.

CALL AND SEE AT

C. E. WISWALL & CO.'S,

160 State Street, CHICAGO.

" NOVELTY"
TROUSER HOOK,

Neat, handy, inexpensive.
Conveniently carried in the
vest pocket. Each pair
packed in a neat metal case.

Price, by mail, 20 cents.

KINGMAN & CO.,
Peoria, 111.. St. Louis, Mo.,

Kansas City, Mo., Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la.

FOR SALE.
CHEAP, 1S91 Swift Racer; Dunlop Tires; recently over-

hauled; in splendid shape.

SCORCHER, care Referee.

MONEY MADE EASY.
WANTED.--AGENTS in every town to sell one of

the best articles to riders of Bicycles.

The New Kempf Fibre Sproeket Chain
Runs perfectly noiseless, one third lighter, requires
less lubrication and will wear longer than any
Sprocket chain in use, with less stretch. For par-
ticulars and samples address.

THE KEMPF MFG. CO.,
133 Court Street, - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SOMETHING NEW.

Every Bicycle rider should try a box of EUREKA
BICYCLE POLISH. Makes enamel and nickel look like

new. Ask your dealer for it, or send 30 cents to

A. L. THOMA'S CYCLE EXCHANGE,
PIQUA, OHIO.

rpOTC PADT7D can be had at any of the lead-
in 1 InrijlV ing news depots in Chicago on
Friday morning of each week. Ten cents a copy. For
subscription terms see elsewhere in this issue.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cyele Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Prices

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists'*—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FENTON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS —

Strictly High-Grade Bicycles

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special of our LIGHT ROADSTER.
Reliable Agents Wanted.

Catalogue furnished on application

Chicago Office, 1116 Monadnock Big. wZlfm^%^i

Pofi£
6allirvXransporla'

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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THE LITTLE GJEM
}THE CYCLE PEDAL OF THE FUTURE.

KEEP YOUR EYE ON IT!

YOU WILL WANT IT IF YOU TRY IT!

manufactured by GEO. T. WARWICK & CO., Springfield, Mass.
Agents, Look Into This. MENTION THE REFEREE.

As to Official Roads.

Many easterners were in a painful state of

perplexity last week as to which was really the

official road appointed by the L. A. W. trans-

portation committee for the Chicago meet.

There were two roads in the field—the Balti-

more & Ohio from Philadelphia, and the Le-

high Valley and Grand Trunk from New York.

A rate of $28 for the round trip was announced
by the two roads, while other lines were adver-

tising round trips at $18 for a first-class ticket.

The average cyclist was puzzled to know where
the benefit came in in patronizing the official

road at $28 when he could buy an$l8-round-trip

ticket at the same time. Of course it is well

to patronize roads like the B. & O. and Grand
Trunk, which have invariably shown kind-

nesses to cyclists. The Baltimore & Ohio es-

pecially has done all in its power to cater for

the transportation of cyclists. To induce rid-

ers, however, to patronize those roads an ad-

vantage must be shown, or the mere fact of

labeling the roads "official routes" will have

no more effect than water on a duck's back.

Geographical Ignorance of America.

It is astonishing what a vast amount of ig-

norance is displayed in England regarding this

country geographically. People have not the

. least idea of distances or places in this country;

that is, those who have not traveled. We
cannot accuse English editors of traveling

much in America. Their country is so large

that it is hard to get out of it During the tour

of the American team in England the manager
was daily approached by anxious fathers,

mothers, sisters and brothers who had kin and

friends in America, some of whose where-

abouts were known and some unknown. They
would talk this way: " I want to give you the

address of our John. He lives in Massachu-

setts, in Boston. Give him our regards when
you see him." That was about all the infor-

tion they could give in regard to John's ad-

dress. Another would say: " Will you please

take down the addrtss of Charles Jones, who
lives in New York," upon which the writer

would ask, New Yoik state, or New York
City, explaining difference in city and state,

and when they were told they could put Eng-

land comfortably in New York state, and that

there were thirty-nine states and .erritories

and so on in the American union, they would
be overwhelmed with wonder at the magnitude

of America. Many believe that large cities, as

New York and Chicago, are really thriving

villages, and that bears, Indians and wolves

prowl about the streets, and that the black

man doesn't wear any more clothing than the

proverbial fig leaf. Jack Prince used to create

much laughter when he read the concluding

lines of his mother's letters, which said: "John,

do be careful of the Indians." That was when
Jack was in Boston and Washington.

Central Park Cycling.

The Central Park (New York) commissioners

have of late been wrestling with the question

whether it is advisable to mount policemen,

which the dailies refer to as "sparrow chas-

ers," on bicycles. The commissioners, not-

withstanding the innovation has been success-

ful in other cities, looked askance at the idea.

Captain Collins, of the park police, reported

against the use of bicycles by his festive cop-

pers while on duty. There is no doubt that

the efficiency of the finest would be promoted

if mounted on the bicycle. It might soften

their attitude towards cyclists who use the

park for riding purposes, if they were made
active cyclists by order of their commissioners.

Charles H. Luscombe appeared before the

commissioners last week with a complaint as

to the action of the police in their brutal treat-

ment of Or. Rhein and wife, who, owing to

the thoroughfare being crowded with vehicles,

momentarily took the path to escape being run
over. They were instantly pounced upon by
two brutes in blue, who forced the doctor and
his wife to push their wheels through a maze
of carriages to the police office on the grounds,

where a charge was made against them for rid-

ing on the sidewalk. There are times in Cen-

tral Park when it is almost unsafe for a woman
to ride owing to the press of vehicles, but the

least infringement of the rules by cyclists is re-

warded by most unnecessarily brutal treat-

ment. Of course there are exceptions, and a

third officer who had been called to assist in

escorting the two dangerous characters (whom

they evidently thought Dr. Rhein and wife to

be) said he felt ashamed to be called on to do
such work. The park commissioners in both
New York and Brooklyn recognize the eques-

trian by using the taxpayers' money for build-

ing a special road for the horsemen's use. But
woe betide the unlucky cyclist who, to escape

injury, visits the sidewalk. The commission-
ers promised Mr. Luscombe that the rights of

cyclists should be respected, but previous

promises lacking fulfillment do not necessarily

give any faith that the promises will be ful-

filled.

An Ohio Relay.

Saturday afternoon of this week there will

be held a relay ride in the state of Ohio, which
is attracting universal attention. Governor
McKinley will dispatch a message to the C.n-

cinnati Post at noon on Saturday from the

capitol building at Columbus. Two men will

travel on each relay. The course is along the

national turnpike, and should prove a fast

one. Only the best riders have been selected.

The message passes through such cities as

West Jefferson, London and Springfield, in

each of which great interest is being taken.

The distance is 125 miles, thirteen miles longer

than the shortest route. This is taken so that

telegraphic communication may be had and
the progress recorded by telegraph at the

cities enroute. As this occurs two days after

the democratic convention it is expected Gov-
ernor McKinley will, in his message, pour hot

shot into the ranks of the enemy.

Dan Wants Boxing Gloves.

In the future, when Dan Canary is practic-

ing a certain trick, he will put boxing gloves

on his front wheel. In this attempt Dan turns

the wheel upside down and does the "stand-

still"—or at least he attempts to do so. It was
in one of these attempts that his feet slipped

off the pedals and he landed astride the rear

wheel, his front wheel flying up and hitting

him a hard blow between the eyes. It took

three stitches to close up the rent and plenty

of raw beefsteak to reduce his eye of many
colors. That is why Dan wants a set of box-

ing gloves on his front wheel.

Now It's Settled.

Paris is now agitated by the question as to

whether women ought to ride bicycles in

public. We have settled it here in favor of

the dear girls, and what is good enough for

New York ought to be permissible in poor,

old immcral Paris.—New York Advertiser.
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INTERNATIONAL POPULARITY.
" RUSSIA."
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PAGE FROM AN INDIAN CATALOGUE.»<
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FROM GAY PARIS.
" C'est le pneuniatique americain ordinalrem ent appele "G. & I.", a

cliambre a air, a unveloppe exteriuure fixee dans une jante a bords recourbes.
"La nonvelle valve de cctte maison est une petite merveille de simplicite

et fait l'admiration de tons."—" Le Veloce Sport.''

THE OULD DART.
"The Gormully and Jeffery tire is now being made without corrugation

fur those who so prefer it. This tire deserves to oe better known than it is.

It is no untried article, and in our opinion is considerably superior to some
of the much-boomed and largely-sold types."— *' Irish Cyclist," Mar. 1, '93.

"X. Tip Slee, the popular Baltimore bicycle dealer, recently shipped three
Rambler bicycles to Ireland."—"The Bearings."

BERLIN TO VIENNA RACE.
• The third man in the Vienna-Berlin finish was Franz Gerger, of the Graz

( \ C.,\vho*did the distance in 34 his. 22 min.. riding a machine fitted with G. ec J.

corrugated tires, without puncture or change during the whole of the ride, thus
winning the second record prize under the conditions of the race."-"TheCyclist."

DEALERS IN BEST NEW CYCLES AND CYCLESS0R1ES. I
I4A4AAAA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAiAAiAAAAA

INDIA-HAWAII-RUSSIA.
"July 3, the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. received an order, via London, for forty Ramblers to be

shipped to India, and also had an application for an agency from Hawaii. During the previous week a
Russian visitor to the World's Fair purchased and took with him a No. 4 Rambler."—" Cycling Life." July 21.

WHAT BELGIUM SAYS.
" Dans les bandages egalement, la diversite est fort grande. Je crois pouvoir dire sans exagerer

que le pneuniatique Gormully et Jeffery est Pun des meilleurs qui existent. Outre celui-ci. il y en a
d'autres dont la qualite et la fabrication sont excellentes tandis que le principe de leur construction est
irreproachable."—From "Le Cycliste Beige Illustre," Bruxelles. Belgiene.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM HOLLAND.
" Your catalogue came to hand, and has induced us to give you the following sample order:

One Diamond Rambler No. 1, with G. & J. Pneumatic Tires.
One Ladies' Rambler Model A, with G. & j. Pneumatic Tires.

(Signed)

AUSTRALIA LIKES THEM.
From a well known English manufacturer:
" We have just received a cable order from Australia for one of our machines fitted with G. & J.

Pneumatic Tires. Send by fastest route one pair of your 28 x 2 in. road tires."

MEXICO IN LOVE WITH COPPER RIMS.
Mexico, July 12. 1893.

".
. . . I broke the Mexican record for three-quarters of a mile by 7 seconds and all the boys have

fallen in love with the ' copper rim - Rambler. . .
." (Signed) A. B. Mohler.

FROM MERRIE ENGLAND.
E. J. Walkley, sub-Captain Stanley, and C. T. C. writing from " Roden." 2 St. John's Villas, Upper

Holloway, London, N., on March 14, to Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Coventry and Chicago,
says:

" Dear Sirs.—Just a line to inform you of my entire satisfaction with your patent tires.
" 1 have ridden over a thousand miles on them since the National Show at the Crystal Palace, and

they are now the same as when I had them from you.
"They have not punctured, nor have they required to be re-inflated since the first day I took them

out, I can ride with perfect safety on the sides of the roads, where other less favored cyclists dare not
should they be mounted on other tires than yours. Many of my friends have ridden them, and pro-
nounce them perfect."

SUNNY ITALY.

LAND OF THE JAP.

Editor "Sporting Goods Dealer,"
New York.

Dear Sir.
.... Cycling is becoming exceedingly popular ru

this country, and now that we have the "Rambler" pneu-
matic tire, is likely to be more than ever the rage among
all classes of our residents.

.... The English machine is, so far, out of the
running for this trade—and we speak, having some ex-
perience—the " Rambler." Diamond No. 1, is the machine
that fills the bill with its corrugated pneumatic tire, and
is meeting with great favor among cyclists.

(Signed) H. MacArthur & Co.

OUR GERMAN FRIENDS.
" Die Gormully & Jeffery Tyre Co.,

Coventry, hat mit ihrem Geschafte
untcr der Leitung des Herrn Gormullv
cinen solchen Erfolg aufzuweisen, dass
sie genotigt ist, ihre Arbeitsraume zu
vergrossern, urn die Bestellungeu
ohne Aufschub erledigen zu konnen.
Dieser Erfolg der berumhten ameri-
kanischen Firma ist umso hoher zu
schatzen. als ihre Zweigfiliale sich
gerade in Coventry befindet, woselbst
bekanntlich die grosste Konkurrenz
herrscht. Der 'G. & T.' Reifen (den
wir schon fruher abgeoildet und be-
schrieben haben) wird sicher immer
nopularer werden, da er einfach.
kraftig und leicht zu reparieren ist—
und mchr kann man von einem Reifen
nicht erwarten."—" Radfahr Humor," Munich.

And they say, "It is strong and easv
to repair."

FRANCIS JOSEPH'S
LAND.

Graz, Austria, May 29, 1893.
Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery "Mfg. Co..

Chicago.
Gentlemen:—Allow us to inform

you that upon the bicycles of our
make, provided with your excellent
tires, have already been won this year
a number of first prizes, among which
the Championship of Austria, at Graz.
May 22, by Mr. Carl Finder, against a
very large competition, including H.
Opel, Maxime Lurion, etc., which was
splendidly won. Your really excellent
tires find in Austria-Hungary from
day to day more friends.

Respectfully. Tos. Plxh & Co.,
Producers of "Styria" Bicycles.

TURKHEIMER & SCHERER
(Rappresentanti e Deposilari esclusivi

^=
PER i/ITAUA BIRMINGHAM

PNEUMATICO

GORMULLY & JEFFERY

i
Regen i PI

-, •
.

«

CHICAGO
CON VALVOLA SPECULE S1CVRISSIMA
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Prezzo al paio, compreso pompa, L. 300,- posto Milano
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THE LUXURY OF A CHAIEESS SAFETY
As Manufactured by the LEAGDE CYCLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

" Others Have Built for the Past; We Build for the Future."
Bevel Gears Never "Wear Out, they cannot soil the hands or tear the clothing, render trouser

guards useless, require practically no attention, and better than all these, save 90 per cent, of the lost
motion that the chain with its stretching, sprocket climbing and non-alignment is sure to cause.

And then for hill climbing it is literally a revelation. You would never dream of climbing a hill with a

63 gear chain wheel that bevel gears render not only possible but pleasant, which is only another advantage
Of POSITIVE MOTION.

We are the pioneers of the country in Chainless Bicycle construction, and the future of bevel gears
will bear the same relation to the chain as the Safety bore to the Ordinary. We are ahead of everything
else, we have an awful stait, and we are going to keep on gaining all the time. We are naturally very sorry
for you if you are riding a chain driven safety, that wheel of the long ago, and you have got to kiss that

chain good bye, and write up to Hartford for a League if you expect to sustain the American reputation
for progressiveness.

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO, 3o union place,
Manufacturers of CHAINLESS SAFETIES. MENTION THE REFEREE. HARTFORD. CONN.

GENERAL NEWS NOTES.

Personal Paragraphs and Little Squibs From
Everywhere.

The Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association is

at loggerheads with the L. A. W. racing board

because it ignored Mr. Raymond and others at

its recent inter-collegiate championships. It is

reported that the inter-collegiate officers are

not losing any sleep through the misunder-

standing, or whatever it may be called.

Enquiry at the Raleigh headquarters, New
York, by a Referee man in regard to Zim-

merman's def^t showed that no alarm was
felt. One of the staff thought the champion
missed his favorite wheel, which was disabled

the first day of the Detroit event, but which
would be in good order for the Chicago races.

George C. Smith, the plucky little N. Y. A.

C. rider, arrived in New York last Thursday
suffering from a strain received in the Fort

Wayne races, which put him out of the world's

fair races. Tt is a pity that the accident hap-

pened, as Smith at a quarter would have puz-

zled the best of them. He will spend three

weeks at the seaside,

At Elkhart, Ind., July 4, pools were sold on
the races, odds being offered against certain

towns. At the Indiana division meet at Fort

Wayne, July 25 and 26, common gambling,

faro, roulette and other games of a like ilk

were carried on under the grand stand. The
tracK at Fort Wayne was donated and the

owner reserved all rights. The division had to

accede.

The Toledo exposition company has decided

to give a series of races during the annual fair

on Aug. 21 to 26, inclusive. President Gerce

said the fair would be incomplete if there were
no races. The races will be in heats, best two
in three. The events will be as follows: Tues-

day, one-mile, handicap; Wednesday, two-mile,

handicap; Thursday, one-mile, open; Friday,

third-mile, boys'.

Eight hundred persons attended the lawn
party of the Belleville (N. J.) Wheelmen, Aug.
2. Three hundred of that number went by
wheels. The party was held on the handsome
grounds of Mrs. J. D. De Witt, which were

beautifully decorated with Chinese lanterns

and colored lamps. The proceeds of the lawn

party will go to the building fund of the Belle-

ville Wheelmen.
The North Side Cycling Club's annual road

race from Thiensville to Milwaukee, twelve

miles, was run Saturday morning, twenty-

eight starting. All but three finished. Edward
Harnish, six minutes, was first; A. C. Runkel,

three minutes, second; Runkel also captured

the second time medal. The first time medal

was won by the scratch man, John F. Reitzner,

who finished in thirty-four minutes.

"Pacemaker Marshalls" is what the Cyclist

terms those who had charge of that depart-

ment in the Cuca Cocoa cup race. It will now
be in order for Tom Eck and Asa Windle to

obtain official sanction from the N. C. U. to

use that title in America, as although America
may be far ahead in speed, we must not be

behind in track titles. We lead, however, in

the matter of that important title "the an-

nouncer."

The board of officers of the New York divis-

ion road committee will issue a road map free

to each member shortly. The map will be pre-

pared in five sections, each ten by twenty-four

inches, with roads in red and the balance in

black—good cycling roads in heavy lines, poor

ones in light lines. Hills will be indicated by

cross lines, and an arrow along the road will

point up-hill. The distance between points

will be indicated by figures alongside of the

road.

The Tarrytown Cycling Association has

elected the following officers: President, J.

C. Andrews; secretary and treasurer, E. Marks;

captain, F. Dinkel. It has arranged a pro-

gramme of races for Aug. 26 as follows: One-

mile, novice; one-mile, open, 2:40 class; one-

mile, handicap; quarter-mile, open; third-mile,

handicap. A twenty-five-mile road race will

also be given in connection with the races.

Following the lead of other clubs, and possibly
without the least authority, it advertises Zim-
merman, Sanger and Johnson as competitors.

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

A Coal Dust Track.

Greenville, S. C, has a new quarter-mile

track with coal-dust surface. It is equipped

with grand stands and all the necessary con-
veniences, and has a nice base ball diamond in

the middle. The track was built by the Green-
ville Park Association, and the necessary
amount of capital stock was subscribed by in-

dividuals, mostly the cyclists of the city.

Fournier in Shape — Championships of Den-

mark— Lehr's Record.

Fournier, the Frenchman, holder of several

world's records, received a month's vacation

from the colonel of the regiment in which he
is serving, and uses this time for hard training.

Although he has not quite recovered his last

year's form he is in very good condition and
won a thirty-kilometer race on the Parisian

Buffalo track in splendid style.

Germaux started on July 14 from Paris to

break the record from Paris to Madrid, which
Farman and L. de Perrodil had established

some days before.

On July 14 at Frankfort Lehr tried to break

the 10,000 metre record, held by A. Vater in

15:46 3-5. Lehr seems to have his 1889-90 form
now, and his competitors will soon feel the old

ion's paw. His times follow:

1,000 metres 1:38 3-5

1,609 " One English mile 2:83 2-5

2,000 " 3:02

3,000 " *4:31 4-5

3,218 " Two English miles *4:5t 3 5

4,000 " *6:03

4,827 " Three English miles *7:19 2-5

5,000 " *7:354-5

6,000 " *9:091.5

6,436 " Four English miles '9:50 3-5

7,000 " *10:45

7,500 " One German mile 111:32 3-5

8,000 " '12:184-5

8,045 ' Five English miles '12:30 3-5

9,000 " '13:532-5

9.654 " Six English miles '14:55 2 5

10,000
'" *15:2815

* Record.

t World's record.

Last month at the Danish capital, Copen-

hagen, a number of important races took place,

resulting as follows:

One-mile—Svend Hansen, 1; Peter Koch, 2; Kamla, 3;

time, 2:501-5.

Two thousand-metre—P. Schannong, 1; K. Thomsen, 2;

time, 3:40.

Half-mile—Svend Hansen, 1; P. Koch, 2; time, 1:19.

Five thousand-metre—Waltz, 1: Salmson, 2; time, 8:42.

Championship of Denmark—7,522 metres Cone Danish

mile)—Svend Hansen, 1; P. Koch, 2; time, 12:312-5; rec-

ord.

One-mile—V. Boege, 1; O. Fabricius, 2; time. 2:51 4-5.

Three thousand metre, handicap—A. Joenssoi, 150 me-
tres, 1; C. Hansen, i:.0 metres, 2; M. Joensson, 15 metres,

3; time, 4:28 4-5.
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TWO PROMINENT CALIFORNIANS.

~
11

Messrs. Howlett and Williams of the Alameda

Club.

When Flunk Waller made a new record for

twenty-four hours, he brought prominently

before the public the quarter-mi'e track at

Alameda, Cal. This track was first used on

Decoration day
last year, and

since that time

many coast re-

cords have tum-

bled to the credit

of the Alameda
track, besides

^^^B^jj^^TMMk. the twenty-four

T in !* hour (then

Mr jBJM world's) record

^^^^| ^^^^^^ made by

Dutchman." H.
FRANK HOWI.E'T. _, „,..„.

R. Williams,

Jr., and Frank Howlett, who were last year

secretary aud captain, respectively, are de-

li. R. WILLIAMS, JR.

seiving of much cred t for the success of the

track and the club. Both men- are extremely

popular in cycling and s icial circles both in

Alameda and 'Frisco.

A Cyclist's "Tank Capacity."

An interesting story comes from Boston

about the " tank capacity " of a cyclist. Two
well-known wheelmen made a run to several

Northshore resorts recently on a very hot, dusty
day, and the amount of liquid they consumed
at every hotel, farmhouse, soda fountain and
pump was startling in its enormity. That
night one of them figured it up and found that
he drank during the day just twelve quarts or
three gallons of coffee, egg phosphate, water,
ginger ale, and soda. And he felt no ill effects

from it either.

Misunderstood His Swearing.

F. Opel, the young German racing man, was
unfortunate enough to fall at a race at Brus-

sels and hurt himself so severely that for a few
weeks he will not be able to appear on the
track. In falling, Opel began to swear in Ger-
man: "Sakrament noch e mol." A Belgic pea-
sant, misunderstanding those words, ran to a
clergyman, saying: "Mister, the young man
must be very sick, he called for the Saint Sac-
rament."

WANTED.
POSITION in ralifornia by young man well posted ir

the cycle trade. Address—BIZ, c ire Referee.

WANTED.
CHARliE of Repair Shop or department of cycle

house. Good turner, wheel maker and frame
maker. At present in charge of repair shop in South
Carolina. References from present employer and lead-
ing American and English' cycle houses.

15-3 " MECHANIC, care Referee.

^ ]\ KK A

^£
SUNOL SUPERIORITY

la proven by the receipt, almost
daily, of letters such its lilts:

Tin \[,-Iii{tjxh-IIuidiii<)tt>n (•',.: Dear Sirs—

It e'ives me ureal pleasure to write your
inn that I am delighted with the Sunol

i [Gar Roadster, having jtiven ita tnor-

iu ',i test on the Washington aud Browns-
iiTe Pike and the Greensburg Pike. A Is"

tad the pleasure of doing the first Century
mi a Sunol over the Butler Plank Road.

it all luiviii',' traveled nver a 1 Imusand
.hies in the month of -May. My wheel is

,s good as the day I bought it from your

i '."ils, the Pittsburgh Cycle Co.

SULsbui-ijh, June 3, 18.W. W. M. IMHOB I-

.

Surely the Sunol Leads.

The McIntosh-Huntington Co.

Sen 1 for Hardware aud Bicycles.

Jatalogue. Cleveland, Ohio.

uselo" jTuowse, Uoswn, Mas*., Sole Aeems Now England.

V Y V ' H

BE CAREFUL to have a
"PERFECT" POCKET OlL<<R (improved pattern) if you wish to have the greatest enjoyment possible out of your
bicycle. This oiler is especially adapted for bicycles. See that the words ' Perfect " Pocket Oiler are stamped on
your oiler, as no imitations are as good. This oiler does not leak. It regulates the supply of oil to a nicety.

I Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.
One-half _, . _ __

~-w s£l
ual

I

Cushman & Demson,
172 NINTH AVE., — NEW YORK.

"Perfect" Poeket Oiler Holder

Best and most convenient device for carry-
ing an oil can on a bicycle. Thoroughly ad-

2 justable and can be easily attached to any
1 part of the machine. No rattling. Hand-

somely nickel plated. For sale everywhere.
Price, 25 cents each.

CVSBMAN &&ENISON, 172 9th ave.,

New York.

I( Perfect ' * Pneumatic J*u.m-p Holder.

Best and most convenient device for carry
ing a Pneumatic Pump on a bicycle.
Thoroughly adjustable and easily attached to
any part of the machine. No rattling. Hand-
somely nickel-plated. For sale everywhere.
Price, 25 cents each.

CTTSHMAN& VENISON, 172 9th ave.,

Neiv Torh.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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BIGGEST THING ON WHEELS."

Champion Bicycle Supporter.
(PATENTED.)

Saves wear and tear on your wheel; saves the money you are paying out again and again for

repairs, caused by throwing your wheel down.

There is no need of this, if you use the "Champion Bic}'cle Supporter." If attached to your
wheel the bicycle will stand up anywhere you put it; you need not rest it against post, fence,

wall, curb-sione or anything else: you need not throw it down on the grass, but just attach this

"Champion Supporter" to the wheel and when you want to dismount you will see the benefit

and pleasure it will give you.

The "Supporter" can be attached to any bicycle; it fits all kinds and sizes; anyone can
attach it or take it off at will, by following directions, without e^tra cost. It ii not necessary to

detach it after once placed. It is always securely attached; made from best steel, of best work-
manship, is nickle-plated and will never get out of order.

No bicycle r.der once seeing its usefulness will fail to buy one for his machine. The cost is

but $1.00 each, and at this cost its benefit and usefulness will be apparent the moment a rider

sees it. It weighs but 4 ounces. For sale by all Bicycle dealers.

Fred C. Adams,
80 1 Royal Insurance Bldg., 169 Jackson St., CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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AUSTRALIA'S NEW LEAGUE.

AN ORGANIZATION FORMED TO GOVERN
VICTORIAN CYCLING.

The Austral Wheel Race Programme and Prize

List — Amateurs to Hold a Series of

Meetings in September—Tom

Busst Married.

Melbourne, July 18.—The meeting to form

a league of Victorian wheelmen was ths fea-

ture of the month of June. It was held at the

Athenteum Hall on the night of June 22. There

were some fears that the hall would not con-

tain all the ardent spirits who were to consti-

tute this mass meeting of wheelmen, which

was open to all, but all fears subsided when
the hour arrived, for only some fifty turned

up. R. W. Best, member of the legislative as-

sembly, took the chair and A. D. Muirhead as

pro tem secretary coached him admirably as to

what was to be done. A lively meeting was

expected, as it had been said outside the

"Jockey" club was going to oppose the Mel-

bourne Bicycle Club division tooth and nail as

to admitting social members to the league. As
half the M. B. C. men have never oiled a bi-

cycle in their lives, but are merely members for

the social advantages of the Jam club, it would

naturally be a great knock down blow to bar

non-cyclists. Well, the ball was set a-rulling

by Alphebetical Gollan proposing that a league

was desired. This the jockey "push" immedi-

ately seconded, deputing the honor to hard-

worked Schwaebsch. Then the name was

swallowed and digested splendidly—viz., "The

League of Victorian Wheelmen." The social

question was thrashed out and decided by ad-

mitting non-cyclists as members, but not

eligible to a seat in the council. Simply stated,

the league will be constituted on entirely new
lines from the old unions—the main principle

being that for the one delegate each club is en-

titled to send, ihe league membership can elect

another independent of what club to which he

belongs; for instance, if there were twenty-five

clubs, ihere would be fifty seats and it would

be possible (though most unlikely) that a single

club could have twenty-six representatives on

the council The idea of these elections, out-

side club delegates, is to get the best m°n

—

men who are anxious to promote cycling and

not those who merely go to the league as dele-

gates for their clubs because they were popular

in their club and thus were sent. No member
directly or indirectly connected with the trade

of cycling is to be tolerated on the council,

This will have to be modified, as under such

conditions it would be impossible to draw the

line and decide what "indirectly" means. Tak-

ing things all round the result of the meeting

was satisfactory and it was decided to let the

clubs send representatives to another meeting

on July 10 when the league will be started.

AUSTRAL WHEEL RACE, 1893.

As soon as wheelmen were generally agreed

on forming a league, the committee of the

Melbourne Bicycle Club set to work m earnest,

drew up and issued a mamrLOth programme
for the spring race meeting, to be held on the

Melbourne cricket ground on Dee. 2 and 9.

The programme carries £407 of cash prize

money and runs as follows:

FIRST DAY.

One-mile, novice, £10.

Two-mile, Austral wheel race, £260.

Parade of clubs.

Five-mile, championsbip, £12 and gold medals.

Two-mile, team race, £15.

One-mile, obstacle race, £12.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile, opei, £13.

One and a half-mile, first, second and third-class races,

150 yds. limit, £14, £12 and £10, respectively.

Final heat of the Austral.

Final heat of the team race.

Ten-nule, championship of Australia, £15 and gold

medals.

The Austral wheel race is to be run on safe-

ties and will be divided into heats of twenty

each, as an enormous entry is expected, and

the track would not hold all the men in one

flutter. Twenty pounds extra has been voted

to be divided amongst the winners of the heats.

Thus two chances occur, for all previous Aus-

trals have been run straight out and on ordi-

nary machines. A. D. Muirhead is first favor-

ite for the position of haadicapper and he is

nearly certain to get the post, and that he will

admirably adjust the allotment of starts goes

without saying. Australian riders would

dearly love to see some of the stars and stripes

school at the Austral, which, being a handicap

raoe, is open to be won by even a novice.

AMATEURS TO HOLD MEETINGS.

Sydney cyclists are preparing for a deal of

racing in September, when the amateurs—the

few that are left of the old school—are to hold

three meetings. The old Sydney Bicycle Club

will start the first of these on Sept. 9; on the

16th the combined clubs hold their fixture,

and on the 23rd the Suburban club discusses a

programme. A quartette of New Zealand

riders and a half-dozen from the land of ba-

nanas (Queensland) will compete. The money

to send the New Zealand team £70, has been

subscribed among the New Zealand clubs. It

j

is not a brilliant four they are sending, but

! speedy enough, I should say, for the amateurs,

who are streets behind the cash prize riders,

chiefly through want of practice, because the

amateurs don't get a race in a blue moon,
while the cash branch is a real live one, with

constant fixtures summer and winter. The
New Zealand men are Howard, Hall, Wilmot
and Reynolds.

A DIFFERENCE IN MEASUREMENT.

The sport is going ahead in Queensland, far

more cycling being done there than there was
a year ago. The latest record has turned out

to be no record. This is Macredy's way of

putting it. It happened thus: A. J. Smith

rode ten miles under previous time, and on the

road being re-measured it was found to be

only 500 yards short. When the road -was

first measured it was done by cyclometer on a

pneumatic tired safety, the tire of which was
fully blown up; afterwards the same cyclo-

meter, on the same machine, with the tire

slack, showed the distance short. In future

roads will be measured with hard tires.

Tom Busst was married this week in Ade-

laide to a South Australian girl, who is the

sister of a cyclist, and, it is said, won his heart

when on a race tour to Adelaide some time

ago. An Idle Boy.

The Sanger Family's Troubles.

Misfortunes never come singly, folks say.

In the Sanger case it is true. Mr. Sanger,

senior, was out driving last Friday behind his

2:30 horse. The animal was on its mettle and

gave him quite a tussel. On his return and as

he was alighting he said that the animal had

given him hard work, and a few minutes later

he was rambling away on another subject.

Young Sanger returned to Milwaukee from

the Chicago meet to find his father a victim of

a repetition of the stroke of paralysis from

which he suffered some months ago. It is

feared that the old gentleman, who is a large,

stout man, may not permanently recover.

W. C. Sanger is recovering nicely from the

effects of his fall. He hopes to compete at

Milwaukee next Monday, and it may be that

he will meet Zimmerman then after all. All

being well, however, he will certainly ride at

Springfield and other eastern meets.

Fred Bryers, editor of the bright Canadian

journal, Cycling, sends us a road map of On-

tario which would be of great value to any

tourist from this side who desires to sample

the excellent roads with which the dominion

abounds. The Alexander & Cable Lithq

Company, Toronto, published it from informal

tion supplied by George H. Orr, a rider of

twelve years' experience, and Mr. Bryers.

The cost is f1.
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"And, lo! the Catskills pi int

tbe distant skies,

And o'er their airy tops

the faint clouds driven,

So softly blended that the

cheated eye

Forgets or which is earth

or which is heaven."

To the many thousands of weary, care-

worn workers of a great city, a few days in

the delightful Catskills is a new life to them,

and there are few places that offer a more

varied and delightful panorama of scenic

beauty than the mountains where Rip "Van

Winkle is supposed to have taken his long

sleep. A party of New York cyclists on a re-

cent Saturday evening boarded a Catskill boat

at the foot of Eleventh street and North River

and were taken in charge by Purser Nichols, a

very entertaining and courteous gentleman,

who was assisted by the jolly Captain Snyder,

boss of the Catskill Line. Among the promi-

nent cyclists on board were Captain W. J.

Monahan of the Manhattan Bicycle Club,

and Arthur Collins, of Collins & Nuiall. A
Referee representative also was of the party.

Captain Monahan was bound for a week's tour

in the Catskills; Mr. Collins was bound for a

quiet little farm up in Greene County, where
his family are summering, and the Referee
maa was bound for some part of the moun-
tains, with the Columbian Hotel at Cairo

(which is situated at the foot of Blackhead) as

the particular objective point. Howard K.

Lyon, a New York friend, who is one of the

managers with Mr. Lennon, met the party at

the train, and after a somewhat dusty ride

along the mountain roads, the Columbian was
reached.

But before going any further I must describe

the trip up the river, which was of itself a
treat. The Catskill boats are of the combina-
tion passenger and freight order, atd are very

comfortable, but the boat was crowded that

evening, many of the party failing to get

•"^S^T^fe,
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staterooms. A little diplomacy exercised on
the purser and freight clerk secured for a
Jady who was with the party the luxury of a
state room; the rest perched in all conceivable
positions around the boat, but were comfort-

able for all that. Going up the stream the

moon lit up the banks of the famous old river

immortalized by Henry Hudson, the palisades

and the Eldorado Heights Ironing like giant

sentinels beneath the moonbeam's rays.

Strains of music floated across the water from

the magnificent residences along the banks,

and altogether it was a night fit for the poets.

A group sitting on the forward deck dis-

cussed touring, racing men and racing board

methods, and wondered if our beloved New
Jersey man would scalp the western Indians,

and bring home on his belt many trophies.

One by one the group dwindled away until

Arthur Collins and the Referee man were the

only two left, and in another thirty minutes

Collins was discovered curled up on a heap of

ropes, with a grip for a pillow, after vainly

offering fabulous sums for a stateroom. I

joined the pilot and helped to steer the boat,

which arrived at the Catskill landing at 2:30

o'clock. A wait until 6:15 followed, and then

the Catskill Mountain Railroad (which charges

eight cents per mile) shouted, "All on board."

In the interval we had taken a walk around,

rousing the slumberers, and we were soon

whirling up the mountain grade towards the

summit.

A hearty welcome at the Columbian from

i;
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A Quiet Spot.

one or two friends who had reached thera the

previous night, and a good old-fashioned

country breakfast, made one feel fit for a good
day's work. Armed with a guide-book and a

horse that will never be noted for speed, we
drove ten miles to Palinville in time that

would be questioned by the racing board.

Here we became acquainted with the manag-
ers in charge of the Otis Elevated Railroad,

built by the famous elevator company. It

consists of a mile and a third of cable road,

operated by a double Corliss engine, which
whirls the passengers up to the top of the

Catskill Mountains. The ride is an awe-inspir-

ing one. From the top a view of unsurpassed

beauty presents itself. The country below,

including the Hudson river, twenty miles

away, and the Berkshire Hills of Massachu-

setts, fifty miles away, can be plainly seen. A
delightful invigorating breeze is a part of the

reward for the trip up. The sight from the

top of that mountain must be seen to be ap-

preciated, and the wild beauty leaves a lasting

impression. Some two hours were spent on
the top of the mountain. A thunder-storm

accompanied by vivid lightning came on while

we were there, a double rainbow of magnifi-

cent beauty following it, which called forth

from the Mountain House (a large hotel ac-

commodating 500 guests) every one of its oc-

cupants.

Phinglekill Falls at the Forge.

When we descended the mountain via the

Otis road, it had grown quite dark, but our

faithful "nag" was tethered, having been fed

in the meantime. The roads had become al-

most impassable in places from the thunder

storm, and the darkness being so intense we
gave the equine full liberty to pick his way
home, ten miles away. He rewarded our con-

fidence by bringing up in a farm yard some-

where in the mountains and a mile out of the

way. From that it was a desperate effort to

keep in the middle of the road, and at one time

a ravine was just escaped. The summer board-

ers had become alarmed for the safety of the

explorers, and a search party was about to be

organized just as the wayfarers showed up,

covered with mud and with a very tired horse.

The roads for the most part in the Catskills

are ridable, being mnre or less of an up and
down hill nature. Few riders are met in the

mountains, although many told us that touring

is quite a thing with cyclists in the Catskills.

The scenery is certainly delightful, and a

cyclist can go farther and fare worse than by

taking a trip on his vacation through the Cats-

kills. The place has a tremendous effect on

the appetite, and those people who only eat

two meals a day, feel like eating four after

they have been in the Catskills for twenty-four

hours. The present summer has seen a severe

drought but there are several streams whose

pearling waters ripple over the rocks, and falls

which abound in the mountains.

So far as fishing goes, reports are a delusion

and a snare. Frogs are about the only things

catchable there at present, although in past

seasons trout have been plentiful. The moun-
tains seem to offer to the cyclists much more
quiet enjoyment than does the seaside with its

circus-like propensities, and the mountain

regions such as the Catskills and Adirondacks

will in the future be more patronized than they

have in the past. The principal roads of Greene

County, which include the most picturesque

part of the mountains, were laid out and con-

structed in turnpikes by chartered companies

which ran the old stage coach, collected tolls,

etc. , and the labor of this work over such hilly

mountainous country must have been enor-

mous. The roads extend from the commence-
ment of the Catskills to the Adriondacks, over

100 miles and are for the most part ridable. At
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every point of the road some picturesque view
presents itself. Below green fields lie farms

and streams, the Hudson river stretching out

like a ribbon of glistening beauty. The sunset

in the mountain is a glorious sight, the rising

of the sun being an equally pleasant perspec-

tive. The visitor on leaving the Catskill un-

consciously echoes the sentiments—"God made
the country and men the city." It will be in

order to remark, that neither bears nor Indians

were seen in the Rip Van Winkle domain.
1 1

LECTURE ON THE "STOOP."

HOLIDAY WEEK ABROAD.

Encounter Between a Blowhard and a Muscular

Cyclist.

"What the bicycle is doing for the youth of

this country" was the theme of an impromptu
bar-room lecture in a rural hotel near this

city on Thursday night, says the Newark Call.

The lecturer was a square-shouldered, red-

bearded man with the air of one who knows it

all and. must not be contradicted. "The bi-

cycle," he sail, "is turning our young men
back into the apes the race is said to have

sprung from. It is developing a lot of stoop-

shouldered, narrow-chested, spindle-shanked

men. It is ruinous alike to health, grace and

proper muscular development. It is making
young men prematurely old. Look at the ex-

pression on the face of the bicycle rider. It

shows worry, fear, timorousness and anything

but cheerfulness, such as you see in the face

of a healthy young man who walks, rows,

rides or drives a horse. Show me a bicyclist

who has been riding two or three years, and I

will show you a young man whose frame is

badly distorted, who is weak just where he

should be strong, who is short of wind owing

to the contraction of his chest, and weak in

his arrts and shoulders."

While he was talking a bicycle rider entered

the room and asked for a glass of ginger ale.

He had just returned from a fifty-mile ride and

was covered with dust from head to foot. He
was a tall, lathy youth, with a great breadth

of shoulders and small, but hard-looking calves

and thighs. He was quietly drinking his gin-

ger ale when the eyes of the speaker lit upon

him. Completely carried away with his sub-

ject, he strode up to the young man and treat-

ing him exactly as if he were a lay figure for

purposes of illustration, he laid his hand on his

shoulder and turned him around, "Here is a

good example," he said. "Look at these shoul-

ders, this chest, these legs. This is what the

bicycle is doing. He might be developed like

me if he had left the bicycle alone, instead of

being weak, shakyand lung bound."

The young man appealed with his eyes to the

proprietor for the protection he was entitled to,

and meeting no sympathy turned to the lec-

turer, and without a word caught him by the

thigh and shoulder and tossed him upon the

billiard table. As the redheaded man rolled

over the table and stood up, looking dazed and

discomfited, the young mau said: "See, gentle-

men, what too great development of the lungs

and organs of speech bring a man to."

"Can you do that again?" asked the big fel-

low, recovering his voice and stepping around

the table.

"I can and will," said the cyclist. "If you

will come out on the lawn I will try fa'ls with

you, any hold you can get."

The big fellow weakened.

THE RACING MEN OUT OF TRAINING AND
FACTORIES CLOSED.

A Maker's Amateur Class for Next Season

Quite Likely—Cyclists in Camp—Tan-
dems Being Brought Out—Road-

Racing Affairs.

Bicycle races will be held at Frankfort, Ind.,

Aug. 30 and 31, and Sept. 1, in connection with

the county fair.

Harrogate, Aug. 5.—The holidays have
begun. With the advent of August racing

men have gone out of training and to-day the

majority of the manufactories are shutting

their works for the week's holiday, which is

the custom at this period of the year. All

round the trade is now finishing up for the sea-

s.n, which on the whole has been a very good

one, nearly all the firms having been kept more
busy and for a longer time than was the case

in 1892. The agents are still selling a few ma-
chines and generally the cycle trade is in bet-

ter and sounder position than it was twelve

months ago. One or two failures have lately

been reported, but in nearly each case it is an

agent or small manufacturer who has gone to

the wall. The racing season has been very

successful one, in spite of a certain number of

good men having been barred through the ac-

tion of the licensing scheme. Several useful

lessons have been taught and next season

should see a far p irer state of the amateur path

and the establishment of a strong class of mak-
er's men. The undoubted pace of the wood
track at Heme Hill has caused a general up-

heaval of records, but the season has been sin-

gular in not having brought to light any new
man of really first-class calibre.

So far as can at present be judged both the

southern and northern cyclists' camps should

this year be a^ great success, although the

western counties' camp which was to have been

held at Torenay for the first time, has been

abandoned owing to the small number of tents

taken. Here at Harrogate a large number of

campers have already arrived. At present the

men in residence are chiefly Yorkshiremen

from Leeds and Bradford, who have gathered

to support the president who is this year J. A.

Hill, a local man who has worked hard for the

Eiuccess of previous camps. Late last night a

fairly strong party of Londoners arrived with

Lacy Hillier at their head. By breakfast time

this morning there was quite a big muster.

Hillier, by the bye, is still fiercely chuckling

over the absurd suggestion made in America

and reprinted on this side, to the effect that he

ever made anything ou; of "booking" Zim-

merman for various race meetings. Hillier I

may tell you is of late a somewhat altered

man, He is still as great an enthusiast as ever,

but he now smokes a little, is more sedate and

is getting very stout and ponderous. And yet,

in spite of this, he is going in great form on

the road and once or twice lately has finished

first in heavy spiints with really good men.

Last week I told you that Stephen Golder

would probably be leaving the New Howe
Machine Company, ltd., this week. All the

papers contain paragraphs to the effect that he

has resigned his position with the company.

S. F. Edge, I hear, has also handed in his

papers. I believe that both will be found in a

few weeks in the forces of the Rudge Cycle

Company, Golder as American traveler and

Edge as English representative.

Great things have been done during the past

week on the Raleigh tandem safety. On
Tuesday the brothers, R. J. and J. F. Isley,

who a week earlier had reduced all the records

up to six miles, went for the hour's record,

and in spite of the evening being damp and
cold and the presence of a gusty wind, they

succeeded in covering 14 miles 1,360 yards

in the 60 minutes. They rode ten miles

in 23 min. 47 1-5 sec. ; twenty in 48 min. 212 5

sec, and twenty-five in 60 min. 31 3-5 sec.

The previous record was 23 miles 1,725 yards

by Wass and Newland, the former of whom
was afterwards permanently suspended, while

the latter unsuccessfully appealed only this

week against the refusal of the licensing com-
mittee to give him a license to ride under N.

C. U. rules.

Several firms are now waking up to the fact

that there is something to be done with tan

dem safeties, and are bringing out new ma-
chines of this pattern. Among others doing

this is the Triumph Cycle Company. If the

Triumph tandem proves to be as good as the

Chicago Triumph safety, it will indeed be a

flier. This firm has lately purchased a large

plot of ground in Coventry with a view to

erecting a new factory thereon. It out-

grew its original work early this year, and
has since been running a branch factory in

an adjoining street.

Quite a number of wired-on pneumatic tires

will be on the market n'xt season, when, I

understand, the Dunlop tire will be exactly

the same as this year. Among the likeliest I

have seen are the Fleetwood and Ideal. In

the former there is a neat adjustment by

which the wire is tightened and also held in its

place in the rim. The latter—which carries a

name already used in America—is the "Skew-

ered on" tire, shown at the National Show by

the Smith's Patents Company, since which

time it has been improved in several details.

Road racing is likely to be most interesting

this autumn, and this in spite of the fact that

M. A. Holbein will, as last year, keep out of

the races and content himself with going for

records. He has lately had the misfortune to

strain the tendon achilles of his left foot, and

is now undergoing a thorough rest.

,->% r'/J

" Whar's we gwan to ride tendem to, Kastus ?
"

"Gwan to der preachah's ter git made man an'

'oomnn. Yo' put yer ahms roun 1 me and don't yo' fall

off when we'se gwan fast, er ye'll done broke de 'gage-

ment."
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HOW DO WE STAND?
The international meet is over. The expenses

were about $16,000. The income was about

$15,000 of which the ball club takes $5,000. The
loss is between $5,000 and $6,000. These figures

are estimated but serve for the purposes of

illustration. On Saturday night at 12 o'clock

the league relinquished all claim to the track

and other improvements.

The guarantors then lost $5,000. Who were
the guarantors? Principally the leading manu-
facturers of bicycles.

Diil the league risk anything ? Not a cent.

Who got the $5,000? The Chicago Ball Club.

Did the ball club get anything else? Yes, it

got the track, grand stand and other improve-

ments, aggregating $10,000.

D d the ball club assume any risk ? Yes, the

risk of paying salaries of ushers and gate-

kfepers.

But did it n t lease additional ground on
which to lay the track ? No, it leased it, prim-

arily, for the use of a troup of Bedouins, which
paid $15,000 in advance and was to have paid

a share of the receipts. They fell out with the

ball club and left.

Will the track be kept up ? That is uncertain.

It is reported that the cash prize league will

run races on it next year.

Will it be used for other purposes? Yes, the

Amateur Athletic Union will run its races upon
it in September and the spiked shoes will ruin

its surface.

What effect will rain have upon it? It will

ruin the surface if heavy and render it unfit

for immediate use if light.

Will the ball, lacrosse and other athletes

injure it? The track has had to be repaired

after every game played, so far.

Would a board track have cost more? No,

not as much.
Would it have been injured by weather and

the other abuses mentioned? Not in the least.

But the A. A. U. could not have run its

games on it? Exactly.

Then a part of the $5,000 lost has gone to

pay for a track for a game in which the guar-

antors are not interested? Yes.

What do the racing men say about a board

track? Seventy-five per cent of them favor it

strongly.

Then why was not a board track laid? That
is just what people have been striving for six

months to ascertain. The blame has been
placed, by Chicago men, on Mr. Raymond.
These, gentlemen, are the facts. It is for call-

ing attention to the folly of such arrangnients

and for arguing in favor of improvements
which would have been enduring and without

further expense, that the Referee has been
subjected to abuse at the hands of men too

deeply interested in the other side of the case,

or too wooden-headed to realize the mistake

that had been made. We have been told that

it was the duty of the cycling press to support

the management. We have replied that a

paper's first duty is to tell its readers the

truth. That is what we have done through-

out. Those papers which, either from a desire

to "stand in" with the possible officials of the

future among the management, or from sheer

ignorance of the facts, have failed to report

the true inwardness of affairs, have dealt

dishonestly with their leaders, and their utter-

ances are unworthy of credence.

That part of the management of the meet of

1893 which relates to the track and grounds
has been an ignominious failure, and honest

men among the writers of the cycling press

will not overlook the fact. They can not

deny it.
» i
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NOT BASED ON FACT.
An article in a recent issue of Wheeling, our

English contemporary, entitled "English In-

hospitality," has been widely copied and com-
mented on in America. The article contrasted

the reception tendered to Osmond in this

country with that of Zimmerman's in Eng-

land. Zimmerman was well satisfied with the

treatment he received abroad. This he de-

clared to us when he landed. Zimmerman,
however, does not hanker after dinners and
reoeptions. He is, if anything, averse to that

kind of thing, and prefers the society of one or

two friends and a quiet game of pool or cards

to the somewhat overdone "feed" and other

public displays tendered people who have be-

come noted in some of the many walks of

life.

England for the most part is hospitable, and
we are surprised at an Englishman saying to

the contrary. If it were not for the sincerity

usually displayed by Wheeling, we should in-

cline to the belief that the editors were play-

ing to the American gallery. Of only one

place in all England can it be said that the

people forget good breeding and fair play to

foreigners, and that one place is Tyneside.

There a species of barbarianism exists to a cer-

tainty. The people hoot and howl at foreign

competitors, and during one race betwen an
American and an Englishman the barbarians

even threw tomato cans and other missiles at

the American. The race resulted in a broken

collar bone to the visitor through the wild

men of the north crowding the finish. The
referee was afraid to even give a decision,

and it was over a week before the winner

could get the prize which he had won. In-

tense partisanship is responsible for their wild

conduct, for as far as inhospitality is con-

cerned, that "Yankee" or any other stranger

would be given the last thing the people have

in the house. The people as a rule have

suffered from the want of education. It is the

working classes that support northern tourna-

ments as a rule. The hospitable treatment re-

ceived in every part of Great Britain—with

this exception—by Americans, warrants the

statement that Wheeling's accusations and
complaints are not founded on fact.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Circumstantial evidence, with a unanimous

vote of the board to convict, is a failure, espec-

ially with a board like the present, which seems
disposed to think for itself instead of accepting

as law the opinion of the chairman. Mr. Ray-

mond has shown a desire, at times, to "hew to

the line," regardless of consequences. In this

Mr. Gideon seems to be with him. Other mem-
bers, however, look forward to the effect and
are swayed accordingly. Thus, Johnson was
saved by a tie vote, while Banker, we under-

stand, had but one vote in his favor. The
time will come when the league will recognize

the necessity of two classes. It is understood

that Mr. Raymond will again bring forward

the class B. proposition, and this time it will

have at least a fighting chance of success.

ECHOES OF THE MEET.

The fourteenth annual meet of the league

ended Sunday, and so far as the Chicago man-
agement is concerned there seems to be a gen-

eral disposition to say " Well done, thou good

and faithful servant." To the casual observer

who dropped in prepared to enjoy himself,

very little of the great amount of work accom-

plished in the last two months was noticeable,

but there were many who, when the proceed-

ings closed Saturday night, heaved sighs of

relief and thanked their lucky stars that suc-

cess—qualified, of course, but still, success

—

had crowned their efforts.

Many things were learned, and in alluding

to a few of them we desire it to be understood

that it is by no means in a grumbling spirit,

but rather that others, who may be called upon

to entertain the league may benefit by the ex-

perience of their predecessors.

The event demonstrated beyond question

that a meet cannot be made an unqualified

success in so large a city. The social features

which have become part and parcel of most

meets were entirely absent, owing, principally,

to the fact that the visitors were scattered over

so vast an expanse of territory. No one will

ever have any idea how many visiting wheel-

men were in town, for even those who came
spent more time at the fair than at the races.

To the majority it was a race meet, pure and

simple, and as such it became monotonous.

Twelve sessions proved too much, even for the

most enthusiastic. It is hardly probable that

we shall see a six-day meet again in a hurry,

but when we do, three days of racing will

prove ample.

There was a remarkable absence of promi-

nent men and the few who were on hand were

lost in the shuffle. The entertainment com-

mittee had worked hard to provide amusement

and its efforts were rewarded by the turn

out at the lake excursion and the Trocadero

party. But neither drew nearly the expected

number.

One feature of other meets was absent—the

badge fiend. Either the twopenny-h'apenny

counter jumper found the game too expensive

for his pocket-book or the unstinted condem-

nation by the cycling press has had its effect.

The Chicago meet was no May day children's

party, at least.

* * *

It is customary to publish in connection

with cycling meets a list of officials, fifty per
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cent of whom are, as a rule, not only of no
service, but are an actual detriment to the men
who really do the work The general com-
mittee of the late international meet de-

cided to be very knowing and careful in its

selections, but after all a great many of the

persons selected were on a par with those of

the average country meeting. Let us com-
mence at the top of the ladder and work
downward. Mr. Raymond, as chairman of

the racing board, was expected to make an
ideal referee. But he didn't. He appeared at

only one of the six morning sessions, and then

half an hour late. He appeared after the ad-

vertised time of starting at every afternoon

session except Saturday, He allowed races to

be run when anywhere from one to fifty in-

truders were inside the enclosure, and, worse

than all, he appointed as referee for two of

the morning sessions a man whose memory
failed to last over the luncheon interval, and

who was a conspicuous interloper from the

start.

Five members of the racing board were se-

lected as judges. Of these one remained in

Philadelphia, one in Meriden, and one came
in on Thursday. The Chicago member did

better than the Louisville member, who was
rarely on duty. In consequence three official

handicappers were pressed into service. Messrs.

Newman and Goodman were careful of their

duties, the latter especially. Mr. Prial missed

one afternoon and several morning sessions,

for which, however, considering that he was
used to suit the convenience of others, be

could hardly be blamed. Messrs. McGarrett

and Fahy, timers, are good men and true.

They were always thoughtful, careful and

consequently correct. They did their duty

nobly and deserve all praise. Harry Rouse

missed two or three sessions at the commence-
ment of the meet.

Mr. Conklirjg's work as starter was, as it

always is, above criticism. He missed the

morning sessions, but this w as understood be-

forehand. Three clerks of the course figured

on the programme. Only one deserves favor-

able mention, and he, probably, was the

hardest worker and the most praise-worthy

of the meet We refer to Perrett. Always

on time, always brisk, always business-

like, commanding the respect and approval of

the racers, he was, indeed, the model clerk.

The scorers would have been seen to better ad-

vantage had they been provided with proper

accommodations. To score a sixty-mile race

with a piece of cardboard and a fence-post to

work on is a hard task, but that was just what

Mr. McGuire did. Messrs. Forrest and Schultz

were also careful workers in this department.

Taken all around, the officers could have

been improved on very considerably.

* * *

The MilleDium will have arrived when we
see a race meet without the man who forces

his way inside the enclosure without any ex-

cuse for being there. He was numerous. The

more conspicuous offenders were men who
should have known better. Let it be recorded,

however, to the credit of league officers, chief

consuls, secretaries and men of that ilk, that

only one of them—a gentleman from Minne-

sota—was observed to disregard the rules.

The trade kept outside the fence and seemed

contented. A few whipper-snappers with

more audacity than brain managed somehow
to secure badges indicating various positions

on the official staff. Being ignorant of the

duties, and indisposed to fulfill them even had

they known how, they were in the way and
ought to have been squelched. Other men,
notably Messrs. Gerould and Garden, who had
more right, surely, than anyone outside of the

officials, were dutifully and noticeably absent

the entire week. The greatest nuisance, how-
ever, was Crowther of the Bicycling World
staff. Having endeavored in vain to obtain

track privileges, he, at the last moment, ar-

ranged to operate the Elliott chronograph.

For that purpose he perched himself in front

of the judges' stand, directly over the tape,

arid coolly instructed officials who happened in

his way to "sit down." Having thus estab-

lished himself, he, on the third day, secured

an assistant to operate the clock and proceeded

to make himself at home. The gentlemen of

the cycling press were quite content with their

seats in the press stand. The remarks occa-

sioned by Crowther's behavior were anything

but complimentary. He is a mountain of

garrulity and audacity, and was the monu-
mental nuisance of the week.

Never, we believe, has a league meet been

favored with more satisfactory seating ar-

rangements. The stands could have accom-

modated 10,000 people if that many had been

there. The grounds were described by a visi-

tor as " the most unpicturesque waste " he had
ever seen, and he was probably right, for, be it

remembered, up to last spring a portion of the

ground was little more thin a swamp. But it

was the track in which people weie most inter-

ested The men who planned it have had an
abundance of experience, but racing showed
that, though it may have been the proper caper

in their 2:30 day, it isn't correct in these times

of thirty-mile-an-hour performances. The chief

fault is in the last corner. Zimmerman, at top

speed, could hold the pole and he was about

the only man who could. Sanger, Tyler and

Taylor, all heavy men, crowded the center of

the track in race and practice, and it is the

opinion of many riders that an increase of two
feet in the banking would be none too much.
Incidentally, the racing showed another ad-

vantage of a board track. Twelve hours' work,

after the men had discovered the defects,

could have eradicated every imperfection. We
feel constrained to remark here our admira-

tion of "these fellows from the other side"

whom Mr. Raymond was so anxious to please,

and consideration for whom, we understand,

was the principal reason of his objection to

boards! Of "the fellows," only one competed,

and that one was the man who, the last thing

before leaving England lowered the mile record

and established a new record for one hour

—

on

boards ! But that is another story. The track

is there, and, if it is to be continued and im-

proved, it will require additional banking to

make it the equal of either Springfield or Walt-

ham.
# # *

The trade, gentlemen of the league, has

spent $5,000 to entertain you. This fact is one

which should be z-emembered when next you

refer to the evil influence of the trade on

cycling.

The financial outcome of the mpet is discour-

aging. In his estimate real before the na-

tional assembly, Mr. Gerould placed the ex-

penditures at $15,000 and the receipts at

$30,000. The assembly authorized him to go

ahead and have the trade provide the necessary

funds, which was done. Mr. Gerould's esti-

mate was just double the actual income and

the t^de is out $5,000 or thereabout. The

league did not guarantee one cent, and so far

as we are informed has not purchased a vulgar

beer for the hard workers who pushed the meet

through. The guarantee fund amounted to

$32,000, of which twenty per cent has been

paid, so that in all probability no further as-

sessment will be necessary. The losers, we
believe, will not grumble. Mr. Gerould's esti-

mate of the income was made when world's

fair excitement was at its height and when
men of sound judgment were risking their

thousands in speculations which have since

proved failures. Men who had had experience

in the promotion of cycle races understood the

fanciful nature of the figures, but it is likely

that nearly all of the guarantors would have

signed just as freely even had they known be-

forehand what the reuslt would be. There is a

chance, too, that the money will be paid, in

part at least, foi' a two days' meet at a later

date is talked of.

Ninety per cunt of the visitors came to Chi-

cago to see the question of superiority between

Zimmerman and Sanger settled beyond dis-

pute. But the fates decreed otherwise. The

Milwaukee giant, through no fault of his own,

suffered a terrible fall on his very first appear-

ance and was so badly injured as to render his

appearance later in the week an impossibility.

Between Zim and the remainder of the racers

there is no question as to superiority, thougli

men of the Tyler and Taylor stamp weiv not

seen in their true form owing to their inabiliiy

to negotiate the turns. Tyler, too, suffered

somewhat during the week from a throat com-

plaint. Johnson won one good race from Zim-

merman, but it was after a day of hard work

on the part of ;he latter. Johnson's repeated

defeats in other events tell the story plainly.

Still, let no man be deceived into the belief

that he is unable to hold his end up with any

of the cracks but Zim. Windle's quality re-

mains a mystery. Report had it that he was
riding very fast and h ; s defeat of the entire

crowd in the mile on Tuesday seemed to prove

it. Next day, however, Chicago water laid

him low, and though he rode in a heat Friday

it was only to faint immediately after crossing

the tape. He was rescued from a perilous posi-

tion by Tyler who rode after him. Another

sufferer from the same complaint was the

Canadian, Hyslop. He rode pluckily under

disadvantageous circumstances, but was by no

means the ma we saw win the Canadian

championships recently A fault of Hyslop's

seems to be a desire to ride with too long a

reach. For a long race like that of the last

day, especially, his position was entirely too

lofty. Bliss was one of the little tin gods of

the meet. His riding, however, was erratic, as

it usually is. Bliss is a day on and day off

rider and this meet proved no exception. In

scratch events he did better than Lumsden; in

handicaps, worse. The gallery favorite and a

deservedly popular one with all—one of the

greatest handicap riders and pacemakers,

withal, we have ever seen—is Crooks, of Buf-

falo. We first saw him ride two years ago in

a fifty-mile road race, which he won He was

then addicted to 'bug-juice," but, preferring

cycling and discovering that the two wouldn't

mix, foreswore the former. His efforts at Chi-

cago were the most praiseworthy of his career.

He ran up to fields when the average back-

mark man would have quit in despair and not

even the men he defeated begrudged him the

prizes he won. Another man of the same kind,

but unfortunately lacking the necessary finish-
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ing sprint, is Meintjes. With the spectators he

was an immense favorite, and no more popular

victory was recorded than his in the long race

Saturday. And, by the way, the manner in

which he killed man after man, calling con-

tinually for "more pace" was a revelation to

Americans. Nothing has ever before been seen

to approach it in this country. At shorter dis-

tances he hopes to do better later on. If his

riding last week could have been taken as a

fair sample of his ability it would indicate that

America has at least a score of men capable of

competing successfully with England's best.

Banker is entirely off his form, as is Warren
the little Hartford flier. Hoyland Smith is in

too fast company in the opens and Gary has

fallen off wofully. He will learn, shortly, what
many a youngster has learned to his sorrow,

viz., the evils of over work. There is nothing

more destructive of speed and stamina. The
"in and out" riding of Rhodes was remarkable,

but he showed that there is ginger in the old

horse yet. Lumsden suffered a bad fall Mon-
day but rode well and consistently all through.

When the great question will be settled is,

at this writing, uncertain. It may be taken

for granted that Sanger will make every effort

to ride at the joint meeting in Milwaukee on
the 21st, and endeavor to annihilate Zimmer-
man on the same track on which he pulver-

ized his record. But there is no doubt he is

badly hurt, and a too early appearance would
be injudicious if not unsafe. Osmond, too,

has yet to be heard from. He will continue at

work in the hope of riding at Springfield. All

of which reminds us that some places, like

some people, are always in luck. And Spring-

field is one of them.

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

The Referee only S3 per year.

Lehr in Good Shape — French Professionals to

Race.

On July 23, at Karlsruhe, August Lehr made
his first appearance at a meet on the track this

season. He took part in the 3,000-metre handi-

cap, beating Breitling, Habich and Hertz in

4:43 1 5. He rode in the 6,000-metre event in

10:12 2 5. breaking the German record. Breit-

ling and Hertz rode in a tandem handicap,

4,000 metres, in 6:09 3-5, also record. On
July 27 Lehr, at Frankfort, broke the German
record for one English mile, doing 2:14. A.

Underborg, who, on July 9, together with his

younger brother broke lie 1,000-metre world's

tandem record in 1:19 2 5, on July 27 beat the

500-metre tricycle record in :42 4 5.

At Linz, A. Beyschlag rode in a 3,000-metre

handicap in 4:31 1-5, which is German and
Austrian record, and near to the record of the

French prosessional, Cottereau. The cham-
pionship of Austria-Hungary, 2,000 metres,

was won by H. Opel in 4:01 4-5. Opel also

won the 3,000-metre race for the prize of the

archduke, Franz Salvator, and is now holder

of the same. Almost every meet in Austria

has a special race for officers of the army, also

one for the soldiers. On July 23, at Linz,

Baron von Hausmann, lieutenant infantry

regiment No. 73, at Pilsen, won the 1,500-

metre race in 2:44, and Sergeant-Major Meisel

the 2,400-metre soldier race in 4:45 4-5.

P. Nagel is now the 3,000-metre tricycle

champion for Saxonia, and B. Zierfuss ordi-

nary champion for 5,000 metres.

Fournier and Cassignard competed for the

first time this season, on July 30, at Bordeaux,

but shared the honors of the day:

International race, 2,000 metres—First heat—Cassig-

nard, 1 ; Bauby, 2; time, 3:13 3 5.

Second heat—Fortuny, 1; Fournier, 2; time, 3:25 3-5.

Third heat—Loste, 1; Vigneaux, 2; time, 3:48.

Final .heat—Cassignard, 1; Fournier, 2; FortuDy, 3;

time, 3:331-5.

Handicap, 3,000 metres—First heat—Fournier, 1; Bauby,

2; time. 5:31 1-5.

Second heat—Fouaneau, 1; Loste, 2; Duanip, 3; Vig-

neaux, 4.

Final heat—Fournier, 1; Vigneaux, 2; Duanip, 3; Fou-

aneau, 4. After the meet Cassignard challanged Four-

nier to a 5,000 metre match for 2,500 francs, to be run in a
month. Fournier has accepted and named the date as

Aug. 13. FOurnier has a match with Dubois for 1,000

francs.

A "Bang Up" Club House.

A member of the Bedford Cycle Club, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., 980 Bedford avenue, writes

as follows: "The rooms of Bedford Cycle

Club, 980 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, have had

a thorough overhauling and are in excellent

condition for the coming season of stags, re-

ceptions, etc. The parlors have just been pa-

pered and frescoed, also the club emblem, hand
painted, in the center of ceiling in both par-

lors. A double needle bath and eighteen new
lockers, making a total of seventy-two lockers,

and two new pool tables for the coming tourna-

ment have been added.

The Bedford's club house, four stories and

basement, is one of the finest in the city and

reflects credit upon it? officers and members
alike, having a very comfortably furnished re-

ception and reading room, containing all the

papers. Also a very large locker room and a

game room which surpasses any in the vicin-

ity, having four card and three checker tables

and many other amusements.
The racing team of the club consists of L.

Hoppe, D. Graham, Charles Readdy, Joe Tal-

bot, E. Dickinson and Al Sturtzman, and in ail

racing events the Bedfords are well up in front,
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BLISS PUSHES ARTHUR A.

RUNS SECOND TO THE CHAMPION IN THE
TEN-KILOMETRE RACE.

The Littie Man Given a Rousing Cheering

—

The Jersey Man Continues to Win

Open Events — Chicago Men

Win.

When Friday, the fifth day of the great

meet, dawned, clouds were hanging over the

city and it looked exceedingly like rain. In

fact it did rain for a short time but not enough
to hurt the track in any way. It had its effect

on the attendance, however, for the crowd was
smaller than that on Thursday, though the

programme was more interesting. Probably

3,000 people passed through the gates and they

saw some grand sport.

The event of the day was the ten-kilometre

(6 miles 1,130 feet) international championship,

which Zimmy won, with Bliss less than three

inches behind his rear wheel. And what a

cheer went up from the crowd for the little

pink-clad man as he hung to the champion on
the finish. Knisely and Munger were in as

pacemakers. The former took them the first

mile in 2:37 3-5, a good clip. Munger was not

in condition to pace and did little. Knisely

kept on going and covered four miles in

10:13 1-5, or two-fifths of a second better than

his previous world's competition record, made
during the week. Zimmerman started towards

the rear, but before long got up toward the

front and held it. The second mile was made
in 5:03 2-5; third, 7:40 3-5; fourth, 10:13 1-5;

fifth, 13:53; ten kilometres, 15:56 1-5. Zim-

merman started the sprint at the quarter and
Bliss came up from fourth position to second

and stayed there. Zimmerman finished the

last quarter in 27 sec, thus tieing his own
world's record made at Hartford Sept. 6 last.

Bliss undoubtedly rode the last quarter in less

than 27 sec. Johnson finished one open length

behind Bliss, while Smith, Hyslop, Meintjes

The Judges' Stand.

and Bode, the balance of the starters, struggled

through in the order named. The crowd
didn't care anything about Zim's victory: that

was expected, but it went wild when Bliss fol-

lowed Zimmy so closely all the way over the

last quarter in 37 sec. or better. Cheer after

cheer was given for Bliss, the uproar lasting

full three minutes.

Von Boeckman captured the novice race

from Erickson easily. He lost himself this

event on the first day by spurting the second
instead of the third lap and staid out of all in-

tervening events to capture Friday's novice.

Von Boeckman is a big, strong, splendidly de-

veloped person, and is beginning to show a
good turn of speed.

The half-mile handicap was split up into six

heats. Githens, Blauvelt, Grosch, Bode, Tut-
tle, Dirnberger, Warren, Rhodes, Baker,

Lumsden and French were among the fast

men to qualify. In the final Ehithorp's eighty-

five yards made him an easy winner, while
Baker, Githens, Lumsden and Rhodes pulled

out of the bunch and finished in the order

named.
Nine good men—Mulliken, Kennedy, H. R.

Warreu, Clark, Davis, Rhodes, Gary, Brown,
Crooks and Tuttle—qualified in the three heats

Zimmerman and Hoyland Smith, though the

Buffalo, Illinois, Springfield and Century
teams were entered. The race was given to

the New York team.

Three men qualified in each of the two heats

of the half-mile open, Zimmerman, Warren,
Lumsden, Rhodes, Tyler and Nelson, while
Steenson, Mulliken, Gary and Dirnberger got
left. In the final Zimmerman took the pole,

Tyler being on the outside. Tyler began the

sprint at the quarter, but Zimmerman went
up on the outside and won by ten lengths from
Rhodes, who was three lengths ahead of

Lumsden, Tyler being fourth and Warren and
Nelson last. The last quarter was ridden in

:30 3-4, and the half in 1:05 4-5.

In the final of the three-mile handicap, for

which twelve men had vualified in four heats,

Kennedy beat Githens out on the tape. All

were bunched in the last mile, and Githens
and Kennedy started the sprint. J. W.
Adams finished third, A. W. Baker fourth,

and C. H. Peck fifth. The summary:
One-mile, novice—P. Von Boeckman, 1 ; O. F. Erickson,

2; J. Hlava, 3; time, 2:54 2-5.

BLISS WINS THE MILE HANDICAP, AUG. 12.

of the 3:30 class. The limit of 3:40 was not

reached in the final by 3 3-5 sec, but the ref-

eree allowed it to stand inasmuch as it had
been announced, notwithstanding the fact that

when Johnson won the mile open from Tyler

on Thursday the time was only 1 3-5 sec. over

the limit. Rhodes won the race from Gary,

Kennedy beating Clark for second place and
Crooks and Tuttle bringing up the rear section.

Tyler, Gosch and Gary qualified in the first

heat of the third-mile open, Bliss, Steenson

and Munger being shut out. In the second

heat Lumsden had the pole and held it all the

way around, but Githens beat him out, while

Zim ran into third place, Nelson, Rhodes,

Dirnberger, Warren and Campbell being shut

out. Zimmerman did not come out for the

final. At the quarter Tyler went to the

front and won from Githens, Grosch being

third and Lumsden fourth. Gary nearly

fouled Lumsden, otherwise the Chicago man
would have been nearer the front.

The two-mile international team race had
but one starter, the New York A. C. team,

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—C. Baker, 50 yds., 1

;

A. T. Crooks, 20 yds., 2; C. W. Davis, 30 yds., 3; W. H.

Mulliken, 35 yds., 4; W. Hyslop, 40 yds , 5; time, 1:03.

Second heat—G. H. EUithorp, 85 yds., 1; H. A. Gith-

ens, 40 yds., 2; E. L. Blauvelt, 45 yds., 3; A. T. Heywood,
60 yds., 4; time, 1:91 3-5.

Third heat—P. Grosch, 45 yds, 1; W. L. Swendeman,
75 yds., 2; E. C. Bode, 40 yds , 3; M. H. Mayer. 80yds , 4;

time, 1:02 4-5.

Fourth heat—A. I. Brown, 35 yds., 1; F. H. Tuttle, 35

yds., 2; M. H. Burt, 60 yds , 3; F. J. Wagner, 90 yds., 4;

time, 1:01 4-5.

Fifth heat—M. Dirnberger, 35 yds., 1; L. W. Campbell,

70 yds., 2; A. W. Warren, 35 yds., 3; P. H. Sercombe, 65

yds., 4; time, 1:02 2-5.

Sixth heat—W. A. Rhodes, 35 yds., 1; A. E. Lumsden,
25 yds., 2; A. N. French, 45 yds., 3; W. H. Seaton, 70 yds.,

4; C. E. Parkes, 65yds., 5; time, 1:02 4-5.

Final heat—G. U. EUithorp, 1; C. Baker, 2; H. A. Gith-

ens, 3; A. E. Lumsden, 4; W. A. Rhodes, 5; time, 1:01 3-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—First heat—F. H. Tuttle, 1; W. H.

Mullikin, 2; A. W. Warren, 3; H. R. Steenson, 4; C. V.

Dasey, 5; time, 3:02 2-5.

Second heat—A. D. Kennedy 1 ; J. P. Clark, 2; C. W.
Davis, 3; G. L. Gary, 1; A. N. French, 5; time. 3:54 2-5.

Third heat—W. A. Rhodes, 1; A. I.Brown, 2; A. T.

Crooks, 3; W. Hyslop, 4; A. L. Baker, 5; time, 3:07 2-5.

Final heat—W. A. Rhodes, 1; G. L Gary, 2; A. D. Ken-

nedy,' 3: J. P. Clark, 4; A. T. Crooks, 5; F. H. Tultle, 6;
time, 2:43 3-5,
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Ten kilometers, international championship—A. A.

Zimmerman, 1; J. P. Bliss, 2; J. S. Johnson, 3; H. Smith,

4; W. Hyslop, 5; L. S. Meintjes, 6; E. C. Bode, 7; time,

15:36 1-5.

Half mile, open—First heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; A.

W. Warren, 3; A. E. Lumsden, 3; H. R. Steenson, 1; time,

1:24 3-5.

Second heat—W. A. Rhodes, 1; H. C. Tyler, 2; E. A.

Nelson, 3; G. L. Gary, 4; M. Dirnberger, 5; time, 1:16 2-5.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; "W.A.Rhodes, 2; A.

E. Lumsden, 3; H. C. Tyler, 4; A. W. Warren, 5; E. A.

Nelson, 6; time, 1:08 4 5; last quarter, :28 3 5.

Three-mile, handicap—First heat—W. A. Thompson,
240 yds., 1;M. Nelson, 400 yds., 2; E. P. Richardson, 400

3; F. M. Preucil, 400 yds., 4; Frank Waller, Chicago, 320

yds., 5; time, 8:24 2-5.

Second heat^-H. A. Githens, 340 yds., 1; W. Hyslop, 195

yds., 2; E. C. Bode, 220 yds., 3; A. L. Baker, Columbus'

330 yds., 4; time, 7:30 4-5.

Third heat^W. M. Burt, 310 yds., 1 ; Conn Baker, 400

yds., 2; A. D. Kennedy, 245 yds., 3; Gus Steele, Chicago,

310 yds., 4; time, 7:22 1-5.

Final heat—A. D. Kennedy, 245 yds., 1 ; H. A. Githens, 240

yds., 2; Conn Baker, 400 yds., 3; time, 7:08 3-5.

Third-mile, open—First heat—H. C. Tyler, 1 ; P. Grosch,

2; G. L. Gary, 3; J. P. Bliss, 4; time, :46 1-5.

Second heat—H. A. Githens, 1; A. E. Lumsden, 2; A. A.

Zimmerman, 3; M. Dirnberger, 4; E. A. Nelson, 5; time,

:49 3-5.

Final heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; H. A. Githens, 2; P. Grosch,

3; A. E. Lumsden, 4; time,:45.

Two-mile, invitation team—New York, A. C, Zimmer-
man and Smith, 1 ; walk over.

MEINTJES' GREAT RECORD.

Zim Made a Speech.

Sunday evening when Zimmerman, Taylor,

Hoyland Smith, Crooks, Warren, Mulliken,

Asa Windle, Perrett, Spooner and the trainers

arrived in Milwaukee they were at once taken

in hand by a delegation of Milwaukee wheel-

men and escorted to the St. Charles hotel.

Carriages for the entire party were sent for

and all were taken to Whitefish Bay, where
supper was served. W. Montague Perrett vol-

untarily arose and in a speech brimming over

with good nature, thanked the wheelmen for

the royal reception, the first that the eastern

men had received since leaving for the west.

The drive back along the lake shore in the

darkness was interesting to all, the views of

Whitefish and Milwaukee bays bringing de-

lighted exclamations from all.

Zimmerman's speech at the supper was
loudly applauded. It was as follows: "Gentle-

men, I am called on for a speech. I have but

the one and that is stereotyyed. It is as fol-

lows: 'We appreciate your kindness in honor-

ing us thus this evening and trust we are

worthy of the same.' Isn't that the way it runs,

Perrett?" and the modest champion sat down
amidst wild cheering.

Took in Midway Plaisance.

Last Thursday evening over seventy-five of

the wheelmen, most of them visitors, went

through Midway Plaisance. When anything

did not please them they so expressed them-

selves. When forty went into the Persian

theatre and found it was not what it was ad-

vertised, they marched in a body and demanded
the money back. Failing to get it they invited

all the others in and took possession, despite a

Turk who stood at the door. In the melee the

Turk lost his fez, which appeared on the track

the next day, atop a prominent traveling man's
head. George Francis Train, who is "saving
the fair," accompanied the party.

1

Returned the Prizes.

George Taylor returned one of his prizes

from the Chicago meet to Mr. Raymond and
said he would not accept it. This is owing to
its not being up to ths value advertised. There
were others who were equally disgusted. The
diamonds were not up to list price. Many were
not round and others were yellow. Watches,
while having good works, had filled cases.

WINS THE 100-KILOMETRE CHAMPIONSHIP

AND BREAKS RECORD.

Ulbricht, of Chicago, the Only Other Man to

Finish — Zimmerman Wins the One-

mile International— The Big

Meet Ends.

The closing day—Saturday—was what the

preceding ones should have been, so far as at-

tendance went. On this day the crowd num-
bered from 8,000 to 10,000. The fine weather

and the fact that the one-mile international

race was to take place brought a splendid

crowd— for Chicago. Chicago people have

not yet been educated to appreciate cycle rac-

ing, but they are "coming on" rapidly, and

BLISS POPULAR VICTORY.

The mile handicap was the first event on the

card and the thousands yelled themselves

hoarse when little Bliss crossed the tape first

from the fifty-yard mark. Six heats were run
in the morning, three in each qualifying. Bliss

won the third from Knisely. A good lot of

men qualified, among them Rhodes, Tyler,

Lumsden, Davis, Clark, Blauvelt, Bode, Dirn-

berger, Githens, Nelson, Crooks and Knisely.

In the final Tyler was on scratch but could not

overtake the leaders. Bliss beat Githens (eighty

yards) by a couple of lengths, Swendeman being

third and Davis fourth. The time, 2:13 4-5,

from the fifty-yard mark, showed the little

man to be moving along a bit.

The quarter-mile, open, was Zim's, with ease.

Zim, Taylor and Tuttle qualified in the first

heat, Tyler and Gary in the second and Gith-

ens, Brown and Grosch in the third. In the

final Grosch began the sprint and Zim went
after him, winning by two lengths, while Gary

HhCIDEMTS Of THE
X$H2 ^| |_t; r\AGEL **S\j>

'

/vDMTJES. THE WIMHER
THE CROWD GETS JOLLY

future meets will see good crowds. Strange

to say, almost everybody waited to see Meint-

jes win the 100-kilometre international, for

usually the crowd leaves when such an event

is half completed. For an hour long lines of

people waited at the ticket office and gates to

get pasteboard passes and pass the turnstiles.

The new stand and the general stand on the

east side were first filled; then the people be-

gan to pour in to the double-decker at the

south end of the grounds. Owing to the fact

that many did not understand that the races

were to be started at 2:30, many were late in

arriving, and the start was postponed fifteen

minutes. The officials were unable to keep

the crowd off the track later in the day, during

to the 100-kilometre race, and when cushions

began to fly there was danger. Several

policemen and the officials made a raid on the

stand, however, and soon suppressed the non-

sense.

and Grosch tied for second, Brown being next.

Gary won on the toss-up.

GITHENS' FIRST WIN.

Four men in each of the six heats of the two-

thirds mile handicap qualified for the final,

which Githens won from the sixty-yard mark.
He rode a splendid race, overhauling the en-

tire field before the homestretch was reached.

At this point we was well in front and won his

race on the sprint from Conn Baker, with

Taylor, Swendeman, Warren and Blauvelt

finishing in the order named. There were
twenty-one starters, among the number being

Davis (50 yds.), Mulliken (60), Dirnberger (50),

Brown (45), Tuttle (45), Crooks (25), Knisely

(65), Clark (45), Rhodes (35) and Steele (100).

In the first heat of the two-third mile open
Lumsden, Johnson and Zimmerman qualified,

in the order named, Tuttle, Clark and Warren
being shut out. Tyler won the second heat in

Johnson's historic mile time, 1 :56 3-5, Rhodes
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RAMBLERS
:AT THE:

-International - Tournament-

How Those Copper Rims did Flash Under the

FAST BRIGADE!!!
Bliss, Grithens,

Dlrnderger, Knisely,
.Rhodes, French,

Byrne.

THEY TOOK THE PERSIMMONS!
The Illinois Two Mile Championship.

^VOIST " " Five "

Second medal in the Six Mile International Championship.

TOOK
7 First Prizes.

7 Second Prizes.

2 Third Prizes.

2 Fourth Prizes.

"Better Join the Fast Brigade—Ride a 'Copper Rimmer.'"

CA1AZOOVJB OF III RAMBLERS AT ANT RAMBLER AGEXCY.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.

Transportation. Building, World's Fair.
MENTION THE REFEREE
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being second and Tyler third, while Githens

and Gary were left. In the final only Lums-
den, Tyler, Rhodes and Taylor started. The
latter made a jump from the outside at the last

quarter and got a lead of two lengths on Tyler.

The Springfield man, however, soon caught up
and won by a length, Taylor being two lengths

ahead of Lumsden, Rhodes a very poor fourth.

The consolation race had eight starters, Tom
Heywood in long trousers. They all looked

sheepish and covered the mile in 3:07 2-5, C. T.

Nelson being first, Wan-en second and Levy
third.

KNISELY WORRIED ZIM.

Seven men started in the mile international

—Zimmerman, Smith, Hyslop, Bliss, Knisely,

Johnson and Bode. Knisely went out as pace-

maker in order to keep within the 2:40 limit.

He was soon fifty yards ahead, of the bunch,

which was headed by Smith, while Johnson
and Zimmermon eyed each other from the two
back positions. Knisely kept grinding out

pace and maintained his lead, while Smith

race was called, a couple of dozen pacemakers

were ready, and ten starters—L. S. Meintjes,

South Africa; W. Hyslop, Canada; Frank
Y/aller, L. D. Munger and Emil Ulbricht,

Chicago; F. A. Fell, M. F. Dirnberger and J.

W. Linneman, Buffalo; Conn Baker, Colum-

bus, and J. P. Clark, Chelsea—were on the

mark at the northeast corner of the track.

They were sent away a few moments after 4

o'clock, F. J. Osmond being the first pace-

maker. He took the bunch, with Linneman
in the lead, for the first mile, in 2:37 2-5.

Then Zimmerman took up the work and car-

ried the party to the third mile in 7:40 2-5.

Then followed Johnson, Knisely, Bliss, Gith-

ens, Tuttle, Osmond again, Smith, White,

Dirnberger, Crooks, Keator, McCune, Thomp-
son, Nessel, Blauvelt, Grosch, and Mulliken at

intervals. From six to twenty miles Spooner's

records tumbled, but from this on, until fifty

miles were covered, no records were reached.

The wind was nearly a gale on the back

stretch, and the going consequently very hard.

was working might and main to bring up the

bunch. When Zimmy had covered two laps

he was in third position, looking extremely

anxious, for Knisely was still going. Zim
wanted some one to go up and take pace. No-

body seemed anxious to do so, so Zim went
out himself, caught Knisely on the back

stretch, and romped home three lengths ahead

of Johnson, who had "tacked on" to Zim.

Bliss made a good finish for third, Bode being

fourth, Hyslop fifth and Knisely sixth, while

Smith had quit.

BLISS' GENEROSITY.

Bliss made himself universally popular when
he would not take first prize in the mile invi-

tation, though he finished first. Tyler practi-

cally had the race won, but fifteen yards from
the tape he slipped his pedal, and Bliss, who
was coming up rapidly, shot by him and over

the tape a winner. Tyler rolled over the tape

second, while Githens beat out Johnson for

third. Grosch, Tuttle, Gary, Rhodes and

Steele were unplaced, and Zim did not ride.

MEINTJES' GREAT RIDE.

When the 100-kilometre (62 miles 731 yards)

Munger and Faell retired at four miles, Clark

at five and Dirnberger at twelve. Hyslop lost

one lap at twelve miles and quit, though he

made a noble effort to make up lost time.

Linneman was riding with the greatest ease,

but at twelve and a third miles he ran against

Hyslop's wheel and fell, badly twisting bis

crank. He changed wheels and in another lap

caught up, but the effort was too much and he
retired, much to the disappointment of his

American friends, at sixteen and one-third

miles, after losing a lap. Then Waller grew
weary and succumbed, and at 37 2-3 miles

Baker, who seemed to be deeply in it, also

gave up. This left only Meintjes and Ulbricht

in the race, the former leading at every lap to

the finish. At twenty miles Smith's American
record of 51:18 2-5 was just equaled, and in the

first hour 23 miles 473 1-3 yards were covered.

At twenty-nine miles, when McCune was pac-

ing, Ulbricht called for more pace; McCune
was baked, and the Chicagoan went up alone.

A lap later another pacemaker was at work.

ULBRICHT LOST GROUND.

When Thompson rode alongside Ulbricht to

speak a few words with him, the latter

dropped back a little. Meintjes saw an op-

portunity, and, Osmond, pacing, soon pulled

him away from the American. Ulbricht

caught him again, but Meintjes forced the

pace and was again opening a gap. At fifty

miles Ulbricht had been lapped three times,

but decided to finish second if it took all

night. Meintjes' time at fifty miles was 2 hrs.

11 min. 4-5 sec, as against Dubois' record of

2 hrs. 11 min. 10 sec, world's record. Ulbricht

finished the fifty in 2 hrs. 14 min. 10 2-5 sec,

3 min. 3 2-5 sec. behind Meintjes. Then
Ulbricht began to slow down, and the African

commenced to ride rings around him, being

nine laps ahead when he finished. Excite-

ment was intense during the last mile, and
when the bell was rung Meintjes quickened his

pace, finishing the last lap in 47 sec. , and the

100 kilometres in 2 hrs. 46 min. 12 3-5 sec.

The crowd, which had poured into the enclos-

ure, rushed to the back stretch to greet the

plucky rider, and just in time to lift him
fainting from his wheel. Ten minutes later,

however, he was about, as fresh as ever. Ul-

brecht finished in 2 hrs. 55 min. 31 [2-5 sec,

and it was with difficulty that the officials and
police could keep the crowd off the track. As
it was one or two forward individuals came
in contact with Van Sicklen's big fist and
were glad to retire. A crowd in the grand
stand became jolly and threw cushions on the

track and at the officials. Several were
smartly cuffed and one was arrested.

The average pace, up to fifty miles, was
2:37 2-5, and for the hundred kilometres a frac-

tion under 2:42. Both Meintjes and Ulbricht,

the only two finishers, rode Whitworth racers.

The following table gives the times by miles:
MILK. LEADER. TIME. MILE. LEADER. TIME.
1 Linneman.. . . . i:37 2-5 33 Meintjes... . .1:25:50

2 do .. 5:06 34 do ..1:28:262 5

3 do . . 7:40 2 5 35

4 do .. 10:14 4 5 36 do -.1:31:36 4 5

5 do . 12:46 37 do . .1:36:14

6 do . . 15:15 4-5 38 do ..1:38:53 3-5

7 do .. 17:43 3-5 39 do ..1:42:32 2-5

8 do . . 20:24 4 5 40 do . 1:44:114 5

9 Meintjes . .

.

. . 22:52 4 5 41 do . .1:46:58

10 Linneman . . . 25:32 42 do . .1:49:39

11 Meintjes .. 27:55 43 do ..1:52:11

12 do .. 30:29 44

13 do .. 32:57 45 do . .1:57:33 2 5

14 do . .. 35:412-5 46 do . .2:00:20

15 do . . 38:05 4-5 47 do ..2:02:59

1G do . . 40:39 15 48 do ..2:05:35

17 do .. 43:10 3 5 49 do -.2:08:14 4-5

18 do . . 45:52 3 5 50 do . .2:11:06 4-5

19 do . . 48:31 2-5 51 do .2:13:51

20 do .. 51:18 2 5 52 do . .2:16:37 2-5

21 do .. 53:58 53 do . .2:19:21 2 5
°2 do

do

.. 56:37 4-5

. . 59:18 2-5

54

55

do

23 do ..2:24:59 2-5

24 do ..1:01:59 2 5 56 do . .2:27:51

25 do . .1:04:39 3-5 57 do .-2:30:50 2-5

26 do . .1:07:24 1 5 58 do ..2:33:50 4 5

27 do . .1:09:58 3 5 59 do ..2:36:47 4 5

28 do ..1:12:2615 60 do . .2:39:47

29 do . .1:15:04 2 5 61 do ..2:43:00 2 5

30 do ..1:17:56 15 62 do . .2:45:53

31 do . .1:20:37 1-5 62 mis. 739 ft. .

.

.2:46:12 3-5

32 do ..1:23:14 3-5

THE SUMMARY :

One-mile, handicap, first heat, seven starters—W. A.
Rhodes, 60 yds., 1 ; H. C. Tyler, scratch, 2; A. E. Lumsden,
40 yds.. 3: C. H. Peck, 115 yds., 4; Roy Keator, 120 yds., 5;

time, 2:31 1-5.

Second heat, nine starters—James Levy, 140 yds., 1; C.

W. Davis, 65 yds., 2; C. Baker, 85 yds., 3; C. V. Dasey, 110

yds., 4; time, 2:19 3-5.

Third heat, five starters—J. P. Bliss, 50 yds., 1; C. T.

Knisely, 90 yds. 2; C. T. Nelson, 6D yds., 3; J. P. Clark, 65

yds., 4; time, 2:17 4-5.

Fourth heat—W. L. Swendeman, 135yds., 1; E. L. Blau-

velt, 85 yds., 2; E. C. Bode, 85 yds , 3; L. W. Campbell, 150

yds , 4; time, 2:18.

Fifth heat, nine starters—H. R. Steenson, 130 yds., 1

;

M. Dirnberger, 05 yds., 2; Gus Steele, 100 yds., 3; time,
2:23 1-5.

Sixth heat-H. A. Githens, 80 yds., 1; E. A. Gelson, GO
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
VTOTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.
These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

We carry a largo line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHlc0
M
p
A
E
s
E
s
FALLS

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.90; by mail, $2.10.

GO

VICTOR SCORCHES SADDLE.

VICTOR SPMIXG •
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

1 his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will
prove the most popular Bcorcher Saddle in

the world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

TROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cents.

by

DON'T BE DECEIVED
And you will if you buy one of the so-called

Reduced-price-rattle-traps that are being ad-

vertised by manufacturers of no standing in

the communit/

THJE CREDMNDA SELLS AT $115.00.

It is the best bicycle in America to-day for the price. The C redenda is guaranteed. We sell it—that's the

guarantee. ..................
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A. G. SPALDING & Bros.,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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yds., S; A. T. Crooks, 35 yds., 3; W. L. Darmer, 140 yds.
1; time, 2:17 2-5.

Final heat, eighteen starters—J. P. Bliss, 1; H. A. Gith-

ens, 2; W. L. Swendeman, 3; C. W. Davis, 4; M. F. Dirn-
berger, 5; time, 2:13 4.5.

Among the Tents.— "Rotten Bow."

Two-third mile, handicap, nine starters—C. "W. Davis,

50 yds., 1; G. F. Taylor, 15 yds., 2; W. H. Mullikin, 60 yds.,

3; Conn Baker, 55 yds., 4; M. Dirnberger, 50 yds., 5; time,

1:32.

Second heat, six starters—A. I. Brown, 45 yds., 1; F. H.
Tuttle, 45 yds., 2; H. A. Githens, 60 yds., 3; A. T. Crooks,

25 yds., 4 j time, 1:331-5.

Third heat, eleven starters—C. T. Knisely, 65 yds., 1; A.

W. Warren, 65 yds., 2; W. L. Swendeman, 80 yds., 3; E,

L. Blauvelt, 65 yds., 4; L. W. Campbell, 100 yds., 5; time,

1:27 4-5.

Fourth heat, ten starters—H. B. Steenscn, 85 yds., 1

;

A. L. Baker, 89 yds., 2; J. P. Clark, 45 yds., 3; E. C. Bode,

60 yds., 4; time, 1:32 3-5.

Fifth heat, four starters—Gus Steele, 70 yds., 1; James
Levy, 100 yds., 2; W. A. Rhodes, 35 yds., 3; H. T. Pyle,

100 yds., 4; time. 1:31.

Final heat—H. A. Githens, 1; C. Baker, 2; G. F. Taylor,

3: W. L. Swendeman, 4; A. W. Warren, 5; E. L. Blauvelt,

6; time, 1:261-5.

Quarter-mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F. Taylor,

2;F.H. Tuttle, 3; A. W. Warren, 4; W. H. Mullikin, 5;

time, :33 3-5.

Second heat, five starters—H. C. Tyler, 1; G. L. Gary, 2;

A. E. Lumsden, 3 ; time, :34.

Third heat, three starters—H. A. Githens, 1 ; P. Grosch,

2; A. I. Brown, 3; time, :35 3-5.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; G. L.

Gary and Paul Grosch tied for 3; A. I. Brown, 5; time,

:31 2-5.

Tho-third mile, open—First heat—A E. Lumsden, 1 ; J.

S. Johrson, 2; A. A. Zimmerman, 3; E. H. Tuttle, 4; J. P.

Clark, 5; time, 1:58.

Second heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; W. A. Rhodes, 2; G. F.

Taylor, 3; H. A. Githens, 4; time, 1:56 3-5.

Final heat—H. C. Tyler, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; A. E. Lums-
den, 3; W. A. Rhodes, 4; time, 1:54 2-5.

One-mile, international championship—A. A. Zimmer-
man, 1; J. S. Joheson, 2; J. P. Bliss. 3; E. C. Bode, 4; W.
Hyslop, 5; C. T. Knisely, 6; time. 2:27 2-5.

One-mile, invitation—J. P. Bliss, 1; H. C. Tylei, 2; H. A.

Githens, 3; J. S. Johnson, 4; P. Grosch, 5; F. H. Tuttle, 6;

time, 2:39 1 5.

One-mile, consolation—C. T. Nelson, 1; H. R. Warren, 2;

James Levy, 3; A. T. Heywood, 4; C. V. Dasey, 5; time,

3:07 2-5.

One hundred-kilometre—L. S. Meintjes, 1; E. Ulbricht,

2: time, 2:46:12 3-5.

WHAT THEY WON.

Zimmie Carries off Thirteen Firsts and Many
Valuable Prizes.

Several of those competing at Chicago man-
aged to do pretty well—dozens, however, get-

ting nothing. Zimmy, of course, heads the

list, and in the absence of Sanger and Windle,

Tyler got in second. The following list gives

only the positions wherein prizes were won,
and the aggregate value, based on the figures

on the score card,* the

figured in the value at all:

medals not being

Name. 1

A. A. Zimmerman 13 1 1

H.C.Tyler 4 4 2 2

G. F. Taylor 5 3

A. T. Crooks 2 1 3 ..

H. A. Githens 12 2 1

A. D. Kennedy, Jr , 2 1 2 ..

W. A. Rhodes 2 2 .

.

J. P. Bliss 3 2 2 ..

G. H. Ellithorp 1 1 ..

W. L. Swendeman 1 .. 1 1

J.?. Clark 2 .. .. 1

C. Baker. 2 ..

A. E. Lumsden 2 4 4

M. Dirnberger 1 l

A.I.Brown 1 1 1 ..

W. F. Murphy 11 l

New York A. C. team 1

Gus Steele 1 l .. l

P. Grosch 2 2 1

J. I. Brandenburg 2

G. L. Gary 1 2 1

Chicago C. C team l

Frank Waller 1 .. ..

P. Von Boeckman 1

G. E. Bicker 1

Hoyland Smith 3 i

A. W. Warren 2 .. ..

Illinois C. C. team 1 .. ..

J.S.Johnson 1 2 3 1

E. C. Bode 2 1 ..

M. Nelson 1 .. .

L. W. Campbell 1 ..

O. F. Erickson 1 .. ..

L. O. Wilcoxon 1 ..

H. R. Steenson 1

C. T. Nelson 1 ..

L. S. Meintjes 1 1 .

.

A. V. Jackson l .. ..

C. W. Davis l

J. Levy l ..

M. Nessel l

C. J. Klugstad 1 ..

H. Hlava 1 ..

F. Preucil 1 ..

F.J. Wagner
E. P. Richardson 1 ..

W. L. Damier
W. W. WiDdle 1

O. M. N»-iswonger 1 .

.

Munger and Waller, tr.nd . . . . 1

E. Ulbricht 1 .. ..

F. H. Tuttle 1 .. 2 ..

Dirnb'gr & Crooks (taud.) 1

C.T. Knisely 1 1 ..

2 3 4 5 Mdls. Amt.
1 .. 1 .. 5 $950

4 2 2 . . 3 665

5 3 420

1 3 334

2 2 1.. 1 316

12 302

2 .. .. 2 1 291

2 2.... 4 265

1 215

. . 1 1 . . . . 200

.. .. 1 .. .. 191

2 1,5

2 4 4 .. 3 151

1 .. 2 .. 145

1 1 14511.11 140

lv>5

1 .. 1 .. .. 120

2 2 1.... lir,

100

2 1 ... 1 100

80

1 75

611

50

47

43

40

40

39

30

30

26

25

25

25

20

15

15

12

Waltham's Diamond Tournament.

The special diamond tournament of the

Waltham Cycle Club occurs on the famous
Waltham track on Labor day, Sept. 4. The
prizes are all diamonds and good ones. The
list of events and prizes is as follows:

Third-mile, handicap—First prize, $100 diamond; sec-

ond, $60 diamond; third, $40 diamond.

One-mile, 2:30 class—First prize, $100 diamond ; second,

$50 diamond; third, $25 diamond.

One-mile, invitation—First prize, $150 diamond; second,

$100 diamond ; third. $50 diamond.

One-mile, handicap, Waltham riders—First prize, $75

diamond; second, $50 diamond; third, $25 diamond.

Third-mile, open—First prize, $100 diamond; second,

$50 diamond; third, $25 diamond.

One-mile, handicap—First prize, $100 diamond; second

$75 diamond; third, $50 diamond; fourth, $25 diamond;
fifth, $15 diamond.

$50 diamond will be given to the rider leading at first

third in the one-mile invitation race.

$50 diamond will be given to the rider leading at second

third in the one-mile invitation race.

$100 diamond will be given for the fastest mile of the

day in the above races.

$150 diamond will be given to the rider making a
quarter-mile world's record, flying start.

$150 diamond will be given if the world's record for one

mile in competition is beaten.

$150 diamond for a world's record for one mile with pace
maker—each pacemaker to receive a $50 diamond if the

record is broken.

$150 diamond for world record for half mile with

pacemakers—each pacemaker to receive a $50 diamond if

the record is broken.

Entrance fee, $1 per man for each event.

Entries close Aug. 28, 12 p. m.
Entries should be addressed to F. E. Swan, -1 Crescent

street, Waltham.

SUNDAY'S CENTURY RUN.

Over 150 Finished the Ride—Waller Wins the

Time Medal.

Chief Centurion Herrick's big century run
last Sunday over the Elgin-Aurora course was
a great success, although the chief did not
awake from his slumbers until 10 o'clock,

when some of the riders were on their way
home. Some left as early as 3:30 in the morn-
ing, and for three hours delegation after dele-

gation left Halsted street and Washington
boulevard. Almost every state in the union
was represented, though, of course, Chicago
furnished most of the riders. A strong east

wind prevailed, making the outward journey
easy enough, but the return trip was a hard
one for many. Of course there were numer-
ous punctures and break-downs, but none of a
serious nature. V. V. Snook was the first

man in, making the course in 8 hrs. 23 min.,
while Frank Waller captured the medal for

fastest time, 7 hrs. 37 min. He started at 5:50

and finished at 1:32, in sixth place, after hav-
ing been arrested and detained at Lyons a
half-hour for riding on the Bidewalk. James
Levy was second in time, six minuteB behind
Waller. Waller reached Elgin in 2 hrs. 5
min., record between the two points. Levy
was with him at this point Gunther and
Wylie made second and third time to Elgin,
Wylie retiring there owing to an accident.

Miss Hattie Bicker made the best time of
the several ladies who finished, completing the
course in 10 hrs. 46 min. Miss Porter and
Miss Hegertv finished inside the time limit,

both having had accidents, the latter riding
fifteen miles into Elgin on a flat tire. The
following table gives the order of finish and
times of the first twenty-five in:

Name. Club. Time.
1 V. V. Snook. Calumet 8:25:00

2 H. R. Warren, Kansas City 8:09:00

3 Arnold Wescott, Lake View 7:44:00

I C. R. Curtis, Lincoln .h:17
:
ihi

5 H. R. Upp, Illinois 8:44:00

6 Frank Waller, Chicago 7:37:00

7 James Levy, Cook County 7:12:00

8 W. F. Schmitt, Columbia 9:40:00

9 Harry Geer, Minette 9:g| :
no

10 R. E. Isham, Minette 9:46:00

11 W. E. Blair, Cook County 9:56:00
12 A. P. Peck, Lincoln 9:46:00

13 J. J. Foster, Cook County 10:16:00

14 F. C. Brightly, Illinois 9:47:00

15 Samuel Diamond, Illinois 10:38:00

16 Miss Hattie Bicker, South Side 10:46:00

17 F. W. Osmun, South Side .'

10:46:00

18 L. Kerr, Chicago 10:00:00

19 J. Brandes, Cook County 10:16:00

20 G.E. Bicker, South Side 10:56:00

21 E. Spike, South Side 10:56:00

22 C. S. Skinner, Chicago 9:30:00

23 F. E. Klipfel, Buffalo 9:09:00

24 J. A. Pallister, Ottumwa, Iowa 9:57:00

25 Leo Doran, Chicago 10:28:00*

Afraid of Zim's Swift Kick.

Zinirnerman stopped at the Russell House in

Detroit. His trainer, "the dark secret," spent
his evenings in the corridor of the Cadillac

hotel recalling old times and, incidentally,

taking a beer when he was asked after a bril-

liant salley, for the little darkey is occasionally

quite witty. When the darkey was asked
why he was not at work putting his man to

bed, he laughed and said that he had told him
he'd better go to bed. "I dassn't enforce my
orders," said Backus, "for if I did, sah, I

would receive a very swift kick, which I don't

want to experience more than the once. Yes,

sah, Zim goes to bed without a rub; says he
cawn't sleep, sah, with a rub-down, it makes
him nervous,"
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FACTORIES: Birmingham, Eng.

the 100 kilometres

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD

for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

ALUMINUM
MAKES A SUPERIOR METAL FOR CYCLES,

Because (as we make it), it is stronger than steel.

"
it is tougher than steel.

"
it is stiffer than steel.

"
it is more lively than steel.

"
it is lighter than steel.

"
it is brighter than nickel.

"
it wears better than enamel.

" there are no joints.

"
it is what the people want.

And it is "because " of the above facts

that we give the f^Jf

the strongest guarantee ever given to any

bicycle. Catalogue tells the whole story.

Send for one

^VlA^Vl>-«fltAA/W^

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Incorporated 1873. Capita/ $500,000. "WE KEEP OUR PROMISES."

MENTION THE REFEREC
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ZIMMY AT MILWAUKEE.

Captures the Mile International — Chicagoans

Take Three Firsts.

Milwaukee, Aug. 14.—About 1,500 people

witnessed the races of the Milwaukee Wheel-
men at National Park to-day, when Zimmer-
man, Banker, Bliss, Dirnberger, Bode, Hoyland
Smith, George F. Taylor and others less promi-

nent took part. The track was dry and dusty,

and consequently slow, though the pole was
good. It was the rule that whoever got the

pole on the finishing straight won the race.

Zimmy had little trouble in picking off an ele-

gant two-and-a-half karat diamond as first

prize in the mile international, while the half-

mile open also fell to him. He qualified in the

second heat in the mile rather easily, being

first, with Taylor second and Dirnberger third.

Bliss won the first heat from Hoyland Smith.

In the final Banker made a jump an eighth of

a mile from the tape and got a big lead, but

twenty yards from home Zimmy went to the

front like a shot and won. Bliss finished sec-

ond, a length behind the winner, Dirnberger

being third and Taylor fourth. Dirnberger

was di-qualified for foul riding, however.

When the time, 2:19, was announced the crowd
went wild. It is now quite certain that the

National Park track is short, as the men were
not moving fast enough in the first three-

quarters to cover the mile in such time.

Bliss was the back-mark man in the two-

mile handicap. He caught those on the 175-

yard mark in the first quarter, and at the

third quarter was in fourth place. Coming
down the stretch all were bunched, and a
hundred yards from the tape a bad fall oc-

curred, Crooks, Warren and several others

going down. Bliss saw an opening and started

to go through, whiie Crooks attempted the

same move. The result was the latter struck

Bliss and fell. This slowed Bliss and Kennedy
obtained a lead which Bliss could not over-

come, winning by a length from the little

Chicagoan.

Bode won his heat and the final in the 3:30

class, beating out Brooks, Kennedy, Parks,

Steele and Vogel, the latter being a good

second. The first heat and final of the 3:00

class fell to F. J. Wagner of the Chicago C.

C, who won in 2:42.

Gustav Marschner, the German trick rider,

gave two exhibitsons of his work, but owing
to the miserable condition of the track was
unable to do himself justice. The summaries:

One-mile, novice—W. A. Bremer, 1; Hugo Prussing, 2;

W. B. Duke, 3; time, 2:40 2-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—First heat—A. T. Crooks, 1; A. D.

Kennedy. 2; C. E. Parkes, 3; time, 3:24.

Second heat—Ed Vegel, 1; Gus Steele, 2; E. C. Bode, 3;

time, 2:5i 4-5.

Final heat—E. C. Bode, 2; E. A. Vogel, 2; A. T. Crooks,

3; time, 2:41.

Two-mile, handicap—A. D. Kennedy, 135 yds, 1 ; J. P.

Bliss, 75 yds., 2; Gus Steele, 200 yds , 3; M. Dirnberger, 100

yds., 4; time. 1:11 2-5.

One-mile, Milwaukee championship—W. C. Wegner, 1;

E. W. Roth, 2; A. F. Frattrager, 3; time, 2:511 2-5.

Half-mile, open—First heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1

;

Hoyland, 2; E. C. Bode, 3; G. A. Banker, 1; time, 1:20.

Half mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2.

Hoyland Smith, 3; G. A. Banker, 4; time, 1:11 3-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—F. J. Wagner, 1 ; H. Pruessiug, 2; A.

F. Frattinger, 3; time, 2:42.

One-mile, international—First heat—J. P. Bliss, 1; Hoy-
land Smith, 2; A. W. Warren, 3; time, 2:46.

Second heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; M.
F. Dirnberger, 3; time, 2:38.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1 ; J. P. Bliss, 2; G. F.

Taylor, 3; time, 2:19 1-5. Dirnberger finished third but

was disqualified.
* # *

ZIM'S SECOND DAY.

He Gobbles Three Good Prizes—A Dispute

Among Contestants.

Milwaukee, Aug. 15.—There was a marked
improvement in the second day's racing at Mil-

waukee. The advent of Githens added spice

changed their decision, placing Banker second,

Bode fourth. Bode raised a howl. He and
Banker had some words and the referee said he
would withhold his decision. In the meantime
Banker refused to ride in the mile interna-

tional. The referee, in order to pacify the

men, said he would decide it a dead heat be-

tween the three. But previous to this decision

Bode had fallen and scraped himself in his

heat of the mile handicap and declared he

could not and would not ride over. Through
all the discussion Githens refrained from ex-

pressing any opinion. The referee canvased

the officials and pressmen very carefully and
decided it a dead heat between Githens and
Banker for second place, which was right.

The men tossed up and Githens won.
The referee invariably ordered a race run

over at once when the time limit was not

reached, allowing the men no breathing spell.

It came as a punishment to them, but was in

the main well deserved.

SOME OF THE DESIGNS IN THE WORLD'S FAIR LANTERN JPARADE.

to the day's sport, "Herbie" being a favorite

with the Milwaukeeans. Bliss had gone to

Wauseon to meet Tyler and win diamonds.

Banker was riding in better form and Taylor

was on a new wheel, a Rambler, which he was
trying. Dirnberger also rode in good form.

There was a hot argument regarding second

place in the mile open to enliven the proceed-

ings. Zimmerman won, as a matter of course,

and the interest centered in the run for second.

As the men came down the stretch at a

thirty-one-second clip from the quarter, Zim-

merman swung around the bunch and Banker,

at the pole, rushed after him. Githens came
up neck and neck with Banker and Bode
rushed up to a position side by side with the m.

Back of these three were Hoyland Smith, A. T.

Crooks and Gus Steele riding a tie, for no par-

ticular position, but to defeat each other. The
judges at first gave Bode second, Githens third

and Banker fourth. The latter knew he beat

Bode and protesed to the referee, Henry Good-

man. The judges were appealed to and

The final of the half-mile open was a pretty

race, in which Dirnberger ran an easy second

to Zimmerman, giving him no fight for the

prize, but keeping Zimmerman guessing.

Banker was leading at the quarter and Zimmie
in passing him pulled Dirnberger by.

Wegner, Vogel and Schmitz had a warm
time in the half-mile Milwaukee champion-

ship. For the greater part of the distance

they rode neck and neck, and for the last hun-

dred yards fought like tigers for the honor*

When the mile international was called a

time limit of 2:40 was placed. The contest

was a loaf, won by Zimmerman, Taylor sec-

ond, in 2:42. Dirnberger was third, Bode
fourth, and Githens, who had slipped in a

loose spot, was unplaced. They were ordered

to try again at once. Little Mulliken took the

pace for a way, but Zimmie was getting, anx-

ious, as the race was not to be aun .over.

Contrary to his custom, he cut out the travel-

ing and hurried a little faster, so fast, in fact,

that the quarter was done in 30 1-2 sec, and
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THE LUXDRY OF A CHAIEESS SAFETY
As Manufactured by the LEAGUE CYCLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

"Others Have Built for the Past; We Build for the Future."
Bevel Gears Never Wear Out, they cannot soil the hands or tear the clothing, render trouser

guards useless, require practically no attention, and better than all these, save 90 per cent, of the lost

motion that the chain with its stretching, sprocket climbing and non-alignment is sure to cause.

And then for hill climbing it is literally a revelation. You would never dream of climbing a hill with a

63 gear chain wheel that bevel gears render not only possible but pleasant, which is only another advantage
of POSITIVE MOTION.

We are the pioneers of the country in Chainless Bicycle construction, and the future of bevel gears
will bear the same relation to the chain as the Safety bore to the Ordinary. v\ e are ahead of everything

else, we have an awful stait, and we are going to keep on gaining all the time. We are naturally very sorry

for you if you are riding a chain driven safety, that wheel of the long ago, and you have got to kiss that

chain good bye, and write up to Hartford for a League if you expect to sustain the American reputation

for progressiveness.

THE LEAGUE CYCLE CO, 3o UNION PLACE,
Manufacturers of CHAINLESS SAFETIES. mention the referee. I J a RTFORD. <""'< )NT Nl

.

the mile in 2:34, Taylor again running second

and Githens beating Bode six inches across she

tape.

The one mile handicap in two heats was a

most interesting contest. Several good men
were placed in the heats, and the final was

run five minutes later. Githens won the sec-

ond heat from the gfty-yard mark in 2:15, and
the final in 2:12 1-5, riding with sphndid gen-

eralship both times, defeating Warren, who
had 100 yards, Hoyland Smith, 100 yards, and
Crooks, who was virtual scratch man, at forty

yards.

The mile 2:4C class final was a gift cA. D.

Kennedy of Chicago. F. J. Wagner won his

heat, the first, and Vogel and Wegner, the

Milwaukee riders, rode a hot race for second,

Vogel winning. The time was 2:32 4-5. The
summary:

Half-mile, open, three in each heat in final—First heat

A. A. Zimmerman, 1; George A. Banker, 2: E. E. Bode, 3;

time, 1:22 2-5.

Second heat—M. F. Dirnberger, 1 ; A. T. Crooks, 2; H.
R. Steenson, 3; time, 1:29. Limit was 1:20. Ordered run
over at once, result: M. F. Dirnberger, 1; A. T. Crooks, 2;

A. W. Warren, 3.

Final heat—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; M. F. Dirnberger, 2;

George Banker, 3; A. T. Crooks 4; H. W. Steenson, 5; E.

C. Bode, 6; time, 1:14 3-5.

One-mile, handicap, six in each heat in final—First heat

—J. F. Reitzner, 125 yds., 1; A. T. Crooks, 40 yds., 2; Hoy-
land Smich, 90 yds., 3; A. W. Warren, 100 yds., 4; E. W.
Roth, 150yds., 5; F. W. Schmitz, 110 yds., 6; time, 2:12 3-5.

Second heat—H. A. Githens, 50 yds., 1 ; George Banker,
05 yds , 2; H. W. Steenson, 'JO yds., 3; F. J. Wagner, 140

yds , 4; C. E. Parkes, 100 yds., 5; W. C. Wegner, 125 yds.,

0; time, 2:15.

Final heat—H. A. Githens, MCydf., 1; A. W. Warren,
100 yds., 2; Hoyland Smith, 90 yds., 3; A. T. Crooks. 40

yds., -1; time, 2:131-5.

Half-mile, Milwaukee championship—W. 0. Wegner, 1

;

E. A. Vogel, 2; F. W. Schmitz. S; time, 1:17 2-5.

One-mile, open, time limit 2:45—A. A. Zimmerman, 1;

H. A. Githens, 2; G. A. Banker, 3; E. C. Bode, 4; time,

2:45. Githens and Banker a dead heat, Githens winning
by a toss.

One-mile, international, time limit 2:40—A. A. Zimmer-
man, 1; George F.Taylor, 2; M. F. Dirnberger, 3; E. C
Bode, 4; time, 2:42. Ordered and run over at once—A. A.
Zimmerman, 1; George F. Taylor, 2; H. A. Githens, 3;

E. C. Bode, 4; time, 2:34; last quarter :301-5, first quar
ter :49.

One-mile, 2:40 class, four in each heat in final—First
heat—Ed Vogel, 1; Gus Steele, 2; A. D. Kennedy, 3; J. Pe-
derson, 4; time, 2:40 2-5.

Second heat—F. J. Wagner, 1 ; W. C. Wegner^ 2; E. W.
Roth, 3; A. F. Frattinger, 4; time, 2:42.

Final heat, limit 2:50—A. D. Kennedy, 1; E. A. Vogel, 2;
W. C. Wegner, 3; time, 2:32 4-5.

NICKEL IN THE SLOT RACING.

Drop Your Money and Te.°t Your Speed—

A

Novel Device.

Charles Ellis, an employe of the New York
Cycle Company has about completed an in-

vention of a stationary bicycle on the plan of a

nickel in the slot machine. The idea is to dis-

tribute these machines wherever a place can

be found for them, two or more in a place

where convenient, where all comers can test

their speed by dropping a nickel in the slot

and firing away, distance one mile. Mr. Ellis

will use any kind of an old wheel for the driv-

ing part of it, the mechanism for the starting

and stopping being on the same plan as nickel

in the slot weighing machines. He is at pres

ent wrestling with the problem of stopping

the wheel within a certain number of revolu-

tions. This scheme opens up a great future

for racing, and it goes without saying that the

stationary bicycle will be well patronized.

# # #

Colorado Record Lowered.

Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 12.—W. W.
Hamilton's quarter record of :34 4-5, made
July 4 at Greeley, was lowered at the meet
here to-day by J. E. Parker, who clipped a

fifth from it. There was a large attendance

and some excellent sport, as the summaries
show:
Quarter-mile, open—J. L. Parker, 1; W. W. Hamilton,

2; Louis Block, 3; time, :34 3-5.

Half-mile, open to El Paso County—A. Caruthers, 1 ; B.

B. McReynolds, 2; A. E. Blake, 3; time, 1:12

Half-mile, open—W. W. Hamilton, 1; T. Botterill, 2; J.

A. McGuire, 3; time, 1:13 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—A. Caruthers, 100 yds., 1 ; J. A.
McGuire, 40 yds., 2; J. L. Parker, 100 yds., 3; time,

2:23 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—W. Schlosser, 325 yds., 1; J.

Brannon, 325 yds., 2; C. Morren, 300 yds., 3; time, 5:52 1-2.

Five-mile, handicap—C. Morren, 850 yds., 1; A. E.
Blake, 880 yds., 2; J. A. McGuire, 250 yds., 3; time, 13:f.2.

* * *

The Public Will Retaliate.

You can't fool the public all the time. It is

a pleasure to note that the Boston Post rebukes
in plain language what has become a sort of

"bunco" game with some clubs, viz., the ad-
vertising of fast riders who have no intention

of appearing. If professional tournament man-
agers should resort to such methods to draw a
"gate" their conduct would be loudly denoun-

ced, and the chief howlers would be the very

sinners who have become quite careless of the

rights of the paying public. If an opera man-
ager advertised that Madame Patti would sing

and substituted an inferior singer, the box
office would undoubtedly be asked to refund

the money, even though the management had
full assurance that Patti would sing on that

night. But amateur clubs which advertise

Zimmerman & Co., know oftimes that the

great riders have no intention of being pre-

sent which makes their conduct all the more
reprehensible. It is high time that all self-

respecting clubs denounce such methods.

* * *

McCurdy and His Backer.

It will be recollected that nome years ago
McCurdy and Whittaker were charged With

conspiring to defraud Tom Roe of a large sum
of money by means of a bogus race at Minne-
apolis. Roe lost a small fortune as a backer of

McCurdy. If the latter was guilty he seems to

have reformed. He writes Roe from New Or-

leans that he is in good circumstances and that

he would be glad to extend financial aid to Roe
if he is at all in need. Roe, by all accounts, is

not in very robust circumstances just now.
* * *

Ripon Races Postponed.

Ripon, Wis., Aug. 16.—Owing to heavy
rain during the night and this morning the

division meet has been postponed to Thursday
and Friday. Zimmerman and all the cracks

who were at Milwaukee are here. They were
on a fishing trip to-day and the Jersey man
landed a four-pound bass.

* * *

The Hartford Officials.

The general committee of the Hartford
Wheel Club has chosen the officials for the

tournament at Charter Oak Park Sept. 4 and 5.

The men selected are experienced and most of

them have a nat onal reputation. The cracks

from all countries who raced at Chicago last

week will undoubtedly appear and a feast is in

store for all lovers of bicycle racing. Pope's

band will furnish the music and Kaufmann,
the wonderful trick rider, will appear each
day. The officials chosen are as follows: Ref-

eree, Howard E. Raymond; judges, Abbot
Bassett, F. P. Prial, Fred Patee and David J.
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Post; timers, M. M. Morse, J. H. Parker, C. T.

Stewart and Colonel George Pope; starter, T.

W. Fahy; announcer, W. C. Marion, Jr.;

handicapper, Henry Goldman; scorers. F. C.

Burnham, H. L. Burr; clerk of course, Fidel

Bubser; assistants, W. Hart Talcott, John
Leitz, H. H. Chapman.

* * -;;-

Prince Now Riding for the N. C. A.

St. Louis, Auk. 14.—The second series of the

St. Louis cash prize races commenced Saturday,

but though the racing was good the attendance

and management were poor. Dorntge and

Kluge threatened to leave the league because

of some decisions rendered by the referee. The
summary:

One-mile, novice, purse $55—W. F. Heumann, Elgin,

111., 1; John S. Prince, 3; time, 3:58.

One-mile, scratch, purse $150—H. C. Wheeler, 1; A. B.

Kiel), 3; C. E. Kluge, 3; C. W. Price, 4; time, 3:43.

Half-mile, handicap, purse $160—Henry Kenoskey, 40

yds., 1; C. W. Price, 35 yds., 3; W. F. Steinel, 50 yds., 8;

C. W. Ashinger, G5yds., 4; time 1:12.

Three-mile, handicap, purse $160— H. C. Wheeler,

scratch, 1 ; A. B. Rich, 70 yds., 3; C. W. Ashinger, 300 yds.,

3; J. S. Starbuck, 100 yds.. 4; time, 8:00 3-4.

* * *

Where the Cracks Go.

All the crack racing men, Zimmerman,
Taylor, Tyler, Johnson, Windle, Bliss, Tuttle,

Rhodes, Dirnberger, Crooks, Githens and
ethers will meet at Indianapolis July 24. All

look to see records fall on that fine mile track.

From Indianapolis all go to Cincinnati and

Cleveland. From there they separate to

meet again at Waltham Sept. 4; Johnson,

Tuttle and Rhodes to Syracuse for the same
day; Tyler, Windle and others to Hartford,

and Taylor and another party to Waltham for

Sept. 4 and Hartford for Sept. 5. Birming-

ham, Conn., and Lynn, Mass., owing to poor

tracks, will be favored by few of the cracks.

* * -*

Sanger Will Ride Monday.

Sanger, who has been spending several days

at the f:irm of his father in Waukesha County,

has returned to Mdwaukee greatly recuperated.

He has recovered from his injuries to the ex-

tent that he will ride in the Mercury Telegram

tournament at Athletic park Monday. Zim-

merman has consented to attend the meet, and
if present hopes are realized, the event of the

year will take place on that date. It has been

asserted that Zimmy is anxious to meet Sanger

on his own grounds, feeling assured o his

ability to take care of Arthur A.
* * *

Races Postponed.

The Ramblers' Cycle Club, of Wallingford,

Conn. , has found it necessary to change the

.date of its meet, which was to have taken

place Aug. 19, to Monday, Sept. 11, the entries

for which will close Sept. 4. Several prizes

will be added to the list and a diamond pin

will be given to the rider making thj fastest

mile iu competition.
* # #

Notes of the Chicago Meet.

Fred Pctee was on hand Monday smoking
'

'Javaroots."

Harry C. Tyler won the special prize for the

fast- st mile in 2:11 1-5.

Taylor was a very sick man the first day,

yet rode grandly.

Fred Patee says he shipped four carloads of

wheels the week preceding the meet.

Culver declares that Willie Sanger will de-

feat Walter next season. Willie already has a

wonderful burst of speed.

W. F. Murphy's surprising improvement of

form on Tuesday after his poor exhibition

Monday was a pleasant surprise.

On Thur.-day Tyler underwent an operation

for the relief of a throat complaint, which, he

hopes, will prove beneficial. From Chicago

he went to Wauseon, O.

It was reported on Tuesday that Sriba, the

Mexican champion, had become badly fright-

ened at the wonderful speed of the Americans

and had left the town. He could not b' found

at the track.

"Bob" Slusser looked anxiously for Birdie

Munger's arrival Sunday and Monday. Mon-
day evening an Arab, fully bedecked in his

native costume, came strolling into the hotel.

Slusser saw his back only and let out a yell

—

"Hello, Birdie."

It was Turtle's hope when he came west to

win the Illinois division championships. He
won the half-mile, did not ride in the five, and
was twice defeated by Bliss in the one -mile.

As the latter was declared no race, he bears

away half tho honors.

It is said that what our western riders lack,

viz.: proper speed qualifications for a hard,

driving finish, is gained by eastern men on

such tracks as that at Springfield, hence the

rush of eastern m-n to that famous circle.

The westerners train on slower tracks.

The day of Sanger's injuries at the Chicago

tourn iment, the Milwaukee papers came out

with special editions. These sold like "hot

cakes," as a matter of course. It must be worth

Jiving to be idolized a< Sanger is in the Cream
City. Yet the big fellow doesn't like it.

Joe McDermott went home Saturday night

with Zimmy's prizes. The great man's win-

nings were two national and two international

medals and ten diamonds for firsts in other

events, averaging about $125 each. There was
a second prize, a $100 diamond and a fourth

prize, so that the lot aggregated $1,500. Not a

bad week's work.

Zimmie rode in no handicaps other than the

half mile, in which he took fourth. As to the

fast st time at the meet, it would seem that

Crooks really deserves the credit. Crooks won
a mile handicap from the fifty-yard mark in

2:07 1-5. Adding not over 3 3-5 seconds to his

time for the additional fifty yards, his time was
equivalent to 2:10 1-5.

Within a few hours after the serious acci-

dent to W. C. Sanger, Trainer Culver had four

offers from other prominent riders. Culver

will remain with the Telegram Cycling Club

team. He expects to have Sanger's brother,

Willie, on the track next season as a world-

beater. The lad is under eighteen, and Culver

discourages in every possible way the lad's

anxiety to race.

Billy Perrett, than whom a more conscien-

tious and painstaking official never lived, has

over 160 official badages in his collection, and for

each he has worked hard. No one who attended

the Chicago meet will forget the sharp, busi-

ness-like manner in which he got the men into

line. Van Sicklen was on the list as clerk of

the course, Perrect, assistant, but Van gave

way to his more capable assistant.

Among the visiting newspaper men were H.

E. Grimm, Omaha World-Herald; J. W. Brig-

man and W. W. Watts, Southern Wheelman,
Louisville; James L. Dregon, Cleveland Plain

Dealer; W. J. Masterson, New York Sun; IX

H. Lewis, American Wheelman, Buffalo; C. A.

Person-, New York Press; F. P. Prial and Mr.

Callender, Wlieel, New York; Charles • G.

Percival, Boston Journal; S. A. Adams, Jack-

sonville (Ala.) News Bureau; E. G. Brooks,

Buffalo Cycle Record; Hal Coleman, Milwau-

kee Harold; G. E. Johnson, Louisville Courier-

Journal: Robert Holm, St. Louis Pi>st-Dis-

pateh; Mr. Knight, St Louis Republic; Mr.

Sullivan, Boston Herald; C. A. Dimon,
Cycling, Philadelphia; Joe Goodman, Amer-
ican Cyclist, Hartford. Most of the leading

papers of the country were represented.

George Bairett deserves a word of praise for

his work, lie undertook the overous task of

answering the questions of the press inen as to

records of the men, best times recorded mid the

many subjects that arise on such occasions ;md
did his duty well. A messenger flitted between

the clerk of the course and Barrett so that the

latter was prepared with numbers and other

information at the earliest possible moment.
The press men were well satisfied with the ar-

rangements.

In the one-mile national championship on

Thursday Bliss hung to Zimmerman in a man-
ner which, the latter afterward said, surprised

and troubled him. Bliss had the advantage,

being back of him. He might have put on
such a head of steam that on passing Zimmie
could not have quickened his pace in time.

That Bliss can make just such a winning
sprint was proven in the ten-kilometre inter-

national race of Friday. Then he was many
lengths back of Johnson, who was fighting

with all the ti^er in him to make up lost

ground and catch Zimmerman Bliss rode the

last eighth faster than Zimmerman and faster

than Johnson. Yet Zimmerman tied his own
world's record for a quarter-mile. Bl ss in

that last quarter-mile, had his time been

caught, undoubtedly lowered that record.

-X- * *

Race Notes.

The Decatur Trotting Association gives sev-

eral races Sept. 1.

The new S .It Lake City track will be opened

Sept. 5 with a small meet.

The wheelmen of Peru, Ind., are arranging

a meet for Sept. 20 and 21.

A tournament will be held at Wausau, Wis.,

next week Friday and Saturday.

The speediest m;,n in tho cash prize league

and the speediest man in the amateur organi-

zation both won cash at Chicago in that seduc-

tive little game of—well, let that go. One
was $78 the other $53 ahead.

John F. Rietzner, of the Mercury Cycling

Club, Milwaukee, who was recently suspended

at the instance of Handicapper Patitz, who al-

leged that Rietzner used profane language on

the track, has been reinstated.

George Taylor is still a student at the Boston

Dental College, and has not graduated, as had
been reported. This fall will be his junior

; ear, and there will be still another year to go.

On his graduation he will give up racing.

Several good races were held at the fair

grounds at Findlay, O., last week Thursday. A
two-mile handicap was a tie between E. Doug-

lass and W. G. Prescott, in 5:00. M. Moore-

hart won the half-mile handicap from the 100-

yard mark in 1:07.

The St. Louis Bicycle Association will give a
midsummer tournament at New Sportsman's

park Sunday afternoon. A card of six races

has been arranged, comprising a one-mile

novice, one-mile open, two-mile handicap,

quarter-mile dash, one-mile handicap and a

two-mile team race.

Guy Gar}T returned home from the Chicago

meet to recuperate; John S. Johnson, F. How-
ard Tuttle and W. A. Rhodes accompanied

Eck to Minneapolis, where Johnson is billed
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BICYCLE RIDERS AND DEALERS,

EVERY ONE OF THE

Novelty Cyclometers
records accurately and does not get out of order.

What other Cyclometer ever did this ?

Easily attached to the wheel, does not rattle,

has a positive motion, without springs or cams.
> asily read from the saddle, can be set at zero at
any time, weighs less than four ounces and is

nearer perfection than any other instrument of
the kind yet manufactured.

Made for all sizes of wheels.

PRICE, ONLY $5.00.

Made and Guaranteed by-

RECORDING INSTRUMENT CO., Boston, Mass.
Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

LLOYD'S FRAMES.

What do You Think About

This?

Money Cannot Buy Better.

W. A. LLOYD & CO.,
Correspondence Invited. Clyde Works, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Agents -THE ANGLO-AMERICAt IRON & METAL (/0., 213 Pearl St., New York

for Saturday as"the fastest man in the world.'

He will meet Zimmerman and Bliss, and will

have his hands full.

The racing men are enthusiastic over a pos-

sible racing circuit through Alabama, Georgia,

the Carolinas and Florida in October. A party

will be formed at the Brooklyn meet, which

closes the international circuit, to go south by
boat. Zimmerman, Taylor and a large num-
ber of cracks will go.

Cycling in Birmingham, Ala., has again

come to the front after a two months' rest and
racing is again the subject being discussed.

From all report one of the largest and grandest

meets ever known to the south will be held in

this city Oct. 1. Prizes will be numerous,

costly and such as may induce some of the

cracks of the north to compete.

The sixth of the series of five-mile road races

under the auspices of the San Jose (Cal.) Road
Club was held Aug. 6 over the East San Jose

course, the winner being Otto Zeigler, Jr., who
also lowered the five-mile coast record to

14:43 1 5. The club will institute another se-

ries of road races soon, and offer another gold

medal, but Ziegler will be barred.

The Pullman C. C. holds a road race Satur-

day over the Pullman-Blue Island course,

elevenand three-quarters miles. The handicaps

have been arranged as follows: Halbrecht, Lor-

enz, Anderson and Wilson, scratch; Kruppand
Skinner, 2:30; Cook and Stinson, 3:30; Sothern,

4:45; Beadley, Hobson and Sharp, 5:5C; Wowra,
7:00; McLochlin, 9:00; Hoff, 10:00; Robertson,

12:00.

The Kansas City Cyclists will give a race

meeting at Fairmount park Sept. 1, for

which $2,500 will be spent in prizes. Entries

have been received from Zimmerman, John-

son, Sercombe, Bode, and several of the fast

men from Chicago and St. Louis have prom-
ised to attend. The St. Louis cracks are look-

ing forward to the event as affording an oppor-

tunity to get even with the Kansas City men
for their defeat at Sedalia.

The first annual road race of the "13" club

of Milwaukee was run over the White Fish

Bay course last Sunday. L. P. Rhine, with two
minutes, finished first in 18:35. Edward Roth
captured the time prize in 17:45; Dave Anthony
second. The distance covered was seven and
a half miles. The "13" club is the "push" of

the Milwaukee Wheelmen, and as evidence of

their rapid gait display on their shirts a skull

and cross bones. Everything connected with

the club is run on the thirteen system, and not-

withstanding the popular feeling that thirteen

is an unlucky number, this club is highly pros-

perous.

A Cycling Reporter Knocked Out.

E. A. Carlton is responsible for the column
in the Brooklyn Citizen with (he pretty head-

line, "Hum of the Wheel." He is doing splen-

didly for a new hand at the business, but is not

over-popular with his associates, through being

what the horse editor would call "too fresh."

It was not the "Hum of the Wheel" that

greeted E. A. recently at a place called "the

club" in Brooklyn, where high-class sports and
sporting editors congregate; it was the hum of

fists, and Carlton was so persistent in his desire

to get thrashed that he called for more three

times, making four rough handlings in one

night. The fight started through Carlton using

offensive language to an office clerk, the latter

planting a beautiful right, which was met with

an equally good left by Carlton. A sporting

reporter, who is an enthusiastic admirer of the

manly art, assures the Referee that Carlton

was holding his end up well when "Billy"

Roberts called time on him by a sharp swing of

his arm, which separated the competitors for

fistic honors. Carlton thereupon got fighting

mad, which resulted in somebody landing on

his nose and with beautiful effect, wh ch made
the electric lights look like a shower of meteors.

Resuming his normal condition Carlton was

thought to be counted out. But not so, his

"hum of the wheel" started in again as indus-

triously as a man who gets away from the

wasp's nest he sat upon by accident, and a

heavy-weight New York Herald reporter took

a turn at him this time, and held him out at

arms length by a grasp on his throat, which

reduced Carlton to calmness once more. He
was pushed and kicked into the street by will-

ing hands and feet. Then Carlton got even by

returning with two festive "cops," who ar-

rested the bartenders, and closed the club for

the night.

Saginaw's Big Meet.

The Saginaw meet, Sept. 1 and 2, immedi-

ately following Cleveland and preceding Col-

umbus, O., will attract a field of good men.

The prize list has been increased in value to

$5,000, since the postponement of the dates,

Aug. 3 and 4. The list of events is as follows:

First day—One mile, novice; quarter-mile,

open; one-mile, handicap; one-mile, 3:00

class; one-mile, open; half-mile, handicap;

two-mile, international; three-mile, lap.

Second day— One-mile, open; one-mile, 3:10

class; two-mile, handicap; half-mile, open;

half-mile, ride and run; half-rnile, handicap;

quarter-mile, open; one-mile, international.
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TWO SHOWS THIS YEAS.

The National and Stanley Shows Will Again

Be Opened.

London, Aug. 5.—It is now plainly inevita-

ble that there will be a repetition of the two
shows—the Stanley and the National—during
the coming winter. Both bodies professed a

desire to unite the exhibitions, but the difficul-

ties encountered in coming to an agreement
proved insuperable. The Stanley show will

come first, the Agricultural Hall, Islington,

being again the venue, and the dates from Fri-

day, Nov. 17, to Saturday, Nov. 25. The Na-
tional show is announced for Dec. 1 to Dec. 9

at the Crystal Palace. The Manufacturers'

Association offers the probability of the return

iP*fr g ^

"Sprocket busted—just my luck I"

of all space fees to the exhibitors, and in the

same breath threatens them with a dire boy-

cott if they exhibit at any other prior show.

Last time the association returned 20 per cent

of the space money, which was not much, con-

sidering that the charges levied on the tire and
sundries people are exhorbitant. Uniform and
reasonable space rates are now promised. The
Stanley club will spare no pains to repeat its

success of last year. Attractions galore will

supplement the actual display of cycles, and
every effort will be made to draw the public.

A complimentary luncheon is announced to

be given by the club to the trade and the press

during the southern counties cyclists' camp at

Dorking, where the Stanleyites are encamped
at present.

Generally speaking, trade is depressingly

dull just now in London, and has been so for

the past month. The closing down of business

has commenced unusually early this year and
makers will have a long off season in which to

elaborate their plans for next year. Some of

the firms which are slack at present have un-

doubtedly had a veiy good season. Business

commenced early in the year and machines
sold furiously, favored by the prolonged spell

of fair weather. In fact, one prominent maker,
who has done a heavy share but now is quiet,

attributes the premature cessation of orders to

the fact that many men have had a surfeit of

riding, causing them to temporarily abandon
the pastime.

The front driver trade is making quiet but
steady headway. The Crypto Cycle Company
continues to turn out its smaller sizes with the

interchangable gear, and I am assured by those

who have ridden them that the vibration con-

sequent upon the adoption of a smaller driving

wheel is by no means a noticeable factor. Jel-

ley & Co. have recently completed a very neat

32-inch f. d. with a straight backbone and re-

versed forks. The gear used is Hall's, which
gears the driver to double its actual diameter.

It is a good gear—now that the fashion in

wheel sizes has changed to suit it—being light,

silent and smooth working. The Rudge Cycle
Company has recently remodeled its well-

known "ugly duckling" f. d. with its horizon-

tal backbone. The backbone is now gracefully

curved and the machine presents an attractive

apf earance. The firm is wise to bring its pat-

tern into conformity with public taste, as evi-

denced by the machines most seen on the roads.

A Eudge boom is just beginning to develop

energy. R. L. Philpott has done his work.
The occult objections hitherto entertained Pt

the splendid Rudge factory at Coventry, to

turn out a machine embodying the cream of

all tested improvements up to date, have been
gently melted away by the energetic one. I

have been waiting for this to happen. This

week I inspected one of the Rudge road-racer

safeties especially constructed for use in the

Cuca twenty-four-hour path race. Lucas

would have ridden one of these had he started.

They weigh 22 1-2 pounds ad on, and are mar-

vels of stiffness, and superb in their details

both hidden and exposed. It is wonderful to

see a machine like this issuing from the birth-

place of massive road mounts and skimpy
racers. I hope to have more to say about the

Rudges in my next letter.

We have heard very little of the Pneumatic
Wheel Company, ltd., since the show. It is

now evident that no trade will be done this

year. I had an interesting interview with
Mr. Castle Hall, the patentee, whom I found
most sanguine as to the commercial future

before the wheels. Not only are efforts being

made to perfectly adapt the air wheels to

cycles of all tires, but wheels for cabs, sulkies,

electrical omnibuses and other vehicles have
been designed and tested. At 6 Gray's Inn
Road, Holborn, the company has now on view
various m.-ichines fitted with the wheels, but

these do not represent the latest models, which
are expected next week. The 15-inch wheels

for safeties (involving as they do an undesir-

able degree of gearing up) will give place to

those of 26 inch size. The company expects to

be able to promptly execute orders before the

late autumn, and will make a big exhibit at

one of the shows.

Sydney Lee has had a busy season with his

periodic auction sales, which are just about to

cease for a while. It is wonderful what a
variety of machines may always be found at

the Furnival street sale rooms, within a stone's

throw of bustling Holborn. Everything that

enters Mr. Lee's establishment finds a pur-

chaser sooner or later, at a price. Old ordina-

ries are not difficult to sell, although a pound
will buy almost any specimen, be it never so

little worn or shabby. Even cycles for inva-

lids or cripples command a sale. Dealers in

old machines for export attend the sales and
buy up "lots" at ridiculously low prices.

There is always a fair number of shop-soiled

mounts on hand, for sale cheap, in conse-

quence of the failure of their makers.

I visited Sydney Lee's establishment to in-

spect the famous puncture-proof pads of the

Puncture Proof Tire Company. The specially-

prepared wadding is enclosed in green silk

cases, reminding one that the pads are made
in Ireland. They cost $3.75 each, and are sent

out in special boxes with directions for fitting.

The pads, which I tested with various pointed

instruments, afforded an infallible protection

against the ever-existing risk of sudden punc-
ture and its subsequent trouble and delay.

They can be applied without difficulty to any
existing tire with a detachable cover and an
air-tube. The pads are supplied in various

"Talk about yer Edisons!"

lengths for 2-inch, 1 3-4-inch or other size .

Being of various thicknesses, they can be

ordered for touring or road racing, their

weight being from 5 ounces downwards. The
pad can be applied to old Dunlops. With a
pad a much thinner outer cover may be used,

so that there is no loss of resilience. Unfortu-

nately they are of no use to the rider of single

tube tires, it being obviously impossible to in-

sert them.

You have doubtless heard already that the

1894 pattern Preston-Davies tire will be desti-

tute of hooks to its rim. As for tires, the

subject is becoming wearisome even to the

student. If every tire produced had a chance,

one might bring oneself to describe its details

with some enthusiasm, but it seems the more
humane and natural course to allow many of

the recent so-called improvements to die

young and unnoticed rather than to cherish

them in a world which will assuredly starve

them to death by its disregard at no distant

date. For this reason I hesitate to plunge into

a narration of what I know about the Beeston,

Acme, Hook and Sydney tires.

The Disc Wheel Company, ltd., is at present

in a state of suspended animation. I called at

its works lately at Tooting, and briefly tested a
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safety fitted with the wheels. My impressions

were favorable. There was no sound and

no deadness of running. While no claim is

made for increased lightness, the disc wheels

are certainly no heavier than spoked ones.

The side windage drawback is rarely or never

noticed since the front wheels heve been per-

forated. The future of the company is very

doubtful. Men don't want the disc wheels;

and yet they are so quickly and cheaply made
that from a trade point of 'view they would be

rather an advantage.

STILL AFTER THATCHER.

Greatly DesireBicycle Exhibitors at the Fair

His Removal.

The majority of the bicycle exhibitors at the

world's fair are not content to allow John

Boyd Thatcher to have his own way about

naming the judges of awards and still remain

in the riug. They po itively say Mr. Thatcher's

man, Miller, mast uo or else they will with-

draw their exhibits from competition of

awards. Monday ike Lozier company sent

Mr. Thatcker this letter:

Chicago. Aug. 14, 1893.—John Boyd Thatcher, Chair-

Executive Committee on Awards, Administration Build-

ing, World's Columbian Exposition. Dear Sir:—Some
days since it came to our knowledge that one Irvine Mil

ler, who has been chosen by you to serve on the commit-

tee of awards in the capacity of expert examiner of bi-

cycles, is, and for some years has been, acting as attorney

for one of the competing exhibitors of bicycles. Believ-

ing it to be absolutely essential to a fair and impartial

awarding of meda's that the expert examiner should be

free from official or other connection with any of the ex-

hibiting firms, we have repeatpdly, in person and by let-

ter, protested to you against the retaining of this attor-

ney of a competing exhibitor-as controlling member of

the aforesaid committee.

In view of the fact that you have seen fit not only to

deny to our protests respectful consideration, but also to

contemptuously refuse to give us reason or pretext for re"

taining on said committe the paid servant of a competing
exhibitor, we hereby notify you of the withdrawal of

our exhibits of Cleveland bicycles, located in the

entresol of the Tranportation building of the

World's Columbian Exposition, from competition

for awards. At the same time, we desire to

assure you of our readines, at any and all times,

to re-enter our exhibit for competition whenever the ob-

jectionable member of the committee on awards is re-

moved and the position filled by one who is not precluded

by motives of self-interest from the exercise of impartial

judgment in the discharge of the duties of that position.

The Lozier Manufacturing Company.
By H. A. Lozier, President.

The Evening Post has also taken up the bi-

cycle men's case and on Tuesday had this to

say, editorially:

The capacity of John B »yd Thatcher for mischief-mak-

ing seems to be unlimited. As if we had not already had
enough of bungling and wrangling over his precious

awards system we must now listen to the contentions of

the bicycle men. One c.f these, an important member of

the trade and the owner of a large and interesting ex-

hibit in the Transportation building, voices the senti-

ments of most of his competitors when he rises to protest

against Mr. Thatcher's appointment as expert examiner
of bicycles of the paid attorney of one of the competing
firms. "Believing," writes this indignant exhibitor to

Mr. Thatcher, "it to be absolutely essential to a fair and
impartial awarding of medals that the expert examiner
should be free from official or other connection with any
of the exhibiting firms, we have repeatedly, in person
and by letter, protested to you against the retaining of

this attorney of a competing exhibitor as controlling

iiiOinltHf i.r til.- nfnrrsaii] rnnniiit i.-.V

And the indignant exhibitor declares his intention to

withdraw his exhibit from competition altogether Why
should he not? And why should any self-respecting man
enter a competition thus handicapped:' The judge of Mr.
Thatcher's choosing may be the fairest-minded man in

America, but in his position he cannot 'scipe calumny.
Mr. Thatcher's motives in appointing this person may
have been the best, but who is to believe it? What, fin-

ally, is the fiarthly excuse for making such absurd and
useless complications- There is none, and the whole
affair is a scanda' T t is late in the season, but not too

There is only one "PERFECT" POCKET OILER.
y .IMPROVED PATTERN.)

Do not believe that any other is "just as good." Experience will convince you that the "Perfect " is without an

equal for neatness, cleaniness and usefulness. The " Perfect " does not leak. Regulates supply of oil to a nicety.

Better

Than

FULL size.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., New York.
.

83?" We make holders in two sizes—one for the

p&~ above oiler and also a larger size to carry

t3T" your Pneumatic Pump. Easily attached to

83?" any wheel. No rattling. Handsomely

83F~ nickeled. Price, 25 Cents for either size.

Tool Bags. Cushman & Denison,
172 JflNTB AYE., — NEW YORK.

tf

BIGGEST THING ON WHEELS."

Champion Bicycle Supporter.
(PATENTED.)

Saves wear and tear on your wheel; saves the mone}T you are paying out again and again for

repairs, caused by throwing your wheel down.

There is no need of this, if you use the " Champion Bicycle Supporter." If attached to your

wheel the bicycle will stand up anywhere you put it; you need not rest it against post, fence,

wall, curb-stone or anything else; you need not throw it down on the grass, but just attach this

"Champion Supporter " to the wheel and when you want to dismount you will see the benefit

and pleasure it will give you.

The "Supporter" can be attached to any bicycle; it fits all kinds and sizes; anyone can

attach it or take it off at will, by following directions, without extra cost. It is not necessary to

detach it after once placed. It is always securely attached; made from best steel, of best work-
manship, is nickle-plated and will never get out of order.

No bicycle r.der once seeing its usefulness will fail to buy one for his machine. The cost is

but $1.00 each, and at this cost its benefit and usefulness will be apparent the moment a rider

sees it. It weighs but 4 ounces. For sale by all Bicycle dealers.

Fred C. Adams,
8oi Royal Insurance Bldg., 169 Jackson St.. CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

RED CROSS RUBBER CEMENT.

In Tubes or in Bulk.
Strongest and quickest drying

cement ever compounded. A solu-
tion specially adapted for repair-
ing Pneumatic Tires. No outfit is

complete until it has a tube of Red
Cross. These tubes are put up in
neat and attractive cases contain-
ing one dozen tubes each. Ask
your dealer for it.

PRICE, PER TUBE,
BY MAIL, 25c.

Write for Catalogue of Specialties Manufactured by

Arlington U. Betts & Co.,
MENTION THE REFEREE. TOLEDO, OHIO.

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfecto Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE & CO., sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St., rhiladelphio,
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late for Mr. Thatcher to retire, and he would far better do

so than keep on adding straws of trouble to the weary
earners back.

Jake Bretz, Scientific American.

" Is it yourself?" quoth the O'Cahill, late of

Dublin, to the Hon. Jake Bretz at the River-

side's recent races. "And won't you come in

the press stand ?" he went on.

"The policeman refuses to let me in," said

Bretz, "because I'm not a newspaper man."
"Faith, I'll fix it," quoth Andy, "go to the

entrance again."

Again Bretz tackled the burly policeman,

who promptly stopped him and demanded his

credentials. Thereupon Cahill shouted at the

top of his voice:

"He's all right, Mr. Officer."

"I don't know that he is," returned the po-

liceman. "What paper does he represent?"
" Oh, a scientific Ameiican he is, to be sure,"

yelled Cahill to the "Bobby," who had Bretz by
the collar.

"He may be a scientific American, but he
can't get in here unless he is a newspaper
man," was the last shot of the cute policeman,

who unceremoniously turned Jake down.

Southern Trade Items.

Birmingham, Ala., Ang. 13.—Trade in the

city has been lively this year, but now is at a
standstill, but is expected to be booming again

bj October. The demand for wheels this year

has been 50 per cent greater than any (.ther

year.

The Western Union Telegraph Company has
adopted wheels for delivering messages here

and it has met with great success, as the boys
now make things fly.

Woodruff & Harris report that they will

open one of the finest and best equipped retail

and wholesale cycle stores in the country.

H. O. Fox.

They Ride Tandem.

K. Franklin Peterson, of the Ravenswood
Cycling Club, Chicago, is not a scorcher, but

he delights in taking the two little Petersons

on many long and pleasant rides. He has ar-

ranged on his 27-pound JEolus road racer two
Beauty child seats in such a way that the

weight is pretty evenly divided, and without

affecting the steering.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

H. A. Paull, of the Lozier company, at-

tends the races. He informs us that the fac-

tory will run full force Sept. 1.

Harry Chapman, superiDtendantof the Peer-

less company, of Cleveland, attended the Chi-

cago races. He brought with him a new racer,

his own production, which is a beauty, one of

the same wheels Charlie Murphy rides.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have cut the salaries

of all employees twenty per cent.

The working force of the Sercombe-Bolte

Manufacturing Company has been cut down
from 215 to twenty.

Stephen Golder has tendered his resignation

to the New Howe company, of Glasgow, and
it is said will soon announce his connection

with the Rudge Cycle Company, of Coventry.

To Cure Kyphosis Byclarum.

The Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing Com
pany, Milwaukee, has hit upon a scheme to do
away with the lean-over position when not

racing. It is a handlebar that can readily be ad-

justed for either an erect or a scorching posi-

tion at a moment's notice without dismounting.

The cut herewith shows the clamping device,

which is powerful and quickly operated by

pressure of the thumb; also the handlebar in

its different positions. It is pronounced a per-

fect success, and to the scorcher who wishes

to look like a gentleman some of the time it

will be a great boon.

They Stole Our Sermon.

A christian subscriber to the New Zealand

Wheelman objects to the flippant paragraphs

which at times grace the pages of our far-

away contemporary. The editor replies as

follows:

Now, our christian friend, if you should require further

testification, just step round to our office when the mail
brings our exchanges and you can fish it out for your-

self. Plenty of it. To meet your views, however, we
publish a cycle sermon on page 7.

And the cycling sermon was taken bodily

from the Referee without credit, which is

not a very christian-like proceeding.

A "Tribune" Somersault.

The staid old Tribune of Chicago had some-
thing to this effect to say about Linneman's
fall: "As Linneman came around the turn

his wheel slipped and he turned a somersault

right in front of the grand stand." Rather a

long somersault, as it was fully 200 yards from
the turn to the tape.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

Read's Pneumatic Tire—Lamplugh's Saddles

—

A New Chain and Lubricator.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[AU persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from June 14, 1893, give no-
tice in the prescribed form of such opposition.]

read's pneumatic tire.

No. 12,411. J. Read's "Improvement in and con-

nected with pneumatic tires"for the wheels of velocipedes

and other road vehicles." July 5, 1892.—This invention

relates to the method of attaching pneumatic tires to

wheels. The wheel rim (A; is ma^e of through section

and with beaded edges; it contains air tubes CB1 B2),

which can be inflated or deflated at will, arranged side

by side. The rim is shaped so as to fit against these air

tubes, and the trough of the rim is slightly contracted at

the periphery so as the better to keep the air tubes in

place. Fitting on the air

tubes so as to cover those por-

tions which are not covered by
the rim is the outer cover (Cj,

which is formed with a can-

vas, wire gauze or other inser-

tion to strengthen it and les-

sen the liability to puncture

The said outer cover may
either be solid or hollow and inflated witu air. Formed
with this outer covering is a web or flange (I)) of similar

material, which fits between the air tubes (Bl B2), and at

each side is made to correspond with the shape of the

outer surface of the two air tubes, so that the inner por-

tion of the flange (D) is somewhat wedge-shaped in cross

section, the inner end of the flange corresponding with

the thick end of the wedge. When the air tubes are in-

flated the said flange is firmly gripped between the inner

air tubes, and the tire is thus secured to the rim. It may
be removed therefrom by deflating one or both of the air

tubes (B I B2). When the outer cover (C) is made hol-

low, as shown in the figure and to be inflated, the flange

(D) is preferably made with a vertical division (d4) to

facilitate the removal and replacing of the air tube (E),

and the outer cover is preferably made with a groove

each side of the beads on the edges of the rim to fit in

and prevent dust and dirt working in between the air

tubes (Bl B2) and the rim (A).

lamplugh's saddles.

No. 15,4:19. J. A. Lamplugh's "Improvement in the

saddles or seats of bicycles, tricycles and other veloci-

pedes." Aug. 27, 1892.—This invention relates to the

leather tops of saddles, and has for its object to give a
special yielding property to that part of the leather top

immediately under the ischia of the pelvis. For this pur-

pose a series of slits are made at the rear of the leather

top and on each side of the middle line thereof, that is at

the parts immediately under the ischia of the rider.

These slits cross a common center so as to form
a series of tongues (b b) in the

leather top ( a ), a portion of

which is shown in the illustration.

The ends of the slits joining the

leather top may be provided with

perforations for ventilating the

saddle. On the under side of the

leather top is attached a disc (c)

of vulcanized india rubber at each of the slit parts, the

said disc being fixed to the leather top either by circular

stitching or cement or both. When pressure is put
upon the slitted parts by the weight of the rider, they
are depressed and the sense of pressure on the ischia is

Ihereby removed. The rubber disc (c) restore by their

elasticity the leather top to its normal figure on the re-

moval of the pressure. Instead of arranging the slits in

the form of a star, they may be arranged more or less

parallel to one another and to the length of the saddle

over the back part of the saddle top, and provided with a
single piece of india rubber. Instead of cutting slits the

leather top may be reduced in thickness where it is re-

quired to yield, the thinned parts of the leather being

supported by india rubber as before.

a new chain lubricator.

No, 9,036. H. C. Hughes' "New or improved lubri

cator for the pitch chains of bicycles and tricycles."

May 5, 1893.—This invention consists of a lubricator for

supplying oil in regulated quantity to the chain of a bi-

cycle or tricycle when the machine is running. It con-

sists of an oil box (a.) preferably in the form of a hori-

zontal tube, closed at both ends and adjustably secured

by a spring clip (b) and binding screw (d) to the back
stay (e) or other convenient part of the frame, so as to
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be directly over the lower run of the chain (0, the box

(a) being provided with a flexible brush of leather or

Other suitable material to conduct oil to the chain as it

us lightly in contact therewith. The strip (g) is

secured between the jaws of a clip (h)

mounted on the oil box (a), which

jaws may be opened and closed by a

cam lever (i). The box (a) is pro-

vided with an opening on the under

side in the form of a slit, which is

regulated by an encircling band fit-

ting friction-tight around the box.

The regulating may be performed in

various ways. The oil flows down an incline carried by

the clip to the brush (g), which is preferably tongued

at the lower end so as to conduct the oil to the points

where it is required. The oil regulating bajd has its

ends (11) bent outward and riveted together to form a

handle by which it may be turned, and its movement is

limited by suitable stops. The clip (b) encircles the box

(a) and has rubber pads (bl) at the parts which grip the

frame (e). The box (a) being cylindrical may be turned

round in the clip (b) to bring the brush directly over the

chain should the clip (b) not be of the right length or to

enable the device to be reversed, to prevent any oil

flowing out when the machine is not in use. The box

(a) is provided with a filling orifice closed by a cap.

The illustration shows an end view of the apparatus.

Recent American Patents.

Following is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-

batigh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

501,054, driving mechanism for cycles; William W,
Cams, Tyrone, Pa.; filed Aug. 31, 1892.

501,050, Bicycle; Edwin E. Corbett, New York; filed

June 20, 1602.

501,106, cycle wheel; Jules Eoussat, Paris, France; filed

Feb. 18, 1893.

501,130, bicycle saddle; August Mecky, Philadelphia,

Pa.; filed March 18, 1393.

501,239, bicycle tire; Otto L. Wullweber, Chicago; filed

Sept. 15, 1891.

501,290, pneumatic tire; Joseph G. Moomy, Erie, Pa., as-

signor of
i
one-half to Thomas Brown, same place; filed

March 31, 1893.

501,292, electric bell; Wilson J. Newman, Brooklyn, N.

Y., assignor to Henry E. Baxter and Chancing Baxter,

same place; filed Oct. 28, 1892.

501,374, ball bearing ; George F. Simonds, Fitchburg,

Mass.; filed Nov. IS, 1892.

501,381, bicycle gear; Earnest H. P. Taylor, Waterbury,

Conn ; filed Jan. 14, 1893.

501,386, wheel tire; Charles W. Van Houten, Philadel-

phia; filed Aug. 28, 1891.

501,401, spring holder for vehicle lamps; Carl F. Bilb'g,

Altchemnitz, Germany; filed May 1, 1692.

501,403, spring rim for wheels; John B. Dunlop, Sr., and
John B. Dunlop, Jr., Dublin, Ireland; said Dunlop, Jr., as-

signor to said Dunlop, Sr.; filed Feb. 9, 1893.

501,454, safety bicycle; Judson F. Wright, Chicago, as-

signor of one-half to William B. Moore, same place; filed

Aug. 13, 1892.

Reissue, 11,350, bicycle seat spring; Henry Bergfels,

Newark, N. J.; filed March 8, 1893. Original No. 490,097,

dated Jan. 17, 1893.

The Show War in England.

The annual skirmish between the rival

shows, the Stanley and the National, has com-
menced in England, and promises to be more
bitter the coming winter than ever. The Stan-

ley's chief claim to support is priority,

through being in the field first, while the Na-

tional or cycle makers' association's claims are

based on its being better able to take charge of

a matter which ..epends upon the makers al-

most entirely for support.

The trouble at the commencement arose

through what some of the leading makers said

was an unjust and partial allotment of spaces,

and some other details in the management of

the show. It does look as if the makers would
know how to manage their own busine.-s best.

The Stanley club is for the most part run by a
few energetic business men who have made
considerable hay out of the show in the sunny
times of the past. The makers are business

men who know every detail of the require-

ments of their business, and should know how
to run a show independent of the assistance of

amateur clubs whose coffers have bulged out

with wealth, the result of its management of

other people"s business, and the club, through

its managers, naturally fights hard when it

sees a fat revenue slipping from its grasp. The
end will see the defeat of the Stanley club, with

the National the only real show given in Eng-
ladd. It might pay the Stanley people to give

up the struggle against overwhelming odds in

capital before the final and inevitable Water-
loo comes. The Stanley club deserves credit

for its enterprise in the past, but its present de-

termination to run other people's business

savors of striving too much for cash prizes.

[There is another side to this interesting

question. The Stanley club has promoted a
show annually for somewhere between fifteen

and twenty years. It commenced when mak-
ers were too puny to help themselves and gave
them an opportunity to place their goods be-

fore the public. Year by year it incurred

increased risk until the magnitude of the

show became the wonder of all English

cyclists. It is to be hoped that eventually the

two bodies will overcome the difficulties which
now separate them and agree upon a combined
show.

—

Ed.]

The Murphy Case.

As far as New York and Brooklyn are con-

cerned there is little surprise manifested over

the action of the racing board in declaring

Charles M. Murphy a professional. The evi-

dence furnished by George Gideon was of such

a convincing character that there was no sav-

ing the Brooklyn man. The onl/ wonders ex-

pressed are that he was allowed to race at all

after the facts came to the notice of the board.

As the chairman of the racing board set a pre-

cedent in the Johnson case by announcing to

the press how the votes stood, many would
have been glad to see how the votes stood in

the Murphy case. The immediate friends of

Murphy say that the case will be appealed, and
that the task will be intrusted to Charles H.

Luscomb, of New York, at the national assem-

bly meeting. There seems to enter into the

Murphy case a sort of reasonable doubt, as ex-

pressed by his friends, inasmuch as the money
he received was for an exhibition not con-

nected with the track. This, they claim, will

have weight with the assembly. They further

say that Murphy will not in any case ride as a

professional, or join the cash prize league, as

he is a man of family and cannot afford to take

the risks which he would have to take if he

rode as a professional. As it is he is earning a

liberal salary which depends almost entirely

on his racing ability. There are others,

though, who believe that the Murphys could

not be kept off the race track, and that in case

Charlie is out of the amateur ranks for good he

will in the near future be found in the cash

prize ranks. A good many sympathize with

Murphy, but both he and his friends would do

well not to make any wild charges as to who
gave the information to the racing board.

George Gideon is responsible and no doubt will

answer any inquiries as to where he obtained

his information.

As far as Taxis is concerned there is little

sympathy for the Philadelphian, as he is not

over popular with the racing men. Altogether

the racing board's action is commended and
there is a secret hope among the really pure

amateurs that ere long other semi-professional

heads will roll into the racing board's basket.
»

A Tradesman for President.

In a recent conversation, George R. Bidwell,

Caligraph
WRITING * MACHINE.
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Caligraph. For illustrated catalogue and prices

address

CALIGRAPH COMPANY,

185 Za&alle Street.

WANTED.
CHARGE of Repair Shop or department of cycle

house. Good turner, wheel maker and frame
maker. At present in charge of repair shop in South
Carolina. References from present employer and lead-
ing American and English cycle houses.

15-3 MECHANIC, care Referee.

Tl/ttc Dnfonv can be bought at the leading news-
/ rllo lUVoi depots in Chicago at ten cents per

' copy.
Subscription price, $3.00 per annum in advance.

who was really the first active friend the Lea-

gue of American Wheelmen had in New York
city and the state, spoke on the subject of

tradesmen holding offices in the L. A. W. Mr.
Bidwell was of the opinion that it would not

injure the League of American Wheelmen in

any way if a tradesman were called upon to

occupy any office within the gift of American
wheelmen. He referred to the amount of work
done for the L. A. W., alluding especially to

Colonel Albert Pope, and thought the organiza-

tion could go farther and fare worse when
looking for a president, than by selecting the

man from Boston. Such men as Colonel Pope,

he argued, nursed the L. A. W. in its infancy,

and being successful business men, could bring

into operation for the benefit of the L. A. W.
business methods that have won for themselves

fame and fortune. And why not a tradesman

for president? Why would not either Pope
Overman or Gormully make a suitable presi

dent for an organization that requires business

methods and business acumen to make the 'or-

ganization a success? We have dozens of busi-

ness men in the cycle trade who could fill to

better advantage such an important office than

many of the past and present officers of the

League of American Wheelmen. It would be

a graceful recognition of the services rendered

American wheelmen by the organization's

most powerful friends the trade, to appoint as

the chief executive a member of the latter fra-

ternity. The same methods applied to the L.

A. W. that have been instrumental in building

up vast business interests would be of material

advantage at the present time to the national

organization, which has been to more or less ex-

tent befriended by the cycling trade. Either

of the three gentlemen mentioned would
make a popular president and would receive

the support of the cyclists of America generally,
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TO HELP THE UNEMPLOYED.

And Benefit the Country—Colonel Pope's New
Road Scheme.

Boston, Aug. 21.—The great need of prompt

action being taken to prevent industrial and

social calamity moves me to submit to your

consideration some suggestions from a manu-
facturing and commercial standpoint.

The present business depression has closed

many industrial establishments, has caused

hundreds to be run on reduced time, while

others are being operated without profit in

order that employees may be given work; as a

consequence, a large number of men, many of

whom have families dependent upon them,

have been thrown out of employment. This is

a subject of grave concern to all the people of

this country.

To alleviate the present distress and to pro-

vide against worthy workmen and their fam-

ilies becoming objects of charity, I suggest

that the state legislatures and city and town

authorities take immediate steps to furnish

employment in the construction of public

works, and in no way can this labor be more

wisely employed than in the betterment of the

highways.

To illustrate the value of the work that

might be done, it is stated in the report of the

Massachusetts Highway Comission that the

loss from bad roads in the state amounts to be-

tween five and ten million dollars per annum

—

probably a larger sum than would be needed

to put the roads in good condition. It has been

estimated that Illinois loses $100,OOC,000 per

year from bad roads.

States, cities and towns can borrow the

money needed, and the labor and materials

can be obtained cheaper than in times of pros-

perity. Philanthropy, economy and wise

statesmanship dictate that the idle should be

given employment, as that employment means

a direct gain to the entire community, and

will promote health, happiness and prosperity,

and prevent poverty, degredation and crime.

.During the present session of congress, as

soon as the silver question is settled, why
should not a bill be passed making liberal ap-

propriation for the irrigation of arid lands,

thus giving employ ment to the miners of Colo-

rado, Montana and other western states, and

openiDg up vast tracts for agricultural pur-

poses. This would add greatly to the value of

public lands, and would ultimately prove to be

a profitable investment to the government.

The amount of gold might be largely in-

creased if congress were to pass a bill making
appropriation for the construction of suitab'e

barriers in the districts where hydraulic min-

ing is prohibited by law because of the damage

done to rivers and farm lands by the debris.

These internal improvements could be made on

the same principle that harbors and rivers are

improved. It is estimated that there is suffi-

cient gold in districts in California, that might

be obtained by hydraulic mining processes, to

pay off the sum of the national debt several

times over.

Congress should feel the solemn responsibil-

ity that now rests upon it and should bear in

mind that its present duty lies in alleviating

the evils of the business depression and pro-

moting the welfare of the laboring classes. A
great industrial and social emergency has

arisen within the past few months, and the

peace and prosperity of the country is threat-

ened. Wise legislation can avert the pending

disasters. Public works might now be under-

taken which would be of incalculable advan-

tage as a means of providing immediate relief

and securing great future benefit.

Albert A. Pope.

Marking the Rows by Machinery.

AN INTERESTING CHARGE.

" I'll make that boy am his fuu. 11

They Were Squelched.

At Ripon the Milwaukee "push" attempted

to disconcert a traveling street dentist, who
was giving his usuil evening's entertainment,

a musical programme preceding the lecture.

The doctor said, in opening his address: " Gen-

tlemen—they say you are such—I attended

your races this afternoon and behaved myself.

You attend my entertainment and behave any-

thing but like gentlemen. I shall keep you

but a half 'hour,' etc, This talk quieted the

"push."

Sanger Accused of Accepting Money From a

Manufacturer.

The Milwaukee Nen:s, of Tuesday, after com-

menting sharply on Sanger's refusal to ride at

Monday's races, prints the following:

"It is said that Sanger has a notion of enter-

ing the employ of an eastern bicycle manufac-

turer, who is willing to pay the Milwaukee
champion more than $100 a month, the salary,

he gets for riding the Sercombe-Bolte wheel.

Hawever, in view of the attention that will

now be called to young Sanger's financial oper-

ations, it is doubtful if he will be able to con-

summate the deal with the eastern house. He
is much more likely to be declared a profes-

sional and expelled from the ranks of the ama-

teur wheelmen. Mr. Raymond, the chairman

of the racing board of the L. A. W , whose

duty it is to investigate the case of Walter San-

ger, should communicate with Parker H. Ser-

combe, the employer of Y/alter Sanger. He
cannot fail to get evidence enough to convict

Sanger of professionalism. If Mr. Sercombe

is disposed to be reticent, which is not prob-

able, Mr. Raymond is welcome to a repetition

of a statement made by Mr. Sercombe to a

News man shortly after Walter Sanger and

Culver, his trainer, had returned from the

English trip, as follows: 'I drew my personal

check for $1,500, gave it to the boys and told

them to do the best they could.' This was after

Sanger's own father had refused to give him

money to go abroad and the firm had likewise

turned down a similar proposition. Walter

Sanger's nice sense of gratitude is shown in his

subsequent treatment of Mr. Sercombe and the

Telegram club. In the interest of honesty in

sports patronized b}r the public, Walter San-

ger deserves to be severely punished and if

Sercombe and Raymond will do their duty to

the League of American Wheelmen, justice

will be done him."

A Meritorions Undertaking.

It must have taken a good deal of patient

persistency on the part of Henry Sturmey to

complete the sustenance fund guaranteed by the

Cyclist for " The Cyclists'" lifeboat, launched

in England jubilee year. The boat is stationed

in one of the most dangerous stations on the

English coast. For nearly five years Mr.

Sturmey solicited subscriptions t > complete the

guarantee sustenance fund to pay the expen-

ses connected with the boat for a number of

years, and on Aug. 2 he forwarded his check

to the Royal National Lifeboat Institution,

which completed the task, which was no light

one,
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Races will be held in connection with the

Labor day picnic at Albany, N. Y.

The Orange Athletic Club Cyclers will hold

races at the Orange, N. J., oval on Wednesday,

Sept. 13.

Says the New York Telegram: "The Denver

Cyclists' Union will be a three-lap track."

That's nice, too.

A road race will be held on the 28th at Ap-

pleton, Wis. Gold and silver medals will be

awarded the winners.

The Colt Bicycle Company, of Hartford,

Conn., will hold a twelve-mile road race at

that place on Sept. 16.

It is intended to hold a handicap road race

from Coatesville to West Chester, Pa. , the lat-

ter part of next month.

The annual road race of the Harlem (N. J.)

Wheelmen will take place over the Elizabeth-

Crawford course Sept. 2.

Williamsport, Pa., wheelmen contemplate

holding a fifteen-mile road race over the Jersey

Shore road next month.

A water bicycle is the invention of C. C.

Spengler, of Hoboken, N. J., and from all ac-

counts it appears to be quite a success.

It is understood efforts are being made to

have Zimmerman booked for the November
meets at Augusta and Jacksonville, Fla.

Charlie Murphy said, in our eastern office,

that he didn't believe Bunnell had anything to

do with the exposure of the Philadelphia check

deal.

The English war office has looked with favor

on the bicycle as a useful accessory in time of

war. A large number is to be attached to each

battalion.

On Aug. 30, at the Keene driving park, Bos-

ton, the Monadnock Cycle Club will hold its

initial race meet. Prizes of considerable value

are offered.

Watermelon parties are quite the thing

among the cycle clubs in the east. No doubt

they are also popular with the colored clubs of

the sunny south.

As a result of an arrest for the theft of a bi-

cycle at Columbus, Ohio, recently, E. Friend,

whose wheel was stolen, is to be prosecuted for

malicious arrest.

To-morro -v the Quaker City Wheelmen of

Philadelphia will hold their twenty-five-mile

road race. Indications are that the event will

be a huge success.

Bicycle races will be a feature of the New
York and New England fair to be held at Troy,

N. Y., on the 28th. There is to be a half-mile

ladies' race among the events.

George W. Pollard, of the Garden City

Cyclers, San Jose, Cal., recently had an un-
pleasant experience with a road hog in that

city. He was run into and considerably

shaken up bisides having his wheel damaged.
The courts will be asked to teach the hog a les-

son. May it be a severe one, is the wish of all

respectable wheelmen.

It is hoped by the management that the first

meeting of the West Virginia division will

draw some of the faster riders. Prizes to the

value of $1,500 will be offered.

The arrival at San Francisco, Cal., of E.

Staal, president of the Danish Bicycle Club of

Copenhagen, is announced. We understand

Mr. Staal is coming east for a pleasure trip.

William Van Wagoner and wife will start

from San Francisco next month on a tandem

ride across the contiuent. Mrs. Van Wagoner

will be the first woman to undertake such a

trip.

The California Associated Cycling Clubs are

arranging for a monster meet at San Jose on

Sept. 9. A parade, which is to eclipse any-

thing of the kind held west of Chicago, will be

a feature.

"All out for Pope street," was the exclama-

tion of the elevator boy at the Mecca as the car

reached the top. There was a colony of six

Pope company employes in one suite of rooms

on that floor.

R. M. Tidd, St. Louis, had his Premier racer

No. 312 stolen from the repair shop at the

track on Wednesday night. He left it in charge

of the repair man. Osmond lost a Whitworth

safety during the week.

The Associated Cycle Clubs of Bristol County,

Mass. , have made full arrangements to hold a

tournament at Taunton Sept. 16. Nearly

$1,000 worth of prizes will be offered as an in-

ducement to the competitors.

Baird of Charlestown, S. C, claims to have

been handicapped beyond his reach at the races

recently held in Chicago. Perhaps you were,

friend Baird, but there was a very fast "push"

at that meet, you must remember.

The Dubuque (la.) Wheelmen is the name of

a recently organized club with officers as fol-

lows: President, I. Cushing; vice-president,

Will H. Ott; secretary, Paul Arduser; treasurer,

T. M. Brady; captain, Willard Flynn.

It is reported that a country parson in Eng-

land has become such an enthusiastic wheel-

man that at a funeral recently where he was
called upon to officiate he wanted to enter the

cemetery astride his wheel and wearing a sur-

plice.

G. P. Stevin of Hartford, Conn., is the in-

ventor of a safety the motive power of which
is compressed air. According to an exchange

this wonderful machine will retail at the ex-

tremely low figure of $200. Soon, at that price,

our roads will be full of compressed-air-driven

safeties.

At Tarrytown there will be a lantern parade

of bicycle clubs on the evening of Saturday,

Sept. 2, followed by a dinner. It will be under

the auspices of the Tarrytown Bicycle Club,

which has invited the wheelmen of Sing Sing,

White Plains, Dobbs Ferry and Nyack to par-

ticipate.

The Belleville (L. I.) Wheelmen are about to

erect a handsome club house on a recently pur-

chased lot on Washington avenue. It will be

a two-story frame building in colonial style,

with a porch over the main entrance. The
frontage will be 38 feet on Washington avenue
and 80 feet on Academy street. In the base-

ment wi'l be two bowling alleys, bil iard room,

store room for wheels, bath room? and boiler

room. On the ground floor will be a hall with

a movable stage at one end. The room will be

22 feet high and will have an open truss roof.

It will occupy the entire rear portion of the

building. In the main building, in front of the

large hall will be, on the ground floor, the par-

lors, toilet rooms, locker room and office. On
the second floor will be the club meeting room

and a committee room.

The Riverside Athletic Club will hold its an-

nual race meet at Waverly, N. J., to-morrow.

One of the principal events will be the team

race for the Newark Sunday Call cup which

was won last year by H. ' Hawthorne, C. H.

and G. W. Coffin of the Orange A. C. C.

At Milwaukee Messrs. Taylor and Atkins

found on a book store counter a New York
five-cent library entitled, "Jack and Jerry, the

Bicycle Wonderi or, Lively Times on a Wheel,

by Zimmy." This they purchased and pre-

sented to Zimmerman, who disclaimed the

authorship.

In these days of century riding by both ladies

and gentlemen, it is refreshing to run across

such items of interest as the following, taken

from the Woonsocket (R. I.) Reporter: "A.

Long Ride.—Charles Adams rode to town from

his home at Gardner, a distance of fifty-five

miles, Tuesday on his bicycle."

Zimmerman will compete in the bicycle races

and long jumps at the Amateur Athletic Union
championships in Chicago Sept. 16. In 1890

Zim was second in the eastern championships

at standing broad jump and standing three

jumps and in the same year, at the latter

game, he cleared thirty-three feet.

Bicycle riders in the vicinity of Newark, N.

J., are having a hard of it fighting the road

hogs and other lawless characters. Two suits

have been brought in the supreme court for

damages—one against a person who left a

plank in the roadway opposite his premises,

and another by a wheelman who, while riding

on the streets of Bloomfield, was run down by

a vehicle and seriously injured.

The Man Who Made the Track.

One man who has been almost entirely for-

gotten while words of commendation have

been heaped upon people connected with the

Chicago meet is "Old Bill" Richards, to whom
is due the credit for the grand condition of the

track. Richards has been a track-master for

many years and has a history as remarkable as

any man of to-day. In 1862 he ran a dead

heat with William Richards, distance one mile,

in 4:17 1-4, a record which stood for nearly

twenty years. He holds, if we mistake not,

the record for three-quarters of a mile, made
about twenty-six years ago. As a track-master

he is unexcelled, while many of the alleged

trainers of to-day could learn a great deal

about the requirements of their calling from

the veteran.

The Minneapolis Track.

The Minnehaha track at Minneapolis is beau-

tifully located midway between Minneapolis

and Minnehaha Falls. The track is a mile in

circumference, is hard as rock and very smooth

for a space of ten feet from the pola. It is so

shaped that three-quarters of the distance the

men may be easily distinguished. The green

woods surrounding the track enclosure and the

wooded hills in the distance add a charm to the

scene. The grand stand accommodations are

meagre for the crowds that attend cycle races.

But the same accommodations have been en-

tirely adquate for horse racing in the past. So

largely attended have the cycle races been, that

a cash prize meeting is talked of,
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CASH MEN IN GOTHAM.

Some Spirited Racing—New Riders—Earnings

to Date.

New York, Aug. 21.—The National Cycling

Association paid a second visit to New York
Saturday and a thousand spectators paid toll

to see some splendid racing, while another

thousand took advantage of the new bridge

which spans the gap between the elevated

roads and the heights above the Manhattan
grounds. The races were noted for the number
of new entries and starters. Bartholomew, a

clean, handsome lad of Lewisburg, Pa., Star-

buck, of Marion, la ; Carl Hess, of New York,

the well-known Manhattan amateur, and Al-

bert Hosmer, a brother of the professional oars-

man, George Hosmer, commanded attention.

Jack Prince, with many bruises, the result of

his St. Louis fall, took part in one race, but he

was distanced by the leaders. In the two-mile

handicap, while turning the club-house corner,

Kluge, Crocker and Bartholomew, who were
sprinting hard for the lead, came together and
a smash-up occurred. Crocker's collar-bone

was broken in the fall.

Editor Egan says that he has not decided

when he will sail for Europe, as the cash prize

managers want to arrange certain home mat-

ters first. C. H. Barden, the English rider,

who had promised many people he would an-

annihilate Wheeler & Co. , evidently weakened,

as he sailed for England on a slow boat Satur-

day, leaving his Humber racer in hock for some
advance money on same. Barden, before sail-

ing, said that he was not contented with the

$3,000 a year he is getting as an amateur, and
that he was "going to sell himself on the

Viaduct to the highest bidder," as Shorland, he

says, is known in England as the £l,000-a-year

man, and that is $2,000 more than he (Barden)

is getting. The summary:

One-mile, open, best two in three heats, purse $1C0, di-

vided-First heat—H. C. Wheeler, 1; A. B. Rich, 3; C.

W. Price, 3; Carl Hess* 4; time, 8:33 4-5.

Second and final heat^-H. C. Wheeler, 1; C. W. Dorntge,

3; Carl Hess, 3; A. ,B. Rich, 4; time, 3:31 1-5. Wheeler
won under a strong pull. A good race for secoDd,

Dorntge just nipping his brother German at the post.

One-mile, novice, purse ©60—Carl Hess, 1 ; C. L. Will-

iams, Charleston, 2: S. D. Smith, Belmar, 3; A. Hosmer,
Newark, 4; time, 2:44 1-5 The New York " novice " had
an easy thing, as the Charleston ex-amateur was not up
to his usual form. Hess won by fifty yards and displayed

his form for the benefit of the grand stand, Handicapper
Merrihew taking notes.

Half-mile, handicap, purse $100—H. E. Bartholomew,

45 yds., 1 ; J. E. Newhouse, 45 yds., 2; C. W. Ashinger, 65

yds., 3; H. C. Wheeler, scr., 4; time, 1:09 4-5. Bartholo-

mew lost no time in catching some of the long-start men,
and, collaring the old sis-day " pro., 11 Ashinger, he beat

him down the stretch, Newhouse following him home.

One-mile, handicap, purse, $160— First heat—H. C.

Wheeler, ser., 1; H. E. Bartholomew, 90 yds., 2; C. W.
Dorntge, 50 yds., 3; Carl Hess, 30 yds., 4; time, 2:28 2-5.

Wheeler caught his field amid the cheering of many who
look upon him as a sort of Zimmy. On the last lap,

when the bell rang, he was trailing the leaders, slipped

them on the club house corner, and came Shome in easy

fashion first by five yards.

Second heat— C. E. Kluge, 40 yds , 1; J. E. Newhouse,
90 yds., 2; H. G. Crocker, SO yds., 3; C. W. Ashinger, 145

yds., 4; time, 2:23 2 5. Kluge used a high gear and de-

veloped a splendid pace, though the corners bothered

him somewhat; but he rode a clever race, and tackling

the long start men one by one he sailed home a winner

by a short yard.

Final heat—H. E. Bartholomew, 90 yds., 1; C. W. Ash-

inger, 145 yds ,2; H. G. 'Crocker, 80 yds., 3; Frank Albert,

140 yds., 4; time, 2:21 4-5. Wheeler from scratch rode a
gallant race, finishing sixth, his time being the best in

competition on a quarter-mile track. The Pennsylvanian

made good use of his start and rode like a veteran, using

the best possible judgment. The crowd was watching

Wheeler and the blonde professional champion was riding

a great race, making all his own pace Bartholomew had
a tussle with Ashinger and only won by a short foot. A

cheer rewarded Wheeler in place of ore of the five prizes,

and Harry seemed satisfied.

Ten-mile, handicap, purse, $160—C. W. Ashinger, 275

yds., 1; C. W. Dorntge, 80 yds., 2; A. B. Rich, 65 yds., 3;

Frank Albert, 375 yds., 4; time, 4:58.

Ashinger set an even pace for the first mile and was as-

sisted by Albert, who paced in turn with him. It was in

this race Crocker and others came down. Ashinger de-

served the win, as he is a rider who generally "goes all

the way," and his win by a length from Dorntge was

popular.

Five-mile, handicap, purse, $170 — H. C. Wheeler,

scratch, 1; A. B. Rich, 140 yds., 2; C. W. Dorntge, ieo

yds., 3; J. S. Starbuck, 340 yds., 4; C. W. Ashinger, 440

yds., 5; time, 13:11 4-5.

Seldom has gamer racing been seen. Wheeler, making

every foot of his pace, rode like a demon, and Ashinger,

who started even with him (from the first line) hung to

the New Jersey flier the first mile, which probably cost

him the race, for once Wheeler shook him off he was im-

mediately troubled with the "slows." Rich and Dorntge

seemed to be working on the commonwealth plan and al-

ternating in front were leading Wheeler a merry dance.

But try as they would, Wheeler by grand riding and

indisputable pluck, gradually closed the gap, and at four

miles was right behind, nursing himself for a final effort,

whi?h he made 300 yards from home. He was joined

by Rich, who gave him a terrific race to the tape, only

being beaten by a bare two feet.

The management was faultless and the

handicapping clever. The day's individual

winnings and the total cash winnings of the

riders up to date are as follows:

The day's purses amounted to $750. The winners were

as follows: Wheeler, $140; Ashinger, $135: Bartholomew,

$125; Dorntge, $95; Rich, $75; Hess, $45; Albert, $30;

Newhouse, $25; Crocker, $25; Starbuck, $25; Williams,

$15; Smith, $10; Hosmer, $5. Since the National Cycling

Association's opening races on July 3, the winners and

amounts are:

Wheeler $2,650

Berlo 1,290

Kluge 810

Dorntge 765

Rich 715

Ashinger 580

Meixell 440

Newhouse 415

Ciocker 335

Albert 270

Starbuck 800

Kanaska 180

Bartholomew. 175

Simons 130

Lehr Makes a World's Record.

August Lehr, on July 27, at Frankfort, rid-

ing against time, lowered his one (English)

mile record of 2:17, which was record for Ger-

many, to 2:14, and beat A. Verheyen's 2,000-

metre record of 2:56, doing, 2:50 3-5; establish-

ing with the latter time a ne w world's record,

and surpassing that of L. Cottereau by 1 3- 5 sec.

Lehr entered the six safety, ordinary and tri-

cycle championships of the D. R. B. to be rid-

den at Leipsic. The following will take part:

Tischbein, Beyschlag, H. and F. Opel, Vater,

Verheyen, Heimann, Pickenback, Stumpf,

Underborg, Herty, Breitling, Gehrig, Nagel,

Brambor, Spitzig, Eisner and Mulack. The
Dutch racer, Koning, is training for these

events. He and the champion of Holland,

Eden, intend to ride in the European safety

championship at Frankfort.

Sweden, the only cycling editor of that country,

Mr. From is a civil engineer by profession and

conducts his paper more for the purpose of

booming cycling than anything else. He
understood, he said, there was to be a cycling

congress in session during the international

meet and came prepared to represent the

Swedish governing body. He talks English

fluently, having spent some four years here,

and takes great interest in American cycling.

At present he is obtaining plans and specifica-

tions for a third-mile track to be built at Stock-

holm on government property. He thinks

boards will be used. Mr. From will likely take

in the Springfield meet on his return trip.

Appel $ :20

Price 115

Hutchens 75

Rowe 60

Shantz 50

Kelly ' '

" 50

Fuhrman 50

Hess 45

Steinel 40

Eoe 35

Williams 15

Servis 10

Smith 10

B osmer 5

Racing in a Court.

A motion for a new trial in the case of Turk
against che cycling union was denied this

morning by Judge LeFevre. The case was ap-

pealed. Turk, who ran second in a bicycle

race, sought to obtain from Rentfrow, who ran

first, a prize piano which had been offered to

the winner. He was beaten in a replevin suit,

but wanted a new trial.

—

Denver Gfun.

The

A Swedish Editor Here.

Referee on Wednesday was favored

with a visit from Mr. Per From, of Stockholm,

The Legend of the False Calf.
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OFFER TO TRICK RIDERS.
The trick riders, at least, most of them, are

adepts at "press working.'' They do more
talking than riding. There has heen but one
contest for money in the history of the game.
The riders claim to be unable to agree on
terms. One wants a certain machine used

—

the other doesn't. It would be an excellent

idea if the cycle press men were to refuse to

pay any attention to them whatever until they
actually get down to business. But let us see

how many of them really want to ride. Cart
wheels, empty rims and freaks have no con-

nection with bicycle contests and should be

omitted. There should, in our humble opinion,

be two championships, as in racing, ordinary
and safety. Provided three men will agree to

compete for the championship of America, at

each of these games, under rules to be framed
by Messrs. Barrett of the Bearings, Prial of

the Wheel, Fourdrinier of Bicycling World,
Berger of Cycling Life, and a representative of

the Referee, and will deposit with either of

these gentlemen two hundred dollars apiece to

guarantee their appearance on the day of the

contest (said amount to form the whole or part

of the stake or to be returned to each rider as

the committee may decide), the, Eeferee will

guarantee that medals or other suitable trophies

as a majority of the intending competitors may
desire, shall be provided for each contest. Ov,

if three men can be found who are desirous of

contesting at either style, the same offer holds

good.

The Referee will gladly co-operate with the

other cycling journals in any feasible scheme
to bring the trick riders together and settle,

once for all, their claims to the championship.

BY WHOSE AUTHORITY.'
A question for the racing board—What pen-

alty, if any, should be inflicted on a race-pro-

moting club which deliberately changes the

starts allotted by the official handicapper ? Such
a case occurred on Monday. Among the en-

tries for the Milwaukee races were Zimmer-
man, Sanger, Tyler, Johnson and Taylor. Of
these, the first two were placed on scratch in

the two miles, Tyler was given thirty yards,

Taylor and Johnson fifty. Corresponding starts

were given in the five-miles. Johnson, or Eck

for him, wrote the management that unless he

were placed on scratch he wouldn't come. The
management placed him on scratch. Now,
anyone knows that any handicapper who would

place Johnson on a mark thirty yards behind

Tyler and fifty behind Taylor, is unfit for his

position, yet the handicapper, in this instance,

is made to appear a dunce of the worst possible

order. That Johnson has no business on scratch

witli Zimmerman has been proved again and
again. He is not in the same class. It is pre-

sumption on his part to expect the honor and

an outrage on the part of the management to

alter the handicapper's figures.

A New Paving Material.

One of the Savannah city officials recently

wrote the Birmingham (Ala.) city engineer for

particulars regarding the newly discovered de-

posit in the south which is being used exten-

sively in the place of asphalt and macadam for

paving purposes. The Alabama engineer re-

plied: "Replying to your favor of 5th last, will

say that this city has about thirty-five miles of

chert streets and the county 175 miles of chert

roads. They are only macadam roads, either

with broken stone or slag for foundations, with
two to four inches of chert for a surface, which
is applied just like the macadam and rolled. It

soon becomes compact under traffic. If sprink-

led before rolling it is an advantage. We never

stop the traffic, the more it gets the better it is

for the street. It makes a better road tban

broken limestone, wears better, less dust and is

smooth. Where the foundation is good four to

five inches of chert on the sub-grade makes an
elegant driveway. It costs us about eighty

cents per cubic yard on the finished road. It

costs us about twenty-five cents per cubic yard
on cars at the pits. Come over and look around;

I could show you roads built in 1887 and roads

built this year from which you could gain more
information than from anything I cou'd write,

but if you can't come, continue to write me
until yoti learn all you wish to know. If you
conclude to come over wire me and I will be

here to show you all I can. Yours very truly,

Julian Kendrick,
City Engineer.

P. S.—Have experience with sand as a found-

ation, but anything that is solid I think would
answer."

Some time ago, we had a talk with City

Clerk Bridges Smith, who was loud in praise

of the new paving material which Macon is

using on her streets, and the cyclists also in-

tended using it in building a bicycle track.

Chert is a deposit similar to asphalt and is a

white looking substance. Extensive pits are

located in Georgia and Alabama, being found
in abundance near Macon. It bids fair to com-
pt-te successfully with asphaltum, and is much
cheaper, will stand heat and cold better and
seems more economical in every way.

Zimmerman's First Race.

Many a time the story of the champion's

first appearance on the path has been told by
New York and Brooklyn men who went over

to Queens, Long Island, the day America gave
birth to a cycling star whose brilliancy illumes

the way for the rest of the pathmen of nations.

A New York reporter has this to say of Zim's

first appearance: " Since Zimmerman has met
and vanquished so many competitors, I wonder
if he recalls the first race at Queens ? To Tom

Lloyd, the veteran, I am indebted for the

picture showing Zimmy as he stood for his

first picture at a bicycle race meet. Also the

copy of his entry and league number. Little

did the champion think then that he would be

the world-beater that he is. In the race for

novices, wheels could not weigh less than

thirty-five pounds. Zimmerman won, Charlie

Murphy second, and J. Meyer third. The last

protested, claiming Zim's wheel was under
weight. On the scales it balanced at forty-two

pounds. His entry blank read thus:

" Law Offices of Joseph McDermott, Freehold, N. J.

" Mr. Thomas Lloyd, Queens, L. I.

" Dear Sir:—Please enter A. A. Zimmerman in one-

mile novice, two mile handicap, and in consolation race

at your athletic games. I send $1 for entrance fees for

novice and two-mile, presuming that no charge is made
for consolation. If I am wrong about this I will pay on
my arrival. A. A. Zimmerman.

" Freehold, N. J., Sept. 25, 1888.

"L. A. W. No. 20,114."

A New York Ordinance Signed.

Although the police have been making ar-

rests in the city of New York of riders who
went faster than the proposed eight-mile-an-

hour limit, Mayor Gilroy had not signed the

bicycle ordinance, which had been hanging
fire for a long time. But before starting for

his vacation last Saturday, his honor dipped

his pen in ink and signed an instrument which
will be a terror to speedsters and joy to the

average metropolitan " bobby," who can com-
mence work in earnest.

The ordinance was originally proposed by
Alderman Rogers and was adopted in the

board after considerable discussion and a re-

port by the law committee. It provides that

not more than two bicyclers can ride abreast

on the city streets, and that they shall not ride

faster than eight miles an hour. Lamps,
visible at a distance of at least 200 feet, must
be carried at night, and in the daytime a bed

must be rung when passing street crossings.

Was Zimmy's Fault.

A. B. Choate, president of the Minneapolis

Cycle Track Association, was a disappointed

man Saturday. He had Zimmerman's promise

tLat he would certainly be present. Zimmer-
man was advertised and Choate was placed in

a bad light before the critical public. Mr.

Choate stated clearly his position. He, himself,

saw Zimmerman at Chicago and he said he

would go to Minneapolis; he told Erwin of the

racing board he would go; told Eck the same
thing, and told H. R. Steenson, when leaving

Ripon, to see that his entries were all right. Steen-

son so reported and the papers announced it. Mr.

Choate attempted to arrange a special invita-

tion race between Johnson and Zimmerman,
which the latter refused to consider at all. It

was a case of neglect, inexcusable on Zimmy's
part.

The Bachelor's Den Raided.

According to a dispatch from Indianapolis

the bachelor apartments of Birdie Munger.

Frank Waller, F. S. Dickinson and Harry Cody
were raided by a constable on Thursday of last

week and the house despoiled of its fine car-

pets, piano, costly bric-a-brac, and elegant fur-

nishings which the boys had laid in. The cause

of the attachments were several grocery and
wine bills, aggregating about $150, which were
alleged to be due and unpaid. The bachelors

were all out of town save Dickinson, but Mun-
ger reached home shortly after the raid. He
was mad, because, he said, none of the bills

were over fifteen days old and that the seizure

was unwarranted and an outrage.
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i8g3 FIXTURES.

26—Cincinnati C. C. meet
26—South Orange Field Club, Orange, N. J. '

26—Columbia Bicycle Club, North Atlleboro, Mass.

26—Quaker City Wheelmen, Philadelphia, Pa.

26—Riverside Athletic Club, Waverly, N. J.

28—Chippewa Falls to-Eau Claire (Wis.) 17-mile road
race.

28-29—Columbus (O.) Century C. C. International Circuit
Meet

28-29-30-31- Sept. 1—N. T. & N. E. Agricultural Society
Troy, N. Y.

30-31—Cleveland W. C. meet.

SEPTEMBER. (EASTERN CIRCUIT.

1-2—Crescent Cycling Club, Saginaw, Mich.

1-2—Chester County Agricultural Society, West Ches-
ter, Pa.

2—Bank Clerks' A. A., Philadelphia, Pa.

2—Harrisburg Wheel Club, Harrisburg, Pa.

2—C. W. Rowe, Shamokin, Pa.

2—Berkshire County Wheelmen, Pittsfield, Mass.

2—Norristown Wheelmen, Norristown, Pa.

2—Birmingham. Conn., Crescent Cycle Club.

3-4—Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
4—Piqua Wheelmen, Piqua, Ohio.
4—Susquehanna Wheelmen, Harrisburg. Pa.
4—Rutherford wheelmen, Rutherford, N. J.

4—Catholic Y. M. L. Association, Paterson, N. J.

4—New Jersey State Fair, Newark, N. J.

4—Los Angeles Wheelmen, Los Angeles. Cal.

4—Young Men's Association, Waltham, Mass.

4—Saco Cycle Club, Saco, Me.

4—St. Johns Court, M C O. F., Readville, Mass.
4—Hose Company 2, Marlboro, Mass,

4—Century Bii-ycle Club meet at Canton, O.

4—Races of Waltham Cycle Club. Waltham. Mass.

4-5—Columbus Cycling Club. Columbus, Ohio.

4-5—C. N. Ghent, Manager, Bay City, Mich.

4-5—Hartford, Conn., Hartford Wheel Club.

4-5—Syracuse ( N. Y.), A C. eighth annual meet.
4-5—Diamond tournament Columbus (O.) C. C.

5—Wheelmen of Franklin County, Greenfield. Mass.

6—Second annual meet of Springfield (Ohio) Wheelmen.
6-7—Cumberland County Agricultural Society, Bridge-

ton, N. J.

7—Lynn, Mass., Lynn Cycling Association.

7—Broome County Fair, Whitney's Point, N. Y.
9—Riverside Wheelmen, Riverside, Cal.

9—Victor Athletic Club, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

9—Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers, Elizabeth, N. J.

9—Boston. Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden < ity Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

11—Meet of Ramblers' Cycle Club at Wallingford, Conn.

12-13-14-10—Woonsocket Agricultural Society, Woonsoc-
ket, R. I

13—Passaic Athletic Club, Passaic, N. J.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.i B. C.'s annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

14—Skowhegan Wheel Club s race meet at Skowhegan,
Maine

14-15—Boscobel Driving Association, Boscobel, Wis.

14-15—Southern Wisconsin Bicycle Tournament, Monroe,
Wisconsin.

15—Huds n Bicycle Club, Hudson, N. Y.

16—Associated Cycling Clubs of Bristol County, Taunton,
Mass.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

17-18-19—Wood's Hotel, Schoharie, N. Y.

18—New Jersey (place not named).
19-20-21-22— Chenango County Agricultural Society, Nor-

wich, N. Y.

19-26—Queens Athletic Grounds, Queens, N. Y.

10-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

22-23-'_4—Cartharge, C. C, Cartharge, N. Y.

21— Crescent Wheelmen, Dixon, Cal.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.

24—Skowhegan Wheel Club, Skowhegan, Maine.

23—Mercury Wheel Club. Flushing, L. I.

25—Scranton. International Race Meet.

26—Rockville Wheelmen Rockville, C-ntre, N. Y.

26—Alameda Bicycle Club. Alameda, Cal.

26—Boston Athletic Association, Cambridge, Mass.

26-27-^8—Inter-state Fair Association meet, Trenton, N. J.

27—Penn Wheelmen, Reading, Pa.

29—Bristol Agricultural Society, Taunton, Mass.

30—College Hill Field Club, Ciucinnati, O.

30— Los Angeles Wheelmen Los Angeles, Cal.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.

OCTOBER.

2— Capital City Wheelmen meet, Sacramento, Cal.

5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

17-18—Savannah Wheelmen ( lub race at Savannah, Ga.

NOVEMBER.

7-8-9—Columbia Cyclists, Columbia, South Carolina.

23—Acme Athletic Club, Oakland, Cal.

NATIONAL CYCLINR ASSOCIATION.

Sept. 2-Philadelphia. Sept. 9—Brooklyn.

Oct.

4—Vew York.

7—Brooklyn.
1—St. Louis.

4—St. Louis.

5—St. Louis.

7 -St. Louis.

14—Milwaukee,

Oct.

16—Philadelphia.
23—Brooklyn.
15—Milwaukee.
19 - New York.

21—New York.

28—Brooklyn.

THREE DAYS AT MINNEAPOLIS.

Johnson Has His Own Way for Two Days, but

is Left the Third.

Minneapolis, Aug. 17.—The Johnsons had
their own way here to-day, John S. winning

the mile handicap and the two-mile state

championship and his younger brother, Anton,

tliL novice, five-mile and 3:00 class events. The
younger Johnson is of much the same style on
the wheel as John S. and may soon be his

equal. W. A. Rhodes made a flying quarter,

with favorable wind, in 27 sec. The summary:
One mile, novice—Anton Johnson, 1; J. O. Ewing, 2:

Fred Roach, 3; time, 2:32, state record.

One-mile, boys—F. Matison, 1; J. Harper, 2; Edgar
Owen, 3; time, 2:53.

Five-mile, 3:10 class—Anton Johnson, 1 ; Fred Roach, 2;

J. O. Ewing, 3; time, 15:45.

One-mile, handicap—J. S. Johnson, scratch, 1; H P.

Davidson, 210 yds., 2; W. E. Becker, 210 yds., 3: time, 2:15.

One-mile. 3:00 class—Anton Johnson, 1 ; H. P. Davidson,

2; A. E. Graham, 3; time, 2:46 3-4.

Two-mile, state championship—J. S. Johnson, 1 ; B. B.

Bird, 2; W. J. Martin, St. Paul, 3; time, 5:39.

Minneapolis, Aug. 18.—The three-mile com-
petition record was lowered to-day to 7:15 3 4

by John S. Johnson, which is :15 1-2

sec. better than Waller's Indianapolis record.

Johnson was on i-cratch in the three mile

handicap and Rhodes had forty-five yards over

him. Rhodes and Johns ;n both got off quickly

and the former paced nearly the whole dis-

tance. At the last quarter Johnson went out

alone, passed the fi^ld and won the race in the

fast time of 7:15 3-4.

The, mile 2:35 class was won easily by Rhodes
from Steenson, Bird finishing third. The t*"0-

mile 2:50 cla-s was won twice by Colie Bell,

but was ordered run a third time because the

time limit of 5:35 was not reached. It will

probably be settled Saturday. The summary

:

One-mile, 2:35 class—W. A. Rhodes, Chicago, 1; H. R.

Steenson, New Jersey, 2; B. B. Bird, St. Paul, 3; time, 3:00.

One-mile, boys under 16, handicap—J. B. Harper, 100

yds., 1; B. Bridgman, scratch, 2; Gus Madison, 3; time,

2:29.

Half-mile, open—H. P. Davis, Minneapolis, 1; W. A.

Rhodes, 2; B. B. Bird, 3; time, 1:13.

Three-mile, handicap—J. S. Johnson, scratch, 1; H. R
Steenson, 200 yds., 2; B. B Bird, 250 yds., 3; time, 7:153-4.

Ten mile, team, Minneapolis—(Johnson and Bell), 1; St.

Paul (Briggs), 2; time, 28:29 1 5.

Minneapolis, Aug. 19. — The Minneapolis

race-goers were greatly disappointed because

Zimmerman did not put in an appearance at

to-day's races. He was expected, for he had
promised to attend. Johnson, Rhodes, Bliss,

Taylor, Dirnberger and Githens were the stars.

The event of the afternoon was the five-mile

international, upon which a time limit of f ur-

fpen minutes was placed. Miles were paced

alternately, the first in 2:28; two, 5:03; three,

7:50 1-2; four, 10:50. Here all tue men with

ability to pace had dropped and the remaining

six were in for the finish and loath to kill

themselves. Down the back stretch they

crawled and in th« straight stretched across

the track, Bliss and Johnson being back of the

bunch and unahle to come through. Taylor led

and Rhodes folio -ved, his front wheel almost

touching Taylor's pedal. Thus they finished,

Dirnberger a good third and Bliss defeating

Johnson a half length. The time was
14:12 1-4 and the referee ordered it run

over at once, a most unjust decision,

a- it was raining at the close of the

races. Taylor, Bliss, Githens and Dirn-

berger declared they would not ride, but when
Johnson and Rhodes came out they lined up.

The limit was then raised to 14:30. The cracks

refusing to pace, Tom Bird, B. B. Bird and H.

R. Steenson took up the work. Dirnberger

jumped at the quarter, Taylor second and
Johnson third. Johnson passed the two and
Taylor pas-ed Johnson, winning by a wheel's

length. Bliss was fourth. The race was run

in 15:00, but was allowed. The summary:

Quarter-mile, flying start—M. F. Dirnberger, 1; G. F.

Taylor, 2; W. A. Rhodes, 3; H. W. Steenson. 4; time, :28.

Johnson did not start. Dirnberger defeated Taylor a

length and Rhodes, beaten, sat up twenty yards from
home.

Two-mile, 5:40 class—Colie Bell, 1; W. J. Martin, 2;

Anton Johnson, 3; time, 5:30. This race was run twice on

Friday, not on time limit eii her time. Anton Johnson
led to 100 yards from home but 'acked sprint.

One-mile, handicap—H. P. Daivdson, Minneapolis, 160

yds., 1 ; Colie Bell, 1 50 yds., 2; W. A. Rhodes, 50 yds., 3; H.

R. Steenson, 65 yds , 4; time, 2:15 3-4. Taylor and John-

son from scratch were unable to overtake the field in

time to get placed. They had not the time to get through
the bunch. Johnson finished in 2:13 3-4.

One-mile, open, time limit 2:30—J. P Bliss, 1; W. A.

Rhodes, 2; H. A. Githens, 3; time, v:3S 1-2.

Run over—J. ?. Bliss, 1; W. A. Rhodes, 2; B. B. Bird, 3;

time, 2:52. Referee said "no race."

Five-mile, international, time limit 14:00—G. F. Taylor,

1; W. A. Rhodes, 2; M. F. Dirnberger, 3; J. P. Bliss, 4; J.

S. Johnson, 5: time, 14:12 1-4. Ordered run over at once, an

unjust demand. Rhodes' front wheel was up to Taylor's

pedal at the finish.

Run over—G. F. Taylor, 1; J. S. Johnson, 2; M. F. Dirn-

berger, 3; J. P. Bliss, 4; time, 15:00. The limit was 14:30

but the race was allowed. Taylor was fourth man down
the stretch, sprinted like mad, passing Bliss, Dirnberger

and Johnson, and winning by a length.

* * *

MILWAUKEE'S FALLEN IDOL.

"The Picture That Was Turned Toward the

Wall."

In- the language of Milwaukee wheelmen,
"Sanger's name is mud " A magnificent pho-

tograph of the great rider which stood on an
easel in the Telegram C. C. house has heen

covered, and an oil painting of the Milwaukee
idol has been turned with its face toward the

wall. If the expressions heard on Monday
afternoon may be relied on, the famons " Wal-
lie" hasn't a single friend in the T. 0. C,
whose members were, prior to that time, ready

to swear by him. And all this because he re-

fused to ride at the races held that day. On
Tuesday the directors of the club met and ex-

pelled tl.e big racing man for "conduct unbe-

coming a member of the racing team of the

club."

The trouble seems to be this: The races

were to have been held at National Park. At
that place, however, the fences are in so dilapi-

dated a condition that 1 hey offer little resist-

ance to the attacks of a mob. For this reason

the club decided to go to Athletic Park. Now,
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the owner of National Park is Sanger's god-

father, hence the change didn't agree with the

world-beater's views. Still, he promised

faithfully to ride. At the last moment the

club sent a representative to Waukesha, where
Sanger was staying, to make sure of his at-

tendance. He again promised. The club ad-

vertised him and almost three thousand people

gathered. Race time came and no Sanger. A
messenger was sent to him, to whom he is re-

ported to have said that be "didn't care if

there were ten thousand people there; he
wouldn't ride." In consequence of all this

there were threats of exposure of the ways and
means by which money was raised to send him
abroad and elsewhere, and there was no hesi-

tancy among the club men about stating that

his expenses were not paid by his fathpr, as re-

ported.

All this may be deserved and it may not.

The club certainly has cause to feel aggrieved,

however. Its members stuck to Sanger when
he had no friend elsewhere, and made him
famous. Had he refused, in the first place, to

ride on the wretched apology for a track at

Athletic Park he could hardly have been
blamed, but having promised he should have
kept his word.

The best men ever seen in Milwaukee com-
peted despite the drawbacks. Taylor, Tyler

and Windle each took one scratch event. In
the scratch races these men, with Warren and
Steele, were the only starters. Times were
necessarily slow. The spectators were in-

formed that, on account of Sanger's absence,

their money would be refunded on application

at the gate, but not one departed. The people

made matters interesting for the officials, how-
ever. Following is the summary:

One-mile, novice—Tom Statt, 1; C. W. Price, 2; A. C.

Runkel, 3: time, 2:56.

Two-mile, lap race—Harry Tyler, J; W. W. Windle, 2;

Gus Steele, 3; time, 5:38 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—John F. Keitzner, 260 yds., 1; W.
C. Wegner, 250 yds., 2; L. J. Klug, 350 yds., 3; time,

4:59 1-5.

• Half-mile, open- George F. Taylor, 1; W. W. Windle, 2;

H. C. Tyler, 3; time, 1:26.

One-mile, international—W. W. Windle, 1 ; H. C. Tyler,

2; M. Dirnberger, 3; time, 2:39.

One-mile, 3:00 class—C. E. Parker, 1; J. L. Klug, 2;

time, 2:55 1-5.

Five mile, handicap—W. C. Werner, 550 yds., 1; J. F.

Reitzner, 550 yds., 2; T. Statt, 550 yds., 3; C. H. Peck, 500

yds., 4; Gus Steele, 475 yds., 5; time, 13:19.

ZIM WINS ALL OPEN EVENTS.

A Good Two Days' Meet at Ripon, Wis.—Good
Crowd Present.

Ripon, Wis., Aug. 18.—The two-days meet
of the W isconsin division came to a successful

close to-night and the racing men left town for

other fields—some to Minneapolis, others to

Milwaukee and the balance for various other

points. In the two days of racing Zimmerman
was not beaten once, though on Thursday he was
pushed pretty hard by Banker. On account of

the rain on Tuesday night and Wednesday
morning it was thought best to postpone the

races a day in order that the track might be in

good shape. It suited the racing men quite

well, for they went sailing and picnicing and
fishing and obtained a much-needed rest.

Ripon outdid itself on this occasion. Nearly

all the stores and factories closed their doors in

order that the employes might take in the

races. The 4,000 inhabitants were joined by
another 2,00C from the surrounding territory

and all went to see the crack racing men of

the world. When Thursday dawned the track

was in excellent shape and good racing was
the result. Zimmy was introduced to the

throng in the stand and he was given a rousing

cheering, a contrast to the reception he re-

ceived, at Milwaukee.

It is of little use to tell the story of the open
races—Zimmy simply gobbled them all easily,

except in the quarter, on the first day when
Banker got a good lead and was only caught

near the tape. Kennedy shows improvement
daily and on Thursday in the half-mile handi-

cap, though having but twenty yards, he beat

Crooks for second place, the Buffalo man hav-

ing ten yards over him. He also won the five-

mile from the 150-yard mark, passing such

men as Hoyland Smith (175 yards) and Steele

(350 yards).

• B. A. Vogel of Milwaukee is showing up
well and won the 2:30 class event from Bode,

while Louie Reed defeated Vogel in the half-

mile division championship. The summary:
Mile, novice—J. G. Seeleg, Ripon, 1; D. C. Meyer, Mil-

waukee, 2; L. P. Rhine, Milwaukee, 3; time, 2:50.

Half-mile, handicap—M. Dirnberger, Buffalo, 45 yds., 1;

A. D. Kennedy, Chicago, 20 yds., 2; A. T. Crooks, Buffalo,

30 yds., 3; A. W. Warren, Hartford, 4; time, 1:03 1-4.

One-mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; M. Dirnberger, 2;

Hoyland Smith, 3; E. C. Bode, 4; time, 2:26.

Half-mile, state championship—Louis Reed, Ripon, 1

;

E. A. Vogel, Milwaukee, 2; J. F. Reitzner, Milwaukee, 3;

F. W. Schmitz, Milwaukee, 4; time, 1:17 1 2.

Half-mile, international—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; M. F.

Dirnberger, 2; E. C. Bode, 3; H. R. Steenson, 4; Hoyland
Smith, 5; time. 1:18.

One-mile, 3:00 class—C. E. Parkes, Milwaukee, 1; Roy
Reed, Ripon, 2; J. G. Seelig, Ripon, 3; time, 3:13.

One-mile, 2:30 class—E. A. Vogel, 1;E. C. Bode, 2; Gus
Steele, 3; time, 3:02.

One-mile, boys under 18 — Roy Reed, Ripon, 1 ; W.
Howie, Milwaukee, 2; George Chittenden, Ripon, 3; time,

3:20 1-4.

Five-mile, handicap—A. D. Kennedy, 150 yds., 1: Hoy-
land Smith,. 175 yds., 2; Gus Steele, 350 yds., 3: time,

13:29 1-2.
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Quarter-mile, open — A. A. Zimmerman, 1 ; George
Baukei-, 2; George F. Taylor, 3; A. W. Warren, 4; time,

:32 1-3.

One-mile, handicap, Ripon riders—Roy Reed, 1 ; John
Seelig, 3; R. Groesbeck, 3; time, 2:52.

Two-mile, state championship—E. A. Vogel, 1; W. C.

Wegner, 2; Louie Reed, 3; time, 5:12. Vogel and Wegner
protested by Reed.

SECOND DAY.

The second clay's races were attended by
fully as many people as those of Thursday.

Great interest was taken in the division cham-
pionships. The quarter was won by Vogel,

but Reed captured the mile in the good time of

2:27. Dirnberger won the mile handicap from
60 yards, beating Banker, and in the five-mile

international Bode finished a close second to

Zimmerman. Kennedy and Smith were sick

and did not ride.

Zimniy attempted to better Sanger's 2:09 4-3

competition record, but, though paced by
Dirnberger, Crooks and Bode, could not do

better than 2:13. The summary:
One-mile, novice—E. H. Smith, Beaver Dam, 1 ; Harry

Cody, Ripon, 2; H. E. Thomas, 3; time, 2:50.

One-mile, 2:40 class—F. \V. Sehmitz, 1 ; W. C. Wegner,
2; Gus Steele, 3; time, 3:00.

Half-mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman. 1; M. F. Dirnberger,

2; A. T. Crooks, 3; time, 1:18.

Quarter-mile, state championship— E. A. Vogel, 1

;

Louie, Reed, 2; W. C. Wegner, 3; time, :33.

One-mile, handicap—M. F. Dernberger, 60 yds., 1; G. A.

Banker, 60 yds , 2; A. A. Wrenn, 3; time, 2:14.

Half-mile, boys'—Harry Cody, Ripon, 1; I. Corless,

Ripon, 2; H. R. Hull, 3; tune, 1:25.

One-mile, international—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; M. F.

Dirnberger, 2; G. F. Taylor, 3; time, 2:34 1-2.

Two-mile, handicap—G. Chittenden, Ripon, 265 yds., 1

;

J. A. Sandbury, Menominee, £35 yds., 2; Phil Nickel, Mil-

waukee, 200 yards, third, time, 4:51.

One-mile, state championship—Louie Reed, 1; E. A
Vogel, 3; W. C. Wegner, Milwaukee, 3; time, 2:27.

One mile, 2:50 class—Roy Reed, Ripon, 1 ; Gus Steele, 2;

C. E. Parkes, 3; time, 2:42.

Five-mile, international—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; E. C.

Bode, 2; A. T. Crooks, 3; time, 13:19 1-2.

Sunday Racing at St. Louis.

St. Louis, Aug. 20.—Three thousand people

witnessed the first amateur tournament of the

St. Louis Bicycle Association, which took place

on Von der Ahe's track this afternoon. It was
a successful meet in every way, and while the

time wa? not fast the finishes were exciting

enough to suit anyone. The track had been

fixed up for the occasion, though there were

plenty of soft places left to give the racing men
trouble. The Pastimes carried off the honors win-

ning four out of the six races on the card. The
Cycling club took the other two races and sev-

eral seconds. This club played in hard luck all

the way through. Its best man, Harding, was
just up from a bad attack of typhoid fever, Cox
and Rule had not trained for over a month,

and Wickc, the only man in shape, had two
bad accidents, which prevented him from win-

ning. He had the mile open practically won,
when his chain came off, throwing him out of

the race. In the one-mile handicap he gave up
his twenty yards and went scratch with Rule

and Coy, Cabanne doing the same. Rule pulled

Wicke and Cox up in front in the first half:

then Wicke started to ride in earnest and
would have won had not Hogan fouled him.

He got a fall that will keep him off a wheel for

a week or so. Frank Padgett tried to break

his unicycle quarter-mile record during the

afternoon, but {fell near the finish. The sum-

mary:

One-mile, uovice, two in each heat in final—First heat

—

Charles Louis, P. A C, 1: William L. Howe, 2: time,

3:02 1-3.

Second heat-E. Willis, P. A. C, 1 ; Will Coburn, Wan-
derers B. C, 3: time, 2:50.

Final heat—Charles Louis, I; William L. Howe, 2; E.

Willis, 3; time, 3:03 3-5.

One-mile, open—First heat (time limit, 2:55)—J. W. Bow
man, P. A. C, 1; E. A. Grath, P. A. C, 2; time, 2:40.

Second heat, (time limit, 2:55)—W. C. Wicke, St. L. C.

C, 1; L. D. Cabanne, P. A. C, 3; time, 2:50.

Final heat, (time limit, 3:30)—E. A. Gratl , 1; L. D. Ca-

bp.nne, 2; J. W. Bowman, 3; time, 2:45.

Two-mile, handicap—P. Coburn, St. L. C. C, 100 yds,

1; G. E. Tivy, St. L. C. C, 2; John W. Oiburn, W. B. C,
3; time, 5:35,

Quarter-mile, Hying start— E. A. Grath. P. A. C, 1; W.
C. Wicke, St. L. C C, 2; time, :3li.

Two-mile, team race, Pastime Athletic Club—J. W.
Bowman, E. A. Grath and Charles Louis, 1S3 points, 1; St-

Louis Cycling Club: F. W. Coburn, Gus Loeffel and G. E.

Tivy, 127 points, 2; Carordelet Cycling Club: Chester

Stith, A. S. Baldwin and E. Suay, 46 points, 3; time, 6:07.

One mile, handicap—D. Coburn, St. L. C. C, 50 yds.', 1;

John W. Coburn, W. B. C, 100 yds , 2; A. L. Jordan, St.

L. C. C, 75 yds., 3; G. E. Tivy, 100 yds., 4: time, 2:43 1-2.

* -x- *

A Shirtless N. C. U. Amateur.

C. F. Bai-den. an English amateur, who vis-

ited Chicago ostensibly to represent the N. C.

U. of England, arrived in New York last week
pretty hard up, and accepted the loan of a
shirt and a few dollars from a professional

until a remittance (which he said he expected

from the old country) should arrive. Mr. Bar-

meet him at the N. C. A. office and asked Mr.
Powers in Barden's presence if he had given
out such information, and the reply was em-
phaticly in the negative. Mr. Barden would not
shine socially anywhere. His truthfulness is

of an inferior quality, and if he can earn $3,000

under the N. C. TJ. of England as an amateur
he had better stick to that, for he will never
earn that as a professional or amateur in this

country. Mr. Barden informed the Referee
that he holds an N. C. TJ. license, but could
not compete at Chicago, but it does seem
strange that if he can earn $3,000 as an amateur
in England that he should talk to the cash
prize people, who would not get an ornament
if they got him. Mr. Barden is a fairly gcod
specimen of some English amateurs—especially

the north of England—and it is to be hoped if

he stays here the N. C. TJ. will send him a few
shirts, a new set of manners and a package of

; truth. The Cyclist has this to say of the

wealthy (in salary) N. C. TJ. man:

C. F. Barden, son of " Joe Broughton," the late ground

;

man of Putney, and the winner of the ten-mile scratch at

the Hospital meeting at Heme Hill, has left for the Un i-

SCENES AT RIPON.

den stated that the Humber company pays

him £400 a year and that the Seddon Tire

Company contributed £200 towards his sup-

port, which statements would lead one to be-

lieve that Mr. Barden would not run short of

shirts. Mr. Barden carries an N. C. A. license

in his pocket, and through fear of Wheeler, it

is said, did not start in Saturday's cash prize

races. He called at the Referee office, 21

Park Row, New York, last Friday and sur-

j

prised the Referee man with the statement

that the N. C. A. would not complete the pres-

ent circuits and was about to disband. P. T.

! Powers happened in early next morning and

|

was asked if he had given C. F. Barden such

information (as the latter said Mr. Powers had

given him a quiet tip). Mr. Powers was both

amused at the story aud indignant that the

English amateur who was entered in Satur-

day's events and had a license should talk such

stuff and make such use of his name and au-

thority. " You can tell Mr. Barden that I will

bet him five hundred to one hundred that the

present and next year's circuit will be run,"

said Mr. Powers. Later on the Referee man
invited Mr. Barden, J. S, Prince and Albert to

ted States and Chicago, in company with his track-con-

structing parent. It should be understood that this youth
is not in any way the representative of the National

Cyclists' Union.
* * *

Another Asbury Park Meet.

New York, Aug. 21.—Last Saturday the

Asbury Park Athletic association gave a mid-

summer meet, but owing to the absense of the

cracks and the frequency of meets at the

grounds of late the public did not turn out in

large numbers. G. Marshall Wells was the

only rider with pretense to reputation present.

Raymond Macdonald. brother of the Raleigh

manager, who won a recent mile handicap in

2:14 from the 175-yard mark, was pulled back

to eighty-five yards, much to his surprise.

That 175 yards is too much, all who have see

Raymond perform will admit, but a pull like

that of Saturday seemed too sudden. Marshall

Wells had things all his own way, and the only

excitement was a driving finish between Wells

and Macdonald in the final of the half-mile.

The summary:

One-mile, novice—H. E. Eckstein, New York, 1 ; Samuel

Levy, Greenwich, N. J., 2; George H. Van Emburg, West-

field, N. J., 3; time, 2:37 3-5.
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Business is Flat- -in Most unes .

BICYCLE FACTORIES CLOSE DOWN But not so the

RAMBLER" Works,

which are daily turning out Ramblers and have not closed down for a single day this season. This is due, of course, to the

great popularity of Rambler Bicycles and to the comparatively healthy condition of trade among our agents. Ramblers do no
• compete" against "cut price " bicycles, because there is no comparison whatever. Ramblers are strictly $150.00 machines.

Probably not more than five per cent, of the bicycle factories of America are running to-day, for various reasons, and con-

sequently the fact that we are able, so late in the season, to submit for the cyclists' approbation, and to introduce with such

marked success

A NEW RAMBLER-NO. 6,

is a great source of gratification to us, and a telliug testimonial to the worth of our wheels and the confidence of our patrons.

The new NO. 6 RA MBLBR is similar in lines to the No. 4, but is built somewhat stronger, being designed

FOR TALL AND HEAVY RIDERS,
for use on all sorts of roads, while still keeping within the popular limit of weight. The wheels are 30 inches in diameter, with

32 spokes in the front and 36 in the rear wheel, and are fitted with the popular Corrugated G. & J. Pneumatic Road Tires. The
frame, which is built somewhat higher than that on the Nos. 3 and 4, is particularly suitable for tall riders, and owing to the

heavier gauge tubing employed in the frame and front fork, and the strong fork crown, this is considered the ideal machine
for heavy riders. The now popular round pattern of "L " crank is employed. The No. 6, complete with tool bag, tools, brake,

rubber pedals and Hart Saddle,

WEIGHS BUT 39 1-2 Lbs.

As an illustration of the manner in which the No. 6 is being received, we herewith reproduce a letter

from our Dayton, Ohio, agent:

" We have your letter of August 4th, and also the No. 6 Ramb'er is received. It didn't stay in the store long enough for us

to thoroughly examine it, as about the first customer that came in said it was the very machine he wanted, and immediately

bought and rode off with it. Please send us another immediately. Very respectfully,

(Signed.) A. W. GUMP & CO."

We predict for this New Rambler the same degree of popularity, among riders for whom it was especially designed, as that

enjoyed by its predecessors, the Nos. 3 and 4 Ramblers, and are prepared to promptly fill orders for same.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng
MENTION THE REF£RE<~
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V One-mile, open—G. Marshall Wells, Asbury Park W., 1;

Paul Grosch, Passaic A. C, 2; W. T. Campbell, Riverside

W., 3; time, 2:35 3-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—First heat—Alfred Silvie, Staten

Island W., 1; Harry H. Maddox, Asbury Park W., 8; H.

K. Wemple, Elizabeth A. C. C, 3: time, 3:46 3 5.

Second heat^-F. W. Mosher, Riverside W., 1; F. S. Ray,

New York, 2; George V. W. Voorhees, New Brunswick B.

C, 3; time, 2:44 4-5.

Final heat—F. W. Mosher, 1 ; F. S. Ray, 2; H. R. Wem-

ple, 3; time, 2:42 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—G. Marshall Wells, Asbury Park

W., CO yds., 1; W. L. Damier, Hudson County W., 220

yds., 2; Raymond Macdonald, Riverside W., 150 yds., 3;

-tme, 4:50 2-5.

One mile, 2:40 class -Durant McLean, Kings County W.,

1; Edwin T. Miller, Vineland W., 2; William Howard,

Mercer County W., 3; time, 2:43 2 5.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—Raymond Macdonald,

45 yds., 1; L. E. Coyte, Riverside W., 10 yds., 2; Edwin T.

Miller, 30 yds., 3; H. R. Wemple, 65 yds., 4; time, 1:09 3 5.

Second heat—G. H. Thatcher, Richmond County W., 50

yds., 1; Walter C. Roome, Belmar, 60 yds., 2; G. Marshall

Wells, 20 yds., 3; time, 1:10.

Final heat—G. Marshall Wells, 1 ; Raymond Macdonald,

2; G. H. Thatcher, 3; time, 1:03 1-5.

One-mile, Monmouth County riders—Harry B. Martin,

Asbury Park W., 1; Harry H. Maddox, 2; Frederick L.

Frick, Red Bank C, 3; time, 2:34.

One-mile, handicap— First heat— O. S. Brandt, New
York City, 135 yds., 1 ; Alfred Silvie, 115 yds., 2; F. S Ray,

125 yds., 3; time, 2:25 2-5.

Second heat—G. H. Thatcher, 90 yds., 1; Raymond Mac-

donald, 85 yds.. 2; W. L. Darmer, Hudson County W., 135

yds., 3; time, 2:26 3-5.

~ Final heat—W. L. Darmer, 1; G. H. Thatcher. 3; F. S.

Ray, 3; time, 2:251-5.

*- * x-

Doyle Won Place and Time.

William Doyle had little trouble in winning

the six-mile handicap road race of the Rogers

Park C. C. last Saturday. At four miles he

had everybody caught. A number of men
were barred because, it was claimed, they

were too fast. The handicapping of those who
were allowed to ride was poor. The result:

William Doyle Scr. 18:c0

Charles Bunte 1:30 10:08

James Doyle 2:30 21:18

H. Daley 2:30 22:30

William Martin 2:40 24:40

T. Bunte 2:10 23:35

S. Touhey : -2:10 26:10

H. Vogel 1:30 26:00

C. L. McDonald 3:00 27:00

bach as general utility boy, fought Fred Hawley
home in hammer and tongs style. Hawley's

time was very creditable, the road being

soft in places and a stiff wind blowing from

the sea. The time of the first ten finishers

follows:

Name. H'd'p. Time.

Fred Hawley :30 32:03 2-5

D. Simmons 3:00 33:00

W. Hardner 3:00 33:01

Ray Dawson 3:0} 33:11

G.T.Wilson 4:00 33:19

H. Yon Bodeck 6:00 33:19

F. E. Doup 2:15 33:25

G. B. Clark 2:30 33:35

Carl Sanford 3:30 33:46

C. H. Staubeck 3:00 33:52

* * *

Preparations at Columbus.

Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 20.—Great prepara-

tions are going on for the diamond cycling

tournament in this city Sept. 4 and 5. Every-

body has been out hustling, and their efforts

have met with phenominal success. From the

number of entries and the large amount of

stock was subscribed for by prominent business

men, but was only in part paid for, enough
being called for to pay for the last me.'t. It

was the original intention to build, but the as-

sociation became tangled up with a scheme
for a grand carnival of sports and this fell

through too late to follow out the original in-

tentions. The Minnehaha mile track was rented

for 10 per cent of the gross receipts. A track

on a grand scale for next season is now being

discussed and the electric street railway is said

to have offered the necessary land.

* * *

Bliss Falls at Wauseon.

Tolkdo, O., Aug. 17.— A number of the

cracks, inducing Bliss, French, Brown, Swen-
deman, Grosch and Blauvelt took part in the

diamond tournament here yesterday. It was a
gala day-, every house being decorated in honor

of the occasion. A heavy rain during the

night made the track very muddy and conse-

quently poor times were made Bliss won th

mile open easily from French, tn the mile

The " Citizen's " Road Race.

New York, Aug. 20.—The Brooklyn

Citizen's road race yesterday morning was not

the howling success Cycling Reporter Carlton

intended it should be. In the first place it was

an hour late in starting, and then some twenty

riders refused to start. Carlton had asked

A. Schwalbach to act as referee, and when
the programme appealed Elliot Burns' name
was down in his stead. Schwalbach had given

several prizes, among them a Liberty loving

cut. This he withdrew, and prevailed upon

twenty Liberty riders to keep out of the race.

Other men who had been asked to officiate

were treated in a similar manner. Sporting

Editor Roberts was on the grounds and helped

to straighten out matters. Although F. P.

Prial was down as handicapper, Carlton an-

nounced that the work of allotting start had

been performed by himself and Charlie and

Andrew Murphy. The park officials kept the

course clear for a long time, so that the racing-

men had no trouble from an obstructed course.

Sporting Editor Roberts was clerk of course,

George Tidden of Daily America, judged at

the bottom turn with Andrew Murphy, while

H. S. Fulper started. About 500 people saw
the race—there ought to have been 5,000.

Fifty-six started, and forty-four finished the

race. The finish furnished a surprise, as

Dave Simmons, employed by Charles Schwal-

Home Stretch of the new Waltham, (Masf.,) Track.

mail matter received daily the indications are

that the tournament will be fully as large as

the international meet just held in Chicago.

The prize list is the largest for any two days'

meet ever held in the west, and the fastest

men in the county have entered. Outside of

national meets, this will be the first time in the

history of cycle racing that the eastern and

western cracks will race for the honors. Most

of the racing men will take advantage of the

circuit which includes Springfield and Dayton

on the 6th and 7th, respectively. Among the

entries are Tylev, Taylor, Hoyland Smith, Zim-

merman, Bli-s, Lumsden, Githens, Rhodes,

Johnson, Meintjes, Bode, Ballard, Steele, Steen-

son and many others.

w * *

Another Minneapolis Track Scheme.

The Minneapolis Track Association is prac-

tically the only cycle organization in Minne-

apolis and is incorporated. It hasno club house.

The association was formed last year . for the

purpose of constructing a cycle track. It's

handicap Bliss was mixed up in a bad fall and
his rear wheel was smashed. In the first heat

of this event Bliss rode in 2:20 4-5, record for

the track for either horse or bicycle. The vis-

itors were accorded a grand reception, 3,000

people being in attendance. The summary:

One-mile, handicap—A. N. French, 1; G. E. Walling, 2;

Con Baker, 3; W. L. Swendeman, 4; E L. Blauvelt, 5;
1 time, 2:25 1 5.

One mile, Fulton Courly Wheelmen—O. L.'Brailey, 1; C.

C. Handy, 2; E. Weber, 3; H. D. Meister, 4; time, 2:46.

One-mile, open—J. P. Bliss, 1; A. N. French, 2: Paul

Grosch, 3; Con Baker, 4; time, 2:47.

One-mile, Ninth Ohio! Congressional District—D. P.

Bernhart, 1; O. L. Brailey, 2; W. A. Parker, .3; C. C.

Handy, 4; time, 2:28.

Two mile, handicap—Con Baker, 1; W. L. Sewndeman,

2; P. Grosch, 3; Charles Jory, 4; time, 5:02.

* * &

French Championships.

The championships of the Union Velocipe -

dique de France (U. V. F.) will be brought out

at Paris soon. There are five different chain -

pionships for professionals this year, Cassig-

nard holding three of them since 1892. The
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
Are by far the Most Serviceable Tires of the times.

Track records count for naught. They result from purely lucky circumstances. We hold not a

few of them, however. It is the long, hard rides over execrable roads that prove the stability of a

Tire.

Read not what we SAY but what we PROVE.

Bert Harding,
L. D. Hunger,
Chas. Kindervatter,
0. A. Urban,

Otto Neuman,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. Kindervatter.

M. Nelson,
Martin Nessel,
G L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. R. Renshaw

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

BT. R. Wylie

Emil Ulbricht,
A. L. 1 eonhardt,
John Clark.

Frank Waller,

J. P. Reitzner,

E. M. Spike,

H. H. Wylie,

(I. Meirstein,

A. L. Lconhardt,

Frank Waller,

JF. M. James,

F. J. Ashton,

E. Ulbricht,

1B93.

I May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

(May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 10.

June 37.

V July 4.

July 4.

July 4.

July 4.

July 15.

July 15.

July 32.

July 31.

Aug. 12.

Forest Park Road Race.

12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind.

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit.

Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas
City, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State Championship.
Hanauer Road Race.

Neiv York to Chicago.

Waukesha - Milwaukee
Race.

Road

Indianapolis.

Waukesha-Milwaukee td. race.

Newark-Princeton.

Sioux City to Chicago.

Lake View course.

Silsendegen road race.

Denver to Chicago.

Rockford to Chicago and re-

turn.

60 kilometres, international.

17 1 2 miles.

13 miles.

J
1-2 mile.

1 1 mile.
\ 1-4 mile.
1 1-2 mile.

10 1-1 ) miles.

17 1-2 miles.

5 3-4 miles.

25 miles.

5 miles.

l,OSS miles.

16 1 3 miles.

3 Miles.

16 12 miles.

16 1-2 miles.

100 miles.

600 miles.

5 miles.

25 miles.

1,200 miles.

200 miles.

62 miles.

(57:10.
J. 57:10.

(57:11.
40:02.

1:13 1-5.

3:43.

:32 2-5.

1:10.

30:21.

155:

{55::
|55:<

55:44.

55:17.

55:48.

16:41 2-5

1:30:50.

16:40.

10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

48:31.

49:01.

7:31.

47:41.

49:40.

6:20:30

8 dys. 9 hrs.

13:30.

1:00:10.

13 days.

20 hours

2:52:312-5.

Imperial.
Arrow.
King of Scorchers.
Raleigh.

S'erling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

24- lb. March, wood rims.
Fowler.
22-lb. James.
Arrow.

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Sunol.

Sterling Special.

Special
Stephens
Special.

Arrow.
James.

Eagle-Altair.

Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Stephens.

Arrow.
Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Whitworth.

V Morgan Si Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a youth of 14 years, his tune
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won
$750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

Morgan & Wright Tires
Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

1 Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
V Ulbricht's time is best record
\ for course by 1:50.

Breaking the competition record
for this distance.

Second best time.

" Same old Racing Tires."

Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.
Breaking record for distance

.

Breakina all road records from
15 to 35 miles.

Hid not even pump tires U2> the
entire distance,

"Double century: no trouble, of
course."

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this
even*-.

What the Manufacturers and Dealers say:

Providence, R. I., July 21, '93.

We have sold over 100 pairs of your tires this season and have found
that they have given excellent satisfaction.

Durham, N. C, July 14, '93.

We do not have any trouble with your tires, although some of them
have been used very hard.

fort Worth, Texas, July 24, '93.

Please note that all the State and Southern records were broken (viz: 1-4, 1-2, 1, 2 and 5 miles), on your tires. Out of 5 races at Waco the
first day, 4 firsts, 2 seconds, 1 third. 1 fourth. Second day, 7 races: 5 firsts. Do you wonder that they are popular?

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOD WANT!

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOG UE CITES A WORLD OF IXFOR VAlIOlf.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHIC_A.GhO ? ILL.
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championships for juniors (5 kilometres) on
bicycle, held by Laharrague and on the tri-

cycle, held by Peres, take place at Reims. The
races for amateurs are to be run at Lille on
Aug. 27.

* * *

Hyslop at London.

London, Ont., Aug. 19.—Nearly -1,000 people

attended the first meet of the London B. C. at

Queen's Park on Wednesday last. Hyslop,

fresh from the Chicago meet, captured two
open events easily. The summary:
One mile, novice—A. M. Lyon, Toronto, 1; C. H. Tam-

bling, London, 2; T. Proctor, Guelph, 3; time, 2:42 2-5.

One mile, city championship—C. Manville, 1; J. F.

White, 2; C. H. White, 3; time, 3:08 2-5.

One mile, open—W. Hyslop, Toronto, 1; E. J. P. Smith,

Toronto, 2; L. D. Robertson, Toronto, 3; time, 2:42 1-5.

Half-mile, 1:20 class—T. B. McCarthy, Stratford, 1; F.

\V. Young, Toronto, 2; H. D. McKellar, Toronto, 3: time,

1:14 1-5.

Two-mile, 1893 city riders—W. Brock, 1; J.F.Moore-
head, 2; W. E. Sherbrooke, 3; time, 6:41 3-5.

Three-mile, handicap—F. W. Young, Toronto, 375 yds.,

1; E. O. Blayney, BraDtford, 375 yds., 2; F. S. Gordon,

Hamilton, 375 yds., 3; F. Hitchcock, Sarnia, 450 yds., 4;

W. Carman, Toronto, 150 yds., 5; time, 7:25.

Half-mile, open—W. Hyslop, 1; L. D. Robertson, 2; T.

B. McCarthy, 3; time, 1:121-5.

Two-mile, 6:00 class—T. B. McCarthy, 1; H. D. McKel-
lar, 2; F. W. Young, 3; H. C. Walker, 4; time, 5:28 2-5.

One mile, 2:50 class—F. S. Gorden, Hamilton, 1; T. B.

McCarthy, 2; B. C. Cleveland, Tonawanda, 3; time, 2:33,

* * *

Evansville Wins Everything.

Evansville, Ind., Aug. 17.—The Evansville

and Wabash cycling clubs held an inter-club

tournament here to day for the purpose of de-

ciding the question of superiority. Evansville

won first in each of the six events and scored

thirty-six points to three for the others. The
summary:

One-mile novice—Stocker, Evansville, 1 ; Darby, Evans-

ville, 2; Beecher, Evansville, 3; time, 2:48 1-8.

Quarter-mile, boys—Rosencranz, Evansville, 1; Hart-

metz, Evansville, 2; time, 0:45.

Quarter-mile, flying star t— Bonfleld, Evansville, 1;

Stocker, Evansville, 2; Urban, Terre Haute, 3; time,

0:32 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap—Stocker, Evansvile, 37 yds., 1;

Darby, Evansville, 37 yds., 2; Freers, Terre Haute, 3; time

1:06 4-5.

One-mile, handicap — Stocker, Evansville, 75 yds., 1;

Bonfiekl, Evansville, scratch, 2; Beecher, Evansville, 125

yds., 3; time, 2:32 4 5.

Ten-mile, team—Evansville, 1; Terre Haute, 2. These

men finished in this order: Stocker, Darby, Bonfleld,

Urban, Freers.
* * *

Racing in Missouri.

Maryville, Mo. , Aug, 17. — In the mile

handicap of the Maryville Cyclers last Wednes-
day, Olive Graves, seventy-five yards, won
first; John Swan, scratch, second: BeaL Rose-

berry, seventy-five yards, third; time, 3:16. On
Thursday in the two-mile championship, Noda-

way County, John H. English, first; Gus Rom-
asser, second; Warren Blazier, third; time, 6:17.

In the half-mile championship on Friday, War-
ren Blazier, first; Gus Romasser, second; John
Swan, third; time, 1:25. There is some talk

of having another meeting the last of Septem-

ber and a big tournament in August of next

year.
* * *

Dubois Defeated.

The six hours' race on Aug. 10 at the Buf-

falo track, Paris, resulted as follows:

1. Stella '. 180 kU. 666 m.
2. Dubois 180" 664"
3. Lesna 180 "

4. Wuillaume 179

5. DeBaeder 173

* # *

Expensive Racers Caused It.

France is to have the largest bicycle factory

in the world. Three of the largest French
manufacturers have combined and will have a

working capital of $2,500,000. Clement (the

Pioneer manufacturer) Rocket and the Gladia-

tor company are the firms which will try the

experiment. Competition and the expense of

supporting racing men caused the combine,

and the mammoth works will be erected some-

where near Paris.

* # #

Two Miles in 4:24 2-5.

London, Aug. 18.—At the Heme Hill track

yesterday Ernest Osmond covered two miles on
a safety bicycle in 4:24 2-5, a world's record.

The British record for the distance was previ-

viously held by M. B. Fowler, who on the

same track last year covered two miles in

4:49 4-5.

The previous world's two-mile record was
made by Windle at Springfield Sept. 30 last,

the time being 4:28 3-5. It is understood, how-
ever, that the above dispatch is erroneous.

* * *

Sanger Misrepresented.

We do not know who gave the Sun this in-

formation, but it is undeserved:

" Sanger was not at all badly injured at Chicago," said

a wheelman yesterday who saw the race in which he fell,

"and I think he has a streak of yellow in his make-up.

He won against Zimmerman at Detroit and he was satis-

fied to quit on that basis. I don't think that he can beat

Zimmerman when he is in form, and I think Sanger re-

gards his own chances as very small."

The cycling world is full of men who talk

without the least conception of what they are

talking about, and here is one of them. Sanger

was badly injured. He is no coward. Even
Zimmerman will admit that much.

* * *

North Chicago Men Race.

The second five-mile race of- the North Chi-

cago Wheelmen was run over the Lake View
course Saturday. A strong wind prevailed

and slow time was the result. The finish:

H'd'p. Time.

G. Steiglitz 2:00 16:11

F. Fedlier 2:00 16:13

H. Jordan Scr. 14:21

W. H. Friedly 1:00 15:24

E. Tish " Scr. 15:00

P. Apfel, Jr 1:00 15:48

M. Vogel 3:30 17:20

E. P. Seiger 1:15 16:01

* * *

Last of the Series.

The last of the series of ten-mile road races

of the iEolus C. C. for the Keats cup was held

Saturday, the winner being F. W. Gannon,

who had two and a quarter minutes' start, his

time being 30:55. Frank Bodach was second

from scratch in 29:45 and but for a fall might

have won. C. R. Middlestadt was thiid in 31

min. from the one-minute mark, and L. Bo-

dach (two minutes) fourth in 32:10.

-* * *

Coast Record Broken.

San Francisco, Aug. 14.— The ten-mile

coast road record was lowered yesterday to

30:42 by J. Reynolds in the road race of the

California C. C. from Milbrae to Redwood
City. Grant Bell was on scratch, but broke

his saddle and he lost some time. He finished,

however, in 30:52.

* * *

Road Race in Ohio.

Circleville, O., Aug. 19.—Quite an enthu-

siastic crowd witnessed the first road race to-

day promoted by the Circleville Cycling Club.

The course, a circuitous one, was twelve miles

long, and Frank Olds, from scratch, rode in

38:54 and won second place. Lyman Dre.-bach

won the race with a six-minute handicap in

42:56, and O. A. Siler won second time in 39.26.

* * #

A Possible Solution.

"It is quite uncertain whether Charley Mur-
phy will be granted a license. We regard him
as a little tricky," said a cash prize league man
at the Chicago meet. Here is, possibly, & so-

lution of Murphy's changeable announcements.
* # *

Lincoln Men Will Race.

The Lincoln Cycling Club will hold its sixth

annual race over the Lake View course, two
weeks from Saturday. The entries will close

Sept. 2 with E. M. Newman, who will do the

handicapping.
# # *

Raymond Suspends Raymond.

Raymond Dawson, of Bonton, N. J., has

been suspended for two weeks by Chairman
Raymond, for entering a class race for which
he was ineligible.

* * *

Race Notes.

Several races were on the programme for old

settlers' day at Lacon, 111.
,
yesterday.

Osmond is still in training and hopes to be

able to ride at the eastern tournaments.

George C. Smith is now much improved in

health and will be ready for the eastern tour-

naments.

The wheelmen of Spokane, Wash., are ar-

ranging a two days' fall meet. Nine races will

be run each day.

The Ionia (Mich.) fair association is offering

$450 worth of prizes for several bicycle races to

take place Monday and Tuesday next.

James Percival, who has been training Os-

mond during the past month or two, is now
handling Meintjes and will be on the circuit

with him.

Crooks and Waller are each to try to lower

the twenty-five-mile record made by the latter

at Detriot. Linneman and Waller are after the

twenty-four-hour record.

On Wednesday of last week a twenty-mile

road race was held at St. Cloud, Minn., Doble

being the winner in 1 hr. 6 min. 40 sec. ; White
second and Kraemer third.

Eddie De Blois of the Pope company is an

old time racing man. He gained renewed en-

thusiasm at the Chicago meet and returned

east, determined to go into training.

There are two Martins in Minneapolis, both

racing men and whose initials are W. J. On
the programme these men are designated W. J.

Martin (skater) and W. J. Martin (bogie).

Columbus, Janesville, Dayton and Spring-

field, all in Ohio, are forming a circuit for

September and expect to keep a number of

good men away from the eastern meets.

A series of fifty-mile races from Danbury to

South Norwalk and return will be run this fall

between teams from the clubs in Danbury and
Norwalk. The trophy w ill be a $30 silver cup.

The St. Louis papers term Bert Harding

champion of Missouri and say that when he

can defeat such men as Munger, Waller and

Barrett on the road, and give them a tussle for

place in track races, he wins the right to be

ranked among the first riders in the United

States. Harding should come out and see how
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVF.RMAN WHEEL CO., CHIC0

,ffi&
FALLS

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to till oroers
promptly.

'I he following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee
them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MTJD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to bold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

GO

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SPRING
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great n-cept-on
withm a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

'J his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will

pruve the most popular t-corcher Saddle in

the world. Price, $4 50; by mail, $4.15.

ELASTIC

1ROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cents.

DON'T BE DECEIVED
And you will if you buy one of the so-called

Reduced-price-rattle-traps that are being ad-

vertised by manufacturers of no standing in

tne community

THE CREDBNDA SELLS AT $115.00.

It is the best bicycle in America to-day for the price. The C redenda is guaranteed. We sell it—that's the

guarantee.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

",^WA\WS\\V>-<SS%^%W^Wk.

A. G. SPALDING & Bros.,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

PHILADELPHIA.
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it seems to be defeated by a Zimmerman, a

Tyler, a Bliss, a Johnson, or any other good
man.

A very sensible proceeding of Chairman
Schroeder of the Milwaukee Wheelmen racing

board was that of crossing off the score card

the names of every prominent man not pre-

sent.

On Saturday of next week the New York
dealers hold a race meet. The programme in-

cludes a dealers', a letter-carriers', a firemen's,

a policemen's, a handicap and a consolation

race.

The date for the Buffalo team road race for

the Rose trophy and the city championship has
been fixed for Saturday. The Ramblers, Press-

ites, Columbias and Comrades will each be

represented.

In the West House at Minneapolis is dis-

played a huge silver urn which contains the

ashes of the late Colonel West, the founder of

the house. Dirnberger remarked he wished
that urn was up for a mile open race.

Bliss rode a 72-inch gear at Minneapolis and
yet won the mile open twice, beat Johnson in

the five-mile international first race and was
fourth in the run over. Bliss had traveled

three out of four nights and was used up.

A two-mile handicap took place on the Hol-
den track at Kansas City Friday last. There
were four entries but the contest was between
W. D. Gray of Holden and H. R. Warren of

Kansas City. Gray defeated Warren in 6:33 1-4.

According to press dispatches Schofield has
cabled friends in this country that he should
sail from Southampton Aug. 19, on the New
York, for this country and would immediately
join the N. C. A. Another report says he
denies that he will ride for cash.

Ripon is on the list for another meet next
year. Secretary Strauss, of the Ripon Cycling
Club, said it was the club's intention to bay the
track and build larger grand stands. The meet
demonstrated the fact that Ripon people will

enthuse over cycle races and that farmers
enjoy the sport.

Zimmerman, Banker and several others
stayed in Ripon Saturday, Sunday and Mon-
day, spending their time at Green Lake with
the ladies, a number of whom were camped on
its beautiful shores. The men needed a rest

and leaving Minneapolis and Milwaukee 1 ff

their lists, took it here.

The first annual meet of the West Virginia

division will occur in Wheeling, Sept. 18, 19

and 20, and promises to be one of the leading

meets of the year. The racing programme is

particularly inviting to the racing men, and
includes two afternoons of racing, with twenty-
one events, and prizes valued at $1,500.

Now they propose that the officials shall feed

all the competitors in the annual Cuca Coca
cup twenty-four-hour race, and strangely

enough the Cyclist supports the idea as follows:

"We most cordially support the suggestion

made by a contemporary last week that in

future twenty-four-hour path competitions the

catering for the competitors shall form part of

the official arrangements. This would place all

competitors on an equality as regards this very

important factor to success in such contests."

A great task the officials will have, especially

in the matter of pleasing the palates of the

numerous competitors, as what one man would
•at and drink would kill another. If they had
ten sueh men as John S. Prince, for instance,

it would take all the officials of London to keep

him supplied during a twenty-four-hour race.

Last Sunday the president of the Minneapolis

Track Association, A. D. Choate entertained

the visiting wheelmen at Minnetonka. Dinner

was taken at Hotel St. Louis and an afternoon

steam-boat ride around the lake completed a

very enjoyable day, Taylor, Bliss, Githens,

Dirnberger, Atkins, Berger and Spooner were

in the party.

The Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club will hold a

matinee meeting this Saturday afternoon. This

will be followed by the meets of the Garden
City Cyclers at San Jose and the Stockton Ath-

letic Association on Sept. 9. The Bay City

Wheelmen held races Tuesday and Thursday
nights of this week, and Saturday will give

give three races.

The cash prize men are billed for the follow-

ing places and dates: Troy, Aug. 20; Philadel-

phia, Sept. 2; New York, Sept. 4; Brooklyn,

Sept. 9 and 10; Philadelphia, Sept. 16; Brook-

lyn, Sept. 23; St. Louis, Oct. 1 to 7; Milwaukee,

Oct. 14 and 15; New York, Oct. 19 and 21;

Brooklyn, Oct. 28. Dates arc being arranged

for Buffalo, Toronto, Springfield and Balti-

more.

Britishers laugh at some amateur race meet
prizes given in this country, but here are a few
given at an Irish race meet that will be hard to

match, both for uniqueness and inexpensive-

ness. Here they are: "Six-mile bicycle race,

first prize, a beautiful meerschaum pipe, in

velvet-lined case; second, a handsome cyclorn

(liable to be handicapped); four-mile bicycle

race, solid tires, first prize, one pound golden

flake tobacco; second, half dozen cigarettes (!);

four-mile consolation, first prize, bamboo cane;

second, pipe."

Little Harris must have regained his best

form in a marvellously short space of time. It

was said the reason that he did not come to

Chicago was because he was completely run
down and out of form. Still, in the issue of

Aug. 9, speaking of the Coventry Philan-

thropic sports the Cyclist says: "A.W.Harris
thinks the Coventry path is very fast, and in

the final of the mile scratch race proved this to

be the case, for with by no means the fastest

of flying starts he rode the last quarter in :30

dead—one watch made it :29 4-5— and that

against a pretty stiff breeze against the rider for

more than half the distance. This is the fastest

quarter ever done in Coventry." Possibly lit-

tle 'Arris will be in form for the next world's

fair meet.

A Valuable Agency.

The Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company has

been appointed agent for Chicago and the west

for the Hager wooden rim, which, although

the weight can be reduced from 4 1-2 to 2 1-2

pounds, is still guaranteed for road use.

This company seems to have overcome the

difficulty experienced in other wooden rims,

and from all the large number of sets now
being used on road wheels the very best satis-

faction has been given.

The Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company is

now prepared to changt; rims for any rider

who desires this improvement at a very mod-
erate price.

—

Adv.

on Aug. 28. The property can be examined

any day prior to date of sale at 161 South

Canal street, Chicago.

A Challenge Accepted.

The following, a copy of a letter recently

forwarded, reachei us as our forms were clos-

ing:

Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 23.—St. Louis Refrigerator and

Wooden Gutter Company, St. Louis, Mo , Gentlemen: In

your catalogue for 1893 appears the following challenge:

" To show that we mean what we claim, we issue the

following challenge to any maker of first-class bicycles in

the world:

"The manufacturer of the machine wishing to contest

with the Lu-Mi-Num shall select two judges, we to select

two judges, and the four to select one more. They are to

put the machines to all the various tests necessary to

show their strength.

"If the judges do not testify that the Lu-Mi-Num is by
far the strongest frame, we will contribute $500 to any
charitable institution the mauufacturer of such bicycle,

contesting may name.
" If it is proven and the judges so testify that the Lu-

Mi-Num is twice as strong as the steel tubing frame con-

testing, the manufacturer of such bicycle shall contribute

$500 to and charitable institution we may name.
" And if further the contest show that the Lu-Mi-Num

is three times stronger than the steel frame bicycle con-

testing, the manufacturer of such bicycle shall contribute

$750 to such charitable institution as we may name.

"Machines to weigh thirty pounds and under."

We hereby accept this challenge, and upon completion

of arrangements for the tests will forward to any one of

the prominent cycling journals that may be agreed upon,

a certified check for $750 to be held by them as trustee to

abide the result of the contest.

We are anxious to have the tests take place as soon as

possible, and would like to hear from you at your earliest

convenience in relation to the matter. Very truly yours.

E. C. Stearns & Co

Chicago's October Race.

A meeting of the general committee of the

late Chicago meet occurred Tuesday evening.

The financial statement was not complete, but

will not vary greatly from the estimate already

given in the Referee.

It was decided to hold a race meeting on

Oct. 6 and 7. The grounds will be given for

this occasion without charge, a very proper

proceeding on the part of the ball club.

The committee will meet again Tuesday.

The Defunct Derby Company's Sale.

George W. Banghart, assignee of the Derby

Cycle Company, has been instructed to sell the

entire property of the concern, which he will

do at the court house, in the rooms occupied

by the judge of the county court at 10 a. m.,

Germans Pay More Duty.

With the introduction of the maximum tar-

iff on all goods sent from Germany to Russia,

the German bicycle trade, having had a good

commercial field there, will be greatly affected.

Whilst wheels from England and France are

paying the old tax of 18 rubles ($14.04) each

German wheel is charged 24 rubles ($18.72)

duty.

Had Sport at Ripon.

Ripon overflowed with fair damsels, and (he

racing men, the greatest heroes Ripon girls

ever saw, were besieged on all hands. There

were seen frequently large parties on a hay-

rack, shouting and singing— nicely- dressed,

lady-like girls and city-bied men—all with tin

horns squawking and flags flying.

Michigan Division Nominations.

The following nominations for Michigan

officers were made at a meeting in Flint, on

Tuesday: Chief consul, R. G. Steele; vice con-

sul, A. H. Griffith; secretary-treasurer, W. H.

Steobins; representatives at large, B. E. Keller-

man, L. W. Schimmel, A. R. Baker, Bert

Mansfield and E. A. Bowd.

"Referee" Men Gone Abroad.

R. M. Jaffray, business manager, and Henry
Mayer, artist, of the Referee, have sailed for

England, both combining business with pleas-

ure. Mayer goes for pictures, Jaffray for the

money to pay for them!
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MR. HUDSON.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cjele Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Priees

TUBES
FOR

1894

They Will

ALL *
Be There.

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FENTON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS '" mr>

Strictly High-Grade Bicycles

WHO?
WHEN?

-AND

WHERE?

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special feature of our LIGHT ROADSTER.
Reliable Agents Wanted.

Catalogue furnished on application

Chicago Office, 1116 Monadnock Big. wZl

^%a%%
xl^%oEi4. 6allery Transporta'

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Why, Zimmerman,
Sanger, Nelson, Tyler,

Taylor and many others

at

CHARTER OAK PARK,

Sept. 4 and 5, 1893,

for the ioth annual Race
Meet of the Hartford

Wheel Club.

Entry blanks can be obtained

from

F1

. F. Bishxyp,

Box 20, - Hartford, Conn.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

SEPTEMBER 20th and 21st,

Maryland Bicycle Club's International Eace Meet.

$3,500 in Prizes.
Entries close September 13th.

P. W. PITT,
302 N. Eutaw St., - - BALTIMORE.
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SYLPH
300 POUNDS

ON A 30 POUND SYLPH.
100 MILES IN 9 HOURS AND 5 MINUTES.

Not a Nut or Screw Loose, nor a Bearing out of adjustment.
1 Sep copy of letter herewith from the Rich & Sager Co., of Sager Saddle fame.)

Rocukster, N. T., July 29th, 1893.

Rouse -Dl'Kyea Cycle Co., Peoria, Illinois.

Gentlemen:— It may be of interest and advantage to you to learn that our Mr.
Sager yesterday made upon your wheel, namely Sylph Scorcher, Model D, a century
run, carrying with him, the whole distance, upon one of our Beauty ( hild's Seats his
4-year old son, weighing 40 pounds. The run was on country roads, from Roehe-aer to
Batavia, LeRoy and Pembroke, almost all of the way up-hill, and a good part of It

sandy and rough. I'pon the finish the wheel was in good order as when the start was
made. Not a nut or screw loose, nor a bearing out of adjustment, nor was there the
remotest puncture of tire. The time made was nine hours and five minutes, b**ing un-
questionably the world's tecord for that kind of a trip. It was a severe and trying test,
and the wheel stood it magnificently, as well as did the boy.

Respectfully yours, The Rich & Sager Co.

Is the above not interesting reading to those contemplating the
purchase of a cycle? You want the best. Investigate. Catalogue
tree). Agents wanted.

ROUSE-HAZARD CYCLE CO., 89 G St.. Peoria, 111.
F. L. DOUGLAS CYCLE CO., Chicago Agents, 284 2SG Wabash Ave.

, IENTION THE REFEREE.

VERY BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY.
We also make

FleetwingandEnvoy
BICYCLES,

and the celebrated GEM TRICYCLE.

First-Class in Every Respect.

UNIQUE Send for Catalogue..

BUFFALO TRICYCLE CO., 640 Linwood Avenue, BUFFALO, N. Y.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF— WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. Send for Illustrated

OUIS JORDAN,
'•anufacturer of the

—

JORDAN
SPECIAL BICYCLE
Roadster & Light Roadster.

Weights, 33 and 25 lbs.

-AGENTS FOR- _

Telegram Cycles and Sanger Racer.

Kincst Repair yiiop in Chicago. Also Cheap Wheels.

LOUIS JORDAN, 71-73 Randolph St., CHICAGO.

CHICAGO'?
Palace Sleeping

AND Dining Car Line

TO

Eastern and Canadian Points.

In connection with the GREAT WESTERN
DIVISION of the GRAND TRUNK RAIL-
WAY, it is the FAVORITE ROUTE to

Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands,
and Rapids of the[St. Lawrance. and to the Seaside and Mountain Resorts

in the East.

CTIIWMUD TATTDTCTC Should send their address to E.H.Hughes,
OUl'll'IHrv lUUrvlOliJ General Western Passenger Agent, Chicago &
Grand Trunk Railway, 103 South Clark Street, Chicago, 111., and ask for particulars re-

garding Summer Tours. Chicago to Niagara Falls, the Thousand Islands, the Adiron-
dacks, the White Mountains, and the summer resorts of the coast of Maine, which will

be sent to all applicants free of charge. SALE OF SUMMER TOURIST TICKETS BEGINS

Magnificent New Pullman Sleepers

DAILY BETWEEN

CHICAGO AND DETROIT.

CHICAGO AND SAGINAW VALLEY.

CHICAGO AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.

CHICAGO AND BOSTON.

CinoAi^n Rarrrrarrf Passengers for Canada can now have their Baggage
v^dlictuictu Udgj^ctgc. examined and passed customs and cheeked to destina-
tion at our depot in Chicago, thereby avoiding annoyance and delay at the Canadian
frontier.

For Tickets at Lowest Mates, apply at Ticket Offices in the west, or to

E. H. HUGHES,
General Western Passenger Agent, 103 South Clark Street. CHICAGO.

W. .1. SPICER, General Manager.
GEO. B. REEVE, Traffic Manager.
W. E. DAVIS, Gen. Pass'r and Tkt. Agt.

CTri.CAGO.t- GRANT) TRUNK XI.
MENTION THE REFSflEE

h. J. SEARGEANT, General Managei

.

WM. EDGAR, General Passenger Agent.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
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FACTORIES: Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KILOMETRES

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

/// who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and. Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE,

STANDARD CYCLE CO. ASSIGNS.

Its Chicago Branch Also Closed—The Loss is

Not Heavy.

Indianapolis, Aug. 21. — [Special.]— The
Standard Manufacturing Company has made
an assignment to the Union Trust Company of

all stock, machinery and material on hand for

the benefit of its creditors. The company was
organized in 1891 and was next to the largest

producer of cycles in this city. It gave employ-

ment to 150 men. Addison Bybee was presi-

dent and H. C. Smither, secretary; A. L.

Teetor and W. F. Cornelius were the principal

stockholders.

The assets are estimated at $60,000, and the

liabilities at less. The assignee is expected to

continue the business. The failure is due

largely to the inability of dealers to accept ma-
chines contracted for.

Doesn't Want Mushroom Agents.

Last week a New York manufacturer .slated

his opinion that the hardware and carriage

trade would, in the near future, be the people

the manufacturers would secure for agents in

preference to young men without capital, and
who depend on, say, three to four months act-

ive work for a year's sustenance, if they have

no other business interests. "These people,"

went on the manufacturn-, "must live, and it

is hard lines to expect a man to live a year on
three months' profits, [and the manufacturer

often suffers. We find that there is infinately

less risk in dealing with well-established hard-

ware and carriage people than with young
men whose chief capital is popularity, and who
have few accomplishments outside of being

able to ride fast. That doesn't secure our

money. There has been too much loose

method employed in the bicycle trade. My
company proposes to follow the plan I have

explained by confining itself mostly to people

who have other interests, and who do not rely

entirely on the profits from the sale of bicycles

in three months to pay expenses for the entire

year."

Douglas Quits Business.

The F. L. Douglas Cycle Company, which
handled the Chicago business of the Kenwood
Manufacturing Company, Rouse, Hazard &
Co., and Merwin, Hulb jrt & Co., has decided

to go out of business and has leased its store at

384-286 Wabash avenue. It was rumored
about town during the week that the Douglas

store at South Park had been closed by the

sheriff. The Kenwood company states that

this is wrong, that the store was the Kenwood
company's branch and had not and would not

been closed.

A Popular Dealer Closed Up.

Kansas City, Aug 91.—The store of W. D.

Womack, bicycle dealer, was closed Saturday

afternoon, Aug. 19, by Sheriff O'Neil, under an

attachment for $2,601.94 filed by the Simmons
Hardware Company of St. Louis. Later in the
day another attachment su>t was filed by the
W. Bingham Company of Columbus, O., for

$1,784.69.

Mr. Womack is general agent for the Im-
perial and Telegram cycles and has done an
extensive business. Many wheels were sold on
the installment plan and it is stated that the
immediate cause of the attachment was his in-

ability to realize on the notes given by pur-
chasers.

No one person has done more for cycling in
this vicinity than Womack and his failure is

sincerely regretted by wheelmen generally.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

W. Starley left for England Wednesday of
last week.

The Gendron Iron Wheel Company has
closed its New York branch.

J. G. Calrow of Winnetka, 111,, is making
tubes of "Greasolene" for lubricating purposes.

The store of the Century Cycle Company, on
Wabash avenue, Chicago, was closed on Mon-
day.

George M. Folger, of Atlanta, Ga., has
turned over his bicycle business to W. R. Jes-

ter, who, he anticipates, will do a large busi-

ness.

At a meeting of the creditors of the defunct
Sidwell & Saben Cycle Company of Boston, a
settlement at twenty-five cents on the dollar

was agreed on.

The Anglo-American Iron and Metal Com-
pany is still busy filling all kinds of orders.

Mr. Freidenstein has been elected president in

place of the late Mr. Brown. He informs us
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THIS IS THE

LU-MI-NUM,
The Strongest Bicycle

in the World.

BACKED B Y
The broadest, strongest and
most businesslike guarantee
ever put on a bicycle.

Send for Catalogue.

SHIPMENTS COMMENCE SOON.

St. L. R. & W. G. Co,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

INOORPORATKD 1873. CAPITAL $500 000 00. MENTION THE REFEREE

that quite a. number of new concerns are mak-
ing enquiries about the build ng of bicycles,

and getting quotations on tubing, parts, etc.

A. and R. Ilr>ley now hold world's records

from one-quarter mile up to the hour upon a

Raleigh tandem.

Howard A. Smith & Co , of Newark, N. J.

want to send you their catalogue before you

do anything about next year's trade. It may
pay you to send for it.

The Black Manufacturing Company of Erie.

Pa., will commence the manufacture of bi-

cycles this week, giving employment to quite'

a number of first-class machinists.

Lawrence Fletcher has just made, on a

Raleigh, a new Irish twenty-four-hour record,

beating previous records by twenty miles. The
machine was a model A, weighing 26 pounds.

Amos Shirley, late of Coventry, Eng., who
is prospering as a dealer in New York, lately

became the proud father of a little American

who will be eligible for the presidency of these

United States.

A. E Flavell of Coventry. Eng., is still in

New York and will probably remain there this

month, when he will move west. He repre-

sents Loyd, Read & Co., makers of the Over-

stone safety; Middlemore & Co., ttie saddle

men; W. S. Loudon, maker of cement, and the

Perfecto Cycle Company, makers of Perfecto

tubing.

J. S. Atkinson, a dealer at 10 Park street,

Orange, N. J., is holding an 1892 Tourist with

the number filed off, which was left by a

stranger with instructions to sell. Atkinson

will hold the wheel, believing it to have been

stolen. Anybody who hears of a metropolitan

rider who has "lost" a Tourist should write to

Mr. Atkinson.

The Whitworth No. 8 special racer appears

to be well adapted to record breaking. First,

Meintjes broke the EDglish hour record: then

Ernest Osmond regained for England the

world's record for the hour, and now the latest

news is that on Wednesday, 9th hist., E. O'Cal-

laghan of Cork broke the Irish hour record,

riding twenty-three miles 859 yards, and at the

same time securing all Irish records from four

to twenty-five miles. That the No. 8 Whit-
worth is a fast machine there can be no doubt,
and there can be no stronger proof of thi? than
this successive breaking of records by fc tally

distinct riders.

PNEUMATIC TIRE AIR PUMPS.

COPPER AND STEEL

:-AIR RECEIVERS.-:-
Pressure Valves and Air Gauges.

W make the BEST Pump in the market. A
full line always on hand.

Write for prices before purchasing elsewhere.

ROBERT OWENS,
226 EAST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER, Improved Pattern,
Is generally recognized as the best and neatest oiler in the world, for the following plain reasons:

1st. It is thoroughly tight and clean.
nrt. It is always ready for immediate use.

yd. It is never out of order and is practically imperishable.
4th. It regulates the supply of oil better than any other oiler. It not only makes your oil last longer, but saves

vnnr in ichine fri>m thp grease and dirt caused by too much oil.

(
-"" 'PERFECT'' One-half

Actual
Size.

Pi ice ^5c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

HOLDERS

To carry above oil can on a bicycle. Thoroughly
adjustable and easily attached to any part of the ma-
chine. No rattling. We also make a larger size holder
to carry your pneumatic pump. Handsomely nickel-

k plated.

Price for either size, 35 cents each.

Cashman & Denison,
172 Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfecto Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTICE & CO., sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St., rhiladelphio.
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THAT ZIMMERMAN CASE.

THE BRITISH PAPERS TAKE IT UP AND
DENOUNCE THE N. C. U.

The Crime?, if Such They Were, Committed

When the American Was Not Under

N. C. U. Jurisdiction — Charges

Fall Flat.

The British cycling papers just to hand are

full of the "Zimmerman Case," as it is now
called, though it is a noticeable fact that Mr.

Sturmey does not touch upon the subject in his

paper, the Cyclist. The charges preferred

against Zimmerman by the N. C. TJ-, through

Mr. Elderfield, the secretary, and Mr. Ray-

mond's answer thereto, are dwelt upon at great

length. From what Wheeling says we are led

to believe that the charges preferred against

the American by the licensing committee, as

an excuse for not granting a license to him,

were somewhat mild as compared with those

sent by the union, through Mr. Elderfield, to

Mr. Raymond:
We can imagine that the surprise of our readers will

be as great as our own when they discover that, instead

of giving the details of the case made out against Zim-

merman by the licensing committee, Mr. Elderfield, on

behalf of the union, formulates a series of fresh charges

against the American.

The paper then recites the charges, as here-

tofore printed in the Referee, and says that it

does not hold Mr. Elderfield personally respon-

sible for the text of the epistle to Mr. Raymond
wherein it was stated that Zimmerman com-
mitted these crimes against "clause D of the

amateur definition of the N. G. IT. while racing

under its jurisdiction.
1
' "These words,"

Wheeling adds, "are very important, as they

are practically an admission of what is an un-

doubted fact, that it was only when racing

under the laws of the union that Zimmerman
was within the jurisdiction of the union."

Wheeling sums up the case as follows:

The Raleigh shares were transferred to Zimmerman in

the early part of this year, while he was in America.

Therefore, as regards this charge, he did not "infringe

'clause D' of the 'amateur' definition of the union while

racing under its jurisdiction.'"

Zimmerman furnished his part of the book on training,

and his share of the advertisements, from America, at a

time when he was not racing under the jurisdiction of the

N. C. U. Can the union prove that he received a penny
of profit from this book while racing under its jurisdic-

tion, or that he has received a penny profit at all?

Mr. F. Bowdeu presented Zimmerman with the dia-

monds on the morning on which he left England, when
he had ceased racing in England, and was therefore not

within the jurisdiction of the union.

The fourth charge is a matter between Zimmerman

and the Irish Cyclists
1 Association, and between them

alone. When he raced in Dublin he did so under the laws

of the I. C. A., which the N. C. U. professes to recognize,

and was therefore "racing under the jurisdiction of the

union.'" As a matter of fact, this charge is founded on

paragraphs and rumors, and might get the union into a

scrape. It is evident that the general committee has not

seen the letter, as they are unable to say whether it was
written by Zimmerman or McDermott.
Why the union, instead of forwarding to America the

evidence on which the licensing comnrttee had acted,

proceeded to rake up these charges, founded, as they are,

on letters and paragraphs in the papers, and on the irre-

sponsible chatter which permeates the atmosphere of

cycling circles, we do not know. It looks as if there was
no chance of inducing the L. A. W. to act on the evidence

adduced before the licensing committee; whereupon the

general committee scavenged for tracks of the fresh

crimes in a desperate attempt to justify the union before

America.

The insolent assumption that the union has authority

over foreign riders in foreign countries is a proof that the

leaders of the N. C. U. have not yet recognized that they

have no such authority, and that the other governing

bodies will never submit to anything of the kind. Mr.

Raymond's answer on this point is conclusive, as, indeed,

his letter is all through.

The Scottish Cyclist says that there is abso-

lutely not a word in the charges that was not

known to the public months ago, though the

charge relating to the Irish Cyclists' Associa-

tion's sports is presented in a new light; "but,"

it adds, "the N. C. U. adds that although Mr.

Zimmerman were to admit the allegation con-

tained in that charge, he would not thereby be

professionalized, so that that item may be dis-

missed as not vital." Editor Nisbet has. this to

say about those Raleigh shares:

With regard to the other charges, what do they allege

against Zimmerman? First, that a certain number of

shares were transferred to him by Mr. Frank Bowden at

a lower price than would have been paid for them in the

open market. This has been admitted, but surely it can-

not be strained to mean a violation of the amateur law.

It is an everyday occurrence for men to obtain such a
bargain ihrough pergonal influence or connection, and
Mr. Bowden's friendly relationship suffices to explain

not only the difference of a five-pound note in the price

of certain shares, but also the presentation of a hundred
pound-. 1 worth of diamonds. Suppose a case where a

ri^er, in the face of all temptation, refused to tarnish his

amateur status by receiving money or other considera-

tions. Could any sound reason be advanced against his

acceptance of a present, were it either from a pure sports-

man in recognition of athletic excellence, or from a
maker who dare not express his thanks in any other way '?

As reasonably might these presents be regarded from a
more simple and less base point of view, and that they

have been freely made known is all in favor of this con-

sideration.

But he takes a different view of the matter

concerning the book, "Zimmerman on Train-

ing." We cannot look upon it as does the

Scottish editor. He says:

Mr. Bowden admits that in this matter he was prompted
by a desire to give Mr. Zimmerman a greater interest in

the Raleigh machines than he could have by being merely

a member of a firm who held an agency for them; and
heiviu we believe Mr. Bowden exceeded the bounrls of

prudence. In his anxiety to serve his company, and to

do a good turn to his friend, he caused a book to be

credited to Zimmerman, in the production of which that

gentleman was but remotely concerned, giving him pro-

fits to which he had no reasonable claim. This matter is

really the only one of the four chaTges that need be

treated seriously, and we believe it will be generally ad-

mitted that if a proclamation is to be made by the N. C.

U., it is Mr. Bowden who should be suspended, and not

his victim—if victim is not too strong a word to use in

such a trivial connection.

What under the sun has the publication of a

book, even on training, and in which a maker
is interested, to do with a man's amateur
standing? Nothing, to our mind. What if

Zimmerman aud Colonel. Pope had been in

partnership in the publication of a book on
training, would it have affec ed the former's

amateur status? Supposing Mr. Nisbet, editor

of the Scottish Cyclist, and the maker of the

wheel he rides were to publish a book on train-

ing or how to make bicycles, would he be de-

clared a professional (we presume, of course,

he is a good, pure amateur) ? Not a bit of it.

Some other remarks of the Scottish Cyclist

are pertinent:

These charges will cast discredit on the N. C. U. for

two reasons. In the first place, they are sent abroad in

pursuit of a man who is not now under the supervision of

the union. The refusal to grant Zimmerman a license to

ride in the championships was bad enough but to inter-

fere between him and the League of American Wheelmen
is not only very foolish, but is an insult both to Zimmer-
man and the league * * * The fact of the matter is,

the N. C. U. have fixed their standard of racing morality

too high. This we say seriously. We wish to make it

perfectly clear that w e believe the members of the licens-

ing committee to be actuated by nothing but the purest

motives; but they seem to us to have allowed their desire

for the purity of the sport to run away with their discre-

tion. * * * If there is any bottom in the case at all,

it is based on the actions of Mr. Bowden, and we think

the N. C. U. have failed to allow for this in formulating

their charges against a foreigner and a guest—against an

amateur whose status will stand comparison, so far as

the N. C. U. have shown to the contrary, in any country.

In their anxiety to level up the amateur ranks they have
compromised their own dignity in embarking on a crusade

that is very likely to end in failure.

Cyclists Want Equal Rights.

Denver wheelmen are up in arms. A fine

speedway has been made in City park and, al

though it was argued, when the scheme was
proposed, that the wheelmen could use it as

much as others, only "gentlemen drivers in

buggies or other four-wheeled conveyances can

enter the magic ring." Bicycles are not per-

mitted upon the speedway and a number of

prominent wheelmen are making a fuss about

the matter.
* *

Costs Nothing to Enter.

Three bicycle races, a half and two-mile

handicaps and a one-mile club, are included in

the games of the pastime A. A., of St. Louis,

which occur on Sept. 19. Entries close 12th

with George S. Rhodes, or A. W. Burgess, sec-

retary, 911 Vandervenler avenue. No entry

fee.
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THE SCRATCH RECORD GOES

ZIMMERMAN RIDES A MILE IN 2:12 4-5 AT

INDIANAPOLIS.

The Jersey Skeeter Beaten By Meintjes in the

Half-Mile — A Big Crowd Sees Some

Grand Sport — The Result of

the Racing.

Indianapolis, lnd., Aug. 25. — Nobody
doubted for a moment that the international

meet of the Zig Zag club would be a success

in every way, but even the promoters did not

look for such a grand affair. Every fast ama-
teur in th(- country, save Sanger, was present,

while L. S. Meintjes, the champion of South

Africa and the erst-while victor over every

English champion, added an international

flavor to +he contests. Nor was Meintjes'

ability to be despised, for he presented a far

bolder front this day than in short distance

contests at the Chicago meet. Long before the

races began it was seen that the crowd would
be a large one. The great grand stand, the

largest in the west, seating 10,000, filled rapidly.

The races were held on the mile track at the

state fair grounds, on which, last year, C. W.
Davis lowered the quarter-mile standing start

record.,

The track was fair only, smooth but capable

of improvement, and the wind blew down the

homestretch. As a souvenir of the day the club

retains a new competitive record for the mile,

2:12 4-5, by Zimmerman, a fifth second faster

than his own mile at Ripon, 2:13. The races

were run promptly, experienced men from all

sections of the country handling the reins, the

track being kept clear throughout. A storm

broke just as the last race was finished.

The feature of the day's racing was the one-

mile international. It brought together the

largest field that has yet started this season in

a scratch race, and the most representative as-

semblage of the world's fastest men. Zimmer-
man claimed to be not in condition for a hard

race, but his performance did not bear this out.

He rode in only two contests, however, the

half-mile, in which Meintjes ran away from
the field and the mile. With Zimmerman there

was on on the the mark W. W. Windle, John S.

Johnson, H. C. Tyler, George F. Taylor, Mein-

tjes, the champion of South Africa and victor

overall England's cracker-jacks and smasher

of English records, whose defeat of Zimmer-
man, Taylor and Windle in the half-mile open,

made him a likely opponent; J. P. Bliss and a

half-score more, all men of reputation, among
thern Crooks, Steenson, Warren, Barrett,

Rhodes, Marmon, Munger and Bode.

Great were the inducements to bring fourth

such a grand field. The prize list for the event

aggregated $1,730, the first being a $1,000 solid

gold cup, the second a $300 cabinet grand p.ano,

the third a road cart and the fourth a roll-top

desk, with special prizes, valuable diamonds,

for the quarter, half and three-quarters.

THE STORY OF THE RACE.

At the crack of the pistol Meintjes lit out

for the quarter, with Warren at his heels.

Warren sptinted and won, afterwards retard-

ing Crooks, who was after the half and three-

quarters. The half he caught, but Barrett,

whose broken collar bone and shoulder at De-

troit only a month previous must not be for-

gotten, rode gamely for the three-quarter and
won by only two inches. The speed to this

point, owing to frequent and continual sprints

for the sectional distances, had been something

wonderful. As the men rounded into the long

straight from the quarter pole there were Zim-

merman, Taylor, Bliss, Windle, Johnson and

Tyler. Barrett and Meintjes, after their fight

for the three-quarters, dropoed out, and into

the stretch Tyler was at the pole and Zimmer-

man neck and neck with him. Bliss was trail-

ing Tyler, and Taylor had Zimmie's rear wheel

guarded well. Windle was on the outside of

these and tie with Taylor, with good going

ahead of him; Johnson still farther out, also

with a clear road. Tyler made the jump, Bliss

after him, Zimmerman coming grandly, pass-

ing Tyler and Bliss, with Taylor still pushing-

right up. Bliss hung to Tyler and at the

eighth passed him, which Johnson was unable

to do, both passing Tyler, however. Across the

tape the men seemed to fly, Taylor galloping

on his pedals, Zimmerman working as he had

never worked before, Bliss a half-length back

of Taylor and riding strong, and Windle, with

a 63-inch gear, seemingly unable to make his

feet keep pace with the pedals. He sat up an

easy fourth, as Johnson had given up and

Tyler was also sitting up, while the other con-

testants, badly baked, rode leisurely down the

stretch. And how the crowd did yell when it

was announced that the mile competitive rec-

ord in a scratch race had been lowered to

2:12 4-5 and the last quarter ridden in 30 2-5

sec. , only three-eighths of that distance being

sprinted. The prettiest race that has been

seen for many a year had been witnessed by

the largest crowd yet seen at a race meet of

1893.

OTHER RACES GOOD.

The other races were all good, with close and
exciting finishes, full of surprises, and the

crowd, keyed up to a pitch of excitement

bordering on frenzy, shouted itself hoarse at

every finish. The mile international was the

sixth race of a programme of thirteen events.

Clerk Perrett's " come up, ye bleeders, stand

up all and answer to your numbers" for the

mile novice race occurred at 3:15, and the last

race was finished three hours later in a small

sized rain storm.

The mile novice race brought a field of six-

teen starters. Igleman won as he pleased and

foolishly ran in 2:34 2-5, cutting himself out of

six classes. Meintjes surprised them all when
in a play for position in the half-mile open he

gained thirty yards on the field. Seeing his

chance he sat up and running easily won by a

dozen yards from Zimmerman, Johnson third,

defeating Taylor, who ran fourth.

Dirnberger defeated Bliss in the mile handi-

cap, with a ten-yard handicap over him, and
the two midgets beat Rhodes in a cleancut way,
French running fourth.

Marmon and Minor settled old differences in

the mile club championship, the former

winning in a break-neck finish by a foot.

JOHNSON'S GOOD WIN.

After the mile international Zimmerman put

on his clothes and did not ride again. Johnson

came out for the two-mile handicap, and from

the twenty-yard mark won in a close finish

with Kennedy and Dirnberger second and
third, in 4:51 2-5. His first mile from his mark
was in 2:25 3-5, but in the second mile he was

crowded to the outside of the track by men
turning out.

The mile 2:20 class, flying start, was a pretty

start and a still prettier finish, in which Windle
promised well but took no great part, Tyler

and Taylor running a terrible race and Tyler

winning by a foot, Windle a couple of lengths

back,

Johnson seemed to have little difficulty in

defeating Meintjes in the quarter, A. W. War-
ren being the only other contestant.

The mile 3:00 c'ass was run while the wind
was lulled previous to the coming storm and
Eldon Dyne's wheel ran away from him, the

astonishing time of 2:30 2-5, for so slow a class,

being made.
FIVE-MILE HANDICAP.

In the closing event of the day, the five-mile

handicap, Johnson was on scratch with the

avowed intention of going for the record.

Rhodes gave up 130 yards and started at thirty

yards to pace him. Johnson shoved his pedal

off at the start and before the field could be

stopped some ran two miles. At the second

start Johnson did not go, having no machine
and Rhodes tried to take his 130-yard mark.
Van Sicklen, one of the judges, sent him back

to the thirty-yard mark and he was never dan-

gerous, dropping out after the first mile. Bliss

and Meintjes at 120 yards were then virtual

scratch men. Barrett had 200 yards. These
two paced turn in turn and soon overhauled

the field. On the straight it looked like Mein-

tjes, but Bliss let out a peg and crossed the tape

a winner by several lengths. Bode was third,

Steenson fourth and Barrett fifth, all scattered.

Bliss rode the last quarter in 27 4-5, a splendid

performance after his hard day's work. The
summary:
One-mile, novice—E. O. Igleman, Zig-Zag C. C, 1

;

George R. Turley, Zig-Zag C. C, 3; Jud Mahurin, Indiana

polis, 3; S. A. Nebeker, Pastime G. C, 4; time, 3:84 2-5.

The winner forced the pace and ran in away ahead of

of everybody, cutting himself down 10 the 2:?0 class.

Half-mile, open—L. S. Meintjes, South Africa, 1; A. A.

Zimmerman, 2; John S. Johnson, 3; G. F. Taylor, 1; L. D.

Munger, 5; W. F. Muryhy, 6; time, 1:15; last quarter,

:30 2-5. About an eighth of a mile from the start Meint-

jes, in fielding for position, got away from the field thirty

yards and, realizing his chance, let out for home a winner

by several lengths.

One-mile, 2:40 class—E. P. Roll, Zig-Zag C. C, 1; C. E.

Tudor, Crescent C. C, 2; U. B. Combs, Frankfort, Ky., 3;

F. Waller, Chicago C. C , 4; time, 2:36 3-5. First and sec-

ond wheels lapping and third and fourth almost a tie.

Waller had the opportunity, but gave up on the finish.

One-mile, handicap—M. F. Dirnberger, 30 yds., 1; J. P.

Bliss, 20 yds., 2; W.A. Rhodes, 30 yds., 3; A. N. French, 50

yds., 4; A. D. Kennedy, 30 yds., 5; A. T. Crooks, 40 yds., 6:

time, 2:?8. A pretty contest, the back-mark men leading

the field at the half, Bliss following Dirnberger past

Rhodes, but unable to pass the Bison flier.

One-mile, club championship—W. C. Marmon, 1 ; E. V.

Minor, 2; E. P. Roll, 3: Eldon Dynes, 4; time, 2:52 2-5.

Time limit was 2:40, but owing to the grand finish of Mar-

mon and Minor the race was allowed.

One-mile, international—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; G. F.

Taylor. 2; J. P. Bliss, 3; W. W. Windle, 4; John S. John-

son, 5; H. C. Tyler. 6: time, 2.12 4-5; last quarter, :30 2-5.

A new mile competition record in scratch event. Quar-
ters captured by A. W. Warren, A. T. Crooks and G. K.
Barrett.
Two-mile, handicap—J. S. Johnson, 20 yds., 1; A. I).

Kennedy. 75 yds.. 2: M. F. Dirnberger, 75 yds., 3; A. N.
French; 90 yds., 4; W A. Rhodes, 75 yds., 5: time, 4:1)1 2-5.

Johnson, unpaced, covered the first mile in 2:25 3-5.

Onp-mile, 2:S0 class, flying start^H. C. Tyler, 1; G. F.
Taylor, 2: W. W. Windle, 3; W. A. Rhodes, 4; E. C. Bode,
5; time, 2:25 4-5. A strong finish, Taylor heading Windle
all the way round, but unable to pass Tyler. The wheels
hummed as they crossed the tape. Taylor lapping Tyler's
rear wheel, Windle two lengths back, Rhodes three or
four length further back.
Quarter-mile, open—J. S. Johnson, 1 : L. S. Meintjes. 2:

A. W. Warren, 3; time, :33. No trouble for Johnson to

win, only three starting. Warren was close up at the
finish.
One-mile. 3:00 class—Eldon Dynes, Zig Zag C. C, 1: F.

P. Gangwer. Mnlbury, lnd., 2; J. M. Paver, Jr.. Zig Zag
C. C 3; C. E. Miller, Pastime A. C, 4; time. 2:30 2 5.

Half-mile, handicap—A. W. Warren, 50 yds., I; George
M. Lazarus. Indianapolis, 75 yds., 2; E. P. Roll, Zig Zag C.

C, 60 yds., 3; H. R. Steenson, N. Y. A. C, 50 yds., 4; time,
1:"2. Lazarus was a limit man and had the race won but
became careless. Warren, several lengths back, saw his

chance, jumped on his pedals and won the race by an
inch or so.

Five-mile, handicap—J. P. Bliss, 120 yds., 1 ; L. S. Mein-
tjes, 120 yds., 2; E. C. Bode. 250 yds., 3; H. R. Steenson,
350 yds., 4; G. K. Barrett, 300 yds, 5; time, 13:16; last

quarter, ;27 4-5,
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CYCLE MATTERS ABROAD.

HOT WEATHER PREVENTS FLETCHER
FROM MAKING A RECORD.

Few Changes to Be Made in Wheel Designs-

Tires to Be Improved—Making Tan-

dems—The Show Question Un-

settled.

London, Aug. 19.—Since the close of the

northern and southern camps, little of impor-

tance has been doing in cycling circles. The
chief event has been the attempt by Lawrence
Fletcher, of the Aufield B. C. , to beat the

safety record from Land's End to John o'Grcat's.

He started on Monday on a Raleigh safety

fitted with Dunlop tires, but owing to the in-

tense heat decided after going ten hours to

give up the attempt and make a fresh start on
Wednesday, sin<:e when the temperature has

been almost tropical and higher than it has

been in this country for many years. Fletcher,

who was for many years an African merchant
in Liverpool, has lately given up his business

and taken over the management of the Dun-
lop Cycle Company's new depot at Cork.

PEW CHANGES IN WHEELS.
Now that the season is practically over, man-

ufacturers are turning their attention to next

year's patterns. So far as can be ascertained

there are likely to be very few changes except

in matters of detail, and in these we shall

probably find the bulk of the trade following

the example of such concerns as the Whit-
worth and Humber. The Premier company
has a distinct novelty in the form of a chain

adjustment. It is both simple and effective,

and consists of r.n adjustable slide, to which is

attached a roller. It is fitted in the lower part

of the gear case (which also forms the back

stay), and as it is raised or lowered the pull of

the chain is reduced or lengthened.

In pneumatic tires a decided improvement
will be witnessed all round. The Dunlop
people promise us a new racing tire for 1894,

but their full roadster pattern will remain the

same as this year. Nearly all the other tire

makers are striving towards the perfection of

an adjustable fastening for wired-on tires and
in not a few patterns we shall find that the

canvas bag, which has this year been discarded

in favor of a composite cover, has been re-

stored.

LITTLE DOING WITH FRONT DRIVERS.

So far as front-driving bicycles are con-

erned it is difficult yet to say anything. The
firms which made machines of this type for ex-

hibition at the shows last winter have since

sold very few of them, and it really seems that

the only one doing any amount of business

with them is the Crypto Cycle Company, which

practically sells nothing else. On the roads

near London, especially in the northern sub-

urbs, quite a large number of front-drivers are

to be seen, but in other parts they are ex-

tremely rare. It is probable that among a

certain class of riders, who like to be high up

and able to see the country and at the same

time do not mind sacrificing their pace to attain

other objects, machines of this pattern will al-

ways be popular, but with the great generality

of men the rear-driver seems bound to find

most favor. This is the opinion of J. K. Star-

ley, one of our most thoughtful and intelligent

manufacturers, who, when the new type made
its appearance, bought one and rode it con-

stantly for some months, being determined

before making any to thoroughly test it and
see if there was anything in it.

Since the performances of M. A. Holbein and
A. Brown on the road, and of the brothers Ils-

ley on the path, and the pace of the tandem
safety has been sufficiently demonstrated,

quite a large number of makers have set to

work to turn out machines of this pattern, and
next season we may not only see a lot of rec-

ord breaking and pacing done on "bicycles

made for two" but racing on tandems as well.

THE SHOW QUESTION.

The battle of the shows still wages. At pres-

ent it is difficult to say anything definitely,

but it now looks as if the manufacturers—the

promoters of the National show—would attain

their object and obtain the control of the whole

business. The Stanley people, nothingdaunted,

are canvassing very energetically for support,

but the National show has gained considerably

by the adhesion of the New Howe Machine
Company, the Rudge Cycle Company, the

Dunlop pneumatic tire people, Smith's Patents

Company, J. B. Brooks & Co. and Brampton
&Co.
Among the early trade visitors to America

will be William Priest, the head of the Quad-
rant Cycle Company, Birmingham, whose son,

Harry Priest, is already well known in the

states. Mr. Priest, senior, occupies a promi-

nent position among the cycle makers of the

day and is one of the foremost men in the

Cycle Manufacturers' Mutual Protective Asso-

ciation. Like many other men in the trade,

his commercial experience was gained in other

business, but he is a thorough believer in let-

ting the employment of good material and

workmanship bring its own reward.

ONE PAPER QUITS.

The competition among the cycling and ath-

letic papers, whose chief source of support are

the advertisements of the cycle manufacturers,

has been very keen this year, the result being

that one paper has already ceased to exist,

while the copyright of another is being hawked
about for sale—owing, it is said, to its proprie-

tor going abroad. The former is certainly no

loss. It was one of the class only too often

attached to a profitable trade, with practically

no circulation and only managing to eke out a

precarious existence by taking the lowest prices

for its advertisements and makingany number
of specious promises of "notices" in return.

News comes from Copenhagen that both the

mile and two-mile international races held

there last Sunday were won by P. W. Schelte-

ma-Beduin, the Anglocized Dutchman, who, it

will be remembered, visited America some

eighteen months ago in the interests of the

Surrey Machinists' Company, in which concern

he is a partner.

Bloomers are Coming.

There is no getting out of it, bloomers are

coming, and a year or two hence few ladies

will be seen riding with long skirts. Mrs.

Lizzie Cheney Ward of New York, a teacher

of physical culture, uses them now while teach-

ing and while riding with her husband. Mrs.

Ward, in fact, wears knickerbockers very full

and made of corduroy. While on the wheel

she wears leggins, a silk waist and a cloth coat.

On rainy day she wears this costume on the

street, with a full-length mackintosh so as not

to offend the proprieties.

SCHOFIELD ARRIVES.

The English Crack to Race for Cash on Satur-

day.

New York, Aug. 20.—When the big Ameri-
can liner New York pushed her nose alongside

her dock to-day a red-faced young man of me-
dium height, with an English cap surmounting
a shock of light hair, was seen conversing with

a tall, dark man who waved his handkerchief

to P. T. Powers and F. A. Egan, of the N. C.

A. A Referee man, W. Barden, S. G. Whit-
taker, A. O. McGarrett, W. C. Howard, and
F. Elson, were the only ones in the large

crowd who seemed to be interested in the

young man with the light hair. His fame as

an athlete had long preceeded him: he is one

of England's greatest cyclists and is known to

fame as Schofield. He soon descended the

gang plank and said : "I'm glad to get ashore.

Two days ago I thought we were doomed to

drown. Our boat was caught in a gale and we
were tossed like a cork and I have been very

sick." Then he commenced vigorous work with

his handkerchief, for the mercury was at boil-

ing point. Schofield"s impressions of the sea

and America must have been very poor just

then.

"Well, I'm glad to be here," he went on. "I

have longed to see America, but I wish the

Atlantic was bridged or tunneled."

" Did you train up to your departure for this

country," asked the Referee man.

"Yes, up to within a day, and I'm in fair

condition, except being weak through being

unable to eat during the voyage."

"What have you to say about your treat-

ment by the N. C. U.?"
" The N. C. U. treated me badly and seemed

to have singled a few of us out for examples of

its power."

"What do you weigh, Mr. Schofield?"

" Ten stone ten [150 pounds] is my racing

weight."
" What wheel do you ride?"

" I ride a Whitworth and it is an excellent

machine, I can assure you."

"Where will you make your first appear-

ance in a race?"

"In Philadelphia next Saturday, where I

meet Wheeler. It may take me a few weeks

to get up my speed, but I'm here to race and
will make no excuses even if I get defeated, as

I hear Wheeler is a tip-topper."

In appearance Schofield looks something like

Frank Moore, of Birmingham; is about Wheel-
er's size, has a long, thoughtful-looking face,

and acts and speaks like a gentleman. The
man with him is the English correspondent of

Sporting Life and a well-known base ball

manager. The English crack had for com-
pany over Henry Irving's company, Julia
Marlowe and the champion billiard player of

England, Mr. Roberts, of London. The N. C.

A. wheeled the English crack off to Brooklyn
to see the cash pri*.e races.

Dick Milford Dead.

St. Louis, Aug. 29.—The St. Louis Cycling

Club has just met with a severe loss in the

death of Richard M. Milford, one of its oldest

members, who passed away at his home on
Monday, Aug. 28. The cause of his death was
typhoid fever. He has been a member of the
club ever since it was organized; has been on
the racing team for the last two years, and has
also served as second-lieutenant, captain and
later as chairman of the bouse committee.
The funeral will take place Wednesday. The
club held a meeting last night, passed resolu-

tions of respect, and made arrangements to

attend the funeral in a body. The pall-bearers

will be selected from club members.
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CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS.

The time fomotices of proposed amendments
to the constitution and by-laws has expired.

Among the more important are those of Mr.

Willson of Maryland and Mr. Potter of New
York, relating to the Bulletin and Oood Roads.

Mr. Willson proposes to limit the powers of the

executive committee to the extent of taking

from it the power to contract for the publica-

tion of the Bulletin. be proposes that the

privilege be let to the highest acceptable bidder

for a term of three years and that all prominent
cycling journals be given a chance to bid.

This amendment, while an improvement
over the system so far followed, still limits the

powers of the assembly. There is quite a pos-

sibility that no satisfactory bid would be re

ceived, in which case the league, if it con-

sidered such a course advisable, should be in a
position to publish the Bulletin itself. There
should be some restrictions, too, on the privi-

leges obtained by the person or persons secur-

ing the contract. It has been demonstrated
that the present mode of withholding official

news from the public until it has appeared in

the Bulletin is not conducive to the best inter-

ests of the league. This is but one matter.

There are many others. In the opinion of

many the Bulletin should be published by the

league, under the direction of the secretary or

some other person. If some outsider can make
it pay, the league can; if the league cannot, no
one else wants it. By awarding such a con-

tract the league places in the hands of the per-

son securing it the power to wield immense
influence for good or evil, so that some provi-

sion should be made to prevent the reins of

office falling into the hands of some irrespon-

sible and irrational scribbler.

Mr. Potter offers just the suggestion which
might have been expected of him. He pro-

poses to make such members as desire Good
Roads pay for it at the rate of fifty cents a

year. In other words he doesn't believe in

weighting the magazine down with a 35,000

dead-head list. In this Mr. Potter should have
the unqualified support of the entire assembly.

And now comes Mr. Perkins, the gentleman

from Massachusetts, with an amendment which

will cause the debate of the meeting. In sub-

stance if provides that the ex-committee shall

have power to execute contracts involving

amounts not exceeding $300, and shall render

a financial statement, twice yearly, through

the Bulletin. Unless something more definite

is inserted this may, or may not, bring forth

the desired result. There are statements and
statements. We haa a sample at the last

meeting. What is wanted, it seems to us, is a

statement in detail. The $300 clause, however,

will act as a preventative of any very great

extravagance or the outlay or " loan " of such

sums as have been complained of in connection

with Good Roads.

But what does it all amount to now? The
money has been used, Oood Roadsis approach-

ing a position where it will be independent of

the league's treasury and no other feature, re-

quiring any such outlay, is likely to occur for

a long time. The big " pow-wow " comes too

late in the day to accomplish anything in this

line beyond making a few people feel uncom-
fortable.

THE MECHANIC AND THE WHEEL.
A small-sized eastern daily has come to the

conclusion that this is a wheel-riding nation

;

that the means to buy bicycles are easier earned

in the United States than they can be gathere i

by the masses of the people in any country on

the continent of Europe; that there is greater

opportunity for an English commoner to earn

money to purchase a bicycle than there is for

a French, German, Italian, Russian or Spanish

peasant to get together a like sum, and that

an American mechanic can do it much more
readily than it can be done by an English or

Scotch worker in the same line. There is

hardly a doubt that the American has greater

opportunities than the foreign mechanic and

that, if it were his desire, he could purchase a

bicycle without greatly stinting himself. But
the fact remains that at least five English and
French mechanics ride bicycles to one Ameri-

can artisan. The American riding public is

not made up of mechanics; it is composed of

young and old business men, clerks and rich

men's sons. New England furnishes more
wheel- riding mechanics than, perhaps, the rest

of the states put together. It is a pity the

American mechanic does not take to the bi-

cycle a deal more than he does—he would be

better off in a good many ways if he did. He
makes more money than his English brother,

but he does not enjoy life as much. He is a

typical American— a money-maker, a dollar-

chaser— and more's the pity.

ALLEGED DISTANCE RECORDS.
The United States has been afflicted this sea-

son with almost numberless tramp cyclists who
arrive in this, that or the other town and an-

nounce that they have broken the record from
Smithville to Jonestown. The latest would-be

cr-ast to coast record breaker is one T. R. Lillie,

who claims to have ridden from San Francisco

to New York in 57 days, 11 hrs., which is some
nine days better than the best time previously

claimed. Strange to say Mr. Lillie was never

heard of until he threw himself upon the New
York public and announced that he had broken

a record. Record — bosh! He did not, evi-

dently, take the trouble to have himself

checked along the route, he did not make any
arrangements about timing, he simply rolled

into New York and said he had done a re-

markable performance—and people, particu-

larly those penny-a-liner? who look for any-

thing in the line of cycling news (?), stood

ready to believe him. The press—cycling as

well as general—is too ready to take up such

alleged record-breaking feats and spread them
broadcast. The} are not records in any sense

of the word. One might as well credit John
Smith with a world's record because he says

he rode a mile alone in 1:53 2-5. Distance

records abroad are r. cords—actually made and
correctly timed by competent officials. They
do not take a man's word for it over there

—

they take his time. When the wheelman of

this -country arrange some plan by which dis-

tance records may be timed, it will be time

enough to believe they have been made; until

then th y should be frowned upon.

CASH VS. "EXPENSES."

After three months of cash prize racing we
find these things:

That not a single case of crooked, or even

suspicious riding has been recorded.

That not a man has disobeyed, in the slight-

est degree, the rules of the governing body.

That the average times of races have been

faster than in amateur events.

That every prize has been delivered and re-

ceipted for on the day it was won.

That the prizes have been full value every

time

That the officials have been few but more
effective than a large number.

That, so far as the N. C. A.'s critics have

been able to discover, there has been no hint

of unfair dealing in anyway.
That the association has not deluded the

public into the belief that famous riders would

compete unless it was sure of its facts.

That the association has refused to "buy" the

services of "amateurs" and has made no effort

to induce them to join.

That the public is gradually gaining confi-

dence in the new league and the attendance at

its races is increasing in consequence.

Comparisons are odious, but who shall say

that this record does not compare favorably

with that of the L. A. W. ? Compare it with

the method which makes it possible for men to

compete ten days to two weeks after suspen-

sions. Compare it with the league's bogus

prizes, its incompetent officers, its delay in the

delivery of prizes, its delusive advertisements

and its loafing races. Compare the racers for

cash— professionals in their true colors—with

the "amateurs" subsidzed by wheel makers,

tire men and clubs, drawing "expenses" from

one and salaries from the others. No one

can deny that, despite its youth, its lack of

first-rank riders and the poor attendance at its

earlier races, the N. C, A. has much to boast

of. It has demonstrated, beyond question,

that, properly governed, professionals are as

honest as amateurs. It is the mode of govern-

ment, not the inclinations of the governed,

which tells in the end. This fact and the inevi-

table result of honest supervision of a govern-

ing body over professionals has often been

pointed out by the Referee and it is therefore

a pleasure to us to observe the success which

has, so far, attended the N. C. A.

For the shortcomings in L. A. W. matters

the racing board is blamed entirely too much.

The men who impose upon the racing board

ridiculous rulings —in other words, the mem-
bers of the national assembly—are the ones to

blame. Still, the racing board could do much.

It could stop fictitious values being pi ced on

prizes; it could stop the advertising of men
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who will not appear; the delay in delivery of

prizes; the acceptance of entries without fees;

the appointment of incapable officers and many
other abuses. It could not prevent, of course,

the operation of an insane contract which pre-

vents racing men knowing, officially, whether

a meet is sanctioned, until after it is all over

(the Bulletin has probably finished the list of

sanctions for July 4 by this time, but we are

not sure of it); nor can it prevent loafing races,

unless, as is done in the N. C. A., the referee i-i

empower d to stop a race at any point and dis

cipline the men severely. League race pro-

moters are too much at the mercy of the racers,

or think they are, hence the inability of offi-

cials to assert themselves as they should do. The

promoters want the cracks—must have them

—

for are not they (the promoters) after the same

thing as the N. C. A. racers—cash? Yes the

league has learned something already from the

new comer. Will it benefit thereby ?

LONG LIVE THE "POT-HUNTER."
The " pot-hunter" is abroad, and, of course,

comes in for a good bit of " roasting " from his

fellow racing man. In the meantime Mr.

Fellow Racing Man sneaks away to some

county fair and picks a few prizes himself.

Why denounce the pot-hunter? As a rule he

is, at his best, a fourth or fifth-rate man; he

stands no show with the men who follow the

circuits—perhaps could not afford to travel to

the extent the crack does. He loves rhe sport,

wants to win and, incidentally, likes to carry

home a few prizes. Like the crack he goes

where he knows he can finish first and thereby

gain a little glory and a silver set or a cheap

watch. He keeps in his class, where he be-

longs, and furnishes as good sport to the coun-

try folk as do the Zimmermans, the Tylers, the

Johnsons or the Blisses to the city people, who
are better educated in things cycling. At the

same time he does as much good for cycling as

does his superior in speed qualities and is, con-

sequently, deserving of as much consideration.

He is an amateur, generally.

A CHANCE FOB THE DAILIES.

The North Star of Marinette, Wis., has a

particularly bright and level-headed individual

on its staff, and one who '

' dishes up " a most

acceptable lot of cycling matter, superior, in

most instances, to the rubbish printed in many
metropolitan journals of the age. In a recent

issue of his paper—we presume the writer is a

male— the Zimmerman - Sanger - Milwaukee

trouble was handled admirably. Sanger was

given due credit for all his greatness, but his

friends the Milwaukee public and press were

hauled over the coals for the treatment ac-

corded Zimmerman during his visit to the

Cream city. Of Sanger the writer said: "He
is a quiet, gentlemanly fellow and a wonderful

rider. His friends, however, miss their mark

when they attempt to belittle Zimmerman."

It might pay some of the big dailits to seek out

this individual and employ him; he would im-

prove their cycling columns greatly. Here is

a sample of his brightness: " Tuttle, Illinois'

state championship, resembles 'Zimmy' in that

his head is decorated with locks of a carroty

color."
» 1

THE SPORT, NOT THE WHEEL.
Mr. Powers, of the cash prize league, has re-

cently been giving the eastern reporters a little

talk on the amateur question. He believes in

pure amateur sport, but does not think that the

so called amateurs are such. He is disgusted

with amateurs, complains of the makers pay-

ing the ama eur's training expanses and

says '"this practice U usually productive of

exciting races, to be sure, but it is a race of

one wheel house against ano' her, and all this

under the banner of the League of American

Wheelmen." Truly, but those exciting

races are what the people want — for

what they pay money to see — and as

long as exciting races are furnished by

amateurs, or so-called amateurs, the public

will pay to see them. It matters not whether

it is one wheel house against another, the men
ride to win and furnish good sport. No less

than four cracks, each on the same make of

wheel, have frequently this season been seen

fighting desperately for front positions at the

finish of a race. The public does not know
what wheels they ride and cares less. It sees

good sport, with hot finishes, and it does not

bother itself about the wheel which crosses the

tape first.

1

—

For the last two or three years it has been a

common practice with race promoters to ad-

vertise an "American championship," a

"world's championship," an "international

championship," or some other championship.

Inasmuch as they are not championships, in

any sense of the word, it behooves the racing

board to put a stop to the practice. It might

be argued that it is none of the racing board's

business what a race promoter advertises, but,

inasmuch as such titles are quite misleading,

the racing board might make it some of its

business. If, in giving sanction for a meet,

the board stipulated that no such champion-

ships were to be advertised, it would very

quickly put a stop to the practice. Merely a

suggestion, Mr. Raymond.

WEALTH, HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.

Tommy Edge has at last come down from

his high horse and now really believes that

Zimmerman is not a failure. This is what

Tommy says in his paper, British Sport

:

There's not the slightest doubt about it, we are getting

"left," in more senses than one, by the Americans, so far

as wheel racing is concerned; tor not only have they a

couple of men in Zimmerman and Sanger who are head

and shoulders above such champions as we possess, but

if we are to believe the racing reports—and there is no

reason why we should doubt them—there are half a dozen

other men—Windle, Taxis, Tyler. Johnson and Taylor are

instances—any one of whom would be able to give Harris,

Watson, Stroud and Brown a fair run for their money.

The fact is not a pleasant one; but it remains.

You are, for a fact, Tommy, and it pleases

us to see that you are among the first to recog-

nize the fact.

HERE is something for the builders of I he

$7,000-and-over-world's fiir track to ponder

over:

The cost of surfacing a three-and-a-half-lap track with

Heme Hill battens will tot up about £800—Ulster Cycling

News.

In other words, 14,000 or less would build an

almost everlasting board track—one which

would not, at least, wash away during the first

hard rain.

Coming, "Ariel," coming. We are a little

crowded just now, but you shall not be kept

waiting long for an opportunity to furnish that

expose.
1 »

The Irish Cyclist has come around to the

Referee's way of thinking regarding cham-

pionships—that they should be confined to na-

tives.

The Wheel as a Factor in Their Attainment —
Woman the Savior of the Race.

Whatever adds to health, happiness or our

general good constitutes the people's real

riches. Wealth is a name, an idea, a posses'

sion. It is worth its purchasing power, bene-

fits, or what it gives us in pleasures, position,

bonds or real estate, or any real or imaginary

good. Wealth is of no value except in its usp;

the good it does, and the highest idea of

wealth is in power, influence, growth, life,

beautj and health. For, without these, all

riches and pos essions are worse than useless.

Reckoning thus, Messrs. Editors, we claim

that the bicycle has created, given the nation

more real and true wealth than any plan or

possible product of the century, for it has

given strength, increased muscle, developed

arms and limbs, expanded the lungs, banished

disease, lengthened life and often prevented

early death. Thus the bicycle has added so

much to our people's health, pleasure and

riches. Without these, a 1 riches are vain and

useless. Dollars to the consumptive, or the

dyspeptic are worth nothing; life is a failure,

and the world is a miserable prison, and to the

dying Gould or Vanderbilt, or other monied

kings, all their possessions are only miserable

baubles.

"Vanity of vanity," says the preacher, in all

his glory. "My kingdom," exclaimed a great

tyrant, "for a little life; a delay of death," and

his cry of agony is oft repeated in rich men's

gilded homes and palaces.

The wheel, then, is one of the greatest,

grandest, most powerful invigorators, rejuven-

ators, life-giving powers. With new blood,

the lungs are expanded. This makes digestion

good, causes a new upbuilding of tissue,

muscle and limb, and with these we possess

new power to do and accomplish, and conquer

in life's difficult field; for it is the healthy man,

a man of muscle and brain who rules and gov-

erns in business and finance.

The Romans and great nations of ancient

times reckoned riches thus most by power,

strong men and chivalrous deeds. The great

warrior was an ideal man, and ti.eir gods the

mighty beings. Jupiter, Hercules and old

Pluto were giant--, and their goddesses were

similarly endowed with grace, power and

beauty or true physical developement. Diana,

the beautiful goddess of the woods, was beau-

tiful in form and developement, and poets and

artists never cease to glory in the charms and

beauty of "the Venus de Medici."

It is not only in mythology that these quali-

ties tell, for who are the queens of the female

race men love, and who have governed? Cleo-

patra, the beautiful queen, ruled Anthony and

conquered his armies. Isabella of Spain, the

greatest queen, had the courage to aid Colum-

bus in his desperate voyages. Elizabeth, Eng-

land's proud monarch, ruled kingdoms and

men's hearts and destinies. Victoria, the pre-

sent queen of England, is the mother of great

princes, and holds the throne for over half a

century. The shame of the race and the times

is that our women have lost their grace and

beauty, or their highest physical developement

in vain fashion and miserable lives.

The wheel, then, comes as the grand rejuv-

enator of manly or womanly charms, and to

add life and happiness. Who can estimate its

value, thus reckoning, to our youth and busi-

ness men? Who can tell of the vast good it is

doing to our women, who need something be-
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sides all feminine graces, strength, health,

physical beauty and life to properly fulfill the

duties of the hour? Who can foresee the far-

reaching benefits to come to the future genera-

tions of children and the race, from the bi-

cycle?

Women rule and govern the destiny of na-

tions. The future of America is now with the

mothers of our land. So much depends upon
their perfect healthy developments, for hap-

piness and increased amount of saving grace.

There is a vast amount of redemption and
moral goodness truly carrying out ante-natal

laws, for true parentage and beautiful children

are to be the coming saviors of the race. The
bicycle has and will add so much to promote
these blessings. Sylvanus Lyon,
Vice-president New York Moderation Society.

William Starley's Drug Store.

" Come up to my room," said William Star-

ley, of Starley Bros. , Coventry, to a Referee
man in the Astor house recently, as he talked
"trade" with the famous Coventry manufac-
turer and Fred Owen, of S. H. Owen & Co., of
Washington. Leading the way Mr. Starley
opened a door and walked in, but the Referee
man hesitated, as the appearance of the room
and the odor of the same smacked of a drug
store. The mantel and dressing case were
loaded with all kinds and sizes of bottles of
liniments, medicines, salts, pills, embrocations,
Warner's safe cure and Paine's celery com-
pound, Epsom salts, dandruff cure, St. Jacob's
oil, and all the principal and favorite remedies
of the day for all the ailments to which human
flesh is heir.

"What's the matter with you ?" ejaculated
Mr. Starley as the Referee man drew back.

"Excuse me; I thought you had mistaken

the hotel drug store for your room," and then

a hasty examination and explanation followed.

The extreme heat had brought to the surface

the English beef and plum pudding, or what is

known in this country as prickly heat, and
Mr. Starley thought he had a combination of

all the deadly diseases, and had gone in for

drugs by wholesale. Several new bottles

found their way to his varied collection daily,

and the possession of a book on drugs would
have been sufficient to set the owner up as a

full fledged dispenser of poisons. He took

them all on board the Majestic, and a few of

his companions were happy in the belief that

Dr. Starley would keep them safe from seasick-

ness.

She Rides in Bloomers.

Mrs. L. C. Boardman can lay claim to being

the first woman in New York, if not in Amer-
ica, to ride in public dressed in French bloom-

ers, built very much like the ordinary men's
bloomers. Mrs. Boardman choose Central

Park as the place of her debut, and aroused
very little excitement as she pedaled along in

and out of the various carriage drives—except
that a few pedstrians and cyclists turned
around and looked with interest more than sur-

prise or shock. New York women may not
rush the new idea, but a prominent member of

Excelsior Ladies' Club stated that Mrs. Board-
man looks "cute" in the new dress and that

she will shortly take a spin in the country
around Yonkers, to try the effect of bloomers
on the farmers, before braving the criticism of

Central Park, whose promenaders arj apt to

be critical after visiting the park menagerie.
Mrs. Boardman tells us that she is much in love

with the bloomer idea, and she certainly de-

serves credit for trying the experiment in such

a public place.

Mr. Leusch's Sharp Answer.

Wheelmen are, doubtless, careless when rid-

ing over crowded thoroughfares; but a major-
ity are, we believe, quite careful. A corres-

pondent of the Chicago Herald of Aug. 23

complained about the bicycle nuisance down
town and suggested rather severe punishment
for the riders. F. C. Leusch took occasion to

place the wheelmen in the right light by writ-

ing the following letter:

In your issue of Wednesday, Aug. 23, of your highly es-

teemed paper appeals an editorial about the bicycle nui-

sances in tbe down town streets. In answer to this I wish
to say that nine out of ten bicycle riders in the down
town streets have adopted this means of conveyance be-

cause they are tired of paying their nickels to Baron Yer-

kes and then take their feet in their hands and walk home.
There may be a few reckless riders who do not consider

the rights of pedestriaus, but I venture to say they are
few and isolated. As a rule bicycle riders are very canti-

ous in the down town districts. Besides, the streets are

public property, and I see no pertinent reason why a
man on two wheels should not have the same privilege as

has the man on four wheels, with a horse attached to

them.

Crowds of people, who, for some reason or other throng
the streets are seldom, if ever molested and "whistled

aside by stoop shouldered, spindle-shanked victims of

kiphoris bicyclistanum, ,, whatever that is. and as to the
suggestion about the use of a strong cane, it had better

not been made. If that is not inciting the unthinking to

unlawful acts nothing else is. Evidently the writer of

that article is a dry lunged, pale-livered dyspeptic, who is

angered at the sight of able-bodied, nervy men paddling
their own canoe, as it were.

Has Lost Its Editor.

Mr. Watts has severed his connection with
the Soutliern Wlieelman and that paper ceases

to be the official organ of the Kentucky
division. Since Aug. 15 Mr. Watts has been
cycling editor of the Sunday Bee, a weekly
issued at Louisville.
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RAIN AT CINCINNATI.

But Some Good Sport is Seen—A Queer In-

cident.

Cincinnati, Aug. 26. — Fully 3,000 people

packed the grand stauds and enclosure at

Chester Park today, despite the fact that rain

had poured down all morning and dark clouds

obscured ihe sun all afternoon. The races

were delayed an hour to give the ground a

chance to dry. At the call of the novice race

there wbs still several feet of ground uear the

pole that was unrideable. Taylor, Dirnberger

and Johnson did not don racing suits during

the afternoon. Bliss rode in but one event and

that the mile handicap, distinctively the best

piece of riding during the afternoon. Bliss at

the thirty-yard mark had everybody in front

of him. Rhodes, thirty yards, Kennedy, forty

yards and the Baker brothers of Columbus,

Con at 75, Al at 110 yards, being his op-

ponents. He trailed Rhodes who, passing

Kennedy, led for a half-mile, when Bliss cut

the going. Rhodes and Kennedy hung to him
and Bliss pulled them up to A. L. Baker, who
had passed the field and gained a long lead.

Down the stretch in and out amongst the mud
puddles Bliss rode with splendid speed. He
was watching at his left for Kennedy while

Con Baker, at his right hand was working like

*, beaver. Kennedy huiried a very little and

Bliss scurried over the tape a foot or so ahead

of Con Baker, Kennedy third, Al Baker

fourth. The time, 2:21, was a great record for

the track in its condition.

The feature of the day's sport occurred in

the mile intnternational, in which Zimmer-

man, Windle, Tyler, Rhodes, Bode, Steenson,

and Con Baker started. A time limit of 2 :45

was placed, no prizes for the quarters. Zim-

merman was crowded to the front at once and

set a poor clip. The half was made in 1:47.

As the turn was reached a discussion over the

pace arose. Zimmerman said they were out of

time limit and it was just as well to turn back,

as he wasn't going to sprint and have it de-

cided no race. So around they turned and

came back, the crowd hissing. The officials

argued with the men over who should pace. A
whisper into Steenson's ear, a pistol crack, and

they were off again. Steenson was cutting a

merry clip and at the quarter, half and three-

quarters led by some distance, then dropped

out. Rhodes was leading at the three-quarter.

Windle passed him, when Zimmie went out

and Windle dropped in the rear of the Jersey

man. Tyler came up and was tied with Rhodes

when his feet slipped his pedals. He coasted

across just behind Rhodes.

The only falls of the day occurred in the

half-mile open, Bode falling on the back

stretch and Tyler on the turn. Neither was

hurt. R^feiee Van Sicklen evidently thought

Crooks, of Buffalo, had ridden in enough half-

mile 1:20 class races, for on this event

he placed a time limit of 1:20. Crooks cut the

pace and won in 1:18 3-5.

Rhodes won a race early in the day and dis-

played improved speed. This was the two-
mile handicap in which Crooks at sixty yards
had all others ahead of him, Rhodes at eighty,

Kennedy at 100, Hoyland Smith at 12."> and
Con Baker at 150. These men bunched in front

of the field at the beginning of the last quar-

ter and Kennedy and Rhodes winning by a
foot. Crooks was third, Baker fourth and
Smith fifth.

The lap race saw several men run off their

feet in an attempt to sprint on a soggy track.

A. C. Baker, W. F. Murphy and Munger were
one, two and three in points, arid Bode, win-

ning the last lap, was tied with Steenson and
Con Baker for fourth prize, a rocking chair.

Munger displayed some of his old time ability

in an attempt to beat Murphy out. The sum-
mary :

One mile, novice,—A. M. Donaldson, Newport, Ky., 1;

Hulbert Taft, Clifton city, 2; R. Kellogg, Avondale City,

3; C. H. Lougley, Dayton, Ky., 4; time, 2:55.

Half-mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; W. W. Windle,

2; Hoyland Smith, 3; A. T. Crooks, 4; fime, 1:15 1-5.

One-mile, 2:50 class— C. H. Baners, Cincinnati, 1; C. S,

Hardy, Cincinnati, 2; L. B. Sawyer, Hartwell, 8; time,

2:55 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—W. A. Rhodes, 80 yds., 1; A. D.

Kennedy, 100 yds., 2; A. T. Crooks, 60 yds., 3; Con Baker,

150 yds , 4: time, 5:2?.

One-mile, handicap, local riders—C. F. Tudor, 40 yds.,

J. P. Moller, 150 yds., 2; L. B. Sawyer, 150 yds., 4; time,

2:38.

Tiro-mile, lap—A. L. Baker, 1; W. P. Murphy, 2; L. D.

Munger, 3; H. R. Steenson, Con tSaker, E. C. Bode tie for

fourth, time, 5:48.

Half-mile, 1:20 class—A. T. Crooks, 1; G. A. Baners, 2;

C. E. Tudor, 3; time, 1:1s 3-5.

One mile, international -A. A. Zimmerman, 1; W. W.
Windle, 2; W. A. Rhodes, 3; H. C. Tyler, 4; time, 2:35 2-5.

One-mile, handicap—J. P. Bliss, 30 yds., 1 ; Con Baker,

75 yds., 2; A. D. Kennedy, 50 yds., 3; A. L. Baker, 110

yds., 4; time, 2:21.

One-mile, open—A. A Zimmerman, 1 ; W. W. Windle,

H. C. Tyler, 3; Con Baker, 4: time, 2:47.

# * #

WHEELER AMONG RECORDS.

Rides Five Miles in 12:04 1-5 on a Quarter-Mile

Track.

New York, Aug. 27.—Harry C. Wheeler,

who is running Zimmerman a close race for

popular favor in New York, made another

bound Saturday at Brooklyn, when he vode a

race seldom if ever equaled on any track. A
man who can ride five miles in competition on

a quarter-mile track in 12:04 1-5 is no sleeper,

especially when he finishes the last quarter in

:27 2-5. Quite a crowd, possibly 3,000, was

present at Eastern Park when Referee Bunnell

called the first race and the professionals

walked to the starting point for the mile open.

Prizes amounting to $250 had been put up by

the N. C. A. as an "extra," no regular date

having been assigned. Base ball interfered at

Troy, so President Byrne gave Brooklyn an

extra day. The New York Times, speaking of

Wheeler's great work, said:

In the five-mile race "Wheeler gave starts from 100to6U0

yards. Rich, who had 120 yards, and Kluge, who was

granted 150, went back to scratch so as to pace the little

Orange flier. Rich took him in hand first and cut out the

first mile at a merry clip, getting within 300 yards of the

leader. Then Kluge took Wheeler along at a fast pace,

and at two miles he was within 125 yards of the first man.

For a mile Wheeler cut out the pace himself, going along

at a terrific pace and nearly catching the field.

The three miles were done in 7:41. Then Rich again

began to make pace, and he took his man right into the

bunch of tie riders with big starts. Wheeler took a rest

for nearly a lap, when again he set out, with Rich in the

lead. The others tried to follow, but it was no use.

Wheeler was too fast, and oue by one they fell by the

wayside. As the bell rang for the last lap Wheeler
dashed past Rich and went up the back strelch at a pace
that caused the spectators to look on in wonderment. He
went away from the other riders as though they were at

a standstill and won as he pleased in 12:04 1-5

Wheeler knocked just : 2 2 5 seconds off the competition

record made by A. E. Lumsden on Oct. 0, 1S92, at Evuns-
ville, Ind. Liniislen's record was made on a half-mile

track, while Wheeler had to cover four laps to the mile.

He finished the race with a tenilic burst of speed, cover-

ing the last quarter in :27 2-5.

The summaries:

One-mile, open, purse, $75; $40 to first, $20 to second,

$10 to third and $5 to fourth—H. C. Wheeler, 1 ; A. B.

Rich, 2; H. E. Bartholomew, :j; C. W. Price, 4: time,

2:35 1 5.

Two-mile, handicap, purse $75; $40 to first, $20 to sec-

ond, $10 to third and $5 to fourth—J. A. Newhouse, 150

yds., 1; H. E. Bartholomew, 130 yds., 2; C. L. Williams.

250 yds., 3; J. E. Starbuck, 170 yds., 1; time, 5:00 2-5.

Five-mile, handicap, purse $101); $40 to first, $25 to sec-

ond, $20 to third, $10 to fourth and $5 to fifth—H. C.

Wheeler, scratch, 1; C. W. Price, 230 yds , 2; B. C. Betner,

530 yds., 3; C. W. Ashinger, 4(50 yds., 4; France Albert,

480 yds , 5; time, 12:04 1-5.

* * *

THE OUAKERS' ANNUAL.

A Big Field of Starters at Philadelphia—The
Road Race.

Philadelpaia, Aug. 28.—The third annual

meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen at Tioga.

track last Saturday was an unqualified success,

an enthusiastic crowd, numbering at least

4,000, being present. The festivities be^an

with a twent3--five-mile road race, the last

half-mile of which was to be ridden on the

track. The course was from Devon to Over-

brook, on the Lancaster pike, to Bala, back to

Haverford on a road parallel to Lancaster

pike, to Overbrook again, and across the

Schuylkill, up the hill on School lane, through

Tioga 10 the track. The first man to appear

on the track was D. F. Mayne, who finished so

far ahead of the next man that there v as very

little surprise manifested, when, later, it was
announced that, through a mistake, he had not

ridden the seven-mile loop, and was necessa-

rily disqualified. Clarence Elliott won a hand-

some silver emblem for making the best time
—1:22:44. The sultry weather told heavily on

the majority of the mon, and the hilly nature

of the latter part of the course rendering the

work doubly hard, many of the men being

completely exhausted at the finish. There

were twenty-eight entries. John Heisley, A-
A. Gracey, B. F. McDaniels and J. W. Davison

finished in the order named after the second

man.
THE TRACK RACES.

The track events were run off with great

promptitude, twenty-five heats being necessary

to decide the nine races. The entry list was
large in nearly all the events, five heals being-

necessary to dispose of the third-mile handicap

(for which there were sixt3T-two starters), four

heats for the half-mile handicap, and three

heats for the lemainder of the races, with the

exception of the Q. C. W. championships. The
summary

:

One mile, novice—First heat—Charles Measure, 1 ; F.

Boyd, 2; M. E. Welch, 3; time, 2:55 4-5.

Second heat—D. C. Griffiths, 1; H. C. Gardner, 2; G. W.
Hotter, 3; time 2:58 2-5.

Final heat—Charles Measure, 1; D. C. Griffiths, 2; F.

Boyd, 3; time, 2:57 1-5.

One-mile, open—First heat—W. F. Sims, 1; K. T. Wun-
der, 2; E. E. Clapp, 3; time, 2:48.

Second heat—W. H. Mulliken, 1; J. L. Hanley, 2; E. F.

Miller, 3; time, 2:42.

Final heat (tinie limit of 2:50)—W. H. Mulliken, 1;W. F.

Sims, 2; E. E. Clapp, 3; time, 3:19 1-5. Referee declared

"no race." Run over—J. L. Hanley, 1 ; W. F. Sims, 2; E.

F. Miller, 3: time, 2:57. Referee allowed it to stand, al-

though not within the limit.
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NOTES FROM THE BIG MEETS,
GEO. F. TAYLOR, on his RAMBLER, beats JOHNSON twice at Minneapolis.

J. P. BLISS, on his "copper rimmer," makes a new track record at Wauseon.

M. DIRNBERGER, on his RAMBLER, won the 1-4 Mile Open, flying start, from Taylor and W.
A. Rhodes, also pushed " Zimmy " hard at Ripon in several races.

"THAT PIANO" at Indianapolis was captured by TAYLOR and TAYLOR and BLISS ran

second and third to Zimmerman in the great international $1,000 cup race.

GEO. F. TAYLOR, at Milwaukee, pushed his Rambler to the front, beating Windle and Tyler handily

in the 1-2 Mile Open.

"AT THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL MEET " at Chicago, RAMBLERS won more
prizes than any other make of wheel.

"AT INDIANAPOLIS " RAMBLER riders carried off more prizes than riders of any other wheel—
a total of ten prizes.

Everything Goes Where Ramblers Compete-Can't Help it.

H. A. Githens
E. W. Ballard

F. H. Herrick
F. Ed Spooner

and the Best Local Champions of the States

Geo. F. Taylor
A. N. French
C. S. Wells

J. P. Bliss M. Dirnberger
Walter Foster Wilbur Edwards
W. F. Simms Wm. B. Hurlburt

Geo. A. Faulkner

ALL RIDE RAMBLERS.

A few RAMBLER Winnings not yet published •
•

1st Prizes. 2nd Prizes. 3rd Prizes. 4th Prizes. 1st Time Prizes.

August 5, Baltimore, 1 1 2
" 5, Milwaukee, Wis., 1 3 1

" 8, DeGrafT, 0. 1

' 10, Portland, Ore., 1 1

" 10, Beatrice, Neb., 1 1

• 12, Springfield. Mass., 1 1 1

•' 13, St. Louis. Mo.. 1 2
" 14, Milwaukee, Wis., 2 1

" 16, Asbury Park, N. J., 1

" 17, Wauseon, 0.. o 1

" 17-18, Ripon, Wis., 3 6 1
« IS, York, Neb., 1

•• 19, Multonomah, Ore.. 1

•• 19, Minneapolis. Minn., 2 1 1

" 20, St. Louis, Mo., 2 2 3 4
" 20, Kaukanna, Wis., 2
" 21, Milwaukee, Wis., 1 1
" 24, Indianapolis. Ind., 2 3 1 4

Aug. 6th, Michigan State Centuiy Record lowered. Time, 7:30.

It is not too late-Change Your Mount—Ride a RAMBLER.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK.

MENTION THE BEFERE"
COVENTRY, Eng.
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One-mile, Quaker City Wheelmen's championship—R.

P. Rich, 1 ; John A. Mead, 2; Frank M. Dampman, 3; time.

2:43.

One-third mile, handicap—First heat—Charles Measure,

30 yds., 1; G. B. Mershon, Jr., 45 yds., 2; F. L. Lemont, 50

yds., 3; time, :45 3-5.

Second heat-C. J. Craft, 40 yds., 1 ; G. M. Coates. Jr.,

40 yds., 2; B. F. McDaniels, 65 yds., 3; time, :44 3-5.

Third heat-John A. Mead, 40 yds.. 1 ; W. A. Wenzel, 50

yds., 2; J. F. Cope, 40 yds., 3; time, :45 2-5.

Fourth heat-G. F. Hotter, 50 yds., 1; C. W. Krick, 30

yds., 2; R. P. Rich, 40 yds., 3; time, 45 1-5.

Final heat-G. M. Coates, Jr., 1; B. F McDaniels, 2; C.

J. Craft, 3; time, :44 3-5.

Quarter-mile, open—First heat—J. J. Dwer, 1; J. T.

Hunter, 2; E Youse, 3; time, :34 2-5.

Second heat-W. H. Mulliken, 1 ; W. I. Wilhelm, 2; W.
T. Robertson, 3; time, :35.

Final heat-J. J. Dwer, 1; J. T. Hunter, 2; W. T. Rob
ertson, 3; time, :34 1-5.

Half-mile, handicap—First beat—J. J. Dwer, 30 yds , 1;

R. Weir, 00 yds., 2; W. T. Robertson, 55 yds., 3; time,

1:09 2-5.

Second beat—C. W. Shares, 80 yds., 1; C. W. Krick, 50

yds., 2; H. B. Schumacker, 60 yds., 3; time, 1:0? 3-5.

Third heat—C. J. Craft, 65 yds., 1; W. A. Wenzel, 80

yds., 2; W. Howard, 45 yds., 3; time, 1:08 2-5.

Final heat—C. W. Shares, 1; C. J. Craft, 2; C. W. Krick,

3; time, 1:08 1-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class-Miller, 1; H. B. Shumaker, 2; R. P.

Rich, 3; time, 2:34 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—First heat—Charles Measure,. 100

yds., 1; John A. Mead, 145 yds., 2; Charles E. Gause, 100

yds., 3; time, 2:28 2-5.

Second heat- -E. F. Miller, 'JO yds., 1; J. L. Hanley, 110

yds., 2; G. M. Coates, Jr., 130 yds., 3; time, 2:27.

Final heat—E. F. Miller, 1; W. Sims, 83 yds., (fourth iu

second heat) 2; Charles Measure, 3; time, 2:34 3:5.

One-mile, Quacker City Wheelmen, handicap—Frank
>I. Dampman, 30yds ,1; H. G. Sickel, 100 yds., 2; G. G.

Melloy, 90 yds., 3; time, 2:34 1-5.

KN1SELYS NEW RECORD.

Covers Ten Miles on the Road in 27:55—

A

Dispute.

In the seventh annual road race of the Illi-

Bois C. C, held Saturday over the west side

eourse, C. T. Knisely made a new road record,

covering the ten miles in 27:55, as against

28:40, made over the same course. There is a
dispute, however, over the time winner, Ul-

bricht's friends claiming that he finished 33

sec. ahead of Knisely. If this claim is allowed

Ulbricht's time, after deducting his 30 sec.

start, would be 27:52. The large crowd saw a

beautiful finish between the first four men,
the wheels of each lapping. Pieronnet was
third in time and a close second for place.

Several accidents were reported, but none of

a serious nature. The entry list was the larg-

est in the club's history, the number b dng sev-

enty-six, while forty-seven started. The sum-
mary :

H'd'p. Time.

Charles Hagaman 3:00 30:10

W. F. Pieronnet 1:30 28:47

F. C. Edginton 3:30 30:47 1-5

G. A. Smith 3:30 30:47 2-5

A. D. Herriman 1:30 28:54

E. Ulbricht :30 28:08

W. E. Kenyon 2:C0 20:40

C. T. Knisely Scr. 37:55

I. D. Wilson 3:00 31:37

A. E. Wood 3:30 32:57

0. H. Stinson 3:00 3 :28

W. E. Metzell .3:30 33:04

W. T. Brace 4:00 33:35

E. P. Richardson 1:30 30:05

William Dominick -. 3:00 31:44

W. H. Chenowith 1:30 3J:17

A. B. Stiles, Jr 4:30 33:19

H. G. Chisholm 4:00 33:54

F. E. Sparks 5:30 34:30

E. D. Bamburger 1:00 30:13

* * #

Many Good Meets.

The latter end of this week and the first of

next will see some splendid races. All the

cracks are booked for Saginaw for Friday and

Saturday, following Cleveland. On Saturday

there are several large meets in the east, no-

tably that at Birmingham, Conn. On Labor

day. the 4th, there will be meets in all parts of

the country, the one at Waltham being the

most important, On the 4th and 5th Colum-

bus, Hartford and Syracuse ho'.d big meets,

while smaller ones will be given througho it

the country. Several good-sized meets are

billed for the Pacific coast for these two days,

alao. From this time on there will be large

and small meets all over the country until the

15th, when all eyes will be turned toward

Springfield.
* # *

Leonhardt's Usual Trick.

The Calumet C. C. gave several races Satur-

day at Diamond's track, Lake View, the chief

event being a five-mile handicap, which re-

sulted as follows:
H'd'p. Time.

A. L. Leouhardt Scr. 14:09

W. Cooke 3:00 16:17

C. Finkle 2:30 18:10

A. Klagstadt 3:00 18:40

W. Jacob 1:30 17:39

Edward Xetson 3:00 18:52

C. Klagstadt Scr. 10:02

* * *

Burt Wins at Leavenworth.

Leavenworth, Kas., Aug. 26.—Six well

contested and exciting races were held here

to-day i.i the presence of a large crowd. The
track was in good condition and the weather
fine. Burt defeated Warren of Kansas City in

the mile open, and rode in 2:27 1-2, state

record, by 17 sec. The summary:

Half-mile, novice- R. \V. Farrell, Leavenworth, 1; A.

W. Miller, Leavenworth, 2; time, 1:22.

One mile, open—M H. Burt, Wichita, 1; H. R. Warren,
Kansas City, 2; time, 2:27 1-3.

Half-mile, open—Nat Burl, Wichita, 1; John Hoffman.
Leavenworth, 2; time, 1:34.

Two-mile, lap race—B. T. Howard, Kansas City, 1 ; M.
A. Maxwell, Winfleld, Kas., 2; time, 5:28 1-2.

Half-mile, Leavenworth county championship—R. W.
Farrell, 1; Herman Venfon, 2; time, 1:21 1-2.

Two-mile, handicap—M. A. Maxwell 200 yards, 1;

Ben (_. Howard 300 yards. 2; time, 6:01 I 2

* * *

Thomas Earee First.

There were thirteen starters Saturday in the

five-mile . road race of the employes of Henry
W. King & Co., the winner being Thomas
Earee, a three-minute man, while Wodrich,
from scratch, captured the time prize. The
finish

:

H'd'p. Time.
Tom Faree 3:00 14:40

F. Wadrich Scr. 13:30

F. M. Gannon Scr. 13:23

Samuel Whiteside 3:00 15:03

Ralph Jones 3:30 17:42

* # *

Birmingham Track is 0. K.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Birmingham,
Conn., complains of the Referee's statement

that the cracks may not ride there on account
of the track. "Our track," says the secretary,

"is one of the best in Connecticut. Zimmer-
man made a world's record on it. It has been
put in condition under Windle's directions.

We have received entries from all the cracks

except Zim and Johnson."
* * -X-

Tommy Relph Getting There.

It will be pleasing news to his many Ameri-
can friends to know that "Tommy" Relph,

who was an employee of a New England
factory, is doing great work on the path in

England in the scratch races. Relph did not

seem to take kindly to the American climate,

and was seldom strong enough to race. An

exchange says: "Relph is rapidly getting into

his old form, and before the season finishes

may yet account for a few pots. At Aston,

Bank Holiday Tuesday, he somewhat aston

ished the people by his turn of speed and strong

finishes."
* # *

Englewood's Road Race.

The Englewood C. C. held a most successful

seven-mile road race—from Morgan Park to

Stewart avenue and Sixtv-first street— Satur-

day afternoon, thirty members starting. Peck

and Byrne did not ride, so Emerson had his

own way about the time prize. Robinson, a

limit man, made a good ride and won easily,

while Braisie was second, a minute and a half

behind. Emerson, who won time, finished

tenth. The first fifteen finished as follows:

H'd'p. Time.

G. W. Robinson 4:45 35:10 1-2

Charles Braisie 2:00 24:00

B. Jones 4:15 26:19

O. V. Muller 3:15 25:'.9

A. E. Colcord 1:30 20:40

G. W. Denison 2:00 24:27

R. J. Hercock 4:45 27:15

A. Rasmussen 4:00 26:40

W. E. Barnum 1:12 23:56

G. Emerson Scr. 32:4:1

H. C. Heisler 2:45 23:28 1-2

K. Howard 3:00 25:33

Charles Hunt 4:30 27:51

T. Rockwell '... Scr. 23:40

Stevens Scr. 27:42

* * *

Racing At Waverly, N. J.

Waverly, N. J., Aug. 26.—The half-mile

track at Waverly to-day was in record-break-

ing condition, and the feature of the day was
the magnificent riding of Paul Grosch and J.

W. Willis. The Newark Call had offered a

cup for a team race and the Orange A. C.

Cyclers captured it easily. The meeting w as a

mixed one, athletics and cycling, and gave
satisfaction to 2,000 spectators. The summary:
Half-mile, handicap — Paul Grosch, scratch, 1 ; G.

Thatcher, 40 yds., 2; D. S. Rainne, 70 yds., 3, time, 1:00 2-5.

Two-mile, handicap—J. W. Willis, 135 yds., 1; C. F.

Royce, 60 yds., 2; time, 4:50 3-5.

Half-mile, scratch—P. Grosch, 1 ; G. Coffin, 2; S. B.

Bowman, 3; time, 1:12 1-5.

One-mile, novice—C. Brady, 1 ; F. Nagle, 2; R. H. Bar-

beck, 3; time, 2:39 3-5.

One-mile, handicap—J. Willis, 100yds., 1; G. W. Coffin,

yds., 2; A. Silvie, 110 yards., 3; time, 2:19 1-2.

Three-mile, team race—Orange A. C. Cyclers, 1; Eliza-

beth A. C. Ci clers, 2; time, 3:41 2-5

* # *-

Humbolt C. C.'s Annual

The Humbolt Cycling Club held its first an-

nual ten-mile road race Saturday over the west
side course DeCardy won the time medal in

30:48, Rau being a second behind. Both men
started scratch. The finishing order follows:

H'd'p. Time.
Oscar Solum 4:30 32:20

Harry Wick 3:30 31:23

H. Swenson 3:30 31:52

C.Anderson 2:30 30:55

Cbarles Owens 4:30 34:38

W. DeCardy Scr. 30:48

Fred Rau Scr. 30:49

To Revive Professionalism.

They are endeavoring to resuscitate profes-

sional racing in England. The Lincoln Bic.vcle

Club (of Birmingham, we take it) arranged a

professional meet for Aug. 19, but what the re-

sult was we do not know at present Sport

and Play did not think it would amount to much
and added: "There is ebb and flow in every-

thing; professional cycling has been ebbing

ever since the W. J. Morgan and T. W. Eck
combination left England in 1888, until, at the

present time, the 'old gang-' is pebbly beached.V
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
Are by far the Most Serviceable Tires of the times.

Track records count for naught. They result from purely lucky circumstances. We hold not a

few of them, however. It is the long, hard rides over execrable roads that prove the stability of a

Tire.

Read not what we SAY but what we PROVE.
Ben Harding,

1B93.

(57:10.
-1 57:10.

Imperial. )

L. P. Munger, ] May 20. Forest Park Road Race. 17 1 2 miles. Arrow. y Morgan & Wright Kacing Tires.
Chas. Kindervatter, ) I

57:11. King of Scorchers. 1

C. A. Urban, May .30. 12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind.

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

Otto Netmian, May 30. Winona, Minn. j 1-2 mile.
1 1 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.
S erling
Special.

[- State Records.

E. C. Johnson, May 30. Highland Park Races, Detroit.
1 1-4 mile.
/ 1-2 mile.

:32 2-5.

1:10. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.

Chas. Kindervatter, May 30.
Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas

City, Mo. 101-11 miles. 30:21. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hilis

M. Nelson,
i 1.̂ 5: -14. 24 lb. March, wood rims. )

Martin Nessel, VMay 30.
Pullman Race. 17 1-2 miles. { 55:17. Fowler. v Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

G L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

5 3-4 miles.
155:48.
16:41 2-5

22-lb. James.
Arrow.

i

Casse is a youth of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won
H. R. Renshaw May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. . 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong

head wind.
M. A. Hickman, June 13. Alabama State Championship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer Morgan & Wright Tires

C. E. Tndor, June 16. Hanauer Road Race. Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

H. H. Wylie .Tune 27. Xetc York to Chicago. 1,028 miles.
10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

Sterling Special.
Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

Emil Ulbricht,
] July 4.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

Ppecial ) Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

A. L. 1 eonhardt. 16 1 2 miles 48:31. Stephens V TTlhrlcht's time is best record
) for course by 1:56.John Clark,

1 49:01. Special.

Breaking the competition record
Frank Walterr .July 4. Indianapolis

.

3 Miles. 7:31. Arrow. for this distance.

J. F. Reitzner, July 4. "Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race. 16 1 2 miles 47:41. James. Second best time.

E. M. Spike, July 4. " " " 16 1 2 miles. 49:40. Eagle-Altair.

H. H. Wylie, July 15 Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30 Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires."

(t. Jtleirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a youtli of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.
A L. Leonluirdt, July 15. Lake View course. 5 miles. 13:30. Stephens. Itrt-aking record for distance.

Franlc Waller, July 22. Hilsendegen road race. 25 miles. 1:06:10. Arrow. Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

F. JT. James, Denver to Chicago. 1,200 miles. 12 days. Sterling Special. Did not even pump tires up tli*:

F. J. Aiihton, July 31.
Rockford to Chicago and re-
turn 200 miles. 20 hours Sterling Special.

entire distance.
"Double century: no trouble, of

E. Ulbricht, Aug. 12. 60 kilometres, international. b2 miles. 2:52:312-5. Whitworth.
course. 1 '

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this-

even*".

What the Manufacturers and Dealers say:

Providence, R. I., July 21, "93.

We have sold over 100 pairs of your tires this season and have found
that thej' have given excellent satisfaction.

Durham, N. C, July 14, '93.

We do not have any trouble with your tires, although some of thei*
have been used very hard.

Fort Worth, Texas, July 24, '93.

Please note that all the State and Southern records were broken (viz: 1-4, 1-2, 1, 2 and 5 miles), on your tires. Out of 5 races at Waco the
first day, 4 firsts, 2 seconds, 1 third, 1 fourth. Second day, 7 races; 5 firsts. Do you wonder that they are popular?

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOU WANT!

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WORLD OF IITFOR WA1IOK.

Morgan & Wright,
331-839 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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The pap°r suggested that as next year the

professionals would likely be at it good and

hard it was an opportune time for the N. C. IT.

to take hold and control them. Quite right;

the L. A. W. has already lost a s'milar oppor-

tunity.

Chicago Men Did Well.

Champaign, 111., Aug. 29.—The county fair

opened to-day, a large crowd attending the bi-

cycle races. The mile open was won by Nico-

let, but being under the time limit was ordered

run over, when Minor won. The summary:

Two-mile, handicap—C. H. Peck, Chicago, 100 yds., 1;

A. J. Nicolet, Chilago, 100 yds., 2; Bert Myers, Peoria,

scratch, 3: time, 5:48.

One mile, open—E. V. Miner, Indianapolis, 1; C. H.

Peck, Chicago, 2; A. J. Nicolet, Chicago, 3; time, 3:45.

Two-mile, open—A. J. Nicolet, Chicago, 1; C. H. Peck,

Chicago, 2; Bert Myers, Peoria, 3; time, 5:52.

Halt-mile, county—J. F. Sperry, 1; J. G. Nicolet, 2; C.

A. Gunn, 3: time, 1:181-2.

One mile, county—J. G. Nicolet, 1 ; G. M. Booker, 2; J.

F. Sperry, 3; time, 2:58 1-2.

* * *

Small Chicago Races.

Nineteen men started in the second annual

road race of the First National Bank C. 0.,

held Saturday over the ten-mile Oak Park
course. The race was won by A. Luttman
from the two-minute mark in 29:25; Reike

second, Douglas third, Binnie fourth and Kit-

toe fifth.

The Union Wheelmen held their ten-mile

race over the Douglas Park course, H. Cromp-
ton being first from the 4:15 mark; Meacha
second, Buss third. F. M. Preucil, from
scratch, won the time prize.

The five-mile road race of the Lake View
club was to have been held Saturday, but the

police would not permit the riders to start.

Wyhe Won Time.

"Dead Broke" Wylie distinguished himself

Saturday by winning the time medal in a five-

mile road race of the employes of the Sports-

men's Review, held over the west side course.

Carr, Oilier and Manz, each with a minute's

start, finished in a bunch. The course is said

to be five and three-quarter miles long. The

result:

H'd'p. Time.

Arthur Cavr 1:00 15:45

Val. Oilier 1:00 15:46

Paul H. Manz 1:00 15:47

II. H. Wylie Scr. 15:06

Charles Can- 2:00 17:11

* * *

First Place and Time.

In the ten- mile road race of the Wicker Park

C. C, held Saturday morning, Henry Johnson

won both first place and time, from the 6:30

mark. There were thirteen starters and twelve

finished, Herman, the scratch man being last.

The summary:
H'd'p. Time.

Henry Johnson 6:30 31:27

Henry Fiantzen 8:00 35:38

C. F. Hamman 6:30 34:18

Ole Swanson 4:00 32:33

Andy Byerson : 9:00 38:14

Race Notes.

Tuesday's Cleveland races were postponed

because of a muddy track.

The Evansville C. C. has decided to give up

its Labor day races because the track has been

secured by the labor people.

Several races were held at Wausau, Wis.,

Vhursday last. McEwing won the half in 1:18,

mile in 3:07 and two-mile in 5:44. Verum won

the quarter in :37 and Pheffer the mile consola-

tion in 3:12.

With a nine-minute handicap T. K. Wilkin-

son won the thirty-mile road race from Ana-

conda to Hump, Mont. , and return last week

in 2 hrs. 4 min. 25 sec.

A road race at Marinette, Wis., last Wed-
nesday was won by A. B. Meyers, from the

five-minute mark in 31 min. J. A. Sandburg

made the best time, 30:30.

The five-mile match race betwenn J. N. E.

Trout of Kaukauna, Wis., and Julius Homan,
of Appleton, was won easily last week Thurs-

day, by Homan, in 14:43 1-2.

A five-mile handicap will be held in connec-

tion with the A. A. U. championships at Chi-

cago Sept. 14. Entries close Sept. 4 with J. E.

Sullivan, box- 611, New York city.

All the prominent racing men have entered

for the races of the Metropolitan Association of

Cycling Clubs at Waverly, N. J., Sept 16. The
affair promises to be a huge success.

The Peru (Ind.) Athletic Club has arranged

a two days' meet for Sept. 20 and 21. The pro-

gramme includes thirteen open events, a county

championship, and a ladies' race. The prize

list amounts to $1,200.

The eighteen-mile road race from Butte,

Mont. , to Gregson Springs was won last Sun-

day week by Dwight Pierce, from the twelve-

minute mark, in 56:38. Morris, from seven

minutes, won the time medal in 51:10.

On the new cement track at Bay City, Cal.,

last week Tuesday, Walter Foster won the

half-mile open, and made a new coast record,

1:09 3-5. Lemmon won the novice in 2:49, and
Wells defeated Foster in the mile open.

A peculiar race was run at Bay Bity, Mich.

,

'ast Friday. The man who could get the

nearest to 62 1-2 min. for ten miles was to be

the winner. Elmer Meilstrup's time was 62

min., and he was given first prize; H. S. Lewis,

66 min. , was second and several were tied for

third.

Dubois and Stephanie, the French profes-

sionals, have written Secretary E«an, of the

cash prize league, for particulars about the N.

0. A. organization, and express the wish to

come to America for racing purposes. Dubois

visited this country in 1S88 with the American

team.

Three thousand people saw Canada's cham-

pion, Hyslop, defeated by Carman in a three-

mile handicap at Stratford, Ont., last Thurs-

day. Both men were on scratch and overtook

the field, the limit being 325 yards. Carman's

time was 7:48, as against the previous Canadian

record of 8:08 3-5.

The Orange (N. J.) Athletic Club has applied

for sanction to give a professional tournament

on its ground". This is one of the most aristo-

cratic among the many Jersey clubs, and

Wheeler is undoubtedly the cause of the meet-

ing, as Orange will flock to see him as a pro-

fessional. The first thing the O. A. C. should

do is to make its alleged bicycle track safe, as

the last amateur meet on it was in the nature

of a slaughter.

The dealers of New York, Brooklyn and Jer-

sey City will give a race meet Sept. 9 at Man-
hattan Field. The trade will guarantee prizes

and expenses and will have the full manage-

ment of the tournament. L. C. Boardman
was the original mover in the affair, but the

trade has wisely taken the active running of

the meet, as without the support of the other

dailies the affair would not amount to much.

Races for letter carriers, firemen and other

popular public servants will be given.

The Chippewa Falls (Wis ), to Eau Claire

road race, given last Saturday by the Miles B.

C. . was won by R. W. Hebard of Augusta,

from the nine-minute mark in an even hour.

F. D. Burroughs of Winona, won the time

prize from scratch, in 57:48, and E. B. Thomas
won second time, 59:20.

English amateurs will, in the future, be con-

spicuous in distinctive costumes The Cyclist

says: "In international contests, whenever
England is officially represented by a team or

by individual riders, the racing colors will be

white with a red sash, and a white flannel

cricket cap with green leaves embroidered on

the front in silk."

Bunnell, the cash prize leader and referee, is

popular with the riders, although being at the

same time a strict diciplinarian. There is not

a man among the professionals who would

hesitate to obey an appeal from " Bunny," and
their reward for obeying commands, or re-

quested favors is, " God bless you, my boy."

with a slap on the back.

Padlocks Outdone.

Mr. Weary Walker — 'Here's a snap, sure. Pe bloke
forgot to chain his wheel."

A moment, later.
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.

'1 he following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee
them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS. OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHlc0
M
p
ffs

FALLS

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,
oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

S'J.OO; by mail, $3.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-
moved.

oo

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SriUXG •
SADDLE 1'OST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool

steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is i he in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

1 his Saddle can be used for everyday riding:

without fatigue, and we are confident it will

prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in

ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

1RO USER

GUARD.

Many riders object to

a metal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cents.

BICYCLE RIDERS AND DEALERS,

EVERY ONE OF THE

Novelty Cyclometers
records accurately and does not get out of order.

What other Cyclometer ever did this ?

Easily attached to the wheel, does not rattle,

has a positive motion, without spriogs or cams.
>asily read from the saddle, can be set at zerc a t

any time, weighs less than four ounces ana is

nearer perfection than any other instrument of
the kind yet manufactured.

Made for all sizes of wheels.

PRICE, ONLY $5.00.

Made and Guaranteed by-

RECORDING INSTRUMENT CO., Boston, Mass.
Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

LLOYD'S FRAMES.

What do You Think About

This?

Money Cannot Buy Better.

W. A. LLOYD & CO.,
Correspondence Invited. Clyde Works, BlrtMINGHAM, ENG.

Agents -THE ANGLO-AMERICAI IRON & METAL ..O., 213 Pesrl St., New York
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TWO MILWAUKEE FAILURES.

Sercombe-Bolte Company in a Receiver's Hands

—Cribb Goes Down.

Milwaukee, Aug. 28.—The stringency of

the money market has at last made itself man-
ifest in-the cycling trade of Milwaukee, and as

a result the Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing

Company is in the hands of a receiver. The
news on Saturday evening that the court had
appointed a receiver to take charge of the es-

tablishment caused no little surprise, as but

few people were aware that the company was
in financial straights. The Sercombe-Bolte

Manufacturing Company was organized about

two years ago with a capital of $100,000 and
during that short period has succeeded in ac-

quiring a notoriety in the cycling world that

was considered marvelous. The company
manufactured Telegram cycles and Sanger

racers, and was supposed to be among the lead-

ers of American manufacturers. A receiver

was appointed on the application of Charles

Montimer and William Monsum, both stock

holders of the company, and the action is

taken for the purpose of securing an equitable

division of the company's assets. The deposi-

tion of the bookkeeper of the company shows

the concern has been insolvent for some time

and that two of the stock holders, W. H. Wolf

and John S. George, hold a judgment against

it for $21,000, and to secure themselves have

seized a number of notes and held them in their

possession. Willis A. Meyer, receiver, is in

possession and is preparing to make a slate

ment of the company's affairs. Just what the

assets will amount to is of course only a con-

jecture, but as the company was doing a large

bu-iness it is fair to presume matters will be

straightened out satisfactory to all. The direc-

tors of the company are Casper M. Sanger, F.

H. Bolte, P. H. Sercombe, William H. Wolf

and John S. George.

George C. Cribb, who did an extensive job-

bing trade in bicycles in Milwaukee, has

made an assignment. Hard times and slow

collections are the immediate cause. It is

thought Mr. Cribb has assets to mord than pay

dollar for dollar. In addition to bicycles Mr.

Cribb handled all kinds of agricultural imple-

ments and carriages. His liabilities are esti-

mated between $700,000 and $800,000.

THE FINANCIAL SITUATION.

The Cycle Trade Must Abolish Old-Time Meth-

ods to Live.

The strongest impression at present, one that

grinds itself into the mind with overwhelming

force, is the fearful embargo which is placed

on the financial affairs of the country. The

life is being squeezed out of business Trade is

being paralized, and, although the men who
are most interested have made a gallant and

noble fight and are holding out to the last

ditch, unless things change before another

sixty days have rolled around we shall be a

bankrupt country and a nation of paupers

In bicycle circles there is nothing but woe in

store. One crazy policy which seems to have

run rampant the whole gauntlet of the trade

has left it eneverated and unable to recover the

baleful after effects of auction houses. Pot

metal bicyclers cut pricesandgive bigdiscounts;

the unending struggle to dispose of old and ob-

solete machines, by "stuffing" processes, has

made such a lasting impression of distrust

upon the mind of the public; and the continual

hammering by the lay press on the subject of

the enormous profits made in the cycle busi-

ness, has raised such a suspicion of vulgar

tre?tment of buyers by the dealers all over the

country that it will be a mighty job to get

back into the good graced of purchasers. All

these things must be squarely faced and the

only way to rationally settle the whole ques-

tion is by combination among the stronger

makers and dealers, who must lay careful

plans leading toward the restoration of confi-

dence. A long pull, a strong pull and a pull

all together may lift a fallen pillar out of the

mire, but there has never been a time when
such an effort was needed so badly in the bi-

cycle business, or when there seemed so little

interest evinced by those most interested. Is

it the apathy of dispair? Or can it be possible

that makers and dealers alike cannot see what
is before them? Up. up, men, before it is too

late. Do you want to see the labor and care of

years dissipate into air? Or is the inherent

jealousy and suspension of class so strong that

you would rather go by the board yourselves

than to see your neighbor saved with you?

Phcebus.

A New Racing Pedal.

The Union Cycle Manufacturing Company
has produced a pedal embodying a most radi-

cal departure from the familiar pattern. The
accompanying cut shows the rat-trap pattern.

The hub, side plate supports, and the ball races

are one piece, thereby giving the rigidity to

the pedal and making the relative positions of

the ball races in positive alignment and dust

proof, by reason of all the bearing parts being

completely under cover. The studs are

screwed directly into the cranks wiih right

and left-hand threads, thereby doing away
with the clamping nut and obviating the an-

noyance so offten caused by losing it when rid-

iDg. Owing to the action of the pedal when in

use there is a constant tendsney to tighten the

stud in its socket and it cannot become loos-

ened. Another advantage gained by this style

of pedal is that it will work closer to the

crank, thereby narrowing the tread, a point in

construction which the racing men have al-

ways hammered at. The summary of points

claimed is: Strength and rigidity, easy running

because bearings are accurate, neat appearance

and lightness, the weight of road pedals being

only twelve ounces per pair and racing pedals

considerably lighter. Several of the crack rid-

ers are using them and the Union people an-

ticipate a large demand from the racing fra-

ternity as soon as their merits become known.

An Ideal for 1894.

At this time, when many manufacturers are

at work upon models for '94 wheels, some ideas

upon this subject may not be out of season.

The design of frame so general this year (Hum-
ber type) will alter but very little, if at all, ex-

cept perhaps in the rear tubes. The lower

ones should be 5-8 or 11-16-inch in diameter;

the tubes from the seat piece to the back fork

end 5-8 or 9-16; the use of inch tubing from

the crank bracket to the bottom ball socket,

and also the seat socket, has given good result;

but makers using 3-4 or smaller tubing from

the seat to the top ball socket, unless of strong

gauge tube, are liable to get breakages; 7-8 or

15-16 report much better. So many feather-

weights have broken up when tested by road

racing that it would be wise to make frames a

little stouter; one pound extra weight is of im-

mense importance when distributed at critical

points.

The forks, crown and tube stem come next

for consideration. The first of weldlcss tubes

to have from 2 to 2 1 2-inch pitch, and a round

or rounder form, seemed as near perfection as

we shall at present reach. The fork crown
drop forging, if utmost resisting power is to be

insured, should be stamped or forged with the

grain of the metal running perpendicular with

the line of the forks. Too much stress cannot

be laid upon the tube fitting up the ball socket

head of the frame from the crown, being suffi-

cien.ly thick gauge to withstand sudden

shocks caused by the wheel meeting obstruc-

tions on the road, and should be of 15-16 oi-

l-inch diameter, and 10 or 12 gauge, fitting in

a most exact form the peg or socket of crown,

as in this one part of a wheel more serious ac-

cidents are liable, if defective, than any other,

the rider being brought to earth in a manner
so sudden that before he can thiuk he is lying,

if not with a broken arm or collar bone, cer-

tainly seriously injured, and probably uncon-

scious, if traveling at any rate of speed.

A Coventry Man.

The Whitworth Managing Director Here.

New York, Aug. 26.—C. Vernon Pugh of

the Whitworth Works Cycle Company, Bir-

mingham, England, arrived to-day. After

having once met Mr. Pugh one feels as if he

were an old acquaintance; his quiet geniality

and entertaining talk never fail to make an

impression on those who have had the pleasure

of meeting him. W. C. Howard, his American

representative, with headquarters on Broad-

way, was the first to greet Mr. Pugh. The

first thing Mr. Pugh was told by his representa-

tive was that Meintjes had beaten Zimmerman
and the rest of the cracks.

"Is that a fact?" ejaculated Mr. Pugh.
" We must cable home immediately. I

thought the South African was a good one,

but I never thought he would defeat Zimmer-

man so quickly. What are my plans? Well,

I'll be here for a month, and in the interval

will see how we stand in America. I shall
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Sylph.

200 POUNDS
ON A 3o POUND SYLPH

100 MILES IN 9 HOURS AND 5 MINUTES.
Not a Nut or Screw Loose, nor a Bearing out of adjustment.

(See copy of letter herewith from the Rich & Sager Co., of Sager saddle
fame.)

Rochester, N. Y., July 29th, 1893.
House-Dubyea Cycle Co., Peoria, Illinois.

Gkntlemkn:—It may be of interest and advantage to you to learn that our Mr.
Sager yesterday made upon your wheel, namely Sylph Scorcher, Model D, a century
run. carrying with him, the whole distance, upon one of our Beauty Child's Seats, his
4-year-old son, weighii g 40 pounds. The run was on country roads, from Rochester to
Batavia, leKoy and Pembroke, almost all of the way up-hill, and a good part of it

sandy and rough. Upon the finish the wheel was in good order as when the si art was
made. Not a nut or screw loose, nor a bearing out of adjustment, nor was there the
remotest puncture of tire. The time ma je was nine hours and five minutes, being un-
questionably the world's record for that kind of a trip. It was a severe and trying test,
and the wheel stood it magnificently, as well as did the boy.

Respectfully yours, The Rich & Sager Co.

Is the above not interesting reading to those contemplating the purchase of a cycle?
You want the best. Investigate. Catalogue free. Agents wanted.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO., 89 G St., Peoria. III.

"QUALITY UNEXCELLED." "QUALITY UNEXCELLED."

"PARAGON"

WELDLESS STEEL TUBE
FOR HIGH GRADE CYCLES.

B. & G. SHORTHOUSE,
Cable Address (A. B. C. code used),

SHORTHOUSE, BIRMINGHAM, ENG. SPRING HILL MILLS. Established 1851.

Right in.

For Fine Catalogue Engravings by the Half
t-ine and Zinc Etching processes.

Send for specimens and prices.

Columbian Engraving Co.,
:!/!!) Dearborn St., CHIC&GO.

RED CROSS RUBBER CEMENT.

1& In Tubes or in Bulk.
Strongest and quickest drying

cement ever compounded. A solu-
tion specially adapted for repair-
ing Pneumatic Tires. No outfit is

complete until it has a tube of Red
Gross. These tubes are put up in
neat and attractive cases contain-
ing one doz^n tubes each. Ask
your dealer for it.

PRICE, PER TUBE,
BY MAIL, 25c.

Write for Catalogue of Specialties Manufactured by

Arlington U. Betts & Co.,
MENTION THE REFEREE. TOLEDO, OHIO.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Co.

313 Broadway, New York.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Company are in a position to manu-

facture Bicycle Sundries of every description. If you have a new

patented article which you desire to have manufactured, correspond

with us. Address all letters to

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

313 Broadway, New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE. lam

A Gold Medal for Superiority.

The Massachusetts Mechanic Association, through their sub-committee,
have awarded us the Gold Medal of Honor for superiority in Seamless
and Weldless Tubing.

Hadn't you better send for prices and samples of the " Best Tubing
on Earth ?"

Yes, its made right here undei the "Star Spangled Banner."

The Ellwood Ivins Tube Works,
Works: 28 N. 10th St

,

Philadelphia. 32 Howard St., New York.

Manufacturers of Seamless and Weldless Cold-Drawn Steel Tubing.
Also Tubing in Brass, Aluminum, Copper, German Silver, and all other
commercial metals, in all sizes, from large down as small in diameter as
a human hair. Hollow wire.
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\ isit the world's fair and look around to see

how the Whitworth interests can be best de-

veloped. We have had a splendid season in

England, and we have every reason to feel

thankful, for, you must remember, we are yet

Hut a young firm, and have had to fight our

way up to our present position. We are build-

ing bicycles that we are proud of, and most of

the best men on the path are riding them.

Tommy Relph, whom you know, is fast coming

to championship form since he commenced
riding our machine, and Osmond, whom you

also know, is developing into a whirlwind."

William Starley on English Trade.

William Starley, of Starley Bros., Coventry,

is always an interesting talker: his blunt and

short answers give spice to his conversation

A Referee man talked to him recently in New
York; he had taken a flying trip to the world's

fair and called on Colonel Pope, who kindly

gave him an invitation to inspect the Colum-

bia factories. In response to a cmestion

about this year's trade in England Mr.

Starley said it had been and will be not-

able for the number of wheels sold in a

short space of time. " It was short and

sweet," said Mr. Starley, " and England

has seldom sold more bicycles than she

did in April, May and June, March be-

ing also a splendid month." The good

weather which prevailed those months

had a lot to do with it, the Coventry man
thought, and the fact that many Coven-

try houses unloaded a large number of

cushion tired -wheels shows the demand
was larger than the supply.

Models will change a little for next

year, and the Starleys will depart a little

from their web joint to the ordinary

socket joint— at least, in the critical parts

of the machine — and will make their

wheels much lighter next year. Their

full roadster will weigh thirty pounds

when fitted with their own detachable

gear case and rubber cone brake Mr.

Starley believes in 20-gauge tubing and

at times uses 18-gauge. A removable

sprocket, which fits into slots in the axle,

and which, Mr. Starley says, can be re-

moved in a few minutes for gear-

changing purposes, is a coming feature.

A gear case, Mr. Starley thinks, will

become a necessity as long as the chain

is used, and he wondered why the

idea had not caught on in America,
especially as the roads are so bad.

Starley says the trouble with gear cases

has been the irremovable part of them, and
the rattle of the chain owing to the case not

being built deep enough on the inside. The
Starley's case can be removed in two minutes.

Another noteworthy thing, Mr. Starley said,

was that England would not have cement-
fastened tires at any price; that the mechanic-
ally fastened tire, originated by the Clincher

people, was all the rage, and that 90 per cent

of all tires used were Dunlops.

Mr.

Something Entirely New in Tires.

William H. Eddie, of New York, exhibited a

new tire last week which will be called the

"Sberbundy Reifsnider Emergency Tire."

Messrs. Sherbundy and,Reifsnider are said to

be practical rubber workers and one of the two
men was for a number of years u ifch the ( lood-

rich company of Akron, O. It was at the latter

place the tire was invented. Mr. Eddy will

ikely place the tire with a responsible com-

pany, but may organize a company of his own.

Mr. Eddy had a section, also a pair of tires,

for illustration purposes. The new thing in

tires can best be described as follows: Looking

into a section it would seem tl at it is a tingle

tube or hose-pipe tire, but another glance will

find a tube cemented to the felloe or bottom

side of the tire half way around, the other

half being pressed down and free from the

outer covering. In the construction of the

tread of the outer covering a self-healing sub-

stance is used in connection with the other ma-

terials, and a hypodermic needle connected

with the air-pump is pressed into the tire at a

slanting position and the tire is filled in short

order. Not the least sign of escaping air is

noticeable by all the known tests after the

needle is withdrawn. The time consumed in

pumping is a little less than by the ordinary

valve process. A valve is, however, in the

usual placs, which is used with the emergency
half-tube, so to speak, only in case a bad punc-

tlrawD the hole automatically closes up. In use these air

tubes are preferably enclosed in a canvas pocket, and are

of such a size that they are subjected to no strain when
inflated. The invention may be applied to single-tube

tires. Old tubes may be treated as well as new ones

The oil may be poured into the tube, and after enough

has been alsorbed the remainder is withdrawn, or the

oil may be applied with a brush, and it is preferable that

the oil should penetrate to only about one-half or two-

thirds of the thickr.ess of the rubber. When the oil is

applied in the inside of the tube the outer portion tends

to compress the inner portion, and thus assists in closing

punctures.

Alfred Bednell Arrives.

New York, Aug. 28.—Alfred Bednell, of

Taylor, Cooper & Bednell, Coventry, manu-
facturers of the well known Raglan cycles,

was a passenger on the New York, which ar-

rived Saturday, and chatted a few moments
with a Referee representative. He says trade

with his firm has been very good this year, and

the same had been the case with nearly all

English manufacturers. The Coventry manu-

Starley Bros". 1894 Roadster, Fitted with Their Own Gear Case.

tured is made in the self-healing outer cover-

ing. "We have no fear of ordinary punctures;

it is the bad ones, when away from home a

distance, say at night, for which we have in-

vente the Emergency tire," said Mr. Eddy.

It looks feasible enough, and the tire is rightly

named the Emergency. It is a well-made,

good-looking pneumatic. The inner half-tube,

when inflated, presses against the outer cover-

ing as is the case with all tubes, and a punc-

tured tire is all right for further work.

Self-Healing Air Tubes.

It has generally been supposed that oil had a
bad effect on rubber and rotted it to some ex-

tent. F. H. Spring, in a patent granted him
in England last March for a self-healing air

tube, thinks otherwise. An exchange speaks

thus of the idea:

According to this invention, after the rubber air lube

has been vulcanised it is caused to absorb any suitable

animal or vegetable oil. The rubber, by absorbing the

oil, becomes increased in volume, and of such a Dature
that when it is pierced and the puncturing article with-

facturer will see the world's fair and look after

his company's business in this country also.

The Wonderful Whitworth Tandem.

The Whitworth company has just put out its

first tandem. It embodies several patented

improvements and is built generally on the

lines of the record-breaking No. 6 Whitworth
racer. The first trial was made about a fort-

night ago, when Edmund Dangerfield, as an
experienced " tandemon," was invited to form
one of th3 crew. The other man was C. V.

Pugh, of the Whitworth company. Both rid-

ers were altogether out of form, yet on a hilly

road road they covered, without difficulty,

twelve miles in twenty-nine minutes Johnny
Adams and Jack Pugh on singles could only

hang on for three or four miles. Then J. G.

Newey, holder of the Midland fifiy-mile record,

and Jack Pugh took some spins on it and'in an
unpaced trial covered the Speedwell twenty-

five mile course in 1 hr. 10 min., or 7 minutes

inside record. The same pair entered for the
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North Road hundred on the 13th inst. They

had the crowd in hand the whole distance and

but for being strange to the route could have

gone away at any time after the first twenty

miles. About twenty-five miles from finish

they began to go, and at fifteen miles from

home were leading by six minutes when the

back tire punctured hopelessly. They plugged

away on the rim for ten miles before they

were caught, when Newey got off the tandem

onto a single machine and finished fourth.

What this machine would do with trained

men up is hard to say— twenty-six miles in the

hour seems well within its reach. The ma-

chine has interchangeable gear and is adjust-

ble all over.

The Seddon Tire Company Reorganized.

New York, Aug. 26.—William Bowden, the

representative of the Seddon Tire Company,

arrived in New York to-day from a flying tiip

to Chicago. In reply to a question he stated

that it was true that the company formed in

America during his last visit had been neg-

lected through the tremendous boom the Sed-

don had had abroad, and L was next to an im-

possibility to pay that attention to the Ameri-

can business that this market warranted.

Owing to certain changes in the company's

financial plans, Mr. Bowden said, a new com-

pany would be floated in London and would be

called the American Seddon Pneumatic Tire

Company, and arrangements had been com-

pleted to place the management in the hands

of Mr. L'Hommedieu, of the Columbia Rubber

Company, New York, who would have full

charge of the c mipany's business in America.

The Seddon tire is said to be much improved,

and the continental successes of the concern

warrants the belief that a full measure of suc-

cess will attend Seddon interests in this country.

The shares of the French company, Mr. Bowden
said, were subscribed for twenty-six times over,

and amounted to a positive furore among
stocks. Shipments of tires to this country will

commence on Mr. Bowden's return home,
which will be on Wednesday.

The New Warwick Manager.

A. O. Veiy, the new general manager of the

Warwick Cycle Company, paid a flying visit to

New York last week to see his agents and at-

tend to other business. A '94 modf 1 Warwick
is on exhibition at Von Lengerke & betmold's

on Murray street. The many friends of Mr.

Very believe he will exhibit the same good

business methods in his new position as he did

in building up his magnificent New England

business on Columbus avenue, Boston, which

his son will carry on.

Coming to Sell Parts.

W. A. Lloyd, principal of the Birmingham

firm which bears his name, will sail from Liv-

erpool for the United States on Sept. 6. He
will have with him a choice assortment of ped-

als, wrenches, hubs, sprockets, cranks, frames,

etc. Mr. Lloyd can be addressed in care of

this office.

May Be an Explosion.

A. Kennedy Child is summering at Narra-

gansett Beach, R. I., with his family, and runs

into New York for supplies once in a while. It

is rumored that A. K. C. has business .with a

law\ er in town.

On Account of Dull Times.

Following the announcement that tlie F. L
Douglas Cycle Company had temporarily closed

its store on Wabash avenue, comes word that

the Marble company has decided to close its re-

tail store also. As a result two v. abash avenue
concerns have now closed their doors. The
Stover company is also likely to give up its

Chicago store as soon as it can lease the prem-
ises.

Nickel-Plater, Buffer, Home Trainer!

The Hanson & Van Winkle company has
just issued a catalogue descriptive of its "Bi-
cycle power plating dynamo." It works on
the home trainer principle and seems to be an
excellent thing for repairers and others who
have nickel-plating to do on a small scale.

The entire outfit is listed at $100. When not
in use for nickeling the affair can be used as a
buffing machine.

Successes on the Rudge.

P. C. Robertson won the fifty-mle Scotch

championship, beating Vogt, McLaren, etc.

On the continent the 100-kilometre Swiss

championship was also won on a Rudge, and
the same make of machine secured second

place. Svend Hansen, on a Rudge, won the

five-miles in the international races at Copen-
hagen, beating Watson, of London, and others.

Capital Company to Manufacture Wheels.

One of the conservative houses connected

with the bicycle trade is the Capitol Manufac-
turing Company, at whose factory, on Crescent

street, Chicago, the famous Acme wrenches
are made. The company has decided to man-
ufacture bicycles and to that end has set apart

two floors and made the necessary arrang -

ments to start without delay. George Davis,

well known through his connection with the

Raleigh company, has been secured as general
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manager. He believes the factory will be able

to ship wheels within sixty days from Sept. 1.

The factory will be in charge of Charley Gor-

man, until recently connected with the Quad-

rant company, an excellent machanic and a

good judge of wheels. The machine has not

been named yet, but its price will be $135.

The company does :iot intend to make any

great ado, but will conduct this branch, like

its others, on careful, conservative lines.

New Raleigh Manager.

K. Franklin Peterson, formerly of the

Spoouer-Peterson Company, has succeeded

George Davis as manager of the Raleigh ex-

hibit at the fair. It is more than likely that

the Raleigh people will open a Chicago store

after the fair closes.

Recent American Patents.

Fodowing is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-

baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

501,493, velocipede; Frank P. Crosby, Chicago; filed

Nov. 21, 1892.

501,501, child's cycle; Otto Gehrieke, Heidelberg, Ger-

many; filed Feb. 23, 1893

501,525, vehicle wheel; John H. Morris, Seward, Neb.;

filed March 21. 1892.

Ml,687, drive chain; Francis Gleasou, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

filed Sept. 2, 1892.

501,588, wheel tire; Emile II. Grenet, Paris, France;

filed Oct. 20. 1892.

501,025, driving wheel adjustment, Sidney H. Percy,

Chicago, assignor to fie Sunol Bicycle Company, same
place; filed Dec. 6, 1893.

501,626, gear case; Sidney H. Percy, Chicago; filed Feb.

% I, 1892.

501,665, bicycle bell; David J. Sandgren. Hartford, Conn.

;

li ed June 29, 1892.

£01,712, velocipede; James E. A. Gibbs, Eaphine, Va;

filed Dec. 13, 1892.

:j>i,715, valve for pneumatic tires; Frederick W. Hard-

wick, l'assaic, N. J., assignor to the New York BeltiDg

and Packing Company, Limited, of England ; filed April

10, 1893.

501,710, pneumatic lire; Frederick W. Hardwick, Pas-

saic, N. J., assignor to the New York Belting and Packing

Company, Limited, of England; filed April 19, 1893.

501,782. velocipede saddle; Lewis W. Harper, New York
Mills, Minn.; filed April 14, 1893.

501,87-1, bicycle driving gear; Richard B. Cunningham
Hillsborough, Ohio, assignor of two-thirds to P. J. Geyler

and O. S. Price, seine place: filed Dec. 20, 1892.

501,067, wheel tire: John T. Smith, Bridgeport, Conn.,

assignor of one-half to Arthur Herbert Smith, New York;

filed Oct. 24, 1892.

*ui,992, vehicle wheel; David Crowther, Huddersfield,

England; filed Feb. 27, 1891.

502.002, pneumatic tire; Rudolph W. Huss, Chicago, as-

signor to Charles G. Page, trustee, same place; filed Nov.

18, 1892.

502.003, pneumatic tire and device for inflating same.
Thomas B. Jeffery, Chicago; filed Aug. 5, 18,11.

502,000, vehicle wheel; Alexander L. H. Messmer, Gard-

ner, Mass.. assignor to Heywood Bros. £ Co., same place;

filed Feb. 10, 1893.

502,017, bicycle saddle; Louis L. Richmond, Meadville,

Pa.; filed Apail 5, 1893.

5O.',047, pneumatic tire; Fred W. Morgan and Rufus
Wright, Chicago; filed Dec. 24, 1892.

50i,0-!8, pneumatic tire; Fred W. Morgan and Rufus
Wright, Chicago; filed Feb. 7, 1893.

502,110, bicycle saddle; Joseph Bethune, Chicopee

Falls, Mass.; filed Oct. 1, 169.'.

502,232, bicycle; Hugh Lind, Whitewater, Colo., as-

signor of one-half to J. R. Snyder, same place; filed Feb.

I. 1893.

503.208, bicycle support ; Hyain J. Hyams, Dayton, 0.,

assignor of one half to Henry J. Myers, same place;

filed Nov. 30, 1802.

502,332, speed-multiplying mechanism for bicycles:

Henri Trepreau, Anglers, France; filed June 23, 1802; pat-

ented in France.

502,390, bicycle tiro; John A. Wright, Indianapolis, Ind.;

filed May 10, 1892.

502,100, vehicle hub; Henry E. Moebus, Woodstock,

Out, ; filed May 10, 1892.

502, i 17, wheel; George B. Out, Syracuse. N. Y , assignor

of one-third to Rudolph C. Yetter, same place; filed Nov.

5, 1892.

5U2 500, cycle wheel; Albert Perkins, Chicopee, Mass.,

assignor to A. G. Spalding & Brothers, New York, and

PNEUMATIC TIRE AIR PUMPS.

COPPER AND STEEL
T

-:-AIR RECEIVERS,:-
Pressure Valves and Air Gauges.

s #
W make the BEST Pump in the market. A

full line always on hand.

Write for prices before purchasing elsewhere.

ROBERT OWENS, J
226 EAST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.

$ioo CHALLENGE.
To substantiate our claim that the "PERFECT" 1'OCKET OXLEM is the "BEST OILER IN THK

WORLD," we hereby challenge the manufacturer of any other oiler to a series of competitive tests. These tests lo

be very thorough and to be decided by three prominent bicycle manufacturers as agreed upon. The party selling the

inferior oiler to give $100 to any charitable institution that may be named by the committee.

FULL Hl'AE.

Does not leak. Regulates supply of oil to a nicety.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 172 Ninth Ave., New York.

aSEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfects Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE& CO.. sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St.. rhilad^lphio.

the Lamb Knitting Machine Manufacturing Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.; filed Jan. 28, 1693.

502,0 J1, saddle for velocipedes; Edward L. Shultz,

Springfield, Mass.; filed July 19, 189'.

Designs, 22,671, reach for bicycles; Sterling Elliott,

Newton, Mass. ; filed Dec. 5, 1892. Term of patent four-

teen years.

Trademarks; 23,450, bicycles, tricycle and parts thereof

;

Henry William James, Birmingham, England; filed March
111 1893. Essential feature, the words ' The James."

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

Porter & Gilmour, New York, are making a

specialty of oils for cyclists and make Dow's

Perfect Lubricator" and an illuminating oil

called "Royal Daylight" their leaders.

Manufacturers will find many things to in-

terest them in the exhibit of the Wilcox &
Howe company at the world's fair. A large

line of steel forgings is located there in charge

of Mr. Howe.

Robert Perkins, manager of the Liberty

Cycle Works of Rockawaz, N. J., and Jake

Bretz called at the Referee eastern office last

week. They were more interested in some
dark horse they have in training than in the

silver uuestion. Jake had visited the official

handicapper to impress upon that person that

the dark horse did not ride a Liberty, which

fact it is said got the d. h. forty yards more in

a local race. A s the pair vanished they said

,

"Remember '94 Liberties."

Mr. Priest, of the Quadrant Cycle Company,
Birmingham, arrived in New York on the Teu-

tonic last week, to visit the world's fair and his

agencies in this country. Mr. Priest is the sen-

ior member of the Sheepscote street concern.

He reports business as having been good in

England, and prospects equally as good for '94.

The following people, who have widely diver-

sified interests, met at the Referee eastern

office last Saturday: William Bowden, Dublin,

Seddon Tire representative; Mr. Flavell, Loyd,

Read &Co., Coventry; F. Elson, Manchester,

Etig. ; O. H. Bunnell, referee N. C. A. ; P. T.

Powers, general manager N. C. A.; C. M.

Murphy, suspended amateur: W. B. Troy,

Sporting Life and Harry Wheeler's represent-

ative, and S. G. Whittaker, Anglo-American

Iron and Metal Company. Trade piospects and

race were the leading topics discussed.

Wheelmen Chasing Moths.

A Boston paper has found a new use for the

bicycle. It says ''an army of men is in pursuit

of the gypsy moth," many [the men. not the

moths] being on bicycles.
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BURDETT FEELS CONFIDENT.

Would Prefer Not to Be Quoted, But Talks

Forty Minutes With a Referee Man.

Full of energy and confidence in the out-

come of the Buffalo meeting of the national

delegates was President Charles L. Burdett of

the L. A. W. when seen by a Referee repre-

sentative, who journeyed to Hartford for the

purpose of an interview.

"I don't wish to be quoted. There has been

too much feeling stirred up over the matter al-

readyi" he said. "All we can do is to await

tile charges and the outcome of same at Buf-

falo. There is really nothing in the charges

—

if they can be called charges—and being thus

confident I am willing to abide by the decis-

ion of the assembly whatever it may be.

"There is so much in the question that is

wholly outside of the alleged ground of attack

that no intelligent statement can be made in

the 'few minutes now available, even if I

wished to make such a statement. As to the

questions involved I prefer to leave the discus

sion now for the reason that so many person-

alities have crept in. No good would result to

the L. A. W. by any further stirring of personal

animosities.

"As to the statement that the president per-

sonally objected to an investigation of the ac

counts of the executive, those present at Phila-

delphia know it to be false. The objection was
solely to the auditing of the accounts. The ac-

counts are audited and approved by the execu-

tive committee as a whole and there is no

secrecy or patent bookeeping about it. The
fight is a personal one from the looks of things

and the various amendments and suggestions

can be traced from east and west."

Colonel Burdett impressed the Referee man
with the idea that the chief executive has no-

thing to conceal or apologize for at Buffal J, and
his conversation about some matters (after he

had asked and had received a promise that

they should not be published) left the impres-

sion that people who have made misty charges

and created the impression that th^ L. A. W.
was going to the dogs through the financial

policy of the executive, will have an extremely

unpleasant time of it in Buffalo.

"The available assets of the L. A. W. at the

present time, "Burdett said, "are about $17,000,

twelve of that being in available funds. It

don't look as if the league is going the demni-

tion financial bow-wows just yet. It is a ques-

tion if the L. A. W. was ever so robust, financi-

ally, as it is at present."

A friend of the president's says: "Behind the

fight against Burdett are selfish and scheming
politicians who would feast at the flesh pots of

pffice, and other schemes are at work, What

does that clause in the amendments mean that

asks if the matter Good Roads now contains

cannot b • published elsewhere? It is a well-

known fact that the publishers of the official

organ would like to }iet the matter. Qood
Roads is an advertising stumbling block in the

paths of at least two concerns. A clique of

small peanut politicians at a little jolification

some few months ago drank to the downfall of

the present L. A. W. administration—but it

will be another case of erecting a scaffold for

their own execution. All sorts of petty annoy-

ances and slights have been heaped on Presi-

dent Burdett, and Massachusetts has not, m a

year, extended an invitation of any sort to the

head of the L. A. W. to attend any event The
same can be said of even his own state, and the

meet just passed can furnish an example—

a

club member's invitation w ith the usual one

ticket was all that was sent him. It will be

well for the L. A. W. , when the Buffalo meet
is over, as tlie affair is being conducted in a

spirit which for selfishness and meaness has

no precideut in the hi-tory of the organization.

Burdett will win at Buffalo. He is strong,

seemingly in the right, aDd where there is

right there is might."

NO HOPE FOR ILLINOIS ROADS.

The Governor Will Not Call a Special Session

of the Legislature.

Editor Referee: There appeared in the Aug.

11 issue of the Referee an article in re a

scheme said to have been fostered by Governor

Altgeld looking to the employment of the un-

employed of the state and the betterment of

our roads. In reply to a letter to Governor

Altgeld on this subject, Mr. R. Philip Gor-

mully received the following communication:

R. Philip GormuUy, Esq., 212 North Franklin street,

Chicago. Dear Sir: Yours of the 18th inst, to the gov-

ernor, in regard to plan for the improvement of roads,

has been received The governor has directed me to say

in reply that in his message to the general assembly he

called attention to the subject of road improvement and
recommended some action in this direction. They, how-

ever, refused to enact any legislation on the subject and
it would therefore be futile for the governor to recall the

same legislature for the purpose of enacting laws in re-

gard to which they had once expressed their disapproval.

Yours truly, William T. Dose,

Private secretary.

It appears from this that you have been mis-

informed on the subject, or that there has been

a change of heart at Springfield. In view of

these circumstances all that remains for the

Illinois division, L. A. W., to do is to further

agitate the subject, marshal its forces between

this time and the next election, when it

should show its hand in the selection of our

state law-makers, to whose attention this sub-

ject must sooner or later again be presented.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO

GERMANS MAKE RECORDS.

Re-Lehr Now Holds the European One-mile

cord, Besides Others.

H. Opel and O. Beyschlag, riding against

time made the following tandem records Aug.
3atVinnna: Three thousand metres, 4:28 4-5;

4,000 metres, 5:59 2-5; 5,000 metres, 7:27 4-5.

The brothers A. and H. Underborg at Ham-
burg, Aug. 7, rode 500 metres in :36 2-5, estab-

lishing a new world.s tpndem record, and on
Aug. 8, 2,000 metres in 2:49 1-5, which is

world's record for all kinds of machines. Some
days afterwards they made 1,000-metre record,

1:46 4-5. On Aug. 14 at Leipsic, Lehr beat the

10,000 metres world's record (v\hich Pope, of

Nottingham, made at Brussels in 14:45) by
eleven seconds. Breitling and Verheyen, the

brothers Underborg, H. Opel and Beysch'ag,

F. Opel and Stumpf, Tischbein and Picken-

pach on tandems were pacemakers. Lehr's

times were as follows:

500 metres :414-5

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

.1:27 2-5

.2:112 5

.2:55

.3:30 2-5

.4:18 1-5*

.5:01 4-5

.5:46*

.6:321-5

.7:18 3-5*

5,500

6,000

6.500

7,000

7,500

8,000

8.500

7,000

9,500

10,000

. 8:02 2-5

. 8:44 4-5*

. 9:28 1-5

.10:10 4-5*

.10:52*

.11:37 2-6*

12:221-j

.13:08*

.13:52 3-5

.14:34*

* "World's record.

At Leipsic, Aug. 10, the following records

were made:
SAFETY.

Quarter (English) mile, A. Lehr :28 4-5

500 metres, "
:36 2-5

One (English) mile, " 2:06 2-5*

3,000 metres, O. Breitling 4:08 2-5t

TRICYCLES.

One (English) mile, W. Tischbein 2:26 4-5

2,000 metres, P. Nagel 3:04 2-5t

ORDINARY.

500 metres, H. Hoffmann :41 3-5

* European record.

t World's record.

Two Popular Trainers.

Two trainers who have made their mark in

the racing field this season, are Dave Shafer

and Frank Lyman. The former has under his

care Dirnberger and Taylor. Both have shown
steady and very marked improvement. Shafer

has followed training as a profession for seven-

teen years, during which time he has won
thousands of dollars as a sprinter. His home
is in Wheeling, W. Va., where he is well and
favorably known through a hundred victories

in sprint races. He has trained athletes in

every branch of sport but cycling, previous to

this season. The men like him and work well

under his care. Lyman is also a man of long

experience in training and a master of tlie

business,
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FROM ACROSS THE SEA.

ERNEST OSMOND'S TWO-MILE RECORD

BY QUARTERS.

Coventry Full of Trade People — The Show

Fight Still On—Off for America—Big

Dunlop Dividends — Twenty-

four-Hour Road Race.

London, Aug. 26.—Just after closing my
last week"s letter the news reached me that at

Heme Hill on the previous Thursday Ernest

Osmond had reduced the two-mile record by

12 3-5 sec, bringing clown the figures to

4:24 2-5. The vt ry next day he set out for

Arnheim, Holland, where he raced on both

Saturday and Sunday. In nearly every event

in which he took part be was beaten on the

sprint, but in the second day he, in company
with R. G. Merry, another Englishman, rode a

mile on the Whitworth tandem in 2:05 3 5. On
their return to England lhe same pair went
down to Heme Hill and on Thursday evening,

going without pacemakers, rode a mile in

2:07 4-5, thus effectually blotting out the Ils-

leys' record—made with pacers—of 2:112-5.

The evening was far from favorable, the wind
being both boisterous and cool. The quarter-

mile times were as follows: Quarter, :32 3-5;

half, 1:02; three- quarters, 1:34 2-5; mile,

2:C7 4-5. G. Pembroke Coleman held the

watch and G. Lacy Hillier superintended mat-

ters generally.

ACTIVITY AT COVENTRY.

It would scarcely be supposed that at this

time of the year, in the very midst of the slack

season, there would be much life and go in

Coventry; but, during a few days' visit this

week, I found the city simply crowded with

trade men gathered from all parts. One cause

for this has been the annual board meetings of

the directors of the Dujlop Pneumatic Tire

Company, at which the company's managers
from all over the world have been present,

giving reports of their business for the past

twelve months. I hear that the result ha*

been something marvellous. The balance

sheet is likely to be even ni"i-e satisfactory

than last year and the dividend a most sub-

stantial one. During the week the four princi-

pals of the American company, George, Alfred

and Harvey Du Cros, together with Alec Hol-

royd, have been very much in evidence in th i

cycle city. Another visitor has been H. P.

Davis, of Toronto, to whom the name of "Lim-
ited," given him by the merry campers at

Harrogate, has qui e affixed itself. He has

been seeing the sights under the tender guid-

ance of Harvey Du Cros and Stephen Golder,

with " Billy " Lomlon assisting at intervals.

Those who are acquainted with this trio may
guess what a lively time Davis has enjoyed.

He leaves for New York next week, together

with Golder, who now makes his first journey

in the Rudge's interest. The Dunlop tire party

departs for the states Sept. 6. G. B. Cooper,

of the Premier Cycle Company, just returned

from his travels in America, was also in Cov-
entry for a few days. On Thursday William
Starley, of Starley Bros., reached home, after

his journey to America.

THE SHOW BATTLE.

The battle of the shows still wages and the

managers of both the National and the Stanley

are working very hard for support. The latter

are makiDg a personal canvass of the trade,

and, spite of the efforts of their opponents, are

securing a number of entries. The latest new s

is that the Rudge company intends to support

the Stanley, as it did last year, as will also the

Whitworth company. On the other hand the

Mai riott Cycle Company and the Manchester

Cycle Manufacturing Company are both going

over this season to the opposition.

So far as can be ascertained from inquiring

among the makers, the changes in pattern for

next season will be, as I said last week, very

slight indeed. So far as front drivers are con-

cerned a striking corroboration of my last

week's remarks is found in the fact that W.
Bown & Co. , although they possess in Renouf's

gear, one of the very best things in th s direc-

tion that has yet seen the light, have come to

the conclusion that the demand for .t would be

so small that they are not warranted in putting

it on the market. Early this week I had an

opportunity of inspecting a marvellously light

little safety made by Starley Bros., with quite

a novel fin sh. This consists of bronzing the

handle-bar, seat pillar and cranks in the way
that gun barrels are bronzed. The effect is

exceptionally good and neat.

THE BIG ROAD RACE.

To-day (S !turday) the great twenty-four-

hour road race, annually held by the North
Rou,d Club, is taking place Shorland is riding

and using the 1894 racing tires of the Dunlop
company. Holbein is once more an absentee.

The start took place under perfect conditions,

there being a full moon in a cloudless sky,

with not a breath of wind stirring.

[Note:—Shorland won the race, covering

372 miles after having several mishaps.

—

Ed.]

THE NUISANCE IS ANGRY.

Facts About Crowther and the Perss Com-
mittee.

The following item clipped from the Bi-

cycling World of August 18 contains a deliber-

ate untruth:

Roasting is always aa unpleasant thing to indulge in,

and no one does [ess of it than the World, but the press

arrangements were simply execrable. The official organ
of the L A. W. is not usually relegated to (he tail end of

the American cycling journals so far as choice location in

seats and facilities for reporting the races goes, to say no
thing of the courtesy which ordinarily and usually ex-

tends to visitors, at least an equal assignment with local

papers. Although space for a stenographer was abso-

lutely refused Ihe World, one, at least, of the Chicago
cycling papers had no less than five representatives in the

press stand on one day of the meet.

1 he next from the Wheel of Aug. 25 con-

tains the truth:

Well! Heie is a pressman who claims that lhe Chicago

press arrangements were atrocious. It was all because

the Bicycling World man was put di.wn at thi tail end of

the show. The press arrangements were the best ever

seen at a race meet. The name of each paper was
plainly painted on the press board, so that each man had
a special plac« anil had no difficulty in retaining the

same. The Wheel had the position of honor, elbowing

Chicago's new paper, Cycling Life, while tnat paper

elbowed the Referee. Way up aloft was the Bearing?,

with the energetic Barrett giving out to the press all the

information that it could possibly use. Let it be re-

peated: The Chicago meet press arrangements were

The facts are here given: To prevent any
chance of complaint slips of paper bearing ihe

names of the leading papers were p'aced in a

hat and drawn in the following order: Win el,

Cycling Life, Referee, Bearings, Bi World.

Everyone was satisfied but Crowther He
wanted two seats and growled mightily be-

cause he couldn't get them. The Wheel wanted

two and so did several of the dailies, but the

crowded condition of the stand was pointed

out to them and they cheerfully withdrew
their requests. Crowther then asktd for a seat

in the grand stand. An order was given him.

Later, he asked for two more claiming to have

lost the first. These were also given him. At
the time he presented them for seats, however,

the entire stand had been taken up, whereupon
he became very angry and said to Mr. Temple-

ton, the gentleman in charge, "Oh, but won't

I roast Sam Miles for this."

Thai's all there is to the ttory. In conse-

quence thereof the vituperative tongue of this

maid of all work has been loosened and the

Bulletin recently contained a malicious, un-

warranted and entirely personal attack upon
the writer. With brazen effrontery this para-

gon of probity, this magnificent examp'e
whose reputation (we use his own words) "in

business, social and domestic life have been

built up by years of probity and straightfor-

wardness," threatens dire vengeance by means
of the publication of "pigeon-holed letters" and
other evidence of goodness knows what, which
is to bury the writer beneath the "scorn of

honest men." At that rate we should haidly

suffer greatly in "Ariel's" estimation. With the

social and domestic branches of his hignly

respectable career it would be the poorest of

poor taste to deal (nor is there the slightest ex-

cuse for doing so), but it may be remarked
that in the state which knows him best the

quality to which he lays claim in connection
with his business career is not considered one
of the predominating features of his character.

We have no desire to continue a controversy

with a person whose tongue is the principal

feature of his anatomy. No 1 >gic Cin prevail

against the railing of the shrew. We stated

our case clearly, in our original criticism. That
it is generally shared may be gleaned from the

following incident:

At the last meeting of the general committee,
a member thereof, in referring to persons who
were inside of the enclosure during the races,

said: "Now, there was that fellow —what's his

name?—the man who solicits ads. for the Bul-

letin—Crowther; yes, that's the chap. Well,

gentlemen, he—made—me—sick. He had no
business there and I wanted all the time, to see

somebody throw him out. It was painful to

see luni strut up and down, with his thumbs
in his suspenders, (and here the speaker gave
an illustration of how it was done, to the de-

light of his hearers) looking up into the grand
stand as much as to say 'I hope you all see

me.'

"

That this little speech met wUi the un-

qualified approval of the meeting, goes without

saying.

The following letter was received from a
gentleman, whom to the best of our recollec-

tion, we have n-ver even seen:

Scranton. Pa , Aug '.26.—Editor Referee: I cannot re-

frain from the privilege of congratulating you upon the
very neat and effectual manner in which you sit upon
Crowther. As an old timer, who witnessed his "monu-
mental gall" at Chicago and other places as well, I can
fully appreciate the import of your reference to him, and
if Crowther could have heard the remarks made by many
others at Chicago and other points he would find that

very many are familiar with his tricks. You certainly ex-

pressed iu language most appropriate, the sentiment of

many an ther. Yours truly, Fred C. Hand.

A. A. Zimmerman.

His name jumps straight from A to Z,

From Alpha to Omega,
So down the alphabet of space,

From A to Z, his wheel doth pace-
So easy we see Z go.
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Ball bearings are now used on binders.

It is proposed to hold a bicycle meet at Baker
City, Ore., on Sept. 20. ,

The wheelmen of Hillsdale, Mich., have just

organized a century cycling club.

The Bloomington (111.) B. C. has just moved
into a new and elegantly furnished club house.

A hard-times parade is the latest. A Mani-

toba club has one set for this (Friday) evening.

The second annual meet of the Riverside

(Cal.) Wheelmen will be held at that place on

the 9th.

James Beatty, eighteen years old, was killed

at Saco, Me., by colliding with a road machine

on Monday.

R. L, Winkley, Colonel Pope's private secre-

tary, is doing the fair and has with him the

colonel's two younger sons.

The Anaconda, Mont., Standard, in referring

to the bicycle, calls it "the latest improved

dude wagon fiom the east."

Luigi Masetti, the Italian who is traveling to

Chicago from his native country awheel, is ex-

pected to reach here next week.

In a race at Wellesley Hills, Mass., Monday,
P. J. McDuffee and George Quinn collided.

The latter's collar bone was broken.

A track is to be constructed at New Orleans

on the same plans as that in Chicago, the plans

being furnished by the same person.

F. H. Herrick and William Hurlburt, the

fast Detroit road riders, will start about Sept.

15 for a trip to Jacksonville, Fla., awheel.

"Two hours of mental anxiety about sums
up my daily business," said a Chicago dealer

lately. "We are doing no business whatever."

Racing for glory and clocks, says an ex-

change, is something like dining in imagina-

tion on the rich bill of fare you see printed in

the papers.

A sham battle on wheels is the latest innova-

tion at London, Ont. The prospects are that

after the battle the field will look as if a real

battle had taken place.

Nelson A. Bradt left Chicago last Thursday

afternoon for his home in Johnstown, N. Y.,

where he will go in training for his New York-

Chicago ride with Wylie.

Wm. Richards, through whose efforts the

Chicago track was placed and kept in such ex-

cellent shape, is open for an engagement. His

address is 598 Thirteenth street, Chicago.

The following officers have been elected by

the League Wheel men of Dixon, Cal.: E. E.

Long, president; B. F. Cassidy, vice-president;

J. J. Pfister, secretary; J. D. Cerkel, treasurer.

The wheelmen of Detroit have named an

opposition ticket to Mr. Steele, who was re-

cently nominated for chief consul of the divis-

ion. At a meeting held at the club house of

the Diamond Wheelmen H. J. Gute was nomi-

nated on an independent ticket for chief con-

sul, and Jesse C. Shattuck, of Owosso, for vice-

consul. The remainder of the regular ticket

was indorsed.

The Westchester Cycling League has recently

been formed. It consists of the following

clubs: Mount Vernon, Washington, Yonkers,

Kingsbridge and Profile Wheelmen of Ford-

ham.

The National Wheelmen's League will hold

a tournament at Butte, Mont., under the man-
agement of the Butte Bicycle Club, on the 17th.

The prizes are reported as being "rid., costly

and unique."

The Darlington, (S. C.) B. C. was organized

last week with the following officers: L. S.

Welling, president; C. S. McCullough, vice-

president, and J. S. McCreight, secretary and
and treasurer.

The Hagerstown (Md.) Bicycle Club has

purchased a house and seven acres of ground

near Pinesburg. An additional house, 34 x 40

feet, will be built. The place is to be used as

a summer retreat.

The fact that many wheels have been stolen

and never recovered in Rhode Island the past

year has resulted in the Narragansett W reel-

men in Providence undertaking to form a pro-

tective association.

There seems to be an epidemic of bicycle

stealing in Rochester, N. Y. , at present. Four

wheels were reported as being stolen last week,

and the prospects are that some of them will

never be recovered.

The Hillsdale (Mich.) B. C. has elected the

following officers: President, Joseph J. Leav/-;

vice-president, Dr. W. H. Sawver; centurion,

F. O. Hancock; secretary, H. C. Blackman;

treasurer, William C. Chadwick,

The Toledo wheelmen have made complaint

to the strf et commissioner about street sprink-

ling, and have requested that the men who
sprinkle Madison street be ordered not to sprin-

kle a space six or seven feet wide on one side.

From Whatcheer, la., comes the report that

a cyclist has been playing the role of "road

hog." He ran into a team of horses with the

result that the vehicle was demolished, while

the cyclist escaped before his identity could be

ascertained.

To-morrow the Cheyenne Bicycle Club of

Cheyenne, Wyo., will hold the first tourna-

ment ever h^ld in the territory. The members
have gone at it in a business-like manner and

there is little doubt that their efforts will meet

with success.

Last week Benjamin Smith, of Minneola,

N. Y.. aged sixteen, while riding on the Jerico

turnpike, near Minneola, was blown from his

wheel under a market wagon. The rear wheel

passed over the boy. His neck was broken and

he died five minutes later.

From far Regina, in the Canadian northwest,

comes the news that the "local cyclists are con-

templating holding a meet some time this

fall," and also "that the eight-mile bicycle

race has been postponed owing to some dissat-

isfaction about the handicap 1!."

Four Omaha wheelmen had an exciting ex-

perience a few days since. They had been out

in the country and were on their way home
about midnight. They heard a vehicle of some
sort approaching, immediately dismounted for

fear they might be run into, and stood by the

road side. As soon as the rig reached the

wheelmen the driver begaa whipping the hor^e,

while the other occupant began shooting at the

cyclists, thinking them highwaymen. The man
who did the shooting was a newspaper man

and the next morning he told the story in bis
paper of how he was held up.

Western vigilance committees have given up
bronchos in chasing criminals and now use bi-

cycles. Two men on wheels r^de into Kansas
City last week on bicycles in pursuit of three
desperadoes who had beaten and robbed an
aged farmer. They covered twenty-four miles
in 2 his. 10 min.

The Alhambra Cycle and Outing Club has
been organized by one of the factions of the
Junior Turner's Camping Club of Brooklyn.
The officers are: H. C. Voss. president; J. E.
Kohlberger, vice-president; M. J. P. Shannon,
financial secretary; J. Courlander, correspond-
ing secretary; J. Hickey, treasurer.

According to a New York daily a footless

bicycle rider has made his appearance. . He is

John Porachet, a cigar manufacturer, of
Batavia, N Y. He has two artificial feet. He
talks of riding from San Francisco to New
York. Porachet, Beedle;on and Kilpatrick
might arrange a race across the continent.

Chief Consul Beach of Muscatine, la., has
favored ihe Referee with a copy of the Iowa
road book for 1893, compiled by a commit'ee
of which F. B. Thrall was chairman. It con-
tains national and division officers, local con-
suls, hotels and rates, the league constitution,

routes, distances and condition of roads and a
map of the state showing the roads in red.

. A Wheelman to the Rescue.

Frightful heat—horse sunstruek.

The lady is saved.
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BURDETT AND HIS CRITICS.

Elsewhere we publish an interview with
President Burdett as well as some remarks
passed by a man who is familiar with the

colonel's siie of the controversy which is to

culminate at Buffalo on the 20th. Of course,

the president professes to fear no foe and he
has reason for feeling tolerably secure for, de-

spite every effort to remove it, the impression

prevails that personal feeling is at the bottom
of the fight and the assembly will have none of

it. Beside this, the anti-Burdett side will have
to contend with a feeling of antipathy aroused
by the calling of a meetirig which many regard

as unnecessary. The case will not be heard on
its merits. Burdett will raise all sorts of points

of order and other technicalities and in this he
is more than a match for the other side. He
will have the support of the other members of

the executive committee, not because they are

entirely in sympathy with him, but because
they were loyal enough to him and sufficiently

convinced that it was better for the interests of

the league to remain quiet than to voice their

objections when they might have done so.

Another thing which will operate against

the opposition is the impression which has
gained ground lately that the Boston men are

quietly backing the Wheelman Company in an
attempt to shelve Cood Roads. Nothing has
occurred to support this supposition, but some
members of the assembly hold to it tenaciously.

Burdett will win, we have no doubt, but it

will be a victory in which there will be little

honor. For, after it, the assembly will know
that, personalities or no personalities, the com-
plaints against the president contain a great
deal more truth than it is willing to acknowl-
edge to the cycling public.

OMIT THE ALLEGED VALUES.
"One of the managers" of the late Chicago

tournament is said to have spoken as follows

concerning the return of prizes by two of the

riders:

I never heard of such impudence. Why, these fellows

are making appraisers of themselves. The jewelry was
worth every cent it was advertised to be worth. Nest

these racing men will want a mortgage on the grand
stand of the park. Their conduct is disgusting to every

fair-minded cyclist.

We cannot agree n ith the gentleman. Every
meeting exaggerates the value of its prizes, but

that does not offset the fact that it is an im-

position on the riders. It is a question whether
a rider, who had duly paid his entrance fees

could not force the promoter to provide a prize

of the value advertised. Why practice deceit?

"A gold watch" or "a diamond stud" will be

no larger because it has a fictitious value set

upon it on the programme.

What a rumpus the daily papers make
when some horse trots a mile in anywhere
from 2:07 to 2:15 or a half in 1:01 or 1:02; but
they think nothing of a bicycle rider's per-

formance unless he actually breaks a record.

When Directum trotted a half in 1:01 1-4 and a

mile in 2:07 1-2 Monday, every paper had flar-

ing headlines on the " black whirlwind's " per-

formance. When Windle rode a quarter in

:26 2-5 and Tyler the same distance in :25 4-5,

less than two inches of space was devoted to it.

Perhaps it is expected of bicycle riders and is

not so wonderful after all.

Punished a Road Hog.

N. E. Turgeon, while riding with his wife in

one of the south side parks on Sunday, was
crowded into the gutter by a wagon in which
were a couple of dudes. On remonstrating, he
was subjected to worse treatment and finally

lashed with a whip. The fellows then tried to

drive away. Turgeon followed them, invited

them to give him their names or come down
and take a drubbing. They declined, but after

following them an hour a policeman was dis-

covered, who, on hearing the complaint, drove

them to Harrison street. Next morning the

whippist was before Justice Lyon, who, on
hearing the complaint, said:

"Is it true that you tried to run this man
down?"
"No."

"Did you strike him with a whip?"

"Yes."

"Why?"
"I don't know."
" \\ ell, next time you come here perhaps you

will know. Fifteen dollars and costs."

The fellow's name was F. B. Archer, and his

place of business is somewhere on Monroe
street.

Wheeler Challenged Nancy Hanks.

Harry C. Wheeler is looking for fame, as

well as gold, and during a visit to the mile
Fleetwood track near New York, recently, he
offered to race Nancy Hanks any distance the
owner of the famous trotting mare would
name—a mile preferred—an offer which was
declined with thanks for fun or money.
Wheeler then offered to beat any time made on
the track at the forthcoming meeting, by
Hanks or any other horse, but the association

demurred. —i i

—

For the Southern Circuit.

What the racing men will do after the north-

ern racing circuit closes is as yet an uncertainty.

They will be at Springfield up to the last mo-
ment, to try for the records. Then all may
go through South Carolina, Alabama, Georgia
and Florida, where a circuit is now being ar-

ranged. H. D. Spore of Fort Worth, Tex.,

came north to the Indianapolis meet expressly

to see the cracks and sound them regarding a
proposed circuit in Texas for the winter

months. Mr. Spore reports cycling enthusiasm

on the increase in his state and says a racing

circuit in Texas, if arranged conveniently,

would be a success. There are enough im-

portant cities to make an excellent circuit,

with only short trips between. The prizes

given would consist entirely of diamonds. The
prominent racing men all fell readily into the

scheme and Mr. Spore returns home to do
further work in that direction.

Boston's Big Road Race.

The fifth annual Boston A. A. road race will

be given on Saturday, Oct. 14. It will be a

twenty-five-mile handicap, with limit of ten

minutes, opnn to all amateurs. The course will

be over macadamized roads for twelve and one-

half miles straightaway and return by the

same route. The association will give the fol-

lowing special prizes: A gold medal will be

given to the competitor who establishes a new
twenty-five-mile road record; a gold medal of

different design for the next fastest time, pro-

vided that also breakn the record. If the rec-

ord is not broken, gold, silver and bronze med-
als will be given for the first, second and .hird

fastest times over the course. If the reco:d is

broken, a silver and a bronze medal will be

given to those whose times are next in order to

the record breakers.

Good at a Hundred.

Arthur V. Linton, the Welshman who on

Aug. 12 won the 100-mile race promoted by
British Sfjort in 4 hrs. 43 min. 58 1-5 se<\, lives

at Aberdare, twenty miles from Cardiff, and is

twenty-two years old. He began racing in

1889, but started in only one race and in that

he fell. In 1890 he rode in twenty-seven races

and was placed in each one. In 1891 he had a

bad fall at his home and as a consequence did

little riding, though he paced Osmond in the

twenty-five-mile championship and finished

fifth. Last year he won fifteen prizes and
in all his winnings amount to $2,000. This year

he has won a few prizes He is five and a

half feet high, and weighs 132 pounds. He ex-

pects soon to go for the 100 mile and twelve-

hour records at Heme Hill

Paraded in Male Attire.

A sensational article in a Cincinnati paper

tells of a handsome young society lady, daugh-
ter of a local merchant, who on expressing a

wish to participate in the lantern parade, was
quickly provided with a bicycle suit and a

man's wheel by her beau, who accompanied

her on the parade. She is described as very

pretty, plump and graceful. She created a

sensation in the parade by her beauty, but re-

mained undiscovered until she divulged the

secret to her Sunday school mates and then

got it into the paper. But no names were
given.

Osmond's Quick Retort.

During the Boston dinner to F. J. Osmond,
one of the Bi. World young men—it was
neither Fourdrinier nor Dean— took a little

more claret than was good for him and stagger-

ing to his feet with glass uplifted said: "Here's

to the Whitworth. It may be a good bicycle

but I have never ridden it." Osmond's long

form rose quietly and raising his glass he said:

"Here's to the Bi. World. Itmaybeagood paper

but I have never seen it, or heard of it until

now." The Bi. World young man was crushed

by the stranger's clever retort and the laughter

which greeted it.
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AUSTRALIAN CYCLE TALK.

THE WINTER IS ENDING AND THE WHEEL-
MEN ARE COMING OUT.

How Inn-Keepers Enrich Themselves—A New

Cycling Paper — The Austral Pro-

gramme Out—How the Big Race

Was Named.

Melbourne, Aug. 5.—The past month has

been an exceptionally quiet one for c\ cling in

Australia. Augii-t, however, usually signifies

a brightening all round, for we are tailing

away from winter, and as the sap commences
to flow in the trees, so early life is manifested

in the wheel world under the southern cross.

readers with a June number, was a revelation

in engravers' art to your Australia subscrib-

ers and was pronounced better and clearer

than the original photograph. We have no-

thing to equal it in this part of the world.

A TOUGH ROAD RACE.

One of the attractions of July was the Bever-

idge road race—distance, thirty-seven miles.

Thirty-three riders started, but a cruel head

wind emptied a good many saddles pretty soon

and only the grisely, wirey chaps seemed to

enjoy ihe tussle. A lad named J. Carpenter

won in 2 hrs. 48 min. 42 sec. He had the com-
fortable start of thirty-two minutes, but was
pretty well dead beat when caught by Judge
Muirhead's eye. This race finished up at a

wayside public house, the proprietor of which
(knowing dog) had donated the first prize, £5.

The natural sequence was, his hotel—which,

by the way, he has named "The Cyclists'

Arms"—was the rendezvous for all sorts and

tralia, but in a few days we are to have one.

The title is to be the Australian Cyclist. I am
told it will be a live concern, not a hashed dish

of stale news, as some of the five previous

—

but now defunct—Australian cycling papers

were. At any rate it is the hands of Rae
Bros., themselves cyclists and one of them a

clever camera man. They will be assisted by

(rollan on the literary department and so the

new rag should go. At any rate the Melbourne

Bicycle Club's spring race meeting will be

much benefitted by the publication, as it will

reach all the cycling centers of Australia and

New Zealand and help to draw riders to the

races.

THE AUSTRAL PROGRAMME.

The Austral programme for Dec. 2 and 9 is

now printed, and carries £407 in cash prizes.

Of this amount the great Austral wheel race

itself absorbs £270, the prize money being as

follows: First, 200 sovereigns; second, 40

THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT TEAM.—The Road Premiers of Victoria, Australia, 1893.

Victoria has a delightful climate, and if we
only had roads to match wheelmen might

sometimes imagine they were riding through

paradise. Unfortunately, however, where the

finest scenery is there the roads are worst. The

government here has increased railway freights

on merchandise and now we have heavy wag-

gons and teams of horses rumbling all over the

country carrying goods cheaper than the rail-

way. Consequently our roads—never too good

—are being pounded up shamefully. All these

roads are maintained by the town councils,

which ars subsidized by the said government.

The expenditure on roads maintenance is never-

theless meagre and so wheeling lias to suffer.

This is not all. Parliament still taxes bicycles

through the customs 27 1-2 per cent, and as no

machines are made here, cycling becomes a

very expensive game.

LIKE OUR PICTURES.

The replica of the M. B. C. presentation

group of photos, which was presented to your

conditions of cyclists and so, while showers of

silver rattled down into his coffers streams of

grog flowed across his counters till the finish

of the race. Then this cute Bonifiace arranged

to have the prizes given at his hotel on a tine

moonlight night later on, and so he is enabled

to put a fresh coat of paint on the "Cyclists'

Arms," and his bank account giows apace.

Cycling does not lose by it, for a fine day's

sport was had.

GE'iEROUS INN-KEEPERS.

The above example is being copied by others

in another part of the country. 'I he proprietor

of Minns' hotel, Melton, planking down a £5

note as first prize for a twenty-four-mile road

race for Aug. 26. Afterwards a jolly spread is

announced in the evening at the hotel. As the

distance is only twenty-five miles from Mel-

bourne, Minns can reckon on a good bag. It

all helps on road riding.

AUSTRALIA'S CYCLING PAPER.

At present there is no cycling paper in Aus-

sovereigns; third, 10 sovereigns; while 20 sov-

ereigns are to be divided amongst the winners

of heats. It has been definitely decided to run
this Austral on safety bicycles and in heats, as

it is considered dangerous to competitors to

allow all to start at the same time. The other

events will be one-mile, novices, £10; parade of

clubs, trophy and gold badge; five-mile cham-
pionship of Australia, £12 and gold medal;

team race, consisting of three riders from
clubs, districts or colonies, £15; obstacle race

on bicycles, £11; one-mile open, £13; one and

a half miles, first second and third classes, for

£14, £12 and £10, respectively; ten-mile

championship of Australia, £15. The entry

fee and acceptance for the Austral are £1 each.

HOW THE AUSTRAL WAS NAMED.

A friend of mine, who was at one time on

the committe of the Melbourne Bicycle Club,

tells me how the great Australian race first got

its name. He says: "Secretary Geddes called

the committee together for a midday meeting
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early in September, 1887, at the club's rooms

over City Bank chambers, to fix up a spring

programme. For two years previous we had

given big prizes for the chief spring event,

styling them the 'Gaun trophy' and 'the

Drumrnond trophy;' but I always thought we
should have a name that would be perpetual I

felt pretty certain that if I suggested the Aus-

tral wheel race at this meeting it would be

difficult to carry the point, as several others

had ideas of their own on the subject of names.

However, the Austral seemed to suit Australia

so I thought I would suggest it. So I went to

the meeting armed with a sheet of paper and
on it was written in bold letters shaded with

blue and red chalk—"The Austral Wheel Race."

At the proper time I produced my paper and
warmly endeavored to put before my fellows

the desirability of a big and lasting name. My
arguing seemed likely to be in vain; some were
dead against it, others vacilating. At last the

chairman put it to the vote and it was carried

by a majority of one."

THE ZIMMERMAN CASE.

Although far away from the land of the

stars and stripes and the Union Jack, we take

stock of the doings in both countries. A* to

the N. O. U. action re Zimmerman's license,

the opinion here seems to lean in favor of the

union, although it is considered that the case

being exceptional, exception might have been
made in his favor. It has proved a wide-

world lesson and if the union lives up to this

stern upholding of its laws its future is assured.

The dilly-dallying and want of backbone al-

ways was a leading characteristic of the N.

C. U.

THE PRESIDENT'S RETURN.

George Burston, president of the Melbourne

Bicycle Club, reached Melbourne on Aug. 1 on

his return from a trip round the world. He
appeared to his club fellows just as they were

commencing their monthly meeting at the

rooms and such a greeting as he did get! The
whole crowd rose en masse and fell straight-

way upon his neck and wept for joy. Then
bottles commenced to pop and music echoed

and re-echoed for he's a jolly good fellow, and
finally the meeting was resumed. Burston's

club mates respect and love him and he in

his turn loves wheeling and no man in Austra-

lia does more of it all the year round. He was
in England only sixteen days, but he was
wheeling ten of these and in that time rode

1,000 miles. He thinks Chicago a wonderful

place and going at high speed.

An Idle Boy.

Poor Zimmerman!

The Boston Traveller is about right when is

says Zimmerman seems to be able to win
everything he goes in for, and he is now re-

ported as protesting against receiving any
more bicycles as prizes. He has got a barn
full in New Jersey, for which he has no use,

and he cannot sell them and remain an ama-
teur. He seems to be in much the same fix as

a popular clergyman in the matter of slippers

and dressing gowns from his devoted parish-

ioners. The bicycle clubs under whose aus-

pices Zimmerman appears have now begun to

present him with watches, and it will not be

long before he will be encumbered with an
embarrassment of gold timepieces. It looks as

if he would have to put up with this sort of

thing, or else go into retirement for a time and
let some other fellow come in first.

GERMAN AND FRENCH RACES. -

Tischbein and Lehr Capture the Chief Cham-
pionship Events.

Joseph Fischer, winner of the Vienna-Berlin

race, is preparing for a ten kilometer race

against the «ell known mare Flora. It is gen-

erally believed that Fischer will beat his four-

footed competitor. •

W. Tischbein won the 5,000-metre champion-
ship of North Germany at Hamburg in 10:24.

He was first in the 3,000-metre tricycle race in

5:37 and, with M. Gehrig, won the 5,000-metre

tandem contest; time, 8:34 4-5. H. Hofmann
took the 3,000-metre ordinary event in 5:11 3-5.

M. Pickenpack (ordinary champion) was second
in 5:11 4-5. The race from Lyon to Roanne and
back (250 kilometers) was won by Stephane in

9 hrs. 13 min. Allard was second, 9 hrs. 13

min, 2-5 sec; Millot, third, 9 hrs. 25 min; Car-

rot, fourth, 9 hrs. 55 min. 30 sec. There were
ninety-two participants, amongst them Nico-

demi, who fell. A few days afterwards on the

road he beat the 100-kilometer record, which
Allard held at 3 hrs. 3 min. 50 sec, doing 3

hrs. 1 min. 49 1 5 sec.

The different championships of the Deutscher

Radfahrer Bund were recently won as follows:

Ten thousand metres—August Lehr; time, 17:57 1-5.

One thousand metres—August Lehr; time, 1:25 4-5.

Ten thousand metres, ordinary—O. Beyschlag; time,

18:05 3-5

Five thousand metres, tricycle—W. Tischbein; time,

8:59 (record).

One thousand metres, ordinary— B. Fierfuss, Mittweida;

time. 1:37 1-5.

One thousand metres, tricycle—W. Tischbein; time,

1:40 2-5 (record).

Otto Beyschlag also won the 4,0 metre ordinary race

for the emperor's prize in 6:49 3-5; August Lehr the Eng-
lish mile in 2:33 2-5. Rirhard Schulz-Altonia, won the

championship of Germany for trick-riding.
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1893 FIXTURES.

SEPTEMBER.

9—Riverside Wheelmen, Riverside, Cal.

9—Victor Athletic Club, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

0—Elizabeth A. C. Cyclers, Elizabeth, N. J.

fl—Boston, Associated Cycling Clubs.

9—Garden City Cyclers' meet, San Jose, Cal.

11—Meet of Ramblers' Cycle Club at Wallingford, Conn.

12-13-14-15—Woonsocket Agricultural Society, Woonsoc-
ket, R. I.

IS—Passaic Athletic Club, Passaic, N. J.

13-14— Springfield (Mass.) B. C.'s annual race meet,
Hampden Park track.

14—Skowhegan Wheel Club's race meet at Skowhegan,
Maine.

14-15—Boscobel Driving Association, Boscobel, Wis.

14-15—Southern Wisconsin Bicycle Tournament, Monroe,
Wisconsin.

15—Hudson Bicycle Club, Hudson, N. Y.

16—Associated Cycling Clubs of Bristol County, Taunton,
Mass.

16—New York, Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clul is.

17-18-19—Wood'suHotel, Schoharie, N. Y.

18—New Jersey (place not named).

19-20-21-22—Chenango County Agricultural Society, Nor-
wich, N. Y.

19-26—Queens Athletic Grounds, Queens, N. Y.

20-21—Baltimore, Maryland B. C.

22-23-24—Cartharge, C. C, Cartharge, N. Y.

23—Crescent Wheelmen, Dixon, Cal.

23—Philadelphia, Associated Cycling Clubs.

24—Skowhegan Wheel Club, Skowhegan, Maine.

25—Mercury Wheel Club. Flushing, L. I.

25—Scranton, International Race Meet.

26—Rockville Wheelmen Rockville, Centre, N. Y.

26—Alameda Bicycle Club, Alameda, Cal.

26—Boston Athletic Association, Cambridge, Mass.

26-27-28—Inter-state Fair Association meet, Trenton, N. J.

27—Penn Wheelmen, Reading, Pa.

29—Bristol Agricultural Society, Taunton, Mass.

30—College Hill Field Club, Cincinnati, O.

30— Los Angeles Wheelmen, Los Angeles, Cal.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.

OCTOBER.

2—Capital City Wheelmen meet, Sacramento, Cal.

5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

17-18—Savannah Wheelmen Club race at Savannah, Ga.

NOVEMBER.

7-8-9—Columbia Cyclists, Columbia, South Carolina.

23—Acme Athletic Club, Oakland, Cal.

NATIONAL CYCLINR ASSOCIATION.

Sept. 9—Brooklyn.
" 16—Philadelphia.

Oct. 1—St. Louis.
" 4—St. Louis.
" 5—St. Louis.
" 7—St. Louis.
" 14—Milwaukee.

Sept. 23—Brooklyn.

Oct. 15—Milwaukee.
" 19— New York.
" 21—New York.
" 28—Brooklyn.

RECORDS AT HARTFORD.

Tyler Goes a Quarter in 125 4-5 and Windle

in :26 3-5.

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 4.—Although Hart-

ford has been thronged with visiting wheel-

men for two days, there was not the same
interest manifested as in years gone by. The
old Chester Park track was in superb con-

dition, and a hard wind blew down the home
stretch. This accounts for Tyler's quarter in

:25 4-5 and Windle's :26 3-5. The Hartford

Wheel Club kept open house and treated

visitors with all the old-time hospitality. Mon-

day dawned clear and chilly, and a moderate

number of riders came in, but nothing like the

number in years gone by, Boston being plainly

absent, the Waltham meet being responsible

for the non-attendance. The division officers'

meeting, which was to have taken place at 11

o'clock, was postponed owing to there being no
quorum. A few politicians flitted around
town, Colonel Burdett being favored with
some calls. The enclosure was kept fairly

clear and the arrangements seemed to be as

nearly perfection as possible. The summary:
One-mile, novice—G. E. Nettleton, 1; T. Aston, 2; R. F.

Mahl, 3; time, 2:43 1 5. Only three starters—the smallest

field of green ones of the year. A fairly interesting race,

the winner coming home a winner by ten yards.

Half-mile, open—W. W. Windle, 1; H. C. Tyler, 2; E. A.

Nelson, 3; time, 1:10 4-5. All Springfield winners, and
only six starters. Windle's last quarter, with a strong

wind blowing him home, was a rapid piece of work, win-

ning by two yards.

One-mile, 2:45 class—E. W. Heyer, 1; F. R. Fuller, 2; F.

A. Landry, 3; time, 2:43. The first trial resulted in a beau-

tiful loaf, so the referee said, "no race." On the run off

the young men hustled a bit, Heyer winning by six inches.

ODe-mile, handicap—First heat, seven to qualify—H. C.

Tyler, scratch, 1; W. L. Reed, 150 yds., 2; E. F. Sterzing,

175 yds., 3; T. T. Catlin, 130 yds., 4; F. Hawley, 90 yds., 5;

J. H. Jones, 125 yds., 6; J. I. Butler, 175 yds., 7; time,

2:19 2-5. Tyler rode a gallant race from scratch and had
to pace alone through the first half, when he picked up
his field, running through the rush, he reached the last

quarter enveloped in a cloud of dust. He did not falter,

but came home a winner by three short yards.

Second heat—E. W. Heyer, 150 yds., 1; W. Harding, 110

yds., 2; D. McLean, 145 yds., 3; E. C. Bald, 65 yds., 4; C.

T. Nelson, 100 yds., 5; G. E. Nettleton, 150 yds., 6; W. W.
Windle, scratch, 7; time, 2:15. The scratch man rode

well, his time, 2:16, a remarkable performance, consider-

ing he had to pace the most of the way himself. He
seemed satisfied to qualify for final.

Final heat^E. C. Bald, 65 yds , 1 ; D. McLean, 145 yds ,

2; E. W. Heyer, 150 yds., 3; F T. Catlin, 130 yds., 4; J. H.

Jones, 125 yds., 5: time, 2:10 2-5. Windle and Tyler made
a splendid effort from scratch, Tyler pacing, but do all

they could they could not come within touch of the flying

Buffalonian, who showed remarkable form, doing inside

of 2:15 for the full distance. The two scratch men stopped

at the last eighth when hope was over. Bald just nipped

McLean on the post by a sharp sprint the last twenty

3
rards.

Half-mile, international—H. C. Tyler, 1; W. W. Windle,

2; E. A. Nelson, 3; time, 1:12. Just five starters. War-
ren and Nelson piloted the first quarter, then Tyler to the

front and he fairly out-raced Windle home by three

yards. The last quarter was :25 4-5, another world's re-

cord, Windle's having stood for thirty minutes.

One-mile, state championship—A. W. Warren, 1 ; F. R.

Fuller, 2; R. M. Alexander, 3; time, 2:36 2 5. Four starters,

the poorest field possibly ever up for a Connecticut cham-

pionship. Fuller gave Warren a hard fight home, the

little one only winning by a yard.

Cne-mile, 2:35 class—E. C. Bald, 1; C. T. Nelson, 2; D.

McLean, 3; time, 2:41. The Buffalo man had a "snap,"

the other six riders being lost in the final dust.

Half-mile, handicap, four in final—First heat—J. J.

Adams, 80 yds., 1; H. C. Tyler, scratch, 2; F. W. Heyer,

65 yds., 3; W. G. Johnson, 85 yds., 4; time 1:01 4-5. The

scratch man did noble work and was clocked 1 :02 2-5 and

seemed to be content with his place in the preliminary,

being beaten by five yards.

Second heat—A. W. Warren, 25 yds , 1 ; C. T. Nelson, 50

yds., 2; D. McLean, '0 yds., 3; R. M. Alexander, 65 yds.,

4; time, 1:03 2-5. A comfortable win for the Hartford

short-maker, who won by a yard.

Third heat—E. A. Nelson, 25 yds , 1 ; G. E. Nettleton, 70

yds., 2; F. Forster, 50 yds., 3; J. J. Battles, 80 yds., 4;

time, 1:05 2 5. The winner rode better than ever and

equalled Warren's time of the previous heat.

Final heat—H. C. Tyler, scratch, 1; C. T. Nelson, 50

yds., 2; D. McLean, ^Oyds., 3; A. W. Warren, 25 yds., 4; G.

E. Nettleton, 70 yds., 5; time, 1:01 2-5. It was easily seen

that Tyler was doing something wonderful by the way he

was flying towards the last quarter. Joe Goodman whis-

pered "record" and record it was, as tne time shows.

Tyler might have done even a little better as he won
easily.

The second day's sport was rather tame, the

chief event being the mile "international,"

which Windle won. The chief events.

One-mile, 2:40 class—C. T. Nelson, 1; F. S. Titus, 2; F. A.

Landy, 3; time, 2:24 3-5.

One-mile, international—Windle, 1; Tyler, 2; E. C. Bald,

3; Githens, 4; time, 2:20 1-5.

One-mile, open—Tyler, 1; Githens, 2; J. Clark, 3; time,

2:22 1-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class—E. C. Bald, 1 ; E. A. Nelson, 2; E.

F.Miller, 3; time, 2:30.

Quarter-mile, open—Tyler, 1: Bald, 2; Windle, 3; time,

:30 4-5,

Half-mile, handicap—G. E. Nettleton, 85 yds., 1: E.

A. Nelson, 25 yds., 2; G. F. S'teinzing, 90yds., 3; time, Mir.

SURPRISES AT SAGINAW.

Kennedy Wins the " International " —Other
Chicagoans Do Well.

Saginaw, Mich., Sept. 2.—A poor day for

cycle racing greeted the Crescent Cycling Club

on the opening of its race meeting. The wind
was raw and the races were delayed an hour

for a shower, which, however, helped rather

than injured the track. Taylor, Bode, Bliss,

Kennedy. Dirnberger and Githens were the

fast men present. Probabty at no previous

meet has such a lot of odds and ends been

designated as prizes. In several instances three

or four articles lumped together and valued at

$15 to $25 constituted a second prize. A ton of

coal, barrel of flour, riding whip, fountain

pen, etc. , such were prizes won. The first was
rather a featureless day, except it might be

Dirnberger's defeat of Bliss in the quarter-mile

open by twenty yards. It was Dirnberger's

day, for in the half-mile handicap he sprinted

every inch of the way from the twenty-yard

mark and won at the tape from Brailey in the

good time of 1:07 1-5. Bliss was on scratch in

the mile handicap and had the tag end of his

field caught before the half was reached. But

there was a collision and Bliss brought home a

twisted wheel. Githens cleared the bunch but

could only run fourth, Bernhardt winning.

The two-mile international was run twice, a

time limit of 5:30 being placed. The first at-

tempt was in 5:36, Taylor winning and Dirn-

berger being out-sprinted by Bode. Dirnberger

refused to ride again. Taylor again won,

Bode second, in 5:48 2-5, the referee allowing it

owing to the high wind. The club gave a

dance in the evening and advertised the at-

tendance of the crack men, but sent them no

invitation. The summary:

One-mile, novice—G. S. MacDuff, 1; E. E. Bush, 2; J. L.

Whatley, 3; time, 2:56.

Quarter-mile, open—Dirnberger, 1; Bliss, 2; Qus Steele,

3: Bode, 4; time, :31.

One mile, handicap—O. P. Bernhardt, HO yds., 1; O. L.

Brailey, 135 yds., 2; L.W.Campbell, 140 yds., 3; H. A.

Githens, 40 yds., 4; time, 2:29 1-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—O. L. Brailey, 1; W. Lowe, 2; G. S.

MacDuff, 3; time, 2:51.

One mile, open—Bliss, 1; Githens, 2; Steele, 3; Steenson,

4 : time, 2:39 3-5.

Half-mile, hnndicap—Dirnberger, 20 yds., 1; Brailey, 65

yds.,.2; Campbell, 70yds., 3; Steenson, 50 yds., 4; time,

1:07 1 5.

Two-mile, international—Taylor,!; Bode, 2; Steenson,

3; time, 5:48 2-5.

Three mile, lap race—Taylor, 1; Bode, 2; Steenson, 3

Steele, 4; time, 9:21 2-5.

SECOND DAY.

Good weather, a warm breeze and warm sun

made racing more pleasant. Bliss and Githens

having departed for Cleveland, Taylor, Dirn-

berger, Bode and Kennedy had full sway.

Dirnberger again distinguished himself by

cleverly capturing the half-mile handicap,

overtaking and passing Kennedy near the tape,

Taylor passing the finishing point close up to

his Buffalo rival. The half and quarter-mile

open contests fell to Dirnberger, the mile open

to Taylor, but the one-mile international was

the feature of the day. Four men started,

Taylor, Dirnberger, Bode and Kennedy. A
time timit of 2:30 was placed. Taylor took the

pace at the outset. Dirnberger went up then

and at the half Tavlo>- sa-v that be must take
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it again. At the three-quarters Dirnberger let

go for home, and an eighth away was twenty

yards to the good. But he was over-confident,

and slowing materially allowed Taylor to close

the gap, which he did, bringing up Kennedy.

Dirnberger dropped down to hard work, but

too late. Kennedy jumped and went by Tay-

lor and passed Dirnberger only a half foot, but

enough to win. The summary:

One-mile, open—Taylor, 1; Dirnberger, 2; Bode. 3;

Steele, 4; time, 12::53 3-5.

one mile, 3:10 class—0. S3. Brailey, 1; W. H. Cibbs, 2; E.

li. Fiu-ta, 3; time, 2:37.

Two-mile, mandieap—A. D. Kennedy, 120 yds., 1; Gus
Steele, 175 yds., 2; H. L. Morris, 275 yds., 3; G. S. MacDuff

,

•-'50 yds., 1; time, 5:01 2-5.

Halt-mile, open—Dirnberger, 1; Bode, 2; L. 0. Inman, 3;

P. P. Holcomb, 1; time, 1:12 8-0.

Half-mile, ride and run - Will Lowe, 1 ; Steele. 2; H. H.

Schultze, 3; time, 1:10 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—Dirnberger, 20 yds., 1; Taylor,

scratch, 2; Kennedy, 39yds., 3; Steele, 50 yds., 1; time,

1:054-5,

Quarter mile, open—Dirnberger. 1; Bode, 2; Steele, 3;

lime, :38 1-5.

One-mile, international; time limit, 2:30—Kennedy, 1;

Dirnberger, 2; Taylor, 3; Bode, -1; time, 2:20 2-5.

* * #

GOOD SPORT AT BIRMINGHAM.

Windle, Tyler and Warren Gobble Up the Good

Prizes.

Birmingham, Conn., Sept. 4.—Members of

the Crescent Cycle Club felt rather gloomy last

Saturday morning when, after a rainy night,

the day opened dull and misty, but fair weather

set in before 10 o'clock and prevailed the rest

of the day. The half-mile track at Derby was
in splendid condition; perhaps a trifle damp,
but smooth and well rolled. A stiff breeze

bothered the riders somewhat. Fully 3,000 at-

tended the races, the crowd comprising the

best element of the immediate portion of the

Naugatuck valley.

A . W. Warren of Hartford was the idol of

the day, and, strange to say, the fair-haired lad

monopolized popular fancy to such an extent

that Windle and Tyler went quite unnoticed.

His riding, however, commanded notice, as he
showed splendid form and judgment. Windle
had a cut at the record in the final, with Tyler

as pacemaker, and succeeded nobly. The
scratch even's, especially the one labeled

"international," were thin—there being four

starters and four prizes in one, and three start-

ers with an equal number of prizes in the

other. Windle and Tyler were the only scratch

men present, and, riding the same make of

wheel and in the same club, robbed those

events of all interest. The summary:
One mile, 3:10 class—G. W. Heyer, 1: John J. Adams, 2;

L. W. Sullivan, 3: time, 2:41.

One mile, "international"; prizes, three diamonds of

$200, $100 and $50 value—Tyler, 1; Windle, 2; Warren, 3;

time, 2:31. Warren went to the quarter, Tyler to the half,

then Windle; Tyler home first by a yard.

One mile, handicap, state riders—Wan-en, scratch, 1;

Seeley, -10 yds., 2; Catlin, 05 yds, 3; time, 2:23 4-5. A good
Held was up and it looked as if Handicapper Goodman
had asked Warren to do too much when he gave starts

up to MO yards. Seeley, at forty, looked dangerous.

Warren caught his men in good style, and, notwithstand-
ing the strong breeze, came home easily by five yards.

Half-mile, handicap—First heat—E. W. Heyer, 65 yds.,

1 ; O. G. Spencer, 70 yds., 2; Fred Hawley, 40 yds., 3; C.

Ford Seeley, 45 yds., 4; time, 1:08 2-5. Heyer won looking
around, five yards from Spencer.

Second heat—Warren, 60 yds, 1; Francis, 75 yds., 2;

Herzug, 80 yds., 3; Maintine, 75 yds., 4; time, 1:08. War-
ren jumped away and soon passed those less rapid in

starting, assuming command a hundred yards from
home, winning comfortably.

Third heat^-Adams, 80 yds., 1; Catlin, 55 yds., 2; Mc-
Lean, 70 yds., 3; Foster, 50 yds., 4; time. 1:11 2-5. Adams
made good use of his allowance and bad something to

spare besides the five yards by which be won.

Final heat—Warren, 1; Spencer, 2; Adams, 3: Ilerzug,

4; time, 1:10 3-5. Warren captured first by a good three

yards.

One-mile, 2:35 class—Hawley, 1; Heyer, 2; Titus, 3;

time, 2:35 3-5. The long Brooklynite ran a really well-

judged race.

One-mile, open—Windle, 1; Tyler, 2; Arnold, 3; time,

•2:28 4-5. The time proved that Windle could do better

than he did in the first race, and remarks as to dividing

the spoils were made. Harry Arnold, the New Britain

rider, made his debut this season in this race and beat

Titus, the Riverside, for third place, Windle winning a

tame race by ten yards.

Half-mile, open- Windle, 1 ; Tyler, 2: Arnold, 3; time,

1:17 1-5. Another uninteresting race, tlie spectators

groaning when the time was announced.

One-mile, handicap, six to qualify— Kirst heat—Warren,

go yds.. 1; McLean, 115 yds., 2; Cutler, 130 yds, 3; lloyl,

12(1 yds , 1; Spencer, 150 yds., 5; Butler, 175 yds., 6; time,

2:20 2-5. Warren had his winning streak with him, beat-

ing .McLean the last fifty yards.

Second heat—Tyler, scratch, 1; Hawley, 90 yds., 2;

Harding. 110 yds., 3; Windle, scratch, 4; Sullivan, 125 yds.,

5; Maintine, 160 yds., 6; time, 2:19 4-5. Windle, from

scratch, paced his clubmate until he got fairly among the

long-start men; then Tyler came away at a good clip with

the hope of beating the track record of Zimmerman's of

2: 19 3-5, but was a fifth outside.

Final heat—Windle, scratch, 1 ; McLean, 145 yds., 2;

Catlin, 130 yds., 3; Warren, 60 yds , 4; Spencer, 150 yds.,

5; time, 2:16 1-5. Tyler paced Windle from the pistol shot.

He got. through his field at the three-quarter pole and

came home under full pressure, breaking the track rec-

ord handsomely.
* # *

CHICAGO'S WIND-UP FOP '93.

The List of Events for October—Some Excite-

ment Ahead.

This time Chicago will run its meet in its

own way and see how it gets along when not

handicapped by useless committees and the ob-

structions of red-tapism. This will be on Oc-

tober li and 7. The events decided on (subject

to sanction in two instances) are as follows:

First day—One mi'e, novice: half-mile and
three-mile handicaps; one mile, invitation,

handicap; one mile, open; one mile against

time, invitation, each man to have two trials

and to select his own pacemakers.

Second day—One mile, 2:50 class; one mile

and two-mile handicaps; half-mile, scratch,

Zimmerman, Tyler, Windle, Taylor, Johnson,

Bliss and Sanger barred; second trials, one mile

against time; twenty-five miles, with pacemak-

ers.

Entries close September 30 with S. A. Miles,

334 Dearborn street, Chicago. One dollar for

one event; fifty cents for each additional.

Among the officials selected are R. D. Gar-

den, refeiee; F. W. Morgan, L. J. Berger and

C. E. Randall, judges; E. M. Newman and R.

C. Lennie, timers; W. C. Anderson, clerk; S.

A. Miles, handicapper.

The prize for the mile against time will be a

handsome trophy donated by F. W. Morgan of

Morgan & Wright. In the twenty-five miles a

$150 record prize will be offered if record is

broken.

Missionaries are at work among the racing

men.
* * *

JOHNSON AT KANSAS CITY.

None of the Other Cracks Put in An Appear-

ance—The Meet a Success.

Kansas City, Sept. 3.—The race meet of the

Kansas City Cyclists at Fairmount Park, Fri-

day and Saturday, was a success in every way.
The attendance was large, 3,000 persons being-

present the first day and 4,000 the next. Zim-
merman was announced to be present on the

morning of the first day, but all the public saw
of him was a telegram which read: " Missed

the train: sorry.—A. A.Zimmerman." Several

Chicago cracks who had sent in their entries

also failed to show up. Johnson was the hero

of the meet. The open events were walk-overs

for him, but he was unable to catch the field

in any of the handicaps. M. H. Burt of Wich-

ita, G. A. Maxwell of Winfield, Kas.; W. L.

Swendeman, Helena; O. E. Boles, Denver; A.

E. Grath, St. Louis; H. C. Wood, H. R. War-

r3n and C. Kindevatter of Kansas City were

the principal contestants. All of the above

named, with the exception of Kindevatier, se-

cured a number of prizes. Kindevatter was

unfortunate in getting a fall on two occasions

when his chances for a place were certain

.

The track is a quarter-mile, well banked,

smooth and bard. The only fault is that there

is no straight for a finish. W. M. Brewster

acted as referee.

FIRST DAY.

One mile, novice—T. W. Coburn. 1 ; .1. H. Duffner, 2; E.

Lambert, 3; time, 2:45 2-5. Lambert lost this race by

spurting at the third lap, thinking it the finish.

Half-mile, handicap.—First heat—H. C. Wood, 95 yds.,

1; W. L. Swendeman, 05 yds., 2; E. Lambert, 110 yds.. 3;

time, 1:06 2-5. W. H. Hamilton and C. Kindevatter col-

lided and fell.

Second heat—J. W. Bowman, 95 yds., 1 ; O E. Boles, 55

yds., 2; N. T. Haynes, 100 yds., 3; time, 1:08. Johnson's

time from scratch, 1:08 3-5.

Final heat—H. C. Wood, 1; E. A. Grath, 2; W. L Swen-

deman, 3; F. Fergason, 4; time, 1:06.

Half-mile, open.—First heat—J. S. Johnson, 1; W. L.

Swendeman, 2; E. A. Grath, 3; time, 1:20

Second heat—O. E. Boles, 1; W. H. Hamilton, 2; H. R.

Warren, 3; time, 1:22.

Final heat—Johnson, 1; Swendeman, 2; Warren, 3;

time, 1:20 2-5. Johnson won with ease, watching the oth-

ers fighting for second place.

One mile, 3:00 class—G. A. Maxwell, 1; G. E. Tivy, 2; C.

W. Rebenscheid, 3; time. 2:42. A most exciting finish,

Maxwell jumping from the bunch rightjit the tape.

One mile, open—Johnson, 1; Burt, 2; Swendeman, 3:

time, 2:33. Only four started. Johnson paced two laps,

when Swendeman jumped ahead, followed closely by

Burt. Johnson took second place on the back stretch up

to within twenty yards of the tape, then pulled away,

winning easily.

Two-mile handicap—Burt, 1; Wood, 2; Boles, 3; War-

ren, 4; time, 5:02 1-5. Johnson refused to start, not being

satisfied with the handicap.

SECOND DAY.

Half-mile, 1:20 class.—First heat—Wood, 1; Maxwell. 2;

Kindevatter. 3; time, 1:13.

Second heat—Grath, 1; Bowman, 2; Warren, 3; time,

1:20 4 5.

Final heat—Grath, l;Wood, 2; Wan en, 3; time, 1:14 2-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Johnson, 1; Swendeman, 2; Boles,

3; time, :34.

One mile, handicap.—First heat—Maxwell, 1; Kindevat-

ter, 2; S. Patterson, 3; time, 2:20 2-5.

Second heat—Wood, 1; Swendeman, 2; Boles, 3; time,

2:19. Johnson started but could not catch the field.

Final heat—Maxwell 1; Wood, 2; Boles, 3; Kindevat-

ter, 4; time, 2:26 3-5.

One mile, open—Johnson, 1; Wood, 2; Swendeman, 3;

time, 2:38 2 5. There was a piano for the winner of this

race and Johnson was very discreet. He took the pace

until Swendeman went by, then closed in snugly behind

him. Fifty yards from the finish he rau away, with

Wood and Swendeman almost a dead heat for second

place.

Two-mile, team race—Pastime Athletic Club. St. Louis,

161 points, 1 ; Kansas City Cyclists, 123 points, 2. Grath,

ofithe Pastimes, won seven laps out of the eight. War-
ren, the K. C. C.'s best man, fell at the second lap.

Three-mile, handicap—Warren. 340 yds., 1; Burt, 280

yds , 2; Coburn, 370 yds., 3; A. W. Miller, 410 yds., 4;

time, 7:39 1-5. Johnson could not catch the crowd, al-

though he rode hard to the end.

# # *

TWO DAYS AT CLEVELAND.

Zimmy Captures Eight Firsts—Meintjes' Good

Riding.

Cleveland, O., Sept. 1.—The two days' race

meet of the Cleveland Wheel Club ended suc-

cessfully yesterday, and thousands saw Zim-

merman win no less than eight firsts. The first

day he asked that the finals of theraces in which

he qualified be run in the afternoon instead

of the evening, and his request was granted.

However, he came out in the evening for the
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three-mile lap race and promised to make a

good race, which he did. Night racing seems

to have proved a great success. Lights were
strung on poles every twenty-five feet and no
shadows were thrown. Prizes were given for

every heat, and each was a good race in itself.

For the afternoon races the attendance each
day was 2,000 and each evening saw fully

2,500 present. The track, on the Athletic

club's grounds, only ten minutes' ride from
town, is a quarter-mile, banked only three feet

and yet there were only two falls in two days.

The "coming man" was brought forth by the

C. W. C. in L. C. Dorn, a lad who raced here

for the first time, capturing the novice and
two other events. Conn Baker defeated Meint-

jes once and A. I. Brown twice, each time in

hard finishes. Zimmerman drove the audience

wild by invariably dropping behind on the

back stretch and passing the entire field on the

home stretch. The summary:

One-mile, 2:40 class—First heat—E. C. Johnson, 1; Conn
Baker, 2; B. F. Goetz, 3; time, 3:50 2-5.

Second heat—L. C. Johnson, 1 ; G. D. Comstock, 2; O. L.

Brailey, 3; time, 2:57 2-5.

Final heat—E. C. Johnson, 1; Goetz, 2; Brailey, 2; L. C.

Johnson, 4; time, 2:47 3-5.

Half-mile, open—First heat—A. I. Brown, 1 ; W. F. Mur-
phy, 2; time, 1:13 2-5.

Second heat—Zimmerman, 1; Meintjes, 2; time, 1:12 4-5.

Final heat—Zimmerman, 1; A. I. Brown, 2; Meintjes, 3;

time, 1:12 4-5.

One-mile, handidap, Cleveland riders—First heat—A. I.

Brown, scratch, 1; J. T. Graves, 50 yds., 2; F. C. Chand
ler, 60 yds., 3; T. C. Collings, 40 yds., 4; time, 2:27 2-5.

Second heat—E. C. Johnson, scratch, 1; E. K. Upte-

graff, 100 yds., 2; B. Ft Goetz, 30 yds., 3; G. D. Comstock,
30 yds., 4; time, 2:30.

Final heat—E. C. Johnson, scratch, 1; L. C. Johnson, 25

yds., 2; H. P. Smith, 90 yds., 3; time, 2:25.

One-mile, open— First heat—A. I. Brown, 1: Conn
Baker, 2; H. E. Steenson, 3; time, 2:42 1-5.

Second heat—Zimmerman, 1; Meintjes. 2; A. L. Baker,

3; W. F. Murphy, 4; time, 2:44 1-5.

Final heat—Zimmerman, 1 ; Meintjes, 2; Conn Baker, 3;

A. L. Baker, 4; time, 2:40 2-5.

Two- mile, handicap—First heat—Conn Baker, 150 yds.,

1; O.L. Brailey, 275 yds., 2; J. T. Graves, 275 yds., .3; W.
F. Murphy, 100 yds , 4; T. C. Collings, 225 yds., 5; time,

5:01.

Second heat—Meintjes, 100 yds , 1 ; A. L. Banker, 225

yds., 2; G. D. Comstock, 225 yds., 3; F. C. Chandler, 275

yds., 4; W. K. Meyers, 350 yds., 5; time, 5:02 1-5.

Final heat—C. Baker, 150 yds., 1; Meintjes, 100 yds., 2;

A. L. Baker, 225 yds., 3; time, 5:0S.

Quarter-mile, open—First heat—A.I. Brown, 1; W. F.

Murphy, 2; E. F. Goetz, 3; time, :36.

Second heat—Zimmerman, 1; Meintjes, 2; Steenson, 3;

time, :37 2-5.

Fhml heat—Zimmerman, 1; A. I. Brown, 2; Meintjes, 3;

time, :35 1-5.

Two-mile, lap race, Zimmerman, 1; Meintjes, 2; C.

Baker, 3; time, 5:26 1-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—First heat—L. C. Dorn, 1 ; F. C.

Chandler, 2; C. G. Merrills, 3; time, :46.

Second heat—W. K. Meyers, 1: A. Bates, Jr., 2; Gus
Von Den Der Steinen, 3; time, 2:52 3-5.

Final heat^-L. C. Dorn, 1 ; C. G. Merrills, 2; F. C. Chand-
ler, 3; time, 2:52 2-5.

* * *

BODE AND KENNEDY A T BA Y CITY.

The Former Takes the Open Events and Latter

the Handicaps.

Bat City, Mich., Sept. 5.—The two days'

meet of the Bay City Wheelmen ended to-day.

Bode, Kennedy ind Steenson were the best

men present, and they managed to gobble

about all the good things in prizes. The
twenty-mile road race Monday morning was
won by B. E. Kellerrnan, of Flint, from the

seven-minute mark, while Fred Werner, of De-
troit, captured the time prize in 1 hr. 3 min. 19

sec. After the races in the afternoon Bode
rode a mile, paced, in 2:17, a quarter better

than the state record. Kennedy made two
excellent wins from scratch in the one and
two-mile handicap events, while Bode saved

himself for the open events. Monday's sum-
mary:

One-mile, novice—L. C. Carpenter, 1 ; F. C. Hicks, 2; W.
H. Milliken, 3; time, 2:49 1-2.

Quarter-mile, open—E. C. Bode, 1 ; Will Lonn, 2; Car-
penter, 3; time, :37.

One-mile, handicap—A. D. Kennedy, scratch, 1; H. E.
Steenson, 20 yds., 2; B. E. Kellerman, 120 yds., 3; time,
2:25 1-2.

Halt-mile. 1:10 class—Bode, 1; Steenson, 2; Page Hol-
comb 3; time, 1:30.

Two-mile, handicap—Kennedy, scratch, 1; F. D. Simp-
son, 220 yds., 2; Kellerman, 240 yds., 3; time, 5:08.

Halt-mile, open—Steenson, 1 ; Kennedy, 2; L. C. Quinnin,
3: time, 1:15.

SECOND DAY.

The surprise of the second day's races was
Bode's defeat by Steenson in the three-mile lap

race, as the former was booked to win. The
Detroiters had little trouble in capturing the

two-mile team race from the Indiana crew.
The summary:

Oje-mile, Bay County championship—E. C. Maas, 1; F.
P. Holcomb, 2; L. Carpenter, 3; time. 2:51.

One-mile, open—A. D. Kennedy, 1; H. E. Steenson, 2;

Will Lonn, 3; time, 2:42.

One mile, 3:00 class—H. L. Morris, Vassar, Mich., 1; H.
Schultz, Detroit, 2; J. Strachan, Saginaw, 3; time, 2:47.

Three-mile, lap—H. E. Steenson, 1; E. C. Bode, 2; Will
Lonn, 3; time, 10:25.

Halt-mile, handicap—H. L. Morris, 50 yds., 1; Steenson,
10 yds., 2; E. H. Foss, 80 yds., 3; time, 1:12.

Two-mile, team race—Schultz and Werner, Detroit, 1;

Lonn and Hinds, Laporte, 2; Kellerman and Walters,
Flint, 3; time, 6:041-2.

Five-mile, handicap— Kennedy , scratch, 1; Bode,
scratch. 2; Morris, 500 yds., 3; L. A. Eussell, 600 yds., 4;

time, 13:29.
* * *

CRACKS AT COLUMBUS.

Zimmerman and Johnson Ride Miles in 2:08 4-5

and 2:07 1-5.

Columbus, O., Sept. 6.—Yesterday's races

closed the two days' meet here and, as usual,

Zimmerman had his way. Monday Zimmer-
man, paced by Meintjes, Baker and the Bank-
ers, rode a mile in 2:08 4-5, and on^ Tuesday
Johnson cut the figure to 2:07 1-5, being paced
by Minor, Dirnberger, Rhodes and French.

The half was made in 1:03. Monday Zimmy
won his heat in the mile handicap in 2:15, but
did not start in the final. The important events

on Monday were as follows:

One-mile, handicap—French, 1; Con Baker, 75 yds., 2;

A. L. Baker, 110 yds., 3; Minor, 75 yds., 4; time, 2:08.

Two-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1: Johnson, 2; French, 3;

time, 5:31 4-5.

One-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Johnson, 2; Barrett, 3;

time, 2:28 2-5.

Half-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Johnson, 2; George
Banker, 3; time, 1:13 3-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—Con Baker, 1 ; E. C. Baker, 2; Tal-

ley, 3; time, 2:36 1-5.

One-mile, 2:50 class—Browne, 1; Steele, 2; Merrills, 3;

time, 2:45 1-5.

Five-mile, handicap—Minor, 1; Con Baker, 2; Meintjes,

3: time, 12:40 1-5.

TUESDAY.

One-mile, handicap—French, 75 yds., 1; Con Baker, 75

yds., 2; A. L. Baker, 110 yds., 3; Ehodes, 50 yds., 4; time,

2:15 1-5. .

Two-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Johnson, 2; Meintjes,

3; time, 5:18 2 5.

One-mile, 2:50 class—Steele, 1: Brown, 2; H. C. Banker,

3; time, 2:14 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Minor, 150 yds., 1; Ehodes, 100

yds., 2; A. L. Baker, 220 yds, 2; George Banker, 120 yds.,

4; time, 4:52.

One-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Johnson, 2; Meintjes, 3;

Barrett, 4; time, 2:23 1 5.

Three mile, lap race—Zimmerman, 15 points, 1; Bliss, 8

points, 2; Steele, 7 points, 3; time, 8:56 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—Talley, 90 yds., 1; Dirnberger, 20

yds., 2; Barrett, 15 yds., 3; E. C. Johnson, 10 yds., 4: time,

1:01 4-5.
* * -x-

Beat a Crank's Record.

At Syracuse, Monday, Van Wagoner rode a

mile, hands off, in 2:29 2-5, beating the record

ten seconds.

RACES AT QUAKERVILLE.

Wheeler Defeats Schofield—Many Track and

Road Events.

Philadelphia, Sept. 4.—Saturday, the cyc-
ling contingent of the Quaker City had a very
large inning, no less than four track meets and
three road events being run off in the city and
suburbs.

CASH PRIZE MEET.

At Tioga the professionals held forth. The
Englishman, Schofield, made his first appear-
ance. He won the novice race easily enough,
but in the mile lap race he quit after the first

lap. The best race of the day was the five-mile

handicap, which was won by C. W. Ashinger,

from the 480-yard mark, in 13:25 4-5. Wheel-
er's time from scratch was 13:35. Summary:
One mile, lap race—Wheeler, 10 points, 1; Eicb, 9 points,

2; Dorntge, 4 points, 3; time, 2:35 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Kanaska, 90 yds,, 1: Kluge, 80

yds., 2; Dorntge, 80 yds., 3; time, 5:16 1-5.

Five-mile, handicap—Ashinger, 480 yds., 1; Albert, 500

yds., 2; Williams, 400 yds., 3; time,13:25 4-5.

BANK CLERKS' SPORTS.

The Bank Clerks' A. A. sports on the Uni-

versity grounds Saturday resulted as follows:

One-mile, handicap—J. Diver, 20 yds., 1; W. N. Emory,
125 yds., 2: time, 2:30 4.5.

Half-mile, scratch—J. Diver, 1; John Heishley, 2; F. B.

Marriott, 3; time, 1:14 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—J. A. Mead, 90 yds., 1; F. B. Mar-
riott, SO 3'ds., 2; J. Diver, scratch, 3; time, 5:25.

EACES AT WEST CHESTEE.

Six races were run off at the Chester County
fair, Saturday afternoon. The summary:

One-mile, Chester County championship— George M.

Coates, 1; Herbert P. Vance, 2; H. C. Beebe, 3; time, 3:12.

One-mile, open—C. S. Lagen, 1; John A. Meacl, 2; H. P.

Vance, 3; time, 3:00 1-2.

Two-mile, handicap—E. Oberholtzer, 100 yds., 1; H. P.

Vance, 70 yds., 2; H. C. Beebe, 3; time, 5:50.

In the Quaker City Wheelmen's road race

Saturday, Dempman made a record of 13:24

for the course. Within an hour H. C. Hoch-
stadter lowered, in another race, to 13:16 2-5.

* * *

Pot-Hunters at Decatur.

The bicycle events at Decatur, HI., Friday

last, held in connection with the trotting meet-

ing, brought out a splendid crowd, f illy 3,000

people being on the grounds. Unquestionably

the bicycle races were responsible for the

attendance at the trotting races during the

week. Miner, of Indianapolis, and several

Chicago men were among the riders, the

former capturing the mile open and Peck the

two-mile handicap. Track was very rough,

except at the pole, but good times were made,

notwithstanding. On account of broken

wheels Nicolet and Root did not ride in the

mile open. The trotting association proposes

giving a meet next year, when $3,000 worth of

prizes will be hung up. The "bookies " on the

ground offered pools on the bicycle races, but

little business was done. The summary:

One-mile, open—E. V. Minor, Indianapolis, 1 : W. S.

Kuby, California, 2; James Levy, Chicago C. C, 3; time,

2:33 1-2.

One-mile, Macon county riders—F. S. Coleman, 1; F. S.

Dodd, 2; Charles Batcheldor, 2; time, 2:45 3-4.

Two-mile, handicap—C. H. Peck, Chicago C. C, 40 yds.,

1; James Levy, Chicago C. C, 100 yds., 2; G. W. Denison,

Englewood C. G, 100 yds., 3; time, 5:19.

* * *

Cash Prize Backers Satisfied.

Those people who are fond of making com-

parisons as to the attractiveness of amateur

and professional racing, can draw a lesson

from the fact that at the recent New York
meet, or in fact most of the professional meets,

the referee has no need to put a time limit on
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"DO RAMBLERS STAND? * 9

" At His Own Risk."

195 Lbs. ON 22 Lbs., OVER ROUGH ROADS.

18113.Batesbikc, S. C, Feb. 2'

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen:—I have delayed acknowledging receipt of the Rambler Racer

that you sent me, for the reason that I wanted to try it. Please accept my sin-

cere thanks for putting me up such a job. It is undoubtedly the finest looking

and easiest running wheel that I have ever seen. I have ndden featherweights

made by the very best English companies, and light wheels and heavy wheels

made by American companies, but I have never had a light wheel that stood up
so well, and responded to one's desires in steering, coasting, hill-climbing and
rough rode riding, and I have never had a heavy 50-lb. wheel that I think was as

strong as this 22-lb. Racer, except one, and that was a Diamond Rambler No. 1.

I have ridden my Rambler Racer right after the heaviest snows and rains ever

known in this country, and almost made our country dirt roads impassable; yet

I have not failed to get where I wanted to go. and I generally got there pretty

quick and in good shape, both as to wheel and rider. My weight is 195 lbs. I

would not exchange it for any wheel made in this or the Old World, and I feel

sure that my faith in the Rambler will keep me riding the best wheel.

Again thanking you for putting me up such a job, I am,
(Signed.) C. B. Buiet.

"He Wanted to Test the Materials- -and did."

170 Lbs. ON 22 Lbs., FOR 116 MILES.

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 20, 18'J3.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—I received the special Rambler Racer through the Detroit

Cycle Co., of this city, Thursday last, the 17th. Beyond doubt it is the best

wheel I have ever seen. It suits me elegantly. It is just my fit, as I am 6 feet

high. Yesterday I decided to see what material was in it, and Mr. Hobert, of

the Diamond Wheelmen, and myself, made a run of 116 miles over all kinds of

roads and hills, and I came through without a scratch. Very good for a 22-lb.

wheel carrying 170 pounds.
Thanking you again for the fine wheel you sent me, I remain,

(Signed) E. B. Easter, Sec.-Treas. Diamond Wheelmen.

"Reeord Breaker Beedleson Savs They're Strong."
HE OUGHT TO KNOW.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—In reply to your inquiry regarding your tires, which I useJ on
my recent record-breaking trip from San Francisco to New York, I have only to

say that aside from that which was caused by my own carelessness, I had no
trouble with them at all. I am satisfied that few, if any, other tires could have
stood the tremendous strain to which they were subjected. More than 1000 miles
were over the ties of the Union and Central Pacific railroads. I am confident
that your corrugated tire is the best obtainable for country touring, and for

muddy roads there is no equal. The only puncture on the entire trip was when
I stupidly ran into a barbed wire fence.

(Signed) Frank S. Beedleson,
One-legged representative of the Athlete.

GENTLEMEN-They are still at it.

2 firsts, 1 third, 1 fourth.Cincinnati,

Philadelphia,

Orwigsburg, Pa.,

Asbury Park, N. J

Champaign, 111.,

Saginaw, Mich., I

Chicago Road Rac, first place and first time prizes.

1

Keep your eye on this space.

" Soldier Boys Appreciate Ramblers."

Washington, D. C, Aug. 11, 1893.

At the regular meeting of the Second Separate Company (Washington
Military Cyclists), D. C. N. G., on Thursday, Aug. 3, 1893, the following resolu-
tions received the unanimous votes of the members present:

Resolved: That the Second Separate Company bears in mind the kindness
of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. during its recent trip, and will testify to the
value of its wheels, there being only two Ramblers in the crowd, and both of
these were among the five that finished the century run. (There were 11 starters.)

Resolved: That a copy of these resolutions be furnished the Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Co. , and that a copy be spread on the minutes of the meeting.

(Signed) Irving V. Cobleigh,
Secretary at Business Meeting.

Yours for speed,

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK.

MENTiON THE REFERE^
COVENTRY, Eng,
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the riders, as the referee of the amateur con-

tests generally has to. In New York, in the

mile races without any limit, the riders aver-

aged around 2:30, but in Chicago it was nearer

2:40 with a limit. There is no doubt whatever
that the professionals are giving good, square

and honest racing, and the comments made by
spectators are very creditable to the cash prize

riders. All the N. C. A. riders rightly believe

tLat the success or failure of the enterprise de-

pends largely upon themselves; a fact Presi-

dent Byrnes solemnly impressed on them at

the first meeting in New York, and the riders

seem to have remembered the lecture, as their

work throughout the circuit has been praise-

worthy. The people who are spending the

money are also well satisfied with the progress

of the institution, and one of them remarked
recently: " We are willing to put up money
for another year at least, if the men will give

us such racing as we witnessed here to-day;

the money we have lost is a mere bagatelle and
we are well satisfied to go on losing if we have
the pleasure of witnessing such good sport.

We expect to educate the public up to pro-

fessional racing as conducted by the N. C. A.,

and to that end will at times introduce some
races before base ball games. We have every

confidence that the public next year will take

to the idea of cash prize racing by profess-

ionals."
* * -x-

Osmond's First Defeat.

Toronto, Ont., Aug. 31.—A magnificent

crowd saw Osmond in his first races in this

country to-day, as well as Rhodes of Chicago
and Hyslop, Canada's champion, and but for

the fact that it rained until 2 o'clock at least

10,000 people would have attended the races of

the Toronto B. C. The small track was poorly

banked and such large men as Rhodes and Os-

mond could not navigate the turns, though
they rode fast on the straights. Osmond rode

from scratch in the half-mile handicap in

1:07 2-5, lowering Zimmerman's Canadian rec-

ord by three fifths of a second, but bein?; un-

placed. Hyslop lowered the Canadian five-

mile record from 13:41 to 13:03 3-5 in the

five-mile open. In the mile open Rhodes justly

claimed a foul on Hyslop, who cut in front of

him and Osmond, but the claim was not al-

lowed. Rhodes received an ovation from the

people, who saw clearly enough that he was
entitled to first place. The summary:

k One-mile, novice—F. W. Gullet, 1 ; T. W. Carlyle, 3; time,

3:46.

Quarter-mile, open—W. Hyslop, 1 ; W. A. Rhodes, 3,

time, :34 4-5.

One-mile, 2:45 class—T. B. McCarthy, 1;H. Talton, 2;

time, 2:37 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—C. C. Harbottle, 45 yds., 1 ; W. A.

Rhodes, 35 yds., 2; time, 1:04.

One-mile, open—w. Hyslop, 1; W.A.Rhodes, 2; F. J.

Osmond, 3; time, 2:39 3-5.

Two-mile, 6:00 class—F. W. Young, 1; H. D. McKellar,

2; time, 5:52.

Five-mile, open—W. Hyslop, 1; W. A. Rhodes, 2; W. M.
Carman, 3; time, 13:03 3 5.

One-mile, city championship—C. C. Harbottle, 1 ; F. W.
Young, 2; time, 2:34.

* * . »

No Cracks Were There.

Boston, Sept. 2.—The Maiden Bicycle Club

again tried its hand at holding a tournament

at Waltham this afternoon, but it must be ad-

mitted that it was not a success. The racing

was all that could be desired, but so small a

crowd of spectators has seldom been seen at

this track. This was undoubtedly caused by

the inclement weather and the absence of

cracks. All morning it rained heavily, but

about noon it cleared up and the sun came out.

The damage was done, and but few persons

went to the races. During the afternoon Mc-
Duffee was thrice defeated by local cracks,

once in the mile handicap by Coleman, and in

the third and two-thirds division championship
by Saunders and Farrell respectively. The
summary

:

One-mile, novice—L. N. Gowell, 1 ; George Plantiff, 2;

Alvin Fuller, 3; time, 2:48.

One mile, open—E. A. McDuffee, 1 ; F. M. Haggerty, 2;

J. Williams, 3; time, 2:26 4-5.

Third-mile, open—E. A. McDuffee, 1; P. J. McDuffee, 3;

Watson Coleman, 3; time, :51 1-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—J. C. Wettergreen, 1; H. J. Pot, 2;

E. G. Merrill, 3; George E. Quinn, 1; W. H. Sentre, 5;

time, 2:53 1-5.

Third-mile, rim and ride—L. A. C. Kelly, 1; G. W.
Philips, 2; E. J. Clark, 3; time, 2:21 1-5.

One-mile, handicap, 2:45 class—Watson Coleman, 115

yds., 1; E. A. McDuffee, scratch, 2; John Bianchi, 130 yds.,

3; C. G. Williams, 85 yds., 4; C. W. Bowles, 140 yds., 5; A.

F. Wisner, 6; time, 2:48 3-5.

Third-mile, division championship—W. F. Saunders, 1

;

E. A. McDuffee, 2; J. C. Wettergreen, 3: time, :48.

One-mile, handicap—John Bianchi, 1; P. J. McDuffee, 3;

E. G. Merri'l, 95 yds., 3; George E. Quinn, 80 yds., 4; E. J.

Clark, 140 yds., 5; F. B. Emerson, 110 yds., 6; time, 2:28 2-5.

Two-third mile, division championship—J. A. Farrell, 1

;

E. A. McDuffee, 2; J. C. Wettergreen, 3; time, 1:41.

Wheeler Defeats Schofield.

New York, Sept. 5.—A large crowd of peo-

ple was at Manhattan Field yesterday to see

England's crack, T. W. Schofield, try conclu-

sions with "Kid" Wheeler. The people saw
him try, that was all, for Wheeler beat him in

the first heat of the mile open and after that

he did not ride, except in the consolation,

which he won from Kanaska is 2:50 1-5. Scho-

field claimed that the other cash riders pock-

eted him and this was his reason for not win-

ning and not riding in the other events.

Bartholomew won the first heat in the mile

handicap, but fell in the last. In the five-mile

handicap Albert's wheel broke and he brought

down Ashinger. The summary

:

One-mile, open, purse $100—First heat—H. C. Wheeler,

1; J. W. Schofield, 2; C. W. Price, 3; time, 2:3/.

Second and final heat—H. C. Wheeler, 1; A. B. Rich, 2;

C. W. Price, 3; C. W. Dorntge, 4; time, 2:46.

One-mile, handicap, purse $125—First heat— H. E.

Bartholomew, 75 yds., 1; A. B. Rich, 35 yds., 2; C. W.
Price, 50 yds.; 3; Frank Albert, 145 yds., 4; time, 2:241-5.

Second heat—H. C. Wheeler, scratch, 1; C. L. Williams,

100 yds, 2; Carl Hess, 40 yds., 3; time, 2:25 1-5.

Final heat-H. C. Wheeler, 2; Frank Albert, 2; C. W.
Dorntge, 3; C. W. Ashinger, 4; time, 2:23 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap, purse $155—Frank Albert, 270

yds., 1; C. W. Ashinger, 260 yds., 2; J. E. Starbuck, 110

yds., 3; time, 4:53 4-5.

Five-mile, handicap, purse $170—A. B. Rich, scratch, 1;

C. W. Price, 80 yds., 2; C. W. Dorntge, 20 yds., 3; time,

13:19.

One-mile, consolation, purse $50—J. W. Schofield, 1; H.

Kanaska, Milwaukee, 2; Carl Hess, 3; time, 2:50 1-5.

* -x- *

Rhodes Wins All at Brantford.

Brantford, Ont., Aug. 31.—W. A. Rhodes,

of Chicago, won each event in which he started

to-day, defeating Hyslop and Robinson, the

Canadians. The mile open was won by Rhodes
in 2:48, with Hjslop second and Robinson

third. The race was run over, the result being

the same and the time just 2:45. Rhodes cap-

tured the last two heats in the half-mile open,

best two in three, with Hyslop second and
Robinson third; time of last heat, 1:12. Rob-

inson won the first heat, Hyslop second and
Rhodes third.

There were six starters in the five-mile open,

on the last quarter Rhodes was leading by fifty

yards and when fifty yards from the tape was
even more ahead of Robinson, Hyslop not

being a starter. At this point a dog ran across

the track and Rhodes ran over the animal. He
received a bad fall and was unconscious for an

hour, being severely bruised and cut. Though
Robinson crossed the tape first in 14:26, the

officials gave the race to Rhodes.

* # *

At Newark, Ohio.

Newark, O., Sept. 2.—Several races were
held at the fair grounds yesterday, a good
crowd witnessing them. The summaiy:
One-mile, novice—Judson Lewis, 1; F. L. Brooke, 2; C.

D. Maholm, 3; time, 2:50.

Half-mile, club—J. R. Browne, 1; J. E. Stinger, 2; C. D.

Maholm, 3; time, 1:13.

One-mile, "championship, " limit, 2:50—J. E. Stinger, 1

;

J. R. Browne, 2; J. Lewis. 3; time, 3:07. No race.

Quarter mile, open—Browne, 1; Lewis, 2; R. C. Linga-

felter, 3; time, :S5 2-5.

Two-mile, club handicap—Lewis, 125 yds., 1; Browne,
scratch, 2; Brooke, 200 yds., 3; time, 5:25.

* * *

Bliss At Syracuse.

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 5.—Yesterday fully

5,000 people attended the races and games of

the Syracuse A. C. Bliss, Tuttle and Bamber-
ger were the fast men here, the former win-

ning the two-mile handicap and the mile open.

The summary:

One-mile, novice—Murray, 1; Hughes, 2; Coville, 3;

time, 2:45 4-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Bliss, Chicago, scratch, 1 ; Foell,

Buffalo, 2; McTaggart , Rochester, 3; Murray, 4; Le Mes-
surier, Rochester, 5; time, 4:48 3-5.

Half-mile, Central New York championship—Gardner,
1 ; Babcock, 2; Fisher, 3; time, 1:30 2-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—Brown, 1; Blake, 2; Kammer, 3;

time, 2:47 2-5.

One-mile, handicap, city championship—Hughes, 120

yds., 1; Smith, 110 yds., 2; Murray, 50yds., 3; time, 2:17 4-5.

One-mile, open—Bliss, 1; Tuttle, 2; Ackerman, 3; time,

2:37. No race.

Quarter-mile, open—Dirnberger, 1 ; Murray, 2; McTag-
gart, 3; time, :34 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—Le Messurier, 90 yds., 1; Foell, 85

yds., 2; Waterbury, 3; time, 2:13 3-5.

Taylor and Githens at Waltham.

Waltham, Mass., Sept. 4.—Three thousand
people witnessed the cycle tournament this

afternoon under the auspices of the Waltham
club. Two local records were broken, Taylor

doing a quarter in :31 2-5, and later going a

mile, against time, standing start, with pace-

makers, in 2:19 1-5. The fastest previous mile

on this track was 2:21 2-5, by Taylor, on June
17. The summary:

One-mile, special—G. F. Taylor, 1; E. A. McDuffee, 2;

H. A. Githens, 3; James Clark, 4; time, 2:34 4-5.

One-rnile, 2:30 class—James Clark, 1; C. G. Williams, 2

J. P. Clark, 3; time, 2:47 3-5.

Third mile, open—George Taylor, 1; A. W. Porter, 2; E.

A. McDuffee, 3; time, :47 4-5.

One-mile, handicap, Waltham ridel's—A. W. Porter, 1

;

F. M. Haggarty, 2; C. G. Williams, 3; A. F. Wisner, 4;

time, 2:23.

Third-mile, handicap—Watson Coleman, scratch, 1; E.

G. Merrill, 2; W. H. Senter, 3; time, :45 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—H. A. Githens, 1; F. M. Haggarty,

2; Gaston Plantiff, 3; J. P. Clark, 4; James Clark, 5;

time, 2:24 4-5.
* -x- *

Nearly Went Astray.

A New Jersey rider had been riding in races

in Massachusetts and entered races at Asbury
Park in which he was not entitled to ride. E.

P. Bumham, a Massachusetts handicapper,

wrote F. P. Prial about the young man, and
the latter and Raymond spoke to the youth

just as he was starting at Asbury Park.

* * X-

Lake View Will Race.

The annual five-mile road race for the cham-
pionship of the Lake View Cycling Club will

be run on Saturday afternoon, Sept. ft, at 5

o'clock over the regular club course. The
championship medal is now held by Gus Steele

and he will be on hand to defend it against C,
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A. Wescott, W. F. West, A. H. Hehmch, J. F.

Hudson, C. A. Fox, J. W. Sehieferstein, M. H.

Mayer, C. A. Stacy and others to the number
of twenty. This has always been one of the

most interesting races of the season and this

year the Lake View's will turn out the fastest

men in the history of the race.

* * *

The Minnette Race.

The ten-mile handicap race of the Minnette

Cycle Corps was held Saturday last over the

west side course, starting at 5:30 o'clock. But
seventeen of the fifty-one entrants started. G.

L. Turnbull had no trouble in winning the race

from the five-minute mark, while Waugh,
from scratch, won a $50 time medal. The first

ten finished as follows:

H'd'p. Time.

G. L. Turnbull 5:00 32:23

W. B. Lewis 4:00 31:41

F. O. Soderstrom 5:45 33:37

AlHess 5:00 32:58

R. Mandel 3:45 32:08

G. W. Clark .'

7:30 36:32

W. E. Waugh Scratch 29:03

P.Grant 2:00 31:01

J.C.Martin , 5:45 34:57

R.M.Hanson 4:00 33:34

* * *

Pittsfield (Mass.) Races.

That famous old-time club the Berkshire

County Wheelmen, had a good crowd and good
racing at Pittsfield last Saturday, even if the

lead.ng cracks were absent. The Nelson boys

had a royal time with the prizes. A family

of Clarks seemed also to be very much in it.

The morning was devoted to the preliminary

heats. E. A. Nelson won the half-mile open,

in 1:16 2-5, his brother, C. T., taking second. J.

P. Clark, twenty yards, first and J. Clark,

scratch, second, was the result of the

three-mile handicap, while the same riders

took third and first places, respectively, in the

mile open, E. A. Nelson separating them. The
other races were principally local.

* * *

Twelve-Hour Race Abroad.

The editor of Le Cyclinte Beige, published at

Brussels, writes us as follows:

I have the pleasure to apprise you of the fact that on

the 17th of September will be run on the world-famous

cement track in Ghent, Belgium, a twelve-hour race,

organized by ourselves and the committee of the said

track, Le Velodrome Gantois, together with a selection of

well-known sportsmen. The race will be held strictly

under the rules of the N. C. TT. or any other body barring

professional riders of its ranks. Each competitor is ex-

pected to produce his license at the time of entering.

Beautiful prizes, the value of which will amount to SI,000,

will be awarded. Good trainers will be provided and all

competitors well attended. We are endeavoring to make
the event first-class in every respect.

* * *

At Piqua, Ohio.

Piqua, O., Sept. 5. The tri-state races held

here to-day resulted as follows:

Quarter-mile, open—Edwin Wilson, 1; F. J. Wagner, 2;

E. D. McLeon, 3; time, :36 4-5.

One-mile, open—C. C. Van Tine, 1; O. L. Brailey, 2; C.

E. Tudor, 3; time, 2:37.

Half-mile, open—Van Tine, 1; Tudor, S; G. H. EUithorpe,

3; time, 1:17 3-5.

Five-mile, open—Van Tine, I; EUithorpe, 2; Tudor, 3;

time, 15:21.
* * *

Zimmerman Rides in 2:05 3-5.

Springfield, O., Sept. 6.—Zimmerman to-

day rode the fastest mile of the year, 2:05 3-5,

which is a second better than his own record.

Bliss took him the first quarter in :29, Dirn-

lierger the half in 1:00 2-5 and Meintjes and

French the last half. The races were all good

and resulted as follows:

Half-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Dirnberger, 2; Barrett,

3; time, 1:10.

One-mile, handicap—Varitine, 1 10 yds., I; Bliss, 10 yds.,

2: Dirnberger. 10 yds., :!: time, 2:14 1-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Zimmerman. 1; Dirnberger. '-': Ar-

thur Banker. 3; time. :34.

Two-mile, handidap—Bliss, »0 yds., 1: Rhodes, 50 yds.,

2; Barrett, 100 yds., 3; time, 4:11 4-5.

One-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1 ; Bliss and Dirnberger

tie for 2; Meintjes. 3; time, 2:42 3-5.

* * *

Springfield Gobbles Them Op.

Walter Sanger commenced hard work at

Springfield, last week, and for the first few

days rode twelve and fifteen miles morning

and afternoon. He said his enforced rest had

increased his weight and Saturday morning

told the Referee that it would be doubtful if

he would ride at Hartford or anywhere else

before the Springfield tournament. It is quite

possible that the S. B. C. will take in the ex-

pelled rider as itdid in Windle's case.

* * *

Linneman at Jamestown.

Jamestown, N. Y., Sept. 5.—To-day's races

resulted as follows:

Half-mile, handicap—Linneman, 1; McFarlaind, 2;

Buck, 3; time, 1:08 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—Linneman, 1; McFarland, 2; Foell,

3; time, 2:29 1-2.

Five-mile, handicap—Luce, 1; Buck, 2: Fenton, 3; Lin-

neman, 4; time, 14:10 1-2.

* * -*

Twenty-Six Miles in an Hour.

On Monday a dispatch was received from

London, saying that Ernest Osmond and

J. W. Stock, on a tandem (Whitworth, prob-

ably) had covered 26 miles, 156 yards in the

hour.

Word was also received that Edge had low-

ered the American IOC-mile record (Linneman's

5 hrs., 4S min., 45 sec.) in a scratch race.

Race Notes.

The Oshkosh-Neenah (Wis.) road race, held

Monday, was won by T. Anderson, of Wau-
paca, A. M. Chandler, of the same place, being

second.

A two-mile handicap at Santa Barbara, Cal.,

Aug. 23, resulted: F. W. Robbins, 50 yds., 1;

A. H. Ballentine, scratch, 2; V. P. Kelton, 75

yds., 3; time, 5:45 1-2.

Another meeting will be held on Chester

Park track, Cincinnati, in October, providing

Sanger and Zimmerman can be induced to

ride, together with other cracks.

The five-mile handicap of the Lake View
club was held Saturday on Diamond's track,

Gruis winning in 16:10, while Wescott cap-

tured the time prize in 14:46 2-5.

The Dallas (Tex.), Wheel Club has closed a

contract with the State Fair Association for

the building of a quarter-mile track and the

erection of a grand stand, with dressing rooms.

In a one-mile open race at Strawberry

Point, Ii., Sept. 1, W. M. Baker won first

place; Edgar Smith; Montecello, la., second:

George Hilsinger, Sabula, la., third; time,

3:02 1-2.

A'yler rides without toe straps, the cleats on

his shoes holding his feet in position. This

was the cause of his slipping his pedal at Chi-

cago and Cincinnati. He fears a fall with his

feet strapped tight.

It is predicted by Windle's trainer that the

Milbury flier will lower his own records this

season. The mile figure is placed at 1 :56, and

two miles at 4:15. But Windle will not be the

onlj man after records in October. Sanger, it

is reported, will be up on a blue rim, and

Tyler, Taylor and many others will be in the

field. These men. their pacemakers and

trainers, will make a most interesting colony

for October.

The annual ten-mile road race of the South

Side C. C. will be held next week, Saturday.

The start and finish will be held at Fifty-fifth

and Halstead streets. The scratch men are

Spike, Bicker, Osmun, Braisie, Erickson and

Wallace.

The third of the Lozier Manufacturing Com-
pany's mile handicap bicycle races took place

Monday afternoon at the Toledo exposition

track. Parker, the winner of the two previous

races, was on scratch and, although he caught

the bunch, he was beaten at the finish by Wal-

lace, eighty yards, and Kruger, 100 yards, the

latter being second.

At the annual games of the New Jersey A.

C, at Bergen Point Monday, a mile handicap

was won by C. E. Dupuy of the Staten Island

A. C, in 2:21 3-5 from the sixty-yard mark.

F. Shafto, 85 yards, was second, and

C. W. Young, 90 yards, third. The Garfield

Wheelmen won the mile team race from the

Greenville Wheelmen, 19 to 17 points.

Wheel Around the Hub.

Next week the Boston Bicycle Club will re-

peat its famous "tour around the Hub." But
forty persons will be permitted to participate

in the repetition of the trip of '79. The party

will consist of men who have utilized the

wheel for at least ten years, and the stories

that will be told are greatly anticipated by the

rising generation. Each and every man of the

party rode a boneshaker of the olden days, and

can graphically recite the trials and tribula-

tions of those famous old times.

Anticipate Grand Racing.

The "international" races to be held at Wal-
tham Saturday by the Associated Cycling

Clubs of Boston and vicinity, promise to be

the finest yet held on that track. Everything

has been done for the comfort of the visitors,

while the track itself has been placed in the

finest condition. It is the hope of the manag-
ers that the fliers will do better than record.

The entry list includes the names of Windle,

Taylor, Bliss, Githens, Tyler, McDuffee, Gary
and Banker.

Gary Quits Racing.

Bos'.on's pet, Guy L. Gary, has withdrawn
from the racing arena. He announced his in-

tention of so doing by forwarding the follow-

ing letter to the chairman of the racing board

of the P. C. C:
Dear Sir—It is my very unpleasant duty to inform you

that I can no longer remain on the P. C. C. racing team.

My school is about to commence, and I have a great

many duties which I carnot attend to and continue rac-

ing. I have heartily enjoyed wearing the P.C.C. colors on
the track, and shall continue wearing it in road attire; but

in justice to myself I cannot spare the time to race.

Wishing the best of success to our team, I am, yours re-

spectfully, Gi'T L. Gart.

Lehr's Big Reception.

In relation to Sanger's reception upon his re-

turn from abroad, British Sport says August
Lehr was treated in much the same fashion

upon his return to Frankfort after defeating

Synyer and Osmond in the one-mile cham-
pionship of England in 1889. Not only was
the brass—or German—band there, but there

were fire wo ks in Frankfort that night to boot.
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
Are by far the Most Serviceable Tires of the times.

Track records count for naught. They result from purely lucky circumstances. We hold not a

few of them, however.

Tire.

It is the long, hard rides over execrable roads that prove the stability of a

Read not what we SAY but what we PROVE.

Bert Harding,
lb93.

(57:10. Imperial.
|

L. D. Munger, J-May20. Forest Park Road R:.ce. IT 1 2 miles. { 57:10. Arrow. y Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Ohas. Kiuderratter. ( | 57:11. King of Scorchers. i

C. A. Urban. May 30. 12-Mile Handicap Road Rifce,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, lnd.

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of.holes from recent
rains.

Otto Nenman, May 30. Winona, Minn.
1 1-2 mile.

1 1 mile.
1:12 1-5.

2:43.
Sterling
Special.

[- State Records.

E. C. Johnsou, May 30. Highland Park Races, Detroit.
\ 1-4 mile.

'\ 1-2 mile.
:32 2-5.

1:10. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.

Chas. Kitulercatter, May 30.
Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas

City, Mo. 10 1-10 miles. 30:21. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

M. Nelson, 1 1 55:44. 24 lb. March, wood runs.
)

Martin Nessel. VMay 30,
Pullman Race. 17 1-2 miles. < 55:17. Fowler. y

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

G. L. Emerson.
P. Casse,

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

5 3-4 miles.
|55:4S.
16:41 2-5.

22-lb. James.
Arrow. Casse is a youth of 14 years, his time

is State Record.
Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won

H. R. Renshaw May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

M. A. Hickman, June 13. Alabama State Championship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer. Morgan & Wright Tires.

C. E. Tudor, June 16. HanauerRoad Race. Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

B. H. Wylie •Tune 27. New York to Chicago. 1,038 miles.
10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

48:31.

49:01.

Sterling Special.
Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

Eniil Ulbricht,
A. L. l^onhardt.
John Clark,

J-
July 4.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

10 1-2 miles.
Special.
Stephens.
Special.

J Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
V Ulbricht's time is best record
) for course by 1:56.

Breaking the competition record
Frank Waller, 'Titly 4. Indianapolis. 3 Miles, 7:31. Arrow. for this distance.

J. F. Reitzner, July 4. Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race. 16 1-2 miles. 47:41. James. Second best time.

E. M. Spike, July 4, " " " " 16 1-2 miles. 49:40. Eagle-Altair.

H. H. Wylie, July 15. Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30. Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires."

G. Meirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a youth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.

A. i. Lconhardt, July\15. Lake View coarse. 5 miles. 13.30. Stephens. Urea-king record for distance.

Frank Waller, July 29. Silsendegen road race. 25 miles. 1:06:10. Arrow.
Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

F. M. James, Denver to Chicago. 1,200 miles. 12 days. Sterling S2>ecial. Bid not even pump tires u.p the

F. J. Ashton. July 31.
Rockford to Chicago and re-

turn.
200 miles. 20 hours Sterling Special.

entire distance.
"Double century; no trouble, of

E. Ulbricht, Aug. 12.
( kilometres, international. 62 miles. 2:52:312-5. Whitworth.

course. 11

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this

C. T. Knisely, Aug.'.26. Illinois Road Race. 10 miles. 27:55. March.
event.

American Road Record.

H. H. Wylie, Aug.;26. Review Road Race. 5 3-4 miles. 15:06. Sterling Special. Equaling American Record.

W. J. Doyle, Aug.'.W. Rogers Park Road Race. G miles. 18:30. Sterling Special. Won from scratch, time and 1st place

H. T. Ferguson, July 22. Rogers Park Road Race.

Ohio Road Race.

3 miles.

12 miles.

S:19.

38:54.

"Wylie's" Sterling.

Fowler.

Won from scratch, time and 1st place.

F. L. Olds. Aug. 22.
-* 2nd place and 1st time.

WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS SAY:
From a prominent Detroit merchant :

We are USING and DEMANDING- M. & W. Tires; not so much on account of the price you may make us, but because it is TIME, MONEY
and TRADE saved. If we bad known as much as we do now we would have had YOUR TIRES on EVRRY wheel we sold this year.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best, Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next years interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOU WANT!
FOR 189-4.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WOBLD OF INFOKMAIIOIT.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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TRADE IN NEW YORK.

Generally Dull, but Dealers Anticipate a Good

Season in '94.

There is little doing, very little. Sunday
rentals with the retailers, however, seem to

continue good, especially in the neighborhood

of Central Park, which keeps the wolf from
the door in many cases. Still they are felling

wheels, and it is a very dull day when a sale is

not accomplished. With the Ormonde com-
pany, President Willis and Secretary Bridg-

man stated that business is undeniably quiet,

but the past season has been a fairly good one.

They are still doing considerable in sundries,

and some sales. L. C. Jandorff , the spot-cash-

job-lot man, is doing business, and he adver-

tises all kinds of makes at cut rates. Three

weeks ago he had only eight machines at his

place and the other day he had a hundred and
over, which shows he must be selling and in-

tends to sell. A call at the Smith Wheel
Manufacturing Company found the Dart

manufacturers still making wheels and they

report a good trade the past few months. This

concern may take more capital into i's business

and start out on a larger scale next year.

The employes of the Bidwell tire manufac-

tory were taking a day off at the seaside.

Frank White was out of town, and several

clerks; said that business was about over for the

season and preparations for next season were
under way. The Bidwell company, instead of

discharging its employes in the dull season,

has adopted the humane plan of cutting down
time all round, so that all can at least earn the

necessary brtad to keep body and soui together.

A. D. Loucks, who is the head of the bicycle

business of the concern, said that the strin-

gency of the money market had affected his

concern, as it has all others, but that the firm

had done a good business and that the tire de-

partment had made splendid headway.

Alec Schwalbach, manager of the Liberty

store at Broadway and Central Park, sajs that

Libertys have sold like early peaches and that

his firm is well satisfied. Frank Ray, the G. &
J. manager, has his window and handsome
store decorated with sundries and the latest G.

& J. products, among them being a nineteen-

pound racer with 1-inch front pneumatics and
and 1 1-3 inch rear. The trade with this con-

cern has been very satisfactory until very re-

cently.

Gilmour & Porter have had a fair season's

business and are now pushing lamps and lubri-

cating oils. Peck & Snyder's up-town store,

also Spalding's, has had a fair share of luck,

so has Sydney Bowman, the Columbia up-town

agent. Treasurer Douglas, of the Premier

company, says there is no foundation for the

report that the Premier company will build a

factory in this country, and that President

Johnson is still in Coventry. The company
may, however, import the parts and put the

machines together in this country, on the plan
of the Raleigh company.

Collins & Nuttall, of Twenty-seventh street

and Seventh avenue, are satisfied with the
progress made, and as they do not depend en-

tirely on the bicycle trade, are quite cheer-

ful. The professionals are still planking down
their cash for Raleighs, and Manager Macdon-
ald will not let a wheel go out of the place un-
less on a cash basis. Managing Director Frank
Bowden is expected here next week and dur-

ing his stay will probably take a week's shoot-

ing up in the Adirondacks with some friends.

The Remington Cycle Company, over whose
destinies G. Minturn Worden presides in New
York, is busy with its '94 models. Through
being a late in starting this year, they lost

valuable time, but next season they propose to

be right in it. Van Vleck, of Broadway, who
handles the Telegram and Raglan, has had a
good season's business. McKee & Harrington,

makers of the Lyndhurst, are, of course, de-

lighted with the success of their machines on
road and path. In truth, they have a pretty

and stable wheel. Mr. Harrington recently

gave it as his opinion that first-class wheels

would command the usual first-class price next

year.

Von Lengerke & Detmokl, of Murray street,

are showing two Warwick '94 models which
are a little different in construction from last

season. Elliott Mason, refreshed by a week's

vacation and a visit to Col. Pope at his seaside

residence, is once more at his desk, and gives

it as his opinion that there will be no great

drop in Columbias next year. He says Colum-
bias are two well known; too well appreciated

to need any reduction.

Spalding's place on Broome street and Broad-

way is quiet at present, but still selling Victors,

a good display of which is made. A. B. Bark-

man and Peter Loane, Jr., have been experi-

menting with a new pneumatic. Peter has

also several other ideas in his head; a head that

is famous for its inventiveness The Campbell
Cycle Company seems to be somewhat at sea,

and the return of Neill Campbell, manager,
from Niagara Falls, has been looked for for

many weeks.

Schoverling, Daly & Gales report things

quiet, but are selling a good many things in

sundries. Godfrey & Son, Warren street, have
done well with the New Mail, Lovell and other

wheels and propose to go into the business

deeper next year.

SWIFT PEOPLE MAY CLOSE.

The Coventry Machinists' Company Not Satified

With the Outlook.

There is a possibility of the Coventry

Machinists' Company closing its Bosto 1 and
Chicago stores within the next sixty days. Such
a rumor has been current on Cycle Row during

the past few days. Mr. Marrett, of the Chicago

house, said such a move was likely, but that at

present nothing definite had been decided

upon. Manager Grinyer, he said, would arrive

in town to-day (Friday) and then the matter

would be settled. The company which makes
the Swift has not been at all satisfied with the

business done and, Mr. Marrett says, can see

no prospect of trade being improved. The de-

lays biought about in getting wheels from far-

off England, to say nothing of the high duties,

have probably caused the company to look

upon the matter as it does.

The company had figured on building a fac-

tory in this country but decided to give up the

scheme. It is not at all unlikely that the pros-

pect of a lowering of the tariff on bicycles had
something to do with this move; in fact it was
stated openly that nothing would be done
until the tariff question had been settled. Mr.
Marrett has for a long time wanted his com-
pany to send parts over in the rough and to

finish them and assemble the wheels here, but
the idea does not, apparently, meet with the

company's approval.

Mr. Marrett was asked what he would
do in case the company gave up its

two American houses. He said he did

not know, but thought it more than
likely that he should remain in this country,

though he could not decide until the clos-

ing question was settled.

A Chat by William Bowden.
While watching for the New York and Cam-

pania to get into their docks last Saturday,

William Bowden, of the Seddon Tire Com-
pany, said, in substance: "There had been a
little delay in closing the deal made here last

February, owing to my work on the continent

on behalf of my company, and as the matter
here required my personal attention it was im-

possible to close up the business until now. I

am pleased to say the sale of patents to Euro-
pean companies amounted to £65,000 profit to

the parent company. And with the American
businc ss added will make the respectable total

of £105,000; this accomplished within six

months, I think, is a record. Of course the

amount is partly in cash and partly in shares;

but the shares are looked upon as most valua-

ble, more especially the American. The
American business is now finally closed

and the company starts with a registered

capital of £65,000. It is styled the American
Seddon Tire Company, Ltd. S. Y. L'Home-
dieu, a gentleman of high standing in the tire

trade and well known as a smart businessman,

becomes managing director, and the rest of

the officials will be Americans. Of course I

believe this will be for the best interests of the

company, as I am of the opinion that no Eng-
lishman is capable of conducting business in

America nearly so satisfactorily as an Ameri-
can, inasmuch as they are not acquainted with
the customs of the country and invariably

make a lot of bad debts, due almost entirely to

a want of knowledge of the financial standing

of the firms they do bus ness with. Besides,

the business methods of the two countries dif-

fer very much. [Facts which have been
pointed out by the Referee many a time.

—

Ed.]

"The Seddon tire has improved in detail for

1894 considerably. I have no hesitation in say-

ing that the tire will take in America. Sam-
ples of the improved tire will be in the hands
of every maker in America within the next
month, and Mr. L'Homedieu is prepared to

make contracts immediately for next season's

delivery.

" I have just returned from the world's fair,

and can only sav that the fair is beyond de-

scription, and requires a personal visit to be

appreciated.

" The currency question, I have no doubt,

has injured the cycle trade a little, but

next year may be looked upon as the very best

year seen here, owing to the fact that less new
companies will start up and the old ones will

enjoy a good trade."

Berlanger's New Devices.

Berlanger, ihe unicycle maker, ha? been a
visitor to the world's fair for a week for more.

He has been stopping at a hotel on Stoney Is-
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FACTORIES : Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0METRES

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., ohico

m
p
Ss

f * lls

We carry a large line of Suodries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.

r
l he following: is a partial list of our speealties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Victor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; alsn

an extra inner tui.e

The besr, bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$-3.90; by mail, $2.10..

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

OO

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLES

VICTOR SPRING C
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $3; by mail, $2.30,

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

'J his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will

prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in

ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

1RO USER
GUARD,

Many riders object to

a mefal trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair, by
mail, 10 cents.
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land avenue owned by ex-Secretary M. G.

O'Brien of the Chicago Cycling Club and has

kept away from newspaper men as well as he

could. Mr. Berlanger has recently incorpora-

ted the Berlanger Cycle Company for the pur-

pose of making and marketing attachments

for cycles. He has sold to the Overman
Wheel Company 30,000 sprocket wheels built

on a new principle. They fit on to the rear

wheel in the usual manner. Each tooth has a

little play, being fastened by a pivot, so that

the chain is drawing on but one sprocket at a

time, thus reducing the friction. Another new
device is a front sprocket and crank, the latter

being fastened near the outer edge of the

former, so that the throw changes, being

longer on the downward stroke. Assistant

United States Secretary of State Joshia Adams
is interested with Mr. Berlanger in the new
company.

Recent American Patents.

Following is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-

baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

503,110, supplementary seat for bicycles; Morris S.

Shipley. Cincinnati, O.; filed Oct. 13, 1892.

503,1 5, stand for cycles; Edwin Wood, Warminster,
England; filed March 17, 11-93; patented in England May
7. 1893, and France Nov. 9, 1802.

503,206, bicycle pedal; Arthur L. Garford, Elyria, O.;

filed Oct, 18, 1892.

503,236, cycle saddle; Thomas Guthrie and William T.

Hall, South Shields, England; filed March 16, 1893; pat-

ented in England.

503,300, valve for pneumatic tires; Charles K. Welch,

Coventry, England, assignor to the Pneumatic Tire and

Booth's Cycle Agency, Ltd., Dublin, Ireland; filed May 2,

1893.

503,315, gun carrier for bicycles; Peter Gendron, Toledo,

O.; filed Feb. 11, lt93.

503,435, tire-set' ing apparatus; Patrick O'Brien, South

Bend, Ind.; filed Dee. 30, 1892.

503,435, cyclometer; Gustav E. Kuhn, Schmolin, Ger-

many: filed Feb. 23, 1893.

503,513, bicycle; Henry S. Williams, Madeira, Cal.; filed

March 6, 1893. .

503,554, vehicle wheel; Jesse G. Rosebrook, Cincinnati

O.: filed Feb. 10, :890.

503,560. pneumatic tire; George F. Callaghan, Balti-

more, Md., assignor of one-half to Edward D. Dui borow

;

filed March 25. 1893.

503,565, pneumatic wheel tire; Otto F. Persson, Saugus,

assignor of one half to Hjalmar C. Schelin, Boston, Mass.;

filed April 12, 1893.

Designs—22,713, saddle seat; Walter B. Jourdon and

Jonathan A. Hunt, Westboro, Mass., assignors to tlw

Hunt Manufacturing Company, same place; filed June 22.

1893. Term of patent fourteen years.

22.714, saddle post for bicycles; William Hillman, Cov-

entry, England; filed July 14, 1893. Term of patent four-

teen years. Patented in England, France and Germany.

22.715, velocipede frame; William Hillman, Coventry,

Englard; fiiled Feb. 13, 1893. Term of patent fourteen

years. Patented in England and France.

Prices for Next Season.

"What will be the price of your wheel next

year?" was asked of a representative of a big

house. He replied, "From $125 to $135. My
personal opinion, without any authority from

the house, is that it will be $125." If the

speaker was correct, that figure may be re-

garded as the standard price.

Will Handle an Extensive Line.

R.B.McMullen & Co. , of Chicago, have become

general sales agents for the United S ates for

the Union Drop Forge Company of Chicago,

the Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Company
of Indianapolis, C. J. Smith & Sons Company
of Milwaukee, the Garford Manufacturing

Company of Elyria, the Hunt Manufacturing

Company of Westboro, Mass. , the Snell Cycle

Fittings Company of Toledo and the Maness-

mann Steel Tube Company of Landore, Eng-

land. The Manessmann Steel Tube Company's

goods are marketed jointly with D. O. Mc-
Ilwaine of Now York. This, of course, is a

familiar business to Mr. McMullen, indeed it

amounts to a transfer of that branch of Park-

hurst & Wilkinson's business to the new con-

cern. Ned Oliver will be associated with the

firm, continuing his headquarters at Elyria,

however. Mr. McMullen will spend most of

his time in Chicago, as heretofore.

Frank Riggs in Syracuse.

Frank Riggs, formerly with a now defunct

Wabash avenue concern, tcok charge, on Sep-

tember 1, of the agency business of E. C.

Stearns & Co. The house has secured one of

the most reliable, "anti-push" young men in

the business and will be well satisfied.

Chain-Stretching and Testing Machine.

This machine, made by the Rudolph &
Krummel Machine Works, 96 and 100 North
Clinton street, Chicago, is designed for stretch-

ing and testing bicycle chains. The chains are

soaked in oil and run from ten to fifteen min-
utesunder a load of 500 to 700 pounds, the condi-

tions to which the chain is subjected being the

same as when in actual use. The machine is

simple and convenient to handle and the ten-

sion can be regulated by shifting the weight

Chains of various lengths can be accom-

modated by a series of holes in the connecting

links between the lever and slide. These ma-
chines c >n be run directly from the line shaft

and if several machines are required they can

be placed in one row. It is one of the most

necessary tools for bicycle factories.

Busy at Beaver Falls.

The Eclipse Bicycle Company of Indian-

apolis, with factory at Beaver Falls, Pa. , re-

ports a very successful season's business. It

has turned out a very large number of wheels

—much larger than might have been expected,

considering the very late start it was obliged

to make in the fall on account of the delay in

moving the factory, getting in new machinery,

putting on a new force, and getting under

way in a new place. At the factory every

preparation is being made to begin work on

the 1894 output, with better facilities than ever

before. Additional room has been added, and

the factory, as newly arranged, will enable the

company to largely increase its product over

the present season.

G. & J.'s Foreign Business.

The following, from the Cyclist, shows a
healthy increase in the popularity of American
pneumatic tires: "Owing to a large increase

in business, Messrs. Gormtilly & Jeffery have

been compelled to remove from their offices in

Hertford street to more spacious and conveni-

ent premises situated in Union street, Coven-

try. Here they have an abundance of storage

room extending some distance to the back of

the premises, whilst the front part of the house

is used as offices. An immense quantity of

their tires can now be kept in stock, so that

they will in future be able to supply without

the slightest delay. Mr. W. Pearson, of 96

Vauxhall road, Birmingham, has been ap-

pointed their midland agent and northern

traveler."

Holland in America.

Pieter Leenwenberg, of the Simplex Auto-

matic Machine Company, of Utrecht, Hollaud,

proposes to establish agencies in this country,

if such a thing i.-, possible, and carries a sample

wheel in his travels. The company has an

elaborate fifty-page catalogue printed in four

languages— English, Dutch, German and
French—giving full detailsof construction. Mr.

Leenwenberg snys that he can give better dis-

counts than English or American firms, owing
to the fact that labor in Holland is very cheap,

eight cents an hour being average wages.

What kind of work a mechanic can be ex-

pected to do for eight cents an hour or how
machines built with such labor will stand up,

is a question. Mr. Leenwenberg will be with

us two months, and left for Chicago las r

, Tues-

day.

Trying to Arrange Details.

The St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gut-

ter Company has written Stearns & Co. that it

cannot be ready for the proposed t sts until the

end of September. Stearns replies that he is

ready at any time, desires as littl-- delay ;is

possible and suggests that the tests be made in

public. The St. Louis house says: "As these

tests are to be made betwe. n our aluminum
frame without joints and your steel tubing

frame, we shall require weight for weight as

near as possible." To which the Syracuse end

replies: "If, with an aluminum construction

it is necessary, in order to obtain the same de-

gree of strength, to use a frame weighing as

much as one made from steel, the advantage

of aluminum over steel in this connection is

hardly clear to us."

Western Wheel Works' Affairs.

In pursuance of the plans agreed on some
months ago, the capital stock of the Western

Wheel Works has been increased from $150,000

to $750,000 and Mr Reading, the " well-kit.wn
attorney for a number of cycle houses, has

been in Chicago completing arrangements for

the reorganization. Louis Shoeninger, whose

health is steadily improving, is now at Baden
Baden and will not return to America until

1894.

Has the Standard Company Sold ?

A rumor is in circulation to the effect that

the Standard Cycle Company of Indianapolis
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-CLEVELAND - RACER.-

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GEO. E. LLOYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE SALSBURY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied for

Reg. 201051—201053.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2—Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle -

3—Burner secured by Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesta Holder for quick lighting-
4—Oil Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move"
ment. 5—Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.
7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONDON:—Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.
U S. AMERICA:—SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.

CABLE ADDRESS:—" BUCKLEY, BIRMINGAAM."

THE NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

RAT-TRAP PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY RAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS—
BEARIIJG CASES. BALL BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. r.

Our goods in use from
San Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE

A Perfect Light Maker.
—THE

—

RED STAR

Solid

Illuminarit,

Is the Best Thing

ever made for

Bicycle Lamps.

The light cannot shake out; has no odor and burns

three times as long as fluid oil. Can be used in any

bicycle lamp made.

THE RED STAR CHAIN LUBRICANT
Is the only thing on the market that does not make
the chain greasy and sticky.

t^
VIED STAft

CM

<3

All prominent dealers keep the " Red Star" goods

Red Star Mfg. Co.,
P. O. Box, 1092. (Factory, Long Island.)

MENTION THE REFEREE.

NEW YORK.
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has been sold to a capitalist who will carry on
the business, Munger remaining as manager.
None of the parties formerly connected with
the company in Chicago will admit any knowl-
edge of the transaction. The price paid is said

to have been $16,000.

Burris Will Vacate and Rest.

Elliott Burris of Burris-Michelin tire firm

has resigned his position as manager of the

New York Belting and Packing Company, a

contingency which has been hanging fire for

some time. Mr. Burris has leased his tire to

the above company on a royalty basis and will

for the present take a vacation. The sale of

the Burris-Michelin has been very limited

—

partly on account of the delay in mould mak-
ing and faulty construction, which was not,

however, Mr. Burris' fault.

Shockley Will Go West.

W. A. Shockley, inducer, salesman and an-

nouncer, is now at Cape Cod. He has obtained

an interest in the Nebraska Cycle Company of

Lincoln, of which he will become manager in

a few weeks. This is the concern in which
Fred Patee is interested.

Preparing For the Tests.

The St. Louis R. and W. G. Co., writes that

preparations are going en for the tests under
the acceptance of its challenge by the Stearns

company.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

Mr. Garden now expects to leave Chicago

about November 15

H. A. Lozier was in Chicago Wednesday and
seemed surprised at the condition of trade.

William Bowden, of the Seddon Tire Com-
pany, sailed for home in the Teutonic last

week.

Mr. Hazlewood, of Warman & Hazlewood,
spent five weeks in Chicago. He has returned

to England.

W. A. Lloyd, of W. A. Lloyd & Co., Birm-

ingham, will arrived io this country on the 9th

per S. S. Laconia.

The Pope company sold eight wheels on
Tuesday to a south side hotel keeper, who will

place them at the disposal of his guests.

L. W. Conkling, of the St. Louis Refrigera-

tor and Wooden Gutter Company, maker of

the Lu-Mi-Num, is in Chicago for a few days.

The Monarch company's losses, of late, are

reported to have been heavy. The Racine

Hardware Company's failure was one of the

sinks.

The Marble company is reported to have

suffered rather badly at the hands of a Detroit

agent who obtained wh3els, sold at any price,

raised all the money possible and skipped.

W. Starley, of Starley Bros., arrived in Cov-

entry on Aug. 23. Several agents will handle

his wheels in America next year. Mr. Starley

believing the country too big for one firm to

handle.

Many of Elmer Pratt's eastern friends are

congratulating him on his new departure, and

also the Grand Rapids Cycle Company in se-

curing the services of such a sterling youn^
business man.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, report that

they received orders from and shipped wheels

to both the islands of Cuba and Java within

the last ten days. No matter what the condi-

tion of trade may be this well-known firm is

always offering inducements that bring trade

from far and near.

Pieter Leenwenberg, managing director of

the Simplex Automatic Cycle Manufactory of

Utrecht, Holland, was a caller last week. Mr.

Leenwenberg is showing two frames, one
being a good-looking Humber frame called

America.

The Hunt Manufacturing Company has ar-

ranged for the building of a factory at West-
boro, Mass. The building is to be 40x104 feet,

three stories, of wood. Work on the founda-

tion has begun, and it is expected the building

will be completed before winter.

It is worth noting that R. H. Carlisle in the

Manchester 100-mile was mounted for the first

time on a Rudge racer of the latest pattern,

and his time for both the first and second fifty

was better than when he beat the fifty-mile

record only. For this improvement in such a

seasoned rider the machine may be fairly

credited with a large share.

Besides the 100-kilometre international

championsh p which Mein'jes won at Chicago,

and his defeat of Zimmerman at Indianapolis,

the following are the latest victories to be

credited to the Whitworth machine: All rec-

ords from fifteen to thirty-five kilometres by
Mr. De Waardt, at Arnheim; also onp-hour

track record by same rider. Jaap Eden lowers

the two, three, four and five-kilometre record

and Mr. De Waardt reduces the three-quarter-

mile time. G. E. Osmond beats Meintjes' two-

mile time by :12 3-5, doing 4:24 2-5, world's

record.

We are in receipt of the following details

concerning the Capitol Manufacturing Com-
pany's venture in the manufacture of cycles:

It will retain its extensive plant at 125 and
137 Rees street, which has ample room for

tLe growth of the trade, and with an entirely

new equipment of machinery and forces, will,

on Oct. 1, be in the market for orders for the

coming season's trade. The machine will be

strictly high-grade, built on the Humber lines,

44-inch wheel base, 12-inch head, 7-inch rake.

The material used in the construction will be

of the best English tubing. It will be turned

out in weights of 21, 29 and 34 pounds. The
company will also manufacture ladies' wheels.

Wheels in the Postal Service.

August W. Machen, of Toledo, who received

the appointment of fourth assistant postmaster

general, has been promoted to superintendent

of the United States free d> livery system, and
is now able to further show his interest in

cycling by using the bicycle in the free delivery

system. Mr. Machen writes that he will give

his views as to the latter to Referee readers

at an early date

More Records Drop.

A dispatch from London, dated Aug. 31,

says that Stocks made new records between

three and sixty-three miles on the Heme Hill

track the day before. His time for the full

distance was 2 hrs. 45 min. 10 sec. The record

for the distance was made by Ede in 1891, and
the time was 2 hrs. 59 min. 55 3-5 sec.

Sanger Replevined His Wheels.

When the Sercombe - Bolte company was

placed in a receiver's hands several riders,

Sanger among the number, had their wheels in

the factory. Sanger replevined three wheels,

Bolte making affidavit that they were the

property of the rider.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

Another Crypto Gear—Improvement in Heads—
Brake for Pneumatic Tires.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from June '21, 180:1, give
notice in the prescribed form of such opposition.]

ANOTHER CRYPTO GEAR.
No. 14.460. W. T. Shaw & A. Sydenham's "Im-

proved driving gear for cycles." Aug. 10 1892.—The ob-

ject of the invention is, as usual with these gears, to

cause the driving wheel to rotate faster than the crank
axle. The hub (H; at one end carries an ordinary flange

for the spokes and the fork end (K) on the same side of

the wheel and the corresponding ball bearing are of the

usual construction. The other end of the hub is belled

out and is closed on the side

next the fork (Kl) by the

disc (N). The disc (C)

forming the back of the

bell carries a gear wheel
(D) supported by a ball

bearing B on the axle (A),

the width of the wheel
being nearly one-third the

width of the bell or gear

box. Projecting into the
latter and formed in one piece with the end (Kl) is an-
other gear wheel (F) of the same thickness as (D). The
axle (A is enlarged at a point between the wheels (D)
and (Fj into a circular web (W). This web carries a
double flange terminated by discs (N) and (Nl) which
carry ths spindles (S) of two pairs of broad pinions (P).

Each pinion is twice as wide as either of the gear wheels
(D) or (F), consequently a pinion gearing with the wheel
(F) has half its width disengaged. This half is caused to

gear with the disengaged half of a similar driving pinion,

the other half of which engages with the wheel (D) fixed

to the hub. To divide and balance the strains a similar

pair of driving pinions is placed on the opposite sida of
the gear wheels (D) and (FJ and the driving pinions are
mounted on ball bearings (Bl) so as to reduce friction.

If the gear wheel (D) is of the same diameter as the gear
wheel (F) and the pinions (P) are of equal diameter the
driving wheel makes two revolutions to one of the crank
axle (A). Other proportions may be adopted and the

ratios varied accordingly and two or all of the pinions

may be each made of two diameters; also, the pinions

may be reversed so as to produce different ratios in a
gear with the same wheels.

BRAKE FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES.

No 9,587. T. Blackwood's "Improvements in brakes
for pneumatic-tired wheels of cycles." May 13, 1893.—The
object of this invention is to prevent pneumatic tires from
suffering damage when a brake is applied thereto, and it

consists in niouiting a rubber-tired wheel (B) loosely on
a spindle carried by two levers (D D), the one pair of ends
of which are pivoted to the

machine at (H) and the other

pair of ends of which are pivo-

ted to the ends of a forked

link (L) which in its turn is

pivoted to the brake lever (F.)

by means of a connecting rod

(E). To this link is adjustably

attached a frictional block

brake (C). When the brake-

handle (F) is raised, the link

(L) is depressed and with it the ends of the levers (D, D)

bringing the wheel (B; into contact with the pneumatic

tire (A) and at the same time applying the brake (C) to

the wheel (B;. The motion of the tire (A) is transmitted

by friction to the wheel (B). But the block brake (C) re-

tasds the wheel (B). The retarding force is transmitted

frictionally from the wheel (B) to the pneumatic tired

wheel (A).

IMPROVEMENT IN HEADS.

Ho. 4957. H.H.Lake's "Improvements relating to

velocipedes." March 7, 1893. (Communicated by the

Ames & Frost Company, United States).—This inven-

tion relates to means for adjusting and securing the stem

of the handle-bar and to means for adjusting the head or

steering. The inner tube of the head, that is to say, the

one secured to the fork crown, is slotted

vertically at the top in the usual way and

is also formed with a groove across it to a
depihof approximately the thickness of

the wall of the tube. The tube (B) sur-

rounds the inner tube and is provided

with bearing cups at each end in the usual

way and an adjusting collar (B 2) bears

upon the upper ring of balls. Instead of causing the col-
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Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

Improved 7>rawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

A Chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

A Bicycle is only as good as its poorest part.

One of the most important parts of a bicycle is the oiler. The best oiler in the world is the

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER.
This oiler is tight and clean; regulates supply of oil to a nicety. Do not take an imitation, but

see that the word " Perfect " is stamped on your oiler.

I FVLIj size.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, 17s Ninth Ave., New York.

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

•

Made by Perfecta Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTICE & CO., sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

m. World's Record in Competition mi.

A MILWAUKEE Boy, W. C. Sanger.

A MILWAUKEE Track, National Park.

A MILWAUKEE Bicycle, 21-lb. Sanger Racer.

Telegram Cycles and "Sanger Racers" are all built alike, with scientific

care and accuracy.

We are General Agents for Palmer Racing Tires.

SERC0MBE-B0LTE MFG. CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Hollow Rims will be supplied with Telegram (Quick Repair) Tires when requested, without
extra charge.

Telegram Cycles and Sanger Racers are for sale by I^oais Jordan, 71 E. Randolph St., and
on the West Side by the Sterner Cycle Co., 597 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

lar (B2) to work on a screw thread On the interior tube It

fits freely on the plane surface thereof but is provided

with a screw thread on the exterior of its upper portion

and works in the lower end of the clamp (D) which is

suitably threaded on the interior for the purpose. The

upper portion of the interior of the clamp (D) is parallel

and fits unto the interior tube of the head. Tightening

the bolt (El) clamps the lower portion Of (D) to the In-

terior tube and (o the collar (B2). The handle stem (C)

fits into the interior head tube in the usual way and is

secured at the desired height by tightening the bolt (E).

The slot (DO allows the two parts of the clamp to be ad-

justed independently and the cross bolt (E2) engaging

with the transverse groove in the interior tube prevents

the clamp from shifting when both bolts (E) and )Elj

are loosened.
« »

The Wheel Produces Changes.

The Courier Journal hit it about right when
it said that the bicycles has produced some

queer changes. It is restoring the wayside inn,

among other things. Along certain country

roads not far from Boston, which are much
frequented by wheelmen, and especially along

those in the direction of the beaches, there are

little summer restaurants or cafes, which de-

rive the largest part of their income from pass-

ing riders of bicycles. Ice-cream, chowder,

coffee, cakes and that sort of thing find a ready

sale to parties of heated wheelmen, who sit

upon open platforms and gossip with the

waiter girls, who are generally of a nice sort of

country persons, and presently they fare along

the road again, quite like cavaliers of old.

She Was Saved that Trouble.

Says an exchange: "Do I make myself

plain?" asked a woman dress-reform lecturer

as she st?od on the platform clad in what she

claimed was the perfect costume for a wheel-

woman to ride in. She stopped in the middle

of her discourse for a reply, and it came from

an old man in a rear seat, who said: "You
don't have to, mum; the Lord did it for you

long afore bysickles was made."

What a Tire Encounters.

"A rider and wheel weighing 200 pounds

going at a ten-mile-an-hour gait, will strike a

blow of fifteen tons." Thus spoke a scientific

person to a Referee man in Boston recently.

And some people expect pneumatic tires to

stand that. —* *

—

The Badge of Honor.

"Who is that unfortunate man with the

awful hump on his back?"

"Hs-s-sh! He isn't unfortunate. That's

McZim, the famous long-distance champion

bicyclist."

—

Chicago Record.

Wouldn't Suit Good Judges.

Johnson bears the same relation to an ama-

teur that a glass of lemonade does to a drink.

—Harrisburg Telegram.

SEPTEMBER 20th and 21st,

Maryland Bicycle Club's International Race Meet.

$3,500 in Prizes.
Entries close September 13th.

P. W. PITT,
302 N. Eutaw St., - - BALTIMORE.

Exchange.
1 have a G. & J. Lady's or Gent's Tricycle in

excellent condition. Will exchange for Pneu-

matic Tire Safety.

\V. O. HORNER, Cleveland, Tenn.
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RECORDS TUMBLE.

Zimmerman and Meintjes Do Some Remarka-

ble Riding.

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 11.—For two days

records have been tumbling and now Willie

Windle has been dethroned as king of record

holders. Zimmerman and Meintjes, the South

African, have been knocking fifths and seconds

in all directions. Sunday the long man from

Jersey thought to try his speed, inasmuch as

he expected to have to meet Sanger later on.

He went out and did a flying mile in 2:02 3-5,

equaling Windle's record, made last fall at this

place. Even if it were not Sunday the record

wouldn't stand, for Wheeler was one of the

pacemakers. Wheeler and Banker, on a tan-

dem, paced him the whole mile, though he

sprinted the fast quarter. Zim didn't dis-

mount, but struck out for the flying half,

which he made in :58 3-5. In the afternoon he

followed Wheeler and Banker a half in -.57 4-5,

Rhodes hanging on to the skeeter until the last

hundred yards.

This afternoon Zimmy realed off a flying

mile in 2:01 3-5. He was paced by Grosch and

Banker on the tandem for the first quarter in

:30 2-5; then Johnson took him to the half in

1:00 2 5; Meintjes to the three-quarters in

1:30 3-5, while Rhodes accompanied him home.

Rhodes tried for the two-mile standing start

record, but failed to do better than 4:36.

five miles, 11:09 3-5.

Then Meintjes, a few minutes before 4

o'clock, started for the five-mile record. Per-

cival, his trainer, started him, Zimmerman
taking him the first mile in 2:19 3-5. Grosch

took him the first half of the second mile in

1:06 4-5, and Banker finished up the two-miles;

time, 4:31. The next half was 1 :06 2-5, Rhodes

pacing, Wells finishing the mile in 6:45 1-5,

19 2-5 sec. better than record. Bald paced the

next half in 1:04 1-5, and Blauvelt the follow-

ing in 1:08 3-5, the four miles being made in

8:57 3-5, or 29 sec. inside of record. The next

half C. T. Nelson did donkey work, then

Rhodes went a quarter, and Banker hurr.ed

him home, the last mile being 2:12 and the

five 11:09 3-5, as against 11:41 for Windle.

The African finished strong and with more

even pacing would have done better. Dan
Canary, Andy McGarrett and W. H. Jordan

timed Meintjes, while Willie Windle, George

Hendee and McGarrett timed Zimmerman.
W. J. M.

And Short, Too, Probably.

It is strange how strong the feeling for

"bloomers" is among the women cyclers.

Within the past week I have met no less than

three of them who have decided to adopt this

costume. Strugnell, at 310 Broadway, tells me
he is making two suits now, and expects to see

them worn shortly. This being the case we may
soon expect to see women riding diamond-

framed wheels.—New York Recorder.

Getting Ready for Christmas.

H. Mayer, the Referee's artist, is busy in

England, Germany and France, gathering ma-
terial for the Referee's Christmas issue.

BICYCLES WERE " IN IT.'

Cholly's Parachute.

' George, just look at that hat of Goozey 's

!

George—" That isn't a hat; it's a parachute,'

Novel Parade of Wheels at the World's Fair

Grounds.

The vehicle parade at the world's fair

grounds Saturday last was a novel affair and
attracted more attention than any specialty

yet given to the public since the fair opened.

The bicycle division created great interest.

Almost every kind of a conveyance was seen.

The boats—representing the ingenuity of man
for twenty centuries, from the dug-out to the

electric launches—moved about the lagoons in

the morning, and after lunch the land-lubbers

had their turn. The procession was headed

by Sidi Ferruch with a heavy pack on his

shoulders; then came Egyptian carriers, don-

keys, camels, a reindeer, horses; all sorts, all

ages and all designs of wheeled affairs; old

and new carriages, many with a history at-

tached; electric carriages and trucks, and last,

but by no means least, the bicycles.

Rivalry of a goi d natured sort existed

among this division. Everybody exhibiting

in the transportation building was represented,

some having a dozen wheels in line, on which

were mounted as many good ridere, all dressed

in some brilliant costume. There were In-

dians, Japs, negroes, George Washingtons,

Uncle Sams and all. One of the striking

features was the "copper rim tribe of copper-

colored braves," which consisted of twelve

stalwart Indians, in full war-paint, each

mounted on a copper rim Rambler. At the

belt of each warrior was suspended scalp-locks

iabe^d with the names of other well-known

wheels. This exhibit, characteristic of the

well-known G. & J. trade-mark—an Indian

mounting a Rambler after discarding his

horse—elicited great applause. "Papa" Field

as Uncle Sam led the Sterling crowd, and also

came in for a good deal of attention. They

were all deeply "in it," and had a most enjoy-

able time. The Premier people had three tri-

cycles in line, and the riders of these had an

easy time, inasmuch as they did not have to

dismount every few moments, as did the

safety riders.

Cleveland's Fine Club House.

The Cleveland Wheel Club is located in one

of the finest cub houses in the country. The

club only recently occupied it, rushing in a lot

of furniture previous to the recent tourna-

ment. The house is 50x90 feet, four stories

high. It was originally built for an apart-

ment building, was in litigation for some

years, and as soon as the case was settled the

house was snatchpd up by the cyclists. In

every way it is an ideal cycling club house.
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RECORDS DROP ABROAD.

STOCKS RIDES OVER TWENTY-FIVE MILES

IN THE HOUR.

Many Intermediate Records Fall Also—Osmond

and Stocks Drop the Tandem Figures

Several Notches—General For-

eign Notes.

London, Sept. 2.—This has been a week of

records. First, in the twenty-four-hour race of

the North Road Club on Saturday, F. W. Shor-

land, who again won, beat the road record for

both twelve and twenty-four hours on a

safety, doing 195 and 370 miles, respectively.

It was not a big beating, but a sufficient one,

and not a little of the credit is due to the new

J. W. STOCKS.

Dunl»,p racing tire, with which his machines

were fitttd. The curious part of the race was

that the fir.-<t three men, ShorlaDd, Bidlake

and Hammond, occupied exactly the same
places as they bad taken in the twenty-four

hour path race at Heme Hill a month earlier.

Bidlake did 330 miles on a Swift tricycle, and
Hammond 325 1-2 miles on a Crypto front-

driver.

HOUR RECORD DROPPED.

On Monday J. W. Stocks, the twenty-five-

mile safety champion, who is spending a three

weeks' holiday at Heme Hill, began a series of

marvellous performances on that track.

Going for the hour record he began creating

fresh figures at four miles, doing that distance

in 9:20 3-5. Going on he beat all records right

away to twenty-five miles. He missed the

twelfth mile by three- fifthsof a second, and cov-

ered twentv-five miles 360 yards in the hour,

against twenty-four miles 1,717 yaids, made
by G. E. Osmond. On Wednesday Stocks

went again, this time setting his affections on
the 100-kilometre record made by Meintjes at

at Chicago. This time he began record-break-

ing at thr e miles, done in 6:55 3-5. Proceed-

ing at a great pace lie covered twenty-five

miles 690 yards in the first hour, and in two
hours he completed forty-eight miles 600

yards. Then it was discovered that one of his

tires had punctured, but he went on to the

end of fifty miles—time, 2 hrs. 5 min. 45 sec.

—

when he changed machines. The reach of his

second mount was too short, but he stuck to it

because the saddle was comfortable, and ad-

ministered a beating of 3 min. 10 3-5 sec to

Meintjes' Chicago record. The following is

the complete time-table:

MLS.

1...

4.

5.

C.

8..

9.,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

TIME DY MLS,

..2:19 2-5....

STOCKS.

2:19 2-5.

4:36 2-5. ...2: IG 8-5.

6:55 3 5....2:19 3-5.

0:14 2 5..

1 1:36 4-5.

.

13:54 3--..

16:12 1-5..

18:36 1-5.

.

20:58 3-5.

.

23:20 . .

25:41 2 5.

.

27:58 1-5.

.

30:23 .

.

32:56 4-5..

PREVIOUS
RECORD. HOLDER.

2:09 3-5 Meintjes

4:24 2--. E. Osmond
7:00 Stocks

.2:1845.... 9:203-5.

.2:22 2 5....

.2:17 3-5....

.2:17 4-5....

.2:24 ....

.2:21 4-5. . .

.

.2:22

.2:23 2-5....

do
11:411-5 do

14:04 1-5 do

10: M 1-5 do

18:44 2-5 do

21:05 2 5 do

23:30 3-5 do

25:50 4-5 do

2:14 4-5.... 28:16 4-5 <1o

2:24 4-5.... 30:42 3-5 do

2:33 4-5. . . . £3:0 1 4-5 do

34.. .1:21:412-5.. ..2:34 .. ..1:28:26 2-5... . .Meintjes

35 . .1:24:16 1-5.. . .2:31 4-5.. ..1:31:02 25.,.

. .!:33:30 4-5...

... do
86.. ..1:26:56 1-5.. ..2:40 .. .. do
37.. ..1:23:31 35.. ..2:35 2-5.. ..1:30 14 ... ... do

38.. . .1:3.':I3 1-5.. ..2:413-5.. ..1:38:53 3-5... . . . do

39.. ..1:34:48 2 5.. . .2:35 1-5. . ..1:41:3235... . . . do

40.. ..1:37:21 3-5.. ..2:33 1-5.. ..1:44:18 ... .. do

41.. ..1:39:58 4-5.. . .2:37 1-5.

.

..1:46:58 ... ... do
42.. . .1:42:33 4-^.. . .2:33 .

.

..1:49:39 ... do
43.. ..1:45:10 3-5.. ..2:36 4-5.. ..1:52:11 ... ... do

44.. . .1:47:551-5.. ..2:14 3-5.. ..1:54:49 3-5... ... do
45.. ..l:5':393-5.. ..2:44 1-5.. ..1:57:33 2 5... ... do

46.. ..1:53:25 4 5.. ..2:46 2-5.. ..2:00:20 ... ... do

47.. . .1:50:08 4-5.

.

..2:31 .. . .2:02:59 . . . do

48 ..1:58:58 2-5..

. .2:02:04 2-5.

.

. .2:48 3 5.. . .2:05:35 . do

49.. ..3:04 .. ..2:03:144-5... ... do
50.. . .2:05:45 4-5.

.

..3:13 25.. ..2:11:06 4 5... . .. do

51.. ..2:3:51 ... ... do
5.'.. ..2:11:4s 1-5. . ..2:46 4-5.. ..2:16:37 2-5... ... do
53.. ..2:14: 9 4-5..

54.. . .?:Xi:29&5.. ..2:49 4 5.. . .2:22:07 2-5... ... do
55.. ..2:20:281-5.. ..2:58 3-5.. ..2:24:59 2-5... ... do

-From Bicycliug News.

15.. . . 33:23 3-5... .. do

16.. . . 37:38 2 5.. ..2:17 4-5.. . . 37:514-5... .. do

17.. . . 40:03 3 5.

.

..2:24 1-5.. . . 40:12 3-5... .. do

18.. . . 42:23 2 5.. . .2:25 4-5.

.

. . 42:37 1-5... .. do

1(1 . . 44:52 1 5.

.

..2:23 4-5.. .. 45:011-5... .. do

20.. . . 47:17 3-5.. ..2:25 2-5.. . . 47:27 ... .. do

21.. . . 49:39 .

.

. .2: .1 2 5.

.

. . 49:55 2-5... .. do

11. . . . 52:012-5.. ..2:22 2-5.. . . £2:192-5... .. do

23.. . . 54:214-5.. ..2:20 2-5.. . . 54:47 1-5... ...do
24.. . . 56:4. 2-5.. ..2:23 3-?.. . . 57:12 4-5. .

.

.. do

25 . . 59: 6 4 5.

.

..2:21 2-5.. . . 59:313-5... .. do

26.. ..1:01:30 2-5.. . .2:23 3-5.

.

..1:07:13 3-5... . .Dance

27.

.

..1:' 3:5735.. ..9:271-5.. ..1:09:51 1-5... .. do

28.. . .1:06:29 2-5.

.

. .•.:2L4.5.. ..1:12:22 1-5... .. do

29.. ..1:09:06 2-5.. . .2:37 .

.

..1:14:55 2-5... .. do

30.. . .l:ll:!0 2-5.. . .2:34 .

.

..1:17:3425... .. do

31.. ..1:14:09 4 5.. ..2:29 2-5.. .1:20:241-5... .. do

32.. ..1:16:39 3-5.. ..2:29 3-5.. ..1:23:00 3 5... .. do

33.. ..1:19:10 2-5.. ..2:31 .. ..1:25:47 3-5... .. do

66 2:23:37 2 5 3:09 1-5 2:2~:51 do

57. . . .2:-.6:43 3 5... .3:06 1-5. . . .2:30:50 2-5 do

58. . . .2:29:47 4-5. . . .3:04 1-5. . . .2:3" ::.0 4-5 do

59 2:32:48.4-5 3:01 2:36:4825 do

6". ...2:33:53 1-5. ...3:04 2 5.... 8:39:07 do

61. ...2:39:08 2 5 3:15 1-5. ...2:43:00 3-5 do

62.
.

-. .2:42:35 ... .3:26 3->... .2:4?:53 do

63 2:45:40 3:15 2:49:35 3-5 Dance

100 kilonietres-62 miles 739 feet, 2 hr. 43 min. 2 2 5 sec.

Previous record, 2 hr. 41 min. 12 3-5 sec.

The previous records from ODe to ihirty three miles, in-

clusive, were made at Heme Hill; from thirty-four to

sixty two miles, inclusive, at Chicago; and the sixty third

mile at Uerne Hill.

SEVERAL TA\DEH RECORDS.

Among the pacers were G. E. Osmond and

W. H. M. Burgess—a very light-weight of no

great class—on the Whitworth tandem, and
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they succeeded in beating records for this class

from two to ten miles, as the following figures

show:

Osmond and Burgess. Previous record, R. J.

and A. F. Illsley

2 miles • 4:36 15 4:41

3 " 6:55 2-5 6:59 1 5

4 " 9:141-5 9:3il 4-5

5 "
11:36 3 5 11:431-5

6
" 13:541-5 14:08 4-5

7 " 16:13' 16:301-6

8 " 18:36 18:531-5

9
" 50:58 2-5 21:18 3 5

10 " 23:19 4 5 23:471-5

The result was so good that Osmond and
Stocks decided to go on Friday for the hour
tandem record. The evening was warm and
no pacemakers assisted. The result was a

marvellous performance, twenty-six miles 156

yards being covered in the hour [as previously

reported in the Referee]. The following is

G. P. Coleman's return of the time:

Osmond
and Stocks.

Previous
Best.

Osmond
and Stocks.

Previous
Best.

Miles. Miles.

1.... . 2:20 4 5.. . . 2:07 4 5 15. . . 34:21 3 5. . 36:04 3 5

*2.... . 4:351-5.. . . 4:36 1 5 16. . . 35:41 1 5. . 38:23 3 5

1-3. . .

.

. 6:48 2-5.. . . 6:55 2 5 17. .. 39:013 5. . 40:57 4-4

4.... . 9:013-5.. .. 9:14 1-5 18. . . 41:23 4-5. . 43:26 2-5

5.... .11:171-5.. ..11:36 3 5 19. . . 43:45 3-5. . 45:34 2-5

6. .. . .13:34 3-5.. ..1:54 1-5 20. . . 46:09 1 5. . 48:21 2 5

7.... .15:52 2 5.. . .16:12 21. . . 48:25 2-5. . 50:49 3 5

8.... -18:' 9 3-5.

.

..18:36 22. . . 50:42 4-5. . 53:17

9.. . .20:--6 2-5.

.

. .20:58 2-5 23. .. £3:00 3-5. . 55:43

10.... .22:42 1-5.. ..23:19 4-5 24. .. 55:1915. . 58:08 4 5

11.... .24:59 3-5.. . .26:14 2-5 25. . . 57:38 3 5. .1:60:31 3-5

12.... .27:2215.. . .28:41 3 5 26. . . 59:49 1-5. .1:07:331-5

13.... .29:42 3-5.

.

..31:08 2 5 27. . .1:02:04 4-5. .1:10:21 2-5

14.... .32:014 5.. . .33:36 1-5

* World's tandem safety records from this point.

tWorld's records from this point for machines of all

types.

About twenty minutes after they had fin-

ished the pair got up again to lead A. W.
Harris in the latter's attempt to beat the British

mile record, made before his departure for

Chicago by Meintjes, who on the same ground
did 2:09 2-5. Harris rode grandly and beat the

old figures by 2 1-2 sec, his time being 2:07 2-5.

He also tied F. G. Bradbury's half-mile record

en route.

SOME TRADE NEWS.

Last week I told you that the Dunlop Tire

Company had had a good year. I now learn

that its profits for the twelve months amount
to ($179,000. The company is now planning

for the future, and will probably buy up a

number of cycle depots in Glasgow and Edin-

burg, and so gain the control of cycle selling

in Scotland, as it has practically done in Ire-

land.

Practically all the space at the Stanley show
has been taken, a number of firms having in-

creased considerably the space they occupied

in former years.

R. M. JafEray, of the Referee, arrived in

Birmingham last week. The brothers Du Cros

and H. P. Davis, of Toronto, leave on Wednes-
day for New York. J. S. Prince has also ar-

rived in England.

Kansas City's New Grounds.

The cyclists of Kansas City have at last a

fine track, grand stand and training quarters,

something they have been wishing for for

some years. The club housf is built under the

grand stand. The lower story is taken up
with a reception hall and ladies' parlor at the

front end, beyond which are the five large

dressing rooms, 20x24 feet each. Twenty
dressing lockers and two shower baths will be

built in each room.

Next to the dining rooms and beyond is the

general toilet room, which is to have modern
plumbing. Beyond the toilet room is the

gymnasium, which will be fitted up with all

necessary appliances for indoor work. On the

second story at the south end of the dormi-

tory, which is 100 feet long and twenty feet

wide, is a room for about twenty cots.

Next to the dormitory comes the smoking
and lounging room, beyond which is the e -

trance to the grand stand and four private

rooms for which an additional charge will be

made; everything else about the house and
grand stand except boxes and front row of

seats will be free to members and contestants

duiing the races.

The Emperor Salutes a Cyclist.

A short tme ago a German cyclist saw
Emperor William approaching in his carriage.

He immediately dismounted and saluted his

majesty with the customary military salute.

The emperor saw the act and returned the

salute. From that date the military salute be-

came general among German cyclists. The
artist has pictured a colored footman—for this

he alone is responsible. The artist also figured

it out that the cyclist was somewhat surprised

when the emperor returned the salute. Prob-

ably he was, too.

Paris to Brussels in Twenty Hours.

The amateur race from Paris to Brussels

(243 miles), which took place Aug. 13, resulted

in a victory for Andre, a Belgic amateur, in 19

hrs. 50 min. The Belgian, Delbecy, was sec-

ond, in 20 hrs. 24 min. Angenauld, a French-

man, third, in 21 hrs. 48 min. A German
cyclist's (Gilsdorf) machine broke down some
distance from the start. He called upon some
twenty pacemakers who passed for assistance,

but they refused, replying, "We help French-

men, Englishmen and Belgians, but never a
German." Andre won the prize of President

Carnot, and had an audience in the king's

palace. The king of Belgium, who is a patron

of the sport, had a short conversation with

the young cyclist. In connection with the

distance race, track races took place Aug. 14

and 15 at Brussels. The one (English) mile for

the "golden cup" was the chief event, the

winner being Stahl, with Protin second.

The Henley Amateur Definition.

Codling—Why did you speak to that how-
wid twamp, old lei?

Gilley—Why shouldn't I, chappie ? He isn't

in twade and he doesn't work faw a living

—

Judge.

CHAT BY " PHCEBUS.'

"Where Are We At?"—A Word About Editor

Watts.

Sanger has been ousted from his club, rotund
and debonair Sercombe has failed, Zimmerman
has heart disease and Grover Cleveland has a
cancer and is liable to become a very sick man.
Lo, how the idols fall, and how dark and
gloomy is the outlook! "It never rains but it

pours," and it seems that all the powers unseen
had conspired to make "America howl." The
body politic is sick, prone with the most fear-

ful distemper that ever sapped the powers of

the nation, and no physician seems able to di-

agnos the case or suggest a satisfactory rem-
edy. Our lack of confidence in men and affairs

has reached out beyond the financial world
and seized in its clammy grasp sport and labor

alike; suspicion is rampant and the panic of

1893 will be long remembered as a time of

unheard-of hardships to both capital and labor

—when the country is teeming with food and
raiment, when f'ere is no over-production and
when there is not the slightest lucid reason
why a moral stampede should devastate the

land. Whither are we di ifting and what will

be the outcome of the history-making epoch
through which we are passing?

I hear that Editor Watts has resigned the

chair and laid by the quill which alone m?de
the Southern Wheelman readable. I do not

know Mr. Watts personally, but I have read

his editorials, noticed the make-up of his paper
and have admired his perseverance and grit;

likewise his sound sense in many matters. I

did what I could to help him in his fight

against the admittance of the unbleached con-

tingent, and I am sorry that he has left the

only bicycle paper ever published south of

Mason and Dixon's line which showed any
prospect of being a success. Proprietor Zink
will look a long time before he finds as honest

and brainy an editor for his sheet as W. W.
Watts, who, I trust, will find a place and op-

portunity to write a paragraph at least now
and again.

A writer in the Chicago Times recently saw
fit to denounce cycle racing as being devoid of

snap and dash. He remarked in a very flip-

pant manner that cycle racers vs ere short in

the matter of intelligence; that it required no
great ability to ride a bicycle fast; claimed that

bicycle riders were neither game nor fair, and
generally jumped upon the sport, metaphori-

cally speaking. Among other foolish t angs,

he said that there was no such thing as superl-

ative in the game. How about Zimmerman
and Sanger, the two men who stand head and
shoulders above all the rest ? How about the

finishing sprint of the cracks—is there no grit

and dash exhibited? There is no sport in which
so much head-work, so much grit and so much
snap is shown as in cycle racing, young man,
and if you would go to a race meet and witness

a few finishing sprints you would know more
about your subject. Better try it once.

Phcebus.
1 •

Nine Years in Office

President Hindenburg of th> Deutscher

Radfahrer Bund, who was the founder of the

organization, the prosperity of which is highly

due to his work, has resigned the office, which
he has held for nine years. Dr. Fogel, of

Kocnigsberg, was elected as successor, whilst

Hindenburg remains as honorary president.
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IRRESPONSIBLE SCRIBBLERS AGAIN.

It seems too bad that such a bright and or-

dinarily unprejudiced paper as the Chicago

Post should go so far astray as to deliver such

a tirade against the cycling fraternity as it did

in its issue of Monday of this week. It was,

more than likely, the work of some irresponsi-

ble penny-a-liner who has been unfortunate

enough to come in contact with a bicycle, the

rider of which probably used every effort to

avoid a collision. He might not care about

the penny a-liner, but he would have some re-

gard for his own neck and his machine. Mr.

Penny-a-Liner endeavored to be sarcastic. He
began by saying, or, rather, writing, "Hail to

the king of the road !" He says the reckless

driver, once king, must take a back seat and
give way to the reckless cyclist. He complains

that the "amateur bicyclists" knock people

down right and left, ride at break-neck speed

through crowded streets and over boulevards,

deliberately scare horses and people, and laugh

at people who frown upon their capers.

More than once this season we have felt

called upon to correct the evil impressions con-

cerning bicycle riders and their alleged care-

lessness given out through the columns of the

daily papers by irresponsible scribblers. One
of the Referee staff has spent a great deal of

time on the road awheel this seasoi and he has

failed to see any such recklessness and tom-

foolery among cyclists as complained of by Mr.

Penny-a-Liner. On the other hand no end of

cases of reckless driving have been noted, and
reported in the papers, yet the horsemen have

not been taken to task for their carelessness.

The penny-a-liners, somehow, usually vent

their spite on wheelmen. The Referee does

not uphold reels less riding, and it does not be-

lieve it exists to any great extent. The muni-

cipal and park police have had little trouble

from cyclists— much less, we believe, than

from drivers. So far as we can learn the ordi-

nances regulating cycles and cycle riding are

rigidly enforced and strictly obeyed. A ma-
jority of the accidents happening to pedestri-

ans are the result of either their own careless-

ness or bull-headedness—sometimes both. We

have seen no scorching and no carelessness on
the part of the cyclists this season. There are

fewer persons riding this season than ever be-

fore—so the park authorities say— and it stands

to reason that the number of accidents will be

less.

It is time for the daily papers to use the

blue pencil on the rubbish "turned in" by
these irresponsible scribblers—particularly so

inasmuch as they are playing for the cyclists'

patronage by printing from three to five ci 1-

umns of cycling news each week. The Post,

Herald and Times have each had an inning

—

now let others take a whack.

NEXT YEARS TRADE.
It is doubtful if a season has passed that

during the fall and winter the prediction of a

good next season's business has not been made.

It has been so, at least, for the past two or

three years, and now the knowing ones are

figuring out how next year will bean excellent

one among the trade people. It may and it

may not—let us hope for the best— but it is

wise not to be over confident. Confidence in

any line of business is an important factor in

its success, but over confidence is apt to cause

trouble and failure, inasmuch as it is likely to

create over production.

At this writing the makers are arranging for

next season's trade and are making up samples.

Inasmuch as there is to be little change in de-

sign of wheels for at least one more year, there

is nothing to prevent the maker from going

ahead with his 1894 stock, except—lack of or-

ders. But these will coine with the arrival of

the ordering period. It is too early, of course,

to expect orders for next season. The poor

trade of 1893, at least in the west, is in part

laid at the door of the greal world's fair; the

stringency of the money market has, no doubt,

had the most serious effect on the bicycle busi-

ness, while bad weather in the spring caused a

dullness at that time. There will be no world's

fair next year, and those who spent their

money ia visiting the big show rather than

purchasing wheels will take the bicycle next

season. We have this year heai d a number of

people say they wanted to see ti e fair and
would buy the wheel next year; that they

could get a bicycle any time, but that a world's

fair was not always within their reach.

The prospects for an improved financial situ-

ation seem to be clearer daily. The fact that

many mills, factories and other enterprises

have been shut down for months, in some
cases, leads us to believe that there will be no
over production in most lines, and consequently

a good demand and a brisk business. This

will, naturally, give employment to thousands

all next year and many will feel able to in-

vest in bicycles.

A number of small concerns in the bicycle

field have ceased to exist; sidewalk agents have
been forced out of business. The number
of makers and dealers has been less-

ened—through no fault of theirs—and as a re-

sult the larger and more legitimate houses will

be benefitted. At present things look fairly

well for next year—at least tradesmen seem to

think so, and their reasons for this good ap-

pearance are those given above.

A Boston paper accuses Martin, the New
York professional, of "ringing" at the recent

Lowell, Mass., meet. And Martin, it is under-

stood, does not deny that he rode as an ama-

teur under a false name. It is to be regretted

that the governing body of amateurs can not

punish Martin, if he is quilty. It might be a
good stroke for the N. C. A. people to look

into the case, and if found as stated it should

expel him from the organization. He might
not have broken N. C. A. laws, but he was
guilty of "conduct unbecoming a gentleman
and a cyclist," and should be thrown out.

The L. A. W. and the N. C. A. might work
hand in hand in such matters. If the N. C. A.

does not care to take up the matter the Lowell

meet promoters should prosecute the infringer

to the full extent of the law. All this, of

course, providing he is guilty.

The clippings bureau brings us lots of refer-

ence to an alleged southern circuit. What is

it? Where is it? So far as we are informed,

the riders are to be expected to jum p from
Georgia to Texas, and from Carolina to Cali-

fornia ! The cash prize people, too, will lun
southern events. Here surely is a great chance

for some of the Barnum and Forepaugh press

agents, who, having exhausted the dictionary

over the latest sacred crocodile, have now
leisure to devote to some other line during the

winter. Hey, Rube! Here's a chance to keep

your hand in.

The editor who attempted to locate a cer-

tain Chicago racing man fell short of the mark
several miles. The dailies, in their dispatches,

had him winning races in Massachusetts and
Connecticut, The Chicago editor said, in sub-

stance, "Now we'll tell where he was—he was
at Bay City, Mich." But the young man in-

forms the Referee that he was in Chicago all

the time.
»

—

Records of all sorts have taken mighty
tumbles this season, but the twenty-five miles

and over inside the hour, by Stocks, an Eng-
lishman, is probably as worthy a performance

as has been or will be done this year. Cycling

records are now beyond the reach of anything

except the runnirg horse and the locomotive.

The trotters are distinctly out of it

New Club for Fitchburg, Mass.

This week a new b'cycle club was organized

in Fitchburg with the following officers: W. H.

Kimball, president; J. A. Joslin, vice-presi-

dent; G. H. Ferdinand, treasurer; J. B. Austin,

secretary; J. B. Austin, J. A. Joslin, F. S.

Johnson, board of directors: J. A. Joslin, W.
H. Kinoall, entertaining committee; F. A.

Bliss, captain; S. W. Putnam, Jr., lieutenant.

Where the Professional Scored.

Whittaker the professional and Murphy the

amateur, competed in home-trainer races at

Philadelphia. The professional got $8C and
enjoyed his wealth. Murphy, the amateur,

got $15 and su-pension for life. Now, who can

say that it is not better to be a cold-drawn,

wldless professional, who can earn money,

sleep well and not dream of racing boards, sus-

pension, and consequent hard times?

A Fast Westerner.

Swendeman, of Helena, Mont., who rode

fairly at Chicago, recently won the half-mile

and five-mile events at Salt Lake City. He
then rode a mile in 2:31 1-5, beating the previ-

ous state record, 20 4-5 s< c.

Will Not Ride Across the Continent.

Van Wagoner and wife have given up their

across-the country tandem trip.
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CALIFORNIA'S ROADS.

A Convention Held to Discuss the All-Important

Question.

Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 8.—Yesterday the

state board convention, called by the Sacra-

mento Humane Society, met at the capitol,

there being 180 delegates present from boards
of supervisors, grange alliances and cycling

clubs, as well as twenty named by Governor
Markham, who called the convention to order.

An interesting paper on road economics in

California and need of reform was read in the

morning. In the afternoon a paper was read

by Rev. J. B. Koehne. It was written by En-
gineer McClintock of the Massachusetts High-
way Commission on how to build good roads.

Another paper on road economics was read by
Engineer Ernest McCullough of San Francisco.

A free discussion lasted some time. The
chief points made were a condemnation of the

road overseer system; that most of the road
money now spent is ill administered; that

there are few good roads in the state; that

more money is spent on bad roads in a few
years than would build permanent ones; that

road taxation is higher than there is any neces-

sity for; that road-building ought to be by
trained road engineers or experienced road-

builders.

A resolution was offered favoring the bor-

rowing of money for a long term at a low rate

to build good roads instead of the high annual
taxation for poor ones. The matter was freely

discussed, and finally referred to a committee.

Lazy Summer Wheeling.

By A. W. Bellaw.

Oh, it's just the kind o' hazy summer weather that I

like,

When I'm ruther sort o' lazy, an I git upon my bike.

Fer I don't feel 'tall like workin', an' I need a heap o'

rest,

An' it's workin' that I'm shirkin', an' I think these days
it's best.

Oh, I wind along the river road as slow as I kin go,

With the elm leaves all a-quiver and the shade is cool

below,

An' the scented wind I swaller till I'm feelin' so all-fired

Happy I could almost holler, only it 'ud make me tired.

O, I don't know where I'm goin' as along my way I crawl,

Though I'm certain that I'm knowin' 'f I don't watch I'm
goin' to fall;

An' I ride 'zif I was dreamin', in the idlest kind o' way,
An' the jay birds are a-screamin', "Howdedo, ole boy,

to-day!"

Oh, I ain't got any troubles that I now kin bring to mind,

Though at home they come in doubles, but I've left them
all behind

;

An' I'm wheelin' slow an' feelin' like I'd never want to

stop

Long's these wheels 'ud keep a reelin', an' I keep myself

on top.

Oh, there's nothin' half so easy fer this weather as a
bike,

With the axles good an' greasy, on a smooth an 1 shady
pike,

An' a lazy feller driftin' in a lazy sort o' style,

While he feels his spirits liftin' 'fore he gits a half a mile.

You kin keep yer hoss fer ridin' this here season, if you
will,

But fer nice an' easy glidin' oh, the bike is better still,

Fer I'm goin', hardly knowin', an' not keerin' anyhow
Long's the lazy feelin's growin' an' the breeze is on my

brow.

They Wear Trousers.

According to the Philadelphia Ledger the

costumes worn by the Misses Hodson and

Kennington, who are touring in England, con-

sist of a full round waist, buttoned on the

skirt, which is cut walking length and ar-

ranged with hooks and eyes to be caught up to

a convenient length for riding. Three large

pockets are hidden in the fullness of the skirt,

and a fancy one for notebook and pencil

ad>>rns the front of the skirt. A wide belt and
jaunty Eton jacket, fancifully trimmed with

braid, complete the costume. In place of the

usual petticoats Turkish trousers are worn.

These are fashioned of the same material as

the dress, and are extremely full and gathered

to a ruffle below the knee. The trousers

button to a black silk underwaist, usually

worn. It is made of wash materials.

Lehr's Bad Accident.

The splendid riding of the German cham-
pion, August Lehr, brings to mind his appear-

ance in Berlin in 1887, when he was opposed

by the American, Eugene Crist, of Washing-

ton. In the mile handicap Lehr left Ceist,

who was scratch, far behind, and was rapidly

overhauling his field. He was going along

with head down, at a tremendous pace, when
a man started to roll a barrel of beer across

the track. Not seeing the move, Lehr crashed

into the man and barrel and lauded on his

head several yards away. The crowd wanted

to lynch the scared beer man, who escaped

from the grounds.

Parisian Ladies' Costumes.

We reproduce the above pictures from some

of the dailies.

How Murphy Kept in Class Races.

W. F. Murphy tells a story about his brother

riding in a certain class. He repeatedly won
the same class event-*, always in time such a^

would allow him to again enter. W. F. would

always hold a watch on the back-stretch and

by motions control his speed, so that he in-

variably rode just over class time But one

day at Springfield, Warren rode and at once

cut hot traveling. Charlie hung on and at last

remonstrated with him for running himself

out of the class. Warren pegged ahead.

"Well," said Charlie, " I'll carry you out of

this class with me." And he did, winning the

race. This was when first and second in class

events received a record.

A Libel on Gotham's Girls.

"But the girls run you down like a- modern warship

which has been ordered to ram at full speed." So writes

the new York Evening Sun of the lady cyclists in Gotham

.

—Irish Cyclist.

A cruel libel lurks in the above. Gotham's

girls are not built that way. There is not a

more orderly lot of girls on earth than the

Gotham girls, who are numerous, pretty and

exceedingly decorous. Some of our gray-

headed men novices have been charged with

riding twenty- five miles an hour on the streets,

but not the girls.

FRENCH CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Cassignard Defeats Cottereau and Medinger

—

Trials at Records.

The inauguration of the Velodrome de la

Seine, the new 500-metre track, took place on
Aug. 27. More than 15,000 people, amongst
them many prominent men in the cycle trade

and cycle journalism from France, England
and Belgium, witnessed the championship

races, in which the best French cyclists com-
peted. Fournier could not take part, his mili-

tary service having been the obstacle. Cot-

tereau, Cassignard and Medinger came together

in the final of the 1, 000-metre championship,

Cassignard winning from Medinger in 1 :47 4-5.

Masi and Vigneux tried to beat the quarter-

mile tandem record which Osmond and Merry
held at :28 2-5, but did not succeed, their time

being :29 2-5. Afterwards they went for the

one-kilometre world's record, held by the

brothers Underborg in 1:16 4-5. They only

made a new French record; the Germans keep

the world's record.

The races for the "de Civry" and "dela
Seine " prizes ended in a victory for Baras and
Lamplugh.

Mills, as the French papers report, will go to

Paris and try on the new track to beat Shor-

land's twenty-four-hour record.

M. Baze, a well-known French cyclist, beat

the following world's records on the road: 150

kilometres, 5 hr. 1 min. ; 6 hours, 175 kilome-

tres; 200 kilometres, 6 hrs. 47 min. ; 200 miles,

11 hrs. 51 min. ; 12 hours, 325 kilometres 200

metres
1

Was It Johnny's Brother?

Yesterday afternoon, says the St. Paul Olobe

of Sept. 5, Charles Peterson and Anton John-

son, dressed in full uniforms, wheeled their

bikes to this city from Minneapolis. The
scorching rays of the sun and a few glasses of

beer put them off their base, so to speak, and

last evening they raised a row at the corner of

Fifth and Robert streets by insulting the

passing pedestrians. Patrolman Delaney

arre.-ted the twain and locked them up at the

central station on a charge of drunk and dis-

orderly. Their combined cash assets was $1 .07,

and as their bail was fixed at $25 each, a mes-

senger was called in and ordered to "soak" the

wheels to raise the amount necessary to get

them out.

Belinda's Sweet Retoit.

Augustus reared his haughty head,

He lauehed a scornful laugh,

And then disdainfully he said

Unto his better half:

"You women, pet, are all right when
You're riding at a pace slack,

But you're not in it when the men
Are hustling on the race track."

[Now, many a time the dawning day
Had caught Augustus '•bumming,"

The while Belinda sleeping lay,

Awaiting his home coming.]

"I know, dear sweet," Belinda said,

" 'Tis true as you have reckoned,

For many a 'half,' when I'm abed.

You've 'scorched' in just one second."

Tommy Dod.
« 1

Won First Place and Time.

The annual ten-mile road race of the Viking

Cycling Club, held Sunday over the Humboldt
Park course, had twenty starters, and was won
by George Haugen, a three-minute man, in

31 :20, which was also best time. Rhode, from

scratch, finished fourteenth and won the second

time prize, his time being 31:26.
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BOOMERS ON WHEELS.

Men and Women Cyclists to Be in the Chero-

kee Land Grab.

When, on Saturday of this week, the United

States government opens the Cherokee strip,

Indian Territory, to the public, there will be a

mighty rush for desirable homestead sites.

Teams of all description, vehicles of every

varifty and horses of all conditions will have

bicycles to contend with in one of those great
'• boomers'" races. A dispatch from Arkansas

City, Kas., says: "A novel featuie of the race

will be the bicycle race from the line south of

this point. Fifty-four persons, thirty of whom
are women, have signified their intention to

enter the race and are getting their pneu
matics in order. They will each carry a can-

teen of water, a small lunch and a blanket,

and will roll out over lines already selected in

order to escape the sand and rough places.

They are all here and are practicing daily in

order to harden themselves for the race. In

addition to these a number of wheelmen are

assembling at Orlando, from which point they

propose to make the twelve-mile run to Perry.

Some of the Kansas City and Topeka wheel-

men came in on the train this morning. The}'

were compelled to abandon the road at Wich-
ita and ship in their wheels because of the con-

stantly increased number of wagons blockad-

ing the way."

They Can't See It Alike.

"Let's have amateurs and quit paying men,"
says Stokes. "Let's mind our own business,"

says Measure. Stokes will enter into an anti-

perambulating advertising medium society.

Measure won't. These two makers are men-

tioned.because they have actually declared

themselves and their varying opinions show
the fallacy of attempting any movement for

the " suppression of boodling" among racers.

Foreign Editors In Gotham.

Editor From, of Stockholm, Sweden, who
publishes a cycling semi-monthly with the

jaw-cracking name of Hjulsport, and who is f*

correspondent of the Svenska Telegrambyran

,

called at our eastern office last Wedne.-day,

just before starting for home.

John B. Burman, one of the editors and pro-

prietors of the famous midland weekly, Import

and Play, of Birmingham, arrived on Wed-
nesday. He will remain in America about a

month, doing the leading cities. He will, later

on, visit Chicago. J. R. Nesbitt, the accom-

plished editor of the Scottish Cyclist, of Glas-

gow, sailed from Liverpool on the Laconia

Sept. 2, and should be with us shortly.

A Massachusetts Captain's Record.

There is probably no better-known rider in

Massachusetts, or even New England, says the

Boston Globe, than "Lon" Peck, captain of

the Massachusetts Bicycle Club and vice-con-

sul of the Mas-achusetts division. On Friday

last Captain Peck completed his 40,000th mile

in ten years. This is actual cyclometer record,

and not one made up of estimated distances.

Few men there are to-day who can point to

such a record as this.

Boston Ladies to Enjoy a Run.

Next Wednesday, 20th, a run of twenty-eight

miles has been arranged for the cycling ladies

of the Hub. The event is open to all ladies

and their escorts and no doubt will be a success.

ARE PATIENTS TREATED THUS?

An Alleged Physician in New York Disgraces

the Profession.

An accident occurred Wednesday night on
Broadway, npar the "Circle" that threw cycle

row in a flutter of excitement and raised a

storm of indignation among the cycle dealers.

Just as Miss A. A. Myers started on a ride on
her wheel from Porter & Giimour's store, and
was crossing the car tracks, a Dodds express*

wagon coming in the opposite direction ran

her down. Her skirt caught in the pedals,

and, being unable to extricate herself, she and
her machine were run over. As quickly as

aid reached her she was carried into L. P.

Browne's, on the corner, and an ambulance
called. The ambulance surgeon, on seeing

that she was a cyclist, commenced a tirade of

abuse about ringing up an ambulance for such

a case.

She was very badly shaken up and bruised,

with a lacerated hand, yet he refused to ad-

minister aid except at the hospital, and or-

dered her to walk to the ambulance. She
started to get up, but hadn't walked a dozen

steps before she fainted away. Wlun ap-

pealed to again by those present, the surgeon

heartlessly turned on his heel and said: "Call

another doctor; I don't attend to a private

practice." Then, hurrying to the ambulance,

he was driven back to Roosevelt Hospital.

His action tailed for more than the indigna-

tion it aroused, and many were the com-
plaints lodged. The young woman w^s cared

for by another physician, and in less than an
hour after the accident was able to be taken

home in a carriage.—New York Recorder.

This paper will be sent to any address one year for S3.
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SPRINGFIELD'S BIG MEET.

SANGER AND TYLER WIN THE TWO
IMPORTANT RACES.

The Three Men Take Turns at Winning

-

Question of Superiority Between Zim

and Sanger Still Undecided

—

Records Are Broken.

Springfield, Mass.. Sept. 12.—[Special tele-

gram].—To-day practically opened the two-

days' tournament of the Springfield Bicycle

Club, the trial heats for both to-morrow's

and Thursday's races being held. Sanger
and Tyler both broke records. Ty'er, in the

second heat of the mi'e handicap, run this

morning, was on scratch and won in 2:10 3-5,

qualified for Thursday's mile record race.

There is much speculation over to-morrow's

results and Springfield people are giving 5 to

3 on Sanger to beat Zimmy in the mile invita-

tion.

SANGER BEATS ZIMMY.

Scratch Record Broken By the Milwaukeean—
Zim Scores Once.

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 13 —[Special tele-

gram.]—In the neighborhood of 10,000 people

saw the two giauts—Sanger and Zimmerman

—

come together to-day and saw each win a race.

They also saw the mile competition lowered to

2:11 1-5 for a scratch race by Sanger in the in-

vitation race. The day was perfect, the track

in its best shape and everybody enthusiastic.

ZIM AND SANGER MEET.

Sanger and Zimmerman met, for the third

time in their lives, in the half-mile open, the

third event of the day. When they came out

Bliss being fir in the lead, while Windle was
piloting the other bunch. Meintjes started a
lively clip at the half, and soon had the lead,

|

with Bliss, Sanger, Tyler, Windle, Zimmer-
man, Taylor and Bald in the order, named.
Sanger went out at the la t quarter, and with
that big jump of his soon had a two-length

lead, with Tyler second and Zimmy third.

Windle and Bliss came up and passed the

skeeter, and the race finished, with Zimmer-
man fifth.

nearly' a record.

Sanger was the only man on scratch in the

mile handicap, and was close to record in

time. He won the r ce, but Dirnberger got in

his way and delayed him a little. He started

at a fearful pace and killed off any number of

men, none being ab'e to hold his pace. Enter-

ing the stretch he was in the lead, having

gone around the bunch on the last turn. He
did not have to hurry much (for him) on the

finish, yet his time was 2:10, or 1 1-5 sec.

better than Tyler's Chicago r. cord, the last

IJAMI'DEN PARK TRACK, SPRINGFIELD, MASS

two points better than his Chicago record. In

the third beat Sanger was on scratch, and
won in the remarkable time of 2:08 1 5. Then
in the afternoon he rode from scratch in the

two mile handicap in 4:46 1-5, as against

Johnson's 4:47 2-5, made June 24 at Pittsburg.

The day was fine but there was not a large

crowd on the grounds. The trials for Wednes-
day's races were run in the morning, begin-

ning at 10 o'clock, and those for Thursday in

the afternoon, forty-six heats in all being run.

Johnson qualified only in the half-mile open,

being fourth in the third heat, in which he

was beaten by Taylor, Bliss and Bald. Mc-
Duffee, Clark, Porter and a host of small fel-

lows did not qualify and quit the game with

Johnson. The cracks, except those mentioned,

all qualified in the heats they started in, so

that the finals will see only the cream of the

talent Zimmerman. Sanger, Bliss, Windle,

Tyler, Meintjes. Githens and Taylor are booked

for the mile invitation race to-morrow, while

Zimmerman, Tyler, Bank3r, Meintjes, Windle,

Bliss. Sanger, D.'rnberger, Githens and Taylor

they greeted one another cordially, chafing
together for several moments. Bliss, Githens,

Tyler, Taylor, George Smith and Windle were
also starters in this event. The two big 'uns

kept back of the bunch, Githens making most
of the pace, with Bliss following closely.

Tyler started the sprint at the last quarter and
then Zimmerman and Sanger went up, Windle
having tacked on to Tyler's wheel. Windle
passed Tyler and a hundred yards from the

tape Zimmy was in the lead, keeping it to the

finish. Sanger worked hard but could not get

past Windle and finished third. Ziinmy's

time was 1:04 4-5.

SANGER'S VICTORY AND RECORD.

The mile " international " invitation was
the race of the day, and in this Sanger

got even with Zimmy, the former b?ing first

and the Jersey man only fifth, being beaten

by Tyler, Windle and Bliss, while Bald, Meint-

jes and Taylor, the other starters, were lost in

the shuffle. Bald started out at a hot pace,

Bliss and A'aylor close up, with Zimmy last.
|

The field was soon in two divisions, Bald and

quarter being :31.

OTHER EVENTS.

Dirnberger made a good win from Rhodes
and Eddie Nelson in the two-mile 5:20 class,

beating the Chicago man by a small margin
right at the tape. Dirnberger also captured

the half-mile handicap from the fifteen-yard

mark. The summary:

One-mile, novicj—H. T. Chapin, I; A. Tatro, 2; R. Bur-

row, 3; time, 2:49 2-5.

Half-mile, 1:15 class, twelve starters—G. M. Wells, 1; O.

S.Brandt, 2; E. W. Meyer, 3; E. L. Blauvelt, 4; time,

1:10 4-5.

Half-mite, open—Zimmerman, 1; Windle, 2; Sanger, 3;

Bliss, 4; Taylor, 5; Githens, 6; time, 1:04 4-5. Last quarter,

:28 3-5.

Two-mile, 5:20 class; eight starters—Dirnberger, 1; W.
A. Rhodes. 2; E. A. Nelson, 3; E. C. Bald, 4; time, 5:13 1-5.

One-mile, international invitation—Sanger, 1; Tyler, 2;

Windle, 3; Bliss 4; Zimmerman, 5; time, 2:11 1-5. Quar-

ter, :32 2-5; half, 1:07 2-5; three quarters, 1:42 2-5.

One-mile, 2:30 class; eleven starters—G. M. Wells, 1 ; H.

A. Githens. 2; W. A. Rhodes, 3; time, 2:42 4-5. No race

and no run-over,

Half-mile, handicap—Dirnberger, 15 yds., 1; R. S. Wil-

liamson, 35 yds , 2; A. W. Warren, 30 yds,, 3; Bald, 15 yds.,

4; time, 1:02 8-5.
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IF

THERE IS

ANY VIRTUE
In Winning Races and Breaking Records,

RAMBLER BICYCLES SURELY POSSESS THAT VIRTUE

In a very marked degree. Early in the season Ramblers started in by winning all the principal

road races of the country, and more track events than all other makes of wheels together. And they

still continue doing the same thing— in the same easy way.

Rambler Prize Statistics.
(These were reported to us—hundreds were not.)

( 266 firsts. 31 fourths.
For the s?ason, up to Sept. 10. -j 185 seconds. 25 first time.

( 95 thirds. 9 second time.

For July 4 only—one day—125 prizes won on Ramblers.
From August 1 to September 10—110 prizes.

Since last week's report—70 prizes.

On the road or path, it is just the same

—

RAMBLERS LEAD THE VAN.
:

NOTICE, PLEASE, the comparatively sniall number of thirds and fourths—and not many

seconds either. It is an honor to run second to a Zimmerman— in fact it is as good as a first. Many

Rambler seconds were "glued" to "Zimmie's" rear wheel. Riders of other wheels consider it an hor.or

to run second to a Rambler Racer.

The above list represents, as is plainly seen, the good work of

NOT A FEW FAST MEN ONLY,
BUT MANY GOOD MEN, FROM MANY STATES,

'BUT ALL ON RAMBLERS."

Prizes Won Since Last Report

:

A total of 15 at Saginaw, Mich. , including 9 firsts—3 firsts and a third at Waltham, Mass.—3 firsts at Syracuse, N. Y.—2 seconds, a
third and a fourth at Hartford, Conn.—2 firsts and a third at Troy, N. Y.—16 out of 28 prizes at Norristown, Pa., including 8 firsts, 4

seconds, 4 thir.is—2 firsts and 2 seconds at Columbus, O.—every race, but novice, in which Ramblers were entered at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

including 6 firsts, 4 seconds—1 first, 3 seconds, 1 third, at Springfield, O.—2 firsts, 3 seconds and a third at Cleveland, O.— 1 first and a
second and a new half-mile Pacific Coast record at San Francisco, also a new track mile record for the great Waltham track, bv Taylor,

against time, 2:16 2-5, also special prizes at Waltham for first in second lap of mile open, and for fastest mile from scratch.

It is Easy for Ramblers to Win Races.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
Makers of Fast Bicycles,

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.
MENTION THE REFERE
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One-mile, 2:10 class—O. S. Brandt, 1} A. J. Titus, 2; H.

Robinson, 3; time, 2:39.

Halt-mile, 1:20 class—Harry W. Hall, 1: George W.
Coffin, 2; E. L. Blauvelt, 3; time. 1:11.

One-mile, handicap —Sanger, scratch, 1 ; Bald, 30 yds ,

:2; Dimberger, 35 yds., 3; lime, 2:10; last quarter, :31.

TYLER BEATS ALL.

Wins the Mile Record From Zimmerman and

Sanger.

Hampden Park, Springfield, Mass., Sept.

14.—[Special telegram.]- Spriaglield is in as

glorious shape to-day as the thousands of en-

thusiasts present have ever seen it. The

grand stands are full, standing room is

crowded, and still the people are coming in

shoals. The managers estimate that there are

now 15,000 at the park. The weather is warm
but cloudy, an ideal day for fast times, while '

the track is as Springfield's track always is

—

simply superb.

Excitement over the meeting between San-

ger and Zimmerman is at fever heat, and there

is no doubt that, for once, a pile of money will

be wagered. The western man is, naturally, a

favorite, for he is wearing the Springfield

colors, but Zimmerman has so many friends

in the crowd that no matter who wins he will

receive a royal greeting.

The first event, a one-mile 2:35 class, has

been run, and Chicago has triumphed. W.
A. Rhodes won a hollow victory from Hugh
Robson, second, and A. T. Caldwell, third, in

2:18. It was an easy win, but the people are

in an excitable mood, and were well pleased.

An accident which might have resulted seri-

ously has just occurred. So great is the crowd
at the inside fence near the finish that the

barrier gave way under the strain, throwing

the people on. the track. No one seriously

hurt.

The half-mile 1:10 class fell easily to Bald in

the good time of 1 :03 2-5, Wells beating Dim-
berger in a hot race for second place.

ZIMMY FIRST, SANGER LAST.

When the half-mile open was called Zimmer-
man walked quietly to the start, hardly ob-

served by the crowd. When Sanger came out

he was cheered a little. On the start Zimmy
took second position, behind Banker. At this

point the two men rode neck and neck and
here Zimmy made his effort. Windle joined

in the struggle but could not come up even

with Zimmerman, the latter winning by a foot,

Banker third and Sanger last. Tyler and Tay-

lor also started. The time was 1:08 1-5 and the

last quarter -.27 4-5.

TYLER "WINS THE BIG EVENT.

The mile record brought out Zimmerman,
Sanger, Bliss, Tyler, Taylor, Windle and
Banker, Johnson having retired from the

tournament because of an ulcerated tooth.

Bliss made the running, with Zimmerman a

close second, capturing the quarter prize.

Banker went up here and took the half. At
this point Bliss and Banker were leading by
^twenty yards. Just after passing the half

Tyler suddenly jumped ahead, Zimmerman
(following, both bent on catching Bliss, who
was getting a dangerous lead on the field. At
=the last quarter Sanger and Windle were in

front, with Zimmy next. In the last fifty

yards Tyler went up with a rush and passed

all, winning by two yards. Sanger was sec-

ond, and Zimmerman's wheel lapped Sanger's

machine. The officials lost their heads and
yelled like Indians over Springfield's victory,

hut managed to get the time, 2:14.

A RUNAWAY.

A good lot of men started in the two-mile

5:10 class, but Brandt started right out and the

crowd never caught him. He crossed the tape

fully 200 yards, ahead of Dimberger, Bald

being third. Time, 5:02 3-5.

BALD'S GOOD TIME.

E. C. Bald, of Buffalo, captuivd the mile 2:25

class in 2:16 from Wells, six inches only sepa-

rating first and second, Eddie Nelson being

third. It was one of the finest finishes of the

day.
ROCHESTER WINS.

The half-mile handicap fell to William Le

Messurier, of Rochester, who had forty yards,

while Campbell finished second from sixty-five

yards, and Charles Coffin third from seventy-

five yards.

Oh! Ha! a Precedent.

The suggestion that the N. C. U. has in any

way treated the L. A. W. discourteously is

amply disproved by the fact that up to now

GENERAL NEWS NOTES.

Personal Paragraphs and Little Squibs From

Everywhere.

The Ovid (Mich.) Cycling Club will hold a

race meet to-morrow.

A five-mile handicap road race will be held

at Salt Lake City to-day.

A movement is on foot to organize another

bicycle club in Appleton, Wis.

The Long Island Wheelmen are planning a

tour through the Berkshire Hills.

Races will be held at Raleigh, N. C, on the

22nd. It is said the prize list will be the best

ever offered for the sport in the state.

The bicycle club of St. Joseph, Mo., intends

holding a lantern parade on the evening of the

21st. Prizes will be given for the best deco-

rated wheels.

A jury in a case recently heard at Rock
Rapids, la., decided that a bicyclist has practi-

cally no rights on the highways of that state.

Grand Stand and Home Stretch, Springfield, Mass.

the N. C. U. has not moved re Zimmerman be-

yond sending the case to Mr. Raymond. Those

who recall the Springfield days will remember

that the L. A. W. did actually suspend Furni-

val and others after the tournament without

any reference to the N. C. U.

—

Sporting Life.

Yes, yes: but the L. A : W. did not invade the

land of the Britons in following up the suspen-

sion. The N. C. U. did not suspend Zimmer-

man, neither did it refuse him a license. It

was the " conditions" that caused the rumpus.

Three Events at Rochester.

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 11.—The bicycle
]

events at the Rochester A. C. games Saturday

resulted as follow?:

Qaarter-mile, handicap—W. Le Messurier, scratch, 1;

Master*, 15 yds., 2; Hughes, 15 yds., 3; time, Mi 5.
j

Half-mile, handicap—Le Messurier, scratch, 1; Kam-
mer. 20 yds., 2; Hughes, 65 yds., 3; time, 1:10 1-6.

One-mile, handicap— Hughes, 65 yds., 1; Lund, 130 y is

2: Le Messurier, scratch, 3: time, 2:05.

According to the great and only Ward Mc-
Allister, it is "eminently proper" for American
young women to ride tricycles, because the

Princess of Wales and her daughteis ride

them. But it is "highly improper" for

young women to use bicycles. Poor fool

Wavd!

Of course the case is to be taken to the su-

preme court, but just think what a fine lot of

men composed that jury !

On the 28th inst., at Lockport, N. Y., the

Y. M. C. A. will hold its second annual field

day. Among other sports there will be sev-

eral bicycle races.

The use of the bicycle for mil.tary purposes,

after having developed with great rapidity in

France, has suddenty received a check. The
minister of war, it seems, has little faith in it.

The cyclists of Beatrice, Neb., being dissatis-

fied with the way the recent races were con-

ducted at that place, have about decided to

organize themselves into a club and run their

own race meets in future.

From the Woodbridge (N. J.) Sun we take

the following; James Frazeur of Newmarket,
who has patented a mile-a-minute bicycle, had
his wheel on exhibition at Somerville last

week. A good rider took the machine in hand
and made the mile in 1:45.

The Salt Lake City Tribune has this to say

about bicycle racing: "A first-class bicycle race

is more exciling than a horse race, and this

fact was attested by the excitement and en-

thusiasm of the crowds at *he recent races.

There is no room for jockeying and false starts

with a crowd of amateur wheelmen."
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YOU READ LAST WEEK SOMETHING ABOUT THE CONSOLI-
DATION OF TWO LEADING CYCLE HOUSES.

Notice Further Information Below.

When America and England, the two greatest countries of the age, unite their forces

in a common cause, competitors will have to stay up late at night and get up eaily in the

morning if they meet the pace.

THE WARMAN-SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE
MANUFACTURER OF

The Famous Cataract and Celebrated Coventry Cross Safeties,

AND SUCCESSOR TO

THE C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE
And WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD, LTD.,

Makes its little bow now and will make its little speech later on.

WATCH AND WAIT.

JOBBERS
We are ready to talk to you now for '94.

Let us hear from you soon.

108-110 Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and igx Lake Street.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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WHEELER WOULDN'T RIDE.

Complains That the Cash Prizes Are Too Small

For Him.

New York, Sept. 9.—Harry Wheeler is in a

state of mutiny, and his actions may lead to

the scuttling of the cash prize ship. Harry
views with dismay the reduction of the purses

offered by the N. C. A., and a man who is

closer to him than anybody else intimated

Thursday that it was possible he would not

again ride against Scbofield unless larger in-

ducements were offered. If Wheeler should

carry out this threat he would be guilty of a

very ungrateful act, as of all men who have

been benefitted by the cash prize league he is

the man. When starting out, the N. C. A. had
in its constitution a clause that not less than

$1,000 would be given at any single meet. Buc
the purses of late have fallen below that esti-

mate. At Brooklyn the aggregate purses for

three races were only $250.

Mr. Powers explains that in the absence of

President Byrne the schedule of races was
changed, owing to the Troy dates being drop-

ped, and that the new schedule conflicted with

New York and Brooklyn base ball dates. So
as not to disappoint the riders entirely some
races had been put in with the ball games. At
any rate, Wheeler kept his word and did not

show up to-day, having gone to Springfield.

The crowd was consequently disappointed.

The mile open and the two-mile handicap

were run off before the ball game, and the five-

mile handicap immediately after. Schofield

was in no kind of form. In the first heat of

the mile open he came in second, but in the

final heat he had to be satisfied with fourth

place. After that he refused to ride in the

five-mile handicap. Tho summary:

One-mile, open—First heat—Carl Hess, 1; J. W. Scho-

field, 2: H. K. Bartholomew, 3; time, 2:48 4-5.

Second heat—C. W. Price, 1; J. A. Newhouse, 2; C. E.

Kluge, 3; time, 2:39 1-5.

Final heat—Hess, 1; Kluge, 2; Price, 3; Schofield, 4;

time, 2:49 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—H. Kauska, 100 yards, 1; J. A.

Newhouse, 90 yds., S; H. E. Bartholomew, 65 yds., 3; C.

W Asbinger, 200 yds., 4; time, 5.-i'5 2 5.

Five-mile, handicap—J A Newhouse. 38) yds., 1 ; F. E.

Starbuck, 26) yds., 2; Frank Albert, 340 yds , 3; C. W.
Ashinger, 340 yds., 4; A. B. Rich, scratch, 5; time, 12:48.

* # *

SANGER AT WALTHAM.

Has No Trouble in Beating Tyler, Windle and

Others.

Boston, Sept. 9.—"Zimmerman is not here"

was the reading of a sign over the entrance to

the Waltham grounds to-day. He had prom-
ised to come but did not show up and the A.

C. C. did not care to fool the public- All the

other cracks were on hand and good racing

was the result. In the third heat of the two-

thirds mile open, Sanger defeated Windle by
fully ten yards, riding the last quarter in :27

4-5. Neither Sanger nor W indie went into the

final, however. The mile "international" was
the event of the day. Dirnberger, Tyler and
Windle qualified in the first heat; Taylor,

Sanger and Githens in the second, and Bliss,

Warren and McDuffee in the third. All started

in i he final under a 2:25 time limit, with dia-

monds for the man leading at the quarters.

Githens took these prizes easily. Sanger be-

gan the sprint, Windle, Bliss and Tyler hang-

ing on. Tho latter dropped out and the others

finished in the order named in 2:19 57-60.

George Smith attempted to ride a hundred

yards, flying start, inside of 6 sec. , but was 4-5

sec. off. Young Bald did good work, winning

his heat in the mile handicap from scratch in

2:18 2-5 and riding the final in 2:17 3-60. Fol-

lowing is the summary:

One-mile, novice—M. P. Callahan, 1; W. F. Parker, 2;

Gus Lemke, 3; time, 2:46 6-60.

Two thirds mile, oper—H. C. Tyler, 1; George F.

Taylor, 2, H A. Githens, 3; time, :55 26 60.

Mile, international—W. C. Sanger, 1 ; W. W. Windle, 2;

M. Dirnberger, 3; time. 2:19 37-60.

One-mile, 2:40 class—F. J. Titus, 1; H. J. Pote, 2; J. C.

Wettigreen, 3; time, 2:37 51-60.

One-third mile, open—H. C. Tyler, 1; M. Dirnb°rger,

2; E. C. Bald, 3; time, :48 25-60.

One-mile, handicap—A. W. Porter, 50 yds., 1; E. C.

Bald, scratch, 2; F. J. Miller, 100 yds.. 3; time, 2:10 28-60.,

time of scratch man, 2:17 3-60; Bliss, 20 yds., 4; O. S.

Brandt, 110 yds., 5.
* * *

Chicago Men Take All.

At Canton, 111., Friday of last week five

members of the Chicago Cycling Club won
five firsts, three seconds, three thirds and
three fourths. Levy won the half-mile open

and the one and ^wo-mile handicap, while

Levy, Peck and Wagner won the team race

from Peoria. Myers won the quarter-mile

open. The summary:

One-mile, novice—A. S. Perkins, 1; E. Nevill, 2; E.

Spencer, 3; time, 3:06.

Half-mile, open—James Levy, 1, Bert Myers, 2; C. H.

Peck, 3; time. 1:13 3-4.

One-mile, handicap—Levy, 100 yds., 1; Denison, 100

yds., 2; Peck, 60 yds., 3; time, 2:24 4-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Myers, 1; Levy, 2; W. S. Chestnut,

3; time, :37 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Levy, 200 yds., 1; Peck, 125 yds.,

2; F. F. Kneer, 275 yds., 3; time, 5:16 3-5.

One-mile, team- Chicago C. C. (Peck, Levy, Wagner)
29 points, 1; Peoria B. C. (Myers, Woolas, Kneer), 13

points, 2; time, 2:54.

Three-mile, handicap—DenisoD, 300 yds., 1; Gough, 375

yds., 2; Woolas, 250 yds., 3; time, 7:56.

* * *

Good Sport at Queens, L. I.

New York, Sept. 9.—Five interesting races

were held to day on the Queen's track. George
Schofield and C. E. Burton collided in the sec-

ond heat of the half-mile handicap and were
badly bruised and cut. The summary:

One mile, novice— Chris Otten, 1; John Johnson, 2; G.

H. Van Emburgh, 3; time, 2:57 3-5.

One mile. Queen's county—H. T. Quartrup, 1 ; W. W.
Roberts, 2; time, 3:02 1-5.

Half mile, handicap—Frank E. Deup, 1; Chris Otten, 2;

D. Sunnam, 3: time, 1:17 4-5.

One mile, 3:00 class—George W. Shannon, 1 ; D Sunnam,
2; F. E. Deup, 3; time, 2:50 4 5.

Half mile, scratch—Paul Grosch, 1; F. G. Brown, 2; L.

Rausch, 3; time, 1:25 4-5.

* * »

The New York Dealers' Meet.

New York, Sept. 9.—The race meet of the

cycle dealers at Manhattan Field did not at-

tract a big crowd, about 800 people being pres-

ent. There were but two open events, in one

o". which Raymond Macdonald pushed W. F.

Murphy hard, the rest being contests between
policemen, firemen, etc. The summary:
One-mile, handicap—W. H. Blake, 115 yds.l; R. Mc-

Donald, 41 yds., 2; H. Thompson, 110 yds., 3; time, 2:27 1-4.

One-mile, consolation— G. H. Baker, 1; C. Mayon, 2;

time, 3:54 1-4.

One-mile, firemen—D. L. Simonson, 1; W. O'Donnell, 2;

Joseph Coj'le, 3: time, 3:-7 3-4.

One-and-a-half-mile, handicap, militia—J. W. Judge,

scratch, 1; H. Thompson, 40 yds., 2; C. E. Clemens,

scratch, 3; time, 4:00.

Two-mile-handicap, bicycle dealers—G. McDonald, 80

yds., 1; E. J. Willis, 130 yds., 2; C. Brady, 130 yds., 3;

time, 5:05 3-4.

ODe-mile, police—John Hodge, 1; J. C. McGee, 2; William

Weidersheim, 3: time, 3:05 1-4.

One-mile, scratch, cycle dealers—William F. Murphy,

1; R. McDonald, 2; E. J. Willis. 3; time, 3:02.

One-mile, letter carriers—C. Boker, 1; C. W. Mayon, 2;

W. W. Jellson, 3; time, 2:53.

Won by the Elizabeths.

Newark, N. J., Sept. 9.—The ten-mile road

race of the Associated Cycling Cubs of New
Jersey for teams of four men took place over

the Elizabeth- Cranford course to-day. The
teams competing were the Atlantas of New-
ark, the Hudson County Wheelmen, the

Elizabeth Wheelmen, and Elizabeth Athletic

Club Cyclers. The Elizabeth Wheelmen won,
scoring 53 points, the Elizabeth Cyclers 41, the

Atlantas 18, and Hudson County Wheelmen
15. Willis would have lowered the ten-mile

record but for an accident. He struck a boy

twenty yards from the finish, but pushed his

wheel across the tape in 27:26. Blauvelt was
second in 29:10, and Coyle third in 30:27.

Up-To-Date English News.

The N. C. U. has replied to the L. A. W.
letter, but, flattering itself on its good taste, it

has not published its reply; so we will have to

wait another fortnight and get it from the

American press —Scottish Cyclist.

A rumor was circulated to the effect that

Schofield would sail in the Campania on Satur-

day to join the cash prize league, but Mr. C.

V. Pugh assured our correspondent that there

was no truth in the statement.

—

Wheeling.

Oxborrow, one of the fastest of the present

day English professionals, is said to be going

to America to ride under the rules of the cash

prize league. From what we know of Oxbor-
row we don't fancy there is any truth in the

statement. 1 he rumor is revived that Scho-

field is crossing over, but here, too, it i3 with-

out foundation.

—

Irish Cyclist.

First of all, Oxborrow is coming to America
if things can be arranged to his satisfaction.

The writer has a letter from him to that effect.

Schofield landed in New York at the exact

hour Mr. Pugh did, on Aug. 26, just fifty yards

apart, the one on the New York and the other

on the Campania. The editors will duly hear

of the N. C. U. business via America, of course.

Granite State Races.

Another race meet is announced for New
Hampshire, this time at, Rochester on the

16th (to-morrow). Among the events will be

a mile novice and open, two-mile handicap
and a five-mile handicap. Prizes include an
organ, two sewing machines, gold and silver

medals, etc.

Schofield's American Experiences.

Schofield called at our eastern office last

week with Mr. Bryan, his manager and reit-

erated the statement that riders of a certain

make of English wheels carry weight with the

N. C. U. Mr. Schofield did not relish the

alleged pocketing at Manhattan Field, and
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Morgan & Wright

PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES
Are by far the Most Serviceable Tires of the times.

Track records count for naught They result from purely lucky circumstances. We hold not a

few of them, however. It is the long, hard rides over execrable roads that prove the stability of a

Tire.

Read not what we SAY but what we PROVE.

Bert Harding,
L. D. Muneer,
Unas. Kindervatter,
C. A. Urban,

Otto Neuman,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. Kindervatter,

M. Nelson.
Martin Nessel,
G L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. E. Renshaw

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

B. B. Wylie

Emil Ulbricht,
A. L. 1 eonhardt,
John Clark.

Frank Waller,

J. F. Reitzner,

E. M. Spike,

H. H. Wylie,

G. Meirstein,

A. L. Leonhardt,

Frank trailer,

F. M. James,

F. J. Ashton,

E. Ulbricht,

C. T. Knisely,

H. H. Wylie,

W. J. Doyle,

H. T. Ferguson,

F. 1,. Olds,

lb»3.

May 20.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

I May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 16.

June 27.

July 4.

July 4.

July 4.

July 4

July 15.

July IS.

July 22.

July 31.

Aug. 12.

Aug. 26.

Aug. 26.

Aug. 19.

July 22.

*ng. S2.

Forest Park Road Race.

12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit.

Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas
City, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State championship
Hanauer Road Race.

New York to Chicago.

Waukesha- Milwaukee Road
Race.

Indianapolis.

Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race.

" " '»

Newark-Princeton.

Sioux City to Chicago.

Lake View course.

Bilsendegen road race.

Denver to Chicago.

Rockford to Chicago and re-

turn

I kilometres, international.

Illinois Road Race.

Review Road Race.

Rogers Park Road Race.

Rogers Park Road Race.

nil in Road Rac*».

17 1 2 miles.

12 miles.

(57:10.

< 57:10.

(57:11.
40:02.

1 1-2 mile.

| 1 mile.
i 1-4 mile.
1 1-2 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.

:32 2-5.

1:10.

10 1-1 J miles. 30:21.

17 1-2 miles.

5 3-4 miles.

155:44.
J. 55:17.

1 55:48.

16:41 2-5.

25 miles. 1:30:50.

5 miles. 16:40.

1,028 miles.

16 1-2 miles.

10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

48:31.

49:01.

3 Miles, 7:31.

16 1-2 miles. 47:41.

16 1-2 miles. 49:40.

100 miles. 6:20:30.

COO miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs.

S miles. 13:30.

25 miles. 1:06:10.

1,200 mites. 12 days.

200 miles. 20 hours.

62 miles. 2:52:312-5.

10 miles. 5:7:55.

5 3-4 miles. 15:06.

6 miles. 18:30.

3 miles. 8:19.

12 mile=. 38:54.

Imperial.
Arrow.
King: of Scorchers.
Raleigh.

Sferling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

24 lb. March, wood rims.
Fowler.
22-lb. James.
Arrow.

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Sunol.

Sterling Special.

Special
Stephens
Special.

Arrow.
James.

Eagle-Altair.

Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Stephens.

Arrow.
Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Whitwortr

.

March.

Sterling Special

Sterling Special.

" Wylie's" Sterling.

Fowl«r.

> Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

J-

State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

[-Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a vouth of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won
$750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

Morgan & Wright Tires
Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Bacing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

I Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Y
JJlbricht fs time is bebt record

) for course by 1:56.

Breaking the competition record
for this distance.

Second best time.

" Same old Racing Tires."

Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.

Breaking record for distance.
Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

Did not even pump tires tip the
entire distance.

"Double century; no trouble, of
course.

"

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this
evenr.

American Road Record.

Equaling American Record.

Won from scratch, time and 1st place

Won from scratch, time and 1st place.

2nd place and 1st time. _
WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS SAY:

Goodland, Ind., July 18, 1893.

We have sold over 100 pairs of your tires this season and have only

had ONE tire give out thus far.

Washington, D. C, July 30, 1893.

We desire to commend your tires and can truthfully say thus far

they have given us excellent satisfaction.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best. Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOH WANT!
FOK 189-4.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WORLD OF INFORMA1ION.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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thought his American cousin pedal-pusher

should be a little more considerate. He looks

better than he did when lie landed, and is

training nicely and promises to give Wheeler

& Co. a taste of his quality before the season is

over. The only way to prevent pocketing is

to ride fast enough, like Zimmerman, and
upset such tricks.

* # #

Meet at Cheyenne, Wyo.

Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 9.—An interesting

lot of races were held here to-day, resulting as

follows:

Quarter-mile, open—Block, Denver, 1; Hemstreet, Chey-
enne, 2; time, :34 2 5.

Third-mile, open—House, Greeley, 1; Hemstreet, 2;

Block, 3,- time, :46 1-5.

One-mile, open—House, 1; Batterill, 2; time, 3:13 4 5.

Half-mile, open—Hemstreet, 1; Block, 2; Henderson, 3;

time, 1:13.

Five mile, handicap — Miles, Cheyenne. 300 yds., 1;

Packer, Denver, 475 yds., 2: Chaffin, Cheyenne, 425 yds ,

3; time, 14:00

The Colonial Wheel Club of Greeley won the

five-mile rel::y race, and Hemstreet won the

mile division championship in 2:37 2-5.

* * *

Meet of the Bristol County A. C. C.

The first annual race meet of the Associated

Cycle Clubs of Bristol Co tnty, Mass., will be

held at Taunton to-morrow. The programme
of events is as follows:

Mile, novice; mile, open; mile, 2:40 class;

half-mile, open; two-mile, state championship;

three-mile team race, and a consolation race.

Several valuable and useful prizes will be

given for each event.

* * *

Three Small Events.

Port Huron, Mich., Sept. 8.—The races held

here to-day resulted as follows:

Half-mile, open—W. Steuber, Detroit, 1 ; C. Baird, Port
Huron, 2; A. Rudolph, Detroit, 3; time, 1:14 1-2.

Quarter-mile, open—Steuber, 1; Baird, 2; Saph, 3; time,

:36.

One-mile, 2:50 class—Baird, 1; Holmes, 2; Hueber, 3;

time, 3:14.
* * *

Race Notes.

A. I. Brown, Cleveland's leading man, is a

dentist.

The Syracuse A. A. is arranging another

meet for Sept 28.

The Wanderer's C. O, of Galva, 111., gives a

tournament Sept. 29.

Isaac Moore won a ten-mile race Saturday

at Bar Harbor, Me., in 34:14.

Saturday the Lake View C. C. holds its ten-

mile handicap road race, the last of the series.

There will be two days racing at Pontiac,

111., Sept. 29 and 30. C. L. Whitson, of that

place, will furnish entry blanks.

In the first race on the path Meintjes cap-

tured the cup which was emblematic of the

championship of South Africa.

Sunday the Columbia Wheelmen hold their

annual road race over the Humboldt Park

course. Nearly a hundred entries have been

received,

Rev. Lloyd Darsie was one of the judges at

the Cleveland meet. He is a prominent C <th-

olic priest and a member of the local ministers'

cycling club.

The annual road race of the Vincennes

Cycling Club was held Saturday morning

over a six-mile course on the south side boule-

vards. The winner was W. L. Roach, a one-

minute man, who covered the distance in

16:15, winning second time. Thomas Holmes,

from scratch, won the prize in 15:31. There

were seven finishers.

The Saratoga (N. Y.) A. C. held races and
games at Woodlawn oval Saturday. The two-

mile handicap resulted as follows : W. Blake,

160 yds., 1: H. Dalkes, 170 yds., 2; W. Hardi-

fer, 130 yds., 3, time, 5:12 1-5.

The Lake View club's championship road

race last Saturday was stopped by the police

just after Gus Steele had finished first in 18:16

J. W. Schieferstein crawled in second before

the police arrived. Seven others were pre-

vented from finishing.

Herbert Gaskill, the old-time English ama-
teur, of whose praises England once rang, is

climbing back steadily into fame and popu-

larity. He is now employed by the Armour
Company at Boston. Gaskell has become
quite a cricketer, and holds the second-best

average for batting in New England.

The A. C. C. of Philadelphia has arranged a

programme for its meet on Sept. 23 which

ought to attract the flyers. All but two of the

races are open events, and a prize list com-
posed principally of diamonds is offered. The
committee is instructed to make it a success

financially if possible, "but at any rate worthy
of the A. C. C."

The united labor unions of New York have
placed their day of sport in the hands of the

N. C. A., and Oct. 7 will see the greatest

gathering ever seen at a New York race meet.

Twenty-six thousand admission tickets have

been ordered, and the labor unions expect to

sell them all. The cash prize league pays all

the expenses, gives the prizes and takes half

the proceeds. The meet will be on the Man-
hattan Field.

The Fairview Athletic Club w ill give its

second fall race meet at Spring Valley, N. Y.

,

Oct. 4. This is the track on which Zimmer-
man rode a mile in 2:14 last October. The
events are as follows: Half-mile, scratch; half-

mile, handicap; mile, three-minute class; mile,

scratch; two mile, handicap. Irving D. Cole

is the secretary. Spring Valley is one hour's

ride from New York on the New Jersey & New
York Railroad.

Frank Bowden, of the Raleigh Cycle Com-
pany, laughed last week when asked the

reason why the Italian champion, Lugi Cantu,

did not show up at Chicago. "He had no idea

of coming to Chicago as far as known," said

Mr. Bowden. "He is a professional and is a

splendid rider, but professionals were not elig-

able at Chicago." The fact remains, however,

that the press was 'worked" on Cantu's appear-

ance with the amateurs at Chicago.

Van Boeckman Reaches Home.

P. Von Boeckman, familiarly known as

"Texas," who left Chicago Aug. 27 for a trip

to Texas, reached Austin Tuesday at 3:20, hav-

ing made the trip in 16 da. 3 hr. 20 min.

SnelPs Goods in Chicago.

Toledo, O., Sept. 1.—We have appointed

Messrs. Roger B. Mc Mullen & Co., 64-70 Ohio

street, Chicago, general sales agent for the

line of goods manufactured by us. Our long

personal and business relations with Mr. Mc-

Mullen. and his intimate knowledge of the

class of goods which we ara manufacturing,

has induced us to place the selling of our

goods in his hands. We are making the fol-

lowing goods: Ball heads, ball pedals, com-

plete frames, finished machined parts of hi-

cycles, ball hubs and hubs for wooden wheels,

finished cranks, ball heads, machine drop-

forged sprocket wheels, and bicycle lamps.

Mr. McMullen will have a full line of our sam-
ples, and will be calling on the trade shortly

to make arrangements for next season's trade.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.

Three Small Meets.

The winners of (he Findlay, O., races Wed-
nesday were as follows: Half-mile, open, A.

I. Brown, 1:13; half-mile, handicap, Brown,

1:06; quarter-mile, open, Blown, :34; three-

minute class, Perrin, 2:42; two mile, handicap,

Douglas, 4:53; half-mile, 1 :20 class, Bern-

hardt, 1:15.

At Tiffin, O., Saturdaj', Charles Herman
won the quarter open in :36 3-4, Ross Manley
the half in 1:22 3-5, and Moss the five-mile in

17:00.

Races were held at Indiana, Pa., Wednes-
day. A. M. Stewart won the half-mile open
in 1:21 and the mile handicap in 1:10 1-2;

Bannister the half, 1:30 class, in 1:20 1-2;

Banker the mile I andicap in 2:29 1-2; Snell

the five-mile handicap in 14:32.

Leeuwenberg in Chicago.

Pie'.er Leeuwenberg, managing director of

the Simplex Automatic Machine Company, of

Utrecht, Holland, was in Chicago Wednesday
and left in the evening for Peoria, St. Louis

and Louisville. He spent a portion of the day
at the far and was much pleased with what he

saw of Chicago. He does not propose to try

doing much with his wheels in this country,

but hopes to take back a good many orders for

pedals, parts, etc. He showed a photograph of

a very handsome road racer, which he has

with him. Mr. Leeuwenberg is a young man,
stands six feet two inches or more and has a

giant frame. He speaks English fluently and
impresses one as b"ing a right good fellow.

Miller Took it Back.

In an interview published in the Wheel last

week E. B. Miller, of the awards committee

for the transportation building i i the world's

fair, said that H. A. Lozier & Co. "were the

only exhibitors who had attempted even the

semblance of an insinuation in the way of a

bribe to influence the award." Mr. Lozier

called on Miller Wednesday and after consider-

able talk the latter admitted that Lozier's ex-

hibit had been withdrawn from the awards

competition before being ruled out and tliat no
attempt, in any way, had been made to bribe

anyone. Miller said Lozier's letter to Thacher

was too severe and it made him mad. On this

account he spoke hastily.

Small Chicago Notes.

" My racing career has ended."

—

F. J. Wag-
ner.

The Englewood C. C. gives an athletic en-

tertainment Sept. 23, the first of a series.

Col. Pope's two young sons have been doing

the fair this week in company with the colo-

nel's private secretary, Mr. \\ inkley, and Mr.

Garden.

Parkhurst & Wilkinson desire to correct the

impression that they are going out of the bi-

cycle business. This branch will continue as

heretofore.

The .ZEolus C. C.'s stag picnic was held last

Sunday on the banks of the Desplaines river.

The members went out on wheels, tally-hos,

wagons, etc., and enjoyed all sorts of games

and a good lunch.
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FACTORIES : Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0ME™S

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Victor Cycling Sundries:
We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VrOTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS. OVERMAN WHEEL CO., chico
m
p
a
e
£s
falls

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

OO

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR STRING
SADDLE TOST.

This valuable device met
with a greit r'cepton
within a shorr. time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price, $2; by mail, $2.30

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Paddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-

struct.
'I his Saddle can be used for everyday riding

without fatigue, and we are confident it will

prove the most popular scorcher Saddle in

the world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.15.

ELASTIC

IROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,

and in response to a

demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon

venience.

Price p^r pair,

mail, 10 cents.

by
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WHAT'S TO BE DONE?

The Outlook for '94 and the Way to Im-

prove It.

'I am inclined to think," remarked a jobber

on Tuesday, "that trade will be backward in

1894. The demand will be all right, no doubt,

but there are lots of people who think a bicycle

ought to be sold for fifty or sixty dollars and
the foolhardy price-cuttiDg of this season has

confirmed this belief. Next spring, when
prices go back to a proper figure (as they must
or the maker can't live) these people will wait

and say, 'Oh, we won't buy for a while. Prices

will go down after awhile.' Then it becomes

a question of who holds out. If the buyer is

patimt enough prices will go down and there

will again be a lot of financial embarassments

in the trade.

"A great deal of good would be done if

makers would cease offering ridiculously high

discounts. An agent, selling a good wheel,

if allowed 25 per cent and 3 or 5 per cent for

cash, can do very well. If you give him any
larger discount he is tempted to divide it with

the consumer to be assured of the sale. You
may be sure of one thing—the greater the dis-

count the poorer the article.

" The uninitiated base their estimates of the

cost of producing a bicycle largely on hearsay.

Some blacksmith figures on so much gas pipe

and other equally available material and an-

nounces that a bicycle can be produced at say

$30. Some bicycles can. A sewing machine
can be made for from $10 to $13—the best of

'em ODly cost $12.50. The public doesn't know,
though, that the cost of s lling, that is, adver-

tising, salesmen, traveling,etc., amounts to $33

for every machine sold. But it does. So, in

selling bicycles, the first cost isn't the only one,

The percentage for selling ccst is lower than

for sewing machines, but it amounts, with

some of the big houses, to 75 per cent of the

cost of production. Take $40 as the cost of

producing; add 75 per cent for selling cost;

then add 25 to 40 per cent for the agent, be-

sides the salaries of and material consumed by
experts in experimental work. The "immense
profits" will be then found to have dwindled to

a fair percentage only.

" In my opinion no 'fly-by-night' concerns

can live through '94, and they will save time

and money by keeping out of it. There must
be a determined stand against the clamor fjr

low prices or the business cannot prosper."

Whymper in England.

L. B. Whymper, late of Schoverling, Daly

& Gales, New York, is now in London, and
writes a friend in New York that he is enjoy-

ing himself. Whymper has seen Heme Hill

track and thinks it a model one. The banking,

he says, lojks high to an American. Mr.

Whymper will shortly commence an in-

vestigatian of the English trade from manu-

facturing to retailing, and one may expect to

hear some reliable news on this subject. The
New Yorker is expected back before the first

of October to commence his important engage-

ment with the Crawford Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Hagerstown.

The Amalgamated Houses.

The season of 1894 will see the amalgamation

of the Warman & Hazlewood American

branch, and the Schub Cycle House. The new
concern will be known as the Warman-Schub
Cycle House, and will continue to handle the

same wheels as at present, with, probably,

some additions. About the middle of October

Schub will close his present quarters and make
a southern trip, returning early in the new
year to prepare for the next season. The
hustling ability of the two principals will in-

sure their being known all over the country at

an early date.

Lynn Cycle Company Failure.

Although Richard F. Cook, the mssing man-
ager of the Lynn Cycle Company, recently

assigned, said when he left the city he would

return by Saturday, he has not yet arrived, as

far as can be learned. If he is in the city he is

lying low. A. O. Very, of Boston, the as-

signee, is investigating the affairs of the com-

pany, and came to the city this afternoon. The

books of the company have not all been in-

spected, but a portion of them have, and he

said to an Item reporter that nothing of a

crooked nature was found.—Lynn Item.

With Morgan & Wright Now.

For a couple of weeks Dame Rumor had

William Herrick, late of the Stokes Manufac-

turing Company, safely located with Cycling

Life in the position of advertising manager.

But the dame was hoodwinking the public

while William was figuring with Morgan &
Wright, the popular tire makers, for a com-

fortable lower be.th. The berth has been

secured for some time to come, and Herrick is

now located on the west side. He says he's a

common salesman, but wouldn't hesitate to do

a little "inducing" if necessary.

Wants the Duty Lowered.

On Friday last, before the ways and means
committee at Washington, S. A. Gilbert, of

the Shelby (Ohio) Tube Company, urged the

repeal of the tariff on steel billets or bloomers

used in making tubes for bicycles. The mate-

rial was made from an ore produced only in

Sweden, and the tariff of 40 per cent ad

valorem he thought was unjust. His company
was the only one of its kind in the country.

Since manufacturing began here prices had

decreased, he stated.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

The Eagle factory at Torrington, Conn, is

announced to open up this week.

Mrs. "Varney, wife of the 'Frisco agent, died

recently, leaving two little children.

C. H. Schub goes to California shortly. He
will be back in Chicago in '94, however.

R. M. Jaffray, business manager of the

Referee, sailed for home on Wedaesday.

E. C. Steams & Co. propose to have their

'94 road wheel weigh not over twenty-eight

pounds:.

The Buffalo Wheel Company will have a

line of four grades of wheels next season. The
popular wheel will Jbe one at $100. Several

large orders, it is said, have been booked for

for next season. The new factory is now
nearing completion.

Mr. Grinyer, of the Coventry Machinists'

Company, does not believe prices will go

below $135 next year, if they reach that

figure.

Porter & Gilmore, 1773 Broadway, New York,

have placed the Perfect Chain Lubricant on

the market. It is in stick form and retails at

25 cents.

The latest concerning the Sercombe-Bolte

failure is that the assets aggregate $145,730,

and the liabilities $177,730. The Wisconsin

Trust Company acts as receiver.

Elliott Burriss will sail for Europe very

shortly with interests associated with the cycle

trade, and on his return will be interested in

pushing the sale of the Burris-Michelin tire.

Harry Overbaugh, formerly Whymper's as-

sistant in the bicycle department of Schover-

ling, Daly & Gales, New York, is now the

manager. He is a worthy successor to the K.

C. W. man who organised and built up a good

business in Humbers and sundries.

Elliott B. Welch, of Charleston, S. C, who
is agent for the Columbia and Quinton

Scorcher, was a visitor in Gotham last week

and called at the Referee office. Mr. Welch
reports business at a stand-still since the

cyclone visited the old southern city.

Mr. Bednell, of Taylor, Cooper & Bednell,

will leave New York this week for Toronto, to

transact some Raglan business, and will then

see Chicago. Mr. Bednell spoke of the success

the Raglan had met with on the path, and is

quite satisfied with the firm's American busi-

ness.

Mr. Devanny, the successful Swift agent of

'Frisco, spent last week in Chicago and has

gone east. His verdict concerning the fair

was the usual "out o' sight." Devanny is

deeply interested in the California Midwinter

Fair, at which many exhibitors at Chicago will

show.

Mr. Devanny assures us that no price-cut-

ting has been indulged in in California this

year. He thinks all the dealers there have

had a fair season. Devanny will continue to

handle the Swift next yea", while Mohrig
will continue with the Stover line at the old

stand.

Stillman G. Whittaker, of the Anglo-Ameri-

can company, made a flying trip to Syracuse,

Rochester and Buffalo last week and returned

to New York with some preliminary orders for

parts. He reports business as looking up—that

is, preparations are under way for samples of

'99 wheels.

Penseyres & Haberer, of Buffalo, makers of

the Globe, are making preparations to dupli-

cate their local success of this year in '94.

The two Buffalo boys have scored a success,

and are popular withal. Crooks rode a Globe

for a long time, and won several important

races on it.

Director Priest, of the Quadrant Cycle Com-
pany, was seen by a Referee man recently in

Boston and exhibited his puncture-proof band
fcr pneumatic tires, which is a sort of sausage

roll of muslin covered cotton batting contents

covered with a resinous substance, which de-

fies a pin or nail, The roll, which in reality is

an oval, is a little over an inch across the sur-

face and a half inch deep, goes between the

shoe and tube and weighs about five ounces.
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LLOYD'S FRAMES.

What do You Think About

This ?

Money Cannot Buy Better.

W. A. LLOYD & CO.,
Correspondence Invited. Clyde Works, BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Agents -THE ANGLO-AMERICAN IRON & METAL t ,0., 313 Pearl St., New York

BICYCLE RIDEKS AND DEALERS,

EVERY ONE OF THE

Novelty Cyclometers
records accurately and does not pet out of order.

"What other Cyclometer ever did this ?

Easily attached to the wheel, does not rattle,

lias a positive motion, without, springs or cams.
* asily read from the saddle, can be set at zeroa t

aoy time, weighs less than four ounces and is

nearer perfection than any other instrument of
the kind yet manufactured.

Made for all sizes of wheels.

PRICE, ONLY $5.00.

Made and Guaranteed by—

RECORDING INSTRUMENT CO., Boston, Mass.

Right in.

For Fine Catalogue Engravings by the Half
tone and Zinc Etching processes.

Send for specimens and prices.

Columbian Engraving Co.,
350 Dearborn St., CSICAGO.

1XWWSWS ^WW£

RED CROSS RDBBER CEMENT.

In Tubes or in Bulk.
Strongest and quickest drying

cement ever compounded. A solu-
tion specially adapted for repair-
ing Putumatie Tires. No ouifit is

complete until it has a tube of Red
Cross. These tubes are put up in
neat and attractive cases contain-
ing one dozen tubes each. Ask
your dealer for it.

PRICE, PER TUBE,
BY MAIL, 25c.

Write for Catalogue of Specialties Manufactured by

Arlington U. Retts & Co.,

MENTION THE REFEREE. TOLEDO, OHIO.

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF— WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. fend for Illustrated

Palace Sleeping

- Dining Car Line

Eastern and Canadian Points.

In connection with the GREAT WESTERN
DIVISION of the GRAND TKUNK RAIL-
WAY, it is the FAVORITE ROUTE to

Niagara*Falls, Thousand Islands,
and Rapids of the'St. Lawrance. and to the Seaside and Mountain Resorts

in the East.

CT1MMPD THTTDTCTC Should send their address to E.H.Hughes,
O U l»l l"l Li IV 1 U U rvliJ 1 O General Western Passenger Agent, Chicago &
Grand Trunk Railway, 103 South Clark Street, Chicago, III., and ask for particulars re-

garding Summer Tours. Chicago to Niagara Falls, the Thousand Islands, the Adiron-
dacks, the White Mountains, and the summer resorts of the coast of Maine, which will

be sent to all applicants free of charge, sale of summer tourist tickets begins

Magnificent New Pullman Sleepers

DAILY BETWEEN

Conarlicm Rarrcrarrf Passengers for Canada con now have their Baggage
ciiicUUiLii iJd^^d^L. examined and passed customs and checked to destina-

tion at our depot in Cuicago, thereby avoiding annoyance and delay at the Canadian
frontier.

For TicUets at Lowest Rates, apply at Ticket Offices in the tvest, or to

E. H. HUGHES,
General Western Passenger Agent, - 103 South Clark Street, CHICAGO.

CH CAGO AND DETROIT.

CHICAGO AND SAGINAW VALLEY.

CH CAGO AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.

CH CAGO AND BOSTON.

W. J. SPICFR. General Manager.
GK". B. REEVE, Traffic Manager.
W. E. DAVIS, Gen. Pass r and Tkt. Apt.

CSICAGO& GRAND TRVNK RI.

L. J. SEARGEANT, General Managei.

WM. EDGAR, General Passenger Agent.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
MENTION THE REARER.
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LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

The Improved Stubb's Tire—A Sprung-on Tire

—A Pneumatic Disc Wheel.

These abstracts are prepared, immedittely

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from June '28, 1893, give
notice in the prescribed form of such opposition.]

THE IMPROVED STTBBS TIRE.

No. 15,163. S. H. Stubbs' 'Improvements in rims of

of cycle and other wheels, and in pneumatic tires for the

same." Aug. 23, 1892.—The improved rim (a) is hollow

and made with lips at the edges which are preferably

turned over towards the spokes of the wheel but may be

turned in the reverse direction. The tire cover (cl) is

stiffened at each edge by means of a wire border. The

wire, which may be in a single length in each edge, is

first bent into a flat zig-zag or serpen-

tine form and then bent into a con-

tinuous hooli The canvas or rubber

covering is then doubled over the wire

and first stitched to the back and then

-r along the inner edge, whereby the

canvas is securely fastened to the
£-

J^\
-

o>/ wire. The wire may be covered with

the canvas before it is bent up into the hook form, if

preferred, and in both cases 'the canvas or rubber may
be cemented in addition to stitching it to the wire. When
the outer cover is to be used with a rim having inwardly

turned edges the hooks are set outwards and when the

edges of the rim'are turned back toward the spokes, as

represented in the drawing, the hooks are set inwards

and engage with the edges of the rim, thereby securing

the outer cover (cl) and the air tube (e) to the rim (a).

A SPRtJNG-ON TIKE.

No. 17,712. A. Whitehouse, A. Whicker and W. N.

Black's "Improvements in the means for and the mode of

securing pneumatic tires on wheels." Oct. 5, 1892—This
invention also aims at providing means for securing pneu-

matic tires to their rims in such a way that they may be

readily attached and detached. The rim (A) is con-

structed with flanges (al) turned over so as to form re-

cesses or channels (a2) on the inside of the circumference

of the wheel. The outer cover (B) is provided with con-

tiauous loops (bl) through which the wires (D) pass. The

tire is secured to the rim by placing the cover (B) over

the air tube and forcing the edge containing the wire (D)

over the flange (al) until the wire expands into the re-

cess (a2). The air tube is then blown up and the wires

find their bearings against the flanges (al) in the recesses

(a2). the straiu on the *vire being compressional instead of

tensional as in the case of wires outside the rim. To re-

move the cover the tire is first deflated, after which one
edge of the cover is withdrawn from the recess by the

fingers. The wire may be jointed in various ways so that

when it is withdrawn from the recess it expands and al-

lows room for the removal of the air tube. In place of

threading the wire through the edges of the outer cover

it may be separate therefrom, in which case the edges of

the outer cover it may be separate therefrom, in which
case the edge of the tire is first inserted in the recess (a2)

and the wire inserted as before described. One of the
wires may be made more expansive than the other so

that it will fit very tightly, while that on the other side

may be fitted more easily to allow of being the more
readily removed.

A PNEUMATIC DISC WHEEL.

No. 10,234. H. S. Owen's "Improvements in wheels

for bicycles and other vehicles." May 23, 1893.—The ob
ject of this invention is to provide against the liability of

the tire to rupture, and consists in an arrangement which
will permit any excessive local compression at the point

of contact of the wheel with the ground, due to sur-

mounting of obstructions in the road, to be compensated
for by an expansion chamber in free communication with

the tread of the tire. The sides of the wheel are in the

case illustrated made up of the disc walls (cl dl) of sheet

metal or other material. The walls are adapted to be

held at a fixed distance by means of an annular distance

piece or by through bolts (el) as shown, or by means of

the flanged sleeve (e2). When the flanged sleeve (e2) is

A LEAKY OIL CAN
is dear at any price. Experienced riders will tell you that the "Perfect" Pocket Oiler is

cheaper at 25 cents than any ether oiler as a gift. The "Perfect" does not leak. It regulates

the supply of oil to the eyact amount needed. Be sure that the word " Perfect" is stamped on
your oiler

Price y5c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
172 NINTH AVE., — NEW YORK.

SAVE TIME
By having your oiler or pump in one of

our holders. Always ready for use. No

delay in opening tool bag.

MENTIOM THE REFEREE.

These holders are made in two sizes.

Smaller size to carry "Perfect" Pocket

Oiler. Larger size to carry a pneumatic

pump. Easily attached to any wheel.

Price, 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
ITS Si/nth Ave., - NEW TOXIC.

<»i
!*''

§ss

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfecta. Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE & CO., sole agents for u.s. 14 N.5ih St., rhiladelphio.

employed either the distance piece or bolts (el) are pref

erably used in addition. When it is de-

sired that the walls shall rotate with the

axle (a) they are held by a washer (b)

secured on the axle and a nut (bl) screwed

thereon. Between the disc walls ( cl dl)

there is firmly clamped an inflatable cir-

cular receptacle, the wall of which near-

est to the center of the wheel is sufficiently

firm to substantially maintain its position

under the usual shocks, but which is suffi-

ciently elastic to expand and compensate

for any excessive local compressions The

tread portion of the tire extends beyond

the wheel sides and is of less elasticity

than the before-mentioned wall, so that the expansion will

take place at said latter wall, ample space being provided

for that purpose, as shown. The increased dimensions of

this receptacle in comparison with the usual pneumatic

tire increases the elastic qualities of the wheel and more
effectually distributes its strains. As shown, the disc

walls (cl dl) may converge somewhat toward each other

at their outer peripheries so as to exercise a more effect-

ive clamping action upon the receptacle. Annular eJge

flanges (m) are also preferably provided, against which

rest corresponding shoulders (n) of the receptacle, the

use of these being to prevent the receptacle from being

forced in between the walls. In another form the tire

portion is formed independently from the expansion

chamber, the two being connected by rubber tubes, and

other modifications r.re described.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes.

Angle Brothers, who have for some years

been doing a good retail business at Evanslon,

made an assignment in the County Court Fri-

day to Charles Culbertson. The assets and

liabilities each foot up about $3,000. The firm

was caught in a bank failure during the sum-

mer, and this hastened the failure.

Stephen Golder, representing the Rudge
Cycle Company, W. J. Grmyer, of the Cov-

entry Machinists' Company, and Frank Bow-
den, managing director of the Raleigh Cycle

Company, called at the Referee eastern office

last week. Mr. Bowden is accompanied by

Mrs Bowden and her mother.

It may be fairly conceded that the French

have made the greatest progress in wheeling

during the last two years. It has caught on

with all classes in a most remarkable way, and
ladies and genilemen of the highest rank may
be seen cycling daily through the lovely ave-

nues of the Bois de Boulogne. The Countess

d' E , says Le Velo, has just purchased ten

Raleighs for the amusement of her guests in

the country.

The Phelps & Dingle Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Passaic, N. J., makes the following

announcement: "We are pleased to announce
that we have effected a very favorable combi-

nation with the Boston Woven Hose and Rub-
ber Company, of 3 Winthrop square, Boston,

and our business will be transferred to Boston

at once."

It is with regret that we announce that the

Buffalo Cycle Works finds itself hard-pressed

at present through the stringency of the

money market. W. S. Bull says the company,
if given time, can pull through all right. The
concern has built up a good trade, and it is to

be hoped things will shape themselves so that

it will continue in the trade.

The Black Manufacturing Company, of Erie,

Pa., is getting along splendidly with its prepa-

tion to Luild the Tribune wheel. The com.
pany will make 28 and 32-pound wheels of the

best material money can buy. The factory is

now completed and men are busy making
tools. Manager Gaylor says his house will be

ready to show sample wheels in thirty days.

Messrs. Schofield, of the New York Cycle

Company, who sell that good hundred-dollar

wheel, the New York, are disposing of the few
machines of this year's pattern, and which
would have been sold off in May and June if

they had had them, as the demand for the

wheel was much greater than the supply.

Gibson & Prentiss, of Buffalo, makers of the

Bison, have made an interchangable tandem
that, when taken apart, can be transformed

into a single diamond frame safety of regular

stock weight. This firm has opened a new
store on Main street, which indicates good
business prospects. Linneman rides a Bison

now.

William Priest, senior partner of the Quad-

rant Cycle Company, is in Chicago for a short

stay, and would be pleased to hear from any
importing hou=e handling bicycles or desiring

to mike contracts for the supply of high-grade

English wheels in '94. Mr. Priest may be ad-

dressed at 309 Wabash avenue, Chicago, or 249

Columbus avenue, Boston,
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MK. HUDSON.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cyele Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Prices

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FEN TON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ~***^

Strictly High- Grade Bicycles

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special feature of our LIGHT ROADSTER.
Reliable Agents Wanted.

Catalogue furnished on application

Chicago Office, 1116 Monadnock Big. w^^%Th
FTk

E
i4.

GaUeryIransporta'

MENTION THE REFEREE.

POSITION WANTED.

The superintendent of a high grade bicycle

factory, at liberty October 1, invites corres-

pondence with parties contemplating or organ-

izing a bicycle business, or in want of a

practical manager for factory or manufactur-

ing business. Address

C. F., Referee.

STOP! LOOK!
CYCLE CHAIN PROTECTOR.

The only really Perfect Chain Guard in the market. It
is an endless cover fitting perfectly around the chain and
effectually keeping ic free from all dust, dirt and wet,
making chain run smooth, free and noiseless. No one
can afford to be without it. They are being used by al-
most every cyclist and cycle maker of importance in
Europe. Weight complete is only 1-2 uz. fcaniple mailed
free to any address for 50c.

Grant Woven Novelty Co., Patterson, N.J.
and W. M. Grant & Co. Manchinery Hall, W'lds Fa :

LABOR SAVING RECORD.
For every business and profession on hand,

or made to order.

HOWARD CHALLER,
20-3t 10 S. Spruce St., New York.

FOR SALE.
T> ACFR-Twenty four pound Eagle-Altair Track Racer,
-^ strong enough for r"ad work; Morgan & Wright
Racing Tires, Aluminum Rims, never been uncrated,
good condii ion, factory guarantee. Cash, $93. Sent on
inspection if expressage remitted. Write promptly.

NEW HAVEN CYCLE CO.
516 and 520 State St., - - New Haven, Conn.

ASSIGNEE SALE.

Bicycle Machinery § Stock.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 30,

1893, at twelve o'clock, noon, I will sell at PUBLIC
A UCTION, to the highest bidder, all the

Machinery, Stock and Tools

of the

VINCENT CYCLE MAN'F'G CO.,

at their office,

NO. 13 GULL STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

A rare chance for investors is here offered. Terms,

cash or its equivalent. For information address

2J-3t

FRANCIS J. HAMILTON, Assignee,

13 Gull Street,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Exchange.
I have a G. & J. Lady's or Gent's Tricycle in

excellent condition. Will exchange for Pneu-

matic Tire Safety.

W. O. HORNER, Cleveland, Tenn.
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WAS GIDEON OVER-ZEALOUS.

For Pacing Rich, Draper and Donnelly May
Be Suspended.

Philadelphia, Sept. 18.—It is often said

that a newly-appointed policeman will, in order

to demonstrate his wide-awakedness to his

superiors, make an arrest on the slightest pre-

text. This is the accepted definition of over-

zealousness.

While Mr. Gideon, the local member of the

racing board, cannot be classed in the same
category with the newly-fledged "cop," yet his

endeavor to have Draper and Donnelly declared

professionals for pacing A. B. Rich of the N.

C. A. in his attempt to break the Tioga track

record, certainly smacks of over-zealousness.

These two gentlemen, than whom no more
honest amateur ever pushed a pedal, were

asked to pace Rich on Donnelly's new 31-

pound tandem. They consented, with the pro-

viso that it was not to be a public trial, and

they even had the foresight to insist that but

one watch should be held on Rich, and that

the grounds should be open to all who wished

to come in.

But the crafty Gideon saw a golden oppor-

tunity. He had not had such a chance since

Billy Taxis' shortcomings were ferretted out,

and with a couple of heads showing, George

lost no time in hitting 'em—with the result

that, unless all signs fail, before another moon
these two men will be officially declared black

sheep. For the good of amateur cycling, think

you?
Even if Mr. Gideon does not attain his ob-

ject, the attempt to disgrace two honest men
on so trivial a pretext does not redound greatly

to his credit.

Nor should it be forgotten that John Draper,

who wields a most trenchant pen, has never

failed to uphold amateurism (not the weird,

Puritanical Gideonesque article) at all times

and under all circumstances.

For the good of the cause it is to be hoped

that "Gid" will confine his attention to real

culprits in the future.

A Race for a Train.

"We have all seen men race for a train,"

said a traveler. " The other day I saw a man
make a break for one on a bicycle. We had

halted at a station from which a straight, level

road ran back at a right angle to the railroad.

At a considerable distance up that road we saw
a man coming on a bicycle. A man afoot

couldn't have got anywhere near us from that

distance, and it didn't seem as though the man
on the wheel could get within rods of us, but

he came down the street whizzing. When he

had come about half the distance the con-

ductor gave the signal to s'art, and the engineer

sounded the whistle and started the train. It

was astonishing how fast the man on the wheel

was coming now. There was a broad, level

space around the station. The bicyclist swept

over this in a great curve that landed him
alongside the baggage car. Dismounting, he

lifted his wheel up to the waiting hands of the

baggage master. A fraction of a second later

the steps of the first passenger car came along,

and the bicyclist stepped aboard a winner."

—

Albany Express.—Similar exciting chases are

witnessed daily on all the important suburban

trains coming into Chicago. The people enjoy

them.

Zimmerman in Chicago.

Arthur Augustus Zimmerman, George A.

Banker, Hoyland Smith and N. H. Van
Sicklen reached Chicago from Springfield last

Friday night. The three former traveled the

thousand and odd miles to ride in the A. A. U.

two-mile championship race. The crowd

greeted Zimmerman cordially when he came
out on the track and also when he finished ten

yards ahead of Banker. Barrett was third,

and Bode, Smith and Knisely brought up the

rear. The time was 5:57 2-5. Zimmy went into

the standing broad jump, and although he has

not had on spiked shoes for nearly two years,

took second place to Schwaner, who cleared

10 ft. 7 in, five inches better than Zimmy's

jump. The Jerseyman had a smile and a

hand-shake for all his Chicago acquaintances,

but would not give any excuse for his Spring-

field defeat. Banker lays the trouble to his

record-breaking rides of Sunday and Monday.

Zimmerman, Banker and Smith left Saturday

night for Wheeling, W. Va.

We Should Think Not.

The League of American Wheelmen says Mr. Lambton
cannot take part in any of its championships, as he has

raced for "cash prizes."— Melbourne Standard.

There is interest in this antipodian paragraph,

for this reason: A professional in Australia

cannot compete against an amateur there who
races for cash, and the Melbourne people there-

fore evidently thought H. H. Lambton was

eligible to compete in this country, as the Mel-

bourne Standard is authority on Australian

cycling matters.

Using Bicycles Now.

In the German array maneuvres, held at

Guens Monday, all the latest devices in the art

of warfare were put in use. These included

the telephone, field railway, the balloon and

the bicycle, and very satisfactory results were

obtained. The bicycles were used by messen-

gers and scouts,

FRESH FOREIGN FACTS.

" International " Races at Frankfort — Lehr

Makes New Records.

A splendid international meet took place

Aug. 26 aDd 27 at Frankfort, in which Lehr
was again the lion of the day. Among the

foreigners present were Rademaker and Hou-
ben. The most interesting races resulted as

follows:

Two thousand-metre, strangers 1 race—M. Herty, 1; O.

Breitling, 2; Houben, 8; time, 3:31 1-5.

One thousand-metre—A. Lehr, 1; O. Breitling, 2; A.

Verheyen, 3; time, 1:35 3-5.

Ten thousand-metre,championship of Europe—A. Lehr,

1; O. Breitling, 2; F. Opel, 3; time, 17:00 3-5.

Thirty-kilometre—A. Lehr, 1; O. Breitling, 2; W. Rade-
maker, 3; time 51:10 1-5, record.

The following records were beaten in this

race:

Dist. Time. Name.
6,0,0 metres, 10:01 M. Herty

7,000
" 11:413-5 "

7,500
" 12:311-5

8,000
" 13:24 "

9,000
" 15:09

10,000
" 16:45 A. Lehr

15,000
" 25:163-5 0. Beyschlag

20,000
" 33:52 A. Lehr

25,000
" 42:421-5

30,000
" 51:101-5

At Hannover, O. Rosenstengel won the

championship of Hannover, 5,000 metres; A.

Breitling the 5,000-metre championship of

South Germany, in 8:15 2-5; Hans Hofmann
the 5,000-metre ordinary championship of

South Germany, in 9:00 3-5.

On Sept. 3 Cassignard and Cottereau met on

the track at Vichy, Cassignard taking all the

honors, and on Sept. 4 shared them with Med-

inger:

International tricycle, 5,600 m,—Cassignard, 1; Fouan-

eau, 2 Cottereau. 3; time, 10:07.

International 11,200-metre—Cassignard, 1; Cottereau,

2; Delansorne, 3; time, 18:32.

International senior race, 22,000 metres— Cassignard, 1

;

Medinger, 2; Gilbert, 3; time 38:02.

"For Sweet Charity's Sake."

The St. Louis Republic has started a move-

ment to furnish free dinners to the poor chil-

dren who are attending the public schools, and

Will Laing and Wallie Wright are working up

a race meet for the benefit of the fund. Sun-

day, Oct. 22 will be the date. Chris von der

Ahe, the base ball magnate, has offered the

use of the Sportsman's Park free of charge,

and has promised to do all in his power to

make the meet a success. A first-class list of

prizes will be offered, and it is hoped the en-

tries will not be confined to local wheelmen.

The admission will be only 25 cents to all

parts of the grounds, and this, together with

the worthy object of the meet, should make
the attendance a record-breaker.
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FLETCHER'S NEW RECORD.

RIDES A THOUSAND MILES ON THE ROAD

IN LESS THAN FIVE DAYS.

Roads So Bad He Gave Up the Land's End to

John O'Groats Trip—Trade Matters-

Trying to Down the Stanley

Show.

London, Sept. 9.—Another of Zimmerman's

British records has been taken from him. On

Wednesday evening at Heme Hill, A. W,

Harris rode a starting quarter of a mile with a

push-off in 31 2-5 sec—this eclipsing the rec-

ord of 32 3-5 sec, the very first which Zimmer-

man put to his credit after his arrival here in

1892. Harris, having had a rest from compe-

tition, is now in great form and appears to

have both the half-mile and mile records at his

mercy, whenever he cares to go for them under

favorable circumstances.

edge's road record.

In the Bath Road Club's open 100-mile race

last Saturday, over an out-and-home course, S.

F. Edge not only won, but also beat the record

made three years ago on a straightaway ride in

front of a gale of wind. His time was 5 hr.

24 min. 57 sec, the last fifty miles being cov-

ered in 2 hr. 35 min. The second man, 0. G.

Wridgway, did 5 hr. 25 min. 7 sec— this also

beating the previous record—5 hr. 27 min. 38

sec. The third man was E. Hale who, I am
told, was riding with a temporary license, is-

sued pending inquiries. What inquiries the

N. C. U. wished to make I cannot understand.

Hale was one of the Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper stable, suspended in 1886. He was

afterwards reinstated but subsequently again

suspended. His offense, if I am not mistaken,

was clearly proved. Rumor had it at the time

that he was bound by a regular agreement by

which he received £3 for a win, £2 for a sec-

ond and £1 for a third, and that he went to

rac« wherever his firm chose to send him.

Some time after he applied for reinstatement,

saying he was going to be married and did not

intend to race again, but did not wish to re-

tire under the stiguii of suspension. For these

reasons his application was granted and now
he comes out with a temporary license. If this

be made a permanent one Jack Lee, Oxborrow,

Allard and even Richard Howell may as well

apply at once for similar favors. Hale had

disappeared from the cycle business but has

lately been engaged as traveler for the Sydney

Tire Company.

FLETCHER FAILED.

Once again Lawrence Fletcher has started

for the Land's End to John O'Groats record

and failed. This time— it was the fifth in

three weeks—he was all right for more than

two-thirds of the distance, and was riding

very strongly. But when he got well into

Scotland he found the roads in a fearful con-

dition. So bad were they that in many places

he was compelled to walk, and at one point

his rate of progression was nine miles in three

hours. After that he decided to "chuck," and

turning round the other way determined to

return to Carlisle by another route in an at-

tempt to beat T. A. Edge's record for 1,000

miles over picked roads. To do this he had to

ride 570 miles in two days, but he succeeded

and finished at Sterling, 4 dys. 23 hrs. 30 min.

from the start—a reduction of the record by
more than six hours. He rode the same ma-
chine—a Raleigh safety—all through, and it

says much for the Dunlop tires, with which it

was fitted, that they did not require touching

once during the journey, not even for the pur-

pose of inflation.

JACK PRINCE'S VISIT.

I had a call yesterday from John S. Prince,

who arrived in England a week ago. He told

me that his object in visiting this country is to

arrange to ride an English wheel and to see

his friends and relations at Langley Green,

near Birmingham. Prince, who seized with

avidity a copy of the Referee which had just

reached me, returns again to America at the

end of this month to go on the southern circuit

of the N. C. A., in the future of which he has

very great faith. "It's bound to come out on

here, and doubtless will be read with interest

by the members of the N. C. U. licensing com-

mittee.
TRADE MATTERS.

The company boom is by no means at an

end. An attempt is now being made to float

a company for the purchase of the patent

rights in the Guthrie-Hall pneumatic saddle.

Mr. Cottam, who has a wonderful record as a

company promoter, is running the affair. At
present it is proposed to fix the capital at

£10,000, so it is evidentby intended that there

shall be plenty of plunder for somebody. In

the meanwhile all norts of people are being

worked for testimonials as to the good proper-

ties of the saddle

The rivalry between the National show and

the Stanley show is growing hotter and fiercer

than ever. The allied makers are doing all in

their power to squash the Stanley people, and

Meintjes' first lesson in record-breaking.

top," he told me. While in this country he

has no intention of being idle. He has been

training this week at Aston Lower grounds,

Birmingham, and has come up to town to put

in a fortnight or so at Heme Hill, where, if he

can get pacers, he intends going for the pro-

fessional records from one mile to one hour.

On Wednesday Dick Howell issued a challenge

to Prince, wanting to ride a match for £50 a

side. The next day Prince signified his wil-

lingness to come to terms; but there has been

no further reply from Howell, and to-day I

hear he is sailing by this mail to America. He
also is after the cash prizes of the N. C. A.

BARDEN HOME AGAIN.

Barden is back again—wiser, apparsntly,

and also sadder after the non-success of his

American trip. The recount of an interview

with him which appeared in the Referee just

to hand has caused considerable sensation

some of them are bringing every influence to

bear on the accessory makers to prevent their

exhibiting at the Stanley. One maker of tires

assures me that it was conveyed to him in a

very direct and significant way that if he sup-

ported the opposition he might look for orders

elsewhere than to some of the big firms.

It Pleased Them.

Referee Bunnell and Handicapper Merrihew
have worked fathfully and earnestly to estab-

lish public confidence in the National Cycling

Association, and run things at the race meets

with a promptness and fairness that command
the respect of even their critics. The above-

named gentlemen were very pleased with the

recent fair statement of facts contained in an
editorial in the Referee. Bunnell may not

be very aristocratic in his bearing, but he has

a host of friends.
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OPPOSITION TO PERKINS.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION TO PUT

UP TWO TICKETS.

Rumors of Several Changes—Grand Wind-up

atWaltham Oct. 3—Old Timers Enjoy

a Wheel Around the Hub —
Those Present.

Boston, Sept. 17.—A little bird whispered to

me that the approaching division election will

be productive of many surprises and that an
opposition candidate will be placed in the field

against the three present executive officers. In

this connection I heard that the division nom-
inating board, with a desire to be fair and im-

partial to all men, will nominate two sets of

candidates, a thing which has never been done
in this division. It will do so, not because it is

dissatisfied with the work of these men, but

because it considers this a fair thing to do.

This I do not state as a fact, for it was only

given to me as a rumor. However, be that as

it may, it is a fact that Spencer T. Williams,

the president of the Maiden Bicycle Club, has

been mentioned in connection with the offices

of chief and vice-consul. From what I know
of that gentleman, personally, I am inclined

to think that he will object to appearing as a
candidate against G. Perkins, but that he would
nevertheless accept a candidacy for vice-consul.

This much I know, he will receive that nom-
ination. Another position in which I hear

rumor of a change is that of secretary-treas-

urer. This office has for years been ably filled

by Charles S. Howard of the Boston Olube,

and there is no doubt that he will again be a
candidate. Among the names mentioned for

this position is that of Henry W. Robinson, the

present chairman of the division racing board.

He will not, however, accept a nomination for

that position, he having a year ago emphati-

c illy declined to run for the office. Another
name is that of A. J. Ochs of the Press Cycling

Club, who at one time was a strong and favor-

able candidate but who has since been dropped.

It is the desire of some of the leaders to retain

the chief consul and secretary-treasurer in

Boston and let the vice-consulship go to the

western part of the state. These, as I have
stated, are only rumors, but rumors so well

vouched for that I give them for what they are

worth. The question naturally arises at this

point, why placean opposition ticketin the field

when the present officers have done such good
work during the past twelve months ? They
have in that time accomplished a great deal of

good for the division, whose membership now
numbers 6,253. No set of men could have

worked harder for the good of the cause than

have these, but the members of the division

have yet to learn the value of that old adage,

"Let well e.iough alone."

MORE RACING AT WALTHAM.

Arrangements are being perfected for a

grand wind-up of the season at Waltham. Not
content with the past glories there achieved,

the management is considering the advisability

of holding a grand star tournament and has

secured the written promises of all the cracks,

save one, to be on hand Oct. 2 or 3, whichever

the date may be. There will be races and also

attempts against record, both standing and fly-

ing, but it is understood the latter will be made
a special feature, the races being for short dis-

tances.
THE WHEEL AROUND THE HUB.

The Boston Bicycle Club, the oldest cycling

organization in America, held its second repi-

tition of the famous "wheel around the Hub"
last Friday and Saturday. It will be remem-
bered that the first wheel, or rather tour, of

this description was held in '79, when cycles

and their riders were not as numerous as at

the present time, and when the rustic gazed
with mouth open at the novel sight of a man
astride a large wheel. But times have changed
and the cavalcade which wended its way over

the old route caused no wonder whatever. In

this little party were men whose names are

closely identified with the growth of cycling in

this country, and men to whom the sport owes
more for its present welfare than one is apt to

think. In the first place there was Papa Frank
W.Weston, the father of this, the oldest club in

the country, who imported one of the first

wheels from England, and who was a member
of that famous old firm, Cunningham, Heath
& Co. , and who created that staid old paper

now known as the Bicycling World and L. A.

W. Bulletin. As he gazed around him on this

occasion he was heard to sigh and say: "How
things have changed." Then there came Vet

Will R. Pitman. Who knows him not? Every-

one has heard or seen the man who won the

first bicycle race held in America, and whose

greeting and farewell is always "happy days."

What fond memories that saying does awake
in the minds of these old vets of the grand

sport. Then came Paul Butler, son of the

general, just as happy and boyish as of old,

always ready to crack a joke and to receive

one at his own expense. But let us not forget

the captain, Dr. W. G. K>ndall and Judge

Dean, both of whom have kept pace with the

ever growing sport, and are to-daj as promi-

nent as they were long years ago. Jimmy
Cartwright, he who tried to defeat Berger;

Crowther, he who adopted Massachusetts and

who originally hailed from Philadelphia; W.
W. Stall, tall, good natured and noisy; Theo

Rothe, quiet, unassuming, yet a powerful

rider, and who won the first 100 mile road

race, and the first safety race held in America;

J. A. R. Underwood, who has ridden every

machine ever made and has found none like

the , and when you buy it you get the

benefit of his experience without cost; Billy

Everett, another old stand-by; Chris Donahue,

of Pilot fame. All were there and so were

these lesser lights: C. C. Ryder, Nathaniel

Heath, Albert Bernard, Charles E. Cartwright,

Augustus Nickerson, Charles E. Ford, Charles

E. Corken, George Wright, Charles Wright,

A. F. Wyman, and G. I. Pevear. And what a

jolly time they did have. From post to finish

it was one grand round of festivities such as

the younger riders cannot fully appreciate.

Some Lights That Failed.

Some time since Samuel Snell, the lamp

man, gave it as his opinion that the cycle

press was not only ruining the lamp business,

but also breeding contempt for city ordinances

by attacking the latter. Mr. Snell will be glad

to learn that New York police are displaying

much energy in rounding up all offenders re-

garding the lamp part of New York's ordi-

nance which governs cyclists. That a lamp is

a very necessary thing on dark nights is an

accepted fact, and it would seem that an in-

vestigation in illuminating power would be

the part of economic wisdom. The following

is from Sunday's World:

The Twelfth street, west side, station house was called

upon last night to accommodate no less than eight bi-

cycle riders. For some time past Captain Schultz has
received complaints with regard to bicycle riders who
ran at random through his precinct.

Last evening at roll-call he instructed his men to keep
a sharp lookout for infractions of the regulations re-

garding bicycles. Seven of the eight were charged with
failing to carry lights, while one was locked up for reck-

less ridiug.

The arrested were: George Burkhart, furniture dealer,

Murray Hill Hotel ; John Richards, of 202 West Twelfth

street; Miss Clothilde Donar, a public school teacher, 300

West Seventieth street; Earnest Jennings, telegraph

operator, 9 Morton street; Wallace Doremus, clerk, Irv-

ington, N. J.; Charles Jacobs, clerk, Goshen, N. Y.

;

Thomas Doran, driver, No. 272 Tenth avenue; Peter

Roset, cook, 267 West Twenty-fifth street. The last

named was the one charged with reckless driving.

Owing to the fa^t of there being no matron at the

Sixteenth Precinct, Miss Donar was taken to the West
Thirteenth street str.tion. She was a prisoner only for a
short time, being bailed out by Michael Commerford, of

317 West Twenty-first street.

There is no excuse whatever for reckless rid-

ing, and it is comforting to note that only one

out of eight is charged with that offense. It

is to be hoped that the percentage will grow-

beautifully less.

The N. C. U. in Hot Water.

A London Newspaper man writes the Ref-
eree as follows: "Our N. C. U. is getting it-

self thoroughly disliked by the whole of the

racing crowd, and what the next move will be

I don't know—probably the barring of the

whole trade from amateur racing. If this

should ever come to pass I think the downfall

of the N. C. U. cannot be far a * ay. The li-

censing scheme is a failure, and the very com-
mittee that has its working cannot turn up in

sufficient force to make a quorum, and so busi-

ness cannot be done. At the same time

there are, I believe, sixty anp'ications or more
waiting to be considered. It would almost

seem, from the way we treat our racers, that

as soon as a man develops sufficient speed for

him to become an honor to his country that is

the signal for his every movement to be

watched and his every action criticised as

though he were a suspected felon. I can't

quite see why wheelmen should be denied the

liberty of cricketers, foot bailers and the like,

only I don't like the idea of cash (divisible)

prizes." —1 1

—

Some Departures and Arrivals.

Richard Howell and Alfred Robb, the Eng-

lish professionals, arrived in New York Sun-

day and called at our eastern office Monday
morning, They will go into training at once

for the N. C. A. races. A rumor is current

that Secretary Egan will refuse Howell a

license. A representative of the Irish Cyclist,

who had never heard of Osmond, Howell, etc.,

is said to have arrived in New York also. F.

J. Osmond sailed for England from New York

Wednesday, his departure being kept very

quiet for some reason. Kauffman returned to

foreign shores last week with a few extra dol-

lars and the good wishes of all who have met

him this side.

The Bloomers Unpopular.

Of the M. A. C. C. picnic run the Brooklyn

Citizen says: "One of the ladies rode in

bloomers, and did not meet with the enthusi-

astic reception she expected; in fact, the ladies

made a number of rude rcmaiks. While the

bloomer is the best kind of dress to ride in, it

does not seem to take very readily."
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WHY ZIMMERMAN LOST.

We dislike excuse-making; we admire the

man, who, when defeated, remains silent or

says he couldn't ride fast enough; there are

a few men of this calibre on the path to-day

—

only a few, however—and Zimmerman is one

of them. For months—in fact since last fall

—

a patient public awaited the meeting of Zim-

merman and Sanger. They came together at

Detroit and Sanger was victorious, but the

public was not satisfied; it wanted at least an-

other contest before deciding the merits of the

two men so far as speed went. Sanger, un-

fortunately, had to retire from the races at

Chicago because of injuries received the first

day. Zimmerman, from that time on, had it

all his own way until he reached Springfield-

then he suffered defeat, not alone by Sanger,

but by men with less ability iu the eyes of the

public, Windle, Tyler and Bliss. But he de

feated all these men, too, and as many times

and more than they bested him, while Sanger

and Zimmerman "broke even" as betwten

themselves.

As before stated, we dislike excuse-making,

and « e doubt if Arthur Zimmerman has been

guilty of trying to explain how it happened he

did not win. He is too much of a true sports-

man. The Reeeree takes the liberty of giving

its reasons for his defeat; we make excuses for

him, in other words. Sanger is a magnificent

rider and is entitled to much praise. Bar Zim-

merman, he is head and shoulders above the

rest. There are but two "first raters" today

and he is one of them. No man on the path

to-day has done nearly as much work as Zim-

merman; he has raced, probably, four out of

the seven days of every week for the past three

months, to say nothing of the training he has

done the other three days. Is it surprising

then he should be unfit against a man of San-

ger's ability, when it is remembered the latter

has ridden in but two races—prior to the

Springfield meet—since August 5 ? He was

fresh, Zimmerman was tired out; too much
tissue had been worn away.

Zimmerman is, ordinarily, very level-headed.

At Springfield he displayed poor judgment

when, on Sunday and Monday, he used him-

self up in record-breaking feats two days be-

fore the races in which was to be settled the

question of superiority as between himself and
Sanger. Tie work he did on those two days

used him up; it was more than he could stand

after the great amount of riding he had done
previously. He was not in a fit condition to

tackle Sanger, or even Tyler and Windle. To
defeat Sanger he should have known that he

would need to recuperate a little—the man
who defeats the Mihvaukeean must n ot only

be a Zimmerman but he must be in the best

possible condition. Zimmerman was not in

that condition.

PERSONAL EFFECTS.

Under a decision recently rendered by Act-

ing Attorney General Whitney we may see a

return of the days when passengers arriving in

America from Europe were permitted to land

their bicycles without payment of duty. The
attorney decides that bicycles are "personal ef-

fects" and as such are not dutiable. The treas-

ury department has decided to follow his

construction of the law. Ever ready to howl
about prices, the press has grasped at this inci-

dent with avidity. ' Thus, one paper tells us

that "the home manufacturer will encounter

another serious obstacle in the effort to keep

up prices. Of course if every traveler from
Europe can bring home a foreign wheel free of

duty, the demand for the domestic wheel
would be considerably diminished on the basis

of recent prices. It would, moreover, stimu-

late travel to Europe; for one could get a first-

class foreign wheel for $100 and thus save $50

against American, which would meet a con-

siderable j art of the expense of an ocean

voyage. The best way out of this difficulty is

for the American manufacturers to reduce

their prices." All of which is trash. The ma-
chines brought into this country in this way
will have the same efft ct on the trade as one

drop has on a bucket of water. Scores of other

articles are brought over in the same way.

Clothing comes over in trunk loads, yet the

tailors don't find cause to complain of the ruin-

ation of business. The man who penned the

article quoted for the Springfield Republican

must have been within easy distance of a num-
ber of factories where information concerning

prices could have been obtained. But an in-

vestigation would have upset his foolish theory,

so it wasn't attempted.

CONDEMNATION WARRANTED.
Pittsburg people are blessed with a half pat-

ent-inside paper which raises the name Town
Topics at its masthead. Like all sheets of its

kind it deals out all sorts of news and gossip

and occasionally trots out a roast in order to

have the appearance of originality. It dabbles

in sporting news "because all college men,
young swells and sportsmen read Town Topics

regularly," and it must keep the aforesaid

young men posted in sporting affairs. "The
journal of society," on the strength of its

youngswell subscription list, seeks advertising

patronage as follows:

Why should dealers in first-class sporting goods, bi-

cycles, guns, fishing tackle, etc., read Town Topics?

Because all college men, young swells and sportsmen

read Town Topics regularly.

How much patronage the sheet obtains

through advertising in its own columns we
know not. But if it keeps up its attack on the

wheelmen of this country it will have no col-

lege men, no young swells and no sportsmen

among its readers—providing, of course, these

young men have as good an opinion of the

women who ride wheels as we think all rea-

sonably-inclined men have. While seeking

patronage from the bicycle rider and dealer,

Town Topics has this to say:
The question of woman's bicycling, a question that is

taking up no little place in the society journals of France
and England, and is beginning to attract considerable at-

tention here, is simply one of hygiene and anatomy. Set-

ting aside the fact that it is principally the dnmi-mond-
aine in France and the women of no social world whatever
in England and this country that thus far ride the wheel

as not particularly germane to the question, the query at

once arises, Do we want our youDg women to acquire

what is now known as the bicycle back, as it has come,
like the curse of malformation, or. our cycling young
men? The female anatomy allows none too much room
for free lumg expansion, and stays and other of Dame
Fashion's toggeries do not by any means increase this

capacity. When, then, a form of exercise is adopted by
them that shall draw the shoulders together, contract the

intercostal area and cramp the lungs, as does the present

form of the safety bicycle, the most casual observer can
see that cycling can only be detrimental to our women.
Then when it is further understood, as it is by well-in-

formed specialists, that cycling, especily in the female
sex, conduces to sterility, enough has been said to prove
beyond cavil that if the bicycle makers desire to boom
their goods by increasing their trade with women, very

decided modifications in both steering appatatus and
saddlery must be made to fit their machines for healthful

use.

So far as the last half of the above para-

graph is concerned we have nothing to say

—

the most eminent physicipns of the world have,

at different times, said quite to the contrary.

When Town Topics states that "it is princi-

pally the demimondaine in France and the

women of no social world whatever iu Eng-

land and this country that thus far ride the

wheel," it tells an out-and-cut falsehood. The
writer knew it to be a falsehood, too; if he

didn't he is too ignorant to be entrusted with

the pen. The husbands, father.-i and brothers

of the hundreds of women cyclists in England

and America will, when they read the pa>a-

graph, ex[ ress themselvi s in no mild-mannered

way regarding Town Topics and the author < f

the attack on wheelwomen. The criticism is

as unjust as it is ridiculous, and the Pittsburg

notoriety-seeking sheet should be ca'led upon
to retract its statements by every cyclist in the

land. —i

—

The popularity of cycling, as against the

ordinary run of athletic sports, was wi 11 illus-

trated at the athletic championships h<-ld in

Chicago last- week. Although the crack run-

ners, jumpers, walkers, etc., were present the

attendance was nothing, only a few hundred

people, mostly friends of the competitors,

being in the grand stands. No inter-

est was shown in the games, but when the

bicycle races were started the few people pres-

ent stirred themselves to excitement. While

one or two hundred people watched the ath-

letic games at Chicago, from twelve to fifteen

thousand saw the crack rideis in competition

at Springfield.

If we read the New York Morning Journal

correctly Pete Berlo has been giving some

tips on position for the racing man, with an

illustration of "natural and correct position of

P. J. Berlo." The paper adds: "The fact that

Champion Zimmerman curves his back like a

bow just before the arrow flies should not in-

duce young and ambitious riders to follow his

bad example. Some of these days Zimmy will

be dead sore at himself." Berlo's natural and

correct position evidently hasn't helped him to

win many race*, however, while Zimmy's

curve has. And it's Peter that is "dead sore

at himself."
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PHCEBUS TALKS TRADE AND RACE.

The Bicycle Men and the Tariff—Zimmerman
and Sanger

Free trade has given the country a scare, and that is

one-half the trouble with business now. But necessity

will compel abandonment of free trade, as it will compel
abandorment of the folly of debased money, only

through the pinch of adversity do men learn the deepest

lessons of life.—Portland Oregonian.

Apropos of the above I learn that a number
of the larger manufacturers have banded them-

selves together and have subscribed a goodly

sum for the purpose of sending a representa-

tive to Washington to confer with the ways
and means committee anent the duty an bi-

cycles. I am also told that Mr. Lczier is the

man selected to beard the lions in their den.

I think I hear the mighty Cleveland manufac-
turer approaching the committee with shuffling

footsteps and with trembling tones imploring:

"Please, Mr., dear, kind, good Democrats,

don't take the duty off bicycles;" and I think I

see the lordly lifting of the committee's nose

when it replies: " Them things ain't good for

nothing; why, jou can't even drink from 'em.

And, besides, only a couple of y ars ago Colo-

nel Pope, the mau who makes all the bicycles

used in America (don't he say so himself?)

openly declared that he would li e to have the

duty removed—it couldn't do him any harm
(and, incidentally, it would freeze out any
little factory which might have the audacity

to interfere with hi- business)."

" But," says Mr. Lozier, "Mr. Pope is a pe-

titioner also with ua Our. factories are idle

throughout the land, the festive drummer
drummeth no more, our men starve in idleness

and our creditors hound the very souls out of

our bodies, all because of lack of confidence,

and the lack of confidence comes because of a

fear that free trade will flood our land with

cheap and tawdry foreign machines. There-

fore we pray that you w 11 rather increase

than diminish the present rate of duty."

All of which may be true, but the winds are

silent and no little bird whispereth in ihe

waiting ear. Therefore we must wait the re-

port of the committee, while Mr. Lozier will

wander home a crushed but hopeful man.

The cycle exhibitors at the world's fair are

having a peck of trouble, heaped up and run-

ning over. It seems the old trade jealousies

have broken out fresh and the various makers,

like so many little boys, won't play because the

judge appointed is alleged to be friendly with

one maker and does not honor the rest with

his acquaintance. Furthermore it is said that

an inducer extraordinary approached one of

the most august of the exhibitors and in a
thoughtless moment offered, for 1,500 large,

round plunklets, to give unto the s iid exhibi-

tor a nice gold awarding medal, for which piece

of absent-mindedness the exhibitor promptly

booted the inducer extraordinary out of his

booth. Alas, that such things :-hould be, for,

from all reports, it would seem that the whole
awarding plan was a gigantic swindle from A
to Izzard, "seeing as how" it is not alone in

the cycle line that such doings have been un-

earthed. I believe there is hardly a man who
has an exhibit of bicycles in the transportation

building but is disgusted with the manage-
ment and wishes he had kept his machines in

his factory, his men at work and his good dol-

lars in his pocket.

Sanger has whipped Zimmerman, whipped

him fairly and squarely, on a fine track, a fair

day and before a large and enthusiastic crowd.

My soul is in ashes, figuratively speaking, be-

cause, in the first place, I have always believed

Sanger a puffed by-friends, first-class second

rater, and, in the second place, I hoped that

Zimmy would holdjiis premier place through
this season and then quit the path forever.

But the deed is done, and, knowing the tem-

per of the Jersey man, I fear he will never be

able to retrieve his honors but must take a

back seat with cracks who have raced once too

often. A broken-down or defeated athlete is a
thing to be pitied, and I am sorry clear to my
heart's core that a grand rider and a man of

Zimmerman's gentle habits should he out-

classed by such a man a-i the Milwaukeran has

proved himself to be. [We do not agree with

the correspondent. Zimmy is far from being

out-classed by Sanger Each man defeated the

other each day at Springfield. It seems to be

about a ".-aw-off "

—

Ed.] Phcebtjs.

COMMENTS ON CURRENT EVENTS.

If we are to believe all we hear and read

now-a-days we should come to the conclusion

that the anti-negro faction of the League of

American Wheelmen is to have its way or it

won't play— it will see the "white" clause in-

serted in the league's constitution or else it v id

leave the old ship, bag and baggage, and start

a southern league. It may or it may not be

successful in i's fight again-t the admission of

the negro. I am rather inclined to the belief

that it will, judging by the close v~te on Mr.

Watts' amendment at the last assembly meet-

ing. The tide seems to be turning that wey;
but there is nothing certain in politics.

The announcement that a southern league

will be formed, in case the negro is not ex-

cluded from the right to enjoy membership in

the league, comes in the form of a threat. The
southern delegates do not look at it in this

light, but their organs, all the papers of the

south, certainly make it plain that they pur-

pose bulldozing their northern neighbors and
compelling them, with threats of secession, to

come to their terms The delegates who will

pass upon this all-important question have,

doubtless, made up their minds which way
they will vote—a majority may be against the

negro and yet a majority may be with him.

Threats of withdrawal from the league should

change no man's opinion, nor yet his vote. If

he thmks the negro should be admitted to

league membership, his vote should be cast

that way; if he is "agin" the black man—well,

he's against him and cannot be iuduced to

change his mind. If the antis can bring out

any good argument and thereby change the

delegate's opinion, well and good ; but no man
should be moved by thr< ats of withdrawal. If

the majority of the delegates say let the negro

in, and if, then, the antis do not care to abide

by the decision of the assembly and still have a

desire to get out, let them go—it were be iter so.

*

I picked up my Bulletin Monday morning

—

I actually found it on time this week—and
looked over the official news. I was pleased to

note that a number of men who have been rid-

ing for four or five weeks in the cash prize

league's races have been expelled from the

L. A. W. and that amateurs in good standing

were warned, etc. Nothing was said about

amateurs in bad standing. I also noticed in

this issue—dated Sept. 15—that the racing

board had given sanction for a number of race

meets to be held between Aug. 3 and the cur-

rent date. What a waste of printers' time,

printers' ink and good paper—what a farce 1 I

cannot see where anybody would be harmed if

the racing board should give to the cycling pa-

pers the dates of the meets sanctioned by that

body. Many like to know in advance if a meet
is sanctioned. A rider does not care to ride at

a meet and find a month later, that it was not
run with the racing board's approval. Stop
such nonsense, Mr. Raymond, it is too non-
sensical altogether.

*

Poor England! America has for a long time
held all the short-distance records, and within
the week has secured the hour record. And
now comes a Frenchman and gobbles the
twenty-four-hour record. How the mighty
have fallen!

-x-

-x- *

Mein'jes, the South African, and Stocks, the
Englishman, rather took away the desire of a
number of Americans who had thought of
trying to ride twenty-five miles within the
hour at the Chicago meet. Now that twenty-
five and twenty-six miles have been ridden in

the hour, the Chicago meet management
should phice the figures at twenty-seven miles
—and this can be reached, with proper pacing.

The southerners are apt to get their fill of

cycle racing this w inter, and if all the south-

ern circuits pan out, the people down there

are apt to "go broke" over it. The amateur
cracker-jacks are to travel through Texas, Al-
abama, the Carinas and Georgia; the cash
prize men are also to be carted about the land
of the black man, and probably Jack Prince
will go on his annual country fair tour. By the
time the dealers have given all the prizes they
will be asked to give and have advertised in all

the programmes, and by the time the wheelmen
in general have paid admission to all these

side-shows, there will be a busted community
down there. Hotspur.

Windle's Breathing Exercise.

Windle's trainer told a Referee correspond-

ent that in his races Windle breathes through
his nose entirely, and rides with his teeth

tightly clenched. He finds the plan works
much better than the almost universal habit of

using mouth and nose for respiratory work.

After a race Windle indulges in several long

inhalations and exhalations, as a sort of prac-

tice, and before a race takes two or three long

draughts of air into his lungs.

A Second Zimmy.

Raymond Macdonald, a young brother of

George, the Raleigh manager, bids fair to

become a second Zimmernnn. He trained

a little for the first time with Zim-
merman in July, and recently won the three

open races of the Staten Island Athletic Club,

one of them being the championship of the

Island. The lad is only seventeen, but is of

stocky build and cool judgment.

Speed the Only Question.

The Referee article on bloomers, as worn
by one or t*-o New York women cyclists, has

been extensively quoted and cr.bbed—without

credit —all over the east. The prevailing opin-

ion seems to be thai, the women and girls can
wear whatever they please, so long as they

don't go over eight miles an hour.
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YOU READ RECENTLY SOMETHING ABOUT THE CONSOLIDATION OF TWO LEADING CYCLE HOUSES.

Notice Further Information Below.
AMERICA When America and England, the two

greatest countries of the age, unite their

forces in a common cause, competitors will

have to stay up late at night and get up

eaily in the morning if they meet the pace.

The Warman-Schub Cycle House.

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Famous Cataract and Celebrated
Coventry Cross Safeties,

AND SUCCESSOR TO

THE C H SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,
And WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD, LTD.,

Makes its little bow now and will make its little

speech later on.

WATCH AND WAIT.

ENGLAND.

COVENTRY CROSS.

JOBBERS--We are ready to talk to you now for '94. let us hear from you soon.

108-1 10 Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and 191 Lake Street.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

ASSIGNEE'S SALE!
ENTIRE STOCK OF THE

TAYLOR CYCLE CO.
To be closed out Regardless of Cost, in lots to suit purchasers.

TERMS-SPOT CASH.
Bicycles, Lamps, Bells, Tires, Clothing, Sweaters, Shoes and Sundries of all descriptions. Tourist, Pscycho,

Rex, Western Wheel Works, Liberty, Warwick and many other machines in stock.

Prices on any articles in stock quoted on application to

HOMER B. GALPIN,
270-272 Wabash Avenue,

Assignee,
CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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SPRINGFIELD AFTER-MATH.

WHAT THE RESULTS OF THE GREAT MEET
HAVE DEMONSTRATED.

Zimmerman's Apparent Poor Judgment—The

Four Cracks—A Word of Advice

to the Officials—A Grand

Affair.

The great Springfield meet has come and
gone, and as in former years it leaves the

Springfield B. C. at the head of race promot-
ers. It is doubtful if the Hampden Park track

was ever in better condition, and if the attend-

ance was ever greater. The historic grounds
on the banks of the Connecticut possibly never
held a finer field of starters. Never before

in the history of cycling, unless at the meeting
of Hendee and Sellers, was there such intense

interest in the meeting of two men as there

was when Sanger and Zimmerman came to-

gether. Harry Tyler, the Springfield favorite,

was completely overlooked the first day; so

was Windle, and Meintjes, the South African,

cut no figure at all until after his record. The
old race goers never appeared so rattled as

they did at the finish 01 the half-mile, where
Zimmerman demonstrated his right to the title

of the "amateur champion of the world." His

friends feared the result of his first meeting
with Sanger, and the judges, who bad seen

the latter in practice, gave it as their opinion

that he would surely lower the colors of the

Jersey man, who had their good wish- s even

if their judgment was at fault.

The meet seemed to demonstrate that the

four men, Windle, Tyler, Sanger and Zimmer-
man, are all of one class, and that of the first,

while the others rank in the second class. Of
course Johnson was not up, but it would be

doubtful if he could answer successfully the

tremendous sprints of the four. The meet
suggested that Sanger is a far better handi-

cap rider than he is a scratch man, as he

seems entirely independent of pacing, and
pushes his big gear along as if out for a prac-

tice spin, meanwhile mowing the field down
in grand style. Tyler undoubtedly proved

himself the best all-around rider, taking in

consideration his performances in the handi-

cap races.

Zimmerman rode very carelessly in one or

two races, especially the mile open the first

day, where he seemed to have neglected to se-

cure a favorable position and wr.s about fifth

in the procession. In fact, Zimmerman acted

as he did last year in the same race, when he

was completely out of it through holding a

bad position. Such slips by Zimmerman puz-

zle his friends at times, and the outside public

and even a few of the supposed knowing ones

whisper "fake." But no breath of suspicion

can be attached. It was most injudicious for

the champion to make several attempts on
records a few days preceding the great meet,

considering his very hard work the past sea-

son. A Referee man looked at him in the

dressing tent the day before the tournament,

and after noting a drawn expression in his face

asked him, "Are you strong and well, Zirnmy?"

"I feel pretty good and seem to be going all

right," was the reply, but he looked tired,

nevertheless. In. connection with his attempt

at records it might be well to remark that none
of the local clubs assisted in the pacing.

Sanger, it was said, would have assisted if he
had been told of it in time. This sounds queer,

and especially as Zimmerman is a member of

the Springfield Bicycle Club and is always
willing to assist in pacing.

It might be well to remind officials that it is

extremly bad taste to forget their duties and
hurrah like Indians at the success of one of

their club members while the greater propor-

tion of the people present are drawn to ths

grounds by a stranger. Local enthusiasm is

all right, but officials of race meets should not

forget their dignity.

The decision of the referee on the first day
in the 2:40 class race, when he declared it off,

being two and a half seconds outside the limit,

met with emphatic disapproval from the

crowd.

Several severe accidents occurred during the

trial heats. The fall of Foell of Buffalo, who
struck a fence post, and a slight accident to

CHICAGOANS AT WAVERLY.

Githens and Rhodes Capture the Cream of the

Prizes.

Newark, N. J., Sept 16.—There were 2,500

people at Waverly Park this afternoon to wit-

ness the races held under the auspices of the

Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs.

The heavy rains had prevented many wheel-

men from attending, as ihe roads were muddy.
No one doubted that Sanger would be present,

but he didn't show up. The track had shed

the water splendidly and was in perfect condi-

tion, but fast time was not made in the opening

events because of the strong west wind, which
caught the riders when passing into the back-

stretch. The races were run in good order,

and went off without a hitch.

An event of local interest was the team race

for a cup presented by Henry L. Saltonstall,

and for the championship of Union County.

The contestants were three men each from
the Elizabeth A. C. and the Elizabeth Wheel-

SaDger. Taylor. Windle. Bliss. Zimmerman. Tyler.

START MILH RECORD RACE, SPRINGFIELD, SEPT. 14.

Banker.

Githens, were' the only unpleasant experiences

of the racing men, however.

Bald, Bliss, Dirnberger and Rhodes did very

well, and to see little Bliss hold on to Sanger

in the two-mile handicap was one of the treats

of the meet. The referee allowed several of

the men to ride with sleeveless shirts, which
was a bad example to set to other race pro-

moters present.

The introduction of the pretty suit idea

seemed to have caught on and never in the

history of the sport were there so many nice-

looking suits on a race track.

Announcer Marion and Starter Peck were

efficient in their departments. The timing in

the hands of the Whipples and the handicap-

ping of Henry Goodman were first-class, as

usual. Andy McGarrett, with three efficient

assistants, took charge of the scoring, and Dan
Canary was a general hustler, being in reality

the clerk of course. The judges, Fred Patee,

L, A. Tracy and A. D, Knight, oif Worcester,

made few mistakes,

men. The team from the Elizabeth A. C. won
by a score of 11 points to 10. Githens and

Rhodes, as will be seen by the summary, each

captured two good races:

One-mile, novice—J. W. Davis, Fordham, 1; C. B. Cut-

ter, New York, 2; W. H. Parker, Long Branch, 3; time,

2:43 3-5.

One mile, handicap—W. A. Rhodes, I. C. C, Chicago,

40 yds., 1; H. A. Githens, C. C. C, Chicago, 50 yds., 2; E.

L. Blauvelt, Elizabeth, 70 yds , 3; R. McDonald, 4; time,

2:16.

Half-mile, open, time limit 1:20—Rhodes, 1; Githens, 2;

McDonald, 3; time, 1:10.

One-mile, 2:30 class—F. W. Mosher, 1 ; H. R. Steenson, 2;

E. L. Blauvelt, 3; time, 2:15 2-5:

One-mile, international, time limit 2:35—G. M. Wells,

Toronto, 1; Githens, 2; Rhodes, 3; time, 2:41 3-5. No race.

Run over—Githens, 1; Rhodes, 2; Wells, 3; time, 2:26 4-5.

Two-mile, handicap—E. F. Miller, 100 yds., 1; F. J. Titus,

Riverside Wheelmen, 110 yds., 2; W L. Darmer, Hudson
County Wheelmen, 230 yds., 3; time, 4:37 3 5.

Five-mile, handicap—Githens, 1; E. F. Miller, Vineland

Wheelmen, 2; Titus, 3; time, 13:28 1-2.

On Wednesday next the Kendallville, Ind.

Bicycle Club will hold a mec:t at that place,
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Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

'-'

Improved Drawbench for Seamless Steel Tubes.
MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY

ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM
PANS CENTRIFUGALS ENGINES BOILERS ETC.

Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - Nile Foundry,
Established 50 Years. eow BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF— WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. fend for Illustrated

ENTION THE REFEREE.

SMALLBY -MASY - RUNNING.
MOST RIGID FRAME ON THE MARKET.

GOOD BEAMINGS. GRACEFUL LINES. ELEGANT FINISH.

FOXJR. STY^LES : Light Roadster, Road Racer, Track Racer (new style handle bars), and Ladies' wheel.

Mud Guards and Brake Detachable from Light Roadster, leaving no sign of having been on. Aluminum finish if desired.

Some of Our Agents:

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co. , Racine Wis. E. Werner, Philadelphia, Pa. L. C. Jandorf & Co. , New York.
J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. G. Schack, Buffalo, N. Y. Chas. Ege, Detroit, Mich.
Camden and Philadelphia Soap Co., Camden, N. J.

Geo. L. Cady & Sons, Lowell, Mass.
F. D. Hoham, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Peabody-Whitney Company, Boston, Mass.

Write for Catalogue. Our Retail Store, 271 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, IEE- Good Agents Wanted in every toian in the u. s.

MARBLE CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., Plymouth, ind.

P S.—We are IUinoi8 Agenfcffor the RALEIGH. MENT ON THE REFEntE

'Finest Quality ^Produced, in the "World."

TBADE " CREDENDA. " MARK.

The CREDENDA TUBE COMPANY, Limited.

W. C. STIFF,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

Birmingham, England.
TELEGBAMS:

"Credenda," Birmingham.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

STEEL BALLS For All Anti-

Friction Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.
The Most Complete Plant in the U. S.

Sole Owners of the RIOHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also the N. SAWYER
Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000 Per Month. Large Additions Noiv Being Made.
We claim to make the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against damage
caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

GRANT ANTI-FRICTION BALL CO, Fitchbnrg, Mass.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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CRACKS AT WHEELING.

Zimmy Wins Three Open Events and Banker

Three Handicaps.

Wheeling, W. Va.,Sept. 19.—Zimmerman's
appearance here to-day drew 3,000 people to

the state fair grounds on Wheeling Island.

There were other cracks here, too, including

Banker, Githens, Smith and Brown. The half-

mile track was in good shape, but a strong

wind swept up the home stretch. Zimmerman
won three firsts, but Banker and Brown pushed

him hard. All agree that Zimmy is thoroughly

tired—he looks it and acts it. He did not start

in the three handicap events and these Banker

captured. The summary.

Half-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; G. A. Banker, 2; H. A.

Githens, 3; A. I. Brown, 4; time, 1:07 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 125 yds., 1 ; A. N.

French, 100 yds., 2; E. C. Johnson, 175 yds., 3; A. L.

Banker, 175 yds., 4; time, 4:57 3-4.

One-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; A. I. Brown, 2; H. A.

Githens, 3; time, 2:35 1-4.

One-mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 60 yds , 1; H. A.

Githens, 50 yds., 2; A. N. French, 50 yds , 3; E. C. John-

son, 90 yds., 4; time, 2:17.

Half-mile, open- Zimmerman, 1: Brown, 2; Hoyland
Smith, 3; time, 1:18 1-4.

Two-mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 125 yds., 1; H, A.

Githens, 100 yds., 2; E. C. Johnson, 175 yds., 3; O. P. Bern-

hardt, 175 yds., 4; time, 5:25.

SECOND DAT.

Wheeling, W. Va., Sept. 20.—Notwith-
standing the strong wind to-day, Zimmerman
rode a mile, paced by Githens, Banker and

Conn Baker, in 2:08 3-5, the first half being

made in 1:01 3-5. He also won three open

races, and Banker and Brown took the handi-

caps. Githens made a poor showing, the result

of yesterday's fall. The summary:

One mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 60 yds., 1; A. N.

French, 50 yds., 2; A. I. Brown, 65 yds., 3; time, 2:19.

Half-mile, 1:20 class—Quimhy, 1; Smith, 2; Rehcldoffer,

3; time, 1:12.

Two-mile, handicap—Banker, 1; French, 2; Conn Baker,

3; A. L. Baker, 4; time, 5:11 4 5.

One-mile, 2:40 class — Bernhardt, 1; Reheldoffer, 2;

time, 2:47 4-5.

One- mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Conn Baker, 2; Banker,

3; Githens, 4: time, 2:30 2-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Brown, 2; A. L
Banker, 3; time, :36 2-5.

Half-mile, West Virginia championship — Henry
Mulhke, 1 ; M Mulhke, 2; Oscar Smith, 3; time, 1:14 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—Brown, 1; Banker, 2; Githens, 3;

A. L. Baker, 4; time, 2:23 1-5.

Two-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; Githens, 2; A. L.

Banker, 3; time, 5:37 3-5.

# # *

Ten-Mile Record Broken.

In the ten-mile road race of the Columbia
Wheelmen, held Sunday over a west side

course, William Bainbridge not only won first

place and time from scratch, but lowered the

ten mile road record to 27:54, a second be ter

than Knisely's time in the Illinois road race

some three weeks ago. W. J. Doyle, also

from scratch, finished second and thereby won
second time, while Emil Ulbricht was fifth

from scratch, being third in time. There were

nearly a hundred entrants and fift}'-one men
started. A «umber of long-mark men were

delayed nearly two minutes by a train. The
fir»t ten to finish were as follows:

H'd'p. Time.

William Bainbridge Scr. 27:54

W.J. Doyle Scr. 28:43

C. Freese 8:00 36:54

L. Martenson 2:00 30:55

A. Gardner 1:00 30:06

E. Ulbricht Scr. 29:06

George Lindsay 5:00 34:26

R. Fisher 4:15 33:45

Nels Sandvig 3:00 32:38

C.Proebstine 2:15 33:25

* * *

Another Zimmerman Promised.

Sanger, Johnson and Osmond are names
likely to remain before the public for many
years, since each of the above-mentioned

champions has a promising younger brother

coming on. What a sight a race between the

whole six would be, if the younger section are

as good as report declares! We wonder if A.

A. Zimmerman has not got a younger brother

ell Wheelmen, his chiivje of the meet and is

working with might and main under the lead-

ership of W. J. Healy and H. P. Beckwith to

make the meeting a success. The citizens of

Mitchell are holding one of their famous corn

palace and harvest festivals at the same time

which annually draws a big crowd to Mitchell,

the corn palace running for two weeks from

Sept, 27.
* * *

Twenty-Four-Hour Record Broken.

A dispatch from Paris, dated Sept. 18, says:

"A twenty-four-hour bicycle contest, open to

representatives of all nations, ended here last

night. It was won by M. Lesna, the Swiss

champion, who covered a distance of 696

kilometres 596 metres, or a fraction over 433

miles. This beats by about nineteen and a

half miles the world's record of 413 miles 1,215

yards in twenty-four hours, which was made
by F. W. Shorland, the English rider. Shor-

land was entered for this contest, but did not

appear. Sixteen riders started in the race,

m.c;

Taylor. Bliss. Sanger. Windle.

HALF-MILE OPEN, SPRINGFIELD, SEPT. 13.

Zimmerman.

somewhere that he can trot out, so as to be in

fashion.

—

Ex.

Why, yes! A. A. has a brother—an older

brother—who is a much smaller man than the

champion, but we can't expect much from

him, as he believes racing to be of very little

imporiance. In other words, Arthur's brother

is a churchman and a very pleasant young
man, who was not, however, cut out for a

champion. Zimmerman has a nephew though,

Carl McDermott, son of the champion's sister,

who may turn out a champion some day. If

he has his father's head and Arthur's speed,

the result will be wonderful.

# * *

South Dakota's Coming Meet.

The first annual meet of the South Dakota
division will he held at Mitchell, Oct. 3 and 4.

There will be fourteen events on the pro-

gramme and the prize list will include several

high-grade bicycles. The local club, the Mitch-

the number including five Englishmen and
one Dane. Rivera, was second, with 654 kilo-

metres to his credit."

From the New Howe company, Glasgow,

under date of Sept. 18, the Referee received

the following cablegram, which, although in-

definite, probably relates to. the same race:

"World's record broken at Paris Sunday by

seven miles."
* * *

Wheeler & Co. May Strike.

Philadelphia, Sept. 16.—The closing meet
of the season of the cash prize league was set

for to-day at the Tioga track, but because of

rain the races were postponed. The riders

were all here and wanted to ride, regardless of

the condition of the track, and the news of the

postponment of the meet created much dis-

satisfaction among the different men, who
claimed that they would received no compen-

sation whatever for their training and travel
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"RAMBLERS."

THE SAME OLD STORY.

Ramblers - Distance - the - Whole - Field.

Ten States Report During the Past Week.

A TOTAL OF 76 PRIZES ON
RAMBLERS.

Including 32 Firsts, 24 Seconds.

Grand Rapids, Mich., 8 Prizes, I
'3 Firsts.)

Springfield, Mass., 15
"

'5 " )

Columbia, S. C, M tt

(5 . " )

Detroit, Midi., 8 tt

)

Waltham, Mass., 8 a
(1 " )

San Jose, Cal., 4
it

2
<< ^

Warren, Pa., 4
* t

I
2 " )

Savannah, Ga., 1
1 1 '[ " )

Bay City, Mich., 3
a

{2 "
)

Little Valley, N. Y., 2
a

I
2 "

)

Stockton, Cal., 2
n

| I " )

Paris, Ky., 2
a

[2 " )

Monticello, Iowa, 1
a

Boscobel, Wis., 2
tt

[2 " )

Little Valley, N. Y., 2
a

[l "
)

Just the Same All Over the Country—A Veritable Landslide."
" This Is a Rambler Year."

P. S.—We do not have to keep on advertising thirds and fourths won last May, nor do we continue to

claim lecords since broken many times. Ramblers win every week. Do you want to win?

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
"MAHEJtS OF WINXIKG WSEELS."

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng
MENTION THE REFEREE
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ing expenses. The men have made a very

generous kick, but as yet it has availed them
nothing. They talked of holding a meeting

for the purpose of organizing an association to

protect themselves from what they term the

disadvantages of the cash prize league.

* * *

Baltimore's Meet.

Baltimore, Sept. 20.—Zimmerman did not

put in an appearance at the Maryland club's

meet to-day, but is expected to-morrow. San-

ger rode in but one event, the "mile interna-

tional lap race," which he won. Bliss made a

good win from thirty yards in the two-mile

handicap. The summary:
1

Half-mile, 1:10 class—Dirnberger, 1; Bald, 8; Titus, 3;

• time, 1:15 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Bliss, 30 yds., 1; Carr, 240 yds., 2;

Titus, 100 yds., 3; time, 4:52 2-5.

One-mile, intenmtiorjal lap race—Sanger, 1; Taylor, 2;

Mulliken, 3; time, 1:51 1-5.

Quarter-mite, open—Taylor, 1 ; Dirnberger, 2; George C.

Smith, 3; time, :33 3 5.

• One-mile, lap race—Bald, 1; Dirnberger, 2; Mulliken, 3;

time, '-?:30, The first lap was won by Dirnberger. Dirn-

berger and Bald were a tie for the second lap, and Bald

won the third.

Three-mile, handicap — Charles E. Gause, 1 ; Harry
Hawnhorne, 2; E. C. Bowen, 3; time, 7:46 4-5.

* * *

Pastime Meet at St. Louis.

St. Louis. Sept. 19.—The Pastime Athletic

Club opened its new grounds this afternoon.

The day was perfect, the track in good shape

and the attendance about six thousand. Three

handicap bicycle races were on the programme,
and one scratch for club members. Tivy sur-

prized every one by his splendid riding in the

half-mile handicap, winning the race by a

spurt in the last ten feet. In the two-mile

handicap Bowman, Leacock and W. Coburn

had a bad spell. The summary:

Half-mile, handicap—G, E Tivy, 45 yds., 1; Tom Co-

burn, 3"> yds , 2; Louis Coburn, 50 yds , 3; time, 1:11 2-5,

One-mile, scratch for Sanford medal, P. A. C. members
only—Ed EcGrath, 1; Carl Ellers. 2; time, 2:35 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—Jack Coburn, 175 yds., 1; Carl

Ellers, 150 yds., S: Ed Grath, scratch, 3; time, 5:10 1-5.

Half-mile, handicap, officers Missouri division—Will

Laing, 50 yds., 1; George M. Wilder, 70 yds., 2; A. C.

Davis, ltOyds., 3.

* * *

Another Bodach the Winner.

The iEolus Cycling Club's ten-mile road

race was held Sunday over the west side boul-

evard course Sunday, and was won by the

youngest of the Bodachs, William, who had

three minutes' start, while Mittlestaedt, from

the one-minute mark, was second in place and

first in time. Atley, Hass, Meiman and Mc-

Call were disqualified for cutting the course in

Humboldt Park. The first ten finishers

follow:
Handicap. Time.

William Bodach 3:00 31:10

C. R. T. Mittelstaedt 1:00 30:19

Frank Wodrich 1:30 30:49

Julius Neumann 1:45 31:40

C. W. Titley 3:00 32:50

A. Frantzen 3:30 31:33

V. Olsen ....4:30 34:42

S. Whiteside 5:00 35:13

L. Bodach 2:35 33:41

F. P. Gregg 1:00 32:09

* * *

At Davenport, la.

Davenport, la., Sept. 14.—Some 2,000 peo-

ple saw interesting races at the fair grounds

yesterday. In the mile open W. C. Smith

lowered the track record to 2:44 1-2, but lost

the county championship, which he has held

for a year, to C. Boyschou. Boyschou won the

two-mile handicap in 5:45, the other starters

all falling. The summary:

One-mile, novice—Fred Morris, 1; T. G. Gaylord, 2;

time, 3:35.

Quarter mile, open—F. H. CHfford, 1; W. C. Smith, 2;

G. L. Turabull, 3; time, :37 3-4.

One-mile, open—W. C. Smith, 1, A. A. Adams, 2; G. L.

Turnbull, 3; time, 2:44 1-2.

One-mile, county championship—C. T. Boyschou, 1; vV.

C. Smith, 2; W. H. Ramm,3; time, 2:53 3-4.

Half-mile, open—A. A. Adams, 1; C. T. Boyschou, 2; F.

H Clifford, 3; time, 1:17 1-4.

Six Good Events.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 15.-Wheel-
men's day at the Kent fair attracted a crowd
estimated at 3,000. The races proved interest-

ing and spirited contests. Good time was
made, considering the condition of the track.

The summary:
Three-mile, handicap—C. L. Greenwood, 100 yds., 1; G.

A. Beelby, 75 yds., 2; Henry Eners, 225 yds., 3; time, 10:21.

Half-mile, open—T. 8. Richmond, 1; F. A. Richmond, 2;

C. M. Bortree, 3; time, 1:42.

One-mile, open—K. E Ickes, 1; T. S. Richmond, 2; F. A.

Richmond, 3; time, 3:10 1-2.

Rowland, Marengo, 2; F. II. Clifford, Muscatine, 3; time,

1:14.

One-mile, handicap—S. H. Rowland, 1; E. Kostenlatsky,

Oskaloosa, 2; F. Martz, Creston, 3; time, 2:30 1-4.

Quarter-mile, open—E. H. Edmonds, Des Moines, 1; T.

H. Clifford, Muscatine, 2; George A. Jones, Creston, 3;

time, :3G.

Half-mile, handicap—B. P. Brown, Ottumwa, 1; E. Kos-

tenlatsky, 2; George A. Jones, 3; time, 1:11 1-4.

* * *

Wheeler Goes to France.

Harry Wheeler has accepted Rigby-Knowle's

challenge to match Cassignard against anyone

at two miles for $2,000. Wheeler, on receipt

of word that a deposit has been paid to the

editor of Vtloce Sport, will sail for France pre-

pared to race Cassignard on the Velodrome de

la Seine.
* * *

Guessed at Yard Marks.

St. Paul, Sept. 17.—The races Saturday at

Kittsondale provoked much criticism. There

were four events, in three of which unusually

Zimmerman. Bliss. Windle. Tyler.

ONE MILE INVITATION, SPRINGFIELD, SEPT. 13.

Sanger.

Three-mile, lap—F. A. Richmond, 1 ; G. A. Beelby, 2; W.
G. Critchlow, 3; time, 10:48.

Quarter-mile, open—T. S. Richmond, 1; C. M. Bortree,

2: O. L. Greenwood, 3; time, :41.

One-mile, handicap—F. E. Ickes, 25 yds., 1 ; CM. Bor-

tree, 25 yds., 2; G. A. Beelby, 25 yds., 3; time, 2:47.

The Pullman Winner Out West.

Lincoln, Neb.. Sept. 16.—On account of the

change of dates, the bicycle races held Wednes-

day were slimly attended. Nelson, of Chicago,

winner of the Pullman road race, was a com-

petitor, capturing the half-mile open in 1:20.

The other races were for fat men, boys, etc.

* * *

Iowa Men Hold a Meet.

Ottumwa, la., Sept. 19.—Two thousand

people saw the first races of the Ottumwa B.

C, which resulted as follows:

One-mile, novice—F. Shaw, Ottumwa, 1 ; F. H. Roberts,

Keosaqua, 2; Walter Gephart, Ottumwa, 3; time, 2:49.

Half mile, open—E. H. Edmunds, Des Moines, 1 ; T. N.

large fields started. Instead of measuring off

the distances, the judges guessed at them, and
the result was that each man had more than

twice the handicap actually allowed. Bird

was on scratch, but was beaten before he

started on this account. The summary:
Quarter-mile, open—B. B. Bird, 1; G. T. Briggs. 2;

"Skater" Martin, 3; time, :33 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—Gydeson, 120 yds., 1; Crawford,

150 yds., 2; Cremer. 3; time, 2:20 1-5. The winner was

really on the 400 yard mark.

Three-mile, handicap—Biggs, 1; Bird. 2; Crawford, 3;

time, 8:13 1-5. Felix finished first, but was disqualified

because he sneaked from the 150 to the 400 yard mark.

# * *

Sport at Beloit, Wis.

Beloit, Wis., Sept. 16.—The bicycle races

held Wednesday resulted as follows:

One-mile, novice—Gus Gustafson, 1; Charles Gorham,

2; Frank Gibeaut, 3; time, 3:05 4-5.

Quarter-mile, open—Bert Pratt, 1; Charles Warner, 2;

F. Van Wart, 3; time, :37 2-5.

Half-mile, Beloit championship—Bert Pratt, 1; C.

Warner, 2; G. S. Whitford, 3; time, 1:23.
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WE HOLD NOT A FEW TRACK RECORDS.
WMMI

Such performances upon A TRACK ARE NOT indicative of SUPERIORITY of CONSTRUCTION
or STABILITY OF USAGE.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS ARE SEEKING FOR A TIRE THAT SUCCESSFULLY WITHSTANDS

THE SEVERE TESTS OF LONG, HARD RIDES OVER EXECRABLE ROADS.

THE M. & W. PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE
Is Emphatically, Unqualifiedly and Without Reserve,

THE TIRE THAT IS THE MOST SERVICEABLE OF THE TIMES.

BELOW IS PROOF:
Bert HardiDE,
L. D. Mun^er,
O'has. Kindervatter,

C. A. Urban,

Otto Neuman,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. Kindervatter,

M. Nelson,
Martin Nessel,

G li. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. R. Renshaw

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

H. II. Wylie

Emil Ulbricht,

A. L. I.eonhardt,
John Clark.

Frank Waller,

J. F. Reitzner,

E. M."6pike,

H. H. Wylie,

G. Meirstein,

A. L. Leonhardt,

Frank Waller,

F. SI, James,

F. J. Ashton,

E. Ulbricht,

C. T. Knisely,

H. H. Wylie,

W. J. Doyle,

H. T. Ferguson,

F. T,. Olds.

1893.

(May 20.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

(May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 16.

Jane 37.

July 4.

.July 4.

July 4.

July 4

July 15.

July 15.

July 32.

July 31

Aug. 12."

Aus. 26.

Aug. f6.

Aug. 19.

July '22.

Aug. 22.

X'

Forest Park Road Race.

12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, lnd.

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit.

Waldo Park Road Race,Kansas
City, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State Championship.
Hanauer Road Race.

New York to Chicago.

Waukesha- Milwaukee Road
Race.

Indianapolis

.

Waukesha-Milwaukee id. race,

Newark-Princeton.

Sioux City to Chicago.

l.n ke View course.

Hilsendcyen road race.

Denver to Chicago.

Rockford to Chicago and re
turn

t kilometres, international.

Illinois Road Race

Review Road Race.

Rogers Park Road Race.

Rogers Park Road Race.

Ohio Road Race.

17 1 2 miles.
(57:10.

\ 57:10.

12 miles.
(57:11.
40:02.

1 1-2 mile.

1 1 mile.

i
1-4 mile.

1:121-5.
2:43.

:32 2-5.

1 1-2 mile. 1:10.

10 1-lj miles. 30:21.

17 1-2 miles.
lf5:M.
\ 55:17.

5 3-4 miles.
/ 55:48.

16:41 2-5.

25 miles.
1:30:50.

5 miles.
16:40.

1,02S miles.
10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

16 1 2 miles.
46:54.

48:31.

49:01.

'.' Miles, 7:31. .

161-2 miles.
47:41.

16 1-2 miles.
49:40.

100 miles.
6:20:30.

600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs.

5 miles. 13:30.
25 miles. l:OG:10.
J,200 miles. 12 days.

200 miles. 20 hours.

t,2 miles. 2:52:312-5.

i0 miles. 17:55.

5 3-4 miles. 15:06.

6 miles. 18:30.

3 miles. 8:19.

12 mile*. 38:54.

Imperial.
Arrow.
King of Scorchers.
Raleigh.

S erling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

24 lb. March, wood rims.
Fowler.
22-lb. James.
Arrow.

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Snnol.

Sterling Special.

special.
Stephens.
Special.

Arrow.
James.

Eagle-AJtair.

Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Stephens.

Arrow.
Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Whitwortr.

March.

Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

" WylieV Sterling.

FowW.

V Morgan & "Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

V Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a vouth of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgran & Wright Road Tires. Won
$750 piano from 158 starters. Strung
head wind.

Morgan & Wright Tires
Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Jfacing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

J Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
V Ulbricht's lime is best record
\ for course by 1:86.

HreaTcing the competition record
for this distance.

Second best time.

" Same old Racing Tires."

Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.
Itrraking record for distance.
Hreakina all road records front
15 to 25 miles.

Did not even pump tires up the
entire distance.

*' Double century; no trouble, of
course."

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this
evenr.

American Road Record.

Equaling American Record.

Won from scratch, time and 1st place.

Won from scratch, time and 1st place

2nd place and 1st time.

WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS SAY:
Washington, D. C, July 30, 1893.

We desire to commend your tires and can truthfully say thus far

they have given us excellent satisfaction.

Goodland, lnd., July 18, 1893.

We have sold over 100 pairs of your tires this season and have only

had ONE tire give out thus far.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best. Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOU WANT!
POK 189-4.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A. WORLD OF ISTFOR3IA1ION.

Morgan & Wright,
831-339 W. Lake St..

/MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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One-mile, handicap—C. Warner, 20 yds., 1; G. Gustaf-

son, 45 yds., J; G. S. Whitford, 20 yds., 3; time, 3:01 2-5.

Five mile, handicap—F. Van Wart, scratch, 1; E. R.

Newton, scratch, 2; G. Gustafson, 225 yds., 3; time, 17:42

* * *

Chicago Men at Monroe, Wis.

Monroe, Wis , Sept 15.—The Green County
fair opened here yesterday, the feature being

the bicycle races. Summary:
Quarter-mile, open—C. E. Parkes, Milwaukee, 1; James

Ltvy, Chicago C. C, 2; G. W. Denison, Chicago C. C, 3;

time, :35 1-2.

One-mile, handicap—G. T. Hodges, Jr., Monroe, 1; Mat
tie Martin, Milwaukee, 2; C. F. Boyschou, Davenport, la.,

3; time, 2:24.

One-mile, open— James Levy, Chicago C. C, 1; C. E.

Parkes, Milwaukee, 2; F. B. Hart, Chicago, 3; time,

2:39 1-2

Five-mile, handicap—George W. Denison, Chicago C.

C, 1; W. A. Bremer, Milwaukee, 2; F. B. llart, Chicago, 3;

time, 14:17 1-2.

One-mile, 3:00 class—James Levy, 1; F.B.Hart, 2; G.

E. Wilkinson, Elgin, 3; time, 2:39 1-2.

* * *

New Track at Beatrice, Neb.

Beatrice, Neb., Sept. 15.—The new half-

mile track here, which, by the way, is over

200 feet short, was opened yesterday. It was
in poor shape and insufficiently banked. The
summary:

Half-mile, best two in three heats—J. Cunningham, 1;

1; H. Bush, 2; Holopeter, 3; times, 1:18, 1:31.

Two-mile, handicap—B. Sabm, scratch, 1; Holopetre, 30

sec, 2; J. Cunningham, 20 sec, 3; time, 1:40.

Five-mile, handicap—J. Cunningham, 1 min., 1; Holo-

peter, 1 min., 2; Sabin, scratch, 3; time, 16:44 3-4.

One-mile, handicap—C. Cunningham, 20 sec, 1; Salin,

scratch, 2; Holopeter, 8 sec , 3; time, 2:37.

Pot Hunters at It.

Farmington, 111., Sept. 16.—Bert Myers, of

Peoria, and C. H. Peck, of Chicago, gobbled

aU the desirable prizes here yesterday. The
summary

:

Quarter-mile, open—Peck, 1; Fisher, 2; Myers, 3; time,

:34.

Half-mile, open—Myers, 1; Peck, 2; Hunter, 3; time,

1:16.

One-mile, heats—Myers, 1; Peck, 2; Hunter, 3; times,

1:17, 1:19.

Five-mile, open—Peck, 1; Ferrine, 2; Hunter, 3; time,

15:06.
# * #

Race Notes.

Peoria gives a meet Sept. 27, five open
events being on the programme.

Beaver Dam., Wis., has a meet for Sept. 28

and 29. Five open events a:e on the pro-

gramme.

At Dubuque, la. , last Friday, Littlejohn of

Independence won two straight heats in a
half-mile open; time, 1:23 1-2.

Peru and Kendallville, Ind. , Grand Rapids

and Adrian, Mich., and Pontiac and Galva,

111., form the pot-hunter's circuit.

The second annual diamond tournament of

the Wanderers' B. C. takes place tomorrow at

Toronto. Nine events are on the programme.

The Dixon (111.) Pleasure and Driving Park
was opened Saturday last. L. J. Scovill won
the half-mile handicap in 1 :30 and the half-

mile open in 1 :44.

The proprietors of the Waltham track de-

mand fifty per cent of the receipts for the use

of their grounds, so Boston people say. It is

no wonder tournaments are not popular in

Boston.

E. W. Ballard went to Boscobel, Ws., the

latter part of last week, and won two races.

In the mile handicap he was on scratch and
the five other riders had an allowance of 250

yards. He caught them at the three-quarter

pole and beat the second man fifty yards. The
two-mile open was ridden in 6:57, and Ballard

won by thirty yards, after falling at the start.

The Pittsburg press has arranged a road

race for Sept. 29. The course is to be from
Buffalo to Pittsburg. All wheelmen within

a distance of 100 miles from Pittsburg are

eligible.

A scheme is on foot among the cyclists of

the north and norchwest sides of Chicago to

secure Diamond's half-mile track and rebuild

it for a cycle track. The only trouble is that

it is not conveniently located.

There is a prospect that a board track will

be put down on the quarter-mile affair at

Parkside early next season. The matter has

been brought to the attention of the cricket

club, and it is not unlikely that some action

will be taken.

John J. Fister, of the Georgetown C. C,
finished a twenty-fouy-hours road ride Sunday
at 4 o'clock, riding 279.7 miles on the conduit

road, along the Potomac river. He claims

this as record, but Spooner, in 1890, rode 301

miles in twenty-four hours.

Last Thursday at Winona eight men started

to ride two and a half hours. The score of the

first five stand as follows: Steffes, fifty-eight

miles two laps; Bender, fifty-eight miles

three laps; Woodcock, fifty eight miles; Mead,

fifty-seven miles two laps; Rheutan, forty-

six miles two laps.

Several races were held at Pontiac on Thurs-

day of last week. F. Howard of Towanda
won the quarter-mile, best three in five heats.

Lord won the first heat in :36 1-4, and Howard
the next three. Calkins from scratch won the

half and one-mile handicaps, with Setzer,

scratch, second, and Pumperton third.

Osmond Returns Home.

After visiting America for a period of about

five months, F. J. Osmond returned home this

week, having left Chicago Saturday night to

sail on Wednesday. The Englishman made
many friends during his short stay in this

country; in fact, it is doubtful if any one can

be found who did not take a fancy to the man.

He tried hard to get into condition, but did

not succeed to his own satisfaction. He only

competed in two races, at Toronto, but did not

score, though he rode a fast half-mile and
broke the Canadian record. Mr. Osmond
stated that he was needed at the factory, and
this caused his hasty departure.

Crowther and Cash Prizes.

Some Philadelphia people were discussing

the Crowther change of heart recently as re-

gards cash prizes. The change seems to be a

case of bread and butter with the admirer of

purity in everything but cash — which he

curses because it is divisible.

'Did you read the Sporting Life in '91," said

a Philadelphian to the writer, which query

was answered in the affirmative.

"Did you read the cash editorials by Crow-

ther and the letters by Egan, Bunnell and
others?" The writer admitted that he did.

"Then why does he so fiercely assail the

cash prize league now?"

This was a simple thing to answer, and the

reply was: "He has changed his situation,

and must needs, therefore, write to order.

Crowther wrote, two years ago, what he knew
to be unsound, else he is doing it now. I

can't see what the N. C. A. secretary is think-

ing about that he doesn't spring the deadly

parallel on Mr. Henry Crowther, and show the

cycling press the true inwardness of a person

who hastens to assure an unconcerned world,

—and at the sime time seeks refuge behind

skirts—that his domestic, social and business

life has been one of probity."

We will leave the domestic and social side

out of a discussion in which it has no place;

we will discuss the man Crowther when the

time comes for a "show-down," and will begin

the ball at Reading, Pa., and continue it at

Philadelphia. The writer will fire the first

gun in this battle. Will Mr. Crowther accept

the challenge? W. J. Morgan.

What About Your Advertising ?

" Times are dull, business is duller," so

growl the business bears. Naturally the busi-

ness man turns his study to economics, and
very likely worries himself into a severe attack

of business parsimony. Because the buyer is

practicing frugality, the business man hacks

down expenses with broad-axe blows, instead

of intelligently cutting them with a fine-

toothed saw.

In dull and quiet times necessities are of

more interest to people than luxuries, but half

the people do not know all they really need
until some one tells them, and the best friend

on earth cannot give them this desired infor-

mation more convincingly than can the well-

worded advertisement.

To take the advertisement out of the paper
during the so-called dull times is about as

bad as to stop feeding the horse because the

present weather is unsuitable for using him.

If there be nothing particularly new to ad-

vertise, there is not a particle of need of

temporarily withdrawing the advertisement.

Develop ingenuity, dust up the old things,

make them look like new, put life into the

business, strike for trade, advertise, make
trade lively by being lively. N. C. Fowler,

Doctor of Advertising.

A Victor Man Gone Wrong.

Ralph H. Jewell, manager of the Victor

Bicycle Agency at Los Angeles, Cal., has dis-

appeared, and neither his young wife nor the

people employed at the bicycle company's
place of business know where he is gone. He
is a man twenty-four years of age, an active

member of the Los Angeles Wheelmen's
Association, and an officer of the Los Angeles

Athletic Club. A pretty brunette is said to

have won his affections.

St. Louisians to Ride Ordinaries.

Sunday the St. Louis Cycling Club will have
its first ordinary run to Clayton. Steps will

not be allowed on the wheels. Each header

will cost twenty-five cents, and many of the

boys will be bankrupt long before they get to

Clayton. If the run is a success it will be made
an annual affair, providing ordinaries can be

found after this vear.

Keep Off Altogether.

The ordinance prepared some time ago in

in the St. Paul assembly allowing bicycle rid-

ers to use the sidewalks in certain districts of

the city has been amended by the street com-

mittee in such a manner as to prohibit side-

walk riding in any part.

The lady cyclists of Huntington, Mass., will

organize the Wednesday Club.
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FACTORIES : Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0METRES

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Wivtu loi- Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK, CHICAGO.
644-646 Broadway. Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHIC0

>;i!s
FALLS

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

victor rubber mud guards.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,
oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

GO

VICTOR SCORCHER SAVDLE.

VICTOR SPRING
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tuol
steel, nickeled.

Price,;$2; by mail, $
f
..30.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-
struct.

1 his Saddle can be used for everyday riding
without fatigue, and we are confident it will

prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in

Abe world. Price, $4.50; by mall, $4.75.

ELASTIC

IROITSER

GUARD.

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,

and in response to a
demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas-

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cents.
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THE BIDWELL ASSIGNMENT.

The Principal Creditors—The Failure Generally-

Regretted.

Inability to collect accounts and to lealize

on its large stock of wheels seems to have been

the primary cause of the financial embarras-

ment of the Bidwell Cycle Company. Judg-

ment was obtained against it Friday by the

Broadway National Bank for $4,312. If a

fair proportion of the accounts are collectable

it is said that no great loss to creditors will re-

sult. The Revere Rubber Company is a cred-

itor to the amount of $22,850; Russell Manu-
facturing Company, $2'455; St. Nicholas Man-
ufacturing Company, $1,500, and the Bidwell

Manufacturing Company, of Hartford, which
has also assigned, $11,269. Incidentally the

Taylor Cycle Company, of Chicago, is in the

hands of a receiver.

The news of the Bidwell failure caused not

only surprise but deep regret among trade

men and the older classes of riders, for George
Bidwell is everywhere a popular man. He
was prominent in league matters for many
years, gradually dropping away, however, as

trade matters demanded his increased atten-

tion, though still just as much interested and
as liberally disposed toward the sport as ever.

For a long time Bidwell was identified with
the Pope company, with which he fell out

about two years ago. The building which he
occupied facing Central Park was by long

odds the finest used for cycle purposes in New
York. Bidwell put the Tourist on the market
two years ago. It was made for him by the

Colts Arms Company, to join which concern,

it will be remembered, Frank Belden left the

Weed Company. Later the Bidwell Manufac-
turing Company was organized, and this went
down with the older house. Bidwell made no
great claim as to the magnitude of his output,

but in the tire department he spent an abun-

dance of money, both in advertising and
litigation.

In 1891 a western branch was opened.

Arthur Taylor left the Pope company to man-
age it. After a while the branch was trans-

ferred to the Taylor Cycle Company, and it is

supposed that Bidwell still holds notes for a

large amount against that concern. At any
rate they went down together. The Taylor

assignment has been expected, and caused no
surprise.

AWARDS ARE MADE.

List of Cycle Makers Who Have Been Awarded
Honors.

The vexed question of awards at tne world's

fair was settled finally on Wednesday, when
the board of judges of group 83, department of

transportation, announced its deci-ion, The

awards in this group were for "vehicles and

methods of transportation on the common
roads. The absence of the names of the Pope

and Lozier companies is accounted for by their

having withdrawn from the contest. The offi-

cial announcement of the awarding of medals

is very incomplete, inasmuch as it does not

deal to any extent with particulars. The
awards announced follow:

Indiana—Marion Cycle Company, Marion, the Halliday-

Temple Scorcher.

Michigan—Kalamazoo Cycle Company, Kalamazoo,

sundries.

Missouri—St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter

Company, St. Louis, Lu-Mi-Num bicycle.

New York—Peerless Manufacturing Company, sun-

dries; Fenton Metallic Company, Jamestown, handlebar;

Remington Arms Company, Ilion, bicycle.

Illinois — Stokes Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

Sterling cycles; Ames & Frost Company, Imperial

Cycles, collective exhibit; Kenwood Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago, ladies' special bicycle, road racing bicy-

cle, pneumatic tire, valve and rims; Derby Cycle Com-
pany, Chicago, Derby bicycle; George Bowman, home
trainer; A E. Hotchkiss, bicycles; Gormully & Jeffrey

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, parabolic bicycle

lamp, ladies' Rambler, men's Rambler, unbrazed bicycle

frame, pneumatic tire; Monarch Cycle Company, Chi-

cago, road racer; A. Featherstone & Co., Chicago; bicy-

cles; Western Wheel Works, Chicago, carriages, rolling

chairs and bicycles; Rouse-Duryea Cycle Company.
Peoria, Sylph cycles and Sager "Beauty" child's seat;

Freeport Bicycle Manufacturing Company, Freeport, bi-

cycle stand.

Ohio—Gendron Irbn Wheel Company, Toledo, baby
carriages, bicycles and velocipedes; Yost Manufacturing
Company, Toledo, boys' and girls' bicycles; Mcintosh-

Huntington Company, Cleveland, Sunol cycles; Garford

Manufacturing Company, Elyria, saddles; Snell Cycle

Fitting Company, Toledo, bicycle and accessories.

Massachusetts — Hickory Wheel Company, Newton,

sulky and Hickory bicycles; Simonds Rolling Machine
Company, Fitchburg, steel balls and rolled forged special-

ties; Overman Wheel Company, Chicopee Falls, Victor

model D and Victor racer.

Denmark—J. Muller, Copenhagen, stand for cycles.

Great Britain—Quadrant Cycle Company, Birmingham,

tricycles and bicycles; Metallic Tube and Flask Com-
pany, Birmingham, weldless cold drawn steel tubes;

Warman & Hazlewood, Coventry, four track racers; Pre-

mier Cycle Company, Coventry, bicycles, tricycles and
parts; Raleigh Cycle Company, Nottingham, Raleigh

cycles.

Canada—Gould, Bicycle Company, Brantford, Ont., bi-

cycles.

Germany—Heinrich Kleyer, Frankfurt, Adter roadsters,

racers and tandems; Adam Opel, Russelheim, bicycles.

MILLER STATES HIS CASE.

Denies That He Took Anything Back—Charges
Reiterated.

Chicago, Sept. 20.—Editor Referee: In

your last publication you make statements dif-

ferentfromthe facts, and I hope you will do me
the justice to publish the following: Mr. Lozier,

his clerk, Mr. Ensworth, and a young man
whom I was told was a reporter for the Bear-

ings, called to see me regarding the publica-

tion of the following article, wh eh appeared

in the H heel:

The Lozier people were not invited to be present at this

meeting because, firstly, a few days prior an article had

been published in the Chicago Herald signed by them,

which cast unjust reflections upon the situation, and was
unnecessarily harsh ; it was signed by them as a copy of

the letter addressed to the committee of awards. That

letter reached the committee late the same afternoon,

eight hours after it had been made public in the Herald.

Secondly, the Lozier company were the only exhibitors

who had attempted even the semblance of an insinuation

in the way of a bribe to influence the award. These

things considered, it was therefore thought best to rule

them out of examination under any further circumstan-

ces. When I was spoken to by the cycle people present

as to why the Lozier company would not be considered

further, I replied that before any judge was chosen, the

gentleman in charge of the Lozier exhibit had taken me
by the arm, and said that he was very anxious to know
about the judges; that he had come here to get an award,

was bound to have it, must have it, and didn't care even

if it cost something, and that he would make it interest-

ing for me personally if I could aid him.

I treated Mr. Lozier courteously in this inter-

view, and from his talk and appearance was

willing to accord bim the benefit oE

a doubt in my own mind, that he could

have inspired the statements made by

Ensworth to me. I regretted Mr. Lozier's

publicity in the matter, as well as my
own. It is true that his published letter

called up the conversation of Mr. Ensworth

with me. It is also absolutely true that Mr.

Ensworth made those assertions to me. It is

not true that I was nervous at this inteiview,

or retracted any statement.

I advised Mr. Lozier to think it over and call

and see me again, because I did not, nor do I

desire to do him any injustice. The statement

made by Ensworth to me can be liberally con-

strued either way. E. B. Miller,

Chief Clerk Transportation Department, for

Commission on Awards.

An Ideal for '94.

[CONTINUED,]

The ball-socket tube of frame being 1 1-8

inches in diameter by 18 or 19 gauge, allows

free turning of the 1-inch crown stem tube,

while 10 or 10 1-2 length of hall head gives us,

with handle-bar stem fitting down well into

the inner or crown tube, sufficient strength,

with a rakish appearance of frame not seen in

the shorter type of ball head. The angle of

steering being fixed at 68 degrees enables the

rider to move with ease hands off, at choice.

The seat tube being in a parallel form at the

same angle, makes the whole frame, in the

mind's eye, seem speedy and symmetrical.

But where the steering line is at variance with

the middle or seat tube, then we have an effect

which produces an idea that the frame is either

collapsing or has been driven f til tilt at a rock

or other obstruction.

For the states the distance of the crank

bracket from the floor is very necessary to be a

little more than usually made in England on
account of the extremely rough roads, and
should not be less than 11 to 12 1-2 inches from
floor to centre of bracket, with a 6 1-2-inch

crank, giving sufficient clearance to end of

pedal in turning a corner at a good gait.

'Ninety-four wheels will, require a brake,

which can easily be detached both from bottom

connection of tube as well as handle bar, so

that the center brake work may be taken away
completely without disturbing either handles

or front wheel, the latter being often a source

of much trouble to the rider who tries to re-

move the brake.

Dust-proof bearings to crank axle and rear

hub are certainly important factors to speed

and ease of propulsion, and those manufactur-

ers who have hitherto neglected this most de-

si. able end will lose caste as makers of high-

grade speed cycles if they do not pay attention

to this point, as riders are becoming educated

more and more day by day to these advanta-

ges. Coventry Man.

The Trade at Springfield.

Walter Measure gave a rousing reception to

the press and trade the evening after Tyler's

victory in the mile record race. The win on a

Union created much enthusiasm, as Measure

and Tyler are both popular, and the Union bi-

cycle scarcely less so. The appearance of Col-

onel Pope in the grand stand Thursday cre-

ated added interest, as the colonel is popular

with everybody. The Referee man was
called to the colonel's box, and a chat on con-

vict labor on public loads was the topic.

Joseph Yost of Toledo renewed old acquaint-

ances, made some new ones, also a few Falcon
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PERRY'S
Chains, Frames and Fittings.

The very best that experience, money and an

exact knowledge of trade requirements can pro-

duce.

As a man is judged by the company he keeps,

so is the quality of a Bicycle judged by the

make of its component parts.

The name " Perry" on any part of your machine

is guarantee of good quality. Standard throughout

the world.

PERRY'S"SPECIAL"
RACING

-n CHAIN.

Perry &Co., Ltd., Birminghan^Eng.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.

213 PEARL ST., NEW YORK.

N? 9

PERRY & C9
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Harry Casswell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.,

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc.

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

cooooo 0000000

0000000000000

°ooooooooooooo
Several weeks of the best riding season of the year remain, and you should make the most of them. If

you cannot afford a new machine purchase a second-hand one, but be sure and select a machine that is strong,

durable and easy running.

You can get machines for less money, but none that will give the all round satisfaction that the Hickory

will. Send for a Catalogue of new machines and information and prices of our second-hand ones, as we have

some bargains. Note our change of address.

HICKORY WHEEL CO., S. Framingham, Mass.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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deals for next year. C. C. Morgan and George

Powell, together with W. C. Overman A. B.

Barkman and D. J. Canary, represented the

Overman Wheel Company. Albert Pope, Jr.,

was taken in charge by Asa W indie on the

track. My, how the young man does grow!

He was requested to make a speech by about

fifty of his admirers at the Cooley one night,

but declined, preferring to "say something" for

the crowd. H. A. Lozier was missed. Samuel
Snell of Toledo did good business in parts, and
Edwin Oliver made many important connec-

tions for his several interests.

George Warwick was on hand booming his

pedals. J. B. and W. E. McCune of Boston

were there, J. B. meeting with the usual

greeting by many of the old-timers. S. H.
Freidenstein and S. G. Whittaker were on
hand, the latter reminding intending buyers

to "get their prices and then see the Anglo-

American company," which tickled the trade

immensely.

D. H. Harvey, of the Lovell Arms Com-
pany, says look out for Lovell Diamonds
next year. S. H. Curtis, of Reed & Curtis, of

Worcester pedal fame, was as genial as usual,

talking with groups of tradesmen. Major
Billy Atwell of William Ree-1 & Sons, Boston,

had something nice and new in the way of

Boston goods, which will be heard of later. D.

J. Post and Colonel George Pope of Hartford

were on hand. The former had charge of

"Pep" Brewster of the west, while a few other

L. A. W. politicians flitted around.

G. M. Worden was much in evidence, repre-

senting the Remington Arms Company, as

usual. Temple of the Union company, Greer
of Philadelphia, and others represented the

Union with Walter Measure. C. F. Stokes
was missed. A. Kennedy Child was present

the last day. It is now known that he will

not join Martin of Buffalo. W. H. WJhelm,
of Reading, maker of the Reading Flyer, was
present to greet his great pupil, Zimmerman,
as it was Wilhelm who first took A. A. Z. in

hand. The Verys, father and son, of Boston

and Springfield, were there, also Vincent
Dugmore.

Sterling Elliott, minus his chronograph, was
there, likewise Secretary Walker, of the Hick-
ory company. Fred Patee of Indianapolis, R.

Philip Gormully, A. L. Atkins and others

represented the west. Frank White repre-

sented tho Bidwell tire, while J. R. Nesbit

represented the Preston-Davies.

Aluminum's Advantages.

In response to an inquiry, what advantages

aluminum possesses over steel if the weight of

the machine remains the same, the following

answer is furnished by the St. Louis R. and
W. G. Co.:

The advantages of our construction are,

briefly: First, frames, forks, handle bars or

other parts constructed of aluminum aloy, a

metal practically three times lighter than steel

and possessed of the proper qualities for cycle

construction. Second, these same parts or

other parts constructed, each complete in

itself, of one piece of metal without parts or

joints. Third, we are enabled to make our
frame of any form and distribute the metal as

may be needed to strengthen points subjected

to heaviest strains. For the above reasons our
aluminum parts can be made 25 to 50 per

cent lighter than steel parts of similar suita-

bility. All liability of poor or careless work-
manship in making joints is avoided, and the

number of parts greatly reduced. The resi-

liency and toughness of the aluminum reduces

vibration under all conditions and adds life

and consequent speed to the machine. There

being no bolts or screwed joints, all liability

of jarring loose is avoided. The metal being

absolutely non-corrosive, it does not deterior-

ate in quality in time. For the above and

other reasons the aluminum parts are much
less liable to injury in use or accident than

steel parts. Further, when they are injured

they can be repaired far easier and better. In

the matter of finish we also possess a very dis-

tinct advantage. Polished aluminum is hand-

somer than any other finish and can not be

injured, as can enamel or nickel plate.

Stall's Unique Card.

It is talked about in Boston that W. W.
Stall, who is passing through troubled finan-

cial waters, will soon branch out as the depot

in New England for H. A. Lozier Co., and
the following unique and very Stall-like card

justifies the above supposition:

To our friends and enemies who don't care a hang:—
"We are pass'ng through the small end of the horn.

We have gotten into such a condition, although we still

hold our normal weight, that we can squeeze through.

$100,000. Mr. Overman is in the west and

nothing definite could be learned at the

factory.

It is further stated that the Spaldings have

purchased the plant of the Lamb Knitting

Machine Company, which has been used pre-

viously for the manufacture of wheels, will

use it as a general Spalding manufactory, and

will spread out more extensively as bicycle

manufacturers, making guns as well. This

news was obtained at Chicopee Falls last

Thursday.

When seen on Monday and told of these re-

ports, Mr. Spalding exclaimed: "Why, I've

been doing lots of business, haven't I? For

the last ten days I've been here attending to

amateur athletics." When pressed for an

answer, however, he declined to ei'her deny

or confirm the reports.

Schwalbach Feels the Strain.

Charlie Schwalbach, of Bio iklyn is in finan-

cial trouble. Charley is well known and was

seemingly doing a goo I business. Rimbl is

and Imperials were his leaders, and his Flat-

bush store and school is 1 he finest building in

^w ^. '
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THE 1894 NIAGARA.

having had a most encouraging boost from our creditors,

who have united to a man in assisting us.

We are cleaning out our old business as closely as pos-

sible, and shall continue the old stand on a somewhat dif-

ferent plan than heretofore, carrying manufacturer's

agency for the celebrated Cleveland wheels, which we
shall represent in this section of the country exclusively,

as during the past.

We shall still manufacture and supply the well-known

Stall sulky wheel, and our repair shop will be run as

usual. Yours, W. W. Stai*l.

No Intention of Failing.

"A report, which seems to have started in

the east, is afloat to the effect that the Yost

Manufacturing Company is about to make an
assignment. The rumor-monger, seeking

whom he may devour, has made a mistake this

time. The report is pronounced absolutely

false and utterly without foundation by the

company. Mr. Dewey says that he can not

possibly understand how such a report could

have started.

Overman and Spalding.

New York, Sept. 18.—A report now in cir-

culation that A. H. Overman has purchased

the stock held by A. G. Spalding in the Over-

man Wheel Company lacks confirmation.

The report has it that the price paid was

Brcoklyn devoted exclusively to cycling. It is

reported that Gormully & Jeffery are fully

protected by a chattel mortgage.

The 1894 Niagara.

"The Century Niagara, a high grade wheel
for $100," is the Buffalo Wheel Company's an-

nouncement for 1894 They are in the field

early. The weight of the new comer is an-

nounced as 32 pounds. The machine is illus-

trated in this issue.

Another Milwaukee Failure.

The Roth-Kasten Cycle Company made a

voluntary assignment on Thursday of last

week. William Lachmeier was appointed as-

signee under a bond for $26,C00, with Otto

Strlissguth and James Gilowsky as sureties.

Edward W. Roth obtained judgment and exe-

cution against the Roth-Kasten Cycle Com-
pany on a note for $219.9o dated Sept. 9, 1893,

payable on demand.

Have Covered the Deposit.

Stearns & Co. have covered the forfeit of

the the St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden
Gutter Company, and arrangements for the
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. . . WE DON'T TALK . . .

SEND FOR A . . .

OF EADIE'S

H UMBER PATTERN

FOR

They Talk for Themselves Much More Eloquently.

THE EADIE MFG. CO., Ltd., Redditch, Eng.

Yhe little gmm,
THE CYCLE PEDAL OE THE FUTURE.

KEEP YOoR EYE ON IT!

YOU WILL WANT IT IF YOU TRY IT!

manufactured by GEO. T. WARWICK & CO., Springfield, Mass.
Agents, Look Into This. MENTION THE REFEREE.

PNEUMATIC TIRE AIR PUMPS

COPPER AND STEEL

:-AIR RECEIVERS,:-
Pressure Valves and Air Gauges.

W make the BEST Pump in the market. A
full line always on hand.

Write for prices before purchasing elsewhere.

ROBERT OWENS,
226 EAST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.
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test will now, probably, be speedily com-
pleted.

At the Visitor's Expense.

W. A. Lloyd, of England, enjoys himself

immensely at Birmingham and so was escorted

around Springfield by many who wished to

see him have a good time. Lloyd made a
speech at the American Hotel which brought
down the house, and was escorted to an early

morning train by George Warwick. The latter,

joker and Samuel Snell played a good joke

on Mr. Lloyd, who is keen after business.

Snell introduced Mr. Warwick (whom Lloyd
had known years ago but had forgotten) as

Mr. Overman, and for a hour k3pt up the de-

ception. "Overman" figured about parts and
was about to place an order for a big bill of

tubing when Lloyd discovered the truth.

Sager's New Saddle.

Marcus Hirshfield, representing the Rich &
Sager Company, of Rochester, was in Chicago

Saturday last. He said the outlook for next

year was good, so far as he could judge. He
showed a neat road-racing saddle, weighing
from 14 to 16 ounces, as illustrated herewith.

It is fitted with a neat device for taking up
any stretch in the leather. The clip was for-

merly a casting but is now made of a forging.

It is a very comfortable saddle and many
prominent riders are using it on road and path.

General Trade Notes.

Messrs*. Cahill and Neville, of Buffalo, were
in Chicago Tuesday.

The business of Harris, the Syracuse dealer,

is in the hands of the sheriff.

W. S. Loudon, of cement fame, was a pass-

enger by the Britannic on her last western

trip.

Mr. White, treasurer of the Overman Wheel
Company, has been on a visit to the Pacific

coast.

The Recording Instrument Company has

moved its office from 22 Chapman place to

602 Chamber of Commerce, Boston.

W. A. Lloyd, of Birmingham, is calling on
the Chicago trade this week. Like every

other English traveler he is amazed at the

size and progress of the country.

It is reported, from Syracuse, that the

Stearns company is running its factory with

nearly 500 hands! Some one, evidently, still

has confidence in the bicycle business.

Samuel Snell, of Toledo, Edwin Oliver, of

Chicago, and Harry J. Warner, representing

Julius Andrae, of Milwaukee, cal'ed at the

Referee New York office last Saturday.

Mr. Bowden desires us to deny the state-

ment of Barden, the English amateur, who
was recently in America, that he received £200

annually from the Seddon Tire Company.

The Bidwell failure caused a ripple on the

stagnant surface of New York trade last week.
It was known that the Revere Rubber Com-
pany was carrying much paper of the com-
pany^for^somej time jpast. George Bidwell

SOLE AGTS.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Prices

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FENTON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS OF^

Strictly High-Grade Bicycles

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special feature of our LIGHT ROADSTER.
Reliable Agents Wanted.

Catalogue furnished on application

Chicago Office, 1116 Monadnock Big. wZlfmg%lx'^E
i2*

Ga"eryTransporta'

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The '94 Pattern

PRESTON DAVIES'

TIRE
(MOST EASILY DETACHABLE.)

Will be an Eye Opener!

The valuable patents held by the Preston Davies' Tire and Valve

Co , Limited, comprise means for making a tire exceptionally strong,

almost unpuncturable, easily detachable, and withal speedy.

IT WILL ROUSE AMERICA.

Preston Davies' Tire and Valve Co.,

(LIMITED.)

LONDON AND COVENTRY.

Enquiries to P. O. Box 273, NEW YORK.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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lias the sympathy of a host of friends, who be-

lieve he will soon right himself.

The busine.'S of Robert Owens, 224 Washing-
ton street, Chicago, whose connection with the

cycle trade consisted of the manufacture of

cork handles, is in the hands of W. J. Chal-
mers, receiver.

Elliott Burris mailed for Europe last Satur-
day and will return in about two mon'hs He
will probably bring with him something
good in the way of a tire, and will push the

sale of the Burris-Miche'in.

The entire business of the Zucker & Levett
Chemical Company, makers of nickel and elec-

tro platers' supplies, will hereafter be carried

on from 10 and 14 Grand street, New York.
The Chicago store has been closed.

A L.yndhurst bicycle, chain and all complete,
weighing only one ounce, is on exhibition at
Alsdorf & Co.'s. Ne > ark. It is the lightest bi-

cycle in the world, and is made entirely of
wood, the chain being perfect in construction
and action.

The duty on German wheels imported in

Russia, which originally was 18 rubles ($14.04)

and later raised to 24 rubles ($18.72), is now
36 rubles ($28.08). It is, consequently, an im-
possibility for German manufacturers to com-
pete with France and England.

In the advertisement of W. C. Paine, of Ev-
ansville, Ind. , which appeared in our last issue,

that gentleman offers to furnish any agent
with a means of using his old stock to advan-
tage. Paine's scheme is a feasible one for one
person in each town and can be worked in a
great many places to advantage.

A. M. Sheffey & Co., New York, write as
follows: "It may be of some interest to say
that we are still shipping Wynnewood and
Queen City bicycles to our customers, who are
scattered all over the country, and have every
reason to expect a fair run of orders, especially

on juvenile machines, the balance of the
year."

The Peerless Manufacturing Company
writes that A. I. Brown is now mounted on a
specially-built Triangle, especially light and
pretty. He will soon make an attack on the

Cleveland track record, now held by E. C.
Johnson. Among the fast men now on Tri-

angles are C. M. and \V. F. Murphy, A. I.

Brown, E. C. Johnson, R. F. Goetz and G. D.
Comstock.

The Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Company
has resumed work, after a three-week's lay-off

(for inventory and repairs) with an increased

capital stock of $25,000. The reputation of

the concern as an honest builder is second to

none, and as the '93 profit has proved satisfac-

tory, the company starts in with a good deal

of enthusiasm. Several good deals for '94

have already been closed on the basis of the

best possible bicycle at the best possible price.

Samuel Snell and Edwin Oliver were at

Springfield, and in con?unction with Joseph
Yost, of Falcon fame, had a pretty parlor at

the Massasoit, where they showed a light rac-

ing frame weighing only eleven pounds, which
included pedals and saddle. The former gen-
tleman made a stay of two days at the Im-
perial, New York, later, and showed much
that is new and good in parts. He had a pair

of pedals weighing twelve ounces, all drop
forged, weldless tube centres, dust-proof cap,

and they can be used for rubber or rat traps.

A racing hub fourteen ounces to the pair and
of fine finish, was a part of the exhibition

Oliver carried with him.

THE GREATEST PLEASURE
Can be obtained from your bicycle only when the equipment is first class. An oil can is the

most important accessory, and the best oil can is the " PERFECT" POCKET OILER. This

oiler does not leak. It al.-o regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. Experience will convince
you that the "Perfect" is without an equal.

FVLIj SIZE.

Price, 25 cents each. Handsomely nickeled.

Be sure you have a " PERFECT." No other "is just as good."

Cushman & Denison, 172 Ninth Ave, NEW YORK.

®i

IB

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfects Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTICE & CO., sole agents for u.s. U N.5th St., rhi/ade/phio

CHICAGO'^

/CM
Palace Sleeping

«•» Dining Car Line

TO

Eastern and Canadian Points.

In connection with the GREAT WESTERN
DIVISION of the GRAND TKUNK RAIL-
WAY, it is the FAVORITE ROUTE to

Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands,
^^~and Rapids of the^St. Lawrance, and to the Seaside and Mountain Resorts

in the East.

QTTMMT7D TOTTDTCTQ Should send their address to E.H.Hughes,
O U 1V1 III IjlY 1 U U XVlO 1 O General Western Passenger Agent, Chicago &
Grand Trunk Railway, 103 South Clark Street, Chicago, III., and ask for particulars re-
garding Summer Tours, Chicago to Niagara Falls, the Thousand Islands, the Adiron-
dacks, the White Mountains, and the summer resorts of the coast of Maine, which will
be sent to all applicants free of charge. SALE OF SUMMER TOURIST TICKETS BEGINS

Magnificent New Pullman Sleepers

DAILY BETWEEN

CHICAGO AND DETROIT.

CHICAGO AND SAGINAW VALLEY.

CHICAGO AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.

CHICAGO AND BOSTON.

Canadian Racrcracrf Passengers for Canada can now have their Baggage
v^ctiictuiclii JJdggclgc. examined and passed customs and checked to destina-
tion at our depot in Chicago, thereby avoiding annoyance and delay at the Canadian
frontier.

For Tickets at I*oivest Rates, apply at Ticket Offices in the west, or to

E. H. HUGHES,
General Western Passenger Agent, - 103 South Clark Street, CHICAGO.

W. J. SPICER, General Manager.
GEO. B. REEVE, Traffic Manager.
W. E. DAVIS, Gen. Pass'r and Tkt. Agt.

CHICAGO & GXAND TXTTIOS. XI.

L. J. SEARGEANT, General Managei.

WM. EDGAR, General Passenger Agent.

GXAND TXVXK XAIXWA T.

MENTION THE RECEREF.

Assignee's Sale.

BICYCLE MACHINERY and stock, assignee's sale; on
Saturday, Sept. 30, 1893, at 12 o'clock noon, I will sell at

public auction, to the highest bidder, all the machine y,
stock and tools of the Vincent Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany, at the office of said company, located at No 13
Gull street, Buffalo, N. Y.; a rare chance is here offered;
terms, cash or its equivalent. For information address
Francis J. Hamilton, assignee, etc., No. 13 Gull street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

THIS PAPER can be liad at any of the lead-
ing news depots in Chicago on

Friday morning of each week. 'IVd cents a copy. For
subscription terms see elsewhere in this issue.
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IMITATED ALREADY.
VARIOUS PARTIES ARE NOW ADVERTISING

ALUMINUM BICYCLES.
LOOK OUT FOR THEM.

There is but one genuine and practical Aluminum Bicycle on earth

It is the . Warranted.

Read our guarantee. Buy the Genuine and steer clear of imitations.

ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR & WOODEN GUTTER CO., St. Louis, Mo.

Incorporated 1873. Capital, full paid, $.soo,ooo. Send for Catalogue. MENTION THE REFEREE.

NICKEL
ZUCKER * LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.

Works, FLUSHING, L. I.

HERCULES DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
FOR LIGrtT AND POWER.

AMERICAN GIANT DYNAMO
FOR ELECTROPLATING

AND ELECTROTYPING. PLATING
Offices,

10, 12 &. 14 Grand St.

'Bet. Varick'and Sullivan Sts.»,

New York, U.S.A.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

NICKEL & ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING MATERIALS OUTFITS.

For a s i 1 v er y
white deposit of

nickel, use our Pure

Anodes and Salts,

French, American,

Plain Spanish, Felt

Wheels, or in

Sheets. Muslin
Puffs, Walrus
Leather in wheels

or hides, Oak
tanned Leather
covered wheels.
C. P. Cyanide o

Potassium Fused
Cyanide of Potas-

s i u m . Roughes
C ompositions
Tripoli Composi-

te i o n s . Buffing

Lathes.

THOS. SMITH & CO.,
J Wharf St., ASTON, Birmingham.

Best Materia/ ana Workmanship Guaranteed.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS-

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.,

213 Pearl St., .... NEW YORK.

STEEL ST^MPIlSTGrS.
leleplirnieSSSB. NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READ* Telegrams, •' Hector."
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NEW YORK WILL HOLD A SHOW.

Madison Square Garden Management Has So

Decided.

The announcement made last week that the

managers of Madison Square Garden, New
York, were considering the holding of a cycle

show has caused considerable discussion. Mr.

Hare, who has been identified with all the

Philadelphia shows, stated at Buffalo, Monday,

that whether a show would be held in the

Quaker City this winter depended on the abil-

ity of the clubs to secure a certain building.

He said that a definite announcement wou'd

be made inside of ten days.

The New York people, however, have de-

cided to hold a show in any event. Mr. F. W.
Sanger, manager, writes us that the show will

be helil under the control of a committee rep-

resenting the Metropolitan Association of

Cycling Clubs, and that letters have been re-

ceived from almost every prominent house

in the trade, endorsing the movement.

Mr. Sa^g r's ietter indicates that the show will

be of the finest possible description. No dates

are mentioned. Our own observations lead us

to believe that the trade favors an earlier date

than any heretofore selected. We are in re-

ceipt of a number of letters on the subject.

Hulbert Bros. & Co. favor December. Wil-

helm & Co believe January entirely too late.

McKee & Harrington have several reasons

why January is a better month than November.

The Snell Cycle Fittings Company and the Yost

Manufacturing Company favor November, as

does the Beacon CycleManufacturing Company.

The Rochester Manufacturing Company gives

reasonswhy November be selected , but theBlack

Manufacturing Company believes in sticking

to January. Mr. Hare believes the early weeks

of December too early, and says the holidays

make it necessary to hold over until January.

It seems, therefore, that we are assured of at

least one show, and, although Mr. Sanger's

claim that New York is favored by "almost

every prominent house in the trade," is some-

thing of an exaggeration, there is reason to

suppose that a show there, especially in the

event of no show at Philadelphia, can be made
successful.

Mud Beat Harry Wheeler.

Harry Wheeler had his much sought-for trial

against a horse last week at the Mount Holly

(N. J.) fair, the horse being the famous pacer,

Saladdin. All went along swimmingly until

the half-mile, which was covered in 1:08,

Wheeler riding easily, when the pacer threw

an immense chunk of dirt in Harry's eyes, and

the king of the cash prize riders was hors de

.combat, the pacer winning in hollow fashion.

Harry in the meantime went to the stable to

get the dirt out of his eyes. Bartholomew, the

Lewisburg, Pa.
,

professional rider, invested in

the shell game and not only lost all his spare

cash but a handsome diamond ring as well,

which he bet against the festive pea. But
Wheeler rescued the ring from the confidence

men.
i » >

To Sercombe-Bolte Creditors.

The following propositions have been sub-

mitted by C. M. Sanger, president, to the

creditors of the Sercombe-Bolte Manufactur-

ing Company, now in the hands of a receiver:

1. To take up the present indebtedness of the com-

pany and replace it with the company's notes, payable

in four installment s at one, two, three and four years'

time, with interest at Ave per cent per annum; or,

2. To increase the capital stock to $150,00.'; to have the

creditors take stock at par to the amount of their re-

spective claims. This would require from the creditors

$75,000 in stocks, and would be provided by the surrender

of one-half of the holdings of the present stock and its

transfer to the creditors, and the placing with the cred-

itors of $75,000 of the new issue of stocks. This would

leave the holdings of the present stockholders at $50,000,

the holdings of the creditors would be $75,000, and
$-.5,000 of stocks would remain to be issued on subscrip

tions. This, under the Wisconsin law, could be issued on

the receipt by the company of 100 cents on the dollar for

such stock. The purpose of this additional $25,000 would

be furnished an additional working capital.

Many creditors have shown a disposition to

accept the second proposition.

Premiers Sold Well.

The Premier Cycle Company of America has

has declared a divident of 10 per cent, payable

in cash, out of the earnings of the six months
from Jan. 1 to July 1. President Johnson has

placed an order for several thousand Premiers,

stating that the helical tubing had not only

given satisfaction but had increased the sales

of Premiers in America threefold over those of

1892.
» i

—

After Another Record.

Zimmerman will try and make his score for

the season an even hundred first prizes, and
the Referee is informed that the champion

will ride until January if necessary to score

the century. This will be, if accomplished,

the highest number of firsts ever won by any

rider in the world, and Zimmerman wants the

record and won't be happy till he gets it.

——
Howell May Go South.

Mr. King of San Francisco, accompanied by

Richard Howell, called at our New York office

Saturday morning and stated that Howell

would, in all probability, go to the West Indies

with Mr. King, and would not wait to have

the N. C. A. pass upon his license. The trip is

to be for exhibition purposes.

REFUSED THEM LICENSES.

Howell and Robb Cannot Ride in the N. C. A.

Races at Present.

Richard Howell and Alfred Robb are ex-

periencing the fruits of the biblical texts, "So
sure your sins will find you out" and "the way
of the transgressor is hard." Before leaving

England Howell wrote Secretary Egan of the

N. C. A., stating he would like to get a license;

but Egan's reply passed Howell on the water,

as the latter was heading this way. Very few

people had doubts about Howell obtaining a

license, but Mr. Egan seemed to have had them
ever since the organization was started. He
even hinted that, on his own account, he

would not issue Howell or Robb a license, but

if the majority of the board of officers of the

N. C. A. interposed he would issue the Eng-

lishmen the needed pieces of paper to enable

them to ride in the cash prize races. Howell's

conduct, together with the rest of the profes-

sionals who visited this country for the six

days' races, was not all that might havs been

desired, but Howell's career since has been

such that much might be forgotten and for-

given. Secretary Egan was, unfortunately, a

deputy referee of the last tournament in Madi-

son Square Garden, and the language some of

the foreign professionals indulged in while he

filled that position was such as to create a

deep-seated disgust in the bosom of the irate

Frank. Now he has an opportunity of paying

them back in their own coin. But the ques-

tion is, is he doing right ? The N. C. A. has

rules; Mr. Howell is a professional and amena-

ble to those rules, and should be eligible for a

license; also Robb. Manager Powers is very

much disgusted at the secretary's action, but

Egan stands pat and replies firmly but cour-

teously that he will not issue licenses to the

two foreigners. Until the board can convene,

President Byrnes being now in the west, How-
ell cannot race under N. C. A. auspices. While

it is desirable and praiseworthy in the N. C. A.

secretary in endeavoring to uphold the respec-

tability of the organization, it is the general

opinion that he is treating the foreigner un-

fairly.

Two of the Judges Named.

The St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden
Gutter Company has named its judges in the

coming tests with Stearns & Co., Edward Flad,

member of the American Society of Civil En-

gineers, and Robert Moore, member of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, director of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, late chief

engineer of the St. Louis Merchants' Bridge,

Terminal Railway. The St. Louis house sug-

gests that the tests place at the Washington
university, St. Louis.
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ENGLISH CYCLING TALK.

OSMOND AND MERRY AND HARRIS HAVE

SPORT WITH THE RECORDS.

The Two Drop Tandem Figures, While Harris

Cuts the Grass Track Record and the

Half-Mile Down — Late Trade

News.

London, Sept. 16.—Another week of record-

breaking! It began at the Surrey Bicycle

Club's meeting at Kennington oval on Satur-

day, when, the turf being very hard and dry,

a number of new records for a grass track

were established. In the ten-mile scratch

event the men were in advance of the old rec-

ords all the way from three miles to the finish,

the full distance being ridden in 27:33 4 5.

The race was won by A. W. Harris, who hav-

ing finished first on two previous occasions

secured for himself the handsome fifty-guinea

challenge cup, known as the Surrey cup. The

same rider put in a quarter-mile on the un-

banked grass track, with a flying start, in

:31 4-r>, and covered a mile in 2:39 3-5. The
five-mile tandem race brought out five pairs.

Or. E. Osmond and R. G. Merry were head and

shoulders better than the others, and led for

four miles, making records all the way. Then
they dropped back for a breather, but coming
again in the last half-mile won easily in

12:54 1-5. Their fastest mile—with a flying

start—was made in 3:30, and they rode a flying

quarter in :30 3-5.

ANOTHER ROAD RECORD.

On Tuesday S. F. Edge, who is now "going

great guns" on the road, went for the London
to Brighton and back record. Taking a some-

what easier route than the one usually fol-

lowed, he covered the distance in 6 hrs. 13

min. 14 sec, which is nearly 36 min. faster

than the previous record, held by E. Dance.

But this was accomplished over the harder

route, so, adopting the official allowance of

twenty minutes set up by the Road Records

Association, we may reckon that Edge beat

record by sixteen minutes. But for ill-luck in

puncturing his tire just outside Brighton and
being compelled to ride some ten miles in a

cramped position on a pacemaker's machine,
he would have done a better performance.

The following day C. A. Smith, the erratic

secretary of the Bath Road Club, made an at-

tempt on the same record, but failed.

HARRIS LOWERS THE HALF-MILE RECORD.

Wednesday Harris had another go on the

Heme Hill track at the half-mile record of

1 :03 1-5, made by F. G. Bradbury, which he
had tied a fortnight earlier. He went off at a
big bat and 400 yards from home, rushing past

his pacemakers, he seemed to have the record

at his mercy; but then he dropped away, and
after almost easing up, finished in exactly

1:03 1-5, once again tieing with the record. On
Thursday, when he went again for the half-

mile, he had better luck. His pacemakers in-

cluded Osmond and Merry on a tandem, and
riding his first quarter in :33, he completed the
distance in 1:01 3-5—a world's record.* After-

wards Osmond and Merry went for the tandem
mile. Their quarters were ridden as follows:

First quarter, :34; half, 1:03 4-5; three-quarters,

1:34 2-5; mile, 2:06 4-5. The last two were

both [EnglishJ records. T. Relph, who is now
riding a Whitworth, tried to bans on, but only

reached lumn- in 2:1-1 1-5.

TRADE REPORTED QUIET.

In trade circles things are at present very

quiet, although the war of the rival shows

still wages. Among the firms putting tandem

safeties on the market are Townend Bros, and

the Fulwell Cycle Company, both of Coventry.

That of the former is a very sound machine

and will stand any amount of hard work.

That of the latter is very stiff and speedy. The

tread is very narrow for both riders. There is

a novel method of adjusting the front chain,

and both brackets are of the fixed variety in-

stead of the usual swing bracket in the front.

The Triumph Cycle Company has just intro-

duced a very neat interchangeable chain wheel,

which is likely to be a big success. Into the

hollow of the boss a tube is brazed which

slides with the wheel over the spindle. Through

it there is cut a notch which corresponds ex-

actly with the slot in the spindle, and the bolt

which holds the crank in position also secures

the chain wheel in its proper place. The
whole thing is very simple, yet most effective.

HIGH-BUILT REAR DRIVERS.

Several firms are engaged in making spec-

ially high built rear drivers for men who de-

sire the advantages offered by the front driver

of sitting high up out of the mud and in a po-

CONVICT LABOR ON ROADS.

sition which allows them to see the countiy

round. J. K. Starley & Co., Starley Bros,

and Humber & Co. all have machines of this

pattern in hand. For the past week I have
been riding one made by J. K. Starley & Co.,

of which an illustration is given. I have found

it exceedingly comfortable, and it seems to ful-

fill in every way the object the makers have
in view. Up h'lls it is especially good, and
along the level it is very steady. So far as I

have been able to test it, it is quite free from
side slip; but the weather has been too fine to

allow of an exhaustive trial in this direction.

It is lighter than it looks. Fitted with 28-inch

wheels and a brake it weighs only 25 pounds.

TIRE STOCK UP AND DOWN.

There is trouble among some of the tire com-
panies and prices of shares are in some direc-

tions falling fast. Among the exceptions are

the Dunlop company and the Preston Davies

company. The stock of the latter, after the

holding of the general meeting last week, rose

to 50 per cent premium. The Beeston Tire

Company has suffered through the withdrawal

from the board of William Starley. It is stated

that his resignation is owing to the fact that

his firm, Starley Bros., has a tire which it is

going to exploit for itself next season.

* Our correspondent is wrong. The half-mile

world's records stand to Windle and Tyler's credit, their

time being, respectively, flying start, :57 4-5; standing,

1:00 2-5.

The Opinions of Penitentiary Officials—What
Colonel Pope Thinks.

A REFEREE representative, while in the

vicinity of Hartford recently, paid a visit to

the state prison at Wethersfield with the

object of learning how the convicts are em-

ployed. The warden, a very intelligent man,
wl.o was formerly the chief of the Hartford

police, gave the writer every opportunity of

examining the workings of the institution.

With one of the keepers as a guide a visit was
made to the shoe factory, which was running

at full blast. The prisoners—from one year to

life termers— were turning out a superior

grade of boots and shoes at a contract figure

of ten cents per day, leased to contractors;

they in turn recompensing the state.

Several articles on the abuse of convict labor,

or, rather, the abuse of skilled labor by state

patronage of this character, were printed in

the Referee some time ago, interviews with

the southern governors appearing at the same
time. One of the directors of the institution

gave it as his opinion that convict labor could

not with safety be employed otherwise than

inside prison walls. As the state could not

afford to support the men in idleness they

must be utilized in such service as making
shoes and interfering with other skilled trades.

Another director gave it as his opinion that

prison labor could be used on public works, on

the roads of the country, in dredging rivers,

quarrying, and in other capacities where

skilled labor is not required. It seems to be a

sad fact that, while thousands of men skilled

in their professions are allowed to walk the

streets and beg for bread, state fraternalism

provides skilled labor for convicts to thus de-

prive free labor of a means of existence. The
subject is one which must necessarily interest

all American workmen. It certainly should

interest our legislators, who are at the present

time depriving honest labor of a chance to

live.

Recently, at Springfield, Colonel Pope in

a chat with the Referee man gave it as his

opinion that all short-term prisoners could be

utilized in the building up of the country's

roads, and stated that it was one of the ques-

tions which would have to be settled very

soon. "The trouble is," said the colonel, "we
send politicians and not practical men to leg-

islate for us to the different state assemblies

and to Washington. Why, look at the vast

scheme of irrigation in the west, placer min-

ing and other schemes for the public good, in

which the transgressors of the law could well

be employed. There is plenty of work for

them for years and years to come without hav-

ing them break into the skilled trades." Tnis

is the question that labor assemblies, cyclists

and all American citizens are interested in,

and it is to be hoped Colonel Pope will soon

turn his batteries on the iniquitous custom of

convicts being employed by contract, farmed

out to politicians in many instances, thus de-

priving honest workmen of a means of liveli-

hood, while prison labor could be bet ter em-

ployed as instanced above.

Asa Windle Should Secure Him.

During the Bath Road one-hundred, a hare

paced the leaders for a considerable distance.

The hare was very fit, and however fast the
riders sprinted always kept in front quite com-
fortably; it might have taken them through to

the finish only it went through a hedge to

sample some tempting fodder and could not
tear itself away.

—

Cycling.
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IOWA'S QUEER LAWS.

" Pocebus " Comments on Them and Gives

Some Good Advice.

Keokuk, Iowa, Sept. 21.—Bicycle riders should re-

member that at present a bicycle is not known to the
law and has no rights under the law. A bicycle rider has
no right of way anywhere on the street, pavement or

road in town or country. So a bicycle rider must pay
any and all damages he causes, as the law in every state

now is whether he is guilty of negligence or not. He
may ring his bell or blow his whistle, or carry bis lamp
ever so brightly, that doesn't help him any. If any per-

son does not choese to yield place on pavement, street or

highway to a bicycle, that is that person's right, and if

any damage is done the bicycle rider must pay for it.

Many bicycle riders may not know this, and so find

themselves suddenly involved in damages that they may
be troubled by. Talking to an attorney about this sub-

ject he tells us that the courts are making a good deal of

judge law about bicycles. They generally now treat

them as vehicles and with a right upon the streets or

highways, but not upon sidewalks or pedestrian ways.

Now what do you think of that? To find

that, after all these years of labor and ex-

pense, after the decisions of Sherman, Gresham,
Gary and a scire of lesser lights; after numer-
ous cases of wheelmen against horsemen and
horsemen against wheelmen, in lower and in

higher courts — decided always in favor of the

cycle—when a matter of highway rights are

concerned—afterthe undoubted right of man to

the highway, as against anything else, the

oldest highway law in existence has been al-

lowed time and again—our Iowa^space writer

can alone and unaided knock the very props

from under us and make us once again Ish-

maelites of the road, with no rights that any
one is bound to respect. 'Bicyclists should re-

member that bicycles are unknown to the

law." Oh, Willie, Willie, why did your
mother let you write such stuff for a real

newspaper? And what in the name of all the

Washington presses in America was the editor

doing when he allowed such slop to appear in

his paper; and, above all things, how did the

editor of the Daily News come to reprint as

real live reading matter such a misleading and
dangerous paragraph. Is there not enough
feeling against the lonely cyclist now among a

certain class of radical old fogies?

"If any person does not choose to yield place

on sidewalk or street or highway to a bicycle,

it is that person's right." Granted, in the mat-
ter of sidewalks; but if that Iowa man thinks

it is right in the matter of street or highway
he ought to try it once and see how much
damage he can collect (or, rather, pay). The
proposition is absolutely absurd. To start

with, the highway is primarily made for the

use of man on foot, and under the law the foot

passenger has the right of way at all crossings,

and to one-half of the road (see Coke); second,

vehicles, in passing, must always yield half of

the road if possible.

The definition of vehicle, according to Web-
ster, is, "Any kind of a carriage or conveyance

for carrying freight or passengers;" his defini-

tion of velocipede is, "A carriage propelled by

the feet;" of a bicycle, "A a machine or car-

riage for the conveyance of one or more pas-

sengers, and consisting of a frame and low
wheels, the whole being propelled by the pas-

senger's feet—a velocipede." It would be a

brilliant, not to say nervy, court which would
say that a cycle was not a vehicle, and Iowa
laws will have to be changed before a claim

against a wheelman riding on the right side of

the road could be collected (see common road

laws of Iowa). I can remember well the time

when just such articles were of every-day oc-

currance, not only in country papers but in

city dailies, whose editors should have known

better, and the amount of trouble they caused
wheelmen and the dollars they caused to flow
from the pockets of the horny-handed con-
stituency of the country papers were greatly

increased by them. When one thinks of the
vast gjod that the weeelmen have done for the

farmer and the newspaper he woniers that

there should be any so foolish as to even try to

to do them harm. Good roads alone are worth
all that could posshbly have happened in the
way of damage in the occasional stirring up of

a fractious colt, or the hurt done to the feel-

ings of the country editor when quickly and
quietly passed to the detriment of his nerve.

Why all this cavil, good countryman ? Buy-
eth not the wheelman thy milk and eatetli not
thy sodden pie? Purchaseth not he thy paper
to wrap therein his oil can ? Smoketh not he
thy Stinkadero, which he buyeth at the corner
grocery of thy native town? Maketh he not
love to thy school-ma'ams and buyeth he not
the toothsome watermelon and the red-cheeked
apple? Discourseth he not with thee at thy
leisure on matters of religion and politics, and
telleth he not much news unto thee, the which
appeareth in thy paper as telegraphic news ?

Answereth he not thy funny questions as to

whether his horse eateth much oats and divers

like remarks instead of smiting thee sorely as

he should ? Go to—get brains in thy think-

pan, and by all means refrain from the coun-

try attorney. Bah! Phcebus.

For Road Racers.

Swikenheimer utilizes the electric fan as a propeller.

Visited a Bell-Ordinance Town.

Ordinaries were at a premium in Newark,
N. J., last week, all owing to Dubois, of Als-

dorf & Co. , organizing an ordinary run from
Newark to Plainfield, in order that the local

authorities of the latter burg could get a free

object lesson regarding a recent bell ordinance.

All kinds and styles of ordinaries were dragged
from their long repose and repairers were kept

busy straightening things up and loosening

bearings that had become tired for want of

work. Bells, ranging from small church bells

to the large musical cow bell, were in demand,
and the start was said to be a sight fit for the

gods. Number of arrests not reported.

A Letter for You.

There aie letters at the Referee office for

W. A. Shockley, Mr. Devany, Alfred Bednell,

W. A. Lloyd and Peter Leeuwenburg.

FAVORS BLOOMERS.

A Woman's Opinion on Cycling for Women—
Doesn't Like Century Runs.

Mrs. M. L. Peck, president of the Excelsior

Women's Cycling Club, New York, was a
caller at our eastern office last week, after re-

turning from a six weeks' trip commencing at

Chicago. Mrs. Peck does not think much of

Chicago cycling for women, as during her stay

she met but two lady riders, and they talked

of nothing bui century runs. Mrs. Peck is of

the firm opinion that it is not a woman's place

to encourage century runs for their sex, and
she finds more pleasure in short runs, taking

them with discretion and with the object of

recreation more than speed. She looks with
horror on a woman racing along the road man
fashion and she hopes the time will come when
century runs will be a rarity among women.
Mrs. Peck shudders at the idea of women rac-

ing, and thinks that not only women but men
should frown down the idea. As regards

bloomers, she is interested in that subject, and
says that, although she believes the time is a
little early for the idea to be accepted gener-

ally, she has every faith that the bloomer will

eventually take the place of the ungainly long

skirt; in fact, Mrs. Peck says that it would not

surprise her if a majority of her club members
braved public opinion and donned bloomers at

any time. A short skirt, bloomers and gaiters,

with the ordinary waist, Mrs. Peck thinks, is

just right, and does not confine herself to any
shade or color, excepting that it should be

modest. Mrs. Peck thinks the reported inso-

lent behavior of some of her sex toward the

fair one who wore bloomers on a recent run
was grossly exaggerated by the woman's hus-

band, as she says New York women are better

behaved. She even suggested that it was a

part of the scheme of the woman's husband to

advertise the bloomers. The Excelsior club,

by the way, has not prospered as well as Mrs.

Peck wished. Little dissentions and jealousies

have worked havoc with what promised to be

a useful institution. Miss Owens, the secre-

tary, and many of the leading members re-

signed some time ago, but Mrs. Peck sticks to

the ship and trusts the club will reorganize

and pull through all right.

W. B. Curtis on Class B.

A Referee man last week called on William

B. Curtis, president of the A. A. U. , who had
the following to say regarding the class B pro-

position: "What do I think of class B? I

don't think anything of it. One thing I do

know is that it has no place in amateur ath-

letics, and any attempt to introd tee it will re-

sult in disaster."

"Will you allow the members of that class,

if introduced, to compete with your amateur
athletes, or at games held under the auspices

of the Amateur Athletic Union?"

"You might as well ask me if we would
allow professionals to compete at our games,

as we will consider them professionals and
nothing else. The L. A. W. seems to be in

favor of retaining its fast riders, who seem to

be more or less professionals, with a view of

their ability to draw gate money, as there can

be no other excuse for its present course. The
idea of having professional athletes in an am-
ateur organization is foreign to all ideas of
amateurism. Why not let the professional or-

ganization manage the professionals and at-

tend to that part of the sport? There is enough
to do to control the amateurs. Our ranks are
pretty clear of professionalism, and we want
none of it in ours."
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NOT PROVEN GUILTY.
The special meeting of the national assembly

of the L. A. W., held at Buffalo on Monday,
resulted, as everyone expected it would, in the

expenditure of a great deal of money to very
little purpose. But it is not right to cast all

the blame upon the signers of the call for the

meeting. The national assembly, as the power
which creates has the right to receive a full

statement of the acts of the committee created.

At the regular meeting, in February, such a

statement was not made, despite efforls on the

part of members of the assembly to obtain it.

The executive committee skillfully parried
1'.'. the blows of the opposition. The opposi-

tion, however, was weak. It had, practically,

but one speaker. The points on which the ad-

ministration was weak were not touched upon.

For example, after having been once men-
tioned, the president's statement, made at

Philadelphia, that Good Roads was on a pay-

ing basis—a statement known to all to have
been misleading—was allowed to drop without

a single question concerning it being answered.

A statement of the league's liabilities and
assets, income and out-go, was made, but,

though it was admitted that the Good Roads
guarantee fund, amounting, we believe, to

$5,500 was included in the income, it was not

brought out whether or not this amount was
included in the estimated liabilities or whether
or not it is a liability. The books of the league,

we were told over and over again, are always
open to the inspection of members, but the

question whether the treasurer had been in-

structed not to answer questions as to the

league's finances, did not draw out such defi-

nite information as it might had it been prop-

erly pressed. The opposition was weak on the

floor. The administration was led by a smart
lawyer, and supportod by others equally smart
—members, for the greater part, of the various

committees and seekers after the political

plums of the crops of 1894 and 1895. And they

easily carried the day. But a reaction may set

in and the "best laid plans" may once more
"gang aglee" next February.

The facts brought out were of no great im-

portance. They seemed to show that the

league- is in a prosperous condition, financially,

but it is by no means certain that a statement

of the entire business of the league, with a

forecast of the expenses of the coming months
would make such a rosy showing.

The proposed amendments, relating to the

powers of the committee, the publication of

financial reports, etc., were all either with-

drawn or defeated out of pure sentiment. The
meeting realized the necessity of their passage,

but deemed it inexpedient to pass them at this

time. In February, however, they will prob-

able be adopted and thereafter, perhaps, mem-
bers will be able to learn some of the workings
of the league to whose support they contribute.

OUR NEXT PRESIDENT.
From this time forward we shall hear con-

siderable about candidates for league offices.

The present president has relinquished the

idea that he was elected for two years and will

be content with one, although he was elected

before the amendment reducing the presi-

dent's term from two years to one was acted

upon. Electioneering has already commenced.
Messrs. Luscomb, Perkins, Gerould, Mott and
Willison, have been mentioned and on behalf

of two of them work has commenced. If the

pair referred to have hopes of success, how-
ever, it might be advisable to place their inter-

ests in other hands. Mr. Luscomb declines to

seek the office. The office will seek the man if

he gets it and, should his friends induce him
to run, many who were once among his oppo-

nents will now support him heartily. Mr.
Perkins has a happy knack of always being on
the wrong side and the wisdom of becoming a
candidate is questionable. He has not an-

nounced, publicly at any rate, that he will be.

Mr. Mott has, we understand, expressed the

opinion that it would be unwise of him to seek

election at this time. Mr. Gerould has had lit-

tle to say but has big hopes as well as many
friends. He is a by-no-means unlikely man.
Mr. Willison is able, and, we doubt not, will-

ing, but his location is against him, as is the

fact that he is much younger in league work
than many other able men. Pretty soon, per-

haps, some of the gentlemen will be ready to

declare themselves and their claims will then

be before the cycling world for consideration.

WE TOLD YOU SO.

The expression is disagreeable, we know

—

particularly to the other fellow—but it fits the

case so well we're forced to use it. When the

Referee for the past two years—and particu-

larly when the committee was about to decide

the question of surface for the Chicago track

—

clamored for board tracks, we predicted that

cement would not last. The Cycle Record's

Paris correspondent writes as follows: "There
will be no more cement tracks in France, judg-

ing from the Velodrome Buffalo at Paris. This

track cracks in an alarming manner after a
shower of rain on a hot day, and it is no un-

usual thing for it to be prepared once or twice

in a fortnight. On visiting the track to-day it

was found to be dug up at several places and
re-cemented, to-day being the day before a

grand meeting, and in fact a staff of workmen
are always about.'

BAD TASTE DISPLAYED.
The Chicago international meeting was, in

many respects, a miserable failure. This state-

ment cannot be denied. But why was it a

failure? Because England, the prime mover

in the formation of the international associa-

tion, and other European countrips by whose
vote the first championship meeting was given

to Chicago, failed, ignominiously, to carry out

their part of the programme. Chicago spent

$15,000 on the meet. The one foreigner came
from far-away South Africa, the representa-

tive of a club which had no interest whatever
in the event, but which spent $2,000 on his

trip. England, particularly, was disgraced.

Under these circumstances by what right do a
number of English writers refer to "the Chi-

cago farce," make fun of the events and de-

cline to recognize them as world's champion-
ships? Under the circumstances these people,

who sat idly by and allowed the greatest oppor-

tunity of their lives to slip by, might at least

have enough common decency to hold their

peace.
« »

DATE OF THE SHOW.
It has been suggested many a time that if all

the makers of bicycles could find an opportun-

ity to meet and talk over the conditions of

trade and the prospects for next year, much
good might result. The only occasion which
presents this opportunity is the annual cycle

show. There are many trade men who be-

lieve that the business would be benefitted

greatly if the show could be held earlier this

season than heretofore, and we have heard the

opinion expressed that November would be the

best month. The argument of people who
favor the early date is that makers would be

thus afforded some insight into the prospects

before going ahead with a large output which
they may afterward find themselves unable to

dispose of. It is, possibly, too late in the day

to alter the plans of the management. If not,

the makers might be consulted.

Know all men by these presents, that under
the present constitution the executive com-
mittee has the power to expend any amount of

money, to make any sort of contract it may
see fit, and in fact to do anything it choses

with the league's funds, or the league's credit,

so long as it confines its operations to any one

of the stated objects of the league's existence.

This is too great power and it should be re-

stricted. It would have been, beyond doubt,

at Buffalo, had aot the assembly feared that

such an action, at this time, would have been

construed as a censure of the executive com-

mittee. —«

—

Mr. Raymond granted a sanction to hold a

meet at Buffalo on Sunday, but explained

matters by saying: "Had I noticed that the

meet was to be held on Sunday, I should not

have granted the request. As it is, I plead

guilty of an unintentional mistake, but wish it

understood that a precedent is not established.

In the future I will see that no more such

sanctions are secured." It was not necessary

to establish a precedent, one has already been

established. St. Louis and Milwaukee have

both held sanctioned meets on Sunday this

season.
« »

Since Jan. 1 $2,500 has been appropriated

from the league treasury for the support of

Good Roads. Guarantors have contributed

$1,000 more. The management purchased the

advertising agent's claim of $1,300 for com-

missions for $1,000, but was obliged to give

notes for the amount. That makes $4,500
which has been raised from sources which will

not be available in coming years. These facts

do not seem to bear out the assurances, so

often given, that Good Roads is self-support-

ing.
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EXPRESSES ITS CONFIDENCE

THE ASSEMBLY INVESTIGATES AND SUP-

PORTS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The Opposition Was Weak—Pertinent Questions

Unasked—One Amendment Adopted—
Bulletin Contract to Be Pub-

lished.

The special meeting of the national assembly,

held at the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo, on Mon-
day, resulted, as had been generally antici-

pated, in the technical vindication of the exec-

utive committee. During Sunday the ques-

tions at issue were discussed to a small extent

by the delegates, who, by the way, had assem-

bled in larger numbers than had been antici-

pated. There was an entire absence of excite-

ment.

On Monday the credential committee was
early at work. The report showed eighty-one

members present in person, and these carried,

among them, ninety-two proxies, of which
Luscomb, of New York, carried fourteen, and
McBride, of New Jersey, eleven.

Net a minute was lost in getting down to

argument. Mr. Willison, of Maryland,

moved that the meeting go into committee

for the purpose of pursuing the investigation

as to the financial condition of the league and
the conduct of its finances, while Mr. Perkins,

of Massachusetts, desired the amendments
taken up first. The latter plan was character-

ized as an attempt to condemn the members
of the executive committee first and try them
afterward, and was lost, Mr. Willison's

plan being adopted. Mr. Luscomb was called

to the chair and the investigation was taken

up in the order named in the call

First round. This consisted of the investiga-

tion of the financial standing of the league.

The president read a report, which showed
the following: Cash in hands of treasurer,

$6,036.48; in hands of secretary, $3,422.75;

assets of road improvement bureau, $8,971.50;

liabilities of same, $4,845.06; due from Wheel-
man Company, $400; due on two drafts, issued

in payment for advertising commission, $1,000.

Total assets, $14,285.67. After a short debate

the report was accepted.

Second round. The question at issue was
whether or not the money had been illegally

or improperly used by the executive commit-

tee. Mr. Perkins held the floor for nearly two
hours, firing question after question at the

executive committee. Mr. Perkins first at-

tempted to show that the committee had no right

to issue the notes above referred to, for adver-

tising commissions, although the committee

had saved $300 by the transaction, but in this

other lawyers disagreed with him. The ques-

tion was then asked, by what authority the

committee had loaned the road bureau $5,500,

as shown in the report read at the Philadel-

phia meeting, the presidpnt replying by quot-

ing that clause of the constitution which gives

the committee full power except when the as-

sembly is in session.

The committee, supported by such men as

Mott, Willison, the positive McBride and Drs.

Gray and Blackham, answered all questions,

the proceeding, however, being tedious on

account of the necessarily frequent references

to the various books, in order to obtain infor-

mation.

There was a long talk over the $5,500 loaned
by the executive committee to the roads bu-

reau, but it was not shown that the committee
had exceeded its powers in loaning it. The
president poinded out, al-ro, that the report of

the committee, as read by Dr. Brown at Phila-

delphia, and which included this $5,50C, had
been duly accepted.

Questions were asked as to the annual in-

come and expenditures of the league. This

question could not be answered with sufficient

accuracy to make it of importance, inasmuch
as so many different accounts were involved,

some running from April to April, others from
February to February. According to the show-
ing made, however, the income exceeds the

expenditures, provided none of the sources of

income fail. It took considerable time for the

president to get together the receipts from
membership fee?, from Good Roads and other

sources, but finally he gave the total as $50,-

201.39, of which $31,700.50 was paid to divis-

ions. On investigation, however, it proved
that the amount advanced to Good Roads by
the league treasury had been figured among
the receipts of the bureau, and hence had been
figured twice. Also that the amounts con-

tributed by Colonel Pope, Mr. Overman and
others had been figured in.

These facts having been elicited, Mr. Perkins

pointed out the improbability of a continuance

of large subscriptions from guarantors to Good
Roads, as well as the proabability of loss by
reason of recent and, possibly, future failures.

He asserted positively that no more money
would be forthcoming from Colonel Pope and,

on being asked whether he spoke with author-

ity, replied that he did. He was not asked

whether he knew the reason of this.

After about four hours of this sort of thing

the list of " investigations " was declared fin-

ished and Mr. Willison rose to move that the

committee report that money had not been il-

legally expended or used. The opposition ob-

jected on the ground that it was impossible to

so state until the books had been examined by
an accountant. Then there was more argu-

ment and finally a motion by Mr. McBride to

the effect that ' 'the committee does not find

that money has been illegally expended or

used," was carried. Sterling Elliott then

moved a minority report that "after investiga-

tion we still believe the officers are tricky, but

we can't catch 'em at it!" Mr. Elliott, by the

way, was guilty of a number of witticisms

during the day, many of them, however, cov-

ering a vast amount of commen sense.

Mr. Watts then moved that the committee
report to the assembly that the method of

keeping the accounts had been found correct.

An amendment offered by Mr. Howard that

the committee "had been unable to find any
inaccuracies in the method," etc., was carried

by 44 to 35.

Then the committe rose and the assembly

went into session.

The report having been accepted, the vari-

ous sections were taken up. That relating to

the expenditure of money was adopted, but

that which referred to the method of keeping

accounts was, very properly, voted down, the

proxy vote, allowable in the assembly but not

in the committee, making this change pos-

sible. Mr. McBride moved to the effect that

"the method of keeping accounts is approved,"

which carried, 113 to 48.

The proposed amendments were harshly

treated. By this time the members were tired

and matters were rushed through as they
always are. It is an old story. All Mr. Willi-

son's propositions were withdrawn, two
matters only considered, and but one carried.

That was the one suggested by Mr. Harris, of

Alabama, providing that special meetings
should be called, hereafter, only on the request

of ten chief consuls. Mr. Potter's attempt to

abolish the free distribution of copies of Good
Roads among league members was badly

beaten.

A resolution of confidence in the executive

committee was offered by Mr. Skinkle and
adopted. The president returned thanks.

During the somewhat rambling debate
which followed, Mr. Elliott declared that the

Wheelman Company was doing what it could

to keep down the league membership. This

called up Mr. Dean, who admitted that the

company was not anxious to see the list in-

crease, and declared thst, had the company
foreseen the growth of the league, it would
never have entered into the contract. There
had, he said, been numerous violations of the

contract by the league. This involved Mr.

Dean in a conflict with the president, who de-

manded to know what the violations consisted

of. Mr. Dean claimed that official matter had
been given out to the press before published in

the Bulletin, and that agreements had been
made by divisions with papers which virtually

made them state organs. This brought up Dr.

Blackman, who wanted to know how people

were to know whether they were violating a
contract while they were ignorant of its con-

tents. The discussion led to a motion that the

contract be published in the next Bulletin,

which was carried.

In conclusion Mr. Potter moved that it was
the sense of the meeting that the twenty-five

cents referred to in the constitution as a sub-

cription fund, is a fund for that purpose, and
be placed at the disposal of the executive com-
mittee for the uses of said publications. He
carried his point, and a motion to adjourn

closed the proceedings.

Late Race News.

At Reading, Pa., Wednesday, Sanger rode

in but one race, the mile open, and was beaten

out by Bald and Taylor. Sanger and Taylor

were neck and neck down the stretch, when
Bald came out of the bunch and passed both.

Dirnberger and Bald both defeated Johnson in
the half-mile, flying start, Titus won the mile
handicap from seventy yards, Taylor took the
half-mile open from Bald and Smith, and Bald
won the quarter-mile open.
At Kendallville Banker won the mile handi-

cap fromscratch in 2:16, being paced byZimmer
man to the three-quarter pole. Zimmerman
won the half-mile open in 1 :08 and the mile
open in 2:27 2-5, Black won the two-mile handi-
cap from 225 yards. Banker, Brown, Bariett
and Levy won seconds.
At Peoria the same day, Bert Myers won

the quarter-mile open, the club handicap and
the mile open. Odell won the nouice and half-

mile 1 :27 class.

McCune Cycle Company Affairs.

A committee has been appointed to look into
the affairs of the McCune Cycle Company.
John J. Grant, of the committee, reports to us
that he hopes to be able to make a statement
which will be acceptable to the creditors and
by which the company will be able to pay
more than if forced into bankruptcy.

1 » 1

Made a Sale and Sailed.

J. R. Nesbit, having made satisfactory ar-

rangements for the sale of the Preston Davies
tire in America, and sailed for home on Thurs-
day.
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THE WORLD'S CRANK.

Be Prepared for 1894.

4r Sa THROW —

-

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED Firm as a

"Rock"

On the Spindle.

U. S. PATENT, 503,865.

Riders are thoroughly sick of the old-fashioned way of fixing cranks—there

is no satisfaction.

The hammering, tinkering and cotter spoiling is a thing of the past, when
the "Perfect" Cranks are fitted.

The proprietors (W. A. Lloyd & Co., of Birmingham, Eng.,) have

quite enough to do to supply the English trade.

They are open to sell the United States Patent,

Over ±4z Years to run,

For a reasonable amount to some first class firm with a good plant, who would

distribute them in the trade.

a

Communications may be addressed to the proprietor, or

REFEREE" Office, Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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SANGER BADLY BEATEN.

Tyler and Others Beat Him in Two Events at

Scranton.

Scranton, Sept. 25.—Bad weather spoiled

the races of the Scranton B. C. somewhat, yet

3,000 people were in attendance. Sanger suf-

fered defeat by all the cracks in the half-mile

open, and in the mile "international" he ran

second to Tyler. In the half-mile Sanger, who
was last, could not get through the bunch and
A'yler won from Taylor by a foot. In the mile

there were six fine prizes, with diamonds for

the quarters. George Smith took the first

quarter in -.35 and the half in 1:113-4, while

Miller gobbled the three-quarters in 1 :52 3-4.

Tyler and Sanger were even entering the

stretch and the former won bv a bare six

inches from the Milwaukeean after a bard

fight. Dirnberger and Taylor were but a yard

behind Sanger, third place being given to the

latter. Considering that the track was heavy

the time, 2:25 3-4, was as good as record in a

scratch race.

Sanger started scratch in the mile handicap,

with Bliss seventy-five yards. These two al-

ternated pace, and Sanger succeeded in closing

a gap of fifty yards in the last quarter, win-

ning by a length from Miller, who was a

length ahead of Bliss Sanger started scratch

n the two-mile, but was unable to overtake

the 225-yard handicap on Willis, who won.

The summary:

One-mile, novice—J. W. Gilchrist, Wilkesbarre, 1 ; S. M.

Brownell, 2; R. S Kauffnian, 3; time, 3:11.

Half-mile, open—H. C. Tylor, 1; G. F. Taylor, 2; G. C.

Smith, 3; E. C. Bald, 4; M. F. Dirnberger, 5; time, 1:13.

Two-mile, 5:40 class—James Willis, 1; F. J. Titus, 2; E.

C. Bald, 3; time, 5:25 3-5.

One-mile, international—H. C. Tyler, 1; W. C. Sanger, 2;

G. F. Taylor, 3; M. F. Dirnberger, 4; J. P. Bliss, 5; E. C.

Bald, 6; time, 5,25 3 4.

One-mile, handicap—W. C. Sanger, scratch, 1; E. V.

Miner, 100 yds., 2; J. P. Bliss, 75 yds., 3 time, 2:19 1-5.

One-mile, 2:35 class—F. J Titus, 1; James Willis, 2; O. S.

Brandt, 3: time, 2:51 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—James Willis, 225 yds., 1; W. C.

Sanger, scratch, 2; F. J. Titus, 125 yds., 3; time, 4:47 1 5.

* * *

CRACKS AT PHILADELPHIA.

Zimmy Rides One Race Only—Windle Beats

Sanger.

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.—The Associated

Cycling Clubs' meet yesterday was a grand

success, both in point of finances and racing,

Zimmerman, Windle, Sanger. Tyler, Taylor,

Bliss, Dirnberger and a host of other lesser

lights serving to make up the most attractive

meet ever held in Philadelphia. Windle won
the mile international by two inches over

Sanger, and Zimmerman won the two-mile

invitetion handicap. Windle's appearance on

a Philadelphia track causes great enthusiasm,

something always having happened on previ-

ous occasions to prevent his starting. The
largest crowd ever attending a meet here

gathered at Tioga, 10,000 strong. A serious

accident to J. Linley, of the Mercer County
Wheelmen, Trenton, somewhat marred the

afternoon's Sport. On the home stretch his

forks broke, throwing him violently to the

ground. He was picked up unconscious, and
was found I o have sustained a slight concus-

sion of the brain. The summary:

Third-mile, international—Tyler, 1; Dirnberger, 2: Bald,

3; Sanger, 4; time, :43 2-5.

One-mile, 250 class—G. W, Crook?, 1; C. H. Measuer, -,';

L. J. Wyckoff, 3; time, 2:57.

One-mile, international, handicap -G. F. Taylor. 20

yds., 1; O. S. Brandt, (SO yds., 2; F. J. Titus, 70 yds., 3; E.

C. Bald, 25 yds., 4; H. C. Tyler, scratch, 5; time, 2:16 1-5.

One-mile, local handicap—R. P. Rur, 80 yds., 1; H. T.

Wunder. 20 yds , 2; F. B. Man-ion, 35 yds., 3; J. A. Mead,

80 yds., 4; time, 2:20.

Two-mile, handicap—Zimmerman, scratch, 1; A. W.
Kirck, 190 yds., 2; F. J. Titus, 160 yds., 3; Bliss, 30 yds.. 4,

Miller, 120 yds., 5; O. S. Brandt, 125 yds., 6; time, 4:49 1-5.

One-mile, international — W. W. Windle, 1; W. C
Sanger, 2; M. F. Dirnberger, 3; time, 2:18 2-5.

* * *

C. 0. P. at Grand Rapids.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 23.—A majority

of the members of the Consolidated Order of

Pothunters of Chicago swooped down 011

Grand Rapids yesterday and gobbled sixteen

out of a possible twenty-one prizes. Steele

rode remarkably well, defeating Barrett in

two open events. The lap race was a comical

affair. Steele, Barrett, Levy, Brown, was the

order of finish in the first two laps. On the

third H. "Whiskers" Brown— fantastically at-

tired, with frills and cute little ruffles about

his knee and ankle, and with luxuriant side

whiskers floating through the breezes—got

away at the last quarter and won the last lap.

The othnr men did not think he could figure in

the result, but he tied Barrett for second and

then gave the race to the Chicagoan rather

than be defeated in the run-off. Tne sum-

mary:

One-mile, novice—A. D. Herrimao, Chicago, 1 ; L. E.

Howard, Grand Rapids, 2; F. Diamond, Hastings, 3;

time, 3:04 1-5.

One-mile, open—Gus Steele, 1; G. K. Barrett, 2; T.

Richmond, 3; time, 3:30.

One mile, 3:00 class—Charles P. Root. 1 ; James Levy,

2; Will Lonn, 3; time, 3:00.

Three-mile, lap—Gus Steele, 1; G. K. Barrett. 2; James
Levy, 3; time, 10:10.

Two mile, handicap—W. Evans, Lansing, 200 yds., 1; A.

J. Nicolet, 28J yds., 2; James Levy, s.00 yds., 3; time, 5:26.

Quarter-mile, local—C. M. Bortree, 1 ; Troop Richmond,

2; Frank Richmond, 3; time, :40.

Fivemile, handicap—Gus Steele, 250 yds., 1: C. H.

Peck, 250 yds., 2; James Levy, 450 yds , 3; A. D. Herri-

man, 450 yds., 4: time, 14:15.

Half-mile, open—G. K. Barrett, 1; Gus Steele, 2; C. H
Peck, 3; time, 1:31 1-2.

* * *

Johnson Raids Canada.

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 25.—At least 6,000

people, including Lieutenant Governor and

Lady Kirkpatrick, attended the Toronto Wan-
derers' races at the Rosedale grounds Satur-

day. Johnson captured two firsts, but in the

half-mile open Wells beat him over the tape

handily. Johnson did some good riding,

however, reducing the Canadian quarter-mile

record of :33 2-5 by a fifth, and putting the

mile figure at 2:16 4-5. Rhodes rode poorly,

claiming the track to be insufficiently banked.

He fouled Young in the half-mile handicap,

and was disqualified from third place. The
summary

:

One-mile, novice—W. G. Bender, Wanderers, Toronto,

1; J. E. Doane, Atheneum, Toronto, 2; M. R. Gooderham,
Toronto, 3; time, 2:28.

Quarter-mile—J. S. Johnson, Syracuse, 1; G.M.Wells,
Wanderers, Toronto, 2; W. A. Rhodes, Chicago, 2; time,

:33 2-5.

One-mile, novice, 2-15 class—F. W. Toung, Wanderers.

1; Charles McQuillan, Wanderers, 2; James Milne, Toron-

tos, 3: time, 2:48 2-5.

Half-mile, open—G. M. Wells, 1; J. S. Johnson, 2; W.
Hyslop, Torontos, 3; time, 1:14 1-5.

Two-mile, Ontario Province championship—W. Hyslop,

1; F. W. Young, 2; E. J. P. Smith, 3; time, 6:00.

Five-mile, handicap, open—F. W. Young, 275 yds., 4; J.

F. Deaks, Wanderers, 275 yds., 2; A. E. Schmidt, Water-

loo. 400 yds., 3; time, 12:55 2-5.

One-mile, open — Johnson. 1; G. M. Wells, 2; time,

2:29 1-5. Rhodes, the only other starter, dropped in the

last round.

Half-mile, handicap—M. R. Gooderham, GO yds., 1; C.

W. McTaggart, 45 yds., 2; A. E. Schmidt, 80 yds., 3;

time, 1:05 2-5.
* * *

Banker Wins From Zimmy.

Pittsburg, Sept. 26.—In the races at Home-
wood park to-day a thousand people saw their

townsman, George Banker, win four races, in

one of which, the mile open, he defeated Zim-
merman. The latter scored his ninety-sixth

first prize for the season at this meet. The
track was in horrible condition and in order to

dry it oil was poured over the surface and
burned. Taylor, Bliss, Dirnberger and two or

three others refused to ride. In the mile open
Zimmerman and Rhodes were having a tilt

down the home stretch, when George Banker
shot out of the bunch and won by a length

from Zimmerman, with Rhodes third and
Johnson last. Banker was heartily cheered,

but it looked greatly as if Zimmy had let him
win. The summary:

Half-mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 30 yds., 1: W. A.

Rhodes, 45 yds., 2; W. L. Addy, 70 yds , 3; G. E. Wil-

liams, 90 yds. 4; F. A. Foell, 35 yds., 5; time, 1:09 2-5.

Third-mile, open—Zimmerman, 1; A. L. Banker, 2; J. S.

Johnson, 3.

One-mile, handicap—G A. Banker, 60 yds..l; A. L.

Banker, 110 yds , 2: W. A. Rhodes, 90 yds., 3; Paul Nelson,

140 yds., 4; F. A. Fell, 70 yds , 5; time, 2:34 1 5.

One-mile, open—G. A. Banker, 1: Zimmerman, 2;

Rhodes, 3; A. L. Banker, 4; Johnson, 5: time, 2:52.

Two-mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 120 yds., 1; W. A.

Rhodes, 180 yds., 2; A. L. Banker, 220 yds., 3; F. A. Foell.

140 yds . 4; time. 5:35.

Five-mile, international—Zimmermr.n. 1 ; J. S. John-

son, 2; W. A. Rhodes, 3; F. A. Foell, 4; G. \ Banker, 5;

time, 15:07.

One-mile, 2:30 class—A. L. Banker, 1 ; FA. Foell, J. P.

Gelson, 3; time, 3:06.

* # #

Joey Schofield is Getting There.

New York, Sept. 25.—Joey Schofield, of

her majesty's defeated cycling force, is likely

to prove a thorne in Wheeler & Co.'s side

before the season is ended. He loomed up in

something like his reputed English form Sat-

urday at Eastern Park, Brooklyn, and skip-

ping through an alleged pocket formed by the

trio, Hess, Price and Bartholemew, he chased

Wheeler home right to the tape, being only

beaten a yard, although Wheeler had thirty

yards' lead when Schofield got out of the

pocket. Schofield was sprinting the faster of

the two when they finished, and the Britisher

was so warm under the collar that he chal-

lenged "the kid" for a series of best three out

of five races, to be held Oct. 7 at Manhattan
Field, when the next N. C. A. meeting takes

place. Of course Troy accepted the defi,

which calls for $1,000 from each man as stake

money. The finish of the pair was a grand
one and aroused tremendous excitement.

Wheeler disliked the handicaps, and after a

championship kick had those of the five-mile

reduced, and succeeded in winning it. The
summary:

One-milo, scratch—Final heat—H. C. Wheeler, 1; J. W.
Schofield, 2; C. W. Price, 3; time, 2:50 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—J. S. Starbuck. 110 yds., 1; H. E.

Bartholomew, 8J yds., 2; J. A. Newhouse, 80 yds., 3;

time, 2:17.

Two-mile, handicap—C. W. Price, 80 yds., 1; J. F.

Starbuck, 180 yds., 2; W Martin, 300 yds., 3; time, 4:56.
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"G. & J." HONORED
at the

World's Columbian Exposition,
Being Awarded

FIVE MEDALS OF MERIT.

ITEMS:
On LADIES' RAMBLER BICYCLES

On MEN'S RAMBLER BICYCLES.

On G. & J. PNEUMATIC TIRES.

On UNBRAZED BICYCLE FRAME (lap brazing).

On PARABOLIC LAMPS.

'• FIVE MEDALS.—The Largest number received by any bicycle manufacturer."

The Special Oommittee of Examining Experts wsa composed of:

PROFESSOR THURSTON, of Cornell University.

MR. WILLIAM HOOKER ATWOOD, of New Haven, Conn.

MR. AKYAMA, Japanese Commissioner.

"We always did claim BEST DESIGNS, MATERIALS, WORKMANSHIP,"
"BEST PNEUMATIC TIRES, BEST FRAME CONSTRUCTION,"

" But this does settle it."

OUR CATALOGUE TELLS ALL ABOUT IT—SEND FOR ONE.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
"MAKEMS OF J'RIZE WHEELS AND TIKES."

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY, Eng.

P. S.—We can't resist, we must tell of Rambler Prize Winnings since last report

—

JUST 1L0, a-i EVEN
CENTURY. There were 42 Firsts, 31 Seconds, 25 Thirds, 2 Fourths. "We couldn't get many Fourths (?)."

MENTION THE REFEHE"
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Five-mile handicap—H. C. Wheeler, scratch, I; O. W.
Dorntge, 80 yds., 2: A B. Rich, 50 yds., 3; time, 12:50.

One-mile, consolation—H. Kanaska. 1: C. W, Ashinger,

j; B. C. Botiner. 8; time, 2:44 3-5.

* * *

Two Buffalo Road Races.

Buffalo, Sept. 25.—Two twenty-five mile

road races were beld over the Mar.in course

Saturday, the annual events of the Press and
Columbia clubs. The Press club's race was
started at 3 o'clock, eight men lining up.

Callahan had no trouble in winning from

scratch, as the following summary shows:

H"d'p. Time.

L. A. Callahan Scr. 1:22:015

.1. Quinlan 1:00 1:27:44

J. Young 3:00 1:30:02

1' Igguiden 5:00 1:33:53

W. H. Lampman 6:00 1:37:50

A. Kuhn 10:fO 1:45:00

« . O. Ottenot 6:00 1:48:30

W.Male 12:00 1:56:10

Shortly after 4 o'clock twenty-two Columbia
men were sent away. The scratch men lost

the race by refusing to pace one another.

Penseyres won the time prize. Summary

:

Hdcp Time.

W. Runser 7:00 1:23:26

ft. Dittley 7:00 1:25:27

M. Mignery If :00 1:29:47

P Penseyres Scr. 1 :22:37

W. Ploughton 7:<HI 1:29:52

G. Hoffman 1S:00 1:35:17

M. Miller 9:00 1:32:47

W. Lutz Scr. 1:24:45

J. Honecker 5:00 1:31:17

W. Reinheimer 12:C0 1:39:17

* * *

The Ariels' Annual Meet.

Glen Falls, N. Y., Sept. 21.—Five thou-

sand people gathered this afternoon on the

grounds of the Warren County Agricultural

Society to witness the races held under the

auspices of the Ariel Cycling Club. In a prac-

tice mile before the races Tyler turned the

track in 2:19, making the last quarter in 29 1-2

seconds. Linneman, with fifty yards in the

mile, handicap, made the pace so hot that

Tyler was unable to close the space. Linne-

man turned into the stretch about forty feet

ahead of the Springfield man, and lead him
under the wire by a wheel's length, in the

good time of 8:18. The summary:

One-mile, novice—L. H. Austin, 1; A. AV. Strong, 2; F.

G. Howland, 3; time, 2:47 1-4.

Half-mile, open—H. C. Tyler, 1; O. II. Munro, 2: J G.

Budd, 3; J. W. Linneman, 4; time, 1:09 3-5.

One mile, handicap—J. W. Linneman, 1 : H. C. Tyler, 2;

Walter Piccover, 3; W. J. Blake, 1; time, 2:18.

Two-mile, handicap—J. \V. Linneman, 1: Walter Picca-

ver, 2; W. J. B'ake, 3; time, 5:52.

Three-mile, open—H. C. Tyler, 1; J. W. Linneman, 2;

Walter Piccover, 3; W. J. Blake, 4; time, S:39 1-4.

tine mile, open for Warren, Washington and Saratoga

counties—J. ft. Budd, 1 ; J. K. Nichols, 2: Paul Rubens, 3.

* * *

Good Time in Florida.

Jacksonville, Fla., Sept. 21.—A number of

good bicycle races were held here yesterday.

Adams, paced by Menager, Saunders and
Caldwell rode a mile, flying start, in 2:19 3-5

and Saunders a half in 1:06. The summary:

Quarter-mile, open—Menager, 1; Caldwell, 2; Adams, 3;

time, :35 1-4.

One-mile, 3:00 class—Welch, 1: Patterson, 2; Lloyd, 3;

time, 2:56 3-4.

Half-mile, 1:30 class—Welch, 1; Duffey, 2; IJoyd, 3;

time, 1:27.
* -x- -x-

Fitley Wins the Final.

The last, or final, of the iEolus C. CVs ten-

mile road races for the Keats cup » as held

Sunday morning last. The start was made
during a drizzling rain at 8:30 from Kedzie
avenue and Central Park. The Kedz.ie avenue

viaduct being in a torn-up condition the con-

testants were compelled to carry their wheels
\

for some distance. Despite this trouble and
\

the poor conditon of the roads, good time

was made. The starters were the winners of

the five previous races. The handicapping
was poor, as the men finished as they started,

and there was little difference in the times.

The summary:
Hdcp. Time.

C. W. Fitley 2:00 30:45

F. M. Gamon :45 30:24

J. Neumann :45 30:30

V. Woodrich :30 21:08

F. P. Gregg Scr 32:03

* * x-

Won Place and Time.

The Lake View C. C.'s closing race was held

Saturday at Diamond's track, resulting as foi-

ls«s:
Handcp. Time.

C. A. Wescott Scr. 28:00

C. Wassman 3:00 31:05

E. A. Smith 4:00 32:08

J. M. Jenkins 6:00 34:20

R. A. Hofer 4:00 32:45

L. Engstrom 5:00 34:02

W. F. Corey 3:00 32:29

E. Tisch 2:00 31:28

C.E. Subeck 2:30 32:50

J. W. Sehiferstein Scr. £0:30

* * *

Ho, for the Sunny South!

A party of New Yorkers will take the

steamer Kansas City, of the Savannah line,

Oct. 14, arriving in Savannah the evening of

the 16th in time for the meeting of the Savan-

nah "Wheelmen's Track Association, Oct. IT

and 18. If Wheeler doesn't go to France be-

fore that date he and Zimmerman will accom-

pany the party. Special arrangements are

being made for their comfort by the Savannah
line agents. The Savannah wheelmen have

earned a merited reputation for the courtesies

extended to visitors from the north. Particu-

lars of the meeting can be obtained from our

eastern office or from C. S. Richmond, Savan-

nah. A number of tournaments will follow

Savannah and are now being arranged by the

different cycling track associations south.

The Flushing (L. I.) Tournameut.

New York, Sept. 25.—The Mercury Wheel
Club, of Flushing, L. I., deserves praise for the

energetic way it boomed the tournament.

Some long waits occurred between events, but

taken all in all the affair was a credit to the

promoters. The surprise of the daj was the

defeat of Paul Grosch by Blauvelt, Grosch

Deing fairly beaten in the sprint home. The
summary:

One-mile novice—W A. Barbean, 1: S. A. Cramer 2; J.

E. Davies, 3; time, 2:36 1-5.

One-mile, scratch—E. L. Blauvelt, 1 : 6. F. Royce, 2;

Paul Grosch, 3; time, 2:35.

One-mile, handicap—C. D. Cutter. 1£0 yds., 1; George B.

Waters, 85 yds., 2; W. H. Blake. 100 yds., 3; time, 2:22 3 5.

Two-mile, handicap—James Willis, 50 yds., 1: George B.

Smith, 110 yds., 2! Alfred Silvie, 70 yds., 3: time, 5:10.

Half-mile, scratch- G. F. Royde, 1; Paul Grosch, 2;

Raymond Macdonald, 3; time, 1:08 2-5.

One-mile, Long Island championship—E. L. Blauvelt,

1; W. F. Murphv, 2: H. J. Hull, Jr., 3: time, 2:34 1-5.

* -x- *

Jacksonville's Second Meet.

The various committees have been at work
for several weeks on the preliminary arrange-

ments for the second annual tournament of
' tho Lockwood Cycling Club, of Jacksonville,

and now everything is getting in good shape,

The prize list will not be so large as last year,

yet the prospects are good for a large number
of contestants in each event. The list of races

is as follows: Mile, novice: half-mile, handicap:

mile, 3:30 class; mile, Lockwood Club; half-

mile, handicap, boys; two-mile, handicap; mile,

Jacksonville riders not members of the Lock-

wood club; mile, open. Jacksonvi.le has even

more pretty young ladies than last year, and

,

consequently a large number of visitors will be

on hand for the meet.

* * *

Good Men at a County Fair.

Adrian, Mich., Sept. 26.—For a measly $400

worth of prizes nearly fifty riders contested in

the bicycle races at the county fair to-day. The
chief events follow:

One-mile, open—Gus Steele, 1; C. C. Yanliue. Findlay,

2; O. P. Bemhart, Toledo, 3; time. 2:46 12.

Half mile, open—Vantine, 1; Steele, 2; Bemhart, 3;

time, 1:201-2.

One mile, handicap—Will Evans, Lansing, .so yds., 1:

Vantine, 50 yds , 2; James Levy, Chicago. 40 yds., 2: time.

2:24 8-5.

Three-mile, lap, county race—Rowley, Morenci, 1; Ran-
dolph, Adrian, 2: William Wallace, Tecumseh. 3: time.

9:26 4-5.
-:-: * -s

Race Notes.

The Fairview Athletic Club, of Spring

Valley, N. Y., will hold a race meet Oct. 4.

A mile event was held at Elkhorn, Wis., last

Thursday, Lewis, Cullerton and Cooley finish-

ing in the order named in 3:02.

The annual ten-mile road race of the Capita'

City Cycling Club of Springfield, 111., was
held Tuesday afternoon, the winner being

John P. Fogarty.

At Brantford, Ont., last Friday Rhodes cut

several Canadian records down, doing the one
mile in 2:22 4-5, two miles in 4:50, three miles
in 7:24, four miles in 10:07, and five miles in

12:33 1-5.

In reply to the chal'enge of the Illinois C. C.
to the Columbia Wheelmen —to match Knisely
against Bainbridge in a ten-mile road race

—

the latter club says if Knisely succeeds in
lowering the time, 27:54, made by Bainbridge,
then Mr. Bainbridge will get out and lower
whatever time Knisely makes.

Several young "traveling salesmen" who
went with fond hopes of success to Springfield
returned home and reported to their employers
that the reason they did not win the 2:40 class

was because they were sick. The pace was so
hot at Springfield that it made several sick,

but it was noticed that many of the sick ones
made useful pace for Meintjes.

Walter Sanger made no friends in New
York by his failure to show up at the Metro-
politan clubs' meet at Waverly. He promised
faithfully to be on hand, and report said he
was in the city, but excused himself because
rain fell in the morning. The officia's of the
meet rightly blame Sanger, and some uncom-
plimentary paragraphs appeared in the papers
about him.

The tri-state nineteen-mile road race was
held Saturday, in Ohio, from Osborn to Fair-
field ,o Ranksville and return. The finishers

were Bernard Fishback, Columbus, time, 58:35;

O. W. Niswonger, Oran, 58:53; George S Reg-
ger, Cincinnati, 60:07; W. S. Furman, Oran,
60:18; Earl H Kiser, Dayton, 60:44; Charles E.
Tuder, Cincinnati, 61 :58: W. L. Bagley, Spring-
field, 63:21.

The Blue Island (Chicago) C. C. held a
seven-mile road race Friday last, which had
been handicapped for eight miles. Diefenderfer
was first from the 7:30 mark in 27:30: Clark
second, from three minutes, in 24:20, and
Green, scratch, won the time prize in 21:57,

finishing eighth This was the second race of

the season, the first being won by Green from
scratch, in 25:50.

A Washington telegram, dated Sunday, says:
" The attempt of John C. Wood, of the Wash-
ington Bicycle Club, of this city, to lower the
record of 280 miles on the road in twenty-four
hours, may result fatally. Wood started yes-

terday afternoon at 2 o'clock. He had covered
230 miles in twenty-one hours when, overcome
by the heat and exertion, he became delirious

and fell from his wheel. He is in a critical

condition."
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WE HOLD NOT A FEW TRACK RECORDS.
k.

Such performances upon A TRACK ARE NOT indicative of SUPERIORITY of CONSTRUCTION
or STABILITY OF USAGE.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS ARE SEEKING FOR A TIRE THAT SUCCESSFULLY WITHSTANDS
THE SEVERE TESTS OF LONG, HARD RIDES OVER EXECRABLE ROADS.

THE M. & W. PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE
Is Emphatically, Unqualifiedly and Without Reserve,

THE TIRE THAT IS THE MOST SERVICEABLE OF THE TIMES.

BELOW IS PROOF:
BerCHarding,

1;.93.

)
(57:10. Imperial.

.

1.. D. Manser, } May 20. Forest Park Road Race. 17 1 2 miles. \ 57:10. Arrow. > Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Unas. Kindervatter, s j 57:11. King of Scorchers. \

C. A. Urban, May 30. 12-Mile "Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind.

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

Otto Neuman, May 30. Winona, Minn.
j 1-2 mile.
( 1 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.
S erling
Special. J-

State Records.

j 1-4 mile. :32 2-5. Hidden from scratch.
E. C. Johnson, May 30. Highland Park Races, Detroit.

1
1-2 mile. l:lu. King of Scorchers. Michigan State Records.

Chas. Kindervatter, May 30. Waldo Park Road Race,Kansas
City, Mo.

10 1-1 miles. SO: 21. King of Scor.'hers.
Ridden from scratch. Best time evpr
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

M. Nelson. i f5:44.

{ 55:17.
l55:4S.

16:41 2-5

24 lb. March, wood rims.
)

Martin Nessel,
1 May 30.

Pullroan Race. 17 1-2 miles. Fowler. v Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

G L. Emerson.
P. Casse,

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

5 3-4 miles.
22-lb. James.
Arrow. Casse is a youth of 14 years, his time

is State Record.
Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won

H. R. Kenshaw May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

M. A. Hickman, June 13. Alabama State Hiaiiipionship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer. Morgan & Wright Tires

C. E. Tudor, June 16. Hanauer Road Race.
10 days,

Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Hacing Tires.
B. B. Wylie June 27. New York to Chicago. l t02S miles. 4 hours, Sterling Special. Not even a puncture.

Emil Ulbrieht,
A. L. 1 eonhardt. 1 July 4.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

16 1-2 miles.

39 min.
46:54.

48:31.

Ppecial.
Stephens.

i Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
> Ulbricht's lime is best record

John Clark. 1 49:01. Special. ) for course by 1:56.
. Breaking the competition record

Frnnh Waller, July 4. Indianapolis. 3 Miles, 7:31. Arrow. for this distance.

J. F. Reitzner, July 4. Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race. lb 1-2 miles. 47:41. James. Second best time.

E. M. Spike, July 4 " " 16 1-2 miles. 49:40. Eagle-Altair.

H. H. Wvlie, July 15. Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30. Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires."

(i. Meirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a youth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.

Hrt-akiug record for distance.A. X. Leonhardt, July 15. Lake View course. 5 miles. 13:30. Stephens.

Frank Waller, July 22. Silsendegen road race. 25 miles. 1:0*1:10. Arrow.
Rreakinu all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

F. M. James, Denver to Chicago. 1,200 miles. 12 days. Sterling Special. Did not even pump tires up the

F. J. Ashton, July 31. Rockford to Chicago and re-

turn.
200 miles. 20 hours. Sterling Special.

entire distance.
"Double century; no trouble, of

E. Ulbrieht, Aug. 12.
I kilometres, international. b2 miles. 2:52:312-5. Whitworth.

course.
Ulbrieht broke 50-mile record in this

C. T. Knisely, Aug. 26. Illinois Road Race 10 miles. S7:55. March.
event.

American Road Record.

H. H. Wylie, Aug. 26. Review Road Race. 5 3-4 miles. 15:06. Sterling Special. Equaling American Record.

W. J. Doyle, Aug. 19. Rogers Park Road Race. 6 miles. 18:30. Sterling Special. Won from scratch, time and 1st place.

H. T. Ferguson, July 22. Rogers Park Road Race. 3 miles. 8:19. " VTylieV 1 Sterling. Won from scratch, time and 1st place

F. I,. Olds, Aug. 22. Ohio Road Racf1
. 12 miles. 38:54. Fowler. 2nd place and 1st time.

WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS SAY:
Goodland, Ind., July 18, 1893.

We have sold over 100 pairs of your tires this season and have only

had ONE tire give out thus far.

Washington, D. C, July 30, 1893.

We desire to commend your tires and can truthfully say thus far

they have given us excellent satisfaction.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best. Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOD WANT!
FOB 1894.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WORLD OF ItfFORMAlIOIf.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St..

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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NEW YORK WANTS THE SHOW.

The Madison Square Garden Company Has Sent

Out a Feeler.

The following letter was sent to the New
York trade last week

:

"New York, Sept. 20.— Gentlemen:—We
understand that, as in previous years, there is

to be an 1894 exhibition of the cycle trade and
that this exhibition has for the past two years

been held in Philadelphia.

"While it has been a great success we have
been led to believe, by opinions given us and to

our representatives by important men in the

cycle trade, that it would be mire desirable to

hold an exhibition in New York city. First,

for the reason that Philadelphia has no suit-

able building, the market house in which it

was held being not cnly too sma'l but unsani-

tary as well, and Philadelphia is not a railroad

centre. Some time ago a cycle show was held

in one of the ante rooms of the garden. At
that time we were represented by a party who
did not give us an adequate idea of the space

plan and scope upon which your exhibition

could have been carried on.

" We beg to assure you that we shall be glad

to hear from you individually on this question,

or we should be pleased to confer with any
committee representing your trade. This un-

doubtedly is the finest exhibition building in

America and all who have seen it must admire
its great spaces, its fine proportions and the

beauty of its interior; it is centrally located

and the best exhibitions, such as the horse,

dog, flower, and food shows, are annually held

in the garden, which naturall gives it a very

fine clientile, consisting of our best people.

Awaiting your reply, respectfully,

"Frank W. Sanger,
"Manager Madison Square Garden Company."
A Referee man called at the executive

offices of the garden and in the absence of Mr.

Sanger had an interview with Secretary

Young, who had charge of the six-day races at

the garden. "The circular letter was sent out

as a feeler," said Mr. Young, "and we have no
committee at work and no one behind the

scenes working for us. We have the finest

exhibition building in America and we will be

ready to run a cycle show if arrangements can

be made."

IT DEFIES PUNCTURE.

The Puncture-Proof Band Given a Thorough

Test Abroad.

We attended the public test of the puncture-

proof bands, turned out by the Puncture-Proof

Tire Company, on Wednesday evening last, at

Manchester. There were many well-known

wheelers present, and Mr. A. E. Albert, the

Manchester manager of the Quadrant Cycle

Company, produced a light machine fitted with

i ires which contained the puncture-proof

bands. The test was no half-hearted kind of

affair, and was one which we have no hesita-

tion in saying would never under any circum-

stances be encountered on the road. A board
studded with sharp-pointed nails was first

utilized. The nails were thickly strewn all

over the board about a quarter of an inch

apart, and they were about half-an-inch above
the surface, with business ends uppermost.
Various wheelers rode the machine in turn
over the nails, and though the impact could be

distinctly heard as they forced themselves

through the outer cover no air escaped. One
of the cyclists present then adjusted the tires

carefully on the nails, mounted, and com-
menced a jumping up and down process

cess in the saddle, whilst another man held the

machine steady. This also had no effect, and
one man who was bent on penetrating the air

chamber somehow, actually drove a nail

through the tire until the head was flush with

the outer cover. We ourselves then had a try,

riding around with the nail in this position. A
dismount and inspection revealed not the

slightest escape of air, and after the nail had
been forcibly extracted with a pair of pliers

the air tube still remained intact. By this

time the would-be puncturers were pretty well

satisfied and turned to inspect a section of the

band. And it was a revelation. Nothing
heavy, hard, or clumsy, but a soft, light, and
pliable arrangement of cotton wool (treated in

some mysterious way) and encased in a tasty-

looking silk cover. Our opinion of the punc-

ture-proof band is that it has come to stay, and
we think that its ease of adjustment, coupled

with the absolute sense of security which it

gives, will appeal forcibly to all riders, and
with tourists it will become a sine qua non.—
The Wheeler. These bands can be fitted to any
tire at small cost. They are made by the Punc-
ture-Proof Tire Company and are extensively

handled by the Quadrant Cycle Company of

Birmingham.

A CHAT WITH MR. GORMULLY.

Thinks the Old Concerns Will Have All They
Can Do Next Year.

The western manufacturer was seated in the

cosy office of his establishment on West Broad-

way when the Reeeree man dropped in to ask

Frank Ray how trade was getting on. Mr.

Gormully had just got through discharging an

employe who was fonder of the banjo than the

bicycle, Mr. Gormully being of opinion that

banjoing and bicycling during business hours

don't mix well.

Mr. Gormully spoke eloquently of the firm's

business the past season and said that his 1,200

agents, scattered from Maine to California,

have done a profitable season's business. The
progress made by Ramblers on the coast has

been something marvellous, and the sales of G.

& J. tires passed all inspection. Mr. Gor-

mully is not troubling himself much about

next year's prospects, as he feels that the old

concerns will have all the business they can

handle, and his forces are, to quote him, " at

present, resting."

During the conversation Mr. Gormully

brought out two or three interesting facts and

the first one was this :
" All the men in our

employ," said Mr. Gormully, "with one excep-

tion, commenced their cycling career with our

firm; that is, they entered our employ as be-

ginners, and when a man leaves us he never

re-enters our employment. Another thing

—

we never go outside to other firms and take

away any of their employes. We have built

our business up on that principle, and relying

entirely on our own resources do not attempt

(o make any inroads on anybody's else busi-

ness."

Mr. Gormully also says that the losses of his

concern this year have been very insignifi-

cant, "for," said he, "we sell bicycles for

money and we know where the money is be-

fore we sell them." He says that he has been

very successful in securing competent mana-
gers for his different branches, "and, having a

good bicycle to sell, they cannot help making
sales," he concluded with a humorous twinkle.

WHYMPER HOME AGAIN.

He Learned a Thing or Two While Abroad

—

Humber's New Spokes.

The steamer Travee had among her passen-

gers last Friday morning, from Southampton,

L. B., better known as "Barney," Whymper in

metropolitan cycle life and trade circles. The
steamer had as a companion up the narrows
the beautiful Valkyrie, Lord Dunraven's rac-

ing yacht. Mr. Whymper says the sight was
a magnificent one as her canvas spread before

the breeze on entering the harbor. A dozen

years of American life have turned out a very

respectable American citizen of Whymper, the

erstwhile Englishman, whose charming home
is in the neighborhood of Gypsy Hill, the Oaks,

London. After a twelve-years' absence from
the parental roof he was naturally welcomed
by his parents and people as the long absent

wanderer, and the few weeks in England

passed all too quickly for the observant and
bright young tradesman. To talk with L. B.

Whymper is to learn something, and a few
moments' chat in our eastern office revealed

the fact that he had been picking up some ideas

among the trade abroad, although he denies

paying any attention whatever to business.

"One of the Humber features this year," said

Mr. Whymper, "will be a semi-tangent spoke

on the sprocket side of the rear wheel, and this

on their racers only. As far as I could see,

models will differ very little from those of last

year with the exception of some trifling spec-

ialties. The light weights seem to have passed

and they are making a machine of moderate
weighs. The tires are nearly all mechanically

attached; cemented tires don't seem to take in

England." Mr. Whymper will spend a few
days in New York before going to Hagerstown

to commence his engagement with the Craw-

ford Manufacturing Company, whose next

year's wheel will be a beauty.

The Bidwell Trouble.

A visit to the Bidwell tire factory on Sixty-

sixth street and a talk with A. G. Loucks at

the Bidwell offices, Fifty-eighth street and
Broadway, last week, resulted only in learning

that things are at a standstill, and until the re-

ef iver gets to work and straightens things out

no tangible statement as to the accurate finan-

cial condition of the firm will be learned.

George R. Bidwell has a host of sympathizers,

who wish to see the pioneer New York dealer

and later manufacturer once more on his feet.

Mr. Bidwell, on the death of the late W. H.

DeGraff, lost a good friend, as it is said he had

considerable money in the concern at the time

of his death, but it could not be learned if that

money had been withdrawn by the executors

of the estate of DeGraff or not. The failure oi

the Taylor Cycle Company in Chicago, Mr.

Loucks says, has complicated the Bidwell

affairs very much, as the latter company car-

ried considerable paper for Taylor. Bidwell

hastened to Chicago to try and save the Chi-
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The '94 Pattern

PRESTON DAVIES'

TIRE
(MOST EASILY DETACHABLE.)

Will be an Eye Opener!

The valuable patents held by the Preston Davies' Tire and Valve

Co., Limited, comprise means for making a tire exceptionally strong,

almost unpuncturable, easily detachable, and withal speedy.

IT WILL ROUSE AMERICA.

Preston Davies' Tire and Yalve Co.,

(LIMITED.)

LONDON AND COVENTRY.

Enquiries to P. O. Box 273, NEW YORK.

&/*
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cago concern when his own had to give up,

but Taylor had tiven up before his arrival.

The Bidwell-Tinkham Company, which is the

successor to the Bidwell Cycle Company in

the retail business, announces that the failure

of the George R. Bidwell Cycle Company will

not in any way interfere with it, being a

separate concern. .

Using Aluminum Rims.

The Eagle Bicycle Manufacturing Company,
of Torrington, Conn., make a specialty of

light-weight road bicycles in which aluminum
is used in the rims. The rims are referred to

as being made under special process, and as

not only standing a vast amount of rough

usage on the road by strong riders, but as

being superior to hollo -v or crescent steel rims.

In case of a collision or indentation of the rim.

it is stated that the aluminum is easily brought

back into place, rideable as before, thus avoid-

ing the necessity of new rims, as with the or-

dinary wheel under the same circumstances.

The manufacturers make the point that the

rim of reduced weight—the revolving portion

of a bicycle, and at a point so far distant from
the axis—produces lightness of running in a

bicycle to a greater extent than several tim»s

that amount reduced from frame or h mdle-

har parts. As a result of this construction it

is claimed that less propelling power is re-

quired, and a quick increase of speed can be

obtained hy a rid r with less muscular exer-

tioT. This company has also experimented

with complete aluminum frames, but they ad-

vise us that they are not ready to superspde

their ordinary steel tube frame with cast alu-

minum, though their experiments have proven

fairly successful

—

Iron Age.

Milwaukee's Financial Matters.

Milwaukee, Sep . 25 —The iron hand of

dis ster, which has seemingly he d a death-like

grip on the city of Milwaukee, is app rently

relaxing its hold, and the financial situation

seems to be materially improved. The Ser-

combe-Bolte Manufacturing Company, which
is now in the hands of the Wisconsin Loan &
Trust Company, is to be managed by Frank H.

Perigree, the former treasurer of the company.
Quite a force of men is employed in the factory

rounding up matters, and should the situation

warrant it, it is understoo I the plant will be

operated to its full capacity for the benefit of

the creditors. At the time the receiver was
appointed the assets of the company were
figured at $145,989.98, with liabilities of $177,-

730.35, showing a shortage of $31,740.37.

The Roth-Kasten Cycle Company, at present

in the hands of William Lachenmeyer, re-

ceiver, will undoubtedly be reorganized in a
short time.

The old house of Julius Audra? has proved to

be, in the present financial crisis, the rock of

the cycling trade in this city. For nearly four

decades it stood the vicissitudes of business

strife, and is to-day stronger than ever.

Robert Willis on English Trade.

Robert Willis, w ho is a brother of E. J. Wil-

lis, and of the American Ormonde Cycle Coni-

panj, of England, arrived in New York last

week and in a few moments' conversation with

the Referee man spoke intelligently of the

English trade. Mr. Willis stated, what is now
generally known to be a fact, that English

manufacturers are paying more attention to

continental and colonial trade than they are to

Americas. The shipments abroad the past

season assisted the English manufacturer ma-
terially in disposing i.f his stock early. At
the present time he says there is absolutely no
trade in England to amount to anything. But
there is a good feeling and the next year will

possibly see one of the best years the English

trade has had for some time. A peculiarity

about the Australian trade, Mr. Willis says, is

that the majority of the wheels are shipped

there with inch solid or cushion tires, a pneu-

matic once in a while for the special use of

agents, which proves that Australia must be

very far behind in the race of progress. The
tire business, he says, shows no sign of abating,

although many were bitten very badly last

season.

A New York Failure.

C. E. Van Vleck, 210 Broadway, New York,

who handled Telegrams and Raglan bicycles,

made an assignment list Saturday. Mr. Van
Vleck told a Referee man recently that he

was closing up hi< affairs owing to poor health,

which has necessitated his being away for

some time from business. No definite state-

ment could be had Monday, but it is thought

the failure will not be a bad one. Mr. Bed-

nell, of Taylor. Cooper & Bednell, it is thought,

saved his firm from loss. Charlie Price, who
was at one time with the Sercombe-Bolte com-
pany and the Roth-Kasten company, was,

until recentlv. with Van Vleck.

Vehicles at the Fair.

The Chicago Tribune has this to say of some
of the world's fair exhibits: "In vehicles for

children there never was assembled such a

variety. They are made in almost as many
styles as the regular carriages, even to costly

broughams and Victorias. One firm shows
everything from a cheap cart to a coach. As
to pleasure vehicles, Brazil has a curiosity in a

tricycle. It was built about 1850, and in model
and general style is similar to boys' tricycles

of to day. This is made of wood, but is geared

and tired with iron. There has never been

brought together such an array of bicycles.

The wonder is how the various domestic

makers could get patents on so many wheels

so near alike. Germany's wheels have been

much admired. Thev average lighter than

the American, have higher finish, and are easy

riders."

A Californian in the East.

L. Devany, of Devany, Hopkins & Co., the

Golden Gate cycle agents of San Francisco,

called at the Referee eastern office last week.
All who have met Mr. Devany like him, and
the Coventry Machinists' Company has in the

jolly Californian a model agent. Those who
have visited San Francisco and have paid

Golden Gate Park (a beautiful place) a visit,

will no doubt remember the cycle store and
school to the right of the Haight street termi-

nals. That's where Devany holds forth, wiih

a pretty store, a splendid repair shop and a
school for beginners. He is on the finance

committee of the mid-winler exhibition, which
will be held in th-: Golden Gate Park, and
would like to secure the leading manufactur-

ers as exhibitors. Mr. Devany left New York
for Albany and Vermont to settle up an estate

in which he is interested.

Doubled Its Capacity.

The Buffalo Drop Forging Company has re-

cently moved its works to new and commodi-
ous premises in Ebenezer, N. Y., about six

miles from Buffalo. The new works will have

double the capacity of the old ones, >?o that all

orders will oe promptly executed. The com-
pany has earned a splendid reputation for good
work and many well-known factories in this

country are using its f.u-gings, so that with the

increased capacity the season o "94 should be

a very prosperous one. The officers are R. L.

Berbain. manager: S. C. Rogers, of S. C Rog
ers & Co , Buffalo, president: G. D Barr, of

the Buffalo Rubber Company, vice-president.

The general offices of the company are located

in the Columbia building, 107 Seneca street,

Buffalo.

And a Good Press Man, Too.

At the entrance examination of the College
of Cycle Engineering:—Examiner: "Of what
material would you build a cycle?" Candidate:
"Steel." Examiner: "How would you com-
mence the design?" Candidate: "Steal!" Ex-
aminer: "My hoy, you have the true genius
for the profession. You are passed — Wheel-
ing.

Believes in an Early Show.

Samuel Snell says that from what he can
learn in his travels little trade w.ll be done
early this year, and makers of deals will make
them with extraordinary care this year. Mr.
Snell says that, taking into consideration the
uncertainty brooding over the trade, it would
be golden policy if the manufacturers would
get ready and the Philadelphia people hold the
annual show in November this year, which
would materially assist in starting the 1894
trade, restore confidence and make prospects
less misty. Mr. Snell's suggestion seems a
good one if makers and those people can get
ready.

Orders for Trick Wheels.

One day last week one of the members of
the famous Elliott family of trick riders called

on John Hoyle and gave him an order for
new wheels. Hoyle has always made the ma-
chines used by these people, and one of them
stands, regularly, the weight of a pyramid of
five persons, Hoyle has also received an order
from the Gillette family of cyclists, whose
wheels he has made for several years.

Continues on the Same Lines.

Contrary to speculation the Premier Cycle
Company will not import parts and put them
together in New York, as was officially an-
nounced some time ago. President L. H.
Johnson and Treasurer Douglas are responsible

for this information. The company will go on
in the same way as in the past, and is more
than satisfied with the showing of the past

season. President Johnson enjoyed his trip

abroad very much, and is as much in love

with Coventry as ever.

Has Bought New Boots Since.

In February next Hoyle—every one knows
him—will end his twenty-fifth year in the bi-

cycle business. "I went to work," said he,

"for Jimmy Starley when Tom Humber and
lots of others knew less than they know now,
and I saw George Singer, now mayor of Cov-
entry, come in to work with his toes sticking

through his shoes!"

Attacked by Chiggers.

R. L. Coleman, of the Western Wheel-
Works, » ill not die, although an imaginative

New York writer recently had him laid up
with a serious sickness at the Marlboro. He
laughed when a Referee man ran across him
in New York one evening last week, and in-
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FACTORIES: Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0M™S

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
'Write for Prices and. Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK, CHICAGO.
644-646 Broadway. Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., 0HICCEIsFALUS

We carry a large line of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
pi omptly.

1 lie following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee
them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHTNGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tune.

The hes* bug for pneu-

matic bic cles ever in--

troduced, doimc away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leailn

S'J.Oi': by mail, $2.10.

PRICE PER PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubbpr. and for the purpose are the
lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

OO

VICTOR SPRING
SAI>DLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a gre*t reception
withm a short, time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw

.

Made of toughened tool
steel, nickeled.

Price,[$2; by mail, $'..30

MENTION THE REFEPEE.

VICTOR SCOHCHtCR SAtUH^P.

T6
This is the most perfect Scorcher Saddle

made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to cou-

struct.
'I his Saddle can be used for everyday ridmt?

without fatigue, and we are confident it will

prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in

the world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

TROUSER
GUARD.

Many riders object to

a me fal trouser guard,

and in response to a

demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price p^r pair, by*

mail, 10 cenU.
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quired about the report. "It was this way,"
said R. L. "I have some property on the Poto-

mac flats which may turn out more profitable

than the bicycle business. While looking over

the property I was attacked by chiggers, an
insect you can't see without a microscope,

which burrowed into my flesh and raised

thirty beautiful boils, which caused my family

alarm. I was threatened with lockjaw, and
several other things, but am now 0. K."

Will Try to Recover.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co. are said to have
suffered an enormous loss by the Cribb failure

in Milwaukee. Cribb, however, claims that

he has on deposit with the bank which caused
his downfall collateral for $10C,000 more than
he owes. Cribb is a young man, with excel-

lent connection in the carriage trade, and will

make every effort to extricate himself from
his unpleasant position.

Under the New Management.

Within a few days there will be a conference

of persons most interested in the Western
Wheel Works to decide on the method of

handling next year's output. The concern
will have a line of ten machines, which, it is

probable, will be handled by exclusive agents.

Coleman, of course, will continue to cover the

east, while the west and southwest may be

divided between Thorsen & Cassady and
Rouse, Hazard & Co.

General Trade Notes.

M. Clement, the French maker, is in Chi-

cago or on the way.

Stephen Golder, of the Rudge Cycle Com-
pany, has arrived in Chicago.

Three small failures are reported in England.

Liabilities aggregate only $7,500.

Mr. Webb, of the Webb Safe and Lock Com-
pany, Portland, Ore., is coming to the fair.

Mr. Sager, of Rich & Sager, the saddle mak-
ers of Rochester, was in New York last week.

Alf Bednell, of Taylor, Cooper & Bednell,

arrived in Chicago from Bloomington, 111.,

Tuesday.

J. L. Tillotson, one of the proprietors of the

English paper, The Wheeler, was in Chicago
last week.

A letter received this week from Thomas
Sanders says he expects to arrive in America
in about a month.
W. A. Lloyd, of Birmingham, left Chicago

for the east Saturday. He sails for England
on Saturday next.

G. & J. have a taking ad. in English papers,

which could, and doubtless will be, used to ad-

vantage in this country.

T. B. Brooks, the saddle manufacturer of

Birmingham, Eng., will soon have samples of

his '94 saddle in America.

J. J. Ross, with Ames & Frost until hard
times forced them to allow him to rest, is wait-

ing for something to turn up.

H. E. Laurie will accompany Mr. Schub to

California and will remain with the Warman-
Schub Cycle House next season.

S. B. Gorton of the Quinton Cycle Company
will leave England for America in a few days
and establish agencies for next season.

The Messrs. Schofield, of the New York
Cycle Company, have decided to give up the

bicycle and sewing machine business, and will

remove to Chicago to engage in the grain

trade. Both are unusually well posted men

,

and will take with them the good wishes of

New Yorkers who know them. The Demorest

company will succeed the Schofield, and will

puoh the cycle trade.

A. E. Flavell, of Coventry, representing

Loyd, Read & Co. and other interests, is still

in New York, but will proceed westward
shortly.

Peter J. Berlo last week bought a Quadrant
tricycle and an Expert Columbia, both in good
condition, for six dollars the pair. How are

the mighty fallen!

The Roth-Kasten failure was of small ac-

count. It was one of those establishments

where the principal employment was to kill

time in the easiest way.
R. F. Kelsey, formerly of the American

Wlieelman, and now editor and part owner of

the American Builder and Furnisher, of Buf-

falo, spent last week at the fair.

The directors of the National Cycle Show, of

England, advertise that makers 'showing at

any similar exhibition between September, '93,

and January, '94, will be admitted."

The Yost Manufacturing Company will

commence operating its works on full time

Monday, and notice has been given to all the

old hands to report for duty at that time.

L. M. Richardson has been experimenting

with a saddle spring on which certain points

may be. patentable. It resembles, somewhat,
the Sager spring, except that it is made in one

piece.

Among the latest ideas for temporarily over-

coming punctures is a "spring shield clip,"

consisting of a steel band which fits around the

tire, pressing a piece of soft rubber over the

puncture.

Frank Bowden, of the Raleigh Cycle Com-
pany, states that he proposed taking Harry
Wheeler, the cash prize crack, to England and
would accept the challenge of the French
champion, Cassignard, to race any man in the

world for 10,000 francs.

Will Metzger, of Huber & Metzger, Detroit,

was in New York last week looking for Fred
Patee, who had returned to Indianapolis. W.
C. Marion—he of the silver tongue—was wan-
dering around the city, and hinted that he

might voyaging go—to England.

Joseph Cushman, of Cushman & Denison,

says this firm will place the best and cheapest

oiler ever made on the market very soon, and
only bars the Perfect oiler, so well known and
made by the above firm, which will be the

same grade and price as formerly.

J. R. Nesbit, of the Scottish Cyclist and
Preston-Davies tire fame, left New York foi

Niagara Falls last Wednesday, accompanied
by Stephen Golder, who will visit Chicago.

Mr. Nesbit will return to New York without

visiting the fair, and will soon sail for home.

L. C. Wahl, an employe of the bureau of

engraving at Washington, is doing some good
road work in Washington on a thirty-four

pojmd Liberty, preparatory to trying again

for the twenty-four-hour record. He is being

coached by George S. Atwater, of racing board
fame.

Elliott Mason, of the Pope Manufacturing

Company, reasons this way against an early

show: "Most manufacturers have to borrow
money on their product—that is, the coming
season's product—generally on three months'

notes. Now, if the show is to be held, say in

November, and the money is borrowed about
that time, the notes mature about February,

and the borrowers would not be able to meet
them. If, on the contrary, the show is held

in, say January, and the money is borrowed
then, notes mature about March or April,

when tho agents are commencing to make re-

turns for sales, which helps the borrower to

meet his obligations."

Charles Schwalbach of Brooklyn is trading

under the name of the Gormully & Jeft'ery

and Imperial Company since he struck finan-

cial difficulties. Among the Schwalbach cred-

itors were Wilson, Myers & Co., who were
owed $4,000. Too many irons in the fire, in

the shape of stores, floored Charlie.

W. H. Kirkpatrick, representing McKee &
Harrington, left New York last week on a trip

west. He carries with him samples of wooden
rims manufactured by the Bicycle Wood Rim
Company of Kingsland, N. J., and a '94 sam-

ple of the Lyndhurst bicycle, a machine that

has won favor in the metropolitan distr ct.

Fenton S. Fox is said to be looking for a new
berth since he got through at Milwaukee. Mr.

Fox is an industrious and enterprising young
man and should not have to wait long for a

position. Two or three other good men have

written the Referee to place them on the l
!

st

of people who will gladly accept engagements

to travel.

The Commonwealth Rubber Company, of

Veasey street, will handle the New York and
Brooklyn retail business for Lyndhursts. An
important deal for a large number of McKee
& Harrington wheels was made last week.

W. H. Kirkpatrick, of the latter firm, is cred-

ited with closing what is thought to be the

first big order for '94 in New York.

The business of Perry & Co., of Birmingham,
in this country has grown to large proportions,

principally through their agent, the Anglo
American Iron & Metal Company of New York.

The company is at present building a large

extension to its present works, and Mr. T3ale,

the manager of the bicycle department, is look-

ing forward to even a greater trade next year.

Speaking of the '94 Clincher tire, the Cyclist

says: "It is in all respects a beautiful tire. The
cover, to which is now vulcanized a fine can-

vas backing, is lighter than previously, and is

made with deep corrugations on the outside to

prevent slipping. The valve is fastened to the

rim in a very simple yet highly effective way,
which entirely precludes any possibility of its

shifting.

The firm of Frank T. Miles & Co., of Cincin-

nati, has been succeeded by the Frank T. Miles

Company. The new concern also takes in

Theodore Miles' Sons, representatives of the

Detroit Emery Wheel Company in Ohio.

Frank T. Miles is the president, George S. See
vice-president, and Fred M. Hills secretary

and treasurer. Business will be continued at

the old location, 136 West Seventh street.

There is some talk of W. H. Wells (late of

E. C. Stearns & Co.) entering the employ of

the New York Belting and Packing Company
to push its tire interests on the road. F. Stil-

well remains with the firm. T. W. Plumb is

now in charge of the tire department and is

hopeful of a good trade next year. W. F.
Murphy has a little desk with a little red
pneumatic sulky wheel revolving merrily in
one corner, and will be a fixture with the
company for some time longer.

Among those who visited our eastern office

last week were L. Devany, San Francisco; C.

H. Richmond, president Savannah Wheelmen's
Association; Frank Bowden, Raleigh Cycle
Company; S. Snell, Toledo, O. : Edwin Oliver,
Chicago; Mr. Sager, of Rich & Sager, Roches-
ter; A. K. Childs, Springfield; J. R. Nisbet,
Glasgow, Scotland; Mr. Flavell, Coventry,
Eng.; R. Howell, Alfred Robb, Birminaham,
Eng.; JohnS. Johnson, T. W. Eck, W. A.
Rhodes, Minneapolis, and Will Metzger, De-
troit, Mich.
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PERRY'S

The name " Perry" on any part of your machine

is guarantee of good quality. Standard throughout

the world.

Perry & Co., Ltd., Birmingham,Eng.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.,

213 PEARL ST., - NEW YORK.

Chains, Frames and Fittings.

The very best that experience, money and an

exact knowledge of trade requirements can pro-

duce.

As a man is judged by the company he keeps,

so is the quality of a Bicycle judged 0y the

make of its component parts.

PERRY'S^SPECIAL"
RACING
CHAIN.

N? 9

PERRY & C°
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Harry Cassiell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.,

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc,

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

OOOOOO OOOOOOO °ooooooooooooO
Several weeks of the best riding season of the year remain, and you should make the most of them. If

you cannot afford a new machine purchase a second-hand one, but be sure and select a machine that is strong,

durable and easy running.

You can get machines for less money, but none that will give the all round satisfaction that the Hickory

will. Send for a Catalogue of new machines and information and prices of our second-hand ones, as we have

some bargains. Note our change of address.

HICKORY WHEEL CO., S. Framingham, Mass.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The WARMAN-SCHUB
CYCLE HOUSE,

SUCCESSOR TO

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

AND

the WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD CO., Ltd.,

HAS NOW BECOME A FIXTURE.

That does not mean that it has come to a standstill so soon, for you will find it one of the LIVELIEST

and MOST PROGRESSIVE Houses in the Cycle trade; but it DOES mean that it has already been accorded a

place among the houses with which it is to the interest of

Every Large Jobber and Dealer

to have some dealings. The famous CATARACT and the Celebrated COVENTRY CROSS Safeties will be

money and name-makers for every one who handles them in '94.

Show that you are alive to your own interest by letting us hear from you promptly.

THE WARMAN-SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

191 Lake, 108 and no Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and 469 W. Madison Streets,

CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The CLEVELAND Again to the Front, as Usual

!

Seven out of Eight First Prizes Captured at the Races in Stockton, California,

Including One for an Exhibition Quarter-mile against time (32 1-5 sec), and THREE
Second Prizes out of SIX.

THE

Cleveland Thread Tire

AND

Burwell

Dnst Proof Bearings

Are being heard from all along

the line.

Send for Cleveland Catalogue.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GTZO. M. l,L,OYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE SALSBURY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied fo

Reg. 201051—201058.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2—Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle*

3 —Burner secured by Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesta Holder for quick lighting-
4—Oil Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move-
ment. 5—Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.
7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONDON:—Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.
U S. AMERICA:—SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.

CABLE ADDRESS:—"BUCKLEY, BIRMINGAAM.''

THB NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

rat-trap PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY RAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS—
BEARING CASES. BALL BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Our goods in use from
San Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE

TheARIELTURTLE
WINS

i Mile Club and 5 Mile Open at Dowagac Sept. 15,

also Half-mile in 1:18, and Half-mile open; also Half-

mile Open in 1:1 1; Five-mile Handicap and One-mile

Open at Salt Lake City; all State Records.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,

GOSHEN, 1ND.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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MICROBES IN PERSPIRATION.

How They Have Been Found to Exist, and

May Be Got Rid of.

It is :i well-known fact that respiratory ac-

tion is one of the most important functions of

man's nature, its importance, however, being

generally underestimated. It is nature's own
method of regulating the temperature of the

bod}', for whether the outdoor temperature is

100 degrees in the shade or zero, the vital

organs must remain in temperature always the

same or the penalty would be the stopping of

their action. When the atmospheric tempera-

ture is greater than that of the body, the per-

spiratory glands exhale this watery fluid (con-

taining besides water various saline sub-

stances, as chlorides, sulphates and carbonates)

upon the skin surface, and its evaporation is

the cooling process. With these glands in

perfect condition and action, heat of 100 de-

grees Farenheit or higher can be withstood

much more comfortably than a far lower tem-

perature with no perspiration at all.

It has been estimated that there are over

2,200,000 of these glands in an adult body, pro-

portionately about as follows: 500 per square

inch of skin on the posterior portion of the

trunk, thighs and legs; 100 per square inch on
the anterior portion of the trunk, forehead,

neck and forearm, and on the palm of the

hands and soles of the feet 2,700 per squire

inch. When the atmosphere is full of moist-

ure evaporation is slow and inadequate, and
no relief from heat is obtained. During vio-

lent action (as in long distance wheeling)

more than 6,000 grains of perspiration has

been discharged under the combined influence

of this muscular action and high atmospheric

temperature.

But the object of this paper is to speak of

the relation of microbes to the perspiratory

action, and for this I am indebted to the

Revue Scientifique, Paris, Jan. 23. This high

and respected medical authority relates that a

German scientist, Mr. Brunner, last year un-

dertook to find out if thet.e minute organisms

(microbes) could be eliminated by perspiration.

In his researches he met at first with great dif-

ficulty, that of sterilizing the skin in such a

manner as to render it certain that the mi-

crobes found in the secretion could not have

been bred in the sweat glands.

The only way of overcoming this difficulty

. was by injecting into the skin of an animal the

microbe of a malady quite exceptional with it.

The animal was then subjected to abundant
sweating by appropriate means and search was
made in the perspiration for the microbes with

which it was inoculated. In each of his many
experiments on different annimals Mr. Brunner

was entirely successful, the injected microbes

being found in the perspiratory secretion; thus

establishing beyond a doubt the fact that has

now been generally adopted by scientists, viz..

that the elimination of microbe organisms by

the perspiration is an actual scientific fact.

This fact is important both in theory and
practice. It gives to sweating crises, both

spontaneous and induced, a curative value

which can be logically defended, and explains

the danger to a person who has perspired

abundantly in re-absorbing his perspiration,

for a lack of a change of linen, a rubbing, or,

at least, of woolen clothing capable of absorb-

ing the liquids secreted. In this case, in fact,

the perspiration has been charged with all the
microbes which can exist on the surface of the
skin and has been the cause of the microbes
re-entering the circulation by the re-absorption

IMPROVED PATTERN,
is the result of evolution. It is the outcome of live years' experience in making oilers, and is to-

day the tightest and cleanest oil can in tlie world. Does not leak. Regulates the supply of oil

to a nicety. Look out for imitations.

One-half
Actual
Size.

I

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
ITS NINTH AVE., — NEW YORK.

PUMP HOLDERS.
OILER HOLDERS.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

We make a small size holder to carry the
above oiler on your wheel. Also a larger
size holder to carry your pneumatic pump.
Easily attached to any wheel.

Price 2fic. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison, 172 Ninth Av.,
NEW YORK.

@f

us

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfecta Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTICE & CO., sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St., rhilctdf>lphio

Humber Pattern Frame,
Long Wheel Base. _^^*iJ\ A frame on which

manufacturers and

agents may put

their name with-

out fear of being

disgraced.

Guaranteed finest quality of

finish and material.

ESTABLISHED 1B48. INCORPORATED 1886.

TH0S. SMITH & SONS, of Saltley, Ltd.,
BIRMINGHAM, ENG.,

Manufacturers of all kinds of Cycle component parts, at
reasonable prices, consistent with good workmanship.

Prices on application.

of the sweat. In this way can be understood a
multiplication of infections by divers micro-
organisms, those of purulent matter, pneu-
monia, erysipelas and others.

I have taken the liberty of speaking of this
matter because no other class needs this knowl-
edge more than wheelmen, and that among
the greatest proportion of cyclers this subject
receives no attention and the importance of
keeping the glands open and frequent change
of woolen clothing is greatly under-estimated.

Bloomers, and Beautiful.

A decided sensation was caused od Ocean
boulevard, Brooklyn, yesterday, when a fair

bicyclist attired in bloomers rode swiftly and
gracefully down towards Coney Island.

She was a handsome brunette and quite the

envy of her sisters of the wheel as with the

ruddy glow of health upon her handsome
cheeks she rode through files of admirers. Her
costume exhibited her plump figure and
shapely limbs to perfection. Her hose were
navy blue and a free chance was given to ad-

mire her shapely ankles. She is said to live

in an aristocratic part of Bedford avenue.—N.
Y. World.
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THIS IS THE

LU-MI-NUM,
The Strongest Bicycle

in the World.

BACKED BY"

The broadest, strongest and
most businesslike guarantee

ever put on z bicycle.

Send for Catalogue.

SHIPMENTS COMMENCE SOON.

St. L. R. & W. G. Co.

TNCORPORATKD 1873. DAPITAL ©500,000 00.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

NICKEL
ZUCKER * LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.

Works, FLUSHINC, L. 1.

HERCULESDVNAMOS AND MOTORS
F0R:L1GHT;AN.D -power, .,'/.....

AMERICAN, CI ANT^ DYNAMO
FOR ELECTROPLATING

. . :.AND ELECTROTYPING. PLATING
Offices,

10, 12 &.14 Grand St.

-Bet. Varick'and Sullivan Sts.l.

.New York, U.S.A.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF

NICKEL & ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING MATERIALS- OUTFITS

For a silvery
white deposit of

nickel, use our Pure

Anodes and Salts,

French, American,

Plain Spanish, Felt

Whe els, or in

Sheets. Muslin
Puffs, Walrus
Leather in wheels

or hides, Oak
tanned Leather
covered wheels.
C. P. Cyanide o

Potassium Fused
Cyanide of Potas-

s i u m . Roughes
Compositions
Tripoli Composi-

t i o n s . Buffing

Lathes.

THOS. SMITH & CO.,
J Wharf St., ASTON, Birmingham.

Best Materia/ ana Workmanship Guaranteed.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS-

Anglo-Amencan Iron & Metal Co.,

213 Pearl St., .... NEW YORK.

STEEL STAMPINGS.
lelepfione3E2B. NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READ"- Xelegrams, •< Hector."
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'SWELL'S 1894 'Model Frame
nj

MADE FROM
WeldlessTube andDrop

Forcings.

This frame is the high-

est grade it is possible to

make.

Come under 28 /6s.

EAOE FEAMES
TO BUILD

20-lb. wheel ready in a few days.

WEIGHT, 28 lbs.

With Sprocket and

Cranks, Pedals and Hubs
complete as illustrated,

15I lbs.

Write for particulars and

price.

SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., Toledo, Ohio.

We manufacture every part of the Bicycle "except the Tube.'* Write u? for price on Drop Forgings,

Forks, Rims Cranks, Pedals, Hubs, etc. Model of Ladies' Frame in a few days. MENTION THE REFEREE

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

HalPs Driving Gear— New Band-Brake and a

New Bell.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from Aug. 2. 1893, give
notice in the prescribed form of such opposition.]

THE E. F. HALL FRONT-DRIVING GEAR.

No, lG t 500. R. F. Hall's "Improvement in speed

gear for velocipedes. 11 Sept. 15, 1892. This gear works
upon the same principle as the back gear of a lathe.

Through the hub (a") aDd sleeve (b) on which the hub is

made fast passes the crank-axle (c;, carrying at its outer

ends crank (d), and near one of its ends a pinion wheel

(e). The sleeve (b) also

has at one end next to the

wheel (e) a wheel ( f

)

whose teeth gear with the

teeth of a wheel (g) made
in one piece with another

wheel Ch>, both of which
run loosely upon an axle

(i2) which projects from
the inside of the lower

(il) of the gear casing (i).

Thus the part (h) of the

double wheel (g h) intergears with the wheel (e) on the

crank axle (c), while the wheel (g) gears with the driven

wheel (f) on the end (b2) of the sleeve (b). The gear

casing (i) is bolted at its upper end to the fork (j) by a

bolt (j3), while the other end of the fork is terminated by

a recessed bracket bearing attachment (k), and is bolted

thereto by the bolt (j3). The part (b2_) of the sleeve (b)

is provided with a fine right-hand screw thiead, and

screws into the end (a2) of the hub (.a), while the othei

end (b3) of the sleeve is screwed with a coarse right-

hand thread upon which is screwed a collar (m), the

face (m2) whereof is made to abut against the adjacent

end of the hub (a). The grooves (ml) of the collar (m)

and (kl) on the bracket (k) form races for the balls (o).

Upon the screwed ends (cl) of the crank axle (c) is a

coned nut (n) having a groove (r 2), between which and a

groove (k3) the balls (n roll. Ball bearings (s and t) are

arranged between the opposed faces of the wheel e,

wheel (f) a' d back inside face of the case (i) It will be

understood that by the two threads on ihe sleeve being

both right-handed, but one being coarser than the other,

the one unscrews more quickly than the other, hence the

locking of the sleeve against the finer inroad. The cas-

ing (i) acts as an oil reservoir and dirt excluder.

AN IMPROVED BAND BRAKE.

JVo. 1G,795. F. EasooTs ' Improvement in the brakes

for cycles and similar vehicles." Sept. 2>, n S92.—The
objects of this invention are to provide a greater clear-

ance between the brake band and the drum than has

heretofore been obtained, to cause almost the whole of

the circumference of the drum to be gripped on apply-

ing the brake, and to reduce the

power required for such application.

The brake drum (a) is surrounded by

a strap or band (b) made of thin, flex-

ible steel having a lining of leather (c)

and provided with lugs (d dl) which

are attached by brazing or otherwise

to the band. The lug (dl) is fixed to

the brake rod (e) by means of which

the brake is applied in the ordinary way, while the lug

(d) is connected to the frame of the bicycle in such a

manner as to permit of its sliding towards the drum (a)

when applying the brake. For this purpose the lug (d) is

provided with a slot (r), which receives the square por-

tion of a stud secured to the fork (h) by screws (gl gl).

Passing through the upper part of the movable lugs (d)

is a screw pin (i) which traverses a hole in the stud and
enters a tapped hole formed in the lower portion of the

said lug. This screw pin is surrounded by a spiral spring

(j), one end of which abuts against the head of the pin

and the other against the said spring, thus serves to keep

the lug raised and the brake off. The stud is provided

with a shoulder and a washer (m), which latter is

secured in position by a screw (n), the said washer
being prevented from jamming the lug by the end of the

screw stud against which the washer bears. It will thus

be seen than when the brake rod (e) is operated to apply

the brake, the movable lug (d) will be caused to slide

upon a stud and to approach the brake drum (a), thereby

enabling the strap or band (b) to grip nearly the whole

circumference of the drum.

A TIRB-ACTUATED BELL.

JTo, 12,756, J. Baum1
s "Improvements relating to

the alarm bells or gongs of velocipedes," June 20, 1813.—

This invention relates to a double gong which is wet in

operation by causing a friction ring or disc >r) to con e

into coma t with the circumference of a cycle wheel

The hub of the disc is mmnted on tin axle fa), which

passes through the gong and is held at its extrem ties by

a pair of arms (b b). The eisc carries

a pair of strikers (h) actuated by

springs (c). When the disc (r) is

pressed upon the wheel and thereby

caused to revolve on its axle (a), the

rear arms (d) of the strikers come
into contact with a bar (n) fixed on

the stationary axle (a), and are set in

motion by the same alternately. In order to act on the

opposite bell one of the striker bars is passed through an

opening in the disc (r) to the opposite side of the same.

A spring (e) coiled on the axle (a) serves to press the

disc (r) against the block carrying the bar (k), and thus

to prevent the contact of the disc with the edges of the

two bells. The arms (b) are mounted on a pivot and
held off the wheel by a spring, a lever is attached to one

of the arms (b) and connected with a string lead ng to

the handle bar, within easy reach of the hand, or some
other device may be employed for depressing the disc

(r) on to the tire, and so actuating the bell.

Recent American Patents.

Following is a list of recent patents, report* d
specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-

baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:
£02,717, velocipede; Augustus L. Hahl, Chicago, 111.,

filed June 24, 1892.

502,731, cushion tire; Woodburn Langmuir, Toronto,

Canada; filed Nov. 7, 1892.

502,741, wheel tire; Henry Meyers, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

filed July 7, 1892

502.S02, mud guard for velocipedes; Richard M. Wood-
head, Nottingham, England; filed March 21, 1892; pat-

eoted in England June 20, 1891, and Germany Feb. 21,

1893.

502,802, bicycle speed gearing; James L. Abbott, Fort

Lee, N. J.; filed Dec. 4, 1891.

502,808, tire for carriage w'ne-1 : George W. Bryar,

Rowayton, Conn.; filed March CO, 1693.

502,866, bicycle; Oscar Schmiedel, Bethany, W. Va.;

filed Sept. 22, 1892.

502,916, changeable speed device for bicycles; William
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Ii. Swan, Seymour, Conn.; filed June 8, 1392.

EO-3,027, 'will bearing for vehicle wheels; Edward A.

jones, Tonawan'da X. v.; lile.l Feb. 10; 1893;

M' iiJ, broke I'm- bicycles; Oreinn B. Burns, San Fran-

efsco] Cal.: dletl Tan. as, 1893.

503,00'.!, ll-icycie; Addison V. Smith, Cortland, N. Y.;

filed March I". l8!>3.

508,058, attachment foK bloyelos; Thomas S. K. McGrilf,

Chicago, 111.; filed May 12, 180 J.

503,080, velocipede; • Augustus. L: Hall, Chicago, 111.;

filed July is, I80-3.

603,119, brake for velocipedes; fleorge Hancock, Provi-

flei R. 1 ; filed Juna 20, 180i

501, 1 1 I. « heel hub; Jesse (1. Roseboom. Cincinnati, O.;

filed s.-|,t. 17. 1800.

i 8,504. pneumatic tire; Williston W. Greenwood, New

York; filed April 7. 1893.

503,609, ball bearing for shafts; Peder Loben, Worces-

ter "Mass ,
assignor to Tver Johnson, same place; filed

Dec. 5,
' ^ss

-

403.010, method of repairing pneumatic tires; John J.

Williams, Mmitpelier Vt.: filed May 24, 1898.

50100V pneumatic lire; Thomas P. Glen, William Pur-

vis and Sydney Smith, Glasgow, Scotland; filed April B,

ISO ';
patented in England Nov. 14, 1833.

503083, trousers guard; William T. Robertson. Wash-

ington, D. C; filed April G. 1893.

503,704, wheel tire; Charles F. Lavender, Toronto, Can-

ada, assignor of one-half to Thomas Fane, same place;

filed Dec. 27, 1892.

508,790, crank shaft and herring for bicycles; Peter

Gendron, Toledo, O.; fded Mauch 10, 1S93.

503,828, bicycle; George F. Case, Medifa, N. Y.; filed

Jan. 2s, 1SK.

503,846, detachable tire; Arthur C. Gillette, Jersey City,

N. J.; filed, Feb. 2, 1893.

E03.8G5, crank; Robert S. Lovelace, Henstridge. as-

signor to W. A. Lloyd & Co., Birmingham, Eng.; filed

Sept. It 1891; patented in England April 19, 1S90.

503,871, sprocket chain; Sidney H. Percy, Chicago, 111.;

filed Jan. 25, lsD3.

503,019, speed gear for velocipedes; Charles Vogel, Fort

Lee, N. J; filed Feb. 18. 1898.

Designs—22:73.', rim for bicycle wheels; Robert Perkins,

Rockaway, N. J.; filed April 1, 1893; term of patent seven

years.

501.991, tricycle; Waldo V. _
Snyder,

' Canton, O.; filed

Sept. 30; 1892.

501.992, tricycle; Waldo V. Snyder, Canton, O.; filed

Sept. 29, 1S92.

504,017, tire clamps; James R. Angiers, Merchantsville,

N. J.; filed Aug. 23; 1892.

501,121, bicycle crank shield; George R. Cheesman, Au-

burn, N. Y ; filed May 31, 1893.

504.144, pneumatic tire; Thomas J. Williams London,

England, assignor to Sydney Lee, same place ; filed April

17, 1S93.

504,168, adjustable speed bicycle; Joseph L Morris,

Lawrence, Kan.; filed Dec. 23, 1892.

504,265, ice velocipede; William G. Bouse, Lorain, O.;

filed Feb. 1,1893.

504,273, pneumatic vehicle wheel; Jarvis P. Kelly, Chico-

pee, assignor to the Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass.

504,2.84, fastening device for pneumatic tires; John
Samuel Smith, Christopher John Tate and George Ed-

ward Tate, London, England, Tate and Tate assignors to

Smith; filed Jan. 23. 1893.

Design—22,760, velocipede handle; Thomas B. Jeffreys,

Chicago, 111 ; filed April 17, 1893.

1893 FIXTURES.

SEPTEMBER.

29—Bristol Agricultural Society, Taunton, Mass.

30—College Hill Field Club, Cincinnati, O.

30— Los Angeles Wheelmen, Los Angeles, Cal.

30—Brooklyn, Kings County Wheelmen.

OCTOBER.

2—Capital City Wheelmen meet, Sacramento, Cal.

5—Annual St. Louis county fall tour.

10—Licking Cycling Club tournament, Newark, O. H. S.
Ditle, chairman race committee.

17-18—Savannah Wheelmen Club race at Savannah,

NOVEMBER.

7-8-9—Columbia Cyclists, Columbia, South Carolina.

23—Acme Athletic Club, Oakland, Cal.

Ga.

Oct.

NATIONAL CYCLINR ASSOCIATION.

1—St. Lou's. Oct. 15—Milwaukee.
4—St. Louis. " 19-NewYork.
5—^t. l.ouis. " 21—New York.
7 - St. Louis. " 28—Brooklyn.
11—Milwaukee.

About twenty entries have been received for

the 26-mile road race of the East Orange, N. J.,

Cyclers, to take place tomorrow.

SOLE AGTS.,

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Prices

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FENTON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS 1

Strictly High-Grade Bicycles

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special feature of our LIGHT ROADSTER.
Reliable Agents Wanted.

Catalogue furnished on application

Chicago Office, 1116 Monadnock Big. w
t7^i^.%^%' E

n!
GaIlerv Transporla'

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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Vol 11. No. 23 CHICAGO AND NEW YORK, OCTOBER 6, 1893 $3 Per Near.

MEASUEE THE QUALITY OF H-

fCOLUMBIAS f

AGAINST the BICYCLES of the WHOLE WORLD and they WILL STAND any TEST.

The reputation enjoyed by Columbia Bicycles has been well earned. The first American Bicycle

built was a Columbia. That Bicycle was built' as well as the means at hand would permit, and from the

first to the last, with constantly increasing experience and facilities, our effort has been to build every

Columbia Bicycle as nearly right in design, construction, finish, and quality of materials as possible,

regardless of expense, until -to-day they not only lead in America, but enjoy the proud distinction of being

absolutely the Standard Bicycles of the world.

BOSTON.
NEW YORK. POPE MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

HARTFORD.

Another Record Downed.
The Union broke the

Two-Mile World's Record
At Springfield September 28, bringing it to 4:155. a reduction of

Think of it—9 seconds at one fell swoop.
9 SECONDS.

The DNION P. D. Q. goes LIKE TIME-TIME FLIES.

Unions won the Mile International (open), at Scranton, Sept. 25, and the $600 piano. Also, the Half-

Milc (open), diamond event. Unions are Built to Win.

UNION CYCLE MTG CO.,
HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Blanches: BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO.



DO NOT SKIP THIS!

DOWN!

DOWN!!

DOWN!!!

From

$150.00,

To

$85.00.

WHY THIS BIO DEOP?
Because we have on hand a few unsold wheels. It is late in the season, times are hard and we need all the money we can get to^carry out our

plans for the coming season. We are going to be on the market next season with decidedly the finest line of wheels ever offered, and we are de-
termined to have none of this year's product in the way. Do not pet the idea from this that what we are now offering is not fully equal to the
best of the season. No such wheel has ever before been offered for iJ8o. IS or is the opportunity likely to occur again, for nobody can afford to
make and sell such a wheel for the money. It is strictly high grade; a beauty from whatever standpoint you view it, and certain to please you.
Only a few left.

BAILEY MANUFACTURING CO.,
207 South Canal Street, CHICAGO.

MENTION THE REFEREE-

REFORM
CYCLES.

TOP GRADE.
PRICES FREE.

— CHA/JI.V./CH. BHUM

3& REFORM CYCLE CO.,
COVENTRY, ENG.

§W Samples of these wheels can be seen at 508 State

Street, Chicago. F. S. ATHE.RTON, General
U. S. Agent.

Nothing Better for Touring.
New Brunswick, N.

J., Aug. 4, 1893.
The Hartford Cycle Co., Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen:— I enclose you a clipping from a local newspaper relating to the splendid record of my
Hartford Safety and the Columbia Tires with which it is fitted, in particular.

I have ridden my wheel 2,363 miles, and with the exception of a few minor items, it has cost me nothing
for repairs, and the wheel looks to-day as good as when purchased a year ago.

As I recall some of the trips taken in the mountain section of the state, the durability and staunchness
of the Hartford wheel is more forcibly brought to my mind.

Yours sincerely, Geo. W. Van Vechten*;

HARTFORD CYCLE CO., HARTFORD
>
co™„... .......
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CYCLE JOBBERS
Wanted to Handle the FAMOUS

We are prepared to grant TERRITORY for our WELL KNOWN BRAND.

JOBBERS and HUSTLERS requiring a Machine that has been THOROUGHLY
INTRODUCED and HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 3 SEASONS, must apply
AT ONCE.

S. Gorton,
SiREFEREE" Office, CHICAGO.

"SWELL'S 1894 'Model Frame'"

MADE FROM
WeldlessTube andDrop

Forcings.

This frame is the high-

est grade it is possible to

make.

Come under 28 lbs.

RACE FEAMES

WEIGHT, 28 lbs.

With Sprocket and

Cranks, Pedals and Hubs
complete as illustrated,

15I lbs.

TO BUILD

20-lb. wheel ready in a few days Write for particulars and

price.

SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., Toledo, Ohio.
We manufacture every part of the Bicycle "except the Tube." Write us for price on Drop Forgings,

Forks, Rims, Cranks, Pedals, Hubs, etc. Model of Ladies' Frame in a few days. MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The CLEVELAND Again to the Front, as Usual

!

Seven out of Eight First Prizes Captured at the Races in Stockton, California,

Including One for an Exhibition Quarter-mile against time (32 1-5 sec), and THREE
Second Prizes out of SIX.

THE

Cleveland Thread Tire

AND

Burwell

Dnst Proof Bearings

Are being heard from all along

the line.

f" Send for Cleveland Catalogue.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GJZO. JrJ. 1/JvOYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE SALSBORY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied f o

Reg. 201051—201053.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2—Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle-

3—Burner secured by Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesta Holder for quick lighting.
4—Oil Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move-
ment. 5—Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.
7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONDON:—Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.
U S. AMERICA:—SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.

CABLE ADDRESS:—" BUCKLEY, BIRMINGAAM."

THE NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

RAT-TRAP PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY BAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS-
BEARING CASES. BALL BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Our goods in use from
San Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE

TheARIELTURTLE
WINS

i Mile Club and 5 Mile Open at Dowagac Sept. 15,

also Half-mile in 1:18, and Half-mile open; also Half-

mile Open in 1:11; Five-mile Handicap and One-mile

Open at Salt Lake City; all State Records.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,

GOSHEN, IND.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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Sylph.
He Had Ridden Both.
THE DIFFERENCE WAS VERY APPARENT.

A wheelman remarked to us a few days since: "I tried a Model D Sylph the
other day and was surprised to find how easily it ran. Seemed like it

was going to run away from me all of the time, it ran so easily." We
replied:

That is the Way We Build Them,
and then explained in detail why " Sylph Cycles Run Easy," after which he

replied: " Yes, I see, but I should not think there would be so much difference Netween
th« running of the Sylph and my machine, which I purchased for a high grade." This
illustrates the difference between a strictly high grade cycle and a so called high grade.
Easy-running qualities are not the only features that make Sylphs desirable, but
they are high grade throughout, and in many instances have demonstrated their
superiority over so-called high grades Write for catalogue, describing them in detail-

Agents wanted.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO., 89 G St. Peoria, 111.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The "STALWART,"
A Strictly High Grade Wheel,

Has BEAUTY, STRENGTH and SPEED,
Made in Four Models, 21, 28, 32 Lbs., and 31-Lb. Ladies.

The Capitol Manufacturing Co., 125-137 Rees St., Chicago, 111.

WATCH FOR OTTR CUT. MENTION THE REFEREE.

SAFETY ROAD RECORD SMASHED.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 4, 1893.

Wilson, Myers & Co., New York.

Gentlemen:—I wired you last evening of the splendid record made

by Mr. L. C. Wahl of the Washington Road Club, and now confirm

same.

Mr. Wahl started Sept. 2 at 3 o'clock, p. M., and finished Sept. 3 at

3 o'clock, p. M. His actual . riding time was 21 hours. The distance

covered in this time was 273 8-10 miles. Mr. Wahl's mount was a

Liberty Light Roadster, which stood the entire trip without a single

break. It was not even necessary to tighten a nut or bolt.

Mr. Wahl's performance beats the 24 hour Maryland and District

road record by 71 8-10 miles, and the American record by 11 8-10 miles.

Yours respectfully, Geo. S. Atwater.

ROAD TESTS ARE BEST.

Wilson, Myers & Go.,

Makers of Liberty Cycles, - 55 Liberty St., New York.

Retail Dept, 1786 Broadway, New York.

"V^lIS OPPEN & CO, limited,
Forwarding, Commission and Insurance Ags., 162 Aldersgate St., LONDON, E. C. (Eng )and at

IimjtPOOZ, PA.KIS, EMSTERICM, WESEZ, B.OSAMXO,
14 South John St. 14 Hue Tavart. Germany. Germany. Argentine Republic.

THE LARGEST

Forwarders of Bieyeles and Aeeessories in the World.
Low Through Rates from any part of Europe. Correspondence invited.
CABLE ADDRESS:—
"Vanoppen," London, Liverpool, Paris, Emmerich & Wesel.

CYCLISTS' EYE PROTECTOR.
No Glass, but Mica—Safe

cannot break. Indispensable
ivhen riding on dusty roads.
Just the thing for sleighing,
skating or toboggaing. May be
had clear or in colors. Price,
in neatpocket case, by mail, 50c

LINCOLN HOLLAND, S. Framingham. Mass

Road Saddle, style M M, Special Top, No.

Send for circulars and price

WESTBORO, MASS.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Road Racer, Style N N, Special Top, No. 13

Lieensed under Garford Patents.
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PERRY'S
Chains, Frames and Fittings.

The very best that experience, money and an

exact knowledge of trade requirements can pro-

duce.

As a man is judged by the company he keeps,

so is the qualityjof^'a [Bicycle judged^j by the

make of its component parts.

The name " Perry " on any part of your machine

is guarantee of good quality. Standard throughout

the world.

'PERRY'S"SPECIAL"

R A C I N G
-
N CHAIN.

Perry &Co., Ltd., Birmingham,Eng.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS

N? 9

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.

213 PEARL ST., NEW YORK.

PERRY & C?
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Harry Cassiell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.,

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc.

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

DELIGHTED WITH IT.

0000000000000
o o

OOOOOOOOOOOOO O00OOOOOOOOO0O
Office of A. Clement Shute, M. D., Homeopathist, 715 Pittsburg St., Connellsville, Penn., Sept. 12, 1893.

Hickory Wheel Co.
,

Gentlemen:—Hour Hickory "A" has been receiving the hardest possible usage a machine could have, for six months, having ridden

mountain roads and cinders by the mile, yet not a puncture, and the wheel to-day is as sound as when bought. Not a loose spoke or nut to be

found, and I am delighted with it, as well as many others who at first were inclined to think it a novelty, but now regard it as the best, after

seeing what it has stood by my daily use of same in practice. The spoon brake is perfect. Respectfully,

(Signed.) A. Clement Shute, M. D.

HICKORY WHEEL CO., S. Framingham, Mass.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., - NEWARK, N. J.
Acknowledged Largest Sundry House in the United States.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RIMS, CORK HANDLES. BUNDLE CARRIERS, HOSE SUPPORTERS,
LAMPS, NIPPLES, etc., etc.

Send stamp for 50-page Encyclopedia of Cyclist's Wants, now ready to mail. MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Co. A Gold Medal for Superiority.

313 Broadway, New York.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Company are in a position to manu-

facture Bicycle Sundries of every description. If you have a new

patented article which you desire to have manufactured, correspond

with us. Address all letters to

THE BRIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO.,

313 Broadway, New York.

MENTION THE REFEREE. lam

KALAMAZOO ....
PARCEL CARRIER, vncev-

Will fit any kind of a bicycle. Car-
ries either in front or behind the
handlebar: folds up when not used.

NOS 4, 5 AND 6 PARCEL CARRIERS.

No. 4-6x13 inches, 7 32 steel spring wire, price $1.00 I Do not fold, but will carry
No. F—7 1 -2 x 1 3 " 1-4 " ** " '* 125. either in tront or behind ihe
No. 6-7 12x15" 5-16 " kt " " 1.. 0. handlebar.

Kalamazoo Child's Seat, Baby Carrier and Parcel Carrier Combination. Price, $5.C0.

KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Hilliard Cyclometer
For 1893.

Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, Can be seen
from the saddle, Positively no rattle.

The only accurate Cyclometer. Send
for circular and be convinced.

ELECTROTYPES ON APPLICATION.
AGENTS WANTED —PRICE, $8.50

The Massachusetts Mechanic Association, through their sub-committee,

have awarded us the Gold Medal of Honor for superiority in Seamless

and Weldless Tubing.

Hadn't you better send for prices and samples of the " Best Tubing
on Earth ?"

Yes, its made right here under the " Star Spangled Banner."

The Ellwood Wins Tube Works,
Works: 28 N. 10th St

,

Philadelphia. 32 Howard St, New York.

Manufacturers of Seamless and Weldless Cold-Drawn Steel Tubing.

Also Tubing in Brass, Aluminum, Copper, German Silver, aDd all other

commercial metals, in all sizes, from large down as small io diameter as

a human hair. Hollow wire.

ROCHESTER BICYCLES
ARE

Standard Value All the Year Round.

DAriIT?QT17DC Are pushed withcon-

AUuIIIjDIIjUD fidence and pleasure

by BICYCLE DEALERS who have a

reputation to preserve.

by BICYCLE RIDERS who take

pride in their wheel.

Rochester Cycle Manuf'g Co.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MENTION THE REFEREE

ROT BICYCLE OILER, Handsomely nickel plated. For Bicycles, Typewriters.

Sewing Machines, e*c. It will not leak therefore no tool bag soaked with oil, no soiled

clothes or hands, always ready for use. The neatest, cleanest oiler ever placed on the

ffillard Cyclometer Co-, 1220 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa,

market. The pressure on the steel pin releases whatever quantity of oil is required.

This pin is intended to remove the dirt from all holes that require oiling, an important

feature. Write for trade prices. Price, 35 Cents, Postage Paid.

BOY OlkER MANUFACTURING CO. 77 Warrm St., New TorH-
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Standard

Overman Wheel Co.,
Boston. Washington. Denver. San Francisco.

MENTION THE REFEREE
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FRIEDENSTEIN APPOINTED RECEIVER.

Anglo American Company Embarrassed—Will
Easily Meet Every Obligation.

New York, Oct. 5.—[Special.]—The Anglo-

American Iron and Metal Company has ap-

plied for a receiver with a view to protecting

the interests of its creditors, and the court h s

appointed J. Fieidenstein, the well-known

manager of the concern, in that capacity, with

bonds of $25,000.

The company is receiving large orders and
business will go on without interruption. A
recent inventory of the stock of the company
showed assets of $30,000 in excess of liabilities.

The company, being a New Jersey corporation,

was subject to attachments as a foreign cor-

poration in New York, and having heavy obli-

gations to meet through paper dishonored

by customers and the slowness of collections,

it was impossible to procure sufficient funds

quickly and this action was taken as a means

of preserving the interests of nil the creditors

alike.

The business will continue under the re-

ceiver until actio i can be taken by the com-

pany's creditors, the court having ordered a

continuance of operations as the best means of

serving the interests of every one concerned.

Johnson's Alleged Admission.

A press dispatch from Springfield, Mass.,

dated Oct. 5, says: "A question which has for

more than a year troubled the entire bicycling

fraternity was settled this afternoon by the an-

nouncement by E. C. Dumbleton that in the

presence of Tom Eck, Billy Rhodes, and him-

self, John S. Johnson confessed that he did not

ride the fast miles which have been credited to

him as being made on a kite track. This state-

ment from Johnson himself would entitle the

records to no consideration."

[We do not believe Johnson made any such

admission. Even if it were true that he did

not make the 1:56 3-5 record, as claimed here-

tofore, he would not now be foolish enough to

admit he hoodwinked the public.

—

Ed.]

Joe Pennell Here.

A tall, lean, bewhiskered man of swarthy

countenance leaned against the table in the

Everett House, New York, last week, and the

Referee man arrived at the conclusion that

he had seen the individual before in foreign

lands. An investigation of the register of ar-

rivals discovered the names of Joseph Penn- 11,

London, England, and Miss Robbins. Philadel-

phia. The man was none other than the

famous cycling artist, late of Philadelphia,

and for many years resident of London. The

lady is the sister of Mrs. Elizabeth Robbins

Pennell, well known as the wife of the now
famous artist and writer of touring trips.

Artist Pennell was pouring over a folio of

sketches, and when a Britisher approached

him on the strength of previous acquaintance,

the abstracted artist seemed disturbed over the

fact that he was discovered. The world's fair

will see Joseph, and the artistic mind will un-

doubtedly drink deep draughts of the magni-

ficence of what Lloyd of Birmingham would
term a marvelous creation.

PHILADELPHIA IS ON DECK.

A Show Will Be Held in December, at the

Third Regiment Armory.

Philadelphia, Oct. 3.— [Special.]—The As-

sociated Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia have

secured the Third Regiment armory, Broad

and Callowhill streets, for national cycle show.

Twenty-five thousand feet of floor space.

O. S. Bunnell.

STILL LATER INFORMATION.

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.—[Special]—The show
will positively occur at First Regiment Ar-

mory. The date is still uncertain, but Decem-

ber will probably be selected. The armory is a

trifle smaller^than Fifth Street Market, where

the show was held last year, but is admirably

adapted to the purpose and much more con-

venient in every way than the building used

previously. Many favorable lettters have been

received from large and influential firms, in-

cluding a number said to be pledged to New
York. A prospectus is in course of prepara-

tion. Mr. Bunt) ell goes to New York to-mor-

row to attend' the Madison Square Garden

meeting and look after Philadelphia's interests.

S.

Thomas Hare, chairman of the National

Cycle Show committee, has issued a circular

in which he says: "The result&pf formershows

have been so thoroughly satisfactory that we
feel assured that the trade generally cannot

afford to miss the opportunity to be repre-

sented. We can assure you that, profiting by

past experience, every effort will be made to

secure the best returns for the trade while the

expense to exhibitors will be at a minimum.

Our intention has been to hold the show in the

early part of January, 1894, but owing to the

preference of a portion of the trade foran earlier

date we havejdecided to leave the settlement

of the date until we have received an expres-

sion of opinion from a majority of those in-

tending to exhibit. We would be glad to have

you advise us at your earliest convenience

what, in your judgment, would be the best

date for holding the show."

TYLER BREAKS RECORD.

Does a Standing Mile in the Good Time of

2:01 3-5-

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 5.—[Special.]—
Following on the heels of his club-mate,

Windle, in recork-breaking, Harry Tyler to-

day cut the standing-start mile time to 2:01 3-5,

beating the record of 2:05 1-5, made by Windle
Oct. 8, last year. The conditions were perfect

and the track in the best possible shape.

Windle paced the first quarter in :32. Eddie

Nelson took hin to the half in 1 :02. McDufTee
and Clark on a tandem carried him to the

three-quarters in 1:30 1-5, record, and the mile

in 2:01 3 5. The previous best three quarter

record was made by Windle last year, his time

being 1:34.

McDuffee and Clark cut the tandem liying-

start record to 2:01 1-5, doing the quarters in

:29 2-5, 1:00 1-5, 1:30 1-5. Eddie Nelson fol-

lowed all the way, his time being the same,

thus cutting Windle's last year's record by one
and two-fifth seconds.

A Concession By the N. C. TJ

Dick Howell, the professional, will be permitted the

use of such amateur pacemakers as may be willing to

help him in some record attempts he contemplated, but

under certain conditions specified by the N. C. TJ. We
understand, however, that this concession has been

granted too late, as the old "pro." is reported to have
gone to America with a view to joining the cash prize

league.—Scottish CycUst.

Howell said recently that he had received a

letter from the N. C. TJ. confirming the above.

All the N. C. IT. asked was that the record at-

tempts be made under the auspices of the local

centre of the above body where the trial should

take place. The N. C. U. has at last shown
the proper spirit and the L. A. W. would do

well to do likewise. That part of the constitu-

tion which prevents amateurs and professionals

assisting each other at record breaking should

be done away with.

Sheridan on League Affairs.

T. F. Sheridan, first vice-president of the L.

A. W. , has been mentioned in connection with

the presidency. He will not be a candidate

for the reason that his business affairs will not

permit. He feels that no man can do justice

to the position unless he devotes so much time

to it as would seriously interfere with any
business in which he might be engaged. Mr.

Sheridan believes that the president should be

a salaried officer. He also believes that the

offices of the league should be removed from

Boston to some more accessible city, and that

all publications should be issued therefrom; the

Bulletin to be sent out monthly with Good
Roads.
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RECENT RECORDS ABROAD.

ROAD AND TRACK FIGURES TAKE BIG

TUMBLES WEEKLY.

Several Unknowns Doing Some Wonderful Rid-

ing—Harris, Relph, Edge and Others

Make New Marks—The Dunlop

Company Spreading.

London, Sept. 23.—More records! The cry

is "Still they come!" Twice during the pres-

ent week has S. F. Edge's London to Brighton

and back record been eclipsed. On Monday a

rider named Knight, hitherto, except among
his club mates, unknown, set out and knocked

3 min. 19 sec. off the record, doing the 104

miles of rough and hilly road in 6 hrs. 10 min.

29 sec. But the very next day C. A. Smith,

who, as recounted in my last le'ter, started the

day after Edge and collapsed with a punctured

tire, made another attack, and this time with

Harris and a rider named Aram—who has

hitherto figured chiefly in handicaps—turned

out on a new Humber tandem, which had just

arrived from Beeston. First they went for the

flying quarter, the English record being

:28 2-5, held by Osmond and Merry. This

they easily beat, doing :26 4-5. Then they

went for the tandem mile—2.06 4-5. They only

did 2:09 4-5, but continuing on the path rode

the distance with a flying start in 2:06 1-5—the

fastest mile ever ridden on any sort of machine

in England.
BOOM IN TANDEMS.

As I said a fortnight ago, there is going to

be a boom in tandem safet'es. The new Bees-

ton Humber, on which Harris and Aram made
their records, is a real flier and I shall be very

much surprised if there is not plenty of tandem
racing next year. The only drawback is likely

to be the danger caused by the excessive speed

at which the riders will be traveling. I hear

that the Whitworth Works Cycle Company al-

ready has orders for more than seventy ma-
chines of this pattern.

BROKE SANGER'S RECORD.

On Friday evening Relph went out again

for the mile single safety record but without

at present 'in stock-taking. At the Rudge
works, where this process is being carried out,

some sweeping reforms are being made. The
directors are determined to place the business

on a thoroughly sound basis and to give their

new managers, Philpot and Radford, every op-

portunity of making a success. With this ob-

ject in view they have cleared out every bit of

old stuff and rubbish belonging to bye-gone

days, which has been taken into stock year

after year, with a view to assisting the balance

sheet. The result will be to materially reduce

the profits on the past year's working, but with

the future before them and with a determina-

tion to once more place the Rudge right at the

top of the tree, the management considers that

it is perfectly justified in adopting this course.

WOODEN RIMS ABROAD.

The hickory rim has reached England and it

is quite possible that a number of them will be

in use here next season. Parker & Sanders of

Birmingham have taken up the agency for an
American firm and are pushing it with much
energy.

SPREADING ITS BUSINESS.

The alliance between the Dunlop Pneumatic
Tire Company and some of the big cycle-mak-

Dalra ! Chainee bloke ! Me fixee quick. 'Melican manee, he smalt; Chinee manee, he smaltel.

success, as he occupied only 6 hrs. 6 min. 40

sec, 3 min. 43 sec. less than Knight. Now it is

said that Edge intends making an attempt to

regain his lost honor. There is no doubt that

with a fair amount of good luck he can con-

siderably improve upon his previous perform-
ance.

TOMMY RELPH'S RECORD.

After Tuesday there was a lull until Thurs-
day, when there were more big feats accom-
plished on both road and path. On that day
W. H. M. Burgess and F. Cole, both members
of the North Road club, of no great reputa-
tion, went for the 100-mile tandem road rec-

ord, held by M. A. Holbein and A. Brown,
and although unaided either by pacemakers or
wind, beat it by six minutes, reducing the fig-

ure to 5 hrs. 30 min. T. Parker, who held the
record from Birmingham to London and back
earlier in the season, went once more for it

and regained the honor, riding the 208 miles
in 13 hrs. 40 min. 40 sec—a reduction of forty-

eight minutes on the previous record. At Heme
Hill the same evening, in spite of rather chilly
air, no fewer than five attempts were made on
various records. Paced by Ernest Osmond
and Merry, on the tandem, T. Relph went for
the mile safety. He showed considerable im-
provement on his previous form, and did
2;07 2-5, thus tying with Harris' record. Then

success. He rode his first half in 1:03, but

then fell away and his time at the finish was
2:08 4-5. Then Harris went for the flying

quarter record of :27 4-5, standing to the

credit of W. C. Sanger. He succeeded well,

doing :27 1-5. Next Louis Stroud went for

records on the tricycle and succeeded in mak-
ing fresh figures from a quarter to a mile. His
times were:

Former holder

Quarter-mile :33 4-5 :35 2-5 W. Biamson
Half-mile 1:13 1:1335.. ..A. F. llsley

Three-quarter-mile ...1:502-5 1:523-5 "

One-mile 3:28 2:28 2 5 "

EDGE STILL HOLDS IT.

Since writing the above concerning the Lon-
don to Brighton and back record, I learn that

yesterday S. F. Edge made another attempt
and succeeded in regaining it, reducing the

figures to 5 hrs. 52 min. 30 sec. I also hear
that E. Hale—to whom I referred a fortnight

since as an old makers' amateur—has had his

license, which was only a temporary one, with-

drawn. But Barden is still walking about with
a N. C. U. permit in his pocket and competing
at race meetings all over the country. Heme
Hill just now is a hotbed of makers' amateur-
ism.

CLEANING OUT OLD STOCK.

In trade circles there is not a very great deal

doing. Most of the big concerns are engaged

ing firms is growing steadily. The former will

shortly be opening extensive depots in Hull,

Leeds, Bristol and several of the other large

towns in England, and has acquired the agen-

cies in these places of the most important

houses. It is a significant fact that the Hum-
ber agency for Newcastle-on-Tyne, which has

been for years in the hands of W. B. Kirsop,

has now been handed over to the Dunlop com-
pany. It will be interesting to watch the course

of this scheme to obtain a practical monopoly
of the cycle trade.

Anything to Beat Zimmie.

The Boston papers are evidently displeased

with Zimmerman, and lose no chance of scor-

ing him. The Globe, with "ghoulish glee,"

prints the following: "After the races on
Thursday the writer asked Trainer Culver how
Sanger felt regarding his defeat by Tyler.

The answer came quickly, 'Oh, he's tickled to

death; he would rather have been beaten by
Tyler than any other man on the track. He
beat Zimmerman—that's all he wanted.'

"

Yes, and it took three of a kind to beat the

New Jersey man. It was anything to beat

Zimmerman with the riders of the Springfield

Bicycle Club, and even the three of a kind did

not do wonders, taking into consideration the

outcome of the scratch races,

^g%r^'
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AUSTRALIAN CYCLE CHAT.

THE MELBOURNE CYCLISTS REORGANIZE

THEIR CLUB.

The New Broom Sweeping Clean—Amateurs to

Hold a Spring Meeting—Big Cycle

Agency Opened—Various Other

Matters.

Melbourne, Sept. 2.— The Melbourne
Cyclists' club house has been down on its up-

pers lately, because there has not been somuch
money coming in as there was going out. The
half-yearly meeting was held the other day,

when changes in the management took p'ace.

E. Holtz is the new secretary and he is using

the proverbial broom. The institution is to be

reconstructed by lowering the subscription to

1 shilling per annum and issuing debentures

up to £300 worth. The late secretary,

Schwalbach, was completely knocked out with
worry and work. He was running the club

house and racing association and a hundred
other things, and now he's come to a full stop

from overwork and, under the doctor's orders,

relinquished all for the present.

What an infatuation there is about cycling

which magnetizes the ardent wheelman to the

magic circle and causes him to work for the

cause, often for the mere love of the thing.

Then, after a term in the vortex, to gradually

work away toward the edge of the circle and
eventually drop away and is lost sight of, and
others take up the inside running and work
away hammer and tongs and think if they

were to leave such and such committee, or

such and such an office, it would be a bad day
for the progress of the sport. No, boys, it's all

H delusion. There are as good fish in the sea

as have been taken out, and so, as time wheels

on, you are forgotten, for it is like sticking a

needle into the sea and pulling it out again

and looking for the hole the needle made.

As a rule there exists a tremendous amount
of ingratitude, for the devoted cycling slave is

oftentimes bantered about most unmercifully,

and his unselfish labors thought small of.

However, cycling is a good thing, and if a

man wants to enjoy its pleasures he should

simply attach himself to others who are genu-

ine cyclists, who foster touring and indulge in

it to their heart's content, resting satisfied

with the road and its many quiet enjoyments

and its freedom from party feelings, commit-

tee meetings and other concomitants which
must be if the bearings of cycledom are to be

lubricated and the wheel kept going.

The cyclists' club house had a membership
roll of something like 300, but many after pay-

ing the first-quarter subscription forgot to pay
any more. Then the club, finding itself face

to face with difficulties, sent out batches of

dozens of debt summons to defaulters, and
gleaned many pounds in this way.

AMATEURS TO RACE.

Next week the Sydney Bicycle Club (New
South Wales) will hold its spring race meet-

ing on the association's grounds, Moose Park.

The track is only a level grass one, and not

nearly so good as that of the Melbourne cricket

ground. The Sydney Bicycle Club is the pil-

lar of amateurism in New South Wales and

one of the few landmarks of the old order of

things in cycle racing under the Southern
Cross. Great efforts are bein^ made to hold a

first-class meeting, and the club is being

backed up, New Zealand sending a quartette

company—Howard, Willmot, Hall and Pether

—while the Queensland riders include Nicklin,

Smith, Isles and Warwick. The prizes are all

trophies, but how much they are worth is

never stated, because the riders are supposed

to race for honor and glory and not for value.

The New South Wales riders are not so fast as

Victorian, and there is not half so much rac-

ing there as in the home of the cash prizes.

One thing about the Sydney club, it is the

most select of any in Australia, and many of

its members are growing gray in service, and
cherish a deep love for their club, around
which so many pleasant associations—picnics,

balls, tours, race meets, etc.—are wrapped.

BIG AGENCY OPENED.

The Austral Bicycle Agency Company has

opened a fine new house in Elizabeth street,

Melbourne, and makes a better showing than

any other bicycle house here. About.300 ma-
chines are on exhibition. The business is under

the management of E. W. Rudd, who recently

went to England in the interest of the com-
pany.

George S. Geddes, the Adelaide agent for

Singer & Co., is off to England next week, for

the purpose of placing some new tubing on the

market there.

ELECTED OFFICERS.

The annual meeting of the Melbourne Bi-

cycle Club was held last .week, George W.
Burston presiding. H. Charles Kerr was elec-

ted captain for the year, and R. McCullough,

honorary secretary. Mr. Kerr is one of three

brothers who have attended nearly all the runs

of the Melbourne Bicycle Club for years past.

His brother was captain last year. The father

is the government architect, who designed the

parliament house at Victoria, a magnificent

pile of masonry.

Cycling is very quiet in Melbourne just now,

but a reaction will set in the next few weeks,

and the prospects are favorable for a very ac-

tive season. An Idle Boy.

He's Got 'Em.

" Why uncle, it takes years to manage one of those

wheels.' 1

" Wall, boy, I've jus got 'em ; 79 las' fall."

GOOD SHORT STORIES.

Artist Mayer, of the " Referee," Enjoying

Himself Abroad.

Henry Mayer, the Referee artist, is enjoy-

ing himself in his native land, Germany. He
is not much given to letter writing—he pre-

fers to tell his

story by means
ofa short sketch

and it is seldom

he does not pre-

sent the humor-
ous side of the

same. The lower

half of the ac-

companying il-

lustration is re-

produced from

Mayer's sketch

on the post-

card, while the

upper half was
drawn from the

lithographed
upper portion of

the card. Being

somewhat partial to beer and pretty girls,

Mayer was probably pretty comfortably lo-

cated when he sent us this sketch.

TALK ABOUT APPETITES !

William Van Wagoner once had the reputa-

tion for an enormous appetite, and George

Barrett ran him a close second, but now both

are put in the shade by " Polite " Peck of the

Consolidated Order of Pothunters. When
Peck sits down to a meal at a hotel he orders

everything on the bill of fare for the first

round; then he picks out the more substantial

dishes for the second; for the last round he

orders a double lot of desert dishes and goes

out and tops off with from two to four pounds

of grapes. This was his record on his recent

Michigan trip, and he wondered why he

finished last in each race at Adrian. "Why,"
he said, " I was just entering the stretch as the

others were finishing. I tried hard not to be

last, but a farmer, with slouch hat, boots and

overalls cut off for racing trunks, and mounted

on a solid-tired Rob Roy, beat me over the

tape." Do you wonder, gentle reader?

THOUGHT THEM TRAIN ROBBERS.

After the races at Adrian, Mich., the local

cyclists escorted the visiting pot-hunters to the

depot. When the train rolled into the depot

the wheelmen gave several hearty club yells.

The passengers and trainmen became thorough-

ly alarmed, believing the train in the hands of

brigands. The colored porters locked the

doors of the chair car and sleepers and refused

to admit the members of the C. O. P. "Polite"

Peck says an elderly lady asked him if the

yelling came from train robbers, and he told

her it did not. He assured her that they were

base ball and college men, for, he said, he

didn't want to have cycling disgraced.

YOUNG-MAN-AFRAID-OF-HIS-STATUS.

A good story is going the eastern rounds to

this effect: When a certain racing amateur

handed back his prizes in Chicago owing to in-

sufficient value, the committee—or one of the

committee—said to him, " All right, Mr. ,

we will take these prizes back and gi\ e you

full value in something else, but will in the

meantime look into your amateur standing."

Mr. Amateur grabbed his original prizes and

said, "Oh, never mind, I don't wish to put you

to all that trouble," and he vanished. No one

in Chicago knows anything of such an inci-

dent, however.
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THE LEAGUE'S PUBLICATIONS.
At the late Buffalo gathering Mr. Elliott gave

notice that at the next meeting of the assem-

bly he would make an endeavor to have the

offices and management of the Bulletin and
Good Roads combined—that is, he would estab-

lish a league headquarters at which all its

business should be carried on and from which
all publications should be issued. The idea is

not a new one, but loses none of its merit by
repetition. Mr. Elliott probably believes, as does

a very large number of other persons, that the

affairs of the secretary of the league and editor

and manager of Good Roads can be carried on

by one thoroughly good man with less expen-

sive assistants, thus saving considerable in the

way of salaries as well as the expense of one of

the offices. It is a question, and a serious one,

whether, as affairs are at present conducted,

the league is obtaining the best possible results

from its outlay, and in this connection a few
words concerning the publications of the league

may be in order. It is admitted by a represen-

tative of the publishers of the Bulletin that,

had they been able to forsee the increase in

league membership, they would not have en-

tered into the contract under which the Bulle-

tin is now published. We take it, therefore,

that little trouble would be encountered in

ending the arrangement if the league so de-

sired. Then comes the question, what is to be

done about the Bulletin? Some say, publish it

as a supplement to Good Roads; others would
sell the privilege of publishing to the highest

responsible bidder, while a third class would
have the league publish a separate paper. Last

week's issue of Cycling Life contained an edi-

torial bearing on this subject and the improve-

ment of Good Roads which to a very large

extent expresses our ideas. Those portions

bearing directly on the subject are here repro-

duced :

It is commonly complained that the league paper does
not satisfy the real needs o£ the organization, which are
less to reach those who ride wheels and furnish them
with the information concerning current events in the
world of sport and trade than to crusade for the worthier

purpose of good roads. It is also commonly complained
hat the league's magazine, Good Roads, while admirably

conducted and with pages filled with advanced thought

on a backward movement, is yet, by reason of the very

excellence of its character, out of touch with the rank

and file of the fraternity or the benighted farmers whose
condition it seeks to improve. The governor of a state

can write very entertainingly and very profoundly upon
the subject of good roads; the civil engineer may expa-

tiate at length upon the technicalities of road construc-

tion; and much other wisdom of a technical form may be

poured into the pages of a magazine, and yet it may be

unproductive of good for the simple reason that its aims

wander away from the field of general utility.

Discerning this, it occurs to us, as well-wishers of the

league, that it might encourage the growth of a publica-

tion which would, while ardently espousing the cause of

good roads, still so serve up that cause to the farming

classes that it would be relieved of boresome technicality

and sweetened and lightened with such general informa-

tion as would be pleasant to the bucolic taste. Farmers

are greedy readers. A magazine of a miscellaneous

character would be by them deemed infinitely preferable

to one which deals too closely, too critically, with a sub-

ject which at all times is as dry as dust.

In a word we believe that the Wheelman Company is

.not unwilling to relinquish its contract. We believe that

Good Roads should and could, in that event, receive

heavy advertising patronage outside of cycling by virtue

of its large circulation.

The Referee has always been of opinion

that the Bulletin should be published under

the direct control of the league, with no outside

publisher to share the sympathies of its officers.

It has been our idea that it should be published

as a separate paper—that it could be made to

pay and pay handsomely, as such. But the

establishment of Good Roads has led to a

serious difficulty. Both papers are compelled

to appeal to the same class of advertisers for

support. The advertisers realize that both pa-

pers go, in the main, to the same list of sub-

scribers, and in consequence both papers suffer.

In other words, they are rivals. In view of

these facts there certainly seems to be much
merit in the proposition to consolidate. There

are three courses open—(1) consolidation; (2)

the acceptance of Mr. Potter's suggestion to

strike league members off the list of Good
Roads and to look elsewhere for advertising

support; or (3) to publish both papers at a loss.

These are the questions which the assembly

will probably be called upon to discuss in Feb-

ruary, and to the end that the matter may be

thoroughly aired we suggest that all possible

information be furnished from time to time by

the executive committee.

FROM A HEALTH STANDPOINT.

Much has been said and written of late re-

garding the correct costume for the lady

cyclist. Prizes have been offered for "the
best" costume, and some sort of a bloomer

affair has usually been the winner. It has

been generally admitted that skirts are far

from the correct thing, while bloomers, or a

divided skirt, seem to meet with general ap-

proval, though few have had the courage to

brave the public's stare. A lady writer in an

eastern paper has brought out a new argument
in favor of the use of the bloomer—its use con-

duces to freedom of action and consequently

courage. While traveling in Yucatan she was
compelled to adopt a costume which would
enable her to move around with considerable

ease. Her remarks are significant:

I wore very wide Afghan trousers and an ample blouse.

High boots were a requisite precaution against snakes.

The change of attire was a source of great comfort, en-

abling me to ride and walk in dense forests, to run when
occasion demanded it and to climb without extra risk. It

did more than this. The freedom of movement made me
fearless, conferring a consciousness of independence and
ability to escape danger by rapid and agile movement. I

became stronger and less nervous, although always

obliged to carry a rifle, being on the territory of hostile

Indians and in forests where wild beasts and reptiles

abound. The open-air life had much to do with the phys-

ical improvement, but the dress did its share. Returning
to civilization and resuming the conventional feminine

garb produced a depressing effect, which lasted some
time—a feeling such as a bird might experience on being

caught and caged. The close fitting bodice and long

skirt were for many jears so trying and irritating to me
that I found the comforts of civilization an inadequate

compensation for the depressing, hampering effects of

skirts and corsets, and came to the conclusion that our
present mode of dressing is not only prejudicial to the

strength, but irritating to the nerves and detrimental to

certain moral qualities, tending particularly to make us

timid in our actions, owing to imperfect freedom of

movement.

This is the talk, or, rather, the writing of a

sensible woman. From a health standpoint

alone the bloomers should be adopted by lady

cyclists. People might look and wonder at

first but they would soon get over it. They
were greatly astonished and shocked when
women first mounted the bicycle, but they got

over it. There is nothing immodest about it.

Nobody thinks it wrong for ladies to go bath-

ing in scanty costume before the eyes of thou-

sands—why should they think anything of

seeing lady cyclists attired in bloomers and
leggings? —< i

A few men need calling down once in a
while. A man named Evans, of Lansing,

Mich. , returned home from the Grand Rapids

races and told his friends he won the two-mile

handicap from scratch. He started from the

280-yards mark. Rockford, 111., has a young
man named Ashton who delights in making
himself out the greatest centurion this world

ever saw. His friends actually believe his

record of seventeen bars, earned in the past

two or three years, surpasses anything to date.

We might state here, for Ashton's benefit, that

Messrs. Kinkhead and Fairchild of Chicago

have, respectively, twenty-eighty and twenty-

four bars—and Mr. Fairchild's twenty-four

centuries have all been ridden since June 18,

1893. Mr. Ashton and Mr. Evans should, so to

speak, "take a tumble to themselves."

Johnson was asked by a New York reporter,

whether he would skate Donohue for money,
and is reported to have replied, "Yes, if there

is enough in it, but I will not sacrifice my
standing as an amateur for a small amount."
The same paper credits Zimmerman with being

willing to race for money, provided the stake

is large enough. All of which seems to show
that even amateur standings are purchaseable

at the right figure. But they come high in

these days of "perquisites."

Judging by an anonym dus contribution re-

ceived by the Referee on Tuesday, efforts are

being made by a clique in the Kentucky divi-

sion to throw discredit on Mr. Watts and other

gentlemen who have brought that division into

prominence during the past twelve months.

We do not intend to present a one-sided case

and have therefore held the matter over until

next week, by which time some interesting de-

tails will be forthcoming.

Heaven bless the dear old Chicago Tribune;

it really thinks well of wheelmen. This is

what it said last Sunday: "It is a hard matter

to find a more gentlemanly set of fellows than

these sunburned, rugged-looking riders, who,

dressed in the different uniforms, makes a

very pretty picture."

Joseph Wilson, a Jersey City wheelman, in

a collision with another cyclist, was thrown
violently to the ground and his collar bone and

two of his ribs were fractured.
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WINDLE—ONE MILE— 1:58 1-5.

Also Cuts the Half and Tbree-Quarter Records—
The Details.

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 3.—Willie Windle

and the Hampden Park track have com-

menced their usual October tricks—record-

breaking, and, too, putting the figures where

they will stay for a while. It is an old trick

of the Milbury man, that of closing the season

with about all the short-distance world's rec-

ords. He has fulfilled the prediction of many
that the flying start mile record would be

placed below two minutes—when made on a

regular track and with wheelmen as pacemak-

ers. To-day he knocked the half and three-

quarters, and mile flying start records, doing

these distances in :56 3-5, 1:29 3-5, and 1:58 1-5.

A mile under two minutes on a half-mile

track, with regular pacers—think of it! It is

but natural that Mr. Measure and the rest of

the Union people should be almost beside

themselves with jo3r
, for it was on a Union

Windle did the remarkable work.

Windle first we.it for the half-mile record,

made by himself last year, the figures

being :57 4-5. Sanger took him the first quar-

ter, while Tyler hurried him home in a second

and a fifth better than he had himself done.

After a good rest and rub-down, Windle
went out for the mile. Only a few people

were on hand to see him, however. He fol-

fowed a triplet, mounted by Olmstead, Mea-
sure and Broadhead, down the stretch and
over the tape at a good clip, doing the quar-

ter in :30 1-5, and the half in 1:00 3-5.

Then Arnold and Clark on a tandem
took up the running for a quarter, taking

him to the three-quarter pole in 1:29 3-5,

world's record. Big Sanger had, at this point,

got his gait, and carried his club-mate the last

quarter in :28 2-5, the full mile being made in

1 :58 1 5, or three and four-fifths seconds better

than his own record made last fall on the same
track.

Passed the Century Mark.

Freehold, N. J., Oct. 5.—Three thousand

people saw Zimmerman score his hundredth
first for the season at this place to-day. He
even passed the hundred mark, winning the

half-mile open and two-mile handicap, making
his firsts number 101." The weather was fine

and the half-mile track fairly good.

One-mile, novice—George Rappley, 1; V. Cloke, 2;

time, 2:43 2-5.

Half-mile, open—A. A. Zimmerman, 1; George A. Ban-
ker, 2; E. C. Bald, 3; time, 1:17 2-5.

One-mile, tandem—E. L. Blauvelt and Fred Boice, 1;

time, 2:20.

One-mile, 3:00 class— Harry L. Maddox, 1; Fred Shafto,

; time, 2:45 1-2.

One-mile, open—Banker, 1; Bald, 2; Blauvelt, 3; time,

2:35.

Two-mile, 5:20 class—Bald, 1; G. C. Smith, 2; Royce,- 3;

time, 5:23 4 5.

One-mile, handicap—Banker, SO yds , 1; Raymond Mac-
Donald, 100 yds., 2; G. C. Smith, 70 yds., 3; time, 2:19 2-5.

Two-mile, open, Monmouth County—Maddox, 1; W. A.

Hankinson, Jr., 2; time, 4:52.

Two-mile, handicap—Zimmerman, scratch, 1; Banker,

80 yds., 2; J. Willis, 120 yds., 3; time, 5:07 2-5.

After the Cash Prize Men.

The track built by the Bay City Wheelmen
of San Francisco, in Central Park, which is

situated on Market street just in the center of

the city, is undoubtedly the iastest five-lap

track in the world. It was designed by Frank
Elwell, the best man in racing California has
produced, and who is an expert engineer, and
a member of the Bay City club. The corners

of the track are raised thirteen feet, and the

fact that Foster, the local celebrity, rode in

thirty-two seconds from a standing start,

proves the track to be a good one. The Haight
street ball ground track is still servieable, and
L. Devany, the San Francisco agent, paid P.

T. Powers of the N. C. A. a visit in New York
recently n ith a view of trying to induce the

cash prize league to give professional races in

San Francisco during the mid-winter fair.

Tournaments have been given successfully on
the five-lap track by electric light. The sur-

face of the track is of cement, being laid on

board foundation, a space of an inch being be-

tween the laid boards.

Asbury Park Preparing for the Meet.

The enterprising members of the Asbury
Park Wheelmen are busy laying wires for the

next national meet. Last week letters were
sent to all members asking for an immediate
subscription to the building fund, as the club is

to erect a magnificent house in order to enter-

tain the thousands who will journey to

"Founder" Bradley's picturesque resort next
year, providing the A. P. W. gets the meet.

The members will each take two shares of

stock, at $5 per share, and as there are 150

members in the club the fund will receive a

good start. Building operations will commence
immediately. An estimate has been made that

5,000 will attend the meet if given to Asbury
Park. There is no body of young men in the

country more capable or worthy of being in-

trusted with the annual national cycling event

'than the Asbury Park Wheelmen.

Two Days at Pontiac.

Pontiac, 111., Oct. 4.—The two days' charity

meet closed to-day. Because of rain the races

were postponed from Friday and Saturday of

last week. The C. O. P. was out in full force

and the bulk of the prizes went to Chicago.

The summary:

Quarter-mile, open—C. T. Knisely, 1 ; A. J. Nicolet, 2;

A. D. Herriman, 3; time, :37 1-2.

One-mile, handicap—A. J. Nicolet, 135 yds., 1; A. D.

Herriman, 125 yds., 2; F. P. Coleman, 140 yds., 3; time,

2:31.

One-mile, 3:00 class—A. D. Herriman, 1; William Tyler

2; J. Young, 3; time, 2:51.

One-mile, open—C. T. Knisely, 1; A. D. Kennedy, 2; Gus
Steele, 3; time, 3:031-4.

Half-mile, handicap—A. J. Nicolet, 60 yds., 1; F. S.

Coleman, 70 yds., 2; 70 yds., 2; A. D. Herriman, 65 yds., 3;

time, 1:13.

Quarter-mile, two in three heats—A. D. Kendedy, 1; C
T. Knisely, 2; F. S. Coleman, 3; times, :38, :40, M.

SECOND DAY.

Two-mile, handicap—A. D. Herriman, 250 yds., 1: James
Levy 175 yds., 2; A. J. Nieolet, 280 yds., 3; time, 4:59 1-2.

Half-mile, open—A. D. Kennedy, 1; A. J. Nicolet, 2; C.

T. Knisely, 3; time, 1:17 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap—James Levy, 50 yds.. 1; A. J. Nico
let, 75 yds., 2; Gus Steele, 30 yds., 3; time, 1:06.

I Qnarter-mile, open—A. D. Kennedy, 1; C. T. Knisely, 2;

feus Steele, 3; time, 3:37.

Bicycling and Betting.

W. B. Curtis, president of the Amateur
Athletic Union, recently gave it as his opinion

that betting will always be popular in sports,

and any attempt to stop it will in a measure
prove futile. Betting is a feature in all Eng-
lish athletics, and will possibly always be so,,

although very little is done in America at

amateur games. Especially is this so at bicycle

races. English writers will tell us that the

b ookmaker is a rarity, but he gets there all the

same, and at all important meetings the giver

of odds is present. Mr. Curtis in his artic 1

said that the man who does not bet is either too

poor or too miserly, which is far-fetched.

MEETING AT MADISON SQUARE.

The Trade Favors a New York Show—Date

Not Yet Settled.

New York, Oct. 5—[Special.]—A meeting
of trade men was held at Madison Square Gar-
den to-night to talk over the proposed cycle

show. It was shown that, of the firms so far

heard from, ninety per cent favored holding

the show in this city. The g( ntlemen present

voted unanimously in favor of a resolution

that the show beld in Madison Square Garden

,

the dates to be subject to the wishes of a ma-
jority of tha trade. A committee was ap-

pointed to communicate at once with houses

not already heard from.

Twenty representatives of the trade attended

the meeting. —»

—

New Jersey's Nominees.

Elizabeth, N. J., Sept. 29.—The committee
appointed to nominate officers for the New
Jersey division met here last evening and pre-

pared the following ticket: Chief consul, J. S.

Holmes, Jr., East Orange; vice consul, A. C.

Atkins, Asbury Park; secretary-treasurer, T.

F. Merseles, Jr., Jersey City; representatives,

T. N. Gray, Orange; A. C. Stevens, Paterson;

F. G. Wiese, Bordentown; C. B. Holmes, Rail-

way; G. Carlton Brown, Elizabeth; W. F.

Holmes, Vineland; W. A. Drabble, Newark;
H. D. Leavitt, Trenton; Joseph McDermott,
Freehold; W. R. Starrett, Jersey City; Freder-

ick Neer, Newark.

Time Wheelmen's Century Run.

The first annual inter-club century ruu, under
the auspices of the Time Wheelmen of Phila-

delphia, was successf dly brought off on Satur-

day last. At the first checking place 148 men
registered, nearly every club in the city having

representatives in line. The route was out

Lancaster pike to Paoli, thence to West
Chester, and to Wilmington, returning by
same route. The Time Wheelmen won the

honors, second prize going to the West Phila-

delphia Cyclers. Miss Marsh Brown, aged 13,

rode the entire distance and finished strong.

To Try for Records.

Johnson is preparing for a record surprise,

and will soon attempt to smash the mile and
shorter distances over the mile track at Minne-

apolis, with a horse as pacemaker. Eck thinks

Johnson will be able to do it after he receives

a little tuning up in the Minneapolis atmos-

phere. His performance at Waltham proves

that he is getting into his second season's form,

and the rest he has had was beneficial.

Two Lady Tourists Home.

Miss Edith M. Kingston and Miss Carrie L.

Hodsdon who have been touring throughout

Great Britain awheel, and corresponding for

several ' American papers reachpd Boston

Saturday.
«

—

1893 FIXTURES.

OCTOBER.

9—Licking Cycling Club tournament. Newark, O. H. S.
Dille, chairman race committee.

11-12—Kansas City Athletic Club race meet, Kansas City.

17-18—Savannah Wheelmen Club race at Savannah, Ga.

NOVEMBER.

7-8-9—Columbia Cyclists, Columbia, South Carolina.

23—Acme Athletic Club, Oakland, Cal.

NATIONAL CYCLING ASSOCIATION.

Oct. 19-New York.
" 21—New York.
" 28—Brooklyn.
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What Rambler Bicycles Do--
AND WHERE THEY DID IT.

EAST.

Waverly, N. J.,

Baltimore, Md., -

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Norfolk, Va.,

Wheeling, W. Va.,

Reading, Pa.,

Scranton, Pa.,

Wallingford, Conn.,

Cortland, N. Y.,

Islip, L. I.,

Wilmantic, Conn.,

Palmer, Mass.,

Syracuse, N. Y.,

PRIZES.

9
22

FIRSTS.

4
8

io out of 30.

11 3

13 Unlucky number (?)

11 1-3 of total.

13 another hoodoo
number.

7 4

4 3

2 2

3 2

2 2

2

SOUTH.

Columbia, S. C.

Augusta, Ga.,

Raleigh, N. C,

FRIZES.

8

- 8

4

FIRSTS.

3

3

4

CENTRAL.

MEXICO.
At the race meet given in the City of

Mexico by the Governor of the State, the

Champion of Mexico, on a Copper Rim
Rambler, took 4 FIRST PRIZES. A Rambler
rider also captured a good second prize.

PRIZES.

Romeo, Mich., - 1

1

Mt. Clemens, Mich., - 19

Grand Rapids, Mich., - 7

Carthage, 111., - - 5

Ionia, Mich., - 5

St. Louis, Mo., - - 2

Adrian, Mich., - - 1

West Union, Iowa, - 1

Cascade, Iowa, - - 1

Howard City, Mich., - 3

Kendallville, Ind.,. - - 3

Grand Rapids, Mich., - 2

Fremont, Ohio, - - 2

Carrollton, Ohio, - 1

Peru, Ind., - - - 1

FIRSTS.

5

3

4
1

1

2

1

1

1

1

The above list of Rambler winnings since our last report pleases us immensely, and is such a one
A as can ies weight with people who buy fast, light-running bicycles. It represents the good work, or

good men on good wheels—at 32 different race meets, in Eighteen Different States. The Rambler
field is not a local one—Ramblers are known and ridden in almost all countries of the world.

Ramblers are Fast because they are built that way.
CATALOGUE FREE AT ANY RAMBLER AGENCY.

Gormully & Jeffery MTg Co.,
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY. LONDON.

MENTION THE REFEHEE
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KANSAS CITY'S NEW TRACK.

Built from "Referee" Plans—Fine Club House

and Grand Stand.

"Westward the star of cycling takes its

way," arid now Kansas City expends a hearty
invitation to all wheelmen to coine and see its

new track, club house and grounds, which,
taken together, form one of the best equipped
places at which to hold a race meeting in the

country. The grounds, which belong to the

Kansas City Athletic Club, are at Fairmount
Park, on the Kansas City & Independence Air
Line, and may be reached in about twenty
minutes from the city. They are located in a
most picturesque spot, with the lake on the

south and surrounded on all sides by clumps
of trees, which form an effectual wind-brake.

Although at present the track is but a quarter-

mile, the projectors think of extending the

distance to a third for next season, as their

efforts to establish a cycling center in the

southwest are meeting with very gratifying

success.

The first meeting of any importance at the

large parlor rind ladies' reception room, beyond

which are five large dressing rooms 20x24 feet,

each having twenty lockers and two shower

baths, with special lockers for wheels, where

each contestant can leave his bicycle in safety.

Next comes the toilet room, which has modern
plumbing fixtures, and be3rond this the gym-
nasium, which i3 fitted up with the necessary

appliances. The rooms all open on a long

corridor, which in turn opens on the track,

consequently all outsiders are completely shut

out from the contestants. With this arrange-

ment the old tent system is entirely done away
with, an advantage all wheelmen will readily

appreciate. Above the dressing room is a dor-

mitory 100 feet long, furnished with cots, at

the end of which is a lounging room. The ar-

rangement of the structure proves by experi-

ence to be an ideal one, and Kansas City may
well feel proud of such a complete house and
grounds.

The Kansas City Athletic Club, now in the

throes of organization, will occupy the grounds

and in addition to bicycle races will also bring

off many other events of interest to amateurs.

new grounds was held under the auspices of

the Kansas City Cyclists Sept. 1 and 2, at

which Johnson, Swendeman, Bowles, Hamil-

ton and Maxwell appeared, and who, with a

large list of entries from surrounding towns,

made a most interesting and successful meet-

ing. The attendance was very large and the

meeting a financial success as well.

The track is constructed of a very fine

yellow brick clay, obtained from a neighbor-

ing hillside, which with proper manipulation

makes one of the finest surfaces imaginable.

Johnson's mile in 2:20 1-5, immediately after a

hot handicap, shows that the track is very

fast for a small one. The track was laid out

as recommended by the Referee, the turns

having a radius of 184 feet and being very

easy and safe.

The grand stand and club house are said to

be the most complete and perfect of any in ex-

istence, and merit the attention of the projec-

tors of such enterprises as this. At the south

end of the first floor, beneath the seating, is a

The oval inside the track is laid out for tennis,

foot ball, base ball, cricket and other athletic

games, and the prospects for the development

of some promising amateurs in Kansas City are

very good. Another big meeting will be held

Oct. 10 and 11, and visiting riders will find a

warm welcome awaiting them by the mem-
bers of the new organization.

Death of Mrs. Wainwright.

Friends of L. M. Wainwright—and they are

many—will learn with deep regret of the death

of Mrs. Wainwright, which event occurred on

Sept. 28. Mrs. Wainwiight had been a sufferer

from consumption, and had been seriously ill

for nine months. She had visited Asheville

and other southern resorts but finally suc-

cumbed on Thursday last. She was twenty-

six years of age. The funeral occurred at

Noblesville, Ind., on Sunday. Mr. Wainwright,

who was a thoroughly devoted husband, has

the sincere sympathy of many friends.

THE BICYCLE GIRL.

Maud Muller on a summer day
Mounted her bicycle and rode away.

But when she looked to the far-off town,

Her hopes went up, and her feet went down.

And her speed increased till the dust arose

And filled her hair and throat and nose.

Thus real estate she had not known.

She carried away and called her Own.

The judge walked slowly down tiie lane",

Swinging his great gold-headed cane,

And looked at the grass and flowers and trees/

The singing birds and humming bees;

And watched the swallows skim and dip,

Till the bicycle struck him amidship,

When he stopped where the cool spring bubbled up,

A little disfigured and doubled up.

And when he came to, he wondered whether

The lightning had struck him in such fair weather.

His clothes were torn and his brand-new cane

Was found next day at the end of the lane.

He held his shin while he danced a reel

In a mazy whirl with the maiden's wheel.

And something he said about he'd be blowed
If he didn't wish she'd staid out of the road.

He spoke of the things which the preachers say

Are the sinner's doom on the judgment day.

And Maud forgot her much-torn gown.

And her promised trip to the far-off town,

And listened, while a sad surprise

Looked out from her beautiful hazel eyes.

At last, like one who couldn't stay,

She mounted her wheel to ride away.

But alas for maiden ! Alas for judge

!

She found the bicycle wouldn't budge.

ner wheel in vain to spin it she turned,

While her cheeks like a tallow candle burned.

For the tire was off and the chain was broke;

One treadle was wound around a spoke.

T he judge looked back as he climbed the hill

And saw Maud Muller standing still.

The proud man sighed with a secret pain

For fear the thing would hit him again.

But the lawyers smiled that afternoon

To see him so sadly out of tune.

For they could not guess by a mile or so

The pictures he saw come and go.

And when the maiden drew her draft

For damage done, the judge he laughed,

And drew his check and not his rein,

Saying "Far worse it might have been."

But it filled his heart and soul with awe
When he tried to explain to his mother-in-law.

And when she spoke of the squandered gold

He grew hot and she grew cold.

Ah ! well for us all that a husband's lies

Are as good as the truth in a woman's eyes.

And in the hereafter angels may
Quit riding bicycles on the highway.

—Alfred Ellison in Chicago Record.

Some Continental Records.

The French Velo gives a comparative list of

the Italian and the French track records for

2.00C, 4,000, 5,000 and 8,000 metres for tl>e

safety and 3,000 metres for the tricycle. In

adding the German records we have a com-

pleted survey over the best continental times

for these distances:

Two thousand meties—Italy, 3:08, G. Moresehi; France,

2:52, Cottereau; Germany, 2:50 1-5, O. Breitling.

Four thousand metres—Italy, 6:07 4 5, L. Cautu; France,

5:52, Cottereau; Germany, 5:4(1, A. Lehr.

Five thousand metres—Italy, 7:35 1-5, Buni; France,

7:22, Cottereau; Germany, 7:18, Lehr.

Eight thousand metres—Italy. 13:10, Nuvolari; France.

11:51, Fournier; Germany, 11:37 2 5, Lehr.

Three thousand * metres, tricycle—Italy, 5:31, Cantu;

France, 5:09, Stroud; Germany, 4:51, A. Underborg.
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WE HOLD NOT A FEW TRACK RECORDS.
MCA

Such performances upon A TRACK ARE NOT indicative of SUPERIORITY of CONSTRUCTION
or STABILITY OF USAGE.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS ARE SEEKING FOR A TIRE THAT SUCCESSFULLY WITHSTANDS

THE SEVERE TESTS OF LONG, HARD RIDES OVER EXECRABLE ROADS.

THE M. & W. PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE
Is Emphatically, Unqualifiedly and Without Reserve,

THE TIRE THAT IS THE MOST SERVICEABLE OF THE TIMES.

BELOW IS PROOF:
Bert Harding,
L. D. Muneer,
Chas. Kindervatter.

C. A. Urban,

Otto Neuman,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. Kindervatter,

M. Nelson,
Martin Nessel,

G L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. R. Renshaw

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

H. H. Wylie

Emil Ulbricht,

A. L. 1 eonhardt,
John Clark,

Frank Waller,

J. F. Reitzner,

E. M. ^pike,

H. H. Wylie,

G. Meirstein,

A . L. Leonhardt,

Frank Waller,

F. M. James,

F. J. Ashton,

E. Ulbricht,

C. T. Knisely,

H. H. Wylie,

W. J. Doyle,

H. T. Ferguson,

F. L. Olds,

Fred A. Morris,

F. W. Osmun,

E. Spike,

S. Wallace,

A. Auble.'Jr.,

Ed. J. Mock,
F. yon Boeckman,

Wm. Reading,

1B93.

May 20.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

(May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 16.

June 27.

July 4.

'July 4.

July 4.

July 4

July 15.

July 15.

July 22.

July 31.

Aug. 12.

Aug. 26.

Aug. ?6.

Aug. 19.

July 22.

Aug. 22.

Aug. 2.'.

Sept. 16.

Sept. 16.

Sept 16.

Forest Park Road Race.

12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind.

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit.

Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas
City, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State Championship
Hanauer Road Race.

New York to Chicago.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

Indianapolis.

Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race.

Newark-Princeton.

Sioux City to Chicago.

Lake View course.

Hilsendegen road race,

Denver to Chicago.

Rockford to Chicago and re
turn

1 kilometres, international.

Illinois Road Race.

Review Road Race.

Rogers Park Road Race.

Rogers Park Road Race.

Ohio Road Race.

Mexico, Mo.

South Side Road Race.

South Side Road Race.

South Side Road Race.

Wadsworth, O , to Chicago.

Across Iowa and Illinois

Chicago to Austin, Texas

Ft. Wayne, Ind., to Chicago.

17 1 2 miles.

12 miles.

157:10.

i 57:10.

j 57:11.

40:02.

1 1-2 mile.

1 1 mile.

J
1-4 mile.

1 1-2 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.

:32 2-5.

1:10.

10 1-11 miles. 30:21.

17 1-2 miles.

5 3-4 miles.

1 55:44.

{ 55:17.

1 55:48.

16:41 2-5.

25 miles. 1:30:50.

5 miles. 16:40.

1,028 miles.

16 1-2 miles.

10 dags,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

48:31.

49:01.

3 Miles. 7:31.

16 1-8 miles 47:41.

16 1-2 miles. 49:40.

100 miles. 6:20:30.

600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs.

5 miles. 13:30.

25 miles. 1:06:10.

1,200 miles. 12 days.

200 miles. 20 hours

b2 miles. 2:52:312-5.

10 miles. i7:55.

5 3-4 miles. 15:06.

6 miles. 18:30.

3 miles. 8:19.

12 miles.
i 1 mile open.
< 1-4 " flying.

1 1-2 'standing
10 miles.

10 miles.

10 miles.

383 miles.

922 miles.

1,300 miles.

38:54.

\ 30 1 2.

1 1:11 1-2.

29:15 2-5.

29:30.

34:40.

3ds., 16 hrs.

8 days.
10 days, 6

hours.

185 miles. 241-2 hours.

Imperial.
Arrow.
King of Scorchers.
Raleigh.

Sterling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

34 lb. March, wood rims.
Fowler.
22-lb. James.
Arrow.

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Sunol.

Sterling Special.

Ppecial
Stephens
Special.

Arrow.
James.

Eagle-Altair.

Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Stephens.

Arrow.
Sterling Sx^ecial.

Sterling Special.

Whitwortr

.

March.

Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

" WylieV Sterling.

Fowler.

Stearns.

Sterling Special.

Eagle-Altair.

Sunol.

Raleigh Racer.
Fowler.

Dauntless.

> Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills.

I Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a vouth of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won
$T50 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

Morgan & Wright Tires.
Morgan &, Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even apttncture.

\ Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
y TJlbricht's time is best record
) for course by 1:56.

Sreaking the competition record
for this distance.

Second best time.

" Same old Racing Tires."

Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.

Breaking record for distance.
Jireaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

Did not even pump tires up the
entire distance.

" Double century; no trouble, of
course."

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this
evenr.

American Road Record.

Equaling American Record.

Won from scratch, time and 1st place.

Won from scratch, time and 1st place

2nd place and 1st time.

M. & W. Racing Tires.

First time prize.

Second time prize.

Winner of race

No punctures recorded.

Only one mishap.
Afo puncture, no mishap of any

sort.

Has ridden same tires 1 year 4 months
without puncture.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best. Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's' interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT ¥00 WANT!
FOB 1894=.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying.
CATALOGUE GIVES A WORLD OF INFORMAlIOlf.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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DRESSING-ROOM SECRETS.

What Has the Tossing of Coins to Do With
Bicycle Racing?

Have you ever been in a dressing-room at a

race track, gentle reader, asks Sporting Life.

Well, if you haven't, and you feel any longing

to inhale the true aroma of amateurism, you
really ought to hasten to acquire your dressing-

room experience. You will usually find the

dressing-room to consist of a barn-like apart-

ment under the grand stand, and your first ex-

perience on viewing it will not be pleasant.

You will think its name is incorrect, and will

probably say that undressing-room would be

more accurate. Your nostrils will be greeted

with an odor not exactly a reproduction of the

one which is supposed by poets to be wafted

across the summer seas from the shores of

Araby the blest—this is the odor of ama'eur-

ism. The component ingredients of this pleas-

ant aroma is made up of equal portions of

perspiration, rubbing mixtures and cheap cigar

and cigarette smoke. Recovering from the

shock your olfactories will have been made to

suffer, you will see a number of cots occupied

by the half-naked forms of men, youths and

boys exhibiting in their limbs and bodies a

varied assortment of physical defects and per-

fections. Over these forms will stand other

men and boys who are going through various

mysterious performances generalized under the

title of "taking care of 'em," which consists of

punching, pounding, patting, rubbing, rasping

and toweling the occupant of the couch, while

at the same time he puffs smoke from a cigar

or cigarette into his face. All of this is sup-

posed to add greatly to the occupant of the

cot's chances of winning, just why no one

knows, it being a secret religiously guarded by

both racer and trainer.

After your surprise and wonder at the things

necessary to be gone through with befsre a

man can win a bicycle race have passed away,

you will learn more about amateurism as she

am, than you have ever dreamed of before.

Not long since, in fact it was only on Saturday

last at Tioga, a friend of mine, on whose brow

the beads of purest amateurism rested like a

diadem of precious purity, was introduced into

the dressing-room and made acquainted with

all the visible and outward signs and symbols

of cycling's racing sanctity, neither his eyes

nor his nostrils were especially pleased with

what greeted them therej and his head was

sorely perplexed over an incident that he in

his innocent Japanese way became an uncon-

scious spectator of. He tells me that prior to

the races he saw a number of the crackiest of

the cracks assembled together, and became

deeply interested in the flipping of a coin.

Now, this astonished him, because he could

not understand how men who raced for and

won diamonds by the peck, watches by the

score and pianos by the dozen, could possibly

become interested in a gamble more fit for

school boys than for big guns like they were.

Watching them yet more closely he was aston-

ished to discover that there was not even the

temptation of petty gambling as an excuse for

this coin tossing, since invariably the man who
tossed put the coin he had used in his pocket,

while the men who had a moment before been

so anxious to see who won the toss and failed

to do so, went wearily back to their cots and

reclined there while their handlers "took care

of 'em" most assiduously.

Presently a dapper-looking young man came

into the dressing-room and in clarion tones

announced, "All out for event number one."

Now while this gentleman distinctly an-

nounced that ail were out for the event

named, he knew very well such was not the

case, since he had just come from the track

outside. Then the crack who had won the

coin-tossing experiment grandly rose from the

couch, and wrapping the horse-blanket drap-

ery of it around himself, strolled forth, while

all the cracks who had only a few moments
before been 60 anxiously indulging in the

coin-tossing, unanimously decided that their

health would not admit of them racing in that

event, and they therefore declined to do so.

This performance, my unsophisticated inform-

ant declares, was gone through with before

every event, save in the one great race of the

day, when, strange to say, there was no toss-

ing of coins preceding it, and every crack

went out and raced in it. All this has per-

plexed my friend, and he asked me to explain

the meaning of it, but I can not. For the life

of me, in my professional purity, I can not

conceive what connection there is existing be-

tween the flipping of a coin in a dirty, dingy

and disgusting dressing-room with the subse-

quent racing of any but one of the men en-

gaged in the toss-up. Perhaps you, my reader,

who know more of racing as she is raced, may
explain the mystery to me.

Idiotic Organizations.

Milwaukee, Sept. 30.—Editor Referee:—
It is about time to call a halt all along the line,

and especially here in Milwaukee, if cycling is

to hold the respect of and" bo patronized by

people who lay claim to common sense and

respectability. During the present season it

has become the fad among a number of brain-

less youths to organize clubs with idiotic names.

The fool-killer was certainly asleep when the

" Tired Ten" of the Milwaukee Wheelmen was
organized. This aggregation of empty headed

pedal-pushers have ornamented the fronts of

their shirts with huge skulls and cross-bones

—

hideous and repulsive in the extreme. Their

principal occupation, seemingly, has been to

ride around the parks for the purpose of scar-

ing children and nurse girls. If the members
of this hobby horse organization were boys

instead of men, its influence on cycling would

not be so bad. As a result of example another

fool contingent has been organized by mem-
bers of the Mercury Cycling Club, known as

the " Hungry Six." The requirements for

membership are few—an extraordinary appe-

tite and a perfect familiarity with some well-

established lunch route, coupled with an im-

mense tank capacity for beer. This latest side

show addition to cycling club life has not yet

selected a badge, but when it does it will no

doubt be a skeleton, or something equally as

repulsive. Cycling has enough to do to sus-

tain its present respectable standing without

being compelled to shoulder the responsibility

of such idiocy as the above organizations

represent. Sensibility.

CASSIGNARD KILLED.

Milwaukee Wheelmen's Minstrel Show.

Arrangements have been made by the Mil-

waukee Wheelmen to hold a minstrel show at

the Academy of Music on Wednesday, Nov.

8. If past successes are to be taken as an

indication, this event will undoubtedly be one.

Charlie Harris, the well-known song writer,

will be asked to compose an original song for

this occasion. It was at the Wheelmen's show

last year that "After the Ball," which has since

made Mr. Harris famous, was first sung.

Thrown From a Horse, His Skull Being Frac-

tured—His Career.

Paris, Sept. 29.—Cassignard, champion bicyclist, »«s
thrown from his horse on ttie outskirts of the city t> -day.

He struck on his head, fractured his skull and died an

hour afterward.

The news of Georges Cassignard's sudden and

awful deatli will be received with great regret

in this country, while the Frencli public will

mourn the loss of its brightest star. He was

born at Bordeaux in 1873, and though but

twenty years old had proved himself a w< rthy

successor to Frederic de Civry as the champion

of France. Last season he won the safety and

tricycle five-kilometre championships, and the

fifty-kilometre tricycle championship. This

year the one and five kilometer safety cham-

pionships fell to him, and until Lehr's recent

record he held the world's one-kilometre rec-

ord for all types of machines. Of late Ctissig-

nard had defeated all the best French riders,

including Medinger, Cottereau and Antony,

and had challenged Fournier.

Frank Bowden, of the Raleigh company,

who was in Chicago this week, was shocked

when he heard of Cassignard's death. He
met the young Frenchman while in Paris with

Zimmerman, and spoke very highly of him as

a man and a rider.

The well-known and wealthy sportsman,

Rigby Knowles, a great admirer of Cassig-

nard, recently issued a challenge to any rider

in the world, including Zimmerman, to match

Cassignard in a series of races for $2,000 a

side. Wheeler bad accepted the challenge

and had intended sailing for France shortly.

Now, of course, his trip will be abandoned.

Casf-ignard was a well-built man and had a

great future before him in the racing world.

He was well educated and modest, and ex-

tremely popular.
. « » «

An Extraordinary Amateur.

Under a most extraordinary Leading the Chicago Rrf-

eree makes some equally extraordinary statements

about C. F. Barden. and alleges that Harden made cei -

tain definite confessions of a most self-damaging nature.

It would lie well for Mr. Barden to refute the charges,

particularly those in connection with the National Cash

Association, which in nowise coincide with the state-

ments male by Mr. Barden in our office.— Cycling.

Mr. Barden's statements were made in the

presence of reliable witnesses in our New Yoik

office and in the N. C. A. offices. Mr. Barden,

while in New York, proved himself lo be a

cheerful prevaricator, and as far as his ama-

teurism is concerned, it could be bought for

$100,
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BE PATIENT!
We have just completed arrangements with a leading

rubber house who will in a week or two satisfy the hund-

reds of interested makers and dealers as to the unparal-

leled reliability of the

Preston Davies' Tire.
As For Speed.—The Bath and Back Record by C.

G. Wridgw.-fy, is our latest conquest. The previous

record over that classic course was beaten on this occasion

by about 54 minutes. The famous web casing of the P.

D. Tire gives great stability without detracting from speed.

IT IS COMING,
And because of its great strength, and its "life" and its

easily detachable qualities, it will become the most

popular

Tire for American Riders.

Preston Davies Tyre & Valve Co.,

Waudsworth Bridge Road, LONDON, S. W., England.

U
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign Count-
ries. Trade-marks, designs,
label, and copyrights Send

description with model, photograph or sketch, and
I will let you know whether you can obtain a pat-
ent All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
McGill Bldg.908, 24 "G" Street Washington, D. G

Cyclists, Oarsmen,
Ballplayers and
Athletes gen-
erally use

Anti-Stiff,

To Strengthen the

Muscle3.

It has a particularly
Wanning, Comforting
and Stimulating effect
on all Weak or Stiff
Muscles; quick in ac-
tion, clean and pleasant
in use.

For sale by Drug-
gists and Dealers
in Sporting Goods.

E. Fougera & Co.,

Sole Agents.

26-30 N.William st.

New York.
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WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-
pected success ti'iut will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found on the face of this earth.

$4:5.00 profit on $75-00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so

easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that

arise. from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succegl grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty

of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, butliave a few spare moments, and wish
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive

full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO Sox No. 400, Augusta, Me.

STOP ! LOOK

!

CYCLE CHAIN PROTECTOR.
The only really Perfect Chain Guard in the market. It

is an endless cover fitting perfectly around the chain and
effectually keeping it free from all dust, dirt and wet,
making chain run smooth, free and noiseless. No one
can afford to be without it. They are being used by al-

most every cyclist and cycle maker of importance in

Europe. Weight complete is only 1-2 oz. Sample mailed
free to any address for 50c.

Grant Woven Novelty Co., Patterson, N.J.
and W. H. Grant & Co. Manchinery Hall, W'lds Fair.

A Chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

A Bicycle is only as good as its poorest part.

One of the most important parts of a bicycle is the oiler. The best oiler in the world is the

"PERFECT" POCKET OILER.
This oiler is tight and clean; regulates supply of oil to a nicety. Do not take an imitation, but

see that the word "Perfect " is stamped on your oiler.

FULL SIZE.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

CUSHMAN & DMNISON, 17Z Ninth Ave., New York.

TSEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfecta Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE & CO., sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Humber Pattern Frame,
A frame on which

manufacturers and

agents may put

their name with-

out fear of being

disgraced.

Long Wheel Base

Guaranteed finest quality of

finish and material.

ESTABLISHED 1848. INCORPORATED 1886.

THOS. SMITH & SONS, of Saltley, Ltd.,
BIRMINGHAM, EXG.,

Manufacturers of all kinds of Cycle component parts, at
reasonable prices, consistent with good workmanship.

Prices on application.

ALLEN'S DIGEST
OF

UN/TED STATES PATENTS

FOR

Cyeles or Veloeipedes

with Attachments — 1879-1891, two Vols., 1,503

pages, and Cycle monthly of the CURRENT
issues of patents can be seen and examined at

the offices of

THE REFEREE,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

—AND

—

21 Park Row, NEW YORK.

a
Fletcher

is the only man who sells every cycling paper, periodical,

hand book, road book and books on training, published
in the U. S., Canada and Europe; who retails the very
best of Cycle Sundries; Perfection Trousers Guards,
enameled 15c; who offers the best cycle day storage
in the city at 43 E. Van Buren St. Cycles stored,

cleaned, oiled; tires inflated, etc.

Three Dollars
PAY3 KOR

J\ WitdLj,' Rword priz, p/.vitw arQT.LlhG.Jr1D TMr.lJrajnc ifcflDG

Twelve Months.
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TO SHOW IN DECEMBER.

THE MIDDLE OF THAT MONTH SEEMS TO

BE FAVORED BY EXHIBITORS.

Many Favor New York, While Others Stand By

Philadelphia for Location — The Plans

of the Management—A Meet-

ing of Trade Men.

A great many trade people have favored us

•with their opinions as to the most desirable

Elates for this winter's cycle show. They run

all the way from the beginning of November

to the end of January. It will be noticed that

•dealers in sundries, parts, tubing, etc., favor

an early date, while manufacturers of machines

believe in December and January. When they

have all been considered, it seems that the

middle of December is generally favored. The

opinions in detail are here given:

An Argument for January.

Grand Rapids Cycle Company.—The writer thinks

-January the proper month, notwithstanding some very

able opinions to the contrary. To hold a show in Novem-

ber means an imperfect and neglected line of nearly all

the younger manufacturers—in many cases some of the

older ones. A November show would be a benefit to the

"little fellows" and a detriment to the "big guns," as the

latter would be, owing to their larger facilities, able to

exhibit their patterns and designs in a nearly complete

Hne by that date, while the smaller concerns, in most

cases, have not decided on their patterns for next year,

and are awaiting the appearance of older makers' de-

signs. A November show would give them this advan-

tage. Our reason for favoring January is thatwe believe

in every tub standing on its own bottom. January is too

late in the season for a small manufacturer to recover

himself in case his designs are not up to date. On the

other hand, if he could happen to strike some new and

novel design not patentable, the old inp.ker if he wishes

to copy it, owing to his facilities, could easily do so, as

well at that late date as in November.

Taking the matter from a trade standpoint, very few
agents or dealers will place an order until the 194 cata-

logues are issued and the list price has been established.

A November show this year, we think, would be folly.

The trade is in a very unsettled state; agents and jobbers,

particularly the latter, have no idea and can advance no

opinion as to the prospects for "*f4. A show before cata-

logues were issued would i esult in no trade at all. An-

other thing: People's minds are more or Jess taken up
with holiday doings, and they are not in a condition or

position to think much about ordering bicycles before

Christmas. A January show if held about the middle of

the month, should be late enough to allow all the manu-
facturers time to issue or get out their catalogues for dis-

tribution at that time. There are nearly five months be-

-tween January first and the riding season, though the

trade usually begins with dealers about March 1. We
are decidedly in favor of a January show, although we
can show samples within the next week if necessary, as

we have decided on our patters nearly a month ago, and
.have had our samples in use ever since,

January is Early Enough.

'Queen City Cycle Company. —For some personal

^reasons we prefer to have the show the first of January,

consequently would cast our vote (had we one to cast) in

favor of that time. Undoubtedly the general condition

of the trade would be furthered by an early contact of

buyers, sellers and manufacturers; but. as we say, for

reasons referring only to ourselves, we prefer to attend

in January.

William Read & Sons.—We think November too early,

as the new patterns would hardly be completed by that

time, and we think this would be the case with most
manufacturers. We think the first of January would be

I
preferable, as then all the new patterns would be com-

.
pleted.

Buffalo Tricycle Company.—Our impression is that

- January would be the better time for such a show for

many reasons, none of which we can mention at the pres-

ent time.

Tub Bridgeport Gun Implement Company.—We are

unable to appreciate any advantage to the trade by hold-

ing a cycle show at an earlier date than heretofore.

Black Manufacturing Company.—The first of January
would be satisfactory, as we doubt if we could give as

fine an exhibit in November as at the later date.

M'Kee & Harrington.—We have several reasons why
January is the best month.

January, With Good Reasons Given.

Wilson, Myers & Co.—Touching the desirability of

holding the cycle show in the latter part of November,
we are unable to agree that it would be desirable. There
are two reasons for this. The one is, that the widespread

financial distress has so seriously involved many manu-
facturers of reliable machines and equipment that an
early Bhow would not enable them to sufficiently re-

establish themselves to make a creditable exhibit. The
second is, that other manufacturers who have not been
forced to the wall have nevertheless been so seriously

crippled that they would naturally hesitate before com-
mitting themselves to a public expression of their inten-

tions for next year at so early a date as the one you men-
tion. Again, we may add to these reasons the all-impor-

tant one that retailers, for whose benefit in reality the

show is organized, would not at that season of the year
be in any spirit or condition to commit themselves defi-

ritely to any particular course, and would certainly be
excused for thinking that the month of December might
produce additional and valuable ideas which would be
greatly to their advantoge to know about. The product
for 1894, in other words, is definite by Jan. 1, but is in a
formative state in November.

The Pope Company's Opinion.

Pope Manufacturing Company. — November is too

early.

These Favor New York.

Chautauqua Cycle Company.—We think an early show
would be best for all concerned, and that New York would
be preferable to Philadelphia. It is easier of access and
seems naturally to be the center of the business, and out-

side manufacturers have a better chance to see what is

new in specialties.

The Eagle Bicycle Manufacturing Company.— We
would consider our interests furthered by one bicycle

show and only one; same to be held not later that Decem-
ber 10. New York would be our selection as to location

of same.

John S. Leng's Son & Co.—We believe that a cycle

show in November and at Madison Square Garden is the

thing and the only thing that will stimulate the trade.

More Votes for New York.

Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Company.—It is our opin-

ion that the show should be held about the 10th of De-

cember; that it should be held in New York city and no-

where else. December is early enough for all practical

purposes, and b jing held before the holiday season

would be very likely to attract the attention of a very

large number of buyers who would b** in the city at that

time, or who would come to the city were the show held

then. It should end about a week before the holidays to

give every one time to get home again.

The New Departure Bell Company.—The time to

strike the hardest is when we need to strike the most in

the matter of trade on bicycle sundries, etc. We do think

it would be advisable to have a good, booming cycle show
in New York City in a good, roomy place, wide aisles;

and make it to the interest, if possible, of every manufac-
turer of cycles and sundries to make an exhibit. It is

just what the trade needs to stimulate it up to a good be-

ginning point for next season's business.

John P. Lovell Arms Company.—As far as we are con-

cerned, we would rather have the cycle show along in

January or about the first of February than in any other

part of the year. We hope that the show will be held in

New York.

The Location More Important.

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Company.—We think

an earlier date than January is most certainly advisable.

It is going to take something very decided to get a trade

started up properly in 1891, and unquestionably an early

date will help to awaken an interest in this branch of

business. We think, however, that a harder question

will be: Where will this proposed show be held, and which
is the city in which the most profitable results can be

derived? This is a question which was a problem, and
this year it will be quite as much so. As far as we are

concerned, it matters but little, so long as it is held in a

large city, where the general trade will be likely to want
to come.

# *

January Is Too Late.

Iver Johnson & Co.—January would be too late for a
cycle show, and it seems to us that the last of November,
or about the middle of December would be a more suita-

ble time for all concerned.

Simonds Rolling Machine Company.— It would be bet-

ter to hold the cycle show at an earlier date than Janu-

ary, and would be beneficial to all concerned to bring the

manufacturers and jobbers together as early as Novem-
ber.

The Billings & Spencer Company.—November would
be the most desirable for a cycle show or even October,

as by the first of January all bicycle manufacturers have

completed arrangements for the coming year,

Buffalo Wheel Company.—We would like much to

have the cycle show earlier in the season. We think, es-

pecially this year, it is advisable to do 60.

Favor a Very Early Date.

Thorsen & Cassady Company.—About Nov. 25, either

in New York or Chicago.

Julius Andrae.—We should like to see the show held

about the last week in November or early in December.
Philadelphia will do.

The Bearings—We certainly favor an early show.

Anytime from the 15th of November to the 1st of De-

cember, we think, would be the best time to have it. We
do not particularly favor New York as a place of holding

it, believing that some more centrally located point, such
as Buffalo or Cleveland, would be more desirable, al-

though we appreciate that there are many who would
rather see it farther east.

Gibson & Prentice Cycle Company.—We believe the

latter part of November the proper time for the cycle

show. January is too late by all means.

The Lamb Knitting Machine Manufacturing Com-

pany.—The latter part of November would be much
more desirable for us than in January.

These Are Easily Pleased.

The American Dunlop Tire Company.—We are ready
with our "94 tires, and are prepared either for an early or

late show. We do not think, however, that our opinion

regarding the advisability of an early show should have

any weight, as we are not in the bicycle business proper

and can not therefore appreciate the problem which the

manufacturers of bicycles have to solve before they will

be readv to show their 1894 patterns.

St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Com-

pany.—Will answer your question purely from our own
personal standpoint, and say we should be glad to see the

cycle show held about January first. We think Novem-
ber is too early and February too late.

W. G Schack.—In my judgment January is the proper

time. I do not favor an earlier time, as I believe manu-
facturers would not have time to get out patterns and
stock for the coming year, while in January they would
stillJiave three months before any retail business is done.

It would also give the retail trade time to recover its lost

breath, or profit and loss account, and consider the merits

of their different wheels and their value as sellers.

Two Supporters of November.

Relay Manufacturing Company.—We are decidedly in

favor of having the cy :le show as early as possible, and
think the latter part of November a most desirable time.

We think an early show particularly advisable, as it

tends to bring the end of one and the beginning of an-

other season more nearly together, and helps to bridge'

over the usual "dull season." We think, too, it will en-

able manufacturers to better arrange matters and make
contracts so that they can more easily estimate the sea-

son's business.

Rochester Cycle Manufacturing Company.—It seems
to us that it would be better if it were he'd in November.

Our experience is that about eight out of ten of the cycle

agents that are sailed upon by our traveling men previ-

ous to the cycle show express a desire to wait until after

the show before buying any goods, so it puts manufac-
turers at a great disadvantage to do any traveling before

the cycle show, and if it is not held until January it
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Machinery and Complete Plants of Most Modern Practice for Making

Seamless Cold Drawn Steel Tubes For Cyeles
And all other purposes. Seamless and Brazed Brass and Copper Tubes.

,. .
Improved Urawbencli for Seamless Steel Tubes.

MAKERS OF GALVANIZING PLANT, CORRUGATING MACHINERY
ROLLING MILLS, WIRE-DRAWING MACHINERY, VACUUM

PANS CENTRIFUGALS ENGINES BOILERS ETC.
Sugar Cane Mills—Triple and Multiple Effects.

SAMUEL FISHER & CO., - - - Nile Foundry,
_Estahlished sn Years pnw BIRMINGHAM. ENG.

CHAMPION BICYCLE SUPPORTER. (Patented)

AJXimjAJLi MEET
"'^sgj OF THE (SF^

SAVANNAH WHEELMEN,
October 17th and 18th.

Sixteen Events. 45 Handsome Prizes.

Many of the crack riders are coming. All
will be welcome.

ADDRESS

WALTER P. OTT, Captain,
MENTION THE REFZREF. SAVANNAM, GA.

A Perfect Light Maker.
—THE—

RED STAR

Solid

Illuminant,

Is the Best Thing
ever made for

Bicycle Lamps.

The light cannot shake out; has no odor and burns

three times as long as fluid oil. Can be used in any
bicycle !amp made.

THE RED STAR CHAIN LUBRICANT
Is the only thing on the market that does not make
the chain greasy and sticky.

Is made of best steel, very light, easily attached to any wheel made, stays tight
on the wheel and goes always with you.

FRED C. ADAMS, Room8oi, 169 Jackson St.,

AGENTS WANTED.
CHICAGO.
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All prominent dealers keep the " Red Star " goods

Red Star Mfg. Co.,
P. O. Box, 1092. (Factory, Long Island.)
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NEW YORK.

makes the time very short to call upon them between

then and the opening of the season. Many other reasons

might be brought forward.

Madison Square Garden Men.

The Royal Cycle Works.—We are in favor of the

show being held this year in New York, at the Madison

Square Garden, and we havejalready written the manage-

ment to this effect. We don't see that it cuts much of a

figure whether it is held in Tecember or Junuary, but

would say that November would be altogether too early.

There is no question in our minds as to where the show
should be held, but we think November too early, as we
don't think the manufacturers would be ready at that

time:-

Stover Bicycle Manufacturing Company.—As far as

we are concerned, we would prefer to have the cycle

show held in New York citly rather than Philadelphia.

The Madison Square Garden in New York it just the

place to hold a cycle show. We believe that the middle

of December, say from the 10th to the 20th, would be as

good a time as could be selected to hold the show. We
consider January too late and November too early.

Models Ought to Be Ready.

League Cycle Company,—We are very much in favor

of a cycle show being held either the latter part of No-

vember or the fore part of December. The former we
should think preferable. It seems to us that the experi-

ence of the past season has already satisfied the trade

what improvement should be made for 1894, and the

manufacturer who expects to have his goods ready for

the market early in the season ought to now have his

models nearing completion, and certainly by the latter

part of November would have his productions reariy for

exhibition. This wonld give a better chance for the

manufacturers and jobbers to get together and talk up
their next year's trade, and would leave ample opportu-

nity for consideration between the time uf the exhibit

and Jan. 1, when trade opens.

Believe a Show Unnecessary.

The Monarch Cycle Company.—We should favor the

1st of December rather than the 1st of January, and for

the exhibit very naturally would favor Chicago as the

most desirable location for the show.

Union Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We really

cannot say whether an earlier date for the cycle show
would be preferable to a later one, and I question very

much whether a cycle show this year will command a
large enough patronage to warrant it.

The Winton Bicycle Company —At the present time

we are not prepared to give an opinion on the subject,

and cannot say whether we will be, as our experience

with cycle shows has been rather unprofitable.

All Sorts of Opinions.

Gong Bell Manufacturing Company.— It can do no

harm to have manufacturers get together early, talk

with the dealers and make plans for the coming year
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Such conferences are always of value and at this time

special good might result from an early show.

Central Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We favor

having the cycle show earlier than last year, but not so

early as November. The first week in December would

be quite early enough.

Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We favor Dec.

11 to 1(1 as the dates for holding the cycle show, Madison

Square Garden first choice for place, and Cleveland, O.,

second.

Hulbert Bros. & Co.—We think December more desir-

able than January, as in Jatiuarr the travelers wish to be

out aud in December they are generally not traveling.

Indiana Bicycle Company.—Jan. 5 to 15 or there-

abouts. Philadelphia preferred, but New York just as

good. Don't care which so long as there is only one.

Wilcox & Howe Company.— It would be a good thing

to take time by the forelock and better in every way for

the trade to hold the show early.

Keed & Curtis Machine Screw Company.- November

is none too early to have the meeting. New York is the

place to hold the meet.

American Gonc. Company.—While January may be, in

ordinary times, rather late, this time it will be better

than an earlier date.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co.—Early in December or at the

end of November we believe to be best.

Beacon Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We favor

the end of November.

E. C. Stearns & Co.—We would suggest a date about

Dec. 15.

G. & J. Say Late in January.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING COMPANY.—We
hardly like to express any preference as to the most de-

sirable city. We would prefer, however, that the show

be held the latter part of January or the early part of

February. This would give the makers some time to re-

cover from the effects of the world's fair and allow them

to show their next year's wheels to advantage. Of

course these small makers who are looking for others'

ideas would prefer the early show. We think the proba-

bilities are that a certain number of concerns would be

represented whether the show was held in Philadelphia

or New York; but whichever city does pluck the plum

should furnish a suitable building and assure exhibitors

proper management.
1

A New Device.

The Chimborazo Climber.

Meintjes' Plans.

The white South African told a Referee
man last week about his future plans. "I'll

sail with Mr. Pugh on the Campania Satur-

day, and will probably have a try at some rec-

ords at Heme Hill soon after we land, with
Osmond and others pacing. I will then get

ready to return to South Africa, and will sail

for Capetown or Elizabeth in November or

early in December, and will then resume my
profession. My visit here has been most pleas-

ant, and your reporters make me feel quite a
big man."

SANDOW AS A CYCLIST.

What the Strong Man Could Do-Zim is Still

King.

A smart fellow, who thinks strength is the only re-

quirement to make a perfect man, suggests that Sandow,
mounted on a wheel geared to SCO, could ride a mile far

below 1:56.—American Athlete.

I am the "smart fellow" who thinks and

wrote that very same thing, and nothing

would please me better than to see the trial.

Sandow has the strength to push a 200-inch

gear machine—no one will doubt that. Now,
although he does not show as well-developed

a case of "kyphosis bicyclarium" as some of

our crack racing men, he does show a develop-

ment of chest and back which would put any

three of the aforesaid cracks, could they be

rolled into one, to shame. His nostrils are

wide and sensitive, his breathing apparatus is

most excellent, and I haven't the remotest

doubt that his wind and his back would stand

the strain, with a little outdoor training, in

which case it would be only a question of

gear.

If the far-famed Johnny Johnson ever could

or ever did ride a mile under two min-

utes, I am satisfied that Sandow, the stroDg

man, could ride '.he same distance in about

thirty seconds. Ic is always a fact that the

man or the beast who is built naturally for

speed can best his stronger or more clumsy
brother, when only nature's gifts are in com-
petition; but when a device or mechanical help

is given, this fact may not obtain—in fact,

does not obtain at all times. "It is the pace
that kills," not the real muscular exertion.

Lungs, heart and stomach play even greater

parts than the good hind legs of the racing

man. Now, our good friend Sandow, the

mighty, has a pair of lungs like unto a black-

smith's bellows; he has a great, muscular
heart, capable of pumping blood fast and
strong, else he could not lift the mighty
weights he handles so easily; he has a healthy

and well-regulated stomach, at least so sayeth

his landlady, and besides all these he has a

back like a Norman stallion, and a pair of legs

like Roman columns. He has no fat and he is

a trained athlete; give him a month's cycle

training, gear a well-made and rigid machine
to 200, nay, to 300, and I will stake my repu-

tation as a prophet against a busted pneumatic
that he can beat beat H. R. S., A. a. Zim,

two hundred yards in a mile and not turn a

hair. Why not? His legs would only have to

move a quarter (or less) as fast as the skseter's,

and his strength is five times as great. Sup-

pose we get together and see if we can't bring

the greatest exponent of low geared speed and
the greatest exponent of high geared strength

together. All the world would come to see

them.

* *

I said last week that Sanger was a faster

man than Zimmerman. I want to take it

back, and I never retracted a statement with
such a hearty good will. I spoke too quickly;

my informat.on came to me through the me-
dium of a daily paper (I ought to be old

enough not to swallow such reports so readily)

and was so enthusiastic over Sanger, for he
licked Zim so openly , that I thought the Jer-

seyman had really been whipped. Let me
apologize to him. Zim has not been whipped
and never will be. Nobody can really whip
him; he has only been beaten when weary and
stale at the end of the season and will remain
the United States and English champion of '93

forever. Sanger and Johnson have neither of

them proved the wonderful things said of them
by their friends and the daily papers. Both

men are over rated. Tyler or Windle, not to

speak of " Pinkie," are more than their match.

Therefore, what business would either have
with King Zimmerman? The king lives, long

live the king, even though he does go pot-hunt-

ing in the fall with his running mate, George
Banker, and fool the C. O. P., as at Kendall-

ville the other day, and I, for one, hope that

he will get those hundred firsts mighty soon

and quit, for he is looking sick and pale.

I went into a dressing tent the other day,

where a lot of crack pot-hunters were getting

ready for racing, and from what I heard I am
inclined to think it is time for a class B or a
professional league. Whether all I heard was
in earnest I cannot say, but if even a small

portion was there is mighty little amateur
spirit left among those who race for diamonds
and pianos. I went forth with a sore heart,

for I believe in the sport and would like to see

it remain clean, as in the days of my boyhood.

Phcehus.

Elevated Racing.

Baces we may see.

Champions at the "Referee" Office.

Last Friday morning the Referee eastern

office, 21 Park Row, New York, had at one

time the following cycling celebrities as visi-

tors: A. A. Zimmerman, George A. Banker,

John S. Johnson, Hoyland Smith, Harry
Wheeler, W. A. Rhodes, Stillman G. "Whitta-

ker, W. C. Tracy, T. W. Eck, George Tiddens,

of Daily America, and AV. A. Lloyd, of Birm-

ingham, Eng. Later W. C. Sanger, C. R.

Culver, E. C. Bald, M. Dirnberger, George F.

Taylor, F. E. Spooner, Daniel Smith, of the

Herald, and' othns called. The large cash

prize safe had to be moved to accommodate
the crowd, and it is needless to say that busi-

ness was temporarily suspended. The news-

paper men went away filled with stories of the

path, retailed by the s-peed merchants The
young men went away hoping that '94 would
be as prosperous for amateurs as the present

dying season has been.

Cheered Meintjes Off.

A crowd, among which was Zimmerman,
Wheeler, Banker, Smith, Johnson, Rhodes,

Flavell, Whittaker, Eck and a few others, as-
sembled at the Cunard docks, New York,
early Saturday morning, and as the Campania
swept out towards the ocean three cheers were
given Meintjes, the word "lalla"—a favorite
with Meintjes—doing service in place of hur-
rah. Meintjes, Manager Pugh, of the Whit-
worth company, and W. A. Lloyd, of Birm-
ingham, waved repeated salutes in return.
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RECORDS AT WALTHAM.

Tyler and Johnson do Fast Work — Sanger

Again Beaten.

BOSTON, Oct. 2.—The fact that Sanger was
again beaten by Windle and Tyler, and that

two records fell to the credit of the Waltham
track, has given the Boston wheelmen some-

thing to talk about. Not over a thousand peo-

ple saw the day's sport. Zimmerman did not

compete, but rode a mile in 2:07, while Tyler

went a third in :38 1-5, the last quarter being

made in :28 2 5. After the races Johnson,

paced by Rhodes, George Smith and Clark and
McDuffee on a tandem, covered two-thirds of

a mile in 1:24 2-5, record, the tandem's time

being 1:25 4-5, which is also record.

The mile invitation was the race of the day.

There were only four starters, Bliss, Sanger,

Tyler and Windle. The little Chicagoan went
out at a hot pace and took the two lap prizes

and then left the three club-mates to fight it

out alone. Tyler was first into the stretch,

with Windle next. Sanger went wide on the

turn. Windle shot out and passed Tyler, win-
ning by a yard, while Sanger was last, though
close up. The summary:
Third mile, open—H. C. Tyler, 1; G. F. Taylor. 2; E. C.

Bald, 3; G. C. Smith, 4; G. A. Banker, 5; time, :42 2 5,

One-mile, invitation—Windle, 1: Tyler, 2; Sanger, 3;

time, 2:15 4-5.

Two third-mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, 10 yds., 1; C.

C. Bald, scratch, 2; Titus, 45 yds., 3; A. W. Porter, 25

yds., 4; time, 1:31.

One-mile, handicap—E. A. McDuffee, scratch, 1; J. C.

Wettergreen, 80 yds., 2; James Clark, scratch, 3; F. S.

Elliott, 105 yds., 4; time, 2:21 1-2.

One-mile, 2:15 class—G. F. Taylor, 1 : E. C. Bald, 2; E.

A. Nelson, 3; J. P. Bliss, 4; time, 2:45 2 5.

'i * *

BUFFALO TO PITTSBURG.

L. H. Bannister Covers the 243 Miles in Less

Than Twenty-Four Hours.

Pittsburg, Sept. 30.—The Buffalo-Pittsburg

read race ended this afternoon, when, at

3:58:30 L. H. Bannister, of Youngstown, O.,

finished his 243-mi'e ride. A half hour later

George E. Williams, a young man from Erie,

finished, and but for an accident would have

pushed Bannister for first place. The race

was started Saturday from the Buffalo post-

office, Captain Klipfel and other officers of the

Buffalo Ramblers leading the riders out of

town. The course was out Seneca street to

the lake road, to Erie, thence through Girard,

Conneautville, Greensville, New Castle, Beaver

Falls, and Bellevue to Pittsburg.

Bannister, Williams and Kearns reached Sil-

ver Creek, thirty-two miles out, in two hours,

and a dozen more were there twenty minutes

later. Forty miles out Miller, who was riding

well, broke down and had to quit. A little

further on Williams' wheel went wrong and
he lost half an hour. Bannister covered the

ninety-seven miles from Buffalo to Erie in 6

hrs. 20 min., despite poor roads. He was 17

hrs. 43 min. covering the 190 miles to New
Castle. Four men only finished inside the

twenty-six hour time limit:
Time.

L. H. Bannister, Youngstown, 23:51:00

G. E. Williams, Erie 21:43:57

P. ;E. Cronenwett, Butler 25:43:50

N. H. Friezell, Allegheny 25:40:17

Bannister is thirty-five years old and a

strong road rider. Of the seventy-five en-

trants sixty-four started, and for several hours

they straggled in to the finish.

* * *

At Eastern Park Brooklyn.

New York, Oct. 2.—A cold wind blew

across Eastern Park Saturday, but Brooklyn

responded well to the Kings County Wheel-
men's tournament announcement. The day
was fine, nevertheless, and with the absence of

Zimmerman, Sanger, Windle and Tyler, the

events were not devoid of interest. Zimmer-
man was unable to be present, owing to the

N. Y. A. C. games, but Sanger, who had seen

the track and tried it on Saturday, excused

himself and departed the same evening for

Springfield, stating the track was not up to

his expectations as regards safety—and Sanger

was for once a good judge. The track,

naturally enough, bothered the cracks who
had been riding on larger ones, and the course

was a source of fright to them, although the

surface was good. The Eastern Park quarter-

mile can be much improved. Both corners

should be raised or the cracks will not play on

it again. Strangely enough, the professionals

can ride it well, having become used to it.

Johnson was lucky. He scooped in the

piano and bicycle, first prizes in the five and
half miles. 1 he crowd numbered 4,000. The
referee, Mr. Raymond, was very lenient with

the time limit—sixteen minutes for five miles

was giving the cracks plenty of leeway. The
timers made a mistake of a minute in the mile

handicap, but the announcer quieJy informed

the press representatives later, preferring not

to announce the actual time to the crowd.

The summary:

One-mile, novice— H. M. Cole, 1; E. B. Boffinger, 2; C.

W. McManns, 3; time, 2:45.

One-mile, handicap—F. J. Titus, 70 yds, 1; F. W.
Mosher, 120 yds., 2; K. Dawson, 160 yds., 3; time, 2:23

Two-mile, handicap—R. Dawson, 200 yds., 1; E. F.

Miller, 120 yds., 2; George Barker, 55 yds., 3; time,

5:10 4-5.

One mile, 2:40 class—F. F. Goodman, 1; C. H. Coffin, 2;

W. L. Darmer, 3; time, 2:51 2-5.

Half-mile, open—John S. Johnson, 1; R. Macdonald, 2;

0. S. Brandt, 3; time, 1:18.

Five-mile, open—John S. Johnson, 1;F. J. Titus, 2; G.

F. Taylor, 2; time, 14:02.

* * *

Ladies Have a Race.

Coldwater, Mich., Sept. 29.—Two bicycle

races were run at the fair grounds to day, re

suiting as follows:

Three-mile, open—Bernhart, 1; Parker, 2; Lobdell, 3;

time, 10:25.

Half-mile, ladies—Annie Dunks, 1; Lizzie Stevens, 2:

Mamie Williams, 3; time 2:35.

* * *

Raced During the Rain.

Kansas City, Sept. 26.—An electric light

cycle tournament was given by the Kansas

City Cyclists at Fairmouut Park to-day. The
weather was wretched. Rain had fallen daily

for more than a week, and at intervals the

track was sprinkled while the racing was pro-

gressing. A small but enthusiastic crowd, in

overcoats and wrappers, watched the sport.

The racing throughout was good, and every

finish an exciting one. Summary:
One-mile, handicap—F. F, Campbell, 100 yds., 1; H. C,

Wood, 30 yds., 2; F. Furgason, SID yds., 3; H. R. Warren,

scratch, 4; time, 2:39 3-5.

Half mile, open—C. Kindevatter, 1 ; H. R. Warren, 2; H.

C. Wood, 3; time, 1:27 1 5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—F. F. Campbell, 1; C. E. Lambert,

2; A T. Hillyard, 3; time, 3:11 3-5.

One-mile, team race—H. R. Warren, C. Kindevatter

and H C.Wood. Kansas City Cyclists, 54 points, 1; C.

Rebenscheid, F. F. Campbell and C. E. Lambert, Jackson

Couuty Wheelmen, 30 points, 2; time, 2:28 1-5.

Three-mile, handicap—H. C. Wood, scratch, 1: C. Kin-

devatler, 70 yds., :; A. T. Hillyard, ^80 yds., 3; time,

8:39 1-5.

* * *

Zim's Ninety-Ninth First.

New York, Oct. 2.—Travers Island on Satur-

day was the scene of the N. Y. A. C.'s annual

fall meet. The two cycling events were prac-

tically open to all, but the club's members,
Zimmerman, the two Smiths, and W. F. Mur-
phy, were the only ones of prominence there to

compete. The track was the old five-lap cin-

der path, and Zimmerman ran his first-priz.e

record up to within one of the coveted century,

as he scored the two firsts and rested at ninety-

nine firsts. A few New York friends will go

to Freehold, N. J., Thursday and expect at that

meet to help celebrate the century of first-

prize wins by the people's favorite. The sum-

mary:

One-mile, open— A. A. Zimmerman, 1; Hoyland Smith,

2; George C. Smith, :i; time, 2:30 4-5.

Two-mile, handicap—A. A Zimmerman, scratch, 1;

Hoyland Smith, 80 yds., 2; W. V. Murphy, 120 yds., 3;

time, 5:33 1-5.

* * -x-

Columbus Men the Winners.

PORTSMOUTH, 0.,Sept. 29 —The Columbus
boys carried off the honors on the track to-day,

taking all open events. The attendance was
rather small, though the day was perfect. The
summary:
One-mile, novice—C. A. Wood, 1; Ralph Calvert, 2; John

Rottinghous, 3: time, 2:51 2-5.

Quarter-mile, southern Ohio—W. E. Taylor, 1; Oscir

Trimmer, 2; Frank L. Olds, 3; time, :35.

One-mile, handicap—A. N. French, 20 yds., 1 : A. I .

Baker, 50 yds , 2; C. C. Van Tine, 50 yds., 3; Conn Baker,

scratch, 4: time, 2:26.

Half-mile, southern Ohio—W. E. Taylor, 1; Oscar Trim-

mer, 2; F. C. Long. 3; time, 1:17 3-5.

Two-mile, handicap—A. N. French, 50 yds., 1; C. C. Van
Tine, 75 yds., 2; Conn Baker, scratch, 3; A. L. Baker, 75

yds., 4; time, 5:05.

One-mile, southern Ohio—Oscar Trimmer, 1 ; S. C. Gil-

bert, 2; F. C. Long, 3; time, 2:48 2-5.

One-mile, open—A.N.French, 1: Conn Baker, 2; C. C.

Van Tine, 3; A. L. Baker, 4; time, 2:33 15.

# * *

Quakers End the Season.

Philadelphia, Oct. 2.—The local racing

season came to an end last Saturday afternoon

with a combined race meet given by the Pt nn-

sylvania, Wissahickon and Eclipse bicycle

clubs. The entries were entirely from mem-
bers of the clubs mentioned, and a fair-sized

crowd was present. The summary:
One-mile, championship Pennsylvania Bicycle Club—G.

B. Mersohn, Jr., '; F. Nelms, 2; F. L. Lemont, 3; time,

2:46.

One-mile, championship Eclipse Wheelmen—H. But-

set er, 1; W. Flenard, 2; C. M Her, 3; time, 2:44.

One-mile, championship Wissahickon Wheelmen—D.

W. Griffiths, 1; B. M. Keyser, 2; J. J. Gesselman, 3; time,

2:43.

Third-mile, hand cop, championship Pennsylvania Bi-

cycle Club—G. B. Mershon, Jr., scratch, 1; F. Nelms,

scratch, 2; W. F. Kuuzig, 30 yds., 3; time, :40.

Half mile, handicap, Eclipse Wheelmen—C. Simpson,

30 yds.; 1; W. Flenard, 10 yds., i'; II. Butscher, scratch. 3;

time, 1:15 1-4.

One-mile, handicap, Wissahickon Wheelmen— A. Mat-

thews, 170 yds., 1; P. Ashmead, 170 yds., 2; U. Greenwood,

20 yds., 3; time, 2:191-4

One-mite, handicap, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club—G. B
Mershon, Jr., scratch, 1; F. L. Lemont, scratch, v; F.

Nelms, scratch, 3; time, 2:47.

One-mile, handicap, Eclipse Wheelmen—H. Butscher,

scratch, 1: C. Miller, 25 yds., 2. W- Flenard. 40 yds., 3;

time, 2:57 3 5.
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The WARMAN-SCHUB
CYCLE HOUSE,

SUCCESSOR TO

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

AND

the WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD CO., Ltd.,

HAS NOW BECOME A FIXTURE.

That does not mean that it has come to a standstill so soon, for you will find it one of the LIVELIEST

and MOST PROGRESSIVE Houses in the Cycle trade; but it DOES mean that it has already been accorded a

place among the houses with which it is to the interest of

Every Large Jobber and Dealer

to have some dealings. The famous CATARACT and the Celebrated COVENTRY CROSS Safeties will be

money and name-makers for every one who handles them in '94.

Show that you are alive to your own interest by letting us hear from you promptly.

THE WARMAN-SCHDB CYCLE HOUSE,

191 Lake, 108 and no Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and 469 W. Madison Streets,

CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE,
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Two-mile, handicap, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club—G. B.

Eershon, Jr., scratch, 1; F. Nelms, scratch, 2; T.S.J.

Byrnes, 250 yds , 3: time, 6:26 3-5.

One-mile, team race (teams composed of first three

men in each of the club championships)—Wissahickon

Wheelmen, 1; Eclipse Wheelmen, 2; Pennsylvania Bi-

cycle Club. 3; time of first man, 2:48.

* * *

Two Miles in 4:15 3-5.

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 29. — Yesterday

H. C. Tyler placed the two mile record at

4:15 3-5, some nine seconds better than Ernest

Osmond's time. The conditions were most fa-

vorable, the weather being fine and the track

in good shape, as it is always. The pacing

was excellent throught, Harry Arnold and the

Nelson brothers on one triplet, Olmsted, Meas-

ure and Broadhead on another, and Eddie Mc-
Duffee and James Clark on a tandem doing

most of the work, while W indie took his club-

mate the last half in 1:04 3-5. The fractional

times were as follows: Quarter, :35; half, 1:05;

three-quarters, 1:37; mile, 2:08 4-5; mile and a

quarter, 2:39; mile and a half, 3:11; mile and
three quarters, 3:43 4-5; two miles, 4:15 3-5.

* * *

Johnson's Fast Mile.

Utica, N. Y., Oct. 3.—Johnson showed a

good turn of speed to-day at the Utica B. C.'s

annual meet, winning the mile handicap from
scratch in 2:16 2-5. He won the mile open in

2:30 1-5, while his stable companion, Rhodes,

won two firsts. The summary

:

One mile, open—J. S. Johnson, 1; F. J. Jenny, 2; W. A.

Rhodes, 3; time, 2:30 1-L.

One mile, handicap—J. S. Johnson, scratch, 1; F.J.
Jenny, 100 yds., 2; W. A. Rhodes, 10 yds., 3; time, 2:16 2-5.

Half-mile, open—W. A. Rhodes, 1; F. J. Jenny, 2; W.
Piccaver, 3; time, 1 :08 2-5. First prize was given to Jenny
on protest.

One mile, 2:40 class—E. J. George, 1; J. H. Gardner, 2;

H. S. Higgins, 3; time, 2:34.

Two-mile lap race—W. A. Rhodes, 1; F. W. Fisher, 2;

time, 6:16.

Twenty-five mile challenge race—A. F. Senn, 1; Ever
Jones, 2; time, 1:14:53.

One mile, county championship—F. J. Jenny, 1 ; Em-
met Smith, 2; A. S. Noohan, 3; time, 2:56 3 5.

* * *

Swendeman Wins at Home.

Butte, Mont., Sept. 26.—Two thousand peo-

ple saw good races here yesterday. W. L.

Swendeman had his own way in most events.

The summary

:

Quarter-mile, novice—Howard Bailey, 1; W. Treloar, 2;

John Flannery, 3; time, :34.

One-mile, state championship—W. L. Swendeman, 1;

Charles DelJ, 2; Frnnk Talbot, 3; time, 2:42.

Half-mile, handicap—W. L. Swendeman, scratch, 1; C.

O. Pierce, 45 yds., 2; W. Treloar and W. F. Guyette tie

for third place; time, 1:17 1-2.

One-mile, club—F. H. Talbot, 1 ; Charles Dell, 3; C. O
Pierce, 3; time, 2:44 1-2.

Five-mile, horse against bicycle—J. R. Reed, horseman,

1; time, 14:30.

Two-mile, open—W. L. Swendeman, 1; W. Treloar, 2;

time, 6:10.

Half-mile, state championship—W. L. Swendeman, 1;

W. E. Guyette, 2; time, 1:18 1-2.

Results at Lockport, N. Y.

Lockport, N. Y., Sept. 29.—The attraction

yesterday at the county fair was the bicycle

races. The summary:

One-mile, novice—E. Riggs, Lockport, 1; F. Avery,

Rochester, 2; C Armitage, Tonawanda, 3; time, 2:47 1-2.

Half-mile, handicap—A. Mundy, 55 yds., 1 : F. Hervey,

65 yis , 2; C. Gaffney, 50 yds. 3; time, 1:11 1-2.

One-mile, handicap, [closed to Lockport—E. Riggs, 75

yds., 1; F. Frazer, 150 yds., 2; Max Green, scratch, 3;

time, 2:43 1-2.

One-mile, handicap, open—A. Mundy, 10 yds., 1; C.

Gaffney, 40 yds., 2; F. Hervey, 120 yds., 3; time, 2:33.

Five-mile team race—Ontario C. C, Lockport, Burt

Greene, Frank Gould and George Southern; Lockport

Wheelmen Club, Fred Korf, Byron Covert and Burt

Price; Southern, 1 ; Greene,

Covert, 6; time, 16:06 1-2.

Gould, 3; Price, 4; Korfl, 5;

Remarkable Mile Race.

Bowling Green, O., Sept. 39.—A good
crowd saw a number of horse and bicycle races

here yesterday, the result of the latter being as

follows:

One-mile, Wood county—O. B. McMurray, 1; F. E.

Diver, 2; W. S. Stouffer, 3; time. 2:56 1-4.

Half-mile, open—R. F. Darling, 1; R. Y. Bernhart, 2; J.

G. Perrin, 3; time, 1:25 1-4.

Half-mile, club— D. Ducat, 1; A. Yonker, 2; George
Kershner, 3; time, 1:21 1-2.

One-mile, open—R. F. Darling. 1; R. Y. Bernhart, 2; J.

G. Perrin, 3; time, 3:38 1-4. The first quarter occupied
1:0') 1-3, half 2:12 and three-quarters 3:05 1-2.

One-mile, county, heats—G. B. McMurray, 1 ; L. H.
Bacon, 2; F. E Diver, 3; times, 3:04, 3:22 1-2.

* * *

Ionia, Mich., Races.

Ionia, Mich., Sept. 29.—Yesterday's and to-

day's races resulted as follows:

Half-mile, open—C. L. Greenwood, 1; F. A. Richmond,
2; G. H. Beelby, 3; time, 1:23 1-2.

Half-mile, open, 1:20 class—Gus Steele, 1; C. L. Green-

wood, 2; George H. Beelby, 3; time, 1:24.

One-mile, open—Gus Steele, 1; F. A. Richmond, 2; C.

L. Greenwood, 3; time,_2:51 1-2.

One-mile, heats—Gus Steele, 1; C. L. Greenwood, 2; C.

M. Bartree, 3; times, 2:56, 3:09, 2:58 1-2.

Half-mile, open—Gus Steele, 1; F. A. Richmond, 2; C.

M. Bartree, 3; time, 1:29.

Three-mile, lap—Gus Steele, 1; C. L. Greenwood, 2; F.

A. Richmond, 3; time, 10:10 1-2.

* * *

How Much Truth in This ?

The New York Evening Sun of last Thurs-

day, in referring to Zimmerman, said: "If

there are any persons who believe that the

Springfield racing stable contains a faster man
than Zimmerman, and they will back their

opinion by a large amount of cash, it is said

that such a meeting can be arranged. ' Money
talks,' said a Jerseyman yesterday, ' and if any
one challenges Zimmerman the proposition

will be entertained, providing, of course, that

the stake is made large enough to repay us for

sacrificing our amateur standing. No, it does

not matter who challenges— Sanger, Johnson,

Tyler, or anyone else.'
"

* # *

At Quincy, 111.

Quincy, 111. , Sept. 29.—Yesterday's races at

Baldwin park resulted as follows:

Quarter-mile, open—C, W. Sahland, 1; F. M. Jansen, 2;

A. Anderson, 3; time, :40,

Two-mile, open—C. W. Sahland, 1; E. G. Rickert, 2; R.

D. Fulton, 3; no time.

# * *

Race Notes.

A half-mile race at Waukegan last week
Thursday was won by R. R. Irving in 1:21.

The Y. M. C. A. of Cincinnati will hold a

relay race from Columbus to Cincinnati

Oct. 15.

The Southern A. A. U. games take place

Oct. 28 at New Orleans. A number of bicycle

races are on the card.

In a 4,000-metre race between Fischer, win-

ner 01 the Vienna-Berlin race, and the trotter

Flora, the cyclist won in 6:47, being 5 2-5 sec-

onds ahead of the horse.

At Hamburg recently August Lehr beat Cas-

signard's one-kilometre world's record of 1:21

by five seconds. Lehr also lowered his Euro-

pean one English mile record to 2:05.

The East Orange (N. J.) Cyclers held a

twenty-six mile club race Saturday afternoon,

and A. R. Heddes, with a handicap of six min-

utes, won; James E. Berry, sixteen minutes,

second, and E. W. Ketcham, Jr., twelve min-

utes, third.

The wheelmen of Oshkosh, Wis., have de-

cided to build a track next spring. Funds for

the purpose will be raised by a series of enter-

tainments to be given during the winter.

The 100-kilometre championship race of

Belgium, which took place Sept. 7 at Brussels,

resulted in a victory for Holbein, time, 3 hrs.

21 min. 55 2-5 sec, record. Hautvast was
second and Vanoolen third.

The five-kilometre professional champion-
ship of France was held Sept. 10 on the Velo-

drome de la Seine, bringing France's best men
together. The final was a victory for France's

one-kilometre champion, the late Cassignard.

T. F. Sheridan, 225 Dearborn street, Chicago,

has on hand a number of prizes won at the

August races in Chicago, of whose ownership
he is ignorant. Racing men who hav e not re-

ceived their prizes can get same on application.

Walter Sanger is very independent. He
dropped into the Referee eastern office last

week and on being asked if he would compete
at Brooklyn, said: " If the track don't suit me
I won't." In order to be sure of Sanger, race

meet promoters will have to put him under
lock and key.

Jack Goulding, the famous old Williamsburg
trainer, is now in charge of the Manhattan
Field, and is still the same old Jack. He acts

as adviser to some young colts who hope to be-

come future champions in sprinting and
bicycling. Jack is getting old, but is as en-

thusiastic as ever.

Meintjes will receive amedal from the Spring-

field Bicycle Club for his record-breaking per-

formance. The idea of presenting him with a
$200 charm fell through, as he preferred a
medal. The medal will consist of a raised

bicycle from a circular form, the lettering

also being in raised gold and enamelled.

A record-breaking enthusiast sat beside a
Referee man at Springfield during Meintjes'

record breaking, and when the South African
flashed by the judges' stand at the finish,

the enthusiast, who had forgotten or could not
pronounce Meintjes' name, arose and wildly
waving his hat shouted, "Hurrah, for Mc-
Ginnis!"

The closing cycle racing event of the season
in Chicago occurs Friday and Saturday of this

week at the south side grounds. The entries

are numerous enough to insure excellent rac-

ing in every event, so that, despite the absence

of some of the cracks, there will be no lack of

good sport. All the prominent western men
have entered.

Arrangements are being made by the West-
field, Mass., wheelmen to hold races at Mose-
ley's Park Saturday afternoon, Oct. 14. There
will be eight events, five open and three local,

as follows: Mile, novice; half-mile, open,

three-minute class; mile, open; mile, handicap;

100-yard slow race; two-mile, handicap, mile,

championship of Westfield.

John D. Gluck, of New York, writes: "I

note in the Referee of Sept. 22 you give credit

to William Bainbridge for having lowered

the ten-mile record to 27:54—one second better

than Knisely's time. This is entirely erroneous,

the ten-mile record being held by James Wil-
lis, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, who covered

the distance over the Elizibeth-Cranford

course, in the ten-mile team race of the Asso-

ciated Cycling Clubs of New Jersey, in

27:25 3-4 on Sept. 16. Willis would have
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FACTORIES : Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KILOMETRES

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.
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Victor Cycling Sundries:
OVERMAN WHEEL CO., CHICC

iKIs
F,LLS

We carry a large lice of Sundries, and are prepared to fill orders
promptly.
The following is a partial list of our specialties, and we guarantee

them to be the best of their kind.

VICTOR RUBBER MUD GUARDS.
BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

Vietor Tool Bag

Made to hold wrench,

oiler and pneumatic re-

pair kit, and tools; also

an extra inner tube.

The best bag for pneu-

matic bicycles ever in-

troduced, doing away
with the old style bag
carried in rear of sad-

dle.

Price, black leather,

$2.00; by mail, $2.10.

GO
PRICt PEri PAIR, $2.00; BY MAIL, $2.15.

These mud guards are made from best quality of rubber, and for the purpose are the

lightest and best attachment ever offered to the public. Can be readily attached or re-

moved.

VICTOR SCORCHER SADDLE.

VICTOR SI'RIXO
SADDLE POST.

This valuable device met
with a great reception
within a short time after
its introduction last year.
It is the best made. Ad-
justs saddle to any pitch,
and fastens by a set screw.
Made of toughened tool

steel, nickeled.

Price, [$2; by mail, $'1.30

MENTION THE REFEBEE.

This is the most. pi.iiecD Scorcher Saddle
made, and we so recommend it. It is the in-

vention of a practical wheelman and mechanic,
and is about as perfect as it is possible to con-

struct.
This Saddle can be used for everyday riding

without fatigue, and we are confident it will

prove the most popular Scorcher Saddle in

ihe world. Price, $4.50; by mail, $4.75.

ELASTIC

TROITSER

GUARD.

Many riders object to

a me'al trouser guard,

and in response to a

demand for a substi-

tute, we offer the Elas

tic Trouser Guard as

the best of its kind.

Can be carried in the

pocket without incon-

venience.

Price per pair,

mail, 10 cents.

by
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broken the world's record, without doubt, had
he riot met with an accident just before cross-

ing the tape -a boy running in front of his

wheel, causing a collision, by which Willis lost

33 seconds, being obliged to pick up his wheel

and carry it across the line."

The Alameda Bicycle and Athletic Club is

arranging to build a new park and track, and
with this view in mind it has consolidated

with the Reliance and Acme clubs of Oakland,

and plans for the building of a three-lap clay

track, within which will be a sprinting path
for athletic purposes, are now in the hands of

Civil Engineers Ellwell and Rice.

The professionals of the N. C. A. are talking

of a twenty-five mile road race over the

Irvington-Milburn course with a view of beat-

ing the record. The race, Wheeler thinks,

should be a handicap, and the reward a sweep-
stake, divided, each man to put up say $25, so

that if twelve started $300 would be divided

between the first five or six. Wheeler thinks

he can smash all records over that course.

Waltham's recent meet furnished soft snaps

for some of the speed merchants. Nearly all

of the cracks received assurances of a diamond
merely to show themselves. Zimmerman
seemed to be of this opinion, for he called

from the steamer Pilgrim to a Referee man
at New York: "Come with us; you have only

to show yourself co get a diamond," a sally

which tet all the cracks with him laughing.

Forty-six riders started in the race from
Maestricht to Nimegnin, Holland, on Sept.

10, among them Andre, winner of the Paris-

Brussels race; Fischer, winner of the Vienna-
Berlin race, and Eden, Dutch champion, on
track and road. Paul Muendner of Berlin

rode the 285 kilometres in 9 hrs. 50 min., ar-

riving first. Nyssen of Holland was second in

10 hrs. 22 sec; Witteren third, Eysenk fourth.

William Nohe, of the New York World, is

interested in the proposed race between Harry
Wheeler and a Guttenburg i unner—distance,
twenty miles. Wheeler, who has been offered

a $500 purse to ride twenty miles against one
of the famous selling-platers, wants the com-
pany to buila him a narrow board track on the

inside of the course. Harry would be foolish

to ride otherwise, as his defeat over a running
track would be almost certain.

Late Trade Items.

W. A. Lloyd of Birmingham, J. R. Nesbit of

Glasgow, and A. E. Flavell of Coventry gave

a resume of their travels in America, and their

impressions, to a Referee man last Thursday

evening in New York, just before Mr. Nesbit

embarked for Southampton. .

The Anglo-American Iron and Metal Corn-

pans is jubilant over the many good orders for

parts received the past ten days. Two firms

were fitted out complete with the exception of

tires and saddles last week, the aggregate

order being for 2,000 machines.

Samuel K. Dingle, of the Phelps & Dingle

Manufacturing Company, recently absorbed by
the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company,
is now located in Chicago as manager of the

western tire department. The company's

specialty is the Schrader tire, of which more
later.

Howard A. Smith & Co., agents for Bayliss,

Thomas & Co. , will build 200 li.t>ht roadsters

this winter for the eastern market. Mr. Smith
has been under the weather of late, suffering

from rheumatism, but is fast regaining bis old

form and expects to teeak sundry records next
season.

Wilson, Myers & Co. do not like the appear-

ance of the Reuben Wood's Sons' failure, and
point to the discrepancy in the liabilities and
assets, which are $58,000 and $32,000, respect-

ively. The Stokes Manufacturing Company,
which was thought to be a heavy creditor,

seems to have gotten out with flying colors,

The Spangler tire is on exhibition at the Co-

lumbia Rubber Company's place, Reade street,

New York. J. C. Pierriz gave an exhibition of

the ease and speed with which the tire can be

detached and the tube repaired. It looks as if

the Spangler is likely to be a winner. A flexi-

ble steel band, which fits on a crescent rim,

keeps the thickened edges of the outer cover

securely in place, which in turn fits snugly in

the grooves of the rim.

W. A. Lloyd, of Birmingham, the whole-

saler of bicycle fittings, says he commenced his

career in the cycle trade at 15 pence pjr week,

and cfttimes when struggling for a footing in

life worked late and early for the succ ss he

now enjoys. "Many a time," said Mr. Lloyd

last week, "have I worked all night in the

days of the early cycle trade. I did not wear
a collar then, but worked as hard as any man
ever worked at the bench."

Among the recent victories of the Premier

are the one-mile, 2:40 class, by Saunders, at

Lynn last Saturday, beating Elliot of Harvard
and others; also all the events of the Century
Cycling Club's meet on the same date, com-
prising a half, one and ten-mile handicaps.

The company has received a letter from its

Paterson agent relative to McMahon's record

ride from Greenwood Lake to Paterson, in

which he says that, though the machine
weighed nineteen pounds and the rider 145,

and that the roads were covered with loose

stone, the machine came through without a

scratch or loose s-poke.

General News Notes.

The Toledo C. C. is refitting its club house to

the extent of $400.

Thursday of last week was wheelmen's day
at the S;. Louis exposition, a specially prepared

programme being arranged for the cyclists.

There is such a likeness between Lawrence
Devany, the San Francisco agent, and C. S.

Richmond, president of the Savannah Wheel-
men, that they might be taken for twin broth-

ers.

The following officers were elected at a re-

cent meeting of the Aquidneck Cycle Club of

Newport, R. I.: President, H. E. Nason; vice-

president, G. F. Silva; secretary, B. Tew, and
treasurer, T. Tw'gg.

Two bicycle thieves confined in the Hudson,

N. Y., jail managed to escape recently. They
had cut a hole through the ceiling and the tin

roof and then descended by means of a rope

made from blankets.

A new club has been organized at Delhi, N.

Y', with the following officers: R. P. Mcin-

tosh, president; W. H. Sturges, secretary and
treasurer; F. M. Jackson, G. H. Persons and
W. G. Edgerton, committee.

The Rochester Herald in a recent issue de-

votes considerable space in telling the lady

cyclists how to dress for an outing awheel in

order that the sport will contribute to their

health, good looks and temper. Without doubt

the dress of a woman is the principal factor in

the enjoyment of trips awheel, and a perusal

of the article in question will probably give

some valuable hints.

The Englewood club has arranged its second

monthly sparring contest for Oct. 21. The
club has recently elected the following officers:

W. S. Kennedy, president; W. S. Baker, vice-

president; Harry Leach, secretary and treas-

urer.

The Mercury Cycling Club of Milwaukee is

making preparations for a road race to be run

Oct. 7 from Thiensville to Milwaukee. The
last mile of the race will be run on the Ath-

letic park track in order to make it of more
interest to the public.

The members of the Hanlon Superba Opera
Company are all good bicycle riders, and dur-

ing a recent engagement in Indianapolis H. T.

Hearsey, the bicycle dealer, entertained them
by showing the sights of the city on wheels.

The company was greatly pleased with the out-

ing, and voted Hearsey a royal good fellow and
the streets of Indianapolis the finest in the

statf s.

A recent issue of the Fond du Lac Journal
makes mention of a new-fashioned bicycle

lately seen on the streets of that pretty little

Wisconsin town. The inventor is a man
named Clark, of Denver. The mode of pro-

pulsion is by means of the arms.

Already the wheelmen of New York are

making preparations for indoor sports the

coming winter. The Wheelmen's Bowling
League has been reorganized and the name
changed to the Metropolitan Bowling League.

This year there will be twelve clubs on the

schedule.

The Tourist Wheelmen, of Patterson, N. J.,

cleared nearly $2,000 at their annual meet July

4 at Clifton, N. J., and have purchased a club

house. The club will present Champion Zim-
merman with an elegant souvenir in the form
of a watch chain for breaking the mile compe-
tition record, a photograph of which the secre-

tary sends us.

Cycling, according to all accounts, has made
wonderful advancement in Ireland. In the re-

motest districts of Connemara people may be

seen mounted on the latest type of safeties.

The roads of Ireland are good for cycling, but

railways are few, consequently many take to

the wheel as the best and quickest means of

transportation.

It was edifying to hear Colonel Burdett

righteously declare that, had a certain

action been taken, the league would have
been placed on record as attempting to deceive

the government and then to hear Mr. Dean,

within half an hour, admit that the principal

objection to the publication of the Bidletin

contract, was the fear that the government
would discover that it was being deceived.

The cyclists of Cambridgeport, Mass., will

in future be called upon to obey an ordinance

calling for the "carrying of a bell, horn or

mechanical device for signalling pedestrians,

and limiting the speed to a certain rate during
the day and another after sunset." The fath»r
of the ordinance claims that fully one ha f the
cyclists of that town are hoodlums, and that
legislation is necessary to keep that element
in check.

One of the shrewdest observers of things

cycling is Elliott Mason, of New York. He
said recently: "There can be but two classes in

any sport, amateurs and professionals, and
there can be no other class with safety. The
N. C. A. has shown one thing even if it don't
live a day longer, and that is that professional
racing can be run squarely and be well man-
aged. In this the N. C. A. has done something
to be proud of, and no true amateur will be-
grudge it the credit."
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Road Racer
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occupied Territory.
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A RIDER SAYS:

" I rode the Road Racer from Opelika, Ala., here (Columbus, Ga.), over a mountainous road, 34 1-2

miles, in 3 hours, against a head wind. Left at 2:00 and arrived here at 5:00 p. m. It was a wonderful test

on the wheel, for I did not spare it at all."

Relay Manfg. Co., Ltd., Reading, Pa.
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TWO POPULAR ENGLISHMEN.

Manager Eadie and Superintendent Smith of

the Eadie Company.

The Referee presents herewith the portraits

of two well known gentlemen connected with
the English cycle trade, Albert Eadie, manager
of the Eadie Manufacturing Company, and R

ALBERT EADIE.

W. Smith, superintendent of the same con-

cern. Mr. Eadie has been interested in the

trade for many years, previously with Perry

& Co. Last year, when he started his present

company, all sorts of predictions were made
as to its success, but to-day there is no estab-

lishment enjoying a more healthy trade than

the Eadie company, and success has followed

the manager in his new venture. Mr. Eadie is

K. W. SMITH.

a very popular gentleman, and one of the

greatest hustlers in England. The goods

manufactured by the company have earned an

excellent reputation throughout Great Britain

and the continent, as well as in America.

Some of the ere -lit for this is due Mr. Smith,

the superintendent, who, previous to engaging

with the Eadie company, occupied a similar

position with the Rudge company, of Coventry.

The Eadie company is at present enlarging its

works at Hunt End, so as to be in a better

position to handle the large orders for parts,

frames, etc.

STANLEY VS. NATIONAL.

The Two English Shows Still Fighting—Trade

Matters.

London, Sept. 23.—The two shows continue

to absorb much attention in trade circles.

Every week lengthy letters appear in the

chief trade journals from both sides, Hillier

shedding much ink for the Stanley people,

while C. A. Palmer, James Calcott and others

write at great length for the makers' associa-

tion. The National show boasts an imposing

list of intending visitors, embracing most of

the large houses, but from this list the Stanley

show secretary has succeeded in striking out

one or two firms each week. For example,

last week Gamage, the athletic provider, came
over to the Stanley—not having absolutely

applied for space at the Palace exhibition

—

and this week the Leicester Cycle Company
has thrown in its lot with the Agricultural

Hall exhibition. Other transfers will doubt-

less follow, as the National people appear to

have advertised in their list all the exhibitors

at their last show, and a few others who were

hesitating between the palace and Islington.

However, the National show will be a big

thing, of that there can be no doubt, but it re-

mains to be seen if the public will support it

better than was the case last year, and if it

will prove a satisfactory business exhibition.

Jack Dring, the Stanley show secretary, al-

though working very hard, is quite confident

and satisfied with the entries he has received.

Up to now 170 firms have actually taken

space, the machine and accessory people being

very evenly balanced. The accessory and

parts firms muster well, including Perry &
Co., Eadie Manufacturing Company, Bown
&Co., Brown Brothers, T. Smith & Sons,

and others. The cycle firms include the

Rudge company, Whitworth company, and the

Referee Cycle Company, with practically all

the others of last year. The Clincher and the

Palmer tire will also be shown on a large

scale, together with other tires of smaller in-

terest. As might be supposed, the usual at-

tention will be devoted to providing powerful

supplementary attractions. There will be an-

other photographic exhibition and competi-

tion. Assaults at arms will take place on the

two Saturday evenings. Every afternoon

there will be a variety entertainment in Ber-

ner's Hall. In the evening a first-class band

band will perform. Kaufmann, the world-

famous trick rider, who entertains a kindly

feeling towards the Stanley club, has been

specially engaged, and will perform nightly.

In competition with this feature (always a

very popular one) there will be arranged a

trick riding competition, for a championship

belt offered by the Stanley club. I have not

yet heard of the names of the probable con-

testants besides Kaufmann, but these will

come to hand in due course. Lastly, the Wel-

come Club will be repeated, with many im-

provements suggested by last year's experi-

ence. Nearly every evening newspaper in

London has for weeks past been publishing

articles and paragraphs favorable to the Stan-

ley club in its struggle with that section of

the trade which desires to abolish shows alto-

gether. This remarkable unanimity of press

opinion, together with the club's cordial con-

nections with all the leading clubs of the

country, will undoubtedly swell the public at-

tendance to quite its normal proportions. As
regards the business objects of the show, the

club is in communication with 2,000 agents

and traders, at home and abroad, who have
signified their intention of visiting the Agri-

cultural Hall during show week.

THE PALMER TIRE.

The Palmer tire will excite immense interest

at the show, as, of course, while thousands bave
heard of the numerous grand performances ac-

complished on it comparatively few have had
the opportunity of examining it. For racing

on both path and road it is absolutely certain

to command a large share of patronage, but

the favor accorded it by purely road riders and
club men will depend on the tire's mode of re-

pair when punctured. Mr. Glynn, the clever

young man whose services Mr. Palmer has se-

cured, assures us that by show time ample and
satisfactory information relating to repairs will

be forthcoming.

DUNLOP PEOPLE HUSTLING.

The presence of the Palmer tire on this mar-
ket and its astonishingly rapid success has

given a great stimulus to the energy of the

Dunlop firm, which ha° lately adopted pictorial

advertisements and hurried forward its 1894

pattern. I have examined the racing tire,

with its plain civscent section rim and wired

cover fitting outside instead of inside as in this

year's pattern, but I have not yet seen the

roadster pattern. The public is now quite

reconciled to wired tires and the only com-
plaints that have arisen iu connection with the
'93 Dunlop have been due to the bursting of

the outer cover when the canvas lining thereof

has cracked and weakened after long use over

indifferent roads. Not a single grumble relat-

ing to broken wires has reached my ears dur-

ing the season.

S. F. Edge's fine performances on the new
Rudge road racer, certainly a gem of construc-

tion, will serve to extend the inevitable boom
which w ill culminate in a rare rush of orders

at the Stanley show. As you already know,
Edge did the 104 mi'es over the Brignton-and-

back course on the 12th inst. in 6 hr. 13 min.

48 s°c. Since then two riders, A. E Knight
and C. A. Smith, have successively lowered

his time. Edge, not to be beaten, went again

yesterday and once more astonished cycledom,

bringing down the figures this time to 5 hr.

52 min. 30 sec , and beating Smith's time by 14

min. 16 sec, a feat rightly described as a mar-

vellous performance. Edge used the same
machine with Palmer tires on both occasions.

MANY NEW TIRES.

A multitude of new pattern tires will be

seen for the first time, by most people, at the

shows. There are the new Seddon, not yet ar-

rived in London, the new Fleetwood, the new
Preston Davies, still being held back, and the

new Dunn tire with its unpuncturable tread.

The last named I have seen and think a great

improvement on the former pattern, which

was of the single tube variety. Like several

other tire inventors, Mr. Dunn has lost a sea-

son owing to legal difficulties, but hopes to

make up for this disadvantage next year. The
new Boothroyd tire—used by Hammond, who
rode third in the North Road twentjr-four-hour

—seems a great advance on the present form

and is much less liable to puncture. Although
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still a single tube, the running surface is com-

posed of unstretched rubber. Cooke's detach-

able tire has gained steadily in public favor

during this season.

MAKING TANDEMS.

Fearnhead & Co. have recently built a new-

triplet tandem weighing 75 1-2 pounds and

geared to 77 inches, which is in great request

as a pacing instrument. Several firms are

busy with tandems for use on the path and
road as racing machines. The Whitworth tan-

dem safety is a beauty, scaling only 42 pounds,

although wonderfully rigid and geared to SO

odd. The Referee Cycle Company has just

turned out a tandem weighing inside 40

pounds, with '94 racing Dunlops, and geared

to 68. These two machines were first and
second, respectively, in the tandem race at the

Surrey meeting on the 9th inst. Jelley & Co.

have turned out a compact and good-looking

tandem tricycle with i\ ar steering and an open

front.

There are two novelties in rear-driving safe-

ties which have not yet made their appearance

in London. One is the Giraffe, by Humber &
Co., a safety with a high frame, raising the

rider's saddle and crank axle considerably

above the usual level. This mount is at pies-

ent in Ireland, where Mr. Mecredy has been

testing its peculiarities. The other novelty is

the Touring Rover, by J. K. Starley & Co., at

present being ridden in Coventry by E. H. God-
bold, who speaks very favorably of its behavior.

By lengthening the head and back stays and
taking the lower tubes direct from the bottom

steering centre to the back wheel axle, the

rider is raised some ten inches above the usual

safety position, being well out of the mud and
able to look over hedges as if on a 44-inch front

driver. Side slip is greatly diminished, it is

claimed, and the steering is described as very

pleasant. No great demand is expected for

these novelties. Staniay.

Sale of Womack's Stock.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 30—W. D. Wo-
mack's stock of bicycles, sundries and fixtures

was sold by the sheriff yesterday under an at-

tachment by the Simmons Hardware Company
of St. Louis. A large crowd attended the sale.

The high-grade wheels did not bring a high

figure, although some second-hand, cheap-

grade machines realized more than they would

in the ordinary course of business at this sea-

son. A new ladies' Telegram sold for $60 and

several Lightning Messengers that had been

used on the track two or three times were

knocked down at prices ranging from $46 to

$55. Many purchases were made by local

dealers.

Nesbit Made a Good Deal.

J. R. Nesbit, representing the Preston-Davies

Tire and Valve Company, returned to New
York last week Monday, and sailed for home
Thursday, as was announced in the Referee.

He said: "I have made a very good business ar-

rangement with the rubber company to handle

the Preston-Davies tire, and have fulfilled all

expectations of my visit, which, of course, did

not include an unheard-of financial deal. We
are here principally for business, and the deal

made on behalf of the Preston-Pavies tire calls

for business. Why, yes, of course I believe

thoroughly in the tire, or I would not be away
from my newspaper interests and spending so

much time on the tire. You can rest assured

the Preston-Davies is all I claim for it."

Mr. Nesbit made many acquaintances dur-

ing his brief stay in this country, and being

observant aad appreciative, will have mate-

rial for observatory work in lis two papers

—

for Mr. Nesbit is editor and proprietor of an

athletic paper in Glasgow, as well as the Scot-

tish Cyclist, which has made a record for itself

as a practically-edited trade paper. It is said

that Mr. Nesbit will criticise the Springfield

tournament from the standpoint of a stranger,

and will compare the meeting with the best of

those in the old country. Such a criticism

will be valvable, coming as it will from an in-

dependent source. We trust Mr. Nesbit will

find time to visit America again, and feel

sorry that pressure of business prevented him
coming to Chicago.

Henry Strugnell.

If there is a cyclist of the vintage of '93

in the metropolitan district who has not

heary of Henry Strugnell, or who has not

seen him at the many meets, let him stand up.

A most helpful man is Strugnell and a worker

of the record-breaking order. No enemy hath

Strugnell; he steers clear of club broils, and his

gentle disposition is of the Mrs. Winslow's

soothing syrup order. He is a man respected,

well liked, and heavily patronized as an ath-

letic outfitter by clubs and the public gener-

ally. He deserves patronage as no club calls

on Stingwell in vain; his purse is always open

to aid cycling, and the frequent donation of

prizes and advertisements for the numerous
meets and programmes which act as a lever

to start a little money out of the trade. Strug-

nell rode an ordinary ten years ago. To-day
he pushes a light safety along, but keeps his

old expert Columbia in his office as a sort of

monument to the old cycling days of Manhat-
tan. He is gray, yet youthful in appearance,

and the happy possessor of a large and inter-

esting rising generation of youthful cyclists.

The picture herewith presented is a good fac-

simile of Strugnell's features.

A Well-Known English Visitor.

Frank Bowden, of the Raleigh Cycle Com-
pany, called at the Referee office on Monday,
leaving for the east the same day. Arrange-
ments have been made by his company to

largely extend its American business next
year, and to that end quarters nearly five

times as large as tin se now occupied have
been secured. Mr. Bowden is still full of the

trouble between Zimmerman and the N. C. U.
He says the licensing committee is made up of

Londoners, with one exception, but that every
effort is made to conceal their identity. He
ridiculed the charges against Zimmerman, and

as to the allotment of stock said that it was a
thing they had done repeatedly, with promi-
nent agents and others, because it strength-

ened the company. He spoke enthusiastically

of Zim's appearance in France, and described

that worthy and McDerinott as "shopping
like a couple of old maids." The climate of

France, he believes, is particularly favorable

to cycling, but not better than that of Amer-
ica, while the latter, in the Springfield track,

possesses the fastest in the world. Finally,

Mr. Bowden has unbounded confidence in the

Raleigh, believes that wooden rims are the

rims of the future, and that the interchangeable

sprocket now in use by his company is the fin-

est yet produced. He sails for the land of

roast beef this week.

The Proposed Show In New York.

New York, Oct. 2.—The circular issued by
the Madison Square Garden Company of New
York, in reference to a proposed cycle show in

Madison Square Garden, has met with a favor-

able reception by New Yorkers, at least, as

they naturally believe that New York is the

proper place to hold the show, and can offer

more in the way of advantages than Philadel-

phia. They believe in the first place that

more trade could be done in New York, and
that it would assume a national importance if

held in the metropolis. Besides, they could
offer a thousand and one more attractions

than can Philadelphia to the visitor. The
Madison Square Garden is truly one of the

most beautiful structures in the world, and
has, as the company's circular stated, a regu-
lar clientele of patronage of the very best

people of New York who take in all the shows,
be they dog, flower or bicycle That there are
influences behind the Madis.m Square Garden
Company in trying to secure the show there is

little doubt, and the Metropolitan Association
of Cycling Clubs, which has not distinguished

itself beyond the promotion of a watermelon
run, a picnic and a race meet, will have an
opportunity to do something. Whether the
circular misrepresented Philadelphia when it

stated that that city has no suitable building

for a show is another matter, but the citizens

of the City of Brotherly Love are out with a
circular in response, stating that they have all

the accommodations necessary to handle an-
other show.

Will Push Things in '94.

The New York Belting and Packing Com-
pany is preparing to make a strong bid for tire

patronage and will have as its strong cards the
improved Burris-Michelin, which is a remark-
ably solid-looking, cleverly-constructed and
seemingly durable tire. A Referee man was
shown the tire last week by Manager Theodore
W. Plumb, who succeeded Mr. Burris in the
tire department. The old Burris Michelin tire

is quite out-classed by the new one, which will

command favor when seen. A new scheme in

the way the wire attachment has been devised.

It is not only very simple, but strong, and may
be put on and taken off without the least diffi-

culty. The new "bandelet," as Manager
Plumb calls it, but which cannot be described

just yet on on account of patents pending, is

the most promising thing in the way of tire

fasteners that the company has produced. The
tire itself is neat and the inner tube of fine

quality and workmalship. The Whippet,
which has always commanded favor as a me-
dium-priced tire, will be the other tire the com-
pany will push. Mr. Stillwell, who is well

known as one of the firm's travelers, is Mana-
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ger Plumb's assistant and will take the road

early to show the tires.

The 1894 Dunlop Racing Tire.

According to the Bicycling News the method
of construction in the 1894 Dunlop racing tire

is simple. The old type of rim—an almost flat

crescent section—is used. The air tube is of

the present pattern, but here all similarity

ceases, save that the edges of the outer cover

are furnished with two endless wires. The
cover lies wholly outside of the rim, the end-

less wires, of slightly smaller circumferance,

running along the outer edges, and prevented

from moving by being wedged in position by
the mere act of inflation. The canvas pocket

does not surround the air tube, but is merely

solutioned to the outer cover along each edge,

outer cover and canvas strip thus forming to-

gether the case of the air chamber. The outer

cover is made very light, but along the line of

tread a strip of compressed rubber is solutioned

to minimise risk of puncture and take up road

contact. To repair a puncture, you deflate,

pull off the tire, f^pen the solutioned canvas

quired. Preparations for 1894 are well for-

ward. A racing wheel will weigh 20 1-2

pounds, and a roadster, 27 1-2. A novelty is

introduced, Mr. Davis tells us, in the way of a

crank bracket which is not a drop forging, but

is lighter than others now in use.

Recent American Patents.

Following is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-

baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

5)4,333, gear casing; William H. Forbes and George B.

Brooklyn, N. Y.; filed Nov. 23, 1892.

501,340, vehicle wheel; John K.Frist, Baltimore, Mil.;

filed Oct. 31, 1803.

504,413, wheel for cycles; Alfred C. Brown, London,

Eng.; filed Feb. i), 189 i; patented in England Sept. 20,

1890.

504,440, vehicle wheel; Harry Moore. [.Wellingboro,

Eng.; filed March 15, 1891; patented in England Aug. 17,

1S91.

504, 108, pneumatic tire; Douglas Dobbins and Richard

MeKenuey, Franklin, lid., assignors of two-thirds to

John B. McMutt, Thomas J. Coyle and William B. Jen-

nings, same place, and Thomas Waggart, Indianapolis,

Ind.; filed Dec. 31,1892.

504,483, sprocket wheel; Victor Belanger, Boston, as-

backing at the val.e hole, and proceed as in

the '92 tire. It is, in fact, a very clever com-

bination of the Dunlop aud Welsh tires.

Palmer Tires in England.

Information reached New York late last

week from England to the effect that the

Palmer tire had been sold for a large amount
to the following English firms, who will have

the sole English right to use Palmer tires and

to sell them in England, namely : The Whit-

worth Works Cycle Company of Birmingham,

the Rudge Cycle Company of Coventry, and

the Silverton Rubber Company, of London.

The price paid, it is said, was tremendous.

The tires are to be made in America. A Ref-

eree representative inquired at the Columbia

Rubber Company's place on Reade street, and
the report was corroborated by J. C. Pierriz,

who is kept busy these days attending to the

wants of the racing men. Palmer will not re-

turn to America until the latter part of Octo-

ber or the first of November, and will probably

meet Messrs. Pugh and Meintjes at Liverpool.

The Capitol Manufacturing Company.

This company, which, it will be remembered,

has just entered the list of cycle manufacturers,

occupies the premises shown in the accom-

panying cut. Fifteen thousand feet of floor

space will be devoted to this branch of the

business, while another floor is available if re-
|

signor of one-half to Josiah Quincy, Quincy, Mass. : filed

April 20, 1693.

504,494, drive chain; William H. Hart, New Britain,

Conn., assignor to the Stanley works, same place; filed

May 2, 1£92.

504,573, vehicle wheel, John E. Frist, Baltimore, Mil.,

filed Dec. 7, 189 J.

504,025, ice velocipede; Jonas Schmid, Mill Creek, Pa.,

filed March 3, 1893.

504 633, bicycle; Oland W. Squires, Xew York; filed

March 23, 1893.

504,685, wheeled vehicle; Robert Steel, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to William J. Moore, same place; filed Sept.

9, 1892.

Trade marks.—23 594 bicycles, tricycles and veloci-

pedes; the Stover Bicycle Manufacturing Company,
Freeport, ID.; filed Aug. 7, 1893; essential feature the rep-

resentation of a phcenix and the word "Phoenix."

General Trade Notes.

S. A. Applebee & Co., of 56 Warren street,

New York, are handling the Shakspeare

wheels, made by Shakspeare & Kirkland,

Birmingham, and expect to push them next

year in vigorous fashion. Mr. Applebee, late

of Birmingham, is in charge.

Edward Gr. Smith, an attache of one of the

courts of New York, has invented a tricycle to

carry one or more persons, the propelling

force being compressed air. Mr. Smith, in

conversation with a Referee man, stated that

he wished to place the same in the hands of a
firm or company to investigate it. He is the

invrntor of a boat also propelled by compressed

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A Metal Tire Protector — An Automatic Air

Pump—A New Tire Fastening.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineei

,

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, ait

any time within two months from July 5, 1893, gi\e
notice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

A METAf. TIRE PROTECTOR.

No. 15,432. W. Henley's " Improvements in the

guards of pneumatic cycle tires.'" Aug. 27, 1892—The
object of this invention is to prevent the puncturing of

pneumatic tires. Between the air tube and the cover of

the tire are placed a series of wire coils or convoluted

wire bands posset-sing similar powers of resistance and
resilience the same being held in position by a special de-

vice. The coils which constitute the principal feature of

the invention are either annular, being circumferenlially

around the air tube, or tranverse, being laid parallel to

each other across the air tube. The air tube (f) and the

coils (i il) are held to the rim (e) by the cover Cg) which
may have a rubber tread (gl) incorporated with it and
may be secured to the rim in any convenient way, either

by cementing or by a lacing (g2) as illustrated The spe-

cial device f • r holding the coils in position consists of a
pocket (h) on the inn-r face of the cover (g). By vary-

ing the diameter of the longitudinal coils (1 il) the con-

tour of the tread may be correspondingly varied. A flat

tread is secured by making the central coil or coils

smaller than those right and left of ic on them, or a con-

vex tread may be obtained as shown by making the cen-

tral coils 0) larger than the outside ones (il). the diame-

ter of the others decreasing right and left from 'he center.

Sever 1 modifications are de^crih d and according to one
the spirals of annular coils are ti utened down so tii.it the

individual spirals, are tangential to the wheel. Ttiey are

not flattened so much as to deprive them of all resilience

and they preferably lie in a backward direction.

AN AUTOMATIC AIR PUMP.

No. 15,537. J. F. M. Kean's "Self-acting inflator for

filling with air the tires of cycles or other vehicles and
machines on which air tires are used." Aug. 30, 1892.—

This invention consists of a self-acting inflator for tilling

pneumatic tires and controlling the air pressure therein

by the rotation of the wheel. The apparatus is attached

to the center of the wheel and a piston is worked by an
excentric motion communicated by th rotation of the

wheel and the air is thereby transmitted through a tube

to the tire; and by regulating the piston tiie supply of air

can be increased or decreased as required. The air pump
(a) is filed on the hub of the wheel and the outlet of ihe

pump is connected by a tube (c) to the ordinary inflating

valve (d) on the rim. A rod (e) is worked by the excen-

tric (el) fitted on to the non-rotating spindle of the wheel.

The upper portion of the excentric rod is provided with a

slot in which slides a sleeve flanged at one en 1 and
threaded at the other to receive a suitable nut enabling it

to be secured at any desired height near the top of the

rod (e). This sleeve works on the cross head (fl) and by
altering its vertical position the travel of the piston in the

pump (a) can be altered at pleasure. Thus the position

of the piston may be regulated so as to give the required

pressure of air to maintain the pressure in the tire and
pump in a state of constant equilibrum so that when the

tire is charged to a pressure equal to that in the pump no
more air can enter, but should the pressure in the tire

fall below the maximum the pump will supply the defi-

ciency. If desired, the pump may be thrown out of ac-

tion by hinging the excentric rod at h and unscrewing the

sleeve nut, whereby the rod can be thrown out of gear

and fixed to a suitable hook in the side of the fork or
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frame of the machine. Provision may be made for in-

flating the tire by the ordinary hand inllator. The tube

(c) is not connected to the cross head (f 1) as the illustra-

tion might seem to indicate, but to the lower part of the

pump (a).

A NEW TIRE FASTENING.

Xo. 7,047. E. Hill's "Novel construction of cover for

the air vessels of pneumatic tires, and means for fasten-

ing such tires on wheels." May 13, IH'.iii.—This invention

consists in employing metal bands within the edges of

the canvas lining of the outer cover of a pneumatic tire

to the rim. That part of the cover (B) which contains

the strips or bands (D I)) is forced by air pressure into

close contact circumferentially with the rim (A) and the

tire is secured in place

without other fastenings

of any kind. One end of

each strip (D D) overlaps

the other and both ends

have free play to permit of

the circle contracting

under pressure of the air

to bind the strips on the

periphery of the rim inde-

pendently of grip against

the sides or edges thereof.

The fold iu the canvas (C) is preferably made to the inner

side as shown. When the air tube (E) is expanded by

jointless, and a rim with a steel band running

through the center for the purpose of doing

away with the washers, and pulling through

the spokes. The rim he finds is also much
stiffer. It will be joined with the small

band of about twenty gauge steel, right in the

center, and he thinks he has solved that part

of the wooden rim problem. Actual tests the

past ten days lead to the conclusion that the

idea is all right. He has applied for patents

fcr three rims. Whittaker says he has made
arrangements already with parties to handle

these rims, and they can be manufactured and
sold much cheaper than any other wooden rim

on the market.

Cycling in South America.

William H. McOracken, of the firm of C.

Lemon & Co. , manufacturers' agents for South

America, with headquarters at Buenos Ayres,

was in New York last week and a caller at the

Referee office. Mr. McCracken was so im-

pressed with the Columbia exhibit at the

guese. It is his intention to give the natives

of South America some bicycle news taken

from the Referee, as he frankly admits that

most of the news from the United States is

borrowed from our reliable journals. Four

papers printed in English are also published in

Buenos Ayres, the population of which is 000,-

000, and whose climate, Mr. McCracken says,

is in keeping with the city*s name.

Trade Notes.

W. A. Lloyd, of Birmingham, sailed for

home on the Campania Saturday.

The Peninsula Cycle Company of Detroit

was incorporated last week; capital stock,

$10,000.

Pieter Leeuwenberg, of Holland, the Simplex

Automatic bicycle manufacturer, sailed for

home Saturday.

The Capitol Manufacturing Company has

disposed of its wrench business to the Whit-

man & Barnes Company, which concern will

MADISON SQUAKE GARDEN.

the air it is forced into close contact with the canvas all

round, the pressure on the canvas edges and the enclosed

bonds being sufficient to fix them to the periphery of the

rim against side movement, and as the band contracts

they grip tighter on the rim and become rigidly fixed by

the circumferential pressure. The shape of the rim may
be modified from that illustrated.

Whittaker's Patent Wooden Rims.

Stillman G. Whittaker is deeply immersed

these days in solving the wooden rim question.

Out of his deep thoughts on the subject have

been evolved two or three new rims. Contrary

to the idea of using hickory altogether for

wooden rims, Whittaker, withjthe help of some

expert wood turners, is experimenting with

white ash of the second growth, first steamed,

and then kiln dried; also with maple and elm,

World's Fair that he stopped over in Boston

and saw Colonel Pope, whose company ap-

pointed his firm agents for the Argentine Re-

public. The firm will also handle the Reming-
ton, being agent for the Remington Arms
Company in South America. Mr. McCracken
talked very entertainingly of his country. He
has traveled extensively, in South America for

fifteen years, has followed the course of the

mighty Amaz6n fob 'its source to the ocean

and is an enthusiastic admirer of the grand

country south of the equator, its capabilities

and possibilities; The gentleman stated" that

up to the present time English <vheels have

been and are used in South America, and the

people are just commencing to take to cycling.

Ill Buenos Ayres people have plenty of money<
He gives preference to the ash, as it has more ,t

i1 aTiid will pay good prices for good wheels. Mr.

spring in it, is not brittle and is light and..- k' M^ftrackeii is editor of a bi-weekly paper pub-

tough. The two rims which he thinks will be *?l»s1&6SkLjihe interest of his firm and -printed in

,i juccessare an endless spiral, which is also 'jjtjy^jy^n^uaj^es--
:

Fi-enrh, Spanjqh and Portii

have its new factory at West Pullman in oper-

ation in a few days.

The air is full of rumors concerning con-

temp'ated changes on Wabash avenue. None
of them are definite yet, however.

Stolen, pneumatic Relay No. 1,39-1. Address

H. W. Higham, bicycle dealer, 470 Pennsyl-

vania avenue, N. W., Washington, D C.

Lord Mayor Shanks, of Dublin, who is at

present in Chicago, is the chairman of the

Puncture Proof Pneumatic Tire Company.

L. C. Grant, of the National Cycle Company,
Fitchburg, Mass., left Chicago this week for

the east, after closing deals with Parkhurst &
Wilkinson for Chicago and the northwest, and
the Simmons Hardware Company of St. Louis,

for the south, to handle his corn cob handles.

A sample left at this office shows it to be a

neat contrivance, and it possesses the merit of

being cheap,
;
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BUY.

Zimmerman's Book.

Photographs of all World Famous Champions.
Articles on Training by Zimmerman and Bowden.
Points for Cyclists, etc.

PRIC E, 5o CENTS.
Order from

JOSEPH McDERMOTT,
FREETTOED, N". J.

CLEVELAND MACHINE SCREW CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

J. J. WARREN COMPANY
MAUOTACTUEEES OF— WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

BICYCLE SADDLE LEATHERS
AND TOOL BAGS. Bend for Illustrated

Catalogue

" Curtis Combination Pedal?
EITHER RUBBER OR RAT TRAP.

The Best Pedal
in the Market.
AbsolutelyDust
Pioof.

PRICE, $7.
We call the attention

of bicycle riders and
dealers to the fact
that we can furnish
them with a rat trap
plate that can be put
into the same pedals as
the rubbers are used in.

Price $2 per set of
four, postpaid.

REED & CURTIS MACHINE SOREIV CO,,

Oil Cups, Nipples, Steps, Air Valves, Crank Keys, Cones, Studs, Chain

Rivets, Collar Screws, Cap Screws, Set Screws, Special

Screws, Turned Nuts.

CASE HARDENING.

We also manufacture Automatic Screw Machines

for turned work of. every description.

MENTION THE RFFEBEE.

MENTION THE REFEREE. WORCESTER, MA.SS.

SAMPLES OF THE
GARFORD SADDLES
FOR 1893 WILL BE READY
BY AUGUST 1.

Correspondence with Manufactur-

ers solicited.

THE GARFORD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Elvria, Ohio.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

H. Matthew's

Twe Cement.

Output one ton per day.

Largest sale in the world.

Best quality, lowest price.

WHOLESALE BUYERS WANTED TO REPRESENT.

Snow Hill, Birmingham, England.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

AND

Pneumatic

SULKY WHEELS.
We make nothing B'u,t Wheels, and can make you just

what you want cheaper than you can do it yourself.

I. AiJvS&STON & CO.,
esville (Near Syracuse), N. Y.MENTION THE REFErfl
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SMALLEY -MASY - RUNNING.
MOST RIGID FRAME ON THE MARKET.

GOOD BEARINGS. GRACEFUL LINES. ELEGANT FINISH.

FOUR- STYLES: Light Roadster, Road Racer, Track Racer (new style handle bars), and Ladies' wheel.

Mud Guards and Brake Detachable from Light Roadster, leaving no sign of having been on. Aluminum finish if desired.

Some of Our Agents:

Racine Hardware Mfg. Co., Racine Wis. E. Werner, Philadelphia, Pa. L. C. Jandorf & Co. , New York.
J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

W. G. Schack, Buffalo, N. Y. Chas. Ege, Detroit, Mich.
Camden and Philadelphia Soap Co., Camden, N. J.

Geo. L. Cady & Sons, Lowell, Mass.
F. D. Hoham, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Peabody-Whitney Company, Boston, Mass.

Write for Catalogue. Our Retail Store, 271 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, 11,1/. Good Agents Wanted in every town in the u. s.

MARBLE CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., Plymouth, m.
P S.—We are Illinois Agentaffor the RALEIGH. MENTON THE REFEnCI

'Finest Quality Produced in the "World."

TRADE " CREDENDA. " MARK.

The CREDEM TUBE COMPANY, Limited.

W. C. STIFF,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

Birmingham, England.
TELEGRAMS:

"Credenda," Birmingham.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE LITTLE GEM,
THE CYCLE PEDAL OF THE FUTURE.

KEEP YOoR EYE ON IT!

YOU WILL WANT IT IE YOU TRY IT!

manufactured by GEO. T. WARWICK & CO., Springfield, Mass.
Agents, Look: Into This. MENTION THE REFEREE.

STEEL BALLS For All Anti-

Friction Purposes.

Bicycle Balls a Specialty.
The Most Complete Plant in the U. S.

Sole Owners of the RIOHARDSON-GRANT System of Grinding. Also the N. SAWYER
Hardening Process. Present Capacity, 1,000,000 Per Month. Large Additions Now Being Made.
We claim to make the BEST Ball in the world. Users of our Balls guaranteed against damage
caused by Balls being defective. Write for Prices and Samples.

GRANT ANTI-FRICTION BALL CO., Fitchburg, Mass.
MENTION THE REF'SEE.
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TNCORPORATKD 1873, CAPITAL ©500,000.00.

THIS IS THE

LU-MI-NUM,
The Strongest Bicycle

in the World.

BACKED BY
The broadest, strongest and
most businesslike guarantee

ever put on a bicycle.

Send for Catalogue.

SHIPMENTS COMMENCE SOON.

St. L. R. & W. G. Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

NICKEL
ZUCKER & LEVETT
CHEMICAL CO.

Works, FLUSHINC, L. I.

HERCULES DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

AMERICAN CI ANT: DYNAMO
FOR ELECTROPLATING

AND ELECTROTYPING. PLATING
Offices,

10, 12&14 Grand St,

'Bet. Varick'and Sullivan Sts.i.

New York, U.S.A.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

NICKEL & ELECTROPLATING

SUPPLIES & POLISHING* MATERIALS OUTFITS.

For a s i 1 v er y
white deposit of

nickel, use our Pure

Anodes and Salts,

French, American,

Plain Spanish, Felt

Wheels, or in

Sheets. Muslin
Puffs, Walrus
Leather in wheels

or hides, Oak
tanned Leather
covered wheels.
C. P. Cyanide o

Potassium Fused
Cyanide of Potas-

s i u m . Roughes
Compositions
Tripoli Composi-

tions . Buffing

Lathes.

THOS. SMITH & CO.,
J Wharf St., ASTON, Birmingham.

Best Materia/ ana Workmanship Guaranteed.

SOLE U. S. AGENTS-

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.,

213 Pearl St., - -".- NEW YORK.

STEEL STA-MPI^TGrS.
NEW PRICE LISTS NOW READ'1 Telegrams, " Hector."
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BICYCLE MACHINERY.

The Heartley Machine, Variety Iron and Tool Woiks,

903-905J,Water Street, Toledo, Ohio. Established 1876.

Manufacturer of Special Patented Tools for the manu-
facture of Wire and Metal Wheels, Power and Hand Punch-
ing and Shearing'Machinery. Punches and Dies and Drop
Forging Dies, etc. The New Ideal Self-Oiling Adjustable
Punch Chuck. Designer and Builder of Machines and Tools
for Patented Specialties. ^"Famous Roller Power Weld-
ing and Forming Machine, for Welding Tires on Irregular
Shaped Work : fonus Mud Guards and drawing Brace Ends
etc. Tire Rollers'and Truing^Machines. Tire Sizing and
Truing Tables. Tire Punches, special for Punching Tires.

Press to Force Sprocket Wheel on Pedal Crank Shaft,

special. Power Automatic Wheel Riviting Machine.
wheel Vices and special tools. Beaver Valley Gas Furnace
for heating to Weld and Braze, etc. Spoke Heading
Machines, Spoke Threading Machines.

Heartley Machine, Variety Iron and

Tool Works,

903-905 WATER S1REET, TOLEDO, OHIO.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

IMPROVED 4% INCH

ACME STEELWRENCH
For Pocket and Bicycle.Use.

The Strongest and Best. Made of Best Quality Steel.

(Weight 6 l-2.^oz.) Every Wrench is Thoroughly
Hardened. i Awarded First Prize Medal at

the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and
Bright

Finished

Every

WRENCH
Warranted.

THE ACME COMBINATION WRENCH AND
SPOKE GRIP Nickeled and bright finished.

ALL CAST STEEL

Bicycle Screw Driver !

(Patent No. 466678.)
Length over all, 41-2 inches. - Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFG. CO.,

125 to 137 Rees St., Chicago, III.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

"According to Hoyle"

Have your Bicycle Repaired and Thoroughly Over-
hauled by the Veteran Repairer.

Over twenty years factory and repair shop experience
with makers c t Rudge, Rover, Rival. Rapid, Rambler,
Premier, Humber, Singer, Swift, &c, &c. Highest
testimonials from American and English flyers of the
path.

NICKEZ-PIATING, PAINTING.

ENAMELLING, ETC.
Be sure you see HOYLE, 5-7 Madison-st. E.,

Bet. Michigan and Wabash-aves., Chicago.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

SOLE AGTS.

SnellCyele Fittings Co.,

TUBES TOLEDO,

OHIO.

Write for Priees

TUBES
FOR

1894

CONTRACTS.

HUDSON & CO.'S

Celebrated "Excelsior" Cold Drawn Weldless Tube.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

WORKS: - BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Before placing your orders, "get our lists"—we guarantee quality.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

FENTON METALLIC MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN," N. Y.,
MANUFACTURERS mm

Strictly High-Grade Bicycles

—<*

I w I \ \
V

^ ^y
fd\

V

y— w

THE FENTON ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR (patent applied

for) is a special feature of our LIGHT ROADSTER.
Reliable Agents Wanted.

Catalogue furnished on application

Chicago Office, 1 1 16 Monadnock\Blg. £«%^%T1
^Nofi*.

GalUrv T"maporla-

MENTION THE REFEREE.



WESTERN WHEEL WORKS
M^.NTTIT'-^CT "TRIORS, CHICAGO.

BOYS' JUNIOR

Geared to 43 ins.

Wells, Schiller and igel Streets, CHICAGO.

Eastern Agents, R. L. COLEMAN CO., NEW YORK

See our exhibit at the World's Fair; Section A, Gallery, north end of TWportatioti Building MEN-^ON THE REFEREE,



The Popular

Medium Grade Line

m^-

DUKJS^-80-inch wheels, $100.

Pneumatic Tires.

DUC IIESS-28-inch wheels, $90.

P ItJXCESS—26-inch wheels, $65.

Pneumatic Tires,

PRINCE—26-ini wheels, $70.

PneumaticTires.

PZTIJYG JIB— 22-inch wheels,

Solid Tire.

PEER—25-inch wheels, $25.

CusJiion Tire.

A. FEATHERSTONE & CO.,

16th. and Clark Sts. and Armou:Ave. Retail Store, 282 Wabash Ave

JHICAGO.
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MORE RECORDS FALL.

Flying Start Mile, 1:56 4-5; Standing, 2:00 1-5;

Standing Quarter, :2g 1-5.

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 7. — Yesterday

Windle made an unsuccessful attempt to lower

his flying mile record of 1 :58 1-5, but could not

do better than 1:58 4-5. He went the first

quarter in :28 4-5, being paced by the Nelsons

and Arnold on a triplet. McDuffee, Clark and

Measure took him to the three-quarters and

Tyler paced him home. At the half his handle

bar became loosened and this bothered him

somewhat.
Thursday last Windle was scheduled to at-

tempt to lower the five-mile record against

time, made by Meintjes last month, but his

work in pacing Tyler tired him and he did not

feel equal to the task.

Tyler's friends think he should have put the

standing start mile time under two minutes.

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 9.—Tyler yester-

day cut the standing-start quarter record to

:29 1-5, as against :30 1-5 made by E. A. Nelson

July 4 at Hartford.

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 11.—Records took

another big tumble to-day, and now the flying-

start time is 1:56 4-5, to W indie's credit, and
the standing start 3:C0 1-5, made by Tyler,

while intermediate distances also have new
figures. Ere another forty-eight hours pass

Windle will put the flying start time below

Johnson's 1:56 3-5, and Tyler will have the

standing start record under two minutes. The
latter might have been accomplished to-day,

but Windle, who paced the last quarter, was
somewhat fatigued from his fast mile and was

unable to make a hot enough pace. Tyler

went up on Windle so fast, near the tape, that

his front wheel struck Windle"s machine and

just as he crossed the tape he fell. Although

going at a thirty-mile-an-hour clip at the time

he was not hurt.

Windle cut his own three-quarters flying

record of 1:29 3-5 to 1:26 3-5. Tyler made the

half in 1:01, and the three-quarters in 1:30,

both of which are records. His last quarter

was :30 1-5. The pacing was done by triplet

and tandem crews, with Measure, Nelson,

Broadhead, Arnold, McDuffee and Clark up,

while Tyler and Windle helped each other out

on last quarters.

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 12.—To-day Win-
dle cut Johnson's two-thirds of a mile record

of 1:24 2-5, made Oct. 2 at Waltham. to

1:16 1-5, over eight seconds better. He covered

the quarter in :27 4-5, and the half in :57 4-5.

McDuffee and Clark on a tandem covered a

half in :58, the previous record being 1:00 1-5.

W. J. McGarrett and H. C. Tyler refereed;

Zimmerman, Taylor and Kelly judged, and
Dan Canary, A. O. McGarrett and E. A.

Nelson timed. Zimmerman, Wheeler, the

Bankers, Bald, Smith and Dirnberger are here

to try for records.

HUNTERS USE THE BICYCLE.

Successful Expeditions After Both Large and

Small Game.

An Oregon paper thinks James Davis is the

first person who ever went deer hunting on a

bicycle. He was visiting Idanha recently,

and as the country there is comparatively

smooth and free from underbrush, he bor-

rowed a rifle from a gentleman and went out

for a ride. The inflated tire on his wheel al-

lowed of his traveling swiftly and noiselessly

over the ground, strewn with pine needles,

and before he pedaled many miles he came

upon an unsuspecting deer quietly browsing

just ahead of him. The result was that he

killed the ueer and returned to the hotel with

it slung over his shoulders.

We have in mind an Australian who has

been hunting deer and smaller game on a bi-

cycle for some years. John M. Mulvey, of

New Rockford, N. D., whose picture is shown

here, is also a hunter awheel, and has made

many successful trips.—« »
Terront's Long Ride.

Paris, Oct. 11.—Terront fiaished his ride

from St. Petersburg to Paris shortly after noon

to-day, and was enthusiastically received. The

distance is 1,875 miles, and Terront's time was

14 days 7 hrs. 36 min.

CASSIGNARD'S LAST RIDE.

How the Unfortunate Frenchman Met His

Death.

Ruscelli, Buni, the two Nuvolaris, Colombo,

Moreschi, Pasta and Cornuda, composing the

Italian crew sent by the Pro Patria, of Milan,

competed Sept. 23 at the Velodrome de la Seine

against the best Frenchmen. The meet started

with the 5,000-metre tricycle championship of

France, in which the late Cassignard, being

too confident, was beaten by Medinger; time,

10:35 1-5. Then followed the race for the

"Prix de Rome," 5,000 metres, A. Nuvolari

being first in 8:14 1-5; Cornuda second, Mores-

chi third. The final of the 2,000-metre inter-

national "Prix des Alpes," consisting of four

heats, resulted as follows: Cassignard, 1; Rus-

celli, 2; Louvet, 3; time, 3:06 1-5.

The international 10,000-metre "Prix d'lta-

lie" brought out twenty men. Cassignard

won by twenty metres; Buni second and Lou-

vet third.

The 2,000-metre tandem race was a victory

for Medinger and Girardinin3:024-5; Masi and
Vineaux second.

Ruscelli made a claim that Cassignard had

cut in front of him" in the "Prix des Alpes"

race. The judges stood eleven to eight against

Cassignard and awarded first prize to Ruscelli.

The splendid finish of the 10,000-metre race,

"Prix dTtalie," was Cassignard's last victory.

On Sept. 27 he appeared on the Velodrome de

la Seine to try for records from 1 to 10 kilo-

metres, but resolved to give up his intention on
account of the bad weather. To satisfy M.

Clement he ride a few laps to show Mr. Du
Cros, of Dublin, who was present, his ability.

The next morning he took a ride with his

friend, Charron, on a horse belonging to a

friend. Being a beginner in riding he spurred

his horse unintentionally. The horse ran

against a sidewalk which was barricaded by a

fence and fell, throwing Cassignard, his head

striking the fence or walk with terrific force.

His skull was fractured in the fall and some

hours afterwards he died, without having been

seen by his parents, who were immediately

sent for.

Shorland's Record Lowered.

In a twelve-hour race on the Buffalo track

at Paris, AHard succeeded in beating the

world's record, formerly held by Shorland at

376 kilometres 370 metres. Allard covered 381

kilometres 210 metres, four kilometres and 840

metres ahead of Shorland's record. Sorin was

second with 350 kilometres 333 metres, and

Pachot third. Baze, the world's record holder

for twelve and twenty-four hours on road, in-

tends to beat Allard's record shortly.
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THE RIVAL CYCLE SHOWS.

BELLIGERANT MANAGERS SET FORTH

THEIR RESPECTIVE CLAIMS.

Philadelphia's Experience and Past Success vs.

New York's Big Building—Little Fish

in a Big Puddle—A Prospectus

Now Ready.

New York, Oct. 10.—There seems to be no
doubt that a considerable portion of the trade

is in favor of New York as the scene of the

cycle show. Locally every one thinks so.

They do not favor the means so far employed,

however, in promoting it, but believe it should

be handled by a committee representing the

trade's interests, instead of by representatives

of clubs, who know little or nothing about such

matters. The youthful president of the Metro-

politan Association of Cycling Clubs is by no

means fitted for the task of conducting so im-

portant an event and the fact has not escaped

observation that an attempt has been made to

coiner the news for the benefit of one paper to

the exclusion of the rest.

The foundation on which the preliminary

arrangements have been built is not a substan-

tial one. The prime movers, however, came
to the conclusion that they did not represent

the trade and, sensibly enough, at the last

meeting placed the Metropolitan association in

the background and appointed a committee
consisting of L. H. Johnson of the Premier
company, Jacob Bretz of the Liberty Cycle

Company, Peter Loane of A. G. Spalding &
Bros , A. O. Very of the Warwick Cycle Com-
pany, and Charles Persons, a local saddle

maker. This committee was intrusted with
the duty of sending a letter to the trade as to

its wishes in the matter of the proposed show.

The date is the principal question to be decided

after the manufacturers make known their

wishes as between New York and Philadelphia.

It is generally believed that the trade will not

properly support more than one show.

Mr. Young, the secretary of Madison Square
Garden, talked with the writer last Friday,

and, in response to a question as to what guar-

antee the garden management would require

from the trade, he gave it as his opinion that

the management would not accept the respon-

sibility of a show unless it could be shown at

least $10,0C0 worth of space sold. Mr. Young
was surprised to hear that Philadelphia was
going ahead and it would seem that the pro-

moters of the New York show had not counted
on opposition from the City of Brotherly Love.

O. H. Bunnell, who was seen in New York
Saturday, stated that Philadelphia had the

support of some of the largest manufacturers,

including the largest, in fact, and that that

city would give a larger and better show than
ever. He was of opinion that there would be
only one show, and that in Philadelphia. "I
had decided not to take any part in a show
again," said Bunnell, "but when I see an at-

tempt made to take away our birthright I will

fight for Philadelphia, and when the battle is

won, as far as securing the show is concerned,

I will drop it and attend to my business, which
I have had to neg'ect of late owing tomy work
for the National Cycling Association."

A meeting of the committee appointed to

confer with the trade was held at Mr. John-

son's office Saturday. Johnson was at home,
sick, and Mr. Very was also absent. The re-

maining members had little to do.

The manager of Madison Square Garden, in

reply to a query from the Referee, stated that

the press would be treated alike, but it is a
well-known fact that a New York cycling

editor is pulling the strings in this connection.

A young man entered the Referee office, and
was recognized as the private secretary of Mr.
Sanger of Madison Square Garden. He ap-

peared confused, for a moment, after looking

around to see signs of the broadest general

circulation, and inquired, "Is Mr. Prial in? Is

this the Wheel office?" He was told that it

was not, but that if he had any news about the

bicycle show the Referee would like to get it.

The young man was further confused and
backed out of the office.

Philadelphia is Wide Awake.

Philadelphia, Oct. 10.—The A. C. C. of

this city is working overtime these days in se-

curing pledges from cycle dealers and manu-
facturers all over the country to exhibit at the

Philadelphia show, and it is now laying pipe

for what promises to be the most successful

exposition yet held by this thriving organiza-

tion. Its experience with former shows gives

it an advantage which intending exhibitors

will not be slow to appreciate, and that the

Quakers have a big start on the Gothamites in

this respect is patent to all. The dismal failure

which the New Yorkers made of the show _held

in connection with the bicycle races in Madison
Square Garden is still fresh in the minds of the

trade, who will thoroughly investigate matters

before risking any money in a show managed
by such tyros in the business as the New York-
ers have proved themselves to be in the past.

As an evidence of the way the tide is setting

Philadelphiaward, it is only necessary to state

that Colonel Pope has announced his intention

of exhibiting here in preference to New York.
The worthy colonel is too far-sighted and
shrewd a man to make a decision of this kind
without having thoroughly weighed the pros
and cons, and as he is only one of many who
look at matters in the same light we cannot go
far wrong when we state that all the large bi-

cycle concerns in the country realize the ad-

vantage the Quakers have over the New York-
ers in everything but the matter of an
exhibition hall. This has been remedied by
the A. C. C.'s securing the First Regiment
Armory, which, though slightly smaller than
the Fifth Street Market, in which last year's

show was held, is much better adapted for the

purpose, both in the matters of location and
interior fittings, than was the market. There
is a great deal of enthusiasm manifested among
the different clubs, and the A. C. C.'s business

office on South Fifth street has, during the

past week, been the Mecca of those interested

in matters cycling. The prospectus for the

show is already far advanced, and the differ

ent committees are hard at work perfecting

the mariy details.

* *

New York's Prices Announced.

The discussion waxes warm and the papers
of the two cities are busily engaged berating

each other and each other's favorites. Mean-
while, New York has issued a diagram show-
ing 115 spaces, together with a pamphlet
showing interior and exterior views of the

garden, with scale of prices. They range
from $70 to $225, averaging, probably, $100 for

a space 10 by 12 feet. This includes a 6-inch

platform and abundant storage room for

crates, etc. Two concerts daily, by a military

band, are announced, and twenty-five cents

has been decided upon as the price of admis-

sion.

In Favor of Madison Square.

H. A. Lozier & Co.—The most desirable time tor hold-

ing a cycle show seems to us to be about the middle of

December or the first two weeks in January—in fact,

there is hardly any choice. New York, in offering Madi-
son Square Garden, holds out grf at inducements, and we
are inclined to think that Philadelphia can not do as well

in this respect. The results of last year's exhibition,

however, were entirely satisfactory, and if there are to

be two shows this year we presume that Clevelands will

be found at both places.

Randall for Chief Consul.

The political pot in the Illinois division has
begun to boil—one ticket is in the field and an-

other is expected. At a meeting of the officers

of the Chicago clubs, held at Mr. Gerould's

office Wednesday night, C. E. Randall, presi-

dent of the Chicago C. C, was nominated for

chief consul. Mr. Blllingsley was asked to

allow his name to go on the ticket for the vice-

consulship, but declined, saying, "chief or

nothing." It was known that the Capital City

C. C, of Springfield, intended running him for

the first office, and it is quite certain that he
will oppose Mr. Randall for first honors. The
Chicago district being entitled to four repre-

sentatives at large, ten names were suggested,

all to be placed on the ticket, from which four
will be selected. The candidates are: R. R.

Ropp, Oak Park C. C. ; J. A. Erickson, Colum-
bia Wheelmen; G. L. Emerson, Englewood C.

C.;F. B.Hart, Chicago Century Wheelmen;
John Simon, Plzen C. C. ; Dr. Wachter, unat-

tached; H. M. Angel, Sheridan Club, Evans-
ton; J. M. Stimpson, Oak Park; Grant New all,

Ravenswood C. C. A committee, consisting of

Messrs. Miles and Gerould, was named by
Chairman Wachter to select a candidate for

the vice consulship. Of course Mr. White was
nominated for re-election as secretary-treas-

urer.
1

A Bicycle Corn Cultivator.

An Iowa paper says "a Kansas man has in-

vented a bicycle corn cultivator, which is in

great favor with the farmer boys in that re-

gion, while the mules look out through the

peep-holes in their sod stables and smile so

loud they can be heard for miles. Girls can
work them just as well as boys. As it takes

two to run it, a girl and a boy make just as

good a team as two boys. It is too late in the

season to introduce them in this section of the

country, but no doubt they will find a ready

sale next year. Any work which can be

sugar-coated in such an agreeable way will

find plenty of devotees.

Zimmy's Defeat.

"Mertin," in the St. Louis Star Sayings, ac-

counts for Zimmerman's defeat at Springfield

in this fashion: "It now transpires that Zim's

defeat at Springfield was due to the failure of

a man upon whom he relied to pace him.

Meintjes was to pull the Jersey lad up on
the last lap, but cramped. Zim laid back and
waited for pace. The South African was phy-

sically unable to assist him—hence he finished

in the rear. I am reluctant and pained to tell

you that 'I told you so' in these columns sev-

eral days since. What you see here is gospel

of the 'Class A' variety."
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MAKERS PAY THE PIPER.

THEY HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY ON THE

SUBJECT OF CLASS B.

Their Opinions are as Varied as Those of Peo-

ple Less Interested —A Few Favor

Cash—Regard Racers as Sales-

men.

The man who pays the piper is surely en-

titled to have something to say about the

music. The men who find the funds for crack

racing men —who, in other words, find in the

racer one of the mediums for the distribution

of the advertising appropriation—do not seem
anxious, nevertheless, to be quoted on the sub-

ject. A few have favored us with-their opin-

ions. They are as varied as one could possibly

imagine. Let them speak for themselves.

Commencing at home, we find the Hill Cycle

Company, which is generally supposed to have

"encouraged" a few riders this season, strongly

in favor of Class B. "We most emphatically

believe," says Mr, Fowler, "that makers should

be allowed to pay men to ride their wheels if

they see fit, and also that that class of riders

should be in a distinctive class, whether class

'B,' promateurs or 'hired men.' There bhould

be some protection for the public, which is led

to believe by some manufacturers that promi-

nent riders flock to their wheels, travel around

over the country, pay their own expenses, and

break records for some other reason than that

they are getting good hard coin every Satur-

day night, either directly, in the shape of a

gift to their mother, father, brother or wife, or

else thiough a trainer, manager or club. This

amateur business is rotten to the core, and it is

safe to say that every member of the racing

board knows it. It is time they either wake
up and do something or resign their jobs."

It will be eeen from this that Mr Fowler has

a very decided opinion, not only as to the hon-

esty of amateurism, but as to the racing board

as well. His referonce to the latter may be

just or it may not. It finds many supporters,

but perhaps not all the members are guilty.

IDEAS OF A VETERAN.

Perhaps, if any man is able to furnish an in-

telligent opinion, it is Harry Rouse, who has so

successfully conducted the Peoria race meets.

Rouse, as a race-promoter, and Rouse, as a

conservative well-wisher of the league, are two

separate persons. As a promoter he may have

been blind to some extent, but in giving his

opinion now he sinks self-interest and states

boldly that makers' amateurism should not be

tolera'ed. "We hardly feel competent," he

says, modestly, "to offer a solution of the

much-vexed amateur question. We are

strongly opposed to cash prizes, however, as

we think it of the utmost importance that bi-

cycling remain a gentlemen's sport and be

kept as free as possible from the taint of pro-

fessionalism, which has given base ball, horse

racing and other sports a reputation that is

more or less unsavory.

"We are not in favor of permitting manu-

facturers to pay racing men for their services

as such."

WANTS TWO CLASSES ONLY.

Here is the opinion of an old-timer, J. Elmer

Pratt. On behalf of the Grand Rapids Cycle

Company, whose interest in racing has been

very slight, indeed, he says:

We can not see why a manufacturer can not be allowed

to pay the racing man for his services on the track just

the same as he is allowed to pay the traveling man for

his services on the road. They are both used for the

same purpose—to sell wheels. It is a question which is

the more valuable—the traveler or the racing man. Of
course the manufacturer is in a position to best deter-

mine as to this. Neither can we see why a man should

be dishonored and held up to ridicule because he rides for

cash. That is what it is, no matter whether he receives

it in prizes or salary.

We should like to see the league control professional

racing. It has been the opinion of the writer, and he so

expressed himself in the columns of the Referee more
than a year age, that the league should either control

prosessional racing or professionalize every rider who
rides for revenue only. In our opinion a man ceases to

he an amataur rider the moment he ceases to do any-

thing else, no matter whether for a living or not. A pro-

fessional is one who devotes his entire time and attention

to any branch of business, we care not whether he makes
a living by it or not. There are thousands of professional

po'nters and artists who are unable to make enough to

support themselves, and depend upon other sources for

their living. In any other branch of trade or business in

the world a man or woman considers it an ho* or to be

termed "professional." The amateur pointer looks for-

ward to the day when he may prefix the word profes-

sional to his name.

We wish to see the manufacturers support racing in

the future as they have done in the past, and we do not

believe that the L. A. W. can successfully engineer racing

without the aid of the manufacturers; and it is unfair to

the pure amateurs to be forced to compete against men
who are paid and have every opportunity of becoming

faster. ( 'lass races are all right, but there will be more
or less jockeying and false entries, consequently dissatis-

faction, if this should be adopted to classify the riders.

There should be but two classes, amateur and profes-

sional. There is no such thing as a promateur.

We do not think class B can survive more than one sea-

son, if that. If the public wishes to see league racing,

and see the fastest men ride in them, and the league

wishes to retain the fast men, it must have a professional

class and control that class That class must be allowed

to receive pay from source other than the prize list, and

that source must necessarily be the manufacturer, as no

one else can afford to pay the enormous salaries and ex-

pense of racers, trainers, etc.

NEVER PAID AND NEVER WILL.

The Stover company makes no bones about

declaring that it never has paid a rider and

never will, a statement which will be readily

believed. "As far as we are concerned," they

say, "we are most emphatically opposed to

manufacturers paying anyone for riding their

wheels, insomuch as we consider it an unnec-

essary expense. If anyone receives pay for

riding a wheel he certainly is not entitled to be

classed as an amateur, for the very fact of his

accepting pay for his services stamps him as a

professional."

L. M. Wainwright says, for the Central

Cycle Manufacturing Company, that he is

strongly in favor of class B, and opposed to

making the amateur rule any more lenient

than it is. In class B he prefers to call the

riders promateurs—as we think, a wise de-

cision.

"There is room in the field for class B," say

Stearns & Co., "and we should like to see

the matter put through."

Charles F. Stokes, when questioned, was
strongly opposed to the payment of riders.

He believed better use could be found for ad-

vertising funds, and would be willing to enter

into an "anti-promateur" society.

Walter Measure was non-commital, but evi-

dently in favor of a little booming by the rac-

ing method. Of course he would make no

admission as to what had already been done by

his company.

RANKS SHOULD BE PURIFIED.

So says Jake Bretz on behalf of Wilson,

Myers & Co. He declares that their interest

in the matter exists only in the fact that they

believe the amateur ranks should be purified,

and continued: "It is already generally ad-

mitted that few if any genuine amateurs can

compete with the cycle manufacturers' hired

riders on an equal footing, owing to the fact

that the pure amateur can not afford to devote

his entire timt- to racing, and is consequently

outclassed by the paid riders. We certainly

believe there should be two classes in order

that the less fortunate amateur should stand a

fair show of beating his competitors. Further

than this we are not interested in class B, as

we have never yet been able to see the advan-

tage in a manufacturer advertising his goods

through the medium of paid riders. The
public, we believe, is fast arriving at the

conclusion that it is more the rider than the

mount which produces fast time."

_ A DEMORALIZING SYSTEM.

Thus spake A. J. Cahill, on behalf of the Buf-

falo Wheel Company:
"We believe that makers may be allowed to

pay riders.

"That these riders may be considered pro-

fessionals.

"That there is no use for promateurs.

"We believe that any system that is founded

on deceit is demoralizing, and the makers-

amateur is detrimental to the true principles

of cycling sport.

"Let us have the L. A. W. amateur, not as

at present interpreted, but free from, all trade

influences, and the National Cyclists Union or

some such professional association will take

care of the 'Oof birds."

THE RESULT OF OBSERVATION.

Last, but by no means least, comes our old

friend Wilcox, whose opinion is expressed on

behalf of the Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Com-
pany. He says;

"Class B appears to be the only solution of

the vexed question of amateur against profes-

sional racing. Of course we are perfectly

familiar with the arguments pro and con

which have flooded the cycling press in regard

to this subject, but there appears to us to be

only one answer to the question. We must
have snappy racing and we must have clean

sport. The book-maker and the jockey have

no business on the bicycle track. Therefore, a

divisible prize is a dangerous thing. Our opin-

ion is that prizes of a fair value should be

offered at race meets, that no prize should be

worth more than $150, or if the price of bicy-

cles goes down, that it should not be more
than the pric3 of a high grade bicycle. But
the racing men can not spend their time and

th^ir muscle in amusing the public unless they

are paid therefor. It is a well-known fact

that no bicycle maker would pay a man to

ride his wheel unless the aforesaid man should

ride to win. If the least shadow of suspicion

should be aroused in the maker's mind that

his man was not riding to win, we think that

there is no doubt that the salary would

stop. What the people want is sport—gamey,

fast and satisfactory. Give us, by all means,

class B. Let the makers pay their men to

ride. Call them what you please, but do not

allow money to appear on the bicycle race

programme as a prize.

Takes Place To-day.

The relay race of the Y. M C. A. from
Columbus to Cincinnati was postponed until

today on account of the College Hills' Cycle

Club's meet. The start is to be made at

Columbus at 8 a. m. , and the finish in Cincin-

nati at 5 p. m.
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A FAINT SUSPICION.

The information flashed over the telegraph

v.ires last week from Springfield, Mass., to the

effect that John S. Johnson had admitted he

did not make the wonderful records credited

to him by the cycling world, probably caused

more surprise than did the news that Windle
had ridden a flying mile on a regulation track

under two minutes. Coming from Springfield

many people took considerable stock in the

statement, for as a rule the cycling news from
that city is pretty near the truth. A good

many, however, refused to believe the story on

the grounds that Johnson would not make
such a statement even if he did not make the

rec rd. Then, ugain, few knew or even heard

of "Ed" Dumbleton. He certainly is not

known in the west.

We stated last week that we did not believe

Johnson made the statement—we state again,

and more positively, we do not believe Dum-
bleton. Tom Eck and Rhodes both deny the

story most emphatically. We certainly have

no good reas n for doubting them and believ-

ing Dumblt-ton. It seems curious that people

can pretend to be impartial and believe in

Windle and Tyler's performances and doubt

the times made by Johnson. The westerner

has shown himself nearly, if not the equal of

Windle. He has v. on a mile handicap from
scratch in 2:18 and a two-mile in 4:47; he has

ridden a full mile, in a handicap event, in 2:11

or thereabouts. Windle has never shown as

good tini u in competition. Early in the season

Johnson repeatedly defeated Windle; now the

latter seems to be in better form. From this

it cannot be doubted that the two men are

pretty evenly matched in point of speed.

It also seems strange that Windle should be

able to ride a flying mile in 1 :58 1-5 on a half-

mile track when pace d by men on bicycles,

while Johnson (according to many) cannot

cover a mile in 1:56 3-5 on a mile kite track,

when following a well-screened sulky being

pulled by a running horse. We cannot think

that Johnson's performance equals that of

Windle's—it was much easier. Windle had to

make three changes in his pacemakers—John-

son changed but nee. Windle had practically

one man to break the w ind for him—Johnson

had a horse, a man and a screen. Windle had
to make four comparatively short turns

—

Johnson made one very large one. There's

the difference in advantages.

We do not for a moment doubt Windle's

record; he is entitled to every credit, but one,

given him—he was not the first to get under

two minutes. It would naturally be some
honor to be the first to ride a bicycle under

two minutes. For this reason some of the

more zealous friends of Windle, Springfield

and the Hampden Park track could feel justi-

fied in doubting Johnson's record and in find-

ing a man who would say the Minneapolis

man had admitted he lied. This is where the

faint suspicion comes in. This man Dumble-
ton says Johnson made his admission in the

training quarters at Springfield during the

recent tournament, three weeks before he

told anybody about it. Why did he wait until

after Windle had ridden under two minutes

before proclaiming it to the world? Taking
all things into consideration Dumbleton's

word is not to be relied upon, and no fair-

minded man can donbt that to John S. John-

son is due the credit for having been the first

to get under the two-minute mark.

INACCURATE TIMING.

' It has become quite apparent that in these

days of fast times the ordinary split-second

watch, or chronograph, is not quite adequate.

This fact has been too well known among
tho e posted in such matters for some time,

but has been recalled by a paragraph in the

Springfield Union inre Nelson's mile in 2:012-5:

The inad< quacy of the best watches of the present day
to accurately time the speed of riders near the two-

minule mark was illustrated in this trial. Kelson started

about four feet behind the tandem and finished less than

a foot behind them. He evidently rode a faster mile

than the tandem, yet the watches said it was a fifth of a
second slower. But the watch of to day cannot be relied

upon for such fine distinctions, when the riders are flying

over eight feet in every fifth of a second, and as maDy
more feet in the time the eye is communicating to the

hand the impulse that starts and stops the watch.

Sterling Elliott's electrical timer is the right idea when
he gets it perfected, and by reducing the time to sixtieths

of a second he will be able to catch the distance of a
fraction of a foot.

When men are riding last quarters in from
twenty-six to twenty-nine seconds, they are

moving along at the rate of forty-five to fifty

feet per second, or from nine to ten feet for

each fifth, and when crossing the tape are

probably moving along much faster than at

any portion of the quarter. Anyone finishing

within nine or ten feet of the winner—at a
last quarter gait of frum twenty-five to twenty-

nine seconds—would be inside a fifth of the

first man's time. Nelson probably rode the

mile a tenth of a second faster than the tandem
crew. A fifth out might mean ten feet or,

possibly, a record, when the figures are so close.

The racing board a short time since gave it

out that after testing Elliott's contrivance it

had been found to work satisfactorily and was,

consequently, approved by the board. It did

not say, however, that records timed by the

machine would be accepted; if it had it is

likely we should have the recent marvellous

records down to the sixtieth part of the second.

If the racing board has found that the chrono-

graph of the Hickory man works satisfactorily

it ought to be good enough to time men in

record trials, and we suggest to the board that

the rules be amended so as to allow the chrono-

graph to be used in timing record

trials. The starting and stopping of the

chronograph could be accomplished more
quickly and more accurately by means of the

electric current than by the eye, hand and
mind, operated together. It is quite time for

a change for the better.

RESTRICTIONS WITH A VENGEANCE.
A grieved Los Angeles man named Beh has

prepared a most extraordinary ord. nance for

the government of cyclists in the southern

California town. It provides that i ach wheel

shall carry a lamp, showing a white light in

front, a green light at each side and a red

light in the rear, indicating the way in which
the rider is'going; a wheel must not be let on
street or curb, unless securely fastened and in

charge of a competent person; the limit of

speed is to be six miles an hour; no rider must
pass closer than twenty feet to any person or

vehicle; no wheel shall be pushed along the

sidewalk; no wheelmen shall ride abreast or in

file in twos or threes without a special written

permission; no rider shall ride one wheel and
lead another, and each wheel shall be licensed

and tagged.

This is precaution against bicycle accidents

with a vengeance. Mr. Bell probably feared

bicycles, if left standing against a curb, would
run away and cause some frightful accident;

he perhaps thought they might back up and
cause trouble, so wants a light in the rear; he
must have a very poor opinion of the Los
Angeles wheelmen, for he fears trouble if they

get within twenty feet of anything, and he

hopes to drive them off the earth by making
them ride singly.

Go it Mr. Bell, you are a great man. You
will some day be as prominent as McKinley if

you keep on introducing; you will be an idol

in the eyes of the mossbacks and behind-the-

times old women. But about the time you are

seeking an office at the hands of the people

your name will not be Bell—it will he Dennis.

SHOWS AND ORGANIZATION.
New York seems to be in earnest concerning

the promotion of a show. Philadelphia seems

equally so and has previously shown her ability

to conduct ODe. American makers have, there-

fore, at this early stage, the same difficulty to

contend with as the English, with prospects of

additions from year to year.

The trade cannot properly patronize two
shows so close together. If two are to be held

one should be in the east, the other in the west,

with one week between. At this moment the

trade is entirely at the mercy of speculative

show promoters. Though half a dozen people

were to promote as many shows the trade

would be at a loss to know which to patronize.

What is the remedy? Organization.

It would make little difference if only acom-
paratively few were to join a trade organiza-

tion. So long as three or four of the leaders

were members, its will would, virtually, be

law. The show which received its endorse-

ment would be the show. But this condition

of affairs will not long continue. A few years

hence the Associated Cycling Clubs of Phila-

delphia will have attained the same position in

America as the Stanley club has in England.

By virtue of its long list of shows, the experi-

ence of its managers and the reputation it will

have achieved among the fraternity, it will be

in a position to dictate to the trade. There is

no guarantee that when such a condition of

affairs obtains the relations between the man-
agement and the exhibitors will be as pleasant
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as they are at present. The time to organize is

now, and no better opportunity n ill ever be

afforded than on the occasion of one of the

coming exhibitions. An organization might

be formed for the purpose of regulating or con-

ducting cycle shows. Other matters might be

added as age and growth are attained.

The merits of the coming events will, doubt-

less, be fully set forth by their respective man-
agers, and in the end, probably, each will re-

ceive a good share of patronage, both suffering

somewhat, however, from competition. In

New York, if we may judge from the tone of

resolutions adopted at last week's meeting,

there is a disposition to shelve the Associated

Cycling Clubs, somewhat, and place the man-
agement somewhere nearer the trade itself.

This has been shown, too, by conversations re-

cently between trade men and a representative

of this paper, as also by the fact that the com-

mittee appointed to interest others was com-

posed entirely of makers and dealers.

The announcement of dates is next in order.

The columns of the Referee contained about

as full information on this point as the pro-

moters are likely to obtain.

MASSACHUSETTS POLITICS.

THE PRICE OF WHEELS.
Elsewhere will be found a number of re-

marks by trade men on the subject of prices

for '94. It is reasonable to suppose that these

opinions form a fairly reliable basis on which

to work. It will be observed that not one

favors less than $135, two think that figure is

the lowest that should be considered, while all

the rest stand by $150. The house that thinks

its wheel worth the latter figure will not be

alone by any means. The decisions of three

or four large houses are anxiously awaited.

The good members of the Methodist church

of Binghamton, N. Y., are in a terrible stew

over the question of the propriety of women
riding bicycles. It came about because a Mrs.

Burrows, a widow and a hard church worker,

bought and rode a wheel. At the weekly

prayer meeting Deacon Stanley denounced the

act of bicycle riding as unladylike, unchristian

like and a disgrace to the church. The deacon

edified the congregation by an attempted

illustration of a woman riding a bicycle, and

the pastor, Rev. John Bradshaw, took sides

against the cyclists. Immediately two factions

were formed and the widow's friends threat-

ened to carry the case before the coming con-

ference. Besides this, the Young Women's
Christian Association has established a wheel

club in open defiance of those who disap-

proved of bicycles. The resulc is a lively row

is on in Binghamton church circles. BeiDg

prejudiced, we cannot, unfortunately, settle

the vexed question, but we shall await with

much anxiety the finding of the church people

on the question, " Is it ladylike and christian-

like for women to ride bicycles?"

Some of the entry blanks of recent meets

suggest an idea which, if carried out, will be

of material benefit to meet promoters. These

blanks in question announced a number of

future events in different localities. If all pro-

moters of meets would do likewise they would

help one another greatly in the matter of

securing entries.

Bowden is 111.

Frank Bowden, managing director of the

Raleigh Cycle Company, is suffering from

Chicago water at his New York hotel.

Candidates in Abundance for All the Offices

—

Dean vs. Perkins.

Boston, Oct. 9.—The political war in this

division has been declared on, and from now
until the fifteenth of next month there will be

fun and amusement in abundance. No sooner

had the committee made known its nomination

of J. S. Dean for chief consul than the opposi-

tion or independent party came out with a

statement that both Messrs. Perkins and
Howard would again run for election to their

respective offices.

There is music in the air. With this week's

issue of the Bicycling World came the editorial

announcement that Mr, Dean had severed his

connection therewith and his name as associate

editor disappeared from the head of the

editorial column. Being connected therewith

was evidently not compaitable with his posing

as candidate for chief consul. It is reported

that at Buffalo he said he could not very well

discuss the questions of the day on account of

his cc nnection with the league's official organ.

But does his published withdrawal from that

organ mean that he has no connection what-

ever with it, is the question now being asked

by many, and a question which only he or the

Bi. World can definitely answer. However,
that has nothing to do with the case. He is a

candidate for chief consul and will make a

good, hard fight for that position, Mr. Dean
has for years been a member of the division

board of officers, but during that time has not

done anything to distinguish himself in the

deliberations of the state or nation. Perhaps

he has not had an opportunity, and then again

perhaps he has.

Mr. Perkins, de pite his faults, has done
good work that has greatly distinguished him
in the eyes of the rank and file. Through his

energetic work was secured the enactment of

a bill in the state legislature providing for a

special committee on road improvements, and
it was he who so gallantly fought the lantern

law in all our cities and towns. It is true that

in national politics he has not been so success-

ful as he might have been, but what he failed

to do in that body he has accomplished in the

division, which to-day stands pre-eminent

numerically. And what he has done in the

past he can accomplish in the future. It was
solely through his and Henry Robinson's efforts

that parties were induced to build the Waltham
track, a track which has certa :nly tended to

increase the interest iu the sport in this sectionn.

Mr. Howard also poses as a candidate for re-

election as secretary-treasurer, and he has so

ably filled, discharged the duties of that office

for several years that it is most likely he will

be re-elected.

That the rank and file are not a unit on the

nomination made by the nominating commit-

tee is shown by the numerous letters that the

gentlemen have received from all sections of

the state in which the writers promise their

support and influence. Then again the largest

league club in the d vision and one of the most

powerful in this section, the Press club, has

this evening given its support to these two
gentlemen, having nominated them for chief

consul and secretary-treasurer, respectively.

Other clubs have also fallen into line. The
Massachusetts Bicycle Club, the second largest

league club in the state, will also support these

gentlemen, and would have nominated them
for those positions had not some question

arisen as to whether Capt. A. D. Peck would

accept the nomination for vice-consul. This

occurred during Captain Peck's absence in

Chicago.

Rumors which are flying around thick and
fast have it that J. W. Bean, of the Cam-
bridgeport club, will again appear in the arena

as a candidate for chief consul. If he does it

will greatly weaken Mr. Dean and only tend

to make Mr. Perkins' election more assured.

Yes, indeed, things are peculiar in the grand

old bay state. The nominating board not only

ignored the executive officers of the division,

but also some of the best men who ever did

good and gallant work in its behalf. It forgot

that Ex-Chief Consul A. W. Robinson was
alive, dropped him from the board of repre-

sentatives, and in his stead nominated Paul

Butler, a son of the general. Now, Paul is a

good fellow, an ardent canoeist, and, reports

have it, a poor cycler—one who seldom, if

ever, appears at any cycling event save the

annual run of the Boston Bicycle Club. But
that makes no difference to Mr. Robinson, for

he was to-day honored by an independent

nomination; not from ten members alone, but

from thrice that number of gentlemen who
carry that little ticket in their vest pocket.

Captain Harvey of the Somerville Cycle

Club and E. K. Peck of the Massachusetts club

are also running for representatives on an in-

dependent ticket, and there promises to be as

much fun in the battle for representatives as

there will be among the leaders. The Union
club at one time desired to nominate its secre-

tary, Mr. Frothingham, for secretary-treasurer,

but when they saw that such a course would
greatly weaken the forces of Mr. McCause-
land, it immediately decided to give up the

idea and suppoit that gentlemm.
Yes, verily are we to have lots of fun the

coming season.

Now that the Waltham track has got a

couple of records, the owners are to do what
they can to make the track still faster. They
have about decided to rake up the present top

dressing and make one of the same material as

that of the Springfield track. By so doing

they are of the opinion that the track will be

made equally as fast as is Hampden Park.

Here's wishing them luck.

A Wonderful Combination.

John D. Glick, of Westfield, N. J., manager
for R. F. Downing, New York, gave a Ref-

eree man an idea of the parts of various ma-
chines which go to make up the mount he is

now riding. The wheel has an Ormonde D
frame, a Raleigh front wheel, Columbia "rear,

Humbev handlebars, Bown's cranks and ped-

als, Perry's roller chain, Keating lamp bracket,

Victor seat and saddle post, and Burris-Miche-

lin tires. This is about record for a combina-

tion of different manufacturers' parts. Mr.

Gluck is a road and track enthusiast and is

never happier than when scorching witli the

boys. On being asked why he had so many
different parts, he explaiued as follows: "Well,

you see, the boys break down when we are out

on a run and come to my house for repairs. I

keep giving them different parts, replacing

them with others. Thus this combination."

This speaks volumes for Mr. Gluck's desire to

help the unfortunate. His fifteen-year-old

boy, who, the old man says, can lick him out

of sight, recently rode a half-mile in 1 :10 1-5

and has done five miles on the road in sixteen

minutes. Mr. Gluck's residence is in the midst

of Union County, famous for its fine macadam
roads.
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RAPID ID IDE TD
ACERS XVAMBLERS. JX.

EDUCE
ECORDS.

WILBUR F. EDWARDS,
At Sacramento, Cal., October 2, made a

NEW ONE MILE RECORD FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Time, 2:15. .

GEO. FITZSIMONS,
At Raleigh, N. C, Sept. 22, established a

NEW QUARTER MILE STATE RECORD.
NEW HALF MILE STATE RECORD.

CHAMPIONSHIPS RECENTLY WON ON RAMBLERS

:

i-Mile Virginia L. A. W. State Championship— F. A. L. Shade.
2 it a a it it il it

1-2 " North Carolina " " —Geo. Fitzsimons.

1 " Pacific Coast " —Walter Foster.

1-2 " Three County Champ., Portsmouth, O.—W. E. Taylor.
I

.1 ' < n a a a a a

County Championships, at Wilmantic, Conn.

These Grentlemeii Ride for Medals.''
"They Ride Eamblers and Get Them."

Only a few race meets were held since our last report, but "Copper Rimmers"
seem to have captured the lion's share of prizes.

Portsmouth, O.,
Oshkosh, Wis.
Ionia, Mich.,
Sacramento, Cal.,
Wilmington, Del.,

89 PRIZES, Including 25 Firsts, 22 Seconds.
1 first.11 prizes. 5 firsts. San Francisco, Cal., 3 prizes. 1

8 " 5 " Brooklyn, N. Y., 5 " 1

14 " 2 " Waltham, Mass., 5 " 2

10 " 4 " Pontiac, 111., 3 " 2
6 " 3 " Hebron, Neb., 1 " 1

"WINNERS RIDE RAMBLERS BECAUSE THEY ARE FAST-RAMBLERS of course."

Gormully & Jeffery M'fg Co.,
CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY. LONDON.

MENTION THE REFEREE
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KENTUCK IN WAR PAINT.

RIVALS ATTACK THE CHIEF CONSUL AND

DIVISION OFFICERS.

Two Sides of a Story, with a Few Remarks

in Addition — Watts' Alleged " Dis-

missal"—Something in Connec-

tion with Expenses.

A few days ago the' Referee received from
Louisville an anonymous contribution, signed

"Phoenix," containing an attack on Chief Con-
sul Watts of Kentucky. We have reason to

believe that it was written by Mr. Hines, suc-

cessor to Mr. Watts as editor of the local cy-

cling journal. It was edited by him, at any
rate. In view of the fact that no signature

was attached to the document, the contents

thereof were made known to Mr. Johnson,
whose reply, together with the original screed,

are here given:

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 31.—There is not that

harmony in the ranks of the Kentucky divi-

sion that should characterize a meeting of

Christian Endeavorers, and it is likely that

some interesting news will be brought out very

shortly. The discord is caused by the endorse-

ment, some time ago, of a number of candi-

dates for local political honors. At that meet-

ing Chief Consul Watts was prominent in

forcing the Louisville Cycle Club and the

Kentucky Division of the L. A. W. into the

support of Mr. Tyler, the candidate for the

nomination of mayor, and a number of other

gentlemen for offices under the new adminis-

tration. At the meeting which endorsed these

gentlemen there were only about fifteen mem-
bers of the club, and as the motion was carried

only by a majority of one, and as there are

at least sixty-five members of the Louisville

Cycle Club, there is naturally considerable in-

dignation expressed at what they term "the

policy of the Czar." It seems that a change

has come over "the spirit of their dreams," and
some of the most ardent supporters of that ill-

fated motion now regret the action exceed-

ingly. Mr. Watts is being censured very

severely for his actions, and a few of the mem-
bers of the club and league, more bold than

the rest, have begun to wage war on him. It

is claimed that he is only using his official ca-

pacity to boom himself into prominence, and a

leading member of the Kentucky division, as

well as the Louisville club, contributed to the

columns of the Southern Wheelman a very

strong article under the noun de plume of Free

Lance, which has caused any amount of dis-

cussion and surprise in cycling quarters. The

article is aimed at Mr. Watts, Mr. Johnson, the

former chief consul and several other promi-

nent cycling politicians. The article in full is

as follows:

It is absolutely necessary that the individual members
take more interest in the workings of the division ma-

chinery. This thing of placing absolute power in the

hands of one man and allowing him absolute control of

all the funds is a weak point in the constitution that

should be remedied; every member should read the con-

stitution thoroughly and go to Owensboro next year pre-

pared to argue on the changes that will, no doubt, be

proposed.

As it is now, the chief consul can order payment for

anything he wants, and the secretary-treasurer must pay

the bill. Kentucky will have expended this year $200.00

for delegates to the national assembly at Philadelphia,

and the special assembly at Buffalo, to accomplish—what?

—merely personal gratification of an exalted ambition to

do something that would redound through all the long

years of history to the glory and advertisement of a dele-

gate or two. Not for division good, but for personal ad-

vertisement and notoriety. The latter has been accom-
plished. What of the division good as a result of these

little pleasure jaunts, and why must Kentucky pay $00.00

each for delegates when Illinois with about 2 000members
to our 450, at that time, only allowed $85.00 to each dele-

gate? In other words, each member of the Illinois divi-

sion really stood a tax of 1 1-4 cents per delegate, while

each member of the Kentucky division stood a tax on 'his

share of the division funds of 13 1-3 cents per delegate.

Gentlemen, this mutual admiration society doing busi-

ness on division funds bodes no good to the state organi-

zation, and the individual members should cai*efully

consider some remedy for it.

In the same issue of the Wheelman there ap-

pears a strong editorial on Mr. Watts' dismissal

from that paper, which, together with the

above communication, has stirred the members
up to a heretofore unknown degree. The next

issue of that paper is expected to contain some
other startling bits of news relating to some of

the previous actions of Mr. Watts in the capa-

city of chief consul. The fight may be said to

be on, and every one is on the tip of expect-

ancy. Phcenix.

MR. JOHNSON'S ANSWER.

Louisville, Oct. 6.—A handful of soreheads,

a disgruntled "prominent member," an im-

ported "scribe" and a narrow-minded and
spiteful publisher who is willing to adopt any
means to attract attention to his paper, have

combined for the purpose of creating discord

in the Kentucky division of the L. A. W. In all

organizations there is a certain per cent of

members who insist on being on the negative

or opposing side of all questions. Jealousy,

meanness, inability to see any good in any-

thing not originating in their own weak brains

—all these things furnish the fuel from which

the sulphurous flame may come.

The trouble in Kentucky has taken the shape

of opposition to W. W. Watts, the present

chief consul. Mr. Watts, as is well known,

is progressive and aggressive. This has been

shown in his wonderful uphill fight for the

color line in the league. By this fight, and by

his ability as a talker and a writer, he has suc-

ceeded in making the Kentucky division famous.

With only a handful of members, compara-

tively, the division is to day the most noted in

the United States. Its delegates to national

assemblies are recognized and looked up to as

leaders. They came from Columbus two years

ago with two national committeeships, one

being a membership of the racing board. They

came from Philadelphia last February with the

same honors. Divisions with four times the

membership of Kentucky fared not so well.

The prominence given the division by her dele-

gates was looked upon by some as a matter of

personal aggrandizment rather than one for

general good, and the soreheads began their

war on Watts. Personal differences with the

publisher of the Southern Wheelman, Zink, re-

sulting in the retirement of Watts from the

editorial chair of that paper, gave the dis-

gruntled ones an opening, and they began an

attack on the chief consul through Zink's

paper.

A late issue of the Southern Wheelman con-

tained a bitter tirade, written by a "prominent

league member," not a member of the Louis-

ville Cycling Club, in which the following ap-

pears:

As it is now, the chief consul can order payment for

anything he wants, and the secretary-treasurer must pay

the bill. Kentucky will have expended this year $800 for

delegates to the national assembly at Philadelphia and

the special assembly at Buffalo, to accomplish—what?—
merely personal gratification of an exalted ambition to

do something that would redound through all the long

years of history to the glory and advirtisement of a dele-

gate or two. Not for division good, but for personal ad-

vertisement and notoriety. The latter has been accom-
plished. What of the division good as a result of these

little pleasure jaunts, and why must Kentucky pay $G0

each for delegates, when Illinois, with about 2,000 mem

.

bers to our 150, at that time, only allowed $25 to each
delegate? In other words, each member of the Illinois

division really stood a tax of 1 1-4 cents per delegate,

while each member of the Kentucky division stood a tax

on his share of the division funds of 13 1-3 cents per dele-

gate.

Gentlemen, this mutual admiration society doing busi-

ness on division funds, bodes no good to the state organi-

zation, and the individual members should carefully

consiler some remedy for it.

This color-line fight which has stirred up the

entire country has done no good, we are to

understand from this. The honors Kentucky
secured from the national assembly were of no

consequence. In fact, why have a national

assembly? Why elect delegates to go to such

useless assemblies and squander the division's

hard-earned funds in riotous living? Of course

these delegates do nothing else.

But there is the serious charge that Ken-
tucky's delegates were paid $60 each to go to

Philadelphia, while Illinois only paid $25 each.

Kentucky was entitled to five delegates, and
sent two. This was the action of the board of

officers of the division. Illinois was entitled

to probably fifteen delegates, and authorized

all to go. The writer remembers that several

of these delegates refused to go to the as-

sembly because of the alleged parsimony of

the board of officers. The Kentucky delegates

carried the proxies of the three others to

which the division was entitled. The two del-

egates who went to Philadelphia traveled on

railroad passes or secured reduced rates as far

as possible; but in spite of all care and econ-

omy, the trip cost nearly $200. The division

was only asked to pay $120, although the

board of officers had decided to pay all ex-

penses.

Publisher Zink, forgetting uhe favors shown
him in the past—forgetting the kindnesses of

Watts and his friends when his paper was
struggling for life in its infancy—now turns

upon those who helped him, and, scorpion-

like, stings them. But Watts is on top and

will stay there. G. E. Johnson.

THIRD AND LAST ROUND.

Mr. Johnson has not said all that might be

said on behalf of Mr. Watts. He has not told

that the alleged "dismissal" was but a ruse to

forestall his resignation. He has not told of

Zink's parsimonious conduct during the late

election when he charged the political com-
mittee for every line of matter which appeared

in the paper. He has not told that Mr. Watts,

because he believed the "influence" of the

paper to be beneficial to the cause, endured

disagreeable business contact with Zink for

weeks, prior to leaving his position. Nor has

he told that the man who now pens attacks on

the chief consul because he is paid for so doing

is an interloper, a new-comer in the division,

who knows nothing of its affairs. Perhaps

these things are unnecessary in Kentucky.

They certainly are among the members of the

league who have been brought in contact with

him eLewhere. Our judgment, based on what
we have gathered concerning all parties, is

that Mr. Watts and his fellow officers have

little reason to worry about the purile attacks

of their presumptous critics,
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WE HOLD NOT A FEW TRACK RECORDS,

Such performances upon A TRACK ARE NOT indicative of SUPERIORITY of CONSTRUCTION
or STABILITY OF USAGE.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS ARE SEEKING FOR A TIRE THAT SUCCESSFULLY WITHSTANDS
THE SEVERE TESTS OF LONG, HARD RIDES OVER EXECRABLE ROADS.

THE M. & W. PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE
Is Emphatically, Unqualifiedly and Without Reserve,

THE TIRE THAT IS THE MOST SERVICEABLE OF THE TIMES.
BELOW IS PROOF:

Bert Harding,
1B93.

(57:10. Imperial.
|

L. D. Munger, \ May 20. Forest Park Road Race. 17 1 2 miles. { 57:10. Arrow. > Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Chas. Kindervatter, I (57:11. King of Scorchers. i

C. A. Urban, May 30. 12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind.

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

Otto Neuman, May 30. Winona, Minn. j 1-2 mile.
) 1 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.

S'erling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

j- State Records.

E. C. Johnson, May 30. Highland Park Races, Detroit. ) 1-4 mile.
i 1-2 mile.

:32 2-5.

l:lu.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.

Chas. Kindervatter, May 30.
Waldo Park Road Race,Kansas

City, Mo. 10 1-1 i miles. 30:21. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

M. Nelson, i 1 S5:44.

{ 55:17.

1 55:48.

10:41 2-5.

24 lb. March, wood rims. 1

Martin Nessel, [•May 30.
Pullman Race. 17 1-2 miles. Fowler.

J-
Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

G L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

5 3-4 miles.
22-lb. James.
Arrow. Casse is a vouth of 14 years, his time

* is State Record.
Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won

H. R. Renshaw May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

Morgan & Wright TiresM. A. Hickman, June 13. Alabama State Championship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer.

C. E. Tudor, June 16. Hanauer Road Race. Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

H. H. Wylie June 27. New York to Chicago. 1,028 miles.
10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

48:31.

Sterling Special.
Morgan & Wright Itacing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

Emil Ulbricht,
A. L. 1 eonhardt, t July 4.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race. 16 1-2 miles.

Special
Stephens

) Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
> Ulhrictit's time 4h bent record

John Clark. I 49:01. Special. \ for course by 1:86.

Breaking the competition record
Frank Waller, July 4. Indianapolis

.

3 Miles, 7:31. Arrow. for this distance.

J F. Reitzner, July 4. Waukesha-Milwaukee id. race. 16 1-2 miles. 47:41. James. Second bestlime.

E. M. Spike, July 4 " " 16 1-2 miles. 49:40. Eagle-Altair.

H. H. Wylie, July 15. Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30. Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires."

G. Meirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.

A. Ij. Leonhardt, July 15. Lake View course. 5 miles. 13:30. Stephens. Breaking record for distance.

Frank Waller, July SS. Hilsendeyen road race. 25 miles. l:OH:10. Arrow. Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

F. M. James, Denver to Chicago. 1,200 miles. IS days. Sterling Special. Did not even pump tires up the

F. J. Ashton, July 31.
Rockford to Chicago and re-

turn.
200 miles. 20 hours. Sterling Special.

entire distance*
" Double century: no trouble, of

E Ulbricht, Aug. 12. 1 kilometres, international. fa2 miles. 2:52:312-5. Whitwortr.
course."

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this

C. T. Knisely, Aug. 20. Illinois Road Race. 10 miles. S7:55. March.
event.

American Road Record.

H. H. Wylie, Aug. 26. Review Road Race. 5 3-4 miles. 15:06. Sterling Special. Equaling American Record.

W. J. Doyle, Aug. 19. Rogers Park Road Race. 6 miles. 18:30. Sterling Special. Won from scratch, time and 1st place.

H. T. Ferguson, July 22. Rogers Park Road Race. 3 miles. 8:19. "Wylie's" Sterling. Won from scratch, time and 1st place

F. L. Olds, Aug. 22. Ohio Road Race. 12 mile«.
1 1 mile open.
-j 1-4 " flying.

38:54.
'

Fowler. 2nd place and 1st time.

Fred A. Morris, Aug. 2 J. Mexico, Mo. \ 30 1 2. Stearns. M. & W. Racing Tires.

F. W. Osmun,
E. Spike,

S. Wallace,

A. Auble, Jr.,

Ed. J. Mock,
F. Von Bocckman,

Sept. 16.

Sept. 16.

Sept 16.

South Side Road Race.

South Side Road Race.

South Side Road Race.

Wadsworth, O , to Chicago.
Across Iowa and Illinois.

Chicago to Austin, Texas.

f 1-2 'standing
10 miles.

10 miles.

10 miles.

383 miles.

922 miles.
l t 300 miles.

(1:11 1-2.

29:15 2-5.

29:30.

34:40.

3 ds., 16 hrs.

S days.
10 days,

hours.

Sterling Special.

Eagle-Altair.

Sunol.

Raleigh Facer.
Fowler.

First time prize.

Second time prize.

Winner of race

No punctures recorded.

Only one mishap.
No ptmcture, no mishap of any

sort.

Wm. Reading, Ft. Waynp, Ind., to Chicago. 185 miles. 24 1-2 hours. Dauntless. Has ridden same tires 1 year 4 moDths
without puncture.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Oost is the Best. Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRES ARE WHAT YOH WANT!
FOR 189-4.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying'CATALOGVE GIVES A WORLD OF INFORUA1ION. °

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
OHTC 1GO, ILL.
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FOR TRADE MEN TO READ.

BUSINESS FOR THIS SEASON AND PROS-

PECTS FOR NEXT.

'Hard Times" Not Altogether to Blame—The

Riding Public is Benefitted—There is

Always Room for High-Grade

Wheels at High Prices.

Talk about "hard times" has been the

"cat's paw" for nearly everything lately.

Everything for which one cannot very

well give the true reason is now-a-days
laid to "hard times." Enterprise, healthy

commercial relations within the country inself

,

and judicious and honest investment of large

capitals, together with a wise administration

of government affairs, have always made a

country prosperous and everybody knows then

that "times are good." Nothing happens out

of itself; there is a reason for all happenings.

If the community of a country at large takes

pride in pointing to the achievements of its

statesmen, merchants, manufacturers, artists

and servants, and praises these men for having

brought about that happy condition of all

things embodied in the expression "good
times"—then, certainly, if from good times we
change to "hard times," someone, too, is to

blame for them.

When a man proposes to bisect some isthmus

for the purpose of improving commercial rela-

tions, or starts some grand, philanthropic real-

estate scheme with artesian wells and plenty

of small lots and cheap houses on them (for the

benefit of the poor workingman, of course, on

the installment plan I) then the papers cannot

tire with "hymning" and sounding their praise.

Every paper, the country ones foremost, print

a different photo of the heroes once a week
until all the hysteric old maids of the country

get so struck on their man that they besiege

him with matrimonial offers until some other

"latter-day saint" pops up somewhere else in

competition with the earlier philanthropist and

just for a change they let up on No. 1 and

pounce down upon the newly risen star.

It is no trouble at all to get a man to shout

"here!" when you want to know who has done

such and such a noble deed. But when it

comes to all the depraved actions of a lot of

men who, to profit themselves, ruin the pros-

perity of a whole country, then you can shout

your inquiry through a Gabrielian speaking

trumpet and, I'll bet you a whole subscription

for one year's Referee, you can't hear a single one of

them utter the faintest "here!" Some people say "that

is human nature." According to that we must be a hope-

less lot, we human beings. Why don't they say, "Oh,

that's human nature," when a poor fellow jumps into the

river in December to save the life of a child and brings it

home to its mother as a Christmas present, forgetting as

he goes to leave his name and address?

It seems that those who explain some things as being

the correct caper by simply laying them to "human na-

ture" are a good deal affected with similar deformities of

character.

Now I know why it is that wherever anyone of us in-

vents a new bicycle wrench, or if one or the other studies

our a scheme whereby the appromimate sum of a nickel

can be saved in the production of a bicycle, everyone of

each of us immediately wants an aluminum monument,

full life-size, set to him to commemorate his glorious

achievements and services done humanity. But when

the "light roadster" 16-pound bite does out to be sat

upon and be kicked in the sides by some expert contor-

tionist, and, when, thereupon, said bike shows up a flaw

in some brazing joint and cannot help but collapse, caus-

ing unpleasant feeling on part of the rider; or, if first one
and then more spokes come loose, as though by mutual
agreement among themselves, and finally succeed in

wrapping themselves around the frame, as though they
intended to make an express parcel of rider and all,—
why, then, of course, the rider that once was, after he
gets out of the hospital, usually makes things interesting

for the manufacturer, who, in turn, raises a good-sized
"world's fair purgatory" with all his super—and other—
intendents, and the fore—and other five—men included.

I'll bet you another year's subscription you can't hear any
one of us shout "here!" just then, and the momentary
demand for aluminum monuments is rather weak. Would
you call that "human natuie," too? Don't you think

that something is radically wrong somewhere? We need
not look outside and beyond our own little sphere to find

indications going quite a little way toward proving the

truth of the above suspicion.

During the last two years we have witnessed—at first

with joy, later on with more or less indifference and quite

of late with a good deal of suspicion—the cropping out of

ah»rge number of new bicycle concerns. Without hesi-

tancy it may be stated that the majority of those enter-

prising men at the head of said establishments showed to

the world, and especially to the uninitiated, a vast

amount of energy which one is now almost tempted to

call nerve.

Those who knew could not fail to notice the great dis-

advantages under which most of the new concerns were
laboring. In some instances the promotors of those cycle

factories were utterly devoid of the faintest trace of ex-

perience in the trade. Lawyers, physicians, clergymen,
carpenters, tinsmiths, plumbers, blacksmiths and even

farmers, put on their thinking-caps, designed and in-

vented some improved bicycle and at once found others

of a similar occupation to their own ready to invest their

capital and talent in the big money-making business of

the day, the cycle trade.

I have for a long time been a silent admirer of these

men's nerve. Where they have tried to be original in

their designs they have failed to make a success of the

enterprise because their hobbies were not what was
wanted by the cycling public generally, and in other

cases, where the bikes manufactured by the pioneers of

the trade were taken as models and imitated with the ex-

ception of a few details, intended to represent improve-

ments on the old standard, the imitators were successful

in but very few instances; partly by reason of their afore-

mentioned inexperience, and where the experience could

be and was hired, the capital was not equal to emergen-

cies. Yes, they were a heterogeneous fraternity, and it

is rumored that some of them will not even hibernate this

year. We are &orry to see them go; but, again, we also

respect the business ability, high standing, tact and en-

terprise of the old, experienced manufacturer, who cer-

tainly required as much nerve during the past two years

in defending his position against all comers, as did the

others, who failci of reaching a similar one.

This, however, is not all. No one somewhat acquainted

with facts can deny that the cycle trade has been injured

to a deplorable degree.

Do not lay it all to "hard times;" be fair and acknowl-

edge that the latter are only the closing effect of the

drama. Cycles of all grades and kinds, of several hun-

dred different makes, standard and nondescript, good,

bad and indifferent, and, worse than that, dangerous

combinations, flooded the country. The public was not,

and, for some time to come, will not be educated enough

to make fine distinctions between the variety of cycles

offered it. . It was a terrible race for supremacy on the

part of the builders, and, alas! the struggle was an un-

even one.

The track is strewn with fragments and many had to

give up, hoping for a better day to come. Others were

even less fortunate than that.

Who has profited most by last year's struggle if not

the riding public? Some have been taught the differ-

ence between a good and a poor machine, thousands

have secured a high grade wheel for a figure that was
considered by makers too low for an ordinary cheap

trap about a year ago, and they were in luck. The suf-

ferers must be looked for in the ranks of the manufac-

turers almost exclusively. Certainly many a one has

been taught that what is good fur one may prove fatal to

the other, and that it takes an immense capital and a

number of other business advantages to be able to com-

pete with an old champion on the installment plan. It

has cost great sacrifices all arcund, and will continue to

do so until the exact requirements for a solid foundation

whereupon to build up and er^ct a lasting and honest

cycle trade are thoroughly understood by all those who
venture into this field. We now know that mere imita-

tions will not meet with permanent favor, also that

freaks, hobbies and oddities never come to last; further-

more, that the best results have been obtained where

either the cheapest grade of car-load jobbing goods ex-

clusively are manufactured, or—paradox as it may ap-

pear—where the manufacturer confines his efforts to the

production of a high grade wheel, and to this alone.

Some makers tried to take the bull by the horns and,

intending to offer the public an entire series of wheels,

from the cheapest to the very best high grade wheel,
have thereby split their industry into a multitude of de-

partments and classes, hard of organization and above
all extremely expensive to keep up. Whoever tries to

satisfy everybody will in the end satisfy but few, and
satisfaction in the shape of a reward is sure to never
crown their efforts.

The cycle trade is about to undergo a process of purifi

cation, as it were, similar to what was experienced some
years ago in the gun, rifle, sewing machine and watch in-

dustries. All the weak and unhealthy elements are
being expelled by the laws of nature itself. But in due
time this industry so dear to us will rise like a phoenix
from the ashes, rejuvenated, and it will soar to a height
never before witnessed. The cycle is but in its child-

hood, aud while it holds too strong a position for any one
to experiment it away into the scrap heap of oblivion, it

must be nursed carefully by competent hands, and noth-
ing should be allowed to interfere with its rapid and
healthful development.

Now, if anything lies within human nature, it is the
fact that everything tends from bad to good, and thence
to a better state, nearer and nearer to perfection. So itr

has been with the oft-quoted rifles, sewing machines and
watches. Who would assert that from a rudimentary
state they have not made rapid strides toward perfec-

tion? Inventive genius has reduced the cost of every-

thing which human hands can make. Prices of most all

necessaries of life have found their level; here they re-

main for years. There is a limit to the cost of produc-

tion for all things, and especially is this true of common-
place articles. The less talent and study required to

produce a thin-?, the more competition we will And in

that branch. Take the malleable-iron gas-pipe-hit-and-

miss-no-two-alike-bicycle, and you will find that the car-

load figure is not materially below the retail price. That
is on account of heavy competition, so they tell you.

It is the same with the $1 watch, the $9 sewing ma-
chines and the $3 gun. At the same time we know that

there is a $15 movement made and sold, and that the $75

gun is turned out regularly year by year, as well as the

$45 sewing machine, and the demand for them and for

better ones is steadily increasing. For this very same
reason will the high grade bicycle always command a
high price as compared to "good-enough" wheels. As
stated, there is a limit to figures at which such a bicycle

can be made or sold; but the choice wheel, according to

its approach to perfection, will always command almost
any price which ever has been paid for a bicycle. We
are as yet very far off from what can be done in the way
of improvement on bicycles.

It is not the man who pares the weight of a bike down
to suit the capacity of a druggist's scales who will estab-

lish a lasting pattern or standard of what the cycle of

the future ought to be. The lightest bicycle is—I ven-

ture to assert it—from a commercial point of view, the

greatest failure. The lightest weight for which a high

grade wheel is in demand is that of the youth from 90

to 100 pounds. He could probably ride a 25-pound ma-
chine. Then comes the middle weight with his 150

pounds of bone and muscle. Is he expected to use the

same 25-pound wheel? And what weight bike will you
sell to the average heavy weight rider of 180 pounds? If

a 20-pound wheel is just right for a 90-pound boy, why,
then that same wheel is all wrong for the 150-pound or

the heavy-weight man. The middle weights by far out-

number the light and heavy weights, therefore a ma-
chine suitable for this one class is the one which will

meet with most favor and finds the most purchasers.

If you build for the race track, then of course you must
not cater to the other trade, and a very small shop will

suffice you to do your manufacturing in. The profits will

be in proportion to the size of your shop. The victories

of a make on the track will count but for little in the

future of the cycle. Those makers who have recorded

the greatest number of victories on the path last season

are not foolish enough to claim that they built the light-

est wheel. It is not unlikely that the racing budget of

some concerns will be considerably reduced for next

year.

Advertising is a "sine qua non" nowadays, but it is

just as important that one should find, or, rather, place

oneself in a position to fulfill what is promised by one's

advertisements.

No, you can not learn the bicycle business in one year,

or in double that time. I have known parties who have

been in this branch for upwards of ten years, connected

with manufacturing—remember I don't say with tinker-

ing, spiling or riding—and if I can believe what they say,

they are learning new phases about the business every

year—every day. The number of men who have actually

manufactured bicycles for a decade is exceedingly

small. I have heard parties claim longer connections

than the above with the manufacture of bicycles on the
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TYRES.
The Greatest Success in 1 893

THE=

"MACINTOSH DETACHABLE TYRE,"

The FASTEST,

SAFEST,

MOST RESILIENT,

and MOST EASILY DETACHED.

^^UVAa\\\W\\»-«WWVWWW^.

DOES NOT COME OFF WHEN DEFLATED.

No Wires; or String; No Lacing or any other Fancy Trick.

^«WWll*-<VVVt\^.

You slip in your Tyre, inflate it, and the Tyre is then secure and cannot

come off, even if deflated.

CHAS. MACINTOSH & CO., Ltd.,

Manchester and Coventry, - ENGLAND.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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strength of having stood behind a vise some eighteen

years ago roughing-out the brazed joints, or having
forged out by hand alongside of a foot or hand-power
bellows, brake levers, brake spoons, handle bars or rear

forks for ordinaries. No, manufacturing nowadays is

somewhat more intricate than all that. It means large

capital, brains, a level head, and then you can hire the

man to do the pumping of the bellows and the turning of

the grindstone. But even the pumping of the bellows

has to be understood. It is not as serious a matter,

though, as when the man you are pumping for doesn't

understand his own business, for he will in all probabil-

ity pay you his good cash as long as you pump O. K.;

but when the money supply runs dry, then you and all of

us will have to stop pumping.

A. W. Kirsch-King.

KAUFMANN DEFEATS BARBER.

Powers Confirms the Report.

New York, Oct. 9.—P. T. Powers, who has

been charged with the management of the Na-

tional Cycling Association for the past season,

but who, in fact, was only one of the mana-
gers, as several seemed to have a hand in pull-

ing strings in a managerial way, confirmed the

report of his intended resignation last Satur-

day. He gave no reasons for the resignation,

but it is thought other business demands his

entire attention, especially as the baseball busi-

ness has been good this season. Mr. Powers
will retain his interest in the New York fran-

chise of the cash prize league and will do all

he can to promote the association's interest.

Mr. Powers has never felt exactly in his right

element in the bicycle business—he under-

stands baseball like a book, but there are so

many curves in the bicycle business in a man-

Wild Scenes of Excitement While the Contest

Progressed.

The trick-ridiDg contest between Kaufmann
and Barber, decided at Washington Rink,

Rochester, on Friday last, proved a most ex-

citing affair. The attendance was large.

James Barnes acted as umpire and the jury

was composed of Wendell J. Curtis, Wendell

Smith, F. H. Bettys, Robert Thompson and

William Kenfield. D. J. Canary represented

Barber and James Lennox looked after Kauf-

mann's interests bpfore the jury.

It was seen in the early part of the contest,

says the Democrat, that Barber excelled in

"standings" while Kaufmann's forte was in

feats on the moving wheel. It also appeared

that KaufmaDn was harboring his strength in

refusing to make a try for tricks set by his op-

ponent: still, each made brave attempts at diffi-

cult feats.

There was also an unmistakable opinion

prevalent in the early part of the evening as

the scores of the sels were announced that Bar-

ber was receiving too much credit at the bauds

of the jury. But it is only fair to say that the

members in charge of the award had a difficult

job on their hands and could not please the ad-

herents of both parties.

Just at midnight Barber began to use his

unicycle, while Kaufmann still set tricks for

both wheels. The changing of the gear caused

the jury decided to allow it. It was a most

intricate trick, but Barber promptly executed

it. Pandemonium now reigned as the men
agreed to close the contest and abide by the

judges' decision. The police were called upon

to hold back the excited, surging throng, but

were powerless to do so. Finally the judges

were forced into an anteroom and even then

the bluecoats had their hands full in keeping

back, with drawn clubs, the almost wild as-

semblage.

The jury finally announced that the final

score was: Kaufmann, 644; Barber, 636 2-5.

Kaufmann was taken on the shoulders of his

friends for a time, while the rink resounded

with the shouts of his admirers. He was pre-

sented with the medal emblematical of his \ ic-

tory by Umpire Barnes. He made a short

speech, at the close of which he called for

three cheers for Barber, "the only man who
has ever dared to meet me in a fair and square

match."

Below is given the score by sets, the first two

being of ten tricks each and the rest of twenty

each. Each trick counted 5 points if it were

done perfectly:
Barber. Kaufmann.

First set.. 49 2-5 40 3-5

Second set T. . .

.

45 1-5 44 1-5

Third set 79 69 1-5

Fourth set.

.

591-5 75

Fifth set 811-5 TO 3-5

Sixth set 67 4-5 83

Seventh set 57 66 1-5

Eighth set 653-5 58 8-5

Said Mr. Tommy Thurber to Miss
Sally Slope:

"There's more ways than one in

which to elope."

He kissed her then but his heart
was sad,

For, a block or two back, he saw
Sal's dad.

And Tom's spirits sank like a
load of lead.

But a bright idea bobbed into
Sal's head.

"Aha!" she cried, ''These bits of
bended wire

Will settle 'most any old pneu-
matic tire."

The tumult that boiled in that par-
ent's breast

By plain, simple blanks is best ex-
pressed.

agerial and political way that the genial Pow-
ers' face has more than once worn a worried

look. There seems to be an idea prevalent that

the N. C. A. will be thoroughly reorganized

for next season and a manager who could draw

the crowds will be appointed to act as

"boomer." All connected with the association

have worked well and they cannot but feel

gratified at the quality and quantity of the

raciDg provided. Howell's and Robb's licenses

still hang fire. The latest is from the secretary

to Howell, that he cannot issue a license until

the board meets. Howell now declares he will

camp here and get the license if possible. He
has written Hillier, notifying that gentleman

ef his predicament, and states further that he

will warn all foreigners about coming here un-

less he is given a license or good reasons why
he shouldn't receive one.

Who Is Novice "Whiskers?"

It is s.iid that the famousnovice whose whis-

kers whisked him into fame by winning the

novice at Waverly, N. J., is an English profes-

sional who has won the Wolverhampton handi-

cap. A Wolverhampton and Coventry man
declared that he had seen "Whiskers" before,

and that he had won several English profes-

sional handicaps. One thing is certain—those

whiskers were winning features—and obscured

the features as well.

delays that taxed the patience of the specta-

tors, who « ere already commencing to leave

the hall. Those who remained were as boister-

ous and enthusiastic as was possible. Owing
to the late hour the umpire decided to allow

only one trial in case of failure to do a trick.

As the ninth set was brought to a close

shortly after 1 o'clock the crowd got out of the

seats and surged around the bulletin board

where the results were marked. Excitement

was intense, as the series just closed was favor-

able to Kaufmann and would probably put him
in the lead for the first time during the contest.

A mighty shout went up as the score appeared

—Barber, 58 3-5; Kaufmann, 82. Most of the

spectators had kept track of the previous scores

and all knew that Kaufmann was ahead by
the very small margin of 6 3-5 points.

The cause of a great outburst just at this

time was the determination to end the contest

with the tenth set of twenty tricks. Each
trick and point was bound to tell, and the fol-

lowers of both favorites were wrought to the

highest pitch of excitement. Applause and
jeers gre'eted each rider's attempt.

Barber's last trick was riding the wheel

stripped of everything but the pedal cranks.

Kaufmann tried and partly succeeded. "Give

him a 'beaut,' Nick," came from the throats of

the crowd. Kaufmann rode his complete wheel

and announced his trick, and, after discussion,

Ninth set 58 3-5 (-2

Tenth set 63 : 6 4 5

Totals 636 2-5 614

Nearly a Bad Accident.

St. Louis, Oct., 9.—The St. Louis County
tour to Creve Coeur Lake took place yester-

day, and was attended by 200 wheelmen. The
lake was reached at 11, after a twenty-mile

ride through St. Louis County. The afternoon

was spent in touring around the lake and in

races. The day's sport came very near being

ended at 2 o'clock, by a bad accident on the

Gravity road. During the dinner hour some
unknown person let one of the cars loose and
it ran to the foot of the hills. After dinner a

large party of wheelmen boarded one of the

cars and started on atrip over the roal. At
the foot of the incline they collided with the

empty car and the air was full of bicycle rid-

ers, kindling wood, yells, etc. No one was
seriously hurt, though some of the boys got

badly bruised and had their clothes and shoes

nearly torn off.

The "Pedale Militaire."

Belgium is the first country to establish a

military cycling paper. It is called Pedale

Militaire, and the first number was issued on
Sept. 21.
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BE PATIENT!
A e have just completed arrangements with a leading

rubber house who will in a week or two satisfy the hund-

reds of intprested makers and dealers as to the unparal-

leled reliability of the

Preston Davies' Tire.
As For Speed.—The Bath and Back Record by C.

G. Wridgway. is our latest conquest. The previous

record over that classic course was beaten on this occasion

by about 54 minutes. The famous web casing of the P.

D. Tire gives great stability without detracting from speed.

IT IS COMING,
And because of its great strength, and its "life" and its

easily detachable qualities, it will become the most

popular

Tire for American Riders.

Preston Davies Tyre & Valve Co.,

Waudsworth Bridge Road, LONDON, S. W., England.

u
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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DRESS REFORM IS NEEDED.

SKIRTS WILL BE DONE AWAY WITH BY

WHEELWOMEN.

Miss Reynolds and Her New Costume Create

Much Criticism -A New York Fashion

Paper's Suggestion —What Hil-

lier Thinks.

Ever since Tessie Reynolds, a sixteen-year-

old English miss, rode from Lcndon to Brigh-

ton and back, a distance of more than a

hundred miles, in 8 hrs. 38 min., the good

TESS'E REYNOLDS.

(Redrawn from a half-tone in the Wheeler.)

British dames and the would-be pious men
•have had something to exercise their tongues

-over. The young lady has gained more prom-

inence—or notoriety, perhaps— in a very short

time than have some of the noble lords in a

lifetime. She has been criticized and ridiculed

by some and upheld by others. All this com-

ment was not occasioned by her ride alone, but

by her costume as well. After wading Cycling

and some of its coirespondence one might

easily imagine the little lady to be the most

depraved wretch existing on British soil to-day

;

after glancing over G. Lacy Hillier's arlicle on

"Rational Dress for Ladies," in the Bicycling

News, one is apt to be convinced that the day
for a change in the wheelwoman's costume is

timely.

From time to time the Referee has repro-

duced sketches of the costumes of the French

wheelwomen with a view to giving our

countrywomen an idea of how they do things

abroad. The daily papers have also printed

these sketches and it begins to look as though

women would soon abandon the use of skirts

while riding. Let us hope they may; we are

heartily in sympathy with the dress reformeis

so far as relates to cycling costumes. Miss

Reynolds has given the English people a cy-

cling costume of her own design and the New
York Fashion Record has just issued a plate

giving a design for a bloomer suit, cuts of

which are shown herewith. Several well-

known ladj' cyclis's who have been shown
pictures of the two costumes seem to prefer

that of Miss Reynolds, but think the skirt

should be made a little longer.

Some of Mr. Hillier's remarks on the subject

are worthy of reproduction:

Of all the curious developments which it has ever been

my lot to come across, commend me to the attitude of

the I .ady's Pictorial towards Miss Reynolds, who, in a

costume closely approximating to that of a male person,

rode from London to Brighton and back in remarkably
good time.

Plenty of varying opinions have been expressed con-

cerning I he ride of this young lady of sixteen, but that

the Lady's Pictorial—some of the correspondenl s of

which are ahva3S shrieking for the legislative elimina-

tion of the cyclist—should not only publish. Miss Reynold's

portrait, but actually give her performance a commenda-
tory notice is so amazing an accurrance that I

am daily looking out for blue rain. Miss Reynolds,'

I am well assured, is but the forerunner of a big move-

ment—the stormy petrel heralding the storm of revolt

drop frame would be done away with, and

ladies would ride the regulation diamondframe
wheel This would give them a lighter and

stronger mount and the makers would be

saved much expense and worry. How easy

would riding become to women, and what a

revelation, if they could but be permitted to

mount a twenty or twenty-two-pound wheel!

Mr. Hillier continues:

But Miss Reynolds has made "le premier pas." This

girl of sixteen has ridden in a costume suited to cycling.

It is so inconspicuous that, without doubt, many persons

who saw the rider failed to recognize her sex, and if lady

cyclists begin on these lines the Rubicon will be crossed,

and the aspirations of many "dress jeforms" advocates

fulfilled in the complete emancipation of the weaker sex

from the thrall of the petticoat. In France, if all we
hear is true, the movement has overrun the bounds

which might legitimately be set to it, and "cyclists" in

THE NP.W YORK RECORD OF FASBIOVS MONTHLY PLATE.

against the peltic mt. • * * 'J here appears to me to

be no rational reason why the lady cyclist should not

wear a convenient costume. The test question is,

" Would you like to see your sister, your wife, or your

fiancee riding in it? "- Well, plenty of men see without a

qualm their fair relatives in the semi-masculine garb of

the hunting field, they see them in the blouse and
knickerbockers of the gymnasium, and, as the Daily

Graphic has taught us, they see and photograph them in

the by no means voluminous costume of the bath. So
long as all adopt the same style of garb, brother, hus-

band and lover will not have reason to feel sensitive on

the subject

Why should the "weaker" sex be handicapped with the

skirt?—it is a terrible handicap. Not only does it catch

the wind like a sail, but it necessitates a weakening of

the safety frame to accommodate it.

The last sentence causes one to think that it

would be to the maker's advantage to boom
the reform costume. If universally used the

lights and very abbreviated skirts are to be seen. But I

do not think-that the English "young person" is likely to

run to extremes. A very full knickerbocker can, as I

know from actual experiment, be worn with comfort on
th fafety. If this be supplemented by a stocking,

matching in color, and a gaiter of the same cloth as the

knickers, with a Norfolk jacket, or blouse body, a

costume in every way convenient and suitable for cycling

will be secured. Thus, it seems to me not only possible,

but highly probable, that the reform in feminine dress
will be started as a popular movement in the ranks of
cycling, and lady riders will do well to bear in mind that
hundreds of ladies in quiet county districts have materi-
ally modified the accepted female costume in their pur
suit of various forms of pastime and sport.

The level-headed, up-to-the-times person will

not disagree with Mr. Hillier. He has struck the
key note to the situation, and the day is not
far off when the wheelwomen throughout the
world will be wearing costumes similar to that
of Miss Reynolds and mounted on "men's
wheels."
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The WARMAN-SCHUB
CYCLE HOUSE,

SUCCESSOR TO

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

AND

the WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD CO., Ltd.,

HAS NOW BECOME A FIXTURE.

That does not mean that it has come to a standstill so soon, for you will find it one of the LIVELIEST

and MOST PROGRESSIVE Houses in the Cycle trade; but it DOES mean that it has already been accorded a

place among the houses .with which it is to the interest of

Every Large Jobber and Dealer

to have some dealings. The famous CATARACT and the Celebrated COVENTRY CROSS Safeties will be

money and name-makers for every one who handles them in '94.

Show that you are alive to your own interest by letting us hear from you promptly.

THE WARMAN-SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

191 Lake, 108 and no Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and 469 W. Madison Streets,

CHICAGO.
MEIVTION THE REFEREE.
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CONCERNING MIDDLEMEN.

Inclined to Manufacture for Themselves—Some
Examples.

The reported withdrawal of the Spalding in-

terests from the Overman company in order to

manufacture a wheel of their own, strikingly

illustrates the tendency of all large handlers of

wheels to become more than middlemen—to

go to the fountain head, as it were, and by
making a wheel sell for their own reap all the

profit. The Bidwell company a couple of

years ago, Rouse, Hazard & Co. and the

Stokes company more recently, are notable

examples of this tendency, and to them may
be added dozens of small manufacturers all

over the country, to say nothing of the fact

that almost every repairer nowadays turns out

a few wheels in his shop every year. The
reasons for this desire are twofold: As selling

(and getting paid for) the Output of a factory

is considered the hardest part of the work,

the dealer or jobber who disposes of hundreds

of wheels every year comes to the conclusion

that he is not getting his share of the profit,

and that to make things even he should re-

ceive a part of the maker's profits as well as

his own; in other words, he gets "swell-

headed." In the second place the factory

cost Of the modern bicycle cuts rather a small

figure when compared to the retail price of

$150, and the retailer thinks that if his profit

was the difference between the factory cost

(as it would be, of course, if he made it) and

the retail price, he would make a great deal

more money than he is doing.

This is only true, however, in so far as the

retailer possesses the ability to sell a wheel ir-

respective of its reputation. It depends on
just where the line is, between his ability to

sell a wheel simply because it is a bicycle, and
the demand for a certain make of wheel

which he happens to sell. If people go to him
to buy a bicycle without knowing or caring

what make it is, that is one thing; but if they

go to him because he sells a certain make of

wheel, that is quite different.

In the case of Sp aiding and Overman, for

instance, the former sell, at their different

branches, a very large proportion of the totol

output of the latter company. Messrs. Spal-

ding think, no doubt, that the greater part of

this business is done because they are Spalding

& Bros. , and not because the wheel they sell is

the Victor wheel. If this is true, and they can

substitute a wheel of their own manufacture

for the Victor, their profit will be, on paper,

their present profit plus that which the Over-

man company now makes, and the difference

is large enough to make the prospect very

alluring.

If, on the other hand, the demand is for the

Victor wheel, and riders will have it, no matter

where it is sold, the Overman company will

reap the benefit of the change. If a new and

unknown wheel can be sold at full list price,

only about half as many will need to be sold

to bring as much profit as the Victor, provided

the estimate cost is not exceeded.

It may be assumed to be a fact that in the

present state of the bicycle trade an increase

in the number of factories and the number of

wheels produced is undesirable. Just as the

great difference between the factory cost and

selling price of bicycles tends to bring about

such an increase, so the present money trou-

bles, the surplus of unsold wheels on the

market, and the reduction in price which

seems to be inevitable, will do more to coun-

teract this tendency. Of these causes the last

will remain in force after the others have

passed away. The mere fact of a reduction in

prices will, unless the cost is correspondingly

reduced, put an end to many a plan to start

the manufacture of wheels, and, therefore, be

of great benefit.

PERRY RICHARDS.

One of the Best Known Manufacturers of Wol-

verhampton, Eng.

One of the best-known men of Wolverhamp-
ton, Eng., is Perry Richards. The Ulster

Wheelman had this to say of him in a recent

issue: "Mr. Richards is a practical man, with

a thorough knowl-

edge of the trade,

and one who takes

a special delight in

seeing that every

machine turned out

by his firm is not

only perfect in

every detail, but

that it will be a

running advertise-

ment for his cele"

brated Empire machines. If a proof of above

was wanted we have only to point our readers

to the wonderful progress made by this flour-

ishing firm during recent years. Starting in a

small way in Wolverhampton, a good number
of years ago, he has just recently built one of

the largest concerns in the midland town, and

in the hope that his business will still further

develop he has bought a large area of ground

in the rear of his present works so that he may
be in a position to cope with whatever increase

of business the future may have in store for

him.
" Those of our readers who took an interest

in cycling in the old ordinary days will doubt-

less remember the name of Perry Richards

amongst the prize winners in most of the big

cycling events; but the race with which his

name must ever be associated was the six-days'

race in Edinburg in 1880, when the subject of

our sketch was only nineteen years old, yet, to

his credit, be it said, that although competitors

had entered from all parts of the world, he

landed in second, and was only beaten by Plil-

ips, the present manager of the Humber Cycle

Works; and it is worthy of note that both these

gentlemen rode the then famous Rudge ordi-

naries, a mount which held the field against

all comers. So well pleased were the execu-

tives of the Edinburg club at the way the

'youngster' rode that they not only presented

him with a special medal, but had him taken

by force to a leading phrenologist of high

standing, whose estimate of young Richards

was that the bumps of pluck and determina-

tion were so highly developed in him that it

was quite possible they would yet lead him to

over-estimate his strength to his future detri-

ment, a prophecy which, however, we are

pleased to state, did not come off, owing, no

doubt, to the fact that Mr. Richards became so

much engrossed with the affairs of business

that he was compelled to relinquish the sport

of which he was such a likely ornament. As
an evidence of his pluck it might be mentioned

that on one occasion, when up in Scotland on

business, he jumped into the Dee without hav-

ing time to divest himself of any clothing and
rescued a young lady who had accidentally

fallen in.

" Our hero is a true sportsman, a sound busi-

ness man and a thorough gentleman. He is a

typical Englishman in the broadest sense of

the word, full of generosity, courteous to a de-

gree, and a lover of fair play."

A WORD ABOUT PRICES.

Many Makers Declare in Favor of the Figures

of Last Season.

There is, naturally, some hesitancy on the

part of makers to say anything on the subject

of prices for '94, but the question must be de-

cided before many weeks pass and a few have
come out boldly with their opinions. The ma-
jority show a disposition to keep the figuresup.

A'he Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Company is

strongly inclined to the belief that the price of

high grade machines will remain at $150. The
price, the secretary declares, is none too much
for a well-made, well-guaranteed machine, and
this is well evidenced by the large number of

failures among those who have been trying to

reduce the price.

The Buffalo Wheel Company believes that

the highest grade wheel should list at $150 and
will doubtless act upon that opinion.

That the highest grade wheels should not list

at less than $135 is the belief of the Central

Cycle Manufacturing Company, the same
opinion being held by F. J. Hamilton, assignee

of the Vincent Cycle Manufacturing Company.

PRICE ALREADY SETTLED-S150.

So far as the Stover Bicycle Manufacturing

Company is concerned the high grade Phoenix

will.be listed at $150. This was the first posi-

tive assurance received. The company says

that, despite the many drawbacks, the past

season has been a very prosperous one, and
that every wheel made has been disposed of.

PRICE SETTLED BUT NOT STATED.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Company has al-

ready fixed its price. In its opinion it is not a

question as to what is the "proper price," but

a question as to what libt price can be placed

upon the goods and leave a reasonable profit

for the manufacturer and the agent. The
company knows what it can produce wheels

for, and also what it costs to sell them. To
this will be added a reasonable profit for the

dealer, and machines fisted accordingly. If

they can sell them for that they will do busi-

ness; if not, they say they will be obliged to

manufacture something else. If all the manu-
facturers come to this conclusion, and Mr.

Pratt thinks they will, there is little question

what the price will be, and he also thinks there

will be but very little difference in the list

price of various makes. The wheels with the

best reputations would be the ones that would
be most likely to be listed at the lowest prices

on this basis. He does not look for any great

cut on the part of those who "could—but don't

have to" make the list price very much lower

than what it now is, and still make money.

If class B pulls through, says Pratt, and the

manufacturers are obliged to employ teams of
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BICYCLE DEALERS.

We will make a decided change in our business methods for i 894, and a

complete change in the designs of our machines; also a decided change in prices

to dealers. We have a straight business proposition to make to every Bicycle

Dealer in the United States, and we want your name and address.

DEALERS ONLY NEED APPLY.

Central Cycle Manufacturing Co.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
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racing men, it is my opinion that the public at

large will be receiving big luck if they are able

to purchase one of the leading makes of wheels

at even $150 list.

Rouse, Hazard & Co. are among those who
believe in a $135 list, while the Hill company
declares that if the Fowler was worth $150 in

'93 it will be worth as much in '94, "and that,"

it says, " is the price we are ?oing to get for

it."

ANGLO-AMERICAN RECEIVERSHIP

The Company Makes a Good Showing and Can
Pull Through.

President J. Friedenstein, of the above com-
pany, informed us last Thursday that he was
hopeful that the condition of the company
would help him, as his company has others, to

pull through. That the assets, by a hasty
glance at the firm's book statement, are up-

wards of $15,000 ahead of the liabilities is

true, and on this showing, with a little leni-

ency, the concern will pay dollar for dollar,

Mr. Friedenstein has no doubt. A goodly
stock of all that goes to make a bicycle is on
hand at the firm's warehouses and in bond,
and as orders are coming in with regularity

and the prospects were never better, the com-
ing year, the firm says, would land it on
top. The receivers, Freidenstein and John
Bacot, a Jersey City attorney, gave bonds in-

dividually in the sum of $20,000 to carry out
their trust.

Oct. 15 the creditors will meet, and then
the questions of conforming the receivers, or

replacing them with others, or winding up the

business, will come up. Mr. Freidenstein,

who worked like a slave with the late James
Brown, to build up the business, did not fore-

see the financial panic of the past few months,
and the total inability to collect, and the im-

potence of one or two creditors forced the

firm to not only protect its own interests but
creditors' as well.

To force a sale of the company's stock would
be ruinous, for much of it would be sacrificed,

as it represents some parts not often called for,

but which sell now and then, and the creditors

would, naturally, suffer. A recent inventory

of stock satisfied the company that it could

pull through, and Mr. Freidenstein (who has
every dollar in the company) thinks so yet.

It would be wise policy, then, if the creditors

were to confirm the court's appointment, as

the best and surest mode of getting their

money in full. No one is better fitted for the

office, and who would more zealously protect

their interests. Receiver Friedenstein has
commenced retrenchment in expenses by cut-

ting down salaries and reducing his working
force to the utmost limit—commencing with
himself.

Mr. Merwin on Trade Losses.

J. C. Merwin, of Hulbert Bros. & Co. , who
has charge of the sporting goods department,

can always be found at his desk during busi-

ness hours, and is a cheerful person to talk

with, being blessed with a cheery disposition.

Last Friday a Referee representative talked

with him on probable future prices, and the

possible future of the trade.

" Don't you think that the trade will eventu-

ally find its way into the hands of more re-

sponsible business people—I mean, for instance,

hardware or carnage people?" he was asked.
'

' I notice in our correspondence relative to

Majestic agencies we oft times receive applica-

tions from boys and men without any financial

standing whatever, and after referring to mer-

cantile reports we answer those who are not

rated in a pleasant way, stating that possibly

they had not started in business when the

mercantile book was published, and would be

pleased to learn their financial condition, ref-

erences, etc. Now that's treating them nicely

and at the same time protecting ourselves. I

don't know what is the percentage of losses in

the bicycle bnsiness, but it must be larger than

most businesses. There is the hardware trade.

Its losses are only five-eighths of 1 per cent.

The drug business is, I believe, even smaller.

Then we have to pay a heavier rate to the

company that insures our accounts than people

in many other trades do. If this year must be

taken as a criterion the losses in the bicycle

business will foot up more than a good many
times the average loss in other lines."

Macintosh Tires in America.

Charles Macintosh & Co., Ltd., of Manches-

ter, Eng., mention of whose detachable tire

has frequently found its way into the Ref-

eree, consider that the tire has had a thor-

oughly exhaustive test and will therefore pro-

ceed at once to introduce it to the American
public. The method of attachment has been

patented in America. In a letter, detailing

some of the advantages of the invention, a

writer has this to say:

"The tire is instantaneously detachable

when deflated, and therefore easily repaired if

a puncture occurs, as, indeed, it is certain to

do at one time or another in any pneumatic

tire. It is extremely resilient, owing to the

high state of tension to which it can be

pumpei up before use, the rubber being of ab-

solutely the best Para gray, and undue expan-

sion prevented by a special canvas manufac-

tured expressly for the surpose.

"It has been found, in competition with

other tires, to be as fast as any, equal, in fact,

to the 1892 Dunlop, which is still a favorite

with English raciDg men. It is very light, has

a light rim, is very easily fitted on and, lastly,

it has one most satisfactory feature: If it is de-

flated the rider can continue to go at a very

fair rate of speed for a practically unlimited

period, and there is no fear at all of the tire

coming off the rim, or of it or the machine

being damaged.

"In the North Road twenty-four-hour race

R. H. Carlisle punctured one of his tires on a

broken bottle shortly after starting and rode it

deflated for eighteen miles. As he made a very

good performance in this race, this should be a

pretty severe test.

"Tom Parker, when pacing H. Church in his

Birmingham to Bristol and back record ride,

punctured his front tire and rode seventeen

miles under the hour with the tire entirely de-

flated. He says that the tire did not leave the

rim and was perfectly safe to ride without any
air in it, and that on examination he did not

find a single mark on the cover. He after-

wards had the puncture patched, and the tire

was perfectly safe and as sound as ever."

Further details will be found in the com-
pany's advertisement.

Zim's Auction Sale.

During the recent races at Asbury Park cir-

culars were distributed bearing 1 he picture of

the champicn and the following wording:
" Auction sale of fifty bicycles, to-day at

12:30 o'clock, in the carriage rooms of Theo.

Sickles, South street, Freehold, N, J. Burtis &
Zimmerman,"

At the sale some alarming slashing of prices

was carried on, but many were last year's

wheels, and no attempt had been made to file

the numbers off or to disguise them. The
place was full of farmers, who had been at-

tracted by the dual attraction of the firemen's

parade and Zimmerman in races. One young
fellow who had been watching the auctioneer

'

open-mouthed, as he declaimed on the merits

of a forty-five pounder, asked: " Did Zimmer-
man ride on that?" Not being posted the

auctioneer referred to Burtis, Zim's partner,

who unblushing, shouted, "Yes, he won the

championship of Ireland on that, the time he

ran into the fence, but he saved the wheel!"

The bait went, and the yokel paid spot cash.

This sale was a brilliant idea of either Joe
McDermott's—who is playing Zim's popularity

for all it is worth—or his partner, Burtis, but

they sold lots of wheels. Every barber pole

had a sign which read, "Zimmerman on
Training." All the farmers needed it and
bought one for winter reading. The races

drew nearly three thousand people, while the

local managers, While and McDermott had
only prepared for a thousand.

Recent American Patents.

Following is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-
baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

504,717, umbrella support; William Fanckboner, School-

craft, Mich., filed Feb. 20, 1893.

504,843, umbrella support; Melven Light, Sheldon, 111.;

filed Feb. 15, 1893.

505,523, bicycle lock; William H. Hart, Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa. ; filed Nov. 10, 1892.

505,530, tire for bicycles; Charles E. Luburg, Philadel-

phia, Pa., assignor to the Luburg Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Pennsylvania; filed Oct. 10, 1892.

505,612, method of making wheels; William W. Speer,

Pittsburg, Pa ; filed March 15, 1893.

505,620, saddle or seat for bicycles; James Wilson, Som-
erville, Mass., filed Aug. 23, 1892.

505,533, metal wheel; H. B. N. Neff and Edmund H. N.

Neff, Petersburg, Can.; filed Feb. 21. 1893.

505 701, vehicle wheel; John Dean, Racine. Wis., as-

signor of one-half to John F. Davies, same place; filed

Jan. 10, lfc93.

505.738, bicycle; Samuel A. White, Harrisburg, assignor

of one half to Thomas K. Richards, Reading, Pa. ; filed

June 6, 1893.

505,740, hub for venicle wheels; Zachary T. Wilson, In-

verness. Fla. ; filed April 24, 1893.

505,753, bicycle, William Y. Cocken, Tiffin, O.; filed May
11, 1893.

505,776, cycle brake construction; Albert Perkins, Chico-

pee, Mass., assignor to A. G Spalding & Bros , N. Y., and
the Lamb Knitting Machine Manufacturing Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.; filed Dec. 5, 1892.'

505,686, bearing for spindles; Walter A. Chandler, Low-
ell, assignor to George Draper & Sons, Hopedale, Mass.

;

filed Feb. 14 1893.

Bridgeman Retires and Goes Abroad.

M. L. Bridgeman, secretary of the American
Ormonde Cycle Company, with Robert Willis,

London, sailed on the Umbria Friday morning
for England. This is Mr. Bridgeman's first

Uip, and he deserves the vacation. English-

men will find in Mr. Bridgeman a worthy rep-

resentative of the young American business

man, and a man of superior attainments. He
will return about Dec. 1 and will enter the

employ of a large cycle firm—supposed to bo

the Western Wheel Works. His retirement

from the American Ormonde company has

been expected.

Cycles for Carriage Men.

The legitimate home of the bicycle is the

carriage salesroom, and the sagacity of the

trade is shown in the rapidity with which they

are conforming to the changed conditions, and

striving to gain through the bicycle what its

rivalry has lost them in carriage sales. With
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FACTORIES: Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0M™S

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Ho! For Sunny South!

THE CYCLISTS' FAVORITE ROUTE

THE SAVANNAH STEAMSHIP LINE.

(OCEAN STE4.31SBIP COMPANY, OF SAVANNAS.)

Four First Class Steamers weekly from New York,

Pier 35, North River, to Savannah, Florida, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Texas and Cuba, reached

by the

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO
MENTION THE REFEREE,

In buying a Cycle see that you get one with the

Brown Sprocket Wheel.

With it you can make better time, requires less

power and lasts three times longer than any other
device. You can feel no motion from the chain, re-

quires no oiling, and the chain does not ride up on
the points and break. It improves a wheel so much
that it is perceptable to any rider. They can be
furnished to fit any of the leading cycles.

Correspondence solicited with dealers and manufacturers.

The Brown Sprocket Wheel Co.,

Rialto Building,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
MENTION THE REFEREE
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our rapidly increasing population and wealth

the demand for equine vehicles will steadily in-

crease, the bicycle to the contrary notwith-

standing. There is an agent developing which

is destined to give an impetus to the carriage

interest. It is "coming down the steep of time"

as surely as to-morrow's sunrise—that power-

ful force, electricity—which, harnessed to our

vehicles, will "boom" the carriage industry to

fame and to fortune, let us hope.

If you cannot sell your customer a buggy or

a carriage, because he is "set" on a bicycle,

sell him a bicycle.

—

Carriage Monthly.

Late Trade Items.

John Palmer expects to sail from England

Oct. 31.

Louis Jordon, the well-known bicycle maker
and repairer of 71 Randolph street, Chicago,

has been given an award for hand-made guns
exhibited at the world's fair.

J. I. "Warman, having resigned his position

as managing director of Warman & Hazle-

wood, cycle manufacturers of Coventry, Eng.,

has been appointed by that firm sole agent fo~

the sale of its goods in the United States.

Wilbur F. Edwards of San Jose has estab-

lished a new Pacific Coast one mile record,

placing the figures at 2:15. The deed was done

at a race meet held Oct. 2 at Sacramento. Ed-
wards recently discarded his old mount for a

Rambler racer.

S. B. Gordon, of the Quinton Cycle Com-
pany, Coventry, sailed on the Britannic to-day

for America. He is coming to appoint agents

for the well-known Quinton Scorcher, the

Bretz-Curtis Manufacturing Company having

sold its cycle business in order to give all its

time to the manufacture of saddles.

Alf Bednell, representing Taylor, Cooper &
Bednell, Coventry, sailed Tuesday. He has

been spending a few days in Bloomington, III.,

closing up the year's business with Harber
Brothers, who, he says, have concluded to go
out of the bicycle trade. Mr. Bednell is now
negotiating with one of the largest and
wealthiest implement manufacturers in the

west to handle the Raglans.

The old warehouse at the corner of North
Franklin street and Institute place, Chicago, is

being demolished to make room for the new
eight-story factory, 120 feet long, for which
the Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany has just let contracts. This building will

afford additional floor space to the amount of

one and a third acres. This does not look like

"hard times" for the Rambler people.

A concern which makes wooden rims claims

that its rim is strongest at the valve hole. We
recently saw a wheel that had been in collision

with a pedestrian and the rim had broken right

at the valve hole. The firm wanted pay for a
new rim ordered, notwithstanding its claims.

The accident proved that the valve hole was
the weakest point in the rim, and the firm

should, and no doubt will, look into it—the

weak point, not the hole.

James B. Pratt, of John S. Leng's Son &
Co., New York, was in Chicago Monday to

settle some agency matters with R. B. Mc-
Mullen & Co. Mr. Pratt said that his house,

Mr. Snell and Mr. McMullen, had arranged to

handle one another's goods on a large scale.

He is r.t present pushing the Credenda
company's tubiag. Judging from Mr. Pratt's

statement, the business outlook in the bicycle

line is not encouraging. Makers, he said, are

not ordering material now to any extent.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

A Two-Speed Gear—Self-Healing Air Tube—
Wall's Steering Lock—Dix's Patent.

These abstracts are prepared, immediitely

after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer.

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from July 13, 1898, give
notice in the prescribed form of such opposition.!

A FRENCH TWO-SPEED GEAR.

JVo. 22,342. P. Malicet and E. Blin"3 "Improvement

in speed, power, and idle gear for velocipedes." June
16. 1892.—The illustration shows a sectional plan of the

hub and neighboring parts of a rear driving safety bicy-

cle. The axle (a) on which the driving wheel revolves is

a fixture and is elbowed so

as to produce a second

axle ( al ), excentrically

placed with regard to, but

rigid with the first. On
the axle (al) is a sleeve (p)

capable of being moved
endways, and on this sleeve

revolves a pinion (b) by
which the endways move-
ment of the sleeve may be

caused to gear with an in-

teriorily toothed wheel (c), which is fixed to the hub of

the driving wheel, or may be moved latterally out of gear

therewith. A gudgeon (r) is mounted in a suitable bear-

ing in the edge of the hub of the driving wheel, and one
end thereof projects and is adapted to engage and move
in a radial slot in a plate or arm (d) which is fixed with

the pinion (b) usually by extending the hub of this pin-

ion laterally to form a sleeve, and securing the boss of

the plate (d) thereon by means of a key (o). The lat-

eral distance between the gudgeon (r) and the toothed

ring (c) is proportioned to the lateral distance between
the pinion (b) and the plate (d), that when the gudgeon
(r) engages in the plate (d) the pinion (b) is not engaged
with the ring (c), and conversley when the ring (c) and
pinion (b) are in engagement, the gudgeon (r) and plate

(d) are not in engagement. The proportion between the

distance is furthermore such that when the sleeve (p)

carrying the pinion (b) and with it the plate (d) is in its

intermediate position, the pinion (b) is neither in engage-

ment with the ring (c) nor the gudgeon (r) with the
plate (d). On the prolonged hub of the pinion (b) is also

keyed the gear wheel (n). In the present instance the

driving power is transmitted primarily to the pinion (b),

and thus either to the driving wheel through the teeth of

this pinion and the toothed ring (c). giving a reduction

in the speed transmitted proportional to the ratio of

of pitch of the pinion (b) and the ring (c), or else

through the plate (d) and the gudgeon (r) whereby the

number of revolutions of the wheel (n) is equal to that of

the di iving wheel. The gearing is changed by the action

of suitable levers.

WALL'S STEERING LOCK.

No. 8,043. A. H. Wall's "Steering lock for cycles."

April 21, 1893.—The cylinder (A, B, C) has part of its

length (A) screwed to fix it to the steering socket of a
machine, and prrt (B) enlarged in the form of a nut.

The part (C) has two bayonet catches cut in it The in-

terior of the cylinder has an internal flange about the

middle of its length forming two shoulders. A spindle

passes through the center of the cylinder and has a
shoulder which fits against

the flange in the cylinder.

The part of this spindle

lying within the screw

threaded part of the cyl-

inder is reduced in diame
ter. The middle part of

the spindle is capable of

passing freely through the internal flange in the cylinder

and is encircled by the extension spring (L). The other

end of the spindle is provided with a head (D E) or which

the part (D) is turned to fit the cylinder, and the part

(E) takes the form of a millPd button. The pin (K)

passes through the head (D E) and fits into the bayonet

catches in the cylinder. By pressing the button (E) the

smaller end of the spindle will project into a hole bored

in the steering stem, thereby locking the steering, and a

slight turn of the head will engage the pin (K) in the

catches CM), thus preventing the spring from withdraw-

ing the spindle from the hole in the stem until the button

is rotated so as to release the pin (K).

THE SELF-HEALING AIR TUBES.

No. 6,041. F. H. Sprang's "Improvements in and
relating to pneumatic tires." March 21. 1893 —According

to this invention, after the rubber air tube has been vul-

canized it is caused to absorb any suitable animal or veg-

etable oil. The rubber by absorbing the oil becomes in-

creased in volume and of such nature that when it is

pierced and the puncturing article withdrawn, the hole

automatically closes up. In use these air tubes are pref-

erably enclosed in a canvas pocket and are of such a size

that they are subject to no strain when inflated. The in-

vention may be applied to single tube tires. Old tubes

can be treated as well as ne,v ones. The oil may be

poured into the tube, and after enough has been ab-

sorbed the remainder is withdrawn or the oil may be ap-

plied with a brush, and it is preferable that the oil

should penetrate to only about one-half or two-thirds of

the thickness of the rubber. When the oil is applied to

the inside of the tube the outer portion tends to com-
press the inner portion and thus assist in closing punc-

tures.

DIX'S TIRE FASTENING AND NON-SLIPPER.

No 10,893. R. H. Dix's "Improvements in connec-

tion with pneumatic tires for cycles and other wheels,

and in the means for securing them to the rims." June
5, 1893.—On the outer cover (4) are more or less triangu-

larly shaped rubber projections (6) which engage with

apertures (al) alternately

on opposite sides of the

rim (a). The inflation of

the tire locks the projec-

tions in the apertures in

the rim. The said aper-

tures are flanged at 2 to

prevent cutting the pro-

jections (6). The outer

cover (4) is made with V
shaped ridges (7) to pre-

vent side slipping aud to divert small obstacles from the

track and so save puncturing.

Trade Notes.

With agencies in England, France, Germany,
Australia and Cuba, the Red Star Manufactur-

ing Company has about all it can attend to,

but it seems it is not satisfied yet, as it has just

closed with F. O. Creed, of Halifax, for the

sole agency for Canada, and is negotiating

with A. Schlegel, Jr., of Milan, for the sole

agency for Italy for the sale of its famous
Red Star solid illuminant and other specialties,

i. e., Red Star chain lubricant and Red Star

lubricating oil. The concern has had a very

successful year, notwithstanding the dullness

of trade generally.

Signor Luigi Masetti, an Italian law student,

is spending his vacation in a novel way. He
has ridden from Milan, Italy, to the world's

fair on a cushion-tired bicycle, riding over the

Alps and across the European continent to

England, where he took passage on board an
ocean greyhound for New York. From that

point he proceeded, via Buffalo and Cleveland,

to Chicago, where he took in the glories of the

"White City." On Sept. 27 he started on his

return journey awheel, leaving as a memento,
at the exhibit of the Gormully & Jeffery Man-
ufacturing Company, his old cushion-tired ma-
chine, which he had discarded for a No. 4

Rambler, fitted with G. & J. pneumatic tires.

Masetti says "no more cushion tires for me."

The Frazier Cycle Company, an off-shoot of

the buggy concern of Aurora, 111., which a

year ago rented a building and laid down ma-
chinery for cycle construction, has passed the

season without getting beyond the con-

struction of sulky wheels. This branch will

be continued, the machinery having been re-

moved to the firm's old building. A. W.
Kirsh-King, whose services were secured by a

verbal agreement, is consequent'y at leisure

after having put down a fine plant and turned

out something like 1,400 wheels in seven

months. Mr. King is a genius. He has been

in the cycle business in this country and
abroad in many capacities, is an able news-

paper man and up to the times in all branches,

so that his services will be in demand at once.

The Referee only $3 a year.
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WHY the CLEVELAND THEAD TIRE is the BEST!

i. The resiliency of the confined air is not spoiled by a thick, heavy covering.

2. The longitudinal threads have been omitted from the tread portion of the tire, resulting in:

No wearing action from the crossing of strands or threads.

The transverse threads remaining support the tire perfectly and prevent its flattening, at the same time

giving the resiliency and elasticity of the rubber and of the confined air full play.

Small obstructions are completely absorbed, when the internal pressure of the air instantly expels them.

No prolonged depression when a large obstruction is passed over, there being no lengthwise threads to

carry the effect beyond the point of contact.

3. Shapes itself instantly to the unevenness of the roads.

4. Makes a perfectly smooth track under the wheel.

5. The corroboration of the above by thousands of experienced riders who now prefer the Cleveland

Tire to any other.

Clevelands are the only wheels fitted with the Cleveland Thread Tire,

^litnl^^^
used with the

CLEVELAND RIM,
Permitting permanent repairs to punctured tire in from

TWO TO FIVE MINUTES.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GEO. E. LLOYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE SALSBURY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied f

Reg. 201051—201052.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2—Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle -

3—Burner secured by Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesla Holder for quick lighting.

4—Oil Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move-
ment. 5—Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.

7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONDON:—Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.

U S. AMERICA:—SAMUEL BUCKLEY & (10., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.
CABLE ADDRESS:—" BUCKLEY, BLRMINGAAM."

THE NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

RAT-TRAP PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY RAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS-
BEARING CASES. BALI, BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Our goods in use from
San Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE

TheARIELTURTLE
WINS

1 Mile Club and 5 Mile Open at Dowagac Sept, 15,

also Half-mile in 1:18, and Half-mile open; also Half-

mile Open in 1:1 1; Five-mile Handicap and One-mile

Open at Salt Lake City; all State Records.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,

GOSHEN, IND.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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The Last N. C. A. Northern Meet.

New York, Oct. 9.—The N. O. A. had en-

tered into an arrangement with the united

trade labor unions of New York to divide the

profits of the last meet of the outdoor season
with the above organization. Not over 250 all

told were present, though the day was perfect.

Powers and Bunnell said the labor unions
must have failed to do their part. Thousands
blocked Park Row watching the returns from
the yacht race, and that, no doubt, killed all

other sport in New York Saturday . Wheeler
was absent. He went to Bergen Point to see

the Metropolitan Athletic Club's games.
A bad smash occurred in the two-mile hand-

cap. Schofield, the virtual scratch man, had
caught the field at a mile and a half, and on
the back stretch on the last lap jumped to the

lead, followed by Starbuck, and was leading

by half a wheel on the top corner, with Kan-
aska on the outside, when the wooden rim of

his steering wheel broke and he came down
heavily, Starbuck going over him. Price of

Milwaukee was tossed fully three yards, and
fell flat on his back. Pell-mell over those

came Ashinger, Martin and Hess, and Scho-
field was knocked insensible, as Starbuck's

wheel had struck his head. The latter was
worse off, a handle having struck his forehead

with such force as to make quite a hole. Scho-
field revived, but Starbuck was taken in an
ambulance to the Manhattan hospital. The
summary:
One-mile, open—First heat—J. A. Newhouse, 1; C. W.

Price, 2; C. E. Kluge, 3; time, 2:49 1-5.

Secocd heat—Carl Hess, 1; J. W. Schofield, 2; J. E.

Starbuck, 4; time, 2:43.

Final heat^J. W. Schofield, 1; C. W. Price, 2; J. A.

Newhouse, 3; time, 2:48 3-5.

Twomile, handicap—W. Martin, 160 yds., 1; Frank
Albert, 1M yds., 2; C. W. Ashinger, 150 yds., 3; time,

2:21 1-5.

Two-mile, handicap—H. Kanaska. 115 yds., 1; Frank
Albert, 250 yds., 2; B. O. Bertner, 260 yds., 3; time,

4:57 2 5.

Five-mile, handicap—B. C. Bertner, 480 yds., 1; C. E.

Kluge, 120 yds., 2; Frank Albert, 460 yds., 3; time,

13:24 2-5.

One-mile, consolation—A. B. Rich, 1; Call Hess, 2; A.

Meixell, 3; time, 2:41.

* * *

Match Race at Tioga.

Philadelphia, Oct. 9.—Last Saturday after-

noon a match race was run off on the Tioga

track between G. B. Merston, Jr., of the Penn-

sylvania Bicycle Club, and De Witt C. Grif-

fith, of the Wissahickon Wheelmen, the

race being the outcome of a discussion over

the relative merits of the men. The distance

was one mile, best two in three. Merston

won the first in 4:05. The second also went to

Pennsylvania's representative in 2:40 2-5. A
claim of foul was made and allowed, and in

the run-off Merston again proved his superi-

ority to the Wissahickonite, winning in 3:01.

The winner collared six prizes as the result of

his afternoon's work.

The annual five-mile road race of the Oxford
'

Wheelmen was run off on Saturday afternoon

last over the Bryn Mawr-City Line course on

Montgomery avenue. The men finished in

the following order: S. Warren, 2:30; W.

Hunter, scr., 13:09; J. N. Heath, 3:00;

C. Hoag, 2:00; J. C. Donnelly, scratch; E.

Sturtz, 3:00; C. W. Heath. 2:00; W. T. Bonnig,

1:00; J. C. Murphy, 3:00; T. J. Lloyd, 3:00; C.

Albrecht, 2:30; G. T. McCaulley, 4:00. Charles

Lager, of the Century Wheelmen, rode the

course in 12:09, lowering the best previous

record by over six seconds. Frank Marriott,

of the South End Wheelmen, will make an at-

tempt next Saturday to still further lower the

figures.
* -X- *

Johnson at Newark, 0.

Newark, O., Oct. 9.—The Licking County
Cycling Club could not have had a more per-

fect day for attendance nor the racing men
for record breaking. A good breeze was on

all day, with a stiff wind at their backs on the

stretch. The track, though not banked well,

was in pretty good condition. Johnson rode a

mile, paced by Minor, French, Rhodes and

Conn Baker, in 2:09 3-5, record for the track.

A time limit of 2:30 was placed on the mile

open, and when it was announced 2:35 the

referee said "no race." The whole crowd re-

fused to ride it over, so it was allowed. In the

2:30 class prizes were offered for the quarter.

The first two were captured by Minor and the

third by Talley.

Johnson, Rhodes and Eck left for Kansas

City after the banquet by the Calumet club

to-night. The summary:

One-mile, 2:50 class -J. T. Lewis, 1; F. E. Wing, 2; T.

J. Cull, 3; time, 2:34.

One-mile, handicap—O. C. Van Tine, 75 yds., 1; E. V.

Minor, 75 yds.. 2; A. S. Baker, 60 yds., 3; time, 2:15 4-5.

Half-mile, open—J. S. Johnson, 1; A. N. French, 2; W.
A. Rhodes, 3; time, 1:19 4-5.

One-mile, handicap, central Ohio—A. S. Baker, 75 yds.,

1; Conn Baker, scratch, 2; J. T. Lewis, 75 yds., 3; time,

2:18 1-5; time for scratch man, 2:18 2-5.

One-mile, open — Johnson, 1; Rhodes, 2; Baker, 3;

time, 2:35.

Half-mile, handicap—C. C Van Tine, 25 yds., 1; A. S.

Baker, 25 yds., 2; Conn Baker, 2"> yds., 3; time, 1:04.

One-mile, 2:30 class—C. C. Van Tine, 1; Conn Baker, 2;

A. S. Baker, 3; time, 2:30 4 5.

Two-mile, handicap—J. S. Johnson, scratch, 1; Conn
Baker, 60 yds., 2; F. E. Wing, 175 yds., 3; time, 4:49;

scratch man's first mile. 2:18.

* * *

Road Event at Denver.

Denver, Colo , Oct. 8.—The Highlands W.
C.'s five-mile road race, held yesterday over

the Ramblers' course, was won by W. S.

Booth from the two-minute mark. The time

prize was won by Proctor from scratch. The
summary:

H'd'p. Time.

W. S. Booth 2:00 16:03

Charles Lipscomb 1:15 15:36

Stanley M. Barrows 1:15 15:37

William C. Proctor 2:00 16:29

Matt Rogers 1:30 15:50

James S. Proctor Scr. 14:30

Albert Walker :30 14:38

James Lewis 2:00 18:25

William Schwede 1:30 17:30

* * *

Zimmy Takes a Fall.

New York, Oct. 9.—Notwithstanding the

yacht race and lateness of the season 2,000 en-

thusiasts journeyed to Bergen Point Saturday

to sample the bill of fare provided by the

Metropolitan Athletic Association of the Ama-
teur Athletic Union, through that tireless

worker, Secretary "Jim" Sullivan. The
day was an ideal one and the "four hundred"

were well represented—the crowd was a tony

one. Only one bicycle event was down for de-

cision and the century champion, Zimmerman,

was on hand to add another first to his string,

but fate decided otherwise and gave the jolly

"long'un," Hoyland Smith, a look in. During

the race Zimmy's pedal caught that of George

O. Smith and down came the champion, and

while he was smilingly rubbing his off leg

Hoyland's long form greeted the judges, with

W. F. Murphy second and George Smith

third. The time was 5.25 3-5.

* * *

Kansas City's Good Meet.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 11.—The first day's

races of the Kansas City A. C.'s meet were

very successful, the track and weather being

fine and the crowd large. Johnson, in atrial,

rode a flying start mile in 2:14 4-5, doing the

half in 1:05, while Rhodes rode a half in 1:04.

Both are records for a quarter-mile track.

Johnson won the half-mile open in 1:16, but

Referee Brewster declared it no race because

of the 1:15 time limit. He also declared the

mile open no race because Rhodes' time was
2:47 4-5, the time limit being 2:40. The men
refused to ride the races over, and they were

allowed to stand. The summary.

One-mile, novice—W. N. Robinson, 1 ; J. D. Bubank, 2;

S. A. D. Cox, 3; time, 3:08 2-5.

Half-mile, open—First heat—John S. Johnson, 2; Rus-

set' Condon, 2; G. A. Maxwell, 3; time, 1:154-5.

Second heat—W. A. Rhodes, 1 ; C. T. Knisely, 2; Gus
Steele, 3; time, 1:20 3-5.

Final heat—Johnson, 1; Rhodes, 2; Condon, 3; time,

1:16.

One-mile, 3:00 class—Frank Ferguson, 1; A. L. Brunner,

2; W. N Robinson, 3; time, 2:59 1-5.

One-mile, open—First heat—Johnson, 1; Condon, 2;

Williani Schnell, 3; time, 2:47 4-5.

Second heat—Rhodes, 1; Knisely, 2; Steele, 3; time,

2:48.

Final hest—Rhodes, 1; Knisely, 2; Condon, 3; time,

2:47 4-5.

One mile, Kansas City club championship—Charles
Kindervatter, 1;H. R. Warren, 2; Charles Ferguson,[3.

time, 2:40 4-5.
-x- # x-

Three Chicago Road Races.

The Garfield Y. M. C. A. ten-mile road race

was held Saturday, starting at Fifty-fifth and
Halsted streets. J. P. Vinegand won from the

seven-minute mark, in 37:15; R. R. Hopkins,

3:30, second in 33:25; C. A. Morrison, 2:00,

third, 34:06. Loos won the time from scratch,

32:07.

The Lyon & Healy C. C.'s ten-mile road race

was held Monday. J. Dvorak was first in time,

35:30 from scratch, and J. Novey won the race

from the one-minute mark, his time being

35:40.

The Montgomery Ward C. C. held its five-

mile road race Sunday on the west side. The
summary:

H'd'p. Time.

L. D. McKown 1:45 17:25

F. D. McGuire Scr. 15:18

G. A. Birrfl 2:30 18:16

C. E. Griffith Scr. 17:17

Charles Bickel 1:45 19:20

# -x- #

French Amateur Championships.

The French amateur championship races

were run at Lille Sept. 17. The 5,000-metre

tricycle and safety championships resulted in

a victory for Protin, his times being 14:51 3-5,

and 10:40 1-5. Hautvast was second in both

events.
* * *

Lehr Defeated by Breitling.

August Lehr won the 100-kilometre race on

Sept. 3 at Hamburg in 3 hrs. 5 min. 31 1-5 sec,

Breitling being second. Lehr was then beaten

by Breitling in a 100-kilometre race on Sept.

1C at Breslau. Breitling's time was 3 hrs. 46

sec. (record), and Lehr's 3 hrs. 46 1-5 sec. Th
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PATENTS
ITocured in the United
States and Foreign Count-
ries. Trade-marks, designs,
label, and copyrights. Send

description with model, photograph or sketch, and
T will let you know whether you ->an obtain a pat-
ent All information free.

W E. AUOHINBAUQH,
McQill Rlde.908. 34 "O" Street Washington. P. O

Cyclists, Oarsmen,
Ballplayers and
Athletes gen-
erally use

Anti-Stiff,

To Strengthen the

Muscles.

It has a particularly
Warming, Comforting
and Stimulating effect
on all Weak or Stiff
Muscles; quick in ac-
tion, clean and pleasant
in use.

For sale by Drug-
gists and Dealers
in Sporting Goods.

E. Fougera & Co.,

Sole Agents.

26-30 N. "William st.

New York.
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WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-
pected success that will reward your eflbrtB. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found on the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on $75-00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so

easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that
arise? from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
nouses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succegJ grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty
of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, but nave a few spare moments, and wish
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive
full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO Sox No. 400, Augusta, Me.

STOP ! LOOK

!

CYCLE CHAIN PROTECTOR.
The only really Perfect Chain Guard in the market. It

is an endless cover fitting perfectly around the chain and
effectually keeping it free from all dust, dirt and wet,
making chain run smooth, free and noiseless. No one
can afford to be without it. They are being used by al-

most every cyclist and cycle maker of importance in
Europe. Weight complete is only 1-2 oz. Sample mailed
free to any address for 50c.

Grant Woven, Novelty Co., Patterson, N.J.
and W. H. Grant & Co. Manchinery Hall, WTds Fair.

—A LEAKY OIL CAN
is dear at any price. Experienced riders will tell you that the "Perfect" Pocket Oiler is

cheaper at 25 cents than any other oiler as a gift. The "Perfect" does not leak. It regulates
the supply of oil to the eyact amount needed. Be sure that the word " Perfect" is stamped on
your oiler

One-half
Actual
Size.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
173 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

SAVE TIME
By having your oiler or pump in one of

our holders. Always ready for use. No

delay in opening tool bag.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

These holders are made in two sizes.

Smaller size to carry "Perfect" Pocket

Oiler. Larger size to carry a pneumatic
pump. Easily attached to any wheel.

Price, 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
JTS Ninth Ave., NEW YORK.

@fSEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfeeta Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE & CO., sole agents for u. s. 14 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Humber Pattern Frame,
Long Wheel Base. ^^*w\ a frame on which

manufacturers and

agents may put

their name with-

out fear of being

disgraced.

Guaranteed finest quality of

finish and material.

ESTABLISHED 1848. INCORPORATED 1886

THOS. SMITH & SONS, of Saltley, Ltd.,
BIRMINGHAM, ENG ,

Manufacturers of all kinds of Cycl*1 component parts, at
reasonable prices, consistent with good workmanship.

Prices on application.

ALLEN'S DIGEST
—OF

UNITED STATES PATENTS

—FOR

—

Cyeles or Veloeipedes

with Attachments— 1879-1891, two Vols., 1,503

pages, and Cycle monthly of the CURRENT
issues of patents can be seen and examined at

the offices of

THE REFEREE,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

—AND

—

31 Park Row, NEW YOEK.

Fletcher"
is the only man who sells every cycling paper, periodical,

hand book, road book and books on training, published
in the U. S., Canada and Europe; who retails the very
best of Cycle Sundries; Perfection Trousers Guards,
enameled 15c.; who offers the best cycle day storage
in the city at 43 E. Van Kuren St. Cycles stored,

cleaned, oiled; tires inflated, etc.

Three Dollars
PAY9 KOR

*^MX^RE«roWr^Vl£JVCrG?Ujr((ijnOT>if.Caajl1G :feMC

-FOB-

Twelve Months.
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latter's tire on the rear wheel was damaged,

and this may have caused his defeat. Lehr

challenged Breitling and a match took place

between the two cracks on the same track

Sept. 13, but lehr gave up, having ridden half

the distance, some wounds on his leg making

it impossible for him to continue. He prom-

ised Breitling a match again next spring on

the same track for the same distance.

* * *

Johnson Joins the C. 0. P.

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 7.—Three thousand

people saw the races at Phoenix yesterday, the

attraction, of course, being Johnny Johnson,

who won the half-mile open. In the first heat

of the mile handicap Wilkinson, Murray and

Foell were piled up, and in the final heat Mur-

ray and Foell went down when they were

neck and neck for first place, and within

twenty feet of the finish. This allowed Fisher

to win. Foell entered a protest, claiming that

he would have won the race had he not been

fouled by Murray. The matt-r will go before

Chairman Raymond for a decision. 'llvt. sum-

mary:

Half-mile, open—Johnson, 1; Foell, 2; Fisher, 3; time,

1:15.

One-mile, open—Johnson, 1 ; Wilkinsob, 2; McTaggart,

3; Foell, 4; time, 2:53 2-5.

Two-mile, Onondaga County Championship—Wilkin-

son, 1; Murray, 2; Gardner, 3; time, 5:20 4-5.

One-mile, handicap—Fisher, 1; Benjamin, 2; Gardner,

3; time, 2:44 4 5.

Two-mile, handi :ap—Gardner, 1; McTaggart, 2; Foell,

3: time, 6:38.
* # *

Races at Colorado Springs.

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 7.—The races

on the grounds of the Country Club this after-

noon weie well attended. The track was in

excellent condition and good time was made in

each of the races, the state record being broken

in the first event. The summary:

One-mile, handicap—Block, 1; Corruthers, 2; Brannon,

3; time, 2:241-4.

Two-mile, lap race—McGuire, 1 ; Banks, 2; time, 5:34.

One-mile, El Paso County—Morrin, 1; Smith, 2; Strom-

see, 3; time, 2:43.

Quarter-mile, open—Block, 1: Corruthers, 2; Parker, 3;

time, :35.

Two-mile, championship—Morrin, 1; Bickford, 2; Par-

ker, 3; time, 5:45 3-5.

Five-mile, handicap—McGuire, 1; Banks, 2; Brannon, 8;

time, 14:06 1-2.

One-mile, open—Block, 1; York, 2; Carruthers, 3; time,

2:32 4-5.

Half-mile, open—Block, 1; Carnithers, 2; Banks, 3;

time, 1:101-4.
* * *

The Queens Club Tournament.

New York, Oct. 9.—The tournament of the

Queens Bicycle Club, at Queens, L. I., Satur-

day, had only a fair attendance. Frank Brown,

a somewhat back number of the Kings County

"Wheelmen, surprised eveiy one by winning

the two principal events. Pioneer Tom Lloyd

had charge of the arrangements and Alex

Schwalbach refereed. The summary:

One-mile, novice—Eugene Oswald, 1 ; H. D. Burrill, 2; J.

A. Zipp, 3; time, 2:52.

One-mile, handicap—S. A. Cramer, 1; C. B. Cutter, 2; C.

H. Lush, 3; lime, 2:35 1-2.

Two-mile, handicap—G. B. Smith, 1; J. A. Zipp, 2; F. E.

Dopp, 3; time, 5:52.

One-mile, scratch—F. G. Brown, 1; F. G. White, 2; H.

J. Bird, 3; time, 2:45 2-5.

Five-mile, Long Island championship—F. G. Brown, 1;

G. B. Smith, 2; H. T. Quartrup, 3; time, 14:45 2-5.

* # *

Carman Won Place and Time.

Toronto, Ont., Oct. 7.—The twenty-mile

road race of the Athenasum C. C, held at

Woodbine to-day, had 159 starters. The limit

men were sent away at 3 p. m. and fifteen

minutes later the scratch men were off. All

but about twenty finished. Carman showed
good form and not only won first place but

made the bt st time as well. He had a minute's

start and his time was 1 hr. 20 sec. Hensell,

from the same mark, finished twenty-one sec-

onds later. J. F. Deeks, 4:30, was third in 1

hr. 2 mtn. 48 sec, and Hyslop, scratch, fourth

in 1 hr 3. min. 17 sec. The s'anding in the

team race by points wa«: First, Athenaeums, 86

points; seconds, Wanderers, 65; third, Toronto,

65; fourth, Wanderers, 59.

* * *

A South Side Road Race.

Monday the six-mile road race of the Vin-

cennes Cycling Club took place over the south

side course. Tracy Holmes won the time

medal, being credited with 15:30 for the dis-

tance. The result:
H'd'p. Time.

EdWilson 1:30 17:00

G. Boomer 1:30 17:05

Clyde Morrison 0:45 16:18

F. W. Bueckheim 1:45 17:15

Tracy Holmes Scr. 15:30

Walter Roach 0:0 16:15

E. Berger 1:00 17:25

M. Purple 3:15 18:30

W. Eogan 0:45 18:C0

A. Brennan 2:15 18:15

* * #

Stephane at It Again.

A twelve-hour race took place Sept. 10 on
the Velodrome du Pare, at Bordeaux, Stephane

being first, having covered 348 kilometres 666

metres, And Allard second, with 344 kilometres

666 metres. The others finished in the follow-

ing order: Lorin, Desprat, Joyeux, Desbor-

des, Beconnais and Stella. Allard won a

twelve-hour race on Sept. 18 on ti e Velodrome

de la Seine, covering 348 kilometres 20 metres.

* * *

Two Events at Brockton.

Boston, Oct. 7.—Yesterday was press day at

the Brockton fair. There was a mixed pro-

gramme of horse and bicycle races. The sum-
mary:

One-mile, 2:40 class—G. E. Rounds, Rockland, 1 ; J. H.

Davis, lurner's Falls, 3; W. B. Rogers, Taunton, 3; time,

2:38 3-4.

One-mile, open—Hugh Robson, Salem, 1; W. B. Rogers,

Taunton, 2; Monte Scott, Providence, 3; time 2:28.

* * *

Frenchmen Regain a Record.

A world's record has been recovered by a

Frenchman. Maurice Echalie, on the Velo-

drome de la Seine, Sept. 24, broke the one-hour

tricycle record held by Stroud (34 kilometres

716 metres, or 21 miles 992 yards), by almost

one mile, covering 36 kilometres 186 metres

(22 miles 848 yards).

* # *

Good Southern Meet.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11.—The Georgia-Ala-

bama-Tennessee fall meet was held here to-day,

a dozen events being on the programme. The
team race went to Birmingham, and P. A.
Hickman, of Birminghan, and H. N. Kirby, of

Chattaaooga each won two events.

Race Notes.

The Schenectady B C. is giving races to-day.

The Virginia Wheel Club, of Roanoke, Va.,

gives a meet Oct. 21.

W. J. Edwards, the little Californian,

recently rode a mile in 2:15.

Pittsburg is to have a fall meet. The track

will be laid in Exposition Park.

At Toronto, Saturday, Dorntge rode two
one-mile heats against a trotting horse. The

horse won the first heat in 2:25 1-2 and the

second in 2:22.

The Washington Wheelmen will hold their

race meet at the Berkeley Oval on election

day, Tuesday, Nov. 7.

In seventeen and a-half hours, commencing
Saturday evening last, Duke S. Hill, of Louis-

ville, covered 228 miles on the road.

At Hillsdale, Mich., last week Thursday,
Bernhart of Toledo captured the two-mile lap-

race in 6:45 and the mile open in 3:08 1-5.

Races were held Monday at Lafayette, Ind.

J. W. Sictt won the quarter and mile open
events in :34 and 3:09 1-2, and Davis the two-
mile handicap in 4:52 1-2.

The Kings County Wheelmen have secured a
tract of ground near Pr< spect Park. Brooklyn,
and will immediately build a three-lap track.

The expense is estimated at $2,000.

The road race and athletic entertainment of
the North Side Cycling Club, at Athletic Park,
Milwaukee, have been postponed, on account
of the bad condition of the roads, until Sun-
day. The pr ze list is headed by a $250 piano.

A dispatch from London, dated Oct. 7, says:
"In the 140 mile race at Heme Hill to-day
Wridgeway caroe in first, winning by two
laps. Horton came in second and Linton
third. This breaks the world's record for that
distance." It also gave the startling announce-
ment that Jack Prince had ridden a half in

1:18 1-5.

At a recent bicycle meeting held at a town
in Illinois, D. L. Burke of this city won no
less than four events in the easiest style im-
aginable. The local papers refer to him as a
wonder.—Los Angeles (Cal.) Times. But he
didn't show up in Chicago or where Chicagoans
were entered, though he had many oppor-
tunities.

This is Injustice.

The Metropolitan Association of Cycling

Clubs is indignant over the action of some of

the prominent racing men—notably Sanger

—

in promising to compete in its recent races

and then failing to put in an appearance. At
a recent meeting the subject was discussed

and the following resolutions adopted:

Whereas, The failure of prominent riders to make
their appearance at the M. A. C. C. race meeting at

Waverly on Sept. 16, in accordance with promises made,
has given rise to unpleasant insinuations and reports,

and placed this association in the position of having de-

ceived or broken faith with the public; and,

Whebeas, This disrespect of promises by these gentle-

men seems a growing evil, be it

Resolved, that the M. A. C. C. hereby expresses its cha-

grin, displeasure and disapprobation at such a state of

affairs.

Sanger had a good excuse for not showing

up. It rained all day the Friday before the

races and up to Saturday at 11 o'clock, and
neither Sanger nor hundreds of others believed

the races would take place.

A Few Thefts.

The Referee is called upon to show a few
things stolen from its columns; that is, used

and no credit given:

Sept. 9.—Chicago Inter Ocean— Half-column interview

with Colonel Burdett.

Sept. 2~.—The Cyclist CEngland)—Story of Osmond's
reply to Crowther at a Boston banquet.

Oct. 1.—Chicago Inter Ocean—Interview with W. B.

Curtis, president A. A. U.

Oct. 5.—Chicago Post—Interview with W. B. Curtis,

president A. A. IT.

Oct. 5.—Michigan Cyclist—Reduced picture of John S.

Johnson.
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WAS AWARDED A

BLUE V
RIBBON

V PRIZE
^AND^

Highest Possible Honors
AT THE

WORLD'S FAIR.

The only Aluminum Bicycle ever receiving any award from any

exhibition.

All Our Claims Were Allowed.
—*m

NOW HAVE YOU ANY DOUBTS ?

If you have, write to us and we will dispel them.

St. Louis Refrigerator & Wooden Gutter Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Incorporated 1873. Capital $500,000.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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LIEUTENANT MERRILL'S CAREER.

Clifton S. Playing an Officer's Roll in Massa-

chusetts.

Clifton S., said to be the son of Rev. Charles

A. Melrill, 541 Union street, in this city, is in

trouble in Boston, having been arrested there

Thursday evening for obtaining money under
false pretenses. The complainant is Thomas
H. Higham, who claims that M3rrill bought
his horse, harness and carriage for $200, giving

in payment a check on a bank in which the

defendant had no funds. Merrill could not be
found until he was caught Thursday evening
at the corner of Washington and East Spring-

field streets in Boston. In the municipal
criminal court he was sent to jail in default of

$500, the date uf trial being set for Friday.

Merrill is twenty-five years old, handsome,
dark complexioned, and almost six feet tall.

He is remembered here, where he is well

known among the bicycle men, having entered

the trial heats in the races in 1891, but did not

then prove to be fast enough on a wheel for

the company he was keeping. He has been
lecently employed by the Brooks Cycle Com-
pany, and afterwards by the Humber-Rover
Company of Boston. Some of the bicycle club

believe that he was the plaintiff in a suit

against the Bearings for damages because of

the defamation of his character. According
to the Boston papers Merrill has cut quite a

career in Boston by his appearance, military

get-up and good looks. He claimed to be
lieutenant in the Second infantry of Illinois,

and was well mounted. At all the encamp-
ments of the militia in this state he has been a

conspicuous figure. At the late camp of the

Second Brigade in South Framington he was
royally entertained.

Within a week, however, rumors have been
afloat concerning the lieutenant, several offi-

cers claiming that he was masquerading in a
uniform that he had no right to wear. One
colonel had his suspicions aroused and wrote to

the adjutant- general of Illinois, and herecpived

a reply a few days ago that the name of Mer-
rill was not upon the militia rolls of that state.

On all occasions Merrill has acted the part of a
gentleman, could converse on altw st any sub-

ject, his favorite topic being military matters.

on which he was well posted. He had little

difficulty in obtaining the requisite permission

to parade with the various Massachusetts regi-

ments, as the officers of our militia are noted

for their hospitality to visiting officers. A few
weeks ago he had a desire to go down the bay
with the naval battalion, but not having the

acquaintance of any officers of that command
he went to Colonel Chase, inspector-general of

the state, and asked him if it would be possi-

ble for him to get aboard the Passaic. Colonel

Chase, having met the lieutenant on several

occasions, gave him a letter of introduction to

Commodore Soley. who extended the usual

courtesies to visiting officers. He is also prom-
inently known in bicycle circles, on one occa-

sion offering a $50 cup to be raced for in Bos-

ton by one of the prominent clubs. The cup
never matured and the race is off. At Ocean
Spray, where he has been spending the past

summer, he was very popular among the mili-

tary residents, and an especial favorite of the

women.
Merrill was one of the " distinguished

guests" at the field day of the Second Regi-

men, at Northampton Sept. 21. He wore the

fatigue uniform of a first lieutenant of the

Illinois National Guards, and rode on a horse

AJNNTJAJLi MEET
-*^SS] OF THE m^~

SAVANNAH WHEELMEN,
October 17th and 18th.

Sixteen Events. 45 Handsome Prizes.

Many of the crack riders are coming. All

will be welcome.
ADDRESS

WALTER P. OTT, Captain,
MENTION THE RE^EREF SA TAUNAM. OA.

in the colonel's party during the practice at

the field and at the review and parade in

Northampton. The militia men, who were

drilling bravely under the hot sun and heavy

regulation knapsacks, approved of the hand-

some young stranger, who it was understood,

was studying the Massachusetts militia for the

benefit of his own state, where he represented

that he was a member of the inspector-gen-

eral's staff. His uniform was that of a line

officer of the Second Regiment, but he ex-

plained that ht had just been transferred to

the staff, and had not time to make the

changes iu his dress. L eutenant Merrill ap-

peared to be much plpased with what he saw,

and seemed also to have very favorably im-

pressed the officers who entertained him He
gracefully returned all salutes given him in

deference to his rank, and when the procession

passed the reviewing stand in front of memo-
rial hall, the "Illinois inspector's" sword did

honor to the mayor and aldermen with as

clock-like precision as any. He came down to

this city in the evening on the special train

which brought the local companies.

When seen Inst night Re.. Mr. Merrill de-

clined to talk on the subject of his son's esca-

pades. He admitted that he had a son in Bos-

ton of the same name, but denied that he had
heard of his being in trouble.—-prmgfield Re-

publican.

ABOUT THOSE CHAMPIONSHIPS.

An International Comedy, with Prelude and

the Necessary Number of Acts.

[Fourth act—at Chicago, after the world's champion-
ship races.]

America—Although we haven't established any world's
records, we got the b'-ggest share at the international

races.

Miss 1893—But these are not international races if only
America takes part, with the exception of the champion
from the dark continent, who gave you a good lesson.

But. 3 on other countries where have you been?
John Bull-It's no use: I can pull at my Osmondlet all I

please, but lie always escapes.

La France— If you Had had cash prizes we would have
come over.

The German Michel [the same as Uncle Sam in the

United States]—We would have come over and given you
h—1, but we had enough to do to take care of ourselves at

Leipzig.— Radfahr Humor.

Lesna, Shetland's Successor.

As already reported by telegram, Lesna, the

Swiss champion, beat Shorland's twenty-four-

hour record by 10 kilometers 650 metres, hav-

ing covered 696 kilometres 518 metres. Ri-

vierre was second and Corre third. The new
twenty-four-hour world's champion was born
at Locle, Switzerland, of French parents, in

1863, and is, consequently, thirty years old.

—Le Veloee-Sport.

Lesna was not known as a first-class rider and
started in this race with little hope, believing

himself that he would never finish. In 1890 he
won the tricycle championship of the Union
Velocipedique de la Suisse Romande, and in

1891 he was second to Masi in the 150-kilome-

tre chamuionsljip of the same union. The same
year he finished second in the 170-kilometre

championship of the " Tour du Lac." He was
fourth in the race from Geneva to Bern in 1892

and ran a dead heat with Corre in the race

Basle to Strasburg. This year he was second
to Dubois in the Paris-Ostende race and in the

Basle-Mulnhausen event he was third.

Philadelphia Dates, Jan. 15 to 21.

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.—[Spe> ial]—The As-
sociated Cycling Clubs has decided to hold
its cycle show from Jan. 15 to SI, inclusive.
The time selected was generally favored by the
leading makers, and the show will have their
hearty support.
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Dealers

!

A Word With You
Do your customers ask for a lighter wheel than you carry in stock? " Are you shy" of featherweights

because you have seen so many broken frames of weldless tubing ?

Do you hate to lose trade, so put out wheels that you know will come back broken ? Is that good

business policy ?

There is one—only one—line of wheels made, of which it can be truthfully said that they are without an

Equal for lightness of weight and stiffness, and are., without a superior for strength and durability

—

HELICAL TUBE PREMIERS. Actual weight, ready for the road, 19, 25, 27, 29 and 32 lbs. No more, but

frequently less.

There are several hundred dealers selling HELICAL TUBE PREMIERS. We can supply a hundred more

Helical Premiers will sell readily in every town in the United States where the modern wheel is appreciated,

and where is it not ?

There is both profit and satisfaction in selling PREMIERS. Would you like a share ? If so, write to us.

-TO THE PUBLIC.
PREMIERS are sold by us and our Agents strictly at Catalogue Prices. Quality considered, these

prices are the lowest on the market. We have no old stock to work off, and we are delivering as fast as we
can build them, Premiers of the very latest and most approved Models only.

Premier Cyele Company, New York.
The Largest and Handsomest Catalogue ever issued, 4 cents by mail, or FREE at PREMIER Agency. MENTION THE REFEREE.

Cyclists Who Look for Speed and Life in a Tyre
ARE REMINDED THAT

LEYLAND TYRES
Besides comparing favourably with any in the Market for Lightness, Ease of Detachment and Reliability, are so designed that they

DO NOT CREEP ON THE RIM.

Made by THE LEYLAND RUBBER CO., Ltd., LEYL&ND, Near Preston.
WAREHOUSES: LONDON-Basing House, Basinghal Street. MANCHESTER -14. New Brown Street. GLASGOW—27, Ann Street.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., - NEWARK. N. J.
Acknowledged Largest Sundry House in the United States.

MANVFACTVRERS OF

RIMS, CORK HANDLES, BUNDLE CARRIERS, HOSE SUPPORTERS,
LAMPS, NIPPLES, etc, etc.

Send stamp for 50-page Encyclopedia of Cyclist's Wants, now ready to mail. MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Hilliard Cyclometer
For 1893.

Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest. Can be seen
from the saddle. Positively no rattle.

The only accurate Cyclometer. Send
for circular and be convinced.

ELECTROTYPES ON APPLICATION.
AGENfS WANTED —PRIOE,;$8.50

Hillard Cyclometer Co., - lSSO^Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1893 FIXTURES.

OCTOBER.

17-18—Savannah Wheelmen Club race at Savannah, Ga.

NOVEMBER.

7-8-9—Columbia Cyclists, Columbia, South Carolina.

33—Acme Athletic Club, Oakland, Cal.

NATIONAL CYCLING ASSOCIATION.

Oct. 19—New York.
" 21—New York.
"A 28—Brooklyn.
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ON SHOWS AND LITTLE MAKERS.

Mr. Gormully Expresses His Opinions Freely—

Favors Class B.

At the Madison street store of the Gormully

& Jeffery company, the president of that con-

cern favored the Referee with his opinions on

a variety of topics. All of them were interest-

ing, some of them particularly so, especially

to those persons to whom they related.

"Where will the G. & J. company exhibit

this season?" he was asked, and he replied:

"At Philadelphia. The last show in New
York was a farce and I said at that time that

we would never go there again. They asked

me to telegraph an expression of opinion. I

telegraphed it! They didn't publish it! The
show will be run for the benefit of the garden,

not the trade. Philadelphia is all right and

that's where we shall go."

"And as to the most desirable date?"

"February 1 is early enough. The little

makers, of course, will clamor for an early

show. Their reason is plain. They want to

see what the larger makers have prepared and

copy them. They can do this because, on ac-

count of their small output, they can delay

starting until pretty late. The large makers,

on the other hand, have their patterns all

ready and work commenced very early so as to

be able to supply the goods as soon as the de-

mand comes. We don't care to sell a wheel

until February, but when we do the goods will

be ready to deliver."

"When 'will you be ready to announce your

prices?"

"Not until February. We are in no hurry."

Then Mr. Gormully spoke his mind concern-

ing some of the alleged manufacturers, and,

incidentally, showed why the larger makers
are anxious to delay their announcements and
tiie show.

"The public should remember," said he,

"that the productions of a few—a very few

—

of the larger houses are the result of many
years of experience and the expenditure of im-

mense capital. These few houses spend more
money annually in experimenting than some
of the smaller ones spend on their entire pro-

duction. It isa't reasonable to expect us to

expose the result of our labors so that everyone

may come along and copy it.

"See the way some of them do business.

They think a bicycle can be made for $20, $30

or $40, and they say to themselves, 'Must be

money in it. If I only had forty or fifty thou-

sand dollars to start on!' They hire a couple

of salesmen and send them out. Their instruc-

tions are to sell—make 'em buy—any terms—
any price—but sell. The salesman does sell.

Sometimes he pretends to consign the goods

—

'You sign the contract, but that will be all

right.' Contracts secured, the 'manufacturer'

hunts up some monied man, a banker, maybe,

points out the enormous profit, shows his hand-

ful of contracts, points to the big monopolists,

'rolling in wealth,' and in the end the man of

money is secured. Of course, the wheel is poor;

the list price away up and the stlling price

away down. Some agent to whom goods were

consigned writes that he can't sell them—they

must be taken back. 'But,' says the maker,

'you bought 'em. We won't take 'em back.'

'No,' replies the agent, 'they were consigned.'

This is denied, and in the end the maker tries

and often succeeds in forcing payment by a

threat that he will report the matter to some
big maker, of whom the dealer buys, and so

impair his credit."

Mr. Gormully mentioned no names. The
Referee, however, will very gladly publish in

detail a report of any such transaction, now or

at any time.

"Do you favor the formation of a trade asso-

ciation?" was the next question asked.

"No. What good can it do? We are going

along all right now and if there are too many
shows we are not bound to go to them. By
the way, we were not much inclined to favor

holding a show this year. The world's fair

has given us plenty of it."

"How do you feel toward class B?"
"I like it. I think we would support it."

Zimmerman and Wheeler Changed Their Plans.

Zimmerman and Wheeler, George Banker
and W. F. Murphy had decided to go to

Savannah, but as far as Zimmerman and
Wheeler are concerned the trip is off. George
Banker will certainly go, so he stated to

us last Friday. A brief note from
Zimmerman, just before leaving for Spring-

field, said: "I have decided not to go south

at present, but will go to Springfield. Kid
Wheeler wants to go for records." While at

Monmouth Park last Wednesday a Referee
representative was surprised to see Joe McDer-
mott and George Banker on the track on a

tandem. They were there on the same er-

rand—looking for a track on which to send

Zimmerman for records. They looked inno-

cent enough, and confessed after a while that

that was their mission. The recent Spring-

field successes have evidently stirred Zimmer-
man up, but it does seem foolish for him to

put himself once more under a great strain

,

after the hard work he has done the past seven

months. Schofield, who had intended to go

south, will return to England immediately

and, his manager says, will return with his

wife and settle in this country. Zimmerman
and Wheeler are at present at Springfield.

NEW YORK, JANUARY 8 TO 13.

Probable Date of the Show—Division of Possible

Profits.

New York, Oct. 17.—There is little new in

connection with the proposed show here. The
trade committee is awaiting responses to its

circulars. The feeling against the clubs being

too intimately connected with the manage-
ment is pronounced and the press will cold-

shoulder any attempt on the part of a clique to

control it. Jake Bretz, one of the com-
mittee, states that as far as he is con-

cerned the trade must have a finger in the pie,

and he thinks that the Metropolitan Associa-

tion of Clubs, if it works, should also come
in for a share of the profits; further, that the

Madison Square Garden Company guarantees

the expenses of a show and will supply an-

nouncements and take chances on space

rentals. Mr. Young, secretary of the Garden
said recently that before his company would
touch the show it would have to see at least

$10,000 in rentals. Mr. Bretz's statement indi-

cates that a change has occurred.

LATER PARTICULARS.

New York, Oct. 18.—It is now probable

that the New York show will be held from
January 8 to 13, inclusive. It has been

arranged that, in the event of a profit accru-

ing, the Metropolitan Association of Cycling

Clubs will receive twenty per cent, while

twenty per cent will go to the trade, being

divided, pro rata, among the exhibitors.

Backer Backed Down.

Frank Albert and C. W. Ashinger of the N.

C. A. were to have decided a match at a mile

at Springfield last week, but at the last mo-
ment Ashinger's backer cried quits, and the

stake-holder, a friend of his, would not carry

out the provisions of the articles of agreement,

under which Albert should have had the prize,

but returned the money to each party.

Stole Bicycles in Sections.

A thief was arrested in New York last week
and a choice lot of bicycle parts was found in

his rooms, also a fully-equipped wheel. The
lad is only nineteen years old and is an electri-

cal engineer—Frank Cordier by name. He
simply hooked on to parts of wheels and put

them together in his room, where he had quite

a little factory.

Another Record for Windle.

Springfield, Mans., Oct. 17—Windle to-day

cut the three-mile record to 6:43. The previous

best was 6:45 1-5, held by Meintjes and made
here. Windle started to lower the African's

five-mile record, but was taken sick and, being

outside record at four miles, decided to quit.
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MAKERS WILL ORGANIZE.

ORGANIZERS ARE NUMEROUS AMONG

MEMBERS OF THE TRADE.

Meetings to Be Held During the Coming

Shows—What the Manufacturers Have

to Say About It—Dissenters

Are Few.

I'he cycle trade, generally, is strongly, over-

whelmingly in favor of the formation of a

trade organization. This is evidenced by a

swarm of letters receive^ at th.s office during

the past few days. Not one expresses open

hostility to the movement, though two or

three are doubtful as to becoming members.

The question has been put to them whether

they favored an organization and whether in

the event of a meeting being called for the

purpose they could be relied upon to be repre-

sented. The replies are so nearly unanimously

in the affirmative that a meeting will be called

during the first of the coming shows, at which

a thorough discussiou may be held. If, as is

probable, it is not possible to organize at once,

arrangements will be made for another meet-

ing during the second show. Arrangements

are now being made to that end.

Some of the opinions received follow:

Ecuple Bicycle Company.—We think the best way for

the manufacturers ,to solve this question is to ignore

both shows, and then at an opportune time in the near

future form an association by which the show could be

placed directly under the management of some of the

leading manufacturers We will be glad to be repre

sented at any meeting that may be called for any pur-

pose that will help to bring the manufacturers closer to-

gether for the consideration of anything that will help to

popularize and solidify the bicycle business.

League Cycle Company.—We certainly think the pos-

sibility of two cycle shows being held a detriment to the

trade, and whatever means could be used to form a com-

bination whereby the trade display might be controlled

by the trade itself would be appreciated by the dealers

and manufacturers in general. Should any such course

be considered, you may rely upon us to be represented in

any meeting which might be held.

Gendron Iron Wheel Company.—We will be pleased

to co-operate in the matter suggested in your circular

letter of the 11th.

Central Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We have

for some time favored a permanent organization of the

manufacturers to conduct an annual cycle show indepen-

dent of any clnbs or associations. We can be depended

upon to be represented at a meeting for this purpose if

it is called during the first of the coming shows.

Sl. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Com-

pany.—We think the suggestion you throw out relative to

makers taking some concerted action for theirownprotec

tion is a good one. Certainly the holding of two shows
will operate to the injury of both held, also in a large

measure defeat the purpose for which the show was
originally gotten up.

Ariel Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We expect to

patronize the New York show this year. Should a meet-
ing be held at that place our representative will take
pleasure in attending it and discussing the project for

the formation of a permanent organization. But should
the Philadelphia show be held first, it is hardly likely

that any of our firm will be there. Of course we do not

know that this is certain, as it might be advisable for us
to change to the Philadelphia show, but at present we
are in favor of New York.

Crawford Manufacturing Company. — We are cer-

tainly of the opinion that the cycle trade should organ-
ize for its own protection, so as to be in a position either

to conduct an annual exhibition itself or to insure more
satisfactory arrangements with others. As it stands
now the trade is hemmed in on all sides by clubs, associ-

ations, and all that sort of thing. It should be by the
trade for the trade. We fail to see the good of two com-
peting shows; in fact we fail to see the real good in any

show at all, and at this time of writing are inclined to

stay out altogether. It entails a very considerable ex-

pense, and the buyer sees so much that he buys but little

of anything. The salesman spends his time doing noth-

ing when he should be on the road. You have no means

of ascertaining a man's credit should he be a stranger;

in fact there are many arguments against a show.

Hoyal Cycle Works.—We think the trade should con-

duct these exhibitions, if it can be done in a business-like

way so that each manufacturer, whether large or small,

is on an equal footing. If such an arrangement is con-

templated we would advise that such a meeting be held

at the close of the New York show, as we think that most

of the manufacturers will be represented there.

Buffalo Tricycle Company.—After looking the matter

over carefully, it is our present opinion that the proper

show to patronize will be the one held in Philadelphia.

They have taken there a local pride in the exhibition and
have arranged a guarantee for expenses, etc., which, we
understand, the Madison Square Garden people do not.

These and other reasons that have been presented to us

incline us to believe, with our present state of knowledge,

that the Philadelphia show is the one that should be pat-

ronized by the manufacturers and dealers. If there are

any arguments in favor of New York, we should be

pleased to hear them.

Regarding the organization of the trade for its own
protection, as mentioned in your letter, we believe there

should be enough of an organization to have an under-

standing where said National show shall take place; but
we think that the arrangements and general manage-
ment of the show should be left to the local people where

before they feel warranted in making up any number of

wheels, and as there are so many more small manufac-

turers than large ones, we think the committee made a

mistake in not consulting their wishes more than they

apparently have done.

We would be very glad indeed to be represented at the

meeting, if one is called in the interests of permanent or-

ganization.

Stover Bicycle Manufacturing Company.—We have

not been satisfied with the way in which these exhibitions

have been conducted, and are heartily in favor of an or-

ganization of the trade for the purpose of arranging and
conducting the annual show solely for the interest of the

trade and not for any association, club or individual; and

should any steps be taken to organize the manufacturers

for this purpose you may count upon us as being in the

front rank, for we sincerely believe that the interest of

the trade demands an organization of this kind.

Freeport Bicycle Manufacturing Company.—We feel

that one show would answer all practical purposes and

would relieve the manufacturer of much unnecessary ex-

pense and trouble.

We are satisfied that an association of bicycle manu-
facturers would be a step in the right direction and would
command the heartiest support of all reputable concerns.

The Garford Manufacturing Company.—We certainly

think that some organization of manufacturers of bi-

cycles and their necessary fittings for their mutual pro-

tection, would be mutually advantageous. We have been

considering this matter for some time ourselves, and

have mentioned it to several parties who are engaged in

the manufacture of bicycles, arid the idea seems to meet

First Regiment Armory, Philadelphia, where the Cycle Show will be held.

said show is held, as they have some interests of their

own and which do not interfere with the manufacturer,

which prompts them to take a greater in the show than

they would if it was held under an organization of man-
ufacturers.

We are not preprred to say at this time that we would
attend a meeting for the purpose of organizing until we
further understand the purpose of the organization. If

the organization should be held with a view of assuming
the management of the National cycle show, we should

not favor it; but we should favor an organization for the

purpose of determining where the show should be held;

or, in other words, for the purpose of having an agree,

ment that all will attend at the same p'ace. Otherwise

we prefer that the local authorities should have and as-

sume the management of the show.

The Demorest Manufacturing Company.— We are

heartily in favor of an organization for the protection of

the cycle interests, and that will insure permanency both

as to organization and continuance of the cycle show.

We have just written to Mr. Hare, chairman of the cycle

show committee, in answer to circular giving date of

show (viz., Monday, Jan. 15). We notice they have con-

sulted the wishes of the larger manufacturers instead of

the small ones, which we consider a mistake, as manu-
facturers like ourselves depend more on this show than
the larger ones, who can be in a measure independent.

It does not make very much difference to the larger

manufacturers, as they are no doubt now making wheels

for
,

94 trade, while the smaller manufacturers must wait

until they find out what are to be the prevailing styles

with approval. We think that it is simply necessary for

the right one to take the matter in charge and push it a
little, and we believe the result would be of great value to

those interested. We expect to be represented at one or

both of the coming cycle shows, probably the N. Y. one,

and should be pleased to attend the meeting called for

such a purpose as you mention.

H. A. Lozier & Co.—We approve of such an organiza-

tion as your letter suggests, and you can depend upon us

to be represented in such a meeting.

E. C. Stearns & Co.—Referring to your favor of the

11th, relative to the question of cycle show, we would say
that we think the suggestion is a good and timely one.

The trade should be in position to control the show. We
should be very glad indeed to co-operate with such an end
in view.

Yost Manufacturing Company.—We agree with you
fully as to the seriousness of the situation, relative to the

show, especially as two parties are now competing for

same. Unless some one takes hold of this matter soon,

it would seem to us impossible to fully ascertain who
would go to the show at New York, or who would go to

Philadelphia, and it would be necessary for dealers to go
from New York to Philadelphia, and from Philadelphia

to New York in order to see all the bicycles that were
exhibited. We believe the trade should organize for its

own protection in this matter, and we. as a concern, are

willing to enter into an arrangement of this kind, as it

will not only lead up to protection in the way of the ex-

hibition, but would finally lead to the protection of the

manufacturers relative to wholesale price, discounts.
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etc., which we think in the end would, be of mutual
benefit to all. If this course is deemed advisable by the
majority of the manufacturers, wecau be relied on being
represented at a meeting called during the first of the

coming shows, or at any special meeting for the purpose
of forming an organization of this kind. We appreciate

the Referee's efforts in this direction and trust it may
be successful to the advantage of all concerned.

Queen City Cycle Company.—We should be pleased to

lend our little power and influence to the move suggested.

We should attend the meeting referred 'o if it were held

on a day convenient for us to be present,

The American Ormonde Cycle Company.—The time
has certainly come when the cycle trade should look after

and govern its own interests. Y» u can rely on us to sup-

port any move that the majority of the cycle trade fa-

vors. We think arrangements should be made with a
view to the formation of a permanent organization dur-

ing the first coming show, at which time we shall be
pleased to give our views on the subject.

Campbell & Co.—We are heartily in favor of the

scheme proposed by you, and would be pleased to attend
the meeting of manufacturers and dealers at the first

cycle show that may be held.

Buffalo Wheel Company.—We are in fa.vor of only

one annual cycle show. We think that the trade should

organize for its own protection. Its functions might em-
brace the exclusion of "speculative individuals" from
their cycle shows, and other underlakings. We would
be pleased to attend a meeting for the purpose of forming
a trade association. We think that the Referee could

be of great assistance in bringing such an organization to

a point where a trade committee would be appointed.

Stokes Manufacturing Company.—Thinks an organiz-

ation would be a great benefit and a great deal of good
could be accomplished.

Rouse, Hazard & Co.—We have never felt the neces-

sity of a trade organization, and in the writer's conversa-

tion with various manufacturers he has generally found
it to be the case that those who are strong in the trade

have no desire for an organization, as they would have

nothing to gain thereby, but those who are not so strong

are generally very much in favor of it Should a trade

organization be formed, however, embracing most of the

principal firms in the trade, we should of course, want to

become members, although we are not, as stated above,

feeling the necessity for such an organization at the

present time. You probably know that sbout a year

ago a strong effort was made to form a trade organiza

tion with headquarters in New York city, under the

auspices of "Good Roads 11 Potter, in whom the trade

had every reason to feel confidence, but the scheme
failed to materialize. [We regret to acknowledge our

ignorance, but we were not aware of any "strong effort.
11

Had the effort been given proper publicity perhaps it

might have succeeded.—Ed.]

GORMTTLLY & JeFFERY MANUFACTURING COMPANY —
There have teen so many attempts at organizing an
association of this kind that we havdly feel that any-

thing can come from another attempt. The larger manu-
facturers of course have independence enough to decline

to show at one place or the other; in fact, can afford to

stay away from one or both altogether Those who
would be most benefitted by an organization such as you
propose, would be the s . alter makers, and we would
suggest that they go ahead on their own account. There

is always more or less trade jealousy when "the big

three" are represented, and this jealousy generally crops

ou» among the smallei concerns. We could not say

whether we would be represented at a cycle show meet-

ing or not.

The Winton Bicycle Company —We think your sugges-

tion very timely. An association of the manufacturers

would work no harm and certainly a great many advan-

tages would accrue from it. We are heartily in favor of

it and would do our part in making it a success if it is

formed. Not only would it make the present discussion

as to the location of the show impossible, but it would in-

sure a largely attended and successful one each year.

The manufacturers, as the parties most interested, should

certainly decide where and when to hold thfir yearly

meeting.

If the above-mentioned organization should be formed,

it would not only settle the dispute that is going on now,

but a great amount of benefit not connected with the

above question would be realized. As it is now, an it-re-

sponsible dealer can leave one maker in the lurch one

season and take up another wheel each year, until he ex-

hausts the list. Through an association the financial

standing of the different dealers could be ascertained,

making it an impossibility for the "black sheep 11
to do

more than one season's business. This, of course, has no

reference to the honest houses who handle our class of

goods, and there are many of them, for which we are

thankful. It would also help the dealer to meet his obli-

gations, as he would not have competition from men

whose wheels cost them nothing, and certainly a man
who pays for his goods cannot afford to sell for the same
figure that these parties do. There are many other rea-

sons which urge the formation of a protective association,

which would take up too much of your valuable space to

express, but which every manufacturer can see. Manu-
facturers in other lines form such organizations and have
found them to be to their advantage, and there is no rea-

son why we should not. If the project materializes in a
meeting at the show, you may rely on our being there.

The Monarch Cycle Company.—We are of the opinion

that this exhibit should be exclusively in the hands of the

trade and out of the bands of a speculative fraternity,

who have up to this time handled the show. We think

the location of the annual show should be selected in a

similar way to that of the L. A. W. meet, holding the

show at intervals in the leading cycle centres. We do
not consider cycle shows essential in counection with the

development of the trade, but presume that they will be
held annually for some years to come, considering the

successes of the past two seasons as regards the number
of exhibitors.

Hill Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We hardly see

the necessity for a cycle show and do not believe that

there is the amount of good derived from it that some
people seem to think. We shall, of course, keep in line

and be represented at the cycle show as long as one is

held. If a cycle show must be held it should be in the

hands of proper people, and the proper people, we con-

sider, is the trade directly interested, and not in the hands
of clubs, associations or speculative individuals. Two
cycle shows would have a tendency to detract very much
from the good (?) that might be obtained from one. We
should bear in mind the results of the two shows they en-

deavored to hold in England, and act accordingly. In

answer to your question as to whether a representative of

thij company will be at a meeting for the purpose of or-

ganizing an association in the trade for holding cycle

shows each year, will say it is more than likely that a
representative of this company will be there.

Red Star Manufacturing Company.—We are heartily

in favor of having a trade organization, and will see that

we have some one to represent us if a meeting is called

for that purpose. We have read with interest Mr. Mer-

whVs (of Hulbert Brothers & Co.) interview in this

week's paper, and think if the trade had an organization

for mutual protection we could possibly get rid of this

uncertain element that is now interested in the bicycle

trade. We, like a great many others in the trade, have
allowed credit on the assurance of responsible houses

that such credit was all right, but have afterwards

learned that the capital invested in the business had all

been used in the purchase of one or two wheels as sam-
ples. This kind of thing is bound to hurt the legitimate

dealer, and the only way to overcome it is to organzine,

or at least this is our humble opinion. The writer was in

London the early part of this year, and was surprised to

learn how effectually this class of trade has been gotten

rid of by all the prominent agents absolutely refnsing to

sell them. We have strayed a little away from the sub-

ject of a cycle show, but beg to add that two cycle shows,

in our opinion, will be worse than no show at all, and I

sincerely hope the matter will be shortly settled.

Warman-Schub Cycle House.—(J. I. Warman)—My
opinion in reference to bicycle shows and their manage-
ment has been expressed on several occasions in this

country, and in England I was one of those few who ad-

vocated and ultimately promoted the present organiza-

tion known as the Manufacturers 1 Association. Under
this latter circumstance, particularly, I feel qualified to

speak on the question, and therefore have no hesitation

in still declaring myself in favor of the makers combining

for the purpose of handling all matters relating to bi-

cycle shew s. I declared myself strongly in favor of this

course in the columns of a contemporary in the early

part of this year, but apparently the subject failed to en-

list the interest of those most closely associated with the

matter. Had it been otherwise, I venture to think that

the present outlook of rivalry between two shows might

easily have been avoided and much friction saved. The
present position of England upon this question I suggested

as a warning, for even at this moment the correspondence

columns of the cycling press on that side are being used

for the purpose of establishing the claims for support of

makers to rival shows. But the question will remain a

vexed one for some time yet, for while the show, under

the direction of the Manufacturers 1 Association, appeals

to the exhibitors 1 common sense appreciation of econ-

omy, yet the Stanley club show secures the sympathy
and support of many on account of its older establish-

ment. The ultimate outcome will undoubtedly prove the

supremacy of the Manufacturers' Association; but in the

meantime there is trouble. By prompt action this sort

of thing can be avoided on this side, and I earnestly hope
that the manufacturers here will at once combine, and,

having done so, will consider the question of bicycle ex-

hibitions the first on the list for discussion, and I would

be glad to attend any meeting that is called at an early

date to promote an association whereby the manufactur-

ers could satisfactorily determine what they considered

best for their interests. I would suggest that the meet-

ing should select a committee, honorary secretary and

treasurer, and that the committee should at once pro-

ceed to the election of a chairman from their own body,

all of these officers to hold their positions pro tern. I

would further suggest that as soon as possible the associ-

ation should employ a first-class man as secretary, whose
salary should bo sufficiently generous to enable him to

devote his entire time to the business of the association,

a special stipulation, however, being that he have no in-

terest directly, or indirectly, with any business connected

with the bicycle industry. In conclusion, allow me to say

that any diffidence I may have previously felt in dealing

with a subject so closely associated with makers only on

this side, is somewhat removed by the fact that, as a

member of the Warman-Schub Cycle House, having a

manufacturing interest in this country, there is no bar to

my consorting and helping, where possible, to develop a

scheme whereby the ultimate benefit to the whole body
of manufacturers is assured.

"What It Is?"

It is the latest thing in the grinding business.

A Complaint from Michigan.

Lansing, Mich., Oct. 10.—Editor Referee:

—You hit widely of the mark in your last

issue when you state that "a man from Lan-

sing by the name of Evans returned from

Grand Rapids and told his friends he had won
a two-mile handicap race from scratch." This

is not a fact, and the writer has failed to find

a person in this town to whom Mr. Evans told

anything of the kind.

Mr. Evans did say, in the presence of nearly

all the members of our club, that he had a

big handicap and won the race because the

condition of the track would not allow anyone

to pass him. We of the sport of Lansing re-

sent this slur on one of cur most worthy young
men, and trust you will correct it. We do not

wish you to compare Lansing with that other

place away off somewhere where one man had

made the town believe he was the only man
who could ride a wheel. We of Lansing are

abreast with the times; we read the Referee,

and while we think a great deal of William

Evans and admire his ability as a good rider

and a gentleman, acknowledge the fact that

there are other and better men than he. So,

in justice to Mr. Evans and Lansing, we would

be pleased to see the Referee correct this

misleading statement. G. B. Smith.
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" WHEELING'S" QUEER STATEMENTS.
Wheeling, as usual when an English paper

dabbles in American affairs, makes a couple of

ludicrous errors in dealing with the trade of

this country. In an endeavor to put a stop to

the business heretofore carried on between the

two countries it informs its readers that " the

fact that the impeachment of President Cleve-

land is seriously called for, points more forci-

bly than anything else could possibly do to the

feeling of tension that exists throughout the

great republic." Then appears the following

extraordinary paragraph: "Then the gener-

ally-admitted failure of the great world's fair

is not a healthy sign!"

As to the last proposition. What, may we
ask, would Wheeling call a successful fair?

Will it be generally admitted that the fair is a
failure when the world knows that the daily

average paid attendance for the 169 days (to

date of Oct. 17) it has been open has been 107,-

711; that for fifteen days the attendance
was over 200,000 daily; thai for three

days over 300,000, and that for one
day it was 716,881? Will anyone say it is

a failure when it is known that the total

paid admissions amount to 18,418,554 to date

of Oct. 17; when the fair owes not a cent, ex-

cept on its capital stock? These figures are

taken from the official report—they speak for

themselves. We might add that from gate re-

ceipts and its percentage on concessions the

fair receives about eighty cents a head, or, in
other words, it has received about $15,000,000

so far. The people of this generation will neper
again see so successful a failure; no country
but this could engineer such an enterprise.

We flatter ourselves that, through the me-
dium of the press, we keep fairly well posted
on matters pertaining to the United States

government. We have heard of no talk of im-
peaching the president. There has been no
cause for such action, for Mr. Cleveland has,

up to date, given us a good, sound administra-
tion; one in accord with the wishes of a major-
ity of the voters of the country. To be sure
the administration has been a little unfortun-
ate in the matter of the repeal of the silver

bill; but it was not Mr. Cleveland's fault—he

certainly has fought hard enough for the pas-

sage of the repeal bill. The measure passed

the house of representatives, but, unfortun-

ately, the silver men have been able, through

the rules governing the senate, to prevent its

passage, or, rather, to prevent a vote being

taken in the upper house. America is not now
"passing through a critical period"; that per-

iod has already passed. Shops and factories

are starting up again by the score daily, eighty

or ninety per cent of the banks which failed

have resumed business, and, generally speak-

ing, the country is in a prosperous condition,

Wlieeling's statement to the contrary notwith-

standing. —> »

THE COMING SHOWS.
There seems to be no doubt that, whatever

New York may do, the Philadelphia show will

equal any ever held in that city. It is true

that n number of concerns favor New York
only, but it may be that after all they will

change their minds or exhibit at both places.

Philadelphia has certain advantages. It has

experience. The expense of space is small,

compared with New York; in short the ex-

pense will be much smaller in every way. It

has not, happily in this case, the counter at-

tractions offered by New York to draw the

agents away from the show.

New York is still undecided as to its dates

and some of the people who at first expressed

a preference for that city are willing to with-

draw their hastily-expressed opinion. The
management, if there is any, and if not, the

people who are more clamorous for the show,
do not feel secure. They are resorting to un-

fair methods. An effort is being made in Chi-

cago, at the time of this writing, to create an
impression that Philadelphia will withdraw.
In another direction efforts are being made to

show that, of goodness knows how many New
York concerns, a large proportion never ex-

hibited at Philadelphia, the idea being to

create an impression that they are opposed to

that city. Unfortunately for the argument,
however, a great man}' of the houses have
never before been heard of as possible ex-

hibitors at any show: and, more unfortunately

still, their names do not appear on any of the

lists of intending exhibitors at the garden.

Misrepresentation will never win, nor do we
believe that the trade committee favors it. It

indicates that there is a fear abroad that the

Quaker city will come out on top.

New York is a fine city. Madison Square
Garden is a fine structure. But it isn't fine

cities and fine buildings the trade wants. It is

business; and at Philadelphia, at least, business
will be done.

ILLINOIS DIVISION ELECTION.
For once we are to have an election in Illi-

nois in which there promises to be a contest

worth calling a contest. There are two candi-

dates for each of the leading offices -chief
consul and vice. For the first place the oppo-
nents are Randall and Billingsley, the former
of Chicago, the latter of Springfield. Chicago
is, as it should be, almost unanimously in

favor of Randall. He is well-known among
them, popular and a worker. It is on the

latter score that his friends base their claims
for support. How capable a worker he is may
be gleaned from his record. He has been pres-

ident, successively, of the Owl, Fort Dearborn
and Chicago clubs, which have been entirely

successful under his administration. He was
president of the Associated Cycling Clubs in

'92, when that body conducted one of the most
successful Pullmans on record. He has long

been a delegate to the national assembly of

the league, and has attended the meetings

regularly, so that he is possessed of valuable

acquaintances among the officers of all divi-

sions. As an ovidence of his ability as a re-

cruiter it may be mentioned that by personal

solicitation he secured for the division in one

season nearly three hundred members—a rec-

ord, we believe, unparallelled in the history of

the league.

Mr. Billingsley is also an able and enthusi-

astic worker, of whom Springfielders are

proud. He is best known to the public, per-

haps, as promoter of a number of relay rides.

If elected he would make a good officer. But
there is this great advantage in favor of Ran-
dall and Chicago—that they have a field for

recruiting unequalled by any other city. Dur-

ing the last year we have fallen into fifth

place. Randall has previously shown his abil-

ity to secure members, and is willing to make
the effort again.

For the vice-consulship Messrs. Black, of

Jacksonville, and Castle, of Chicago, are can-

didates. Of the latter little is known, and, in

competition with a man as popular a Black,

we imagine he has little chance of success.

Black's connection with the Jacksonville tour-

naments has formed for him a long stringof ac-

quaintances and, if the chief-consulship comes
to Chicago, some other city, certainly, should

get the second position.

From now uutil November 15 the friends of

the candidates will be busy.

TRADE WILL ORGANIZE.
Last week we ventured to suggest that, with

a view to suppressing the nuisance of two or

more annual shows, it might be well for the

makers to combine. An association could ei-

ther conduct the show itself, sanction its pro-

motion by some cycling association or, if

deemed advisable, decide whether a show
should or should not be held, in certain years.

With a view to ascertaining definitely the

feelings of the trade, we forwarded to a number
of houses letters, asking, first, whether they fa-

vored an association and, second, whether they
would attend a meeting to discuss the advisa-

bility of forming one. In view of the alleged

"strong" efforts to promote an organization

previously, it would not have surprised us had
the letter received little attention. We were
surprised, but by the promptitude of the re-

plies and their virtually unanimous response in

the affirmative to both questions! Some of

them will be found elsewhere. In view of this

condition of affairs a meeting will be called,

probably during the week of the first of the

coming shows with a view to a thorough dis-

cussion, the possible appointment of a commit-
tee on organization and adjournment until

either a later day in the same week or perhaps

until a day during the second show. All the

details remain with the makeis.

So far it has not been publicly proposed to go
beyond the control of the show. If the organi-

zation is formed it may, or may not, be

deemed advisable to consider other matters.

70 ROBERT D. GARDEN.
Chicago is to lose the man who has been for

six years her foremost promoter of cycling.

He will have departed, probably, before an-

other month passes. These lines are addressed,

particularly, to Chicagoans, and to them Mr.
Garden needs neither introduction nor com-
mendation. When the Referee stated, long
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ago, that lie would not be allowed to depart

without some suitable token of Chicago's re-

gard for him it talked business. During the

past week a movement has been started for

the purpose of presenting to Mr. Garden a tes-

timonial of which he may be proud. It is

particularly desired that every man who has

ever participated in the Pullman road race

will interest himself, and to that end they, as

well as others, regardless of residence, will be

welcome visitors at the offices of any of the

cycling journals. Lists are also in the hands
of the presidents of clubs, other prominent
wheelmen and dealers. Let no man who has

notice of the intended presentation fail to do
bis share toward making it the rousing success

so richly deserved.

WORLDS FAIR AWARDS.
It does not seem to be generally understood

that the world's fair awards bear no particular

significance. More than once we have seen it

stated that certain firms had received the

highest award for this or for that. As a mat-

ter of fact every firm which exhibited anything

of more than ordinary merit rece ved an award
therefor. There was no competition, and no

award signifies that the receiver showed any-

thing better than did his neighbor. The awards,

truthfully represented, signify nothing except

that the owner exhibited a meritorious article.

In years to come, when the owner shall have

obtained a dozen or two, like the makers of

Coleman's mustard or Cockle's anti-billious

pills, they will be valuable as showing the

high-standing of the maker for years past.

Nothing more.

The war of correspondence between the St.

Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Com-
pany and E. C. Stearns & Co. still goes mer-

rily on. The money is up, the judges have

been selected, and now all that seems to re-

main, is to go ahead and do business. We
respectfully suggest that the controversy be

transferred from the press to the scene of the

tests.
1

Tf business were as good with all houses as

they are willing to have people believe, there

would be no hard times. Wabash avenue,

however, is honest. Its principal occupation

is selling theatre tickets.

MONEY FOR ROAD PURPOSES.

Resignations in the South.

The young gentlemen of the south evidently

do not set as much importance on being chief

consul as they do in Massachusetts. Dr. T. T.

Whaley, a young graduate of Princeton, has

stepped out of ths South Carolina job, Chief

Consul Sam Whitside, of Georgia, followed

suit. R. H. Polk gave up the handicapping

job for Georgia, and a number of others have

resigned. All the above were efficient and en-

thusiastic and have done much for cycling

south. Dr. Whaley will go to Europe for

medical studies shortly. Polk is busy building

telephone lines in and around Savannah, but

what Sam Whitside is doing is hard to conject-

ure.
»

A Coincidence.

K. Franklin Peterson, manager of the

Raleigh exhibit at the world's fair, received an

order from A. A. Zimmerman of Missouri for

a copy of "A. A. Zimmerman On Training."

Strange to note, the Missouri A. A. Z. is a

speedy cyclist, and much like the Jersey

"skeeter" in s' attire.

Inheritances and Legacies to Have a Gradual

Succession Tax.

Colonel Pope delivered an address before the

good roads congress at Chicago on Monday,
and has followed up the ideas there expressed

with a circular to the press which says:

I beg leave to suggest apian which I believe to be I he
least burdensome and most effectual and equitable for

providing good roads. Let each state establish a gradual

succession tax on legacies and inheritances. Such a tax

might be arranged as follows: On all estates valued at

$10,000 up to $1,000 0(0, one per cent; on estates over

§1,000,1 00 and up to $5,000,000, one per cent on the first

$1,000,000 and two per cent on the remainder; on es3ates

of over $5,000,000 up to $10,000,000, one per cent on the

first $1,000,000, two per cent on over that sum up to

$5,000,000, and three per cent on $5,( 00,000 up to $10,000,-

000—this general principle of one per cent increase every

additional $5,000,000 to be the fixed rate of inheritance

and legacy tax.

For example, on an estate valued at $20,000,000 the tax

would be as follows:

$ 1,000,000, one per cent $ 10,000

4,000,000, two per cent 80,000

5,000,000, three per cent 15 >,000

5,000.000, four per cent 2C0.001

5,000,000, five per 1 ent 250.000

$20,000,000 $690,000

John Stuart Mill expresses the views held by the ablest

student of social science when he says: "Inheritances

and legacies exceeding a certain amount are highly

proper subjects for taxation, and the revenue from these

should be made as great as it can be made without giving

rise to evasions by donations during life or concealment

of property, such as it would be impossible adequately to

check. The principle of graduation, that is, of levying a

larger percentage on a larger sum, though its applica-

tion to general taxation would be, in my opinion, objec-

tionable, seems to me both just and expedient as applied

to legacy and inheritance duties."

England, in 1780, established a tax on legacies, and in

1853 the succession tax law was enacted.

In the United States a collateral succession tax law

went into force in 1864, but that act has since been re-

pealed, in common with other international revenue

laws.

In New York there is a collateral succession tax law of

$5 per $100. This tax yielded in 1890 $1,117,637, and it is

estimated that at least $2,000,000 will be received from

this source by the states during the present year. A
similar law in Pennsylvania brought to the state treasury

in 1891 the sum of $1,227 302. The collateral succession

law reaches comparatively few estates, because this tax

is simply on the devolution of property on other than

direct descendants or progenitors.

Thus the law adopted by Connecticut in January, 1889,

is as follows: " All property conveyed by will or by death

of intestate to other than to father, mother, husband,

lineal descendant, adopted child, the lineal descendant of

any adopted child, the wife or widow of a son, the hus-

band of the daughter of descendant, or some charitable

purpose, or purpose strictly public, 5 per cent of its

value above the some of $1,000, for the use of the state.
11

The Massachusetts law of 1891 is substantially the same
with the exception that the amount taxed is $10,000 and
over. The rate is 5 per cent and charitable, religious and

educational bequests are exempt.

The succession tax that I have proposed will not fall on

the poor. Those whose estates amount to $10,000 can

well afford to give $10,000 to the state in return for all

the protei-tion of its laws which has enabled wealth to be

accumulated and enjoyed.

Powers Reconsiders.

P. T. Powers gave the Referee tc under-

stand that he would give up the managerial

reins of th3 N. C. A. Monday he stated he

had not and possibly would not do so. This he

stated in the presence of several people, so it

can safely be said that the N. C. A. will have

the support and be cared for by the genial

Powers for some time to come.

Who Novice "Whiskers" Is.

Editor Referee:—We enclose a clipping

from your last issue relative to the novice

"Whiskers," who was brought to notice at

Waverly, N. J. We think we can enlighten

you on the subject. "Whiskers" is J. W,

Davison, au architect and builder, of Fordam,
N. Y., a Rambler agent of long standing and
an enthusiastic wheelman, and is the winner
of first time and first place prize in the

twenty-five mile road race held at Wilming-
ton, Del., on Sept. 30, at which time he rode a
No. 3 Rambler.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfii. Co.

To Show at Philadelphia.

The Associated Cycling Clubs are receiving

every encouragement in their preparations for

the coming cycle show.

The same committee that managed the last

show will have charge of the show of 1894,

Profiting by experience, the trade can be as-

sured that whatever can be done by intelligent

and disinterested effort will be done to make
the show a success. The committee has assur-

ances that the following firms favor the show
in Philadelphia:

American Dunlop Tire Co. Hilliard Cyclometer Co.

American Wheelman Hart Cycle Co.

American Athlete Indiana Bicycle Co.

Buffalo Wheel Co. League Cycle Co.

Buffalo Tricycle Co. Pope Manufacturing Co.

Bretz & Curtis Mfg. Co. Phila. Drop Forge Co.

Bearings Reading Safety BicycleCo.
Cen ral Cycle Co. Referee Publishing Co.

Cycling Relay Manufacturing Co.

Detnorest Mfg. Co. Stearns, E. C, & Co.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Snell Cycle Fittings Co.

Gendron Iron & Wheel Co. Sporting Life

Grand Rapids Cycle Co. Telegram Cycle Co.

Hartford Cycle Co. Union Cycle Mfg. Co.

Hartford Rubber Works Yost Manufacturing Co.

Hickory Cycle Co.

The last issue of the Wheel contained what
purports to be a list of firms in the cycle trade

that did not exhibit at the last show in Phi'a-

delphia. At least twenty of the firms named
did exhibit. This is a specimen of the mislead-

ing statements that are being made to boom
the New York show. You will please observe

that we have the support of the leaders, and,

as that is what all have been wailing for, there

should be no delay in prompt action by the

balance of the trade to support the only Na-

tional show that can be given.

Associated Cvcling Clubs.

Northwestern League Politics.

Division politics are becoming interesting

now. The cycling public has been kept pretty

well posted on affairs in Massachusetts, Ken-

tucky and some of the larger divisions, but

little has been said of the smaller ones. In

Wisconsin there will be no contest. There

was a chance for one, but as Mr. Hutchins has

withdrawn from the contest lor the office of

secretary-treasurer, Mr. Rotier will be elected.

Mr. Morrison, being the only candidate for the

chief consulship, will have no trouble in getting

in.

D. W. Robert has withdrawn his name as

candidate for secretary-treasurer of the Mis-

souri division

Notwithstanding the fact that Chief Consul

A. B. Choate of Minnesota has refused to

again run for the office, his Winona, friends

have placed his name at the head of their

ticket, which is as follows: Chief consul, A.

B. Choate, Minneapolis; vice-consul, Dr. B. C.

Cornwall, St. Paul; secretary-treasurer, E. S.

Gregory, Winona; representatives, J. I. Will-

son, Winona; Dr. F. E. Daignau, Austin; Wil-

liam G. Gallien, Waseca. The Minneapolis

ticket is the same, except that the name of M.
L. Knowlton is substituted for that of Mr.

Choate for chief consul. The Winona people

think Mr. Choate's services too valuable to be

dispensed with.
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MORE RECORDS-MORE CHAMPIONSHIPS,
ON

RAMBLER BICYCLES.
THE DYING KICK OF THE EASTERN RACING SEASON,

AND THE SECOND WIND FOR THE PACIFIC COAST CAMPAIGN

Rendered Effective by the Help of Ramblers.

RECORDS MADE ON RAMBLERS.
5 mile Pacific Coast Competition Record, at L03 Angeles, Cal., by Carson Shoemaker.
12 hour Kentucky State Road Record, 168 miles ) . T ,-„„;,,„ i_ t».,i,o e w;n
17 1-2 hour " " " " 228 " f at Louisville, by Duke b. Hill.

100 mile Michigan State Road Record, over the Ann Arbor-Saline course, by F. Werner.

CHAMPIONSHIPS WON ON RAMBLERS.
Eastern N. Y., L. A. W. Championship, ) . „ j xr -v i. o a
Club Championship,

P
\
at Hudson, N. Y., by S. Avery.

1-2 mile California Division L. A. W. Championship, at Los Angeles, by J. W. Cowan.
Four Gloucester County Championships, at Woodbury, N. J., by Walter Henderson.

Franklin County, Vt., Championship, winning the " Pope" silver cup.

25 mile Team Race, at Los Angeles, Cal., first time, also first, third, fourth and fifth places.

ON THE ROAD,
bxtring September and October

Sep.— 10 miles, at Little Valley, N. Y., 1st time and 3rd place.
'• 4 20. •• Bay City, Mich., " " 2nd
" 14 15,

" Cortland, N. Y., " " 1st
" 30 25,

" Wilmington. Del., 1st & 2d time, 1st & 2d "
" 30 9,

" Sellersville, Pa., " " " " "

Oct. 5 10,
" Wilbraham, Mass., 1st " lsc "

" 11 3,
" Fort Wayne, Ind., " " 2d "

Sep. 13 22,
" Syracuse, N. Y., 2d & 4th "

IN 8 EVENTS.
7 first time. 5 second place.
2 second time. 1 third place.
3 first place. 1 fourth place.

ALL WON ON RAMBLERS.

ON THE TRACK,
SINCE BAST REPORT.

Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 30,
" " Oct. 2,

Woodbury, N. J.,

Philadelphia, Pa., -

Stevens Point Wis.,
Hudson, N. Y., - -

Lowell, Mich.,
DeGraff , Ohio,
Mitchell, S. D., - - •

18 prizes. 10 firsts, in 16 events.
10

9

6

5

5

14

5
4

6

2

2
1

1

5

in 11 events.

in 1 event.

And others, making

A TOTAL OF 75 PRIZES

to the Credit of Ramblers.

on G. & J. tires.

It takes a Strong Wheel to stand Road Racing, a Fast one to

Win Races.

THOSE ARE POINTS CLAIMED FOR RAMBLERS—AND PROVEN.

Gormully & Jeffery M'fg Co.,
Receipients of Highest Honors at the World's Fair.

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY. LONDON.
MENTION THE BEFEREF
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BIG DEALS IN ENGLAND.

THE PALMER TIRE TO BE WORKED BY

THREE LARGE CONCERNS.

Whitworth Company Pushing Its New Rim-

National Show Gaining Recruits—Fail-

ure at Manchester—Harris' New
Mile Reqord.

Birmingham, Oct. 7.—Signs are not wanting
to indicate that the trade is once more begin-

ning to look up. Here in Birmingham the

greater number of the makers have already

taken stock and many of them are even now
well advanced in their preparations for next
year's trade. The Whitworth company, which
has just completed building a handsome and
roomy additional factory, has orders in hand
for over a thousand machines for early deliv-

ery. This company, which is going ahead with

most rapid strides, is interested in the flotation

of two subsidiary companies, one for the man-
ufacture of the Whitworth rim and the other

for the working of the English rights in the

Palmer tire. The Whitworth rim is a wonder-

ful piece of mechanism, due to the persever-

ance and genius of C. H. Pugh, the founder of

the concern, who was making experiments in

this direction even before he embarked in the

cycle trade, as a branch of his famous engi-

neering business. The rim is made from one

piece of steel. It is hollow, and although made
cold throughout and without being annealed,

it is stiffer and lighter than any other rim I

have ever handled. All the usual tests for

bending and springing fail to make the slight-

est impression on it, and it is four ounces

lighter than any other rim at present on the

market. The price will be a little higher than

that usually charged.

THE PALMER TIRE.

In the Palmer tire three large firms are con-

cerned—the Whitworth, the Rudge and the

India Rubber and Gutta Percha Works com-

panies, the latter of Silvertown. The capital

is £30,000, and the full amount has been sub-

scribed without any application being made to

the public. The tire will be manufactured

under the direct superintendence of the com-

pany last named. It is one of the biggest con-

cerns in the rubber trade in this country, and
Silvertown is a vast settlement situated in the

Essex marshes on the banks of the Thames,

and within a few miles of London, consisting

entirely of its works and the houses of its

work people. Under such conditions the com-

mercial success of the Palmer tire in this

country would seem to be assured. Mr. Cot-

tam, who was anxious to run a company with

the same object, and who, it is said, offered

Palmer £25,000 in cash for his rights, is still

working away in the interests of the Guthrie

Hall pneumatic saddle, which will probably be

run as a company in due course. Another

company is being bought out to run the Ideal

tire—the skewered tire shown by the Smith's

Patent Company at the last National show

—

and yet another is being formed privately here

in Birmingham to work the Guest tire, the in-

vention of Mr. Guest, of the firm of Guest &
Barrow. This last will probably consist of a

group of cycle-making firms who will use the

tire on the machines turned out by them, and

thus assure for the company a certain regular

output.
THE SHOW QUESTION.

The prospects of the National show in De-
cember look very rosy. Up to yesterday 171

firms directly connected with the cycle trade

had booked space, these exhibitors having be-

tween them applied for positions for 1,463 ma-
chines. There are thirteen secessions from
the Stanley to the National, including such
important houses as Guest & Barrow, New
Howe Machine Company, H. Jones, Manches-
ter Manufacturing Company, Marriott Cycle

Company, Gory & Co., Fulwell Cycle Corn-

pan, and the Eclipse company. Among the

accessory and material makers Perry & Co.,

the Credenda Steel Tube Company, Seddon
Tire Company, and Grappler Tire Company
will all support the National, therefore the

National only.

A HEAVY FAILURE.

The report of a heavy failure comes from
Manchester, where G. Ferguson, a factor,

trading as the Northwestern Cycle Company,
has found it necessary to execute a deed of as-

signment with a view to paying the sum of

6s. 8d. on the pound. Some of the liabilities

are very big. They include the following:

Quinton Cycle Company, £841; Warman &
Hazlewood, £1,118; Pneumatic Tire Company,

SHE WORE MALE ATTIRE.

And a Crowd of New York Gamins Had Much

Fun at Her Expense.

A large crowd had gathered in City Hall

I

Square, New York, last week, to read the re-

turns from the great yacht race. There were
many amusing incidents. According to the

Sun one came slowly across the park and
did not attract much attention at first. As
one of the urchins explained, the crowd did

not " drop to it" for some time, but when they

did there was pandemonium. The innocent

cause of the riot was a plain-looking young
woman in knickerbockers. She was a cyclist,

and she had adopted male attire. But she had
not counted on passing through a host of street

arabs.

She wore dark-blue baggy trousers that were
fastened just below the knee, and her shapely

legs were encased in black stockings drawn up
so tightly that every muscle of the well-trained

calf stood out in relief. Her low shoes were a
trifle dusty, as the probable result of a long

ride. The young woman wore a short waist

that was tucked into her trousers in a most
masculine fashion, and a short blue coat that

could be buttoned in front. A jaunty hat

perched on her head, and her hair was gath-

ered in a tight knot at the back.

wVi

It is interesting to feel that you are
making up on the fellow ahead.

But the interest is generally
intensified when he

—

Turns the corner.

£266; Rudge Cycle Company, £48; D. Moseley

& Sons, £125; Northern Rubber Company, £63.

OSMOND HOME AGAIN.

On Wednesday S. Gorton of the Quinton

Cycle Company left Liverpool in the Britanic

bound for New York. On its journey here the

Britanic had brought over F. J. Osmond. On
reaching Liverpool he went north to visit some
friends. On Wednesday he arrived in Birm-

ingham, and, bedecked in a broad-brimmed

soft felt hat of American pattern, he created a

big sensation. He has altered little during his

six months' absence; he has grown perhaps a

trifle stouter, but he is the same quiet, charm-

ing, easy-going fellow that he always was.

For several days past he has been spending the

intervals between business hours in dodging

interviewers.

HARRIS' NEW MILE.

News of A. W. Harris' mile safety record at

Heme Hill of 2:04 1-5 on Tuesday last will

probably have reached you from another

source. Yesterday (Friday) John S. Prince

went for the half-mile professional record on

the tame track. With a push-off from a

standing start he did 1:08 4-5, and afterwards

with a slow flying start he did 1 :05 2-5. He
had no pacemakers, and I am told that at a

meeting of the N. C. U. general committee

last night an application from him to have

amateur pacers on Monday in an attempt to

beat all the records up to the hour was re-

fused. Yet a month ago an application from
Howell was granted.

As she came across the park she wheeled her

machine over the asphalt walks, and behind

her there slowly gathered a crowd. Some boys

who were selling papers in front of the city

hall espied the curious outfit and gave

a peculiar yell that seemed to be a warn-

ing cry to every other boy in the neigh-

borhood. The bulletins and the horse

cars held no more attractions for them. They
swarmed over to the park and surrounded the

girl in knickerbockers. They yelled and
laughed, and each one volunteered some sug-

gestion or asked her for information.
*' Ain't yer forgot suthin?" said one.

"Git onto them shanks," howled another.

"Aw, ain't she bold?" screamed a third, and
then the poor girl listened to such remarks as

these:

" Do you s'pose she wears suspenders?"

"Papa's pants are baggy at the knees."

"Oh, Maudie, does your mommer know
you've got 'em on?"

"Git on de machine and let's see 'em work."
The intellectual pressure of the conversation

became so heavy at this point that the fair

rider turned about, and, vaulting gracefully

onto her bicycle, rode rapidly toward Broad-

way and disappeared among the cable cars and
trucks.

The annual road race of the Brighton (O.)

Bicycle Club will be run on Sunday, Oct. 22,

at 10 a. m. The start will be from the toll-

gate at Glendale to Linderwold.
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WE HOLD NOT A FEW TRACK RECORDS.

Such performances upon A TRACK ARE NOT indicative of SUPERIORITY of CONSTRUCTION
or STABILITY OF USAGE.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS ARE SEEKING FOR A TIRE THAT SUCCESSFULLY WITHSTANDS
THE SEVERE TESTS OF LONG, HARD RIDES OVER EXECRABLE ROADS.

THE M. & W. PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE
Is Emphatically, Unqualifiedly and Without Reserve,

THE TIRE THAT IS THE MOST SERVICEABLE OF THE TIES.
BELOW IS PROOF:

Bert Harding,
L. D. Munger,
Chas. Kindervatter,
C. A. Urban,

Otto Neuman,

E. C. Johnson,

Chas. Kindervatter,

M. Nelson,
Martin Nessel,
G. L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

H. R. Renshaw

M. A. Hickman,
C. E. Tudor,

B". M. Wylie

Emil Ulbricht,
A. L. l.eonhardt,
John Clark,

Frank Waller,

J . F. Reitzner,

E. M. Spike,

H. H. Wylie,
G. Meirstein,

A. X. leonhardt,
Frank Waller,

F. M. James,

F. J. Ashton,

E Ulbricht,

C. T. Knisely,
H. H. Wylie,
W. J. Doyle,
H. T. Ferguson,
F. L. Olds,

Fred A. Morris,

F. W. Osmun,
E. Spike,

S. Wallace,

A. Auble, Jr.,

Ed. J. Mock,
.P. Von Boeckman,

Wm, Reading,

Wm. Bainbridge,
John P. Fogarty,
Walter Scott,

Otto Ziegler,

1893.

J-

May 20.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

{•May 30.

May 30.

June 13.

June 16.

June 27.

I July 4.

July 4.

July 4.

July 4

July 15.

July 15.

July 22.

July 31.

Aug. 12.

Aug. 26.

Aug. 96.

Aug. 19.

July 22.

Aug. 22.

Aug. 22.

Sept. 16.

Sept. 16.

Sept. 16.

Sept. 7.1
" 26.

Oct. 9.

Forest Park Road Race.

12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C. C. Terre Haute, Ind!

Winona, Minn.

Highland Park Races, Detroit,

Waldo Park Road Race,Kansas
City, Mo.

Pullman Race.

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

Denver Road Race.

Alabama State Championship,
Hanauer Road Race.

Neiv York to Chicago.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

17 1 2 miles.

12 miles.

1 1-2 mile.
1 1 mile.
1 1A mile.
1 1-2 mile.

10 1-10 miles.

C. O. Pierce.

July.
Oct. 4.

Sept 23.

24.

Indianapolis.

Waukesha-Milwaukee id. race.

Newark-Princeton.
Sioux City to Chicago.

Lake View course.

Hilsendegen road race.

Denver to Chicago.

Rockford to Chicago and re
turn.

1 kilometres, international.

Illinois Road Race.
Review Road Race.
Rogers Park Road Race.
Rogers Park Road Race.
Ohio Road Race.

Mexico, Mo.

South Side Road Race.
South Side Road Race.

South Side Road Race.
Wadsworth, O., to Chicago.
Across Iowa and Illinois,
Chicago to Austin, Texas,

Ft. Wayne, Ind., to Chicago.
Columbia Wheelmen's r'd race,
Capital City road race.
Lafayette, Ind.

17 1-2 miles.

5 3-4 miles.

25 miles.

5 miles,

1,028 miles

16 1-2 miles.

3 Miles.

16 12 miles.

16 1-2 miles.

100 miles.
600 miles.

5 miles.

25 miles.

1,200 miles.

200 miles.

62 miles.

10 miles.
5 3-4 miles.
6 miles.
3 miles.
12 miles.
1

1

mile open.
< 1-4 " flying.
1 1-2 "standing
10 miles.

10 miles.

10 miles.

383 miles.

922 miles.
1,300 miles

185 miles.

10 miles.

San Jose, Cal.
Sacramento.

San Francisco,
Butte City. Mont.

14
1

5
14
2
1-2

10

open,

road.

That which is the

57:10.

57:10.

57:11.

40:02.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.

:32 2-5.

1:10.

30:21.

I 55:44.

i 55:17.

I 55:48.

16:41 2-5.

1:30:50.

16:40.

10 days,
4 hours,
39 min.

46:54.

48:31.

49:01.

7:31.

47:41.

49:40.

6:20:30.

8 dys. 9 hrs.

13:30.

1:00:10.

12 days.

20 hours,

2:52:312-5.

27:55.

15:06.

18:30.

8:19.

38:54.

\ 30 1-2.

(1:11 1-2.

29:15 2-5.

29:30.

34:40.

3 ds., 16 hrs.

8 days.
10 days, 6

hours.

24 1-2 hours.

27:54.

:34.

14:42 1-5.

:32.

4:49.

1:07 4-5.

:30.27'

Imperial.
Arrow.
King ot Scorchers.
Raleigh.

Sterling
Special.

King of Scorchers.

King of Scorchers.

24- lb. March, wood rims.
Fowler.
22-lb. James.
Arrow.

I

Sterling Special.

Birmingham Scorcer.
Sunol.

Sterling Special.

Special
Stephens
Special.

Arrow.
James.

Eagle-Altair.J

Sterling Special.
Sterling Special.

Stephens.

Arrow.
Sterling Special.

Sterling Special.

Whitwortr. :

March.
Sterling Special
Sterling Special.
" Wylie's" Sterling.
Fowler.

Stearns.

Sterling Special.

Eagle-Altair.:

Sunol.

Raleigh Racer.
Fowler.

Dauntless.

Thistle.
Sterling.

Mohrig.

Imperial,

most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's interests.

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.

Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

i State Records.

Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills

V Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

Casse is a youth of 14 years, his time
is State Record.

Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won
$750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

Morgan & Wright Tires.
Morgan & Wright Tires.

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

i Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
y Ulbrlcht's time is best record
) for course by 1:56.
Breaking the competition record
for this distance.

Second best time.

" Same old Racing Tires."
Meirstein is a vouth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.
Breaking record for distance.
Breaking all road records from
IB to 25 miles.

Did not even pump tires up the
entire distance.

"Double century: no treuble, of
course."

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this
event.

American Road Record.
Equaling American Record.
Won from scratch, time and 1st place.
Won from scratch, time and 1st place
2nd place and 1st time.

M. & W. Racing Tires.

First time prize.

Second time prize.

Winner of race

No punctures recorded.

Only one mishap.
No puncture, no mishap of any

sort.
Has ridden same tires 1 year 4 months

without puncture.

American Road Record.
1st place.

2nd "
Coast Record.

Against strong wind on a slow track.

in Cost is the Best. Manu-

MORGAN & WRIGHT Patent Pneumatic Tires ARE WHAT YOU WANT FOR '94.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying. Catalogue gives a world of information.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.

(Mention the referee,
CHTC iao, ILL.
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MORE OPINIONS ON CLASS B.

Overman Does Not Believe In It -Others Think
It Quite the Thing.

Mr. Overman is very emphatic, as he has
been for a long time, in his opposition to class

B. "Our position," he says, "is straight up
and straight down with regard to racing mat-
ters. We believe that there are, properly, but
two classes—amateurs and professionals—and
that any attempt to introduce a medium class

will result only in confusion and a decided loss

to the sport."

From St. Louis comes the response of the

alphabetical Lu-Mi-Num concern, which says:

"You probably know the writer's [L. W.
Conkling] opinion on this point, as expressed

some months ago. It has not been changed,
and we may now write as bicycle manufac-
turers, that we should be heartily glad to see

class B established, or some other action taken
to bring about a more honest state of affairs in

racing; almost anything to do away with the

present hollow mockery of amateur racing.

We believe that the league should provide a
place or class for all men to race, and that the

rider should be given the option of chosing his

own class. Make it respectable for a man to

race for cash or in the interests of a cycle

maker, and then provide heavy penalties for

deception of any kind."

McKee & Harrington say they have nothing

to express regarding cla-s B excepting that

they do think it should not go through.

The Crawford Manufacturing Company be-

lieves in classes A and B, and W. H. Wilhelm
& Co. write: "The rules should be so amended
that amateurs could be paced by professionals

for records without being suspended or ex-

pelled. Manufacturers should be allowed to

pay expenses without making a rider a pro-

fessional or promateur. If what is now called

the Simon-pure article, by reason of not having

the advantages that the makers' article would
have in the way of training, etc., could have

races provided that the M. A. could not run in,

or if the Simon-pure article wanted to run

against the M. A.'s, all well and good, let them
race."

Zimmerman for Sheriff.

Zimmerman will now make a race for sher-

iff of Monmouth County, N. J. A committee

awaited on him the other day, representing

what they term the independent party, which
includes a mixture of republicans, mugwumps,
prohibitionists, populists, free thinkers, and a

large element of cyclists. The spokesman told

Zimmerman that they knew of his running

abilities, and that his long legs might save the

county of Monmouth from the paws of ihe

terrible democrats. Zimmerman smiled as he

looked over the large assemblage and said:

"Gentlemen, of course I have been accus-

tomed to racing and running, but I don't know
what gear to use in this race. I will consult

my friend, Joseph McDermott, and will give

your committee an answer at the earliest pos-

sible moment I am told you require a candi-

date of great speed for sheriff, and can assure

you if I start in the race, with the help of

pacemakers, I will down the democrats."

Zimmerman's speech was received with

great cheering, and he packed up his traps and
went to Springfield with Harry Wheeler to

think about it. The wonderful combination

of political wisdom alluded to in the above

committee believes that Zimmerman's personal

popularity will aid them in making their can-

vass for the important office of sheriff a popu-

lar one, and Zimmerman in all earnestness in-

forms the Referee that he would rather like

the race, for a change. He will be on the

same ticket as the famous "Founder" Bradley

of Asbury Park, who has done so much for

that part of New Jersey, and who wears a

straw hat in winter. If Zimmerman decides

to run, several of his friends will go down and
take the stump for him.

Back to the Old Love.

In a day or two Arthur Lumsden will start

for Hartford to familiarize himself with the

arrangements for 1894 and renew old acquaint-

ances, for he re-enters the employ of the Pope
company at once. He is fortunate, for he is

the first person who ever left the employ of

the house and re-entered it. Mr. Garden made
overtures to the colonel, and he, ha. iog always

had a liking for Lumsden, consented for once

to throw his scruples into the waste-basket.

Lumsden will travel in western territory,

starting as soon as the business for '94 com-
mences.

Italy to Chicago and Return.

The cut herewith shows Luigi Masetti and
the Rambler which will carry him from Chi-

cago to Italy. From Italy to Chicago he rode

a cushion-tired wheel, but discarded the old

mount for a No. 4 Rambler for the return

journey.
: 1 »

The 180.4 James.

The James Cycle Company has steadily re-

fused to cut prices, and consequently has done
little business since the price war began. Up
to that time a good business had been done.

Regarding a possible list price for next year,

Mr. Bridger said he was waiting to see what
the others did. From a word or two uninten-

sionally dropped, Mr. Bridger was in favor of

a $125 list, and said that a material reduction

all around would enable a better maintenance
of the list guarantee. Mr. Bridger is in re-

ceipt of a letter from Mr. James in which that

manufacturer speaks in glowing terms of the

94 line of James. In these wheels a new prin-

ciple in the bearings is introduced, in which
the adjustment is made with a wrench, draw-

ing the inner cup outward. Three thousand
miles have been ridden without adjustment,

and 300 or more miles without oiling. Ease

of running will also commend the new prin-

ciple.

WILL CYCLISTS CHANGE THE STYLE?

Ladies' Costumes of the Future May Not Be
Far From That of Man.

For many weeks the largest papers of the

country have devoted columns of space to the

bloomer and other new ideas in dress for

women cyclists. No one seems to object to

the bloomer, yet it does not seem to take with
the ladies. They seem to prefer something on
the order of Miss ^Reynolds' suit, as shown in

the Referee of last week. Dress reformers

have had a hard time to even convince a few
that their ideas were correct, but now the

woman cyclist is coming to their rescue. II

any change is made in women's dress i' win
have been made through the medium ot the

lady cyclist. The few who have adopted the

abreviated skirt and trowsers rig, following

the French women's style, but with more
modesty, have, naturally enough, caused
more or less comment in the press, the church,

the club, the drawing-room and on the street.

This is shown in a paragraph in Bicycling

News:

By her ride, together with the extraordinary corre-

spondence it has provoked, together with the reproduc-
tion of her photograph throughout the country, Miss
Reynolds has accomplished more in three weeks in stir-

ring up opinions anent ladies' rational dress than could
otherwise have been achieved in as many years. In
Brighton drawing rooms and at dinner tables allusions lo

the subject are frequently heard. Last Sunday, accom-
panied by an escort, Miss Reynolds rode along the
King's Road, when the sidewalks were crowded with
promenaders, including our informant, who Btates that

every comment he overheard was favorable and friendly

both as regards the rider and her dress. The number of

non-cyclists of both sexes who, on seeing a photograph
of the dress, pronounced it modest and charming, is per-

haps the most surprising thing of all.

But all this correspondence and talk and
comment is just what will bring about a
change. People read of these changes in

fashion and see pictures of the new styles of

ladies' cycling costumes. They soon have be-

come so accustomed to it that when they see a
fair one on the street in a suit like that of Miss
Reynolds they think nothing of it. Then when
one lady sees her friend facing the public's

stare she, too, gets up on her nerve and tries

it. After awhile the fair ones are tumbling
over themselves to get ahead of one another in

wearing the new style.

We are led to believe, from the changes re-

cently made in the style of woman's cycling

dresses, that the costume of the fair sex may in

the near future be somewhat of a cross be-

tween the prevailing costumes of both sexes.

The tendency is, at least, in that direction.

There is little doubt that the leaders of fashion

are the French people; if such a change in

style as suggested comes at all, it will come
from Paris. In that gay city they are, at least

among the women cj clists, as close to man-
fashion in dress as they can be. People will

follow the Parisians in style, whatever it may
be, and of course Americans will, sooner or

later, be apt to go to the extremes. If the

new order of things prevails among women
while using the wheel, they will soon see the

comforts to be derived and will, perhaps, adopt
a change from the time-honored dress.

To Join the Pope Forces.

M. L. Bridgeman, on his return to America
will enter the employ of the Pope Manufac-
turing Company, and will, it is said, manage
its Brooklyn branches. Mr. Bridgeman is not
interested in the Raleigh company, as stated

by one of the papers.
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The WARMAN-SCHUB
CYCLE HOUSE,

SUCCESSOR TO

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

AND

the WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD CO., Ltd.,

HAS NOW BECOME A FIXTURE.

That does not mean that it has come to a standstill so soon, for you will find it one of the LIVELIEST

and MOST PROGRESSIVE Houses in the Cycle trade; but it DOES mean that it has already been accorded a

place among the houses with which it is to the interest of

Every Large Jobber and Dealer

to have some dealings. The famous CATARACT and the Celebrated COVENTRY CROSS Safeties will be

money and name-makers for every one who handles them in '94.

Show that you are alive to your own interest by letting us hear from you promptly.

THE WARMAN-SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

491 Lake, 108 and no Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and 469 W. Madison Streets,

CHICAGrO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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WILL BRING GOOD RESULTS.

The Drop in Prices Has Had the Effect of Pro-

ducing Many New Riders.

Editor Referee:—At no time in the history

of the cycling trade in this country has it pre-

sented so many complex situations as it does

now. This is not said in the spirit of a "calam-
ity howler," but as the result of careful obser-

vation and long association with the business.

From almost every section of the country

comes the cry of hard times, and to one stand-

ing on the . inside of the present financial

chaos, who has seen the results of years of

hard work and accumulated profit flitter away
like the dew before the morning sun, it furn-

ishes an experience that will not be forgotten.

But when these panicky times have cleared

away, it will be found that the cycling trade,

like a phoenix, has risen from the ashes of de-

pression and financial ruin, stronger and all

the better for the purging and purifying it has
from necessity undergone. The trade of the

future will be largely benefitted by the present

season's experience ; it w as a crisis that was
bound to come, and the wonder is that none
could read the handwriting on the wall.

This prognostication of the trade situation is

taken from the broadest standpoint, namely:
the greatest good to the greatest number. As
a result of the many failures throughout the

country in the bicycle trnde, thousands of

wheels have been forced on the market and
sold at auction at prices ranging from $15 to

$75. The purchasers of these wheels, in the

majority of cases, have been persons who oth-

erwise would never have become riders, and the

demand among this class of wlieelmen for

such machines knows no limit. It is also a

fair proposition to assert that no other possible

condition of affairs could bring about such a

large increase in the number of wheel-owners

and riders in all sections of the United States.

During the next year or t«o these converts,

having developed into enthusiastic wheelmen,

many of them members of cycling clubs, will

tire, as many others have, of their firat

mounts and become purchasers of the latest

and best makes of machines. In this way can

it be foretold that the trade of the future will

be immensely benefitted by the bread cast

upon the waters. No one will say there has

not been an over-production, so far as the

trade is concerned, but as far as the riders or

people who could ride are concerned an over-

production is impossible.

It was estimated a few days ago by several

prominent members of the trade that? three

leading manufacturers still bad in stock not

less than 1,300 bicycles. Why not turn them
loose on the market now and have plain sail-

ing for 1894? The reasons for not doing so,

it is stated, is that they do not want to cut the

prices. Well, then, it is a matter of senti-

ment and not sound business principles. The
present crisis has brought manufacturers face

to face with many features of the business

which call for radical reform, and it is safe to

assert that, dating from 1894, the bicycle bus-

iness in this country will be conducted on a

vastly different basis than heretofore.

Milwaukee.

MORE POINTERS ON PRICES.

Makers Continue to Favor this Year's Prices

for 1894.

A few more opinions on the subject of prices

have been received. The Demorest Manufac-
turing Company says: "We have decided

opinions as to what high grade wheels should

be sold for next year. We think old prices

should prevail for '94. Purchaser? are really

afraid of a low-priced machine, no matter how
well it is made. They are looking for faults in

them, and they generally find them."

McKee & Harrington say they have "no rea-

son to believe that highest grade wheels should

list at any other price than $150." The Craw-
ford Manufacturing Company is in favor of

that figure also. W. H. Wilhelm & Co. write:

"We can't say anything about prices for high

grade wheels, for, while our wheels for '94 will

be practically as high grade as any wheel made
as regards weight, material and finish, we do

not profess to make a high grade wheel. We
make a medium grade at a medium price, and
think they will list at from $90 to -$100."

Mr. Gormully, when seen a few days ago,

was dumb as an oyster concerning prices for

'94 and when questioned as to the date of an

announcement on the subject, replied, "Not
before the first of February, or thereabout,"

which means, probably, that th" public will

wait until the show opens before it learns posi-

tively what Ramblers will cost.

So far all the figures mentioned in connec-

tion with the three principal makers are guess

work. It has been intimated pretty plainly to

us, however, that it has not yet been definitely

settled whether it will be $125, $130 or $135,

but that it will be one of the three.

POOR, OLD, SLOW PHILADELPHIA.

Well in the Race Despite Infirmities—New
York's Wail.

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.—The Philadelphia

cycle show people have "blanketed" their

rivals in New York in a manner that would
have been highly creditable to the captain of

the Vigilant. The plaintive, wail in the cur-

rent number of the Wheel is causing much
amusement among the Quakers. After a two-

column boo-hoo about how "nice" it would be

to hold the show in New York and incidentally

how "nasty" the Philadelphia shows have al-

ways been, intermingled with which are such

phrases as "manly" and "glory" as applied to

the metropolis, and "whining," "lies" and "in-

sinuations," as applied to poor, old, slow

Philly, it winds up with the following school-

boy whimper: "Philadelphia has played un-

fair, as have most of the papers that have sup-

ported Philadelphia. They have not discussed

the broader phases of the question. They were
apparently blinded through the fear that some
New York prsssman might make ten cents out

of the show."

In what way has Philadelphia played unfair?

Because she has used every honest effort to in-

duce the trade to come where it will be recom-

pensed for its outlay? Because she proved her

assertions by an array of fr.cts and figures

which the Madison Square people couldn't

furnish or gainsay? Because she made a per-

sonal canvass of the most influential firms in

the cycle business, instead of putting her trust

in printed circulars and typewritten letters?

Because she had something tangible to show to

shrewd business men instead of promises?

Because she has convinced the trade that no

man or men connected with the management
of the show will be personally benefitted by its

success—which the Gothamites don't seem able

to do? Nay, nay; it can't honestly say that

Philadelphia has "played unfair." It is be-

cause it is unwillingly convinced that poor,

old, slow Philadelphia has the "weather gauge"

of New York, and is greatly vexed thereat,

that it allows itself to utter such a childish

plaint. Business is business.

The cycling and secular press of Philadelphia

cannot be accused of having " played unfair"

just because they happen to see matters in the

same light as do the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, Gormully & Jeffery, the Union Cycle

Manufacturing Company, the Hartford Cycle

Company, Elliott Hickory Cycle Company and
hosts of other prominent firms in the cycle

business, who alone are the gainers or losers.

Let the trade choose for themselves, and if

they prefer the slow and one-horse methods of

Philadelphia to the way the New Yorkers con-

duct things, it is their funeral, and no one
should cry because they won't play the other

way.

Thomas Hare and P. S. Collins, of the Phila-

delphia cycle show committee, have just re-

turned from a flying trip to New England,

whither they journied in the interest of the

show. G. M. S.

Superintendent George Wood.

George Wood, who is represented in the ac-

companying picture, is the general superintend-

ent of the factory of the Union Cycle Manu-
facturing Company, Highlandville, Mass. He

began life as a boy, and it is generally conceded
by those with whom he is intimately ac-

quainted, that if he had not commenced life in

this way he would never have attained the im-

portant position which he now occupies.

Borne upon the crest of that "tide in the af-

fairs of men which taken at the flood leads on
to fortune," he passed unscathed through the

teething and measles era and in due course be-

came a theological student at West Point. The
uneventful and quiet life of the West Pointer

was too much for his roving disposition; he
longed for a sphere of greater activity and
soon after attaining his majority he entered

the navy, and in a few short years blossoned

out as a full-fledged major-general. It has

been erroneously reported that he was mainly
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Greatest Success of 1 893

MACINTOSH •
DETACHABLE

* TYRE.

A Few Records Out of Many:
World's Record out and home Road Race, 50 miles, by C. W. Schafer, 2 hrs. 34 m. 42 sec.

50 miles Northern Path Record, C. W. Schafer, 2 hrs. 19 min. 36 sec.

Fastest time in (Anfield) hundred miles, R. H. Carlisle, 5 hrs. 58 min.

Belgium Road Record, 100 kilometres.

•50 miles, Midland Road Record, by Newey.

Birmingham to Bristol and back, by Church.

Yorkshire Road Club, 100 miles.

Hour track, 23 miles 471 yards.

EASILY DETACHED.
EASILY REPAIRED.

VERY FAST.

Chas. Macintosh & Co., Ltd.,

Manchester and Coventry, - ENGLAND.
MENTION THE FfcEFEREE.
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instrumental in the taking of New Orleans, but

with his native modesty he has always declined

to accept the honors due to others which a few

well-meaning but misguided friends wished to

heap upon him.

Major-General Superintendent Wood is a

splendid specimen of mental and physical

activity, and, notwithstanding the work and

worry always attendant upon a position of

great responsibility, which has reduced his

weight to a paltry 210 pounds, he is an active

cyclist and thinks nothing of a thirty-mile run.

He is also a strong hill climber and is never

seen to walk a hill.

He is thoroughly conversant with the latest

features in cycle construction and understands

the management of a factory and factory help

in its entirety, so that faultless workmanship
may be insured upon the most economical

basis. It is safe to prophesy that he will prove

an able officer in the forces of the "Union."'

MODELS ARE NOW READY.

Ariel Company Ready for '94 — Catalogues

Soon.

"We are all ready to do business for nest

season," says Mr. Wilcox, of the Ariel com-
pany. "Our models for '94 are finished and in

six weeks we will send you a catalogue. We
shall build three machines, a roadster weigh-

ing thirty-two pounds all on, fitted with gear

case and a patent brake of our own invention;

a 22-pound racing wheel, which will be capable

of fast road work also, and a straight-line

ladies' machine weighing thirty pounds, fitted

with gear case. We also have startling novel-

ties which we think are sure to please. Ariel

bicycles will be made to the standard of excel-

lence which they have always occupied, will

be fully guaranteed and will list at $150.

"We have noted the extreme reticence of

some of the large manufacturers to state their

1894 prices. We consider this an unfortunate

thing and should have stated our own prices

before had our models been ready. The great

amount of twaddle which has been said

and printed regarding 1894 prices has inter-

ested us more from the absurdities contained

therein than anything else. We do not think

that there is any secret in the matter or that

there is any earthly reason why the public

should not know the policy of the manufac-

turer, who depends upon them for support.

" We know not what others can do, but we
do know that we cannot make and sell a first-

class bicycle for less than $150, and make a

profit for ourselves. Our office has been

flooded with inquiries from our agents and oth-

ers asking what we propose to do in this mat-

ter, therefore we consider it expedient to de-

clare our position.

"We shall exhibit not only our bicycles, but

also a full line of all parts and method of man-
ufacturing at the coming show."

Hickory Improves Again.

South Framingham, Mass. , is having a per-

iod of jubilation over the location in that

pretty Boston suburb of the Hickory wheel

works, whose prosperity has been on the rise

since the organization of the new company last

winter. It is now piloted by the hand of Ar-

thur W. Pope, president, and Charles E.

Walker, treasurer. The company will make
every part of the Hickory wheel in the new
factory with the exception of the tire. The
new factory is that vacated by the Para Rub-

ber Shoe Company, which went out of busi-

ness some time ago. The Hickory company
will spend $30,000 in improvements and the

works are nearly complete now. A staff of 200

men will be employed, and the company starts

on its second year of business with good pros-

pects and a plant as perfect as possible in its

detail. The power is supplied by a 1,000-horse-

power engine, and the electric-lighting, nickel-

ing and enameling plants, and, in fact, all

departments are of first-class quality.

As a popular move, the Hickory company
employed all local contractors to fix up the

plant where they could be employed.

Appointed Permanent Receiver.

New York, Oct. 18.—[Special.]—On the

unanimous endorsement of the creditors of the

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Company,
President Friedenstein has been appointed

permanent receiver.

The Capitol Company's Production.

This is the Capitol company's latest produc-

tion. It is its road racer and called the

Stalwart. Its base is 33 inches, head 10 1-2

inches, rake 7 1-2 inches. From the crank

who"[has a side line of saddles of the Solid

Comfort order, is once more in New York
with that sweet smile, and the blush of health

again mantles his cheerful-looking face. There

are not many W. M. Perretts, but the one who
is showing a trunkful of the latest kind of sad-

dles, manufactured in Philadelphia by the

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Company, we
could hardly spare. Perrett replies to the soft

impeachment that he is a " walking ad" in the

affirmative. He says that is his business, and
if he earns a " tenner" by hurrying men out of

the dressing room to their marks, orannnounc-
ing in silvery tones that Bumbleton won in

four minutes, he simply and fully earns his

salary. Perrett is popular, and deservedly so.

He has been a great help to tournament pro-

moters this season, and, judging from the

amount of free advertising his firm receives,

he is not only useful and ornamental, but a
money maker. He is showing a splendid line

of improved Solid Comfort saddles this season

and will soon be seen west.

A Very Favorable Settlement.

George C. Cribb, who recently failed in the

r^S/j/f/t^Tl^FfjhrO '-/;/_

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING COMPANY'S ROAD RACER, STALWART.

bracket to the end of seat tube is 23 inches

The Stalwart weighs 28 pounds and is fully

guaranteed as a road machine. Brake and
mudguards increase the weight to 30 or 31

pounds

Important Saddle Combination.

Messrs. Bergfeld, of the Newark Nickle Plat-

ing Company, and the pioneer saddle maker,

William Fish, have decided to consolidate and
will be known as the Bergfeld-Fish Consoli-

dated Saddle Company. The fact that Mr.

Fish could have supplied many more of his

saddles last season if his facilities had been

such as to enable him to do so, had much to do

with the consolidation of the firm. The facili-

ties that the Newark Nickel Plating Company
posseses are many. In the first place it has

splendid plants for nickel plnting and prepar-

ing the steel work of the saddle. The firm is

an energetic one, and the Bergfelds hold a

front position in Newark business circles and
have done so for years. Messrs. Bergfield will

continue to make their two well-known s?d-

dles, together with the Fish saddle, which is

much improved.

Smiling William on Deck Again.

W. M. Perrett, clerk of the course, an-

nouncer and general manager of race meets,

bicycle business in Milwaukee, after a con-

sultation with the principal creditors, who rep-

resent about $250,000 worth of claims, has
effected a settlement on a basis of seventy

cents on the dollar. Mr. Cribb was perhaps

the largest jobber of bicycles in the northwest,

and his early resumption of business is a mat-
ter of pleasure to his large circle of friends.

His principal business was in carriages and his

standing among makers was of the best. He
is quite a young man and one who is not easily

beaten.

Quintons Doing Well.

The Quinton Cycle Company, Coventry, has

every reason to be satisfied with its business

for the past season, as notwithstanding the in-

creased competition, it has more than held its

own in the usual markets. In addition to this,

it is extending its foreign connections to a con-

siderable extent, and opening business relations

in parts of the globe hitherto considered inac-

cessible to the cycle trade. With good ! reason

the company is looking forward to next season

with every confidence, and is now busy on its

1894 models, which will be even better than

those that have gone before. Amongst them
will be a tandem safety on entirely new lines,

for lady and gentleman or two gentlemen. It

is built on such a principle that tbe greatest
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BE PATIENT!
We have just completed arrangements with a leading

rubber house who will in a week or two satisfy the hund-

reds of interested makers and dealers as to the unparal-

leled reliability of the

Preston Davies' Tire.
As For Speed.—The Bath and Back Record by C.

G. Wridgway, is our latest conquest. The previous

record over that classic course was beaten on this occasion

by about 54 minutes. The famous web casing of the P.

D. Tire gives great stability without detracting from speed.

IT IS COMING,
And because of its great strength, and its "life" and its

easily detachable qualities, it will become the most

popular

Tire for American Riders.

Preston Davies Tyre & Yalve Co.,

Waudsworth Bridge Road, LONDON, S. W., England.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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strength is obtained, and yet the weight comes

out very little over that of a single machine.

—

Cycling. Mr. Gorton, who is now in this

country, informs us that the firm's American
business has been profitable, and he speaks

well of its late agents, the Bretz & Curtis Man-
ufacturing Company.

Americans Would Like It.

The sweater, one of the most useful cycling

garments, lias hitherto suffered from one

drawback—the lack of tidiness at the neck has

prevented its being worn indoors, or on any
occasion when ap-

pearances has been

a matter of consid-

eration. Mr. Gam-

supply the cyclist's

wants, has remedied this. He has just intro-

duced a sweater which opens in front and has

attached to it a turned-down woolen collar

which allows the wearer, by the use of a tie or

scarf, to assume a normal and neat appear-

ance. With men who study their own feel-

ings, and those of their friends in whose com-
pany they may be, this improved sweater

should have considerable vogue.

—

Bicycling

News.

Recent American Patents.

.Following is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-
baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

505,825, bicycle ped<il; Peter Gendron, Toledo, O., as-

signor to the Gendron Iron Wheel Company, same place;

filed March SI, 1893

505,919, pneumatic tire ; Adam A. Long, Rochester, N.

Y., assignor of one-half to Henry S. Durand, same place;

filed Feb. 11, 1893.

505,929, vehicle tire; Albert E. Spangler, Syracuse, N.
Y.; filed July 38, 1893.

505,93S, saddle for bicycles; Arthur Cleveland, Newark,
N. J., assignor of one-half to Charles L. Nesler, same
place; filed Sept. 16, 1892.

505.946, mechanical motor; William O. Langdon, Erie,

assignor of one-half to P. E. Shipler, Mercer, Pa.; filed

March S3, 1893.

505,949, woven fabric for wheel tires; James Lyall, New
York; filed July 12, 1893.

506,135, bicycle; Samuel A. Donnelly, Chicago; filed

Sept. 30, 1892.

506,135, cycle lamp; Henry Salsbury, London, Eng.;

filed May 6, 189.'; patented in England Sept. 10, 1890; No.

14,277.

506,179, bicycle tire; Joseph P. Lavigne, New Haven,
Conn., assignor of one-half to Wilbur F. Day, Sr., same
place; filed Jan. 31, 1893.

505,195, bicycle; Howard H. Hopkins, Goshen, Ind.;

filed Dec. 9, 189 1.

The finest and Busiest.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co. lose no time in main-
taining the merits of their '94 wheel. " We
will have the finest wheel at the price on the

market," they say.

" We shall exhibit samples at the cycle show
and have already booked good, substantial

orders for early delivery. We are still, and
have been, busy. We worked our full force

up to Aug. 1, day and night. We are still

working a three-quarter force fifty- six hours a

week. We will shortly have our new ma-
chinery in position; our gigs, etc , are nearly

completed for starting our new '94 wheels, and
by Nov. 1 we will again be on overtime. We
have had a very succeessful season and the

outlook is very encouraging."

the Bidwell paper. It is now thought likely

that Bidwell will try to save the tire depart-

ment of the concern and concentrate his ener-

gies in the future on that business. He is doing

all he can to straighten things out, but the

wreck of the large business he built up seems

about complete. Bidwell feels badly over the

affair, and states that if it had not been for the

unusual depression he could have pulled

through all right. It is to be hoped that things

will be arranged so that Mr. Bidwell can keep

the tire business in the swim.

M. & W.'s New Valve.

Morgan & Wright have a much improved

valve for the coming season. It is on the

same lines as last year, except that the rubber

check plug has been replaced by one of brass,

with a thin rubber washer. Another rubber

washer is placed between the outside cap and

valve, making it an impossibility for the air to

escape. This valve is very simple, and its

simplicity is its chief recommendation. The
old trouble caused by the rubber check plug

bulging from the setting down of the cap is

entirely done away.

To Continue the Tire Business.

These are days of trouble for George R. Bid-

well and the company which bears his name.

The head of the firm has surrendered his per-

sonal estate, as have others of the endorsers of

Flavell Will Sell Raleighs.

A. E. Flavell, formerly the representative of

Loyd, Read & Co. , Coventry and other interests,

through the continued depression of trade has

decided to accept one of three good offers he

has received for his services. The Raleigh

Cycle Company is the form that has secured

them. Mr. Flavell is well known, and during

his stay in New York, which he has made his

headquarters, he has made many friends and
acquaintances which will be useful to him
later on. Mr. Flavell is a young man, careful

in his undertakings, and will prove a valuable

acquisition to the staff. Mr. Flavell will take

the road and show the wheel that Zimmerman
won 100 first prizes on this season.

Chicago Trade Notes.

If experiments now in progress turn out well

Morgan & Wright will show a puncture-proof

pneumatic next season.

Arthur A. Taylor will remain in the cycle

trade after his business is closed up, but will

probably leave Chicago.

Robert B. Abbott, formerly with the Hill

Cycle Manufacturing Company, isin Asheville,

N. C , on a hunting trip.

Frank Fairburn, of Erie, is in Chicago show-

ing to the trade a new tire of the Clincher

pattern, simple and cheap.

The retail store of the Monarch Cycle Com-
pany will be open this winter with a stock of

Chicago sewing machines on sale.

If the store of the Coventry Machinists'

Company, at 296 Wabash avenue, can be

rented, Mr. Marrett says it will be closed.

Puncture-proof bands, samples of which are

on exhibition at the Quadrant company's

store, are quite in demand. A large stock is

expected shortly.

Munger's Arrow is to be the name of the

wheel manufactured by the Munger Cycle

Company. Munger is purchasing a complete

manufacturing plant, and another month will

see the concern in running order.

John F. Ives, who is now with the Cleve-

land Rubber Works, has been exhibiting an

easily managed tire to the trade this week.

Each side of the casing has loops of cord

formed by lacings. The inner side of the flap

cements on the rim, and the outer edge being

being brought over is fastened by a lacing run

in alternate loops. It is called the Loop tire.

W. R. Walpole leaves Ames & Frost Nov. 1

to take the management of the C. H. Sieg

Manufacturing Company, in which lie has an

interest. With the added abilities uf Mr. Wal-
pole the concern's business will be greatly in-

creased.

Trade Notes.

Samud T. Clark, the Baltimore cycle dealer,

and his wife are visiting the fair.

The Luburg Manufacturing Company an-

nounces that it is making arrangements to

market a new tire.

The trade will please note that the address

of Thomas Sanders is now 122 Trinity Road,

Birchfield, Birmingham.

C. R. Curtis, winner of the Lincoln road

race and the time medal as well, rode a Ram-
bler fitted with Rambler tires.

Stephen Golder, of the Rudge Cycle Com-
pany, accompanied by Amos Shirley, the New
York dealer, sailed last Wednesday for Eng-

land.

William Priest, of the Quadrant company;
Joseph Pennell, the artist, and N. E. Kauf-
mann sailed on the New York for England last

Wednesday.

Thomas Sanders' present address in England
is 122 Trinity Road, Birchfield, Birmingham.
He wishes his numerous trade friends to make
a note of this.

Joseph Goodman, editor of the Cyclist, is in

Chicago. Mr. Goodman is on his wedding
tour. He was married at Hartford Nov. 7 to

Miss Rosie Stern.

The Eagle Bicycle Company, of Torrington,

Conn., this week opened a western office on
the ninth floor of the Isabella building. F. E.

Weaver will be the representative.

Stearns & Co. have selected their judges for

the competition with the St. Louis Refrigera-

ator and Wooden Gutter Company. The latter

made its selection some time since

Marcus and Mallinson, of the Standard Cap
Company, of New York, are preparing a fine

exhibit for the cycle show, and will go any-

where to exhibit, but prefer New York.

It has been announced that, after all, the

Dunlop tire people will exhibit at the Stanley

show instead of the National. This, if true, is

of great importance to the Stanleyites.

The American Dunlop Tire Company will

remove once more, this time to a large and
commodious building on West Fourteenth

street, New York. Its present factory is too

small.

The Remington Arms Company is deter-

mined to follow the lead of the Pope Manu-
facturing Company in the matter of prices for

for 1894. As goes the Columbia so goes the

Remington.

Mr. Ward, of the firm of Butler & Ward,
Newark, N. J., spoke hopefully of his firm's

prospects in the saddle leather and saddle line

for next year. He says they will have three

splendid saddles.

Samuel Gorton, manufacturer of the Quinton

Scorcher, arrived in New York last Friday and
called at the Referee office in company with

Messrs. Bretz and Perkins of Liberty fame.

Mr. Gorton is not here exclusively for his

health. He wants to make arrangements with

jobbers to handle his wheel, and, being well

introduced, he should have little trouble in

making some deals. Mr. Gorton will soon
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FACTORIES : Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0ME™S

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
"Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

Ho! For Sunny South!

THE CYCLISTS' FAVORITE ROUTE

THE 8AYANNAH STEAMSHIP LINE,

(OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, OF SAVANNAH.)

Four First Class Steamers weekly from New York,

Pier 35, North River, to Savannah, Florida, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Texas and Cuba, reached

by the

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO
MENTION THE 4SFFT IE

In buying a Cyele see that you get one with the

Brown Sproeket Wheel.

With it you can make better time, requires less

power and lasts three times longer than any other

device. You can feel no motion from the chain, re-

quires no oiling, and the chain does not ride up on
the points and break. It improves a wheel so much
that it is perceptable to any rider. They can be

furnished to fit any of the leading cycles.

Correspondence solicited with dealers and manufacturers.

The Brown Sprocket Wheel Co.,

Rialto Building,

ST. LOUIS, - - - MO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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travel east and then west. He anticipates a
good trade next year in England, but deplores

the two rival shows that England is inflicted

with.

The Columbian Novelty Company, which
sold a saddle last year, bas about decided to go
out of the business, owing, it is said, to the in-

ability of manufacturers to supply them with
material. C. L. Nesler will continue to supply
the saddle.

S. Gorton, of the Quinton Cycle Company,
Coventry, will take in Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Washington and Pittsburg on his way to Chi-

cago. He will return to New York by way of

Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal and Boston.

Thompson & Howe, of Waltham, with
Charles Metz as superintendent, are pushing
forward their plans for next season, and taking
into consideration the reputation of Metz as a
mechanic, the Waltham firm should turn out a
selling wheel. The firm's product will be seen
at the show.

Striely & Foote, of Newark, who have be-

come favorably known among the trade with
their drop forgings, are in negotiation with
several manufacturers to supply their high-
grade forgings. Mr. Foote has charge of the
extensive business, while K. L. Ryman repre-

sents them on the road.

Edward Mushing of Coventry is in this

country, and was present and active as one of

timers at Springfield last week when Tyler
made the quarter-mile record. Mr. Mushing
will be here for a month or more and will com-
plete arrangements for the sale of the King of

Scorchers in this country for '94.

The addresses of Samuel Gorton, of the

Quinton Cycle Company, will be as follows for

the next three weeks: Iroquois hotel, Buffalo,

81, 22, 23; Walker House, Toronto, 24;

Boston Tavern, 25, 26, 27; Chicopee Falls, 28,

29, 30; care of Referee's New York office

afterwards until sailing for home.

George S. Webb, of Aurora, has constructed

and ridden considerably, a machine which
weighs only fifteen pounds. The spokes are of

piano wire; the front hub weighs less than an
ounce, while the cranks and every other avail-

able part are hollow. The weight of the front

wheel, minus the tire, is one pound.

The Eastern Rubber Company, of Trenton,

is preparing for a heavy next-season's business,

and the samples it is showing the trade seiem

to command favorable notice. Manager J.

A. Barnes says the firm's pneumatic tires will

be up to a high standard of excellence, and
that his travelers will soon call on all the trade.

A. W. Porter, who won second time prize in

the Boston twenty-five mile road race, rode a

19-pound Rambler racer, geared to sixty-eight,

which he pushed through mud, water and
rough places to the astonishment of other rid-

ers. It was a terrible test for so light a wheel
and will prove a splendid advertisement for G.

& J. in Boston.

Mr. Gorton, of the Quinton Cycle Company,
will arrive in Chicago Friday evening, bring-

ing with him samples of the latest pattern

frame, a new dust-proof bracket and detach-

able sprocket wheel. These improvements
will be fitted to all '94 Quinions. He has, as

well, "something startling," as he says, in the

line of chains to offer makers. The Quinton

—

in which, by the way, the famous Joseph

Chamberlain, M. P., is interested— shipped

over 2,000 ladies' wheels last season. The
works were constructed purposely for cycle

building, and are among the best in Coventry

for the purpose. Doctors, ciergymen and

councillors of Coventry have been extensive

patrons of the Quinton company, and the

fature queen, the Duchess of York, rides one

of its wheels.

Richard Garland, of the American Dunlop

Tire Company, is in Toronto, and when he re-

turns to New York he will take with him one

of the Queen's daughters to keep house for him.

"Dick" Garland, like all Irishmen, ad-

mires America, but Richard wants to help the

annexation of Canada to the United States, so

he is doing his mite by annexing one of the

Canadians.

The Warman-Schub Cycle Company is

doing good service in Chicago cleaning out old

stock. On Wednesday Mr. Schub purchased

another job lot of machines, and was dili-

gently looking for more. When the Chicago

retail business closes he will, with H. E.

Laurie, go to the Pacific coast for the winter

only, returning to Chicago next spring. Stores

will be opened all along the coast.

The Union Cycle Manufacturing Company
started up Oct. 9 with a full force of hands,

and the parts for the '94 models will be rapidly

pushed forward. A beautiful machine is

promised, lighter and more in conformity with

the prevailing ideas. The marvellous record

for strength which the Union P. D. Q. has at-

tained will not be lost sight of in the new-

comer. The Union company places strength

first on the list of qualities which a wheel

should possess, and Union riders of '93 can rtly

on the '94 machine coming up to their most

sanguine expectations.

L. B. Whymper is at Hagerstown—which

should be called Crawfordsvillc—laying wires

for next season. Mr. Whymper will open and

take charge of a floor near Broadway in the

down-town district, New York, about Jan. 1,

where he will have on hand a full line of the

Crawford Manufacturing Company's wheels.

He secured a good order in New York last

week and thinks the season opens well for him.

The company will make a 22x22 drop frame;

24x24, 26x26, 28x28 tangent-spoke, diamond

frame; a 28x28 wooden-rim, Palmer tire, as a

high-grade 28-pounder; 26x26 and 28x28 drop-

frame (straight lines), tangent-spoke, etc.

Illinois Division Election.

There promises to be no little interest taken

in the Illinois division election, which occurs

between November 1 and 15. Nominations

closed last Sunday with the following result:

Chief consul— A. A. Billingsley, Springfield; Charles E.

Randall, Chicago.

Vice consul—Charles H. Castle, Chicago; Arthur D.

Black, Jacksonville.

Secretary-treasurer—Burton F. White, Chicago.

Representatives—First district, four to be elected—J.

A. Erickson, 72 Wabash avenue, Chicago; John Siman, 13

South Canal street, Chicago; A. W. Roth, 83 Randolph

street, Chicago; F. B. Hart, 368 Dearborn street, Chicago;

George L. Emerson. 116 Washington stieet, Chicago; J.

M. Stimpson, 121 Clark street, Chicago; Grant Newell,

Ravenswood ; E. D. Coxe, Rogers Park; R. M. Angle,

Evanston.

Second district, one to be elected—George S. Webb,
Aurora.

Third district, one to be elected—William A. Connelly,

Danville.

Fourth district, one to be elected—No nomination.

Fifth district, one to be elected—Charles F. Vail, Peoria.

Sixth district, one to be elected—John P. Fogarty,

Springfield.

Seventh district, one to be elected—T. R. Bunting,
Quincy.
Eighth district, one to be elected—No nomination.
Ninth district, one to be elected—Rollin M. Starr,

Jacksonville.

Voting blanks will be mailed to members in

a few days.

THE MASSACHUSETTS CONTEST.

Mr. J. S. Dignitary Dean and His Claims—

A

Word for Perkins.

Boston, Oct. IT.—The greatest claim the

friends of J. S. Dean are making for his elec-

tion as chief consul, is that he will lend dignity

to the division and assist in placing it to the

fore in national politics. Perhaps he will, but

there is no good and sufficient reason why Mr.

Perkins should be deposed because Massachu-

setts is not in favor. He is by no means the

only person to blame for Massachusetts' posi-

tion in the national assembly. Massachusetts

may not be a favorite with the national offi-

cers, and there is every reason why she should

not be. Was it not she who requested that the

accounts of the committee be properly audited,

and did she not stand up for the colored man ?

The?e are twc of the greatest reasons why Mas-

sachusetts is not a favorite. But another

question which arrises here is, If Massachusetts

is a favorite in the national body does it assist

the great work it her own division? Not a par-

ticle. Massachusetts may not appear in the

best possible light in national affairs, but there

is no division that can dictate to her and there

is no division but that can learn some valuable

points by examining the local work of her offi-

cers, and the executive committee can point

with pride to its record. None surpasses that

self-same record, and Messrs. Perkins and
Howard are the two men above all others who
have contributed to the great result. They
have both worked like Trojans, and that their

work is appreciated is shown by the clubs that

have nominated and endorsed their nomina-
tions. When the official ballot is issued, some-
time this week, it will be found to contain the

names of more aspirants for office than have
evei appeared in the political arena of the di-

vision. Meanwhile the world revolves just the

same.
1 1

Milwaukee's Road Race.

Milwaukee, Oct. 10. — The thirteen-mile

road race of the North Side C. C. , held yester-

day over the Thiensville course and ending on

the Athletic Park track, fell to Theodore

Kirchner, who had a handicap of 8:30. E. W.
Roth, of the Milwaukee Wheelmen, had one

minute and finished seventh, in 36:37, thereby

winning the time prize. C. H. Peck, of the

Chicago C. C, was fourth in place and second

in time (37:11) from the 2:30 mark, while Ul-

bricht, who started scratch, and was looked

upon as a sure winner of the time medal, was
fourth in time (37:18) and twenty-sixth in

place. Third lime was captured by J. F. Reitz-

ner in 37:15 from the one-minute mark. The
first five men in time follow

:

H'd'p. Time.

E. W. Roth 1:00 36:3r

C. H. Peck '.
• 2:30 37:11

J. F. Reitzner...." 1:00 37:15

E. Ulbricht; Ser. 37:18

F. W. Osmun 3:00 37:33

The finishing order and handicaps of the first

twenty follow: Theodore Kirchner, 8:30; A.

Stolz, 9:30; F. W. Osmun, 3:00; C. H.

Peck, 2:30; P. L. Olson, 7:00; A. Weilep,

7:00; Roth, 1:C0; William Mueller, 7:30; F.

E. W. Leimbach, 6:30; A. E. Schunk, 11:00; Joe

Becker, 11:00; Charles Schuetz, 9:00; Wells

Prichard, 5:30; W. B. Duke, 4:30; Louis Pier-

ron, 7:00; J. Reitzner, 1:00; H. Fountain, 9:00:

Matthew Stark, 4:30; Charles Neik, 9:00; H.

McLaughlin, 3:30.

»—*»—

•

Tournaments under club auspices are talked

of for Madison Square Garden this winter.
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PATENTS
Procured In the United
States and Foreign Count-
ries. Trade-marks, designs,
label, and copyrights. Send

description with model, photograph or sketch, and
I will let you know whether you can obtain a pat-
ent All information free.

W. E. AUQHINBAUGH,
McGill Bldg.908, 24 "G" Street Washington, D. C

Cyclists, Oarsnien,
Ballplayers and
Athletes gen-
erally use

Anti-Stiff,

To Strengthen the

Muscles.

It has a particularly
Warming, Comforting
and Stimulating effect
on all Weak or Stiff
Muscles; quick in ac-
tion, clean and pleasant
in use.

For sale by Drug-
gists and Dealers
in Sporting Goods.

E. Fougera & Co.,

Sole Agents.

26-30 N.William st.

New York.
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WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-
pected success that will reward your efibrts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent
that can be found on the face of this earth.

$45.00 profit on $75.00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our
employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of . The business is so

easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain,

that all succeed from the start. Those who take
hold of the business reap the advantage that

arise? from the sound reputation of one of the
oldest, most successful, and largest publishing
houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succe^l grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty
of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once. If you are already em-
ployed, but nave a few spare moments, and wish
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive
full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO Sox No. 400, Augusta, Me.

STOP! LOOK!
CYCLE CHAIN PROTECTOR.

The only really Perfect Chain Guard in the market. It

is an endless cover fitting perfectly around the chain and
effectually keeping it tree from all dust, dirt and wet,
making chain run smooth, free and noiseless. No one
can afford to be without it. They are being used by al-

most every cyclist and cycle maker of importance in
Europe. Weight complete is only 1-2 oz. Sample mailed
free to any address for 50c.

Grant Woven Novelty Co., Patterson, N.J.
and W. H. Grant & Co. Manchinery Hall, WUds Fair.

THE GREATEST PLEASURE
Can be obtained from your bicycle only when the equipment is first class. An oil can is the

most important accessory, and the best oil can is the "PERFECT" POCKET OILER. This

oiler does not leak. It also regulates the supply of oil to a nicety. Experience will convince

you that the "Perfect" is without an equal. .

••PERFECT" POCKET OILER

V

FULL SIZE.

Price, 25 cents each. Handsomely 7iicheled.

Be sure you have a " PERFECT." No other "is just as good."

Cushtnan & Denison, '7 2 Ninth Ave, - new vork

SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

si

is

Made by Perfecta Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE& CO., sole agents for u.s. 14 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Humber Pattern Frame,
A frame on which

manufacturers and

agents may put

their name with-

out fear of being

disgraced.

Long Wheel Base

Guaranteed finest quality of

finish and material.

ESTABLISHED 1848. INCORPORATED 1886

THOS. SMITH & SONS, of Saltley, Ltd.,
RIRMINGJELAM, ENG.

,

Manufacturers of all kinds of Cycle component parts, at
reasonable prices, consistent with good workmanship.

Prices on application.

ALLEN'S DIGEST
OF

UNITED S TA TES PA TEN TS

—FOR—
Cyeles or Veloeipedes

with Attachments — 1879-1891, two Vols., 1,503

pages, and Cycle monthly of the CURRENT
issues of patents can be seen and examined at

the offices of

THE REFEREE,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

—AND

—

21 Park Row, NEW TORE.

Fletcher
is the only man who sells every cycling paper, periodical,

hand book, road book and books on training, published
in the U. S., Canada and Europe; who retails the very
best of Cycle Sundries; Perfection Trousers Guards,
enameled 15c; who offers the best cycle day storage
in the city at 43 E. Van Bnren St. Cycles stored,
cleaned, oiled; tires inflated, etc.

Three Dollars
PAY9 KOR

<A w«j<y Record and Rjwitw ofOwngj/ow.CycunG Itucc

Twelve Months.
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Springfield Bicycle Club, to Dumbleton, who
is Windle's trainer:

" The papers, which include the daily and
weekly press, print a story coming from you
as to the alleged confession of John S. Johnson
to the effect that his Independence record was
a fake. Are you willing to take affidavit that

Mr. Johnson made such a confession? For-

ward same to me and I will recompense you
for your trouble."

This was sent on Oct. 9, and up to the pres-

ent time Dumbleton is dumb. It is robust bet-

ting that he will remain so.

Dumbleton's story, on the face of it, is a
much greater fake than Johnson's Independ-

ence mile, which has not been proven so.

* # #

The Atlanta, Ga., Meet.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11.—The fall meeting of

the Capital City Cycling Club, held yesterday

and to-day, was a pronounced success. The
club held its annual road race yesterday. The
course was over the Lithia Springs road, the

distance being about eleven miles. There

were nineteen starters, including nearly all of

the fastest men in the state. H. J. Piggott

won the first prize. The time prize was won
by Hugh Caperton in 35:39. Caperton was
closely followed by Ned Chalfant, in 35:41.

The first nine men to finish were all Atlan-

tians. The summary:
H'd'p. Time.

Piggott 4:30 39:14

McCool 5:00 39:53

I'ritchett 5.00 40:24

Post 5:00 40:23

Cnperton Scr. 35:59

Chalfant Scr. 35:41

The track races were held to-day at Pied-

mont Park. The weather was delightful and
the attendance large, though the transporta-

tion facilities were insufficient. Eleven races

were run. Some were close and exciting,

but the majority were mere loals until the

last quarter, much to the disgust of the spec-

tators. The summary:

One-mile, novice—Piggott, 1; Marshall, 2; McCool, 3;

time, 2:55.

Quarter-mile, open—Kirby, 1; Thompson, 2; Caperton,
3- time, :37.

One-mile, C. C. C—Caperton, 1; Byrd, 2; time, 2:50.

One-mile, 2:50 class—Kirby, 1; Marshall, 2; Guyol, 3;

time, 3:17.

One-mile, handicap—Piggott, 1; Marshall, 2; Johnson,

3; time, 2:35.

Half-mile, open—Williamson, 1; Chalfant, 2; Thompson,
3; time, 1:29.

One-mile, open—Caperton, 1 ; Fuller, 2; time, 3:30.

Five-mile, handicap—Piggott, 1; Caperton, 2; Guyol, 3;

time, 15:06.
* * *

English Records Lowered.

A. W. Harris has been cutting the English

records considerably. Oct. 3 he beat Pope's

2:05 by a fifth, as reported by cable. He was
paced by two tandem crews, J. Aram and R.

L. Ede,- and R. W. Brown and T. Osborne.

The new figures follow, the three-quarter and
mile being records:

Harris. Pope.

Quarter :32 2-5 :32 4-5

Half 1:02 1-5 1:03 4-5

Three-quarters 1:33 1-5 1
.-S3 2-5

Mile 2:04 1-5 2:05

Harris' friends think he is capable of 2.02 on

a quiet, warm day.

* * *

Bliss in Poor Form.

Jacksonville, III., Oct. 14.—The Lockwood
C. C.'s races to-day were slimly attended be-

cause of a cold wind. The track was in a poor

condition, but the racing was good. The sum-

mary:

TO THE TRADE.
We are now prepared to quote prices on all machined parts for

High Grade Bicycles.

HUBS, CONES, CUPS, AXLES, SPROCKETS and

HEAD FITTINGS.

Send samples with quantity wanted for prices.

WE USE TOOL STEEL ONLY,
UNLESS OTHERWISE ORDERED.

ILLINOIS CYCLE WORKS,
665 Carroll Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

MENTION THE RECSREP.

One-mile, novice—Charles Scurlock, 1; C. W. Jones, 2;

F. E. MeDougall, 3; time, 3:25 2-5.

Half-mile, handicap—M. F. Dirnberger, scratch, 1; E.

V. Miner, 50 yds.. 2; E. Anderson, 40 yds., 3; time, 1:10 1-5.

One-mile, 3:20 class—W. J. Coultas, 1; C. W. Jones, 2;

C. Scurlock, 3; time, 3:14.

Quarter-mile, open—Dirnberger, 1; Anderson, 2; Miner,

3; time, :40.

Half-mile, handicap, boys'—Burrell Bard, scratch, 1

;

Alexander Smith, 50 yds., 2; George Rogerson, 20 yds., 3;

time, 1:30.

Two-mile, handicap—E V. Miner, 200 yds., 1; J. P.

Bliss, scratch, 2; E. Anderson. 175 yds , 3; time, 5:21 3-5.

One-mile, handicap, L. C. C.—L. D. Sparks, scratch, 1;

Charles Scurlock, 75 yds., 2; V. E. MeDougall, 100 yds.,

3; time, 2:54 2-5.

One-mile, open—E. V. Minor, 1; O. S. Brandt, 2; J. P.

Bliss, 3; time, 2:24 2-5.

Race Notes.

C. W. Dorntge has had his N. C. A. license

taken from him for riding in unsanctioned

races.

Starbuck, the cash prize rider who was hurt

recently, is a jeweler by trade and twenty-two

years old.

The members of the Spokane (Wash.) Wheel
Club are figuring on building a new quarter-

mile track.

L. S. ITpton, of Sacramento, recently rode a

standing half in 1:05, beating the coast record

by 2 4-5 sec.

Captain Stith, of the Carondelet (Mo.) C. C,
is arranging to have a three-lap track built at

Carondelet Park.

W. Martin and Frank Albert, of the N. C.

A., will shortly leave for the City of Mexico
for exhibition racing purposes.

The Acme Wheelmen's road race was held

at Haywards, Cal., Oct. 8, O. Putzker being

the winner. Faulkner won the time prize.

E. L. Blauvelt, who has passed all metropoli-

tan riders (except G. C. Smith) of late, in the

way of wins, competed for the Murray cup at

ten miles over the Irvington-Milburn course

Saturday, doing the distance in the record (for

the course) time of 30:16 2-5. This is the third

time Blauvelt lus won the cup and it is now
his own. Percy Johnson finished second. The

race was run under the auspices of the Busi-

ness Men's Cycle Club, of Newark.

At the last meeting of the board of directors

of the Chicago Cycling Club, A. L. Collins and
Cl'fton S. Merrill were expelled for non-pay-

ment of dues.

The Kansas City races announced for Thurs-

day last had to be indefinitely postponed on
account of rain. JohDson, Rhodes, Eck and
Knisely went to Minneapolis on record-break-

ing bent.

The Salem (O.) News has announced a race

from Salem to Alliance and return, a distance

of twenty-eight miles, to occur Saturday. Tl e

race is open to all amateurs. The News gives

five prizes to the riders finishing first.

W. J. Corcoran, superintendent of the Walt-
ham track, reports that the season just closed

at Waltham was successful in every way. Mr.
Corcoran says that a new surface will be put
on the track, and the homestretch and back-

stretch will be lowered in time for next year's

racing. The surroundings at Waltham are

magnificent and the grounds substantial and
pretty.

"D. E. Washington, of Covington, Eng.,"

according to the New York World's Springfield

dispatch, acted as one of the timers for Tyler's

quarter-mile. E. Mushing, of Coventry, Eng.,

of course, was, the man, but the Springfield

dispatcher gets things mixed wonderfully and
woefully. It will be in order to question

Springfield's times if the young man doesn't

mind his work.

The New York Athletic Club will hold its

fifteen-mile road race over the Morris Park
course, and the Manhattan Bicycle Club will

give club races over the Elizabeth-Rahway

course election day. The first named club will

on Tuesday night decide whether it will buy
the defunct M. A. C. club house. The sum of

|500,000 is the price asked, and the <ost

$835,000. The question as to the purchase is a
fierce one with the N. Y. A. C. members, and
the club is divided as to the advisability of as-

suming the M. A. C. load.
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PERRY'S
Chains, Frames and Fittings.

The very best that experience, money and an

exact knowledge of trade requirements can pro-

duce.

As a man is judged by the company he keeps,

so is the quality of a Bicycle judged by the

make of its component parts.

The name " Perry " on any part of your machine

is guarantee of good quality. Standard throughout

the world.

Perry &Co., Ltd., Birmingham,Eng.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS

Anglo-American Iron & Metal Co.,

213 PEARL ST., NEW YORK.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

Harry Cassiell, 11 to 19 Great Eastern St., London, Eng.,

Cycle Fitting Manufacturer.

BALL HEADS, FRAMES, BOTTOM BRACKETS, F. D. GEARS, Etc.

Light and Best Finished Goods Only. Write for Quotations.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., - NEWARK, N. J.
Acknowledged Largest Sundry House in the United States.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RIMS, CORK HANDLES, BUNDLE CARRIERS, HOSE SUPPORTERS,
LAMPS, NIPPLES, etc., etc.

Send stamp for 50-page Encyclopedia of Cyclist's Wants, now ready to mail. MENTION THE REFEREE.

The Hilliard Cyclometer
For 1893.

Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, Can be seen
from the saddle. Positively no rattle,

The only accurate Cyclometer. Send
for circular and be convinced.

ELECTROTYPES ON APPLICATION.
AGENrS WANTED.—PRICE,1$8.50

Hillard Cyclometer Co., - 1220 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1893 FIXTURES.

NOVEMBER.

7-8-9—Columbia Cyclists, Columbia, South Carolina.

33—Acme Athletic Club, Oakland, Cal.

NATIONAL CYCLING ASSOCIATION.

L Oct. 21—New York.
" 28—Brooklyn.
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SANGER'S AMATEURISM.

Mr. Raymond's Recent Investigation, Which
Did Not Pan Out.

Milwaukee, Oct. 23.—To determine the

amateur standing of Walter Sanger, of this

city, has been a thorn in the flesh of the great

potentates of the League of American Wheel-
men ever since the serious charges were made
against him, about the middle of the present

season. Perhaps the most pointed declaration

made was over the signature of Frank Putnam,
editor of the Journal, who stated that he was
willing under oath to say that P. H. Sercombe,

secretary of the Sercombe-Bolte Manufactur-

ing Company, told him he Lad given the boys

[Sanger and Culver] a check and told them to

go ahead and do the best they could, or words

to that effect It is asserted that subsequently

Sercombe denied saying anything of the kind.

About this time Chairman Raymond, of the

racing board, became interested in the affair

and, together with' J. M. Erwin, western mem-
1) -r of the board, he endeavored to investigate

the matter. While it is true the racing season

is over, and may not make any difference one

way or another whether Sanger is an amateur

or professional, there are many who would like

to see the mystery cleaied up and know to

whom the honor of sending Sanger abroad is

due. Such open- handed generosity, if from no
ether standpoint than a true sporting one,

should be rewarded. The sum of $1,300 is

quite a lump to put up even for the one-mile

championship of England. About the middle

of May Sanger made application to Chairman
Raymond for credentials with which to go

abroad. Raymond's inquiries brought forth

the following letter from "Papa Sanger," at-

testing to Walter's purity:

Milwaukee, May 13, 1893.—Mr. H. E. Raymond. Dear
Sir: In answer to your letter of the 2nd, will say, while I

am president of the Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing Com-
pany, I am not active nor under pay in any capacity. As
far as my son Walter's riding the wheel is concerned, he

rides just what suits him best; that he should select the

one he personally designed and believes to be the fastest

wheel made, and no one can blame him. As to your

question, no man has ever paid a dollar towards his ex-

penses except myself. And I shall continue to do so

until he rides to the front, after which I hope he will stop

ri'iing and settle down to business. Yours truly,

C. M. Sanger.

Up to the date mentioned in the letter no

doubt Sanger, Sr. , did pay his son's expenses,

but there is no document on file in Chairman
Raymond's office to show that he alone has

paid them since. The fact of the matter is the

expense account has been seen, and who paid

Sanger's and his trainer's expenses during his

trip to England is kno a n to be some one other

than his father. The letters of inquiry written

to Milwaukee parties by Messrs. Raymond and

Erwin have been unanswered. Sanger may
not be as bad as many other whitewashed
ahamateurs who have been pushed through the

L. A. W. renovator, but that is not the ques-

tion. The fair name of a Sanger has been as-

sailed. A blot of large proportions is visible

on his escutcheon. And the vast army of

wheelmen in this country and Europe want to

know whether he is innocent or guilty. What
people want is a declaration from Sanger, Sr.,

to the effect that he paid his son's European

expenses.
1 i

FAILURE IN PHILADELPHIA.

The Common Sense Bicycle Company Makes an

Assignment to Frank W. Parvin.

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.—[Special.]—Yester-

day an assignment by the Common Sense Bi-

cycle Manufacturing Company to Frank W.
Parvin, as assignee, was recorded. It was
signed by David Pettit, president; Frank W.
Parvin, secretary, and was dated the 21st inst.

The assignment, which conveys no real estate,

was made in pursuance of a resolution adopted

by the board of directors.

Johnson's Flying Third Record.

Minneapolis, Oct. 21.—Johnson to-day cut

Tyler's flying start record of :38 4-5 to :37 1-5,

doing the first quarter in :27 2-5. He was
paced by Knisely, Minor, Baker and Rhodes on

the new Stearns quadruplet, and was timed by

F. H. Colby, H. TJ. Seeley, E. T. Orth and W.
A. Edwards, all experienced timers. Chief

Consul Choate acted as referee and Colie Bell

gave the word to go. The judges were S. F.

Heath, the well known cycle dealer; F. M.

Washburne, L. A. Travis and C. G. Sinsabaugh.

Johnson, Eck and party left for Independence,

la., to attempt to lower the former's record of

1:56 3-5.
* *

Zimmerman Riding Well.

Information comes from Hartford, where
Zimmerman is now quartered, for the purpose

of going for records, that the champion is

doing some fast practice work. Friday last he

rode a trial half, flying start, in :57 2-5, and a

quarter in :27 2-5. Wheeler, Crooks, Hoyland
Smith, Raymond Macdonald, Campbell, Bald,

W. F. Murphy and George Banker are at Hart-

ford to pace Zimmy.

Editor Killed While Cycling.

On Monday last Samuel S. Sherman, editor

of the Daily Republican of Ottumwa, 111., was
fatally injured by being run over by an electric

car. He was riding a bicycle when a slip sent

him under the wheels.

FRENCH AND GERMAN NOTES.

Several World's Records Recently Established

By Riders from Both Countries.

The Frenchmen, Medinger, Cottereau, Lou-

vet, Courbe, Delansorne and others, appeared

on Oct. 1 at Brussels. The first race, one Eng-
lish mile, was run in four heats, the final being

a victory for the Belgian, Houben, in 2:31 2-5,

Stoht (Belgian) being second and Medingt^

third. Cottereau started also. The 3,000-

metre tricycle event went to Medinger in 6:11,

Coube second Cottereau third. Cottereau and
Delansorne won the 5,000-metre tandem race

from Medinger and Gerardin, in 7:03 2-5.

Fourteen started in the hour race, Cottereau

leading throughout until the last lap, when
Houben and Louvet passed him. The winner

covered 34 kilometres 572 metres

Three world's records have been beaten by

Desgranges at the Buffalo track, Paris. In

trying for the six-hour record held by Dubois

(who made pace for Defgranges) he succeeded

in lowering the 100 (English) miles record of

E. Dance (4 hrs. 43 min. 58 sec.) to 4 hrs. 40

min. 15 1-5 sec. Continuing he covered in

five hours 171 kilometres 283 metres, beating

Shorland's world's record by 1 kilometre 947

metres. In six hours he covered 204 kilometres

550 metres. Dubois' record was 199 kilometres

968 metres. Desgranges beat the three records

without dismounting.

A 100-kilometre race took place Oct. 1 at the

Buffalo track, Paris, being a victory for

Fossier, who was within six minutes of Dubois'

100-kilometre world's record—2 hrs. 41 min.

Stella was second, Lumsden third, Ludovic

fourth and Pachot fifth. Allard and Fournier

lost too much time by changing wheels and
gave np. Fossier in this race beat the fifty-

kilometre world's record, held by Cottereau at

1 hr. 20 min. 32 sec, his time being 1 hr. 20

min. 5 3-5 sec; the 60 kilometres record, 1 hr.

36 min. 32 sec, and the 70 kilometres record,

1 hr. 53 min 19 sec.

Lehr, Habich and two other German riders

took part on Sept 18 in the races at Lodz,

Russian Poland, attracting the entire popula-

tion of the province. Poland was represented

by her best men, such as Horadynsky, Hole

and Geyer, but, as expected, Lehr won the

three races in which he started, with Habich

second.

Jaap Eden, Holland's champion on track

and road, won on Sept. 24 at Gladbach, Ger-

many, a 5,000-metre race by 27 sec, and bet-

tered the German records for 2,000, 4,000 and

5,000 metres.

A twelve-hour race at Ghent, Belgium, was

won by the German rider Goess, of Huenburg,

who covered 320 kilometres 200 metres.
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ENGLISH STYLES FOR '94.

THE SAFETY WILL LEAD, WHILE FEW

LADIES' MACHINES WILL BE MADE.

A Few Firms Only Have Been Successful with

the Front Driver—High-Framed Safeties

Quite in Demand — A New

Dress.

London, Oct. 18.—The paper warfare be-

tween the Nationalists and Stanlejites still

drags on. The letters display much cleverness

and occasional flashes of wit, but how
many outside a limited circle trouble to

read them is doubtful. The cycling public

will not enter into a quarrel which shows no

sign of termination. Both Mr. Leach, the Na-

tional show secretary, and Mr. Dring, of the

Stanley club, have been interviewed. The for-

mer is full of fight and the latter cool and con-

fident. The very latest firms to join the earlier

of the two shows—the Stanley—include the

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Company (Sil-

verton tires), Nedderman Tire Company, Pat-

rick & Son, Cumber and William Doig. A
new concern, the Dunlop Cycle Company, a

child of the pneumatic tire concern, will also

exhibit, but, according to A. J. Wilson, will

not show the '94 Dunlop.

THE BUDGE'S SUCCESS.

The Rudge Cycle Company, under R. L.

Philpot's management, continues to cultivate

public conviction with every confidence in the

rich harvest that is to come with the shows.

The twelve-hours' path race at Heme Hill re-

sulted in a victory for this house. There were

twenty-seven accepted entrants, everyone of

whom started, and six of these rode Rudges.

The six included S. F. Edge, M. B. Fowler, J.

G. Sames (a veteran) and C. G. Wridgway.

The last named won, Fowler was fourth, and
the rest nowhere. Wridgeway, if tipped be-

forehand as a possible winner, would have

been laughed at. He is only eighteen and this

is the first big event he has ever won, although

as a road rider he has given ample proof of his

powers this summer. Hitherto he has ridden

a Cremorne safety, by Patrick & Sons. Few
of the public knew he was on a Rudge on

Saturday. I heard on Friday evening only of

his selection. Hillier only heard of it on Sun-

day at Ditton, although he judged the race on

Saturday.

ANOTHER HIGH SAFETY.

For reasons known to itself the Rudge com-

pany has followed the example of Humber &
Co. and J. K. Starley & Co. by placing upon
the market as a '94 novelty a high Rudge
safety. The Giraffe, made by Humber, and

the high Rover I referred to briefly in my last

letter. Neither of these firms makes a front

driver, so their policy in introducing a com-

fortable and cleanly machine for touring and
winter riding is pretty clear. With the Rudge
people, however, the case is different. They
have a front driver which, not long ago, was
remodeled, as regards its design, on the lines

of the Crypto racer pattern. What, then, is the

motive in imitating their rivals who have hith-

erto scorned to cultivate business with a light

mount, I don't know. Anyhow, having seen

and tried the high Rudge safety, which is on
. exactly similar lines to the high Rover, I must

confess that I am exceedingly pleased with it

and hope to have an opportunity of testing its

behavior on greasy roads and up hills. The
machine carries its rider at about the same
height as would a 40-inch front driver. The
handles are placed in a rational position and
the pedals and chain are carried above the

reach of splashes from either wheel. I

mounted the machine without the slightest

difficulty, and found on getting up top speed

that the steering "was delightfully steady.

There is no more weight on the front wheel

than on that of a safety. The specimen I rode

weighed thirty-pour pounds and was geared to

sixty-three inches. Mr. Philpot does not claim

it to be better in any way than a low safety,

but expects that a certain number of riders

will prefer it. Of course the disadvantage of

increased windage would tell against it if used

as a racing instrument, for which it is not in-

tended.

SUCCESS OP THE GEARED ORDINARY.

Now that the geared ordinary or front

driver has reached the end of the second year

of its existence it may be interesting to con-

sider what are the prospects of its popularity

in 1894. When the successes of Shorland last

year and the prophecies of Mr. Boothroyd were
attracting the notice of the cycling public,

nearly every maker added the front driver to

his patterns and hoped to share in the demand
which was expected. Unfortunately the great

majority were doomed to disappointment.

They sold a few machines and then the de-

mand abated and they were glad to clear the

remainder of their stock at unprofitable prices.

Most of these makers were mere imitators in

a small way of business, or, in the case of big

firms, adopted patterns which did not appeal

to the public taste, or had no past reputation

for building ordinaries to inspire confidence in

purchasers. The great bulk of the present rid-

ers of the front driver are old ordinary men,
and it is not to be wondered at that they placed

their orders for the new mount with firms re-

puted as ordinary makers rather than with

houses of mushroom growth, whose prosperity

had been established since the safety prevailed,

or with the fossil firms whose fame was a thing

of the past. Consequently it is found that the

front driver trade has only benefitted a limited

number of firms, which are well satisfied with

the business they have done. For example, I

may mention the Crypto company (the intro-

ducers of the type), Hadley Cycle Company,
Robinson & Price, Trigwell & Co. , Jelley &
Co. and Thompson & James, each of which
had a share of business in front drivers. At
the forthcoming shows 1 anticipate that the

safety will once more rank supreme on the

stands of those makers who have done no good

with front drivers this year. That the hith-

erto successful builders of the geared machines

will continue to experience a demand I have

little doubt, but after the lessons of the past

racing season there is little or no likelihood of

any alteration in the present condition of the

front driver market.

REAR-STEERING FRONT DRIVER.

One of the novelties of the Stanley show
will be the rear-steering front driver made by
George Fenner, of 12 Beauchamp street, Brook
street, Holborn, E. C. I have tested this ma-
chine and think it preferable to any other

front driver I have ridden for purely

speed purposes, especially -in the hands of a

man used to the rear drh er. On the Fenner

the rider is placed in a position exactly similar

to that assumed on a rear driver. Its handles

are carried well forward quite clear of the

knees and there is never any vaiiation in the

relative position of the saddle and the crank

axle, so that in sprinting not an ounce of

power is wasted. The machine I tried weighed

under thirty pounds, had a quadrilateral press

and 33-inch and 20-inch wheels, the former

geared to 66 inches by a Peregrine hub (which,

by the way, is an excellent gear in use) and, of

course, was steered by a small rear wheel.

WILL MAKE A NEW LADIES' WHEEL.
The discussion in the English wheel press as

to whether or not women should wear knicker-

bockers for cycling sprung up immediately

after Miss Reynolds, of Brighton, rode a ladies'

safety from that city to London and back (104

miles) in 8 hrs. 38 min., early last month. The
great bulk of opinion appears to be in favor of

rational dress for lady cyclists, and the pro-

gress of the question should be carefully

watched by makers on both sides of the At-

lantic. Our best lady riders of the safety are

by no means over-satisfied with their mounts,

The very light machines recently made by
one or two firms have not proved strong

enough to carry their fair owners. Reliable

mounts still total 38 or 40 pounds when
equipped with a gear case and the necessary

guards. This is, of course, due to the sddi-

tional weight involved by the dropped frame

—

whether straight or curved tubes be employed.

As soon as the impending knickerbocker

fashion fairly comes in—and I have every ex-

pectation that it will meet with considerable

adoption by next spring—nothing is more
likely than that woman will prefer to purchase

men's safeties, as they have done already in

France, in many instances. Our up-to-date

firms will be prepared for this, and will not, I

think, stock the present model in large quanti-

ties for next season. This year has seen a con-

siderable increase in the number of ladysafety-

ists in this country, and the reformed and im-

proved dress will induce many women to

adopt the pastime.

NEW PATTERN DRESS.

The British Cycle Manufacturing Company,
of 42 High street, Camden Town, London, and

of Liverpool, has been so encouraged by the

demand this year for its Camden ladies' safe-

ties—cheap pneumatic tired mounts—that it

has lately introduced a patent combination

cycle dress. This costume combines a skirt for

walking purposes, readily convertible into a
smart-looking bloomer outfit when it is desired

to mount a bicycle. There seemed some
chance for the success of this costume until

public opinion jumped unmistakably in favor

of ordinary knickerbockers with an open-

fronted tunic a la Parisian bicyclienne.

Stanley.

Broke Up the Club.

According to a Hartford paper the Thread
City Cyclers, of Willimatic, Conn., have voted

to disband, and the treasurer is selling the club

property. The cause of this sudden move is

the disgraceful conduct of some of the mem-
bers, says the paper. The climax was reached

last Thursday night when, after the police had
locked up a notorious character named Dolly

Clifford for intoxication, two or three mem-
bers of the cyclers went to the police station

about midnight and secured her release, prom-

ising to get her out of town. Members of the

club say that the move is taken for the pur-

pose of weeding out the objectionable element

and that about Nov. 1 the members who are

behind the movement to disband will organize

under another name.
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TRADE AND RACE ABROAD.

RIDGEWAY BREAKS RECORD FOR TWELVE

HOURS— TWO MILES IN 4:20.

Meintjes Again in England and will Try for Rec-

ords — National Show Positions are

Awarded — Several Big Tire

Deals on Foot.

London, Oct. 14.—The fall of the records

continues with the fall of the leaf, and al-

though autumn, is now fast turning into

winter, record-breaking still goes on. As an-

ticipated, the twelve-hours' race at Heme Hill

saw the alteration of a number of the figures;

in fact, in spite of rain and cold wind, a fresh

series of records was created right away from
seventy-two miles to the finish. The total dis-

tance traveled by the winner was 240 miles

690 yards—or just over twenty miles an horn-

all the way—and tfn other men covered over

200 miles. The winner was C. G. Ridgeway,

of the Bath Road Club, a rather small, fidgety

fellow, resembling in no little degree R. L.

Ede. He is a road rider pure and simple, with

practically no experience of path work. Early

this year he jumped into notoriety by beating

the London to Bath and back record, s.nce

which he has ridden second to S. F. Edge in

the Bath Road Club's open 100-mile race.

During the race the 100-mile record was re-

duced to 4 hrs. 34 min. 13 2-5 sec, and had it

not been for the rain I verily believe that it

would have been put inside four and a half

hours. The honor of leading at this point fell

to A. N. Linton, the Aberdeen man, whose
efforts to secure it probably lost him the race,

for he immediately afterwards went to pieces,

and although later he pulled round again and
led from 166 to 200 miles, he cracked when it

came to pinch, and only finished third. One
of the finest performances of the day was ac-

complished by Carl Schweninger, a young
German, who is a clerk in the offices of the

Triumph Cycle Company at Coventry. Al-

though unsuitably clad in a light racing suit,

which afforded him little or no protection

against the weather, he led at the fifty-fifth

mile, and again from 106 to 152 miles, bea'ing

records all the way. He is immensely strong,

and nearly all his training has been done on

the road. Last winter it was his weekly habit

to ride on a Saturday from Coventry to Lon-

don—a distance of ninety miles—and back

again on Sundays.

NEW TWO-MILE RECORD.

Heme Hill was the scene of more record-

breaking on Thursday evening, when Harris

went for Ernest Osmond's two-mile (English)

record of 4:24 3-5, and succeeded in bringing it

down to 4:20, also breaking the mile and a half

and mile and three-quarters records on the

way. A comparison of the times accomp-

lished by Harris and Osmond is interesting,

Miles' Harris. Osmond.

i :333-5 :331-5

i 1:05 2-5 1:04 3-5

i 1:38 1:37 1-5

1 2:121-5 2:10

li 2:43 2-5 2:43 3-6

*1J 3:15 3:17

*lj 3:47 4-5 3:50 2-5

«2 4:20 4:243-5

*Eog]ish records.

TRICYCLE RECORDS LOWERED.
On the same evening F. T. Bowen, of the

Mid-Surrey C. C, went for Lewis Stroud's one-

hour English tricycle record, and succeeded in

doing 22 miles 304 yards as against 22 miles

180 yards. He also beat record for twenty-one

and twenty-two miles, doing 56:49 4-5 and
59:33 2-5, respectively. His twenty miles time

was only three-fifths of a second slower than

the record. Several men went for the mile

unpaced record of 2:18 2-5, at which both A.

"W. Harris and A. E. Scott, of Darfield, failed

by two-fifths of a second.

MEINTJES IN ENGLAND.

L. S. Meintjes arrived here with C. Vernon
Pugh on the Campania last Saturday. Both at

once made their way to Birmingham, where
yesterday Meintjes was entertained at a ban-

quet tendered by the Whitworth Works Cycle

Company, and presented with a handsome dia-

mond ring. Early next week he goes to Heme
Hill in the hope of finding suitable opportuni-

ties for regaining some of the records of which
he has been robbed during his absence in

America. J. R. Nisbet is also back, after his

trip to the states for the Preston Davies Tire

Company.
DREW FOR POSITIONS.

The ballot for positions at the National show
took place on Tuesday, when something like

two hundred spaces were allotted. The ballot

was conducted in an absolutely impartial way
by six independent men and yet, strange to

say, fortune favored the majority of the big

firms. Humbers again have a space right in

the centre of the palace, and close to them are

the Triumph, Premier,
<
Coventry Machinists'

and Singer. The only important firm with a

poor position is the Raleigh Cycle Company,
which is placed in the dim recesses of the con-

cert hall.

COMBINES IN TIRES.

My prediction that much of the tire trade of

the future would be controlled by combinations

of cycle-making firms who would use and push
one particular tire in which they are financi-

ally interested, is quickly being verified. On
top of the Palmer combine, reported last week,

come further particulars of the company
formed to take up the Ideal tire from the

Smith's Patents Company. The directors are

J. Thomas (Bayliss, Thomas & Co.), C. D. Tur-

rall (Taylor, Cooper& Bednell), J. Cunningham
(Surrey Machinists' Company) and W. Calcott

(Calcott Brothers). The capital is £40,000. The
vendor receives £20,000 in shares and cash for

the patents and good will, and a working capi-

tal of £20,000 is thus left. The tire having been
well tried and tested for a whole season, the

prospects of the concern are in strong contrast

to many other of the companies floated this

year.

In the Cooke Tire Company, J. K. Starley

and several other trade men are specially inter-

ested. Draft prospectuses are out for the Pneu-
matic Saddle Company—Mr. Cottam's latest

project, to which I have from time to time re-

ferred. The company is to take up the patents

of the Guthrie Hall saddle. The capital is

£50,000, of which sum it is proposed to pay
£35,000 to the vendors, or promoters. It is

stated that at the present time orders are being

received for 400 saddles a week. In the mean-
while the big Middlemore firm is making a

very good pneumatic saddle which should sell

well.

'PHCEBUS" ON SHOWS AND PRICES.

Cincinnati has a wheelman named William
Windisch who is familiarly known as Willie

Windle—on account of his name only, how-
ever.

This Will Be the Last Two-Show Year-
Prices Should Be Announced.

It seems to be an assured fact now that not

only the three largest makers of high grade

machinfs in this country, but those who
have gained reputation as really builders of

sterling goods, will list their 1894 bicycles at

$150, and that they will vie each with the

other in excellence of style, convenience and

material. To be sure, not one manufacturer

has had courage enough to announce his prices

for the coming season; still, rumor and argu-

ment show which way the wind blows. There

is nothing wonderful in this, for it is undoubt-

edly a fact that no maker laboring under the

present system can make and sell a crack ma-

chine at a fair profit at less price than $150.

Every one of them is aware of this, but the

panic has caused a moral stampede, and all are

awaiting developments. It is, ^f course, pos-

sible, and by no means improbable, that 1893

machines of the very best brands will retail at

$135; in some cases perhaps even less. But

there are not as many of these in stock

throughout the country as many think. Auc-

tions, forced sales and legal transactions which

have been so common lately have depleted the

supply mightily. Closed factories and the

sheriff have reduced the prospects for over-

production in '94, until not a sign of that un-

holy bugaboo is in sight. Next year will see a

great change in the order of cycle making and

selling, and fewer goods will be marketed and

better credit established, or signs very common
at present are of no value.

*
* *

There are to be two cycle shews—more's the

the pity. It is a hard thing to kill the inherent

thickheadedness of bicycle people and the

maker must suffer for one year more because

of his own shortsightedness and business jeal-

ousy; but this will probably be the last of it,

for even though it may be impossible for the

trade to form an association, it will probably

accumulate sense enough this year to enable it

to see the folly of being made the stool pigeons

of rival club organizations, and we may at

least hope to see a show association under the

management of the trade at large. Just the

same, whether there be one show or two, deal-

ers are going to see them, and the real pros-

pects for next season's trade are even better

than usual. Money is getting more plentiful,

and confidence is slowly coming back. It is a

mystery to me that the great makers, those

who really make the price, can not see this

and stop the unfortunate impression so rapidly

being assimilated by the public that in '94 just

as good a wheel can be bought for $100 as $150.

This can be done by announcing prices at

once. Are they afraid of one another? If so,

can they not see that the moment one makes a

price, be it $100 or $30C, the rest must follow

suit. It is easy to drop if the competitor finds

it a good thing to under-sell. All the public

wants is to know, and to know at once. As
soon as a price is established business will

open. PHC3BUS.
i

A Successful Relay.

Chambersburg, Pa., Oct. 21.—The relay ride

of the Mountain Wheelmen ot Martinsburg,

held yesterday, was successfully carried out,

the 160 miles being covered, in twenty-three

relays, in 10 hrs. 38 min. The route was from

Staunton to Harrisonburg, to Martinsburg, W.
Va., to Hagerstown, Md.. finishing at this

place.
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THK R iCIXG BOARD STILL ALIVE.
From all that has been heard and seen of

late, one might come to the conclusion that

the racing board is making up; that'it sees the

necessity of a change m the rules on amateur-

ism, and has about decided to alter things

somewhat and present the new scheme to the

next assembly for adoption. Let us hope so,

at any rate. There is room for improvement.
It has long been known that Mr. Raymond
favors the class A and class B scheme—so do

otlu r members of the present board. To Mr.

Erwin, the Chicago member, who is usually

responsible for cycling news in the Chicago
Rrcord, is credited this significant paragraph:
The racing board never was and is not now a unit in

opinion as to the best means of dealing with the racing

men who represent certain bicycling manufacturers, but

a compari>on of preferences at the coming meetin» will,

without doubt, result in a decision, as far as the racing

board is concerned, as to whether the racing man may
have his expenses paid by the dealer, and whether the

league will protect two classes, embracing the expense-

paid rider and the strictly pure sportsman. That is, two
classes—A and B of last year's fame, the former for ama-
teurs who own themselves, and the latter for amateurs
who lease themselves to manufacturers— or one class to

which are eligible any and all who do not ride for cash
prizes, will be adopted. The favorite belief among
wheelmen is that more cash was paid by makers and
dealers to riders Wis year, in violation of league rules

and even to the extent of swearing to fake statements,

than ever before. * * * The racing board has been
luDg in need of a rule which is not only just, but which it

can enforce. "Fire 'em on suspicion" is the provision

of the present rule, but the experience of one season's

trial has proved that the majority of the board prefers

conviction rather than suspicion in dealing with the
suspects.

It would be useless to try to make the racing

board think it had done its duty—no one could

make its members think that way. It has
been governed by its own rules this year, yet
few violaters of these same rules have been
punished. As usual the little fellows have
been caught and heavily sentenced. We note

that Chai les Gaut and F. T. Lytie of Logans-
port, Ind., have been declared professionals for

violation of clause A.; that J. A. Roberts and
James A. Forbes are laid on the shelf for sixty

days for making false entries; and that a dozen
more ar less, have been suspended for com-
peting in unsanctioned races. But the big

fellows, the makers' amateurs, all escaped.

It doesn't pay to be a "pure one," pure ones

always get caught—makers' amateurs, hardly

ever. So the racing board, finding that it can-

not enforce its own rules, seeks to abolish

them.

This is good news. It is so seldom nowadays
that one hears anything of the racing board

that almost any item about that august body
passes for good news.

SCORCHERS, TAKE WARNING.
The scorcher received a terrible tongue lash-

iDg a few days since by a municipal court

judge at Fall River, Mass. In inquest was
being held on the body of a deaf woman who
was killed last June in consequence of being

struck by a bicycle ridden b • Loyal T. Lang-
Ion. The inquest developed the fact that the

cyclist was going at the rate of between eight

and ten miles an hour, and was on a down
grade. The woman was passing over the cross

walk at the time, and was struck a power-
ful blow, her skull being fractured and other

parts of her body badly bruised. This was on
June 9, and she died the day following in con-

sequence of her injuries. Judge Burke summed
up the case as follows:

"I am satisfied that Langlon did not slacken his speed,

but undertook to dodge the woman by expert riding. In

the present state of our criminal law I do not think he is

criminally liable, but I do think that an elderly and infirm

citizen is entitled to some protection from the silent,

speedy vehicles on our highways. The security, it seems
to me, can best be obtained by placing the responsibility

upon every bicycle rider by securing legislation renderirg

every rider responsible criminally for assault, and civily

liable for the damage he occasions.

"The law proclaims that our streets are for the use of

the blind, the deaf and the halt, and if persons choose to

ride a dangerous vehicle—dangerous because noiseless

—

through the streets, they should be held to a higher re-

sponsibility—at least commensurate with the dangers at-

tending it.

" I find that the deceased came to her death from in-

juries received from a bicycle carelessly ridden through
a public highway at a high rate of speed by said Lang-
lon."

Langlon was doubtless guilty of carelessness;

but if he had had a machine that made as

much noise as a freight train, and had been
provided with a dozen bells, it would not have
been a warning to a deaf person. However,
the judge's remarks were such as would tend
to make the scorcher a little more careful in

the future. Pedestrians are supposed to look

after their own safety to some extent, but they

do not, frequently, and then the cyclist must
be on the lookout and avoid danger to himself

and others.

POLICE NEED ATTENTION.
Once in a while policemen need a little atten-

tion as well as cyclists. In New York the offi-

cers of the law have been so careful about the

enforcement of the ordinances regulating

cycles that the Metropolitan Association of

Cycling Clubs was compelled to complain to

the police board of their actions. It was
shown that arrests had been unjustly made;
that in some districts they savored of persecu-

tion, and an appeal to the board was made to

have the officers relent. The police have been
impertinent and rough and have not hesitated

to handle women as roughly as they would
men. They have been known to arrest a per-

son when a light went out and before the rider

had time to relight. In Chicago last week a
young man on a wheel was run down by a

wagon. His wheel was demolished and him-
self slightly injured. All occurred in the pres-

ence of an officer, who stood at the corner of

Kinzie and Wells streets, yet he refused to ar-

rest the driver when requested to do so by the

wheelman, saying it would be "a good Ihing if

all the wheelmen were run over." That man
ought to lose his star; he should be dismissed

from the force by Chief Brennan. Organized

cycling bodies would do well to make everlast-

ing warfare on such officers. Let the decent

policemen take care of the offending cyclists

—

let the decent cyclists take care of the offend-

ing policemen.

Henry V. Freeman is a candidate for supe-

rior court judge in Cook county, having been

nominated by acclamation at the republican

county convention and endorsed by the Chicago

Bar Association. Being an active wheelman,

a splendid la wyer and a man of high character,

the Referee feels called upon to advise all

cyclists who have a vote at the coming elec-

tion, Nov. 7, to put a cross opposite his name.

Mr. Freeman has practiced law in Chicago

over twenty years, was for several terms at-

torney for the village of Hyde Park, and has

been active in prosecuting violators of the

liquor laws. He deserves the vote and support

of every wheelman.

King Raymond I. has sent to the Intercol-

legiate Amateur Athletic Association, and all

colleges affiliated with the same, an edict to

the effect that sanction for cycling events will

be refused by the king's court until said or-

ganizations take action recognizing the L A.

W. rules and govern their cycle racing in con-

formity therewith. If reply is made to the

order it will likely be similar in forrr> and re-

sults to the answer cf the Intercollegiate A. A.

to the N. A. A. A. A., which virtually

amounted to this: "We can mind our own
business and will be alive long after you're

dead." And the prophecy came true.

As foolish a proposition as has ever been

made comes from New York. It is nothing

more or less than that the racing board abolish

record-breaking by refusing to recognize the

times. Supposing the board did refuse, it

would not change the fact that the times were

made, and it would not prevent the general

and cycling press from recognizing the records.

The idea that, because men make fast times in

trials and slower times in races, the public be-

comes disappointed, is nonsense. The fact that

the men have ridden fast in trials only sharp-

ens the public's taste and intensifies the desire

to see these fast men in contest.

Honored the Cycle Inventor.

The unveiling of the Drais monument at

Carlsruhe took place Sept. 34. The monument
was erected in remembrance of the man who in-

vented the machine from which grew the bicy-

cle, and which wasnamed Draisine. The fund for

the monument was raised by voluntary contri-

butions. The idea originated with the hon-

orary president of the Deutscher Radfahr Bund,

Carl Hindenburg. Drais' invention dates

back half a century. The Frenchmen are

making efforts now to effect the erection of a

monument for their countryman, Michaux.

Another Union Man Weds.

Alfred Stainforth, advertising manager of

the Union Cycle Manufacturing Company,
was married Tuesday at Fall River, Mass. , to

Miss M. Thompson, of Perthshire, Scotland,

who arrived on the Furnessia a few days since.

A host of friends wishes the new couple many
happy returns of the day.
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ALL FOR AN ASSOCIATION.

More Opinions of Leading Trade Houses—$150

the Popular Price.

Replies to the Referee's inquiries regarding

the formation of an association and regarding

prices and the show question, continue to pour

in. The following have been received this week:

Hunt Manufacturing Company.—We think there should

be some sort of combination between manufacturers
on certain lines, and prevent if we can the constant drain

and expense placed upon us by all sorts of demands. In

regard to exhibition, we think that New York would be

the place for such an exhibition, providing: the manage-
ment can be made satisfactory. It seems as if the cycle

exhibit should be entirely under the management of the

cycle trade, with no outside speculators, as we do not

think that they feel the wants of the trade, nor can they

supply such wants to entire satisfaction. We hope that

if the exhibit is held in New York this winter the time

will not be later than Dec. 15, and that the management
will carefully consider the placing of signs and all other

necessary arrangements, so that the big concerns will

not crowd the smaller ones.

R H. Franklin & Co.—We believe an organization

such as you refer to would be a very good scheme and
decidedly more satisfactory to all, and we can be relied

upun to be represented at a meeting should one be called.

Hilliard Cyclometer Company.—We are pleased to

note the interest you take in this matter. It is our belief

that a cycle show held under the auspices of the cycle

trade would be very advantageous to all, and we would
be glad to gi?e our support to same.

John P. Lovell Arms Company.—We see no reason
why the trade should not organize and run a cycle show
to suit itself. In case a meeting is called at the coming
show with the view of forming an organization of this

kin a, either our Mr. Lovell or the writer will be present

to represent this house.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co.—We do not care to express any
opinion at the present time in regard to the matter you
ask about. However, we do not think there would be
any doubt about our being present at a meeting of this

kind. We could do without the show without inconven-

ience, as our output generally is finished before the show
is held. Last year it was so, and this year it looks as

though our exhibit would be simply for advertising, as

we have closed quite a number of good contracts. We
consider the show quite necessary, however, as it helps

not only our agents, but does the biggest kind of adver-

tising for us.

Joseph Ketchum & Co.—While we can hardly consider

ourselves in the trade, it seems to the writer that the

trade of the United States should not only undertake the

liability of an annual show, but should also put them-
selves in a position to reap the benefits, financial and
otherwise, of such an enterprise. At any rate it should

be taken out of the hands of the various associations of

clubs, who had best give it a purely local aspect and re-

strict its usefulness to near-by territory.

Rich & Sager Company.—We are in favor of the trade

organization for the purpose you mention. We have not

yet decided at which show we shall exhibit. We will

certainly be represented at any meeting called for the

purpose of forming a permanent organization of the

trade. We trust that the result of it all will be that there

will be but one cycle show.

Grand Rapids Cycle Company.—"The question, which
show to patronize, will be a serious one this year, and
will grow more serious yearly." You are right. Yes,

we do think the trade should organize for its own protec

tion; as you well know, the writer has often expressed

himself in the columns of the Referee in favor of a
trade association. As far back as 1890 we realized that a

trade organization was necessary, at least important, to

the best interests of the manufacturers, and we have
always been of the opinion that eventually such an or-

ganization would become a fixture. The show question

is of much less importance to makers than some other

questions which arise from time to time during the

bicycle season. We do not think it advisable for the

tradH to conduct an annual exhibition under its own
management. A good trade organizatisn could manage
a show about as it wanted to. The Philadelphia people

were the first to attempt an American Stanley, and took

great risk of loss in so doing. They have never yet tried

to make any money out of the affair, though we presume
that is their ultimate object. Suppose it is ; they should

have something in their treasury to give them a finan-

cial standing. The makers have not been imposed upon,

and we do not see why they should not be trusted to

manage another show, providing, of course, they can

give us good, comfortable a< commodations, which they

promise to do. They have had a vast experience, which

any one knows means everything in this business. A
trade organization regularly organized would be a great

thing in a case like this. It could effectually cut off

either of these shows by openly endorsing one or the

other. We want but one show, and we do not be-

lieve more will be profitable to any one. Personally the

writer is very much in favor of a show, and but one only.

As far as any firm is concerned, they will show if there is

but one; but on the other hand, if they must go to the

expense of two shows a month or six weeks apart, we do
not believe they will show at either. If a meeting were
called to organize an association at the Philadelphia

show, and to do so permanently at that time, we could

be depended upon to be present. If we show at all, it

will be at Philadelphia, providing we are obliged to

choose between the two. We hope to see an organization

formed in the near future.

Rochester Cycle Manufacturing Company.—We quite

agree with you on the subject of general difference of

opinion about the location of holding the cycle show. It

is our opinion that but one official show should be held,

and that the location should be decided by the general

trade wherever that location may be, and there should be

no other interest studied than that of the trade, which
should receive all the benefits from the show.

Our Mr. Kenfield, who generally has chaige of the sub-

ject of the show with us, is absent from the city, and
upon his return, should there be any different views, we
will have him write you on the subject again. We should

think that the majority of the trade would prefer not to

be compelled to have a display at more than one location;

at least that is the way the writer fee's about it.

The Providence Cycle Company.—We beg to say that

our opinion is as you express it, that the trade should or-

ganize for its own protection, and arrange itself such

exhibition as should be considered advisable for them to

make for the best interest of the cycle trade, and not

have it conducted or managed by those who are not per-

sonally interested in the manufacture or sale of cycles or

cycle material. We should be pleased to take any action

in regard to this matter as is deemed advisable and best,

and trust that some such arrangements may be made to-

ward the formation of a permanent organization.

Capitol Manufacturing Company.—We are heartily in

accord with any movement which should take the cycle

show out of the hands of clubs and place it in the hands
of the trade proper, by whom it can be handled more
economically, with more satisfaction to both agents and
manufacturers and with more actual accrue. In case a
sufficient number will act in that accord you may con-

sider that the writer personally will act as a representa-

tive for this company in the formation of such an organi-

zation, said meeting to be held during the time of the

cycle show. We also believe that a thoroughly organ-

ized meeting of the trade to discuss some other points

might well act For the benefit of the trade at large.

Red Star Manufacturing Company.—We are heartily

in favor of having a trade organization and will see that

we have some one to represent us if a meeting is called

for that purpose.

We have read with interest Mr. Merwin"s (of Hulbert

Bros. & Co.) interview in last week's paper and think if

the trade had an organization for mutual protection we
could possibly get rid of this uncertain element that is

now interested in the bicycle trade. We, like a great

many others in the trade, have allowed credit on the as-

surance of responsible houses that sucu credit was all

right, but have afterwards learned that the capital in-

vested in the business had all been used up in the pur-

chase of one or two wheels as samples. This kind of

thing is bound to hurt the legitimate dealer and the only

way to overcome it is to organize, or, at least, this is our

humble opinion.

The writer was in London the early part of this year

and was surprised to learn how effectually this class of

trade had been gotten rid of by all the prominent agents

absolutely refusing to sell them.

We have gotten a little away from the subject of cycle

show, but beg to add that two cycle shows, in our opin-

ion, will be worse than no show at all, and we sincerely

hope the matter will be shortly settled.

Marion Cycle Company.—The trade, comparatively

speaking, is almost at the mercy of clubs, associations

and speculating individuals, and the question, which

show to patronize, is indeed becoming a serious question,

and if the question has to be answered yearly will be so

more and more. It is indeed time that the trade (manu-

facturers) should organize for its own protection—pro-

tection not only as to where it shall or shall not exhibit

each year, but for moral and financial protection of its

best interests. Manufacturers should organize at the

coming show for the protection of themselves and their

agents. The protection against the invasion of the agent's

rights so that any and every individual should not be able

to secure an agent's discount for one wheel for their own
use. The protection to assist agents from the demorali-

zation of their business is principally the protection of

prices. We can be relied upon to be represented at a
meeting of manufacturers and are ready to support
measures fur the protection and advancement of the
cycle trade in which we are interested.

St. Louis Refrigerator and Wooden Gutter Com-
pany.—We are glad to hear that some practical steps are
being taken in the direction of forming a trade organiza
tion. Shall be pleased if you will keep

1

us Informed fronl

time to time when anything new turns up in connect ioti

with this matter,

Warwick Cycle Manufacturing Company —As far as

we are concerned we shall patronize the New York show,
for several reasons. The first might be considered a
selfish one, as it would be more convenient for us than to

go to Philadelphia. The second: We think New York
would be fully the better place anJ more central for

1

manufacturers, although Philadelphia is (mite central.

Thirdly: The building is very floe—Madison Square Gar-
den—much better than anything the Philadel hia people
have ever bad. We recognize the fact that the Philadel

phia people started the show, but we do not know of any
reason why they should have the monopoly You ask if

we think the trade organize for its own protection. Most
emphatically we do. We would then be in a position to

conduct an annual exhibition, and, without question,

could have satisfactory arrangements made so that all

manufacturers could be well taken care of. You ask if

we could be relied upon to be represented at a meeting if

one were called during the first of the coming shows, and
to this we reply, that we should be very glad, indeed, to

be represented at such a meeting, and will certainly be
present—extraordinaries excepted. We hope that some-
thing will grow out of this u atter that will be beneficial

to manufacturers.

Smith Wheel Manufacturing Company —We think the

trade should organize and take the matter into its own
hands, as there are no clubs or other associations in the

position to judge of either the best time or place for such

show as the trade itself would then be. We will be repre-

sented at any meeting to bring about such an organiza-

tion in connection with the trade.

Peerless Manufacturing Company.—If the trade could

organize to conduct an annual exhibition itself it would
certainly be a good arrangement. We dislike very much
the idea of holding two cycle shows. It seems to us that

if your paper, together with the other leading cycle jour-

nals, could unite in favor of one show, no matter where
it might be held, it would suit the manufacturer much
better than to have two shows on his hands. Possibly

there is some reason why this unity of action by the

papers is not feasible.

Demorest Manufacturing Company.—We feel sure you
will merit the thanks of bicycle manufacturers and deal-

ers in your interest taken toward forming a trade associa

tion. The controversy and the probability of two cycle

shows this fall will surely convince any, who might be

skeptical, of the importance of just such an organization

as you suggest. We received letters and printed matter
both from the "Madison Square" and "Philadelphia"

people, each claiming to be backed up by the largest

number as well as influential firms in the trade. We are

therefore in a quandary as to what we should do in the

matter. The result will be, no doubt, the expense of ex-

hibiting in both, which certainly should not be.

Ralph Temple's Cycle Exchange.—I will be prepared

at the coming shows to represent the Marion Cycle Com-
pany and myself in any discussion that there may be by
manufacturers and jobbers. Of course, each and every

one's ideas would be different to a degree according to

his experiences, as no two men see the same thing in the

same light aad give to it the same expression of mind and
speech. When I or anyone make a suggestion it is with

a thought in mind that we are looking out for our own
interests, for the same plan does not suit everyone. I

think, however, that an association, founded on broad

principles for mutual good, would be the proper thing at

least for a year and then experience would teach us the

necessary changes to be made, but if it is cut and dyed

with red tape you may be sure that there will be many
who cannot and will not stand by their agreement, and

the whole thing will fall to the ground a failure. I don't

think associations should be formed to teach each of us

how to do our business, but for the protection of the

trade in which we are all interested.

One Lady Wore Trousers.

For the first time in Germany a special

ladies' race took place at Berlin last month.

The distance was 1,000 metres find the result:

Frl. C. Beyer, Berlin, 1; Frl. A. Markert,

Hamburg, 2; Frl. T. Caspari, Berlin, 3; time,

2:13 2-5. The four other ladies » ho started

but were not placed protested against Frl. A.

Markert because she wore trousers and had a

racing machine. The protest was not allowed.
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"-—especially your tire."

Thus wrote the great

AUSTRIAN SECRETARY OF WAR,
-about-

G. & J. Pneumatic Tires.
His attention being directed to the bicycle through

the great Vienna to Berlin Road Race, which was to

exemplify the superiority of the Bicycle over the

Horse for War Messenger Service, he wrote to our

Austrian agents, Messrs. Jos. Puch &Co., concerning

their wheel (the " Styria," which is regularly fitted

with Corrugated G. & J.
Pneumatic Tires), " expres-

sing his entire satisfaction, especially with your tire.
'

'

IT WAS A STYRIA BICYCLE, FITTED WITH

Corrugated G. & J. Pneumatic Tires
Which was ridden the entire distance in the

VIENNA TO BERLIN ROAD RACE,
Without : a : Break : or : Puncture : and : Without : Re-pumping,

THEREBY WINNING A SPECIAL PRIZE.

Any dealer or repairer will furnish G. & J. Pneumatic Tires, if you insist. Winter is a
good time to make the change. Write us.

GORMULLY & JMFFERY M'FG CO.,
ORIGINATORS OF THE DETACHABLE PNEUMATIC,

CHICAGO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. NEW YORK. COVENTRY. LONDON.
MENTION THE REFEREE
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WHO WILL RUN THE SHOW?

Rival Club and Trade Committees in New-

York—The Expenses.

New York, Oct. 23.—New York is to have
a bicycle show beyond a doubt, and the man-
agement of same will be, substantially, in the

hands of the Metropolitan Association of

Cycling Clubs, four of whose representatives,

in the person of A. E. Hildick, Charles F.

Sheehan, H. L. Saltonstall and H. E. Kerr,

with Hildick as chairman.

At a meeting on Friday the dates of Jan. 8

to 13, as foretold in last week's Referee, were
chosen, and the trade and cycling club com-
mittees reported that $3,000 worth of space

had been promised. The Madison Square

Garden Company undertakes to furnish the

building, pay all necessary expenses, take all

receipts from every source, and if there is any
profit to divide, will take 60 per cent, the

Metropolitan Association of Cycling Clubs 20

per cent, and the exhibitors 20 per cent, pro

rata. The Garden company puts the garden

in for $1,000 a day. Mr. Hildick estimates the

expenses at $12,000.

The writer had a talk with a member of the

trades committee, who assured him that his

committee was particularly jealous of the

cyclists' committee, that it would keep an eye

open for the trade's interests, and would be the

final boss of the affair.

Chairman Hildick, in the writer's absence,

dropped into the Referee office and left word
that everything was fixed for the show, and

laid particular stress on the fact that he was
the man who was going to run things, and to

look to for information. Mr. Hildick was
located at one of his places of business, 42 Ex-

change place, and he confirmed the word he

had left, that the cycling clubs would boss the

show and that ths labors of the trade commit-

tee had practically ceased after the dates of

the show were named, although it would be

retained in an advisory capacity.

Xt is needless to say that the trade in the east

would prefer to have the show managed by

the trade men, but the local clubs have as-

sumed charge of the affair and seem deter-

mined to carry things their own way. That

the young men are showing wonderful energy

there can be no doubt. Mr. Saltonstall is now
in the east, Mr. Kerr in the middle states,

doing missionary work among the trade, and

the youthful president, Charles F. Sheehan,

starts for the west to-night.

BRETZ ON THE NEW YORK SHOW.

Says There is Every Reason to Anticipate Huge

Success.

Jake Bretz is in Chicago. He is a member
of the New York show's trade committee and

incidentally represents Wilson, Myers & Co.

Of the former he talks interestingly. "When
the project was first mentioned," he said, "I

was one of its bitterest opponents. My letter,

so expressing myself, is now in the hands of

the trade committee. But when 1 saw how
fairly the Madison Square Garden people were
disposed to be I changed my mind. It is not

altogether a money-making scheme on the part

of Mr. Sanger, the manager of the garden. It

is, of course, his business to keep the building

rented, and for it he usually gets $1,000 a day.

In this instance the garden management as-

sumes the entire risk. It puts the building in

at $6,000. For advertising $1,500 will be spent;

$800 will be paid for stage attractions and $1,200

for a military band. The total expense will

probably be about $12,000 but no limit is placed

upon the amount. Should there be any profit,

20 per cent will be divided among the exhibit-

ors and 20 per cent will go to the associated

clubs. Should there be more than one appli-

cation for any space it will be sold to the high-

est bidder. One half of the premium thus

obtained will go to the exhibitors' fund ; the

remainder into the general fund, in the profits

of which the exhibitors will share, as before

stated."

"Is it true, as has been stated, that the gar-

den people insist on the sale of $10,000 worth
of space as one of the conditions?"

"Such a rumor has been circulated, but, as a
member of the committee, I have never heard

of it. You can say that the show will positively

occur and will be thoroughly representative in

every respect."

The show is to occur in the amphitheatre,

around which is seating capacity for 5,500

people. The admission fee will be twenty-five

cents. The space in which a former show was
held will be the cafe, at which refreshments

will be served at standard New York prices.

"I feel sure," concluded Mr. Bretz, "that the

terms are most liberal. More than that, the

management leaves the same offer open from
year to year. It will either assume the respon-

sibility or will rent the building on the usual

terms."

The following spaces had been secured up

to Oct. 20:

11. Royal Cycle Works
14 to 17. Garvin Mach. Co.

34. Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.

49. Peerless Mfg. Co.

50. Raleigh Cycle Co.

53. Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.

54. Premier Cycle Co.

55. Hill Cycle Co.

57 and 60. Hulbert Bros.

61. Porter & Gilmour

67. Hermes Tire Co.

68. Washburn Cycle Co.

72. New Departure Bell Co.

75. League Cycle Co.

79. Ea?le Bicycle Co.

The Pope Manufacturing Company takes special space,

18x38 feet (located on the diagram as 108 to 112), for its

world's fair exhibition pavilion; also two extra spaces.

The Philadelphia Prospectus.

The Philadelphia show management has is-

sued its prospectus. It shows the prices of

spaces to vary from $35 to $75. Half spaces

will be rented and provision made for very

small exhibits, as heretofore. Six-inch plat-

forms will be erected over all spaces free of

charge. Among those who have already ex-

pressed their intention of exhibiting are the

following:

83-4-6.

80. Phelps & Dingle

81. Warwick Cycle Co.

82. Newton Rubber Co.

f John S. Leng's
\ Sons Co.

88-9. Wilson, Myers & Co.

90. Hartley & Graham
93. McKee & Harrington

„, ( Schoverling, Daly &
a4

-
| Gales

97. Smith Wheel Mfg. Co.

99. Dunlop Tire Co.

100. Cushman & Denison

Between 54 and 58. Persons
& Muller Mfg. Co.

Buffalo Wheel Co.

Buffalo Tricycle Co.

Bretz & Curtis Mfg. Co.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co.

Hartford Cycle Co.

Hartford Rubber Works
Hill Cycle Co.

H. A. Lozier & Co.

League Cycle Co.

Metropolitan Cycle Co.

Pope Mfg. Co.

PhiladePa Drop Forge Co.

Reading Safely Bicycle Co.

Relay Mfg. Co.

E. C. Stearns & Co.

Hickory Cycle Co.

Hilliard Cyclometer Co.

Hart Cycle Co.

Telegram Cycle Co.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co.

Yost Mfg. Co.

THE NOVICE AS A PURCHASER.

Believes Prices Too High and Risks Cheaper

Goods—Price Cutting.

The other day I came across an advertise-

ment of a very large mercantile house, ;n
whose business bicycles play but a very small

part. The advertisement contains the very

tempting offer of a $150 wheel for $70, asserts

that it is "A. 1 from hub to head," as "truly

worth $150 as any wheel that runs," and is

"guaranteed by the maker," but warns the

reader not to ask the name, as they are not to

tell.

It fact, the advertisement is as repellant and
as mirth-provoking to the intelligent rider as it

could well be. Even if he were inclined to

purchase one of the wheels, the desire to do so

would be ("riven away upon reading the ad. It

is in this particular that bicycle riders are par-

ticular, and it is very rarely that one will buy
a second cheap wheel.

To the new rider, however, the man who is

making his first plunge into the cycling sea,

the advertisement has a very different aspect.

He knows nothing about bicycles, but there is

one article of his faith that is as firmly

grounded as the rock of Gibraltar in the soil of

Spain, and that is that a monopoly is solely for

the purpose of keeping the price of bicycles at

a preposterous figure. Any attempt to break

this monopoly and to bring down the price of

wheels to somewhere near where it should be,

is welcomed with delight. He is willing, aud

even anxious to be persuaded that the cheap

bicycle is as good as the dear one, and nothing

but the bitter experience will teach him what

poor economy it is to buy the former.

It has been proven conclusively that almost

any bicycle can be sold if the price is put

low enough and if properly advertised. With
many makers the object most desired is to sell

the wheels; how they turn out afterwards

makes little difference to some, while others

make an effort to stand back of them and take

care of whatever kind of a guarantee may
have been given with them.

The question that confronts a great many
makers just now is what to do with their large

stocks of unsold wheels. Shall they stick to

list price and carry the wheels over until next

year, or even longer, or shall they get rid of

them at any price and in any way, even to the

auction room? The curious observer finds that

this depends almost altogether on whether the

maker or holder of the over-stock of wheels

has an exclusive bicycle business or otherwise.

It is very rarely that the former will cut prices

or dispose of wheels in any but the usual way,

unless necessity forces him to do so—as in the

case of the Warwick company. He will hold

on wherever possible, although he knows that

the chance of getting even cost out of the

v< heels in the future is rather remote; but he

will prefer to incur almost any loss rather than

acknowledge that he is "stuck" or that his

goods can be bought for less than list price.

It is quite different with him whose bicycle

business is but one department, or who has not

been trained by years of experience to consider

the reputation of his wheels as of the greatest

importance. He regards the bicycles simply

as so much merchandise, of which he has a

surplus, and which is rapidly deteriorating in

value and must be closed out at once at any

price. What does he care about the sentiment
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WE HOLD NOT A FEW TRACK RECORDS.

Such performances upon A TRACK ARE NOT indicative of SUPERIORITY of CONSTRUCTION
or STABILITY OF USAGE.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS ARE SEEKING FOR A TIRE THAT SUCCESSFULLY WITHSTANDS
THE SEVERE TESTS OF LONG, HARD RIDES OVER EXECRABLE ROADS.

THE M. & W. PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE
Is Emphatically, Unqualifiedly and Without Reserve,

THE TIRE THAT IS THE MOST SERVICEABLE OF THE TIMES.
BELOW IS PROOF:

Bert Harding,
1893.

( 57:10. Imperial.
)

L. D. Munger, [•May 20. Forest Park Road Race. 17 1 2 miles. < 57:10. Arrow. V Morgan &. Wright Racing Tires.

Chas. Kindervatter, )
( 57:11. King of Scorchers. 1

C. A. Urban, May 30. 12-Mile Handicap Road Race,
Wab. C C. Terre Haute, Ind

12 miles. 40:02. Raleigh. Roads heavy—full of holes from recent
rains.

Otto Neunian, May 30. Winona, Minn.
11-2 mile.
"1 1 mile.

1:12 1-5.

2:43.
Sterling
Special.

j- State Records.

E. C. Johnson, May 30. Highland Park Races, Detroit.
1 1-4 mile.
") 1-2 mile.

:32 2-5.

1:10. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch.
Michigan State Records.

Chas. Kindervatter, May 30.
Waldo Park Road Race.Kansas

City, Mo. 10 1-10 miles. 30:21. King of Scorchers.
Ridden from scratch. Best time ever
made West of Mississippi River;
course all hills.

M. Nelson, i 1 55:44. 24- lb. March, wood rims. )

Martin Nessel, [•May 30.
Pullman Race. 17 1-2 miles. J. 55:17. Fowler. v Morgan & Wright Racing Tires,

G. L. Emerson,
P. Casse,

Pelican City Club Road Race,
New Orleans.

5 3-4 miles.
1 55:48.

16:41 2-5.

22-lb. James.
Arrow. Casse is a youth of 14 years, his time

is State Record.
Morgan & Wright Road Tires. Won

H. E. Renshaw May 30. Denver Road Race. 25 miles. 1:30:50. Sterling Special. $750 piano from 158 starters. Strong
head wind.

M. A. Hickman, June 13. Alabama State Championship. 5 miles. 16:40. Birmingham Scorcer. Morgan & Wright Tires.

C. E. Tudor, June 16. Hanauer Road Race. Sunol. Morgan & Wright Tires.

S. H. Wylie June 27. New Tork to Chicago. 1,028 miles.
10 days,
4 hours, Sterling Special.

Morgan & Wright Racing Tires.
Not even a puncture.

Emil Ulbricht,
A. L. I.eonhardt, V July 4.

Waukesha - Milwaukee Road
Race.

16 1-2 miles.

30 min.
46:54.

48:31.

Ppecial
Stephens.

J Morgan & Wright Racing Tires. *

v Ulbricht fs time is best record
John Clark. I 49:01. Special. ) for course by 1:56.

Breaking the competition record
Frank Waller, July 4. Indianapolis. 3 Miles. 7:31. Arrow. for this distance.

J F. Reitzner, July 4. Waukesha-Milwaukee rd. race. 16 1-2 miles. 47:41. James. Second best time.

E. M. Spike, July 4 " " " 16 1-2 miles. 49:40. Eagle-Altair.

H. H. Wylie, July 15. Newark-Princeton. 100 miles. 6:20:30. Sterling Special. " Same old Racing Tires."
G. Meirstein, Sioux City to Chicago. 600 miles. 8 dys. 9 hrs. Sterling Special. Meirstein is a youth of 15.

Morgan & Wright racing tires.

A. X. I.eonhardt, July IS. lake View course. 5 miles. 13:30. Stephens. Breaking record for distance.

Frank Waller, July 33. Hilsendeyen road race. 35 miles. 1:06:10. Arrow.
Breaking all road records from
15 to 25 miles.

F. SI. James, Denver to Chicago. 1,200 miles. 12 days. Sterling Special. Bid not even pump tires up the

F. J. Ashton, July 31.
Rockford to Chicago and re-

turn.
200 miles. 20 hours. Sterling Special.

entire distance.
"Double century: no trouble, of

E. Ulbricht, Aug. 12. 1 kilometres, international. 62 miles. 2:52:312-5. Whitwortr.
course."

Ulbricht broke 50-mile record in this

C. T. Knisely, Aug. 26. Illinois Road Race. 10 miles. 27:55. March.
event.

American Road Record.
H. H. Wylie, Aug. 96. Review Road Race. 5 3-4 miles. 15:06. Sterling Special. Equaling American Record.
W. J. Doyle, Aug. 19. Rogers Park Road Race. 6 miles. 18:30. Sterling Special. Won from scratch, time and 1st place.
H. T. Ferguson, July 22. Rogers Park Road Race. 3 miles. 8:19. " WylieV Sterling. Won from scratch, time and 1st place
F. L. Olds, Aug. 22. Ohio Road Race. 12 miles.

1 1 mile open.
-j 1-4 " flying.

38:54. Fowler. 2nd place and 1st time.

Fred A. Morris, Aug. 22. Mexico, Mo. -{3012. Stearns. M. & W. Racing Tires.
1 1-2 "standing ( 1:11 1-2.

F. W. Osmun, Sept. 16. South Side Road Race. 10 miles. 29:15 2-5. Sterling Special. First time prize.
E. Spike, Sept. 16. South Side Road Race. 10 miles.

29:30. Eagle-Altair. Second time prize.
S. Wallace, Sept. 16. South Side Road Race. 10 miles.

34:40. Winner of race
A. Auble, Jr., Wadsworth, O., to Chicago. 383 miles.

3 ds., 16 hrs. Sunol. No punctures recorded.
Md. J. Mock, Across Iowa and Illinois. 922 miles. S days. Raleigh Sacer. Only one mishap.
F. Von Boeckman, Chicago to Austin, Texas. 1,300 miles. 16 days, 6

hours.
Fowler. No puncture, no mishap of any

sort.

Wm. Reading, Ft. Wayne, Ind., to Chicago. 185 miles. 24 1-2 hours. Dauntless.
Has ridden same tires 1 year 4 months

without puncture.

American Road Record.
1st place.

Wm. Bainbridge,
John P. Fogarty,
Walter Scott,

Sept. 7.
" 26.

Oct. 9.

Columbia Wheelmen's r'd race.
Capital City road race.
Lafayette, Ind.

10 miles.

1-4 " open.
1 "
5 " road.
14 "

27:54.

:34.

Thistle.
SterliDg.

Otto Ziegler, July.
Cct. 4.

San Jose, Cal.
Sacramento.

14:42 1-5.

:32.

Mohrig.
2nd "
Coast Record.

..
Sept. 23.
s 24.

San Francisco
2 "
1-2 "

4:49.

1:07 4-5.

" " "

C. o. Pierce. Butte City. Mont. 10 " 27:30. Imperial. Against strong: wind on a slow traok.

That which is the most Serviceable; that which causes you No Trouble; that which is Reasonable in Cost is the Best. Manu-
facturer and dealer, look to your next year's interests.

MORGAN & WRIGHT Patent Pneumatic Tires ARE WHAT YOD WANT FOR '94.

See that our firm name is in raised letters on the side of tire when buying. Catalogue gives a world of information.

Morgan & Wright,
331-339 W. Lake St.,

MENTION THE REFEREE.
CHTC \.QO, ILL.
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of keeping to list and being able to say that his

wheels cannot be bought for less than list price?

Nothing whatever, and in consequence he
never hesitates to give the order to reduce

prices "temporarily" in order to get rid of

them.

It is usually assumed that this sort of thing

does not pay in the end; that the men who sell

in this way have no interest in the wheel after

ib is sold, and that they wash their hands of

the whole matter as soon as they get the

money and the customer gets out of the store;

that the purchaser, soon perceiving that he is

"stuck," steers clear of such a house in the fu-

ture. All of this is true enough, but the weak
point in the argument is that such houses de-

pend on new business for their support, and do
not care for persons to whom they have once
sold a wheel.

In the long run, however, I am inclined to

think that the exclusive bicycle dealer gets the

best of the argument, in spite if the fact that

each year sees a new group of unsophisticated

ones ready to step forward and be plucked.

The former gains a reputation for fair and con-

scientious dealing, and his wheels the name of

being sold for one price only, while the latter

has to look largely to new customers every

year.

TRADE IN NEW YORK.

Several Changes of Location — Business Re-

ported Fairly Good.

The perfect weath< r New York has enjoyed

the past few weeks has been of some benefit to

the trade locally, as all the agents have made a

few sales. Considering the time of year things

are not quite as bad as they might be, notwith-

standing the unusual depression in business.

A visit to the Raleigh Cycle Company's place

in Harlem disclosed a wonderful amount of

activity among the force, which is just com-

pleting the fitting up of the new promises at

One Hundred and Twenty-fourth street and

and Seventh avenue. A. E. Flavell, the

newly-appointed traveler of the firm, showed
the writer through the plant, which covers an

immense area, the principal machine part

being below the sidewalk. George S. Macdon-

ald, the manager, is busy superintending the

refitting the upper part of the establishment,

offices, salesrooms, etc. He says the company
will, in a few weeks, be able to turn out 300

wheels a week.

Jandorf, the well-known bicycle broker,

who makes a specialty of buying up job lots of

wheels, has done a wondtrful business the past

year. He has sold over 4,000 wheels of all

kinds, and has bought lots all over the country

from manufacturers who were short of ready

cash. Jandorf has made a wonderful success

of this particular branch of the bicycle

business, and when the banks were ask-

ing a premium on currency and some of them
somewhat shaky, he was seen making his

way to a safety-deposit vault with $20,000 in

currency under his arm. He got a little rat-

tled regarding the stability of the institution

which held his cash.

The Ormonde company, in its new quarters

at One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street, be-

tween Seventh and Eighth avenues, looks

quite smart, makes quite a wonderful dis-

play of sundries, and will be fairly in the

swim when the season opens next year. In

the meantime it is making a drive on lamps.

The Premier Cycle Company has decided to

move down town, and will occupy a floor for

wholesale purposes only on Watts street, where

a magnificent fire-proof building is being con-

structed and is nearly finished. President

Johnson says he will pay no more attention to

the retail business and will confine his energies

solely to the wholesale which developed so

well last year and that a reliable New York
concern will handle the retail interests in this

vicinity.

A call at the Smith Wheel Manufacturing

Company's place found things pretty near at a

standstill, Mr, Smith explaining that orders

had ceased to come in for this year, except a

few straggling ones, and that they were now
looking forward to next season's business and

a probable enlargement of the plant.

A visit to the Bidwell tire factory found

things moving along quietly at that portion of

the Bidwell plant, which, Frank White says,

is conducted by permission of the receivers

until a final settlement of the Bidwell affairs is

made. It is now quite possible that the Bid-

well company will continue the tire business,

but the bicycle business will be dropped alto-

gether. We shall see no Tourist on the market

next year.

Sydney Bowman was suffering from and

very excited overa visit of burglars. The scamps
had taken three new Columbias, Sydney's

overcoat as well as a lot of other clothing, $100

worth of sundries, a check book, and did notomit

to take a handful of warrants which go with the

Columbias, which would make it easy to dis-

pose of the wheels as the warrants are signed

by the colonel. They had entered the place by

boring twelve holes with an inch bit around the

lock of the door. This is a side entrance. They

left their tools behind and also a few things

which will help to identify them. They were

evidently novices at burglarizing and bicycle

riders at that. The Referee man stumbled on

a clue which Detective Evanhoe of the Mul-

berry street station followed with so much
success that a photograph, shown where they

has cashed one of Bowman's checks, was iden-

tified as that of a culprit. The parties have

left town, it is believed, but Bowman is wor-

ried about those checks. The one alluded to

was passed on one of Bowman's creditors who
gave the fellow change. The culprits are evi-

dently well-known riders and their arrest will

cause a sensation. In the meantime there is a

very angry vegetarian going around New York

with blood in his eye, and that man is Bow-

man. Speaking of Bowman reminds me that

he has had quite a bit of trouble lately. He had

a man named Silvers arrested Friday morning

for passing a worthless draft for $200 on him.

He also lost a bicycle intrusted to a man who
rented same. The man who passed the draft

will, it is said, make it good.

The American Dunlop Tire Company is busy

getting ready for next season and representa-

tives of this company are now on the road

showing the '94 tire.

Kennedy Child's Latest Move.

Rumors of the attempted combination of the

saddle business, in which leading manufac-

turers figured recently in the vicinity of New
York, but which fell through owing to one

manufacturer refusing to be whipped into line,

is followed by another mild sensation. For

the past two weeks A. Kennedy Child has been

visiting the eastern trade in the interest of the

Bretz-Curtis Manufacturing Company, show-

ing Solid Comfort saddles. This was consid-

ered peculiar, especially as the ex-Springfield

salesman's name had been mentioned as a

probable partner of H. C. Martin, of Buffalo,

and later with the new Spangler tire. But

Monday solved the mystery and the " man of

myotery " has, as usual, landed near the win-

ning post. It is President Child now; he has

been elected president of the Curtis-Child

Manufacturing Company, of Philadelphia, the

charter of the company having been duly

granted. A. Kennedy Child, through virtue

of controlling three-fourths of the company's

stock, has been elected president, with George

Curtis as vice-president, and C. W. Dailey as

secretary and treasurer, with one share of

stock. Jake Bretz, who has always stood by

the interests of the concern which bore his

name, is no longer interested. The company
has decided to dispense with the services of

the popular and successful salesman, W. M.

Perrett, who was only notified Saturday of the

new turn in affairs, and who was, considering

his energetic work for the old firm, considera-

bly excited over the new turn in affairs. He
will not be out of employment for many days,

however, as a prominent saddle concern is al-

ready in negotiation with him. Mr. Perrett

will make his headquarters in New York until

he joins another concern.

Andy Cahill on Prices.

Like the cyclone that he is, Andy Cahill, the

wild Irishman, flew along cycle row Wednes-

day morning, shaking hands here and there,

but, strange to say, finding little time for tell-

ing stories from his inexhaustible fund. It was

"And how are you, old man ? You're looking

fine. This is a pleasure—ah, but this is too

much [as some one else comes in]—this is a

pleasure not looked for."

"And what are you doing?" was asked be-

tween gasps.

"Nothing; absolutely nothing, and getting

paid for it, and that's the beauty o' it" was the

response.

From one thing to another the talk ap-

proached the momentous question of prices for

next year. He said:

"The price of the highest grade wheel next

year will be $150.

"But they say that unless the list on wheels

is lower, price-cutting will be encouraged; that

the 'dear public' expects a reduction, and, not

receiving it, will be offended, and like a spoiled

child refuse to buy."

"True for ye, me boy, but if a trade associa-

tion were formed, and the salvation of the

trade is in such an association, prices could

and would be maintained. I think every news-

paper should advocate and keep on advocating

such an association, for its as true as you live

it's the one thing needed."

"Then Niagaras will list at $150?"

"Yes, as far as I know. We have a new

wheel, the Century Niagara, which sells at

$100, and it's a dandy. But I must be going."

A half hour later he stood on the corner still

talking and meeting friend after friend. He
may be there yet.

Says the Dutch Machine Will Stand.

Utrecht, Oct. 3. — Editor Referee: —
We notice a paragraph in one of your

numbers, in which you ask, in the course

of a description in an interview with our

Mr. P. Leeuwenberg, whether our cycles,

made by workmen earning eight cents

per hour, can "stand up." Allow us to re-

mark that they stand as firmly as did the

Dutchman who founded New York, and that

the Dutch workman who gets eight cents per

hour (when he can) is just as reliable a worker
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Greatest Success of 1 893
-^vwt/i/i>—ariTwr/vrk^

MACINTOSH •
DETACHABLE

* TYRE.

A Few Records Out of Many:
World's Record out and home Road Race, 50 miles, by C. W. Schafer, 2 hrs. 34 m. 42 sec.

50 miles Northern Path Record, C. W. Schafer, 2 hrs. 19 min. 36 sec.

Fastest time in (Anfield) hundred miles, R. H. Carlisle, 5 hrs. 58 min.

Belgium Road Record, 100 kilometres.

50 miles, Midland Road Record, by Newey.

Birmingham to Bristol and back, by Church.

Yorkshire Road Club, 100 miles.

Hour track, 23 miles 471 yards.

EASILY DETACHED.
EASILY REPAIRED.

VERY FAST.

Chas. Macintosh & Co., Ltd.,

Manchester and Coventry, - - - - ENGLAND.
MENTION THE R.EFEREE.
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as were the men who sailed up the Thames in

the time of Charles I. In addition, we use in

our best machines nothing but Swedish char-

coal steel for the framewcik, and our bearings

are mads of the same steel as is used for the

best balls made in England, and are ground
out dead true to insure easy running.

If, after this explanation, you still feel du-

bious as to the capabilities of our cycles for

"standing up," we would like to have a little

bet with you that a machine of ours will,

weight of machine for weight, carry a heavier

load on the saddle than any American ma-
chine (taken from stock) you can produce, and
will run at least as easily.

Simplex Automatic Machine Company.

The '94 Reform, Ladies.'

The Reform Cycle Company has already
placed on the market its 1894 ladies' machine.
The new model is particularly strong, the

double connecting tubes being large in di-

ameter. It is light, and as will ba by seen by
referring to the cut, very graceful.

Recent American Patents.

Following is a list of recent patents, reported

specially for the Referee by W. E. Aughin-
baugh, patent attorney, Washington, D. C:

506,276, pedal for velocipedes; Edward L. Shultz,

Springfield, Mass.; assignor to the Warwick Cycle Manu-
facturing Company, same place; filed Aug. 29, 1892.

506,312, spring frame for bicycles, tricycles, etc.;

George W. Gardiner, Bishop-Aukland, England; filed

Jan. 21, 1893.

606,409, ball bearing; Harold R. Wellman, Duluth, Minn.;

filed Jan. 26, 1893.

606,424, tire; Alfred Ducasble, Paris, France; filed April

12, 1893; patented in France and Belgium.

506,454, bicycle; Crayton A. Woodbury, Rutland, Vt
;

filed Aug. 12, 1892.

596,474, means for carrying head lights on velocipedes;

Preston Davies, London, England; filed July 12, 1893:

patented in Denmark May 19, 1893.

506,494, bicycle jack; William H. Hart, Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa.; filed Oct. 6, 1892.

506,508, vehicle wheel ; Luther C. Jaques and George F.

Kester, Spokane, Wash. ; filed June 30, 1893.

506,510, saddle for velocipedes; George S. Karr, Toronto,

Can.; filed Sept. 19, 1892.

506,550, pneumatic tire; Albert J. Rosentreter, Roches-

ter, N. Y.; assignor of one-half to Edward Schirck, same
place; filed July 11, 1S92.

506,594, pneumatic tire; William C. Kepler, Flowerfield,

and Frederick A. Wegner, Three Rivers, Mich.; filed

July 10,1893.

506,000, bicycle support; George N. Allen, Fall River,

assignor to George Draper & Sons, Hopedale, Mass.;

filed May 29, 1893.

506,626,bicycle; Alexander H. Clark, Fond du Lac,
Wis.; assignor of one-half to Louie H. Clark, Denver,

Col.; filed June 30, 1892.

506,430, wheel; Charles F. Harrington, Lyndhurst, N. J.,

signor to McKee & Harrington, N. Y. ; filed March 6*.

1893.

Trade Marks—23,687, sweater; William Thomas Pitcher

Godalming, Eng. ; filed Sept. 14, 1893—essential feature

the word "Charterhouse."

The Stearns 1894 Wheel.

E. C. Stearns & Co.'s Yellow Fellow has

this to say of the former's 1894 production:

"This wheel is the acme of mechanical skill as

applied to bicycle building, and the achieve-

ment of a year's ceaseless experiment and

trial. It does not go forth untried. The mem-
bers of the firm themselves and many others

have been riding it in Syracuse for months, to

be sure that it would meet every test, and if a

wheel comes home right side up after taking

its chances on the pavements of Syracuse, it

may be- trusted to tool along bhe rocky road to

Dublin or the hard road to Jordan. What
will be the weight of this wheel? I am not at

liberty to tell. It sufficeth, surely, to know of

a verity that it will be of all road machines
the lightest. * * * For their [the ladies]

delight, E. C. Stearn? & Co. have built and
will furnish next season a wheel which will be

nothing short of perfection. Until they could

be sure of what they were about, the firm

have not assumed to meet the growing demand
for a ladies' wheel. * * * The wheel will

tip the scales at a surprisingly light weight."

Warfare at an End.

The law suit between the American Dunlop
Tire Company and Fane & Lavender of To-

ronto, manufacturers of the Comet tire, has

been satisfactorily settled out of court. This

case, which arouses considerable interest in

Canada, came up in the Exchequer court be-

fore Judge Burbridge, and, after a two-days'

hearing, was adjourned for a week, coming for

a hearing again on Oct. 18, when, after half an

hour's hearing, the interested parties adjourned

to a barrister's room, where the case was set-

tled by the American Dunlop Tire Company
paying a nominal sum for the assignment of

the Fane & Lavender patents to that company

;

Fane & Lavender also turning over their man-
factured stock at cost price, including their

plant and tools in the price paid for their pat-

ent rights. This gives the Dunlop people sole

rights for Canada for their detachable tire.

Fane & Lavender have placed a large order for

Dunlops for their '94 trade.

Handles Five Styles of Tires.

The Eastern Rubber Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Trenton, N. J. , has a small but neat and
handsomely illustrated catalogue describing its

wares. Besides handling Samson cement,

pedal rubbers and cork and rubber handles, no
less than five tires are described, all being

fitted with the company's " perfection" valve.

The Climax has a separate casing and inner

tube, and cements on the rim ; the Gem is of

the Morgan & Wright plan; the Fleetwood is

of the hose-pipe variety; the Arrow racing tire

is on the same order, and the Cyclone is a de-

tachable tire.

The American Dunlop Tire Company.

A visit to the above company's new factory

on West Fourteenth street, New York, found

DuCros brothers, Alfred, Harvey and George,

very busy superintending the fitting of what
will be, they state, the finest tire factory in the

world. Harvey, Jr., took a representative of

the Referee in hand and the following was
learned in regard to the company's new build-

ing: There will be 25,000 square feet of space,

consisting of four large floors; on the ground
floor a 120-horse-power engine will be located

for power, and a twelve-horse dynamo will

serve for the electric lighting plant. No gas

whatever will be used in the building. A
sprinkling plant, suspended from the ceiling of

each floor is added as a check to fire. The
company's offices will be located on the ground
floor, divided into several handsome compart-

ments. One of the rooms upstairs will be used

for the "Irish Dunlop Cycling Club." The
Du Cros boys are making great preparations

for next season's business, and eventually be-

lieve they will make this famous tire as popular

in this country as in England. This company
wishes the Referee to state that it did not

give Philadelphia permission to use its name
in connection with the Philadelphia show, and

that it will exhibit in New York alone, and

will fit up a very elaborate exhibit. Harvey
Du Cros at Detroit met Matthew Riley, the

well known driver of fast horses, and was
given an order for tires to fit the racing sulky

drawn by the famous pair Lynn W and Clay-

ton, record 2:19.

Fitted Out a Cycle Corps.

A. Featherstone & Co. are quite jubilant

over the fact that the Second Regiment, (I. N.

G. , Cycle Corps has purchased fifteen of their

Dukes for use of the corps. Mr. Caswell is au-

thority for the statement that the Duke, which
lists at $100, was selected in spite of the fact

that several high-grade wheels were offered at

the same price.

Saddle Men Combine.

A combination among the leading saddle

makers is an accomplished fact. The ad-

journed Chicago meeting was continued in

New York, and the leading saddle makers have
combined to adjust prices and other abuses of

the saddle trade.

Who Originated Wooden Rims?

Peter J. Berlo, of Boston, the well-known
racing man, claims to have invented the

wooden rim and to have sold his share of the

patent for $50 to A. C. Fairbanks, who origin-

ally had a half interest for paying for the pat-

ent.

Chicago Trade Notes.

A. L. Garford, the saddle maker, was in the

city last week.

Marvin Agee, of Sherman, Tex., was in the

city this week. Mr. Agee sells P. D. Q.'s in

his country.

Mac R. Himes is again in the city. Himes
wps formerly with the Snell Cycle Fittings

Company, of Toledo, and is now seeking a po-

sition with a Chicago house.

George Graf has ridden an Imperial steadily

throughout the season, over 3,300 miles. He
nas spent but ten cents for repairs, being the

price of one spoke, which he put in himself.

Paul L. Hassenforder, of Taunton, Mass., a
charter member of tne Taunton Bicycle Club
and a well-known rider and cycle dealer, is in

the city. He is on a sight-seeing trip only.

Mr. Hassenforder is agent for Swift and West-
ern Wheel Works goods.

C. M. Fairchild, of the Quadrant Cycle Com-
pany, has ridden twenty-five centuries this

season on a Quadrant. It looks much like

crazy cycle riding, but Fairchild says it has

done him the world of good. Last year he
was rather sickly, but has improved greatly

with hard work.

General Trade Notes.

W. Herrick, representing Morgan & Wright,
was in Buffalo last week.

Mr. Dayton, of Sporting Life, with his wife,

was in Chicago recently doing the fair.

Mr. Elton, representing Charles Macintosh &
Co., Manchester, Eng., has arrived in America.

Gilbert S. Benham has been removed as re-

ceiver of the Connecticut Cycle Company and
James Gallagher, Jr., has been named in his
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The WARMAN-SCHUB
CYCLE HOUSE,

SUCCESSOR TO

the C. H. SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

AND

the WARMAN & HAZLEWOOD CO., Ltd.,

HAS NOW BECOME A FIXTURE.

That does not mean that it has come to a standstill so soon, for you will find it one of the LIVELIEST

and MOST PROGRESSIVE Houses in the Cycle trade; but it DOES mean that it has already been accorded a

place among the houses with which it is to the interest of

Every Large Jobber and Dealer

to have some dealings. The famous CATARACT and the Celebrated COVENTRY CROSS Safeties will be

money and name-makers for every one who handles them in '94.

Show that you are alive to your own interest by letting us hear from you promptly.

THE WARMAN-SCHUB CYCLE HOUSE,

191 Lake, 108 and no Dearborn, Cor. Washington, and 469 W. Madison Streets,

CHICAGO.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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stead. The creditors and Benham didn't hitch

well, it is claimed.

The tire men are the most active in the cycle

trade at present. There are several in Chicago

at present.

The Pope Manufacturing Company will

transfer its world's fair exhibit to the New
York show.

The cycle exhibitors at the world's fair are

tired of the show and are only too glad it is

nearly over.

Just forty per cent of the spaces at the New
York show have been rented. The price ag-

gregates $3,795.

"For sale, no reasonable offer refused," is

the sign posted at the world's fair exhibits of

Adam Opel and Heinrich Kleyer.

Kirk Brown is making his annual visit to

Chicago, performing the double duty of attend-

ing to business and seeing the fair.

Harry Arnold, of New Britain, Conn., the

well-known racing man and a local dealer, has

assigned. Too much racing, likely.

Alexander Young, representative of the New
Howe Machine Companjr in Australia , was a

caller at the Referee office Tuesday.

Orders for over 40,000 sets of tires have been

booked by the Columbia Rubber Works. This

includes orders for special tires by large manu-

facturers.

H. A. Lozier & Co., will have samples of

their '94 wheel on the road Nov. 1. The
'94 Cleveland will list at $150 and will be light

in weight.

George H. Pixley, one of R. L. Coleman's

Western Wheel Works young men, is bask in

NewYork from an extended New England for-

age for business. He will start out again soon.

M. L. Greggson, manager of the New York
Cycle Company, says his house is in receipt of

orders right along for the $100 bicycle which

bears the concern's name. Arrangements are

going ahead for next year's output.

The New Departure Bell Company and John

H. Graham & Co., of New York, have entered

into a contract with Joseph Lucas & Son., of

Birmingham, Eng., for the exclusive agency

in the United States of Lucas' lamps. The

new combination begins immediately.

The Monarch Cycle Company wishes it dis-

tinctly understood that its Wabash avenue re-

tail store will not be used as a sewing machine

salesroom the coming winter. A full line of

the latest pattern Monarchs will always be

found at this store, which is one of the hand-

somest in America.

C. Otto Reichert, the New Haven medal and

badge maker, accompanied by C. Bishop,

called at our eastern office last Thursday while

en route from Chicago aud the fair to his home.

Mr. Reichert stopped over at Buffalo and

secured the Buffalo Wheel Company's agency

for New Haven. He is much taken with the

$100 Century Niagara.

Samuel Gorton visited Chicago, saw the fair

and placed a satisfactory agency for the

Quinton Scorcher all in three clays. The east-

ern territory will be covered by the Pennsyl-

vania Bicycle Company, of Philadelphia, and

the western by Ralph Temple, of Chicago.

Orders received from these concerns seemed to

be entirely satisfactory, and Mr. Gorton states

positively that there will be none of the delay

in shipments so often indulged in by English

houses, oftto resulting fatally to the business

of agent and maker.

LATE ENGLISH INVENTIONS.

An Automatic Inflator—The Singer Foot-rest—

Whitworth Bearing Adjustment Lock.

These abstracts are prepared, immediately
after the complete specifications are published,

by G. Douglas Leechman, consulting engineer.

19 Hertford street, Coventry.

[All persons interested in opposing the grant of a patent
on any one of the undermentioned applications may, at
any time within two months from July 19, 1893, give
notice in the prescribed form of such opposition.

1

AN AUTOMATIC INFLATOR.

No. 13,898. P. A. Martin's " Improvements in or ad-

ditions to pneumatic or inflating cycle tires, foot balls,

seats, saddles, air beds, pillows and the like." July 30,

1892.—The object of this invention is to make pneumatic
tires aDd other articles self-inflating by and during their

use. The illustration represents a sectional view of a
portion of a tire fitted with the inflating appliance

and an escape valve. The appliance consists of an inflat-

ing chamber (d) with flexible sides mounted upon a
bracket (e) fitted to the inside periphery (a4) of the tire

or to the rim, by any suitable means. Leading from the

chamber (d) is a passage (d2) having within it a check
valve (d3) leading to a second chamber (e2) which has a
feed passage (e3) through it leading to the interior of the

tire. The passage (e3) has a check valve (f). Feed air

to the inflating chamber (d) passes through a small tube

(g) from an opening in the side of the tire, while the inlet

Cgl) is fitted with a valve (h) which opens inwardly and
entraps the air passed into the chamber by the distention

of the walls of the same. When the wheel rotates the

compression acts on the inflating chamber (d) and so

forces air from it through the check valve (d3) into the

second chamber (e2) and thence through the passage (e3)

and valve (f) to the inside of the tire. If the inflating

chamber is not sufficient to produce the pressure of air

required additional chambers may be employed. Other
forms of automatic inflators are described, such as an
air pump carried by the wheel with the piston worked
from off a fixed eccentric plate on the frame so that on

each rotation of the wheel a short stroke of the piston is

made and air thereby forced into the tire. The piston is

preferably made of the trunk type so that the rod be-

sides reciprocating is made to oscillate, or ball or other

inflators may be used. Communication may be made
from either wheel to the other where only one is provided

with self-inflation means through the intervention of a

cranked coupling rod, having swiveled air-tight joints, but

this arrangement is not described in detail. Air may also

be transmitted to the seat the of saddle and may be

adapted, if nesessary, to supply the seat of the rider

with a constant stream of cold air.

THE SINGER FOOT REST.

No. 15,776. G. Singer's "Improvements in or con-

nected with foot rests for velocipedes." Sept. 2, 1892.—

The invention refers to foot rests and to the protection of

the side of the fork from being scratched by the foot of

the rider. To attain lightness and strength in the foot

rest the axis of the

stalk which carries the

rest is arranged below

the central line of the

clip attaching it to the

fork whereby the

strain is materially

removed fram the clip

and thrown below the

screw, 'i he outer face

of the clip is prolonged

downwards at C and

upwards at B, while the two side wings (D E) embrace

and pass a short distance within the inner side of the fork

(A), the said wings being then bent to form flanges iF G)

to take a bolt (Hj by which the clip is secured in position.

The stalk (J) is secured to the extension (C) below the

center line of the bolt (H), and at C there is preferably

an extra thickness of metal which strengthens the con-

struction, and the position of the parts is such as to de-

crease the liability of the pressure of the foot to cause

the clip to twist or to slide downward on the fork. The

upper extension (B) acts as a guard preventing the foot

from scratching the fork, but this extension may be dis-

pensed with if desired. The foot rest shown is provided

with a serrated top, but a Singer rubber block fitting into

a cup-shaped holder or other form of rest may be substi-

tuted.

THE WHITWORTH BEARING ADJUSTMENT LOOK.

No. 17.311. J. V. Pugh's "Improvements in the

bearings of bicycles, tricycles and other velocipedes."

Sept. 28, 1892.—The invention relates to the conical ring

or cup (c) which constitutes with the fixed cone on the

axle (b) the bearing surfaces between and upon which

the balls work, and consists in a special method of fixing

the cup (c) after adjustment. The illustration repre-

sents a section of the crank-axle bearings near one row
of balls. The cup (c) is fitted into the body (a) of the

bracket by a screw thread on the cup fitting into a cor-

responding thread in

the bracket, the ad-

justment of the bear-

ing being effected by
screwing the cup in

more or less. To fix

the cup (c) in the de-

sired position a projec-

tion (e) is made on the

bracket and in a verti-

cal hole in the projec-

tion is placed a cotter

(f) at a short distance

from the cup (c). The
upper end of the cotter is screw-threaded and provided

with a nut (g) , by turning which the cotter can be raised

or lowered in the hole. In the lower part of the cotter is

cut a recess (f2) and a crescent-shaped metallic block (h)

is interposed between the cup (c) and the recessed por-

tion of the cotter CO. The concave side of the block has

grooves which engage with the screw thread of the cup

(c). In adjusting the screwed cup (c) in the bracket (a)

the nut (g) on the cotter (f) is relaxed so as to alllow the

cotter to descend to such a distac ce as not to press the

block (h) against the cup (c). The cup is then screwd

the required distance into the bracket and the nut turned

so as to raise the cotter and cause the curve in its recess

to press the block tightly against the cup and thereby

prevent its accidental turning, The arrangement is ap-

plicable to all velocipede ball bearings.

Trade Notes.

The Illinois Cycle Company was wise when
it turned its atttention toward the making of

parts. Though it has been in this branch of

the trade but a short time it has received

orders to keep a good force going for some
time. It has recently added several new
pieces of machinery to its shop, and is now
well prepared to execute special orders.

The New York branch of the Raleigh Cycle

Company has secured the American agency

for Middlemore, Brooks, Mason and Lamplugh
saddles. The company writes that, in addition

to saddles, it is in a position to quote extremely

low prices on tubing in large quantities, fork-

sides, ball heads, Southard's cranks and pedals.

Large orders have been placed for these goods,

and travelers are now showing the goods to

the trade.

Mr. Bednell, of Taylor, Cooper & Bednell,

makers of the well-known Raglan, arrived in

New York early last week, and expected to

close an important deal in order to sail on the

Berlin Oct. 25. Mr. Bednell speaks encourag-

ingly of the prospects of his firm in America.

He has had a delightful trip, and, being an ap-

preciative observer of the beautiful, has found

much of interest in the western states, includ-

ing the world's fair. Mr. Bednell is cheerful,

bright and well posted.

Bears Dislike Bicycles.

A story from Maine, which is going the

rounds of the dailies, is that Miss Nell Ham-
mond of Chopin encountered a big bear the

other evening just at twilight, on his way to a

sheep pasture. Miss Hammond was on her bi-

cycle and when the bear saw the combination

he stopped, and not liking the looks of it, com-

menced to retreat. The lady followed, and,

putting on speed, rushed by him and got home
safely.
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BE PATIENT!
We have just completed arrangements with a leading

rubber house who will in a week or two satisfy the hund-

reds of interested makers and dealers as to the unparal-

leled reliability of the

Preston Davies' Tire.
As For Speed.—The Bath and Back Record by C.

G. Wridgway, is our latest conquest. The previous

record over that classic course was beaten on this occasion

by about 54 minutes. The famous web casing of the P.

D. Tire gives great stability without detracting from speed.

IT IS COMING,
And because of its great strength, and its "life" and its

easily detachable qualities, it will become the most
popular

Tire for American Riders.

Preston Davies Tyre & Yalve Co.
j

Waudsworth Bridge Road, LONDON, S. W., England.

MENTION THE REFEREE.
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SAVANNAH'S MEET.

George Banker and W. F. Murphy Gobble All

the Good Events.

Savannah, Ga., Oct. 21.—George Banker of

Pittsburg and W. F. Murphy of New York
swooped down on Savannah Tuesday and Wed-

nesday and had things pretty much their own
way. Banker rode a flying quarter in :29 4-5,

the fastest quarter ever ridden in the soutK

He won nine out of the sixteen races in which
he started. The summary:

One mile, novice
—
"W.T.Dixon, 1; George H. Groth, £;

time, 3:17 4-5.

One mile, handicap—G. A. Banker, scratch, 1; W. F.

Murphy, 10 yds., 2; G. N. Adams, 90 yds., 3; time, 3:24 1-5.

One mile, open—Banker, 1; Murphy, 2; R. V. Conuerat,

3; time, 2:35 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—W. E. Gerow, SO yds., 1; Murphy,
5 yds., 2; M. E. Wilson, 40 yds., 3; time, 1:08 2-5.

Half-mile, open—Banker, 1; Murphy, 2; Dixon, 3; time,

1:11.

Two-mile, handicap—Banker, scratch, 1; Murphy, 15

yds., 2; Adams, 135 yds., 3; time, 5:00.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile, open—Banker, 1; Murphy, 2; Connerat, 3;

time, 2:32 3-5.

Half-mile, handicap—Banker, 1 ; W. E. Gerow, SO yds ,

2; Murphy, 5 yds., 3: time, 1:07 4-5.

One-mile, 2:40 class—Steve Welsh, 1; M. E. Wilson, 2;

George N. Adams, 3; time, 3:09 1-5.

Quarter-mile, handicap—Gerow, 40 yds., 1; Banker,

scratch, 2; I. U. Kinsey, Jr , 3; time, :24 1-5.

One-mile, championsliip—Connerat, 1; F. W. Williams,

2; W. T. Dixon, 3; time, 2:40.

Half-mile, open—Banker, 1; Murphy, 2; George N.

Adams, 3; time, 1:15.

One-mile, handicap—Banker, scratch, 1; Murphy, 10

yds., 2; G. N. Adams, 90 yds., 3 time, 2:22 3-5.

The final event of the meet was one mile

against time by Banker, paced by Murphy,
Williams and Wilson, in 2:20 1-5.

Road Race in Ohio.

Springfield, O., Sept. 21.—The South Side

Wheelmen's twenty-one-mile road race was
held yesterday afternoon from Grand avenue

to Clifton and return. William Braley, from

scratch, won the time in 1 hr., 10 min., 30.

The summary:
H'd'p. Time.

Worth Cummins 6:00 1:13:40

R. E. Van Tassell 5:00 1:13:30

Clint Todd 11:00 1:20:00

T.P.Harris 9:00 1:18:45

EugeneState 7:00 1:17:00

G. McAllen 7:00 1:17:03

NileHugel 7:00 1:17:04

William Braley Scr. 1:10:30

Frank Templin 12:00 1:23:30

T.L.Ropp 10:00 1:21:45

* # *

Racing at St. Louis.

St. Louis, Oct, 22.—Twelve hundred people

were at Sportsman's Park to-day to witness

the races given by the local wheelmen for the

benefit of the Republic's school lunch fund.

The track was in fairly good shape, with the

exception of the turn at the head of the home-

stretch. This was nicely raised some time

ago but the banking had been torn down since

to permit of polo playing on the grounds. This

left the turn in such shape that no one could

get around it at full speed. Githens, of Chi-

cago, had the quarter-mile race won handily

till he hit this turn, then he went out to grass

so far he had no chance of getting placed.

While the time was slow the racing was all

spirited, and the one-mile race for the RepubVc
medal and city championsliip was particularly

exciting. After the regular events were over

Guy Wright offered a gold watch to anyone

who would ride under 2:30 on the track. ( !i (li-

ens tried for it but 2:35 was the best he could

do, owing to poor pacing. Gus Steele tried

and punctured his tire on the third lap. Tried

again later and made it in 2:40. Mr. Wright
still has his watch. The summary:

One mile, novice—Louis Coburn, 1; Ed Wills, 2; Will

Coburn. .3; time, 2:o6 1 5.

Quarter-mile, open—James Levy, 1 ; Roy Tidd, 2; E. E.

Anderson, 3; time, :37 3-5.

One mile, handicap—Horace Rumsey, 325 yds., 1; Wal-
ter Brown. 325 yds., 2; Sam BotsHeld, 200 yds , 3; time,

2:.'3 2-5. Githens, by good riding, got fourth place, his

time being 2:33 1-5.

One-mile, 3:20 class—Dave Coburn, 1: Louis Coburn, 2;

Jack Coburn, 3; Will Coburn, 4; time, 2:54. A scoop for

the Coburn family.

One mile, open—H. A. Githens, 1; L, D. Cabanne, 2; Gus
Steele, 3; time, 2:44.

Half-mile, handicap—Horace Rumsey, 160 yds , 1; John
M. Trendly, 150 yds., 2; Will Coburn, 85 yds., 3; time.

1:09 1-5.

One-mile, city championship—Ed Grath, 1; Roy Tidd, 2;

L. D. Cabanne, 3; time, 2:44 3-5.

* * *

Interesting Meet at the Capital.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 21.—The first an-

nual meet of the Victor Cycle club was held

yesterday afternoon at the Y. M. C. A. Park.

The weather was fine and the track iv good
condition, and there was a large attendance to

witness the ten events of the day. The sum-
mary:

( )ne-mile, novice—A. S. Wall, 1; W. H. H. Dakin. 2; L.

Fahnestock, 3; time, 3:14 2 5.

Quarter-mile, open—E. E. Clapp, 1; W. T. Robertson, 2;

J. T. Hunter, 3; time, :36.

One-mile, District of Columbia championship—W. T.

Robertson, 1; E. E. Clapp, 2; time, 3:35.

Half-mile, handicap—E. A. Pitkin, 60 yds., 1; H. H.

Lee, 75 yds., 2; H. A. Rhine, 30 yds., 3; time 1:11 1-5.

One-mile, 3:00 class—B. B. Hunt, 1; R. H. Carr, 2; W. J.

Espey, 3: time, 2:46.

Half-mile, open—W. T. Robinson, 1; J. T. Hunter. 2; E.

E. Clapp, 3, time, 1:22 2 5.

Half mile, Victor Cycle Club championship — Fred
Schade, 1; L. Fahnestock, 2; H. H. Lee, 3; time, 1:19.

Quarter-mile, handicap—C. H. Demonet, 50 yds., 1; W.
H. Dj,kin, 50 yds., 2; G. G. Armor, 50 yds., 3; time, :33 2-5.

One-mile, handicap—C. E. Gause, 50 yds., 1; E. A. Pit

kin, 90 yds., 2; R. H. Carr, 25 yds., 3; F. W. Hutchmgs,
scratch, 4; time, 2:29 3-5.

One-mile, consolation—E. C. Yeatman, 1 ; H. Z. Greer,

2; L. O. Slack, 3; time. 2:51 2-5.

# * *

Foreigners Under Italy's Blue Sky.

Nedinger, Delansarne, Courbe, Echalie and
Gabi from France, Breitling and Zimmermann
from Mannheim, Germany, and Barden from
London, started at Milan, Italy, in several

races beginning Oct. 8, against the Italian

cracks. The 3,000-metre tandem race was a

victory for Medinger and Delansarne in the

good time of .4:15. Buni and Cantu were
second, and Breitling and Zimmermann third.

The next event was a 5-kilometre race, to

which each Italian club entered two men.
Ruscelli was first, Alaima, second; Dani, third,

and Pasta, fourth. The international race had

thirty-three starters and was run in three heats

of 5,000 meters, and the finals of 10,000 meters.

The first heat fell co Breitling; Pasta, second

;

Barden, third; Nuvolari, fourth: time, 8:36.

The second heat Alaimo, Gabi, Dani and

Colombo finished in the order named; time,

8:06. The third, Delansorne, Buni, Ruscelli,

Medinger; time, 8:95.

The final was a victory for Breitling; Rus-

celli, second; Nuvolari, third; Dani, fourth;

Medinger, fifth; Delansarne, sixth; Pasta,

seventh, and Cantu, eighth. Buni fell and
protested Breitling, claiming he cut him off.

The judges gave Ruscelli the first prize.

A 3,000-metre race resulted in a victory for

Barden, in 4:44; Echalie, second; Dani, third,

and Sarzano, fourth.

* * *

Schofield Returns Home.

Schofield sailed for home last week. His
heart was somewhat lighter than it was a
month ago, as at that time it looked as if the

ex-amateur crack was going to be as much of

a fluke as some other amateurs who left Eng-
land with trade-paper reputations to meet
American pluck and speed. Schofield, as we
said when he cut up so badly, would improve
with time, and he fairly justified the predic-

tion by handily defeating every rider in the N.
C. A., with the exception of Wheeler, who
would not give him a chance when the Brit-

isher got fit. Wheeler lost caste by fluking

when Schofield was fit and ready to give him
battle, but after seeing Schofield ride the
writer has serious doubts as to his ability to

defeat Wheeler. Still he might be able to do
so. His style, in comparison with Wheeler's,

suffers, and the Orange boy is in every way a
superior general and has style and dash, both
elements Schofield seems to lack. A steady,

driving pace with careless steering are the
Britisher's chief points. Schofield is to return

to this country with his wife in time for next
season's N. C. A. racing.

* * *

Savannah Wants Wheeler and Schofield.

The Savannah Wheelmen have offered good
inducements for a match between Wheeler
and Schofield. The latter has, or is about to

return to England, while Wheeler is busy
watching for records. There will b'e no better

place than Savannah to decide the merits of

the pair, and Wheeler, being a local favorite,

an immense crawd would turn out and see a
match between England and America.

* # *

Small Meet at Waverly, 111.

Waverly, 111., Oct, 18.—The races yester-

day were run on a poor track and during a
gale of wind. Anderson, of Roodhouse, rode
in 2:26 from the 40-yard mark, and covered
five miles in 13:50, excellent time considering

conditions. The summary:

One-mile, handicap—E. E. Anderson, 40 yds., 1 ; Charles
Lewis, 140 yds., 2; L. D. Sparke, ISO yds., 3; time, 2:26.

Half-mile, Waverly riders—J. H. Ritchie, 1: George
Mofflt, 2; time, 1:17 3 5.

Two-mile, handicap—E. A. Grath, 300 yds., 1; E. E.

Anderson, 80 yds , 2; L. D. Sparke, 300 yds., 3; time,

4:58 3-5.

One-mile, Waverly riders—J. H. Ritchie, 1; George
Moffit, 2; time, 3:00 1-5.

Half-mile, open—Charles Lewis, 1; E. A. Grath, 2; L. D.

Sparke, 2; time, 1:23.

Five-mile, handicap—E. A . Grath, 500 yds., 1 ; Charles

Lewis, 500 yds., 2; E. E. Anderson, scratch, 3; time 13:31.

One-mile, 3:20 class—Charles Seurlock, 1 ; W. W. Cory,

2; time, 3:002-5.
* * *

Races at Dallas, Tex.

Dallas, Tex., Oct. 21.—A uumber of inter-

esting races took place yesterday at the fair

grounds track, resulting as follows:

Half-mile, 1:25 limit Paul Von Boeckman, 1; W. A.

Smith, 2; G. A. Harman, 3: time, 1:27.

One-mile, 2:35 limit.—Von Boeckman, 1; R. G. Roaclie

2; W. H. Smith, 3; time, 2:57.
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PATENTS
Procured in the UDited
States and Foreign Count-
ries. Trade-marks, designs,
label, and copyrights. Send

description with model, photograph or sketch, and
'"

let you know whethe
All Information free.

I will fet you know whether you can obtain a pat-

ent All Information free.

W. E. AUGHrNBAtJGH,
McGIll Rldg.908. 24 "G" Street Washington, D. C

Cyclists, Oarsmen,
Ballplayers and
Athletes gen-
erally use

Anti-Stiff,

To Strengthen the

Muscles.

It has a particularly
Warming, Comforting
and Stimulating effect
on all Weak or Stiff
Muscles; quick in ac-
tion, clean and pleasant
in use.

For sale by Drug-
gists and Dealers
in Sporting Goods.

E. Eougera & Co.,

Sole Agents.

26-30 N.William st.

New York.

Duuith (£••
BlSSEHM

OlICAGO

WORK FOR US
a few days, and you will be startled at the unex-

pected success tliiit will reward your efforts. We
positively have the best business to offer an agent

that can be found on the face of this earth.

845.00 profit on $75.00 worth of business is

being easily and honorably made by and paid to

hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in our

employ. You can make money faster at work for

us than you have any idea of. The business is so

easy to learn, and instructions so simple and plain.

that all succeed from the start. Those who take

hold of the busings reap the advantage that

arise? from the sound reputation of one of the

oldest, most successful, and largest publishing

houses in America. Secure for yourself the profits

that the business so readily and handsomely yields.

All beginners succeed grandly, and more than
realize their greatest expectations. Those who
try it find exactly as we tell them. There is plenty

of room for a few more workers, and we urge
them to begin at once, li you are already em-
ployed, but jiave a few spare moments, and wish
to use them to advantage, then write us at once
(for this is your grand opportunity), and receive

full particulars by return mail. Address,
TRUE & CO '.ox No. 40O, Augusta, Me.

IMPROVED PATTERN,
is the result of evolution. It is the outcome of five years' experience in making oilers, and is to-

day the tightest and cleanest oil can in the world. Does not leak. Regulates the supply of oil

to a nicety. Look out for imitations.

One-half
Actual
Size.

Pi ice 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison,
K2 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK.

PUMP HOLDERS.
OILER HOLDERS.
MENTION THE REFEREE.

We make a small size holder to carry the

above oiler on your wheel. Also a larger

size holder to carry your pneumatic pump.
Easily attached to any wheel.

Price 25c. each. Handsomely nickeled.

Cushman & Denison, 172 Ninth Av.,
NEW TOltK.

mq.
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SEAMLESS,
COLD DRAWN
STEEL

Made by Perfecta Seamless Steel Tube Co. Absolutely High Grade.
Sample lengths in stock, by

PHILIP S. JUSTIGE& CO., sole agents for u.s. 14 N. 5th St., Philadelphia.

Humber Pattern Frame,
Long Wheel Base.

Guaranteed finest quality of

finish and material.

A frame on which

manufacturers and

agents may put

their name with-

out fear of being

disgraced.

ofSaltley, Ltd.,
BIRMINGHAM, ENG ,

Manufacturers of all kinds of Cycle component parls. at

reasonable prices, consistent with good workmanship.

ESTABLISHED 1848. INCORPORATED 1886. Prices on application.

STOP! LOOK!
CYCLE CHAIN PROTECTOR.

The only really Perfect Chain Guard in the market. It

is an endless cover fitting perfectly around the chain and
effectually keeping it free from all dust, dirt and wet,

making chain run smooth, free and noiseless. No one
can afford to be wilhout it. They are being used by al-

most every cyclist and cycle maker of importance in

Europe. Weight complete is only 1-2 oz. Sample mailed
free to any address for 50c.

Grant Woven Novelty Co., Patterson, N. J.

ALLEN'S DIGEST
OF

UNITED STATES PATENTS

—FOR

—

Cyeles or Veloeipedes

with Attachments — 1879-1891, two Vols., 1,503

pages, and Cycle monthly of the CURRENT

issues of patents can be seen and examined at

(he offices of

THE REFEREE.
834 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO,

—AND—
21 Park Row, NEW YORK.

Fletcher
is the only man who sells every cycling paper, periodical,

hand book, road book and books on training, published

in the U. S., Canada and Europe; who retails the very

best of Cycle Sundries: Perfection Trousers Guards,
enameled 15c. : who offers the best cycle day storage

in the city at 43 E. Van. Hnren St. Cycles stored,

cleaned, oiled; tires inflated, etc.

WANTED.
Cycle, Sundry and Part manufacturers and jobbers to

send us descriptive circulars, price and trade lists.

BALI,AS CYCLE CO.,

Ballas, Texas.
26-2 eow

T /.."„ D»i n „ can be bought at the leading news-

/ MS rUVoi depots in Chicago at ten cei.ts per
' copy.

Subscription price. $3.00 per aanum in advance.
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nne-mile, handicap—J. W. White, 1; H. Wilnian, 3;

J. W. Van Rensaeller, 3; time, 2:57.

One-mile.—Edgar Boren, 1; G. A. Harman, 2; Howard
Covey, 8; time, 2:46.

Five-mile open.—Von Boeckman, 1; W. A. Jacoby, 2;

B. H Hofflimes, 3; time, 16:03 15.

Half-mile, open.—J. W. White, 1; J. E. Mockett, 2; R.

G. Koche, 3; time, 1:39.

* # *
St Louisians at Litchfield.

Litchfield, 111., Oct. 19. — A thousand

people say yesterday's bicycle races here.

Though the track was soft, good racing re-

sulted. A number of St. Louis riders were in

attendance and took home a goodly share of

the prizes. The summary:

One-mile, novice—W. L.Brandon, 1; H. Barrow, 2; H.

R. Anderson, 3; time, 2:50 3-5.

Half-mile, open—E. A. Grath, 1; E. E. Anderson, 2; F.

S. Cole, 3; time, 1:151-5.

One-mile, 3:20 class—F. S. Coleman, l;John Hurch, 2;

W. L. Brandon, 3; time, 2:46.

One-mile, open—E. E. Anderson, 1; W. C. Wicke, 2;

F. S. Coleman, 8; time, 3:01 2-5.

Half-mile, Litcl field wheelmen—W. L. Brandon, 1; E-

Ramsay, 2; R. C. Anderson, 3; time, 1:20 1-5.

One-mile, handicap—E. A. Grath, 50 yds., 1; E. E. Ander

son, scratch, 2; F. S. Coleman. 150 yds., 3; time, 5:39 3-5.

One-mile, Litchfield only—E. Ramsay, 1; W. D. Bran-

don, 2; R. C. Anderson, 3.

Eive-mile, handicap—E. E. Anderson, scratch, 1; F. S.

Coleman, 400 yds., 2; W. C. Wicke, 175 yds., 3; E. Ram-
sey, 500 yds., 4; time, 14:39 2-5.

* * *

Eace Notes.

The Sun Prairie-Madison (Wis.), road race

has been declared off because of poor roads.

The Mercury Wheel Club, of Flushing, L. I.,

will hold a twenty-mile road race on Nov. 7.

The Baltimore Cycle Club will close its

racing season with a ten-mile road race to be

held Thanksgiving day.

The Newark (N. J.), wheelmen have arranged

a relay race- for Saturday. The course will be

from Newark, twenty-five miles out and back.

"The racing men are getting too fast for

quarter and third mile tracks. They are

afraid of the curves," was the way Sam Clark

put it.

The ten-mile road race from Greentown to

Kokomo, Ind., was held last Friday during a

heavy rain. H. L.- Morris was the winner in

38 min.

Baltimore made a little money on its inter-

national tournament, but claims to be out

$2,000 through Zimmerman's non-appearance

the first day.

The Calumet C. C. , of Chicago, holds its five-

mile road race Saturday over the Lake View
course. Leonhardt will attempt to lower his

record of 12:36.

Zimmerman is reported to have said that

Bliss would easily catch the pace of a steam

engine were it to pass him, and that no matter

what the speed he could not be shaken off.

The "Hungry Six," of Milwaukee, held a

road race Sunday from South Milwaukee to

Linus street. Henry Stoltz won from the 4:30

mark and Reitzner won the time prize in 26:49.

It is reported that Frank Sanger has ar-

ranged to give a six-day's professional meet

at Madison Square Garden, New York, dur-

ing Christmas week. Geared ordinaries will

be used exclusively.

The valuable prizes offered at bicycle meets

are causing the runners to think of turning

cyclists. According to the Lynn (Mass.)

Pleas Frank Rowe. of the B. A. A., is seriously

thinking of taking up bicycling as a means of

winning prizes. "I may not be good enough

for the cracks," said he, "but I ought to be

good enough to pull off a few diamonds, pianos,

etc. , which would be more than I could get in

running ten years."

It is said a Racine man has wagered $500

that a bicycle cannot be ridden from that city

to New Orleans, a distance of 1,200 miles in

twenty-five days. Charles Pugh and William

Lugg have accepted the wager, and started on

their long journey Oct. 16.

Thursday evening last at Guelph, Can., the

last of a series of handicap club races was held,

Rowan winning from scratch, with Mitchell

second and Sleeman third. In the four races

Rowan scored twenty-two points, Sleeman six-

teen and Mitchell fourteen.

On the second trial ride on the Minneapolis

track, Charlie Knisely, Con Baker, E. V.

Minor and W. A. Rhodes rode a flying start

quarter on the Stearns quadruplet in 27 seconds,

and John S. Johason hung on, only being pre-

vented from passing by the poor track.

Sunday G. E. Bicker, of the South Side C. C,
Chicago, attempted to lower the hundrad-mile

American load record, but quit at forty miles,

his time for that distance being 2 hrs. 6 min.

He rode the first twenty-five miles in 1 hr. 7

min. , and but for the strong wind might have

made a good performance.

And now Buffalo Bill wants to see how
badly one of his ponies can be beaten by a
bicycle. It is said he is willing to risk $5,000

on the result. According to reports Cody is to

ride a horse and Terront, the Frenchman, to

whom the challenge is said to have been issued,

is to ride a wheel, each rider being allowed a
change. This is one cyclist against two horses.

Yet if the distance is great enough Terront

will win.

Harry Wheeler now admits, it is said,' that

he stuck a pin in the front tire of Neiswonger's

geared ordinary when he came out for the mile

ordinary national championship at the Chicago

meet. It was a dirty "professional" trick,

but without it Zimmerman would not have
been able to win his one hundredth first at his

own home in Freehold, and without that punc-

ture Zim would have been defeated by the
" backwoodsman" from Oran, who was known
to win a race onlyonce in his life. Neiswonger,

"old 46," as he is familiarly called, is an attrac-

tion down his way, that number always be-

ing reserved for him.

He Loves the Bicycle.

"Gus" Guerrero, the Mexican half-breed

known as the forty-eight-hour champion pe-

destrian, who has raced six days in nearly

every important city in the country, and who
once trundled a wheelbarrow on a wager from
San Francisco to New York, is in trouble.

Gus always had a liking for bicycling, and
used to mount any stray ordinary found

around during a six-day professional race. He
once came near getting killed by an irate pro-

fessional in Memphis, who found Gus trying

to ride the aforesaid pro's racer in a building,

and he was not dodging the numerous posts

with success. Gus was arrested in Boston last

Wednesday for "borrowing" a bicycle in Maine.

He rode to Boston on it, painted it black and
raised $15 on it. Gus is now in limbo.

A Notable Match.

Some time ago a race for twenty-five miles

on the road was arranged between J. C. Perriz

of the Columbia Rubber Company and Presi-

dent Friedenstein of the Anglo-American com-

pany, the loser to pay for a champagne supper

for six. "Major" Billy Atwell of Boston was

the match maker. Now Perriz charges Fried-

enstein with trying to back out of the match,

but the latter denies the soft impeachment, as

he thinks that with Whittaker's wooden rims

and other improvements he means to use in

his racer, that lie can "do" Perriz, but he pre-

fers to wait for cooler weather and would pre-

fer a snowy day, as he once lived in Siberia and

is very speedy when ice and snow are on the

ground. The match is awakening much inter-

est in New Jersey among high-class sports. In

weight and reach both men are about equal.

Perriz has a fairly good right and Friedenstein

a clever left, and the former possesses a side

step and half-Nelson lock that is hard to beat.

The Anglo-American's centre-board is of the

Vigilant order and is especially effective in

rough weather. Thousands should see the

match.

Championships of France.

The 100-kilometre championship of France

was held Sunday, Oct. 8, at the Velodrome de

la Seine. More than 10,000 people witnessed

the race, in which seventeen men, among
them Fournier, Cottereau, Louvet, Stella,

Spoke, Lambert, Grossin, Fossier and other

prominent riders, started. The result was a

victory for Louvet, Fournier being second,

Fossier third, Cottereau fourth and Bebaul

fifth. Louvet, who seems to be the late Cas-

signard's successor, is only seventeen years old

and was France's junior champion this year.

On Oct. 10 Louvet and Fournier, on tan-

dem, beat the quarter mile record, held by

the brothers Isley at 31 sec, by 3 3-5 sec, also,

the one-kilometre record, held by the brothers

Underborg at 1:14 3-5, by 2 1-5 sec.

Napoterront I.

Napoterront I. is the new title which French-

men have given to the 1,000-kilometre cham-
pion and St. Petersburg-Paris record-holder,

Charles Terront. His entrance to the Buffalo

track after his 13 days 7 hrs. 30 min. trip took

place Oct. 11 at 4 o'clock. Some 6,000 people

were present, and amid the applause and the

sounds of the Russian hymn, played by the

ban d of the Fifth Infantry Regiment, Terront

rode around the track. The Marseillaise re-

sounded and the people became wild. "Vive
Terront, vive Terront!" they cried. With
Meyer and Echart, his pace-makers on the

road, he made three more laps and then he
retired. All papers from Paris, the provinces

and from other countries had representatives

present at the arrival.

Cyclers' Fair at Washington.

The Georgetown C. C. is arranging a fair,

which is to be a big event at Washington. Ac-
cording to a paper from the national capital

many novel and attractive features will be
introduced to make the fair something more
than an ordinary affair. The city will be

scoured for the most engaging and persuasive

girls to lure the masculine heart for the pur-

pose of getting the masculine purse. Booths
will be decorated with a master's taste, the

most irresistible objects placed on sale and the

moot enticing inducements offered.

Italy's New Cycling Paper.

A new cycling paper, II Cielo, has been
started in Italy. The form and color is an imi-

tation of the little green Velo, France's daily

cycling paper.
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From the Pacific to the Atlantic on a CLEVELAND WHEEL.

ONE SET OF CLEVELAND TIRES!
Lodi, Cal., Oct. 7, 1893.

I left Davis Bros., San Francisco, Cal., at 8 p. m., June 20, and took the 8:30 boat for Oakland. I rode as far as here the first day, having to

ride 113 miles to get here, as I had to take a roundabout way, as the roads were impassable near the San Joaquin river. Here I waited for a

fellow that said he was going to ride as far as New York, but only rode as far as Ogden, Utah. I left here on the 23rd and only rode as far as

Sacramento that day. 36 miles. I had to go through the snowsh°ds of the Central Pacific railway to get over the Sierra Nevada mountains, as

there was snow en the wagon road. I was the first one that rode completely through them. I was delayed half a day by my partner being sick

in Nevada. Reached Ogden all right. I stayed there half a day and went on alone. I was delayed half a day at Green River, Wyo., by rain. I

ifached Omaha in just 15 days from Ogden. I had had an outside cover sent to me at Omaha, but I had no use for it, so sent it back to Davis

Bros. I thought that I would need it, but I am pleased to state that, not regarding the rough usage they had had over the railroad ties, and all

sorts of roads and places where there were no roads, I rode the same tires I started with to your office in Cleveland, Ohio. The fellow I rode with

to Ogden had his hind tire wrapped in three or four places before he got to Ogden. He had tires on a wheel. I changed the covers from
front to rear and vice versa, when 1 got to Omaha. I stayed there one day and only got about 30 miles from there when it rained and I had to

stop a day and a half. I got to Chicago without auy further trouble. I only stayed in Chicago one day, as I wanted to ride on to New York and
get the record. I stopped half a clay in Toledo and visited the factory, and then on to Cleveland, where I stayed a day and a half, as my mail was
not there as expected, and I had to telegraph home and wait for an answer. Near Buffalo I was delayed half a day by rain. I also stopped one

day in Rochester. I rode on to New York without any more stops. I rode about half a day in the rain from Albany down, but I was so near my
journey's end that I did not let that stop me. J got in New York at 7:30 p. in., August 18; $g days and 11 hours from San
Francisco. I rode altogether 3607 miles to get there. I made 7 centuries on the trip.

The bearings are in fine condition. I had the misfortune to break a pedal off by a fall in Echo Canon and had to run it with one foot 21

miles to reach Evanston, Wyo., where I got a pedal pin turned out.

P. S. I lost 12 days altogether. Yours truly, T. R. LILLIE.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
GTZO. M. 1/1/OYD & CO., Cor. Canal and Jackson streets, Chicago, Agents for Chicago and Cook County. MENTION THE REFEREE.

THE SALSBURY CYCLE LAMPS.
THE LIGHTEST LITTLE LIGHT-GIVING LIGHT-WEIGHT. (Reg.)

Patent applied f

Reg. 201051—201052.

FEATURES.
1—Lightness. 2—Gives a good zone of Illumination on the Pandolume principle.

3 —Burner secured bv Spring Clips and fitted with patent Vesta Holder for quick lighting.
4—Oil Tank is easily detachable and is as quickly replaced by a single vertical move-
ment. 5—Rear Reflector slides in, and is secured by door. 6—Duration of light 12 hours.
7—Also embodies other well known advantages of our manufacture.

LONDON:—Works and Offices, Long Acre, W. C.
U S. AMERICA:—SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.

CABLE ADDRESS:—"BUCKLEY, BIRMINGAAM."

THE NIAGARA DUST-PROOF
INDESTRUCTIBLE

RAT-TRAP PEDAL
WEIGHT, 10 OZ.

This is the ONLY RAT-TRAP PEDAL
in the world having DROP FORGED
FOOT PLATES. HIGH GRADE IN
EVERY RESPECT. STEEL BALLS-
BEARING CASES. BALL BEARINGS
FOR WOODEN WHEELS.

NIARAGA MACHINE CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Our goods in use from
San Francisco to St. Petersburg

MENTION THE REFEREE

TheARIELTURTLE
WIN'S

1 Mile Club and 5 Mile Open at Dowagac Sept. 15,

also Half-mile in 1:18, and Half-mile open; also Half-

mile Open in 1:11; Five-mile Handicap and One-mile

Open at Salt Lake City; all State Records.

GOOD STOCK COUNTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,

GOSHEN, IND.
MENTION THE REFEREE.
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GARDEN'S CRUEL JOKE.

A Shoemaker is Led to Think R. L. Coleman

a Terrible Fraud.

R. L. Coleman is back in New York
from a trip to Chicago. He was dis-

covered by a Referee man hobbling along

Barclay street with the aid of a cane.

"It is that infernal rheumatism," he growled.

After stating that there would be no change of

location or of the force in the east of the West-

ern Wheel Works, he proceeded to tell a story

about a trick played upon him by R. D.

Garden of Chicago. He inquired of Mr.

Garden where was the best place to get a pair

of good, serviceable shoes, and the ever-

obliging Robert referred him to a famous
Scotch shoemaker, who is shoemaker extra-

ordinary to the Garden family. A day later

Mr. Garden called at the shoemaker's and the

latter said:

"I am much obliged to you, Mr. Garden, for

sending me that customer; he seems like a

very nice man."
"What customer?" queried Garden, looking

puzzled and frowning. The shoemaker de-

scribed the man, and Garden's face assumed a

fierce aspect as he said: "Me send him, eh?

He is one of tho biggest rascals in the bicycle

business; I have tried to chase him out of the

trade and out of the country, and thought I'd

got rid of him, and here he turns up again?"

"Well, I have nearly finished his pair of

shoes," said the shoemaker.

"Don't let him lay his hands on them until

you get the money; and don't let him pass on

you any checks purporting to be signed by

me, or any of his own, as he is a big scamp."

The next day Mr. Coleman turned up for his

shoes. The Scotch shoemaker eyed him sus-

piciously and made no attempt to get the

shoes. Coleman, in his quick way, asked:

"Well, where are my shoes? Are they fin-

ished?"

"Yes, they are ready," the shoemaker said,

cautiously, as he handed him one shoe, keep-

ing a tight grip of the other. A'he one was a

perfect fit.

"Why don't you give me the other one?"

said Coleman, and the man reluctantly handed

him the other, but took the precaution to

stand between Coleman and the door.

"These are all right," said Coleman. "Can
you cash a check?"

He said the man's reply, "no," was so rapid

that it almost took his breath away. "All the

change I had in the world was $15, so I paid

the $14, the price of the shoes, and left the

address of my hotel," said Coleman. "The
shoemaker was very profuse in his thanks, but

he looked at me very curiously all the time."

A day later Garden called round on the

shoemaker and the latter told him that his

customer tried to spring the check game on

him, but he balked him and made him pay in

currency. Garden roared as he told the shoe-

maker who his customer really was, and that

he had played a joke on him. The shoemaker

said that Mr. Coleman looked very much irri-

tated, and once as though he would like to

strike him.

Coleman muttered something about "get-

ting even" with Bob Garden, and he wearily

climbed the elevated stairs and the next day
was as chipper as ever on the streets of New
York, without the walking-stick.

Wheel Thief Attempts Suicide.

Jersey City, N. J., Oct. 34.—A bicycle thief

named Henry Folsom, who was arrested in

Elizabeth, was held to the grand jury yester-

day in $500 bonds. When taken back to his

cell he tore up a sheet and hung himself to

his cell door. He was taken to the county jail.

He left in his cell a letter addressed to a young
lady in New York, saying he had been arrested

for assaulting a man, and asking her to send

$30 to enable him to get out of jail. He is

accused of stealing a number of machines.

Small Chicago Notes.

The Ravenswood Cycling Club will give a

"barn dance" Hallowe'en night.

H. C. Davis, of Monmouth, 111., one of the

oldest riders in the state, is in the city.

W. F. "Dutah" Gassier, of the Niagara Falls,

the first safety champion of the United States,

is in the city attending the fair.

Messrs. J. M. Erwin, E. M. Newman, C. C
Walton and Frank Pagin, of the Lincoln

Cycling Club, are conducting bachelor quarters

in a large flat on Walton place.

Cards are out announcing the wedding of

Nicholas Trivess, of the Illinois C. C, to Miss

Florence E. Biden, to take place Nov. 3 at the

Garfie'd Park Methodist church.

The fair has been the cause of poorly at-

tended club runs and general inactivity among
the Chicago clubs this season. As the great

show approaches a close, however, an old-time

activity is noticed. Saturday night the Chi-

cago club gave a successful stag cinch party

and on Sunday a large number took in the run
to Blue Island. The ordinary run for Nov. 5 is

attracting considerable attention. Saturday

the South Side C. C. opened its new home at

749 Forty-sixth street with a stag party.

Miss Heggerty's Plucky Ride.

Miss Lizzie Heggerty rode her fifteenth cen-

tury last Thursday week. She was unaccom-
panied and covered the Elgin-Aurora course in

eleven and a half hours, finishing the run
from Naperville to Chicago in darkness. When
Miss Heggerty started out for a ride at 10

o'clock her intentions were to go only as far as

Garfield Park. Reaching there she decided to

attempt to ride over the course in nine and a

half hours. Miss Heggerty reported excellent

roads and not at all dusty. "No, I was not

afraid," she said. "I found the road all right

and had no accidents. I would make the same
ride again."

General News Notes.

All the wheelmen of Decatur, 111., partici-

pated in the firemen's parade last Thursday.

The Denver wheelmen recently held a cen-

tury run in order that candidates for the new
century club might qualify. One hundred and
twenty-seven qualified.

The recent election of officers of the Rambling

Wheel Club of Bridgeport resulted as follows:

President, F. H. Smith; vice-president, L. P.

Bristol; secretary, F. P. Stillman; treasurer,

A. C. Merkens; captain, W. Saltsman.

A. C. Keller and his brother, of Omaha, are

seeking damages from the man who left a

barrel of lime in the streets without providing

a danger light. The two Keelers came to grief

by striking said barrel.

According to announcement, Harry C.

Tyler, of the Springfield B. C, was married on
Thursday of last week to Miss Edith M.

Thompson, of Plattsburg. It has been re-

ported that Tyler would give up riding after

this year, but this is denied.

GOOD SHORT STORIES.

St. Bernards and Pugs Named After Prominent

Racing Men.

It has become a fashion to name canines after

the prominent racing men of the day. In a
Pennsylvania hamlet a cycling dog-fancier has

named the pick of a litter of blooded St. Ber-

nards after Zimmerman, Sanger, Tyler and
Windle. These sold for $50 each. Johnson,

Bliss, Taylor and others were disposed of for

just half that sum. A litter of pugs, owned by
E. W. Haydon of Harrodsburg, Ky., was simi-

larly. treated. "Spooner" sold for $15 and now
Spooner (F. E.) proposes buying "Bliss" for $10.

HE SOLD HIS PRIZE.

Jim McWhorter of Middleburg, Ky., was
one of the boomers in the late raid into the

Cherokee strip. He left his home a few days

prior to the opening, taking his bicycle along.

When the word was given he mounted his

wheel and sailed away to a certain town site,

previously looked over. It was a lively race

with the railroad train to that point, but Jim's

legs are long and muscular, backed by plenty

of wind and determination. He outstripped

the train, reaching the place about half an
hour before any one came insight. He selected

the best lot but sold his rights and appurten-

ances to another fellow for $350 and came
away satisfied that Casey County was good
enough for him.

—

Ex.

#

SPOONER'S COMING STORY.

F. E. Spooner, who followed all the impor-

tant circuits of the season as a newspaper cor-

respondent, is about to write a story for a New
York paper. It will bear this title: "Twenty-
nine Nights in a Sleeping Car; or, the Experi-

ences of a Racing Team." He should havo no
trouble in finding abundant material to make
interesting reading. On the circuit Spooner
talked twenty-four-hour racing so much that

he has been dubbed "Twenty -four -Hour"
Spooner.

News Notes

The one-hour woman's record, with pace-

makers, held by Mile. Dutrieux, has been

beaten by Mile. DeCatz by 818 metres.

The relay ride from Columbus to Cincinnati,

which was to have been held last Friday, has

been declared off because of the inability of

the management to secure riders.

Harris & Roe, brokers, Wall street, New
York, is a firm lately formed. Percy W.
Harris and Tom Roe are the members of the

firm. Harris is reported to have cleared

$25,000 on a recent deal, and to have spent $50

for a wine supper in commemoration of his

newly-formed partnership.

The San Diego (Cal.) Wheelmen's Club has

been organized with John P. Berry, president;

Paul H. Blades, vice-president, and W. L. Tib-

bals, secretary. The proposition of the Sweet-

water Track Association that the cyclists

subscribe $200 worth of stock toward the con-

struction of a free bicycle track, was favorably

considered.

George L. Sullivan of the Boston Globe staff

is doing good cycling work for his paper. Sun-

day, Oct. 8, he filled four columns, covering

Massachusetts cycling thoroughly, including a

trenchant two-column article on the political

"situation." Sullivan is booming C. S. How-
ard, the Qlobe's dramatic editor, for secretary-

treasurer of the division.
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FACTORIES : Birmingham, Eng.

THE 100 KIL0METRES

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Was Won by Mr. L. S. Meintjes, who on his way broke WORLD'S RECORD
for 50 miles, and all American competition records from 8 miles upwards.

All who Finished Rode WHITWORTHS.
Write for Prices and Catalogue.

The Whitworth Works Cycle Co.,

NEW YORK,
644-646 Broadway.

CHICAGO.
Stand No. 238, Transportation Bldg., World's Fair.

MENTION THE REFEREE.

READING WHEELS.
DON'T MISS THIS,

The One Chance of Your Lifetime,

To go without getting and selling these

Wheels.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

THE WHEELS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

Write us at once for Catalogue and agency.

W. H. W1Hielm & Co.,

MANUFACTURERS

MENTION THE REFEREE.

In buying a Cyele see that you get one with the

Brown Sproeket Wheel.

With it you can make better time, requires less

power and lasts three times longer than any other

device. You can feel no motion from the chain, re-

quires no oiling, and the chain does not ride up on

the points and break. It improves a wheel so much
that it is perceptable to any rider. They can be

furnished to fit any of the leading cycles.

Correspondence solicited with dealers and manufacturers.

The Brown Sprocket Wheel Co.,

Rialto Building,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
MENTION THE REFEREE














